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fhe Middle East: In Deep
By Mike Siddoway
The Catalyst

Some reflections on the Iraq thing.

I awoke one morning in late August to hear Secretary

>f Defense Cheney exclaim woodenly over the radio that

we were "in country," and with a calm that would chill a

robot, that we would meet any Iraqi incursion into

Saudi Arabia with "deadly force." I first heard the

phrase "in country" when I was 11 or 12 years old

watching the Viet-nam war was on TV.

Continued on page 1
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Plethora of first-vear students R

Lounges used to relieve crowding
u.. ¥...«_ m..~ nn ramDus. Althoueh nobody

I .^taait. .ass^MB

byV
The

by Justin Blum
The Catalyst

Twenty-nine students living

in temporary lounge space,

due to an unusually large

number of first year students

accepted from this year's

admissions waiting list, were

moved into permanent

housing beginning Tuesday,

campus officials announced

this week.

"We are not really over-

crowded," said Dana Wilson,

Director of Residential Life.

There are currently 19 vacan-

cies in dorms on campus.and

about 12 in fraternities," she

said. The vacancies were

created by students who were

originally planning to come to

CC, but did not.

Although the first year

students first semester admis-

sion goal was 475 students,

494 enrolled. "76 students

were accepted from the

waiting list, 60 decided to

attend; that's the reason we
have too large a first year

class," said Associate Director

of Admission Terry Swenson.

Student financial aid has

also been affected by the large

number of first year students

on campus. Although nobody

demonstrating financial need

was turned down, about a

dozen students received less

aid then they might have,

according to the Office of

Financial Aid.

"We would like the lounge

occupants moved out by the

end of the block. The lounge

spaces are important for the

community," Wilson said.

The process may take time,

she noted, because students on

the grievance list will be

placed in vacant rooms before

the lounge occupants.

Although Wilson said the

students in the lounges were

informed the space was

temporary, some lounge

residents were led to believe

otherwise.

"We got here and everybody

told us it was permanent, and

now they are acting like we
imagined it. I don't think ifs

fair that we're paying this

much money and getting

jerked around like this," said

Bemis lounge occupant

Wendy Titsworth.

Residential Life denies the

charge. "1 don't think anybody

from this office said that [the

Jenny Carchman/The Catalys!

Residing in a converted Bemis lounge, first-year students Rachel Klein and Jennifer Berg feel the affecls '

of the housing crunch brought on by an unexpectedly high firet year student enrollment.
(

lounge space was permanent]

to them," Wilson said. "They

just assumed that because we
put closets in."

In an effort to open dorm
space for first years, almost all

upperclassmen who requested

to live off campus were given

permission. "I'd say we have

about 35CM0O people living off

campus in the nearby area/'

Wilson said.

"This is a bigger number of

students living off campus

than in the past," said Resi-

dential Life Manager Eileen

Beuregard. "Our [on campus]

occupancy is 1301 ...we will

probably be at 100%," she

added.

The reason such a large

number of people were

accepted from the waiting list,

according to Swenson, was

that by May 7 only 430 first

year students were enrolled.

Out of 1300 offers "we
guessed 36% would enroll,"

he said. "We only expected to

get 40 students from the

waiting list. The number of

waiting list accepts was really

surprising.

Swenson says President

Gresham Riley is trying to

lower the number of students

on campus. "The target used

to be around 500 first year

students. The college is trying

to reduce enrollment. Last

year we were low—only 411

first years," Swenson said.

The larger than expected

class caused some problems

this summer in the Financial

Aid Office. CC only planned

to spend 2.8 million in new
student financial aid. Instead,

3.2 million was awarded,

according to Financial Aid

Director Rodney Oto.

"We did more businesss for

this year than last," Oto said.

"The larger number of first

years was one factor, but we
saw peoples' individual needs

were higher."

To help compensate for the

shortfall, Financial Aidwas
given an additional $220,000.

"That's really what got us

through the summer; if we
didn't get that money return-

ing students would have been

in trouble," Oto said.

Although Oto said the level

of aid returning students

received was substantially

unaffected, "about a dozen

didn't get their total financial

aid."

"If we had gotten $300,000

this summer [as originally

requested] we would have

been more generous," Oto I

said. "If we had to point

fingers, we would have to

blame ourselves—our projec!

tion was simply not as accu-

rate as we would have

hoped."

Individual class sizes are K

expected to be affected

because of the number of firs

years, according to Registrar

Margaret Van Horn. "I wouK;

assume that if enrollment

remains higher, the number o

classes offered would be

higher," she said.

Assistant Dean Keight

Kester does not see class size]

as a problem. "25 extra [first

years] would be less than om

student in every three

classes," he said.

Mel

Local environmentalist fatally injured in accident
College Relations

Environmentalist Reba

Beidleman, wife of former

Colorado College Biology

Prof. Richard Beidleman, was

fatally injured Wednesday
night, August 15, when an

auto struck her and her

husband as they walked along

a seashore path in Northern

California.

Richard was reported in fair

condition today at Commu-
nity Hospital in Monterey,

Calif., with multiple breaks in

one leg and injuries to the

other leg.

The Beidlemans, both 67,

had been preparing to move to

Pacific Grove, Calif., since his

retirement in May, 1988. They

finally left Colorado Springs

at the end of last month and

moved into their new home in

early August.

While the couple was

walking along a recreational

path near the ocean, a car

went off a nearby roadway

and traveled about 70 feet,

diagonal to the path, and

struck the two as they stood

looking out across Monterey

Bay at sunset, said Pacific

Grove police.

The driver, a Northern

California man, claimed he

lost consciousness while

driving, said police, who
added that the driver faces

possible charges of felony

drunken driving and vehicu-

lar manslaughter.

The Beidlemans have two

daughters and a son. Their

daughter Carol has gone to

Pacific Grove to be with her

father.

The family said there will

not be a funeral service but

that cremation is planned,

according to the expressed

wishes of Reba. Memorial

contributions can be made to

the Beidleman Environmental

Center in Sondermann Park in

Colorado Springs; or to the

college's Beidleman Award in

Biology, which is designed to

support students interested in

ecological studies; or to The

Nature Conservancy, a

national conservation organi-

zation.

A native of Kansas City,

Mo., who grew up in Albu-

querque, NM, Reba graduated

with honors from the Univer-

sity of New Mexico and

earned a Master's degree with

honors from Columbia

University in New York City.

She later taught English in |j_
6

Fort Collins (at what was the: P

Colorado A&M College) and^
they moved to Colorado !

'

Springs in August of 1957 jy

when her husband joined the '

'

biology department at Colo- .

rado College.
ft \

From the 1950s on Reba dn^
research for her husband's

ecological studies and for ^.

conservation projects in the

Pikes Peak region since the ,

"

late 1960s. They were jointly |j
honored with an award froffl^

the Springs Area Beautiful j^

Association in 1978 and agaifi^.

(also jointly) in 1987.
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Riley addresses undergraduate education
by Wendy Anderson

The Catalyst

Students gathered last

'frhursday at Shove Chapel to

flatness the official start of the

m990-91 academic year. The

choir and the faculty wel-

comed students to the 117th

convocation at CC.

f Opening Convocation was

introduced by Mark Glaze, a

Junior and president of CCCA.

Glaze offered the advice to

students, "Don't drink the

Sprinkler water," which Glaze

fadmits was a mistake he

made.
' The attendance of the

(

convocation was relatively
1

small. But those who did

attend witnessed the confer-

, ring of Honorary Degrees to

two CC alumni. The degree

Iwas created in 1986 to recog-

nize alumni who have, at early

stages in their careers, exhib-

ited outstanding accomplish-

ments.

1 Reginald McKnight was
i presented his award by James
s Yaffee. McKnight's writing

centers on the black experi-

ence, which he simply com-

ments "you write on what you
e

' know. I write on the human
experience." After a suppress-

ing primary education,

McKnight entered the Ma-

rines. McKnight realized he
was smarter than he thought

after taking intelligence exams
and receiving high marks.

After the Marines he went to

the Pikes Peak Community
College and graduated from
Colorado College in 1981, with

honors. He received his

Masters in English at the

University of Denver and later

went on to teach. In 1990 he

received the O. Henry Award
for his short stories and in

1988 he received the Drue
Heinze Literature Prize. He
has published a collection of

short stories and one novel.

Joseph Gordon then intro-

duced Stephen Trimble with a

reading from Henry Thoreau.

An ecologist and explorer,

Trimble has a taste for nature

and admits that CC played an

important role in directing

him on his non-traditional

path. Coming to CC as a

Boettcher Scholar, Trimble

majored in psychology. He
received his MS in ecology

and evolutionary biology at

the University of Arizona. He
is now a free lance writer and

photographer, focusing on the

American Southwest. He has

written such books as The

Bright Edge - Guide to National

Parks of the Colorado Plateau

and Great Sand Dunes - Shape of

the Wind and his current book,

The Sage Brush Ocean.

Shari Chaddick, a junior at

CC, commented, "It was
worth coming just to hear

about [the two authors]."

Following the honorary

degrees, Gresham Riley,

College President, gave the

address. Riley launched into a

lengthy discussion of the

criticisms of undergraduate

standards, summing up the

indictment into seven points.

Many of the problems focused

on faculty and their "retreat

from the classroom" and the

mistake of "research without

publication" allowing faculty

not to take their research

seriously. The face of educa-

tion is changing, critics

believe, and many scholars are

beginning to worry that

undergraduates are not

getting the sort of education

they need or pay for. This lack

of education is resulting in a

decreased value of the bach-

elor degree because students

are without the critical skills

they need in the competitive

work force.

But Riley's address had a

glimmer of hope for the

students. He did not agree

with the pessimistic attitude

Watson fellowship proposals due
by Bettina Whiteford

The Catalyst

The Thomas J. Watson
Foundation was established in

1961 and its Fellowship

Program was inaugurated in

1968 to be the primary

activity of the Foundation.

Since then, 1,523 Watson
Fellowship awards have been

made to college graduates

from 55 different private

lolleges and universities

throughout the United States.

" The Fellowship provides a

Rant of $13,000 to each

recipient. The program is

unique in that it will provide

f
grant of $18,000 if the

recepient is being accompa-
nied by a spouse. However,
the Fellowship is taxable and
must be reported by recipients

as income. Tax withholding by

i|he Foundation is required, in

accordance to U.S. Federal Tax
Regulations, if the recipient

^appens to be a non-resident

^ien. This does not apply to

^on-U.S. citizens who are

permanent residents in the
US.

The main goal of the Foun-
dation is to offer an experience
that will provide Fellows a
time in which they can explore
an area of particular interest,

view their cultures' in a larger

perspective, and enrich their

cultural education.

,
In the past, recipients have

Spen major events taking place
"at have given them a

oader education and a

different understanding of

world affairs. One Watson
scholar in Nepal last April

experienced the intensity of

the revolution. Another

recipient had the opportunity

to be in Africa when Nelson

Mandela was released and

heard him speak.

The Watson Fellowship

Foundation is most concerned

with qualities such as integ-

rity, intelligence, the capacity

for leadership, potential for

creative achievement ,and

excellence within a chosen

field. A candidate's academic

record is taken into account,

but it is not a primary criteria

for selection. A candidate

must pick a field that relates to

their future in some imagina-

tive way.

The year's experience is not

to be spent in a foreign

university. While the Fellows

are abroad, they are required

to keep in touch with the

Foundation. Quarterly

progress reports, a final

analysis of their Fellowship

year, and an accounting

record of the Fellowship funds

are required upon return to

the States.

All graduating seniors,

regardless of sex, age, race,

nationality, undergraduate

program, or previous foreign

experience, are eligible. Four

copies of one's proposal

should be given to Professor

Kester in the Deans' Office in

Armstrong, no later than 5

p.m. on Monday, Oct. 1

.

Students are encouraged to

meet with at least one faculty

member before submitting the

final draft. The proposals will

be read during the first week
of Block 2 , and a representa-

tive of the Foundation will

come to interview each

nominee on campus during

the late fall and winter

months. The four nominees

will be chosen in late October.

Colorado College has an

impressive history of involve-

ment with the Fellowship

since the 1969-70 academic

year. CC has had approxi-

mately 50 winners. Last year,

two people were nominated to

go abroad. Mark Acito fo-

cused on the performing arts

and studied art songs in

Germany, France, and En-

gland. Jane Hines showed a

particular interest in the

preservation of forests and

went to Madagascar, off the

East coast of Africa.

In this program, it is pos-

sible to go to many different

countries. One recipient

studied landscape gardening

in eighteen different countries.

On the opposite extreme, a

recipient, Michael Long, lived

in The Taiko Ensemble

Drumming School on the Isle

of Sado, in the Northern Sea of

Japan, for an entire year.

This study plan can be a

rewarding, unique experience

with a little organization and a

lot of creativity.

that education was on a vast

decline, and especially not

here at Colorado College. He
did not place blame on faculty

and in fact encouraged

personal research and sabbati-

cals. The center of his argu-

ment was built around the

benefits of creative teaching

and small classes. He re-

marked "If there were never a

golden-age of undergraduate

teaching, the fact remains that

much good, undergraduate

instruction takes place today,

and we know where it is to be

found: in residential, liberal

arts and science colleges."

Riley addressed the Colorado

College program and estab-

lished challenges for the 1990-

91 school year, including

evaluating the eight block plan

and the continuation of the

Faculty Commitee on Com-
mittees Study of institutional

governance and committee

systems.

Riley ended with a noble

ambition that "Colorado

College should seek to be the

preeminent center of creative

teaching and inspired learning

among the national colleges."

News briefs
Leisure program plans ice cream
social, student activities night

The Leisure Program would like to invite you to partici-

pate in Student Activities Night and Ice Cream Social on

Tuesday, September 18, 1990, at 7:30 PM in the Womer
Campus Center Perkins Lounge. Since this is perhaps the first

opportunity for first year students and transfer students to

become acquainted with an organization, all are encouraged

to attend. The evening has grown both in attendance and in

signing up new people interested in becoming members of

organizations.

Campus groups have been innovative in their approach to

Student Activities Night in previous years with demonstra-

tions, slide shows, music and a general air of festivity while,

at the same time, recruiting students. Also, the Ice Cream
Social has been added which makes the evening a lot more
fun! Student Activities Night is also a good time to renew old

friendships and create new ones.

Gamma Phi Beta sponsors lip sync

contest to benefit Easter Seals
Are you a closet Frank Sinatra? If that's the case, then it's

time to come out of the closet and enter the 1990 Lip Sync

Contest on Friday, Sept. 21 at 5:15 pm on Cutler Quad.

This is an all-campus event sponsored by Gamma Phi Beta

to raise money for its national philanthropy, Easter Seals.

Entry forms may be picked up in Worner Center. These forms

and the selected cassette must be turned in to Curry Jacobus,

Worner Box 1605, ext. 7880 by Sept. 19. The cost is $2 per

person. Lots of prizes will be awarded. More importantly,

this is a chance to have fun and support a worthy cause.

Greeks held accountable; parties

closed to those without invitations

The Greek Council voted last spring to mandate closed

parties, a policy in effect since Sept. 1, 1990. People attending

Greek parties will be required to produce an official invita-

tion or have their name placed on a guest list in advance.

Greek students will be allowed in with their Greek ID stick-

ers. Greeks will also abide by all alcohol policies of the

college, city and state.

As a result of a nationwide trend, Greeks are being held

more accountable for their actions than in the past. To reduce

the liability risk, the national office for each house has either

encouraged or mandated stricter policies. Although these

policies may be unpopular with students, Greek Council

members have included they cannot afford such high liabili-

ties.

CC chapter of Gamma Phi Beta

honored for academic excellence

At a recent convention of Gamma Phi Beta International,

the Colorado College Chapter of Gamma Phi Beta, Alpha Phi,

was honored with three awards.

The first award was given to the Alpha Phi Chapter for

having the highest overall GPA of Gamma Phi Beta Chapters

internationally for the last two years. The Alpha Phi Chapter

also received one of the several awards for scholastic excel-

lence given to United States Chapters of Gamma Phi Beta, as

well as the award for Efficiency.
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Experts discuss Middle East crisis
by Peter Mulvihill

The Catalyst

Yesterday, the college's

Thursday at Eleven series

kicked off the 1990-1991

academic year with a forum

on modern Middle Eastern

politics in Packard Hall. The

series, a tradition begun

several decades ago with the

abolition of mandatory chapel,

presents lectures, demonstra-

tions, and debates nearly

every Thursday. The modera-

tors are Jim Malcolm of the

Drama department and TK
Barton of the History depart-

ment.

The first speaker, Belinda

Kimble, works for the state

department's Egyptian foreign

service. Originally from

Arizona, Kimble was educated

at Denver University and

Harvard. Her postiion on the

present issues of the Middle

East basically restates the

government's position, though

she was quick to point out that

this conflict is not between the

U.S. and Iraq, but rather

between Iraq and the rest of

the world. She accentuated the

nearly universal condemna-

tion of Saddam Hussein's

invasion of Kuwait and the

significant role of the United

Nations, its members, and its

policies.

Kimble believes that even if

the United Nations achieves

all it objectives, profound

changes in the region are

inevitable. She focused on the

role of Egypt as "the geo-

political center of the Arab

world." She sees Egypt's

peace-making role as neces-

sary mediation between the

Arab world and the Western

powers. Egypt's political and

economical vulnerability may

inhibit its efforts/but Egyptian

president Mobaruk seems

dedicated to a peaceful

settlement, according to

Kimble.

Daniel Crecilius, a 1959

graduate of CC, followed

Kimble as a self-proclaimed

"devil's advocate." Crecilius

sees no change in Egyptian

leadership on the near hori-

zon, although he said that

"change is only a bullet or a

heart attack away." He then

focused on the illogical

boundaries were drawn by

colonial power after World

War II. He also believes that

the people of the region have

never really accepted those

borders, though they have

tacitly complied for several

decades. Crecilius is teaching

a course onMiddle

Easternhistory next block.

The final speaker was

another visiting professor,

Ghalaza Anwar. She is teach-

ing courses on women studies

and religion. Her long list of

educational institutions

includes Kalamazoo college, a

university in India, the

University of Chicago and

Temple University. She

summarized the reaction of

the Muslim people to this

conflict by paraphrasing 49:9

of the Koran saying, if two

Muslim groups fight, they

must try to make peace. If one

faction persists in their

aggression, all other Muslims

must stand against this faction

until it ceases its belligerence.

Anwar also tried to dispel

the myth that the Middle East

is more fanatically religious

than the U.S. She pointed out

that just as Islamic people say

"Allah," Americans, even her

Jewish friends, say "Jesus

Christ." Her religion is, by

Jenny Carchman/The Catalyst

Belinda Kimble of the State Department's Egyptian Foreign service

speaks on Middle Eastern politics at yesterday's Thursday at 11.

nature, more militant than

Christianity or Judaism. She

accentuated the plight of

Middle Eastern women by

relating the news that in Saudi

Arabia, women may soon be

allowed to drive because of

the Middle East crisis. She

believes that American aid

would be better spent on the

liberation of those women

than on "military strategic

balance."

The question and answer I

period was dominated by

questions about how close tW

situation is to war and what !

can be done to prevent blood-;

shed. Crecilius said possible

approachesare war, an em- I

bargo, and Iraq's voluntary

withdrawal from Kuwait.
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Venture grants to be awarded
College Relations

This is to announce that

Colorado College once again

1'
has a Venture fund. Our
operating budget is $39,000

and is divided among the

1 following three categories:

I 1 )Student Research ($16,000)

I Purpose: To allow students

I to carry on research or studio

I projects under the guidance of

a faculty member. Support

| will be given for direct ex-

1 penses, such as travel and

I materials. It is possible,

though not necessary, that

1 these research proposals and

I projects will lead to academic

I credit. This fund is not in-

I tended to support off-campus

classroom activities.

I Student research projects

should be submitted to the

1 Dean's Office, accompanied

'"by the student's transcript and

a supporting letter from the
1

professor who has agreed to

supervise the project by the

> appropiate date.

2)Conferences ($7000)

Purpose: To permit students

and faculty together to attend

professional meetings and
conferences on subjects of

mutual intellectual interest. It

is also possible for these funds

to be used by students to

attend meetings without

accompanying faculty. The
meetings should be of an

academic or professional

nature. Student presentation

of research results at an

academic meeting is encour-

aged.

Proposals should be submit-

ted to the Dean's office.

Venture funds will not be
used to cover the faculty

member's conference costs.

Students proposals should

include a student's transcript

and be accompanied by a

letter of recommendation from
a faculty member and materi-

als detailing the nature of the

conference.

3)Visiting Faculty ($16,000)

Purpose: To bring distin-

guished visitors to the campus
for a period of a few days to a

week. The visitors may give

campus-wide lectures, lectures

to classes, or informal semi-

nars. Proposals should try to

maximize the exposure of the

visitors to the campus commu-
nity. An all-campus lecture is

recommended. Requests for

Block visitors should go
through the department chairs

to the Dean of the College for

funding.

Proposals should be submit-

ted by faculty and Department
chairs to the Dean's Office.

The Venture Grant Commit-
tee will meet on the third

Wednesday of each block to

evaluate proposals and award
grants. All proposals and
supportive letters should be in

the Dean's office by 1:00 pm
the Friday preceding the

scheduled meeting. For more
information contact the Dean's

Office x6686.

RHA kicks off school year early
By Sarah Murphy
The Catalyst

As some of you already

.know, many RHA members
were here during New Stu-

dent Orientation answering

questions and helping with

"the moving. Many also

participated in the new
"Choices 101" program which

consists of five vingettes

directed at campus life. The
issues involved included

;racism, relationships, STD's,

alcoholism and drug abuse,

and date rape. Along with the

skits, facilitators presented

i/acts and information about

each subject then opened the

floor for comments.
RHA ran the New Student

Games this year. TheCC
iCheerleading squad got

everyone pumped up during

their presentation, after which
the games began. The wings

competed in many zany
events including the "Sit-

walk" and the "Bat-spin."

Then"Simon-says" and the

giant "United States Split-up."

The afternoon ended with the

traditional water fight.

Now that school has started,

we have to get down to

business. The Executive Board

is currently made up of six

students and one advisor, who
are, as follows: President

Aubrey Hord, Vice President

Kristen Palmer, Treasurer

Laura Hegerle, Secretary Erin

Zimmer, National Communi-
cations Chair Mary Quinn,

Publicity Chair Sarah Murphy,
and Advisor Greg Wilborn.

Hall Council elections will

be held Friday, Sept. 21 . All

those interested in running for

a position are encouraged to

participate. Mathias, Loomis,

Slocum, Bemis and
MacGregor, and the small

house coalition will each have
their own councils.

Any students interested can

sign up for the election by

picking up an application at

the Worner desk and return-

ing it to Worner Box 1033 by

Tuesday, Sept. 18, or on the

night of Sept. 18 at the RHA
table at Students Acitivities

Night. Campaigning starts as

soon as you sign up! If you

have any questions, please do

not hesitate to snag a RHA
member or call the office

(x6833).

CC mourns deaths oftwo students
by Andrew Fahlund
The Catalyst

Timothy Linnemann, a

Colorado College senior, died
on Aug 7. He was 21 years
old.

He died in a motor vehicle

accident in southern Nevada
on his way from California.

Linnemann, from Cincin-

nati, Ohio, was a biology
major and played guitar in

_j one of the campus bands. An
environmental activist, he
took part in ENACT, Green
ffeace, and was a strong

supportor of organic farming.
An experienced outdoorsman,
he spent much of his free time
hiking and camping.
He is survived by both his

mother and father, brother
and sister.

There will be a memorial
service at Shove Chapel. The
^an of Student's office will

Jjave the date and time.

Timothy Linneinan, an active CC senior died on August 7 in a

tragic auto accident.

Richard T. Walker, member
of the CC class of 1989, died of

cancer on June 4. He was a

former CCCA president, and a

member of the Kappa Sigma
fraternity. "Mrs. Walker would

welcome cards or letters.

Memorial contributions may
be sent to the Kaiser Oakland

Hospice. For addresses,

please contact the Dean of

Students Office.

News briefs
Cronin elected to Political Science
Association Executive Council
College Relations

Professor Thomas E. Cronin, McHugh Professor of Ameri-
can Institutions and Leadership at Colorado College, was
elected earlier this month to the Executive Council of the
American Political Science Association.

The association, meeting in San Francisco, has over 15,000
members and represents leading college and university
professors and researchers in all fields of political science.
Cronin was also elected to the national executive committee
of Pi Sigma Alpha—the national political science honor
society—at these same meetings.

Cronin is widely known for his writings on the American
presidency, leadership and elections. Harvard University
Press is issuing his Direct Democracy: The Politics of the

Inititative Referendum and Recall in a new paperback edition
this month. He is also the co-author of the leading college text

on American government, Government by the People.

Cronin has taught at Colorado College for the past eleven
years and was honored last year as the Colorado College
Campus Association's choice for Teacher of the Year. He will

spend the 1990-91 academic year as a writer and scholar-in-

residenceat the Graduate School of Business and the Hoover
Institution, Stanford University.

Tutt announces inter-library shuttle

service to CU- Boulder, Denver
Tutt Library

Tutt Library will be offering a new service this fall for CC
students and faculty. The second Saturday of every block the

library has scheduled transportation for an all day round trip

to the libraries at the University of Colorado at Boulder and
Denver.

Tutt Library has access to both of these libraries' on-line

catalogs; their holdings can be reviewed before making the

trip. This advance preparation will assist the patron in

deciding which library would best serve his or her needs.

The van leaves at 9:00 a.m. from Tutt Library. II will stop at

CU-Dcnver to drop off individuals and then proceed to CU-
Boulder. The van will leave Boulder at 3:30 p.m. for UCD and
then back to Tutt Library. For exact scheduling, please pick

up one of the flyers located at reference desk. Passengers arc

responsible for being at the appropriate location at the correct

times. Anyone who misses the van will need to, find their

own transportation back to the college.

Circulating materials can be checked out at either library

with a valid CC ID. Tutt Library can return items through a

courier service located in the Inter-library Loan Department,

any lost items will be traced, but patrons are ultimately

responsbile for the items checked out. Please call Diane

Burgner (x6664) or Jan Keder (x6672) with any questions or

\Suggesrions you may have.
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I wouldVe bought a Macintosh even without

the student discount

Greg Gal lent

Consumer Economi
Cornell University

and Housing

ye<

ha:

"The first time I saw a Macintosh, Iwas immediately

hooked. It's a work of art. I saw the student

pricing and my next move was obvious: get one.

"Some other computers are cheaper, but they're

a pain to learn, and working on them can be

a grueling experience. Last year, a friend

bought anotherkind ofcomputer against

my advice and has used it for maybe 15

hours.Whatawaste.

"Macintosh, on the other hand, is a logical

extension of the mind. It lets you concentrate on

what's in your paper, not on how to get it on

paper. You can create professional-looking

documents in minutes, and you lose the fear of

learningnew programs because they all work

in the same way

"Once you've worked with a Macintosh,

there's no turning back'.'

Why do people love Macintosh
1

?

Ask them.
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For all your computer needs, contaci ge

the Colorado College Bookstore |Be

at 389-6393 from 8:30am - 4:00pm I™
Come in and find out about the Iho

student and faculty discount programl
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Local bars offer good times

I

By Sally Clark

The Catalyst

Off the beaten track and easy

to miss, like a good bar should

be, rests the Deluxe. The ten-

- year-old, David Lynch style

hang out has recently begun

to attract C.C. students.

The walls of the Deluxe are

covered with far-out posters

including paintings by the

owner.

"I like the bar because it has

three different types of 'Be

Kind to Your Mind Posters',"

said senior Don Strasbourg.

The smoky room is filled with

pinball machines, a pool table,

dance floor, and a stage

frequented by a diverse range

of bands.

Gael Bennett, the owner,

sports Buddy Holly glasses

and a button that says " Do
not mistake me for someone

you know!" He is a native of

. Colorado springs and an ex-

C.U. professor.

Bennett works at the bar five

days a week and boasts that

the bar is the only establish-

ment which recycles its glass

and aluminum. He also claims

to play harmonious tunes

which keep his customers

smiling rather than loaded.

"The Deluxe attracts real

people, and a diverse crowd
more interested in listening to

good music than getting

drunk," said senior Stephanie

Bonebreak.

Customers pay two dollars

cover charge when there is a

band. The bartenders charge

$1.10 for a hard-to-find frosty

mug of draft, $1 .50 for a bottle

of golden brew, and offer a

cheap deal on highballs.

C.C. students compose one-

third of the weekend crowd
unless favorite local bands like

The Circle are playing.

The Deluxe attracts groups

such as the Boneharvest, the

Auto-no, Kid and Night

Gallery, who are playing this

weekend.

The type of band usually

determines the crowd. But

whatever the genre of people,

the tavern's dark, mysterious

decor and its laid-back atmo-

sphere make it unique.

Criminal

impersonantion is a

class 6 felony.

1) A person commits

criminal imperson-

ation if he knowingly

assumes a false or

ficitious identity or

capacity, and in such

identity or capacity he;

d) Does an act which,

if done by the person

falsely impersonated,

might subject such

person to an action or

special proceeding,

civil or ciminal, or to

liability, charge, forfei-

ture, or penalty.

--Colorado State law

Groups sponser diversity
By Ian Edelstein

The Catalyst

Kazuhito Yamashita, Charlie

Musslewhite, Indonesian

Puppet Theater, Blues Travel-

ler, Margaret Leng Tan.

Through the hard work of

the Great Performers Series,

Livesounds, and KRCC such
musical diversity on the C.C.

campus has become reality.

Livesounds, director Don
Strasburg said is "an organi-

zation devoted to creating

i
good times on campus

|
^ through live music." Advised

j

by Mario Valdes, from the

local public radio station

KRCC, Livesounds is an

;

' entirely student organized

f|committee that seeks to bring
jin uncommon shows to C.C.

.
geared towards the students.

Because of a limited budget

;

and limited venues,
i

i

Livesounds can not attract the

i

hottest bands in the continent.

ll
I However, as those that

•caught last year's Earth Day
'concert at C.C. know well,

jbands like Phish can give
[Crowds a show to remember.
Strasburg and the rest of

Livesounds look for jazz, folk,

rock, reggae, and blues bands
on tour in the area who will

appeal to students. Bands
who have a night in-between
shows often contact Valdez or
Strazburg to play a gig at C.C.
Because of this it is difficult

for Livesounds to schedule
Shows far in advance.
I KRCC is a great asset to

Mvesounds. Producing forty

to fifty shows annually they

have experience in bringing in

artists and promoting con-

certs. They promote

Livesounds on the air, often

follow up the spots with music

from that artist, and buy ticket

blocks for the shows.

Livesounds next show is

Pa to Banton, former member
of the English Beat. He will

play a live, outdoor reggae

show in Cutler Quad

—

reminiscent of the Burlington

"Live sounds is 'an

orgaization devoted to

creatinggood times on

campus through live

music/"

—Don Strasburg

Reggae Festival—at 2 p.m. this

Sunday, Septemberl6. Tickets

are $4 for students and $6 for

the public. Upcoming and

unconfirmed shows are Blues

Traveller in late October and

Phish on Halloween night.

Students with an interest and

sincere committment are

welcome to get involved with

Livesounds. Meetings are

held on Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in

the Leisure Program office.

Another such group with

little recognition is the Great

Performers Series. They are

C.C.'s major performance

series and are solely respon-

sible for bringing in classical

and contemporary music.

dance, and theater to the

campus. The first Great

Performers concert of the year

will be this Thursday, Septem-

ber 20 at 8 p.m. in Packard

Hall. Tickets are free to C.C.

students with I.D. and activity

card and are $8 for the public.

Thursday's performance will

feature Margaret Leng Tan,

one of the country's best-

known contemporary, classi-

cal pianists. Her program will

feature Asian music by

contemporary Chinese and

Japanese composers. To
further enhance the experi-

ence she will be explaining her

background, techniques, and

music before her show at the

"Thursday At 11 Discussion

Series."

Shahira Kamal, the Great

Performance Series student

leader, says, about the show,

to "expect something differ-

ent." Ifs free, relaxing, and

definately different from

organic chemistry and

Machiavelli.

The Great Performers Series

is also seeking more involve-

ment. Meetings are every

Wednesday at noon in Worner

212.

Both Livesounds and The

Great Performers Series are

programs that enhance C.C.

musical culture. The rewards

of becoming involved in these

groups or simply going to the

shows is well-worth the time

spent. Check out some Phish

and Indonesian Puppet

Theatre.

By Mike Scagliotti

The Catalyst

Where do C.C. students go
when they arc hankering for

cold beer?

I visited The Club House
Restaurant and Underground
Pub on the comer of Nevada
and Kiowa in search of an

answer. The blare of Monday
night football on dual screens

greeted mc. Somewhere from

the back came the loud

thumping of pop music. Town
locals sat on the edges of bar-

stools cheering at the TV sets.

Discovering there was a

journalist in the house, the

owner, Tony Afshar politely

introduced himself, and we
retired to the back room to

chat. He told mc that the

Underground hosts "a nice

cross-section of business

people, students, and just

general public."

I missed the lunch time

business crowd, but I couldn't

miss the students and "general

public" hanging out in the

front room, quaffing Buds,

throwing darts, and watching

the game.

At first glance, The Under-

ground appears to be just a

sports bar. Old photos of

Knute Rockne, Joe DiMaggio,

Restaurant review

and other sports heroes

decorate the walls. Darts are a

main attraction with eleven

teams playing toummanets
three nights a week. But to

lure the college crowd, Tony
has added a few "hip" attrac-

tions.

Wednesday night features

a comedy show with

"Colorado's finest young
comedians." Thursday night

is "College Night," with

happy hour prices until

closing and occasionally a live

band, such as C.C.'s own
Second Nature. Local bands,

such as the Auto-no and

Headful of Zombies, play

throughout the weekend.

"The atmosphere is such

that just about everybody likes

it," Tony informed me.

But one bar could never

satisfy the diverse needs of the

C.C. population; many C.C.

students argue in favor of

other local hot-spots, such as

Meadow Muffin's, the Golden

Bee, O'Furry's, Murph's, Jose

Muldoon's, and Cowboy's.

As T.S. Elliot wrote, "We
shall not cease from explora-

tion and the end of all our

exploring will be to arrive

where we started and know
the place for the first time.

"

A taste of France
ByToddKeathley
The Catalyst

La Baguette, 2417 West

Colorado Avenue.

Set on the fringe of Old
Town in Colorado Springs, La

Baguette offers a reasonably

priced menu that relies on its

fresh French baguettes, rolls,

and croissants to either

comprise or compliment the

meal. Although one can not

order a "Croissandwhich,", La

Baguette serves light and flaky

croissants with your choice of

four or five different combina-

tions of sandwich meat and

cheese.

Accompanied by my
friends, I ventured to this

delicatessen to taste of its

virtues. We ordered La

Baguette's Cheese Fondue, La

Salade Maison, and Hot Pasta

Tortellini.

The Cheese Fondue does not

have its characteristic wine

taste; however, the blend of

the cheeses will please a

cheese lover's palate.

Although the house dress-

ing {a tarragon-based oil

recipe) in La Salade Maison

lacks a full tarragon flavoring,

the lettuce is crispy and piled

high onto the dish.

The tortellini relies on its

thick sauce that tastes similiar

to an Alfredo sauce, and

although I rarely order pasta

with Alfredo, this dish is tasty.

As fondly as I feel about La

Baguette and its friendly

employees, 1 have to admit

that I simply could not stand

the decor. The photographs on

the wall would be nice and

touching if you knew the

people, but I simply don't

want to have fifty random
individuals smiling at me
while I am trying to eat.

I strongly recommend La

Baguette for either an appetiz-

ing meal or a pastry and a cup

of coffee.

Hours: Monday-Saturday, 7

a.m. - 6 p.m., Sunday, 8 a.m. -

4 p.m.

Price: $$
Service:

***

Food Quality:***l/2

Atmosphere:**

$=$l-$5

$$=$5-$10

$$$=$10-$15

$$$$=$15 and up

*=poor

**=fair

***=good

****=excellent
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Environmental column
Se:

C.C. Recycling

revamped
Program kicks in next month
By Andy Fahlund

The Catalyst

Since the 20th Anniversary of Earth Day, the media has

bombarded us with environmental news and issues—presumably directed at

saving the planet.

People are becoming aware of many of the causes of environmental degrada-

tion and consumers may now choose from a host of products that claim to be

"environmentally safe." Even McDonalds is jumping on the ecological band-

wagon.

Except for those people who have been stuck to their Nintendos for the past

two years, most people are aware of at least some of the issues involved with

the ecological movement. All of this is a positive first step, but now it is time to

make use of this awareness and take action.

Over the past 15 years, Colorado College has had a recycling program that was

student operated and required over 80 person hours per week. Tine responsibil-

ity for collecting and transporting materials was laid on the students and

EnACT.

In order to alleviate some of the responsibility for recycling and allow EnACT

to concentrate on other areas —such as education and awareness—a commit-

tee of students and administrators was established to devise an alternative plan

for recycling. Over the summer, the original plan was changed, due to both

budget constraints and the nature of the market for recycled material.

A three part plan is being put into effect this year involving source waste

reduction, recycling, and purchasing. The materials being recycled on campus

will include white ledger paper, cardboard, aluminum, glass, and newsprint.

At present, there is no plan to recycle mixed or colored paper.

However, as part of the source reduction component of the program depart-

ments and students are encouraged to use only white paper and avoid the

multi-colored variety. In addition to this, the school's purchasing program has

now begun to buy recycled paper.

According to Business Manager David Lord, the price increase is minimal and

will decrease as more businesses begin to buy these products. Recycled paper

is also available in the bookstore at competitive prices. Other reduction meth-

ods include use of reusable plastic cups for food service beverages and reduc-

tion of campus memos in size and volume.

But what about recycling? What happened to the sheds? The truck? Those

crazy Tuesday and Friday afternoons?

The new recycling program has been designed to reduce student workload.

This new plan will incorporate the use of localized containers in residence

wings and faculty and administrative buildings for the deposit of recyclables.

These containers will then be picked up by custodial staff and emptied into

green dumpsters located around campus. These dumpsters, which are sorted

by material type, will be picked up by Best Way Disposal

Company and taken to the recycling center. Glass and alumi-

num, for the time being, will continue to be handled by EnACT.

Students in the main residence halls (Loomis, Mathias, Bemis/

McGregor, and Slocum) will be responsible for bringing these

glass and aluminum materials down to barrels located outside

of their dorms. EnACT will then come by once-a-week to pick

up these materials. Students living in locations other than

these dorms are asked to bring their materials to the nearest

location until a more permanent plan is decided on.

Kim Grassmeyer, from the Community Service Center and

head of the recycling committee , is very optimistic about the

new plan. "To get this new recycling policy in operation, we
need a big kickoff. We would like to ask students to take

personal responsibility for their generated materials in the

interim." Kim is shooting for a starting date sometime in the

middle of next block. This project will require students to

leam exactly what can be recycled and how.

EnACT will be coordinating a campus wide education program

to get people involved. Any questions should be directed to

Kim Grassmeyer in the Community Service Center or the

EnACT chairpersons. Look for more information in the Cata-

lyst or at EnACT meetings on Wednesdays at 7:30 in the

Womer Center.

Mining threat-

ens Baca
Profit may ruin Costilla County
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By Marina Lindsey

The Catalyst

As Colorado College students return to the routine of their T^
academic rituals, the future of San Luis, the oldesf town in Colorado and the

£
location of CC's Baca campus, is being threatened by an ecologically ignorant ^m
and economically focused mining company from Houston, Texas.

The Battle Mountain Gold Corporation (BMGC) is proposing the develop-

ment of an open pit gold mine within five miles of the town of San Luis,

Colorado. This mine has the potential to destroy the rustic essence of Costilla

county, and to upset the intricately balanced relationship between the aquifer

and the people and wildlife who depend on it.

BMGC's speculations demonstrate the possibility of extremely detrimental

effects of such mining on the ecology and water quality of the Rito Seco, which ^ s j

has the oldest adjudicated water rights in the state; BMGC plans to strip mine we .

an area over one mile in length and 500 feet in depth. This operation will inflict y s

900 tons of sodium cyanide per year in order to extract .032 of an ounce of gold
jj,jn

per ton of crushed ore. rHj
BMGC does not plan to remove the cyanide from San Luis after the gold has ^al

been mined, and although cyanide can be neutralized, there is a chance that the j^
(

cyanide will seep into the aquifer during the mining process. The only plans
(reh

BMGC has now to prevent such a catastrophe is a thin layer of plastic that is

being used to separate the cyanide from the aquifer.

This project threatens the water tables and aquifers as well as the complex

relationship between the people and wildlife of the San Luis Valley. The

resulting airborne particulates will be detrimental to the wildlife, and have

already effected the water of the Rito Seco.

A promise of economic growth cannot be used to counterbalance the threats g^j-

of the mining project to Costilla county. The mining is scheduled to last for me>

seven to nine years, in which very few jobs will be created for the local popula- sjh,

Hon. Questions about the BMGC's plans for the water they are using have been sni<j

deferred. When the BMGC operation begins will they return the water that is suc\

being used in the mining process to the Rito Seco or will it be sold along with p^
the gold out of state or to the front range communities whose lawns, fountains

and golf courses must be maintained?

The mining of the San Luis valley exchanges out-of-state economic profit in

return for a toxic waste site and a mountain scar. The BMGC's proposed strip

mining and cyanide leach gold operation could result in the environmental and

cultural destruction of the San Luis valley.

On September 14, 15, and 16 MECHA and ENACT are having a "Rito Seco

Camp-Out" at the Rito Seco Park in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. Included

in the effort to stop ecocide and ethnocide will be hiking, a candlelight vigil,

environmental education sessions, and meals provided by the local farmers.

Anyone interested is invited to participate. Even if you cannot attend the

protest, please send complaints against the destruction of the San Luis valley

to: The Committee for Environmental Soundness, c/o Costilla County Eco-

nomic Development Council, PO Box 9, San Luis,CO 81 152.
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Taylor Travel
Pick up your
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Senior spotlight

Aubrey Hord flies high on C.C. activities
By Averil Rothrock

The Catalyst

Aubrey Hord is this week's

Spotlighted Senior, Aubrey is

the Residence Hall Association

President, CCCA member at

hrge,$enior Class Agent, and a

Delta Gamma. She plays field

hockey and has recently become

an English major, The following

is an excerpt from an interview

with Aubrey:

How did you get involved

xoith the Residence Hall Associa-

tion (RHA)? Kind of by

accident. I wanted to take on

something new and this came

along. I've had so much fun!

It's been fantastic to see what

we as students can get done!

To see new washing ma-

chines! To see results. Before

RHA there wasn't much of a

chance for that.

How do you see the Adminis-

tration working with RHA?
The Administration is really

Supporting us, and CCCA is

as well. They're right there

(she points to Armstrong Hall)

and it's so easy to have access

"to them. I don't think they're

scared of the students, like

they might be at a big univer-

sity. They're very receptive to

student initiative. This is

such a small school and

people don't take advantage

of it. I mean, how much do
students really want to talk to

Gresham Riley?

Knowing that CC students

often feel alientated from the

Administration, Aubrey

emphasizes approaching them in

a rational, adult manner. She

has overcome what she considers

a "polarized relationship" with

the Administration. I remem-
ber three years ago being a

part of the Divestment Rally.

I felt so distanced. And we
still haven't done anything

about divestment. I wonder if

we ever will?

Aubrey points to an invitation

she has just received from Dean

Laurel McLeod, inviting all

interested students to lunch

with the Board of Trustees in

Rastall today at noon. The

Board of Trustees is willing

to meet with students. That's

amazing! The/re really

willing to listen. They're

asking for letters about the

eight block year, about the

Greeks...And most students

don't take the time to re-

spond.

Why did you come to CC?
The block plan. No hesitation

in answering that! I would
never ever transfer. I love the

students here. That's going to

sound so corny, but ifs true. I

You can makea world ofdifference at the

Candlelight Vigil on Sunday, September 23.

place:
SH0V£ aiAftL ^fCDPl

For more information: 5j£ 1IK d£NT0?

FtfGWlUNffY SERVICE CK Q\lL

K6ffl(p

tt

love the type of students the

college draws. I think we're

all bonded because we go
through four years of hell.

(Big laugh). I mean, I like it

that you can spot a CC
student in the airport when
you're coming back. Or if

you're at the Shitadel [sic],

where it's either zoomies, a

gang, or a CC student. Or
what about the dollar the-

ater? What a sociological

find! Sometimes you want to

inch away from everyone

along the walls, down the

tunnel of love or whatever

you call it. (Big grin.) I do
wish the Springs were more
college oriented. I mean, we
have access to a lamp store

and an oriental rug shop.

Great.

What was it like taking a year

off before CC and going to

Greece? I would have never

traded that. I knew I wasn't

ready for college. CC was
willing to let me do that.

They supported me whole-

heartedly. That was another

reason I loved CC. A lot of

colleges turned me down
because they knew I was
interested in defering a year,

and CC was proud of me!

Do you know what you want

to do when you leave here? (Big

smile, again—there were a tot of

smiles during this interview-

what do you expect when you

interview Aubrey?) Advertis-

ing editor or photo journal-

ism with a national maga-
zine. Traveling really appeals

to me; I'm drawn to foreign

countries and the mystery of

it. I'm one of those typical

people who doesn't want a

desk job, but will probably

end up with one! I'm so

energetic I go nuts. I can't

even sit and study for half an

hour. That's probably why I

have this tendency to pick up
all the extracurricular activi-

ties that come my way!

What will you miss after you

Li
IN THE SPOTLICHT-
Enorgetic and enthusiastic,

senior Aubrey Hord brings

spirt to her many activities.

Jenny Carchman/The Calnlysl

leave? Oh, God, the people.

Not the academic experience

or anything else. The people

really allowed me to be me.

They gave me a chance. I

learned a lot from the people

here.

Advisors ease worries
By James Claxkeson

The Catalyst

The Student Advisory

Program began its inaugu-

ral year with an orienta-

tion meeting last week.

Aimed at showing new
students "the ropes," the

program matches first-year

students with seniors on
the basis of similar inter-

ests. If all goes well, the

program will expand in

the next few years to

encompass a broader

range of students.

Professor Tom Cronin

suggested the program to

the Colorado College

Campus Association

(CCCA). Both Johns

Hopkins and Stanford

University have estab-

lished student advisory

programs which C.C. will

use as modclsto begin its

own.
Gia Crccelius, vice-

president of the CCCA and

head of the Student Advis-

ing Program, hopes that

the seniors involved in the

program will be easier to

approach than faculty

members for extra-curricu-

lar advice. While avoiding

academic advice, Crecclius

wants the seniors to

recommend classes that

they thought were inter-

CELEBRATION
VISIONARY STORE

as*

• Metaphysical Books • Hypnosis Tapes
* Meditative Music • Brain Machines
' Crystal Jewelry • Imported Clothes
• Psychic Readings • Video Rental

• Tapestries

^^ 2209 W. Colorado Ave.

JfVfc Colorado Springs, CO 80904

TJC* 634-1855

open 10 am-6 pm every day

esting.

Over the summer,
eighty first-year students

applied for the program.

Fifty of these applicants

were chosen to participate

The students were

matched up with seniors,

based on common inter-

ests,

"I'm sorry that we
weren't able to include all

the applications,"

Crecelius stated. "How-
ever, the large number of

responses offers much
hope for the program's

growth next year."

The Student Advising

Program will work in

conjunction with the

Career Center, the Dean's

Office, and the faculty.

The Student Advising

Program should prove to

be a valuable resource for

new students.

"I am really excited

about the group of people

who arc advisors/'

Crecelius said. "We have

selected seniors from a

large number of groups on

campus and they have a

lot to provide to first year

students."

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

1000
Earn up to $1000 in one

week for your campus
organization,

Plus a chance at
'5000 more!

This program works!

No investment needed.

Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50
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Abah, Grahm provide non-traditional education
By Rachel Tallman

The Catalyst

All students at The

Colorado College are

fortunate to have the

opportunity to study with

non-traditional visiting

professors which replace

permanent professors.

Many visiting professors

have been hired to teach

this year. Oga Abah of

Nigeria is currently teach-

ing in the drama depart-

ment. Professor Abah is

teaching a one-block course

entitled "Drama and

Society in Africa," in which

he and fourteen students

are studying the dramas of

African playwrights. The

focus of the course is the

question "What is the

relationship of drama to

society?"

The current trend in

African drama is a protest

against the corruption of

the political government.

"There is a direct link of

the art of drama in African

countries to the society,"

Abah said.

At home in Africa, Abah

is the head of the drama

unit in the department of

English and drama at

Ahmadu Bello University

in Zaria. He teaches

courses in African drama,

modem English drama,

and community theater.

Abah would like to begin

teaching American theater,

and this is the primary

reason he applied for the

position here at CC. This is

Abah's first visit to the

United States, and of .

American theater he

claims, "I'm not an expert,

I'm just trying to under-

stand."

Another professor

visiting at the college for

the first block is Gordon

Graham of Scotland.

Graham is teaching

"Ecology and Christian

Ethics," a course in which

Christian ideas about

nature and creation are

explored in relation to

ecological problems.

Twenty-one students are

enrolled in the class, some
interested in Christian

ethics and some who are

primarily concerned with

ecological problems such as

pollution and conservation.

Graham commented that

the class has produced

"plenty of participation,

and they seem enthusias-

tic."

Graham teaches philoso-

phy, political philosophy,

the philosophy of religion

and ethics in Scotland.

This is not his first

teaching position in the

United States. Ten years

ago he taught at the

University of Minnesota

and did research at the

University of Maryland in

1975.

Graham plans io depart

for Scotland immediately

following the conclusion of

the first block.

SHOULDER TO SHOULDER-Oga abih of Nigeria and Gordon Grahm of Scotland are visiting

professors teaching in the drama and religion departments this block. They are just a couple of the

many visiting professors hired for the year. Neil Kleiman/The Catalyst __^_

Sophomore combines
sailing and studying
By College Relations

Julie Brown of Kalamazoo,

Michigan, recen try returned

from six weeks at sea, learning

about marine science and sailing

a 135-foot research vessel.

After six weeks of academic

preparation ashore on the

campus of the Sea Education

Writing center inspires
By Peter Horovitz

The Catalyst

"Ah! Forsooth! This vacant

page starest at me like the

sands of the moon, un-

touched for all eternity. Why
doth thou torment me so?

Have thee no pity? And yet,

thou must be filled with

prophetic prose by the rising

of the next sun! Oh woe is

me! For many an hour has

passed since I forsook the

pass fail and decided to take

ye for a grade."

Does this sound like you

the night before a paper is

due? If you answer yes then

you talk like an Elizabethan

monk, and are living in the

wrong century.

But truly folks. At one

point or another all of you

will have to write some sort

of paper at this college. This

should not be just cause to

crawl under the nearest rock

and pray for a massive

electrical failure to destroy all

the word processors within a

hundred mile radius of

campus. Nay! this should be

a time for much rejoicing, for

even if you dread that blank

piece of paper, take some

consolation in realizing that

there is help right under your

very noses. AND IT'S FREE!

If you haven't guessed, I'm

talking about the Writing

Center.

First, let me lay a few

myths to rest:

DThe Writing center can

help with more than just

grammar. The staff can help

with everything from Ven-

ture grant proposals to Econ

thesis' to people's first

papers.

2)The Writing Center is not

only for those suffering from

"blank page and two hours

until ifs due" syndrome. The

purpose of the Center is to

help people at all stages of

writing; from formulating

initial thoughts to the orga-

nizing the final draft.

3)You don't have to be

"lost" for us to be of any

help. We are there for what-

ever the writer needs help

with. If you are "lost," we
will do our best to help you

get back on track. Many
people however, come in

wanting to work on a specific

aspect of their otherwise

complete paper. This leads

into the next point...

4)You are the boss. Above

all else, what you bring to us

is your work, and must

remain so. We don't tell you

what to do, or write for you,

but rather we offer helpful

and objective advice on

whatever part of your work
you want help with.

The Writing Center is made
up of 22 students and one full

time professional director.

All the students had to

complete a three block

adjunct to be trained as a

tutor.

The Center, located in

room 103 of Cossitt Hall, is

open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,

Monday through Friday. The

Center in the south basement

of Tutt library is open 7:30 to

10:30 p.m., Sunday through

Thursday.

Students can call ahead for

an appointment, or just drop

by. If there are no tutors

available for the time you

need, a list of all tutors and

their phone numbers is

posted by the door of the

writing center so you can

arrange outside appoint-

ments.

Association (SEA) in Woods
Hole, Massachusetts, Brown

and other students from colleges

across the country set sail from

Woods Hole. Their six weeks

aboard the SSV Corwith Cramer

included a brief port stop in

Bermuda.

The Colorado College sopho-

more had to fulfill responsibili-

ties on deck, in the science

laboratory, and in the engine

room. Brown learned to

examine temperature structures,

as well as chemical, biological,

geological and physical differ-

ences, of water masses. In

addition, she took measure-

mentsand samples in order to

complete an independent

scientific research project

SEA is the only organization

that gives undergraduate

students the change to study the.

deep ocean first-hand. The-Sea

Semester program emphasizes

the study of the marine environ-,

ment; students of any discipline

'

are encouraged to participate.

The program, for which

students earn a full colleges

semester's credit, includes

courses in oceanography,

natural science and maritime

studies (which includes history,
|

literature, and politics).

br<

COLD
FEET}}

as

FLOORCRAFT has
hundreds of toe-warming
carpet remnants for your
dorm starting at $5.00

FLOORCRAFT
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Some History
byManuel Rendon

The Catalyst

Diez y sas deseptiembre, along with Cinco de mayo, are among two

of the most important holidays for the Mexican and Chicano

peoples. The sixteenth of September is Mexican Independence Day.

On thisday in 1810, one of the most celebrated men in Mexican

history issued his Grito de Dolores (Cry of Dolores). This man was
Father Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla.

On the early Sundy morning of September 16, a messenger

knocked at Father Hidalgo's window. The messenger alerted the

parish priest that a conspiracy, involving Hidalgo, had been

discovered by the authorities. A decision had to be made; to rebel, or

become prisoners of the government. Hidalgo decided to revolt The

time was now! Being Sunday, there would be many people in

Dolores for Mass that day. Hidalgo had everyone in the town called

to the church. It is not clear as to exactly what Hidalgo's Grito was.

However, Bemice Scott gives a competent assessment of what the

Grito probably was: '"Long live our religion! Long live our Holy

Mother of Guadalupe! Long live King Ferdinand the seventh! Long

live America! Death to bad government!'" (By America Hidalgo is

referring to the land south of the US Mexican border.)

Even though it did not mention independence, the Grito is seen as

the beginning of the Mexican War of Independence. Hidalgo and

his army would fight for a year. He would ultimately end up in

front of a firing squad after a humiliating trial. Jose Morelos, another

priest and disciple of Hidalgo, would go on to raise the banner

Hidalgo was stripped of. After another ten long years of fighting,

Mexico would finally taste the independence sought IVivd Mexico!

'.Viva Hidalgo!

(Portions taken from: Thegrito ofSeptember sixteenth by Bemice

Scott).

We must stop Iraq
by Gwen Boles

The Catalyst

'To ignore aggression is to

invite aggressioa" Thesewere

Richard Gephardt's words

regarding the Iraqi invasion of

Kuwait in his democratic

response to President Bush's

address to the nationTuesday

night. Gephardt announced full

Democratic support for Bush's

decision to deploy US troops to

Saudi Arabia in response to the

Persian Gulf crisis.

Iam certain that manyCC
students support the President's

decision to get involved militarily

in this "Arab" conflict just as I am
equally sure that many CC
students vehemently oppose any

sort of US involvement. But then?

is more at stake here than simply

the issue of access to Arab oil

resources or selfish US interests.

All of you human rights

activistsand Amnesty Interna-

tional participants must be aware

of the atrocities committed by

Sadaam Hussein against the

Kurds, Iranians, Kuwaits,

Western nationals and even his

own government. A man who is

capable ofgenocide, Stalinist

purges, and Hitleresque territorial

expansion, is capable of anything.

The media has done a great job of

painting an "evil" picture of

Sadaam Hussein as the Arab

villian, but let the facts speak for

themselves.

The US should be involved in

the Middle East. If not only to

free-up Iraq's monopoly on oil,

then certainly to free Kuwait and

preventany further agression.

What business is it of ours, you
ask? The US is the only military

force capable of such a rapid and

massive employment; peace or

the retention of the status-quo

being the desire of most citizens,

Bush had no choice but to offer

total US assistance. If the US were

to stay out of the conflict, who is

to say that Sadaam Hussein

would not have expanded

further, eventually provoking

Israel into a desperate response- -

perhaps even the use of nuclear

weapons? I maintain that it is

better to nip Sadaam Hussein in

the bud and attempt economic

sanctions than to allow an

obviously vile and ruthless

dictator to wreak havoc on
innocent people.

Given the massive extent of US
deployment, it is imperative that

President Bush maintain wide-

spread support in order to justify

the enormous financial burden

involved in supporting overseas

troops. Even with limited

financial support from Japan and

Germany, the US will bear the

biggest portion of the "interna-

tional" debt.

Thus if there is to be any sort of

decisive victory, by economic or

military means, Americans must

be willing to allow US troops and

diplomats to give their all.

No one wants Americans to die

- -especially on foreign soil - -but

given the nature of the imperfect

world we are sometimes forced to

make sacrifices for the greater

good. By sacrifice 1 do not

necessarily mean death, but

rather a show of moral support or

even the silencing of opposition if

that means a quicker end to this

crisis.

Remember our past, it's happening again
Continued from p. 1

... I thought the soldier had

v simply gaffed until the phrase

e
was repeated with escalating

I

bravado until the very day we

j

were "out country" after the

fall of Saigon. I figured it

meant something different

than "in the country" or the

old standard "here." I

; \
searched through all the

ii"in " constructions in my
J repertoire and found only "in

dutch," "in deep do-do"
©George Bush translation), and
W'in trouble." Our Saudi

JArabian adventure resurrected

favy long dormant findings. I'm

fell set to explicate the vagaries

And nuance hidden deep in

the first deadpan rubble-

bouncig general that pro-

claims we're "in double
Kountry." "Deadly force: I've

understood since second
grade when I attended St.

Philomena's and saw Sister

Ursula knock the Richard
jNixon out of the toughest kid

E'd ever known, me. I've been
B socialist ever since.

j

Then things got weird.

President Bush, the patron
saint of pollsters, began
fextolling the manifold virtues

»f the UN. The General

I
Assembly and Security

Council both overwhelmingly
iondmned Saddam Hussein's

Buwaiti blitz. The press and
IBongress played the UN votes
*|o the hilt, fighting for the

...lingoistic high ground. Yet,

our invasions of Panama and

Grenada, and of Israel's

occupation of the West Bank.

No soul searching over the 11-

1 Security Council vote calling

on the US to observe the

ruling of the World Court

regarding the mining of

Nicaragua's harbors. (The

General Assembly voted 93-3

in support of the World Court

with nays from the US, El

Salvador, and Israel.) Nary a

peep following the 154-1

General Assembly vote to

oppose the buildup of weap-

ons in outer space. (That's the

apple pie concession honoring

the memory of Sir Isaac

Newton.) Deaf ears to the 135-

1 vote against "the develop-

ment of new weapons of mass

destruction." (Imagine all the

lost jobs!) The 153-2 vote

condemning "terrorism

wherever and by whomever
committed:" (while noting

that "nothing in the resolution

would prejudice those under

colonial or racist regimes, or

under foreign occupation or

other forms of dominion, to

struggle for self determina- /

tion, or to seek and receive

support for that end") did not

stir the moral soup in our

mainstream press, national

legislative assemblies, or

executive branch.

So brothers and sisters, why
this self-serving intelligentsia?

"In pocket" covers the writers

and legislators. The pocket of

always has been. But he's

mostly "out" on this one. He
deserves to have "out mind:"

follow him the rest of his days.

My people in New Orleans are

seasoning his dreams at this

very hour.

And just two short months

ago the State Department was

reprimanding identifications

of Saddam Hussein with

Hitler as "too glib" and

referred to him as a "tough,

direct-talking leader." The US
also helped derail the UN
Human Rights Commission's

effort to examine Iraq's savage

human rights abuses earlier

this year. The killing of 37

American sailors in the mid

80's by a missile attach from

an Iraqi Mirage jet was

relegated to the "accidents will

happen" file. We actively

supported Iraq in its eight

year war with Iran. In fact, the

US ahs promoted Saddam
Hussein since he emerged on

the coup-ridden Iraqi political

scene in 1963. CIA sheanigans,

like those recently revealed in

Indonesia in 1965, are also

suspected in the purging of

Iraqi communists in the mid-

60's. So we've lost another old

friend, who like other pro-

American anti-decmocratic

thugs in reCOnt memory, just

turned bad.

One more comment. Presi-

dent Bush was asked about his

policy toward Turkey regard-

ing international assistance to

that country following their

support of the embargo. His

answer was the very

unrepublican "Those that have

should give to those that don't

have." Dear President Bush,

what should we do abut the

15% of America that (offi-

cially!) lives in poverty? Bring

it home George. If ifs good

enough for Turkey, ifs good

enough for us.
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Obscene art today is classic art tomorrow A
by Michael Morris

The Catalyst

Well, like I always say, here

we go again. In the 1920s we
had the Red Scare, and in the

1950s there was McCarthiasm.

The 1990s will be the stage for

a new battle on freedom.

Hoever, this time the evil

invader will not be a for-

eigner. No, this culprit is

American. The villains today

are the arts (or more specifi-

cally "obscene" art.) Names
such as Jesse Helms and

Tipper Gore have come to the

forefront as the leaders

against this "immoral" and

"Obscene" art. America has

been caught off-guard, and

already this movement has

scored some early victories.

Louisiana recently passed the

first labelling law for albums

(which was later vetoed by

the governor.) The record

industry already has a

voluntary labeling law, the

funding for the National

Endowment for the Arts is in

great jeopardy of being cut,

artists have been arrested for

playing "obscene" songs, and

curators of museums have

been arrested for showing

"obscene" exhibits. The word

"obscene" is used today as Joe

McCarthy once used the word

"communist." Citizens need

to stand up against this form

of censorship now; the longer

this battle lasts the more

freedoms will be lost for all

Americans.

Today, there is a theory

going around that art has

gotten out of control, and that

measures need be taken in

order to bring art back to a

"respectable" level. However,

"respectable" art is boring art

and usually downright awful.

Some of the greatest master-

pieces at one time were

deemed immoral or obscene.

One of the first culprits was
Elvis. The criticism continues

up to today with artists such

as Prince, and in between the

controversies have piled up.

Some "obscene" artists

include Mozart, James Joyce,

Scott Joplin, Muddy Waters,

Jazz musicians in general,

George Carlin, The Beatles,

Michaelangelo, Mapplethorp,

The Rolling Stones, Stevie

Wonder, Hunter S. Thomp-

son, The Doors, J.D. Salinger,

William F. Burrows, and

countless others. All of these

artists caused great contro-

versy in their time (and some

of them still do), but have you

ever heard of their respectable

counterparts? No, because

respectable art does not come

from the soul. It has no heart.

It is produced simply to

appease the masses. Great art

causes controversy because it

is something new. It stretches

the realms of acceptable

respectability in search of

new artistic achievement. It

covers controversial topics,

such as sex, religion, and

politics, because those are

subjects that are in the hearts,

mind and souls of people. It is

for this reason that any effort

to make art more respectable

is just an effort to censor art.

It is for this same reason

that labeling laws must be

fought and "offensive" art be

allowed to survive. People

need to learn to ignore art that

they find offensive. It is much

easier to ignore art than to go

about preaching about its evil

qualities.

There is one problem with

this argument; it doesn't

consider the effects that this

art has on children. However,

children are not the problem.

It is not the job of the govern-

ment or society to be the

parents of our children. If a

parent does not wish for a

child to buy a record or read

a certain book, that is between

the parent and his/her child.

However, the art in ques-

tion is not corrupting the

minds of our children. Chil-

dren learn about sex, drugs,

and swearing on the streets, in

school and/or at home. Art

reflects the attitudes of

society. Who would buy the 2

Live Crew album if they

didn't know anything about

sex or swearing? Indeed,

there are not scores of inno-

cent, pure children lining up

to buy 2 Live Crew or to see

the Mapplethorp exhibit in

order to learn about sex or to

broaden their vocabulary. Art

is not the educator in this

instance. It isn't teaching kids

about topics they haven't

heard before. On the con-

trary, kids learn about these

topics and then make art

about these ideas.

Society needs to start

respecting the intelligence of

our young. They aren't dumb.

They know and do much
more than we realize, and that

is the heart of the problem.

Parents have great fears

today. There are many things

which can harm their chil-

dren, and that scares parents.

Parents hear these songs and

become frightened, shocked,

and angry. They do not think

that their children should

listen to that type of music or

that kids should see pictures

Continued on p. 14

CC watering: Making a swamp in a desert
by Kathy Mauz
The Catalyst

Colorado College is fortunate

to be at once situated at the base

of such grandeur as Pike's Peak

and to enjoy the mild climate of

the Eastern Plains. No, scratch

that. We are actually located in

the rain shadow of that impos-

ing mountain and are subject

not only to that deprivation of

moisture, but to the persistent

heat that bakes the land to the

east of the foothills, as well. The

grasses out there grow in

parched little clumps in the

sand amid cacti and yucca and

sagebrush: a familiar scene in

New Mexico, too. Desert plants

and desert sand.

CC- and the entire Springs

region, for that matter- is part of

this desert, though you would

never know it for the concrete

and asphalt and sod that has

been plunked down in a

uniquely human effort to make
our environment look like any

other, be it 100 or 1000 miles

away. And we are right in the

middle of this sea of green. Our
grass grows in enormous

patches in chemically enriched

organic soil, just like it does

across the rolling hills of the

Thoroughbred State. The only

difference is that we must

pump thousands of gallons of

water into it to keep it alive.

The sprinklers at CC have

been unrelenting in this effort.

In fact, Armstrong quad has

been granted wetlands status. A
blue heron refuge has been set

up outside of Tutt. The medians

along Cascade Avenue have

been opened for catch-and-

release flyfishing and the

Mathias volleyball court is soon

to be named the next national

seashore. Plans are even in the

works for an all-campus

sidewalk gondola system to be

implemented in the spring of

1991.

The bottom line is that there

is an enormous amount of

water literally going down the

drain as a result of the careless

management of this most vital

resource. Our college likes to

profess an awareness of the

environment and a

committment to its preserva-

tion: words to pacify students,

staff, and alums. Words.

Apparently, the school does not

yet recognize that it- as with

everything else - is a part of the

environment. Sad. Maybe-

hopefully- this enlightenment

will soon spread to the CC

campus and find its way- by

osmosis, of course- to an upper

administrative echelon where

the potential exists to make a

change. Change. If replacing

our expansive green lawns

seems too challenging a

proposal, we can at least act

responsibly in the upkeep of

what has become the traditional

turf. This means, simply, to use

only the amount of water

needed only where and only

when it is appropriate. Surely a

college can appreciate and

accept such an elementary idea.

Surely.
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ABC committee suggests a 9/7 block planB the beginning of the pursue the entirety of a loads to Maximum of because orofessnrs h a „ ,.w.d^T ,'

hird year of the eight block

>lan grave problems per-

sist. As a community it is

,ur prerogative to consider

ilternative block formats to

emedy deficiencies in the

ttrrent system. It is the

impose of the Alternative

(lock Choices Committee

ABC Committee) to formu-

ite a substantive proposal

jr consideration.

S has been recognized by

ey college figures, includ-

ig members of the board

f trustees, administration,

feulty, alumni, and stu-

ents, that the eight block

Ian is inadequate. In fact,

le board has instructed

te administration to

;celerate the review

rocess. Consequently, late

ist year, the administra-

bn formed a committee to

iview the faltering eight

ock year and to investi-

Ite alternatives to the

rjrent program,

nee last Spring the ABC
bmmittee has explored

ternatives to improve
mn the current format,

fter considering numer-
is alternatives we believe

e college community
[>uld be best served by a

BBlock Plan in which
idents will have the

tion of taking nine
l&ses while professors

II be required to continue
teach seven blocks.

B plan addresses the

eds of the entire college

Immunity. Students are

fen the flexibility to

liberal arts education
without overburdening
faculty members.
For the first

17 years of

Colorado
College Block

Plan format,

students had
the option of

taking nine

classes a

year. During
that time, the

nine block

year effec-

tively pro-

moted liberal

arts ideals at

Colorado
College. The
fundamental
ideology of

the liberal

arts experi-

ence necessi-

tates that

students be
able to

experiment
and take

classes in

areas which
they might
not other-

wise. Under
any block

plan the

teaching load

is inherently

different

from the semester system.
During the spring and
summer of 1986, a small

group of faculty authored
the eight block plan in

order to reduce teaching

seven classes.

Clearly the 9/7 Plan is the
most beneficial compromise
between the necessities of a

9/7 Block Plan Proposal
Nine blocks will be available lo students per year.

Professors will teach seven blocks.

Graduation requiements will be 33 units out of 36 courses
offered.

Symposium will take place four days prior to the beginning c

the academic year.

In the advent that additional funds are required for the

implementation of the plan, it will be financed from the

capital campaign drive.

Proposed 9/7 Academic Year

1992- 1993
Orientation Aug 24 - Aug 27
Symposium Aug 27 - Aug 30
Block 1 Aug 31 - Sept 23

Block II Sep 28 - Oct 21
Block in Oct 26 - Nov 18

Block IV Nov 23 - Dec 16

Winter Break Dec 16 - Jan 3

Block V Jan 4 - Jan 27
Block VI Feb 1 - Feb 24

Block VII Mar 1 Mar 24
Spring Break Mar 24 - Apr 4

Block VIII Apr 5 - Apr 28
Block IX May 3 - May 26

liberal arts education and
realistic expectations of

workload.

Concerns have been ex-

pressed about the continu-

ity of faculty on a 9/7 plan

because professors hav
two blocks, rather than just

one, free of teaching. The
ABC committee proposes
that professors be required

to remain
on campus
one of the

blocks and
leave the

other block

free for

personal or

develop-

mental time.

Professors

that hold

positions on
committees
and other

extra-

academic
organiza-

tions would
be respon-

sible for

work during

the entire

year. This

will allow

for little

deviation

from the

present

situation,

and in fact,

by assuring

that profes-

sors are

present

eight blocks

of the year,

may even improve accessi-

bility.

By offering only as many
courses as are needed to

graduate, students are

deprived of any flexibility

within scheduling. Should
a student need to withdraw
from a class as a result of
sickness or family emer-
gency, he or she is unable
to graduate in proper time.

Students interested in

participating in study
abroad programs have
difficulty in attaining

sufficient credits for majors
and graduation. The sum-
mer starts begin at a

disadvantage; the three

block summer semester
deprives the student of one
block. Last, and most
importantly, the aim of a

liberal arts institution is to

provide for a diverse

educational background.
Students are not only less

likely to take risks in

course selection, but they
have fewer opportunities to

take courses outside their

major.

The 9/7 Plan offers greatest
flexibility for faculty and
students. Faculty have
greater opportunities to

more conveniently schedule
courses during the year.

Departments have the

option to creatively expand
upon present course offer-

ings. When given the

opportunity to take nine

classes a year the student
has more opportunities to

explore and to be enriched.

The ABC Committee pro-

poses that 33 credits be
required to graduate. This
is less than the original

requirement of 34 which
has been reduced to 32 in

Continued on p. 14
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The new roles of summits
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By Jay Marx
The Catalyst

With all the hype that

precedes any meeting of

superpower heads of state,

one might draw the conclu-

sion that something of

consequence occurs at such

meetings.

Now far be it for me to

burst this colorful media
bubble, but, as the results

from the latest summit attest,

this is not always true.

Why do we get so excited

every time world leaders

meet in the stateroom of the

presidential palace of some
neutral country to exchange

points of view which have

already been explained to us

lay-folk in mind-numbing
detail in every major newspa-

per on the planet?

Why do those same
newspapers then go to the

trouble of repeating this same

information after the meeting,

as if it is somehow new when
formally announced in a

"joint statement" and accom-

panied by pictures of the two

smiling men on the second-

floor picture window balcony

of said palace?

Much has changed since

the height of the Cold War,

when superpower summits

were about as frequent as the

Olympic Games. Perhaps this

accounts for some of the

otherwise puzzling hype

generated every time these

fellows meet to make sure

that what each other says in

public is true. The world is so

used to meetings occurring

solely between lower level

members of their govern-

ments that if those at the top

are speaking face to face then

there must be something

serious going down.
Too, we may not be able to

quite get over the fear that

each meeting of this magni-

tude might just be the last.

The world is a strange and

random place, and who is to

say that this thaw will

endure? Why should we
assume summits will con-

tinue to occur with the same

reliability as Denver Bronco

Super Bowl losses?

Finally, not all summits are

as predictable and uneventful

as this latest prize. The

presidents must bargain in

order to work ou t the details

of a Cold War peace treaty,

as they have done and will

continue to do until we can

finally stop worrying seri-

ously about impending

nuclear winters.

In spite of all this, we need

no longer treat every political

summit as a diplomatic high

point. Particularly the most

recent one, wherein the

superpowers formally agreed

that, yes, Saddam Hussein is

a jerk; no, we're not really

prepared to do anything

about that; and we still need

to do something about all

those nuclear weapons.

We knew all this before-

hand, anyway. So did

Messrs. Bush and Gorbachev.

So spare us, please, the

hullabulloo. Now that

national presidents meet

more often than most boards

of trustees, these events no

longer deserve the world's

raptatention. We need not

celebrate these conferences as

the pivotal policy junctures

they once were in the recent

past. It is no longer enough

for our presidents merely to

meet. It's time for them to go

to work.
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Obscene art,

Classic art

ABC Welcome to the*

end of Opinions

Continued from p. 12

like those of Robert

Mapplethorp, and they feel

that controls should be put on

obscene art. It is a difficult

argument to counter. How-

ever, that argument doesn't

hold up when carefully

scrutinized.

Art is a form of relief from

the strains of society (and

children need a release from

the strain of being a kid.)

Music allows people and kids

to express and enjoy them-

selves at the same time. These

songs that certain members of

society abhor so much are on

the minds of kids all across

the nation (2 million people

don't buy an album without

knowing what the contents of

that album are.) In a world

where kids are told that they

are too young to do every-

thing (and yet at the same

time they are told to act as

responsible adults) art is one

of the last freedoms that

children hold.

Labeling laws are one of the

first form of legislation being

used to combat "obscene"

music. Already, under pres-

cially true with new artists),

but the greatest threat of

censorship comes from the

pressure on retail stores not to

sell labeled albums.

The threat is real, labeling is

only the beginning. Store

owners have been arrested for

selling the 2 Live Crew album

to minors. Owners of small

record stores cannot afford to

fight court cases to protect

their rights and most will be

prevented from selling certain

albums. Store owners are not

the only people who have

been arrested .The curator of a

museum in Cincinnati was

arrested for showing the

Robert Mapplethorp exhibit,

and the group 2 Live Crew

was arrested during an

"adults only" concert. There is

no reason why law abiding

citizens should be arrested

and pay for costly trials when

all they are doing is promot-

ing art.

For those who are con-

cerned there is action that can

be taken. Speak to store

owners and managers of

record shops and convey your

opinions on record laoenng

and restrictions of labeled

Continued from p. 13

the Eight Block Year. In the

nine block year this would

offer students three blocks

of flexibility beyond basic

graduation requirements.

In the interest of an open

review process, the Alter-

native Block Choices

Committee welcomes any

ideas and encourages

individuals to contact the

co-chairs for more informa-

tion.

The 9/7 Plan represents the

best of both worlds - the

flexibility of nine blocks

and the practicality of the

seven block teaching load.

It is a feasible and easily

implemented plan which

remedies the inadequacies

of the eight block plan.

Phil Brown
John Calhoon

Michael Drennan

sure from special interest

groups (such as Tipper Gore's records. Letter wn ting is

PMRC), the record industry always helpful (to record

has agreed to label all "ex-

plicit" album's. Already some

new albums, such as the new

Prince album "Graffiti

Bridge" and the new Janes

Addiction album, have been

labeled. The label reads

"Parental Advisory: Explicit

Lyrics." As a result many
stores refuse to sell these

albums to minors. Some

might refuse to sell the album

altogether (as many stores

have done with the 2 Live

Crew album.)

Although labeling might

seem harmless it has a

negative effect. To start, it

sends another negative image

to youngsters. The youth of

America are told they cannot

do so many things because

they are young (and yet

adults wonder why kids are

so rebellious); the last thing

their psyches need is another

rule against them. Most kids

are smart enough to know
which music they enjoy

listening to, and to tell them

they can't buy their music is

insulting. Also these labeling

laws inevitably lead to some

sort of censorship. The mere

fact that stores refuse to sell

certain records to minors is a

Sorry to have to pull this old

trick on /all, but I seem to

have run out of copy, though

in all fairness I do have a

couple of things to say to our

audience.

The first is a request for

'Letters to the Editor'. After

all, this is a student newspaper

and we want to represent as

much of the student body as

we can.

Second, we here at the

Catalyst are in the process of

joining the high-tech world of

computer graphic design.

Almost all of this paper was

layed out on computer. While

there might not be many
noticeable improvements in

this issue, as the staff gains

competence with the system

by:

we hope to be able to do sort. The

pretty slick things. Phi

Unfortunately, the learning 2:CH

curve of such a system is _Quad

painfully steep. I am typingfortui

this at seven in the momingpresei

after staying up all night star P

laying out four whole pagesW 00

Four pages! I could do that i*e ge

a couple of hours with the oavaila

cut and paste method. But.KRCC

this is the wave of the fututt Ta"

and we must follow in the Mum
path of progress no matter sectio:

how treacherous. Bland

Anyways, once again, ifnmij

welcome back all you l9SCfs

returning students and I hof105 '

'

the first-years are doing OKl°cal (

regardless of where youar!' was

living. Me? I'm ready to gel"11116
;

some breakfast and go to dp1150
'alyp;

companies and/or congress-

man). However, if anyone

really wants to get involved

there is an anti-labeling

organization being started up

by the National Academy of

Songwriters, the National

Association of Recording

Merchandisers, the National

Association of Recording Arts

and Sciences and the Record-

ing Industry Association of

America. The organization is

called the Coalition Against

Lyrics Legislation (CALL.) If

interested write to CALL,

2300 M. Street NW, Suite 800,

Washington, DC 20007.

Tipper Gore and Jesse

Helms have found something

that upsets them and they

have become rather vocal

about the issue. Why don't

they find the homeless

situation or poverty upset-

ting? Tipper Gore often talks

about "educating parents,"

but she never talks about

educating our children. There

are many things upsetting

about our society, but these

two people have chosen to

ignore serious problems. They

would rather worry about

harmless works of art. Works

of art that starve no one, kill

Tutt Library
General Information: x6658
Circulation: x6658
Reference Desk: x6658
Special Collections: x6668
Govt. Documents: x6660
Interlibrary Loan: x6664

Reference:
The Reference desk is the

hub of library operation. A
professional librarian is on

duty Monday through Friday

to answer questions and
assist you.

Additions:

Over the summer the library

acquired seven new
CD-Rom databases

providing access to journal

articles. We encourage you
to come in and try them out.

1990-91 Hours
Monday - Thursday 8am - Midnight

Friday 8am - 8pm
Saturday 9am - 8pm
Sunday Noon - Midnight^

Block Break Hours L^,
Wednesday - Friday 8am - 5pm

fcha
Saturday 9am - 5pm

Earl ,

Sunday Noon - Midnigt
stab|j

Extended Hours lUsid,

Sunday - Thursday Midnight - 2am ori<K
Friday - Saturday 8pm - Midnight B4o, <

(Study Space for C.C. Students Only) iatan

-ten u

Library Borrowing Privileges:

Students, staff, faculty and at. r

administration may check out materials!* so

with a current CC ID card. picai

Food/Drink Policy

Food is prohibited

throughout the library.

Drinks are allowed in

covered containers only.

form of censorship. There are no one, and hurt no one.

other ways labeling laws can However, there they are

lead to censorship. For ranting and raving about their

example, producers might evils. Their solution is censor-

encourage artists to change ship. Who knows, maybe in

their lyrics so that they are not 30 years the 90s will be known

labeled (this could be espe- as the decade of Helmis.

Fines:

$.30 per day for each
overdue book, up to $6.30.

$1 0.00 for each overdue
video.

$5.00 for each overdue
Reserve item.

Loan Period:

Books and Documents: End of Block

Current Best Sellers 30 Days
Paperbacks End of Block

Scripts 3 Days
Videos 24 Hours

Reserves 2 Hours

sum]

Videos:

One video per check out during the

week. Two videos per check out on

weekends. Videos are due the next

day.

Circulation privileges will

be suspended if fine

exceeds $5.00. Privileges

will be restored when
account is cleared.

Circulation closes 15
minutes before the library

closes. Patrons are

responsible for checking out

items before the desk
closes.

Everyone is welcome to use

materials in the library

provided that they abide by
library policy.

Reserves:
Materials on reserve for a class are

located at the Circulation Desk. One
reserve item may be checked out at a

time to be used within the library.

Book Return:

All checked-out materials must be

returned to the Circulation Desk when
the library is open, or to the bookdrop

on the West side of the library when it

is closed.

Renewals:
Materials can be renewed in person or

by phone, patron barcode number from

ID is REQUIRED in either case.
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Pato Banton to storm Cutler

. by Seth Cohen

The Catalyst

This Sunday, September 16,

at 2:00 p.m. in CC's Cutler

Quad, Colorado College is

fortunate to have the lively

presence of international reggae

star Pato Banton. Tickets are

$4.00 for students and $6.00 for

Ihe general public. Tickets are

available at Worner desk and

KRCC Radio Station.

Pato Banton, born Patrick

Murray, grew up in a poor

Section of Birmingham, En-

gland. His Jamaican parents

immigrated to England in the

HUSO'S. As a youth Pato spent

most of his time at his father's

local Caribbean sound system,

was then that he was first

nfluenced by the positive and

;onscious lyrics of reggae and

ISypso. His reputation of

Raying up later than all his

friends to listen to the musical

[ibes earned him the name
fato, the Jamaican word for

"Wghtowl." The name Banton,

in English term for a type of

omputer, was given to him
iter when people would
Dmpare Pato to a lyrical

Dmputer because of his

Stonishing ability to sing at

uch a fast pace.

, Early in his career, Pato

Hablished himself as a top
lUsician on the rise. He
orked with such groups as

B40, Steel Pulse, The English

>at and General Public. He
^en worked with Rankin
)ger and David of The English

at Pato also helped UB40
llh songs such as Hip Hop
meal Robot, on the Little

Iggariddim LP. His debut
bum Never Give In was a

Pato Banton

surprising success. The album is

a magnificent compilation of

serious issues, with some songs

bearing a twist of humor. Well

known songs off this LP include

"Don't Sniff Coke," "Gwwan,"
and the title track.

In 1989 Pato Banton released

his second album Visions of the

World, which includes out-

standing songs such as "Roots,

FOUR
CORNERS

BOOKSHOP
USED BOOKS
Southern Colorado's Largest

ART POSTERS
! ALWAYS
BUYING

1 19 E. Bijou St
635-4514

Across from
Acacia Park

ALL FIELDS

Open 7 Days a Week
9:30 am - 7:00 pm

Except Thanksgiving & Christmas

Rock, Reggae," the calypso

flavored "Bad Man and

Woman," "Jah's Reggae," and
arguably his most powerful

song "Pato's Opinion." Pato's

latest album, Wize Up, was
released this past spring. Not
only is the album a conscious

account of the world we live in,

but also, through its songs,

displays captivating rhythms

both vocally and in the vibra-

"tions of the drum and the bass,

J which are so vital to reggae

music. This album's hit songs

include "Niceness," "Situation

Crazy," "Celebrate (Mandela's

Freedom)," and the title track

which includes a powerful

duet with the lead singer of

Steel Pulse, David Hinds.

The visual magic of Pato

Banton is truly enhanced when
Dne sees this musical wizard in

live action. Having experienced

many live performances of top

reggae performers, I cannot say

I have seen an entertainer more

energetic and simultaneously

sincere than Pato Banton. Pato

catches the full attention of the

audience from the instant he

sets foot on stage. His constant

interaction with the audience

both verbally and physically

makes the experience unforget-

table. In a recent show, for

instance, Pato conversed with

the audience throughout the

night, asking them how they

felt about prominent issues

such as the present state of

South Africa. His emotional

sincerity along with his gleam-

ing smile always gives the

audience a rushing sensation.

Unlike many performers, Pato

displays his friendliness with

his fans, constantly making
direct eye contact and reaching

out into the crowd to shake

hands. Pato's involvement with

the crowd is heightened when
he has everyone join hands and
sing along. During shows, he

has even been known to pull a

fan onto stage to sing with him.

Pato Banton's performances

clearly represent the role in life

he has chosen as a human
being. On and off the stage, his

charismatic energy displays his

honesty. Pato's mission is to

send out humor along with

conscientious preaching to his

listeners. His firm belief in those

Photo by Hugh Brown

people who open their eyes

and ears to the realities of this

world gives him hope that the

roots of his lyrical foundation

will transform his pleas into

beneficial action. As Pato says,

" Planet earth is like a volcano

about to erupt. And the only

way to get it to stop is if the

people of the world Wize Up!
"

\ This is a performer and a

show not to be ignored. Pato

Banton sums it uri precisely

when he sings, "....My message

to all of you is, 'Never Give In.'

In the fight against evil, good-

ness must win. And if you

agree, you're free to join in,"

So, people of Colorado

Springs, "Wize Up" and be

there.

Leng Tan

reinvents piano
by Val Tobler

The Catalyst

Margaret Leng Tan, re-

nowned for her technique in

playing the string piano, will

perform in concert Thursday

evening at 8 p.m. at Packard Hall.

Tickets to Tan's program of

Asian music will be available to

the public for $8.00 at the main

desk in Womer. Admission is free

withaCCijd.

Tan is a classically-trained

pianist She has evolved a highly

individual musicapproach where

sound, choreography, and drama

assumeequal significance.

Asa string pianist, she plays an

open-top piano froi n the inside.

Sometimes she fingers the strings

harp-style, sometimes she inserts

objects between the strings to

produce a variety of new sounds.

"I want to reinvent the

pianaJ'm fascinated by music

that breaks new ground, that

pushes the instrument to its

ultimate frontiers," she says Tan

classifies herself as a "New Music"

pianist.

This is the first concert in the

1990-91 Great Performers series

sponsored by the Leisure Program

atCC
Tan will also be featured ina

PBS American Musters special on

September 17. The program will be

broadcastat8pjrLonChannel 8,

KTSOTV, Pueblo.
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Fifteen Minutes

by Phil Brown
The Catalyst

"I stole my sister's boy-

friend It was all whirlwind,

heat, and flash. Within a

week we killed my parents

and hit the road" - Sonic

Youth, from the cover of Goo.

Raymond Pettibon invented

that. He painted it, too.

Not exactly my sentiment,

and similarly not exactly the

sentiments of anyone I might

know. Anyway, thafs what

Sonic Youth's new album,

Goo, says when opened. Kind

killer. Literally? No. Any-

way, Sonic Youth changed

my weekend, maybe even

my life.

This whole album has been

in my head for a couple a

days now. I heard Kool Thing

blasting from Loomis 2 East

and chose to investigate .1

think it was east; alright, 1

realize that with the moun-

tains here direction is a little

less confusing than say, in

Indiana. The only direction in

Indiana is up, as in "uphill." I

know - 1 just drove across the

country. Anyway, this hall in

Loomis was running east,

though it was exactly in the

east part of the building. So

let's call this wing "some-

what-east," for lack of a

better term. So, I wandered

around Loomis 2 somewhat-

east and eventually found the

room with the noise and

went in. I don't remember

what happened next, but I

think it was all whirlwind,

heat, and flash. Anyway, that

song has been stuck in my
head every since.

I do recall that later that

evening, Saturday, I think, I

was walking between parties

when whomever was playing

that damn song that is now in

my head and whom I investi-

gated only to find whirl-

winds and all that jazz,

accosted me in the middle of

Nevada, the road, not the

state. In fact, I didn't know of

any parties in Nevada, the

state, that is, on Saturday.

Anyway, this guy whom I

didn't remember (I was
between parties, though I've

always been independent),

and still don't, except that he

is the one responsible for my
flashing (sounds even more

like Nevada now) and what-

have-you. All this brings me
to our conversation, which,

because I was between

parties (we've already

discussed that), I really don't

recall. Perhaps that was all of

the whirlwind and flash stuff,

too.

In retrospect, I haven't

killed my parents, although

they are moving to the

Springs, and 1 don't have a

sister, and my imaginary

sister doesn't have a boy-

friend, and I haven't stolen

anything since I was four or

so. I was in a Foodland in

Bitbrug, Germany, when my
buddies and 1 stole a bag of

candy. We were subse-

quently yelled at by the

manager (he probably

noticed my shifty eyes) and

thrown out. Maybe I was six.

Six, yeah, not four. Anyway,

it still scares me because that

manager of Foodland was the

Devil incarnate and he

probably cursed me or

something. Anyway, I had

whirlwind and flash, but no

heat. Then again, I wasn't at

the Sigma Chi jungle party

for very long. Typhoon, the

annoying cover band that did

annoying covers of annoying

songs, drove me away. Sonic

Youth probably would have

been a much better choice.

That way, everyone could

have experienced the same

whirlwind and flash, al-

though it looked like some of

the folks already had the heat

part down. In any event, I

left. Next, I moved to the

fateful spot in the middle of

Nevada (stay with me) when

what's his name and I had

that delightful chat that I

can't remember.

Kim Gordon, Sonic Youth's

bassist, sings "And I remem-

ber, Mom, what you said/

You said, 'Honey, you look

so underfed.'"

Deep lyrics, huh? Maybe
that comes under whirlwind,

too. You be the judge.

Nathan thinks she's singing

about Karen Carpenter.

Nathan is, in fact, not the

fellow in Nevada (the

median, not the state), but

rather my editor and my
friend. Nathan is also the

seven year old child of one of

the nurses in Boettcher.

Nathan is also Nate Bower.

Perhaps more Nathans
c

abound, but this particular

Nathan is of the editor/

friend variety. He likes Goo,

and I like Goo, too. Say that

ten times fast, or better sing

"And I remember. Mom,
what you said/You said,

'Honey, you look so under-

fed'" ten times fast. To Karen

Carpenter. Maybe the result

of talking to a dead woman
would explain the line about

whirlwind, heat, and flash.

I dunno. I'm going to find

that guy in the median. Stay

tuned...
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Breeding Pixies' Sonic Bong AddicTior Y
Screeching Dissonance, Eerie Melodies

by Nathaniel Feis

The Catalyst

Yeah, I know you've been

waiting all summer, patiently

saving all of your excess

money, so that you could

return to this cultural haven to

find out what cool albums

came out over the summer.

Well, here's your chance to find

out. (By the way, these are not

presented in any particular

order.):

Jane's Addiction's new

album, Ritual de lo Habitual, is

finally out, after much ado over

management changes and that

"obscene" cover. It takes a

couple of listenings, as did

Nothing's Shocking, before you

really get into it. However,

once you're into it, your

neighbors will be complaining

that all they ever hear is that

damned album. It follows

closely in the footsteps of its

predecessor musically, with

some refinements in technique

and some stylistic changes

within songs. "Three Days" is

a prime example of a song

going from a strong pop sound

to a grindingly hard sound.

From the hard edge of "Stop!"

to the almost sillily sweetness

of "Classic Girl" this album is

worthwhile. One funny thing

about the controversy over this

album's cover is that the Sound

Warehouse sponsered music

magazine, Music Express,

features a full page ad showing

the entire cover, while Sound

Warehouse, and most other

chain stores, refuse to sell the

album because the cover is too

obscene and instead sell a

white covered version. Great

country, huh?

The Breeders, a recording

project featuring Kim Deal of

Pixies and Tanya Donnelly of

Throwing Muses, released Pod.

This is an excellent album.

This album, with all the songs

save for the cover written or

co-written by Deal, captures

the sound of early Pixies

without sounding like a rip-off

at all. The cover is Lennon's

"Happiness is a Warm Gun"

and their rendition of it is

masterful, bringing new

excitement to an already great

song. The rest of the songs are

also masterworks of raw

energy, conciseness, and

wonderful song-writing. A
couple of the tracks feature

Carrie Bradley playing a violin

that sounds like Camper in

Hell. The cover art is just

something you have to see, ifs

just crazy. Go buy it. NOW!
Speaking of Kim Deal, Pixies

also have a new album,

Bossanova, that proves these

people just don't create bad

songs. All the playing is

exceptional, with much of it

heavenly. The album is a

combination of previous Pixies

sounds; including the thrashed

punk of Surfer Rosa on Black

Francis' shrieking "Rock

Music," to the sublime con-

trasting vocals that character-

ized Doolittle, to the haunt-

ingly deranged poppyness of

"Havalina" as in "Monkey

Gone to Heaven." The promo

ad basically sums it up

—

"Unequal parts whimsy and

horror, Beach Boys and Black

Hag, the Pixies navigate a new

and unpredictable musical

galaxy." The single for

"Velouria," featuring a cover

of Neil Young's "I've Been

Waiting for You" and two

other equally good non-album

tracks, is also worthwhile.

Tfie first Congregational Chunk
llniudChurch of Christ

An inspirational

Serman by professor of

religious studies Dr.

Douglas Foxx.

CC students welcome!

Tomtdediti 1874, the sameyear as

Tite Colorado College.

Sonic Youth's Goo is yet

another "kool" album. It is li

most diverse sounding albuJ

that SY has produced. Sonicl

Youth bring out the bass andl

drums more than their

previous albums without

neglecting their characteristic

white-noise out-of-tune guitl

sound. "Scooter +Jinx"'s dra§

racing sound proves this.

There are clear (well, as cleaj

as Sonic Youth gets) songs a

well as short songs and

"intros" and "outtros" that

produce sounds that make

you wonder whether your

stereo is working correctly, hree :

Another winner.
f qmc

Bongwater, featuring
|,e q3

Kramer, the mastermind Walk
behind Shimmy Disc and )

jra t S i

member of B.A.L.L. among pburr
other groups, and Ann iterin

Magnuson, featured in the irrou

film Making Mr. Right and tli^jgs

series Anything but Love, Enoc
released Too Much Sleep. Thjth a

is also a good album and, asj

with Double Bummer, it is a

practice in insanity. Itfearurjjjr

such talking songs as | \
"Khomeini Died Tonight" ail

"Then the Baby Returns" tk '
'

are absurdist statments abot

our world. It also features tk

,

In Si

:..By

The First Congregational Church
10:30 a.m. Sunday

20 East St Vrain Street • Colorado Springs,

As a CC student bofte

you have special iacro:

privileges at the jlow t

tori the

FineArtsCent^
tiArtLibraiidcuts

pedirr

One block south of camfjfrom

30 West Dale Street!

CC STUDENTS CAN I

CHECK OUT BOOKS!
BYSHOWING ID!

The Art Library has:

• One of the largest art

libraries in the Rocky

Mountain region;

• books on painting,

drawing, sculpture, prt

and the decorative arts;

• a large collection of boo!

on the Indians and the

anthropology of the

Southwest

• strong research collec-

tions on santos, Mexican

folk art, and Guatelmal

textiles;

• the best collection of

museum catalogues in

Colorado from exhibit*

held in New York, Bost

Washington. Chicago,

abroad.

HOURS:
Monday through Friday 9:0O

Saturday 10:00 to 12:00

& 1:00 to 5:00

634-5581
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Yuji Hiratsuka's Jewel Box in Coburn

fee Sisters', Yuji Hiratsuka

r Carolyn Read

ie Catalyst

Walking into Yuji

iratsuka's show in

>burn Gallery is like

Bering a jewel box.

trrounding you are

mless characters. They
Smodern in appearance

|h a vital energy that

Jenny Carchm on/The Catalyst

crosses generations. The
prints are recognizably
oriental in design, but the
themes are universal: love,

laughter, stillness and
movement, human life and
death, and into the greater
passage of the seasons.

Yuji has opened up to us a

private world of his own
images and memories. I've
been sitting here on the
gallery floor for awhile
now, trying to appreciate
his rich vision. The back-
bone of the show lies in its

immediate simplicity-

simplicity of form, paring
each figure down to its

essence. Clean, unclut-
tered blocks of color create
the images with only the
sparest details: dark
eyebrows, clean red
mouths (some figures have
neither). The figures then
become defined by their

actions, and by the space
surrounding them. Yuji's

printing technique is so
masterful, his touch so
subtle, the images are

complete. He achieves a

delicate balance between
artistic vision and techni-

cal skill. He seems in total

command of the medium,
without having been

Reading Rots the MindH Richard Van Luven,

Senior Staff Writer

;

In Suspect Terrain

\- By John McPhee

b often, when I ride in a

(across any great distance,

low the landscape to fuzz

without really looking at

ttie fields and forests and
Sand valleys and
idcuts act more as an
pediment to my attempt to

pom one place to the next

in as little time as possible

than as the textured surface

of a dynamic, shifting planet.

But in taking his reader from
Indiana to Staten Island and
beyond, John McPhee gives a

geologic and historical tour

which makes the land appear
not as a blurred painting, but
as a lively book telling a
story more incredible than
any fiction.

His companion and instruc-

tor for much of the narrative

"A RARE EPIC'

"It is also overwhelmingly, unapologecically erotic."

is Anita Harris, a gifted and,
in geological circles, famous
penologist who grew up in a

Jewish Brooklyn Ghetto.

McPhee presents Anita
through conversations with
her about her childhood, her
education, and, of course,

geology. The reader gets to

know her as a fascinating

thinker whose intellectual

rigor has put her at the

forefront of her science.

In geology, as in the other

natural sciences, theories

come and go depending
upon the intellectual climate,

the state of knowledge at a

certain time, and available

research technology. The
theory of plate techtonics has

seduced by its process.
As a topic in itself, his

technical skill is breathtak-
ing. Layer upon layer of
color and texture create a
sensual cloth-like back-
drop, which weaves itself

into the characters. "Ma-
dame Prude" wears a

screen veil, she is rigid,

upright, and her heart

beats wildly. Next to her,
"Portrait ot Elmer" reflects

another interpretation of a
personality: a man throw-
ing his hands out i n
defiance, a motion re-

peated by subtle color
splashes and fierce, wide
brushstrokes. Yuji allows a
simple gesture to carry the
inital impact, technique
defines the mood of each
work. There is something
comfortable about spend-
ing time within the circle

of these prints. Nothing
about them seems inacces-
sible (excepting, perhaps,

in the last twenty years taken

the science of geology by
storm, providing answers to

some long standing ques-
tions and revising the way we
think about the way the earth

shapes itself. Harris, how-
ever, is critical of geologists

who believe that plate

techtonics is the grand
unifying theory of geology.

She says, 'If s important for

people to know that not

everybody believes in it. In

many colleges, it's all they

teach. The plate techtonics

boys move continents around
like crazy. They publish

papers every year revising

their conclusions. They say

that a continental landmass

UNBEARABLELIGHTNESS
OFBEING

COMPLEAT GAMIR

September 18 e) 19
7:30 p.m.

Armstrong Theatre
$1.00 CC ID

$2.00 General Admission

Frisbws, boomerangs, aerobics,

hacky sacks

Party games

Role-playing & board games

Puzzles, gifts & kites

Chess sets, Cribbage, Go, Mah

Jongg

315 N. Teton Downtown ••473-1116

. Open 7 days a week
Across from Poor Richards

his skill). The ambiguity of
age and expression allows
the viewer to select and
change their interpretation
of the work.

The more you look and
think, the more intriguing
his pieces become. In this

way, the artist fuses his

own personal vision with
the viewers'.

up against the eastern edge of

North America produced the

Appalachians. I know some
of the geology here, and what
they say about it is wrong."
Not that she disbelieves all of

plate techtonic theory, but

she says, "I get all heated up
when some sweet young
thing with three geology

courses tells me about global

techtonics, never having gone
on a field trip to look at a

rock."

Harris docs get out to look at

rocks. McPhee writes about

numerous excursions to cliffs,

roadcuts and good vantage

points with Harris as she

chips, hammers and bashes

bits of rock to get samples for

her research. While in the

field, Harris explains the

geology and McPhee records

her explanations, adding

stories from the more recent

history of the areas they visit.

McPhee also puts into context

Harris' criticisms and support

of modem theories, explain-

ing the collision of ideas

which pervades geology. He
brings in the history of

geological ideas which also

met with reistance, revision

and, finally, acceptance by
the scientific community. He
writes of the French geologist

Louis Agssiz and his stoic

committment to brinind into

acceptance his theory of the

epoche glaciaire, which

became our modern under-

standing of global ice ages.

Throughout the book McPhee
puts into layperson's perspec-

tive what geologists take for

Continued on p. 18
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by Andy Kane & Jon Feiges

The Catalyst

Welcome back CC boozers!

It was a long summer of

heavy beer sampling experi-

ence for past reviewer, Steve

Power, and he was unable to

return to school this year. Jon

Feiges, last years' boozer, has

come forward with pen and

beer in hand, taking the big

step into Power's shoes. For

those of you who aren't

acquainted with our review,

we occasionally sample a few

beverages (not necessarily

beers), in order to give our

readers a better idea of how
to spend their entertainment

dollar. Andy and his new-

bom beer belly have in the

past had an affinity for

smooth, rich lagers, but three

hot, penniless months in

Phoenix have humbled his

palate significantly. His

current interest is finding the

better brews among the get-

drunk-for-cheap class. Feiges,

who spent summer near St.

Louis, under the thumb of

the Anheuser-Busch Com-
pany, wishes he could've

experienced some of those

tasty lagers Andy no longer

can afford, instead of the

local swill known as Bud

Light. Fortunately, Jon's

upcoming bonus check will

enable him to move into the

$4.00-and-up-per-six-pack

category. And so we begin

the second year of "At the

Brewery."

The opening choice of beer

surely appealed more to the

wallet than the palate.

Pilsener Club is brewed by

the good ol' folks in San

Antonio at the Pearl Brewing

Co., who probably know
more about picante sauce

than beer. Both of us agreed

that the first sip might make

you want to re-evaluate your

purchase of the four dollar

twelve pack, and as we
proceeded we found a

distinct correlation between

taste and quantity of beers

consumed. Another way of

putting this is that the more

Club you drink, the less you

give a shit about its taste.

Both of us sud-sucking

hosers gave this beer a one

on our scale, which means

that ifs tastier than

nonpotable water. We
would've awarded it a two,

O- WeAK- REPULSEP 8Y 5MEU-

I- gAl>-TWo 9PS MAY&£

1- AVERAGE- OtJlY Cfiov R#. A
MlMUTe oX.TWO

3-<qoop-P£ANK [T RX2-A.Wri !!-£

but it no longer has those

neat little picture puzzles

under the bottle cap. Alterna-

tive uses for Pilsener Club: 1)

a substitute for Liquid

Plumber, 2) Fiji floor wax, or

3) plant food.

After sucking down a

number of Pilsener Clubs,

our taste buds were yearning

for something a little more

refined. Enter Rolling Rock

Extra Pale, No.33 (what the

hell does that number mean?)

from Latrobe Brewing Co. in

Latrobe, Pennsylvania. At

$3.15 a six, the Rock appealed

to both of our tastes, while

still adhering to our budget.

Jon found the almost

Heineken-like taste to be

enjoyable for an American

Ale, with an extra point for

lacking bite to the tongue and

the wallet. He gave it a four

because it lacked the gastroi-

ntestinal disturbance that

marked Pilsener Club. Upon
realizing that he'd already

guzzled four bottles, Andy
rated the Rock a four for

smoothness.

"Wait, Ann, don't shut the

computer off!" Well, next

time we hope The Catalyst

will finance a tastier beer

review (like Black Label and

Pearl...NOT!). Until then, go

big or go home.

Quote of the week:

Addiction/
Continued from p. 16

probable number one dance

track on Mars, 'Talent is a

Vampire." You'll probably

have to special-order this one,

or bother me.

Some other good summer

albums include Jerry Harrison:

Casual Gods' Walk on Water,

Living Colour's Time's Up,

Adrian Belev/s Young Lions,

Iggy Pop's Brick by Brick (even

though it features Slash), Julee

Cruise's Floating into the Night,

Concrete Blonde's Bloodletting,

Urban Dance Squad's Mental

Floss for the Globe, and the

Branford Marsalis Quartet's

Crazy People Music, among
others. There that should give

you something to listen to.

Are you happy now??

Reading/'^
5

.w
ining

Continued from p. ljjysis

tteali

granted. With a style whJMJlisl

is alert, lively and a joy tottevil

read, he takes the reader nan b

through epochs of geolofa low

time, raising and erodinja pas:

mountain ranges beforeiw Me

very eyes, colliding contititfiek

nents and changing the plugg

courses of rivers. (Aher

Had I read McPhee whiliind n.

was a sophomore, I probpectiv

would have chosen to m'isive

in geology. He is a write'talizf

who obviously loves to ips cl

and loves to leam aboulitout .

natural history and eartt,

science. His books wouli ^->
be out of place on a shel^ V^>

with those of Stephen Jat

Gould and Lewis Thorn;

"God dammit Bob! Do you

j , ., ....._ have to fix in the car?
, H- vW qw- oNcy a few stps.left

Can1 wait
,

ti| we get

S &.6EU£H1- TO THE L&TP&V & J home like everyone else?
"

-"Drugstore Cowboy

Experience comfort in exciting

new colors and styles for men,
women and children. Repair
service available

with this coupon

Off
College Shoe Shop

831 N. Tejon
632-6161

>ric o

ks to

t,Ste



: SPORTS
yien's Soccer Evens Home
cord with two victories.-e

jfcrik Richardson &
[n Whitfield

M Catalyst

flfter an unfortunate start to

jfall soccer season, the CC
i's soccer squad levelled

I record this past weekend
2. The season's opener at

;fflnny Stewart field found

i

Tigers unprepared for the

ressive, style of

hsylvania's Haverford

ege. The CC team had no

ck finding the net and even

jgck the goalposts three

^s in a 10 second time

Haverford capitalized

rare scoring chance and

the game, 1-0.

o days later, the Tigers

d back to battle a tough

iffiminster squad from Salt

Bcity. After a 0-0 tie in

ffllation play, Westminster

jnd twine in the first 15

Site overtime and CCs
jlSces ended in heartbreak.

Vfter a week of intense

[ning and video game
'uysis, the Tigers finally

rte alive last Friday and
hnolished Wisconsin-

Ktfeville, 6-0. Captain Scott

rman broke the scoring curse

ijgpow blast to the near post

gjupass from University of

(i» Mexico transfer Jon
jlitfield. Zeman's tally

plugged the dike, allowing

K&hem and Noah Epstein

kind net 3 and 2 times

bfflktively, thus securing a

iffiive victory for the

e&lized Tigers. Goalie Ezra
As chalked up his first CC
t|t0ut, showing superior

k

skill against the struggling

squad from up north.

Following a long night of

frolicking at a local house of

recreation, Laveme College of

California was taught a lesson

on the field as the CC squad
schooled them, 8-1. What a

toyfest! Whitfield opened up
the scoring and was loudly

praised for his effort by the

supportive women's soccer

team. Laverne's lewd play

was exemplified by a quick

mooning of the fans by the

opponent's stopper who was
promptly removed from the

contest. Again, Ahem and
Epstein racked up some
points, and sweeper John
Carranza gained some extra

mileage with a penalty shot

and a late second half tally.

Freshman Guy Mossman
opened his collegiate scoring

career with a close range goal

off a corner kick. Robbie

"Josimar" Lipp tallied the goal

of the week from an angle

unheard of by soccer enthusi-

asts. The key assist came from
Erik Richardson who is in top

diving form this season.

The Tigers continue their

home stand tomorrow at 2:00

p.m. against Occidental

College and again on Sunday
at noon against the perennial

power Pomona-Pitzer, both

California schools. Please

come and show your support

for the nationally ranked

Tigers and remember, like

always, free roses for the

babes.

Jenny Carchman/ The Catalyst

Senior Ten Johnson powers it through a strong Air Force block to record one of her 30 kills. Air Force
went on to win the match, 12-15, 8-15, 1-15.

jail Intramural program starts off with
lag football, soccer, tennis leagues
igh turnouts recorded for all sports; competition continues throughout the week
Hatherine Eastman
Katalyst

ffire it is sports fans, the
mning of a new school
PBnd of course another

Sng year of intramural
fts! The fall season

f off with flag football
.soccer, both of which
Jsd on Wednesday, and
"^rmous tennis league,

year's flag football
has more than 120

Wants who comprise
*geams. This year is anm one for flag football
*s 'o its first co-ed
fc Steak Night Enter-

.

tainment, headed by Susan
Patrick. Steak Night Enter-

tainment and Sigma Chi
broke in the field, playing
the first game of the season.
Along with all of the

players, the referees this

year are out and running
with terrific grins on their

faces. For flag football the

officiating will be in the

hands of Tim Coury, David
Santos, Jim Marshall, Jose
Torres, and two refs who
will also watch over soccer,

Jose Trujillo and Steve
Edwards.
The soccer league—over

260 players this year!—is

divided into Co-ed, Men's
Competitive, and
Freshmen's leagues. All

together there are 21 teams

The greatest turnout

was for the annual

tennis tournament

playing, including Team ?

and What's Their Names
who have not yet been
identified. The refs, how-
ever, have been identified

as Brian Ormiston, Chris

Schreur, Bill Thomas, and
Kevin Connors.

The greatest turn-out of

all for this season was for

the annual tennis tourna-

ment, which begins action

Monday, Sept. 17.

The games for flag

football will be played
every day except Fridays

—

so that all the players have
time to recuperate. Soccer
alternates game days with

the Co-Ed league sched-

uled for action on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, and the

Men's league games slated

for Mondays and Wednes-

days. The Freshman league
has yet to be posted.

This fall season has

already established an
exciting atmosphere which
will undoubtedly continue

to grow as the competition

gets closer and closer to the

championship games.
Many thanks and congratu-

lations go out to Ted
Castaneda and his entire

intramurals crew for setting

up the year to start out

with a positive bang! Good
luck, athletes and sports

fans!
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Women's soccer

still dominates,

volleyball looks to

improve record
College Relations

The undefeated (4-0)

Tigers, who handed Dang

Pibulvech his 200th career

victory with a 5-0 win over

Regis College on Tuesday,

make their first road trip of

the season this weekend

when they travel to Madison,

Wisconsin for matches

against the University of

Wisconsin and Michigan

State. CC, currently ranked

No. 3 nationally in NCAA
Division I, beat Tulsa (4-0)

and Creighton (4-1) last

weekend, and in its four

games so far has outscored

the opposition by a 20-1

margin. Junior Karla Thomp-

son leads the team in scoring

with five goals and 11 assists.

Junior Cissy Wafford is

second with four goals, while

senior Laura Jones has

tallied three goals.

First year CC volleyball

coach Jacquie Medina and

her Tigers stand at 1-2 after

their first week of action.

They blew past Colorado

School of Mines (15-3, 15-8,

15-7), before dropping their

home opener to the Univer-

sity of Denver (6-15, 15-8,

15-10, 10-15, 15-13). In last

Tuesday's match-up, the

Tigers fell victim to a tough

Air Force squad (12-15, 8-15,

1-15). Senior Teri Johnson

leads the team with 30 kills

over three matches. The

team travels to Durango this

weekend to match up

against Western New
Mexico University and Fort

Lewis College.

(f/e/cme 8a&£//
from

Lee's Liquor
Receive 10% Off Your Order

with CC ID

502 In. Colorado Av-ewe-

520-9907

CYCLE THE PIKES PEfiK
REGION WITH US!

r V ^ Customized
Trips

Tailored to Your
Experience
Our Trips Include:
• Quail fled guides to

enhance your cycling

Van transportation pick-

up & delivery
All cycling equipment

• Good food, stories

& laughter
Mental &
physical

achievement
Beautiful

scenery

Individuals •

Groups
Local &

Statewide

CHALLENGE UNLIMITED
Fun Outdoor Adventures

Tina Campbell
1519 N. Tejon St. "719-633-6399
Colorado Springs, CO 80907

r^hinngo Bears corner the markei

Best-selling Bears
>yDa

The Chicago Bears slipped to 6-10 in 1.989,mec

,, but led NFL teams in sales of merchandise The

^ The top five teams and their percent share »* v

,

mm r>t thft merchandise market ,„Hth

Los Angeles Rard^s 13%

11%

iquad

)ver k

)ppor

rridirt

/ 6% Market share

Source; NFL Properties it

Marcy E. Mullins, Gannett News Setv

Mountain Chalet
Colorado Springs

Downtown

633-0732 226 IN. TEJON

CC's Outdoor Connection
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Football looks ahead
ta David Seaton

,rhe Catalyst

! The pigskin god has

'jestowcd his noble presence

ipon us once again this fall,

Md the new-look Tiger

iquad, hoping to improve

>ver last season's disappoint-

ing l" 1 ^ performance, is our

ipportunity to worship his

iffidiron greatness.

i

MFirst year coach, Craig

EOndle, has reshaped last

ison's latent offense from a

.ming dominated attack to

aerial effort in hopes to lift

Tigers to bigger and

Iter results. Rundle

'? VS. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
5 VS. INFORMATION AGENCY
"A DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

:
Career Opportunity

1HE FOREIGN SERVICE
VRITTEN EXAMINATION

Saturday, October 27, 1990

Applications must be received by

September 21, 1990

te Written Examination is the initial step

in COTiptung for a career as a Foreign

Service Officer.

At

i for the

asl 20 years old i the date of

• United Stales citizens

• AvailaNe for worldwide assignment

u may obtain further information and

application from your Campus
lament Office or by calling area code

B) 675-7490, or by writing:

i The Recruitment Division

U.S. Department of Stale

1 P.O. Box 9317

i Arlington, Virginia 22209

An Equal Opportunity Emi-loyeb

replaced the venerable coach
Carle who had been a

football mainstay at Colorado
College for over thirty years.

Last Saturday in the

season opener, the team
traveled to California to face

what could be their strongest

opponent all season in the

University of Redlands
Bulldogs. They suffered a

solid defeat to a physically

superior and experienced

team, 30-3.

The restructured Tigers

did have success at passing

the football, indicating that

the switch to the air has

produced offensive potency.

Second year starter and only

a sophomore, Eric Peters had
an impressive performance.

He threw for 1 70 yards,

going 18-29 with no intercep-

tions. The receiving corps

was led by sophomore wide-

out Nick Mystrom with four

catches for 80 yards. Fellow

sophomore tailback Chuck
Jones caught seven passes for

29 yards. Unfortunately the

ground game had terrible

success, managing only five

total yards. "The passing

game was good, but the

running game has to be

improved obviously for us to

get better," Rundle said.

Another bright spot was in

the number of first-downs.

Last year the squad rarely

moved the chains more than

two or three times a game,
whereas Saturday they had
nine first downs.

Defensively, the Tigers

gave up 352 yards on the

ground at 7.5 yards per carry.

The run oriented Bulldogs

passed only 13 times manag-
ing seven completions. The
oversized Tigers allowed
three rushing touchdowns
and one passing. A second
quarter field goal totaled 30
points. "Defensively we
must tackle better and stop
the big play." said Rundle.

"Offensively, other than the

running game, we have to

have better pass protection."

Peters was sacked eight

times.

The Tigers only score came
in the second quarter on a 35
yard boot by Mystrom. The
defense was led by junior

linebacker Trooper Sanchez,

who totaled six tackles and
three assists.

The defeat does not seem
to have dampened the team's

attitude. Jones feels things

are different this year. "Even
when we knew the game was
out of reach, the guys still

played hard. The score is

misleading and the team
knew we played better than

it showed. We have a very

positive attitude about this

year."

This Saturday the Tigers

host a less powerful team
from Pomona and look to be

more competitive. "Our
offense suits their defense

better so we look to score

more." said Jones. Pomona
also likes to throw the ball

which should make for an
interesting contest. The
renovated offense should

liven things up at Washburn
field and the team would
enjoy fan support. Kickoffat

1:30.

WE DELIVER
i

| ONE LARGE PIZZA

| /^SlilMTrie Special"

$7.99
J /plus la,

635-5565
FOUR LARGE PIZZAS

j

With Cheese & One Item

;i ^^^$lQ-95 i"'"'
I ^y plus tax

Pickup or Delivery I

Matchl Double Cheese Excluded. I

\UmiZSTrzzA1990 EKpirts 10/lS/9o\ IlOVI-ES WZZH 1990 'Empires 10/1S/90

| TWO SMALL PIZZAS
I Cheeses 1-ltem + 1 Quart Pop

i $7.49If plus lax

Pickup or Delivery

I

wLOWES'SIZZn.1990 Empires lO/lS/90
1

Try One of Our
Flavored Pizra Crusts!

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original * Sesame Seed
* Buttered ' Poppy Seed
' Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at time

of purchase.

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday.- 1 1 AM -11PM
Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight J
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Tennis tourney

benefits Cancer
Society study
The second Annual Pete

Church Tennis Benefit will be
held by the American Cancer
Society at the Broadmoor
Golf Club and Country Club
of Colorado on Saturday and
Sunday, September 22 and
23.

The tournament features

men's and women's doubles

competition as well as the

new mixed doubles event.

The tournament is organized

to raise funds for cancer

research. Entry fee is $35.00

per person.

For more information and
tournament registration,

please call the American
Cancer Society at 636-5101.

Athlete of the Week: Jon Ahern
Jon Ahem has been selected as Athlete of the Week for his

outstanding play with the men's varsity soccer team. As a

junior, he is starting his third year of play for the team.
After being shut out in the first two games of the season,

Ahem finally broke the ice by scoring a hat trick against

Wisconsin-Platteville and two goals against Lavernc over the

weekend. This onslaught of goals sparked the team to its first

two victories of the season.

Ahem also adds a dimension to the team by having an
incredible work rate. He has effectively combined hard work,
desire and speed to recover balls that would have been con-

trolled by the opposition. Ahern's efforts have resulted in

countless scoring opportunities and constantly frustrates his

opponents.

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW

Women's Soccer

Sept. 15 Univerity of Wise. Madison,

Sept. 16 Michigan State Univ. Wisconsin

Men's Soccer

Sept. 15 Occidental College Home
Sept. 16 Pomona-Pitzer College Home

Volleyball

Sept. 14 W. New Mexico Univ. Durango,

Sept. 15 Fort Lewis College Colorado

Football

Sept. 15 Pomona-Pitzer College Home

Women's Cross Country

Sept. 15 University of Wyoming Laramie,

Invitational Wyoming

Men's Cross Country

Sept. 16 University of Southern Pueblo,

Colorado Invitational Colorado

Y EARS A H E A D

HAIR DESIGN

Welcomes the return of all CC students

1 5% discount on all services with CC ID

Bring a friend In for the first time and recleve

FOUR free tanning sessions

118N. Tejon, Suite 301
(Above Old Chicago's)

635-5552



Futon Don says .

m WELCOME BACK,
WJ STUDENTS!as seen on T.V.

10% Off any purchase with CC ID!

BUY TODAY, SLEEP TONIGHT!!

Tahoe Sofa Sleeper

Reg. $425.98. Now from

$259.98

3-Way Lounger
Reg. $199.98. Now from

$139.98

Swing Frame
Reg. $409.98. Now from

$329.98

Southwest Platform Bed
Reg. $259.98. Now from

$199.98

Phoenix Sofa Sleeper
Reg. $339.98. Now from

$289.98

Futons & Frames
An Alternative Sleep Center

DENVER:
833 Colorado Blvd. • 322-1556
BOULDER:
2125 Pearl St. • 444-4057
FT. COLLINS:
1635 S. College Ave. • 484-7758
ABILENE ST. MARKET
14(304 E. Mississippi • 745-4514

5061 N. Academy Blvd.

593-2225
UNION and ACADEMY

Open 7 Days a
Week!

Monday - Friday 10-8
Saturday 10-6
Sunday 12-5

• Subject to prior sale. Not valid

with any other specials.

All Major Credit Cards Accepted



.Friday, September 14,1990 SPORTS

[Pell's Point Of View
jA Baseball Catch
I Nothing typifies Colorado's crazy summer in sports more than the baseball
Istadium story. Hang on, this is a bumpy ride:

I - The city and county of Denver actually voted down a new baseball stadium
Bet ya didn't know that.

I
- Four of the five counties surrounding Denver, however, overrode the Denver

vote. In the Metro area election, progressives outside of Denver city lines were
largely responsible for the yes vote.

I -These enlightened thinkers elected to spend their hard earned money to put a
stadium in the city of Denver. How nice of them.
1 -The metropolitan area vote was plagued by confusion and indecision. The
|Colorado Baseball Commission, with its $745.00 in campaign funds, never got the
message out that the stadium wouldn't be built unless Denver was actually
warded a Major League franchise. So much for good campaigning.
I -At the last update, Denverites who voted against the stadium were holding sit-
Bis to prevent construction at possible stadium sites. Hope they brought more than
^heir lunches. As there is a only a scattering of fifteen not-so-wealthy ownership
Jgroups in the area, Denver is hardly assured of a team.

I -Additionally, if awarded a team, the city won't enjoy watching them in their
|iew stadium until 1993. You want a possible advertising slogan for Denver's new
faseball team? How about: "Baseball excitement- Catch it ... if you can find it 1

"

J -Meanwhile, the real world of Colorado baseball will take a new turn in 1991
p-he Denver Zephyrs are being set up in the same league as our Colorado Springs
Sky Sox.

r °

,

-Denverites will turn their noses up at this potential intrastate rivalry. Mean-
vhile, Springs residents will plan entire summers around series with the Zephyrs

J -Given the weak pitching traditions of the two teams, one series could actually
||st an entire summer. Hate to break it to you, but minor league baseball, espe-
cially in Colorado, isn't laden with talent.

! -Still, residents of Colorado Springs may have it right. A Sky Sox-Zephyrs
'Jvalry may be kind of fun to follow. And, as sad as this sounds, until the roller
|oaster ride ends in Denver, the Sox and Zephyrs are "the only show in town" for
professional baseball fans in Colorado.

,-.„.— _»TAX HELP

IfJ Fastons"o7lW

ff
A SINGLE ^

•••

69fe usa
w
tSSay.2SS

Keep informed aboui the changing *or

. o _. __, +n *, around you in NEWS, set how lo prepare foj

Air fares to t ponA moneys on/ ^
action in SPORTS and gel the lal

in LIFE

l-SOO-USA-0001
§&®^L

&YES, PHASESENDME USA TODAYFOR THE
TERM CHECKED BELOW.

Chooseyrtursavings: Name

OS2 wecksforS87.!0 Addreu

<Savc $42.90) CHY/Su»effiip_

OurBemv 'JVISA JMC

U Q13 weeks for $21.75 For faster service, call 1-800-USA-0001, ask for Operator 513 Washington, DC 20044.7878
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Sports Briefs
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network

METS GAIN GROUND ON PIRATES:
The New York Mets downed the Pittsburgh Pirates 2-1

Wednesday in the first game of two-game series in New York
Mets moved to within 2 1 /2 games of the Pirates, who lead the
National League East. David Cone (12-8) pitched a three-hitter
Dave Magadan drove in both runs with a first-inning double
The series concludes Thursday with right-handed aces Dwight
Goodcn, Doug Drabek facing off.

HEARNS TO MANAGE HIMSELF:
Thomas Heams, winner of five professional boxing titles

under the management of Emanuel Steward, says he is dump-
ing Steward and plans to manage himself. Heams said he will
hire former promoter Harold Smith of Los Angeles and boxing
manager Dennis Rappoport of New York as advisers. Heams
cited personal and professional reasons for breaking with
Steward.

NYDAHL TOPS MUSTER IN TENNIS:
Tomas Nydahl of Sweden upset top-seeded Thomas Muster

of Austria 2-6, 6-4, 6-4 in the second round of the Bordeaux
(France) tennis tournament. Fourth-seeded Guy Forget ad-
vanced to the quarterfinals, then pulled out after
learning his father had died earlier in the day. Result: the
USA's Lawson Duncan moved directly into the semifinals after
eliminating Argentina's Marcelo Ingarmo, 6-3, 6-2.

NEVILLE TO RESIGN:
U.S. men's volleyball coach Bill Neville announced Wednes-

day that he'sresigning, effective Dec. 15. "1 just no longer have
the confidence in theleadership and the ability of the U.S.
Volleyball Association," Neville told

USA TODAY.

REDDY TRIAL CONTINUES:
An FBI expert testified Wednesday in Port Crane, N.Y., that

authorities found hair that they believe is William Rcedy's on
the driver's side windshield of the pickup truck in which
former New York Yankees manager Billy Martin died in a
crash last Christmas. Reedy, on trial for drunken driving,
maintains he was a passenger.

PCA TOUR SITE TO ADMIT BLACK:
Houston's Champions Golf Club, site for next month's $2.5

million Nabisco Championships, plans to admit its first black
member - Henry King. The PGA Tour is requiring clubs to

demonstrate nondiscriminatory membership by next year.

CANADIENS DOWN LENINGRAD:
Denis Savard, acquired in June in a trade from Chicago for

Chris Chelios, had two goals and two assists to lead the

Montreal Canadiens to a 5-3 victory against a combined squad
from Leningrad. The Canadiens and Minnesota North
Stars are on an eight-game tour of the Soviet Union. The North
Stars open Thursday in Moscow against Spartak.

STRONG FIELD FOR N.Y. RACE:
European 1,500-meter champion Jens-Peter Herold of East

Germany leads a field in the Sept. 22 Fifth Avenue Mile in New
York. Also entered: Morocco's Said Aouita; Peter Elliott of
Great Britain; Kenya's William Tanui; the USA's Jim Spivey
and Steve Scott. PattiSue Plumcr, the U.S.S.R.'s Natalya
Artymova and Svetlana Kitova and Romania's Doina Melintc
head the women's field.

Laundry

Cleaners

U CC/Dftntltlmyk 70//S/9oJ

1931 W. Uintah (1/2 block west ofKing Soopers)



ANNOUNCEMENTS
Boston University

Internships in London

and Paris. A B.U.

Representaive will be

on campus Tuesday,

Spetemner 18, 2:30

p.m., Worner 212.

ATTENTION: GOV-
ERNMENT HOMES
FROM $1 (U-REPAIR)!

Delinquent tax prop-

erty. Repossessions.

Call (1)602-838-8885,

Ext. GH-18127.

Intelligence Jobs. FBI,

CIA, US Customs, etc.

Now hiring. Call (1)

602-838-8885, Ext. Q-

18127; 6 am —10 pm, 7

days.

Earn—$300.00/day
with your car or truck.

Call (1)602-838-8885,

Ext. KT-18127; 6 am—
10 pm, 7 days.

Addressers wanted
immediately! No expe-

rience necessary. Excel-

lent pay! Work at

home. Call toll-free: 1-

800-395-3283.

PREGNANT?
ADOPT—Maybe we
can help each other. We
are a happily married

couple, anxious to

provide a loving, se-

cure future with lots of

hugs for your white

infant. We are working

with an Adoption
Agency that helps you
to make the best deci-

sion. Please call Jim
adn Lois, (303) 908-

0309 collect. Thank
you.

Come one, Come all to

the 1990 Lip Sync Con-
test on September 21,

1990 at 5:15 pm on
Cutler Quad!

Young Actors Theatre

Company auditioning

for actors in Babes in

Toyland—good salary.

Also needed a paid

director. Auditioning

also for 3 actors to

travel into schools

during school day

—

pay well. Some conven-

tions and some parties.

Call 632-1192.

Death row prisoner,

caucasion male, age 44,

desires correspondence

with either male or

female college stu-

dents. Wants to from a

friendly relationship

and more or less ex-

change past experi-

ences and ideas. Will

answer all letters and

exchange pictures.

Prison rules require

your full name and

return address on the

outside of the enve-

lope. Thank you, Jim

Jeffers, Box B-38604,

Florence, AZ 85232.

Students planning to

apply for study abroad

this spring in non-

affiliated (non CC and

non ACM) programs

must turn in THE
FOREIGN STUDIES
COMMITTEE APPLI-

CATION FOR STUDY
ABROAD'S application

form to the Office of

International Programs,

Worner Center, 2nd

Floor by OCTOBER 29,

1990. Late applications

cannot be accepted.

Information and forms

are available at the

International Pro-

grams' Resource and
forms are available at

the International Pro-

grams' Resource Area,

12:00 pm to 4:00 pm
Monday through Fri-

day.

Singers! Record Play-

ers! Interested in early

music? Call Mari Booth

atext. 6551 or 632-5821.

Collegium Musicum
rehearsals start next

week. Concerts in

December and April

feature music from the

Middle Ages, Renais-

sance, and Baroque
Eras for voices and
such early instruments

as recorders,

crumhorns, regal,

haopsichord, racket,

hearsals are on Sunday
evenings in Packard

Hall. Call Now! Ext.

6551.

"Premed Day" at the

University of Colorado

Medical School Begins

at 8:15 am on Saturday,

September 22, 1990. All

interested premedical

students are invited to

attend, but it should be

of special interest to

junior and senior

premeds. The program

will include a discus-

sion by admission

committee members, a

panel of medical school

students, talks by

medical school faculty

and a tour of the medi-

cal school. Lunch will

be provided in the

hospital cafeteria. Cars

will be leaving Olin

Hall at 7:00 am on

Saturdaymorning.

Those interested in

joining us for this day

should come by the

Health Professions

Office in the Olin Hall

Fishbowl and sign up
by Thursday, Septem-

ber 20, 1990.

Lunch with Kelly Pow-
ers of Chase Manhat-
tan— "Working on

Wallstreet 101." Meet
at Worner Room 218 on
Monday, September 17,

at 12:00 pm.

STUDENT ASSISTANT
NEEDED: BACA/SAN
LUIS VALLEY RE-

SEARCH. Student

assistant required to

help on research

project; desirable tal-

ents: interest and some
knowlege of San Luis

Valley adn/or South-

west, graphic layout

and photography skills.

For more information

and to apply contact

Professor Walt Hecox,
Economics Deparment.
389-6413

J's Motor Hotel
and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 North Nevada

Special Student Rates, including Utilities

& Satellite TV

635-5513

Shimmey Shimmey:
Karen Marie Anderson
will wed Lt. Rodney
Allen Hauser this

Saturday. Miss Ander-

son, a Political Science

major here at CC, is a

fantastic, wonderful,

hilarious, and totally

outrageous woman. We
wish her the absolute

best in her future life

and we lvoe you! Slurp,

Smack, Aaah! Robim,

Nicole, Karin & Dana.

Audition notice for

Young Actors Theatre

Company production

of "Alice In Wonder-
land." Pays $30-$40 per

performance day. Aldo

need Director (paid

position) for Christmas

Show "Babes in

Toyland." Call Robin at

685-1192. We are also

looking for drama
teachers for ages 4,5 &
7-9. Pays Well!

EDIOO-Seminar—Col-
lege aides in public

schools. This course is

pre-requisi't'e tor

application to Teacher

Education Program—CAij"
Test—SAT—September i

The English Department
j

Announces The 1990 Ety

Novella Prizes. $1300 in
.

Prizes! (First Prize: &700;

Second Prize $400; Third
[

Prize $200). RULES:!
j

Length of stories:7,500

words minimum, to aba;

15,00 words. 2. DeadlineL
Submission: (to Professor

George Butte, English

Department) September i Vc
1990, 12 noon. 3. Writers N
must be enrolled at Colo' —
rado College in 1990-91.

1

Make two copies (double.

spaced with high-qualiryi

print). The title pages shok

give a pseudonym. An 1

envelope should accom-
[

pany each entry with the:

pseudonym on the outsit

and inside the name, ad-

dress and phone author, 'p. a

author should sign a state .' fi

ment that the work is
'

original, and has not pre?
°

ously appeared in any
| c

commercial publication.;

Winners will be annoiW-T «

in October, 1990.

Finance/Economic Rese

3nt Human/Health Serv

Wvertising/PR/Markeling

i/Broadcast/Film
LONDON
PARIS
WASHINGTON

Boston University

International Progra
725 Commonwealth
Boston. MA 02215

617/353-9888

Communications • Health Fields The Arts

Each 14-week internship program include

16 Boston University semester-hour credi

full-time internships, course work taught b

local faculty, centrally located housing,

individualized placements for virtually eve

academic interest. Programs in Londor

Paris are offered during the spring, fall,

summer. The Washington program is offe

during the. fall and spring.

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
An equal opportunity,

affirmative action institution

A representative from Boston University will be on campus:

Information Table
Tuesday, September 18, 1990

2:00 PM
Worner Center, 2nd Floor

_ London Internship Prograr

Address _

City

College/University.
Ttising/PR/Marke

ia1ism/Broadcast

:
L
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World Summit for Children to convene
Colorado College participates in worldwide candlelight vigil

By Jennifer Webster

The Catalyst

A worldwide effort to

adopt the policy of "first call

for children" will consist of

1500 candlelight vigils in 75

countries that will cumulate

in a World Summit for

Children. On September 23,

one of the candlelight vigils

will be held in Shove Chapel
to urge world leaders to

take full advantage of this

historic opportunity to save
children.

The World Summit for

Children was announced by
U.N. Secretary General

Javier Perez de Cuellar to

take place on September 29

and 30 at United Nations in

New York. The Summit
was initiated by six

countries: Canada, Sweden,
Mexico, Mali, Egypt and
Pakistan, with many other

countries assisting the

planning committee. The
event is to be chaired by
Canadian Prime Minister

Brian Mulrooney and

Moussa Traore of Mali.

The immediate goal of

the summit is to focus

attention on the needs of

children throughout the

world and the simple, cost-

effective solutions that are

already being applied with

considerable success.

People in the U.S.

supporting the Summit
through the vigils want to

specifically urge U.S.

officials to take a good look

at the child poverty, infant

mortality and school

SEPTEMBER 23 1990

Candlelight Vigils
in observance of

f\

WorldSummit for Children

Acording to UNICEF:
•Nearly 1 5 million children under five die each year.
•Half a million mothers die annually as a result of
pregnancy or childbirth,

•Some 40 percent of children under five In the
developing world suffer from malnutrition,

• Only half the children in the developing world
have access to clean drinking water, and fewer
have access to sanitary waste disposal facilities.

achievement in our Own
industrialized country.

Among other large

industrialized countries in

the world, the U.S. has some
of the worst statistics in

areas concerning our

children. For example, in a

study of 8 industrialized

nations, the U.S. had the

highest child poverty rate,

meaning that American

children are the poorest

group among all other

Americans. The U.S. also

has the highest teen

pregnancy rate among six

like nations. A final example
cites the U.S. as investing a

smaller portion of our GNP
in child health and

education than other similar

nations.

The overall objective of

the candlelight vigils is to

convince world leaders to

participate to their utmost in

the Summit and make these

commitments: 1) having

children's well-being be a

priority on each country's

political, economic and
social agendas; 2) working

for the ratification and

implementation of the

Convention on the Rights of

the Child; and 3) saving the

lives of 50 million children

worldwide this decade, and

ensuring their sustainable

future health, education and

opportunity to live a life free

of poverty within a

sustainable environment.

The Center for

Community Services on the

CC campus urges the CC
and Colorado Springs

community to show their

support for the world's

children by attending the

candlelight vigil this Sunday
at 7 p.m. in Shove Chapel.

The candle ceremony will

involve music, poetry and
personal stories all

involving adults, CC
students and children.

A large turnout at the

candlelight vigils across the

world will show how
strongly people want their

country's leaders to take

steps to alleviate the

suffering of children.

UNICEF Executive Director

James P. Grant wrote, "It is

the greatest condemnation

of our times that more than

a quarter of a million small

children should still be

dying every week of easily

preventable illness and

malnutrition....Such facts

shame and diminish us all."

in an eight-nation

study the U.S.:

•Has the highest child

poverty rate

•highest teen preg-

nancy rate among six

nations

•Invests a smaller

portion of its GNP in

child health and
education
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CC the target of racist hate mail
Campus leaders find letter an affront to schools goals

By Mike Shaver

The Catalyst

The Colorado College

has joined the ranks of

colleges and universities all

over the nation struggling

with blatant racism. C.C.'s

student government has

become the recipient of hate

mail aimed at black students

of the CC. community.

The beginning of block

one brought with it threaten-

ing words directed towards

the black community of the

Colorado College.

Mark Glaze, President

of the Colorado College

Campus Association re-

ceived an anonymous letter

asking the disturbing

question "So.. ..what shall we
do with our niggers?" The

only clues to letter's origin

were the acronym "SfCUA,"

in the upper left hand comer

and a Colorado Springs

postmark. Neither clue was
enough to lead C.C.C.A. to

the sender.

Similar incidents on

college campuses elsewhere

lend do, however, lend some
information identifying the

group responsible.

The acronym SfCUA

has been used before by

underground white su-

premacy groups hailing as

"Students for Cleaning Up
America." Little is known
about the group except that

their numbers are scattered

throughout the United

States.

Both the message and

the anonymity of the letter

has sparked reactions from

campus leaders.

Cassye Milton, co-

chair of the Black Student

Union expressed deep

concern and anger over the

letter. Specifically, she sees

the racist correspondence as

a threat to the future ofCC
in that "minority

students...might not come to

CC because of the senti-

ment that Colorado Springs

is a racist community." She

has not met with the mem-
bers of the B.S.U. to discuss

their feelings on the racist

mail, but plans to in the near

future.

The administration at

the Colorado College is

quick to point out that this

sort of activity does not

reflect on CC. students.

Max Taylor, Vice President

of Student Life notes that

while "racism is alive and

well on American cam-

puses," it "flies in the face

of what CC is all about as

an institution." Taylor went

on to describe what he

termed "the quintessence of

cowardice," that he sees this

sort of activity representing.

C.C.'s Director of

Minority Affairs agrees.

Roschelle Mason is the

newest addition to the

administration at CC, and

she sees the creation of her

position as a response to

racist activity-even when
external to the college

"We don't hide these

things. It's our

opportunity to react

against them as a
community.''

-Dean Laurel McCleod

community. She believes

Colorado Springs is a "nice

town, but there have been

incidents of blatant racism

here." She emphasizes the

importance of not ignoring

this issue, and moving

towards a reduction of

prejudice on a community

Chance for Colorado College
students to express opinion on 8
and 9 block controversy

CCCA urges campus participation

Catalyst Staff

In an attempt to gather

input for use in their

deliberations, the Eight

Block Year Evaluation

Committee will be present

at a forum hosted by the

CCCA in Gates Common
Room of Palmer Hall on

October 2, at 6:30 p.m.

The EBY Committee

was formed by President

Riley to perform a Board of

Trustees-mandated evalua-

tion of the impact of the

1988 move from a nine block

year to an eight block

calendar. The dropping of

the ninth block, a source of

unprecedented student

outrage two years ago, has

continued to be a prominent

campus issue over the two
year "trial period" of the

plan.

The CCCA forum,

according to CCCA Presi-

dent and committee mem-
ber, Mark Glaze, "is a great

opportunity for students to

interact in a personal way

with the Evaluation Com-
mittee. And because the

evaluation has to be com-
pleted by November, this

may be the single best

chance."

"We're anxious

to insure that ev-

ery student has

the opportunity to

contact the Com-
mittee directly

with ideas and
suggestions."

Max Taylor

VP Committee

Co-chair

The latest in a series on
the same subject, the forum
will give the Committee the

opportunity to define their

task, and to gather input

from any interested mem-

bers of the CC community.

"We're anxious to insure

that every student has the

opportunity to contact the

Committee directly with

ideas and suggestions," said

Vice-President Max Taylor,

Committee co-chair.

The focus of the

Committee is the production

of a report which considers

all views on and aspects of

the eight block year, and,

according to co-chair

Professor Tim Fuller, is an

"individual evaluation; that

is, we are not acting as

individuals representative

of any constituency or

group, but are gathering

data to make an impartial

assessment as a reflective

group."

The Committee is

scheduled to make recom-

mendations on the future of

the eight block calendar to

the faculty by the end of

October. The report will

then go to the Board of

Trustees.

level. Mason believes CC.
to be an important model

for Colorado Springs in

reaching this goal.

C.C.'s response to

racist incidents is an

important part of this

process. Emphasis should

be placed on the under-

standing that at Colorado

College, "We can speak of

such unspeakable things

while using our hearts and

minds," says Laurel

McCleod, Dean of Students.

"We don't hide these things.

Ifs our opportunity to react

against them as a commu-
nity."

This most recent

mailing is not a first for the

Colorado College, nor will it

be the last according CC
administrators. The campus
continues to develop a wide

variety of mechanisms to

eliminate what many regard

as a rising tide in racism-

coming from nowhere,

spreading everywhere.

MS fundraiser
kicking off

seventh year
On your mark, get |

set, sign up now,
during the fall Re-
cruitment Drive for

the Students Against
Multiple Sclerosis

(SAMS) Program.
SAMS is coming back
full force for the 7th

straight year with lots

of fun, surprises, and
awards.

"This unique
national collegiate
fund raising and
awareness Program
will take place on
over 150 campuses
this year," an- *

nounced Vice
Admiral Thor Hanson,
the society's presi-

dent and chief
executive officer.

"Across the coun-
try, thousands of
college students will

be joining forces to
help fight multiple
sclerosis, a disease
that commonly
affects their own age
group.
To find out more

about SAMS and
how you can get
involved, call 1-800-1-

BUST-MS. You can
also contact your
local National Mul-
tiple Sclerosis Society
Chapter.
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CYCLE THE PIKES PEAK
REGION WITH CIS!

'-' ? Customized
{:>s& Trips

Tailored to Your
Experience
Our Trips Include:
• Qualified guides to
enhance your cycling

Vah transportation pick-

up & delivery
All cycling equipment

• Good food, stories
& laughter

Mental &
physical
achievement

Beautiful
scenery

Individuals -

- Groups
Local &

Statewide

CHALLENGE UNLIMITED
Fun Outdoor Adventures

Tina Campbell
1519 N, Tejon St. • 719-633-6399
Colorado Springs, CO 80907
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Hypnotist enthralls

CC students
Dr. Wand returns to CCfor repeat performance

By Peter Mulvihill

I The Catalyst

- Monday night, hypnotist

Br. ]im Wand dazzled a

iiear capacity crowd in

Armstrong Hall with his

amazing art. Thanks to the

leisure Program and, in

particular, Gilbert Walker,

U3r. Wand returned to

.Colorado College after a

much heralded show last

year. Using about two dozen

volunteers, halt men, half

women, Dr. Wand enter-

tained the crowd for two

Biours of comedy.

Dr. Wand, who spoke for

& few minutes about the

practical applications of

hypnosis, assured everyone

that there was no danger in

Being hypnotized by a

Qualified hypnotist. Stu-

dents who were hypnotized

Hast year attested to this.

I To induce hypnosis on

jahe volunteers, and any

Bnember of the audience

I

who wished to go under, Dr.

Wand had them stare at a

red light for several minutes

'hile he talked. A few

>ple did not go down
;p enough so he took

ime audience members,

who had watched the light,

onto the stage.

One of the funnier things

he got the volunteers to do
was to picture themselves

on a motorcycle ride. The
students were taken for

quite a ride. When Dr.

Wand told them there was a

cop behind them, they gave

the imaginary cop the finger

over their shoulders and
sped up. Asked afterwards

what his favorite part of the

ride was, sophomore Zach

Drennan responded, "I like

the feeling of straddling a

black Harley."

Dr. Wand played with

gender issues by telling the

men that they were preg-

nant. He asked them what
they were going to tell their

parents. "She made me do
it," responded one nervous

and puzzled pregnant man.

They gave birth, named
their children and fed and

burped their children on

stage!

The women of the group

were told that they had

been injected with a huge

amount of male hormones

and that they were the most

macho dudes around.

Asked her name and what

she did for a living, one girl

said, "My name is Dude and
I bag babes." Grabbing her

crotch for emphasis, this girl

was perhaps the most

macho.

What brought people to

tears was Zach Drennan's

belief that he was Madonna.
With an energetic back up
band, Madonna (a.k.a.

Zach) danced all over the

stage singing Like a Virginn

as it was played over the

loud speaker. Asked after

her performance what she

thought of Colorado College

fans, Zach responded in his

feminine Madonna voice,

"They're the balls."

After the show, the

volunteers I interviewed

seemed to remember most

of what they had done once

I mentioned it to them. All

the volunteers felt very

relaxed and energetic, as Dr.

Wand had promised at the

beginning of the show.

Hopefully, through the

continued great work of the

Leisure Program, those of

you who missed it will get

to see Dr. Wand perform

next year.

futon Don says ..

WELCOME BACK,
STUDENTS!

10% Off any purchase with CC ID!
BUY TODAY, SLEEP TONIGHT!!

Southwest Platform Bed
Reg. $259.98. Now from

$199.

Tahoe Sofa Sleeper
Reg. $425.98. Now from

$259."

3-Way Lounger
Reg. $199.98. Now from

$139."

DENVER:
833 Colorado Brvd.
BOULDER:
2125 Peart St.
FT. COUINS:
163S S College Ave. • 484-77
ABILENE ST. MARKET
140O4 E. Mississippi 745-451*

Futons & Frames
An Alternative Sleep Center

5061 N. Academy Blvd.

593-2225
UNION and ACADEMY

Open 7 Days a
Week!

Satirdory 1&6

Jl Major Cj*o.i Cora* AcwpU

Brush up on language skills

By Sally Clark

The Catalyst

Parlez-vous francais? Deutch? Espanol? Whether
you're fluent in French or can only say "grandmother"
in Russian, you can participate in the language tables.

The Language Department offers a Spanish table, a

French table, a German table and a Russian table.

Apart from the Russian table, which offers both a

beginner and an advanced table, the language tables

cater to linguists of all ranges.

For approximately an hour, over lunch or dinner, CC
students, along with the program leader, strive to

converse solely in the chosen language. The "tables"

represent the most effective and attractive form of

language learning by emphasizing conversation

outside the classroom. This program is sure to either

whet your appetite for languages, help prepare you for

a study abroad experience, or awaken those forgotten

conversations and dreams in another language.

The Spanish table takes place every Thursday at

noon in the Worner Center room 213. Every Wednes-

day at noon, in Worner 215, the French table convenes.

The German table meets every Monday at noon in the

Bemis exile room. Tuesdays at noon the Russian table

for beginners meets and on Thursdays at 5:30 the

advanced group meets in the Bemis cafeteria.

Sigma Chi sponsors fall

charity clothing drive

By Joe Hutchinson

The Catalyst

Greetings from the Sigma Chi house! Everyone in the

house is very excited to be back and looking forward to

a good year. We have just had a very successful sum-

mer in which we received the Peterson Significant

Chapter Award. This award is given to Sigma Chi

chapters that excel in all major areas of the chapter's

operation. This award also comes with a $100.00 check

to the school's scholarship fund. We were also awarded

a Legion of Honor, which is presented to chapters

having outstanding educational programs and a high

scholastic standing.

Sigma Chi has set up a clothes drive that will continue

for the remainder of the block. The collected clothes will

be given to the Dale House, which is a home for

troubled teens, and the Red Cross Homeless Shelter.

Donations will be taken at the Sigma Chi house as well

as in the major residence halls.

Corrections

The Cmalyst staff would like to apolgize for the mistakes

which appeared in Mike Siddoway's article in last week's

edition of the newspaper. We are committed to creating the

best paper possible and we regret any errors.

Cylink
Modem: 520-5000
Voice: 520-5008

^rf»J*

Colorado Springs'

Multi-User Computer
Entertainment _ -

System . .
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Powers speaks on
Wallstreet

Its possibility in our future

By Jeannie Ulmer
The Catalyst

Numbers, paper,

noise, crafty maneuvers

and general confusion.

For some, Wall Street is

merely another topic on

the evening news or

another headline in the

newspaper. For many
Colorado College stu-

dents, however, New
York City's financial

district means a secure

job for the future.

On Monday, Septem-

ber 17, Mr. Kelly Powers,

a 1984 Colorado College

graduate, presented a

lecture on how to be-

come a successful part of

Wall Street. Powers,

assistant treasurer of

Chase Manhattan Bank

(the same Chase that

puts those credit card

applications in your mail

box), focused on general

guidelines used when
applying for a job in the

financial field. He cov-

ered the recruiting season,

various opportunities in

the banking business and

what companies look for

in recent college gradu-

ates. He suggested hints

on how to make a resume

stand out among hun-

dreds of other applicants

and urged students to be

persistent and confident in

their pursuits.

A lot of my success

nowl attribute directly

to my CC experience.

Kelly Powers

Powers, who normally

recruits at large colleges

and universities, included

the Colorado College on

his list of possibilities

because he sees potential

in a liberal arts education.

Security Beat
8/30/90 - BMX Diamondback bike sto-

len, chrome/blue, at Worner Center

8/30/90 - Gray Arava mountain bike

stolen from o.c. apartment, 1100 block of N.

Cascade.

9/4/90 - Trek 930, black track model,

stolen from Worner Center.

9/4/90 - Champagne colored mountain

bike stolen from Mathias.

9/5/90 - Tutt Library, 7:30, man (non-

student) in library exposed himself to stu-

dent, 6', heavy-set, stringy shoulder length

hair.

9/8/90 - Rotel CD player and CD's stolen

from student room in Tenney.

"A lot of my success

now I attribute directly to

my CC experience,"

Powers said.

He stressed the impor-

tance of "classroom

versus non-classroom"

learning and the benefits

of a broad educational

background. Powers
suggested that being

creative on resumes and

in interviews separates a

few applicants from the

general masses.

When asked how his

CC education benefits

him today, Powers said,

"In the corporate environ-

ment, I can keep a sense

of humor so I can enjoy

what I'm doing."

Hopefully, time spent

at the Colorado College

will provide us with more
than just a sense of

humor. However, stu-

dents who attended

Powers' lecture have yet

another perspective on
the opportunities waiting

for them after graduation.

IT MAY BE THE MOST IMPORTANT WEEKEND
OF YOUR LIFE!!

CATALYST: OCT 5 7, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Chamnaig:

N ational Student Environmental Conference

> Benefit Concert for the Earth with Billy Bragg

Ralph Nader, Helen Caldicott, Cesar Chavez,

Winona LaDuke, Robert Redford, and more

Launch SEAC's Corporate Action Campaign

3,000 students march for environmental rights

For more information contact: SEAC, 305 W. Elm, #20

Urbana, Illinois 61801 217-333-2440

clay

CC concerns
group meets H
By Bettina Whiteford

The Catalyst

Food Eating Weight

concerns (F.E.W.) is a

support group that has been

in effect for two years on the

CC campus. The meetings

are held once a week in the

basement of Boettcher from

12:00 to 1:00 p.m. every

Tuesday. Students can bring

their lunch if they would

like to attend. F.E.W. is an

open group that discusses

topics directly related to

eating disorders and weight

concerns. It is for both

males and females, and the

purpose is to provide

support and to help people

come out of their isolation.

F.E.W. wants people to

know that they are not alone

in their concerns and that

help is available.

The meetings are co-

facilitated by Diana Fuller

and Nancy Wilsted. Each

session is started by a ritual

called "Good and New," in

which everyone present can

share something good or

new happening in their life

lyAve
with the rest of the group

(j,e ca

Although the group is

discussion-oriented, it is n -im R (

required that every person—jor s ,

participate. One of the onl
>()m Sa:

requirements is that rnem-njnpy r

bers respect one another's „„<„• j

privacy and right to confi-.jonpS

dentiality.The group also
jciety,

avoids giving advice to ths^j 5e

one another. It is a rime tot Coslc

discuss personal thoughts gjuonu

and feelings, without ijjmta

getting a bunch of feedbar.;Heii 6

The meetings do not riat^j yea

to be attended consecutiveWr (

or consistently. Fuller andjjrrcnli

Wilsted suggest that stu-
fa foil

dents new to the forum (Dm an

attend four or five meeting!

before deciding to continu; Whai

or not. Articles and inforrrsackgr

Hon about eating disordersve pla

are often handed out to gi\rs sine

people something to think layed

about. The groups generator clut

topics and discuss things jayed

like sexuality, perfectionisfolifor

body image, sexual roles, le We
relationships, anger, and Did

;

how to resolve conflicts. Ftoing I

more information, both of 'ith a

the facilitators will be iholat

available in Boettcher. was a

^hool.'

Mv Macintosh is more important to me than my car.

i I lent mv car to my sister. But nobody's taking my Macintosh.

IU Sociology, Eorlhom College

M.A. Sociology, University of Virginia

Ph D Condidote, Sociology, Univerjity of C

don't know how anybody gets through college today without

a Macintosh- Sometimes I have so many assignments that I

barely have time for sleep.Yet my Macintosh allows me to get my

wotk done on time-without making sacrifices.

"Working on my dissertation and field studies means

. collecting an incredible amount of information.

s So jumping from one program to another with ease

is imperative, as is quickly making charts and graphs.

Bv enabling me to do these things, Macintosh

probablv saves me an hour and a half each day

"Another great thing about the Macintosh is that

it makes you feel technically confident Remember

putting tovs together when you were a kid?

Who reads the directions? NobodyYou look at the

picture of the bike and you know exactly what

to do. The Macintosh operates the same way.

1 actuallv taught a friend to use one in two minutes

What would my life be like without a Macintosh?

Scan:"

For all your computer needs, contact

the Colorado College Bookstote

at 389-6393 from 8:30am - 4:00pm

Come in and find out about the

student and faculty discount program

Why do people love Macintosh"?

Ask them.

ngs
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ienior spotlight

Jen Rodi exemplifies college spirit
KsAverilKothrock

ihe Catalyst

ijen Rodi is '" this week's

tnior spotlight. Jen, originally

am San Diego, is an anthro-

ology major with a thematic

linor in linguistics. She

tilings to the Spanish honor

jaety.SigmaDeltaPi.She

vent second semester last year

\ Costa Rica- Jen is "unique,"

5 women's soccer coach Dang

Wulvech said, because she

lined the Division 1 squad her

W year as a non-scholarship

foyer (walk-on), and is

\irrenlly captian of the team.

%following is an excerpt

Sri an interview with Jen:

(what was your soccer

ttfekground before CC?

>ve played with my broth-

ers since I was really small. 1

layed in high school and

ar club teams. Then I

Jayed on the Southern

Mjifornia State Team and

le Western Regional Team.

Did you think about

(tang to another college

rith a soccer program on a

iholarship?

was approached by other

"iiools. I looked at CC
ecause of the block plan,

ly club coach knows Dang,

p he called Dang up and

lid, "Hey, I've got a solid

layer here who could really

j^irribute to your team."

tong saw me play in

alifornia and said, "Yeah,

le'can use you." I knew
[Berever I went I'd play

[fher volleyball or soccer,

bming here was getting

Bee things: a Division I

mn, a small liberal arts

)llege, and the block plan.

was ideal!

How do you like CC now
Bt you are here?

(ie block system is great! I

git off it last semester in

pta Rica and I realized

i>w great it is. (She laughs as

^mentally reviews her

tnester in Costa Rica.) I was
I organized! Everyone
ould be freaking out and
i say, "Guys, chill out.

tis is nothing."

What was your experi-

fce abroad like?

&s in a small Caribbean
wn, Limon, instead of the
pital San Jose. I lived with
|rnily and studied the

Wverbal communication
three women. I learned so
Uch from them! After the
Dgram was over I trav-
Kd for about four weeks
i>und Costa Rica. I met
%, really cool Costa
jans. Costa Rica is beauti-

|! I am definitely going
<* there after I graduate.
What will you do?

Teach English. When I was
there they offfered me a job

at a school in Limon.

Hopefully I can go back and

get one. Ifs cool because

thafs in my Caribbean

town. You get a tan...

How do you like living

off-campus this year?

I love living off-campus. Ifs

fun to come back to "home"
and have a living room! I do
feel distanced from campus,

but as a senior and as

someone coming back from

abroad, I was ready.

What do you think of the

eight block year?

I don't like it at all because

there are not as many
classes. I think it limits

people to stay on campus as

opposed to going abroad

because of class scheduling.

Ifs cramming it in. I do like

the extra vacation, but I

think we're paying more for

less, and that bothers me.

What do you think of

Greeks on campus?

I think ifs a good thing. I

don't really need it because

my soccer team is like a

sorority. I've met a lot of

people through being on the

team, and I think the people

in fraterniHes and sororities

meet a lot of people through

being Greek. A lot of people

need that, and I think we
should provide that choice

at CC. (She laughs as she

notes,) Also, if s the only

source of entertainment on

this campus! I don't know
about closing off the parties,

though. That's too bad.

How do you feel about

divestment?

I think they should listen to

the South African people

instead of their pocketbooks

.We could be like Kodak. As
it is, we're a liberal arts

college indirectly support-

ing a government which is

killing its people.

What do you think of the

issue of Division I sports at

a school like CC?
I don't see it as a problem,

partly because I'm a Divi-

sion I athlete. The sports

provide entertainment and

spirit for the school. It puts

our name across the nation.

People see us on ESPN or

read about us in the paper. I

think the issue is totally

overblown. Other students

have just as many academic

problems and challenges.'

And ifs great to be chal-

lenged on the field as well

as in the classroom. Ifs

more balanced.

How were you chosen to

be captain this year?

Dang chooses. Dang told me
the day before pre-season. It

shows me that Dang sees

my leadership qualities,

which is really cool

because sometimes
people can overlook a

walk-on as opposed to a

recruit.

What are your hopes
for the season?

It's looking good. I'm

glad we lost last week-
end. It made us realize

that we have to work
hard. We can't just walk
on the field and win
because we're Colorado
College.

Will you play soccer

after graduation?

There's always the possi-

bility of coaching. I know
I'll always play because I

love to play! When I went
to Costa Rica I realized

what an integral part of

my life it is. The team

aspect of it. ..I learned so

much here, and it's fun!

Senior Jen Rodi hop>

graduates.

to teach in Limon, Costa Rica when she

Differently Disabled Awareness Coalition

Coping with society's disabilities

By Tammy Gravenhorst
The Catalyst

"able, adj. 1. having

necessary power, skill, or

resources. 2. having or

showing intelligence,

skill, etc.

'different, adj. 1. differ-

ing in character or qual-

ity. 2. not identical 3.

various or several 4. not

ordinary. —Syn. dispar-

ate, dissimilar, diverse,

unlike.

If you are trying to

drive from Akron to

Amherst, and Route 66,

the only road that'll get

ya' there is completely

blocked off, you are, for

all intensive purposes,

DISABLED. However, if

you are given a roadmap
indicating detours and
shoved on your merry

way, your "disability"

has been accomodated,

and you are now DIFFER-
ENTLY abled. But I

digress...

A combination of the

above definitions along

with getting to Amherst

etc. reveals the funda-

mental message of

DAAC(Differently Abled

Awareness Coalition).

Read it. Now the seman-

tic problems have been

taken care of, and we all

know that "differently

abled" implies no more
than just that: people

with different capabili-

ties. We hope that our

column and programs

will lead to a heightened

awareness and under-

standing of 43,000,000

Americans and millions

of others worldwide—at

least on campus and in

the Colorado Springs

community.
DAAC models itself

after the larger, global

movement; its structure is

such that each sub-group

will have its own voice,

while ultimately relying

on the unity of the whole

body for strength. Its

mission will be accom-

plished through the

representation and

interaction of many
diverse "identities"

bound together by the

goal of furthering

society's education—of a

heightened awareness.

The Sign Language
Club is working on a

proposal for a formal sign

language adjunct, works

closely with the Colorado

Springs Deaf & Blind

School, and will be

coordinating (among
other things) a program

for blind skiiers.

"Friends Who Care," is

designing an educational

video geared towards

kids, whose mission is "to

build new images and

attitudes," and educate

children to be more
sensitive to the differ-

ences (and more impor-

tantly, likenesses) of their

differently abled peers,

and make positive

changes in the percep-

tions of young people

who will make a differ-

ence.

Accessibility (not of our

minds this time, in the

physical sense!) will be

examined again and again

throughout the year as a

problem crucial to our

cause. It alone may define

someone as Disabled

rather than DIFFER-
ENTLY abled (remember

trying to get to Amherst).

The fundamental

problem lies in the as-

sumption that these 43

million people represent

a single group of people

with a uniform list of

needs for society to

fulfill. But the truth is

that full recognition of

the differently abled

encompasses 900 disabili-

ties and any combinations

therein, and that there is

very little literature and
very few programs

available to the rest of

our "able" society that

enable it to understand

that not one solution but

countless numbers need

to be explored in order to

fully integrate. Society

has just revealed its

disability to all of us in

its failure to understand

that the Differently Abled

Movement is really "a

symphony of move-

ments."

The bottom line is that

DAAC proposes a part-

nership to help society

cope with its disability:

its failure to understand

the needs of the differ-

ently abled. But we've got

to give it the gift of

understanding.
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Environmental column

Air Force move threatens local environment
C<

By Marina Lindsey

The Catalyst

Nestled between the

Air Force Academy and

the North American

Aerospace Defense

Command, Colorado

College is the last bastion

for peaceful intentions.

Located beside the fore-

front of military intelli-

gence, Colorado College

practices lessons of

philanthropy and envi-

ronmental preservation.

As CC students and

professors philosophize

about the present in-

volvement in the Middle

East, the scenic environ-

ment, that allows us to

maintain our paradise of

latent sixties' ideals, is

being threatened by

attempts at improving

military intelligence.

The United States

Air Force is proposing the

relocation of the

Command's Space Sys-

tems Division (SSD) from

the Los Angeles Air Force

Base to another Air Force

installation. Four areas in

Colorado Springs are

being evaluated, three of

which are on or just east

of Peterson Air Force

Base, and one at Falcon

Air Force Base. Other

possible relocation sites

include Kirtland Air

Force Base, NM., March
Air Force Base, CA., and
Vandenberg Air Force

Base, CA.
The relocation of the

headquarters of SSD is

scheduled to begin inl993

and is to be completed by

1996. Along with the

proposed relocation of

SSD-LA would be the

relocation of the Aero-

space Corporation, a

Federally Funded Re-

search and Development

Center associated with

the operations at the Los

Angeles Air Force Base.

The impact of the

relocation of SSD to

Peterson AFB or Falcon

AFB would be detrimen-

tal to the support commu-
nities surrounding the

bases. The potential

environmental repercus-

sions associated with the

proposed actions include

impacts on cultural

resources, biological

resources, and air quality.

There are vast

economic incentives

behind the relocation of

the Space Division which

in some minds override

the hazardous environ-

mental impacts. The

military's plans for

relocation are creating

competition between Los

Angeles, which is trying

to keep the base open,

and the other proposed

relocation sites. The
Space Division would
bring 18,000 jobs to

Colorado Springs. Per-

sonal income in El Paso

County is projected to

increase by approxi-

mately 500 million annu-

ally during program
operations.

Along with a stimu-

naturally homemade

ice creams

102 E. Kiowa
Open till Midnight
7 Days a Week

1/2 Price Sale

Buy one & get a second
of equal or lesser value

for 1/2 price!
(Monday through Thursday only)

lated economy, Colorado

Springs will gain a popu-

lation of approximately

26,400 people between

1993 and 1996. This is

good news for the devel-

opers of an estimated 336

acres of land to support

direct and indirect popu-

lation induced develop-

ment. About 190 acres of

land at Peterson AFB
would be required for

technical and support

facilities.

Another direct result

of such an increase in

population would be the

contributions to noise

levels and air pollutant

emissions in the vicinity

of each base. Increases in

vehicle emissions would

be sienificant because El

Paso County is a

nonattainment area for

the federal carbon mon-
oxide standard.

The proposed reloca-

tion of SSD to Peterson

AFB or Falcon AFB
would also drastically

increase the demand for

potable water, wastewa-

ter treatment, natural gas,

solid waste disposal, and

electrical utilities.

The most significant

and irrevocable impacts

of the planned move
would be the effects on

the cultural resources and

the already overly ex-

tended water supply.

Peterson AFB is the

location of two prehis-

toric campsites that could

be crucial to regional

research. At Falcon AFB
the taxation on the base's

water supply could

accelerate the depletion

of the aquifer.

El Paso county must

do a careful cost-benefit

analysis of the relocation

of the Space Systems

Division. What is more
important, economic

growth or ecological

resDOnsibilities? The

-Sara

government is going to Leah M
release its final environ n<e<-a

'

mental report in 1991, *

when the Air Force will .

OnSe

make its recommendatic'ieann

to Congress. Jocialw
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1*16

^'
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Noron AFB, California
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Every opinion ibout tl
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J

onal F

military personnel, whoP
will support bringing

more military jobs and

capital to this area.

Colorado Springs is

already hiding NORAD^^
the side of one of its

;

lemenl
mountains; is it neces-

^ontact
sary to scar the rest of tt;tossrn

city with another pollut- j.

ing by-product of Los n^erly

Aneeles? Tandpi

lip, gc

ndblo

Ulen x
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Campus organizations encourage diversity
I Sarah Hadley&

eah Mattheis

le Catalyst

Ln September 18, 1990,

,e annual
Ice Cream

tialwas held. Activist,

Itletic, religious, scholastic

id international clubs had

Kresentative manning

ieirtables. For those

lidents who missed this

ye -opening glimpse of

nnpus activities, the

flowing is a very brief

Epilation of the groups

fesent at the event. Contact

|mbers are provided,

Sjuld more information be

Kded.
Community:

friends Who Care: seeking

inform younger people

Bout the disabled, contact

Mi x7397 or Marika x7565.

Kediscover: various educa-

Snal programs, youth

Bough adult. Orientation

Kd block. Contact Lari

jjlen x7599 or Monique Lax

7356.

Wolunteer Action: program

aveloped to increase

Sntact between college and

lementary school students,

tontact Kimberly

Ibssmeyer 389-6846.

Keep: Kare Enough for

ISerly Persons. Adopt a

randparent companion-

pp, goal to keep elderly at

Bme as long as possible.

Bo dances a year. Conact

-1521.

Circle K: community
itreach prog. - 10 K hike

jet. 7. Prog. Includes

therapeutic horseback

riding for mentally and

physically challenged.

Contact Calli x7675.

Habitat for Humanity:

builds housing for low

income families, with help

of said families. Conact 475-

7800.

Differently Abled Awareness

Group: delegates with other

organizations work with the

differently abled. Sign lang.

adjunct.

Activist Groups:

Democratic Socialists of

America: meeting 1st Wed. of

block 5:15 Worner. Contact

Mike Siddaway, x6541

.

College Citizens Active for

Peace: covers activist issues

as develop, incl. environ-

mental, pro-choice, etc.

Encourages peace protests

and petitions.

Political Union: offers

opportunity to discuss

political views and issues

via speakers and programs.

1st Thurs. each block, 5:30

Worner 218.

Amnesty International:

impartial org. focusing on

prisoners and human rights.

2nd Tuesday 5:15 dinner.

Mike Siddaway x6541

.

National Abortion Rights

Action League: working on

local politics for Nov.

elections, block-ly meeting.

Jennifer Aktin x7682.

Feminist Collective:

women's socials, poetry

readings, lecture series. Film

series Oct. 15-19th,

Armstrong. Christine Meek
632-9651 or Susan Williams

473-7412.

Gay and Lesbian Alliance:

meets every Tues. 7:00. Info

in "This Week" Ian 473-

2732.

EnAct: environmental

action—student voice for

ecological concerns. Meets

7:30 1-3 Wed. of block.

Literary:

Nuggett: yearbook, need

pictures, strong writing, lay-

out, etc. Lynn x7223, asst.

editor.

Catalyst: newspaper,

contact Al Decker, x7319.

Leviathan: arts magazine.

Special Interest Groups:

ISO: International Student

Organization. Designed to

increase visibility of foreign

students on campus and
global awareness— Prog,

for both foreign and Ameri-

can students x6802.

ASIA: Association of

students interested in Asia.

Black Student Union: meets

1st and 3rd Wed. 6:30 Pack

house, contact Nicole

Plotkin 389-0969.

MECHA: Movimento
Estudiante Chicano de

Aztlan. Contact Rochelle

Mason, director of minority

concerns.

Native American Student

Organization: Open invite to

join. Support group and

information. 1st Wed. every

block 7:00 Dern house.

Creative/Artistic:

Dance Workshop: open

eligibility, no pressure. Also

need tech crew, back stage,

contact Laura or Jen 471-

1318.

PIZZA
^iiin i iiiiii i iniiiiiiniini

WE DELIVER 635-5565
FOUR LARGE PIZZAS
With Cheese & One Item

| TWO SMALL PIZZAS
j

j Cheese & 1 -Item + 1 Quart Pop
|

I $7.49 U
f plus tax

1 Pickup or DelNery
j

LOWES 2IZZA 1990 'Empires 10/15/90.

I Double Cheese Excluded.

LOUIES TIZZ& 1990 Expires 10/15/90.

Try One of Our
Flavored Pizza Crusts!

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original * Sesame Seed
* Buttered * Poppy Seed
* Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at time

of purchase.

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday: 1 1 AM -11PM
Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight J)

Music Department: open-

ing in concert band and

chamber orchestra, esp.

strings. Susan Grace x6556

or x6545, office.

Arts and Crafts: various art

adjuncts, such as clay,

jewelry,,weaving, etc.

Kirsten McDade x7386.

Arts and Crafts Committee:

Organizes the arts and crafts

action on campus. Cynthia

Butterfield x7333.

Theater Workshop: need

people to do anything —
act, direct, design, tech.

Current+Glass Menagerie 1-

3 block.

Video and Fim Workshop:

establishes opportunities for

CC students to write

produce and direct. Every

Wed. Worner 1:00. Call

Henri Dragonas 633-7921 or

Mark Targrove 577-9082.

Society for Creative Anach-

ronism: recreates the middle

ages as they "should have

been" Antonia (Stacy Wood)
421-3620 or Ruari (Laura

Brown) 520-9725.

Outdoors:

ORC: student run, rents

equip., resource center.

Meetings 1st 3 Mondays of

block, WES rm. Leadership

training meeting 2nd block.

Contact Gus 389-7855.

FOOT: block break trips,

contact Brian Dennis, leisure

program, (prog, for 1st block

_ full)

Scholastic:

Alpha Lambda Delta:

encourages 1st year students

in studies - must have 3.5

GPA. Contact Erika Wil-

liams x7229.

Honor Council: students

run org. which upholds

honor code.

Psychological Society:

meetings in Palmer 1 per

block at 12:00. Contact

David Mankley 520-1046.

Campus Organization:

Residence Hall Association:

elections Friday for hall

council. Contact RHA office

x6833, or basement of

Ticknor.

Live Sounds: brings

various music groups to

campus. PISH here on

Halloweed, Box Trailer

maybe Oct. 20. Don
Strasburg 635-5895.

Project Funding: Commit-
tee for distrubtion of CC
funds to groups and indi-

viduals.

Leisure Program: organizes

campus activities, including

cultural, education, etc.

Debra Robinson x7113.

Great Performers: brings

performers to campus .Oct =

Indonesian Puppet theater

and New York Trumpet
ensemble. Meets every Wed.
in Worner.

Student Development

Committee: org. fund raisers

for CC. Call Kristan

Kowritz.

Starr. Student Admissions

Representative. Helps host

perspectives and conduct

tours. Mary Cheney 473-

5357.

Career Center: helps

students choose majors, find

summer jobs, internships

and jobs after graduation.

2nd floor Worner.

Theme Houses: this year

houses are Play House-

working with children, and

Green House-environmen-

tal. Helen Blaie x7140 or

Meagan Shuman.

CC Zoo: 4 openings, 2

male, 2 female. Spirit club

for all sports. Daivd Hewell

x7030.

Student/Alumni Associa-

tion: brings alumns and

students together — home-

coming. Page Neiffert at

alumni house.

Intcrfralernity Council:

regulatory and governmen-

tal body for the fraternities.

Panhellenic Council:

regulatory and governmen-

tal body for all sororities.

Bacchus: encourages

responsible habits and

attitudes towards drinking

alcohol — not abstinence.

x6618.

Religious:

Shove Chapel.

Young Life.

Seekers.

Chaverim: Jewish cultural

organization, Becky

Gesheliz x7080.

Y EARS A H E A D

HAIR DESIGN

Welcomes the return of all CC students

1 5% discount on all services with CC ID

Bring a friend in for the first time and recieve

FOUR free tanning sessions

118 N. Tejon, Suite 301
(Above Old Chicago's)

635-5552
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Summer provides unique opportunities
By Casey Mooney
The Catalyst

The thought of being 30

feet in the air and playing

Spiderman would terrify

some people, but for Tim

Hurtado, "Rock climbing is

a blast!"

Luckily, Tim landed a job

this summer with the Boy

Scouts at a camp in Belmont,

New Mexcio, that required

his rock climbing expertise.

From June 5 until August

26, Tim was committed to

teaching rock climbing,

usually seven days a week,

to boys between the ages of

13 to 18.

Tim and the other instruc-

tors taught technique on

climbing, but their most

important role was to let the

scouts do the climbing while

Tim would belay (help hold

the rope to secure the

climber.)

Tim lives in the Springs

and has been doing serious

rock climbing for about two

years. He has been involved

in Explorer Scouts for about

three years. Explorer Scouts

is similar to Boy Scouts, only

not as structured. Tim's

Explorer instructor also

worked at the camp at

Belmont and helped Tim

land this job for the sum-

mer.

The camp is a place for

scouts to spend 12 days

learning various outdoor

activities such as backpack-

ing and rock climbing.

"It was a bummer leaving

the kids because I met so

many different kinds of

people out there!" Tim said.

Some CC students would

love to be floating down the

Colorado River during their

summer vacation, but the

reality of a job and earning

money for the coming year

interferes. Karen Zeder, first

year from Glenwood
Springs, united the best of

both worlds. Karen had a

part-time job with Raft-foto

and part of the requirement

was that she travel down
the Colorado River doing

photo shoots for Eagle

Whitewater's brochure.

Karen took a year of

photography in high school.

So when a friend told her

about a job opening, Karen

jumped at the chance. "I

thought it sounded like

fun."

Karen has been rafting

since she was 12 and started

kayaking in high school so

she was able to assist in

instructing the expeditions

she went on. She also helped

her dad put some brochures

together for his business so

the summer job seemed to

compliment what she likes

to do and what she does

well. Since the job required

her a few days a week, there

was still extra time to catch

up on "bumming around."

While most college

students are leisurely

basking in the summer sun

or working at summer jobs

in order to pay for their CC
tuition, Bryan Counts,

sophomore, spent June and

most of July volunteering

for an inter-city mission in

Houston, Texas. Gano Street

Mission is a Baptist mission

based in a poor Hispanic

community in Houston. It

provides day care for

children as well as teens,

and, every Friday, families

can come to a church

service. Then, as they leave,

one member of the family,

usually the mother, is given

a ticket to pick up bagged

groceries, such as milk,

bread and produce.

Bryan, unlike the other

missionaries who lived at

the center and were paid,

stayed at his home and

worked five days a week

strictly on a volunteer basis.

He bagged the groceries, but

the highlight of the summer
was working with the day

care center and doing

activities with a Biblical

message.

For Bryan, who grew up

in a strictly wealthy white

neighborhood, this was a

time when he could reshape

his critical attitude toward

the less fortunate Hispanics.

"Basically we gave these

kids the love that they don't

receive at home," said

Bryan. Bryan saw their

innocence drawn out of a

tough front built up due to

their environment.

Apparently, many of the

kids come from problem

families with parents who
are alcoholics or families

that neglect and sometimes

abandon them. The area has

the second highest crime

rate in Texas so for many of

the kids, the center is their

"hope amidst their physical

poverty," as Bryan put it.

Bryan feels the center

definitely does have a

positive effect on a majority

for their community, and

the love for their family

The neighborhood is

gang-infested and some-

times fights occur on the

center grounds. "They [gan

members] don't like losing

control over some of the

people, " he said.

The center not only

provides weekly groceries

but also other necessities

such as beds, clothes and

other items donated by

churches, individuals and

second hand stores. The

food comes from large

grocery chains that would

end up throwing out day

old bread and fruit. The

center never ran out of foi

but since the number of

families that come each

week can not be precisely

predicted, extra food is

given out to families that

asked for more or taken to

the homeless or condemn

areas in the community.

Was it a worth while

experience to take two

months out of a summer
vacation? For Bryan, it

definitely was. "It was
beautiful to see how God
provided for people's

physical and spiritual

needs."

The

CCCA
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

PRESENTS A

Forum on the

Future
of the

Block Plan
with the

Eight Block Year Evaluation Committee

The Eight Block Year Committee, charged with evaluating the eight block year and making
recommendations for its improvement to the Board of Trustees, would like to meet with all members of

the Colorado College community to discuss issues and options for the block plan.

BRING YOUR CONCERNS, IDEAS AND PROPOSALS - ORAL AND WRITTEN - TO

The Gates Common Room
Palmer Hall,

October 2. 1990 7:30 p.m.
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forest to be destroyed by strip mining
by Paul Tumarkin &

I Louis McFarland

I The Catalyst

I In the San Luis Valley, a

gold mining company that

as purchased pristine

mountain lands is proceeding
to destroy fragile pinon-

Hlniper forests, animals and
their habitats, and to leave a

Borrible scar. The Battle

Mountain Gold (BMG)
Company of Houston, Texas,

plans to mine an area in the

Sangre de Crista Mountains,
three miles north of the town
BSan Luis, to extract gold-
bearing ore. BMG has a 9

*ar plan of operationto

Extract the ore using a strip-

mining technique. The
company will use 900 tons of

Sodium cyanide per year in

order to leach .032 ounces of
gold per ton of ore. The strip

mined area will be over one
pile in length and five

jjindred feet deep. This does
not include space needed for

forage facilities, office space,
©d a massive tailings pond.
» addition, BMG will have to

-lower the water table of the
area.

In doing so, the sensitive

wetlands of the Rito Seco, a

small river with its

headwaters in the Sangre de

Cristas and which flows

directly into the town of San

Luis, will be dried up. The

Rito Seco is a main source of

water for the ranchers and

farmers of Costilla County;

lowering the water table will

threaten the future of local

agriculture, the main

economic and cultural basis

of the region. For over 150

years, the Chicano

community has lived off the

land employing organic

farming and ranching

techniques. They have come
to leam of the sensitivity of

the semi-arid environment

and how to live in harmony

with it. By lowering the water

table , BMG will interfere

with the water source, thus

threatening the way of life of

the community.

And after the 9 year plan is

over? The oldest town in

Colorado, established 1851,

will be left with scarred land

and a lack of clean water.

Further, there is a threat of

contamination of the clean air

and water that the residents

of San Luis treasure. Sodium

cyanide in this concentration,

a 98% pure solution, is lethal

if ingested. The tailings pond

will supposedly be

neutralized by the addition of

acid to the solution and will

remain indefinitely.

Therefore, fear of

contamination of the Rito

Seco is a very real concern of

the residents of San Luis.

When the townspeople

were first approached with

the operation proposal, not a

single fanner or rancher

would sell or lease their

water rights to BMG. Further,

a survey conducted by a

group of researchers from the

Colorado College, revealed

that 77% of the residents of

Costilla County were

opposed to the mining

operation. Yet, BMG obtained

water from other sources

outside of San Luis and has

proceeded to prepare the area

for its mining.

In an effort to help the

town of San Luis make its

voice heard, a group of CC
students led by Devon Pena,

traveled to Costilla County

and held a three day protest

from September 14 to 16.

Over 40 students, many of

whom represented EnAct,

MEChA, and the Green-

house, took part in the

weekend activities. The

weekend consisted of a

candle vigil on Friday night, a

tour of the proposed mine

site, a heated discussion with

Gary Dodson, Regional

Manager of BMG, and

educational sessions, all

leading up to a dinner and

dance under the stars at the

Rito Seco Park, organized by

the townspeople.

One of the goals of the

weekend was to shut down
the mine by blocking the

roads. This action was never

taken. Still, simply by

conducting activities in the

area, BMG slowed its

operation and even closed its

doors on Saturday afternoon,

halting operation until the

following morning. Also,

KMGH Channel 7 News of

Denver broadcasted live from

the Rito Seco Park on Friday

night and did a feature

segment for Saturdays news

broadcast, various

newspaper reporters

contacted members of the

Committee for Environment

Soundness and Professor

Pena of CC.

Although the action taken

may not halt BMG's
operation, we are confident

that the attention brought to

this situation will cause BMG
to give the town of San Luis

concessions and cause the

government officials to

closely monitor the actions of

the mining process. We are,

also confident that the actions

will make it easier for persons

in similar situations to fight

back against intimidating

multi-national corporations.

We would like to greatly

thank all who participated.

The fight in San Luis is not

over, it is just beginning.

Anyone interested in helping

with this struggle against

ecocide and ethnocide in

Costilla County, Colorado

feel free to contact

The Committee for

Environment Soundness, c/o

Costilla County Economic

Development Council, PO
Box 9, San Luis, Colorado

81152.
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Ruminations on the morality of salad bars
By Sara Phillips

The Catalyst

-There oomes a time when

everyone must look into the

future and decide what kind of

a person tobe Areyou going

to be a good person or a bad

person?"- Pato Banton

-Whafs pretending, and is it

right?"—REM

I'm having a moral dilemma

in front of the salad bar . I've

been kind of trying tobe a

vegetarian lately. As I spend

half my day agonizing over

lunch, I ponder; will eating

water chestnuts for lunch

balance morally with the

terrible things I do tomy loved

ones later because I am so

hungry? How effective will I be

in general if I can't make it to

the next ice encased bin?

I know what direction I'm

headed in. Moral d ilemmas are

trying to closeme in. They

catchme often in the bathroom

There Iam—droppingmy
toothbrush into the trash can as

I by to turn off the water in the

middle of brushing: I'm

uncoordinated. I'm

confusedrl've heard that

turning off lights uses much
electricity, so perhaps its better

during busy hours to leave the

lights on Ifs, ack, in my hands.

I'm on the meal plan and

hungry and Benjamin's serves

meon paper. Dolgobackto

my dorm for dishes? Each time

I weasel through the daily

dilemma and barely manage to

keep moving. Butmy antics

have limits. I've got to find an

answer. If I don't 111 end up

trapped in the Sahara desert

between dehydration and a

lemonade stand owned by Ted

Bundy's ghost; I'll be forced to

choose to buy lemonade from

thewoman killer or die.

Perhaps I'm the only one

who gets all frothed up over

every day choices. True

moralists interact with other

informed peoplewho give

them news and tips for making

responsible daily choices.

Activists don'twaitaround for

moral dilemmas to get them.

They see their path and follow it

with relative certainty.

I don't know which

direction to take yet; maybe I'm

not ready to leap in

I've tried to be positiveand

responsible in my daily life. I

thought I could practice

minimum negative impact

living and feel good with

myself until I felt moved

enough by a specific cause to

act

Trying to hang outand be

mellow in the middle ground is

a joke. Eating and buying and

transporting myself begins to

obsess me. I face the choices

alone I don't knowhow to find

the information 1 need to make
decisions. Trekking to the

library to research each

company I buy from and to

look up the truth about turning

off lights can seem

overwhelming

.

And futile Ifs not like this

petty gut wrenching is doing

anything for the Environment,

the Animals, the Ozone Surely

if I collected my day to day

epileptic spells in Benjamin's, I

could muster up the energy to

participate in Enact.

Sointheendl'llbemovedto

act by frustration at trying to

live a good life in an

information vacuum, knowing

in my heart that ignorance can

be doing damage. Have others

been so distraught? Am I the

only one who has torn their hair

out until, bald, they decide they

can't justify their existence

without raking some kind of

action? I asked some fellow

students in Womer Center

about all this. They shed some

light on rats in the comer; I'm

not sure about morals. Some of

the things they said:

"I try to take shorter

showers, and waste the least

amount of water. I don't smoke

anymore. I try to be

environmentally conscious.—
sophomore Matt Cooper.

"I wish that everyonewho
didn't work had made a
conscious decision not to work.

Irespectthat I do get frustrated

with the peoplewho don't

think at all."—sophomore

Arwen Wilder

"I believe in trying not to

hold fastany opinion—staying

open. Likeyou see someone

uses hair spray, so you think

they're not into camping

—

thafs not right Trying not to

get too dogmatically one sided

on any issue," says sophomore

Brian Romer, who adds "In the

Ws, human rights was such a

fundamental thing to fight for.

(Now) ifs not like any cause is

intrinsically most valuable

You have to go with what

you're naturally inclined to do.

"I don't think morals can

exist in today's society. And

people who believe in morals

are basically corrupt"—first

year student David Saphier.

"There's always the

justification that ifs better to

participate in, and hope you can

change the status quo. Or do

you become a radicte—an

outsider looking in. Either has

the potential toward hypocrisy,

either could be morally

viable.....some people are just

trying to survive."—junior

Scott Allegrucci.

"Whether to drivemy car,

whether brush my teeth. Thafs

all I worry about," —junior

JoshMunson.

All these random people

seemed to think the important

thing with morals is to do what

feels right Thatifsalla

personal thing. My friend

Arwen Wilder works like crazy

atCC She visits homeless

people in the shelter with

Sheltered Lives; helped start the

differently-abled awareness

coalition, helps direct Marriofs

leftovers to the soup kitchen,

and tried to get Marriot to use

biodegradable cleaning

products. She supports

boycotts and buys all her things

from responsible companies.

Last time I saw her she taught

mehow to say "love", "dance"

and "helicopter" in sign

language

Maybe Arwen is a martyr;

maybe she's just following her

heart "I don't feel that I have a

choice," she says. 'These are •
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The way it is

things I fed I have to do for

myself. Ifeellhavetheability

to change things in small

decisions at the grocery store

and in larger things too, so

there's no reason I shouldn't. Ir|

the supermarket it takes very

little energy. You look at salt,

and buy the one notmade by

Morton." (A list of a few

boycotted companies,and wha||em
they do wrong for those

interested appears at the end ol

this story)

Morton saltcompany made

the defectiveO rings on the

space shuttle thatblew up.

There is some evidence that

some people knew they were

defective and concealed that

information. They also make

land mines that get sent to

Central America. But for that

matter, Nestle promotes baby

formula in African countries.

The company gives free

samples just large enough that

the mothers stop lactating,

forcing them tobuy milk they

cannot afford.

Getting involved means

being tossed a slew of

information. Plenty of people

have about as much
information in their heads as

they can deal with. Ifs that

survival thing. On the other

hand, my limited amount of

information only flabberghasts

me Which Sanaran lemonade

stand gives to Women's
Advancement on the Planet, a I
cooperative? I could continue .

to stare at salad-bar beets

furrow-browed for long periods

of time Or, I could just go |jj fer

ahead and make the leap.
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The lament of the trees

fcy Kathy Mauz
The Catalyst

Perhaps on a crisp and hazy afternoon, on the

: verge of autumn and at the dawn of CC, a young
and vibrant collegian walked a path just north of

palmer Hall. Distracted by thoughts of just how
It, things came to be, our fellow snaps an apple from

Wp tree and continues to nourish both mind and
body. Knowing, as we undoubtedly do. that both

Kuriosity and contemplation are just as alive in

students here today, one must wonder what is so

a> remarkable about such a scene. Indeed, it is the

Bee.
jil Though not so large or impressively pruned, this

tree had found its life in a seed, taken root,

eSearched for water, and grown to bear fruit for

;
passers-by entirely of its own volition. Fertilizers were

Shot injected beneath Its bark; its foliage was not

coated with chemicals; the fruit which arose

Showed the imperfections inherent in nature, but its

substance was as rich as other, more exquisitely

Sormed specimens that had been coddled life-

long. It is this quality of natural existence - of

Eoming to be - that seems to be remarkable and
i rare at CC today.

I Today, the tree is crowded by concrete,

artificially maintained, shaped to someone else's

t
preference, defended with poisons. It is no longer

I a haven for songbirds; squirrels have abandoned
.

: nests where generations were raised. The leaves of

;
this tree strain toward the sunlight, burdened by
demands to be something which It has not chosen
to be. While infallibly yielding fruit, the produce no

: : longer brings satisfaction. Rather, the bitter -

though large and picturesque and scarless - apple
falls to the pebbles below. The tree is sad,
lamenting the fate it did not choose, returning in

ftme to that day in September - and braces
against the caustic rain- applied by those creatures

s It once thought so wise.
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We need
affordable
housing
By Justin Blum
The Catalyst

The United States isnow
faring the worst housing crisis

since the Great Depression. The

growing number of homeless,

poor, and illegal immigrants

livingbelow the poverty line are

adding to the already dismal

housing shortage.

Consequently, drastic steps

need tobe taken to assure an

adequate supply of housing for

the poor.

Only one-fourth of "poor

households" receiveany type of

housing subsidy— the worst

assistance record in the

industrial world. While the

number of poor people has

increased dramatically in this

decade, the number of low-rent

private apartments available

has plummeted. There are long

waiting lists for even the most

unsanitary, run-down,

subsidized public housing

projects. The length of these lists

serves as a dear sign of the

desperation of so many people

in this country to find affordable

housing.

There is a continuing effort

underway by the.Census

Bureau to calculate the number

Catalyst
spouts CC
propaganda

Dear Editor,

I was disgraced that 77ie

Catalyst published press

releases written by "College

Relations." Asa student

newspaper, The Catalyst should

publish stories independently

written and reported.

Not many people want to

read superfidal stories that only

tell us about the positive aspects

of CC events. Many students at

other college newspapers have

fought with their administra-

tions to gain independence;

they did not like their adminis-

trations to gain independence;

they did not like their colleges

dictating the newspapers'

content. Here,you have

independence and cater to the

college.

Not only is the paper serving

as a conduit forCCs PR
Department, but the press

releases are dull, virtually

quoteless,and generally

uninteresting. After reading the

first four or five, 1 made a point

of skipping the rest

If this is the only wayyou
can think of to fill empty space, I

suggestyou save several

hundred treesand reduce the

sizeand frequency ofyour

publication.

Sincerely,

Justin Blum

Editor My staffand I

wanted to putout a successful

first issue of The Catalyst,

covering a broad range of

subjects. Sincewe didn't have

an established group of writers

to cover all the topics, we ran a

pithy four artides (out of37

total artides) from College

Relations. However, since you

have written for both issues, I

can't say bugger off and write

an artide ifyou're unhappy.

Instead, I wdcome you as a

brother and staff writer. Vous!

Hypocrite lecture—mm frere—
monsemble!

Letters

to the
Editor

Another view
ofn Iraq

Dear Editor,

A little more on this Iraq

thing-

Two views of the US.

military's involvement in Iraq

were presented to us last week;

one, against it, by Mike

Siddoway and one for the

involvment, byGwen Boles.

Well, here's a third.

Mike Siddoway raised many
great points about the

hippocracy of U.S. policy in his

artide, but also brushed aside

the unshakeable fad that Iraq

invaded Kuwait, and that such

action was condemned

worldwide; though the US.

shows much hippocracy in

waving the "U.N.-Security

Coundl-Is-Great" flag, we
would simply continue our*

wrongs if we ignored the vote

this time

The saddest part of either

artide, however, was when

Gwen Boles used the phrase

"nip Sadaam Hussein in the

bud: as a reason why US.

troops are in Iraq. Siddowa/s

artide point out only too well

how we forgave him for

'acddentall/ killing 37 sailors,

sided with him against Iran,

and ignored his human rights

violations until they could be

used by the media to further his

image as Hitler II. Ask yourself

these questions: How loud did

theUS shout about Soviet

military equipment in Central

America? Did they shout that

loud about the same going to

Iraq? This writer certainly

doesn't remember it.

Still, agression is agression.

No, good dean democracy is

not at stake here. The survival

of the free world (a la Hitler)

probably isn't either. What is at

stake, is a madman we have

ignored for too long. Yes,

ultimately, the US. should be in

the Middle East, or at least

ready to go in an instant, but it

should be with no patriotic

swooning,and no over-hyped

Hitler comparisons to make
you think Sadaam is a new
killer on the block. It should be

done with theshame and regret

that we let him stay around this

long. The president should

recdve no medals for our

involvement, but be con-

demned, for the last US.

administration allowed it to

become a necessary evil. This is

not a new threat that must be

stopped in time, this is more of

George deaning out his

skeleton plagued doset.

Sincerely,

CurtisCSaulnier

Editor I agree with your

assessment of our

government's motives, but by

saying, "Still, agression is

aggresion," aren't you throwing

thebaby out with the

bathwater? That is, by justifying

our overwhelming military

response, ifs a theoretical and

nebulous issue what our

reasons are for being there. It

reminds me of a writer in The

New Republic who said he was a

libertarian willing to sell out on

the war on drugs (he was

against legalization), but that he

was still a libertariaa

of homdess in this country.

Such a count is being made
because the Census Bureau

realized the current estimates

are not accurate. While the

Department of Housing and

Urban Development puts the

number of homdess at 250,000,

The National Coalition for the

Homeless, a private, non-profit

group, estimates tha t as many
as 3 million people are without

homes.

It is also becoming evident

that millions of low-income

American families are being

forced to double or even triple

up in overcrowded and

dilapidated apartments for

which they are paying

exorbitant rents. Consequently,

these people areon the

borderline of homdessness; one

rent increase, one visit to the

doctor, or a lay-off from work

will invariably force these

people out of their homes.

One cause of our housing

crisis is the constantly growing

disparity between housing

prices and annual income; a

recent study found that one-

fourth of the homdess work,

but have wages too low to

afford housing. Some attribute

this problem to a growing

number of low-income jobs and

to a dedine in unionization.

One solution to this problem

is to increasingly remove

housing from the private

marketand transform it into

limited equity housing, funded

by direct capital grants instead

of long-term debt This method

has proven relatively effective

in Canada and Sweden.

George Bush and Congress

have not provided much in the

way of funding for affordable

housing. In fad, the funds

provided by the federal

government for housing

assistance have decreased to a

levd below that of the pre-

Reagan years, without any

adjustment for inflation.

The problem of homdessness

will get much worse before it

gets better unless a substantial

amount of money is put into

low-income housing very soon.

Instead of considering tax cuts

for the wealthiestone percent of

the income scale, Bush and

Congress must institute a tax

increase to support such a

program— peoples' lives are

well worth the investment
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Poor Richard calls The Collective
By Karen Calderon

The Catalyst

Did you see the wonderful

fezz group playing outside of

VVomer Center on the second

day of school? They call

fliemselves The Collective,

composed of three musicians:

Raoul Rossiter on drums, Miles

White on trumpet, and Brian

McDougall on bass. Those

unfortunate people going

away on block break will miss

The Collective playing at Poor

Richard's Restaurant on Friday

and Saturday, the 28th and

29th of September, from 8 p.m.

to midnight. The last time they

played at Poor Richard's, they

! had a standing room only

crowd. The restaurant couldn't

fit more people in the room.

This having been the

restaurant's "most popular

attraction," they've asked The

Collective to return and play

two more dates, the 19th and

i 20th of October.

The Collective began playing

together this summer. They

play classical and original jazz.

The number of players often

varies with as many as seven

players.

"The unique thing about this

trio," says Miles, "is that it has

no piano, which offers a

different kind of challenge

because you have no harmonic
base. Everything is wide

open."

Of the trio that will be

playing at Poor Richard's

Restaurant over block break,

Miles is an english major, Brian

is a music major and Raoul is a

graduated music major from

Fort Lewis College in Durange.

The group has played at

several locations around

Colorado Springs, including

the Ritz and the Broadmoor.

They enjoy playing on campus

and plan to do it more often. If

you haven't heard any of their

music, you might try listening

to the piece they recorded on

the Leviathan Album released

last year.

The Collective: Miles White, Brian McDougall, and Raoul Rossiter

ghschoolers...? But they can play!

Contemplating their music, the Rugrats look for inspiration from above.

[y
Val Tobler

lie Catalyst

Okay, I admit it. I'd never
pard of the Rugrats before I

fas asked to write this

fucle. I'm from Nebraska,
ttiat can I say?

Shocking as my cultural

literacy may be, I believe

leally,Ido)thatIcan't

Dssibly be the only one on
Unpus who isn't up on all

[the local bands. Soto
*ar things up for some of
pu, or just to make myself
|el better, here's a bit of
'hat I learned about the
ugrats.

The Rugrats are a band of
>ur Coronado High School
"dents: Marty Linville,

Uitar and vocal; Chris
Mghes, bass and vocal;
Wis Gaona, drums; and
emian Straka, rhythm
star and vocal.

Linville and Hughes have
*n with the band since it

Wted about four years ago,
™le Straka, the most

recent addition, joined the

group this summer.
When asked if they

wanted to describe their

music, all four in unison

said, "NO."
"Ifs tough to describe,"

said Linville.

Imagine a synthesis and
regrouping of such varied

genres as funk, fusion, jazz,

and hard rock, and you
might come close to the

sound of the Rugrats.

Although they say noth-

ing comes through as'an

obvious influence, identify-

ing their respective instru-

mental influences might
help to understand the

indefineable quality of their

music, so here they are:

Linvillle: "I'm very heavy

on Steve Vai and Frank

Zappa, Jimi Hendrix and

John Coltrane."

Hughes: "I'd have to say

Carl Alvarez. [Hel plays

bass with All, and the

Descendants. And I'd have

to say Flea [of the Red Hot

Photo by Than Feis

Chili Peppers] and Mike
Watt, who is with Firehose

and was with The Minute-

men before they broke up.

And Les Claypool."

Gaona: "I'd say maybe
Sting's drummer Omar
Hakin. He's pretty bad. And
I listen to a lot of Fusion

stuff."

Straka: "As far as guitar-

ists go, I like the bluesy type

stuff anywhere from old

blues like Robert Johnson to

Stevie Ray Vaughan. I also

like some things that Prince

does."

The Rugrats do some
covers, including a rendition

of Our Lips are Sealed, of

GoGo's origin. They also do
original work, which so far

has been written by Linville

and Hughes, and Gaona and

Straka are beginning to

write some songs for the

band as well.

Okay, now that you have

a feel (well, sort of) for the

kind of music the Rugrats

play, you probably want to

know when you can hear

them.

"Recently we've been

gigging quite a bit," said

Linville, "about twice a

month." Their next show is

on September 30, at The
Clubhouse, starting at 7:30.

They'll be playing with

Splitting Headache and
Urbanasia.

"We're kind of getting a

name for our theatrics," said

Linville. "We do some
strange stuff onstage...,"

things like wearing hats and

masks and other costumes,

or writhing around on the

floor in imitation of another

band, (The Warlock Pinch-

ers.)

They've been doing club

shows since August 5, and
before then they played at

parties. They once played at

an Open Mike Night at Poor

Richard's but thafs not

something they expect to do
again. They say they enjoy

playing at The Clubhouse,

and are also looking for

some new places to play.

Music is important to the

members of the Rugrats

outside of the band as well

as inside it.

"A lot of us go to con-

certs," Linville said, and
rattled off a list of bands

he'd seen.

"Most of my day is

listening to music, playing

music, thinking about

music, writing music," said

Hughes. As to whether he

plans to pursue music, he

said, "Probably, because I

can't do anything else

right."

Sometimes there are

Photo by Jenny Carchma

disagreements as to how
serious the band wants to

get, but generally they've

decided ifs just for fun.

"Sure, this Rugrats stuff is

pretty cool, it's pretty fun,"

said Gaona. "Last night we
had practice and Chris

[Hughes] was saying we
weren't serious enough, but

I don't want to get serious.

This is not the kind of music

that I want to play for the

rest of my life." Gaona is

more interested in a future

in modern jazz.

Another reason to empha-
size the fun is the relative

unp/ofitability of the

Colorado Springs music

scene.

"We're lucky we're

breaking even, " said Straka.

"If we were trying to

make money just doing this,

we would starve here," said

Linville, "but as far as

enjoyment goes ifs a really

fun place to play. The

people here are really good
— they'll just as soon

groove to a funk tune as

they will slam to something

harder."

Speaking of slamming,

Straka would like to get a

special message out to

Rugrats fans:

"Ifs okay to slam dance to

us. You don't have to stand

then.- and act like you might

slam dance— you really

tan. We love it."
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By Phil Brown
The Catalyst

No sun. No birds. No joy.

November. Monday.

The darkening clouds

above masque the morning

sun. A cool drizzle pours

down, down until contact

with my tired, blank face. I

trudge along slowly, not

exactly ignoring the gray

rain, but more uncaring

towards it. A field of

puddles stretches across the

walkway to Worner; tiny

raindrops cause ripples of

disturbance against the

sky's mirror.

I can not help but feel tiny

in this world - when the

foreboding skies are present,

I get this feeling of utter

helplessness, almost as

though my vulnerability is

brightened by the storm.

Still, I walk on, recalling a

song from my early listening

days...perhaps Abba, or

maybe Andy Gibb...songs

that for some reason only

linger in my mind on these

dreary days. I round a corner

and note a shining cultural

epicenter in the distance.

Worner seems proud to be

weathering the frontal

attack. The electric red sign

sends light dancing on the

reflective glass that hints at

the treasures within. My
shoes flirt with a puddle and

I stumble; the water soaks

through to my toes. Still, I

walk on, ever approaching

the ominous haven, stand-

ing still tall in the rain. The

seventies flash through my
placid mind as I ponder

lyrics to The Rose. Bette

Midler is with me this

morning; I am The Rose.

Eventually, I reach the

great glass panes and,

pulling the doors open, feel

relieved to be finally free of

the angry sky. As I plod

along, my one wet foot

dampens the carpet below,

thereby creating tiny lakes

under the fluorescent

lighting. The crickets sing

more loudly than usual in

Worner today, and the

ancient Chilean harps seem

likewise more noticeable.

Immediately, Bette is sent to

the dark recesses of con-

sciousness as I ponder the

rationale behind having a

cassette with absurd sounds

on a day like this.

Still in a cocoon, defense-

less against the outside

world, I choose not to

simply succumb to the

wooing song of the crickets,

but rather to dream of days

far better than this cloudy

day or even the far-off times

when ancient Chilean

harpists plucked modern

strings. 1 am The King, rock

and roll my domain. I shake

my hips; the women scream

with a furious passion. The

day is suddenly alive! I

jump onto the stage amidst

a roar of cheers...My jacket

drops to the floor...the

whirlwind of teen lust

envelopes me...Take my
heart! Take my whole life,

too! 'Cause 1 can't help

fallin' in love.'

I awaken from my bliss to

find that I am dancing on

the Worner desk. The .

crickets now scream their

happy song as I reach for

my jacket. The woman
behind the desk informs me
that Boettcher offers coun-

seling for psychiatric

problems. I thank her and

drift towards Rastall.

The harps cease and a

masterful pan flutist now
accompanies the bugs. After

noting a few lines full of

other tired, blank faces at

breakfast, I choose to begin

with a cereal. Even the

cereals are gloomier than

usual. I notice that all the

regular bark, twigs, and

flakes varieties are there, but

only two yellow moons and

a red balloon are left from

the 'Charms. I pour a bowl

of non-descript brown

Asai makes the Koto come alive
ByToddKeathley

The Catalyst

Visiting Professor Susan

Asai will perform a Koto recital

this Sunday afternoon in

Packard Hall. The performance

will last about forty-five

minutes to an hour and will

feature Asai singing Japanese

songs with the accompaniment

of her thirteen stringed instru-

ment, the Koto. The recital

begins at 3 pjn.

OfJapanese heritage, the

Koto is a type of zither, an

instrument whose strings

stretch horizontally (as opposed

to perpendicularly in a harp)

and are plucked with either the

fingertips or finger picks. Unlike

a guitar or a cello, the Koto has

only one long rectangular body

whose strings stretch the entire

length of the instrument. Each

string is the same thickness, and

so individual bridges must be

positioned under each string

according to thekey of a

particular song. The Koto's

strings used to bemade of silk

but arenow constructed with a

type of nylon called tetron, a

material more resistant to

humidity and better for sound

projection in concert halls.A
light wood from the Polonia

tree resonates the vibrations

from the strings out the two

holes underneath the instru-

ment.

Asai will perform four

songs Sunday afternoon. All the

songs are from the Kotan

repertoire which are traditional

pieces of Koto music. The first

one is purely instrumental and

is what Asai calls a "touch-

stone" piece for Koto players,

theRokudaa The Rokudan is a

piece thata Koto player

continues to refine throughout

his or her career as a Koto

player. "It seems simple at first,

but the subtleties of the piece

become obvious as you begin to

redefine it," explains Asai. The

other three pieces will involve

singing as she accompanies

herself on the Koto. "The texts
,

are poetry and are theWaka

form of poetry in Japan which is

the longer poetic form as

opposed to theHaiku which is

coni. on pg. 15

CELEBRATION
VISIONARY STORE

• Metaphysical Books • Hypnosis Tapes
• Meditative Music • Brain Machines
• Crystal Jewelry • Imported Clothes
• Psychic Readings • Video Rental

• Tapestries

p^ 2209 W. Colorado Ave.

<A> Colorado Springs, CO 80904
(WT 634-1855

open 1 am-6 pm every day

A

crunchies and add the three

marshmallows.

I make a beeline for the

toaster. The Air Supply

being pumped into the

dining area slaps my face

with a brick of ice. This

morning, I am too melan-

choly to cry, so I try desper

ately to make love out of

nothing at all.

I sit in the corner and

begin my meal. I note that
I

toasted the bread particu-

larly well this morning. I

enjoy the marshmallows

and about twelve unsugaret a loc

flakes. I blink. Eat. Blink. ancj

The Air Supply fades and| neve

Elvis Aaron blasts through! an ei

out the whole of Rastall and worl

BvC
The

Is

nion

sinks deep into my head

Jailhouse Rock'. I can see "the

E" gyrate on stage. Elvis

shakes and the house goes

wild. The fury! The snarl! ]

hum along and finish the

flakes.

The skies have cleared.

The clouds have drifted easj degr

wei
grae

asto

smal

hou;

kiln,

look

gaug

with

cone

Thes

toward Tennessee where it

will probably rain for days.

"The Pelvis" had peered

down upon the earth and

seen that I needed him ! 'tenu

today. 1 recommend a little k'' n

Elvis every morning; it evert ^idi

makes the brown crunchiesj rai ' (

go down a little easier. Stay, *'m

tuned...

Y(

You can makea world ofdifference at the

Candlelight Vigil on Sunday, September 23.

place:SH0£ OMfeL Time f-co PA

For more information: 3££- TH£ C04TQ?

to

Wl

$
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An early morning with the potter

jy Carolyn Read

Tie Catalyst

1 spent last Sunday

morning with Jim Lemmel,

local potter. It was raining

and cold, this man had

i never met me, and he had

i-i an enormous amount of

id] work to do. But he greeted

! me with a large smile and a

it gracious hello. His studio is

a stone house, circa 1875. A
• small fenced yard in back

I houses a down draft car

kiln, which will fire the raw-

looking works beside it for

Sbout 16 hours at 2300

is! degrees F. Temperature

t gauging is fairly accurate

s with the use of pyrometric

cones placed in spy holes.

1 These cones melt at specific

temperatures. The term "car

e
kiln" is derived from the

a sliding car (like a miniature

i
S

rail car) which closes the

,„ kiln and holds shelves of

pots.

After patiently answering
my nosy, neophyte ques-

tions about the things in the

yard, we went into the

house so that I could be

even nosier about his

background and personal

life.

In 1969 Jim was in New
York, at the State University

in Buffalo. He switched his

major from English to Fine

Arts when he discovered

pottery. Heading west to

San Francisco in 1974, he

discovered Autumn Lewis'

Meadow Foundry in

Manitou and decided to

stay. Meadow Foundry was
important to many young
potters, offering low rent for

studio space. In 1977, Jim
saw an article in Ceramics

Monthly abouta technique

known as sagger firing.

Sagger firing involves

building "boxes" around the

pots in the kiln and then

filling the space around the

pots with combustible
materials. Hardwood is the

primary ingredient in a

sagger firebox. The boxes

themselves are painstak-

Youngs not f*!#in" up

By Nathaniel Feis

The Catalyst

Last year Neil Young's

eedom was the only album
at Rolling Stone decided to

stow with a rating of five

ars, and they even put it on
ie list of the most influential

bums of the 1980's, even
ough it was released a

hole two or three months
[before the decade was over
j(but my you sure could hear
its influence in those five

[albums that were released

Bter it, what an uncanny
feness.) So, it is idiosyncra-

sies like this that make you
say "Why the hell should I

jisten to a silly magazine that

can't even figure out that an

album can't really have much
influence if it is being re-

leased just as the magazine is

going to press?" Beats me.

Anyway, Neil spent a

couple of weeks at a farm in

California with Crazy Horse
and, lo and behold, a new
album is ready for pressing.

Unlike last year's Freedom-

which incorporated hard

rockin' songs, acoustic songs,

and even some songs with a

horn section- this year's

Ragged Glory focuses on one

sound; that of garage-

grinding, hard-driving,

power feedback. This focus of

interest makes for quite an

album.

Now calm down, all

ingly hand-built by the

potter out of firebricks. Jim
had some rough, loose pots

that he hadn't glazed

(sagger is a no-glaze tech-

nique) and decided to give

sagger a try. Unfortunately,

he used particle board

instead of hardwood. This

did nasty things to his pots.

Discouraging. He left sagger

alone for a while, but,

intrigued, he did try it

again. This time, he used

hardwoods, with phenom-
enal results. With correct

materials, this is one of the

most beautiful, spectacular

processes I've ever seen. The
wood smolders, and the

smoke creates swirling

charcoal patterns on the

rough ware. Smoke also

produces color. Oxides in

the clay trap the smoke,

which reacts with carbon.

This gives brilliant patches

of red, orange, and yellow.

(At least, this is what we
think happens. We're artists

here, not chemists.) Irides-

cent patches glimmer

peacock blue and green in

the light. Jim leaves his

sagger pots in rougher,

you fans of Young's

countryer (is that a word?)

stuff. "Country Wire" is

pretty darned twangy. And
all you militant environmen-

talists should be happy to

hear that the closing song is

"Mother Earth (Natural

Anthem)." Rest assured that

this is one song about a

pressing issue that does not

sound like the artist/band

approached the issue with an

attitude of "Whelp, some-

body has to write a song

about this thing and I guess

ifs gonna have to be me" or

"Gee! Wouldn't it be super

cool and trendy to write a

song about this." It instead

sounds like he actually wrote

this song, and for that matter

more basic shapes, instead

of the tight, classical forms
he uses glazes with. They
are close to Indian pit-type

pottery.

The shelves in his studio

are lined with works from
previous firings. For about
the first month, he says, the

colors will change. They
become richer, more intense.

We adjourned outside to

get a start on loading his

kiln. I pass bricks while Jim
builds the box. He tells me
more about his life in a

gentle, open way. "Artist

chatter," he calls it. Hours
pass. Ifs hard to give up the

especially beautiful pieces,

he says. They're almost like

children. Sagger will give

him "a lifetime to learn."

Life is short, art is long.

-Note: Jim Lemmel is the

only person using sagger-

fire technique in the area.

He enjoys doing benefit

work, and will be featured

in a S-CAP (Southern

Colorado Aids Project)

benefit show Thursday,

October 1 1 . Anyone inter-

ested in helping with the

show can call me at 389-7139.

all of the songs on the album,

because he actually felt the

songs flowing out of him and

wanted to write them

(imagine that in this day and

age!)

Another track on the

album "F*!#in' Up" (1

wonder what that really

says), with the chorus of

"Why do I keep fuckin' up,"

is a very good rune and one

that can be applied to

everyone's life, even your's.

The rest of the album
matches up to the aforemen-

tioned songs; especially of

note areYoung's cover of

Harris/Dewey's "Farmer

John" and the ten minute

plus songs "Love to Burn"

Asai/ cont. from pg. 14

he shorter form of poetry."

iach song can contain eight

•Vaka poems, and although

Bch poem's subject matter

night not be exactly the same,

heir themes relate with one

mother.

Playing the Koto is not

nerety an enjoyable pastime foi

sisai, for the Japanese instru-

nent is a "search for myself, in

i sense. I have always studied

nusic, and it is just within the

xist fifteen years mat I've taken

in interest in studying an

nstrument of my ethnic

leritage." Asai has had the

ipportunity to visit the home in

>vhich her family has lived for

he past four hundred years.

3ie comments that "the

nstrument ismy cultural tie to

ny heritage"

I would like to encourage

inybody who is interested in

he Koto to come to Packard on

Sunday afternoon The Koto

nstrument produces mesmer-

zing sounds, and even the

xiuses in between a scale or a

lote progressionseem to blend

n with the overall effect of the

nusicThe Koto is a glimpse

ntotechnique involved with

nusic, an aspect thatseems to

lave faded away in someof the

lighly mechanized music of

oday.

and "Love and Only Love."

(No, I didn't just copy that

out of Kurt Lodefs review, I

really like the songs. Hon-

est.) So do something useful

and give a listen to, or maybe
even buy, an album by an

artist who has justifiably had

a major influence on a whole

flock of impressive, ground-

breaking bands and artists. If

you don't believe me, listen

to The Bridge: A Tribute to

Neil Young, Cowboy Junkie's

version of "Powderfinger,"

and/or "I've Been Waiting

for You" performed by the

Pixies to see the effect Young

has had on music as we
know it.

Ruthless reviews: "After Dark, My Sweet"

Experience comfort in exciting
new colors and styles for men,
women and children. Repair

[
service available

with this coupon

$10
Off

00

>
College Shoe Shop

831N.Tejon
632-6161

By John Keilman

The Catalyst

After Dark, My Sweet

is an example of blind

dedication to an admirable

goal: in this case, that of

reviving the classic formula

of film noir. Adapted from a

novel by the pulp writer Jim

Thompson, the film revisits

a nearly forgotten tradition.

The outcome, though, is a

mush of stereotype and

confusion, a film which

buries itself in good inten-

tions.

The noir features are

all here: the lone, confused

man meeting the mysterious

woman, the sexual obses-

sion, the tough talk, the

crime, the nihilism. How-
ever, they do not result from

the plot but rather create it;

the film is a series of dis-

jointed scenes which rarely

feed each other: the result of

overdependence upon an
existing formula.

The muddled plot

revolves around a boxer-

cum-mental hospital

escapee named Colin (Jason

Patric) who stumbles—

literally— into the midst of

hustlers planning to kidnap

the small son of a wealthy

socialite. The two sharks are

Fay (Rachel Ward), a small-

town femme fatale, and

Uncle Bud (Bruce Dern), a

wacked-out former private

detective. The pair has been

plotting in vain, but with

the arrival of the sporting

Colin, who is inexplicably

seduced by Fay, they see

opportunity.

Any film heavily

cont. on pg. 16
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WfflWrM
Johnny Winter
Sept. 29 8 pm
Armstrong Hall

Barbara Sparks

Sept. 27 Noon
Gaylord Room,
Womer Center

Christopher O'Riley, piano
Colorado Springs Symphony
Sept. 28+29 8:00 pm
Sept. 30 2:30 pm
Pikes Peak Center

John Hiatt

Sept. 26 8:00 pm
Armstrong Hall

Tim Weisberg
Sept. 22 8:00 pm
Armstrong Hall

Ladysmith Black Mambazo
Sept. 26 8:00 pm
Boulder Theater
2030 14th St.

Bukovina Dance Ensemble
Sept. 21 7:30 pm
Cossitt Hall

Gershwin Comes Alive!

Colorado Springs Symphony

Sept 21+22 8:00 pm
Pikes Peak Center

"One More Spring"
The National Theatre of the

Deaf
Sept. 25 8:00 pm
Pikes Peak Center

£HowTim£> EvSXi wed S 8'3o Prt

At the Brewery. .

.

By Andy Kane & Jon Feiges

The Catalyst

High in the tower of

Chateau Montgomery sat

our two diligent taste

testers. The creaky, cob-

webbed stereo issued forth

the eerie orgasmic organ

pipes of the reggae phantom

Mutabaruka. The curtains

billowed with the brisk

autumn wind and fluores-

cent lights flickered as

phials of amber liquid were

quaffed in reverence to the

satumalian spirit, Bacchus.

Upon opening the refrigera-

tor door, Feiges' maniacal

laugh echoed throughout

the halls. As the condensa-

tion cleared, this week's

choice for review appeared.

Andy lifted the chilled

green cylinder of Labatfs

Canadian Dry and swal-

lowed a few refreshing sips,

which left him unable to

speak.

Our friend Ann assumed

the sober responsibility of

chronicling our quest for the

transcendental beer. The

smoky wisps of Ann's

Camel Lights filled the room
with gun-blue haze, as our

two industrious reviewers

exited the room to relieve

their bursting bladders.

Upon savoring his first

swill of this light golden

brew, Jon exclaimed, "Oh

geez! What an unbeer-like

beer." After such an inge-

nious statement, Jon added,

"Like most Dry's, this one

has been excised of most of

the bite and aftertaste, while

leaving enough flavor and

all of the alcohol."

After further scrutiny,

Andy commented, "(Burp)

Because of its lack of

powerful carbonation, this

fluid coarsed smoothly

down to my waiting stom-

ach." By the end of the six-

pack, both besotted critics

found the beer to rate an

exemplary three.

As foreboding storm-

clouds flashed lightning on

the horizon, Anchor Brew-

ing Co.'s Liberty Ale was
withdrawn from the storage

locker. Thunder erupted

from our stomaches as this

liquid, which impairs your

ability to drive a carriage,

entered into a bile-battle

within our small intestines.

For Andy, this heavy

amber juice had the flavor of

slightly watered-down

Guiness, although it refused

to lose the potency of the

comparative stout.

Feiges refused to have his

tongue bought by the seven

and a half dollar price tag

and promptly spit the foul

sewage out the window,

saying "This is not fit drink

for man nor dog. Those

overly pretentious folk in San

Francisco surely found a way
to rip the cash out of yuppie

pockets now." After refusing

to drink any more of the

coffee-like sludge, he granted

it a one because of the

stronger alcohol content.

Andy on the other hand

gave it a two because of his

occasional affinity for sludge.

As rain sliced down through

the thick sky, our sauced

saviors of the entertainment

budget moved on to the

crypt of cheap beer, the keg

party.

o-5TlLlHA'ie^ieimMAiifSA80KT (T-

epspsMFF

&ea j*r. «^
THE TVAr^ScetiPeNT^L CMMI-eepri.
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dependant on two charac-

ters lives or dies upon their

portrayal. Jason Patric plays

Colin in a shuffling,

quasi-Brando style, but

despite his slow disposi-

tion he is meant to be a

dangerous man — he can

kill with his fists. It is

vital, then, that his

explosions out of his mild

catatonia are quick, -

brutal, and frightening.

However, they are self-

conscious and slow; in

other words, they are

visibly acted.

Rachel Ward, on the

other hand, is supposed

to be a consummate
creature of sexuality,

using her eroticism to

ensnare her prey. She is

remarkably cold for a

vamp, though, and is

instead a frumpy type

with scant seductive

power. Though her

plainness may be allowed

for as a facet of her

backwoods setting, she

must still be able to

generate a hard sensual-

ity. Her ridiculous "tough

broad" dialogue is the

stuff of satire, creating a

flat parody instead of an

interesting eft a" rafter.

Bruce Dern is the

only member of the cast

to gain distinction. His

creepy portrayal of Uncle

Bud is a paradigm of

controlled acting; gladly,

l<

he was not burdened by

guiding noir stereotype,

freeing him to give his

character an internal

vitality.

The plot takes manJ

perplexing liberties due,

it seems, to its revelatioi

of the ex-boxer as a

institutional escapee. I

When Colin flees his 1 Las

corrupters only to Bash
quickly return, he thinkijtated

to himself, "1 don't knovteam <

why 1 came back." Nei- m a lo

ther do we. Such a lackipomo

explanation is typical inThe3.
[

this film, where newly passes

introduced people chat theTI;

like old pals and lousy feasor

disguises fool everyone, odov
Needless to say,

such devices are indefen

sible. The filmmaker's
j(

is to help us understand

these people, not to

present them like freaks!

at a sideshow for per-

verse enjoyment. The

film's credibility appar

ently hinges around the

expectation of nostalgia

for good old-fashioned

noir. Its familiarity and

gaps might be acceptabl

to experienced connois-

seurs of the genre, but I

quote the confused Col

"I'm hot stupid, and I |
don't like it when peopll

treat me like I'm stupid.'
'

One could only wish thai

the filmmaker would

have heeded his own |

script.

31
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Football falls short against Pomona: 42-35
High output by offense exceeds previous year's total points

>rBy David Seaton

The Catalyst

j

Last Saturday at

Washburn field our rejuve-

nated CC Tiger football

Heam exploded for 35 points

in a losing effort against the

(Pomona-Pi tzer Sagehens.

nThe 35 point output sur-

passed the 29 total points

: hie Tigers scored all last

season, but wasn't enough

e.to down the big-play

Sagehens, who tallied 42.

:n Following a failed fourth

jijnd one attempt by the

dTjgers, Pomona took over at

their own 26 yard line with

;sS:10 left in the game. The

^)rn-down CC defense,

tvithout starting linebacker

rTrooper Sanchez, allowed

iethe Sagehens to drive the

unall to the Tiger 20 yard line.

i With 37 seconds left,

d Juarterback Scott Hamburg
bl(8ted a 20 yard strike to

5-Hate Kirtman, putting the

tiagehens ahead for good.

The Tigers jumped to an
early 14-0 lead in the first

quarter. The first drive of

the game saw Nick

Mystrom score 6 points on a

35 yard grab from quarter-

back Eric Peters. Darin Yates

set up the second score with

a 52 yard interception return

to the Pomona nine yard

line. On fourth and goal,

Steve (Motor) Mottram
powered in from one foot

out to put the Tigers two
touchdowns ahead.

Turnovers allowed the

Sagehens to get back into

the game. Ashanti Payne
intercepted Peters deep in

Pomona territory and

returned the ball 94 yards

for the Sagehens first score.

On a first and ten at the

Tiger 26, the Sagehens

forced a Peters fumble and
recovered the ball on the 20.

Fullback Casey Burger went
in from two yards out to

even the score at 14.

The Tigers regained the

lead at halftime on a 32 yard

field goal by Mystrom.
Pomona quickly jumped

ahead in the third quarter

on two big plays to lead 28-

17. The first came on a 53
yard touchdown run by
Chris Smith on the opening

Although the team has an 0-2

record, first year head coach

Craig Rundle is "encouraged

with the effort the last two
weeks."

Men's cross country
tuns to third place finish

at season opener
lunners look toward to nationals

iaron E. Grill III

|( Catalyst

lationals or Bust" was
lenriment of the men's
Is country preseason

,Mp- Despite the loss of

«st year's MVP Paul Koch
id the wiley veteran Lloyd
Mice Stone III, the Men's
fass-Country team
brmed into the season
Bit at the University of

>uthern Colorado Invita-

>nal last weekend with a
&rd place finish. Though
fing without top gun

» &e "The Torch" Pena,
ns ho recently won the
b>veted Lakewood Cup, the

er|r
still ran with all the

„jrners firing. Patrick
ndtorter" Judge, who
e«pwed the ability to break

jy cross country record in

^condition during the
eseason camp, capitalized

;

Hle brutal temperatures
' a managed to secure a
»«uth place finish for the
,««t. He was followed by a
w of new-comers, namely

„
shman sensation Mark

-leek Feet" Sweet and
i*fies "Sparkles" Rankin.
_Jugh Rankin holds the

CC record for the 800m,

there was some skepticism

at first that he could burn

with long distance runners.

All doubts were put aside at

preseason camp, however,

as he proved he could

literally blaze with any
runner. Brian "Bean" Kates

was a true gas, as he brewed
up a potent storm to fuel his

strong effort. Even though

"This was not a bad
first effort, but the

team has yet to flex

its muscles This

team is shaping up to

be the greatest in CC
history and is plan-

ning on a national

berth."

-Ted Castenada

he was rudely awakened to

the reality of race day,

Jimmy Joe Macken from

Selma, Alabama, overcame
his preseason mind-body-

soul blowout, as he raced,

"Well...pretty good."

'This race was very real,"

commented sophmore-on-

the-upswing Joel

Trachtenberg. "The course

really broke me down. I

hope I eventually recover."

Said Coach Castaneda,

"This is not a bad first effort,

but this team has yet to flex

its muscles. With meets like

the AFA, CC Invitational,

Kansas, Nebraska, and Iowa
coming up, this team will

only get better! This team is

shaping up to be the

GREATEST in CC history

and is planning on a na-

tional berth. Pueblo was not

bad, considering the swel-

tering heat, rattlesnakes,

and a blistering sun!"

As Van Stone might say,

"Yes, ifs very hard to run in

Pueblo in the daytime."

CC's next race is at the Air

Force Academy golf course

at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday.

"I am tremendously

impressed with this team. I

have rarely seen a team

work with such intensity

and desire," noted fan Ezra

Bayles. "
I hope they will

continue this work ethic and

dominate in weeks to come.

I know I will be there and

supporting my big, furry

Tigers. Will you?"

drive. After an unsuccessful

40 yard field goal attempt

by Mystrom that hit the top

of the upright, Hamburg
immediately hit his wide-

out who ran most of a 67
yard touchdown pass.

On the following posses-

sion, Peters successfully

drove the Tigers through the

air to the Pomona 2, includ-

ing three completions to

first year receiver Trevor

Shettron who caught 10

passes on the day for 160

yards. Mottram recorded his

second touchdown to move
within four points at 28-24.

With 13 minutes left in

the contest, Peters , who
completed 27 of 51 passes

for 410 yards, (the Tigers

only passed for 281 yards

last season) scored on foot

to make it 35-33. Mystrom,
who caught 5 passes for 117

yards on the day, caught the

conversion to knot the score

at 35.

Cornerback Nik Bailey

picked off a Hamburg pass
at the Pomona 35 to give CC
its final opportunity. But the

failed attempt on fourth and
one allowed the Sagehens to

execute their successful 75

yard drive to victory.

First year head coach
Craig Rundle was pleased

with the team's effort. "I

don't like to lose football

garnes but I'm real encour-

aged with the effort the last

two weeks. For this team to

have the confidence to keep
coming back is impressive.

I'm disappointed that we let

them back in it. Without
some mistakes, we could

have put them away in the

first half."

The Tigers fell to 0-2.

Saturday, they lace Tabor

College (Kansas) from the

tough KCAC conference.

After the disappointing

loss, linebacker R.J. Gallardo

was asked if his team could

beat Tabor. "Wanna bet on
it?" he replied.

Women go 1 -

1

over weekend
by Ezra Bayles

The Catalyst

In the great, vast waste-

land of Cheeseville (Wiscon-

sin), the women's soccer

team split their weekend
games. The eighth-ranked

Tigers lost their Saturday

match to University of

Wisconsin, 2-1, but re-

bounded to a 1-0 thrashing

of Michigan State to up their

record to 5-1. In the latter

game they pummeled the

Michigan State keeper, but

the inability to finish kept

the score respectable.

First-year player Traci

Holbrook and senior Meg

Williams managed to rip the

backnetting, with Holbrook

scoring the winning goal

against Michigan State and
Williams tallying hers in the

80th minute of the Wiscon-

sin game to tighten the

score.

The Tigers take the field

again this weekend with

two home games. They

match up against Metro

State University on Satur-

day at 3:00 p.m., and play

the University of Arkansas

at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday.

They would appreciate fan

support as they continue

their quest for the national

championship.

Mens hockey
begins early
season action
by Matt Gregory

The Catalyst

After a three week

preseason training regimen,

the CC men's hockey team

takes the ice with two early

season intrasquad scrim-

mages.

On Friday, September 28,

the team faces off at the

Broadmoor World Arena at

7:00 p.m. Saturday night

,

the squad hits the rink, this

time at the Serrich Ice Rink.

Action starts at 7:30 p.m.

The team looks promis-

ing with a strong base of

returning players, including

captains Steve Strunk, Ed
Zawatsky and Trevor

Pochipinski and goalies

Dennis Casey, Paul

Badalich, and Jon

Gustafson. Please come out

and support your Tigers.
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IM Game of the
Week: "You're

lovin' this one
now, baby."
By Katherine Eastman

The Catalyst

The first co-ed soccer

league game of the week

was a very professional and

well-played game. The

teams 'This is It" and

"Armed and Dangerous"

kicked off at 5:15, right after

a nasty hint of rain.

The "This is It" team had

the first goal off of a corner

kick, following three shots

on goal. They went on to

win the game but not before

encountering competition

from their opponents.

Although they were feeling

like a team of "walking

wounded", the "Armed and

Dangerous" team tied the

first goal with an amazing

shot over the goalkeeper's

head.

The final score for the

game was 4 - 2, "This is It."

The "Armed and Danger-

ous" almost added another

goal to the scoreboard with

one member nearly turning

a hand ball into a goal. Both

teams had great defense and

the "This is It" team dis-

played incredible passing

and general teamwork

which was the key factor in

their victory. "We were

small but we were slow,"

was Mike Konsek's com-

ment on his team after the

win.

Both teams were small,

and both played extremely

well despite the injuries and

missed shots on goal. Both

will be back, the "Armed

and Dangerous" hopefully

for a win this time—they

deserve it.

Jnhi
JCmei

eadcc

by Ezra Bayles

The Catalyst

Over the weekend, the women's cross country team finished fourth at the Univer-

sity of Wyoming Invitational Tournament in Laramie. The squad had two impressive

finishes by first year runners Jennifer Nesbitt and Anne Kern. Nesbitt finished sixth

overall with a time of 13:56 over the 2.25 mile course, while Kern also placed respect-

ably with a 14:40 time, placing her 16th overall. The women's team will be in action

again on Friday at the Air Force Academy and would appreciate your support.

by Ezra Bayles

The Catalyst

The rebuilding volleyball team took their 1-4 record into Tuesday's match against

the University of Colorado-Colorado Springs with confidence and needing a win.

They responded with an impressive win in three straight games 15-0, 15-2, 15-4. At tht£
ck .

Fort Lewis tournament in Durango last weekend, the team struggled against Western
^ern t

New Mexico (14-16, 15-4, 15-7, 15-10) and lost a nail-biter to Fort Lewis in five games

(15-0, 13-15, 15-9, 8-15, 15-7). First year player Stacey Jonker provided a bright spot

with 13 kills against Fort Lewis, while the steadfast senior Teri Johnson put away 11

in both matches. Senior Kristen Poulson played well with 26 digs over the weekend.
|

The team hopes to continue their winning trend with a match this weekend against

the University of Northern Colorado tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. at El Pomar

.

by Mariya Ferkins-Seacrest

The Catalyst

The women's club soccer team opened their season last weekend at the University I

of Colorado in Boulder. Despite a strong defensive effort, the women came away with!

a 2-1 loss. The Tigers' goal came late in the game on an unassisted breakaway by J.C. fl

Coached by Bob Hartman and Mark Doherty, the Tigers look for revenge when they rf

face CU again this Saturday in the first round of the Air Force Academy tournament,
j

Celebrate
Homecoming Weekend

in a
Budget Rent A Car

With $5.00 Off leach
weekend day

This special offer good for CC students, faculty and alumni.
When you rent from Budget anytime from Thursday, October 4th at Noon
through Sunday, October 7th, you'll receive a $5.00 per day discount

over our existing low student weekend rate!

18 YEAR OLDS WELCOME WITH A CC I.D. AND A MAJOR CREDIT CARD

Offer valid on economy thru full size car. Offer good at downtown
location (l-25/Bijou) only. Refueling services, taxes, optional items, and
underage surcharge for renters under the age of 25. 200 FREE miles per
day, 3 1 cents per additional mile. $5.00 off per day only good with a two
day consecutive rental. Not valid with any other offer or promotion.
Normal rental requirements apply.

Ask for HOMECOMING RATES! R&ec Ê

is

Budget
rentacar

The SmartMoney is on Budget.

FOR
RESERVATION

CALL

473-6535
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the bump that was- men's soccer at 4-2
jo Jon Whitfield

%g Catalyst

Kin his 25th year with the

W men's soccer program,

Bid coach Horst

Hhardson seems to have

fflmen on the right track,

ttthis weekend the squad

Haed two more victories to

Mwin column. The Tigers

Btered their record to 4-2,

Hjh victories over Occiden-

Hcollege and Pomona-

fiser College, both Califor-

H schools

Bn the contest against

Iccidental, the highly

Itense Tiger squad un-

jashed their ferocious

'lick, as top scorer Jon

Wtm broke the ice to send

ie squad into the lead.

From that point on, the

carnival resumed as Ahem
found the net once again

while sophomore Noah
Epstein replied with a blast

from close range. Just

before the half, the Tigers

found net once again as

Robby "Josimar" Lippsenta
long ball across the width of

the field to midfielder Jon
Whitfield, who finished in

highlight film fashion.

The Tigers continued to

punish the helpless oppo-
nents as Whitfield, Ahem,
Epstein, and senior Nedim
Ogleman all found the net

in the second half.

The next day's contest

against Pomona-Pi tzer

proved not to be so easy. In

the beginning, both sides

tested each other with

intense tackling and quick
counter attacks, but the first

half ended scoreless. As the

drizzle fell, the Tigers

continued to battle on, as

did the die-hard fans who
withstood the unfavorable

conditions to cheer on their

relentless warriors. After

several attacks, CC's skill

was finally rewarded. In the

56th minute, fullback

"Josimar" Lipp (the Tiger

goal specialist) took a pass
from the mileage man
himself, John Carranza.

Aiming the ball perfectly,

Lipp coordinated a shot

which made contact with an
unusual divot in the plush

grass of Stewart Field,

projecting the ball into the

Don't leave for block break.
(Unless you stop at The Mountain Chalet first)

Mountain Chalet
Colorado Springs

Downtown
633-0732 226 N. TEJON

CC's Outdoor Connection

net. The game remained at

1-0 and CC proved victori-

ous.

The game marked the

third shutout of the season
for the Tiger defense and for

goalkeeper Ezra Bayles. The
Tigers now face a two game
road trip, where they will

attempt to add to their four

game win streak against

Grinell and Cornell Colleges
of Iowa. Transportation for

the 14 hour pilgrimage will

be provided by the honor-

able, and always depend-
able. Desert Shark. Team
members are encouraged to

bring tool sets, duct tape,

and Boraxo soap to keep the

Shark swimming. After the

trek, the squad will then

travel to California the

following weekend to take

on Whittier and perenial

power Claremont College.

The Tigers wish and hope
for your continued support.

Intramural Scoreboard
Co-Ed League
This is it (1-0-0)

Festering Saddle Sores (0-1-0)

Carolina Kick (0-1-0)

What's Their Names (0-1-0)

B's Jr. Colts (1-0-0)

Armed and Dangerous (1-0-0)

Loomis Sting (1-0-0)

Totally Random (0-1-0)

Men's Competitive League
Rhythm Pigs (0-2-0)

Sigma Chi (1-1-0)

Porcelain Gods ( 1-1-0)

Miguk Saeki (0-2-0)

Public Enemy (2-0-0)

Fiji (2-0-0)

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW
Women's Soccer
Sept. 22 Metro State

Sept. 23 University of Arkansas
Home
Home

Men's Soccer
Sept. 22 Cornell
Sept. 23 Grinnell

Grinell,

Iowa

Volleyball
Sept. 22 Univ. of Northern Colorac
Sept. 28-29 St. Benedict's

Tourney

o Home
St. Joseph,
Minnesota

Football

Sept. 22 Tabor College Home

Women's Cross Country
Sept. 22 Air Force Academy

Invitational

AFA

Men's Cross Country
Sept. 22 Air Force Academy

Invitational

AFA

^MSSBM

Laundry

Cleaners

ul/ti CC/DffyoJtkreafk 70/15/90)

1931 W. Uintah 11/2 block west ofKing Soopersl
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Classifieds

Attention: Government

Homes From $1 (U-repair)!

Delinquent tax property.

Repossessions. Call (1) 602-838-

8885,Ext.GH-18127.

Intelligence Jobs. FBI, CIA, US

Customs, etc. Now hiring. Call

(1) 602-838^885, Ext. Q-18127;

6a.m.-10p.m.,7days.

Adresseis wanted immedi-

ately! No experience necessary.

Excellent pay! Work at home.

Call toll free 1 -800-395-3283.

Earn - $300.0Q7day with your

car or truck. Call (1) 602-838-

8885, Ext. KT-18127; 6 ajn. - 10

p.m., 7 days.

Pregnant? Adopt - Maybe we
can help each other. We are a

happily married couple,

anxious to provide a loving,

secure future with lots of hugs

for your white infantWe are

working with an Adoption

Agency that helps you to make

the best decision. Please call

Jim and Lois, (303) 908-0309

collect Thank you.

Volunteer Action is looking

for a few good Big Brothers

and Big Sisters. Applications

must be in by Monday. If

interested, contact Sean Hehn

at x7207 for an application.

S/AA needs student help for

Homecoming: Ifyou are

interested in decorating or

registration please come to S/

AA meeting at 7:00, Tuesday,

Sept. 25 at Tutt Alumni house

orleaveanotewith name and
number in box 2008. If you

help you get a free ticket

Attention! If you have a car it

must have a Colorado Emis-

sions Sticker. Cars without a

valid Colorado Emissions

Sticker will be subject to a $50

fine—The Traffic Committee.

Oak Ridge Science & Re-

search Semester Are you

interested in studying com-

puter science, engineering,

physics, environmental and life

sciences, mathematics or

chemistry? For information,

contact Ernestine Friedman,

ORSERS Program Manager,

Science/Engineering Educa-

tion Division, Oak Ridge
Associated Universities, P.O.

Box 117, Oak Ridge,TN 37831

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

lOOOi-
Earn up to $1000 in one
week for your campus

organization.

Plus a chance at
'5000 more!

This program works!
No investment needed.

Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50

Guitarist new to Co Springs

looking for musicians/bands

into electronic-industrial dance

music, along the lines of the

"Wax Trax" or "Netwerk"

labels. Would especially enjoy

working with keyboardist's

apd/or samplists. I have great

equipment, experience and

contacts. Call Rudy 260-1734.

ACM Zimbabwe Anyone

interested in the ACM Zimba-

bwe study abroad program is

encouraged to attend Professor

Joseph Pickle's information

meeting on Monday, October

1,1990 at 630 pm in the W.E.S.

Room. Everyone is invited!

Poetry Reading: Gina Valdez

and her class will give a poetry

reading in Spanish in the

Bemis Lounge on Friday,

September 21 , 1 990, from 3-5

pm. Refreshments provided.

Venyan tcdos.

Student Assistant Needed:

Baca/San Luis Valley Re-

search. Student assistant

required to help on research

project; desirable talents:

interest and some knowledge

of San Luis Valley and /or

Southwest, graphic layout and

photography skills. For more

information and to apply

contact Professor Walt Hecox,

Economics Department 389-

6413.

"Premed Day" at the Univer-

sity of Colorado Medical

School begins at 8:16 A.M. on

Saturday, September 22, 1990.

All interested students are

invited to attend, but it should

be of special interest to Junior

and Senior Premeds. The

Program will include a

Discussion by admission

committee members, a panel of

medical school students, talks

by medical school faculty and a

tour of the medical school.
'

Lunch will be provided in the

hospital cafeteria. Cars will be

leaving Olin Hall at 7:00 A.M.

on Saturday morning.

Singers! Recorder players!

Interested in early music? Call

Marti Booth at Ext 6551 or 632-

5821 . Concerts in December

and April feature music from

the Middle Ages, Renaissance,

and Baroque eras for voices

and such early instruments as

recorders, crumhoms, regal,

harpsichord, racket, basson,

sackbut Rehearsals are on

Sunday evenings in Packard

Hall. Call now!!! Ext. 6551.

Young Actors Theatre

Company auditioning for

actors in Babes in Tcyland—
good salary. Also needed a

paid director. Auditioning also

for threee actors to travel into

schools during school day—
pays well. Some conventions

and some parties. Call 685-

1192

Music at Midday: Come to

Packard Hall on October 17 at

12:15PM and enjoy the sounds

floating in the air.

Study Abroad Application

Deadline for non-affiliated

programs. Students planning

to apply for study abroad this

spring in non-affiliated (non

CC and non ACM) programs

must rum in The Foreign

Studies Committee Applica-

tion For 6tudy Abroad's

application form to the Office

of International Programs,

Womer Center, 2nd Floor by

October 29, 1990. Late applica-

tions cannot be accepted.

Information and forms are

available at the International

Programs' Resource Area,

1200pm to 4:00 pm Monday
through Friday.

Taylor Travel

Anywhere
in the

world for

only $3.00
You can buy a large Coke

"Your campus travel agency" /" N.

818 n. Tejon
636-3871

incorporated est. 1969

Personals
Please submit all personals to

TheCntalystby 5:00pm on the

Wednesday before the paper

comes out.

Death row prisoner, Caucasian

male, age 44, desires corre-

spondence with either male or

female college students. Wants

to form a friendly relationship

and more or less exchange past

experiences and ideas. Will

answer all letters and ex-

change pictures. Prison rul

require your full name and

return address on the outs

of the envelope. Thank yen

Jim Jeffers, Box B-38604,

Florence, AZ 85232

Hey Buchanan, send me a

postcard/drop me a line

Dex

Colin Hall—it was great

hearing from you. Hope al

your travels go well.

The

swinging single looking for hip mama. Please ask

Tango," in the Tenney House as soon as possible.

J's Motor Hotel
and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 North Nevada

Special Student Rates, including Utilities

& Satellite TV

633-5513

mc Compleat Gamer

NINTENDO
Buy, Sell, and Trade

Frisbees, Boomerangs, flerobies,

Hacky Sacks

Party Games

Role-Playing & Board Games

Puzzles, Kites & Gifts

Chess Sets, Cribbage, Go
Man Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116

Open 7 days a week
Across from Poor Richard's
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:C to retain investments in South Africa
trustees vote to keep six million in stocks, despite challenge
[rom All-College Committee on Selective Divestment
By Justin Blum
"taff Writer

CC's Board of Trustees

joted to retain over $6 million

(ollars worth of stock invested

three companies doing

isiness in racially divided

>uth Africa, announced a

;ptember 20th memo from

Resident Riley.

In a report given to the

iard of Trustees earlier this

;ar, the All-College Commit-
on Selective Divestment,

imposed of students, faculty,

Iministrators and alumni,

lallenged CC's South African

lock holdings in the Caterpil-

lr Corporation, Johnson and
Ihnson, and Minnesota
lining and Manufacturing

|M).

ie Board of Trustees Com-
littee dealing with the

(vestment issue voted

inimously not to divest,

Bccording to Riley's memo
Bimmarizing the board's

Bbtions. It went on to say that

fthe All-College Committee
Bas not presented any compel-
1 ling evidence that any one of

;

the three companies is not a

good corporate citizen." The
Bmstee Committee also

recommended that the library

Wgin subscribing to two
newspapers, The Johannesburg
Daily Mail and The
Johannesburg Star, "so that

discussions...may be better

Bforrned."

The Board's decision drew
Riticism from local interest

Roups. "The Board of Trust-
*s is just as bad as the presi-

nt of South Africa and the
ftople practicing apartheid,"
Bid James Tucker, President

fg
the Colorado Springs

Biapter of the National
fissociation for the Advance-
Bent for Colored People
(NAACP). "By not divesting
CC is showing disrespect to

Bf people of South Africa," he

President Riley dismisses the

criticism. "The most effective

way to end apartheid is to

maintain a corporate presence

in South Africa," he said in an

interview Tuesday. "I believe

that corporate presence of

outside parties is one part of

the ingredient Ifor South

African reform]."

"Divesting would clearly

harm a substantial amount of

blacks [by putting them out of

work]...The sanctions imposed

by Congress alone are the

things causing pressure—not

the divestment," argues CC
alumnus David McDermott,

who served as the dissenting

voice on the All-Campus
'Committee.

Many involved with the

issue of divestment disagree.

"Those reasons are

bullshit...they are stock

answers," said Geoffrey

Parker, Director of the Pikes

Peak Peace and Justice Com-
mission, a local, non-profit

group involved in human
rights issues. "By investing

you are maintaining the status

quo. Taxes from [Johnson and

Johnson, 3M, and Caterpillar]

support the white regime," he

added.

The All-Campus Committee

argued that the values of the

companies doing business in

South Africa directly conflict

with the values of the CC
community. "The Board didn't

hear clearly what we were

trying to say. They focused on

the [Arthur D. Little] rating

system [which monitors

compliance with the Principles

for South Africa]...We focused

on what college values are,"

said Chaplain Bruce Coriell, a

member of the All-Campus

Committee.

Riley claims the primary

reason the Board chose to keep

the stock was not that they

misunderstood the All-campus

Committee report, but that the

arguments were "not compel-

ling."

CC sophomore Phil Brown,

who brought the original

South African stock challenge

to the All-Campus Committee,

thinks the problem is that "The

Board of Trustees Committee

has not researched divestment

carefully." He cites that fact

thabCaterpillar admitted

selling equipment to the South

African government. "Cater-

pillar tractors have been used

by the government to level

shantytowns—I call that

compelling evidence," he said.

Some believe the actual

reason the Board refuses to

divest is the profit motive.

"Their attitude is we invest

where we can make the most

money," said Political Science

Professor Andy Dunham.
NAACP President Tucker

agrees. "CC is more concerned

about money than about

blacks in South Africa...human

dignity is more important than

money."

Board of Trustees Commit-

tee member R. Thayer Tutt, Jr.

denies that money was the

motivation, "Profits were

never brought up in Board

discussions that I can remem-

ber." But he went on to say

that "If the stock portfolio

manager said get rid of the

companies stocks because of

bad performance, they could

get rid of it tomorrow."

Others argue that CC's

power as a shareholder gives

the Board an important

opportunity to affect events in

South Africa. "The Board

should use its power as

shareholders to influence

greater affirmative action here

and in South Africa in terms of

employment practices,"

McDermott said. He contends

that this could be accom-

plished by Board members
attending shareholders

meetings for the three compa-

nies in South Africa.

continued on page 2

CC President Gresham Riley photo by Jenny Carchn-

Resolution

The Trustee Ad Hoc
Committee on Selective

Divestment unanimously

recommends to the Board of

Trustees that the Board not

accept the recommendation

of the All-College Commit-

tee on Selective Divestment

that the College divest itself

of the stock of the following

three companies:

Caterpillar Corp.

Johnson & Johnson

Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing

The Trustee Ad Hoc

Committee believes that the

All-CollegeCommittee has

not presented any compel-

ling evidence that any one of

the three companies is not a

good corporate citizen and

does not merit the "I" rating

given it by Arthur Little and

Co.

The Trustee Ad Hoc
Committee encourages

continuing College dia-

logue on Conditions in

South Africa and recom-

mends that the Library

begin subscribing to two

newspapers. The

Johannesburg Daily Mail and

The Johannesburg Star, so

that the discussions of

students, faculty, adminis-

tration, and trustees may be

better informed. The

dissemination of these

newspapers may also aid

members of the College

community to compile

more specific evidence than

was gathered by the All-

College Committee to

support a case for divest-

ment of a particular com-

pany.
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S/AA plans week-end of fun-filled events
Alumni, sports teams, students to participate

By Bettina Whiteford

The Catalyst

In case you didn't already

know, this weekend is Homecom-

ing! The biggest weekend of the

block will begin with a bang on

Friday. The Student/Alumni

Association has created pamphlets

describing all the events taking

place this weekend. Great effort

has been put into this festive

occasion to make it fun arid bring

people together.

In the past, Homecoming was

centered around a theme pertain-

ing to football. It was a time of

rowdy school spirit and competi-

tion. An annual freshman vs.

sophomore fight would take place

down on Stewart Field, where a

tall, greased pole had to be

climbed. The freshmen back then

had to wear beanies , but if they

won the "fight" they could

remove the silly looking caps.

In those times, the entire town

would get involved in Homecom-

ing. All of the different organiza-

tions on campus, such as ROTC
and the fraternities, made their

own floats and paraded through

Colorado Springs. A Homecom-

ing Queen was also elected to

hand out all of the different

awards. It is obvious that times

have changed. Two things,

though, have relumed from the

old days.

The bonfire, which was

stopped in 1968, was brought

back last year by S/AA, and

returns this year by popular

demand. A totally new edition

since 1968 is the Pep Rally. The

S/AA also initiated this; the rally

will take place in El Pomar at

7:30 on Friday.

An aspect of this year's

Homecoming that is different

from previous years is the

location of the three different

ballrooms. A jazz band will be

playing at the Broadmoor in the

main dining room, an orchestra

will be in Colorado Hall, and a

rock band will be in the ice rink to

get people psyched for the hockey

season starting next week. The

dance is semi-formal and you

don't need a date to go. Balloons

are being sold at the Worrier

Center until Saturday if you want

to send someone an invitation to

the dance or just to wish them

well. Make sure to attend as many

events as you can and have a great

time!

Students react to CC
divestment decision

continued from page 1

But this seems unlikely to

occur. "To the best of my
knowledge, no board member
has gone to a company
meeting on behalf of the

college—No one on the Board

said they would go in the

future," said CC Legal Coun-

cil Renee Rabinowitz, who
assisted both the All-Campus

Committee and the Board in

their work.

Those who support divest-

ment point to strategies

suggested by black South

African leaders. "Black

leaders—including Nelson

Mandella—want all compa-

nies out," said Tucker.

"When [South African]

leaders say don't let up on

divestment, I think we should

listen," said Coriell.

When asked which leaders

the Board relied upon to form

their decision that corporate

presence in South Africa is

beneficial, Tutt said that other

Board members "cited their

discussions with corpora-

tions."

But the Board, which Riley

says is "an enlightened group

in regard to national and

international policy" does not

agree. Rabinowitz says the

Board feels that "Simply by

paying taxes it isn't clear that

[companies doing business in

South Africa] are hurting the

anti-apartheid movement."

Many worry that the

decision not to divest will

affect CC's ability to recruit

students. "I think not divest-

ing affects minority enrollment

and our ability to attract

minority professors," said All-

campus Committee Chair Walt

Hecox.

Tucker agrees. "[Black]

students who are aware of

who they are wouldn't go to a

school with money invested in

South Africa," he said.

Admissions Director Richard

Wood does not believe South

African holdings will be a

factor in recruiting black

students. "I don't think that

these things are noticed except

by a tiny fraction of minority

students," he said.

Tutt believes this is a serious

issue. He said that if the

decision were to affect black

enrollment, "That would be an

issue that would change the

minds of Trustees."

Cassy Milton, Co-Chair of

the Black Student Union, was

not pleased with the decision

and hopes to organize a

protest later this year. "Stu-

dents are really apathetic

toward the movement...we

may get 40 or 50 people at the

most [to demonstrate—thafs

hopeful," she said.

Tutt is not sure how effective

such a protest would be.

"Whether getting the Board's

attention will change anything,

I don't know," he said.

NAACP President Tucker is

more optimistic about the

effects of protest. "Students

will get positive results...they

are the key to our future."

Homecoming Highlights:
Friday, October 5:

1 pm - 2: 1 5 pm - Career Session - Gaylord Hall - "What I did with my Liberal Arts

Degree" -Alumni talk about life after CC.

3:30 pm - Women's soccer vs. SMU
7 pm - CC Infrasquad Hockey Game - Honnen Ice Rink- A preview of an exciting

(

hockey season!

7:30 pm - Tiger Spirit Rally - El Pomar Gym - Get psyched forthe bonfire and

tomorrow's football game with CC's athletic teams and the-CC cheerleaders!
,

8:30 pm - Bonfire - Armstrong Quad - Come out and show support for the Tiger j

football team!
]

<

Saturday, October 6:

7 am - Sign up for Tiger Classic 5K Race - North Monument Valley Park - race starts
^

at 7:30 am
8:30 am - CC Invitational Men's Cross-Country Monument Valley Park

,

10 am - CC Invitational Women's Cross-Country Monument Valley Park

10 am - Alumni Hockey game - Honnen Ice Rink - Watch alumni as they prove t

they still have what it takes!

10:30 am - Alumni Men's Soccer - Stewart Field - Alumni show today's team what
|

they have to live up to f

12:00 noon - All-Campus Picnic & Alumni Awards Presentation - Armstrong Quad -

\

Sit under your class banner and show your class spirit!

1 :30 pm - CC Tiger Football vs. Sterling College - Washburn Field - Watch the seniorg

cheerleaders in their traditional amazing half-time show!

1 :30 pm - Men's Soccer vs. School of Mines - Stewart Field
'

3 pm - Women's soccer vs. University of Hartford - Stewart Field

3 pm - 5 pm - Sorority/Fraternity Open Houses

9:30 - 1 am - Homecoming Dances - Broadmoor: Main dining room - Tom Ross &
the Tailgate Six: Colorado Hall - Frank Fanelli Orchestra: Ice Arena - Captain Cooker

Sunday, October 7

10:45 am - Chapel Service - Shove Memorial Chapel

1 :30 pm - Men's soccer vs. Glassboro - Stewart Field

General Info:

Homecoming Dances: Coat & Tie required. ID mandatory - state alcohol policy

will be enforced. There will be a free shuttle to and from the Broadmoor 9 pm to ??

Leaving the Worner Center - sponsored by S/AA. There will be a special CC shuttle

between dances at the Broadmoor.

S/AA hopes everyone attends as many Homecoming events as possible!

j* Homecoming
Sponsored by T\ftrirt^
the Student Alumni M CLl1UC
Association

At the Broadmoor on
Saturday, October 6th

S.A.A sponsored free shuttle service to

and from the Broadmoor

Tickets available Tuesday, Oct. 2 - Friday
Oct. 5 in the Worner Center during lunch
and dinner, or at the door on Saturday.
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Future of eight-block year still uncertain
CCCA forum examines options for school year calendar

H Rachel Klein

The Catalyst

Jon October 2nd, the CCCA
presented a "Forum on the

Future" concerning the future

of the 8 block plan. A change

from the 9 block to the 8 block

plan was decided upon two

years ago under the condition

Sat it would be up for a

jfcvaluab'on by the Eight

Hock Year Evaluation

Sbmmittee in two years,

hne committee has been

.meeting since late last spring,

and has been reading letters,

Hemos, and questionaires

Hbmitted by faculty and

IILdents. The meeting on

October 2nd was just another

step in the process of

evaluating the 8 block plan.

Several of the Committee

members started with opening

remarks, such as Max Taylor,

fflce President of

C.C.,Professor Tim Fuller, and

Chris Studt. After the opening

remarks, the floor was opened

for discussion. The students'

major concerns voiced were

that students don't have

enough flexibility under the 8

block year, and would have

more of a "cushion" under a

9-7 plan. (A 9-7 plan offers the

students 9 blocks, yet the

professors only teach 7).

Another student concern was
that the student body hasn't

had a large enough role in the

decision making process, and
the outcome of the students'

future has been decided for

them. To this concern, Max
Taylor responded "... [Try to]

find another college in

America where students have
equal voting power as

professors."

One student remarked that

he felt he was getting shorted

by having only 8 blocks. The
faculty responded that we
operate under as close to ideal

conditions as found in the

American system, and that the

9 block year was almost "too

much of a good thing."

Some of the drawbacks of a

9-7 plan are that Colorado

College would have to

increase the number of faculty

or decrease the number of

students, and would have to

increase room and board to

compensate for the extra

month of living expenses.

The main benefits of the 8

block plan is that the

professors get less burned out

m
at the Colorado College Bookstore

teaching, and are able to

provide the students with

better skills. Not only are they

less worn down, but the

faculty has more time for

research and independent

studies. By having more
research time, C.C. professors

can keep up with leading

professors from semester

schools who have time to

research while teaching class.

Other alternatives besides the

9-7 plan were mentioned, such

as an optional 9th block, mini

blocks, and a 12 block calendar,

but none of these options were
discussed in detail.

The purpose of the CCCA
sponsored meeting was for

students and faculty to

exchange ideas and opinions,

and help the committee gain

some more insight before

making its evaluation.

CCCA Announcements
Public Forum on

Eight Block Year Held
In the latest of a series, the

CCCA hosted a forum on the

Eight Block Year in Gates

Common Room on Tuesday,

October 2. The Eight Block

Evaluation Committee,

selected by President Riley

and charged with offering

recommendations on the

future of the academic

calendar, was present to

answer questions from

students. Also in the audience

and participating were

President Riley and other

members of the

administration.

"Whistle Stop"

Program Expanded
In cooperation with the

existing Whistle Stop

program—in which every

first year student is given a

security whistle— the CCCA
is planning to expand the

program to provide free

whistles to all students,

including those who may
have lost their first whistle,

Automated Teller

Machine Installed in

Worner
Following information

gathering by the CCCA and

discussions with the business

office, the administration has

installed a bank machine in

the lobby of Worner. Coming
as a result of security

concerns, the machine is

intended to offer more
convenient service than other,

more distant machines off

campus.

Student Priorities

Committee chosen
Several students have been

nominated by Council

President Mark Glaze to

serve on the soon-to-be-

formed Campus Priorities

Committee. Following the

completion of last year's

student priority survey,

enacted by the CCCA's
Student Priorities

Committee, a report was

compiled which provides a

specific discussion of student

concerns and priorities. The

administration, faculty, and

support staff all compiled

similar documents. The

Campus Priorities

Committee will analyze all

reports and compile a cogent

report detailing common
campus priorities for the

future of the College.

We,'??Do fartautety//

Laundry

Cleaners

1931 W. Uintah 11/2 block west ofKing Soopers)

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

1000=
Eam up to $1000 in one

week for your campus
organization.

Plus a chance at

'5000 morel

This program works!

No investment needed.

Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50
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Political Science department introduces

CC to Malott lecture series

Robert Goldwin
narrates birth of

bill of rights

Robert Goldwin on bill of rights photo by Jenny Carchre

By Wendy Anderson

Staff Writer

In celebration of the

bicentennial of the Bill of

Rights, the Political Science

Department at CC is

presenting a lecture series

funded by Mr. and Mrs.

Malott. The Malott series

kicked off this week with the

presence of Robert Goldwin,

from the American Enterprise

Institute. Goldwin has served

as a special consultant to

President Gerald Ford, as

advisor to the Secretary of

Defense, and as a special

advisor to the US
Ambassador to NATO.
Goldwin has displayed his

wide range of political

knowledge by editing over 20

books on American politics

and authoring his own book

in 1990.

On Wednesday evening,

Goldwin filled Packard Hall

with his lecture focusing on

James Madison and his first

proposal of the Bill of Rights.

He attempted to take his

listeners back to June of 1789

when Madison stood before

Congress and proposed an

extensive addition to the

constitution with two

strategies in mind. First,

Madison felt that citizens of

the new America were
discontent with the existing

Constitution. He hoped to

reassure these citizens by
including a new collection of

rights. Also by adding these

new amendments he hoped to

secure the Constitution and
make it more effective.

Goldwin summarized
Madison's proposal and
outlined his intentions

explaining that Madison
presented his ideas in hopes
that they would supplement
the constitution rather than

change it. Opposition to

Madison's ideas came

strongly from the anti-

Federalists who saw the

proposal as undermining the

power of state governments.

Although Madison's

proposal was finally accepted,

it did not remain in its original

state. Goldwin discussed the

amendments that were not

included in the final

document, providing his

listeners insight on the birth

and transformation on the

final product of the Bill of

Rights that we find at the end

of our Constitution today.

Goldwin brought up the fact

the the Bill of Rights is not a

documentation of guaranteed

rights but instead is composed
of negations and denials of

power. In other words, the Bill

of Rights is a safeguard against

a harmful government and a

dangerous majority. Madison's

intention was to give the

whole community rights

rather than just the majority.

Madison had no idea what
impact his original proposal

would have on us today, but

we can thank him for

providing the glue that has

held our country together for

two hundred years. Goldwin's

presentation successfully

illustrated our forefathers'

struggle in creating a nation.

His presentation was followed

up on Thursday at 11:00 with a

discussion with two Political

Science professors focusing on
the same subject. Throughout
the year, you are invited to

attend the remaining Malott

Lectures:

December 10: Randall

Kennedy - Affirmative Action

and Rights; January 23: Judith

Shklar - The Idea of Rights in

the Liberal Tradition (Abbot

Memorial Lecture); February

25: Michael McConnell -

Religion and the Bill of Rights;

March 28: Rober Ferguson -

The Literature of American
Riehts.

>3SStress for success lecture

offers help for students K
withbusy schedules £
By Kevin Murphy
Staff Writer

WHOA!! Those hair-pulling,

teeth gnashing-nights spent

sitting at your desk staring

numbly down at numbers upon
symbols upon numbers thrown

mercilessly together in the name
of Calculus or Chemistry need

not cause you worry or stress.

Nor should the hours spent in

front of a dull greenish computer

trying to BS your way through

another two pages of a paper

cause you to become cranky or

irritable. Larry Neifert, a

nationally renowned speaker on

stress management who lectured

here at CC on Tuesday, spoke of

certain factors which cause stress

and the options open to students

confronted with this

unnecessary agitation.

Relying on an unfailing

sense of humor to worm his

way into the hearts of the

audience, Neifert spoke of the

numerous opportunities for

stress reduction that abound
for students who face stress

causing situations. One option

is to leave the stressor behind

and move on. For example,

switch to an easier class and

leave your worries behind for

those stress gluttons lurking in

the front row of every class.

Another option, perhaps the

most popular, is to complain

about your situation. Yet those

who do so only seek out

friendly ears and never look

for anyone who can do
anything to improve their

predicament, and nothing

positive results from the

situation. According to Neifert,

Ca

Stress management addressed by Larry Neifert

photo by Jenny Carchman

the best option is to accept

fight and eventually persevt

over whatever it is causin

you stress.

Larry Neifert demonstrati

how everyday activities caui,
1

stress by asking the audience

for a list of everyday activitil

Necessities such as class,

homework, laundry and

to the store were mentioned

the audience. Then Neifert

asked the crowd to pretend

that they were 73 years old

and lying on their deathbed,

and to think about what thi

had accomplished in their

lives. This time ideas were

tossed around such as havinr
sem '

had a close family and a bap)*"^
e '

marriage, having been an j^

inspiration to others, having^ s '

had an ethical career, and f
mo

having loved and been lovdpP

Neifert then suggested that

concentrate on these latter

options instead of everyday

activities, and that we step

back and look at the big

picture and not get bogged
Wi

down by trivialities. These

long term goals should be

worked on daily, and should

be considered as a journey

instead of a destination, or a

final, deathbed thought. This

was Neiferfs major argumen

and with the following word

he outlined a basic philosopf

to keep stress to a minimum:

"Keep an ear to the past and

leam from it; keep an eye to

the future and plan for it, bull

always live your life in the

present."

ter,

ent

itint

Are you considering

theological education?

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
THE DIVINITY SCHOOL

is holding general information sessions

Come learn about our master's degree programs, including

Master of Theological Studies and Master of Divinity

Dual degree options and cross-registration opportunities

with the other Harvard graduate faculties

Meet With A Representative:

Date: Tuesday, October 9
Time: 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Place: Appt. Sign-up, Career Center

All students, All majors, All years welcome

-
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Seniors plan for future

endeavors through
career center seminars
Raura Ogden

Catalyst

ttention: Seniors anxious

lit career planning! The

ijer Center is conducting a

§ps of seminars for

ffluating seniors, which

Red October 2 and will

Rinue through the spring

mester. As those who
Sided the seminar

Skoff" in Gaylord last

Sinesday already know, the

jninars are recommended for

jeniors curious about their

Ire, or more specifically,

fcareer Center's role in it.

I seminars are required for

mors planning to do on-

Mpus recruiting through the

Ster, and recommended for

R>ne who plans to look for a

m>r needs career direction,

ffiminars I and II advise

fients about finding a career

K interests them and the

Sfcess by which they can

feue it. Seminar I focuses on

(plying value, interest and

ill assessments to career

proration. Students need to

obtain and complete "Setting

Sail: A Self Assessment Kit"

before attending the seminar.

These kits are available at the

Career Center.

Students who find the

assessment helpful may be
interested in taking other

personality surveys available

at the Career Center, such as

the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator, a tool derived from
the theories of C.G. Jung.

Even better, and free of

charge, students can take part

in a research project

concerning a new career

inventory. The Campbell
Interest and Skill Survey.

This survey analyzes the

consistency between your

interests and skills and even

offers suggestions as to

whether you should pursue

careers in these areas. The
project seeks participants'

feedback: Susan Hyne, a

project associate from the

Center for Creative

Leadership, will be

conducting a discussion early

in third block.

But back to the seminars:

Seminar I closes with an

introduction to resume writing,

a theme that will be continued

in Seminar II. Many of the

second seminars revolve around
a theme or a particular career,

such as Insurance, Banking and
Finance, or Human Services.

Local employers connected with

these areas will help conduct

the sessions, which will address

opportunities in the fields and
explore how to target resume
and interviews to land jobs in

those fields.

Seniors planning on

participating in the seminars

need to sign up in the Career

Center. Students should also

watch for upcoming seminars

on researching companies,

employee benefits, and finding

internships. In the more
immediate future, information

sessions conducted by Teach-

America and the Peace Corps

are scheduled for this block.

Check the monthly Career

Bulletin and calendar for

details.

News Briefs

Money raised for prevention center
By Anne Dean

Members of Kappa Alpha Theta cooked up a storm in order

to sell their goodies to benefit the Center for Prevention of

Domestic Violence. The $115.67 earned will go towards
helping women and children who are victims of domestic
violence here in Colorado Springs. Thetas firmly believe in

helping those who are in need and supporting organizations

which work towards making our community a better place to

live.

Kappa Alpha Theta would like to thank all who
contributed. Your support is greatly appreciated. The men of

Sigma Chi deserve a special thank you for buying ten dollars

worth of baked goods. We have all helped a worthy cause

and those in need will benefit.

Mini-Symposium scheduled
Catalyst Staff

Colorado College will host a mini-symposium to discuss

contemporary Catholic views onOctober 11 and 12. Entitled

"Claiming a New Partnership for the Future: Recreating Roles

of Men and Women in a Changing World," the event is

sponsored by the Sheffer Fund, a fund established to promote
Roman Catholic studies at Colorado College in memory of

former student Paul Sheffer. The mini-symposium is free, and
child care will also be provided without charge.

On October 11, Catholic theologian Joe Holland will give a

talk entitled "A Fertile Embrace: Beyond Addiction and Co-

dependency in Society and Church" at 7:30 pm in Palmer
Hall's Gates Common Room.
Fran Ferder and John Heagle will present a talk on October

12th in Packard Hall at 7:30 pm. The talk is titled

"Partnership: Women and Men in Ministry."

Celebrate
\
Homecoming Weekend

in a
Budget Rent A Car

With $5.00 0ff!each
weekend day

This special offer good for CC students, faculty and alumni.

When you rent from Budget anytime from Thursday, October 4th at Noon
through Sunday, October 7th, you'll receive a $5.00 per day discount

over our existing low student weekend rate!

18 YEAR OLDS WELCOME WITH A CC I.D. AND A MAJOR CREDIT CARD

Offer valid on economy thru full size car. Offer good at downtown
location (l-25/Bijou) only. Refueling services, taxes, optional items, and
underage surcharge for renters under the age of 25. 200 FREE miles per

day, 3 1 cents per additional mile. $5.00 off per day only good with a two
day consecutive rental. Not valid with any other offer or promotion.

Normal rental requirements apply.

Ask for HOMECOMING RATES! R
°t
e
r ÂfF

is

PACOLWE

Budget
rentacar

The SmartMoney is on Budget.

FOR
RESERVATION

CALL

473-6535



Unless you really enjoy reading manuals,

get a Macintosh.

Tim Moses
Computer Science

Vanderbilt University

Macintosh practically eliminates the need to

keep manuals next to my computer, because

-

regardless of which program I'm using-

can open, close, save, and print files in exactly

the same way. And you can't say that about

any other computer.

"Today lots of other computers are attempting

to look and work like a Macintosh, but it's just not

possible. They're too fundamentally different to

begin with. This may sound a little strange, but

comparing a Macintosh to other computers

"",
, is like comparing apples to oranges.

.,'. • ^
^ You can squash the orange into

shape and paint it to look like an

apple, but underneath the

makeup, it's still an orange.

"It's funny-I work at the

Vanderbilt computer store

and I've seen lots of people

switch from other com-

puters to Macintosh, but

I've never seen anybody

with a Macintosh

switch to another

computer."

For all your computer needs, contact

the Colorado College Bookstore

at 389-6393 from 8:30am - 4:00pm

Come in and find out about the

Mf student and faculty discount program

Why do people love Macintosh?

Ask them.

1 990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. I"1

' Jj
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lies experience snow, group bonding & cheesecake
By Meghan Mullan

jjtaff writer

The FOOTies have

Returned! Aside from a few

Solds, sore leg muscles, and

a collection of bruises, the

|l60 students who spent

Rheir first block breaks

[surviving the Colorado and

New Mexican wilderness

have come back to CC in

good health, happy, and

Satisfied.

: "It snowed for two days

Straight!" explains FOOTie

Chris Bryan, a member of

the Sangre de Cristo Shuffle

trip- "I spent 36 hours in a

Hour-man tent with -13

^people. We left the tent only

a few times to go to the

bathroom and everyone

fsmelled so bad that we
didn't even notice it. (A

Considerable amount of

group bonding definitely

[occurred!) We only had one

stove that took ten minutes

Ho cook one side of a

Epancake!

£ "But, when the storm

Ended and we zipped

^opened the tent, just seeing

the snow-covered
-mountains reflecting off of

the lake and small

avalanches of snow falling

all around and breathing

thai fresh air made it all

worth it."

Unexpected snow fell

upon the majority of the 14

FOOT adventures. Snow in

purango, Colorado, on
Wednesday night of the

Slock break forced the

giding the Rails Hiking the

Trails foot trip to ride the

mountain train down three

days earlier than scheduled.
Ehis unplanned event,

however, did not impede
the trip in any way.

Footies on the Spanish Peaks trip pose in gear before hiking into the wilderness.

Photo by Kevin Murphy

The avid FOOTies simply
headed for the Colorado
Sand Dunes where they

spent two days camping,
hiking, and (believe it or
not) streaking. FOOTie
Graham Austin describes

the experience," ...our

leaders encouraged
streaking in the sand dunes
and all I can say is that the

trip altogether was very,

very fun!"

Snowfall for FOOTie
Claire Carpenter was the

highlight of her expedition

into the San Juan
Wilderness. "I never see

snow at home in Florida so

hiking all the way to the top

of Blue Lakes Pass in a foot

of snow and looking back
into the yellow aspens and
white snow was fantastic."

FOOTie Sarah Oderman
agrees that, "sitting on a

rock," during her trip to Mt.

Holy Cross, "watching the

snow melt was the most
gorgeous, beautiful,

thrilling experience of the

trip." FOOTie Steve Temple
says about his Colorado
Dream Vacation, "Even
though it snowed three

inches and our tents almost
collapsed, standing on top

of a 13,000- foot pass and
seeing twelve different

snow-covered peaks made it

all worth it."

A few of the trips

experienced no snow at all.

One such trip was Mountain
Biking /Durango which
changed plans and went
mountain biking in Aspen.
The bike trip was
characterized by four days
of "intense, hard core

mountain biking," describes

first year FOOTie Caleb
Franklin. "It was hard
work. There is nothing
better than making it on
your bike up a very steep,

dirt mountain road, twice.

The whole trip was totally

and completely excellent

(except for the nature

burgers)."

The FOOT (Freshman
Outdoor Orientation Trip)

Program is organized and
run by the combined efforts

of the Leisures Program and
ORC. The program is

intended to be an

adventurous, learning ,and

group-bonding experience.

FOOT Program organizer
and trip leader Brian

Dennis describes the

ideology behind the FOOT
experience, "The program is

based on group dynamics.
We throw together a group
of people who have never
met, give them trained

leaders, put them in a

challenging outdoor setting

and hope they have a

educational, fun and
bonding experience."

Many FOOTies agreed
that the group camaraderie
added to the success of the

trip. "One night we had all

16 members of our trip

inside a four-man tent

eating two half gallons of

ice cream with four spoons.

And after that we all gave
each other back massages. It

was great," explains

FOOTie Thomas Newton, a

member of the Rock

Climbing in the Rockies

trip.

Santiago Foster, a leader

for the Conundrum Hot
Springs trip, had an equally

good experience with group
dynamics, "Seeing a group
from varied backgrounds

solidify and become
acquainted and comfortable
in an awkward situation

was terrific." He also

explains that, "Self-

discovery was the end
product of the challenges
that we, as a group,

mastered."

Each FOOTie questioned
about their trip was glad
they went and everyone had
a different memory.
Carpenter's personal

highlight was, "...watching

the sun go down while
sitting on the edge of the

Black Canyon of the

Gunnison eating cheesecake
made with hot chocolate

mix and peanut butter."

Newton will never forget,

"the spaghetti sauce with
grapenuts and kanicanics

(wild berries)."

FOOTie Brady Nathan
most recalls, "exposing his

California body to Colorado-

mountain weather." FOOTie
Marc Phillips will never

forget, "lugging all his

fishing equipment up to a

mountain lake called 'No
Fish Lake'." Oderman
remembers, "playing

hackey-sac in the parking

lot of the Vail Hospital

Emergency Room."
FOOTie Jason Astle

fondly describes his trip as,

"grubnacious!" FOOTie
Kevin Murphy describes his

personal highlight as,

"dinner at the Old Train

Depot in Colorado Springs

with my fellow FOOTies. I

had salad bar, jumbo
shrimp, and cheese sticks! It

was delicious!" Phillips

enjoyed his trip but was
glad definitely glad when it

came to an end and he, "got

back to the out house at the

bottom of the mountain."

Students bury their block break blues
Entertainment can be found on campus as well as on campus

By Leah Mattheis
staff writer

I "Give me you're
desperate and exhausted,
ffiDu're mush-for-brains,
Hpu're stressed-out

students. It's block break—
whaven for all!"

iBut wait! What about
those unfortunate,

jpwntrodden few who
must, gasp, stay here over
Block break? What then?
II was once one of those
f)poverished few, who
with down-turned eyes and
Jumping shoulders
Batched nine-tenths of the
Smpus troop off to the
Rockies this block, only to

f left behind, (and then,
pucker, it snowed!)
I But you know what?
Pt wasn't so bad.
Now how is that possible?

After all, it's a well known
fact that our local area is

not overflowing with

wondrous sights to see and

do—at least not when it's

raining!

Well, I'll tell you about it.

There are a few simple

guidelines that one should

follow:

1st—find a friend who
lives in the area, and who's
Mom or Dad is a very good
cook. Invite yourself over

and indulge. Or, if you
cook, then collect all the

stragglers on campus, and
create your own
extravaganza of mouth-
watering delicacies.

2nd—find some way to

get OFF campus, for at least

part of the day. This is for

your own personal sanity.

See if the cabin is open for a

night. Go for a day hike.

provided the weather is

decent, up to Pikes Peak. Or
borrow a mountain bike and

go for a really long ride.

And, you know, the rain

isn't all that bad — believe

it or not, a long walk in the

rain, with galoshes and
umbrella can actually be

very, well, cleansing. And if

worst comes to worst,

there's always the zoo!

(Just as a thought)

After this initial stage,

some of the "final damage"
should start to wear off, and

you can start to recuperate.

Now we being the second

stage, the desperate I'm -

getting - bored - stage. For

really sad cases, there are

always these few

alternatives:

How about that room of

yours? Betcha it's trashed

from one end to the other.

Once you've found the floor

again, try rearranging it —
just to freak out your

roommate when he/she

returns.

Or, if you live off campus,

and for some reason

actually have money, go
curio shopping and pick up
some trinkets for your

apartment.

And what about that list

of things you've been

meaning to do since, oh,

last semester, and that just

keeps getting shoved

farther and farther under

your bed?

There must be other

people who also had no

place to go. Make a new
friend!

And then of course,

there's the old standby:

letters — gobs of them! If

you're lucky, maybe you'll

get one decent one written.

My favorite this break

was the sleeping part. The
strain of finals just sort of

melts away, as you sleep

into the wee hours of the

afternoon.. .then perhaps

you wake up to discover,

surprise, surprise, it's

raining! At this point, fix up
a cup of the most delicious

coffee possible, and curl

straight back in bed, with a

good book, and your

favorite non-studying tape

playing.

In other words, make the

break an exercise in self-

indulgence—spoil yourself,

relax. You probably need it!

And by this time, hey —
it's Sunday! Everyone's

back, and it's time to have a

little reunion party!

So. What did you do this

block break?
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Environmental column

Blasting C.C.'s backyard! Will it happen? |r

St

By Marina Lindsey

Staff Writer

Colorado College's

backyard is about to be

blasted, ground up, and

crushed into asphalt.

The two-year controversy

over Rocky Mountain

Material's proposal to mine

the 28 acres of bedrock in

Lower Waldo Canyon is

coming to a climax. The

battle over Waldo Canyon
illustrates the growing

tension between the short-

term economic benefit of

Colorado developers, and

the history, long-term

economy, and texture of the

Pike's Peak region.

The question at the root of

the Waldo Canyon debate is

whether the mining permit

that El Paso County issued

16 years ago to a former

Waldo Canyon landowner
is still valid.

The original mining

permit was issued to Riley

Magness in 1974. He used

the permit to bulldoze

about four acres of the

canyon floor and then sold

the land to Ronald Jensen.

After abandoning the

mining rights, Jensen sold

the land to Manitou
Springs' Summit Youth
Ministries, a fundamentalist

Christian organization that

originally planned to

develop the area as a youth
retreat.

In December of 1989, the

Summit Youth Ministries

WINTER BREAK

COLONIAL

l»lV/\lOO

- Hotels

- Travel Van
- Full time Guide
- Flexible Itinerary

Reserve by Oct. 31
r

New Horizons
Guided Tours

(719) 598-8018

sold its Lower Waldo
Canyon property to the

Rocky Mountain Materials

and Asphalt Company.
Twenty-eight of the 26 acres

are suitable for mining, and

Rocky Mountain Materials

bought the land with the

intention of mining the

property under the permit

that was granted to that

land in 1974. This intention

clearly negates the decision

of El Paso County Attorney

Beth Whittier who ruled in

July of 1989 that the mining

land-use permit had

expired when Ronald

Jensen bought the land in

1978.

Ignoring Whittier's ruling,

the Rocky Mountain

Material executives

acquired a permit from the

Highway Department to

build access lanes and a dirt

road entering Lower Waldo
Canyon from Highway 24.

Later in March, the

company obtained a mining

permit from the State Mined

Land Reclamation Division.

However, in El Paso
County, a landowner must
have a valid land-use

county permit as well as a

mining permit from the

state if the landowner

intends to transport and sell

the mined material.

The Ute Pass area is

designated a "Scenic

Corridor" by the US Forest

Service, and has been since

1968. The Ute Pass

Comprehensive Plan,

adopted by the El Paso

County Planning

Commission in 1982,

outlines the terms and
conditions required to

preserve the pass. The

proposed quarry operation

will result in irrevocable

damage to the land, water,

wildlife habitat, and scenic

quality of Waldo Canyon.

According to Ute Pass

Preservation members, the

visual impact will be

considerable. The quarry

would be an open wound
along the one-mile trail

leading into the 7 mile

Waldo Canyon loop. The

edge of the mine would
only be 400 feet away at one

section of the trail. This 10

to 15 year mining project

will affect the tourist-based

economy of the area, and

scar the canyon indefinitely.

Public safety is also an

issue to be considered in the

Waldo Canyon debate.

Heavily loaded trucks will

The quary would be an

open wound along the

one mile trail leading

into the 7 mile Waldo
Canyon loop.

be using the steep and
narrow curves of Highway
24. That section of the

highway is presently

considered the fourth most
dangerous of the El Paso

County highways. The
Highway Department

already had to replace

metal land dividers with

concrete barriers, because
the metal barriers were
destroyed by the numerous
accidents.

The same equipment that

threatens public safety is

endangering the air that

Colorado Springs residents

breath. Air pollution will be

Ik first CongregationalChurch

UnitedChuck ofChrist
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Message by Retxerand

Jim White
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followed at
1030 a.m. by World
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Founded in 1874, in the same year, on the
same day. and by the same person as

Tin- Colorado College.

The First Congregational Church

20 East St Vrajn Street « Colorado Springs, Colorado 8C

worsened by the diesel

exhaust fumes from the

equipment, and from the

dust of digging, blasting,

and crushing the canyon.

The local water will be

adversely affected as

drainage from the Waldo
Canyon watershed flows

through the proposed

mining area into Fountain

Creek. Mining wastes,

accidental spills, and

leaking fuels could

contaminate the creek and

its alluvial aquifer,

especially in the event of a

flash flood in Waldo
Canyon.

Such blasting will cause

the dislodgement of loose

boulders from the steep

slopes above Highway 24,

worsening the dangerously

high potential for rock

slides the highway
presently has. The
vibrations caused by the

mining will also threaten

the cave formations that are

less than a mile away from

the Canyon.
More significant than the

threat presented to people

passing through the canyon
area is the threat presented

to the wildlife. The area is a

winter range for mule deer

and Bighorn sheep, and is a

migration route from the

Rampart Range to Fountain

Creek.

It is clear that the

proposed mining plans of

the Rocky Mountain
Material and Asphalt

Company are an

unnecessary endangerment
of the Waldo Canyon area.

They are a clear violation of

the state statutes which

declare that mining a

reclamation must be

necessary and compatible

As is illustrated by the

hideous scars of Castle

Concrete's Queens Quarr,

Snyder Quarry, and

Pikeview Quarry,

reclamation efforts in this

terrain are hardly

successful.

It has been proven that

mining in Waldo Canyon

a threat to both the people

and the wildlife of the are;

As of Friday, September

Rocky Mountain Material;

was cited for mining

without a permit. In

response. Rocky Mountai-

Materials has filed a

counter-suit with the US
District Court, claiming I

their rights to profit and

mine are being violated.

The legal battle has just

begun. Please try to

expedite the legal process

by expressing your conce;^

and opposition to the

mining project. Write to E §

Paso County
Commissioners, 27 E.

Vermijo, Colorado Sprin

CO 80903.

El Paso County has unti

October 17th to respond
[j

the suit. Until then, Rocky!

Mountain Materials is

"successfully employing

delaying tactics to contin

ripping up the canyon,

although it is probably

illegal," says Hal Prostka,

the head of The Ute Pass

Preservation Society.

Information gathered

from materials was provide

by the Ute Pass Preservation

Society, Box 439, Green

Mountain Falls, CO 80819,
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C-C. produces musicians

New campus bands display talent and insanity
By Brooke Denisco

Staff Writer

Bands such as The Circle

and Second Nature have

become campus
establishments. They have a

large following at CC and

are popular assets.

But what is going to

happen when the members

of these bands graduate?

Will students have to go on

the road to see good live

music?
Probably not.

Just into the second

month of school, up-and-

coming first year student

bands are starting to form.

Most of them are still a bit

rough around the edges but,

with time, they just may
develop into some great on

campus entertainers.

Tequila and Power Tools

is probably the most
infamous first year musical

group. They recently gave a

performance in the Three-

West lounge in Slocum.

About fifty people attended

and reactions varied. Carrie

Riman noted, "I thought the

guy playing the garbage can

with the field hockey stick

was pretty inventive."

The group consists of Bob
Read on guitar, Simon
Ramone on bass (Simon
recently graduated from
two to four string bass), and
Dave Grossman, Josh

Lowell, Jonathan Raichart,

Mike Scagliotti, and Sam
singing and playing

various household
instruments.

The band all lives on the

Three-West wing of Slocum;
their name was inspired by
a loft-building incident that

is better left unsaid.

Since they live in such
close proximity to each

other they practice

"whenever the RA's are

asleep." Much of their time

is also devoted to song
writing.

Mike and Bob are the

chief authors, but everyone
pitches in. Typical topics for

songs include tequila,

power tools, gorillas, and
being good in a bad world.

They give credit to Steely

Dan and AC/DC as their

main musical influences.

Tequila and Power Tools'

eclectic performance wear
also increases their

entertainment value. As one
first year student, who
wishes to remain

anonymous, put it, "The
most memorable part of the

show was the guy in the

jockstrap." What did
others think of the groups
premiers? The group's RA,
Jesse Contreras, said, "I

couldn't have been more
proud."

Tequila and Power Tools'

next show will also be in

their Slocum lounge the last

Friday of the second block.

Will they still be playing

as seniors? As band
members Mike Scagliotti

put it, "We'll stay together

'til we sober up."

On a slightly different

note are The Smelly
Sphincters. This duo
consists of first year

students Guy and Kevin
Drake, also known as MC
Anus and Billy. Guy plays

guitar while Kevin beats the

bongos.

Their main influences are

Wayne Newton and The
Dead Kennedys. Together

they are attempting to, as

they put it, "revolutionize

the way people make

music."

On many of their songs

they start with a basic

pattern and then improvise.

Their most well known song
is Happy The Clown which
follows the misadventures

of a slightly evil clown.

The band practices every

night in the bathroom
because the acoustics arc

good and it keeps them
from bothering the hockey

players on the floor.

One unusual aspect of

this band is that they

encourage others to join in

and urge all those

interested to come to the

second floor suite in

Mathias any night. Any
homemade instruments

would be welcome.
The Smelly Sphincters

plan on playing at the

Loomis coffeehouse as well

as giving free concerts on
campus.
Tequila and Power Tools

and The Smelly Sphincters

arc just two of the many
budding new bands.

Hopefully they'll keep
practicing so everyone can
enjoy their talents over the

next four years, and the

tradition of student bands
at CC will continue.
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Senior spotlight

Knight aspires for acting career

By Averil Rothrock

The Catalyst

Jonathan Knight is in this

week's senior spotlight. Born

and raised in Baton Rouge,

Louisiana, Jonathon is a drama

major and president of Theater

Workshop, a student

organization. Professor Tom
Lindblade describes him as:

"Mister Drama, an impresario-

like man of theater at the ripe

young age of 22. Invaluable and

tireless. Playwright, director,

public relations man, and

actor." The following is an

excerpt from an interview with

Jonathan.

What was your theater

background before CC?
One show. No, I lie, it was

two shows. Second semester

of my senior year I tried out

for a play [Tom Jones] and
was cast as the lead. From
then on its what I've wanted
to do. It was the greatest

role. Tom gets all the girls,

wins all the fights, gets

married in the end, and is all

happy. Actually, I wasn't

very good...

What has been your

theater involvement at CC?

A lot! If I

told you
everything it

would
probably be

about 25

fSJr shows. I acted

in eight

shows, a
couple of them lead roles.

I've done design work. I'm

in charge of publicity for the

Drama Department. I won
the Theater Workshop
playwriting contest my
sophomore year and

produced the play the next

year. I'm directing the Glass

Menagerie now, and it opens

November 1st. I'm also

President of Theater

Workshop, since last

December until this

December.

Although he is

admittedly "a little

stressed," work on the

Glass Menagerie is going

"great." About directing

versus other aspects of the

theater, Jonathan says:

I love everything. I'm

going to be a director. That's

what I want to do. I love

acting. And I will always

continue to write because I

love that. After CC, though, I

plan to get a Master of Fine

Arts (MFA) in directing. It's

kind of hard because it's not

like law school or grad

school. You don't just go

right in. Typically you need

more experience. So I'll hunt

down internships and get in

the job market and work for

awhile.

Hoping to attend Boston

University for his MFA,
Jonathon got a taste of the

East Coast this summer:

I was stage manager for

Tartuffe last year, and this

summer I was stage

manager for a professional

theater in New Hampshire,

the American Stage Festival.

They asked me back. It was a

great experience. I got to do

good work and work with

professionals. We did

children's shows. You've got

to get your foot in the door.

Luckily I can do jobs like

stage directing, which is a

great job, that are less

glamorous that directing.

Were you pleased with

the way your play, The End
of Billy Prancer, came off

last year?

I made a lot of mistakes.

Besides some practical

things, I didn't rewrite the

play enough. I didn't cut it

enough. I was too involved

to be objective, and I didn't

go watch the rehearsals

enough to cut the boring

parts. I was pleased because

the audience liked it! I was
surprised.

Why did you choose CC?

National Council challenges alumni
By Alicia Otis

Staff writer

The Colorado College

National Alumni Council

(NAC) has challenged itself to

bring in over 5000 new donors

during the next three years in

an attempt to double the

support for the school's

Annual Fund. This dramatic

increase has never before been

attempted by CC or any other

college across America.

The Annual Fund must raise

at least 1.65 million dollars

each year or the college will be

forced to cut back in key

student and faculty services.

The Annual Fund supports the

basic operating costs of the

college, such as financial aid,

campus facilities, student

programs, library and lab

equipment purchases, and
faculty salaries.

"If alumni do not support

the school," said Isa belle

Shaw, associate director of the

annual fund, "Tuition will

have to go up, and we do not

want to do that." The fund

helps pay for the financial aid

that 50% of CC students

receive, with the average

package of grant, loan, and
work study totaling $9600. But
the regular cost of tuition pays

for only 50-75% of every

student's educational costs.

The remainder is financed

through the donations of

alumni.

The recent success of a five-

year, $50 million campaign, in

which 75% of Colorado

College alumni gave money to

the college, inspired alumni to

set the goal of doubling the

number of donors to the

Annual Fund. It will be a

grass-roots effort, with

committed alumni running six

phone-a-thons in metro areas

across the country.

Shaw feels that if the same
amount of people could give

even an amount as small as

$10 per year, it would make
CC competitive with other

comparable liberal arts

colleges whose alumni have a

tradition of giving money to

their alma mater. Colorado

College has a low number of

money-donating alumni at

32%, compared with other

liberal arts colleges such as

Swarthmore with 58% and
Williams with 65%. "We
attract students who want to

be individuals, not who want
to be a CC man or woman,"
said Shaw. "But if the family of

CC alumni do not give, who
will?"

Shaw receives letters

everyday from alumni who are

concerned with particular

issues such as divestment and

recycling and who do not want
to give to the college until they

resolve those problems. It is

only the students and faculty

who are hurt by withheld

donations.

The Alumni Council has

established a gift club to honor
givers, who are not selected

for the size of their gift, but for

giving to the annual fund for

three years or more. Students

and faculty are invited to

participate in a contest to

select a clever name for the

club, with a dinner for two at

the Broadmoor for the winner.

Participants should submit
their gift club name to the

development office in Cutler

Hall

Malcolm Person, president

of the National Alumni
Council, sees very real threats

to the continued existence of

colleges like CC. By giving to

the annual fund, "you're

supporting a small liberal arts

college which is becoming in

and of itself an increasingly

rare breed and certainly we'd
like to think is a positive and
productive force in this

society," he said.
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Jonathan Knight, ^resident of the Theater Workshop, hopes to

become a professional director.

It was small. How's that

for an answer? It was either

California, Colorado, or the

East coast. I had it narrowed

down to three regions. My
high school counselor

suggested CC. The block

plan did it for me. I applied

Early Admissions, and

didn't even apply anywhere

else. I like it a lot. I can't

imagine going anywhere
else. The block plan is too

nice. But I'm really ready to

graduate! When you've

really chosen a career like I

have-

How do you feel about

Greeks on campus?
They're good! I was a Phi

Delt pledge my first year.

The/re a great frat...great

guys. I was paying for it

myself so there came a time

when I had to choose, and I

depledged. The great thing

is that if you're not a Greek,

no one cares. You can have

plenty of friends who are

Greek. I don't see whafs

harmful. If people want to be

Greek that's their business.

Getting rid of Greeks is not

going to stop people from

drinking or breaking things.

Gresham Riley has a good
attitude about it. He doesn't

want to get rid of them. He
just wants to keep an eye on

them, keep them

accountable. I think some
have suffered unjustly, like

the Phi Delts. I can't imagine

this campus without Greeks.

The Beta's were great...

Do you have any advice

for first years?

Don't stress out. The time

will come when you'll need

to stress out, and college

isn't the time. Study hard,

but play harder. Make sure

your experience isn't just

about school, but is about

other things, too.

Gradepoints are just

numbers and won't mean a

lot in the long run. Be

involved. And go to lots of

theater!
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Our Guatamalan legacy
By Mike Siddoway

Saddam Hussein's grizzly

I human rights record has made
;

I good copy these past seven

I weeks. There has even been
;

I some mention that justice and

liberty haven't been doing so

I well in Saudi Arabia or Kuwait

1 either, and we get a smattering
l

ja of what the rest of the world

2 has to offer in the way of

• political repression, with

I
I emphasis given to those

' regimes that are out of step

I with current American policy.

While the American press

I focusses on "in" events in the

H Persian Gulf and elsewhere,

|1 democracy is taking a beating

III in a small country much close

I I to home and is accorded only

1. 1 scant coverage. Nicaragua?

fI Panama? El Salvador?
'

i Lousisiana? I'll write about

those places on another day.

Today my topic is Guatemala.

The country that gave us

multi-colored friendship

*X bracelets, and not a few young

ifl
people walking the streets of

I Colorado Springs in flight

[ from the terror in their moun-

[9 tain villages, is sinking deeper

into the night of fear.

I 1954 is a good place to start.

J That was the year that the

yd popularly elected government
of jacabo Arbenz was over-

thrown by a CIA-sponsored
coup. Tens of thousands of

people have been killed by the

military since the fall of the

Arbenz Government. It is

estimated that during General

Efrain Rios Montt's 18 months
in power in the early 80's that

over 30,000 were killed by the

security forces, primarily

Indians living in the high-

lands. Rios Montt is again in

the political picture, running

for president in the November
1 1 election. The volatility of

the political situation is

evidenced by Rios Montt being
the frontrunner with only 18%
support in recent polls. His

support is mainly in the small

middle and upper classes that

fear the growing guerilla

movement and are dissatisfied

with current president Vinicio

Cerezo's inability to curb the

escalation of violence.

The notorious death squads
certainly have their eyes on the

November elections as killings

have mounted throughout the

summer. The national police

officially reported 88 assassi-

nations and 15 kidnappings

during the first 20 days of

June. The last week of June
accounted for 68 political

killings. Numerous human
rights organizations have

called attention to the situation

in Guatemala. Amnesty
International and Americas

Watch have both condemned
the government's involvement

in the spread of terror. The
recently released U.S. State

Department Human Rights

Report bluntly stated that

"Guatemalan security forces

have been involved in an

apalling number of daily

political killings and torture."

There have even beren some
noises made in congress that

"enough is enough." A recent

House resolution called for

President Bush to stop all

military aid until the govern-

ment gets out of the business

of killing its people.

The American government
once again finds itself in the

difficult position of choosing

between supporting the people

or the brutally arrogant

military that it helped to bring

to power. In a country where
2% of the population owns
90% of the land and the poor
live amid state supported

terror, it would seem politi-

cally expedient to champion
the cause of the people.

Continued support of the

military will lead only to

further grief for American
policy makers. If s also wrong.

If America truly stands for

liberty and justice for all, we'll

stop all financial assistance to

Guatemala until the killing

stops, promote land reform,

and encourage the government
and rebels to sit down and
talk.

Fraternities provide CC with variety
By Randy Poison
The Catalyst

"Variety is the spice of life."

This is one of those dumb, old

sayings that we've all heard but

, rarely invoke. Here at CC. it is

all too easy to get into a closed

routine avoiding anything or

anyone different or new. GC's
Greek-Letter Societies add
indispensable freshness and

I vitality to their member's lives.

Life at CC. is dominated by
academics. This is the primary

I reason for an institute of higher

J

learning, and is intensified by

;

the block plan. Academics are

i

based on the classrooms where
favorite and unfavorite subjects

are taught and learned. But not
all learning is done in class-

i rooms. Assignments, readings,

and projects are prepared for

class, and so are done outside of

the classroom. Therefore a

majority of the material learned
for class is learned away from
formal class.

Also beyond class walls is

learning that is not even
remotely related to the subject

being studied. Most of this has
to do with people: favorite

restaurants, political opinions,

intramural sports, controversial

movies, old friends, parental
relations. Both realms of

knowledge are part of an
individual's education. Who
can honestly say that in the long
ttm learning Socrates's Apology

is more educational than

learning your wingmate's views

about Spike Lee's movies? Both

aid the formation of the well

rounded individual.

At a liberal arts school,

students are encouraged to take

classes in many diverse fields.

Also instrumental is meeting

many diverse personalities. The

first exposure to new people is

the residential hall wing.

Wingmates are great, but

provide only a limited cross

section. For a larger sampling

of ideas, views, and people, one

must meet others. AtCC this

is done in primarily two places.

The first is in new classes; the

second is at those planned or

spontaneous social gatherings,

parties.

Pause for a moment for

reflection. Everyone knows the

functions of classes. This is a

fundamental reason for college

existence. But not everyone has

taken the time to reflect on the

dual function of parties. They

allow people to unwind from

the stresses of class and allow

access to new and different

people. Well-rounded indi-

viduals actively participate in

both.

Because the block program

forces academics to be the top

priority social life is often

demoted to second-class status.

This can lead to an unhealthy

balance. The college tries to

compensate with social func-

tions like New Music night. But

the majority of social activities

are sponsored by students, or

more often groups of students

who are living together. Com-
mon sponsors are theme

houses, Mathias wings, or

Greeks.

Greeks by nature generate

the most diverse and entertain-

ing social activities. One
fundamental function of Greek

life is to sponsor social activities.

Male Greek houses are called

fraternities which comes from

fraternize, which means to

associate in a friendly way
(Webster's New World Dictio-

nary). A higher degree of

organization enables more to

happen. Also since Greeks have

a large population, they have a

large resource pool. Time and

effort are easily allocated

towards social planning.

Because of this, Greeks are a

vital element in the academic-

social balance. Academics are

complemented by an active

social life.

A narrow minded world

view leads some to view Greeks

as a destructive, degenerative

force atCC This could not be

more wrong. These people

seem to have forgotten the old

saying, "All work and no play

makes Jack a dull boy." We are

atCC not to be dull, but to

become exciting, interesting

people. The Greek System at

CC makes this happen.

The incredible Doug Lansky
learns to play the guitar

By Doug Lansky

The Catalyst

Not that anyone should really care, but I had my
wisdom teeth removed a few weeks ago whfch, for

those ofyou who have not yet experienced ths, is

when a certified surgical dentist slices the back of your
mouth open with a specialized instrument similar in

nature to a hacksaw and with the dexterity and confi-

dence that only a surgcal dentist has, bashes your
molars into pieces roughly the size of Uncle Ben's Rice,

which strangely enough, is one of the only things you
are able to eat fa the next five days. The other ma)a
result of this is a mouth that seems to have been sluffed

with eight bean bunitos and would fit In better as a
mounted wal hanging than In any sodal setting.

Now, however, the swelling Is long gone and I am left

with four rather unuseful holes whose only function, as
far as I can tell, is to collect samples from each Marriott

meal and store them until I get sick as a weasel and run

fa the nearest Water Rk, which I believe Is in Taget.
Please keep in mind that this little anecdote is merely

a set up fa the heart of this article: Learning the Guitar,

which I win eventually discuss. Anyway, Immediately

after surgery I was only able to passively watch low
intensity programing like the Weather Channel. But

after a few days of rap'd recovery I moved on to a
Three's Company episode, And by the end of the

week I'd seen every movie on HBO twice and trained

myself to become dizzy upon standing. It got worse. I

started watching talk shows and—get this—once
actually contemplated writing In for a transcript be-

cause the power went out Just before a transvestite

bodyguard was about to wrestle Geraldo, But I digress.

Here comes the relevant cart, Quite suddenly, I found
my dad's old guitar and started to strum it during

commercials and the human Interest stories on local

news.

So there I was playing thb old guitar fa a few days,

Then one evening my dad tuned it and taught me a
few chords, which as you can Imagine greatly en-

hanced my playing In as much as my music no longer

attracted small rodents.

After only a few weeks I picked up seven chords and
the beginning of three songs: the precise amount
required to annoy the hell out ofmy roommates. So

with their best Interest in mind I went to a music stae

and purchased GreatSongsoftheSixtiesfor$16,95. If

seems like a lot of money butwhen you consider the

fact that the CC bookstore charges $60 fa a biology

textbook that you open three times, it doesn't seem so

bad, especially since it has classic hits like "The Times

They Are A-Changin" (which I have not yet mastered).

This is one of those books that has visual aids for the

beginning guitarist like me who needs giant chad
graphs the size of movie screens to differentiate a C
from a G.

But befae I go any further, gentle reader, I must

describe my guitar. It has character. Infactcharacta

oozes from it regularly, To put It simply, if you gave me a

quarter for it—not that I would ever sell it— you'd be
getting ripped off. it's being held together with—no

kidding— Duck Tape, Masking tape, and bubble gum.

I
recently left it on the radtata ova block break which

as you might guess warped the entire thing and

snapped three of the strings,

I tave my guitar but It would be fair to say that it

doesn't work very well because it needs to be tuned

every five minutes, This is bad in as much as I couldn't

tune a guitar to save my life on account of the fact that

I am completely tone deaf and am quite possibly the

least musically gifted person in El Paso County.

Someday I hope to bring peace to the worid through

my music though I am told that I need to get little

calluses on my finger tips befaethk can happen. But

fa the time being, I can only realistically aspire to

bringing peace to Steak Nght.
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joto Opinion: Join the fun when we ask the Colorado College
ie timely question:"Will there be war in the Middle East?"
olos and opinions taken by Neil Kleiman

\
1

Mark Torgove - Senior -

"There has already been
war in the Middle East for

thousands of years, and
I'm not yet sure what our
involvement is."

I

jJarlos Martinez - Senior

{There is] a high

[klihood because we
five a bunch of greedy,

il hungry old men in

pee who have no
foblem risking young
pn's lives for their

bterests."

I
Pancho McFarland - Senior -

"No, because Bush talks tough
but he's really chicken."
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Amy Mason -

Sophomore - "Yes,

because it's a holy
war. The Muslims
take their religion

seriously and they are

willing to die for it."

mr-mum mh t^amT
jj

t

5^^**ij

From left to right: Nikki Zonski - Sophomore,
Ann Ray - Junior, Troy Gedack - Junior, Kirk

Granum - Junior - "Professor Hendrickson says

there's a 30-40% chance of war. There's a strong

chance of war because we are beyond the point

of return."
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Students offended by racist ad

To the Editor:

Upon turning to the back

page of the first and second

issues of this year's Catalyst

we were shocked and dis-

mayed by one of the first

classified ads which caught

our attention. We refer to the

advertisement which reads,

"Pregnant?...We are a happily

married couple anxious to

provide a loving, secure future

with lots of hugs for your

white infant." When we read

this we were offended by the

undertones of racism. This

couple's advertisement

suggests that they could not

love a child who is not white.

We think that the CC
community believes in the

equality of all people regard-

less of race, religion, and

other differences. We are

saddened by this couple's

feeling that they cannot love a

child who is not white. This

indicates to us that their first

priority is not loving a child

who needs a family, but rather

having their "ideal" child.

It seems to us that their

inability to provide a loving

home to a non-white child

implies unfavorable views

toward minorities as a whole.

We think that the CC commu-
nity is committed to breaking

down barriers which lead to

attitudes like the one this

couple apparently holds.

Thereappear to be many
people who agree with us,

several of whom are quoted in

Mike Shaver's article, "CC the

target of racist hate mail:

Campus leaders find letter an

affront to school's goals"

which appeared in the Septem-

ber 21st issue. Max Taylor,

vice president of student life,

as saying that racism "flies in

the face of what CC is all about

as an institution." Yet, in the

very same issue the racist

advertisement appears again.

We understand that The
Catalyst is a publication which

supports freedom of speech

and press, rights which we
believe are extremely impor-

tant. However, it seems to us

that the newspaper must have

certain goals and standards

according to which items are

chosen for publication. This

freedom to choose what will

appear in print is an integral

part of freedom of the press - a

part which determines the

character and integrity of the

press.

The final sentence of

Shaver's article reads: "The
campus continues to develop

a wide variety of mechanisms
to eliminate what many regard

as a rising tide in racism -

coming from nowhere, spread-

ing everywhere." We would
like to suggest that racist

sentiments do not come out of

"nowhere." In fact, they are

the result of fear and igno-

rance which are passed down
from generation to generation.

The attitude of the couple who
placed the advertisement is, in

our opinion, an example of

racism in one of its most

insidious forms. Its message

that people of other races can

not be treated equally is

hidden, and therefore more

easily overlooked than the

type of open racism expressed

in the letter which prompted

Shaver's article.

We feel fortunate that the

CC community as a whole has

not experienced racism in its

ugliest forms. It is important,

however, to remain aware of

the importance of this issue.

There are a number of groups

and individuals on this

campus who are working to

promote understanding and

acceptance as a means toward

reducing discrimination of all

kinds, and particularly the

kind of racism exemplified by

this ad. Is The Catalyst taking

a stance of any kind regarding

these efforts?

We are posing this question

because we feel that racism is

one of the most painful and

deeply rooted problems which

faces our society and the

world today and that each of

us is responsible for reducing

thetensions and misunder-

standings which separate

peoples from one another. We
are concerned about the

message conveyed by this

advertisement because it

appears in a publication that

we want to be able to take

pride in.

We do not know whether

you deliberated over the

choice of printing this ad, but

we do hope that you will give

serious thought and consider-

ation to our request that you

do not print it again. We do
not feel that the views ex-

pressed in the ad are in

keeping with the spirit and

goals of the Colorado College

community.

Sincerely,

Lynn Richardson

Stephanie Ching

Lisa Lehman
Richard McMurtrey
Randolph Holmes
Erin Trampler

Michelle Kinsel

Susan Kowalski

Kamisha Begay

Betsy Knox
Aubrey Hord
Cindy Schaefer

Deartna Orth

Cathrine Kinslow

Editor: You are absolutely

correct in your assessment
of the classified ad, and I

apologize for the error. The
editors The Catalyst are

committed to taking a stand

against discrimination, and
we would appreciate your
help in exposing the ugly

face of racism in our com-
munity.

Defend your right of free spe

Letters

to the
Editor

Overpopulation
is the cause of

children's plight

Just glanced over the flyer for

the candlelight vigil handed me
last night (thanks a lot, weren't the

posters big enough?) and was

thinking about this whole candle-

light vigil thing.

It was mentioned on the flyer

that the "vast majority" of

children's deaths in the world are

preventable Too true! If people

would stop overfilling the planet

with their uncontrolled breeding,

we wouldn't have to worry about

such problems, along with a

myriad of other social and

environmental disasters.

Mother Earth passed her

carrying capacity of us two-legged

buggers over ten thousand years

ago, and it's about time we started

realizing the need for massive

birth control, education programs

and the like. Whining about it with

candlelight vigils isn't going to

help! For gosh sakes folks stop

breeding like crazy! Less children

means more wilderness, more

wilderness means a healthier

happier biosphere so enough

already! This planet doesn't need

people frettin' and having

"candlelight vigils" - it needs us to

realize our uncontrolled birthing is

filling up the planet with our

cancerous existence!

TSJuffsaid,

Sven

Written on 100% dead trees.

Editor Well, Sven, I agree that

overpopulation devastates the

environment, but the last thing the

Third World needs ismore

Western socio-economic preach-

ing and industrial solutions to

social and environmental prob-

lems. What are the chances that

Peace Corps workersrunning

around preaching birth control

gospel to Third World farmers will

have any impact at all? After all,

who are we to criticize others for

overpopulation and industrializa-

tion?

e

To the Editor:

A record store clerk in

Florida has just been con-

victed of a crime. He faces a

one-year jail term and a

$1000 fine. He was not

convicted of any crime of

violence, of possessing^

drugs or even selling

pornography to

minors. His crime was
simply selling a

record album - that of

2 Live Crew. An all-

white jury has de-

cided that the album
(by a black group) has

no social value.

Elsewhere, further

north, the owners of

an art museum face

criminal charges for

displaying paintings

(forget the issue of

government funding

of such art: These

people may go to jail.)

One could argue

that we owe a debt to the

government. You may have

thought that only actions

infringing on the rights of

others were illegal. That

surely no thoughts were to

be banned. Fortunately, the

government comes along to

say, watch out! There are

words, ideas, concepts,

songs and paintings that

you shouldn't see or hear.

We, as ignorant masses
need protection from
ourselves, and who better

equipped to do it than the

state? Oh, it's not political

speech: we've already

fought that battle. It's

obscenity, as defined by
your local government.
These good people will tell

you when your album or

magazine has gone too far

and may harm you, since

you are unable to do that

yourself. When will they

decide that speech from
Nazis or the KKK is ob-

scene? (I think it is.) When

will they decide that \i

expression of some d?.
1

spised minority, if not

blatantly political, can

labelled obscene and

banned? The so-called

laws, originally design

be applied against mo;

sters, are currently bei

expanded so thai

depending on thi

crime you are ao

of, your property

be seized by the

government first

they may convici

second.

I would rather

in a state where t|

make no pretend

about liberty. W
tyrrany is obvioij

you know what)

dealing with rati

than a state that

simply feigns it

are not my thougl

nor the thoughts

some radical froi|

1960's. Rather, they ar

thoughts (badly para-1

phrased) of an 1860s Bi

radical - Abraham Linj|

As the future educato:!

leaders and movers arf

shakers, you must fi

against obscenity law:

all such laws that woi|

ban expression. Whc
you write letters, votel

people out of office or

some more direct rolej

battle for liberty is a

well in America and tl

with a good educatiorl

be the first to fight.

Scott Mogel Q

inted

Editor: The attack on obj

art is a good example oil

fascist tilt to George Bu|

America, similar to thelj

Drugs. However, it shoif

said that at least in this]

try we have laws to, iroil

fight a democratic govs

that assaults the rigthsd

people.

Omnivores are not evi ide

By Claire Carpenter

The Catalyst

Vegetarianism gets a lot of

attention these days. The idea

of avoiding meat on philo-

sophical grounds has gotten a

lot of support, and a lot of

press. But for those of us that

still like Steak Night every

other Thursday, I offer an

alternative philosophy, that

says that eating meat isn't the

end-all moral transgression

that some people would make
it out to be.

I've heard people speak of

returning to the naturalness of

vegetarianism, as though the

consumption of meat is a

recent and artificial develop-

ment. In actuality, though,

humans have been meat eaters

nt<

all

all through their evoluti!

history- diet was one off

primary distinctions bet

our evolutionary lineagt

genus Homo, and that

australopithecines, a rel

branch of hominid that 1

out a million years ago.

jaw structure shows our

omnivorous heritagf

have molars to crush an °P

vegetable matter, and o
e

to tear meat. Organism*

are solely vegetarian dc

have canines.

Another argument 1 h

vegetarianism is the irm

ity of killing other anim

food. This isn't a huma 1

its a natural part of the

chain. The deer eats the

the mountain lion eats'

Continued on

nl

ftseh
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jolorado College Greek system adopts a closed party policy
Rould like to clear up some
Rmceptions some students

im to have concerning the

Enclosed party" policy

|p on this year by the Greek
tern. It was not imple-

Stted to exclude people

[attending fraternity

^s. Instead it is intended

:e the parties safer and
enjoyable. By monitoring

aternities invite they are

;o keep out people who
in known to cause

'le in the past, and
' lly monitor who is able

ink legally.

ting the past couple of

the Greek system has

Jed somewhat due to the

Jde of some of the stu-

Greeks and non-Greeks,

pus. Three years ago a
jnt needed an invitation

fend a fraternity party. But
Bally this rule became less

pt and people began
B>ng up at 11:30 and were
fited to the party. This
partly the fault of the
jpities, but eventually
Bits felt that every party

f>pen to the public." This
^e attitude that every-
"me to school .with this

fcnd many people were
tor angered that they

not go to every party.

relaxed attitude of the
Puple of years has taken
W on the Greek system.

underclass men andn have begun to ask
elves why they should

join a fraternity or sorority if

they can attend all the parties

without paying dues. Some
people will call BS on this, but

partying is only a small aspect

of Greek life. A fraternity or

sorority is an organization,

and by joining one you be-

come a part of that. They offer

positions that carry a great

deal of responsibility, and
teach one how to work with a

team of others. Of course

Greek life isn't suitable for

everybody, but on this campus
(as opposed to most other

schools) it is an option avail-

able to those who choose it.

Getting back to the issue of

the closed parties though,

Greek dues have steadily

increased because, among
other things, insurance is very

expensive due to the high risk

factor of these parties. A
fraternity is responsible for

your actions, on or off campus,

once you have attended a

party there. So if a fraternity

lets in everyone that wants to

attend, they are taking a great

risk, one that most houses are

not willing to take anymore.

Houses are losing multi-

million dollar lawsuits for

events they were largely held

responsible for. By providing

alcohol they are automatically

held accountable for

everyone's behavior. This may
not be fair, but that's the way
it is. So at Colorado College

the Greek system is making an

attempt to guard itself from

this kind of unfortunate

incident, and the best way to

do this (aside from not serving

alcohol) is to monitor who
attends their parties. This is

being done by the use of

invitations and a guest list.

The fraternities are going to be

very strict about enforcing

these policies. So ask yourself

how you can obtain invitations

to the parties. If you know
someone in a fraternity, ask

what events they have

planned in the future and
assure yourself an invitation. If

you don't know anybody in

the fraternities or sororities*

make an effort to meet some
people. Stop by the house and

find out what you have to do
to attend their next function. If

you hear about a party that is

taking place that night and all

the invitations are gone please

don't feel excluded; there will

be other parties. Also, please

don't come to a party without

an invitation. Now everybody

should be clear on why things

are the way they are.

Here's some information for

the future: Sorority Rush is

coming up second block break,

and Fraternity Rush is the

second weekend of third

block. Because of these events

third block will be dry—that

means no parties. After these

events there will be very few

invitation parties. This is due
to several things. First, the

liability mentioned earlier.

Second, they are expensive. It

is hard to justify paying

anywhere from $350-$800 to

throw parties for the whole
school all year long. Most of

the events will be "mixers"

held between a fraternity and

a sorority. While these may
seem exclusive this is because

of the limited budget, and this

is one of the privileges of

Greek life.

These policies will no doubt

anger some people, but they

are necessary because of the

abuse the Greek system has

taken in the past. If you are

upset I apologize, and I am
willing to hear anybody's

position on the issue, for or

against.

Jason Rosen

Social Chairman

Phi Delta Theta

Omnivores continued
deer. We can't criticize the

mountain lion for destroying

other life in order to survive -

he is obeying his instinctual

behavioral patterns and

fulfilling a natural role in his

ecosystem. The difference

between the mountain lion

and humans is that it hunts

down and kills its meal, and

we raise our food source for

the same purpose. To say that

the mountain lion is right and

we are wrong is to place a

higher value on the cow we
kill to eat versus the deer it

kills.

The final and hardest

argument to rebut is that

vegetarianism is a more
efficient use of world food

resources. It is true that there

is more food value in a ton of

corn than in the beef you

produce by feeding the com lo

cows or pigs or chickens, and

that the ton of corn will feed

more people. A vegetarian

philosophy overlooks another

fact, though. There are areas

that are not suitable for crop

growth that can support

livestock, or places where
crops grow poorly, and

devoting the same land to

grazing would produce more

food. The most efficient use of

food resources is a combina-

tion of meat and vegetables,

though admittedly less meat

should be eaten than is con-

sumed today.

I'm not trying to condemn
vegetarianism as a way of life.

Vegetarianism, if you are

careful about protein intake,

can be a healthy, nutritional,

and philosophically sound

lifestyle. But the meat-eaters

among us shouldn't have to

guiltily hide the roast beef

under the mashed potatoes. It

is not any less respectable to be

an omnivore.



Alot ofcampus rapes starthere.
Whenever there's drinking or drugs, things can get out of hand.

So ifs no surprise that many campus rapes involve alcohol.

But you should know that under any circumstances, sex without

the other person's consent is considered rape. A felony, punishable

by prison. And drinking is no excuse.

Thafs why, when you party ifs good to know what your limits are.

You see, a little sobering thought now can save you from a big

problem later.

C 1990 RapeTVtamwnCam. Santa Monica Hospital.

•n;Ei
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Kurosawa transfers his dreams to cinema
Igenious director is inspired by his own subconcious for film
Bjohn Keilman

llaff Writer

Rhe difficulties in presenting

Bream as work of art are

Hiifold. An artist must take

pinnacle of individual

xpericnce and present it so

Lt is important for others as

tell. Inspiration taken from

Kms is vastly different from

Sling the art itself as a

Ram; the latter exists in a

Hfessedly cabalistic state

Bere symbols can easily

inate as well as involve,

ttkira Kurosawa has under-

jfen this perilous task at a

te junction in his career—the

Rctor is 80 years old, the

!teran of 29 pictures includ-

gsuch definitive works as

\omon, The Seven Samurai,

Mftan. His latest film is a

jmpse into his own subcon-

ious, the ground where, one

might assume, many of his

previous films were first

screened. Dreams consists of

several vignettes varying

wildly in style and format; all,

however, are consistent in the

visual excellence which marks
Kurosawa's filmmaking.

Kurosawa's dreams have
mostly been left in a pure state,

that is, without elongation and
construction into logical, well-

plotted stories. Indeed, those

which have been modified

suffer in comparison to the

fragmented and confusing

ones. Just as our own dreams
rarely form a simple pattern

for our ready interpretation,

these visions do not (individu-

ally) speak of meaning. There

are many contradictions and
stumping mysteries which,

thankfully, have not been
subjected to a shrivelling

psycho-analytic investigation

in their transition from mind
to screen.

The common thread which
does run through these

fragments is the interaction of

the human and natural worlds.
In fact, the grand paradox of

the film is that technology is

denounced through a highly

technical format. One sketch,

centering on Vincent van
Gogh's views of art (starring

Martin Scorcese as the ob-

sessed painter), makes quite

liberal use of Lucasfilm

technology, the most advanced
available. A novice artist

actually walks through van
Gogh's paintings, a fantastic

sequence which melds techni-

cal brilliance with an essen-

tially human tale.

The final dream of the film

presents a traveller receiving

eccentric advice from a sage in

aUtopian village. As the old

Phil Brown
m Writer

Hairstyles and attitudes/how

piey related?" A few years ago,

giess 1 987, though that is

By a guess, a band called

©uk 3 released that tune. They
Elid TheFuture's so Bright, I

m Wear Shades,which the class

mead of the doss shot a music
ieo to. Thewhole concept was,

ffid large, silly; Timbuk 3
BUy had a video for the song,

Brat one didn'tinclude the
Eying kid with the pigtailsand
ffihine or Mike Tyson's ex-
P>ingbag or the kid from
I OffDead. I kinda think that

Dndeo was BetterNot Shot, but
bam I to say?

|fk to the point "Hairstyles

^ttitudes" goes further into

P°ning the mystical bond
fflpen folliclesand outlook.

Bhinkaboutitfora

Bent.Thebad guys in that

Bideo game in the Tiger Pit

Hgreen mohawksand anarchy
[j!Phemalia, and they are

tod guys; most of the

Brvative, upstanding hairdos
Bch the nature of their

grvative, upstanding organi-

Sj>; Erin Zimmer's new hair

H* given her a new attitude:

ff evenbounderand more
&(Can one use that term

a person? In the

ff> Bin, I don't seewhy not)
"te- old self,

j^d somewhere that journal-

ists are supposed to have great

leaps of insight in order to link the

various segments ofa story. Since I

am now a columnist, I, too, would
like to link the various segments of

a story, but as there is currently

nothing to link, I will forego the bit

about leaping insight altogether

and instead simply pretend that I

have reason to tell you about

hairstyles and power. After all,

Mike Shaver, president of Cutler

Publications, just agreed that hair

is power, and Shaver is indeed a

powerful man. For instance, he

could tellme that I may not

describe Erin's hair as "frizzy," in

which case I would either delete

the whole frizzy bit or simply

ignore him. If I chose the latter,

however, I wouldn't need any

insight or leaping journalistic

ability because I would no longer

be a columnist. By the way, Mike's

hair is slicked back with lots of

products, and Mike is a slick man
who wields his monstrous

publishingpower much as he

wields the various hair product

containers.

My own hair has been described

as a "rare African bird" byCCCA
president Mark Glaze. Mark, an

ornithologist at heart, would

probably be the resident expert on

these matters. In any event, Mark
was speaking in relative terms,

much as anypower I might have

is relative You see, Iam relatively

powerful in that Iam able to say

that Erin and her hair are "frizzy,"

but not so powerful as to write

something like "Mr. President,

what is that thing on your head?!"

I have, however, asked Mark what

was on his head. Mark is currently

sporting a new 'do' that he

describes as "carefree." Mark
however, is not "carefree", and
personally, I've never seen him
chewing any sort ofgum, so Mark
relates to this theory of Hairstyles

and Power only in the ornithologi-

cal sense (I hope you're not lost)

Res Life Director Dana Wilson's

son is a hairstylist. Hence, Dana

has some of the grooviest hairdos

around. As a member of the

Symposium board that decided

things about (you guessed it)

Symposium, she is partially

responsible for bringing the

wearer of another cool hairdo,

Laurie Anderson, to campus.

Thus, Dana exerts the power of

her hair to bringamazing folks to

campus. It was, by the way, this

same son that brought the

bird look into my life.

Laurel McLeod and David
Lord also have amazing
power here at CC. They also

have amazing hair. You be
the judge.

Bill Spencer is President

of the Board of Trustees.

The man has ultra white

hair, sorta like those people

at the beach that use too

much peroxide, though Bill

probably hasn't ever dyed
his. Bill Spencer's hair is not

unlike white snow, and he

is the Santa Claus of CC; he

brings gifts and money to

all the good little boys,

girls, and faculty members
at CC.
So that's the way it

goes. ..people with power
have hair with power, with

the sole exception of Mark
Glaze, who makes up for it

by being a student of the

ways of nature. So grab
your products, your dryers,

your sons, and your perox-

ides. We'll see you in the

White House. Stay tuned...

man renounces science and
technology, we find ourselves

at the crux of the film's para-

dox: just how should we take

this message in the context it is

presented, that is, the epitome
of technical advancement?
Such ambiguity resides in

the cinematic elements them-
selves. Color in the film is a

varying indicator; in one
dream we find it in the splen-

dorous clothing of natural

spirits, in another we see it

used to differentiate the strains

of radiation that a nuclear

explosion has unleashed. The
hues themselves have little

reliability in establishing a

holistic meaning; they can be
alternately indicative of life or

death, reality or illusion. The
filmmaker thus nicely disjoints

any pretentious groping for a

grand meaning in the film.

In the final analysis,

Kurosawa's Dreams is confus-

ing but rightfully so, a picture

which is left unpaintcd in

certain sections and overdone
in others. We are left more
mystified then enlightened,

but we cannot ask for a dream
to give us answers. Though
some psychiatrists might
disagree, a dream's content in

a conscious format is a vague
translation of an intensely

isolated experience, and thus

we are mystified by neces-
sity. The filmmaker has
given us his experience
with which we must
struggle alone. Whether
these dreams arc clearly,

consciously meaningful for

us is unimportant; the film

triumphs though its wise
submission to the

untranslatable.

Italian cuisine in

abundance at Roman
Villa Restaurant

By Todd Keathley

Staff Writer

Roman Villa; 3005 N.

Nevada Ave; Lunch 1 130am
to 130pm Tuesday - Friday,

Dinner 5.00pm to 10:00pm
Tuesday - Saturday; 625-1806.

Service: ***, Price $$,

Food: "* Atmosphere ***\ /2,

Alcoholic Beverages: Beer/

Wine, Dress: Casual

Set about two miles north

of theCC campus on Nevada
Avenue, Roman Villa is

somewhat difficult to spot

because of the restaraunfs

rather small and hand to spot

sign within the flood of lights

that daze travelers entering the

Fillmore Street area The

building itself is small, but the

interior setting provides such a

relaxed and friendly atmo-

sphere that the wait for dishes

that take longer to prepare

(such as the lasagna) does not

become too much of a bore.

The menu itself offers a

wide variety of Italian special-

ties. The house specialties

include chicken cacciatore (with

white wine sauce and mush-

rooms), lasagna (three layers of

meats, cheeses, and mush-

rooms), and tortellacci (A

meatless ravioli filled with

spinachand a combination of

cheeses). All three of these

dishes come with salad, bread,

butter, and coffee.

Our most courteous and

attentive waitress recom-

mended the vegetarian dish,

and I found that the secret is in

the cream sauce served with

the pasta. The spinach is fresh,

and the blend of the sauce,

spinach, and cheese was a hit

Our salads were

excellent. 1 ordered an oil based

bleu cheese dressing which

contained fresh bleu cheese

and a light oil. The lettuce was
fresh and our salads proved to

be very good openers.

Other classic dishes that

Roman Villa offers include

ravioli, rigatoni, mostaccioli,

and spaghetti. My companion

ordered the spaghetti (which is

really served with linguini

noodles in place of traditional

spaghetti noodles) with clams

Alia 2io,a light white wine

sauce with garlic. She felt that

the sauce contained too much
wine, and we both agreed that

the tortellacci was the stronger

dish of the evening.

The only sections of the

menu I truly can not comment

on are the pizzas and desserts. I

witnessed thick crusted pizzas

being taken out of the oven but

never had the chance to taste

one. Our waitress informed us

that pizza is a popular order

with customers. Roman Villa

offers four desserts that appear

to be satisfying endings for a

meal. We simply could not eat

another bite after our main

dishes were cleared off ttie

table.

I strongly recommend

Roman Villa for a hearty Italian

cont onpg.19
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Music of Badalamenti and Lynch Peaks
By Nathaniel Feis

Staff Writer

Well, since the season premiere

of Twin Peaks, the television show,

was on two nights ago (okay, by

the time you're reading this it has

been more then two nights but

that's not the point) it seemed an

apropos to review Twin Peaks, the

soundtrack, at this time. Actually,

reviewing a soundtrack to a

program that has a militant

following and is generally detested

by those people who don't

understand it is a fairly futile effort.

This is due to the fact that those

people interested in it have heard

the entire thing over the course of

the last several months during the

show and the rest of you could

probably care less. But what the

hell, I'm gonna review it anyway,

okay?

Angelo Badalamenti

composed some incredibly superb

music that mirrors the dark,

moodiness of the episodes,

especially those directed by David

Lynch. However, unlike many

soundtracks that lose most of their

punch and become listless when

the images that appeared on the

screen are absent, this one on its

own creates those moods without

the aid of visuals—okay, maybe

every now and then you miss the

face of your favorite lovable

lunatic, but hey, you can look at the

complete, as of last season, cast list

inside for visuals: maybe not as

good as the moving pictures but

what do you want?

The musicians are all

quite good; I especially like Grady

Tate's drumming. Three tracks

feature Julee Cruise singing some

really upbeat lyrics (right) written

by David Lynch; they're quite

impressive. Man can that Julee

sing. By the way. these songs, the

ones that Julee Cruise sings, also

appear on her album Floating Into

the Night, which is coinciden tally

written and produced by David

Lynch and Angelo Badalamenti

(funny how that worked out).

You know if you are interested in

this, and if you are I recommend

getting it. I can't think of anything

Cowboy hats.

Arts Center!
in Fine

By Carolyn Read

Staff Writer

"Look at all those Texans...!"

Seems I'm in a dangerous position

here, on the floor of the Fine Arts

Center. The hind feet of Butter, the

big yellow Brahma, are in close

range. To my left a dogie is about to

be rustled down by a cowboy in an

outsize pair of boots. Straight ahead,

there's a rider suspended ass-over-

teaketUe off his green bronc.

Yup. Red Grooms is at it again.

Right inside the Fine Arts Center. He
has utterly transformed the room,

floor-to-ceiling spectator stands,

horseshoe printed burlap on the floor,

horseshoes on the walkway. Every

person present is wearing a cowboy

hat. No lie. (One exception - sorry.)

Red Grooms has pumped up the

volume, so to speak. Wild colors,

strongly gestural figures, even just

the scale of everything. Butter the

Bull is at least 10-12 feet tall, and he

whirls and snorts, glaring with beady

little eyes, flaring his big, snuffy

nostrils as he sends a rodeo clown in

a barrel flying. Meanwhile, pink

chaps flapping, his cowboy holds his

hat in one hand, and clings for life

with the other. Funny, Butler ignores

the clown in front of him to twist

around to get me.

Over my right shoulder a red

saddle bronc flies through the gate

under the announcer. The announcer

prattles off names, scores, (deaths,)

and other rodeo trivia He is the very

image of the fine western gentleman,

in his immaculate white -and -purple

hat, complete with matching white

dress suit

There's even a band, looking

competent but wary. Seems

someone put them just above the bull

pens. Behind them the crowd all but

disappears into a sea of bright eyes

and dark blue cowboy hats.

The master of the stereotype has

f even provided us with a rodeo queen.

She grins from beneath a gold hat,

her hair teased into pageant perfec-

tion. Her breasts defy gravity. A
fringed Texas banner flutters behind

her. Her green-gold steed prances

along, batting huge eyelashes. She is

complete in every detail, even down
to her white,jewel encrusted bridle

and saddle.

It is the amazing detail and finish

Red Grooms gives his work that

makes it memorable and captivating.

Every possible touch is added, like

the wisp of hay in the mouth of a

stretcher-bearer, the more you look,

the more you find.

Note - Ruckus Rodeo will be at the

Fine Arts Center until November 1 1

,

1990. Admission is free forCC
students.

Cylink
Modem: 520-5000
Voice: 520-5008

Colorado Springs'

Multi-User Computer
Entertainment

System

better to listen to late at night when

you're trying to compose that

paper about what Eliot really

meant in his poetry or when you

just want to relax. Also look for the

videotape of David Lynch's

Industrial Symphony No. 1 which

features the works of Angelo

Badalamenti and Julee Cruise (is J
there some kind of connection /
here?).

Angelo Badalamenti is also

doing the soundtracks for the

upcoming films Wait Until Spring

Bandini and Paul Schrader's The

Comfort ofStrangers.

That Angelo, he sure does work

a lot It's a good thing his music is

wonderful.

Oh, and since we're

talking about Twin Peaks, I really

wish you people would quit worrying

about "who killed Laura Palmer?" It

doesn't matter! David Lynch and

Mark Frost are not Agatha Christie!

(Especially since they are two living

people and she is a singular dead one)

It's just a MacGuffian to create the

tension and suspense. There, now that

I have staled that I'll leave you alone.

ma.

MlNto of
EAMID u-fiOO-f

J
parvwted

J
CLAIMING A NEW PARTNERSHIP

FOR THE FUTURE:
RECREATING ROLES OFMENAND WOMEN INA CH^NQNC WORLD

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 1 1 JOE HOLLAND
A Fertile Embrace: Beyond addiction and Co-dependency in Society and Church

GATES COMMON ROOM, PALMER HALL, CC 7:30PM

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12 FRAN FERDER & JOHN HEAGLE
Partnership: Women and Men in Relationship

PACKARD HALL, CC 7:30PM

JOE HOLLAND is a Catnoac theologian specializing m the relationship of theology and sooal

analysis A lecturer and writer, he is president of The Warwick nsntuie and served on the stall

ol the Center of Concern in Washington DC (or fifteen years. Ha most recent pubbcation is

Varieties of Postmodern Theology

FRAN FERDER and JOHN H£AGL£ are the co-aVeaors of TARA (Therapy and Renewal

Associates), a ministerial counseling and consultation center for the Archdiocese of Seattle. They

recently pUHnhea Partnership: Women and Men In Ministry

Fran Ferder, PhD. D. Mn. & a mernoer ol the Sisters of Perpetual Adoration Rev John Beagle

is a Catholic priest currenUy engaged in nabonal renewal ministry among priests and otner

)
professional minsters.

FREE & OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
CHLDCAffE WU. BE PROWED FREE CF CHARGE

?THIS COLORADO COLLEGE EVENT IS SPONSORED BY THE SHEFFER FUND,

50MI

C
h
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photo by Matt King

Welcome Back, Tigers!!

J

- ONE WEEK SPECIAL

-

witk a $5. 00 e/>&c/af.

- 2- 10"/ 1 item pizzas for only

$5. 00

J>MIN0'S PIZZA DELIVERS'"

DOUBLES.
HOT & FRESH!

635-7577

807/1/. 7ljo«

OtffcrpoixtiHfy attistultacit/fa

$5 SPECIAL"

Name

Residence

.

Phone #

At the brewery
will not be appearing
this week due to the fact
that, well, when Andy
and Jon were researching
their article it would seem
that they went a little too
in depth. We have yet to
hear from them personally,
however, there is a story
that involves a school bus,
a dairy cow, electrical

tubing, and a local con-
gregational choir.lf you
have any information as
to their whereabouts, please
contact the arts editors or
just give them another beer.
We hope that they will have
sobered up enough by next
week to write a review, so as
Phil Brown would say, and
does, "Stay tuned..."

Italian/ cont from pg. 17

lunch or dinner. The prices are a little bit more expensive than
other Italian restaurants in the area, but the relaxed atmosphere,
good service, and tasty food combine to create a pleasant and
satisfying dinner.

Note: All reviews are paid for by the reviewers and
visits are unannounced to the restaurant being reviewed.
The restaurants are not chosen due to advertisement in The
Catalyst.

EVIA makes its debut
By Michtie Santos

Staff Writer

Evia, a new Colorado College

publication, will make its debut

at the end of this block.

Evia was originally conceived

as a supplement for the literary

magazine Leviathan. It will

contain literature, poetry, visual

arts, and photography, as well as

editorials and essays. Each issue

will be centered upon a theme.

The theme for the first issue is

"censorship."

"We'd like to.help build a

creative community around CC
where there's a lot of collabora-

tion between different people -

short story writers and poets,

authors and artists," said produc-

tion editor Sung Chang. "As of

now the whole concept isn't quite

developed enough for us to claim

a definite niche for ourselves. A
lot of the development of Evia

will come from the submissions

we get from the student body for

the first issue."

Evict's editors encourage

everyone interested to submit.

Submissions can be turned in at

Womer Desk, and the deadline is

October 17th. Questions about the

new publication should be directed

toward editor-in-chief Mark Nevin

at 632-5860.

I Experienc#TGarnf.ojftin exciting
| new colors and styles iormen,
I women and children. Repair
I

service available

I

±
Offer expires October 15, 1990

i

Cqur^n musU^preser^ep_y^^ order.

with this coupon

off

College ShoeShop
831 N. Tejqo
632-6161

imm'
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Tuck and Patti

Boulder Theater

8:00 pm
Oct. 10

$14 adv./$15 day of

Arts Friday, October 5, 19J

WWWrM
Tom Sawyer
Simpich Marionette
Theatre

7:30 pm
Oct. 5-27

£ and 7.-30 on Sa,.,

Warren Miller's

Extreme Winter

Pikes Peak Center

3 and 8 pm
Oct. 5

12, 4, and 8

Oct. 6

,e\

T uutsd
av-*

£lev

Oct. 18

My Left Foot

Olin 1

7:30 pm
Oct. 5 and 6

$1 .00

A Funny Thing
Happened on the

Way to the Forum
Fine Arts Center
8:00 pm (2 pm on Sj
Oct 5-7 and 12-14

$12.00

THEVRE FHtt '

BROUGHfTrWSu BY RHA
SPONSORED BY CCCA

Dinner at Eight

Fine Arts Center

8:00 pm
Oct. 9

$2.50

BgBaaiasggssaBgBsal
d mnocent, 6y Scott Turow. (Wan

T SauMli (Tr*—rTn

SHOW/TiME. EVffl WEDS 8: Jo PM

MON aO-J iidO N3S001

A-pi/AAJrA^r c? "r/t(5 qeNEZouj?

oTittt nope* cowns ^tPVtp BE

gJe^jJ m%J?Je inner on, , .tycp fi<W

6. MM Really Need to Know I Learned In Kindergarten, by Robert

Fulghum (Ivy. $5.95.) Uncommon thoughts on common things
I

B—BEB1
The del who Talked to Ghoett, by UEan Jackson Braun.

{Jove, $350.) Reporter and his two cat companions set out b
solve a myderiouB death.

Nice Work, by David Lodge. (Penguin. $4.95.)

and methods set in an industrial town in the English midlands.

ApoOo, by Charies Murray and Catherine Bty Cox
(Touchstone. Si Z95.| The dram'

Like
there aren't

enough people on this

campus trying to be funny
already.

I HEW C®D®rad® Ct
yym©F M©|pgDi© D

Ws M®w.

Come to Cossitt Basement
Tuesday at 8:00

WELCOME BACK,
STUDENTSi

10% Off any purchase with CC ID!

BUY TODAY, SLEEP TONIGHT!!

Southwest Platform Bed
Reg. $259.98. Now from

$199.

Tahoe Sofa Sleeper
, Reg. $425.98. Now from
> $2S9.»

3-Way Lounger
Reg. $199.98. Now from

$139."

444-4057

.Bh/d. • 322-1556
BOULDER:
2125 Pearl St.

FT. COLONS:
1635 S College Ave
ABILENE ST. MARKET
1401ME Mississippi • 745-4514

7758

Futons & Frames
An Alternative Sleep Center

5061 N. Academy Blvd.

593-2225
UNION and ACADEMY

5J"kILo
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en's hockey tunes up for season opener
4. Clroanrv l-rai-nirio nr\A t-m.-i 1, . i .--, 1— a. _ -m

fMatt Gregory

ffif Writer

l^s September yields to

Sober, so comes the begin-

„eof Division I hockey

in to the CC campus. A
from today, October 12,

,en's team springs into

with a two game home
against Northern

gan University. The

; show promise as an

iving squad with head

J5> Brad Buetow at the

] Eg, as his three year stand

prfiown better records each

wout. Assisstant Coach

&g Cronin, a transfer coach

tithe University of Maine,

js this trend continuing.

-
fe have the ability with this

into definitely improve on
' [year's record and possibly

Si get a playoff berth."

" pis goal is a challenging

kasCCispartof the

_ |ghest college hockey

flsion, the Western Colle-

ge Hockey Association,

her teams include Minne-

L 1989 NCAA runner-up,

jlperrenial powers Wiscon-

Northem Michigan and
Hh Dakota. Over the past

tears, a WCHA team has

ffied the NCAA champion-

s' times. Cronin says the

Jnas to face challenges

Rlis throughout the

Jon, most recently with a

nascent of Pikes Peak.A tough preseason

Big regimen, the team
id the Barr Trail, partly for

training and partly to bring the
team together to face the

season ahead. Cronin says the

symbolic climb was indicative

of the Tiger's spirit. "What
these guys lack in talent, they
more than make up for in

heart. We are not the most
talented team in the WCHA,
but the underdog spirit makes
us a competitor."

The team shows a combina-
tion of old and new faces, as
they return three talented

goalies, Paul Badalich, Denis
Casey, and Jon Gustafson, as

well as ten new recruits and
walk-ons. The team is also

long on experience as they

combine for 35 years of varsity

time. The captains show
leadership at all positions, as

junior Steve Strunk returns at

right wing, senior Ed
Zawatsky plays at center, and
senior Trevor Pochipinski

leads the defense.

For the intense preseason

workout, the team dedicated
at least 12 hours and six days a

week to training. The work-
outs included four days a

week committed to weight
training, and three days to

dryland training, including a

day in the pool. Also, the

squad spends a lot of time on
the ice, increasing with every
week nearer to the opener.
Cronin believes the unortho-

dox practices such as the Pikes

Peak climb and the pool

workout help to break the

monotony and strengthen the

team spirit.

The team held its first

intrasquad scrimmages last

weekend in the Springs area to

ready themselves for the

opener. The Black team took

both games, winning 7-6 in

overtime on Friday and
dominating 6-1 on Saturday.
With the stiff competition from
Northern Michigan, the Tigers

will have to be at their best.

The action starts at 7:05 p.m.
on Friday at the Broadmoor
World Arena.

/omens cross country
aces to first place finish

\ Concordia meet
toile Shimabukuro

CC women's cross

team dashed to an
ig first-place finish in

cordia Invitational 5K
urdia College in

Nebraska this past
Teak. Ifs the first time
won this meet, and the

oudly brought home a
and three medals.
ing with only eight

expectations were
to do the best possible
|"e fun on a fast course
|r altitude. Coach
chofield encouraged
ners to stick together
the first mile and to
team. Nebraska

JP posed as a major
d a strategy was
d to try as a team to

ahead of them. Before
', sophomore runner
*wellenbach was

sit out due to her
>g shin splints. Never-
Schwellenbach served

f supp0rt by helping
Pit times and cheering

the rest of the team on. Assis-

tant Coach Theresa Albogen
placed herself strategically

along the most quelling

stretch, where she gave her

runners mentally strengthen-

ing boosters like "C'mon, it's

now or never; close the gap;

-pass now and make it easier

on yourself later."

Besides Schewellenbach and
Albogen, Coach Schofield

served as the team's third and
only fan among a host of

Nebraskans. Despite being a

small out-of-state team among
a field of mostly in-state

runners, CC ran very hard and
unrelentlessly "closed the gap"
between the competition.

Everyone's finish was a stand-

out: first year Ann Kern
finished 3rd overall, with a

personal best time of 18:38

min.; senior co-captain Chris

Morrison finished 4th at 19:01;

first year Rebecca Felts fin-

ished 8th at 19:16, a personal

record; junior Carey Wall

finished 12th at 19:45, a

personal record; senior Meg
Stiff finished 21st at 20:30;

junior Maile Shimabukuro

finished 46th at 23:33, a

personal record; and senior

Tiffany Shipp finished 48th at

23:47, a personal record. The
combined scores of CC's top

five finishers totalled 33

(calculated by adding up all

their place-finishers), soaring

15 points over the second-

place finisher, Concordia

College. Creighton finished

third. Kern, Morrison, and
Felts took home individual

medals, and an ecstatic team
took home a championship

trophy. Co-captain Morrison

commented on the unique

depth of this year's team,

"This is the most depth we've

ever had in my four years as a

runner." The team looks

forward to next Saturday's 5K
Homecoming race at Monu-
ment Valley Park at 10 a.m.,

where they hope to be rejoined

by the rest of the team and co-

captain Karin Boes who's been

out with a leg injury. Please

come to cheer on both the

men's and women's cross

country teams this weekend.

P.E. department
introduces

adjunct classes
Catalyst Staff

The P.E. department has released a class
schedule for the remaining blocks of the
year. All classes listed offer adjunct credit
and are available to the entire campus
community. Registration for the classes will

be held on Monday of the first week of each
block in the main office of El Pomar from 1:30
p.m.- 5:00 p. m. The following are a list of all

the classes offered 3rd through 7th blocks:

Block 3: A. Racquetball (Rundle)
B. Weight Training (Walker)

Block 5: A. Boxing (Flood)
B. Health Assessment and Exercise

Prescription (Starr and Windham)

Block 6: A. Boxing (Flood)
B. Weight Training (Rundle)
C. Squash (Walker)
D. Health Assessment and Exercise

Prescription (Starr and Windham)

Block 7: A. General Fitness Adjunct (Rundle)
B. Squash (Walker)
C. Walking for Fitness (Bachelier)
D. Health Assessment and Exercise

Prescription (Starr and Windham)
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By Ezra Bayles
Staff Writer

Last weekend, the women's soccer team travelled east to

Williamsburg, Virginia. They met two talented teams in seventh

ranked William and Mary and ninth ranked North Carolina State. The

Tiaers played extremely well as they beat William and Mary 2-] and

tied a cheap and dirty North Carolina State Team 1 -1 to move to sixth

in the nation. Junior Cissy Watford had a dream weekend as she

scored all three goals for the Tigers, Kris Ziets was a wait ir.the goal,

with 26 saves during the weekend, including 17 in the second game.

The women play No. 14 Southern Methodist University at 3:30 on Friday

and unranked University of Hartford at 3:00 on Saturday. They ask for

and appreciate support from the students this homecoming weekend.

By Ezra Bayles
Staff Writer

The Tigers take their 1 -3 record into this weekend's match with confi-

dence. They are playing Sterling College of Kansas (1:30 Sat.). The

Tigers lost a tough game on the road 24-3 to St. Mary s after holding

them to a 3-0 lead at halftime. Sophomore Eric Peters completed 14

of 32 passes for 97 yards. Freshman sensation Nick Mystrom caught 3

of these passes, and nailed a 45-yard fieldgoal for the Tigers sole

points. Defensive standout Trooper Sanchez rocked St. Mary's offense

with nine solo talcles and assisted seven others. The Tigers hope to

regain their momentum and would appreciate all the fans and sup-

port that the student body can give.

By Mariya Perkins-Seacrest

The Job of goalie usually requires about 90% worry and 10% action,

but for Dara Small it was just the opposite. Small led the women's club

soccer team to third place in the Air Force Academy Tournament on
September 22 and 23. After playing four games of goalie, Small found

herself in overtime against Colorado State University. She kept CSU
from scoring, but at the end of overtime the score was still tied at 2-2.

It was time for a shootout. Small kept thirteen of the CSU players from

scoring before Gretchen "Mad Dog" Greer secured third place by
putting the ball in the net for the Tigers. The women left victorious and
Small left as the tournament's most valuable defensive player proving

that, yes, great things do come in "Small" packages.

By Ezra Bayles
Staff Writer

The C.C. Volleyball is finally starting to click. Last weekend, the

team travelled to the great north, to play in the St. Benedicts Tourna-
ment in St. Joesph, Minnesota. After a tough match against host St.

Benedicts (15-9, 15-9, 15-4), the Tigers proceeded to rock their next
three opponents. They demolished Elmhurst (15-5, 15-4, 15-11),

laughed at Wisconsin-Whitewater (15-12, 15-1 1, 15-12), and put on a
veritable clinic as they schooled Nebraska Wesleyan (15-2, 15-13, 15-

3).

Senior co-captain Teri Johnson was absolutely stellar and was
named to the all-tournament team. For the weekend, Johnson had 29
kills, and blasted 13 of them against Wisconsin. She also collected 10

digs in the match.
Commendable performances were also turned in by first year sen-

sation Stacey Joniker as she rocked opposing teams with 37 kills, 12 of

them against Elmhurst. Soqhomore Laura Ramos was solid with an
incredible 76 assists. Senior co-captain Kristin Poulson had 32 kills and
14 digs, showing her versatility all around the court. They play at
home next weekend, Oct. 12 and 13, against St. Mary's, Wisconsin-
Platteville, and Concordia. They would love an abundance of fan
support.

By Matt Gregory
Staff Writer

As the only fall JV team at Colorado College, the men's JV soccer
team is midway through the season with a 3-3-1 record. In Golden,
the team celebrated a 2-0 shutout of the Colorado School of Mines
with Conan Bliss and Tom Eddy tallying goals for the Tigers. Last Sun-
day, the teams met again on Stewart Field and came away with a 1 -1

tie. Both teams scored early in the contest and played back and forth
for the remainder of the game. Last Wednesday, the team travellled
to the Air Force and succombedd to a skillful squad, 4-0. This Satur-
day, the team meets the alumni team in a match of young and old.

CC vs. Cali: 2-0-

by Erik Richardson, Andrew
Schwartz and Jon Whitfield

After a very successful

weekend against all California

opponents, the men's soccer

squad remains unbeaten in

nine matches. Due to the high

work rate and all-skills heads

up play, the big furry Tigers

went 2-0-1 last weekend. The

first match of the trip was
against long time rival

Claremont College. The Tigers

dominated Claremont's British

style with freshman Guy
Mossman knocking in a sweet

header on a cross from fashion

brace terrorist Nedim
Ogleman. To the Tiger's

dismay, Claremont equalized

in the last four minutes of the

first half. Overcoming the heat,

smog, and belligerent fans, the

CC booters returned the favor

as point leader Noah Epstein

blasted in an 18-yard laser

cannon. Once again, pesty

Claremont netted another goal

in the game's final four min-

utes. Overtime! The offensive

punch of the Tigers roared on

and in the 102nd minute of the

game, captain Scott Zeman
blasted home a twine shred-

ding turbo missile propelling

CC into a 3-2 lead. But on this

day, leprechauns, rabbif s feet,

and four-leaf clovers infested

Claremonfs bench. In the

overtime's final two minutes, a

shinguard deflection brought

the groceries home to grandma

and sent the CC men back to

the Ramada Inn with an

unfortunate 3-3 tie.

CC alumnus Derek Fehmers

and family provided the

scrumptious meal to replenish

shut out god Ezra Bayles and

the rest of the iron clad defense

to demolish Whittier College

the next day. Upon arrival at

Whither"s bumpy pitch,)

Lipp, shoed and walletle.

proceeded to tackle out

head as backup keepei

"Oaker" Faucett snared

left and right. In the 5-0

Epstein, Zeman, and Jon

Ahern all contributed to

tally.

The next game, back

Stewart Field, proved to

real rout as Philosophy

Andrew Schwartz netted|

raging goal in Platonic st

and contributed to a 5-0,

of Loyola Marymount U
sity. CC severed the Dun

loins of an unsizeable U
squad. CC's compelling

offensive play seemed to

incapacitate the LMU co|

keeper in a game which

only be likened to the

"wretched" experience A

consuming a Salisbury sj

Epstein and Ahern each

slotted two goals and Ei

Richardson provided thi

tally.
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NINTENDO
Boy, Sell, and Trade

Frisbees, Boomerangs, flerobies,

Hacky Sacks

Party Games

Role-Playing & Board Games

Puzzles, Kites & Gifts

Chess Sets, Cribbage, Go
Mali Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116

Open 7 days a week
Across from Poor Richard's
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1 National sportsline
•opyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

pLDER BREAKS 50 HOME RUNS:

Cecil Fielder hit his 50th home run of the season Wednesday in the fourth inning of the
ftroit Tigers' final game of the season at Yankee Stadium. In the eighth inning, he added

51, a three-run shot. His 50th came with one man on. His five RBI helped Detroit to a 10-3
Fielder became the 11th major leaguer to have a 50-home run season and first since 1977.

Ks, PIRATES TO MEET
Bursday night in Cincinnati, the Reds and Pirates will end their 11-year absence from post
son play and renew a rivalry that dominated the National League Championship Series^
*,ugh the '70s. Cincinnati and Pittsburgh each won division titles six times during the '70s
ling head to head in four of those years. Each won twice. (From the USA TODAY Baseball

'

iflyoff Bonus section.)

J RED SOX RESUME RIVALRY:
lie Oakland Athletics and Boston Red Sox resume their postseason rivalry Saturday in
ton's Fenway Park. It is the third consecutive trip to the American League Championship
les for the Athletics. Boston is there for the third time in five seasons. Boston swept
Jcland in a three-game series in 1975. In 1988, after the move to seven games, Oakland
jpt Boston in four.

(KANIAN MAKES NCAA OFFER:
evada-Las Vegas basketball coach Jerry Tarkanian, after fighting an NCAA-ordered
tension for 13 years, offered a compromise Wednesday: He will sit out the 1991 post-
Ion if the NCAA lifts its ban on the defending national champion Rebels. School repre-

Igtatives and the NCAA's Infractions Committee meet Oct. 28 in Chicago.

RcHE MAKES NEW RULE:
Incinnati Bengals coach Sam Wyche, facing an NFL fine for barring a female reporter from
leam's dressing room Monday, says he will keep his players inuniform for 20 minutes to
fcmmodate all reporters Sunday when the Bengalsplay the Rams in Anaheim, Calif "Then
II ask everyone to leave," he said. Once the players are dressed, "we'll let people back in."

.VRATILOVA WINS MATCH:
irtina Navratilova opened the Nokia Masters in Essen, Germany, with a 6-1 6-3 victory
Inst Manuela Maleeva-Fragniere of Switzerland. Also, Jay Berger and Richey Reneberg ofSA, Darren Cahill of Australia, Amos Mansdorf of Israel and South African-born Kevin
fren are banned from the Stockholm Openlater this month because they played in South
mca in the past year.

jJbiCK WANTS OUT OF FIGHT:
;avyweight Trevor Berbick is trying to pull out of his scheduled Oct. 13 Pan HIT semifinal
t in Las Vegas against Mike Weaver to fight contender Donovan "Razor" Ruddock in a
losed Nov. 29 fight in Toronto. KO Inc. promoters of the invitational tournament, said
Inesday they will take legal action, if necessary.

Mountain Chalet

Final discounts on all

summer items
9:00 a.m. Saturday, Oct. 6

Tents

RollerBlades
Rock Climbing Shoes

SleepingBags
Shorts ,

v /

Downtown by Acacia Park
633-0732 226 N. Ijon

CCs Outdoor Connection
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Ski club Vail sets
annual ski swap
By Steven Connolly

As Colorado is enjoying a
marvelous Indian Summer, Ski
Club Vail is planning for

winter. Heralded as the Vail
Valley's start of winter, the

Swap will be held Friday and
Saturday, October 26 and 27 in

Vail's Dobson Ice Arena.
The Ski Swap is a fundraiser

for SCV. Over 15,000 items are
offered at tremendous savings.

Most of the goods sold are
new. Both hard- and soft-

goods can be found, including
jackets, parkas, ski pants,

gloves, Alpine and Nordic
skis, snowboards and boots of

all types. Last year's two day
event drew over 2,000 shop-
pers.

Admission for Friday's

Early-Bird session, 7 p.m. until

midnight, is $10. Seasoned
shoppers know the best buys

and selection are found Friday
night. The cost on Saturday, 9
a.m. till 9 p.m., is $2.

In an effort to keep the cost
of skiing down, Ski Club Vail
will offer free admission to

children six and under on
Friday night. Saturday will be
free for those eighteen and
under and college students
with current I.D.

Individuals who want to

sell items should bring them to

Dobson Arena between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m. on Friday the 26th.

"No Junk" will be strictly

enforced. Commercial ven-
dors should contact Ski Club
Vail for complete details.

Ski Club Vail is a non-profit

ski racing organization for

athletes aged seven to seventy.
For information on the Swap
or any programs, call (303)

476-5119.

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW
Women's Soccer
Oct. 5 Southern Methodist Univ. Home
Oct. 6 Univ. of Hartford Home

Men's Soccer
Oct. 6 Colorado School of Mines Home
Oct. 7 Glassboro Home
Oct. 10 Univ. ofNew Mexico Home

Volleyball
Oct. 12 Colorado College Invit. Home

Football
Oct. 6 Sterling College Home

Women's Cross Country
Oct. 6 Colorado College Invit. Home

Men's Cross Country
Oct. 6 Colorado College Invit. Home

Welcomes
Alumni and Parents

HOMECOMING DISCOUNTS

ALUMNI
Receive a discount equal to the

number of years since commencement

PARENTS
10% Discount

(*Sorry, no discount on textbooks)

Bookstore Hours
Friday and Saturday

8:30 until 4:30
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Classifieds
Attention: GovernmentHomes

From $1 (U-repair)! Delinquent

tax property. Repossessions. Call

(1) 602-838^885, Ext. GH-18127.

Losb A small glass bottle with a

contact inside, a wide gold

bracelet with engraved flowery

design in it, and a dear retainer

for bottom teeth. Please call x7593.

Intelligence Jobs. FBI, CIA, US
Customs, etc. Now hiring. Call (1)

602-838-8885, Ext. Q-18127; 6 am.

-10 p.m., 7 days.

For Sale: '82 Audi 4000 SL. $150.

Call Cameron Grant at 633-5915.

Adresseis wanted immediately!

No experience necessary.

Excellent pay! Work at home. Call

toll free: 1-80O-395-3283.

Found: Small tool box in

Armstrong Hall parking loton

Friday, Sept 28. Call Dennis

x6453.

Earn - $300iXVday with your car

or track. Call (1) 602-838-8885,

Ext KT-18127; 6am - 10 pm, 7

days.

Announcements
Peace inMohawk Land Native

American Soladarity Day Rally:

Sunday Oct 7th, in Acacia Park,

Colorado Springs, at 1 pm. There

will be important messages from

the Mohawk People. For more

info call Zoe Good Blanket at 634-

2184 or Mervrene under Baggage

at 390-3245.

AMemorial Service forTim

Linneman will be held at Shove

Chapel on Wednesday, Oct 10th

at 4 pm.

Attention! Ifyou have a car it

must have a Colorado Emissions

Sticker. Effective October 1, 1989,

those motor vehides owned by

non-residents who reside in the

program area or residents who
reside outside the program area

and who are persons employed

for at least 90 days in the program

area, or by persons attending

school in a program area, shall be

inspected as required by this

section and a valid certification of

emissions compliance or

emissions adjustment shall be

obtained. Cars without a valid

Colorado Emissions Sticker will

be subject to a $50 fine—The

Traffic Committee.

Student Assistant Needed: Baca/

San Luis Valley Research. Student

assistant required to help on

research project; desirable talents:

interest and some knowledge of

San Luis Valley and/or

Southwest, graphic layout and

photography skills. Formore

information and to apply contact

Professor Walt Hecox, Economics

Department 389-6413.

Study Abroad Application

Deadline for non-affiliated

programs. Students planning to

apply for study abroad this spring

in non-affiliated (nonCC and non

ACM) programs must turn in The

Foreign Studies Committee

Application For Study Abroad's

application form to the Office of

International Programs, Womer
Center, 2nd Hoor by October 29,

1990. Late applications cannot be

accepted. Information and forms

are available at the International

Programs' Resource Area, 12.00

pm to 403pm Monday through

Friday.

Study Abroad Fain Interested in

studying abroad for a semester or"

a year? Come to the Study

Abroad Fair on Monday, Oct

15th from 4-30-630, main level,

Womer.

ACM India Studies Program.

Applications for the ACM India

Studies Program are due October

15, 1990. Please see Prof. Vibha

Kapuria-Foreman for applications

and more information. The

Director of the ACM India

Program, Philip Eugblom, will be

on campus Oct. 11th. Students are

invited to talk with the Director

from 330 to4-30 on Oct. 11th in

Rom. 215, upper level, Womer.

Poetry reading of Marathi

modernist will follow,430 -530.

Everyone is invited!

ACM Costa Rica! Dr. Phil

Dennis, Director of theACM
Costa Rica programs in San Jose,

Costa Rica, will be on campus

Thursday, October 11th. There

will be a slide/talk program by

Dr. DennisThursday, October 11

at 3 pm in Olin Hall, Room 185.

There will also be a dinner

Thursday night for all alumni of

the program.

Brown Bag Luncheon:

Alternative careers in medidne,

Wednesday, Oct. 10th, 12:15 -

130, 185 Olin. Anyone interested

please come!

Interested in chess? Want to

teach elementary students?

Center for Community Service,

call Kim Grassmeyer, x6846.

Folks interested in an assisting

Art Auction sponsored by PBS

please call Center for Community

Service, x6846.

Writing Center Worst Opening

Sentence Contest! Entries must

be one sentence long. Open to all

members of the CC community.

All entries due at the Writing

Centerby 5 pm on Friday, Oct. 12,

1990. Please indude a cover sheet

listing your name, phone number

and campus address. One first-

place, three second-place, and five

thirri-nlare finishers will reopu^

fabulous prizes. Questions? Call

x6742.

The Sigma Chi House would

like to thank all of those who
donated dothes last block;we
raised over 200 lbs of dothing.

We would also like to extend a

warm welcome to all alumni this

weekend and add that our house

will be open throughout the

weekend.

Volunteer clerical assistants are

needed by community

Partnership for Child

Development/Head Start, a non-

profit agency that provides

comprehensive child

development programs to low

income, spedal needs and at risk

4 year old children and their

families in El Paso County. Duties

will vary and may include;

updating files, answering phones

and assisting with the enrollment

process. Typing is not required.

Volunteers will gain valuable

work experience, training

provided, references available.

Study abroad in London! Meet

the program representative from

Ithaca College on Thursday,

October 11, 1990, Womer lobby

from 1 130 to 1 30. Everyone is

invited to stop by!

ACM Florence! Early

applications forACM semester in

Florence, Fall, 1991 ar edue

October 8, 1990. The final

deadline is March 15, 1991. For
more information or an

application, please contact Susan

Ashley, Palmer 206, ext. 6529 or

Sandy Papuga, Palmer 212, ext

6523.

«^
WE DELIVER

ONE LARGE PIZZA
The Special"

$7.99
Pk*up or Delivery

' UmiKS VIZZA 1990 •Expiru 1 0/15/90
'

TWO SMALL PIZZAS

I
Cheese & 1 -Item + 1 Quart Pop

|

I $7,4,9 I

!
PktajporDellvsry I

j
LOWS PIZZA 1990 Empires 10/15/90

635-5565
i 1

[j
FOUR LARGE PIZZAS

I;
With Cheese & One Item

>$1Q.95
Pickup or Oel'rvsry

^^B^ MbrorMalchl Doubte Cheese E»cluded.

yLOWL'S (PIZZA 1990 Enyirts 1 0/15/90

Tiy One of Our
Flavored Pizza Crusts!

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original * Sesame Seed
* Buttered " Poppy Seed
* Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at time

of purchase.

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday: 1 1 AM - 11 PM
V Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight J

Chicago Urban Studies
ft

Information meeting for a

interested in attending the!

1991 semester of theAQJ
Studies Program in Chicatf

Friday, October 12, 11XM
215.

Achtung! There will be a I

German movie shown in |

German House on Thu

11, at 730pm Title: Rosa
|

Luxemburg. Everybody

welcome. Contact person:!

Fritz, ext. 6224.

Alumni Career Panel, coj

hearCC graduates talk abf

"What I did with my lib

degree." Friday, Oct. 5, 1

1

Gaylord. Don't miss this I

opportunity!

Teach for American InfoW^
Session, sign up at Careel

Monday, Oct. 8, 430, Wo|
B. Montague, x6893.

Personals
Death row prisoner cam

male, age 44, desires

correspondence with eith L
or female college students

to form a friendly relation I

and more or less exchang

experiences and ideas. Wi P.

answer all letters and exel

pictures. Prison rules reqt

full name and return addi

the ou tside of the envelop

Thank you, Jim Jeffers, Bo
ng

38604, Florence, AZ 85232
]

ca
-

Julie—I'm glad that we g j ln

straightened out. Hope tii Ljj

well in the mountains. Re n jn

to play "Stand Back" at &\ mn
high decibel level in your

J's Motor Hotel
and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 North Nevada

Special Student Rates, including Utilitii

& Satellite TV

635-5513

Taylor Travt

With affordable prices right

around the corner and down thi

block a little

There's no reason to go

anywhere else.

incorporated

est.1969

"Your campus travel agency"

818 n. Tejon
636-3871
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#)ree members resign in wake of decision

Refusal to divest leads to committee conflict
Hjustin Blum
^ff Writer

ree members of the All-

ipus Committee on
jective Divestment resigned

the Committee following

Board of Trustees' decision

to divest in companies

ing business in South

ica, said Committee Chair

t Hecox.

the past two weeks Shove
plin Bruce Coriell,

inistrator Nancy Kent, and
nus Julie Andrews each

igned from the All-Campus
mittee.

ie announcement of the

d's decision has also

pted student groups to

in planning protests.

lege Citizens Active for

|ce (CCAP) along with the
:k Student Union (BSU)
« to organize a joint

lonsrration when Trustees
im for a meeting in

iember, according to CCAP
ler Arwin Wilder.

Chaplain hopes to further divestment

In his letter of resignation to

the Board, Coriell said: "What
disappoints me most about
your response to the All-

College Committee
recommendation is not the

nature of your decision, but

your refusal to engage the

crucial question of college

values as they relate to

investment practices. The text

of your resolution, and by
some accounts the substance of

your deliberations lacked any
reference to such discussion."

In a Tuesday interview,

Coriell said his "biggest hope
is that my resignation will

cause Trustees to think about

college values." Coriell also

hopes that his resignation will

allow him "to better serve the

college by participating more
closely with campus groups
that intend to keep this an
important issue before the

Colorado College

community."

Administrator Nancy Kent

cited frustration with the

Board's decision as the reason
she resigned. When asked abut
the likelihood the Board will

divest in the near future, she

said: "I think we're beating our
heads against the wall... I don't

think anything will happen.

Alumnus Julie Andrews
claims she did not resign as a

direct result of the Board's

decision. "I'm just kind of

burned out...my part was
really boring," she said.

Andrews also felt she did not

have enough time to "do the

Committee justice."

"I'm sympathetic to their

reasons for resigning but don't

think it will send a message to

the Board. ..It's just running

away from a problem that still

exists," Hecox said.

Hecox is unsure of the

committee's future. "We need
some time to think if anything

useful can be done," he said.

Hecox left open the possibility

that the Committee may
disband as a result of the

Board's decision. "It wouldn't

. nyCarchman/ThcCalalysl
College Chaplin Bruce Coriell resigned from the All-Campus Cominiltee
on Selective Divestment following the College's decision nol lo divesl.

ause through committee resignation
An open letter to the Board of Trustees
written by College Chaplin, Bruce Coriell,

October 9, 1990.

Your recent decision to reject the recom-
ndation of the All-College Committee on
ective Divestment that the College divest
-'f of Caterpillar, Johnson & Johnson and
nnesota Mining & Manufacturing stock
szles me. During my two years at Colorado
'lege, i have been amazed by the desire and
ability of the members of the Board of
stees to listen to the concerns of the
orado College community. Never before,
'* * worked at a college where students are
ered regular and meaningful access to the
3rd of Trustees. Never before, have I

rked at a college where the Board of
stees called special meetings or changed
-ting dates to allow for greater participa-

Jjrom the campus community.
What puzzles me is how this same group
' d fail to hear the primary argument

presented to them by the All-College Commit-
tee on Selective Divestment. In your resolution

rejecting the All-College Committee recom-

mendation you support the appropriateness of

a "I" rating on the Statement of Principles

(formerly the Sullivan Principles) for each of

the three companies in the College's portfolio

which conduct business in South Africa.

However, for varying reasons, the Statement

of Principles was not the basis of our chal-

lenge. Rather we focused on your original

instruction to our committee that "The Board
shall consider, but not be limited to the

following criteria, in making its decisions as to

whether or not a challenged company's activities

are compatible with the central values of the

College [italics mine]." Thus our discussion

centered on identifying the central values of

the College and applying them to a consider-

ation of the activity of individual corporations.

What disappoints me most about your
response to the All-College Committee

Please see Coriell on page 4.

be worth going back to the

Board with the existing

guidelines and criteria for

divestment," he added.

Despite a challenge from the

All-Campus Committee, the

Board last month voted not to

divest over $6 million worth of

stock in Caterpillar, 3M, and
Johnson and Johnson, each of

which maintain sizeable

operations in South Africa.

Campus groups are unsure

of students' concern about the

issue of divestment. "I would
imagine most of the campus is

pretty apathetic," said Greg
Gale, a member of Democratic

Socialists. His group is against

the decision, but is not

planning any protests.

Wilder believes it is unlikely

a large number of students

will become actively involved.

"We might have 50 [students

participate in the December
demonstration!, but I would
hope we could get a lot more
than that," she said.

One tool Wilder and Coriell

hope to use to pressure the

Board to divest is a special

student/alumni bank account.

The money in the account,

donated by those supporting

divestment, will be given to

the college after all South

African stocks are sold. "If a

substantial number of seniors

were to put a gift in that

account, that would send a

message," said Coriell.

Coriell also suggested

inundating the All-Campus
Committee with stock

challenges. "If 400 people sent

in challenges to the three

companies, that would be

sufficient [to attract the

Board's attention]," said

Coriell, adding that it would
be highly unlikely.

Hecox is irritated by student

apathy. "The students arc not

engaged — it's not something

that happened ten years ago —
it's happening now," he said.

"This should be tearing at the

fabric of the college," he

added, holding a picture from

an April 11th, 1990 edition of

the New York Times of a South

African shantytown being

bulldozed.

He pointed to the caption:

"Municipal workers bulldozed

more than 60 squatter shacks,

leaving more than 130 blacks

homeless. ..Police with semi-

automatic weapons and tear

gas launchers guarded the

bulldozers while residents

removed belongings and

salvaged building materials

from their homes."

"We've slept through the

crisis in South Africa for too

long— we can't keep pushing

the snooze button thinking

we'll sleep ten more years...we

need to act and act now," said

Coriell.
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Mysterious
ailment disrupts

Armstrong work
CC students and staff afflicted

By Marc Phillips

Staff Writer

Something is wrong in

Armstrong Hall - a mysteri-

ous irritant is causing a

sickness among those who
frequent the building and

both staff and students have

been afflicted. Symptoms
such as headaches, watery

eyes, and fatigue have been

reported by the mysterious

ailment's victims. Recently,

two staff members, including

Gail House, Supervisor of

Central Service had to be

relocated to Cossitt Hall from

the Armstrong basement

following a doctor's recom-

mendation after complaining

of the aforementioned

symptoms. CC senior Sarah

Blexrud has reported getting

headaches and a sore throat

while attending her English

class, which is located on the

second floor in Armstrong.

Though her headache

rapidly subsides upon

exiting the building, the sore

throat persists into the day.

Aubrey Hord, also a senior in

a Armstrong English class,

has complained of watery

eyes while in the building.

There is definitely a

problem with Armstrong

Hall. The CC administration

has been battling the elusive

antigen for the past two

years at a cost of $200,000.

All attempts to make
Armstrong safe have met

with frustrating defeat. An
interview with Thomas
Wenzlau, Vice President for

Business & Finance, revealed

the details of the many
efforts aimed at finding and

removing the problem. The
many courses of action taken

include the removal of dust

caused by the flaking off of

an encapsulant used to

isolate asbestos. Although

the asbestos remains safely

contained, the material used

to cover the asbestos was
also sprayed on the sur-

rounding metal, and it was
this overspray that turned

into a dust which becomes
very alkaline when exposed

to water. When people

became sick in 1988, it was
this dust that was suspected

to be the culprit. A program
implemented in the spring of

1989, involving the power
vacuuming of the dust which
had accumulated above the

ceiling panels, replacement

of those panels, and a coating

of paint over the panels

proved futile as the problems

persisted into the next year.

Undaunted, the CC adminis-

tration then looked into the two

hydraulic elevators as possible

causes. It was discovered that

the hydraulic oil in the elevators

was long overdue for a change.

A chemical analysis revealed a

small amount of toluene, a

substance similar to benzene,

though less toxic, that was
present within the fluid. Tolu-

ene was deemed an eligible

candidate in the quest for the

mystery irritant.

The oil was replaced, all

holes in the elevator shaft were

filled, and new exhaust systems

were installed. Armstrong air

conditioning is now hooked up

to a filtering system comparable

to those used in hospital operat-

ing rooms. The administration

even installed new high pow-

ered fans in the restrooms.

Although this may have im-

proved the usually noxious

bathroom odor, it did little to

alleviate the main problem.

The constantly expanding

list of futile attempts entail: the

installation of humidifiers,

redecorating the rooms whose

occupants have been afflicted,

green plants, a no smoking rule

in the building, and the sealing

of underground tunnels leading

into the basement. Tests of air

and dust samples for carbon

monoxide, carbon dioxide, and

formaldehyde all showed up
negative. Though the problem

continues to plague many, the

National Institute for Occupa-

tional Safety & Health (NIOSH)
has commended Colorado

College for its actions and feels

that the administration is doing

everything possible in order to

keep the human health hazard

to a minimum.
Aside from time, money,

and frustration, the elusive

irritant has caused the closure of

the Armstrong mail room,

which had been located in the

basement, where most of the

problems had been reported. It

has been relocated to Worner
and Cossitt, and Mr. Wenzlau

does not foresee its return to

Armstrong in the future. Other

facilities, including admission

offices, drama rooms, and the

Administrative Computer
Center continue to function.

Though the future looks bleak

in the search for the cause of the

sickness, there is a bright side.

The Print Shop, located in the

basement of Armstrong, which
has been closed for the past two
years has recently been re-

opened complete with a new
ventilating system. The admin-

istration is constantly searching

for the problem and looking for

ways to rid Armstrong Hall of

its irritating reputation.

News Briefs
CC drama department presents Shakespeare

Shakespeare's insightful and playful comedy Love's Labor's Lost will be presented by the

Colorado College drama and dance department Oct. 18-21.

Performances will be at 8 pm on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Oct. 18-20 and at 3 pm oij

Sunday, Oct. 21. The play will be in Armstrong Theater and tickets are available to the public I

for $5, at the door or at Womer Campus Center in advance. (The play is free to students and

employees with CC ID.)

For more information contact Tom Lindblade at 389-6469.

Griffis/Blessing, Inc. transfers real estate leases
The city's second largest commercial brokerage firm will drop its commercial and residen-

1

tial sales and leasing departments, effective Oct. 1.

What does this change mean for Griffis/Blessing residents attending Colorado College?

"With an increased emphasis on providing residents with excellent service, Ian and I will be

reviewing policies of vital interest to our student residents, such as security deposits and

maintenance requests. And, as always, we ask that residents call our office with their com-

plaints andsuggestions," says Blessing.

Griffis/Blessing will transfer its commercials sales and leasing listings to Hoff & Leigh,

Inc. (Real Estate Brokers). Contact number for Griffis/Blessing, (719)520-1234.

Shaw Bell Choir to perform at CC today
The clear, resonant music of the Dorothy Shaw Bell Choir will fill Packard hall this

afternoon in a free and public concert which begins at 5:15 pm.

The 32 member group from Fort Worth, Texas, is one of the world's most experienced and I

best known bell choirs. Concert appearances have included the Kennedy Center in Washing-
f

ton, DC, the Vatican (for Pope John Paul II), Carnegie Hall in New York, and Westminster

Abbey in England.

The concert is sponsored by the college's Leisure Program.

WES coffee and lecture planned
The Woman's Educational Society is hosting a fall coffee on Thursday, October 25, at 9:30

j

am in Packard Hall. The event is free and open to the public.

Following refreshments. Professor Carol Neel of the CC history department will give a talk!

entitled "Suffering and Women's Empowerment." The discussion will center on the ways in

which authors Dhuoda and Julian of Norwich saw positive value in spiritual and physical

suffering.

For information on joining the WES or on their programs, call Margaret Hillman at 389-

6462,

Professor Monroy to discuss Southwest
CC history professor Doug Monroy will discuss aspects of early California in a luncheon

address Tuesday, Oct. 23 in Gaylord Hall. Cost of the noon luncheon is $8.50 and reserva-

tions must be made by October 19, by calling 389-6649. For the event, sponsored by the

college's Hulbert Center for Southwestern Studies, Monroy will discuss his new book (due

out in October), Thrown Among Strangers.

WE DELIVER
ONE LARGE PIZZA

The Special"

$7.99
# pit

Pckupor Delivery

COUPE'S PIZZH 1990 Expires 11/15/90'

TWO SMALL PIZZAS
y

Cheese & 1 -Item + 1 Quart Pop
g

$ -7.49 ;;

§ plus tax

Pickup or Delivery

I

' LOWE'S TIZZSH 1990 Expires 11/15/901

635-5565
1

1

(1
FOUR LARGE PIZZAS
With Cheese & One Item

$1Q-95
I J7 plus lax

Pckup or Deliver,'

March! Double Cheese Excluded.

LOUIE'S VIZZA 1990 Expires 11/15/90,

Try One of Our
Flavored Pizza Crusts!

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original * Sesame Seed
* Buttered * Poppy Seed
* Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at time

of purchase.

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday: 11 AM- 11 PM
\^ Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight .
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Foreign Studies Fair set for next Monday
L, Wcndv Anderson experience to her minor, nm^-*.™ „ .~ ..... ^ ^ t- ~. . .

*By Wendy Anderson
I

Staff Writer

On Monday October 15th,

Office of International

ograms is sponsoring a

ireign Studies Fair from 4:30

i:30 in the Worner Center.

gy Shields, director of

Foreign Studies says the fair is

for first year students, to get

Rem thinking about a

program early enoughto plan

it into their major, as well as

for any other students on

campus interested in foreign

study-

Although students are

Ricouraged to incorporate

•their study abroad into their

major, this is not always the

Hrse. Philosophy major

Jtachel Guilbeau went on the

London/Florence program

sponsored by ACM in 1989,

Kid related her foreign

experience to her minor.

Although the work load was
demanding, Rachel does not

regret going. "It was an
experience," she says, "It has
made my studies at Colorado
College more complete."

Rachel is part of the 23% of CC
students who go abroad
during their college career.

With the increase in

information on foreign

programs, the college hopes to

raise this percentage.

Three types of foreign

programs are open to CC
students. ACM, or Associated

Colleges of the Midwest,
operated out of Chicago, offers

a wide variety of foreign

programs. Because ACM is

sponsored by CC, credits

transfer easily and financial

aid is provided for those in

need. The language

department at CC also offers

programs open to students

with comprehensive language
skills. Programs go to places

like France, Germany and
Mexico. The nonaffiliated

programs require research

and planning on the part of the

individual student. These
programs are not sponsored
by the College and therefore

do not receive financial aid,

although there are other

sources available.

Nonaffiliated programs
provide a large range of

opportunities in nearly all

points of interest that a student

might have. If a student is

interested in pursuing one of

these programs, the Office for

International Programs,

upstairs in Worner, provides

the necessary assistance. Tiggy
Shields runs the office and is

very knowledgeable and eager

to assist students.

Foreign Study is open to all

students at CC, whether for a
semester, a year, or only a

summer. Every part of the

world is accessible, and in

many cases, knowing a

language is not required.

Studying in any new culture is

an illuminating and exciting

experience.

Alfrado Villegas from Costa
Rica is an English Linguistics

major and is spending a year
at Colorado College. Alfrado

feels that "there is so much to

leam from a different culture,

especially a culture like

America." Alfrado has come
here to enhance his major and
"see the Grand Canyon."

Karine Tempier, from
France and head resident of

the French House is also here

for a year. "But it is not

enough time," she says, "so

much to do, so much to learn!"

Tempier will be teaching

intermediate French sixth

block and she currently

teaches French adjunct.

The opportunities for foreign

study are endless. Everyone
should take the time to

research the programs offered

at CC. We have a wonderful
staff willing to help, and most
would agree a foreign

program enhances the

educational experience.

The Foreign Studies Fair

this Monday will consist of

various students who have
participated in different

foreign study programs.

Twenty-one countries will be
represented as well as off-

campus programs that take

place in the United States.

Students will be sharing their

experiences, and providing

information to all interested

students. Don't miss it!

'leadershop Workshop Series

Resources available to transform student ideas into reality
lecond workshop reveals several options for CC students with creative ideas
iffy Kraig Uhl

Brlave you ever heard a great

speaker and wondered why
i SC has not invited that

speaker to come here? Seen a

band that is destined to be the

next Rolling Stones and want

to have them play at CC while

they are still cheap? Or just

had a great idea to enhance
our community here at CC?
Now is your chance to make it

happen.

The second Leadershop

Workshop, given by Jody
Shear, one of the organizers of

the Leadershop, Rick Levine,

Chair of the Budget

Committee for CCCA, and Gill

Walker, a member of the

Leisure Program, was all about

resources to make the

aforementioned ideas, and
others like them, reality. The
first source of money is the

venture grant program. The
best known part of this

program is the student

research portion. There is a

KROM THE DIRECTOR OF "THE UNBEARABLE LIGHTNESS OF BEING'

COMPLETELY UNCUT IN
ITS ORIGINAL VERSION.

"AN EROTIC MASTERPIECE.
Philip Kaufman has done something remarkable.
He has made a genuinely erotic film that

celebrates a woman's sexual awakening
with unabashed enthusiasm."

total of $16,000 dollars

allocated for the year in this

area that has, in the past,

included a trip to Costa Rica
tor one lucky student. The

program will cover costs for

lodging, plane tickets, and
other expenses. For some
projects it is possible to get

academic credit. Applicants

for this program will need six

copies of a letter of

recommendation from a

professor, their transcript, and
the general application form

that can be picked up in the

Dean's Office.

Another part of the Venture

Grant Program is a $7000

budget for participation in a

conference. These conferences

can be near or far as long as

the student can prove benefit

to the CC community that will

result from their attendance. A
letter of recommendation from

a professor and the general

application form are needed
for this type of project.

The third portion of the

Venture Grant Program is a

$16,000 budget to bring in

Visiting Professors for a short

period of time. To apply for

this only the general

application form is needed.

The committee that decides

where the money will be

allocated for the Venture Grant

Program meets only on the

third Wednesday of each block

and proposals must be in by

the second Friday of the block.

Last year the funds ran out by

the end of the fourth block so

it is a very good idea to submit

proposals as early as possible.

The Leisure Committee has a

budget of $25,000 that usually

runs out by the fifth block, this

group will support parties,

dances, concerts, and other

forms of social activities. This

committee meets on the first

three Wednesdays of each

Activities Funding
Venture Funds-

•$16,000 tor research
•$7,000 lor conferences
• $16,000 to bring in

visiting professors

Leisure Program-$25,000

CCCA-$26,000

block at 12 in 211 in the

Worner Center. Proposals

should be in two weeks before

they are reviewed, but in

special cases a rush vote will

be taken to decide if money
will be awarded.

The space for the social

activity should be reserved

and the event must be free for

students. If tickets are

necessary the student body
must have access to the

majority of them.

CCCA also has money, to

the tunc of $26,000, available

for student programs. The
Budget Committee meets on

the first and third Mondays of

the block at 3:30 in the CCCA
office. The general application

form, the same as mentioned

above, must be submitted by

the Friday before the

application is reviewed. On
the next Tuesday at 3:30 in

Gaylord Hall at the CCCA
meeting the applicant will be

asked to present the project to

the council which will vote on

it.

Levine was very adamant in

stressing the fact that CCCA is

looking for new ideas and

programs. He also pointed out

that it might be possible to

receive grants from all three of

the sources, or to try other

sources if one has rejected an

idea or is out of funds.

Remember to try and tap

everyone to get a great idea

rolling.
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Updates from the nation 's senatorial, house, and gubernatorial races -

Political notes across the nation
By JasonJams
Washington Coirespondent

Governors '90

Alabama:

Poll: A(9/26) Mason Dixon Poll

showed Gov. Guy Hunt (R) with

52%, and AJ Education Assn. chief

Paul Hubbert (D) at 39%: Margin

of error +/- 35%.

Hunt Lashes Out: "After

months of barely acknowledging

his opponents existence," Hunt

'launched two [TV] commercials

attacking" Hubbert "over teacher

testing and political donors." (John

Mangels, Birmingham News.) The

Hunt ads accuses Hubbert of

"Opposing teacher tests advocated

by Hunt" and of accepting

campaign contributions from

"ultra-liberal" unionsand

"Gambling interests" The ads

marked a turning point in the

Hunt campaign strategy, which

until now had been to avoid

directly mentioning his opponent.

Hubbert spokesman Michael

Tucker called (heads, "Negative,

malicious, falseand misleading,"

and called for their withdrawal.

(10/2)

Illinois;

Poll:A(10/3)WLS-TV

(Chicago) poll showed Attorney

General Neil Hartigan (D) with

42%, and Sec of State Jim Edgar

(PO at 43%: Margin of error +//-

3%.

NoMore Tax and Spend Derru

After 14 years of a GOP gov.,

Hartigan "wants to redefine what

it means to be a Democrat in IL.

"IP]romising to cut taxes, cut

government waste and improve

education," he says, "You don't

have any idea ofhow exactly I

intend to tear this government

apart" (Kathleen Best, St. Louis

Post-Dispatch.) Edgar has given

him "powerful ammunition: by

saying '89/s temporary 20%

increase in the income tax should

be made permanent." Though

advocates of increased taxes may
appear to some as responsible

governors there is a modem
political reality bluntly defined by

GOP committeeman Don Totten;

"the campaign trail is strewn with

the corpses of candidates who said

we need to raise taxes." (9/30)

Oregon:

Robert Gains on Frohnmayer.

The Portland Oregonian poll,

conducted 9/25 - 3*3 by Griggs-

Anderson Research, surveyed 600

registered voters; margin of error

+/-4%. Candidates: AG Dave

Frohnmayer (R), Sec. of State

Barbara Roberts (D). Frohnmayer,

now 44%, on 8/22-27, 45%.

Roberts, now 43%, on 8/22-27, 38.

Senate Update

Iowa:

Candidates battle for elderly

vote. 'The battle for votes of

Iowa's senior citizens escalated

Tuesday" when Sen. Tom Harkin

(D) unveiled a TV ad accusing

Rep. Tom Tauke (R) of "Being at

the forefront of a relentless aHack

on Social Security." (David

Yepsen, Des Moines Register.) The

ad points out Tauke was the "only

Iowan to vote no on saving Social

Security from bankruptcy."

Tauke'snew ad criticizes Harkin

for voting for the 1988

Catastrophic Health-Care Act, a

bill which would have provided

additional health-care benefits for

the elderly, but was rejected

because some believed it would

unjustly tax its recipients. (10/2)

Massachusetts:

David S&L Paul: Kerry Shackle?

Candidates: Sen. John Kerry (D),

developerJim Rappaport (R). In

recent weeks Rappaport has

blasted Kerry for appointing

David Paul (under investigation

for S&L fraud) to a fundraising

post in the Democratic party (1987-

88) when Kerry headed the

Democratic Senatorial Committee.

Kerry spokesman Doug Whiting:

"John Kerry never accepted a

nickel from David Paul and when

(the bank he ran) asked for help

from Congress, John Kerry voted

against that request." (Beverly

Ford, Boston Herald.) Most polls

show Kerry leading Rappaport by

10 points.

South Dakota:

Muenster ad attacks Pressler

vote on elderly.

Poll: A Market Strategies poll,

conducted 9/28-30, showed Sen.

Larry Pressler (R) with 63% to

Businessman Ted Muenster's (D)

30%. Margin of error +/-45%.

Muenster began running a new

TV ad Monday attacking Pressler

for "voting against Social Security

and Medicare 22 times." (Conine

Quote of the week: "A

thousand points of

spite."—House minority

Leader Bob Michel on

the budget vote, CBS

Olson, Soix Falls Argus Leader.) The

Muenstercampaign also released

a Senate public financial disclosure

report which showed Pressler was
in LasVegas to receive $2000 for a

speech while the Senate voted to

restore $800M in Social Security

funding. Pressler: "You don't win

votesby trying to scare senior

citizens." (10/2)

House Races

GA 10: Rep. Doug Bamard's(D)

campaign produced a copy of a

federal financial disclosure form

that lists Sam Jones' (R) 1989

household income over $50,000

but Jones' 1989 tax returns show

income of $37X173. Jones' manager

Scott Place says that business

expenses account for the

discrepancies between the two

reports; Jones was not available to

comment on Barnard's findings

CA 37: Actor Ralph Waite (D) is

mailingmock checks for$5K to

100K household in Riverside, CA
to "represent a family's share" of

paying off the S&L scandal. The

checks are accompanied by a letter

from Waite criticizing opponent

Rep. Al McCandless (R) for not

being responsible in Congress on

the S&L issue; the checks are made
out to the US Treasury in care of

McCandless and signed by each

recipient family (Riverside Press-

Enterprise, 10/6).

OR 5: Mike Kopetski (D) "can't

believe" that Rep. Denny Smith

(R) was campaigning inOR
Saturday while the other four

Oregon members were in

Congress struggling to come to a

budget agreement in DC. Smith

said he doesn't "see a bill or a vote

that's necessary to go back for" yet

"1 don't care what he says. I, in

fact, aman elected

representative-.I was elected to do

what I think is best" (Salem

Statesman Journal, 10/7).

Editor's Note: Candidates have

become poll junkies. They have

acquired an insatiable hunger for

statistical evidence of their

progress or lack of it Pollshave

become important advisors in

political campaigns, and as such

the media is obligated to report on

them. Be warned, polls are not as

scientifically accurate as they claim

to be! Polls are conducted by

randomly phoning "sample

groups" of 300 to 1000 people, it is

up to you whether to believe the

opinions of the few who represent

the many.

Margin of Error In nineteen out

of twenty cases the margin defines

the range of error in any given

percentage. For ex. a 30% with a

margin of +/-3% could, in

nineteen out of twenty cases, lie

anywhere between 27% and 33%.

recommendation is

not the nature of your

decision, but your refusal to

engage the crucial question

of College values as they

relate to investment prac-

tices. The text of your
resolution and by some
accounts the substance of

your deliberations lacked

any reference to such

discussion. The All-College

Committee has proposed
the following values which
affect the investment poli-

cies of the College: support
of basic human rights; anti-

discrimination; non-harass-

ment; the value of diversity;

and the importance of

global and local community
relations. I encourage the

Board of Trustees to iden-

tify the values by which
they decided that Caterpil-

lar, Johnson & Johnson and

Minnesota Mining & Manu-
facturing are "good corpo-

rate citizens."

I have offered my
resignation as a member of

the All-College Committee
on Selective Divestment to

President Riley. I do so not

out of anger or frustration,

but out of a sense of hope
that it will allow me to

better serve the College by
participating more closely

with campus groups that

intend to keep this impor-

tant issue before the Colo-

rado College community.
Two years ago, in a report

to the Board of Trustees on
"A Vision of the Chaplaincy
at the Colorado College" I

wrote, "The primary role of

the Chaplain is to develop
an identity as a person
whose prime concern is the

good of the Colorado

College community. [Part of

this identity includes]

questioning the ethical and
religious implications of the

actions of the College and
envisioning creative alter-

natives." In this spirit, I

leave the All-College Com-
mittee, but remain commit-
ted to the question of

College values and invest-

ment practices. I wish the

All-College committee
wisdom as they continue

their important work and
the Board of Trustees

openness to creative efforts

which "encourage continu-

ing College dialogue on
conditions in South Africa."

Faithfully,

Bruce R. Coriell

College Chaplain

CC NARAFm
protests H
Souter
nomination
By Jennifer Jose

Staff Writer

The first National

Abortion Rights Action

League meeting of the year I

was held at the Womer
Center, Tuesday at 7 pm.

Wearing black to protest tl

nomination and

confirmation of Judge

David Souter into the US

Supreme Court, NARAL
members visibly voiced

their opposition. "We're

protesting Judge Soutcr's
i

, nomination because he has|

avoided the question of

abortion rights, and we k

that our right to choose

could be in jeopardy," said I

member Arden Trewartha|

In their protest, NARAL
members designated

Tuesday, October 9, as

National Mourning Day.

At the meeting, memben

I

discussed future activities f
Together with the Feminist!

Collective, NARAL plansM
have a rally seventh block

f
which they will call "A
Week of Education." The

members hope to

encourage registered

students to vote for

candidates who support

pro-choice views, such as
\

Daphne Greenwood whoi|

running for district office, iri

upcoming elections.

Another goal they hope to I

accomplish is the rewriting

of the sexual harassment

policy.

"Our long term goal is to

educate the campus about I

abortion rights and get

more students on campus I

involved," said Arden.

Coriell resignation letter to committee
continued from page 1

til Taylor Travel

The Travel Experts!

(719)636-3871
|

818N.Tejon
|

Colorado Springs, CO 80903 '
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Iwiitnni and students party

Homecoming rallies school spirit and fun
By Rob

Gard

]1| guess I was at the

lice, but I don't remember

iow I got there" -

ierheard on Sunday

Irning following the

lance.

mt's true that we all had
ar

iur own little problems this

iast
Homecoming, but the

jmbined efforts of the

^Sdent/ Alumni

association (S/AA), the

mr. Cheerleading Team,

nd the C.C. Zoo, made this

[most exciting and

Erited Homecoming seen

K.C. in decades.

Bhe ever-familiar influx of
35 Iumni and parents began

ng Worner Center as

[y as Thursday.

t was outrageous!" said

ecoming Chairperson
aHjfi Prochaska.

Khe older crowd

Rticipated in the various

Bvities traditionally

Rnged for them,

^minions, tours, and just

* )me good old-fashioned
151 lingling took up a good
Portion of their time. An
< Kasional workshop or

Biinar helped remind
lem of what college life is

ice.

The roles of the alumni
ra parents were pretty

fuch the same as usual, but
[for the students...

H'Head cheerleader Dave
,ir swell, a sophomore,

thought that last year's

Homecoming only vaguely
defined students' role. So
he, with the other members
of the C.C. cheerleading
team, joined with the C.C.
Zoo to revive the dormant
Spirit Rally.

The purpose of the Spirit

Rally was, according to

Hewell, to have "C.C.
students supporting fellow

C.C. students [namely the

athletic teams)" but it was
also to have some "fun."

Although the attendance
(250-300) and the

composition of the crowd
("few new faces") were
somewhat of a

disappointment, the people
that showed up
"overwhelmed" the

cheerleaders and the

athletes (women's
volleyball and soccer; men's
football) with their

enthusiasm.

The cheerleaders couldn't
even hear the music to their

"funky Janet Jackson" type
dance. To make matters
worse, (or better as the case
may be) the rally called for

activities to vocalize the

crowd. The cheerleaders
went ahead with the skit as
planned, and many lost

their voices at the Spirit

Rally.

The fired-up crowd went
from the Spirit Rally to the

S/AA-sponsored bonfire
and dispersed about a half

CLASSY POSE-Spirited students sport Homecoming attire before the dance last Saturday night.

Courtesy of Meghan Mullen

an hour later.

One of the main events of

Homecoming is the athletic

games. Beautiful weather
cooperated with C.C.'s fine

athletes to bring about one
of the winningest

Homecomings in recent

memory. The alumni and
parents were happy to see
that C.C. is starting a

winning althletic tradition.

They were also pleasantly
surprised to see the new-
found school spirit,

exemplified in the

"underwear men" who
spelled out the word
TIGERS as the crowd went

wild at the football game.
The much-anticipated

Homecoming Dance was
held for the last time at the

Broadmoor. The dance was
across the Broadmoor
grounds in response to the

problems of last year's

Winter Formal. People
were swept off their feet in

the Colorado Room with
orchestra music, while
having their feet stepped on
in the crowded Ice Arena.
Homecoming '90 drew

from the past with the Spirit

Rally. It drew from the

present with the winning
teams. It looked forward to

the future and the new
traditions that will be made
when the dances will be
held at the Antlers.

The alumni and parents
once again enjoyed
themselves. The students
found new spirit and
identity through the efforts

of the C.C. Cheerleading
Team, the C.C. Zoo, S/AA,
and many other groups on
campus. All the groups
involved were excited by
what they saw, and arc

anxiously looking forward
to next year's Homecoming
—which they arc certain

will be even better.

DRC outfits students, leads campers
Eflchelle Santos

I Writer

aping camping? Need
&>ment or advice on good
Ks to hike?

-The ORC (Outdoor
"Creation Committee)

Jprnent room, in Cossitt

^Hnent, can help you with

your trip. "Check here before

you check anywhere else/'

advised ORC room staff

member Dawson Farr. "We're
a lot cheaper than Mountain
Chalet."

The equipment room is open
from 1-3 pm Monday through

Friday during the block, and
on Monday and Tuesday of

block break. Students needing

gear outside of those hours

may leave a message at ext.

6766.

Students maay rent camping
gear and cross-country skis,

boots, and poles from O.R.C.

at extremely low rates.

Backpacks, tents, bike helmets,

sleeping bags, and water

bottles are the frequently

rented items.

The ORC members staffing

the room can also help by
providing maps of the region,

trial maps and advice on
camping and hiking. "We're a

valuable resource," said

member Josh Munson.
Then, of course, there's the

great Seventies ambiance that

graces the ORC room courtesy

of their vintage eight-track

player. The staff members
suggest that anyone who "has

any eight-tracks the/ re

willing to donate should come
down here." The music, added
Farr, is capable of sending

anybody into "a disco fury."

Last block break ORC
outfitted 140 FOOT (Freshman

Outdoor Orientation Trip)

members with camping gear,

which temporarily strained the

availability of some of the

equipment. The staff doesn't

expect any shortages to occur

for the rest of the year,

however. This winter, ski

tuning will also be available,

for a $15 fee.

The ORC room and ORC are

overseen and funded by the

Leisure Program. The
proceeds from rentals

generally pay for the repair.

cleaning, and replacement of

equipment, said Leisure

Program supervisor Dorothy
Phillips.

ORC's principal function is

leading outdoor trips. The
committee subsidizes the

expenses of the group leaders,

and participating students arc

charged a fee to help defray

the costs of gas and food.

Said Phillips, "In the past

five years ORC has really

taken off. I'm very impressed

with the students in the

organization—they're serious

about being in it for the good
of the students. ..It's a serious

program."

The gravity of the program
was not evident in the

equipment room, however.

"It's a great place!" said staff

members. "Come by for the

fun party atmosphere and the

disco tunes."

ORC rental rates: First price

= day rate; second price =

weekend rate; third price =

block break. Backpack,

sleeping bag, tarp, stove with

bottle, $2, $3, $5. Tents, X-

country ski package, $3, $5, $7.

Bike helmet, day pack, $2, $3,

$4. Pad, snow shovel, $1, $2,

$3. Water containers, wool
pants, $!,$!,$!.
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Time and space crunch

Miserable stress motivates students to action

Fri

By Casey Mooney
Staff Writer

Stress: the confusion

created when one's mind

overrides the body's basic

desire to choke the living

©#!* out of some ©$$*&

who desperately deserves

it.

This general definition

can be seen posted in

various C.C. dorms, but to

make it more personal (just

what you wanted, right?), a

few C.C. students added

their own definitions.

"Stress is arriving at the

airport five minutes before

your plane leaves," said

Paul Hunter, whose tone

reeked with experience.

Chris Boyle, who wasn't as

ready to laugh about a

situation of the past,

explained in a near groan,

"Stress is filling out

applications; putting

yourself on one piece of

paper." Exasperated, Leigh

Beer, block plan
draw students to

play and work

Gillette storms around her

room and mutters, "my
small room makes me
stress. Claustrophobia!"

And to Kat Anderson, the

only way to describe stress

is that it's "Absolutely,

positively miserable."

Though at first glance,

stress seems like a horrid

feeling, Wendy Titsworth,

who works 45 hours a week,

explains that she's "always

under stress, but it's a good
kind of stress. The less time

I have, the more I get done
because I don't piddle

around." Gillette titles it

the "great motivator."

"Yeah," Hunter admits.

When he has a lot of time to

do something, he finds that

time flies and "all of a

sudden you have only an

hour left and you didn't do

By Kevin Murphy
Staff Writer

Aside from the literally

mind-boggling amount of

free beer available to

impressionable, thirsty

first- year students, the

best, and perhaps most
appealing, aspect of

Colorado College is the

Block Plan.

Most first-years find the

transition from high school

to Colorado College

demanding, intensive,

thirst-quenching, and time-

consuming, but well worth

the extra effort. "The Block

Plan is the reason I'm here,"

remarked a sleepy-eyed

Theresa Strausbaugh,

otherwise known as

Ruttebegga. "With the Block

Plan you spend many hours

concentrating on one

subject, continually

reinforcing what you have

just covered. The Block Plan

makes it much easier to

learn. The only problem is

how long you retain what
you have learned."

First-year student Lisa

Records discovered that

taking a foreign language

(in her case Chinese)

created a lot of stress. Lisa

reflects thoughtfully about

her situation, "A crucial

part of the system is

keeping with the work, lest

it become overwhelming."
Overwhelming. A word

most first-years would
agree that applies to class

under the Block Plan if one
lags behind. Says Meghan
Mullen, "I've read twice as

much this past month than I

ever have in the past, and I

still have to go to class

every day in order to keep
up."

Stephen Pilcher, a junior

transfer student from
Boulder, found that it took

a few weeks to acclimate to

the responsibilities of

studying under the Block

Plan. Pilcher noted that the

"difference between the

semester system and the

Block Plan is that under the

semester system there is

always one class that can be

blown off, that acts as a

pressure valve, in order to

concentrate on more
interesting classes. With the

Block Plan it is easier to

receive good grades, yet in

the process you suffer a

good dose of growing up
because you can't blow off

your class and go party

every night."

Scott Givens, when asked

about his thoughts of the

Block Plan, replied with a

profound, yet perplexing,

"Hmmm,....well...um."

Though much time could be

spent dwelling upon Scott's

idea, we move on to a

"traumatic dilemma" faced

by Karen Zeder. Karen

came shaking from the

registrar's and her advisor's

offices after suffering the

"scary experience of trying

to fit all of the classes I

wanted to take into my
schedule." Because there

are many appealing classes

offered at Colorado College

and only so many blocks in

which to fit these classes,

Karen's trauma is

understandable.

There is also a notable

difference between teachers

in high school and at

Colorado College. Karen
Huber smiled slyly as she

remarked that the

"egocentric attitudes of my
teachers in high school

disgusted me, but at CC, the

professors are very

unselfish and helpful."

Though many differences

exist between high school

and Colorado College, most
first-years are adapting

well, and, with the added
help of much free beer

provided by an outstanding

upperclass, are enjoying

their stay at CC.

anything." After

reorganizing his thoughts

he concluded that "pressure

is good but stress is bad."

Anderson then defined

"pressure [as] when you
have a lot to get done, but

you know you can do it.

Stress is when you're not so

sure you can get it done."

"And then you wig out!"

pipes in Titsworth.

So how does one avoid

"wigging out?" "Avoid
stress like the plague, "

answers Boyle with a laugh.

Realizing that his advice is

much easier said than done,

Boyle adds that one could

"figure out your priorities

and put your energy into

the top ones. Don't stress

about the rest and realize

you can't do everything." It

still seems a little idealistic.

even to Hunter. "It's

reasonable to put stress

aside sometimes," he sa

with a look of practice

across his smile.

Gillette tries to deal

stress in the same mann

"If I could relax and g
organized, I wouldn't

stress," she explains.

'

instead I panic and stre>

Well, don't we all. Th
f

solutions seem clear, bn

blame it on human natu
Lth

you Want. Humans,
especially C.C. student;

don't have high hopesi

completely overcoming

dreaded "s" word. Gilli

final advice to this, "I gMXe

all you can do is knowt

yeah, you will stress ou

the future, but knowing

should at least help you

deal with it."

Deaf create sound poetry

Can you hear a sunset'

By

3UI

J'

Ma
the

eve

ah
hj

\d

By Sarah Hadley And look on me as queer, lowering voice... II in'

Staff Writer Because I cannot hear. Then came to me no If uc

They say I'm deaf, sounds to u ha

In the silence that the I, who hear all day hear, no word. I the

morning brings, right My throbbing heart at Now, all rerneB ox

before the purples fade, I play, bered a ho

sit and watch. The wind The song the sunset sounds that *jj en:

whispers through the sings. come to me R's

pines on the hill on my The joy of pretty things, I treasure as a 1 ppr

right. A squirrel scampers The smiles that greet my sweet, on

among the golden aspen eye. blessed memoffl on

leaves. I wonder how Two lovers passing by.

much different I would A brook, a tree, a —Guie C. Col Ih

perceive this place, if 1 bird; :ci

could not hear. What Who says I have not oyf

wonders would I discover heard? "Mute Wilderness! m

in the sunset through its Aye, tho' it must seem ra

touch, or what notes odd. Low sensual moon jij "8

would I see released as At night I oft hear God, earthpressed and b. i in

the leaves broke off of the So many kinds, I get, pale effulgence B 01

branches above. What Of happy songs, and yet distant hillbreast | m/

could I 'hear' that I can't They say I'm deaf. purpled in sn

'hear' now? —Saul N. Kessler gold

The first school for the moonkissed
deaf was founded in

Hartford, Connecticut in "Sounds" Shine golden orb icei

\
1813. Its teaching allowed the

deaf people a chance to I have forgotten many of sage

communicate through the the in solitude

written word for the first sounds, dark western night o

time. They could describe As children do, who will hermitage

how a "sunset sings", and not o lone retreat

the "echo that rebounds" stop their play
sounds. To listen to the echo that Far in the gloom a

*

The following are 3 rebounds coyote-cry plaintivewis

poems written by deaf From rustling leaves long do I stare o

poets, taken from The upon a moonspeared
Silent Muse, An Anthology windy day; sky

of Prose and Poetry By the Not pause to hear the in loneliness.

Deaf, edited by Panara, waters —Mervin D. Garrei

Robert; Denis, Taras; and 'of the shore,

*Mcfarlen, Jame, C 1960. When wading on a quiet,

sandy beach;

Who clasp their ears to If you liked these po

"They Say I'm Deaf" shut and want to see deaf

out thunder's roar, poetry in motion (sign*

They say I'm deaf, And seek in silence safety Flying Words, a group

These folks who call me from the reach comprised of a deaf p"

friends. Of vibrant sounds were and a hearing interprt 1

They do not compre- something always will be performing in

hend. heard, Armstrong on Novem'

They say I'm deaf, And give no heed to ever 2nd. Come and enjoy-
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Johnson alleviates ills through massage
foy Sally Clark

fctaff Writer

I Don't worry; massage is

lurely platonic.

W Joan Johnson of "Sports

passage of the Rockies"

Jheorizes, like Plato, that

ftvery individual must seek

E balance between the

physical and mental side of

Kjs or her being. Just as

athletes may neglect their

Intellectual potential,

Rtudents in their excessive

Tendering may let the grass

Irovv under their feet. A
Regular massage along with

fxercise and a proper diet

Ian help achieve this

Essential balance.

Joan Johnson also

champions massage
therapy's highly sensual
effect while refuting

society's frequent

association of the word
sexual with sensual.

Johnson stimulates every
sense by offering a wide
range of music from jazz to

classical, aroma therapy
(scent of oils), an airy,

lightsome and homey
atmosphere, and her expert
touch—something that is

still an "art even if you've
gone to school."

Johnson's artistry enables
her to break down initial

barriers with her clients and
acquaint herself with each

client's needs. She claims
that she can read a clients'

self-esteem from their

posture since "the body
manifests the way we feel."

Johnson works on all types
of clients such as infants,

pregnant women, students,

top athletes like Tour de
France champion Greg la

Mond, and even
octogenarians. Johnson
performs Swedish, deep
tissue, sports, and energy
work massages.

Understandably, each
type of massage has a

different effect. All of these

approaches, which lean

towards Holistic medicine,
reduce stress, improve

posture, strengthen the

immune and circulatory

systems, aid in sleeping
problems, and alleviate

numerous other problems.
Johnson has worked on

C.C. athletes and staff for a

number of years and enjoys
working with C.C. students
because of their idealistic,

motivated, and analytical

characters. Johnson
currently works with four
other licensed AMTA
(American Massage
Therapy Association)

masseuses and hopes to

increase the number of her
staff to ten. In the near
future she will expand her
work space to 1500 square

nWidvice column: Renaissance Man

feet. Her long term goals
include installing hot tubs
and a sauna to add to her
set of equipment.
She schedules her hours

by appointment 7 days a

week. C.C. students and
staff pay $25 for an hour
session. "Sports Massage of

the Rockies" is located on
723 Weber.

Johnson admits that

massage is addictive but
maintains that it is a good
form of addiction. Persons
including Meryl Streep, Lee
Iacocca, and President

George Bush have regular

massages designed to

fragment stress and put the

mind into the body.

kvoid partying at all costs to save your soul
Id— ln„«n r AJ., . :- r-.t^tion fourno! My name is

Maesura Alexander,

ii Renaissance Man. From this

point forward, I will be giving

'advice on the art of living.

[Questions of any sort

'.whatsoever should be sent

[either to The Catalyst or to

"Wox 367. Also, a note to those

[who read aloud. As I am a

'Renaissance man, I roll all my
K's," and 1 would therefore

''appreciate it if you read my
words that way. Dankeschon.

iMow to our first letter.

«pi have a friend who
accidently killed his/her
boyfriend when he/she left

Sihim/her wrapped in Saran
Wrap and duct tape for too
'long. What should he/she

bltell his/her parents? How
ishould he/she dispose of
jhim/her? He/she is starting
to smell.

(signed) a bad wrap in

Colorado

Dear wrap
First off let me say that as

a Renaissance man I feel

that it is my duty to learn

all there is to be known of

the world, within the

bounds of good taste; and,
while I applaud your friend

for trying out something
new, I think he/she is a

nasty cretin.

But I am not here to

judge, merely to advise.

First I shall answer your
second question. I know a

certain manager of a certain

food service here at The
Colorado College who
would pay quite well for

pre-tenderized filler for the

vegetarian enchilada.

In regards to your first

question, tell them nothing.

Send pictures. If they are

such horrible parents as to

raise an innocent child to

the depths of depravity,

they deserve nothing so

Get a headstart

on 1991

All Calendars

20% off

October 15-22

Bookstore Hours
Friday and Saturday

8:30 until 4:30

civilized as a letter or phone
call.

I hope that I have been of

some help in this troubling
time of yours. If you are

interested in the disposal

plan suggested, call x5666
and ask for Hildegarde.

With a hearty Adieu,
Caesura Alexander,

Renaissance Man

I have this friend who has
a problem. This friend

wonders what is the

optimum equation for

procrastinating and
drinking, i.e., what are the

best times for awakening,
napping, drinking, and
going to bed to maximize
partying and minimize
working.

(signed) Elias

Chowdahead, Alvin T.

Bailey & T. Bone Cartier aka

Fuzzy Dice

Dear Sirs or Madames,
You filthy swines! Now I

know why my
subconscious caused me to

start this column.
While I realized that I am

the epitome of

renaissanciallity, the vast

majority of The Colorado
College's students are low
to no-class beasts! It is my
duty, nay, my mission to

shine some light on your
rotten hearts and blow some
fresh air into your diseased

minds. Not to mention
pointing out bad grammar.
(You started your letter

with "\" when it should
have been "We.")
The purpose of

humankind is to educate
itself. People should always
be searching for truth and
beauty, beauty being truth

and truth being beautiful,

unless it's the truth of your
lovemaking skills.

Education is the key to

sanity and salvation.

The only reason to have
social gatherings of any
kind is to discuss

philosophy with others and
prove them wrong.
When you procrastinate

you masturbate! Naps
should be kept to a

minimum, drinking only to

experimental levels, and
what you call "partying"

should be avoided at all

costs.

Only when you realize

that minimized merry-
making and maximized
working are the paths to

happiness will you become
Renaissance men or women
like myself.

With intrepid heart,

Caesura Alexander,

Renaissance Man

I have this friend who has

a problem. He/she feels

that no one he/she hangs
out with likes him/her.

This space could be
yours!

To Advertise in The
Catalyst, call:

yer or Peter Padilla

CatalystAdvertising
632-4999 or 389-6675

While this does not surprise

him/her, he/she would like

to know a sure fire way to

test the loyalty of his/her
friends.

searching for a friend,

Droopy Spirits in Mathias
P.S. Do you want a girl

friend?

Dear Droopy,
Oh my heart cries out to

you! We two are kindred
spirits. In this world of

duplicity and sensuality, it

is the true intellectual who
suffers.

Leave your friends. They
are worthless and I would
not be surprised if their

names were Elias, Alvin

and T. Bone. Any test that 1

might suggest would only
add empirical proof that

they hate you.

Run, run I tell you. As fast

as your little legs will take

you. Run to Paris and rent

an apartment where you
can be free to think. Open
the door for no one. Have
your food delivered

through the mail slot.

Unfortunately, you have
not written me in time. This

sick society has already

poisoned you to think that

close personal relationships

arc of any worth.

The fact that you ask me
to be your boyfriend shows
me the extent of your
poisoning. Of course, I, as a

true Renaissance man have
no interest in any liasions.

Do not look at any male
or female with sex on your
mind. Think only pure

thoughts.

Memorize the periodic

table.

Incorporate Renaissance

ideals into your very soul.

For your own sake, I pray
I never converse with you
again.

With empathy,
Caesura Alexander,

Renaissance Man
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Senior spotlight f

Robison succeeds in multitude of activitief

By Averil Rothrock

Staff Writer

Deb Robison is in this

week's senior spotlight because

of her stellar involvement in

the Colorado College

community. Her activities

have included being President

of the Political Union, being a

Resident Assistant, Track

Athlete, Outdoor Recreation

Club Leader, Disparaging Eye

Editor, Admission Office

Intern, and most currently

Leisure Program Chair. The

following is an excerpt from

an interview with Deb:

When did you become
the Leisure Program Chair?

I started 8th block last

year and will work until 6th

and 7th block this year. This

is really a culmination of

everything I've done at CC.
The Leisure Program is kind

of an umbrella organization

for all different campus
activities. I am the

administrative liaison

responsible for looking at

the different groups,

helping them work on their

leadership, and trying to

make sure there is

continuity. First block I met
with all the chairs of the

different groups, now I'm

sitting in on their meetings.

Is the job what you
expected?

Yeah, it is actually.

Usually that never happens,
but this is exactly as I

thought it would be. That's

probably because Sara

Sugarman and I spent a lot

of time discussing my goals

for the Leisure Program and
what I wanted it to be. I do
a lot of work, including a

great deal of coordinating.

Most of the groups are very

sufficient and that makes
my job a lot of fun. It gives

me a chance to do special

projects and programs. I'm
working on developing an
all-campus Twister game.
I'm working on a comedy
night which will be an
evening of entertainment in

the Tiger Pit. I also want to

do a sidewalk chalk event.

We bought all this chalk,

now we're just waiting for

the weather to warm up!

How did you get

involved in this?

I usually sit down every
year and think about what
organizations I want to be
involved in next year. I was

considering editing the

Disparaging Eye again, but

that is very taxing and I

also wanted to concentrate

on grades this year. I had

lots of experience with

programming with being on

RA and doing 4H before

CC, so when Sara Sugarman

told me about the job I

decided to go for it.

Speaking of the

Disparaging Eye, were you

pleased with your work as

editor last fall?

Yes and no. I really

wanted to do something

with the quality of the

writing, and I don't think

we really pulled that off. I

learned a lot about

publishing and

management and being on

the ball. In every issue there

were some things that were

great, and there were some
things that were

incomplete.

How do you feel about

student publications on
this campus?

I really like them! CC
offers a lot of unique

opportunity for student

publications. There's a lot

of freedom to the students.

Mike Shaver is doing a

great job running Cutler

Publications. I'm always in

favor of starting something

from scratch and each

publication is what the

editor wants it to be. Some
people would argue that it

damages the continuity, but

it's invaluable experience!

Tell us about some other

organizations which you
have pursued.

Sophomore year I was
president of the Political

Union. Steph Feistner and I

had done a lot of PR work
and hosting, and I just kind

of inherited it my
sophomore year. Professor

Cook was my advisor. It

was a small group and it's

since grown. The year we
had it was kind of a

developing year. I went
through Outdoor Recreation

Club training last year. I

lead a Foot trip to

Conundrum Hot Springs

(near Aspen) first block

break. It was great! Our
group was a lot of fun. They
had some discussions which
were extremely intellectual.

I was really impressed with

each of them. I don't know,
I didn't feel intellectual as a

first year! I have all year to

lead another, I just have to

decide what I want to do.

Most of my backpacking
experience comes from the

Boundary Waters of

Minnesota, which is a lot

more lush than here, a lot

different. That makes it a

challenge for me. ORC is

something I wanted to do to

keep up with my

backpacking interest from

home. The training was
excellent, and as a junior it

was my last chance.

How long have you
competed in track?

Oh, geeze, I've run track

since the sixth grade. In

high school I ran it every

summer. I've been on the

CC team since my first year.

I did cross country, too, but

I didn't enjoy it. I'm a

sprinter. But the track team
- 1 can't express how much I

care about these people.

They are wonderful! They
have great personalities and

ingenious humor. It's

unusual for a track team to

have such a good time

together. They're usually

very competitive within the

team. It's just not that way
here with these women.
And the coach is terrific!

She puts up with a lot from

us, but she's very concerned

about you as a person. Very

encouraging.

Would you recommend
attending summer session

to CC students?

(Deb was a summer RA in

1989 and served this summer

as coordinator of summer
intramurals and Admission

Office Intern). Yes. At
summer session you would
think you were going to

school somewhere else. It's

very laid back and you have

the benefit of the summer
weather. Coordinating

summer intramurals was
fun. I tried to change the

program and soccer and
broomball were very

successful. It was very

exciting to see the summer-
start teams get together

—

they wore war paint, team
outfits, and sabotaged each

other with water balloons.

What did you get out of

the summer internship in

the Admissions Office?

Oh wow! That was an

incredible experience. The
Admission Office is full of

the most intelligent, funny

people! I learned a lot about
what schools are looking

for. I worked on a research

project, did office work, and
lead tours. My public

relations skills have soared.

Giving the tours was very

engaging. The people

(especially the parents) are

trying to get a lot of

information out of you. I try

to give prospectives a

picture of what it's like to

be here as a student,

especially under the block

plan.

How did you settle on a

major?

I had always set myself

up to do either Political

Science or Economics. I had
problems in math. And my
Economics professors

would always tell me that

t* '**»
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A SHY SMILE-Deb Robison, stellar in extracurricular activities! l"ev

is spearheading a number of programs for the campus, making I

this

her the senior spotlight. econ

Catalyst archn polit

my papers had a political

slant, and my Political

Science professors always

saw economics in my
papers. I had a difficult

time separating the two, so

I'm a Political Economy
major. My greater interest is

in the Third World, and the

problems in the Third

World are both political and
economic.

What are your plans for

the future?

I'm going into the foreign

service. I take the exam
October 27. As soon as I get

in I'll go. If I don't get in

right away, I'm looking at

corporate jobs in California.

I'd like to do some
managerial work, but there

are so many things I'm i

gove

interested in it's hard. !
peop

Is it true that you're ate Th

an artist? i
carr)

I love to draw in my snBulit

time. And I do cartoonm irnpe

Last block I took an artimbrd

and I loved it. I did well U.S.

too. It's a vent for me. [Jpm
Do you have any advii

for those just starting It!

CC careers?

Really enjoy yourselvejj

Don't do things for anycl

else but yourself. You'rim, q
here to grow up. This pll"

has so many opportuniliM qt

You can do whatever WofCo
want. CC is a unique Blink

environment and vvhile
j
skept

you're here you might asE&ude

well milk it for all its wtBrhi

COLD
FEET}}\

FLOORCRAFT has
hundreds of toe-warming

I

carpet remnants for your
|

dorm starting at $5.00

FLOORCRAFT ...

warming feet and carpetinci

Colorado College dorms]
for 48 years.

OPEN: M-F 8-5:30pm|l li
Sat: 8 -Noon |L! I

2031 W. Colorado Ave.
Colorado Springs, CO

Phone 633-7724

fflita

and Remnant WorM|f ha

loubtl
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Cuba remains last stronghold of communism
EricYarnell

Lest we be "surprised"

'awakened from our slumber)

L another Iraq, let us consider

-uba. Suppose Cuba decided

:o invade El Salvador and

,verthrow the utterly

jppressive, U.S.-backed death

quad government. Would the

j.S. then invade Cuba?

rhough I doubt this scenario,

md though I am not implying

hat Iraq's motives for

nvading Kuwait were

lecessarily progressive, there

re many reasons to keep a

ratchful eye on U.S. policy

oward Cuba.

The particular elements that

joint towards U.S. military

ntervention in Cuba include

last policies in the regions

Panama, Nicaragua, etc.),

ertain hypocrisies revealed by

J.S. policy in such places as

jq, and recent "TV Marti"

vents. The capitalists in the

I.S. have a vested interest,

Rhey believe, in Cuba. Though
this interest is essentially

economic, it manifests itself as

politically oppressive policies

Bistituted by the U.S.

government against the Cuban
jfceople.

The U.S. has been actively

Carrying out policies of

military and economic

Hnperialism in Latin America
Kor decades. Most recently, the

U.S. has become quite overt:

from the invasion of

Bicaragua by the Un-

supported contras, to the

invasions of Grenada and
Panama. In addition, the U.S.

has also been supporting

governments and other groups
in El Salvador, Guatemala,
Brazil, Costa Rica, Puerto Rico,

etc. Cuba has been a main
focus of oppressive U.S.

policies as a "bastion of

socialism" in a sea of

capitalism. The threat of a

good example is too much for

the capitalists to stomach.

Certain U.S. actions in other

parts of the world, as well as

the Latin America region,

reveal the utter hypocrisy and
irreconcilable contradictions

which riddle them. For
instance, the U.S. has

condemned Iraq for certain

actions against embassies in

Kuwait which are illegal

according to international law.

Yet, the U.S. has broken these

same laws many times,

including during the panama
invasion. This included the

searching of Cuban
ambassador LazaroMora
Secada's car by U.S. troops and
various acts of harassment

carried out at the private

,residence of the Nicaraguan

ambassador.

This is not to say that

international law is some
paragon of virtue and fairness,

it is only to reveal that the U.S.

will use it whenever they wish
to justify themselves. In fact,

such talk of international law
serves only to cover up the

true motives of U.S.

imperialism: support of the

corporate upper class. Cuba
has been victim of this in the

past, and will continue to be.

The U.S. does not stop at

breaking international laws. It

also breaks its own laws
constantly; thus revealing the

double-standard in which the

bourgeoisie use the laws to

oppress the proletariat. For
instance, the U.S. signed the

1982 International

Telecommunications Union
Agreement, which therefore

made it law. Yet, the US has
broken this law by engaging in

the instance of video

imperialism they call "TV
Marti."

TV Marti is a U.S.

government program which
has already cost the taxpayers

$30 million. It beams U.S.

television into Cuba against

the wishes of Cubans (which is

expressly forbidden in the

treaty mentioned above.) Cuba
has so far jammed all these

attacks via the airwaves. It has
also rightly threatened to use

other powerful jammers they

have to disrupt all TV in the

continental U.S. unless TV
Marti is halted.

The U.S. has been
conducting certain military

procedures which build off the

base of TV Marti. Air raids

have been conducted in which
U.S. jets make runs aimed at

the powerful Cuban jammers,
and then veer off just outside

Cuban air space. Also, an
unprecedented, massive
practice invasion of Cuba was
carried out on May Day, 1990
by all branches of the U.S.

military. This was almost
universally condemned in the

United Nations, though of
course the mainstream U.S.

press did not tell the U.S.

people this. As Dan Quayle
put it, "Cuba is the last real

problem in our [sicl

hemisphere."

There is also the history of
U.S. assaults on Cuba to

consider. Fidel Castro (who
has outlasted seven anti-

Cuban U.S. presidents) has
seen assassination plots

against him from Eisenhower,
the idiotic Bay of Pigs debacle
from Kennedy, accusatory

babble from Reagan, and now
TV Marti from Bush. The U.S.

supported the fascist Batista

dictatorship, until it was
overthrown by the Cuban
revolution. The U.S. still

maintains the Guantanamo
naval base on Cuba. This is

both against the will of the

Cuban people and against any
facade of the U.S. as a

peacekeeper or protector (of

anything but the interests of

the wealthy.)

Cuba is not paradise: there

are both reactionary and
progressive elements to Cuban
society. The same is true of the

U.S., yet Cuba can be
obviously shown to be more
progressive than the U.S.

Hasty response to ad criticized
'By Chris Stutz

One of the educational goals
'' of Colorado College is cer-

tainly to promote healthy

Skepticism, to encourage
Mudents in particular to lookB hidden implications

Jpneath the surface of words
and actions. A letter printed in
last week's Catalyst evidences
that this spirit of examination
has indeed found purchase on

' our campus.

Fourteen students were
troubled by an advertisement
placed in the September 21st
[edition of The Catalyst by a
guple looking to adopt a
(specifically white infant. I am,
ffipwever, a little troubled by
Pie students' response to this
pd: seemingly their anti-racist

momentum has both ham-
[gfed their ability to make a

jjoal argument and carried
!m beyond the philosophy
the liberal arts tradition they

P trying to uphold.
E Liberal arts is, as far as I

mow, about difference and

JE
f-determinadon: here is a

~ad field of scholarship,
»se your own educaHon—
what you think is best to
•utate your own life, liberty,
1 happiness. Some will
ibtless argue that the

I
e§e is rather more restric-

tive, but choice is the ideal we
claim to espouse. Yet, whether
or not the couple in question is

racist, these students have
condemned them for, ironi-

cally, exercising their right to

choose.

Furthermore, are we sure

the couple is even racist?

Perhaps they are; I will not

deny the possibility. The
group of fourteen, however,
had some trouble acknowledg-
ing that other possibilities

might exist.

They began by finding in

the ad "undertones of racism"

which "suggestled] that they

[the couple] could not love a

child who is not white." But

suggestion is taken for fact two
sentences later when the

students express their sadness

at "the couple's feeling that

they cannot love a child who is

not white," and later when the

students presume on the part

of the couple "An inability to

provide a loving home to a

non-white child."

Consideration for the social

ramifications of starting an

interracial family must not

count as an alternative motive

to racism. What about the

possibility that these people

are responding to racism but

not necessarily racist them-

selves?

Perhaps the prospective

parents do not feel that they

are emotionally strong enough
to deal with the prejudices that

would be directed their way
upon adoption of a non-white

child; if there are grandparents

who are racist or if the couple

lives in a predominantly white

community, the pressure of

the prejudice would only be

exacerbated— but not by fault

of the couple. Moreover,

raising a child of one's own
race is tough enough, but it

must be a monumental job to

expose children to their own
racial culture when it is not the

same as that of the parents.

The displacement inherent

in adoption can only be

worsened by couples unwill-

ing or unable to deal with

these problems, and it is the

non-white child who becomes
the biggest loser. Emotional

weakness and lack of motiva-

tion are not traits we value

very highly, but do we con-

demn them on a par with

racism?

I would have much less of a

problem with the students'

letter if they would have
granted that their speculations

were speculations. Their

argument moves from suppo-

sition to certainty with no

ostensible proof; this is not

logical. Uninformed overreac-

tion seems to the modlis

operandi favored by many at

Colorado College, and this is

regrettable.

The "spirit and goals" of CC
should be sharper: by denying

both choice and the possibili-

ties that presuppose it, the

fourteen students have strayed

from the philosophy of liberal

arts.

Anyone feeling, on finishing

this letter, that I am for the

unquestioning acceptance of

ideas has misread my opinion.

Racism and a host of other

prejudices still run rampant in

the world, this county, and
even our smaller community;
but this condition does not

mean that every anti-prejudi-

cial criticism is a gospel truth,

a complete and accurate

reflection of events and their

meanings. What I propose is

that we go beyond first

reactions — no matter how
incisively they seem to expose

traditional sexist, homophobic,

ageist, ableist, or racist atti-

tudes— to explore as many
options as possible before

trying to construct reality.

Thanks to Hand In Hand

International Adoption Agency,

which specializes in interracial

adoptions, for help in qualifying

adoption altitudes.

Cuban forces have helped
numerous nations fight for

freedom, most notably the

Angolans (which led to

Namibian independence from
direct colonialism). In contrast,

the U.S. supported the

colonization of Namibia, and
was essentially the main force

that the Cubans, Angolans and
Namibians overthrew. Cuba is

not beaming Cuban television

into the U.S. against the will of
the U.S. people. Havana's
infant mortality rate is lower
than that in Washington DC.
Yes, Castro's government has
done some unacceptable

things, but these arc relatively

minor compared to the U.S.

government. I certainly

haven't heard of the Cuban
S&L scandal, Iran-contra

scandal, or $300 billion

military budget while people
are getting stupider and
hungrier.

So after the U.S. replays the

Vietnam war in Iraq, will it

move on to Cuba? The
corporations in the U.S. will

insure that 58,000 more
Americans (not to mention 3

million Iraqis) will die to

protect their bloated profit

margin. The absurdity of

dying for Exxon must not be
replayed in Cuba. The
oppression of the Cuban
people by the U.S. must not be
tolerated. The people of the

U.S. must rise up and force the

government to end all military

imperaliasm.

Homecoming
Blues

By Kothy Mauz

Who could think of a
better way (or CC to

celebrate its

homecoming? To

welcome back alumni,

unite students, and give

visiting patents a sense of

pride in their student's

school? Yes, a nice, cozy
bonfire was just the ticket!

Such a primitive display,

yet effective in

broadcasting the values

of our school to the

community and beyond.
CC stands for smoke! Up
with pollution! Have you
had your carbon

monoxide today! (And
all this on that pretty,

green grass...)

Perhaps it is time to

clear the nostalgic

smoke from our eyes, to

find a new tradition that

would not only kindle

Tiger spirit, but would also

demonstrate a respect

(or both our environment

and ourselves. What we
say and how we say it

are inseparably

reciprocal. So who could

think of a better way?
Just about anyone.
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Photo Opinion:
[Should the Greek system remain at CC?

Photography and opinions taken by Neil Kleiman

r

Brian Krill: "Yes. Even
hough not everyone
participates in the

system, it offers another
ocial outlet for those

hat want it."

I
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Carrie Marder: "No. The
campus would encounter
a positive change without
the system. Unfortunately,
the social life revolves
around their parties."

1

I

Steven Darger:"Yes. A college
is such an essentially human
environment that for the sake
of completeness it is necessary
to have an inhumane
element." l]

Sonya Silva: "No. The
Greek system should
not remain on
campus because
therer should be other
outlets that people
should direct their

energy towards."

I.

From left to right: Will Swenson, David Saphier,
and Yuri Yogkisk: "Yes. There needs to be an
outlet for people who don't want to pursue
academics. Three thumbs up."

J
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Much ado about nothing
Dear Editor,

"The attack on obscene

art is a good example of the

fascist tilt to George Bush's

America, similar to the War
on Drugs. However, it

should be said that at least

in this country we have

laws to, ironically, fight a

democratic government that

assaults the rigths [sic] of

the people."

You wrote this woefully

unsupported, incoherent

paragraph of kneejerk

liberalism, editor, as an

appendage to Scott Mogel's

letter to the editor in last

week's Catalyst ("Defend

your right of free speech,"

10/5/70). His fine letter-

all by itself—made an

important and coherent

point- Yet you subjected

it—as you are wont to do to

some letters on an appar-

ently random basis—to the

indignity of your own little

postscript. Did you feel

that Scott's letter was
invalid or ineffective with-

out your personal stamp of

approval at its end?

Scott Mogel should be

offended that his own
freedom of speech was
infringed on by your sub-

commentary. The letter

was, like most "Letters to

the Editor," not written to

you personally, Mr. Editor,

but to the reading audience

o/ the paper; it was, in

effect, an editorial in its

own right. I'm sure you
recognized this, and yet still

you threw in your own two
cents worth. Why don't

you do the same for the

other editorials in the

opinions section? Because

it would be inappropriate?

Ditto here.

I do not purpose here,

however, to deplore this

odious abuse of editorial

prerogative which no
respectable newspaper
would practice; nor do I

necessarily want to elicit

one of your forthright

addendums for my very

own (although I admittedly

look forward to seeing

whether there is one, and
whether its tone is out-

raged, defensive, or merely
annoyed).

Rather, I will simply ask

you to justify your assess-

ment of the "fascist tilt" of

our America (at least it was
still ours the last time I

checked—yours too, Ed.

—

and I don't think George
Bush has yet claimed it as

his alone), and throw some
facts in there, huh big guy?
I am anxious to examine
some concrete similarities

between 90's America and II

Duce's Italy.

Also, please elaborate on
your comparison of the

obvious evils of a War on
the First Amendment to the

somehow less blatant evils

of a War on Drugs. What
am I missing that I don't see

them as exactly equivalent?

Come to think of it, I

have missed the editorials

—

by the head editor—that

used to appear each week in

The Catalyst. I guess the

unenlightened previous

editors weren't smart

enough to hide their per-

sonal political ideologies in

one paragraph blurbs added

to others' pieces. Silly

them, they stated their cases

the old-fashioned way: in

actual full opinion pieces,

with bylines .

And please, please Mr.

Editor, don't depreciate

your response by reducing

it to a mere paragraph.

Sweeping indictments like

yours deserve the attention

of a full editorial at least, if

not a book to themselves,

since there must be a great

deal of evidence backing

them up.

Or, maybe not.

Sincerely,

Jay Marx

Editor: First of all, people

express their views in two
different formats in the

Opinions section: articles

and letters to the editor.

Have you noticed that I

don't respond to articles

unless they are addressed to

me, the editor? Apparently

not.

Regardless of what I

think about them, regular

articles submitted to the

Opinions section run

unfettered by the "indignity

of my little postscript."

However, when I receive a

piece titled "Dear Editor,"

or "To the Editor," I re-

spond to them in the same
manner that other editors

do at other magazines and
newspapers. If you wrote a

letter and it said at the top,

"Dear Jesse Helms," I'm

sure you wouldn't think it

strange if he wrote you a

note back . Then again, I

suppose I'm a "kneejerk

liberal" instead of a mean-
hearted, Young Republican

plastic spokesman for

power and money, and you
probably wouldn't want to

hear from me.

Perhaps you long for the

days of last semester's

conservative McPaper,
when you were a regular

columnist in the Op-Ed
section and could freely

espouse lame gibberish

about animal fur and
human superiority. Times
change, as you know, being

an astute observer of the

political scene. However,
there are no regular Opin-
ions columnists because this

section is an open forum. I

guess this fact passed

unnoticed as well.

Instead of running a big

shaded (double entendre?)

Letters

to the
Editor

box touting my political

philosophy and labeling it

The Catalyst, as last

semester's editor did, I keep

a more objective, subtle

profile, by answering letters

addressed to me. Although

you seem to be itching for a

full explanation of my
political views, which I

would certainly love to do,

you gave me this article at

7:00 pm on Thursday night.

It's now 12:46 am, and I

have much work to do
before turning in the layout

flats to the printer at 8:00

am. But I guess I shouldn't

have expected more. That

you wouldn't submit this

right-wing rag sooner than

two days and several hours

past the deadline, in the

midst of a harried layout

session, doesn't surprise

me. Nixon would have done
the same, so would Ed
Meese. Give me some
advance warning, Bush boy,

and maybe we can debate in

print. Or, maybe not.

Redux
To the Editor,

After reading the past

several Catalysts, I realize

that I do not now nor have I

ever approved of any news
publication giving a reply

to letters sent to that publi-

cation. If the letter printed

is a reply to a certain

article(s) printed in an

earlier issue, and the editor

makes a reply to that letter,

then the publication gets

the first and last word on
the subject, whether the

reply agrees with the letter

or not. No fair! If the letter

is a complaint or question

which asks for a reply, (or if

factual data are seriously

misquoted) that's one thing,

but most of the letters you
print in your "Opinions"
section are not of that type.

The authors of these letters

aren't writing to Dear Abby,

they are expressing opin-

ions. It should be noted that

few respected news publica-

tions {Time, Newsweek or

even 60 Minutes, for ex-

ample) make replies, even

in the wake of extremely

critical letters. None of the

previous editors of The

Catalyst - since I have been

at CC - wrote replies; 1 hope
that you will reconsider,

and discontinue, this prac-

tice.

—Curtis C. Saulnier

Editor: If someone writes a

letter to the editor, I may
respond to it. If someone
writes a straight up opin-

ions piece I won't. If

someonewrites a response

to another article and sends

it "To the Editor," I may
respond to that as well. If

somone wrties a response to

another article and simply

puts his or her name on it, I

won't. Any questions? If so,

call me at extension 6675, or

throw a brick through my
window.

Omnivores
Reconsidered
To the Editor:

Surely Claire Carpenter

must have expected a reply

to her ludicrous appraisal of

omnivorism so here I am,
providing the inevitable

response to her destructive

ideas about the American
diet. She seeks to find

justification for an extrava-

gance that just isn't there.

t-or starters, trying to

excuse meat-eating simply

because our canines were
means to do so is weak.

Those canines of ours are

similar to our omnivorous
ancestors only in shape —
their use is quite different

nowadays because today's

omnivore buys his/her red

meat from the local meat
market. The point is, we
have a choice. If we were
out in the wilderness killing

for our survival, the eating

of meat might be justified.

As it is, we have amassed
methods to grow food that

far surpasses meat in

nutritional benefit, and in

efficiency of production.

Which brings me to the

morality issue, which is not

necessarily one of killing

animals. The issue is the

millions of acres of wilder-

ness (in National Forests,

National Parks, and desig-

nated wilderness areas) that

are destroyed — trampled,

grazed to hell, eroded and
siltated to death, and
covered in cowshit in order

to satisfy our role as "a

natural part of the food

chain." Overgrazing was
never a part of the chain.

We would be a part if, as

mentioned earlier, we were
foraging and hunting our
own food but instead we
are paying ranchers to run
their "hooved locusts"

(John Muir's term of en-

dearment) all over our
public lands.

If_ypu_real_ly _wa_n t to jalkm

about the immorality of

killing for food then hoi

about the scores of other

wildlife species that are

eradicated in order to
elf

land for grazing? In mai
;

taining the "safety" of I

for grazing, the federal

government, under the

auspices of the Animal
Damage Control prograp'

uses federal dollars (thaj

our tax money) to trap,

snare, poison, or otherwi

destroy any wild animal

deemed "injurious" to

livestock. So if you were

concerned before about
]

those poor cows then re-

start thinking about the

hundreds of wolves, be;

and elk that are getting

from helicopters, chased!

dogs, or who are having

their homes gassed out,

blown up, or poisoned

order to ensure the safe]

the cows and accordirv

CC's Steak Night.

In the end it's not an

issue of allocating land

is suitable for livestock,

since it all is! Get up on

almost any high point iij

western US and the 1and|

you're seeing is or has

grazing land (unless yoj

looking at the Pacific

Ocean). The rich cattle

ranchers have too long

exercised their political

sway to open up every tj

of land they can to theirj

cows and why? Because

Americans want their

mostly out of an outmol

belief that we are satisfij

our role in the food chai

I'm not going to go ii

nutritional issues, since

should all be aware of ll

ease in supplying vita

and minerals in a vegeti

ian diet. Nor the energy|

issues, since we should

be aware of the immens

waste that goes along m

keeping those cows hapj

and well-fed until they

their brains in to procei

them.

Are omnivores evil?

doubt they carve into tl

steak relishing the land

resources wasted for it,

I wonder if they realizel

they are satisfying an

unnecessary craving,

simply aren't any justifl

tions, and, from an ecoll

cally sound viewpoint,!

respect to good ol' plaij

Earth, it is less respects]

to be an omnivore.

To thine own bean be If

Sven

Editor: I think you'vj

touched on a key point!

omnivores, or carnivor|

aren't necessarily evil'

Many people simply di

know that cow grazing

turned many parts of"

country into desert, anl

that American cows del

more protein than the I

Chinese population eati

year.
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See Women's Film Series
Feminist Film and Video Festival Oct.
15-19 to be shown on campus
By Courtney Jackson

Bn conjunction with Suzanna

Walter's course, Images of

v
Women in Media (WS 385),

jjfje Feminist Collective is

sponsoring a Feminist Film

and Video Festival. The week

long series of nightly films/

eos will take place Monday
,ugh Friday October 15-19.

wide variety of award

ng material was ordered,

,eing from feminist

ssics" such as Born in

es, to newly produced

irk which has never been

:ased outside of New York

San Francisco. This is the

ly chance for most CC
Students to see these ground

breaking remarkable films.

Mfany of the films/videos

have been shown at

Jffistigious international film

Rivals such as: the

iBtterdam International Film

Rtival (Illusions); Films de

mnmes, Creteil, France (/

ftaf a Man Like You...); San

Francisco International

, Lesbian and Gay Film Festival

,(No More Nice Girls).

^On Tuesday night a few of

_5arbara Hammer's short films

ml be featured. The Gay
Hws had the following to say

H)ut her work: "Hammer's
ffins are essential viewing

r

liecause they so closely express

.ffiious elements of lesbian

Sensibility. They will affect

Mi emotionally, they give you
ffinse of politics and of

power."

Despite the current lack of

feminist films on campus and
in the community, the success
of the Women's Film Festival

in 1988-1989 proved that an
interest and demand exists for

such types of film at CC.
Classes offered by Suzanna

Walters, a visiting professor in

the Sociology department,
have created an even gTeater

demand and interest. Walters'

specialty is popular culture

with an emphasis on feminist

film criticism. Walters and her

students, past and present,

should provide a provocative
forum in which to view the

material.

Funding has been provided
by CCCA, The Sociology

Department, Leisure Program,
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Kappa
Alpha Theta, Gamma Phi Beta,

and Delta Gamma.
An enormous thanks goes

out to Suzanna Walters for the

time and energy she spent in

selecting the films/videos and
in assisting the organization of

the festival.

Monday, Oct. 15, Marlene
Gorris Feminist Film Thrillers:

8-11 pm, Olin 1: A Question of

Silence - A feminist inversion

of the psycho-thriller genre.

Three women, a banal

shopkeeper and a female court

psychiatrist meet to create one
of the most powerful feminist

films in recent years. Broken

Mirrors - Noted for its

cinematic destruction of the

male point of view, this film

juxtaposes a frightening

murder mystery with the lives

of prostitutes in contemporary
Amsterdam.

Tuesday, Oct. 16, Lesbian
Films and Videos: 3-5 pm,
Armstrong 300:_Sfe Musi Be
Seeing Things - dir. Sheila

Mclaughlin. A Comedy in Six

Unnatural Acts - dir. Jan
Oxenberg;8-ll pm, Bemis
Lounge - Dyketactics, Double
Strength and Women I love - dir.

Barbara Hammer; / Need a Man
Like You.. .To Make My Dreams
Come True - dir. Daria Stermac
and Kalli Paakspuu; Dry Kisses

Only - dir. Jane Cotti and
Kaucyliya Brooke.

Wednesday, Oct. 17: Third
World and Radical

Filmmakers: 8-11 pm, Bemis
Lounge - A Perfect Image - dir.

Maureen Blackwood; Illusions

- dir. Julie Dash; No More Nice

Girls - dir. Joan Braderman.
Thursday, Oct. 18: The

Feminist Avant-Garde: 98-11

pm, Olin 1 - The Man Who
Envied Women - dir. Yvonne
Rainer- international politics,

sexual differences and the

pretentiousness of film theory

confront traditional narrative

cinema in this work by noted

avant-gardist.

Friday, Oct. 19: Underground
Classics: 8-11 pm, Olin 1 - Born

in Flames - dir. Lizzie Borden -

set in the hypothetical near

future in e place very much like

lower Manhattan. A multi-

cultural band of feminist

revolutionaries challenge male

politics and business as usual.

Navajo Hogan. . . Southwest decor ?

*tt4to-4<5

HTodd Keathley
Bti Writer

jfavajo Hogan, 2817 N.
ffivada Avenue, 634-3865.
ervice: **l/2, Price: $5-$10/
Fjson, Food: **, Atmosphere:

J/2,
Alcoholic Beverages: Full

Dress: Casual,

frpoor, **=fair, ***=good,
^excellent.
Offering a new menu that
Bents Southwest cuisine,

»ajo Hogan tied for bestW restaurant in "Best of the
>igs 1989." Located just

[th of the Nevada and
>ore intersection, this
*ado Springs attraction
to be "the popular North

End roadhouse" according to

Springs Magazine's October

1990 issue.

Navajo Hogan presented a

twist to my expectations. The
obnoxious neon figure of an
Indian that hovers over the

restaurant is a mere warm up
for the building's interior.

Inside, the large, circular

dining room provides the

coziness of a gymnasium
while its decor comes as close

to being authentically

Southwest as Colorado is to

Mars. I though that many of

the decorations came from a

mail order catalogue. Scattered

across the ceiling, spotlights

similar to those used for

rock'n'roll bands managed to

catch my eye, and the music

coming from the logged

ceiling merely aroused myself

to cross my arms.

The food at Hogan's tends to

be a bit greasy. The tortilla

chips I ordered for an

appetizer glistened in the light,

but the salsa compensated for

this peculiarity. I ordered a

combination Chicken

Enchilada, Chicken taco, and
Chili Relleno plate ("served

just the way you like it") for

an entree. This side

statement perplexed me
because I just could not

believe that they knew the

way I like Mexican food.

The enchilada and taco proved

to be tasty although a bit bland

while the relleno was simply

too greasy for me to handle.

This plate comes with Spanish

rice and refried beans, but both

of these compliments tasted

about a day old.

In conclusion, I simply can

not give Navajo Hogan a

positive recommendation. The

employees are conscientious

and friendly,and I must admit

that the menu offers several

other interesting dishes, butmy
overall impression of this

establishment can not permit

me to give this restaurant a

good review.

Reviewers visit the restaurant

randomly, order directlyfrom the

menu, and pay the bill without

informing the restaurant of

the intentions fora review.

OK. 1 am not a happy
camper at this point. Just as I

pressed save for the two
pages I'd written, a system
error occurred. It's been one
hell of a day.

I assume that because my
day was already somewhat
miserable, someone,
somewhere must have known
this and figured a way to

screw me up even more.
There's gotta be some kind of
conspiracy in effect here.

What is the metaphysical
bond between this computer
working correctly and my
general well-being? Maybe
Dr. Science could help me
out.

I suppose at this point,

rather than try and rewrite

that Pulitzer-quality piece of

journalism, I'll just catch up
on a few loose ends.

To Erin Zimmer, I'm sorry
if I caused any grief by
referring to your hair as

frizzy and bouncy in last

week's column. And I'm

sorry to anyone who hasn't

experienced Erin's new hair;

it really is pretty

phenomenal.
Also, my heartfelt

apologies to anyone that has

power that I didn't talk

about. A few people have
reproached me with

comments like, "Hey, man...I

have a lot of power around
here, too! You just watch
your step, mister." So if you
are powerful in your own
right and you have no hair or

boring hair, feel free to

attribute this power to other

physical attributes, like lips.

But if you run around saying

"I have powerful lips," don't

tell anyone that I put that

idea into your head.

Next up: I am told the The
Cure's new single is due out

today. The album should

still be a couple of weeks, but

don't get too excited, because

there's only one new song on
it, with the rest being

remixes. Instead, check out

the new Cyberactif album, a

collaberation between Skinny

Puppy and Frontline

Assembly members. The first

single is phenomenal; it's got

a great dance/industrial

sound with some good beats.

Next: to those of you who
still subscribe to Elvis still

being alive, please, don't be

stupid. All right, so Elvis
has been sighted over
twenty times in the last

few years. But heck,
wouldn't you say or do
just about anything to get
to be in the National

Enquirer? I know I would.
And I admit that The
King's name is spelled

wrong on his tombstone,
but a college diploma is

probably not required to

become a tombstone
engraver. Besides, a fake

Buckwheat appeared on
20/20 last week. Maybe
it's a closet Elvis look-

alike that loves to do his
laundry in Kalamazoo,
Michigan, the Elvis-

sighting capital of the

world.

And last, on a serious

note, I'd like to express

my deep disappointment
with the board of trustees

for their decision not to

divest from companies
that arc directly invested

in South Africa. I initiated

the original challenge

regarding holdings in

South Africa nearly a year

ago, and I have researched

the subject extensively.

The board of trustees

acted insensitively, basing

their opinions on outdated

and illogical material.

Rather than considering

the system of apartheid

and the immoral theories

on which it is based so as

to make an informed

opinion regarding

contradictions with CC's
ideals, they chose to

examine criteria based on
business practices of U.S.

companies. Thus, they

skirted the issue entirely.

Last, I am disappointed in

the board for blatantly

ignoring student concerns

on the issue. I suppose
that we can't expect much
more from a board of

trustees led by the ex-

president of Citicorp, the

largest American financial

institute that still deals

with South Africa.

Thanks for reading. I

just had to get these things

off my chest. If the

computer fails again, there

will be a small explosion

in the basement, as 1

blow up Cutler

Publications...

Whew. Stay tuned...
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Ruthless Reviews : Walt Disney's Fantasia

By John Keilman

Staff Writer

There is a very little to say

about Fantasia which cannot be

immediately seen in any clip

or still photo from the film.

The artistry is, of course,

incomparable, the result of

many talented people and

thousands of hours of toil.

Combine such creative will

with great pieces of classical

music (performed by the

Philadelphia Orchestra,) and

the film is a certain

masterpiece.

What remains, if we give

this revolutionary film its

obvious due, is to explore its

relevance in this age of

computer graphics and lifeless

half-hour commercials

masquerading as cartoons. If

ever there was a time to

remember the magnificence

which animation can achieve,

it is now.

My own initial exposure to

this film— first released in

1940— came in grade school,

when our music teacher would

show bits of it to illustrate

differing styles of classical

music. We all looked forward

to these movie days in class,

when we were relieved from

hated sing-alongs and rhythm

sucks, getting to lose ourselves

instead in the marvels of

Disney animation.

Seeing the film now brings

both nostalgia for those days

and a new respect of what

"cartoons" can be. The
sophistication of the drawings

and the maturity of its themes

were lost on me then (though I

enjoyed it thoroughly), but are

clearer now. The thought and

effort involved can be seen in

the tiniest instance, such as a

dance of ice fairies. As they

streak along the surface of a

frozen lake, they leave a trail

of etching; when they leap off

of it, the design does as well,

only to continue when the

fairies land. Such precise

Though it is vital that

children see this

movie... the point

remains that this is not

a children's movie

attention is the hallmark of

this movie.

Though it is vital that

children see this movie, and
such fine cartooning, the point

remains that this is not a

children's movie. Segments of

Heart Throbs apply Cleopatra Grip
By Nathaniel Feis

What is the deal with all of

these alternative or newer
wave or post-post punk or

whatever you feel like calling

it bands with a female bassist;

no I'm not, for this little

exercise, counting all female

groups because they obviously

have a female bassist. I mean I

can't think of any groups

—

other than the Velvets with

Maureen Tucker but they were

more than a group—that have

female drummers. Examples

of female bassists include

Talking Heads' and Tom Tom
Club's Tina Weymouth, Sonic

Youth's Kim Gordon, Pixies'

Kim Deal, Concrete Blonde's

Johnette Napolitano and now
The Heart Throbs' Rachel

Carlorti; by the way her sister

Rose plays guitar and they

both sing.

The Heart Throbs' debut

album is entitled Cleopatra

Grip. I love the way ME
magazine describes the title as

"...a reference to, well,

something women can do

during sex." That about says it

all as far as the title goes. As
for the music upon the album,

I for one quite enjoy it. It

ranges from the pure pop of

"Dreamtime," to the fairly, but

not too, grungy "Big

Commotion," to the synth-

,

funk (if there is such a thing)

of "She's in a Trance/' to the

acoustic folk of "White

Laughter."

All of the songs on the

album were written by The
Heart Throbs, which besides

the aforementioned sisters

includes Stephen Ward on

keyboards, Mark Side on

drums, and Allan Barklay on
guitar. They seem to have a

knack for song writing that on

certain levels is very much pop
and on others is experimental.

Despite the fact that The
Heart Throbs are a fairly new
band- okay, they've really

been around since 1986 and
have four singles on three

seperate labels floating around
out there in musicland- and
British, they are not a part of

that damned annoying overly-

publicized Manchester music

movement (Thank God!).

But back to the album, it

is consistently good. There

are a couple of songs that

I'm not especially fond of,

"Here I Hide" and
"Calavera" in particular,

but this is made up for by a

whole mess of really neat

songs. Besides the songs I

spoke of earlier I like

"Tossed Away" and "Blood
from a Stone." Rose
desribed their sound, again

in ME, as unlike the groups
The Primitives and The
Darling Buds, who they

often compared to, and
more like the Pixies,

Dinosaur Jr., and R.E.M. So
if you're into this kind of

thing you might want to

give The Heart Throbs a

listen or maybe you won't. I

don't know.

%9<Mw& fry
Johnny Clyde Copeland
Boulder Theater
Oct. 18 8:30 pm

Vivaldi's Four Seasons
Colorado Springs Symphony
Chamber Orchestra
Pikes Peak Center

Oct. 12 and 13 8 pm

National College Poetry
Contest

Deadline: Oct. 31

International Publications
PO Box 44044-L
Los Angeles, CA 90044

Elmer Gantry r—
Dir. Richard Brooks CZX
St. Burt Lancaster ^7=5
Fine Arts Center

Oct. 16 8 pm

Zachaxy Richard
Boulder Theater

Oct. 13 9 pm

Love's Labor's Lost
Armstrong Theater
Oct. 18-21 8 pm SHowrmt: £l/E*y wed @ g<3o Prt

the movie are quite cerebral,

almost psychedelic— radical

stuff for an audience weaned
on Mutant Turtles, My Little

Pony, and other monstrosities.

Give a kid a cartoon, though,

and they will watch it, no

matter what its content.

Something like Fantasia can
educate them visually,

musically, and literally. The
film contains orchestral pieces

from the likes of Bach,

Stravinsky, and Beethoven,

dips liberally into the romantic

and pastoral literary traditions,

and also gives us a short

lesson in evolution.

By no means, though, does

the film take on a dull,

pedantic tone. Every segment

maintains a level of drama
which propels it forward; we
might not even notice that we
are being taught. The majesty

E
of full color paintings coirJ
alive in these lessons, surH I
that of the earth's origin.™ |
see dinosaurs fighting,

\ VM
and dying, the earth sham

I

and heaving, volcanoes I
violently spitting out molteJM

History, like music and literMbU

is a spectacle in this film, ra^f

I said earlier that this is no cult

film for children, but it isvjfc g^
those kids ensnared in Mad' the •

Avenue's version of animat) will

see it. Many of the movie's
j

subtleties will be lost on thJ_

some no doubt escape every!

viewer, but they will be ti

a glorious display of an art j|J

that is all but extinct today (I

not count such mutants asfll

LittleMermaid as fine animaj

So take a kid to see fantasia.!

take your parents. Heaven H

we could all use such a d

and more importantly, such!

Open Egg presents
Cruising Close to Crai
By Val Tobler

Staff Writer

A staged reading of

a new comedy by
Laura Cunningham
will take place this

week at the Open Egg
Gallery and Theatre.

The play, Cruising

Close to Crazy, will be
read on Thursday,

Friday, and Saturday

at 8 pm and on Sun-

day at 2 pm.
Billed as "A road

tour that crosses the

border between sanity

and lunacy, passion

and need," the play is

about country singing

legend Carolee

Crockett's encounter

with her former lover

and singing partner.

Author

Cunningham will be
in attendance for the

performances, and a

discussion/reception

with her will follow

the Thursday and

Friday performances

Cunningham has

authored two novels

and has published

hundreds of articles

in such publications

as The AtlanticMonthk

and Esquire. She is also

the recipient of a 1990

Playwriting Fellowship

from the National

Endowment for the Ait

The reading will h

directed by Sharon

Andrews. It is pre-

sented in conjunctio:

with Theatreworks'

New Play Develop-

ment Program. Ticket

for Cruising Close to

Crazy are available fi

$5 at the Open Egg,

318 North Tejon, or

by calling

Theatreworks at 593-

3232.

Y EARS AHEA D

HAIR DESIGN

FIND OUTHOW YOU CAN RECEIVE
FREE HAIRCUTS FOR A FULL YEAfl

(Call for Details)

15% discount to all C.C. Students
Tanning • Nails

118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago'
635-5552
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JTy. Trumpet
1 Ensemble plays
Tn Shove Chapel
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By Floyd Bentzen

Next week, the Colorado

(Uege shall host a musical

lerformance certain to engage the

>no cultured ear. At8fl0inthe

vi^Kening "' Thursday, Octoberl8,

ladKe New YorkTrumpet Ensemble

n* will begin their program of

ical, modem, and jazz

lections. As part of the Great

formers series sponsered by the

Program, this event

tures compositions by Samuel

eidt, Igor Stravinsky, David

Iger, Louis Armstrong, Jelly Roll

:brton, and George Gerschwia

Mark Gould, who serves as

conductor of this world-

lowned quartet, has been

idiBincipal trumpet of the Metro-

poli ran Opera Orchestra since

TO74, often enjoying the same

i
Rate with theNew York Philhar-

monic. The four performers all

J2Bve extensive professional

Beers: David Bilger is co-

°1 Bincipal trumpet of the Dallas

w Symphony and has recently

toured with Philip Glass among

e
, Riers; trumpeterTom Bontrager

forms regularly with the

ipclitan Opera and the

id Symphony; ChrisGekker

is a member of the American Brass

Quintet and is principal trumpet of

the St. Louis Chamber Ensemble;
Scott Thomburg is principal

trumpet of the Summerfare Opera
Festival Orchestra and has

performed with the Orchestra of

St Luke's and many other groups.

Created in 1973 to perform
the festive multiple-trumpet

repertoire of the Renaissance and
Baroque periods, the New York
Trumpet Ensemble has since

enlarged the compass of its

program to include jazz, Ameri-
cana of the 1890"s, and contempo-
rary works. From its inception,

critics have praised both its live

and recorded music. The San
Francisco Chronicle said "the

performers have awe-inspiring

facility and good taste." High
Fidelity Magazine remarked, "The
performances are well-nigh ideally

exhilarating as well as magisteri-

ally virtuosic." Afteran outdoor
concert, The Hampton Daily Press

wrote "(The ensemble) plays with

a loveliness of tone rarely found in

even the best brass ensembles."

Tickets are available at the

WomerCampus Center main
desk, costing $8.00 for the public

but free for CC students.

Ml
^R8NT WA/r
4HfBmHk

New York Trumpet Ensemble

At the brewery

.

photo by C. Waring Abbott
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By Andy Kane & Jon Feiges

Staff Writers

Contrary to the editors report

in last week's Catalyst, Jon and
Andy are alive and well.

They both firmly deny the

accusations that they "had their

way" with small farm animals—
the plastic tubing incident shall go
unmentioned. In an effort to

mitigate this debacle, the lads

invited an inveterate beer

aficionado, and human thesaurus,

John "The Dipsomaniac" Bridges.

Aware of John's years in the

service of his country, his loose

affiliation with SAE, and his

general enthusiasm for things

brewed, he was invited (or rather

he invited himself) to join the

weekly investigation of all that's

fit to drink.

The choice of beverages on this

night was an eclectic one: Andy,
the more tasteful of the group,

and at the firm suggestion of Ann,
chose a delightful Dutch beer. Jon,

with his obsession for cost-

effective boozing and his "Buy
American" stance, picked a New
Orleans favorite. John, in an effort

to incorporate the beers of the

Third Worid, selected an African

beer.

Amstel Light (the Dutch refrain

from the insipid "lite" spelling) is

brewed in Holland, by the

brewery of the same name. It has

a noticeable "hoppy" flavor, not

unlike other Northern European

beers. Still, lightness is as lightness

does; there is no real punch to this

beer. Jon thought it left something

to be desired.

The "burp factor" was pleasant

enough— Andy described the

natural, inevitable, process of

expelling upperbody gas, as

"nothing to it" Jon stated that he
did burp, but "he didn't notice it"

John said that it "surely wouldn't

stuff any membranes from the

back of the throat, as would a

Pilsner dub, for instance."

As far as compatibility with

specific foods, it was
unanimously agreed that Amstel
Light would go great with a big

steak, or with a mess of tofu and
some mashed yeast for all ofyou
"vegans" out there. All in all, this

beer is a "3" on the brew-daddy
scale.

Dixie— the Rolling Rock of the

South— is an impressive beer. It's

wet, it's wild, and it conjures up
images of Mardi Gras, and
Angola Prison. One ought to read

some Don Delillo, or John

Kennedy Toole, two fine

Southern novelists, to appreciate

the importance of Dixie in

Southern culture. Both authors

find it to be some sort ofNew
Orleans elixir, consumed by nice

people and degenerates alike.

The tasters found it to have a

definite "obertast," which forces

the complacent drinker to stand

up and shout— to want some
gris-gris and mojo action. What is

it that distinguishes this beer from

others? Is it gator piss? Is it oil

spill? Is it the ghost of Huey "The
Kingfish" Long? Whatever it is,

this is the beer o' the night.

"Laissez la bon temps roulez!"

Unfortunately John just keeled

over and is now muttering

snatches of Nietzche. Judging

from his reaction, it is apparent

Mr. Bridges shot his load over the

headiness of this fine brew. He
gave it a "15," at which point we
slapped him sound about the

head to wake him from post-

coital glow and remind him that

the scale only goes up to "5."

Bridges, now sensible, remarked

that the belches evoked by this

beer are flavorful and

pronounced, as opposed to "that

sissy Dutch beer."

Andy mentioned that Dixie's

taste was "a mystery," and its

enigmatic qualify— its ability to

deceive the palate— deserved a
"4." Andy also found the bunas to

have "hair on them." Jon was so

taken with this brew that he has

decided to put a gun rack and a
CB on his bike and take up gator

hunting as a full time job. The
taster, in his new Southern idiom,

said, "Fuckin' A...right on...Ya

hoo!" Instead of burping, Jon was
overcome with a nasty case of

hiccups.

Nevertheless, he continued

drinking— a true beer lover. The
perfect food stuff for this beer is,

of course, gumbo, or anything

which involves cayenne pepper,

cumin, and possum.

Mamba, the last beer in this

trilogy, is brewed in the Ivory

Coast. Owing to the inebriation

which the tasters were overcome
by before the actual sampling of

this liquid, Jon, Andy, and John

felt that anything that could be

said about it was qualified— our

faculties were somewhat

diminished.

By far, Mamba had the most

attractive label: there is something

about the malevolent alligator on

the front of the bottle which

inspires one to buy it. It is most
likely the evil reptile on the label

which acts as the allure— it

certainly cannot be the taste.

Remember the brackish river

which Marlow steams up in

Conrad's Heart ofDarkness? Well,

the/ve bottled it, and shipped it

to America as either some sort of

revenge for the excesses of

imperialism, a Yuppie

punishment, to make money, or

all three. Jon: "I'd rather suck on

the nipple of the non-potable

water faucets outside." Andy: "I

wouldn't wish this on Dan
Quayle." John (the one who
bought the spew): "Ifmy stomach

were on fire, and I had the choice

of having a diseased dog piss

down my throat, or drink

Mamba, guess wha t I'd pick.."

Ann: "Gross, but I like the bottle.

Very Lacoste...very chic."

In conclusion, you decide.

Amstel Light: smooth burping

brew or sissy light beer? Dixie:

nectar of the Holy Ones, the

New Orleans experience in a

green bottle, or gator wee-wee?

Mamba: evil beer? Is it a beer, or

a laxative? Probably both. See

ya next week.
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PEACE CORPS IS COMING TO COLORADO COLLEGE

INFORMATION TABLE:

FILM SEMINARS:

INTERVIEWS:

ARTIFACT EXHIBIT:

Oct. 15-17, 9am-4pm, Worner Lounge

Oct. 16, 12 noon, "Toughest Job," Wes
Room, Worner Center

Oct. 16, 7pm, "Let It Begin Here," Wes Room
Worner Center

Nov. 1-2, 8:30am-5pm, Worner Center, Room 214

Oct. 1-31, 10am-9pm, Mon-Thurs, 10am-6pm, Fri-Sat,
Penrose Library

Come find out why 6,000 Americans are working in Africa, Central
and South America, the Caribbean, Asia, Central Europe, and the
Mediterranean as volunteers. Program areas include: special
education, agriculture, health, appropriate technology and many
others.

For more information, contact the Denver Peace Corps office at 866-1057, ext. 165

Peace Corps
A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY
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/lens soccer keeps on rolling: 12 withouta toss
;rik Richardson and Jon rhymed cuplets, the overly ^^ ^^ «^^WW
;rik Richardson and Jon

tfield

[C. Men's booters upped

record over Homecoming

kend to 9-2-2 with a win

a tie. The soccer squad

Drmed in a style often

rred to by soccer experts as

The Tigers currently

py second place in the

tem Region ranking and

4th spot in the national

jre for Division III.

le trotting stallions of

art Field displayed non-

zy play as they re-engi-

ed the Colorado School of

;s spastic, intramural, toe-

ig style with a 2-1

emic victory, despite

s' mind-boggling superi-

-i the S.A.T's. The
highlight was the

me presentation in honor

.C.'s father of soccer" Bill

ington. Mr. Boddington's

flayer from forty years

Saad from Jordan, found

elf surrounded by grate-

weaty C.C. players cap-

the halftime ceremony,

provided the momentum
ed for the winning goal

sent the School of Mines
trail of tears towards

Mines found net in the

es first five minutes on a

itable Homecoming gift

o defensive constema-
They were denied a

id goal on a diving save
eace, Love, and Toma-
Bayles on a penalty kick,

tlossman equalized the

on a well placed, left-

d, crack in spaghetti ankle

Jon Ahern's second half

fted the Tigers to yet

ler victory. Dancing was
ler after this schooling,

e men soccer players
the only sober students
nday morning after the
ecoming jamboree Sat-

night. To the soccer
s dismay, freezing tem-
ires hampered any chan-
the coconut smell of

ertone permeating the

Jes. Battling the idiotic,

. tactics of the Glass-
'oets, the Tigers rewrote
ibic pentameter and

rhymed cuplets, the overly
vocal playbook strategy of the
boisterous head coach. What a
mouth! Although the referee

showed up, his presence was
inconsequential as his coke-
bottle bifocals fogged, froze,

and cracked, rendering him
unable to make one rational

blow of his whistle. As a re-

sult, fouling continued, forcing
the game into a scoreless over-
time. In the final half hour, no
balls were netted, and both
teams left with a frustrating 0-

tie. The referee left the field

unable to see absolutely any-
thing, and his whereabouts are
still unknown today.

The furry carnivores saw
action again on Thursday
against the lost wolves of the

University of New Mexico.
The Tiger defense had an acute
case of Giesing disease, with
symptons of random com-
ments and spacing out, thus
allowing UNM to score a

cheezgoal. The Tigers equal-

ized late in the second half on
a finesse goal by Noah Epstein,

which included a beautiful

dummy play by Jon Whifff-

field. Regulation time ended
with the score in a 1-1 dead-
lock. Spurred on by excellent

net minding by All-Hippie

team Bayles, the Tigers turned
the tide by tallying two ter-

rifically timely twine-twisting

trophies in the tie-breaking

time. The first goal came off a

cross onto the head of Jon 'The
Nose" Ahern. Formerly lost

wolf and now found Tiger

Whitfield, had sweet revenge
against his former team by
netting the insur-ance goal.

This goal proved necessary as

the Division I Lobos tallied

another cheez goal in the final

minute. With the win, the

Tigers tied a record with 12

straight games without a loss.

The Tigers resume play

against crosstown rival UCCS
tomorrow at 2 p.m., and again

Wednesday, October 17,

against nationally ranked

Scranton University. The
Tigers deeply appreciate the

support of the student body
and faculty. We shell out roses

in all types of weather.

Concentrating on his control, midfielder Jon Whitfield shields the ball away from hh Unlverci.v of*"New Mexico opponent. Whitfield's masterful tally late in the first overtime period lifted the Tiecrs
over the Division I Lobos, 3-2. °

Ducks headed tor Rose Bowl
by Ezra Mallard and Duck Gregory

The University of Oregon Ducks are headed for the Rose Bowl No
questions asked. Led by senior quarterback Bill Stoney Musgrave the
fighting Ducks have a balanced offense and a ferocious defense ' Their
record stands at 4-1, ranked #17 overall, and are tied for second in the
Pacific 10 Conference.
Saturday marks the opening of "Dawg hunting season", as the quack-

ing mallards travel north to face an overrated Washington Husky team
The Ducks have struck fear (as only Ducks can) in the hearts of Husky

'

fans. This is a big game," says closet Husky fan Ben Straley. "The pupshave to play an incredible game if they want to stay with the Ducks "

The Duck offense is almost assured to fly over the clouds of the "Purple
Reign" defense of the Huskies. Oregon's rosy season has been high-
lighted by a 52-7 rout of perrenial powerhouse Utah State, and a 32-16
schooling of fourth-ranked Brigham Young University. Heisman trophy
candidate Ty Detmer was intercepted five times by the swarming Duck
defense. With only easy games left, such as Washington and Arizona
State, a Rose Bowl bid seems entirely likely. Some, like Straley say
even a national championship. The Quack Attack is back. Beware
Husky fans!

gers enjoy successful Homecoming weekend
ffany Shipp

hat a weekend of Tiger

P! All competing teams
ed in great performances
fecoming weekend,
fen's soccer kicked off the
psful weekend with a

p over SMU Friday
loon. Saturday evening
ped the first spirit rally

p. Varsity cheerleading
Btain, Zookeeper, and
"nator of the spirit rally,

? Hewell, expressed his
ap'asm for the success of
»nt rally and hopes to'a tradition for the
tents

.

>nd athletes here at

CC. Coaches, athletes, and fans

have all expressed positive

feelings concerning the spirit

rally. The rally was possibly

the best display of campus
spirit since last year's volley-

ball Dorm War in which over

200 fans turned out. The rally

was followed by the S/AA
bonfire.

The cross country teams

started Saturday on the right

foot as the men placed a close

second and the women won
their invitational for the first

time in history. Men's soccer

extended their undefeated

streak to eleven games on

Sunday. Football fought to its

second win of the season, and
women's soccer upped their

record with another victory

Saturday. It's so nice to be

victorious on Homecoming—
way to be Tigers!

The crowds were great and
the school looked more
spirited than I've seen in years.

The varsity cheerleaders are

doing a fantastic job, the S/AA
senior cheerleaders always

have a great time, and the

school as a whole turned out

to support the events this

weekend. The CC Zoo would
like to extend thanks to Les

Ernst and the Physical Plant

for the outstanding painting of

the fields and student seating

areas. Also thanks to all the

organizations for making
posters for the spirit rally.

Another thank you goes out to

CCCA, the EI Pomar Janitorial

Staff, Leisure Program, Resi-

dential Life, the CC Bookstore,

Emily Varley and the Athletic

Department, and everyone

who came out to support our

teams this weekend.

Though Homecoming is

hard to beat, if s just the

beginning of excitement for

CC athletics. This Friday

marks both the hockey season

opener and the Colorado

College Volleyball Invitational.

On Friday night the hockey

team faces Northern Michigan

University at 7:05 and volley-

ball at 7:00. Saturday, volley-

ball takes the floor at 1:00 p.m.,

men's soccer hits the field at

2:00 p.m., and the Second

Annual Volleyball Dorm War
begins at 5:00 p.m. The dorm
with the most spirit wins a

pizza party, courtesy of the CC
Zoo and sponsored by Louie's

Pizza and Residential Life.

After the Dorm War, it's back

to the Broadmoor for another

night of hockey starting at 7:05

p.m. Get fired up for another

great weekend of CC athletics!
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Year of the cat sparked by team characte

Men's cross country finishes a strong second in CC Invitational]

By Brian Kates

Cross-country racing, per-

haps like no other sport, bonds

physical exertion with mental

toughness. To be a great racer

is to persevere through capri-

cious and adverse conditions

day in and day out. Snow,

cold, wind, heat, cramps, loss

of breath, and even heaving

can phase the determined run-

ner, but will never break him.

But there comes a time when

the endless miles, the never-

ending intervals, and hours of

mental preparation start to pay

off. Such was the case last

Homecoming weekend, when

the men's cross-country team

went head to head with per-

ennial rival University of

Southern Colorado. The race

was only bittersweet, as the

CC team missed first place by

three points, but definitely

proved that the team is

moving in the right direction.

"We lost to USC, a Division

II school which hands out

running scholarships, by only

the slightest margin. They

were also entered into two

more meets prior to the CC

Invitational. Yes, we really

wanted to beat USC, but this

team is peaking to qualify for

Nationals. A loss so close just

gets us more hungry to attain

our ultimate goal," said team

co-captian Pat Judge.

It was clearly the best all-

around race for the team this

season. Torre Pena and Judge

both crossed the finish line

before any USC runner. In

fact, five out of the top eight

CC runners had personal

course bests. Following Judge

and Pena, Dawson Farr ran a

fantastic race. He was fol-

lowed by the CC running pack

attack of Jim Macken, James

Rankin, Mark Sweet, Brian

Kates, and Joel Tractenberg,

who all ran within 45 seconds

of each other. It also should be

noted that nine CC runners

ran personal bests for five

miles, and this at altitude.

As frustrating as this race

has been for the team, it has

not detracted from its char-

acter one bit. By Thanks-

giving, this team feels it will

go down in the annals of CC
history as the first cross-

country team to qualify for

Nationals. "We all go through

the pain, pleasure, losses,

gains, and eventual growth

together. We want to achieve

a goal TOGETHER. This team

has been working like no other

team I have seen. Come
November, I wish the sweet

pain of discipline pays off to

an end of NO REGRETS," said

co-captain Erik Schroeder.

The talent and desire is

there, and the forecast is

looking good. Your best bet

for a National berth this year is

the men's cross-country team.

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW
Women's Soccer
Oct. 14 Stanford Univeristy Palo Alto

15 Univ. of Santa Clara _ Santa Clara

Men's Soccer
Oct. 13 UC-Colorado Springs Home

17 University of Scranton Home

Volleyball
Oct. 12-13 CC Invit. (St. Mary's, CC, Home

Wise. Platteville, Concordia)

Football

Oct. 13 Trinity University

Women's Cross Country
Oct. 12 Hastings Invit.

Men's Cross Country
Oct. 12 Hastings Invit.

San Antonio, TX

Hastings, NE

Hastings, NE

Cross country team members Jim Macken, James Rankin, B

Kates, and Mark Sweet comprise the "running pack attack",

pack all finished within 45 seconds of each other.

SYRACUSE ABROAD

Study in one of SU's academic programs in England, France, Italy,

Spain, Germany, Israel, Poland, Hungary and other locations for a

semester, a year or a summer of study abroad.

SEND TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG!

Mams

Aririmss

Hity Statu Zip

xsJ® Phone

ffipo School

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD
119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-4170 (315) 443-3471 ,.„,,,.

,V, ;

VliiraCJl JjK^L- IN OLD COLORADO CITY

PRIMITIVE & ETHNIC ART.CLOTHING R JEWELRY
FROM SOUTH AMERICA , AFRICA * ASIA

2510 W. COLORADO AVE. COIO. SPCSL

HON.- SAT 10-6
SUNDAY 12-6

iinuiun
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Jltimate takes the field
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%»aia Bennett

II oK, sports fans, the time has

finally arrived. That burning

uestion that is on all of your

Ljnds is about to be answered,

known which one I'm

ng about. Why just the

j day somebody asked it

He: "What's up with

Jltimate Frisbee at CC?" Let

jeshed a little light on that.

Hfcw weeks ago the team

~~Weiled down to New Mexico

Bmpete in a major

—Lmamcnt. And just how did

"JJdo? According to Pete
iaHvihill, co-captian of the

^ffii, "we lost all of our

ames, but we won the party.

1|n of the 13 members are

I so we had a few

berienced players. But,

111 of the 13 ended up

gjg the last people kicked

H>f the bar that Saturday

Ht, so I'd say we have a few

rienced parriers!"

!'s Ultimate Frisbee team

sts of anywhere from 12-

ayers, depending upon
can show up for practice

;ames. The weather

ess, or the amount of

a person has for his or

lass are all contributing

rs in regards to

dance. On average, about

players are usually able

ike it to tournaments,

e unique quality about

C Ultimate Frisbee team
t, unlike many club or

The ultimate team continues the tradition of last year, when
sophomores Av Feinberg and Eland Grove showed their talent
The team hopes to recruit more members throughout the season.

college teams, it is co-ed. CC
was the only co-ed team
competing in the New Mexico
tournament. For the women,
co-ed competition can be very
challenging. Yet as one of the
four women on the team,

Justine Crowley says, "all of
the men on the team are

extremely nice and very
patient. They help out
whenever needed. We would
like to get a women's team
formed, but it is a question of

getting people together. Right
now, though, we are having a

fun time playing with the

men."

There is a key word for -

Ultimate Frisbee at CC. Fun.

Besides being an athletic

organization, the team is also a
social one. As co-captian Chris
Weldon said, "it's a great way
to meet people." The team is

looking for interested players.

"We encourage anyone and
everyone to play, even if

they're no good, because it's

fun," said Mulvihill. "Thaf s

why we play it. Because ifs

fun. Of course, Steve is cheesy,
but don't let that stop you
from turning out. By the way,
did I mention that we have
frisbees and shirts on sale in

the bookstore?"

So there you have it, the run
down on CC's Ultimate

Frisbee team. The team would
love to see your support both
on the field and off.

^oinijain Chalet

patagonia
Synchilla® Classics

Tie Svn.chilla* Snap T-Neck hns hw most .it the known world. It

could well be the ultimate multi-purpose

itility garment. Now available in

Downtown by Acacia Park
633-0732 226 N. Tejon

Women's cross
country hits

stride, takes
second straight
By Maile Shimabukuro

The CC women's cross

country team blasted to

another first place finish this

past weekend at the Colorado
College Autumn Classic 5K
Invitational. The team has
enjoyed unprecedented suc-

cess this season. Just one
weekend before, CC took first

place at Concordia College in

Seward, Nebraska.

"It was wonderful to

have so many CC peo-
ple there to support us."

-Chris Morrison

Still psyched from last

week, the Lady Tigers confi-

dently aimed at winning their

one and only home meet.

Friends, family, injured and
former teammates, the men's
cross country team and
coaches lined the course and
gave the girls invaluable

support throughout the tight-

packed, competitive race. "It

was wonderful to have so

many CC people there to

support us," said co-captain

Chris Morrison. Besides

having terrific fans, running at

their home course gave CC the

advantages of familiarity,

altitude adjustment and a

well-planned strategy. Coach
Joanie Schofield ran repeat

workouts along the course

until its every turn could be
skillfully conquered. And
conquer they did! CC won the

meet by a margin of 27 points

over the University of South-

em Colorado - a first time
victory at this course! Finish-

ing times were all fabulous:

first year student Jennifer

Nesbitt finished 1st overall,

with a time of 19:44 min.; first

year student Anne Kern
finished 3rd at 20:12; senior co-

captain Chris Morrison
finished 7th at 20:31; first year
student Rebecca Felts finished

11 that 20:59; junior Carey
Wall finished 15th at 21:07;

senior Meg Stiff finished 22nd
at 21:31; senior Liz Arnold
finished 23rd at 21:34; senior

co-captain Karin Boes finished

25th at 21:49; sophomore Jamie
Schwellcnback finished 39th at

22:50; first year student Claire

Carpenter finished 40th at

22:53; first year student Marina
Tigner finished 47th at 24:16;

junior Maile Shimabukuro
finished 51st at 25:38; and
senior Tiffany Shipp finished

52nd at 26:47. The combined
scores of CC's top five finish-

ers totalled 34, defeating 6

opponents: USC, Kearney
State, Nebraska Wesleyan,

Colorado School of Mines,

Hastings and New Mexico
Highlands. CC secured an

autumn leaf championship
plaque, as well as 2 individual

medals going to Nesbitt and
Kern.

Thanks to all the fans who
helped CC with its homecom-
ing meet. This week, CC
returns to Nebraska for the

Hastings College Invitational,

where they hope to continue

along the road to "unprec-

edented success."

Cs Outdoor Connection

,Ht Compleaf Gamer

NINTENDO
Buy, Sell, and Trade

Frisbees, Boomerangs, fierobles,

Hacky Sacks

Party Games

Role-Playing C Board Games

Puzzles, Kites & Gifts

Chess Sets, Crlbbage, Go
Mahjongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116

Open 7 days a week
Across from Poor Richard's
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1
Classifieds
Attention: Government
Homes From $1 (U-repair)!

Delinquent tax property.

Repossessions. Call (1) 602-

838-8885, Ext. GH-18127.

Stained Glass: Learn the art of

making stained glass

windows. Sign up with Arts &
Crafts at Worner Desk, for

Block 3.

Office of Personnel/

Management Info Session:

Tues. Oct. 16, 2 pm, Womer
216. Find out about

government jobs and

administrative service exams,

sign up at Career Center.

Free: 2 year old black female

cat, spayed. Front declawed.

Wonderful temperment.

Includes litter box, etc. Call

x6253.

Loving beautiful female cat,

spayed and front-paw

declawed, free to a loving

home. Comes with litter box

and food dishes. Please call

Diane at ext. 6253.

For Sale: Brand new, never

used answering machine with

remote access. $50 obo. Call

Jeanne at 632-0375 after 6 pm.

Huge Yard Sale, Sat. Oct. 13,

9-4. All Souls Unitarian

Church, 730 N.Tejon.

Clothing, books, housewares,

software, plants, furniture, etc.

10% discount with student ID.

Intelligence Jobs. FBI, CIA,

US Customs, etc. Now hiring.

Call (1) 602-838-8885, Ext. Q-
18127; 6 a.m. - 10 p.m., 7 days.

For Sale: '82 Audi 4000 SL.

$150. Call Cameron Grant at

633-5915.

Adressers wanted
immediately! No experience

necessary. Excellent pay! Work
at home. Call toll free: 1-800-

395-3283.

Lost A wide gold bracelet

with engraved flowery design
in it, and a clear retainer for

bottom teeth. Reward. Please

call x7593.

Found: Small tool box in

Armstrong Hall parking lot on
Friday, Sept. 28. Call Dennis
x6453.

Earn - $300.00/day with your
car or truck. Call (1 ) 602-838-

8885, Ext. KT-18127; 6 a.m. - 10

p.m., 7 days.

If you live off campus...I'm

looking for a place my golden

retrtever could stay. I will pay

$50/month and I will care/

feed for her myself, but I need

a place to keep her. Please call

Margo at x7208.

Guitarist new to Colorado

Springs looking for

musicians/bands into

electronic-industrial dance

music, along the lines of the

"Wax Trax" or "Netwerk"

labels. Would especially enjoy

working with keyboardist's

and/or samplists. I have great

equipment, experience and

contacts. Call Rudy 260-1734.

Young Actors Theatre

Company auditioning for

actors in Babes in Toyland—
good salary. Also needed a

paid director. Auditioning also

for threee actors to travel into

schools during school day—
pays well. Some conventions

and some parties. Call 685-

1192.

Announcements
The Christopher Columbus
Invasion: 500 Years of Mayan
Resistance. The US
representative of the

International Mayan League,

Felipe Ixcotj will speak on the

continuing struggle of his

people since the European

invasion. Monday, Oct. 15,

7:30, Gates Common Room.

October is AIDS Awareness
Month: A panel of people who
have tested positive for the

AIDS virus will be speaking in

the Mathias Pit Wednesday,
October 17 at 7 pm.

Student Assistant Needed:
Baca/San Luis Valley

Research. Student assistant

required to help on research

project; desirable talents:

interest and some knowledge
of San Luis Valley and/or
Southwest, graphic layout and
photography skills. For more
information and to apply

contact Professor Walt Hecox,
Economics Department 389-

6413.

Study Abroad Application

Deadline for non-affiliated

programs. Students planning

to apply for study abroad this

spring in non-affiliated (non

CC and non ACM) programs
must turn in The Foreign

Studies Committee
Application For Study
Abroad's application form to

the Office of International

Programs, Womer Center, 2nd
Floor by October 29. 1990. Late

J's Motor Hotel
and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 North Nevada
Special Student Rates, including Utilities

& Satellite TV

633-5513

applications cannot be

accepted. Information and

forms are available at the

International Programs'

Resource Area, 12:00 pm to

4:00 pm Monday through

Friday.

answering phones and
assisting with the enrollment

process. Typing is not

required. Volunteers will gain

valuable work experience,

training provided, references

available.

Study Abroad Fair!! Monday, Applications for off-campus

October 15 from 4:30 to 6:30

pm in Worner Center, main

level. Come talk to other

students who have abroad to

study!

ACM India Studies Program.

Applications for the ACM
India Studies Program are due
October 15, 1990. Please see

Prof. Vibha Kapuria-Foreman

for applications and more
information.

International Circle

Performing Arts Competition

is a program designed to

showcase and amplify student

artists in the categories of

Drama, Dance, Storytelling,

Singing and Bands. $1000 is

the cash prize. Winner in

Colorado Springs would

compete with Pueblo City

Stars. College students would
compete with other college

students. High school students

would compete with high

schools, while junior high

would compete with junior

high school artists only. There

in no entry fee involved.

Application and program
guidelines are available on the

bulletin boards in the Worner

Center. For more information,

call Durbar Rene Nava,
program coordinator at 719-

634-0843.

Interested in chess? Want to

teach elementary students?

Center for Community Service,

call Kim Grassmeyer, x6846.

Folks interested in an

assisting Art Auction

sponsored by PBS please call

Center for Community Service,

x6846.

Volunteer clerical assistants

are needed by community
Partnership for Child

Development/Head Start, a

non-profit agency that

provides comprehensive child

development programs to low
income, special needs and at

risk 4 year old children and
their families in El Paso
County. Duties will vary and
may include; updating files,

second semester are available

in the Office of Residential

Life. The deadline for

submitting the application is

November 16.

Chicago Program in Arts:

applications for spring

semester now due. Contact Jen

Trissel at x6376 or x6365.

Applications for the German
Scholarships to the

Universities of Gottingen and

Regensburg are due December
14, 1990. The stipends are for

one academic year and include

tuition as well as monthly
maintenance for room, board

and other expenses. For

additional information, see

Professor Wishard, AH 344*.

Personals
Could the person who hit my
brown Chevrolet pickup

truck parked next to the Sigma

Chi house please call me at ext.

7445, or leave a note in Worner
Box 1830. Frank Bond.

Death row prisoner, Caucasian

male, age 44, desires

corresponaence witn eitner

male or female college

students. Wants to form a

friendly relationship and more
or less exchange past

experiences and ideas. Will

answer all letters and
exchange pictures. Prison rules

require your full name and
return address on the outside

of the envelope. Thank you,

Jim Jeffers, Box B-38604,

Florence, AZ 85232.

FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

lOOOl
Earn up to $1000 in one
week for your campus

organization.

Plus a chance at

SOCK) more!

This program works!

No investment needed.

Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50

FREE GOLD C BOOK
SAVE UP TO $1 00.00 ON YOUR NEXT
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES TICKET

Premium
TRAVEL SERVICES"

' USF&G ASSET MANAGEMENT-

TRAVEL GIFT CERTIFICATE
FREE GOLD C BOOK

WITH PURCHASE OF CONTINENTAL AIRLINES TICKETS

ASK ABOUT OUR STUDENT DISCOUNT CAHD AND SAVE 10% ON TWA AIRUNE TICKETS
INCLUDING TRAVEL OVER THE HOLIDAYS

WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST AVAILABLE AIR FARES OF WE REFUND THE DIFFERENCE
(certain restriction* apply)

8 SO. NEVADAAVE. SUITE 200
(719) 520-9770 (800) 782-7493

rWIN $50
Design the winninj

T-shirt/posfer
]

for the annual
ARTS & CRAFTS

|

sale

Nov 30 - Dec 1

Each entry must|
include:

whi

con-

ties

rela

Designs should ffld

be conducive to!

use of the letterW
press - or easilyK
adaptable.

Submissions

should be madel

by WEDNESDAY F"

oct 24 to Worneil

desk.

Questions?
CONTACT: I*

Caroline 630-1 16PC'

-Hotels

-Travel Van
-Full Time Guide

-Flexible Itinera!

$650
Reserve by Oct.

New Horizon
Guided Tours [„

(719) 598-8011 £
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College's stock portfolio reveals surprises
Byju "

r
[Justin Blum

Writer

frhe contents of CCs once

[secret stock portfolio, obtained

last week by The Catalyst—
Rich include dozens of

Mnpanies with "non-equity"

to South Africa, business

itions with Northern Ireland

El Salvador, and dubious

Bnronmental records—
[infuriated some students and

Hulty activists.

C's votes on shareholder

Bplutions— corporate

Rposals, voted on by stock

holders, suggesting internal

Bnge within companies—
have also been questioned.

Although the administration

not released a record of the

sources familiar with the

ilutions contend the college

voted against such issues as:

ring business ties to South
ica, adopting affirmative

Son practices in Northern
id, and the Valdez

rironmental principles.

Bhe portfolio was released by
Iflce President for Business and

uice Tom Wenzlau after The
ib/st requested that CC turn
r last year's tax returns,

ich are public documents
liable under the Freedom of

"nation Act; the Act
lires non-profit

jnizations to itemize stock
ings. The administration
liesced following the
lest— just one week after

iidentGresham Riley

asserted that "the portfolio

should not be a matter of public
record."

CCs stock holdings in the

Exxon Corporation, infamous
for its Valdez oil spill and other

environmental atrocities, has
drawn criticism from
Environmental Action (EnAct),

a campus environmental group.
'Ifs not a good idea to

incorporate ourselves with
Exxon...ifs very frustrating,"

said Katrina Blair, Co-Chair of

EnAct.

The college also holds stock in

"Behind the scenes
there are a lot of

capitalistic things going
on." -Katrina Blair, Co-
Chair of EnAct

Waste Management, a

company, according to Mother

Jones magazine, "known for its

leaky landfills, its conviction for

price-fixing and its violations of

environmental regulations that

resulted in more than $30
million in fines from 1982-87."

Proctor & Gamble, a food

conglomeration in which CC
owns $2,352,375 dollars worth
of stock, is currently being

boycotted for importing coffee

beans from civil war ravaged El

Salvador for their Folgers brand
coffee.

"By maintaining stock in

Proctor & Gamble, the CC
Administration and Board are

doing their part to support the

repressive government of FJ

Salvador," said CC librarian

Cafh Finney, a member of the

Central American Coalition, a

group active in promoting the

boycott of Folgers coffee. She
pointed out that by buying
Salvadoran coffee beans,

Proctor & Gamble is upholding
the current government in El

Salvador. "[Government
sponsored] death squad killings

are on the rise...repression is

more and more pronounced
every day," Finney said.

Over a dozen companies with
"non-equity" ties to South
Africa appear in the portfolio, in

addition to the three companies
with "direct ties" that were
released to the All-Campus
Committee. The Merck & Co.

shareholder proposal to cut

"non-equity" ties to South
Africa, which was not adopted,

said doing so would "bring

pressure on the government to

end apartheid or face deepening

economic crisis." Companies
having "non-equity" ties

maintain some type of sales to

South Africa, without actually

operating a plant or store there.

Stock holdings in five

companies with defense

department contracts did not

please Democratic Socialist

adviser Mike Siddoway. "We
should not have our money in

military corporations," he said.

CC also holds stock in

companies not adhering to the

MacBride Principles, which
establish a system of affirmative

action among Ireland's feuding
religious groups According to

the IBM shareholder resolution,

which was not adopted, the

Principles "ensure human rights

and equality of opportunity."

A review of CCs portfolio

shows that Hewlett-Packard

stock has decreased in value by
over $400,000, while all of CCs

"Until and unless we
divest, we ought to be
intelligent corporate
citizens and vote on
individual issues...These
are issues of responsible

corporate

democracy. "-Walt
Hecox, Economics
professor and All-

Campus Committtee
on Selective

Divestment Chair

other holdings increased, often

by hundreds of thousands of

dollars. This has led to

speculation that the only reason

CC is holding the stock is that

David Packard has contributed

to the college.

Although Packard made "big

contributions," 15-20 years ago,

according to Wenzlau, CC has

retained its HP stock because

"the investment manager thinks

it ought to be there." However,
he admitted that "normal
policy" was not followed when
Packard made a stock gift two
years ago. "Our normal policy

with gifts of stock is to sell them
immediately," he said.

Although it was argued by
All-Campus Committee
member David McDcrmott that

CC, simply by holding stock,

could effect change within

companies by exercising their

voting power on shareholder

resolutions, the college seems to

be maintaining the corporate

status-quo on issues like South
African divestment and the

adoption of the Valdez

environmental principles.

The Valdez principles, named
after the ill fated Exxon Valdez,

are a set of environmental

standards by which some
companies have chosen lo

adhere. Among other things, the

principles state that the

company should "seek to

eliminate the release of

pollutant that cause damage to

the air, water, or earth or its

inhabitants."

According to Wenzlau, "on

most of these issues we have
voted with managements
recommendations." He said CC
votes with management "about

90-95% of the time."

On the issue of South African

divestment, for each of CCs
holdings, managements'

position has always been that

Please see Portfolio, page i.

-C Trustees side with big business management
»s information

presents how the CC
>ard of Trustees vote on
rtain issues 90-95% of
e time, according to Tom
enzlau, Vice President
f Business and Finance.

"est In companies directly invested
'Outh Africa:

Minnesota Mining and
Manufacturing (3M)
Johnson & Johnson
Caterpillar

hes with companies with "non-
•ityaes^tojSouth Africa:

No American Express
No Philip Morris

No Nynex
No Merck & Co.

No International Business

Machine (IBM)

No CitiCorp

No Proctor & Gamble
No Dun & Bradstreet

No Coca-Cola

No PepsiCo

No Sherwin Williams Co.

No Exxon
No Hewlett Packard Co.

No Intel Corp.

No American International

Group
No American Brands

Cut ties with banks with outstanding

South African loans:

No Citicorp

No Republic NY Corp.

No Nynex

Adopt Valdez Principles, companies

voting against Valdez_principles:

No American Express

No Waste Management

Companies doing business in

Northern Ireland that have not

accepted the MacBride Principles:

No 3M
No Dun & Bradstreet

No Exxon
No IBM

Companies with Defense

Department contracts:

Ford

Hewlett-Packard

IBM
Exxon

Philip Morris

Other socially protested companies:

Proctor and Gamble-Buys Salvadoran

coffee beans, Philip Morris-Tobacco

sales protested,

Burlinton Resources-Clearcutting

forests, Waste Management,
McDonald's, and Exxon-Dubious

environmental records, Johnson &
Johnson and IBM-Animal testing

protested, and Amax-Mining methods

protested
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Greeks express
concerns about
negative image

Committe to approach Board of trustees

with positive data

By Michele Santos

Staff Writer

'Technically the faculty is

always a threat (to the Greek

system)...we just want to be

one step ahead," said Lisa

Remey, president of Kappa

Kappa Gamma, concerning the

establishment of the Greek Life

Priorities Committee.

The committee is made up of

one member from each

fraternity or sorority house

and meets once a block. It was

created as a result of a Greek

leadership retreat held last

block. The retreat was held "in

response to a need that the

Greeks felt they had to pull

together as one system" said

Greek advisor and Assistant to

the Dean Peggy Conroy.

Greek concerns may be the

result of the Report of the

Steering Committee on Faculty

Priorities for the Future of the

College, which was released

last fall and approved by the

faculty without dissent last

'There is a desire in us

to change but we don't

know how much or

how far to go"

—Stephanie

Feistner,

Kappa Alpha
Theta

president

February. One of the

expectations listed in the

report is to "realign the social,

extracurricular and academic

life of the College." Two ways
this can be achieved, stated the

report, is "by studying the

impact of fraternities and
sororities on the College and
the probable effects of their

abolition" and "by

encouraging and funding

alternative patterns of

residential life which support

the academic purpose of the

college."

"There's a negative feeling

from the faculty that they

don't feel the Greek system is

academic in any way...the

faculty doesn't understand the

system," said Conroy.

Kappa Alpha Theta

president Stephanie Feistner

concurred. "We've never

known exactly would get us

kicked off-campus. We're sick

of all the misconceptions and
we thought we'd do our own
presentation to show the

faculty and the community
that we're really trying to

change."

The committee plans to

present its own data to the

Board of Trustees. According

to Remey this data will include

records of the combined GPA's

of sorority and fraternity

members, as well as records of

philanthropic activity.

"The only things that people

see are the social things," said

Feistner. "We think that maybe

the (college) community

doesn't understand what we
do...we do service projects but

in the (Colorado Springs)

community, so the campus

doesn't see it. Maybe with a

more public display of

philanthropy, with more

public projects, people will

understand."

Feistner continued, "All the

houses have done a 360 degree

turn in the last two years.

Formerly the houses were

apathetic to the needs of the

campus and of the other

houses...ifs a lot more
responsible than we've been in

the past."

"After this year there

should be less controversy,"

said Conroy. "As far as

changing the Greek system

in terms of their relation to

the school. ..following the

party regulations, cutting

the drinking down with the

invites-only parties. ..people

will begin to see more
positive things about the

system."

"A lot of what the faculty

hears is via the students,"

said Feistner. "We're really

frustrated by what the

faculty wants us to do.

We're trying not to have
parties during the week. In

the future there will be more
invitations to the faculty to

speak at the houses."

Concluded Feistner, "There

is a desire in us to change but

we don't know how much or

how far to go."

^
Mayan spokesman addresses histoif

an losses of Guatemalan natives
By Wendy Anderson
Staff Writer

Five hundred years

ago a great tragedy

occured in what we know
today as Central America.

A fleet of Spanish ships

under the command of

Christopher Columbus
bumped into the

American shore. In route

to India, the Spanish came
in contact with the

flourishing civilization of

the Mayans. Thinking

they had reached India,

they proceeded to call

those that they found

there, Indians. The name
stuck for 500 years and

only today, at the end of

the 20th century are

Mayans and other Native

Americans struggling to

reclaim their name and

culture, but never the

civilizations brutally

destroyed when America

was discovered.

Philipe Ixcotj, a

native of Guatemala and

spokesman for the

International Mayan
League, now in exile in

America, stood before a

small crowd in Gates

Common Room on
Monday night delivering

the message of a people

and a way of life that has

been severely oppressed

since the day Columbus
set foot in the Americas.

"We were not

discovered," Philipe said

in his native tongue,"we
were massacred. And we
are not Indians we are

Mayans." His message,

powerful and provoking

was delivered in Spanish

and interpreted by a

representative of the

International Mayan
League in Denver.

Standing amidst a

collection of striking

Mayan weavings from

widows in Guatemala,

Philipe told of how the

Europeans landed on

their shore 500 years ago,

took possession of their

land, burned their books

and massacred their

people.

B
Sarah Lawrence College

Academic Year in

uns
PL semester or year of academic study for juniors

and seniors. Students study in small seminars and
tutorials with French faculty, and in such Parisian

institutions as the Sorbonne, the Ecole du Louvre,
and the Institut d'Etudes Politiques.

For information and an application, contact:

Ssrah Lawrence College Academic Year in Paris

Box COP
Bronxville, New York 10708

The Mayan
civilization occupied

much of the territory of

Central America, five to

seven thousand years

before Christ. The tribe of

people was wide spread

and developed one of the

most advanced

civilizations of the ancient

bonding and pride was
broken and the Mayans
able to escape fled with

broken spirits to the less

fertile terrain of the

mountains of Central

America.

After Columbus,

Cortez came with ships

full of prisoners from the

r«

Philipe Izcotj of the International Mayan League speaks on the

conquest of the Mayan empire.
photo by RotinHomw

world. Their math

calculations, natural

medicine, astronomy,

agriculture, philosophy

and art, in the few records

we have found, exhibits

the sheer brilliance of the

Mayan people.

Unfortunately, when
the Spanish arrived,

nearly all the books and
records that the people

had accumulated over

time were burned.

Sacred documents and

observations on

astronomy and medicine,

revealing discoveries

which could have been

used as guides for later

generations, were

obliterated. Tribal

prisons of Spain. Once he

set foot on the American

shore, he burned all his

ships and he and his men

set out to subdue and

"civilize" the Mayans.

"They came to us with

a sword in one [hand] and

a cross in the other and

forced us to believe in

their god." With the

threat of death the

Mayans had no choice but

adopt the Christian faith.

Those who refused were

burned or strangled.

Many of the

environmental problems

of today, Philipe believes,

comes from people losing
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.ectures focus"
n male/female

relationships
ByLeahMattheis

Every once in awhile you hear

a song that hits the heart square.

It's not too hand to find one

[about love - how wonderful it is,

ihow much he/she means to me,

what they've done to my life, etc

tetc. But rarelydo you find one

(talking about how hard it is to

nnake a loving relationship

Ivork.

BFran Fenderand Jon Heagle

Recently visited theCC campus

[to lecture on "Women and Men

jjn Relationship" under the

lecture title of "Claiming a new
Ipartnership for the future:

jjiecreating the roles ofmen and

! Rvomen in a changing world."

phey dealt primarily with the

[contradictions in American

lodety that make dream

SDmances hard to achieve.

Heagle, a pastor of 20 years,

began the lectureby outlining

Jhree basic components of a

relationship, the first of which is

power.

Asourcultureusesit, Heagle

said, power is patriarchally and

Buerarchally based . Men are

traditionally put in dominant

power roles, both at home and at

work, even today, the roles can

be reversed, but the important

RMrt is the concept of

Bominance; someone in the

relationship is abusingpower
[that should be allowed to

.equalize and strengthen the

Relationship.

render went on to talk about a
[different kind of power:

sexuality. She wasn't speaking of
||EX, "pelvic activity," even
though thafs what our culture

lears us for. We become so

focused on the physical aspect of

^lationships, she said, that they
pre necessarily short lived, and
Dominant-power oriented.

Quality , according to Fender,
is "other-orienting energy" that

Initiates the attractingand the

Bonding, the trusting and the

Baching out that mark a

flaSonship. But because that is

gothow we are geared to think
|»ut each other, people get hurt
when they do try to reach out
[We come to the conclusion that
|ie risk is too great, and that

physical relationships are safer,

jhis point led right intoa

discussion on intimacy, by both
speakers. Fender says the

concept of intimacy scares us,

because to most people it

implies: "Do 1 have the ability

and capacity to love?" Of
course. But society can make it

awful hard. Take, for example,

current family life. According to

Heagle, statistics show that on
average, families spend only ten

minutes perday talking to each

other face to face. As Fender

says, we just "don't have time"

for each other.

Another problem she

mentioned is that our culture

operates through the

stereotypical roles that it has

created for the "reluctant

revealed' and macho man and
the overly sensitive and
simpering female. While this

may seem to be an exaggerated

view, both speakers aggreed

that such sentiments are actually

very pervasive. They felt that

too often, people treat each other

according to these

preconceptions; we look for

gender based traits, not human
ones.

Everyone has the capacity to be

sensitive and understanding;

these are human traits. Intimacy

refers to a level of sharing in

which you communicate as a
person; you share your

thoughts, feelings, and values;

your story, as Fender put it This

is psychological nakedness

—

much harder, they said, than the

physical version! This kind of

relationship means taking a lot

of risks But the point they came
downtoisthata personis

much better for having taken

those risks, and opened up. It

makes the relationship much
more meaningful, both

psychologically and physically.

The lecture was a very

systematic lowdownon the

difficulties in forming deep

relationships and they

purposely scored on a lot of

tender areas— very pertinent,

perhaps, to stereotypical

"college" relationships. The
guidelines they gave seemed to

be very apt ones— if only

listening to their theories was as

easy as implementing them! But

then, maybe thafs what the

lecture was all about.

THUNDERBIRD
AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL

// OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Glendale, Arizona S5306 USA

A representative will be on campus

MONDAY OCTOBER 22, 1990

to discuss

GRADUATE STUDY

Interviews may be scheduled at

WORKER 211

ENACT speaker proposes alternative
fuel sources to preserve environment

By Marc Phillips

Staff Writer

"When the earth has been
ravaged and the animals are
dying, a tribe of people from all

races, creeds, and colors will put
their faith in deeds, not words, to

make the land green again They
will be called 'Warriors of the

Rainbow, Protectors of the

Environment'

'This closing quote from a
prophecy of the Cree nation

wrapped up Brady Bancroft's

lecture on energy and
conservatioa Bancroft, of the

Rocky Mountain Institute, a think

tank devoted to energy usage
located in Aspen, Colorado,

relayed his concerns for the limited

sustainability of current energy

resources and emphasized the

need for a global shift towards

renewable resources.

These renewable, or 'soft,'

methods of energy production

include the sun, wind, and water.

A remarkable 80% of all the fossil

fuels that have ever been burned
have been used since 1936. There
is a finite amount of this

dwindling resource, and
consequences of our dependence

upon fossil fuels range from acid

rain to higher taxes to the

greenhouse effect and now
possibly even lives.

However, Bancroft pointed out

that the cost of electricity

production from photovoltaic cells

[used in solar energy production]

is dropping rapidly, making this

form of energy production more
and more effident

Utilizing the energy of biomass,

which Includes livestock manure
and vegetation, is another effident

alternative. Methane gas, the main
component of natural gas, is

constantly given off by biomass

and needs only to be contained
New forms of hydroelectric

stations are merely floating rafts in

the middle of rivers connected to

paddle wheels. The current turns

the wheels, producing electric

current, and the water continues to

flow by, thus impacting the

environment far less than huge
dams.

Wind power saw greatly

expanded exploitation in the dOs,

and is extremely inexpensive.

Geotheimal plants are also fairly

effident, but their environmental

impact is highly questionable.

A final alternative to coal and oil

is the use of the solar thermal

apparatus, which uses the sun to

transform water into steam which
in turn rotates turbines, producing

electridty. Huge fields of such
mechanisms can be laid out in

deserts such as Death Valley with
little environmental impact.

Bancroft explained that new
technology is not necessarily

needed to achieve better energy

effidency. In the automotive

industry, for instance, Honda and
Suzuki currently produce cars

receiving over 50 miles per gallon.

Volvo has produced a prototype

achieving 70 miles per gallon, and
Volkswagen is working on a

modd that gets 100 miles per

gallon. Incredibly, Renault has

developed a car receivingan
unbelievable 124 miles per gallon.

Compared to the current US. car

average miles per gallon figure of

20 mpg, it is dear that it is not

technology that is lacking.

It is estimated that the United

States could cut its current energy

consumption in half with little or

no change in the quality of life.

Countries such asWest Germany
and Japan are presently at this 50%
level. Stricter automotive fuel

effidency standards would end

Maria stelk takes part in Sidewalk Art Day, sponsored by the leisure

program. pholo by Jenny Carchman

the need for any Persian Gulf oil.

It is dear that technology is only
one of several factors causing the

current and future energy crises.

In fact, according to Bancroft, it is

only one of six.

The second problem is

economics. This involves not

only the dollars, but the overall

human cost in variuos worker
illness and injury related to the

use of these fuels and the

pollution attributed to them. In

the future, Bancroft warned of

what he called the "hard' path is

followed—meaning the

continued heavy usage and waste
of fossil fuels—the smog and
greenhouse effect will be
dissastrous. Bancroft was also

very emphatic about his

definition and purpose of

effidency. Eventually, humanity's
only hope for sustainable energy
will be the 'soft' technologies

mentioned in earlier. Until the

other barriers to relieving the

energy problem are removed, the

effident use of current energy

systems—including fossil fuels-
will hopefully keep the planet

and humans alive until all of the

'soff technologies arc sufficiently

implemented.

The third barrier is education.

The adults of tomorrow must
learn what must be done today.

This will help alleviate the fourth

problematic factor, which is

sodal. The values of society must
be altered towards protecting our
resources and using them

effidently with little

environmental impact, Bancroft

said. Effidency should not be

seen as a way to increase growth
of dties, for example, but should

instead be used as a way to make
the current population and the

surrounding environment

healthier and sustainable.

Probably the most crudal

problem Bancroft pointed out is

the US. government's

environmental policy. According

to Bancroft, there have reportedly

been government efforts which

often stand in the way of the

development and expansion of

renewable energy sources.

Bancroft urged the crowd that if

the people lead, then the

government will follow.

The final factor in the energy

dilemma is one of a spiritual

nature. Hesitant to bring up any

specific religion, Bancroft simply

stated that a greater connection

between oneself and the higher

power of one's choice would
result in a less materialistic life, a

life where one's thoughts would

be governed by the credo, "What

can I do for my nrighbor?"

instead of "What can I get from

him?"

Bancroft strongly expressed

that conservation and the use of

renewable resources, the 'soft'

path, is not just an alternative to

the fiard' path of fossil and

nuclear fuels. It is a necessity if we
want to survive, if we want to see

humanity and all other creatures

to continue life on Earth.
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Portfolio creates uproar on campus
continued from page 1

that they should remain in

South Africa, according to the

Investor Responsibility

Research Center (IRRC), a

Washington, DC corporate

watchdog group. On the issue

of the Valdez principles, says

IRRC, management's position

was against adoption in each

of the cases. Management was

also against institution of the

MacBride Principles.

Blair believes CC votes with

management, at least in the

case of environmental issues,

because it is economically

beneficial. "Behind the scenes

there are a lot of capitalistic

things going on," she said.

Although there have been

recent shareholder resolutions

concerning the Valdez

principles, Wenzlau, who
along with President Riley and

Board member Tristram

Colket, Jr. voted no the

resolutions, said he is "not

familiar with the Valdez

Principles." "I cannot claim to

do a lot of research," Wenzlau

added.

Instead of doing

independent research,

Wenzlau says he relies on the

information contained in the

proxy itself. "Management is

right until proven wrong," he

said.

Economics professor and

All-Campus Committee on

Selective Divestment Chair

Walt Hecox is not pleased that

CC generally votes according

to management's

recommendation. "Until and

unless we divest, we ought to

be intelligent corporate

citizens and vote on individual

issues. ..These are issues of

responsible corporate

democracy," said Hecox.

Siddoway said CC's

propensity to vote with

management is "disturbing."

He thinks that more of the

campus should be involved in

the voting procedure. "I would

support some campus-wide

scrutiny of these decisions," he

said.

EnAct wouid like to play

role in future shareholder

resolution voting decisions,

according to Blair. "It would

be great if we could educate

Riley on what they are buying

into." A request for CC's exact

votes on shareholder

resolutions was turned down
by President Riley, according

to Wenzlau.

CC's investments are split

into two different categories:

"Fund A" and "Fund B."

"Fund A" is made up
predominantly of stocks and

government investments, of

which The Catalyst was able to

obtain a complete list, and

which the college has complete

control over. "Fund B" is made
up of trusts and money market

accounts. A complete list of the

stocks in the trust accounts

was not made available,

according to Wenzlau, because

CC does not have direct

control over the way the trust

money is invested. He said

that is the responsibility of

First National Bank, which

invests the money.

When asked if CC has any

input on how money from this

account is invested, First

National Bank Trust Manager

William Corrigan said "it may
have some impact... [but] the

decision is made internally."

Siddoway pointed out that

there are investment managers

who specialize in social

investing that CC could use.

He said they screen their stock

portfolios "for this sort of

thing."

Audience moved by recount of Mayan suffering
continued from page 2

contact with their Mother
Earth. According to the

Mayan religion Mother
Earth is the creator of all

life. The Mayans believe

that the first person came
from com and that

everything in nature is

sacred. But the

Europeans forced the

people to believe that man
is at the center of the

Universe causing humans
to lose respect for the

Earth destroying their

relationship with nature.

The Mayans lived

in harmony with nature.

They cultivated three

crops: beans, corn and
squash. By planting the

beans and com together,

they were able to preserve

the soil. They worked
only 45 days a year on
agriculture, and the 320

other days of the year

they spent studying.

We might have

benefited greatly from the

t
Mayans' knowledge of

the Earth, but

unfortunately they were
destroyed before we
could learn from them.

The situation of the

Mayans today is very

troubling. The
International Mayan
League has been formed
to unite Mayans all over

the world as well as

illuminate their struggle.

"We do not choose to

celebrate Columbus day
as an important

discovery, but make

others aware that for us, it

was genocide and the first

step in exploitation of our

people."

Philipe is in exile from

Guatemala for trying to

teach literacy to his

people. The government

continues to use illiteracy

as a means of domination.

The Mayans only form of

writing exists in their

beautiful clothing: they

speak through weaving.

But because of their

financial state, they are

being forced to market

their clothing. To them is

an insult to their tribal

and individual identity.

Many Mayan widows are

being exploited by
marketers in Guatemala,

yet have no other means
of survival.

"They came in and
masked our identity,

made us obey and called

us uncivilized. But we are

in our own right civilized

and our ancestors were of

the first technologists,"

said Ixcotj.

It was very hard for

many in the audience not to

be touched by Philipe's

presentation. In fact a

twinge of guilt might

remain, like an aftertaste in

their mouths.

Predominantly white

descendents of Europe, for

500 years a large majority of

Americans have been

oblivious to the severe

consequences of actions

toward these brilliant

people. Years after

Columbus, whitemen in the

United States continued the

massacre of millions of

Native Americans. Only

today, centuries later, are we
beginning to realize what

we've lost. However, we
find only shattered pieces of

their lives, and the richness

and magic of these ancient

people are the missing

pieces that no longer remain.
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News Briefs

Rainbow Jam set for tonight
ByKraigUhl

There will be a celebration of color here on the I

CC campus. The celebration is not about the color
[

of your shoes but the different colors of people, anrj
|

more importantly the different ethnic backgrounds
that they represent. The Rainbow Jam will present

ethnic foods, drinks, and music on Friday the 19th of
|

October, from 9-12 p.m. The celebration is pre-

sented by ASIA, BSU. Chaverim, ISO, MECHA. and
NASA. It Is sponsored by CCCA and the Leisure

Program and will be held in the Worner Center at

To drink or not to drink?
CC participates in national
Alcohol Awareness week

National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Is being

celebrated Oct. 14-20. During the week numerous!
• activities were planned to emphasize various aspeq

of alcohol, and further student's understanding.

Functions included: a discussion held in Mathias

entitiled, "Choices 202- To drink or not to drink, how
j

do you decide?' . a trained server sharing the finer
[

aspects of alcohol preparation with students over 2l|

and a Bacchus organizational meeting.

The week will wind up with an all-campus gatherir|

in Cutler quad on Fri., Oct. 19, featuring music,

mocktails.food, and fun.

October declared Domestic
Violence Awareness Month

The El Paso County Commissioners have
proclaimed October as "Domestic Violence
Awareness Month"
Domestic violence or abuse is manifested through I

physical violence, harassment, threats, intimidation, f
and sexual assault.

Locally, the Colorado Springs Police Department
responds to between 800 and 1000 domestic
disturbance calls each month.
The Center for Prevention of Domestic Violence

has been in existence for 13 years and provides a
variety of services to assist victims and their abusive

|

partners. Operating a 24 hour crisis hotline (633-

38 1 9) , the center offers emergency shelter to

battered women and their children, crisis

intervention, individual and support group '

counseling, perpetrator treatment, and community
(

education and outreach programs.

Mac Classic
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reign studies students recount experiences

'Meghan Mullan
I Writer

ffit Monday evening,

lile waiting in line for an
Htizing Rastall meal,

ffiriay have noticed a

Hre phenomenon in

)rner Center.

'ou might have heard
Hge music playing, or

most memorable
lerience was when I

flt on an Arab sailing

ft during the

ftsoon season and
led up in a war zone
Ire I had to pay
bes to get myselt to

lety."

I —Jon Saliba

6d C.C. students
ssed in outlandish
Bmes or numerous
is displaying large
'to albums and a

Rllaneous collection of
jpnal flags.

Snot worry! Worner
wr is not becoming a
|ing mecca of
'politan life. The main

lobby of Worner was simply
(for one evening)
transformed into the busy

,

exciting Studies Abroad
Fair.

The fair was initiated by
the C.C. Office of

International Study to

promote study abroad
programs and to give
exposure to available
programs. By holding the

fair early in the school year,

the organizers also hoped to

inform students ahead of

time about available study-
abroad options.

But the fair was also

meant to be a fun and
festive event. "There was a

two-fold purpose to the

fair:" explains Kelly

Tobin,student coordinator
for the C.C. Office of

International Study, "to

inform interested students

about study abroad
opportunities and also to

provide an audience for

eager students who have
already studied abroad to

express their enthusiasm."
Over twenty-one different

countries were represented

at the fair and the multitude
of excited study abroad

returnees were more than
willing to relate stories

about their experiences.

Picture albums, maps, and
souvenirs were displayed
and fascinating, alluring
tales of travel were heard at

each table.

Senior Sandy Buffet, who
spent a semester visiting

Europe by boat, described
her trip. "If you haven't
heard about my program
you might think it's just a
long cruise, but we had to

take a current politics

course on each country we
visited (which was ten) plus
three other courses. It was a
great experience, however.
One time we hired a

Milasian fishing boat to

take us out to a desolate
rain forest island where we
went camping."
Senior Jon Saliba also

described his year-long trip

to Samilia, Kenya as a great
experience. "By living there
for a year I became
acultureated and learned to
love the country. I did an
in- depth independent
study on Kenya's politics

and society, as well. But,
my most memorable
experience was when I went
on an Arab sailing boat
during monsoon season
and ended up in a war zone
where I had to pay bribes to

get myself to safety."

Senior Tom Todaro, who
traveled to Yugoslavia last

year during the communist
melt-down, said, "It was

amazing to participate in
the student demonstrations
in Prague and to watch the
Hungarian government
fall."

The study- abroad
representatives hoped to spur
interest and give advice about
programs to interested stu-

dents. Many of the representa-
tives agreed that everyone
interested should try studying
abroad. "Just go for it! You'll

'It was amazing to

participate in the
student demonstrations
in Prague and to watch
the Hungarian
government fall."

—Tom Todaro

gain so much knowledge,"
was Saliba's advice. "Yes,

definitely do it," declared

Todaro.

The Office of International

Study is located in room 213
of Worner Center and is

open Monday through
Friday, 10 am to 4 pm for

students.

The Studies Abroad Fair
will also be held again in

February.

A DAY IN THE PLAZA—Senior Tracy Reed enjoys an afternoon with three women during her study
in India.

Photo courtesy of Tracy Reed
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Portfolio creates uproar on campus
continued from page 1

that they should remain in

South Africa, according to the

Investor Responsibility

Research Center (1RRC), a

Washington, DC corporate

watchdog group. On the issue

of the Valdez principles, says

IRRC, management's position

was against adoption in each

of the cases. Management was

also against institution of the

MacBride Principles.

Blair believes CC votes with

management, at least in the

case of environmental issues,

because it is economically

beneficial. "Behind the scenes

there are a lot of capitalistic

things going on," she said.

Although there have been

recent shareholder resolutions

concerning the Valdez

principles, Wenzlau, who
along with President Riley and

Board member Tristram

Colket, Jr. voted no the

resolutions, said he is "not

familiar with the Valdez

Principles." "I cannot claim to

do a lot of research," Wenzlau

added.

Instead of doing

independent research,

Wenzlau says he relies on the

information contained in the

proxy itself. "Management is

right until proven wrong," he

said.

Economics professor and

All-Campus Committee on

Selective Divestment Chair

Walt Hecox is not pleased that

CC generally votes according

to management's

recommendation. "Until and

unless we divest, we ought to

be intelligent corporate

citizens and vote on individual

issues...These are issues of

responsible corporate

democracy," said Hecox.

Siddoway said CC's

propensity to vote with

management is "disturbing."

He thinks that more of the

campus should be involved in

the voting procedure. "I would

support some campus-wide

scrutiny of these decisions," he

said.

EnAct would like to play

role in future shareholder

resolution voting decisions,

according to Blair. "It would

be great if we could educate

Riley on what they are buying

into." A request for CC's exact

votes on shareholder

resolutions was turned down
by President Riley, according

to Wenzlau.

CC's investments are split

into two different categories:

"Fund A" and "Fund B."

"Fund A" is made up
predominantly of stocks and

government investments, of

which The Catalyst was able to

obtain a complete list, and

which the college has complete

control over. "Fund B" is made
up of trusts and money market

accounts. A complete list of the

stocks in the trust accounts

was not made available,

according to Wenzlau, because

CC does not have direct

control over the way the trust

money is invested. He said

that is the responsibility of

First National Bank, which

invests the money.

When asked if CC has any

input on how money from this

account is invested. First

National Bank Trust Manager

William Corrigan said "it may
have some impact. ..[but] the

decision is made internally."

Siddoway pointed out that

there are investment managers

who specialize in social

investing that CC could use.

He said they screen their stock

portfolios "for this sort of

thing."

Audience moved by recount of Mayan suffering
continued from page 2

contact with their Mother
Earth. According to the

Mayan religion Mother
Earth is the creator of all

life. The Mayans believe

that the first person came
from com and that

everything in nature is

sacred. But the

Europeans forced the

people to believe that man
is at the center of the

Universe causing humans
to lose respect for the

Earth destroying their

relationship with nature.

The Mayans lived

in harmony with nature.

They cultivated three

crops: beans, corn and
squash. By planting the

beans and corn together,

they were able to preserve

the soil. They worked
only 45 days a year on

agriculture, and the 320

other days of the year

they spent studying.

We might have
benefited greatly from the

Mayans' knowledge of

the Earth, but

unfortunately they were
destroyed before we
could learn from them.

The situation of the

Mayans today is very

troubling. The
International Mayan
League has been formed

to unite Mayans all over

the world as well as

illuminate their struggle.

"We do not choose to

celebrate Columbus day
as an important

discovery, but make

others aware that for us, it

was genocide and the first

step in exploitation of our

people."

Philipe is in exile from

Guatemala for trying to

teach literacy to his

people. The government

continues to use illiteracy

as a means of domination.

The Mayans only form of

writing exists in their

beautiful clothing: they

speak through weaving.

But because of their

financial state, they are

being forced to market

their clothing. To them is

an insult to their tribal

and individual identity.

Many Mayan widows are

being exploited by
marketers in Guatemala,

yet have no other means
of survival.

"They came in and

masked our identity,

made us obey and called

us uncivilized. But we are

in our own right civilized

and our ancestors were of

the first technologists,"

said Ixcotj.

It was very hard for

many in the audience not to

be touched by Philipe's

presentatioa In fact a

twinge of guilt might

remain, like an aftertaste in

their mouths.

Predominantly white

descendents of Europe, for

500 years a large majority of

Americans have been

oblivious to the severe

consequences of actions

toward these brilliant

people. Years after

Columbus, white men in the

United States continued the

massacre of millions of

Native Americans. Only

today, centuries later, are we
beginning to realize what

we've lost However, we
find only shattered pieces of

their lives, and the richness

and magic of these ancient

people are the missing

pieces that no longer remain.
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Rainbow Jam set for tonight
By Kraig Uhl

<

There will be o celebration of color here on the

CC campus. The celebration is not about the color

of your shoes but the different colors of people, ana

more importantly the different ethnic backgrounds

that they represent. The Rainbow Jam will present

ethnic foods, drinks, and music on Friday the 19th of

October, from 9-12 p.m. The celebration is pre-

sented by ASIA, BSU, Chaverim. ISO. MECHA, and
NASA. It Is sponsored by CCCA and the Leisure

Program and will be held in the Worner Center at

To drink or not to drink?

CC participates in national

Alcohol Awareness week
National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness is being

celebrated Oct. 14-20. During the week numerous

activities were planned to emphasize various aspecftj

of alcohol, and further student's understanding. muo

Functions included: a discussion held in Mathias 9
entitiled, "Choices 202- To drink or not to drink, how E"
do you decide?", a trained server sharing the finer

aspects of alcohol preparation with students over 21
,'Me|

and a Bacchus organizational meeting.

The week will wind up with an all-campus gatheri(|,
,

in Cutler quad on Fri„ Oct, 19. featuring music,

mocktails. food, and fun.

October declared Domestic p
Violence Awareness Month

The El Paso County Commissioners have
proclaimed October as "Domestic Violence
Awareness Month-
Domestic violence or abuse is manifested throughl

physical violence, harassment, threats, intimidation,!

and sexual assault.

Locally, the Colorado Springs Police Department
|

responds to between 800 and 1000 domestic

disturbance calls each month.
The Center for Prevention of Domestic Violence

has been in existence for 13 years and provides a

variety of services to assist victims and their abusive
|

partners. Operating a 24 hour crisis hotline (633-

3819), the center offers emergency shelter to

battered women and their children , crisis

intervention, indivldudl and support group *

counseling, perpetrator treatment, and community^
education and outreach programs.

Catch the latest

blockbusters

from Apple®
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breign studies students recount experiences

Meghan Mullan

iff V\ riler

Mt Monday evening,

lile waiting in line for an
ffiizing Rastall meal,

ffiiay have noticed a

ifre

phenomenon in

ner Center.

ft might have heard
Ige music playing, or

most memorable
perience was when I

Ron an Arab sailing

B during the

insoon season and
d up in a war zone
e I had to pay
|S to get myself to

—Jon Saliba

Id C.C. students
Issed in outlandish

[fumes or numerous
©displaying large

albums and a

llaneous collection of

1 flags,

[o not worry! Worner
JSr is not becoming a

ffing mecca of

ppolitan life. The main

lobby of Worner was simply
(for one evening)
transformed into the busy

,

exciting Studies Abroad
Fair.

The fair was initiated by
the C.C. Office of

International Study to

promote study abroad
programs and to give
exposure to available
programs. By holding the

fair early in the school year,

the organizers also hoped to

inform students ahead of

time about available study-
abroad options.

But the fair was also

meant to be a fun and
festive event. "There was a

two-fold purpose to the

fair:" explains Kelly

Tobin,student coordinator

for the C.C. Office of

International Study, "to

inform interested students

about study abroad
opportunities and also to

provide an audience for

eager students who have
already studied abroad to

express their enthusiasm."
Over twenty-one different

countries were represented

at the fair and the multitude
of excited study abroad

returnees were more than
willing to relate stories

about their experiences.
Picture albums, maps, and
souvenirs were displayed
and fascinating, alluring

tales of travel were heard at

each table.

Senior Sandy Buffet, who
spent a semester visiting

Europe by boat, described
her trip. "If you haven't
heard about my program
you might think it's just a
long cruise, but we had to

take a current politics

course on each country we
visited (which was ten) plus
three other courses. It was a
great experience, however.
One time we hired a

Milasian fishing boat to

take us out to a desolate
rain forest island where we
went camping."
Senior Jon Saliba also

described his year-long trip

to Samilia, Kenya as a great
experience. "By living there
for a year I became
acultureated and learned to

love the country. I did an
in- depth independent
study on Kenya's politics

and society, as well. But,
my most memorable
experience was when I went
on an Arab sailing boat
during monsoon season
and ended up in a war zone
where I had to pay bribes to

get myself to safety."

Senior Tom Todaro, who
traveled to Yugoslavia last

year during the communist
melt-down, said, "It was

amazing to participate in
the student demonstrations
in Prague and to watch the
Hungarian government
fall."

The study- abroad
representatives hoped to spur
interest and give advice about
programs to interested stu-

dents. Many of the representa-

tives agreed that everyone
interested should try studying
abroad. "Just go for it! You'll

"It was amazing to

participate in the
student demonstrations
in Prague and to watch
the Hungarian
government fall."

—Tom Todaro

gain so much knowledge,"
was Saliba's advice. "Yes,

definitely do it," declared

Todaro.

The Office of International

Study is located in room 213
of Worner Center and is

open Monday through
Friday, 10 am to 4 pm for

students.

The Studies Abroad Fair

will also be held again in

February.

A DAY IN THE PLAZA—Senior Tracy Reed enjoys an afternoon with three women during her study
in India.

Photo courtesy of Tracy Reed
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Suffering from "knappy" hair?

Students discover a plethera of haircut optioi

RAPUNZEL, RAPUNZEL, CUT OFFYOUR HAIR—Nearby hair

salons offer students perms, clean cuts, and new do's.

Photo by Neil Klieman

By Kevin Murphy
Staff Writer

HI!

Fbr all ofyou ou t there lurking

beneath a head of hair, whether

full or receding, clean-cut or out

Environmental column

of control, knappy or nice, there is

a barber shop in Colorado

Springs that will suit your style

and budget.

There are many students who
simply don't cut their hair, or do
so only back home in the familiar

environs of the local family

barber. Yet this can present a

problem, as Michael West

cleverly points out "Christmas is

a long way away and I don't

know if 111 make it this time." If

you are finding yourself in this

clisturbing dilemma, or even if

you're not, read on and get

acquainted with the various hair-

cutting places in and around the

Springs.

Ill start with the most

expensive barber shops and

continue on to the cheapest,

knowing that the vast majority of

CC students are budget-conscious

(though by no means cheap).

Perhaps the most sensitive

"salon" is Paul Garias' in Denver.

For a mere $125 you can get a

dazzlingperm that will last for

months or however long it is that

most perms usually last. Or for a

pittance of only $40 you may
receive a dazzling hair cut, which

will make you the envy ofyour

friends for weeks to come.

Another posh salon is Wave
Lengths Salon, Inc., located on 110

East Kiowa, where a simple

haircut costs around $20. Alex

Prime describesWave Lengths as

"notcheezy." Her personal stylist,

using very professional

haircutting terms, tried to

persuade her to bleach her hair,

which is not what Alex had in

mind. They also wanted to know
Alex's address and see her

driver's license, and they said that

if she got three of her friends to

get their hair done atWave
Lengths, her next haircut would

be free.

For a more reasonable price

without sacrificing quality.

Tangles Inc., located on 1902 W.
Colorado Ave., is the place to go.

Phil Brown speaks well of the

stylist Paul, who also happens to

be Dana Wilson's stepson. "He is

very creative and is a cool person.

I really like him."

Haircuts cost $17,-but with a

coupon you can get your hair

done for only $12.75. Phil adds, "I

have lots of coupons. In fact, find

me and I'll give you one." What a
great guy, that Phil.

Rapunzel's Hair Design on 827

N. Tejon offers another outlet for

a moderately priced, quality

haircut. Kristen Anderson vividly

describes an experience she had

with Rapunzel's. "Last year I had

long hair and I was scared to cut it

off, but I went through with it and

got two or three inches cut offand

everything turned out great."

Whew. And this for only 18

bucks."

Now for the really cheap barber

shops (notice the word salon is no

longer in use). There are a few

moderately priced barber shops,

such as Great Clips, situated in

four conveniently located spots

throughout the Springs, and Cost

Cutters, located in the Chapel

Hills Mall, but the cheapest (to

my knowledge) and most

convenient (located behind Taco

Johns on 7125 Weber) is The

itC

College Barber Shop. ThisB
frequented by a clever ScoJ^
Givens.When asked of hisBp

opinion of his $4 haircut,^V
remarked with an inforrnajHT

yet intriguing "Well,...w^B^

uh...hmm/
/ vib

Fortunately, Scott reco\Wfi

time from the shcKddngr^Bp1

question to add that thebM)
beauteous woman, "usedB"
belong to a motorcycle gai©'

had hair down to her wais^a

she recently cut it off and

left with a flattering flatti

very congenial and talks

and tirelessly of her lovirigj

and family. Ifyou decide
I

and give her a try,be sure!

her about Barb."

If none of these barber j

salons sounds right for y(

Springs is filled with ol

let your fingers do the

and find one that suits yt

unique taste. Or for the

adventurous ones, therem
places that should be giveM

shot—if for nothing elsebSSe

unusual names. taste

My personal favorite isf'

the White Dove, but there|

others, such as Abana C

The Hole in the Wall, Le d

Backstreet Hair Co., or He|

Whateveryou decide,
1|

you good luck and, in tbeffijoi

uplifting words ofmyow«r
haircutter,"I am here to a

just don't complain while!

have the scissors inmy h

you are still sitting in mydl

Stop stuffing candy-colored trees in boxe
By Jamie Mclntyre &
Marina I indsey

By 3 o'clock every

afternoon, the area

surrounding our mail boxes

looks more like a candy-

colored, ticker-tape parade

ground than a mail reception

area.

The recycling bins, clearly

marked "Recyclable Paper

Only," sit overflowing with

glossy magazines, colored

flyers of printed

propaganda, and plastic

wrappers. None of these

materials is recyclable.

The large trash cans beside

the recycling bins are

spilling with newsprint and
white paper. Both of these

materials are recyclable.

This leads one to ask the

question: if Colorado

College students profess to

be environmentally

conscious, then why are we
receiving so much junk mail,

and why can't we grasp the

concept of recycling?

Last year EnAct, a student-

run environmental action

committee, proposed a

campus-wide recycling plan.

The proposal delegated the

responsibility of collecting

cardboard, newsprint, and
white paper to the school. In

the past, EnAct members
have spent countless hours

of their time collecting the

recyclable materials.

Now their job has been

usurped, their sheds have
been demolished, and the

system has become less

efficient. The administration

has taken over the job yet

has failed to uphold its

responsibilities. The
administration has allowed

an inexcusable build-up of

recyclable materials.

Although the

administration has failed to

institute many components
of the recycling proposal, the

students are also to blame.

Despite the confusion about

where to put the bulk of our
recyclable materials, which
is soon to be cleared up,

there are many things that

we can do to get our waste

recycled and out of the trash.

The first step is to put ONLY
white ledger paper in the

paper recycling barrels.

Most of our junk mail,

catalogues, advertisements,

etc. are unrecyclable,

unwanted, and unlooked at.

According to Fifty Simple

Things You Can Do To Save
The Earth. "Americans
receive almost 2 million tons

of junk mail a year. About
44% of the junk mail is never

opened or read.

Nonetheless, the average

American still spends 8 full

months of his/her life just

opening junk mail.

If only 100,000 people

stopped their junk mail, we
could save about 150,000

trees every year. If a million

people did, we could save
some 1.5 million trees."

Every day our mailboxes

at CC. are laden with

redundant propaganda
printed on multicolored

stationary.

For over three days,

earlier this year, a male first

year student received sales

pitches to rush the same
sorority. All the flyers were
colored, full-sized, and non-

recyclable.

In order for the new
recycling program to be
efficient, the administration

needs to act on the policies

that they are supposed to

have already instituted.

The students must reduce
the amount of paper they

are using, purchase recycled

products (like pads in the

bookstore), and only use

products that may be
recycled.

Campus organizations and

students should make
posters, and stop using

wasteful advertising

techniques.

We must stop being

apathetic, and make us

alternatives to stuffing!

mailboxes with trees

To prevent your nam

from being added to an

more mailing lists, andl

reduce your junk mail t

75%, write to:

Mail Preference Servi

Direct Marketing

Association, 11 West 42

St., P.O. Box 3861, New
York, NY 10163-3861.

Experience comfort in exciting
new colors and styles for men,
women and children. Repair
service available

with this coupon

$10.00

Off

College Shoe Shop
831 N. Tejon
632-6161
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teiinbow Jam enhances cultural awareness

n

, Tina Naff

Whenever I walk outside my
nses are washed with the

lors offall.

fhe leaves on the trees

ntrast the blue sky with

brant shades of red, orange,

.green, yellow, and brown,

hat better time to have "A
jebration of Color?" This is

iat Rainbow Jam is all about;

linbow Jam celebrates the

auty of the wide range of

lors found on this campus.

Although many may notice

e change of the leaves in the

1, they may not always be

yare of the cultural diversity

Colorado College. There is a

mber of minority groups on

mpus whose goals include

enhancing awareness of their

ethnic background, history,

movements, and acting as a
support for their members.
These groups (ASIA,

Chaverim, BSU, MEChA, and
NASA) are working together

to put on a culturally-rich

dance at Gaylord Hall this

Friday from 9-12 p.m. It is a
"social event in celebration of

our unique culture and
heritage" says So Yon Bueno,
the president of ASIA
(Association of Students

Interested in Asia). This

organization has been
expanded this year to include

not only Asia, but all

nationalities from India to the

Pacific Islands.

Each minority group is

providing ethnic foods unique
to their culture. You will find a
wide range of dishes to try:

from egg rolls to Indian Curry
to falaffels to Mexican food.

There will also be various

kinds of music to dance to,

associated with the different

groups represented at the Jam.
This is a time to have fun

and learn about the minority
groups on campus. "All

people are welcome to learn

about these groups and
become involved/'said

Marieka Brown, a member of

Chaverim. Chaverim, which
means 'friends' in Hebrew, is

the Jewish organization on
campus.

Rainbow Jam began in the

1970's. It started out as an

opportunity for the minority

groups to get together and
have a party. Later, the

minorities opened it to the

campus to get exposure and
provide an atmosphere for

other students on campus to

leam about their groups.

But Rainbow Jam is not the

only opportunity students will

have to leam about minority
issues. February is Afro-

American History Month,
which will be sponsored by
BSU—the Black Student

Union.

Also, MEChA (Movimiento
Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan)

is holding a Symposium on
November 9-10 to inform
people about the Chicano
Movement.

The Native American
Student Association (NASA)
and the International Student
Organization (ISO) worked
with these other groups as
well as Rochelle Mason, the
new Director of Minority Life

on campus this year. Her
leadership strength enabled
the groups hold Rainbow Jam
so early this year.

Rainbow Jam will be a

festive occasion and a terrific

opportunity for students to

experience something a little

different.

Don't miss this chance to

leam about different cultures

through their food and music.
There will be representatives

from each group to answer
questions.

:ool violinist conducts, plays, dances
Students taste culture at first of Colorado Springs Symphony Chamber Orchestra

'

By Rachel Tallman

Several CC students had a

le of culture this past weekend

he two Colorado Springs

nphony concerts performed at

Pikes Peak Center.

"It was a good excuse to get

ssedup. You don't get to do
t much at CC," said Casey

Dney.

[he Colorado Springs

mphony Chamber Orchestra,

newest branch of the

Drado Springs Symphony,
formed Antonio Vivaldi's

ir Seasons.

About 30 members of the

Symphony comprise the chamber
testra, and both groups are

lucted by Christopher

J, the Music Director and
iductor of the Colorado

Springs Symphony.

The concert, which was
performed October 12 and 13, is

the first in a series of three

concerts this season, the focus of

which is 18th, 19th and 20fh

century chamber music.

The evening began with

Pachelbel's Canon in D which
was followed by Grieg's Suite for

Strings.

"My favorite was the Canon in

D because I don't listen to classical

music that much, but I know it

from theGE light bulb

commerciaj," commented Laurisa

Rogers.

Bryan Counts believes "The
Canon is fhe most beautiful piece

ever written, and I felt privileged

to be a part of it." The audience

seemed to enjoy the relaxing

quality of the music.

"Ifs a great time to just sit back
and think about life," commented
Mooney.

Sarah Oderman added,

"Listening is better when your
eyes are closed, for you can
imagine funky stuff like

landscapes and wind flowing

through your hair in a grassy field

of spring clovers."

The listeners were given a brief

intermission following the second
piece, to reflect, socialize, and
prepare themselves for the

featured piece.

The performance of the Four

Seasons began after intermission

The violin soloist, Sergui Luca,

is world-renowned violinist who,
at fhe age of nine, began his career

with Israel's Haifa Symphony.
Luca has played with theNew
York Philharmonic and fhe

! series

orchestras of Cleveland, St. Louis,

Pittsburg, Detroit, Houston, and
Baltimore. Some CC students

might remember from his

performances on campus.

The soloist not only

spectacularly performed his solos,

but conducted the rest of the

chamber orchestra as well.

"I couldn't quite figure out

where the conductor went, but I

thought it was cool the way Luca

conducted, played the violin and
danced around all at the same
time," said Rogers.

There will be several more
concerts this season at the Pikes

Peak Center. Tickets can be
purchased over the phone at 520-

SHOW or at the box office on 190

Cascade for $6.00 with a CC
student ID.

Give blood and party

'£ DELIVER

!

ONE LARGE PIZZA
"The Special"

$7.99
/ plus la,

yUyillfS PIZZA. 1S90 "Empires U/1S/S0

I
TWO SMALL PIZZAS

I Cheese & 1-ltem + 1 Quart Pop

I $7.49
f plus tax

I .up or Deliver

I

I

I

I I!

635-5565
FOUR LARGE PIZZAS

j (

With Cheese & One Item
|

$19 95
ir Delivery

I Ooube Cheese Excluded.

LOUVEsjj.uuyi.5i. 39, 'Empires 11/15/90"

^LOWE'S "BIZZA 1990 "Expires U/lS/90.

Tiy One of Our
Flavored Pizza Crusts)

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original • Sesame Seed
* Buttered * Poppy Seed
* Buttered Cheese ' Garlic

Coupons must be presented At time

of purchase.

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday-. 1 1 AM - 11 PM
Friday & Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight J

By Brooke Denisco

"If s the easiest thing to do
in the world. ..besides sex that

is," said first year Julia Jones.

What is she talking about?

Believe it or not, giving blood.

The Kappa Sigmas just

finished what is going to be
their annual blood drive.

Originally the Betas did this,

but when their charter was
revoked the Kappa Sigs took it

over because they thought it

was "a great idea and an
important cause."

This year Paul Beardsley

organized the drive, which
turned out to be a great

success. Approximately 150

pints of blood were collected,

although many people were
suffering from colds at the

time and had to be turned

away. The Kappas did

everything they could to make
the experience pleasant.

I

Announcing

Everyone appreciated the

food and drinks they

provided. Junior Tim Coury
commented, "What a rush!

Actually I did it for the pizza."

Mike Scagliotti added, "I love

to give blood because you get

to eat a lot of free food."

Comfortable chairs were set

up around a television, and
nurses from various hospitals

kept the donors content so

there were no real problems.

Door prizes such as pizzas,

CD's, and tapestries helped

persuade some nervous

students to participate. The
Kappa Sigma fraternity also

threw a party for blood

donors, although those who
just gave blood were advised

not to drink.

One of the nurses present

commented, "The CC students

who donated blood should be
proud and excited that they've

helped save a life."

1

Headmasters Salon
815 N. Nevada Avenue

(2 doors south of 7-Eleven)

630-3435

(Bonnie (Rittr

&
Jan Sanders

'foull

Love

OurStyCe!

15Jean "Experience!

$1 .00 off with coupon & CCID ($8 regular haircut)
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Gecgil calls Americans individualistic, materialistic
Vnroinvi cliiApYit findc rirliruhjQ Hrirtlcitio nop lihprnl nris and luYuruForeign student finds ridiculus drinking age, liberal arts, and luxury

CONTENT—Senior Nurahn Gecgil's high standards and stellar

contributions to C.C make her the Senior Spotlight

By Averil Rothrock

Staff Writer

Nurhan Gecgil is an international

studentfrom Istanbul, Turkey who is

in this weeks senior spotligi t. Letitia

Shields, Director ofInternational

Programs, says, "'Nurhan sets a high

standard as a Colorado College

student in her ongoing contributions

toward making our campus the best it

can'be." SomeofNurhan's activities

include President of the International

Student Organization (ISO), Writing

Center Tutor,former Shove Chapel

Council Member, and Venture Grant

recipient. Thefollowing is an excerpt

from an interview with Nurhan:

What is your family

background?

1 wasbom in Italy -by accident!

They weren' t expectingme but

my brother insisted on sitting in

my mother's lap in a small train

compartment We lived in

Switzerland for awhile Then I

grew up in Istanbul. I went to an

American High School. (I am a

Turkish citizen.) Then I came to

CC
Why Colorado College?

Because I went to an American

High School we got all the

applications, took SATs. There are

lots of private American schools

around the world. You know you
will learn at least one other

language very well ifyou attend

one, I guess that was important to

my parents asmy brother also

went there. Our high school was
the first American college outside

the United States. About fifteen

years ago they changed to a high

school, but they didn't change the

curriculum! (She laughs!)We have

fifteen classes each semester -

we're in class from 8am to 4 pm,
with one lunch break When I

heard about the block plan I

thought that sounded neat I also

didn't want to go to an East Coast

college like a lot ofmy friends.

How was your adjustment to

CC?

The block plan was a challenge.

I found myself with a lot of time

when I wasn't in class. I didn't

know what to do! I got involved in

different activities.-

How did you get so involved

in the International Student

Organization?

As a foreign studentyou are

automatically included. I was

Secretarymy first year, and as a

junior I worked on projects to

increase ISO's visibilityand the

number of international students

on campus, and to create

programs to help international

students adjust toCC and to the

US. This year for the first time we
had an orientation for

international students before the

New Student Games, helping

them figure out where to send and

get information - knowledge that

American students take for

What are the goals ofISO?

This year we set three goals

One is to help international

students adjust toCC and the US.

Two is to increase the number of

American students in the group.

I'd estimate about 75% of the

group this year is international

students, the rest are Americans

who have lived abroad, studied

abroad, or been exposed in some

way. The third goal is to have on-

campus programs to increase the

visibility of our group and to

educate the campus about cultures

other than theirown.

What types of programs are

you planning?

Last Saturday night we had
about 45 people turn out at the

Student Cultural House for Italian

night. Professor Salvatore Bizzaro

cooked for us. Jan from West

Germany and Jairo from Costa

Rica are putting together a

program on German
Reunification, hopefully ready

next block. We're trying to have

something goingon at each ISO
meeting that is open to the campus
and advertised in "This Week."

First year we had a Culture Night,

and we're tryingto put that

together for fourth block with

Professor Adrienne Seward's help.

It would be small performances

(reciting poems, singing) by both

American and International

students.

Has the administration been
supportive of ISO?

Yeah, I would say so, but I

haven't been able to convince

some administrators that we
definitely need more international

students Their first priority is to

increase the number of American

minorities, but one doesn't have to

be at the expense of the other. We
can do both.

Tell us about your Venture

Grant

My friend Lillyam, an

international student from

Nicaragua, and I got the Venture

Grant to go to Macalaster College.

Ifs anACM college with about

1700 students, and a 9% minority

population. That's quite a diverse

student body! We wanted to see

how they achieved it, and we
wanted to see what kind of

benefits they had because of it.

Many American students choose it

for that reason. We are putting

together a report for several

administrators with the data we
collected So that wasan important

project

How did you become involved

in the Writing Center?

I tcok a lot of classes first year

where I had to write, so I went to

the Center as a client Then Molly

Wingate, the director, encouraged

me to enroll in the class for tutors I

was hesitant as an ISO student

about what studentscoming to the

center would think of this girl with

an accent And most are very

surprised. They are hesitant to ask

where Iam from, because they

think I might be French or

German, butmy accent if different

A lot think I'm an American who
grew up abroad because I have

blue eyes! Really! But I kind of give

them a positive model because

they think if she can write a decent

paper, I can. I tell them my Turkish

grammar isn't that great!

What is your major andhow
does it combine with your plans

for the future?

I started as a Biology major, and

then considered designing my
own biochemistry major. Then I

switched to Chemistry. The idea of

a liberal arts education was a bid

adjustment for me, and as I took

other classes to fulfill

requirements, I realized I was
more interested in Political

Science, and Economics because I

like math. Now Iam an economics

major.

This past summer for two

months I was in England on a
program through Syracuse

University. We spent tend days

visiting the headquarters of the

new European Community in

Brussels, then studied in London.

After going home for six months
and then spending some time in

Italy for awhile, I will probably go
to graduate school in the US. I am
inclined toward a joint MBA/
International Relations degree. I

want to specialize in Europe and
the European Community and
maybe do some consulting. When
I was in London and Brussels I

realized that people don't know
how this new community will

effect their business They don't

understand the real meaning of

Europe '92 Consulting in this field

will be important Maybe
eventually I will get a PhD.

After I'd asked my questions, I

asked Nurhan if she had

anything to add. With asly

smile, she pulled out a piece of

paper and proceeded to giveme
her impressions of the United

States. She says:

I find people very honest, open,

and straightforward. The honor

code is wonderful and I don't

think it could work in a country

outside the US. Maybe Canada, I

don'tknow. However, there is a

fine line between honestyand

politeness. I think sometimes

people here hurt other people's

feelings Thafs cultural.

The service sector is very

developed. Such as banks - they

areopen so often. In most

countries ifs not like that. Ifs really

nice.

Another great thing is the liberal

arts education. You have a chance

to learn more about yourself. In

many countriesyou decide what

you are going to do, and you go

offand study that Liberal arts

education is a great luxury.

Nurhan doesn't like, or was
surprised to see

The drinking age! It is the most

ridiculous thin. I don't agree that

people who can be sent to wai

and can vote shouldn't be able-

drink. And I don't necessarily
,

\

believe that twenty-four hoiy$I
aftersomeone turns twenty^] i

they become responsible. PeorJ

come to college and drink awfu

32 beer! At home it is no bigJ
for me to socialize with friendjl

family with wine orany other ]|

drink. Here you have people I
making fade ID'S...

Iwassurprisedtoseethat
J

American high schools aren't [i

strong in math skills People h-

seem afraid of math, especial]m
algebra. Inmy country you mj
take calculus to graduate from!

high school!

I think Americans watch tool

muchTV,and I was surprised!

pregnancies and drug use. P

Overall I think Americansa*

more individualisticand

materialistic than other peoplel

They are involved with mak^'

money, to a point

I also think here that the
|

meaning of friendship is differl

Thafs probably because of thel

high mobility rate .Other placfl

people are bom, raised, and \\M

the same city. Friendships are

more life-term. Here people tefl

to rely on themselves more in

friendships aren't as strong. I

m^sm WA/r

c
at the Colorado

else.

drea:

College Bookstore
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l/Ve must face the reality of campusrape
tS_ «=-" srss ssssisr j=sscColorado College com-
munity listen up! I've been
waiting to tell you this for a
|ong time. I shake and
sweat with the anticipation
of release and finally it feels
good.

I I was raped in a frater-
nity house at CC in January
0' 1988. 1 said nothing
about it to anyone for two
.years. I said nothing about
it to myself. The images
(would not leave my head,
Booting into my mind
""welcomed, unbidden,
over and over again as he
nad come into my body, yet
"till did not realize it was
fape. Now I know it was
,«pe, and the images still

gme. When I'm awake
sometimes they blip into
aI>d out of my conscious-
B" in an instant, other
[pes possessing my mind

ek °- th 'nk °f nothinS

dre,

trui

A» night, they come in
ams. Those of you who
y understand what I

jay. I know this may not be

W n8hl time for you to

f>d this. Stop now, its
okay.

Iff you read on, Hear my
p- reel my words! I am
IU .

r Peer - your friend, your
ffdent, more than a shock-
P s'atistic, and I am one

survivors on this campus
alone. We know rape hap-
pens here and that it is

rarely addressed. It is

estimated that at least one
in eight college women are
victims of rape and that as

many as 90 percent of all

rapes are never reported.
The majority of victims who
have reported rapes are
women 15 to 25 years old.

This means US! I say it is

time to end the silence, to

end the tacit acceptance of

these atrocities. We must
shout about it, fight about
it, cry about it without
embarrassment or guilt. If I

am the only one to do it

then let it be, but you know
that I am not alone.

Men, if you think this

doesn't pertain to you, are
wrong. Rape is a men's
issue every bit as much as it

is a women's issue, and
needs to be dealt with from
both sides. Yes, I am angry!
I am angry that we live in a

society in which children

grow up to be women and
men unable to identify rape.

In a survey of 7000 college

students conducted for Ms.
Magazine in 1985, one in

every twelve men admitted
to having forced or tried to

force a woman into having

that is, raping or attempting
to rape a woman. Virtually

none of them identified

themselves as rapists. Men,
if you think rape is horrible,

think deeply about it and
about your own attitudes

toward sexuality. Educate
yourself and your friends

about it. It may save many
people from a lot of pain,

including yourself.

I say it is time to end
the silence, to end the
tacit acceptance of

these attrocities.

The rape I experienced is

called "acquaintance" rape
or "date" rape. It is forced,

unwanted intercourse with
a person you know, and is

the most common form of

rape. The force involved can
come from threat or tone of

voice, as well as from
physical force or weapons.
When I was raped there

were no weapons used and
no animated physical

struggle. I didn't scream or
claw his face, and for this

reason it didn't occur to me
that what had happened
could have been rape. I had
been attracted to this man

when it got out of control.

I wrote in my journal, "I

had to twist my head away
from his mouth to say no.

He was so heavy. Pushing
down with his mouth, down
with his body...I said I

didn't want to make love."

People, "No" means no!

That I was attracted to him,
that I wanted intimacy, that

I believed him when he said

he understood my words,
are not issues. I said "no"
and he refused to respect

my right to set my own
boundaries. He committed
an act of domination and
violence against me.

Being in a fraternity

house probably did affect

my thought processes. It

was a completely masculine
environment that I felt

operated under a "system" I

did not understand and
didn't have the right to

disrupt; I expected no
sympathy in the hallway.

New students are particu-

larly vulnerable to this kind
of self-doubt that can lead

to victimization. However,
date rape happens every-

where, not just in fraterni-

ties. This is an issue all men
need to address, including

but not exclusive to, frater-

nities.

rtof
my process of coming to

terms with it myself, as well
as a way to open dialogue
on a topic that has been
closed for far too long!

Women need to know that

men do not have the right

to force themselves on our
bodies. We must create a

system here in which
women feel safe reporting

and talking about rapes.

Right now an atrociously

small number of rapes are

reported on the Colorado
College campus in compari-
son to the probability of its

occurrence. We need to

examine why women do not
feel safe and supported in

reporting rapes, and what
we can do to change that.

Maybe we should form a

support group, or a rape
crisis center on campus? Do
a widespread education
campaign? Change the

college's policy altogether?

Your ideas are welcome.
If you want more infor-

mation, the college's

present policy can be found
in the Pathfinder or the

Dean's office, or call the

Rape Crisis Service (not

affiliated with the college)

at 633-3819. You can also

talk to me.
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The way it is

IF YOU HAD 6°U£ HERE. 20 YEAR5 A60, VOtl'D B£ ME.'
MAN, DON'T YOU REALIZE WHAT TUIS PLACE ui££> to BE"
|T WAS THE MOST OPEN MINDED, REVOLUTIONARY,

HIP INSTITUTION THIS SIPE OF MRVA//A. NOW LOOK
AT T His ! t)RY DOfctAS, CLEAN-CUT KIDS CONTINUING
TRUSTEE -SFDNSC*£b RACISM / AIM- 6ET TO

KNOW YOURSELF - EXPERIMENT, CWAN6& ,
REBEL-/

r

r fORCE TUE KMIST PI6S To L
|cnAN6t thbr. ways- ITS YOUR

,

I MONEY'. PROTEST AND THREATEN
UHf> DBT*OT THE UNOUST
SYSTEM I

I DON'T KNOW W(/4f you

MEAN ? HOW CAN I CHAW&E

TH IN6S BEFORE 6RAt> SCHOOL?

FORCE CWAA^E MAN.'

I MASSIVE. DISOBEDIENCE!

DRUCS! ALCKtWU D<? ITl

ALL i .SOCIAL CMAN6E.'
.FmErABER FLY DAV;

Si
BUT H0TmN6.' I BWMJ6HT SOffcTHIN6 FoM
TtXJ-TAKE ITl SAVE US FtorA THIS

STATE.'

«k J^
60IN6T0 ptTA.MAW,

WHEfcL THE F^» ELSE
, WQuLb I 60?!
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flA ad in paper offends student

I the Editor,
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I was extremely upset by an

which has appeared on the

page of the past three

[es of The Catalyst. It was for

[teUigence Jobs. FBI, CIA..."

|h of these institutions are

^credibly oppressive.

(flhe CIA has carried out

I
rations which make the

ses reel in their

,reS5iveness. For instance,

campaign the CIA

Bducted in Chile from 1970-73

olted in the deaths of

usands of Chilean people

deluding the elected leader,

rador Allende), and

allation of Auguste Pinochet

lictator of the country.

ochet's regime has been

ked by constant violence

inst any voices of dissent in

country. CIA also

iterminded the Phoenix

5ram during the Vietnam

which led to the deaths of

i of thousands of Vietnamese

sens who were suspected

tcong sympathizers. CIA
e the names of thousands of

"communists" to the

[onesian government. The
onesian government then

ceeded to obliterate these

pie. The CIA has conducted

ous operations inside the

VS. (including drug
experiments on people not
aware of their participation,

wire types, mail opening,

infiltration of student groups,

etc.), which goes directly against

its own charter.

The FBI is no better. It is well

documented that FBI carried

out a vast campaign to discredit

and destroy Martin Luther
King, Jr. They also assaulted the

American Indian Movement in

various illegal ways (including

murder.) FBI's infamous

COINTELPRO operation, in

which FBI infiltrated and
destabilized (among other

things) such organizations as

the Black Panthers, SDS, the

Puerto Rican independence

movement, and CISPES, was
one of the low points in U.S.

history. Most recently, FBI

bombed some of the most
outspokenly pacifistic members
of Earth First!, and has carried

out other illegal operations

against that same group.

This is not to say that

everyone who works for FBI or
CIA is carrying out or even
supporting such activities. It is

to say that as long as either of

these institutions, as well as the

police, military intelligence

(oxymoron), and the secret

service, continue to exist, they
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will be oppressive. I do not
think The Catalyst should run
ads for such oppressive

institutions. If they do, they

must certainly run a more full

critique of exactly what lies

behind them.

Eric Yarnell

Editor: The policy of Cutler

Publications is to run an
advertisement regardless its

political or philosophical

content Although I personally

can't think of a more evil and
destructive organization than
the CIA, and I believe the FBI
has committed criminal acts, I

also believe in the rights of free

speech and expression. Ifwe
here at The Catalyst were to start

picking and choosing only the

ads that coincided with our
political views, we would be
violating basic prindples of

objective journalism, as well as

suppressing a point of view.

And in this case, I don't think

that thafs something you
would want. Moreover, ifs not

our job to "run a more full

critique of exactly what lies

behind [the ads]." Ifs your job

as a reader, and you've fulfilled

Self-righteousness—seemingly
a hallmark of enlightenment on
this campus—has turned

oppressive. Students are arming
themselves with impunity and
doing all of us the favor of acting

on it

It means sacrifidng free

expression, but this means
damned little in light of the

virtual cornucopia of benefits.

Just think of the benefits.

In this week's issue of The
Catalyst you'll find the second
request to remove an ad from the

back page because it offends

someone's sense of righteousness.

For those taking notes, the first

request appears in the October
5th issue of The Catalyst. The
request that The Catalyst not print

the ad was based upon the

premise that the ad contained

"undertones of rarism." This

second request calls for the

elimination of the publitity given
to the oppressive agendes of the

federal government.

Unfortunately for everyone's

cerebral purity, both appear in

this week's issue. Look ifyou
must, but you only have yourself

to blame if you turn into an
oppressive government radst

within the next thirty seconds.

I'll step away from the humor
long enough to clarify a couple of

things. First, these ads are pre-

paid. Build a shanty if you like,

but Cutler Publications honors all

advertising contracts. Second,

this is not something the editor of

77k Catalyst can change, so dte
my blatant lack of sensi b'vity and
not Al Decker's.

The fact that I have to issue an
abecedarian statement to this

effect is insulting. I'm not

concerned with whether or not
everyone agrees with our

advertising policy—ifs not going
to change. I am terrified,

however, that the students asking

we censor advertising think

they're doing the noble thing.

Ifs hard to say that fighting the

evils of racism and oppression are

ignoble, but when doing it means
leaving behind hypocrisy so thick

it gags, something is wrong.

Expressing outrage over the

implied messages of these ads is

admirable. Asking that the ads be
removed is both arrogant and
obscene.

Although ifs changing fast, I

used to dedde what was
offensive for myself. Now I have
a pand of ten students available

to do that for me. Arrogant.

Not to worry. Deddingisa
moot point because we just won't
discuss it all. We'll just pluck that

which offends. Obscene.

There's a healthy tradition at

C.C. Be the first to prove you're

on the right side of an issue, and
you can squash just about

anything that gets in the way.
In defense of free expression, I

can be expected to read the

phrase 'Tuck George Bush" every
time I walk into the Womcr
Center. But asking that the

College Republicans be allowed
to put up their signs without
having them ripped down by
day's end somehow constitutes a

task too heavy to bear. Ifs that

side thing again.

It is my hope that C.C. will

appredate our efforts to remain

committed to being even handed
about what we release on the

marketplace of ideas.

I won't swear all student

publications are bias-free because
they're not. Nonetheless, I'd

rather see the collapse of every

last student publication, than

watch their content be dictated by
students who arc incensed for

everyone.

We're not here to protect

students from nasty ideas. If

anything, we place a high

premium on the nasty because it

makes us think If you need
more, then you might think about

returning home where things

shine a pretty shine.

Free expression is something

we either support uniformly or

not at all. Rally, shanty and
demonstrate without end, but

remember there's a price to pay in

order to be heard: listening.

-Mike Shaver

President,

Cutler Publications, Inc.

White bias is also present in adoption agencies
To the Editor:

A recent letter lambasted
an ad in your classifieds

run by a couple seeking to

adopt a white infant. The
indignant letter-writers

"were offended by the

undertones of

racism...suggesting that (the

couple) could not love a

child who is not white."

While I can't pass

judgement on the couple's
real intent in phrasing their

ad the way they did, I can
comment on interracial

adoption, something our
family has been pursuing
for over 5 years.

For better or worse (and I

believe worse), the social

work profession has
decided that interracial

adoptions are bad for black
and Hispanic infants, even
though the number of

potential adoptive minority
children outnumbers their

anglo counterparts by at

least 10 to 1 and anglos
desiring to adopt a child

outnumber their black and
Hispanic counterparts by at

least 100 to 1.

We were told by several

agencies that we were unfit

to raise a child of color in

our home because of our
racial/ethnic backgrounds
and those of the

communities in which we
lived.

It would indeed be a

challenge for a child of

color to be raised in an
anglo home in an anglo
community - a challenge for

him/her, a challenge for us,

and probably a challenge
for our neighbors, too - but
I can't believe for one
second that our home, (or,

for that matter, the home of
the white couple seeking
the white infant) would be a

worse environment than the

string of agencies, state

institutions, and foster

homes to which unadopted
children are now consigned.

So, was that couple
racist? Perhaps, but
certainly no more so than
the agencies and social

workers who imperiously
decide the fate of thousands
of potentially adoptive
babies and couples.

Kevin McTernan
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Photo feature had anti-greek bias

To the Editor:

I am writing in response

to the Photo Opinion fea-

ture in last week's Catalyst

that asked the question,

"Should the Greek system

remain at CC?" I was

excited and intrigued by the

article because I rcnsider

this a very pertinent issue

on our campus today. As I

read the feature, it came
across to me that it was a

pathetic and thinly dis-

guised attempt at anti-

Greek propaganda. Was it

really worth sacrificing

your integrity as a journal-

ist to publish this feature?

There is a painfully obvious

question that come to my
mind, and I question your

competence if it did not

come to yours. Why, if the

subject of the feature is the

Greek system, was there no
opinion printed from a

member of the Greek sys-

tem? It seems to me that

this is the only true way to

get the total cross section of

opinions revolving around

this question. Why, also,

was the Greek affiliated-

layout editor for the Opin-

ions sections asked to leave

the room when this feature

was inserted into The

Catalyst? Your little foot-

note states that Cutler

Publications, Inc., does not

discriminate on the basis of

race, color, age, religion,

sex, national origin, physi-

cal disability or sexual

orientation. I guess this

anti-discrimination stance

does not extend so far as to

include Greek affiliation.

Everyone is entitled to

their own opinion about
this question, that is why I

am choosing not to respond
to the ones given. Most
people that I have talked to,

however, agree that th,e

most knowledgeable and

legitimized opinion would

have come from somebody
who is part of the Greek

system.

I am frightened by the

fact that we may have to

put up with this malicious,

one-sided, and dirty jour-

nalism for the rest of this

year. The Catalyst is sup-

posed to be a non-biased

publication for all of the CC
students, or so I thought. It

saddens me that you have

chosen to abuse your

position of influence by

printing this insulting slop.

Sincerely,

Tim Coury

Editor: First of all, I agree

that the Photo Opinion did

not cover both sides of the

coin. What happened, as I

hope the "Greek-affiliated

layout editor for the Opin-

ions section" told you (if

you bothered to ask him),

all of our pictures were

destroyed Wednesday night

in a darkroom mishap. As a

result, the Photo Opinion

was redone on Thursday,

and none of the editors saw
it until late in the evening.

The layout editor left

because he had homework
to do and he had problems

in laying out the section. 1

offered to take over, and I

got to the Photo Opinion at

midnight
When I saw that most

of the the comments were
negative, I wondered what
to do. I thought of cutting

some of the pictures, but I

decided against it because it

is a photo opinion, and as

Mike Shaver said in his

article on censorship(page

11), "We're not here to

Chalk marks in the rain: a pain

SSjda

Letters

to the
Editor

protect students from nasty

ideas." Is eliminating the

Greek system a nasty idea?

Is keeping it? You decide.

So yes, the photo

opinionwas unbalanced.

Did I "sacrifice my integrity

as a journalist" to print a

"thinly disguised attemp at

anti-Greek propaganda?" I

think the opposite: censor-

ship is a cop-out. I didn't

take the comments and
pictures, although I support

the journalist who did, not

because I agree with the

opinions but because he
submitted his project and
we labelled it as such. Do
you have any other evi-

dence of "malicious, one-
sided, and dirty journalism"

other than an opinions piece

and a unfounded accusation

of a layout conspiracy that

even the editor in question

refutes? If not, I'd say your

letter is one-sided, and
that'sthe pot calling the

kettle black.

Everybody needs to save water, not justCC
By Scott Givens

Now, maybe ifs just because

I've lived in LA (which is

basically in a constant state of

drought) all my life, but I view
water as quite the precious

substance. Don't wony, this is

not another article about CC's
watering program. Apparently

they don't listen to reason on
that subject. Instead, this is

directed at all the complaining

students (which is just about

all of us). But first, let me tell

you a nice little story.

This morning, I got up at

834, my normal waking time.

For unknown reasons, I was
abnormally awake, and my
eyes were open all the way to

the bathroom. However, this is

irrelevant. Just as I go in there,

somebody enters the last

available shower stall. So I sit

down and wait. Ten minutes
later (this is no exaggeration)

somebody turns off his

shower. Who knows how long

he had been in there before I

came into the bathroom.

Anyways, he comes out fully

dressed. So, twelve minutes

after I go into the bathroom, I

finally get into the shower. I

mention to the guy that he
really shouldn't dress in the

stall, especially when others

are waiting. Later, as I brush

my teeth, he comes at me with

a major attitude and tells me
not to bitch at him and I

should wake up earlier.

For those of you who may be
ignorant, two or three minutes
should be your maximum
daily shower time. This allows

you to clean yourself without
feeling rushed. Try it some
time. Now, if you are hung
over, ill, and very tired, you
might stay in there as long as

five minutes without feeling

guilty, but not much longer.

So here's a few questions to

all people who pretend to be

concerned about CC wasting

water: Do you? How long are

your showers? Do you flush

after you go to the bathroom
every time? Do you let the

water run while you brush

your teeth, shave, or comb
your pretty hair? Do you wash
small, medium, large, or extra-

large loads of laundry?

I know that a lot of people

who use the Quiet Wing
bathroom do waster water.

And some of them leave on the

lights. But I do not want to get

into the subject of individual

people like the guy that told

me that I should change my
lifestyle in order to

accommodate his "needs."

Instead, I would like to quote

the wonderful Siedah Garrett

and Glen Ballard from the

song they wrote for you-know-
who: "If you wanna make the

world a better place Take a

look at yourself, and then

make a change."

To the Editor:

While walking to Worner

CenteronWednesday, I was
assaulted by a technicolor barrage

of chalk "sidewalk art." Intrigued,

I read heartfelt pleadings like

"Save the Manatees" and "Divest

Now - right on." At first I was

confused by the seeming lack of

focus of these chalk messages.

Then I finally realized that the

writers of the messages were

merely fulfilling their role associal-

activist-for-a-day.

Obviously the "artiste" hadno
intention of changing anyone's

mind about their new-found

humanitarian cause. Their goal

was merely to let everyone know
that they had fulfilled their duty as

a CC student and adopted a cause.

If this sidewalk "art" was

intended to provoke change or

even thought, then why in the hell

is it so utterly goofy? I doubt that

the board of Trustees will take this

impassioned plea seriously—
"Divestnow - right on!". How
about "Bag the CIA?" I can just see

George Bush shaking in his

conservative boots at the sight of

(Isuch eloquence in the handsJ
dreaded liberal.

Finally, nestled between '^fc

out" and "Eat Acid," I fomvjBr

gem: "If MakingLove MighjH^
Fatal, and if a cool spring/ raj"
Any Summer Afternoon, carF

1*1 '

Turn a crystal blue lake into^

°

puddle of black poison Scurr

'

ster

right in front of your eyes,/ f
ie

Isn't Much Left/ butTV andgj
c

Relentless Masturbation." \<j/
c
^l

reply to the "artists" is this, re-

time you feel the urge to
f

aW

relentlessly masturbate, plea;
a

'

refrain from doing so in P?u

technicolor in front of Worne
US

,

indn

idi

Sean McLaughlin

Center.

Editor: I'm sorry that you dJ
like the Hunter S. Thompson!

quote. Your letter makes youH

sound very repressed. Does!

political statement have tob:

black and white, full of porq

circumstance. 1 wonder wha

worse, rnasturbating in print!

masturbating in front of the i

Womer Center?

The boys need to play while awd

To the Editor:

Because of Saudi Arabian

religious restrictions, it is unlikely

that our American forces will be

able to find outlets for their

exuberance as they found in

Saigon. (I wonder if the

Indochinese people are grateful

for the improvement of their

genetic pool by the tens of

thousands of their childrenwho
were sired by American
servicemen of all colors?)

I urge Americanwomen to

volunteer themselves or to send

their daughters to serve as Red
Cross and USO hostesses in Saudi

Arabia and provide wholesome

companionship for our boys by
activities such as reading poetry

and baking cookies. Older

women would be welcome,

since not all of the servii

there are young and impet

Once American womeni

perceive their patriotic duty!

confident they will act in an

appropriate manner. After;

entertainers like Bob Hope

satisfy all of the needs of oi

overseas.

When our armed forces

Baghdad where the Iraqis
\

more liberal in their outlool

more satisfying periods

and recreation may be expt

Sincerely,

Joe Stern

Fort Collins

Editor: Hhhrnmm. Hmmi

Faith in humanity is restored
by Claire Carpenter

People say its dangerous to walk across campus alone at nid

I'm always hearing ofbikes being stolen from the racks, or ste

systems from care. The headlines of the newspapers are full o

and murdere, and child abuse. Newsweek is bursting with s

wars and sabotagesand killings. Everywhere is evidence of n

inhumanity to man. So I learned to live in a world where I v

expected to trust no one, where everyone was out to get r

had to lockmy room before I left to go take a shower, or sorr

would sneak in and run off with the leftover birthday cake o

personal computer. Even our mail boxes have locks on tl

some deprived and homesick student doesn't confiscate son

else's mail.

Then last Saturday I lostmy wallet - left it at the flea market I

Careless, silly me. That was the end of that, I was sure. There ul

a whole lot ofmoney in it, but things like IDsand drivel's lies

and library cards canbe a pain in theyou-know-what to repla

canceled my bank card, sure that whoever had picked up tl

would figure outmy codeand completely wipe outmy life Si

But when I went to my mailbox today,and fiddled with theW
there to keep the mail thieves out, instead of gettingan account!

closed note from the bank, I got a letter from the woman who t|

found my wallet. Give me a call, she said, and I'll be glad to rem

Maybe everyone out there isn't trying to dome in. MaybeC
headlines only tell a part of the story. I need to thank this lady I

returningmy wallet, and for restoringmy faith in man's b
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Hues Traveller wanders into Gaylord Hall
nny Carchman

smiling as I approach

jailbox and am
[onted with a 16x20

„ir of four men, some, some standing in

got a technicolor

ledelic spray painted

'Blues Traveller" is

•led across this image

[heady I feel this is a

*fspnal thing.

R four years ago I was

™ing in a high school

Mduring Homecoming
Bistening to what was

ffthe Blues Band (now
jH Traveller) echo

Ighout the empty room
;

iccasionally a drunk
ian would trip across

lor and assume the

ing position. Later that

[g , the band played an

Wor spring concert and
mly their improvement
evident. Occasionally

flayed at parties or for

roes, but that was to be
Extent of their career. At
Mid of the year, the

Blues Traveller: Bobby Sheehan,

three musicians, Chan
Kinchla, Bobby Sheehan
and Brendan Hill graduated
(the fourth, John Popper left

a year earlier), and that was
supposedly that last I was
to hear of both the Blues
Band and Blues Traveller.

A year later, while living

in New York I spotted an ad
for the band, Blues
Traveller, playing at a local

downtown bar,

Nightengale's. They were
opening for other local

bands then and their

Chan Kinchla, John Popper, Brenden

weekday audience was
rather sparce. They were
good, however, a lot better
than their homecoming
performance at Princeton
High School. Soon they
were playing at bigger clubs
and their audience was
recognizable as commuters
from Princeton, who had
wanted to experience and
share some of this familiar
band's success.

As of two summer's ago.

Blues Traveller stopped
playing at Nightengale's

lyes Lost Labor found again at C.C.
mkespeare comes olive in Armstrong Theater

~4

1 Dolotta: A most fantastical Spaniard photo by Bill Starr

nathon Knight

|weekend, the Department
&a and Dance opens its

T»f theatre with Love's

acomedy by William
e.My strong advice to

1 and faculty alike is this:

j*s it It is not often that

fds 'TREE" and
PSPEARE" go together.

I chance to see a classic

i*3™—one which is

poduced—at absolutely

Jtoyou.

1 naturally have a few

J?

say about the play, but
'r'gs must be considered
lons of a humble reviewer,
it even "reviewer" really,

»ork for the Drama
poit So take this article as
jPsernent f the play. Keep
ftbutmake sureyou catch

^Performances this

I would say that the cast is

fn
g and very diverse. The

P ensemble piece.and the

myriad of different characters and
voices will keep your eyes and
ears busy. The story centers

around four pairs of lovers, the

men beingfrom the court of the

King ofNavarre (Jay Marx), and
the ladies being from the court of

the Princess of France (Hadley

Boyd). And...yes, well_.I did not

think it possible, but theGreek

system has finally worked its way
into Shakespeare. Watching these

eight characters, I could not help

but have visions of Phi Gamma
Delta and Phi Beta Phi, and I

should know since I was once a
frat pledgeand now live with

several women of sorority. Indeed

I half expected the Princess of

France and her three attendants to

break out into a cheerful rendition

of "Pi Phi Kisses." All that

notwithstanding, the choices of the

director (Tom Lindblade of last

year's TheMemorandum) and the

actors are very right and are fun to

watch Being a very wordy play

with thick language, it cries for

original adaption, and Tom has

given it just that, with a touch of
college-life that will be a joy for the

campus to watch

Visually, the production is

stunning. Donna Amink is a first

year professor and designer for the

Drama Department, and her set

for love's Labor's Lost has proved

her as a valuable assetbeyond any
reasonable doubt. It is exciting,

fantastic, and full of curves and
circles which force the actors to

play. The costumes by Gypsy
Ames are no less spectacular.

Beyond being beautiful and
wonderfully crafted (oh the hours

and hours of work..), they help the

audience make distinctions

between characters and castes,

making it easier to follow the

story. Indeed, the costuming

power ofGypsy and her staff is

something that we seem to

witnessshow after show atCC
Finally, although I said before

that this is an ensemble piece, the

performance given by Adam
Mishaga as Berown merits public

praise. He is, in my opinion,

exceptional in this play. To be fair,

however, he does seem to own the

wealth of the great lines in the

play, and tome seems to be the

very untainted voice of

Shakespeare himself. Nonetheless,

as an actorhe chooses rangesand
variations within his character

which will hold your fascination,

and hiscommand of the language

is commendable. Nicely done,

Adam.

Enough said. Go see this

production and I hope you have a

good time. Performances are

tonight (Friday) and Saturday

night at 8 pm, as well as Sunday
afternoon at 3 pm. Tickets are

available at the Womer Center or

at the door for free wi th a CC ID.

Hill photo by Steve Eichner

due to their enormous
crowds and the bar's

diminutive space. Their
popularity outside of the
New York and New Jersey
college-aged population
had spread nationally and
their name was known
among many Dead-head
circles. As of last year they
signed with Bill Graham
and were opening for

Carols Santana, the Neville
Brothers, the Allman
Brothers.and rumor had it

they were playing with

members of the Dead.
This past June the band

released their album, "Blues
Traveller," and is not only
available at the local used
record store in their

hometown but is heard
blaring throughout CC at

odd hours.

To me. Blues Traveller is

no longer a shitty high
school band playing at
random school functions.
They have a distinct style,

not only in their music, but
in their character as well.
They are full of color and
sensation, with which
anyone can easily groove.
They do not imitate or

impersonate. They are

definitely unique without
pretention. And so, they
come to CC as not only
familiar faces, but to

enlighten us all with their

musical genius.

Blues Traveller will be playing

Saturday, October 20th in

Gaylord Hall. Tickets are $6 and
are available at theWomer Desk.

Phish play on Halloween
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Something PKuhyr

By Nathaniel Feis

Okay, it's Halloween; well

it's not yet but lefs assume it

is just for the sake of this

article. Now you could go trick

or treating, but then you might
get a razor blade in your apple

thus making it harder to

stomach the local cuisane, and
its hard enough already, not to

mention all the blood and
those extra trips to the dentist.

You could go get drunk and
act stupid, but that would be
like any other night , now
wouldn't it? You could

actually do some work for

your class; I'm sorry for that

blasphemy. Hey, how about

you go see Phish live at

Armstrong?

Phish is "one of the most
innovative and exciting bands

to surface in this decade," at

least thafs what Vassar

College's Left of Centersays.

Phish is also Trey Anastasio on
guitar, Mike Gordon on
electric bass, Jon Fishman on
drums, and Page McConnel on
keyboards.

The group meshes heavy
metal, jazz, and improvisation

to create their own style of

alternative music. And since

we're already dropping names
The Dartmouth calls a live

Phish performance "something

exciting and unusual and
you're psyched to be a part

of." But hey, don't just take the

experts word for it: go down
and see it for yourself.

The show is brought to you by
our very own Livesounds and
tickets are $7.00 for student,

faculty, and the like. Showtime is

Wednesday, October 31, 1990 at 8

pm in Armstrong Hall.
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Macura shows
his stuff in Coburn

A sample of Macura's cratt

By Carolyn Read
Staff Writer

Good things, they say, come
in small packages. How could

I prepare for the arrival of four

enormous crates, shipped to

my attention in Cobum
Gallery? Out of careful, bubble

wrap cocoons emerged seven

enormous paintings: Labors of

Love, the work of 1983 alumni
Glenn Macura.

The seven painting are all

the same dimensions (4 ft.

wide, 7 ft. high), acrylic on
wood. The central image
throughout is a single Doric

column. As the column
changes, so do the landscapes,

reflecting and changing in

their own partem. The column
is taken as a personal symbol
by the artist; it lives and grown
through a remarkable journey.

The path the painting follow is

intensely personal. The viewer
feels compelled to join, to

experience a trip which is

profoundly spiritual, crossing

the boundaries of religion to a

time and place which is

neither past nor future. The
images are timeless.

The essence of the journey is

within the first work "Not
Without Hope." Firmly bolted
to the ground, the entire

column stands. Once
invincible and solid, it now is

shifted and worn away. It is

fenced by a double-helix of

deeply barbed wire, caged by
its own DNA. But the title

rings clear. The strands flower

above the column, framing a

delicate red orb, splitting to

reveal the layers within. The
earth is deeply furrowed,

opened to receive the seeds of

life.

Within the decay and
sometimes violent states of the

column, there is always a

pervasive sense of hope. There
we find the idea of rebuilding

and recreation. The cold stone

dissolves and breaks, revealing

itself as a final, clear flame, the

expression of pure energy.

Lilies crawl from a seemingly

bottomless pit below it, lit but

not consumed by the fire.

These are difficult,

challenging works,
imposing and startling on
first sight. Space rushes
forward and back, horizons
are high or low. A strange,

eerie light fills the

paintings. These are not the
armchair paintings Matisse
spoke of. Glenn presents the
viewer with penetrating,

unsettling questions. To
stand before "The Magician
(no guarantees)" is a

humbling experience. Glenn
has taken his magician's

invitation. How we accept
the offer is a question of
spirit.

Arts Friday, October iqM .

So there I was, just browsing

through the October issue of

Springs magazine, a collection,

more or less, of advertisements

that tourists may think are the

norm here. Most of the ads say

things like "our authentic

handwoven armadillo-shaped

rugs with horse-hid fringe are

cooler than the guy down the

street's." It's actually

entertaining to find out just

what cowboys we Springs

residents are. By the way, if

you're sold, this rag is

available for free in touristy

places (like Womer center), or

for $6.95 a year. Go figure.

Anyway, I'm browsing

through this puppy when I hit

a reader survey. Usually these

surveys ask questions about

sex, like "How often does
cheese play an active role in

your sex life?" or about drugs,

like "How many times have

you smoked crack with Mayor
Barry in the last few hours?"

But this reader survey was
"Best of the Springs." Just after

deciding that almost no one
would send seven bucks to

these guys for a list of

restaurants they already know
exist, I started wondering just

who would send answers in.

Undoubtedly, the respondents

to the survey are the people

who work wherever this mag
is available. So really what we
have here, I assume, is actually

a contest on which boss could

make the most employees fill

out a survey in their favor.

Nonetheless, the whole survey

was rather entertaining.

Categories ranged from Best

Lawn Maintenance to Best

Yuppie. But ifs the actual

answers that I like best. I read

through these, and though you
might like to do the same. So
here's the Best of Best of the

Springs-

Best Pasta Noodles: No

surprise here, Old Chicago.

Old Chicago also has groovy

two-for-one nights when even

folks like myself converge

down there.

Best Fajitas: Chi Chi's, for

some reason. As far as I know,

Chi Chi's, a national chain, has

food that looks nice, but tastes

like its spent huge amounts of

time sitting in every Chi Chi's

across the country. Shaver here

said that their fajitas kinda

suck. But Chi Chi's probably

has more employees.

I'm surprised that

Benjamin's wasn't nominated

for any food category. It was,

however, nominated for "most

nauseating cuisine." For some
reason, though, that wasn't

published.

The Marriott was a co-

winner for Best Happy Hour.

Maybe Rastall will become a

happening nightspot in future

days.

I found it interesting that

Tremor's won a runner-up for

best nightclub. When I

checked it out, there were
around four-hundred Air

Force dudes hitting on women
that look like they were on
their way to Super Saver

Cinemas (tall hair, Saran-Wrap
outfits). There was also this

Zoomie that screamed "if I had
my ears pierced and faggot

hair like that (he pointed at

me, I was touched,) you'd let

me drink," as he was being

thrown out. My "faggot hair"

and I left.

Best Place to Get into The
Holiday Spirit: Runner-up was
downtown. I guess folks like

that giant light-up thing

across Tejon. It reminded
me of some ugly thing I

would have crafted as a

tyke.

Best Yuppie: Buck
Blessing. 27. Co-owner of

Griffis/Blessing. Need I say
more.

Best Comment: (Not an
actual category.) "At least I

"***+HILAR10US
AND WONDERFUL...

[ absolutely lowd it."
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wasn't voted most Yy
- Buck Blessing

Best Springs Joke: ft

many City Council

members does it taket

change a light bulb? M
They never do anvthiJ-,
also like this one: WhjBj.1

the difference between

T

By

Colorado Springs and
con-

yogurt? Yogurt has a<

culture.

Colorado Springs %
be Better Without: The]

popular answer was
Isaacs, the mayor. I J

really expecting somei

about CC's foodservic;

Someone suggested

putting astro-turf on

mountains to stop mo;

scarring. But the b:

surprise of all was thi

there wasn't a winner

Best Handyman/
Handywoman. Appar,

they hadn't heard wot

our speedy and accur;

maintenance crews,

way, there wasn't a

Hair category, else

protege Erin Zimmer
have achieved literar;

As for everything else,

Broadmoor came in first
|

Then again, the Broadmoo

bazillions of employees

more copies of Springs Mi

By the way, the legacyo

rare African bird is gone. I

new hair, and new power,

Cheers, all.

Stay tuned...

fori
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As a CC student

you have special
Wi[

privileges at ther

FineArtsCenfco

HArtJJbrafe

One block south of c

30 West Dale Strefjjew

id

ccstudeisttsc
CHECK OUTBOOfl
BYSHOWING 101

The Art Library has:

• One of the largest ariES resi

libraries in the Rock}! Frori
Mountain region; j t use

• books on painting,

drawing, sculpture, mk i

and the decorative aiW rea

• a large collection ofh

on the Indians and I

anthropology of the

Southwest;

• strong research colli p*i

tions on santos, MO A
folk art, and Guatelfl ^E.

textiles:

• the best collection of

museum catalogues

Colorado from exhlb

held in New York, &
Washington, Chicag

abroad

HOURS:
Monday through Friday

Saturday 10:00 lo $
& 1:00 to 5:00

634-5581
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[The Rubaiyat shows Elektras complexes
gy Nathaniel Feis

Elektra Records (can they

still really be called record

com panies?) celebrates its

lRrtieth anniversary of

((existence this year and in

Honor of that fact have

leased a compilation

bum of their various

artists. On this album the

modern artists of Elektra

trform tracks by Elektra

artists of days gone by. The

[le of this album is

ubaiyat (the liner notes

[plain why this particular

He was chosen and some
ler interesting things, so

rou're interested you can

ad them yourself).

J Now, as with many
Impilation albums,

especially those whose only

common tie is that the
artists involved are all on
the same label, some of the
tracks are quite good and
others, well, just suck and
of course there are those
songs that fall somewhere
in between these two
points. The opening song,
and the closing song in a
much shortened form, is

The Cure doing "Hello, I

Love You" and doing it

very well, surprisingly well
in fact, and the closing

version is really neat too.

Tracy Chapman does a

version of "House of the
Rising Sun" (I think that

makes 912 versions of that

particular song) and it's

okay.

The songs that I like the
most include Pixies' cover

[At the Brewery. .

.

of "Born in Chicago" (a

song to scare your unborn
children), The Sugarcube's
"Motorcycle Mama" (a little

silly but enjoyable) and the
Kronos Quartet cover of
Television's "Marquee
Moon" (it's amazing how
much this sounds like the
original considering the
instrument changes). Danny
Gatton's "Apricot Brandy"
is really rockin' and John
Zorn's screaming cover of
the Stooges' "T.V. Eye" is

fabulous. Billy Bragg does
a good cover of Love's
"Seven & Seven Is" and
Jackson Browne does a

superb version of "First Girl
I Loved."Other great songs
include Linda Ronstadt's
"The Blacksmith," Shaking
Family's "Union Man,"

Michael Feinstein's "Both
Sides Now," and Bill

Frisell/Robin Holcomb/
Wayne Horvitz's Cover of
Bob Dylan's "Going Going
Gone."

Now the down side. This
album is filled with tracks
of that annoying
exaggeratedly soulful light
rock crap: Anita Baker,
Leaders of the New School,
and Phoebe Snow. Also,
songs that were distasteful

the first time around and
are even worse now: "I'd
Like to Teach the World to
Sing" and "Make It with
You."

Disappointing covers of
good songs include Ernie
Isley doing The Cars' "Let's
Go" and John Eddie doing
The Cure's "Inbetween

„
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By Andy Kane &
Jon Feiges

Staff Writers

With regard to last week's
ffiumn, we would like to thank
fflsst boozer, John Bridges for

Hglobal acumen of beer, his

Bque style, and extensive

ftabulary. We apologize for

Bpseudo-intellectualism of
1st week's article— beer
Sjiewers are actually fairly

Sfoid when it comes to typing
jsomefhing under pressure of

Wtalyst deadline. We would
E to make it clear that many
Bin cells die or cease to

Iction correctly when we sit

front of a Macintosh with
W a small portion of blood in

5 respective alcohol streams.
Jrom this point on, we will

fuse any words which have
feared in SAT's, since we are
Star gone to remember them,
frealize that, come Friday
Imoon you won't want to

deal with them either. Well,

actually, we're stuffing beer-

soaking food matter into our
systems, in a feeble attempt to

sober up just a bit In fact, our
latest guest boozer, Todd
Harris, is so plowed that he is

throwing flour tortillas around
the room, as if they're frisbees.

Todd commented on the

extraordinary ability of tortillas

to soak up alcohol, and then he
began to ramble on about Super
Mario Bros. 3, the new Replace-

ments' album (he swears he is

Paul Westerberg's long lost

son), and how talented and
peaceful John Denver is. Huh?
What?

Well, anyway, this week Jon
was on the side of team USA
when he bought that funky
Rainer Ale, and Andy sup-
ported the Canadian venture by
backing Montreal's Molson
Export Ale. Grabbing some
Dutch brews, our buddy-in-
booze went with Grolosch, a

favorite overseas. Well, up the

bottle (like we haven't already)

and suck the suds— its of a
buzz again, (pssst, a bottle is

opened)

Andy: "Is that your third?"

Todd: "Yeah."

A: "And?"

Jon: "You have any different

Nintendo Games?"
T: "Dig into that bag over

there."

A: "Well, Todd?"
T: "I think its my fourth

including those Old Milwaukee
warm-ups."

A: "So, do ya' like it or

what?"

T: "It takes the edge off a two
day heartache, and makes a

man feel lucky. If I didn't know
better I'd say this Rainer Ale
tastes like a bottle of Tequila."

A: "What?"

J: "You've got Punch Out.

Sweet, I can play this."

T: "Ya know, like that

stagnant taste that you get on
your tongue when you take

three Juarez shots in a row."

A: "Yeah, I can see that."

J: "Kicked your silly ass."

A: "Jon. Jon Jon! Turn off

that brain sucker, and drink

your beers."

J: "You on Grolsch yet?"

A/T: "No."

J: "You're both pusses for

bein' behind. I gave that Rainwa
Ale a 2 for being so expensive.

Th«/- .
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And this TJeirbrowuwerijen'

(another name for Grolsch—
sound it out) that I'm drinkin'

now isn't much better, either."

T: "Au contraire, mon frere.

Drink! Drink! Drink and be ill

tonight!"

J/A: "What?"

A: "Anyway, back to the beer
at hand. This green labeled

bottle with the big red "R' has an
uppity flavor and funky fizz. It

freaked out my mouth and
uh...seemed to put a ...what are

you looking at Feiges?"

J: "...Funky? It could be goat
stomach stew for all you
known. Hit the reset button."

A: "Three...Funky."

T: 'Two point five...no better

than Schaefer."

J: "Shit. I punched him!

Screw this stupid game any-
way! Well, have you had the

Grolsch yet? I mean six bucks?

For this?" (psst, psst)

T: "Yeah, 4.25 to be on the

measure. If it was any worse
than that, I'd join a fraternity."

J: "Yeah. Right."

A: "Skunky, a three. Hand
me that tuna fish sandwich on
the stereo. I mean if I had to

choose between a free

Benjamin's pizza and Grolsch,

I'd be torn." (psst)

J: "III snag it three, but only

because of the cool ceramic cap.

Is that my Molson?"

A: "Yeah, what do ya think?"

(psst)

J: "Wait a minute. Todd and I

Days." They Might Be
Giants are their normal (?)

silly selves on Phil Ochs'
"One More Parade." Since
they are not doing an
equally silly song , though,
they sound stupid. Gipsy
Kings do an annoying cover
of "Hotel California." Then
there's Metallica (Queen's
"Stone Cold Crazy") and
Faster Pussycat (Carly
Simon's "You're So Vain")
both of which sound like

what they are, metal, and
thus, I find them annoying.

Well, all in all, it is a fairly

good compilation, even
though I plan on only listening

to about half of it ever again.

So, if this sounds interesting

you may want to check it out
and if not then read another
article.

are gonna scrap in a game of

Blades of Steel."

(Minutes later.)

J: "Damn! If I hadn't loaded
up on this Canadian swill, 1

would've beat your sorry ass."

T: "Well maybe your mom
could."

J: "(Buuuurp)."

A: "Oh, beauty! You
sounded like a sick St. Bernard."

J: "Yeah, you could say it put
some hair on my tongue."(psst)

T: "Why is this stuff called

Export Ale?"

J: "Because the Great White
North exports it to our country,

where people like Andy will

think ifs some nifty foreign

beer."

A: "Tak off, it was on sale for

$3.99 a six. Ifs worthy of a

three."

J: "NOT! I'm stamping' this

puppy a two, only because I like

the sailing ship graphic on the

label." (psst)

T: "Does he always rag on
beers this much?"

A: "No. I just think his taste

buds don't give a shit anymore,
for tonight."

J: "What is this Adventures

of Bayou Billy game?"

T:"lfslame,butllikethe

aspect of mindless, senseless

violence."

J: "Cool, I'll play it."

A: 'Todd, we better finish up
the article. Ifs gettin' kinda

Cont. on pg. 16
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FIND OUTHOW YOU CAN RECEIVE
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(Call for Details)
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Tanning • Nails

118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 (Above Old Chicago's)
635-5552
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Ruthless
Kaufman
By John Keilman

Staff Writer

Latest in the Philip Kaufman

"discovery series" (he has

directed The Right Stuff and

The Unbearable Lightness of

Being, two films of, oh,

exploration) is Henry and June,

a film inspired by the novels of

Henry Miller and the diaries of

Anais Nin. The story

chronicles the pair's torrid

a ffai r/friendship/symbiosis/

apprenticeship in the Paris of

the 1930s. Simultaneously

feeding each others' carnal and

creative instincts, the writers

engage throughout the movie

in an orgy of both sexual and

literary bearing.

The film deflates, though,

precisely on its selling point-

liberation of the senses. We are

not freed so much as bogged

down by these characters and

their self-indulgence. Though

the film is among the year's

most beautifully

photographed, it is only the

visual sense which is gratified

by the film. The sense which

seeks understanding is left

woefully unattended.

One dilemma is that of the

writers' portrayal. Were
Miller, Nin, and all their

crowd really as pretentious

and self-congratulatory as this

film shows them? One scene in

which the two writers

Reviews: Philip

s HenryandJune
oozingly laud each other's

work is especially repulsive. It

seems, if we go by this movie,

that all these people had to do

was go to cafes, drink, and fool

around with other people's

spouses. All this may very

well be true; neither Miller nor

Nin has ever interested me
enough to probe their

histories. But if the film's

portrayal is accurate, what an

uninteresting subject! These

people's boring lives are

hardly the stuff of

enlightening cinema, not even

an engaging movie.

In a biographical film,

casting is the critical facet;

unfortunately, it was
mishandled in this case. Fred

Ward's Miller is a loutish

Yankee whose character is

utterly too thick to be

believable as a man of letters.

Whenever he shares in a

literary discourse, his

grinning, mumbling, and
ridiculous statements destroy

any credibility. His wife June,

a woman he is supposedly

obsessed with, is played by

Uma Thurman. Quite

frankly — as hard as this

may be to believe — 1 can't

see why anyone would be

obsessed by her character.

June in this movie is a dull-

witted and shrill woman;
she barges around every

scene until we must beg for

relief. It is a sad day when
we wish for relief from
Uma.
Maria de Medeiros,

portraying Nin for her film

debut, is a different story.

She displays a spark of life,

unlike the other,

supposedly lively

characters. Even she,

however, suffers from
overacting. When feeling

guilty, she lowers her eyes

and mumbles in a caricature

of remorse. Her husband
must have the wits of toast

if he could not see through

such obvious charades.

Enough of the film's

plotted pabulum. The
attraction of the film lies, as

I indicated earlier, in its

photography. I can't

remember a film this year

so well-colored. The current

rage for earth tones reaches

its zenith in this movie, as

the grays, browns, and
oranges of Paris come to life

beautifully. There are

certain segments of the film

which are so marvelously
photographed that they are

worth overlooking the

dreary performances and
the dull story. Kaufman is

known for making long,

well-photographed, and
alternately turgid and
inspiring films. Henry and

]une is no exception.

Brewery
cont. from pg. 15

late."

T: "OK,I'lI...uh...say

that it tastes sort of fruity.

Ya know, like it has

apples in it or something'.

I'll rate it a three."

A: "All right, I guess

we're done."

Epilogue:

Of the night before we
remember oh so little, but

- things can't be s bad as

the five plaster lawn

donkeys, the empty case

of Rolling Rock, and

those beers we wrote

about suggest. I mean, so

we can't explain the

blood stains, but the

article is done, so all we
have to do is proof it.

"Stop pickin' your

nose" - The Life of Brian.

'Time to die" - Blade

Runner.

"And so I drank one

and it became four, and

when I fell on the floor I

drank more" - The

Smiths.

Notice. .

.

GregNeilsen,al960s

student at Colorado College, will

be the main speaker at the 12th

Annual ColoradoNew Age Fair

during Oct. 19-22.

Mr. Neilsen, who won
second place in the Britches poetry

contest in 1967, has continued

writing poetry and his latest book

is Tuning to the Spiritual Frequen-

Fftl
The Collective

Oct. 19-20, 8 pm
Poor Richard's

Tennesse Williams'

Class Menagerie L sel

Nov. 1-5, 8 pm
Taylor Hall

Lilies of the Field

Oct. 23, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

The Third Man
Oct. 30, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

Woodwind Quintet
|

Oct. 29, 8 pm
Packard Hall

Three new ways to survive college.

The Mutinied) Classic

With Apple's introduction of three new
Macintosh" computers, meeting the challenges of college

life just got a whole lot easier. Because now, everybody

can afford a Macintosh.

Thel

Jbe Macintosh list

affordable model, yet it comes with everything you need-

including a hard disk drive.The
|

combines color capabilities with affordability. And the

HSSEBEEI is perfect fi ii students whi i need ,i

computer with extra power and expandability.

No matter which Macintosh you choose, you'll

have a computer that lightens your work load without

giving you another tough subject to learn. Every Macintosh

computer is easy to set up and even easier to master. And

when you've learned one program, you're well on your

way to learning them all.That's because thousands of avail-

able programs all work in the same, consistent manner.

You can even share information with someone who uses a

different type of computer-thanks to Apple's versatile

SuperDrive7 which reads from and writes to Macintosh,

MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple* II floppy disks.

See the new Macintosh computers for yourself,

and find out how surviving college just got a whole lot

easier.

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore]

in the Worner Center

or call 389-6391

&
V. The power to be your best.

I* Computet. Int. Atxto. the Aoolo logo,U
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^key struggles against Northern Michigan
f Oiip

Roehrig

HWritei

The Colorado College men's

yjey team got off to a

(appointing start last

Bend as they were swept

Ke University of Northern

Ijjgan (UNM) in a pair of

Bern Collegiate Hockey

fociation contests at the

Ejmoor World Arena. The

Rensus top ten Wildcats

ffitood third period rallies

jay and Saturday nights to

ffi-5 and 8-3 respectively,

ail Friday night, UNM
feed up a 6-1 lead at the

Bring of the third period.

Kseemed to be cruising to

&y opening night victory.

R-Tigers, however, had

Rplans, mounting their

Sustained offense of the

Ring. Successive goals

ftcored by Jon Manthey,

InBruininks, and Chris

nnes.

m just under five minutes

ui the period, Steve Strunk

ing fellow captain Ed
atsky out of the Tiger zone
Pa beautiful one time pass,

atsky, in turn, found

lomore Pat Rafferty

rang his left wing.

Bsky drove to the net. At
ffitafferty's return pass
Eted off his centers skate

Big CC within one goal
8:31 yet to play.

STigers seemed poised to

Hhe game into overtime
gie crowd of 3,097 fans

reaming in anticipation,

ft first- year student,

.anz quelled the

comeback when he foiled a
Tiger clear, breaking into the
Tiger zone unmolested. At
16:38 he tucked the puck
inside the left post, ending
Tiger hopes for an opening
night victory.

These two plays were
emblematic of CC's weekend.
They had to work extremely
hard and still be graced by
Lady Luck to score.

Meanwhile the Wildcats were
given far too many quality
chances. The vast majority of
their goals were scored from
the slot, often with little

hindrance from the CC
defense.

Saturday night, things did
not get any better. Unfor-
tunately the Tigers' third

period dominance Friday
served only to ensure that they
would not sneak up on the
Wildcats on Saturday. Any
hope of a momentum
carryover was ended when
UNM scored on their first shot
at :51 of the first period. The
Wildcats cruised to a 7-0 half

way through the second
period.

With the outcome already
decided, the game regressed
into a series of skirmishes
resulting in the ejection of
Tiger sophomore John Mooney
and a pair of UNM players.

In the third period, CC got
back to business. Their no- quit
attitude paid off as they
rediscovered their offense.

Goals were netted by Steve
Strunk, Rik Duryea, and
Shawn Reid. The Tigers,

however, were once again out

Zoo and
appa Sigma to
ost celebratory
arbeque bash
any Phelps

Jfhat's going on this

I'd after the CC
fg

events, you may be
5- Well, the CC Zoo
|PPa Sigma Fraternity
i»sh in store for you
l>mises to be lots of

py, October 20 will
I *e college's first

Jg
Ball Barbeque Bash

ij
of the football and

• s soccer athletes.

|> will be held after
pen's soccer games,
^Proximately 4:30 pm
fPm, and will

I 'ood, music and
I The bash will be
Pide on the fieldN *e Kappa
"aternity, weather

Fhe bash is a

barbeque, a CC ID will be
required and if you eat, it

will count off your meal
plan. CCCA is funding the
bash so there will be lots of
barbeque type food that
promises to satisfy even the
most finicky college

student.

The football team plays at

1:30, the women's soccer
team takes to the field at 3,

and the volleyball team hits

the court at 7. You are
invited to come make a day
of it and support the

football team, the women's
soccer team and the

volleyball team who have
all worked hard all season.
As well as honoring the
athletes, The Big Ball

Barbeque Bash is a thank
you to all the fans who have
supported CC athletics this

fall.

Nick Slcnkovkh/ The Cnlalysl

of time.

Coach Brad Buetow was not
surprisingly disappointed by
the weekend's results but is

still optimistic, "Northern
Michigan is that good. They
have the quality to win a

National Championship. We
got off our system a little. We
had some defensive

breakdowns. The good thing is

that our attitude is good and

the problems are correctable."

The Tigers will have the

opportunity to get things

together this weekend, taking
on the St. Cloud State Huskies
in St. Cloud, Minnesota. St.

Cloud State faced Minnesota
last week, tying the first game
3-3 and dropping the second
game 5-4.

TIGER NOTES: Sophomore

goaltender Denis Casey, who
sat out the opening series with
a pulled groin, will travel with
the team and should see
action. Last weekend marked
the WCHA debut for first-year

students Shawn Reid, Jody
Jaraczewski, and Marcus
Taeck. All three performed
well, with Reid and
Jaraczewski responding with
their first career goals.

The "Husky rebuttal"
By Husky Straley

It was a quiet and sad day for the smattering of University of Oregon Duck
fans last Saturday. In case you missed it, last Saturday the Ducks played theRose Bowl-bound University of Washington Huskies. The University of Oregon

w«?h , S,
aT eQ

,

rly

J
riQhf UP to kickoff

-
°re9°n '

s "Quack Attack" was in a
word, stupid. It was led by no one really, with the possible exception of twosophomonc Colorado College dreamers from the great city of Berkley Did'lsay Berkley? How silly of me, I mean Eugene.
Saturday was, as number one Dawg fan Jason Canine put it, "just anothergame for the Huskies. It's just too bad that they (Duck Fans) can't cheer for a

quality team...like Kansas or Oregon State." The anticipated "good game"
didn t materialize. From the opening kickoff the indomitable Dawgs destroyed
the cowering Ducks. The forecast on that day was for showers...and it poured
The pernicious Purple Reign began falling around one o'clock and didn't let'up until the whimpering Ducks, heads hung, limped back into the locker roomThe visitors from down under had once again been ignominiously outdone bv

'

their superior neighbors to the north.

Surprisingly softspoken Duck booster Ezra Bayles had this to say after the
loss: I don't know what to say. It's just so frustrating losing to the U-Dub. It's like
they have a team made up of football gods or something." Fellow Boulder
sorry, Eugene resident Matt Gregory added, "Each year we lost to them (the
Huskies) and each year our insecurities and feelings of Inferiority are reaf-
firmed about Oregon football and Eugene in general. I just hope someday I'm
lucky enough to live in Seattle." The Duck fans took the loss pretty hard.
The Huskies are on course for yet another Rose Bowl bid and potentially a

national championship, while the Ducks remain in contention only for a bid to
the Downy sponsored "Toilet Bowl." Under the guidance of the revered and
respected Don James, the long, proud, winning tradition of Husky football
continues. Meanwhile in Eugene, the frustration of the naively optimistic Duck
fans does nothing but grow.

J
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Third road trip Metatarsal woes- mens
brings third trophy soccer first loss in 14 gam

Travel to Minnesota over weekend
By Maile Shimabukuro

Staff Writer

It must be a combination of

awesome new talent, steadfast

returnees, just-enough-of-the-

right-thing coaching,

unstoppable road-trip antics

and steel-lined mountain lungs

that have led the 1990

women's cross- country team

to depths previously unimag-

inable by mere mortal mental-

ity. Going into their third

hellish road trip, the CC
women asked themselves,

"Can we stand another 10

hours of Jamie Schwellenbach

and Rebecca Felts unending,

strange, obnoxious and

completely inescapable

convulsive fits of laughter?"

The question, however, was
moot, as the two had already

secured and barricaded

juxtaposing seats at the back of

the van. "Oh, the horror! The

horror!" echoed dexteriously

down on the minds of all fated

road trippers. Surely, under

such subversive conditions,

where stood the fate of the

race at the end of the road? As
the altitude descended, and
miles and hours piled one on

the other, unbeknownst to the

others, co-captain Karin Boes

had turned traitor to the ranks

of Schwellenbach and Felts.

"Can we stand another

10 hours of Jennie

Schwellenbach and
Rebecca Felts

unending, strange,

obnoxious and com-
pletely inescapable
convulsive fits of laugh-

ter? Oh, the horror!

The horror!

'

The normally compliant, quiet,

and self-controlled role

model/inspirational figure

had succumbed to gibberish

nonsense! Indeed, Boes,

Schwellenbach and Felts had

undergone a type of confine-

ment induced schizophrenia

affecting the language centers

of the brain. All three were

speaking in sarcastic Liverpool

accents and had acquired the

complimentary dispositions!

This madness was actually

quite hilarious to witness and
its effects kept overall lactic

acid levels at a 4% decline.

And, as previously stated, the

unique strengths of the 1990

team combined to overcome
even the most quelling ob-

stacles, such as this apparent

loss of mind.

On Friday, at 2 p.m., one
hour and a half before the start

of the race, the women's cross-

country team was released

from the confinement of the

mobile mental institution. The
freedom and fresh air were
marvelous to behold; that is, at

least until the dark reality of

the task ahead had settled in.

After a warm-up run, the

runners looked to the race

with some apprehension: The

course was both hilly and

grassy, the two factors com-

bined translated a slow course

- a fact never easily arrived at

or accepted. Although some
spirits were sinking, wits were

forced into gear by the team's

rousing intimidation cheer:

"Again, and again, and again,

win, win, win!" Seconds before

the gun, encouraging words

were exchanged, good luck

pats given, and muscles

relaxed. What a sterling race it

was! After toughing out

solitary confinement with

Schwellenbach, Felts, and

Boes, hills and grass were

cheesecake. CC women
pushed each other, stuck

together, and surpassed

antagonists with flying colors

{black and gold, of course!)

The superpowers of Jen

Nesbitt, Chris Morrison, Anne
Kern, Meg Stiff and Rebecca

Felts formed a score of 33 -

surpassing Nebraska

Wesleyan by 28 points. All five

runners, and junior speedster

Carey Wall took home medals,

and the team took home its

third consecutive champion-

ship trophy.

It was never fully deter-

mined exactly what had been

the cause of Boes, Felts, and

Schwellenbach's delirium. It

was clued in, however, that

the pain-killing drugs pre-

scribed to Schwellenbach and

Boes were actually stimulants

of some sort, or perhaps

anesthetics. Nevertheless,

perhaps it was their condition

which helped lead the team to

victory. Fortunately, the three

will be in attendence the next

meet in Fort Hays, Kansas,

where CC has a tradition of

doing well. Great job every-

one!

By Erik Richarson and
Noah Epstein

Staff Writers

Due to the unusually

poor psychological condi-

tion of the over-wordy,

under paid soccer

penmasters, a regularly silly

and meaningless article will

not appear in this week's

campus newspaper. In-

stead, in order to ease the

extreme pain and mental

anguish of a disastrous

overtime loss to. . . oh, my
aching metatarsal . . Scran-

ton University of Pennsyl-

vania, we, the ink gods of

cheese, have compiled a

plethora, no, a cornucopia,

of soothing quotations from

fellow students, spectators,

staff, gladiators, Social

Democrats, bludgeoned

baby seals, Apollo- the god
of prophecy, and let us not

forget the Anti-Bolshevik

Armpit Hair Braiding

Union of the Lithuanian

Nationalist Party (who
ironically also dropped a 3-

1 decision in double over-

time to the Tibetan People's

Front).

"Gravity isn't all it's

cracked up to be."- Tom
Lindblade

"I'm going to smoke
some pot, do some Mickey
Mouse stamps, finish off

that crack, and play some
serious Nintendo." -Jon
Whitfield

"I was there with you in

spirit. Who did you guys
lose to anyway?"- Jon
Goldstein

"GOD . . . DAMN . . .

!©#?%"- Robert Lipp

1
^"^^^"l
MASTER CARD]

1^_^^^~^

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EARN MONEY WHILE
YOU ARE WORKING OR GOING TO CLASS
AND AT THE SAME TIME ESTABLISH YOUR
OWN CREDIT? * FOR A VERY LOW COST -
NO CREDIT CHECK & NO SECURITY
DEPOSIT YOU CAN HAVE A MASTERCARD
GUARANTEED, &'MAKE MONEY AT THE
SAME TIME. * FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS.

Joan ofArc Distribution, Inc.

1321 S.W. 16th Terr. #103

Cape Coral, Florida 33991

1-800-648-0682 or 1-813-772^092

"Those Scranton guys
were a bunch of sock

cuckers."- Jay Mick

"I could have scored but

my shoes were on back-

wards."- Guy Mossman

"Ouch" - a bludgeoned

baby seal

"It was a great game
from the sidelines." -The

Bench

"I could only stay for ten

minutes because I had a

flute lesson. They cost $20

an hour."- Heidi

"Don't touch my wife;

I'll kill you."- Andrew
Schwartz

"Gosh, those guys were a

bunch of barbarians."-

Shana Colbin

"No, we were the barbar-

ians."- A gladiator

"I had to leave. My
scalp was chafing."-

Harvey R.

"OH! My fourth and
fifth metatarsals are really

smarting."- Scott Zeman

"May the fleas of a

thousand camels infest

your armpits." -The

ABAHBULNP (a.k.a. - the

Anti-Bolshevik Armpit Hair

Braiding Union of the

Lithuanian National Party.)

"I don't know. I wasn't

there . . . Hey!" - Julie Lipp

"The loss was entiJ

my fault."- John CarrJ

(A memorial will be h.'

Thursday at Shove Chi
death by gladiation.)

|

"A loss will not resj

a defeat."- Apollo

"I believe that the I

contest lacked the twj

thirds vote necessary-

veto a defeat."- Bob
(spokesman for the Sol

Democrats)

"Hey, how did the
j

hockey team do, anynj

Takuma Hayashi

"Boy, that ball defil

broke the plane."- Bel

Straley

"It could have bee!

worse. We could havj

played as poorly as [1

University of Oregon]

Ducks."- Ezra Mallanf

Duck Gregory

"Shut up! No, donl

it personally. "- Noahl

Epstein

"Marketing!"- Erik

Richardson

"I played out of m

sphincter."- Nedim
Ogelman

"Uh . . . um . . . er

well . . . (cough- cleat

throat) . . . ah . . .alia

Horst Richardson

"What game?"- Pal

Giesing

Hoo knows witch way to go ?

The Friendly Spirits at Taylor Travel

lavd
Your Campus Travel Experts jp^g Agg;

(719)636-3871 818N.Tejon
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ntm The sixth-ranked women s soccer team travelled to California this pasta",
,ekend to ace two top ten opponents, Stanford and Santa Clara CC and

* S
.
ninth-ranked Cardinal played to a 1 -1 tie, with CCs tally comina off aa

nalty kick by Cissy Wafford. On Monday, the Tighers foced fopTnkId

"ffl^t C ara sc
, 'Z

d
!
he °n,y 9oal ln the 0°"». fi»een minutes

go the first half. The team fights to stay alive in the playoff picture with games
|s weekend against Texas Christian University and George Washington Uni
^rsity.

ie CC intramural fall sports season came to an exciting close this week
lh all champ,ons decided in the three sports. In tennis, Leslie Brunner snared
i women s singles title while David Frick notched the top spot in the men s

fflgles category. Bran Burke and Beth Sheffner clinched the mixed doubles
heP 0n th

?
*°ccer fleld

'
FiJ' dominated the competitive league and This is It

ffid Team Suk won the co-ed and freshman leagues respectively. On the arid
• la Kappa Sigma slid by with an 18-13 win to take the flag football title

ie first official season of Women's Club Soccer comes to a close this
bkend. The women will face the University of Wyoming on Saturday at 100k at Franklin F.eld (2910 N. Dale) and Adams State University at Alamosa on
-,°

l,

y ?J i?
pm

.,

LQSt weekena ,he Ti9ers annihalated Adams State Univer-
7-0, but dropped a close one to Colorado State University in Fort Collins 2-
ieflecting on the season, senior Lisa Seed described it best "We had a

'

at season, we had a great time, and we kicked a lot of assl" The under-
issmen on the team would like thank all the upperclassmen. especially
aches Bob Hartman and Mark Doherty. A special thanks also to Lisa "Parry
imal Seed for keeping everything organized. Goalie Dara Small gives herRt to the graduating seniors, "Soccer, its a kick in the grass. Don't ever stop

-

ICE CREAMS

1/2 PRICE SALE
Buy one & get a second
of equal or lesser value

for 1/2 price!
(Monday through Thursday only)

Open till Midnight

7DaysaWeek
102 E. Kiowa
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Macken takes
third at Hastings
Invitational

By Men's Cross Country

The CC men's cross
country team travelled to
the Hastings Invitational in

Nebraska this last weekend
to see strong running from
various individuals and an
overall third place finish for
the meet. CC rested many
of its "top guns" for the
meet but those who at-

tended attacked the hilly

and difficult course with a
pride and determination
that wouldn't quit.

CCs Jim Macken took the
lead at the start as over 40
runners and five schools
surged at the start of the
gun. Concordia's Mike
F3essert moved up to

Macken at the one mile
mark and took the lead at

three miles with Macken
hanging on. By 3 1/2 miles,

Bessert had the lead for

good and won going away
with a 27:26 while Macken
hung on for a third place
finish and a well earned
28:21, which was his highest
finish ever in a collegiate

race.

Meanwhile, CCs Tony
Lees registered his first ever
top ten finish with a 29:48.

Sophomores Scan Hehn and
Joel Tractenberg and first

year student Sean
Cavanaugh also responded
well, taking 13th, 18th, and
19th places respectively.

Also, Lees, Cavanaugh and
junior Matt Anderson all

ran personal bests for five

miles.

The men are on the road
again this week, as they
travel to the Fort Hays
Invitational in Hays, Kan-
sas.

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW

Women's Soccer

Oct. 19 Texas Christian Univ.
20 George Washington Univ.

Men's Soccer

Oct. 20 Aurora University

21 St. John's University

Volleyball

Oct. 19 Denver Univeristy

20 UC- Colorado Springs

Football

Oct. 20 Washington University

Women's Cross Country
Oct. 20 Fort Hays Invitational

Men's Cross Country
Oct. 20 Fort Hays Invitational

Men's Hockey
Oct. 19-20 Saint Cloud State

University

Home
Home

Collegeville,

Minnesota

Denver

Home

Home
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4
Classifieds
Attention: Government
Homes From $1 (U-repair)!

Delinquent tax property.

Repossessions. Call (1) 602-

838-8885, Ext. GH-18127.

Free: 2 year old black

female cat, spayed. Front

declawed. Wonderful
temperment. Includes litter

box, etc. Call x6253.

Plane ticket: If anyone is

interested in buying a one

way ticket to San Francisco

for October 25th, call

Bettina x7816.

Pregnant? Adopt—Maybe
we can help each other. We
are a happily married

couple, anxious to provide a

loving, secure future with

lots of hugs for your white

infant. We are working with

an Adoption Agency that

helps you to make the best

decision. Please call Jim and
Lois, (303) 908-0309 collect,

thank you.

Loving beautiful female

cat, spayed and front-paw

declawed, free to a loving

home. Comes with litter box
and food dishes. Please call

Diane at ext. 6253.

For Sale: Brand new, never

used answering machine
with remote access. $50 obo.

Call Jeanne at 632-0375 after

6 pm.

Intelligence Jobs. FBI, CIA,
US Customs, etc. Now
hiring. Call (1)602-838-

8885, Ext. Q-18127;6a.m. -

10 p.m., 7 days.

Addressers wanted imme-
diately! No experience

necessary. Excellent pay!

Work at home. Call toll free:

1-800-395-3283.

Guitarist new to Colorado

Springs looking for musi-

cians/bands into electronic-

industrial dance music,

along the lines of the "Wax
Trax" or "Netwerk" labels.

Would especially enjoy

working with keyboardist's

and/or samplists. I have

great equipment, experience

and contacts. Call Rudy
260-1734.

Announcements
Lecturer, Mai Murdmaa,
from Estonia will give a

lecture entitled "Choreogra-

phy in the Soviet Union" on
Friday, Oct. 19th at 1:30 pm
in the Cossit Hall Gym.

Need a notary? See Nellis

Reinert at Worner Desk
Monday - Friday, 8 am to 5

pm. Will notarize for CC
Community only.

Open House - The Obser-

vatory in the Barnes Science

Center. This Saturday,

October 20, 1990, from 8 to

10 pm, weather permitting.

Hosted by Assistant Profes-

sor Deborah Haber, Depart-

ment of Physics. Enter the

Barnes Science Center

through the South doors at

the front of the building. Go
up the stairs to Room #506.

Gay & Lesbian Alliance

meets every Tuesday night

in Shove Chapel at 6:30 pm.
those interested in discuss-

ing gay, lesbian, and bi-

sexual issues are welcome.
For info call 389-0969.

Singers! Recorder players!

Interested in early music?
Call Marti Booth at Ext.

6551 or 632-5821. Concerts
in December and April

feature music from the

Middle Ages, Renaissance,

and Baroque eras for voices

and such early instruments

as recorders, crumhorns.

regal, harpsichord, racket,

basson, sackbut. Rehearsals

are on Sunday evenings in

Packard Hall. Call now!!!

Ext. 6551.

Study Abroad Application

Deadline for non-affiliated

programs. Students plan-

ning to apply for study

abroad this spring in non-

affiliated (non CC and non
ACM) programs must turn

in The Foreign Studies

Committee Application For

Study Abroad's application

form to the Office of Inter-

national Programs, Worner
Center, 2nd Floor by Octo-

ber 29, 1990 . Late applica-

tions cannot be accepted.

Information and forms are

available at the Interna-

tional Programs' Resource
Area, 12:00 pm to 4:00 pm
Monday through Friday.

International Circle Per-

forming Arts Competition
is a program designed to

showcase and amplify

student artists in the cat-

egories of Drama, Dance,

Storytelling, Singing and
Bands. $1000 is the cash

prize. Winner in Colorado
Springs would compete
with Pueblo City Stars.

College students would
compete with other college

students. High school

students would compete
with high schools, while
junior high would compete
with junior high school

artists only. There in no
entry fee involved. Applica-

tion and program guide-

lines are available on the

bulletin boards in the

Worner Center. For more
information, call Durbar
Rene Nava, program coordi-

nator at 719-634-0843.

W*'ffDe?w£<tod>#//

y
', perpmm

ui/tt CC/Df^imltkMufk 17/t5/90)

1931 W. Uintah (1/2 block west ofKing Soopers)

J's Motor Hotel
and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 North Nevada
Special Student Rates, including Utilities

& Satellite TV

633-5513

Stress & Pain Release

Jin Shin Jyutsu/

Therapeutic Touch
Healing Dialogue

Support for
Emotional Groivth

Mary Beth "Claire" Die

BA,JD,LPN
lU9N.Wahsatch

475-1172

WE NEED

SELF-MOTIVATED

STUDENTS.

EARNUPT0$10/HR.

Market credit cards on campus.

Flexible hours.

Only 10 positions available.

Call Now
1-800-950-8472 Ext. 20

Interested in chess? Want
to teach elementary stu-

dents? Center for Commu-
nity Service, call Kim
Grassmeyer, x6846.

Folks interested in an
assisting Art Auction
sponsored by PBS please

call Center for Community
Service, x6846.

Volunteer clerical assis-

tants are needed by commu-
nity Partnership for Child

Development/Head Start, a

non-profit agency that

provides comprehensive
child development pro-

grams to low income,

special needs and at risk 4

year old children and their

families in El Paso County.
Duties will vary and may
include; updating files,

answering phones and
assisting with the enroll-

ment process. Typing is not

required. Volunteers will

gain valuable work experi-

ence, training provided,

references available.

Applications for off-

campus second semester
are available in the Office of

Residential Life. The dead-
line for submitting the

application is November 16.

Chicago Program in Arts:

applications for spring

semester now due. Contact

Jen Trissel at x6376 or

x6365.

Applications for the Ger-

man Scholarships to the

Universities of Gottingen
and Regensburg are due
December 14, 1990. The
stipends are for one aca-

demic year and include

tuition as well as monthly
maintenance for room,

board and other expenses.

For additional information,

see Professor Wishard, AH
344.

Personals
Please submit all pers

to The Catalyst by 5;0o»>
on the Tuesday before,

paper comes out

Could the person who
my brown Chevrolet

pickup truck parked
the Sigma Chi house

p

call me at ext. 7445,

a note in Worner Box]

.Frank Bond.

Death row prisoner,

Caucasian male, age 44

desires corresponded
with either male or

college students. Wan|

form a friendly relati
0;

and more or less excha

past experiences and
i.

Will answer all letters

exchange pictures. Prj.

rules require your full

and return address on

outside of the envelop

Thank you, Jim Jeffers,

38604, Florence, AZ

rm looking for a lover. No

fancy, because I'm not fancj

pleasant, I've been called

bymy mother, and I know

is to be lonely. Ifyou need]

me. Til lick you in ways re

ever could. My name is Ka

me at 633-5195.
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NINTENDO
Buy, Sell, and Trade

Frisbees, boomerangs, aerobics,

hacky sacks

Party games

Role Playing & board games

Puzzles, kites & gifts

Chess sets, Cribbage, Go
Mah Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-

Open 7 days a week
Across from Poor Richard's
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ifforts fail to increase minority enrollment
1 Justin Blum Asian students tn th» ™mi „ .

th

/Justin Blum

This is part one of two. The
Herniation will appear in next

eik's edition of the Catalyst.

Although the Admissions
ffice claims to have had "a

>od year in—successfully

rolling minority students"

lly 31 C.C. students—1.6% of

e student body—are black

id only 1.2% are Native
merican, according to a
emo released last week.
The President of the

Dlorado Springs National

ssociation for the

dvancement for Colored
»ple (NAACP) contends
at if C.C. were more
volved in the community,
red minority faculty

embers and administrators,

d instituted a

mprehensive multi-cultural

dies program, minority
ident enrollment would be
uch higher.

pe problem of minority
rollment, especially the
rollment of black students,
not a new one for C.C. Last
ar, for example, blacks
counted for only .9% of first-

ar students.

-C.'s Admissions Office
ems to be pleased with this
^s minority enrollment.
'e expect to equal 1988's-
!°rd of enrolling 77 Blacks,
spanics, Native Americans
I Asian Americans [in our
*man class]. In spite of an
* drop in applicants to
Mado College in 1990...we
d a good year in attracting
^ successfully enrolling
Prity students in our 1990
Bunan class," the memo

said.

W C.C. sociology professor

I
Uvesay questions the

lord" enrollment statistics.
1 noted that Native
Ncan students were not
Wed in the percentages

ai 1580 and that Asian
Wncans were not included
u "82. "They have
Wuflaged the numbers by
™g Native American and

Asian students to the pool.
You can do funny things with
statistics, and this is one of
them," Livesay said.

''In terms of black and latino

students, the [admissions]

yield was the third lowest of
the years 1976-86," said

Livesay.

The minority composition of
C.C.'s student body this year
is: 1.6% African- American,
1.2% Native American, 3.2%
Asian-American, 4.9%
Hispanic, and 89.1%TWhite/
Other, according to the

Admissions Office. By
comparison, C.C.'s total

minority population is almost
3% below colleges belonging
to the Associated Colleges of
the Midwest (ACM).
'Uncomfortable

Atmosphere'

The primary reason C.C. is

not able to attract black
students, says Colorado
SpringsNAACP president

James Tucker, is that "They
don't respect [blacks]...the

administration and teachers
are insensitive."

Tucker said that if C.C.
wants to attract more minority
students locally, the college

must "interact with the

community as a whole." He
cited work Pikes Peak
Community College and
Colorado Technical College
are doing in the community,
and criticized C.C. President

Gresham Riley for not taking

an "active role."

"Riley is probably afraid of

coming to our community ...he

would get lost because he
doesn't know where it is. I've

seen the President of Pike Peak
Community College in the

neighborhood where kids are.

That makes a difference; they
have a large number of

African-American students,"

said Tucker.

But Rochelle Mason,
Director of Minority Life

disputes Tucker's assertions. "I

think [Riley] is visible in the

community. He meets
minority students

individually. He spoke at a

community ceremony
[marking Martin Luther King
Day]."

The paucity of black and
other minority faculty and
administrators on campus is

often cited as one reason C.C.
has trouble attracting minority
students.

"[Minorities] are not feeling

comfortable working here,"

Livesay said. But he also

thinks they are not being
recruited actively enough
because of "institutional

racism, built into the structure

of the institution. This kind of

racism has to do with the way
the structure produces
outcomes that could be
understood as racist."

President Gresham Riley, in

a Tuesday interview,

dismissed the criticism. "I

reject the charge of

institutional racism, I don't
think that is the case," he said.

Riley said C.C. is concerned
with increasing the number of
minority faculty on campus.
"We're very sensitive about
the need for minority faculty

recruitment. Ifs a very
difficult undertaking because:
1

.
There are so very few ethnic

minorities in graduate
programs and 2. Every college
and University is as aggressive
as we are in terms of recruiting

of the small number," he said.

Cassye Milton, Chair of the
Black Student Union (BSU),
says the biggest reason people
of color choose not to attend
C.C, or even drop out once
they are here, is that "there is

not a social atmosphere for

them.. .If s very frustrating."

As a result, she says, "I have
seen Native Americans,
African Americans, and Asian
students Ieave...We need to

create a community that

would make them feel

comfortable."

In fact, according to Mason,
drop-out rates among minority
students are "very high." She
said she believed it to be
"around 50%," while the drop-
out rate for majority students
is estimated at about 8%.
Mason attributes the low
retention rate to minority
students not feeling

comfortable on campus.
However, there is a great

deal of confusion among
administrators as to exactly

what the minority retention

rate really is. Retention figures

Please see minority on page 8.

Percentage of minority students at ACM colleges
ACM
Colleges

Foreign African-

American
Native
American

Asian-
American

Hispanic Total Minority

Enrollment

U.Chicago 1.76 3.82 .21 15.44 2.54 23.77

Macalester 8.44 3.27 0.98 2.41 2.07 17.16

Knox 6.54 4.26 0.40 4.46 1.29 16.95

Grinnell 7.70 4.17 0.08 3.45 1.12 16.53

Monmouth 0.00 9.89 0.00 4.70 0.97 15.56

Coe 10.09 2.47 0.10 1.03 0.41 14.11

Carleton 0.75 3.54 0.32 6.55 2.47 13.63

Beloit 5.08 2.59 0.00 3.32 1.20 12.19

L. Forest 1.58 5.76 0.09 2.88 1.58 11.90

CC *
1.6 1.2 3.2 4.9 10.9

Lawrence 4.19 2.36 0.17 2.36 0.70 9.77

Ripon 3.88 1.00 0.38 1.13 1.00 7.39

Cornell 1.84 2.01 0.35 2.27 1.14 7.61

St. Olaf 1.83 0.56 0.23 2.36 0.39 5.37

Average 3.68 2.98 0.33 5.03 1.66
i 13.69

CC includes foreign students in the minority totals.

^lotes: Data is self reported by students. All data except CCs is from 1989. CC
rom this year.

?s data is
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MEChA to sponsor symposium on past, |
present, and future of Chicano movement
By Carolyn McCarthy

The campus group MEChA
(Movimento Estudiantil

Chicano de Aztlan) will host a

symposium entitled "The

Chicano Movement: Past,

Present and Future." The
events will run on Friday and

Saturday, November 9th and

10th. MEChA anticipates a

large turnout, having invited

various Hispanic groups

around the area, and

welcomes the student body to

attend. Activities will include

various speakers, film,

lectures, workshops and panel

discussions.

The main aim of the MEChA
symposium is to increase

awareness of the Chicano

Movement. MEChA is a

national organization founded

in 1969 to preserve Chicano

heritage and face

contemporary issues of

minorities. The symposium
will discuss the history of the

chicano Movement as well as

Chicano Ga and women's
issues. An array of nationally

acclaimed speakers is planned,

author Juan Gomez-Quinones,

also a professor at UCLA,
Sister Teresa Jaramillo, Eddie

Montor, a longtime

community activist, Ignacio

Garcia, an author addressing

Chicano politics, Cordelia

Candeleria, a Professor CU
Boulder planning to address

gender and ethnoracial myths,

and Sal Baldenegro, founder of

the MEChA movement.

Perhaps the speaker that will

spark the most interest is

Michael Nava, a gay Chicano

and a 1976 graduate of CC.
Michael Nava is an author

and research lawyer in Los

Angeles. He has published

CC students to help fight

erosion on local trails

Campus groups joining community in

conservation work at Bear Creek Park
By Santiago Foster

The interests of The
Colorado College community
and the Colorado Springs

community will fuse on
Sunday, Nov. 4.

Members from a number of

Colorado College clubs and
organizations will meet at 9:00

A.M. at The Green House for a

free pancake breakfast.

Afterwards, the volunteers

will head out to Section 16 at

Bear Creek off of Gold Camp
Road southwest of the

campus.

A heavily-eroded section of

the Bear Creek trail will be

repaired with picks and
shovels and rock water-bars

will be installed to hinder

futher trail erosion.

This project, sponsored

cooperatively by the Outdoor

Recreation Committee (ORC)
and the Colorado College

Campus Association (CCCA),
is tailored to suit the interests

of a variety of students, weave
the community and college

interests together, and
propagate successful

relationships between CC. and
El Paso County Parks.

Interested students are asked

to bring cars, dress

appropriately, and bring

water bottles. A car pool will

take those without cars to Bear

Creek, and breakfast, tools,

and water will be provided.

If the weather proves

intolerant, the program will be
cancelled and a similar effort

will be organized sometime
later. For more information,

contant Kim Grassmeyer in the

Center for Community Service

or Santiago Foster at ext. 7318.

B
Sarah Lawrence College

Academic Year in

arts
Cp semester or year of academic study for juniors
and seniors. Students study in small seminars and
tutorials with French faculty, and in such Parisian
institutions as the Sorbonne, the Ecole du Louvre,
and the Institut d'Etudes Politiques.
For information and an application, contact:

Sarah Lawrence College Academic Year in Paris
Box COP
Bronxville, New York 10708

three works of fiction,

mysteries with a chief

character paralleling the

struggles in his own life. His

books can also be considered

personal tales of oppression

and struggle with undertones

of reconciliation within the

plight of minorities. Nava has

been cited by publishers

Harper & Row as on his way
to becoming the bestselling

gay author in history. He plans

to speak to the issue of the

"double minority" and its

implications.

Anyone interested in

attending the symposium can

register 3:30-5:30 p.m. on

November 9th and 8:30-10:30

a.m. on November 10th. The
program is being sponsored by
CCCA, CC Leisure Program,

CC Venture Grand Committee,

CC Office of Minority Student

Life, CC Southwest Studies,

CC Gala and CC MEChA.

Calendar of events for Chicano symposium
Friday, Noverber 9 (Gaylord Hall)

3:30-5:30 p.m. Registration

5:30-7:00 p.m. Dinner (RSVP), meet speakers

7:00-8:00 p.m. Speaker Michael Nava: "Multiple Minority Identities"

8:15-10:30 p.m. Film: Zootsuit (Olin Hall)

Saturday, November 10 (Gates)

3:30-10:30 a.m. Registration

10:30-11 :30 a.m. Three concurrent workshops: Eddie Montor on "Organizing a Movement,'
Cordelia Candelaria on "Shattering Cinderella's Slipper: overcoming Gender and Ethnoradil

Myths," and Sister Teresa Jaramillo on Environmental Issues

1:00-2:30 p.m. Speaker Juan Gomez-Quinones: "Activism"

2:40-3:30 p.m. Video: 'The Wrath of Grapes"
3:30-5:00 p.m. Ignacio Garcia: "Chicano Politics"

6:00-7:00 p.m. Panel discussion involving all speakers

7:00-9:00 p.m. Keynote Speaker Sal Baldenegro: 'The History of the Chicano Movement
9:00 p.m. Social Activity

LOWE'S
PIZZAV^,lllllll l llll lluniiinf

WE DELIVER
TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS

I
Cheese & 2-items + 1 Qt. Pop

$ 9vJ.99
pluatax

Pickup of Delrvory

P"

I

I

I

635-5565
———_—______
FOUR LARGE PIZZAS
With Cheese & One Item

$ 1 Q .95
I *J plus lax

Ptkup or Delivery

M w or Maidil Double Choe&e Excluded.

LOWE'S TIZZA 1990 Expires 12/2/90
J

|

|
TWO SMALL PIZZAS

I
Cheese & 1-ltem + 1 Quart Pop

> $ 7i4if plus tax

LOWE'S TIZZA 1990 Expires 12/2/90

lLOWES PIZZA 1990 Expires 12/2/90

Try One of Our
flavored Pizza Crusts)

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original • Sesame Seed
* Buttered * Poppy Seed
* Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at time

of purchase.

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday: 1 1 AM - 11 PM
y Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight-
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rogram increases awareness of disabled
If^KaienHuber Week. h;™, , ,_ . .

"
'

Igrtiaps you've noticed the

ork on RastaU's windows, or

people walking around

jfolded. 1/you've read the

,pink cards on the tables in

I, you'll know that these

es are part of the

j taking place in honor of

idy Abled Awareness

Week
The week-longprogram is being

sponsored by the Differently

Abled Awareness Coalition (a

studentgroup chartered this year),

the Colorado College Campus
Association, and the Colorado
College Leisure Program. The
main goals for the week areto
increase student awareness of the

needs of handicapped students, to

dispel any misconceptions about
the disabled and to decrease the

unintentional discrimination faced
by these differently abled students.

These programs wereopen to

the Colorado Springs community.
The artwork exhibitedon the

windows was created by disabled

children from the area. Below is a
list of the activities that took place
this week

Monday - "Special Education
Where ifs been, where it's going" -

lecture given by Memory Schorr,

former Special Education teacher.

Tuesday - All-campus dance
with children from Colorado
School for the Deafand Blind.

Wednesday - "Differently Abled
Recreation" - Lynn Fleharty from
the Colorado School for the Deaf

and Blind.

Thursday - Sign up to become
"disabled for a day" and
experience a disability Friday. "My
Left Foot", "IfYou Could See
What I Hear."

Friday - Access Day - "Flying

Words Project" performance at 8
pm, Armstrong Hall.

ffllfd^atSf.addffsses benefits of mainstreaming options
"evolution from hnnelocc tn m ,i„„i j o_? . ..

Kevin Murphy

lemory Schorr, currently

jecial education at

iton Elementary School

;olorado Springs, spoke

Monday in honor of

[ferently Abled

vareness Coalition

IAAC) week. Schorr has

Bfcnt the last thirty years of

lir life in the classroom,

Evoting much of her time

Rivorking with

Ridicapped children. She
— Ran her teaching career in~ [Grange, 111., teaching

Muut sixteen to eighteen

Bldren, most of whom
wre suffering from a

Bminal illness. In the past

mty years, Schorr has
Etnessed a notable change
Hfhe schooling and
garment of differently

"evolution from hopeless to
one of great hope."
One of the major

controversies raging today
is the idea of

mainstreaming, or putting
handicapped children in the
same classroom with
normal kids. Schorr pointed
out that mainstreaming is

not for every differently

abled child. There are
children who need to be
sheltered and given a great
deal of personal attention. If

they are put in the same
classroom all day long with
other kids, this will

handicap them even more
causing them to become
more culturally ingrown
and fearful.

But there are other, less

handicapped children who

mainstreamed. Schorr told
the story of a young boy
who was susceptible to
seizures, yet he went to a

regular junior high school,
and the children there
learned how to deal with
his problem. One day this

boy went to the mall and
suffered from a seizure. The
adults nearby were clueless
as to what to do, and
panicked. But a young boy
who went to the same
junior high as the boy
having a seizure happened
to pass by and he knew
what to do and in a short
while everything was under
control.

So it pays for both minor
handicapped children and
normal children to intermix;
it proves to be an education

fenny Carchmon/The Cololyst
Memory Schorr, a local special education teacher, speaks on the
mainstreaming of handicapped students.

or Doth.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
COUNCIL ELECTIONS

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1990

LAST YEAR 75%
OF THE

CANDIDATES
WON.

IT'S REAL EASY.
the rVTy,°Ur candidale Packet at Wol™r desk and hot-foot-it to the candidate reception

ted h" n
°ffiCe (Woraer 207

>
on Wednesday, November 7, 1990. Be wined and

oy Council power brokers and learn everything you need to know to win.

MOST VOTES WINS!
.

QUESTIONS... call Michael "I ran unopposed" Drennan at x 7214.

"Try to become someone
who can give love first,

because you will have
conquered your own
handicap of ignorance."
This quote by Robert E.

Differently Abled Dance bubbles

Jackson brings to light an
important goal of DAAC, as
they try to make others
aware, more understanding
and more compassionate of
those less fortunate.

By SarahHadley

Bubble bubble toil and trouble, a

witches brew will make us dance.

On Tuesday night between 6:00

and 8D0pm, a witch lurking in a
comer of Gaylord stirred a

bubbling pot as spider webs
haunted the comers. Students

from the Deafand Blind School

danced with a pirate, a clown,

Cleopatra, a flapper, a mimeand a
cowboy.

It was a strange sight to see but

definitely one of smiles. Brandon,

who is 14 years old and hearing

impaired, told me he loved to

dares and then, grinning from ear

to ear, offered me cup of kool-aide

blood. The kids got to decorate

pumpkins, bob for apples, have
their faces painted and dance.

Molly, 18, who is wheelchair-

bound, was excited to have her
face painted with a heart. She told

me that she loved to sing and
dance. James Bristol, one of the
supervisors said, "The kids are

having a blasLA lot of them tend

to be a little shy, but they really

the college students." And show
off they did. Those kids can really

dance Kyle Samuel, from Kappa
Sigma, DJ'ed the dance. He said,

"Ifs good to see these kids having
such a good time. Iam amazed at

their dancing ability." Steven

Martinez, a student from the Deaf
and Blind school, told me,
between songs, that he loved soul,

rap and a little rock and roll.

Paul Beardsley, a Kappa Sigma,

said, "It was awkward at first, but

they are really a lot of fun once
you get to know them." Paul

joined the kids in bobbing for

apples and helped them decorate

pumpkins. Julie Johnson, a

member of the Differently Abled
Awareness Coalition, which

sponsored the dance, said that

being at the dance was "the best

feeling I have ever had in my
entire life." She went on to say that

the dance was a good way to have
fun with the kids and to give

everyone an opportunity to get

away from their normal schedules.

And smiles just kept on getting

bigger as the music played.
seem to enjoy showing off around

Differently abled athletes thrive
By Susan Moss director at teh Colorado School

Many would exclaim it is

impossible for handicapped
(differently abled) people to be
involved in "normal people's"

sports. Untrue. As part of

Differently Abled Awareness
Week, Lynn Fleharty met with
students to discuss what the

implications and possibilities

are for handicapped paople to

participate in athletics.

Fleharty, the recreational

for the Deaf and Blind daily

expereinces this situation and
knwos that differently abled

does not mean unabled. With
him was Doug Huberman, a

blind guide ski instructor, who
showed how he and his group
teaches blind athletes how to

conquer the slopes. Their

motto? "The skis the limits."

As doug says, "It is the

equipment, not the person
see Fleherty page 4
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Council Job Openings

The Colorado College Campus Association (C.C.C.A.) Council,

student government. Is holding elections on Tuesday. December
4tti. forthe term of January 1991 to December 1991. Fifteen

students sit on the Council -five Executive Board members and
ten members-aHarge. All of the Council members must attend

full Council meetings at 3:30 pm on the first and second Tuesdays

of the block. Full Council meetings last, on average, two hours. In

addition to the full meetings members are expected to attend

committee meetings which are heid as needed.

PRESIDENT

The President of the Council serves as the official

representative of the C.CC.A. The President presides at the

Council meetings, appoints members to Council committees,

and makes executive decisions of the Council. The President

meets regularly with the administration and provides leadership

to the Council and campus. The President sets the agenda of the

Council.

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

The Executive Vice President of the Council Is the chair of

the Committee on Committees whose role Is to appoint students

to student/faculty committees. The Executive V.P. also assumes
the duties of the president In the President's absence. A recent

Initiative of the Exec V.P. has been to create the Student

Advisory Program.

VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT CONCERNS
The Vice President for Student Concerns Informs the

Council on the Issues students feel should be dealt with on
campus. The Vice President then Investigates the concerns and
proposes courses of action which the Council may take to

address the Issues, The Vice President also chairs the Student
Concerns Committee which assists In dealing with student
concerns. The Vice President for Student Concerns also plans

special events hosted by the Council. The V.P. of Student
Concerns recently coordinated the C.C.C.A. Bash.

FINANCIAL VICE PRESIDENT

The Financial Vice President is responsible for managing
the C.C.C.A. funds Including all student organizational budgets.
In that role the Financial V.P, chairs the Budget committee which
makes recommendations to the Council on granting C.C.C.A.
funds and proposes the C.C.C.A. budget. The Vice President is

responsible for filing the CC.C.A, tax return.

PARLIAMENTARIAN
The Parliamentarian chairs the Constitution Committee

which has the responsibility of recommending the type of status

that be granted to student organizations, takes the lead role in

Council public relations, and administering the Council elections.

The Parliamentarian makes final parliamentary decisions for the
Council and keeps the Council minutes. A thorough knowledge
of the C.C.C.A. Constitution and Bylaws should be acquired.

MEMBERS-AT-LARGE ,

Each of the ten members-at-large serve on two of the
Council standing committees. The members-at-large comprise
the bulk of the Council and pursue Items on the Council agenda
of Interest. One member-at-large has taken a lead role In

addressing security issues, another has worked with Physical Plant

|
to coordinate publicity on campus.

Fleherty discusses alternative athletics
continued from pg.3

the equipment, not the

person who limits the sport. If

a blind person has the desire,

he/she can ski as well as the

rest of us. Better."

Skiing is not the only sport

to become a pastime for the

differently abled. At the CSDB,
a track surrounded by railings

has been constructed for blind

runners, and bows for archery

now have special sound and
vibrating devices so that

visually/visually-hearing

impaired athletes can hit a

bullseye by coordinating

pitches or vibrations on their

necks.

Many of the sports focused

on blind athlete because these

people tend to do the least

exercise. Lynn explained, "If

you were visually impaired,

would you want to leeave the

security of your house? Want
to compete in events that are

so visually focused?"

Fortunately, more

handicapped people are

saying "no" to this, but the

need for specialized guides

and equipment is still

necessary. Why participate

with the handicapped if you're

physically normal? "I have
met the most incredible people

by being a guide skier," says

Huberman," ...There's more to

this than the sport itself. To
create a partnership with

another peson through [sports]

creates great friendships, great

bonds..."

Both speakers encourage all

students to get involved in

sports for the differently abled.

Doug warned, "There's no
monetary payment when you
volunteer to be a guide, or

help in any sport, but what
you get is so much better." If

you are interested in sports,

and want to try something

new and rewarding, stop by
the Community Service office

and ask about upcoming
events.

Playhouse planning symposium in

observance of Week of the Child
By Rachel Louden

As the Year of the Child

draws to a close, the Playhouse

is sponsoring a symposium,

"The Week of the Child" from

November 5th to the 9th.

The Playhouse, one of the

theme houses on campus,

works with children and
families chosen by the

Department of Social Services

of EI Paso County. The
members of the house work in

pairs with the families, taking

part in such activities as

attending sports events on
campus, visiting the library

and just getting out and
having fun.

Through its theme, the

Playhouse hopes to heighten

campus and community
awareness of child abuse and
neglect, in part by sponsoring

two symposiums and bringing

speakers to campus.

The first event of the first

symposium will be on

November 5th at Gaylord

Room in Womer Center at 7

p.m. Glen Driscoll, an adjunct

instructor at the University of

Colorado at Colorado Springs

and Pikes Peak Community
College, will give an

introduction to the problems.

the cycle, and the myths and
facts of child abuse and
neglect. Scheduled next is Jim

Scott, a popular folk singer, at

9 p.m. in Mathias Lounge.

On Tuesday, November 6th

at 7 p.m. in Armstrong 300,

there will be a lecture and slide

show on children that have
been the victims of sexual

abuse.

Wednesday, November 7th

is "Organization Night." In the

Gates Common Room of

Palmer Hall, members of

different service groups will

give presentations about the

role of their particular

organizations in the

community. They will also

bring a panel of guests who
have been associated with

their particular organizations,

and who will give a more
personal account of their

experiences with the

organizations. Second Nature,

a popular campus band, will

perform at 9 p.m. (The

location has not been decided

so keep an eye out!)

On Thursday, November 8th

at 7 p.m. in Gaylord Room, a

therapist from the Pikes Peak
Mental Health Center will

speak about the emotional

effects of child abuse and

neglect.

On the last day of the

symposium, Friday,

November 9th, Rita Wyli
(

be speaking at 7 p.m. in t

Gates Common Room.
member of the El Paso (J
Department of Health anrjl

will conclude the symposjJ

by speaking about the

importance of preventionj

intervention of child ahull

neglect.

The goal of the first

symposium is to give the
I

campus and community 1

opportunity to educate

themselves on the topic c

child abuse. The Playhou

hopes to make people awj

their theme, and beyond
tl

the realities of what child I

abuse is and how to previa

Child abuse is not an <

topic and is usually hiddet

from everyday life, but it
j

and worse yet, it is prevail

The Playhouse will be

sponsoring many more el

throughout the year, inclj

a second symposium, van:

lectures and other activitjj

Please come out and at

lectures; it is not only ft

benefit, but for the childrt

lers-

The DePaul University

Professional Master of Science

in Accountancy Program

1991 Liberal Arts and Sciences Graduates:
a special announcement concerning careers in business

specifically for Liberal Arts and Sciences students.

I day

Ifala

The School of Accountancy of DePaul

University, Chicago, Illinois, a 75-year leader

in innovative accounting education, offers to

selected graduates of prestigious liberal arts

and sciences programs the Professional Master

of Science in Accountancy. This highly

competitive program is offered in conjunction

with the nation's leading accounting firms and

is restricted to students sponsored by the

participating firms.

The PMSA program begins in June 1991.

Recruiting for the program is currently in

progress.

The 15-month program entails:

• immediate (June 1991) employment in the Chicago

office of a sponsoring accounting firm.

• an accelerated course of study in business and

accounting at Chicago's DePaul University.

Successful completion of the DePaul PMSA
program results in:

• A master of science in accountancy degree from the

Graduate School of Business of DePaul University

• Full-time business and accounting experience will

a major accounting firm

• Eligibility to sit for the C.P.A. examination in Illinoi

• Broad career opportunities and advancement in

professional accounting with your sponsoring firm

Ask About Our

"WINTERVIEWS"
Recruiting Event

December 27, 1990
in Chicago

T DePaul
University

For more information on the PMSA program, contact your placement office or Mr. Terry A. Bi

Coordinator, School of Accountancy, DePaul University, 25 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago Illinois f

(312) 362-8770.
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kgdycampers blaze through towering walls

^LAXATION-A few students take a water break during their hike in Bandelier National Park.
photo courtesy ot Kevin Murphy

"hanks to the impeccable

ership of fearless Eric •

11 and feckless Dave
i, the Outdoor Recre-

li Committee (ORC) trip

Ing second block break to

Helier National Park, New
lico was a smashing

less.

ttown, master of deadpan
Tor and Nickell, king of

fry rhymes, led me and
Ther hardy campers deep
Ihe heart of Bandelier for

Hays of fun-filled hiking

Backpacking.

Iter a six-and-a-half hour
1 to Bandelier which
Ided a stop in Taos for

Ifalafels, we spent our
night sleeping under the

t all a-tingle with excite-

J
in anticipation of the

Bming journey.

"ot long after the break of

dawn on the first morning, the
campers embarked on a trek to
the tourist center two miles
away. Hiking through Frijoles

Canyon offered an excellent

opportunity to view and
explore the numerous caves,
gouged out of the towering
canyon walls by the Anasazi
Indians over 800 years ago.

We met up with the van at
the tourist center and drove
around to the less-travelled

western side of Bandelier; then
we hiked down into Capulin
Canyon, prepared an excellent

chili dinner, and listened to

Carla strum her guitar and
sing classic tunes by Joni
Mitchell, James Taylor, and '

John Denver.

The next day we hiked
deeper into Bandelier, but, due
to Nickell's ill-timed ankle
sprain a week-and-a-half
earlier , we stopped at a
spacious campsite that after-

noon and spent the rest of the

moan about our unbearably
heavy packs. We finally

reached the top and exulted
loudly, yet with a twinge of
sadness, as the van came into
view, as we realized that we
would probably not camp in
Bandelier for a long time to
come.

Sunday morning we awoke
early in anticipation of soaking
in the hot springs forty min-
utes away, a reward for the
previous day's grueling hike.
As we reached the hot springs
on the side of a mountain, we
were shocked to see that there
were people there with no
cloths on. Naked as jaybirds!

Can you believe it?! Well, we
just pretended not to notice,

though I observed one mem-
ber of our group (you know
who you are) who kept staring
over at these nude liberals

who apparently lacked any
modesty whatsoever.

We emerged from the Hot
Springs feeling slightly cleaner
and much more refreshed and
began our long journey home.
After a stopover in Taos for a
good Mexican meal, we piled
into the van and headed back
to C.C., thankful for the golden
opportunity to hike and camp
in Bandelier National Park,
New Mexico.

day hiking to Painted Cave, a
cavern dug into the canyon
wall and filled with strange
paintings. Nickell stayed
behind and lounged around
the campsite picking Carla's

guitar and soon all kinds of
curious animals gathered
around the edge of the clearing
to listen, as if it were Snow
White herself singing sweetly.

Saturday, Nickell and
Mitchell led five of us campers
on an Alpine (early morning)
hike to the Shrine of the Stone
Lions and the Tapashi ruins,

where we ate a merry break-
fast and looked about for old,

broken pottery. It was still

early morning when we
returned to the campsite and
we spent the next few hours in

leisure.

Then began the toughest
part of the trip as we clam-
bered out of Capulin Canyon,
taking frequent breaks to gaze
at the incredible landscape and

FREEDOMl-Escaping to Bandelier National Park for block
break, Kevin Murphy enjoys hot springs.

Photo courtesy of Kevin Murphy

nd a hand, do the earth a good turn
goFoster Loomis loadingdock onWood white ledoer ranpr rsrHWH „,.„, i._,-_,

5*
f
two blocks of confusion

ation, thenew recycling

f— intended to alleviate

fit workload— has
Fed to reek ofchicaneryand

i artide shall clear the airand
i* a safe and reliable

Phere for further

ipment of the Colorado
recycling policy,

^depositrecyclablesat
me following five locations:
as-glassand aiurninum
^barrels northwest of
northeast of the football
tec^ behind the stone

^McGregor; white
Piper, cardboard,and
particles: dumpsters

theloading

SS^-glassand aluminum
'tarrelsnorthofLoornison

""S dock; white ledger
^^oard- and newspaper

southwestof

L^loadingdockonWood white ledger paper, cardboard, paperboard; colored, gtossy, component in environment

J»±2S?- JSb-T =2S'SffiSr
r

SSS3533KL
ESSS3*-*' ssssssu sazxssr ;^r-~"
r^per.cardboard.andnewspaper paper includes white notebook items may be deposited for To follow this pattern, reduce

andwhitecornputerpaperbut recycling at King Soopers grocery your generation of waste by
do«notincludetissue,colored, stores. conserving energy resources and
glossed, or waxed paper. Multi-colored plastic recycling avoiding disposable terns; reuse
Newspapermusthaveinsertsand repositories will be placed in anything and everything as
magazines removed. Cardboard, central locations of wings and
white ledger paper, and offices by next week and marked
newspaper should be deposited in with a sticker for the appropriate
the BestWay brown or green recyclable Cleaning service

dumpsters, which are clearly personnel will take the containers products. Adc^te^'igmiis
markedfortheappropriateitem. holding cardboard, white ledger habit— the slight efforts of these

Glassmaybeeitherbrown, paper, and newspaper to the practices grant surprisingly
green, or clear, and must be rinsed dumpsters and will put aluminum inordinate benefits,
outand removed of tops. in the barrels. To assist in EnAcfs weekly
Aluminum cans must be empty Students must periodically carry collection of glass and aluminum,
and do notinclude non-aluminum glass items to the EnAct barrels. meet at the Loomis loading dock.

articles: dumpsters northwest of
Mathiasbyabrickwall on the

southwestcomer of the

automobile loop off of Uintah.

Slocum—glassand aluminum
articles/white ledger paper,

cardboard,and newspaper
articles: barrels/dumpsters

southwestofSlocum in the

southeast comer of Ire parking

lot

Lennox—glassand aluminum
articles: barrels east ofLennox
Houseon the west side of the
white shed.

Watch for mapsshowing the

practicality warrants; recycle by
depositing articles in appropriate

containerson campus; and
purchase recycled and recyclable

soup cansand similar metal
areas for depositing recyclables on articles Glass and aluminum
the EnAct board northeast of should be placed (without bags.
Rastall Dining Hall in Werner
Center.

As evidenced above, only five

types of recyclables are collected

oncampus - glass, aluminum,

and paper beer holders) in the

proper EnAct (ENvironmental
ACTion) barrels

None of the following is

collected oncampus for recycling:

Housesand wings not supplied northofthedorrn,atl23o"pm.on
with containers should use vessels Tuesdays.

of theirown to collect recyclable If there areany questions
materials. And students should

assume responsibility for

emptying containers when the

janitorial staff fails

Recycling, though an essential

concerning EnAcfs role in

recycling or the new policy in

general, address Santiago Foster at

ext 7318 or Kim Grassmeyer in the

Center forCommunity Service.
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Environmental column

Wasteful heating cooks students, drugs

community, accelerates air toxication
By Marina Lindsey

Staff Writer

Getting up in the morn-

ing always seems to result

in the same confusing

questions.

Where am I? Why is my
alarm clock so obnoxious?

How many layers of cloth-

ing will be necessary for me
to bike to class, and how
thin must the bottom layer

of my clothing be to allow

me to adjust to the sauna-

like interiors of C.C.'s

buildings?

Regardless of the season,

a person traversing through

a C.C. building must adjust

his/her clothing to extreme

temperature changes. If it

is hot outside you are

guaranteed to need a

sweater indoors. If it is

even slightly cold, going

inside results in a battle

between the weight of your

eyelids and the sweat that

runs down your back.

I have a theory that

academic performance is

linked to comfort, and C.C.

students are suffering

because of their struggles

with the excruciating

temperatures inside of the

buildings. Originally,

heating and air-condition-

ing were intended to in-

crease the comfort of people

indoors. This seemingly

simple concept is causing a

heating debacle on the C.C.

campus; but what can be

expected from a school that

constructed a building with

windows that cannot be

opened?
The focus of my concern

is the effect C.C.'s wasteful

and unnecessary heating

practices have upon the

environment. According to

the American Council for

An Energy Efficient

Economy, more energy is

used for heating than for

any other purpose in the

United States.

Heating is responsible for

releasing 350 million tons of

carbon dioxide into the

atmosphere every year. As
C.C. drugs its community
with the effects of sauna-

like temperatures, it also

accelerates the destruction

The Colorado College Symposium

"The Future"

Tne Future" has it all: the future of the family, the
global ecological problems - how to meet future
energy needs, the benefits and hazards of

genetic engineering, new directions in art. new
technologies in the media, the future of cities and
of racial America . .

.

We have invited some of the most thoughtful and
prominent figures from the intellectual and cultural
life of this country to discuss and dramatize these
issues for us: environmentalist Barry commoner,
Nobel Prize Winner in Physics, Leon Lederman;
Pulitzer Prize winning journalist Clarence Page. . .

We hope you will join us for the week.

January 7-11, 1991
The Catalyst will feature symposium speakers in upcoming issues.

Milium
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of the ozone layer.

In addition to destroying

the ozone layer, C.C. injects

the atmosphere with toxins

that are, in-turn, dumped
back onto their creators, or

more accurately, our neigh-

bor, Canada. About 12% of

U.S. emissions of sulfur

oxide and nitrogen oxide,

which are components of

acid rain, come from heat-

ing.

Those of you who live off

campus may be interested

in the personal economic
benefits of finding out how
efficiently your furnace

works, and how well your
house is insulated. Forty

percent of the energy you

use in your home is for

heat, and, if your system is

inefficient, 30-50% of the

energy you and the environ-

ment are paying for is

wasted. You may also want

to consider the number of

hours you are home and the

temperature you leave the

heat at when you are not

there.

Presently, C.C.'s electric-

ity comes from the coal

being burned south of town.

People in the C.C. commu-
nity cannot continue to

burn this fuel neglectfully.

Despite a common belief,

there is an end to the

supply.

As we sit in our class-

rooms and sweat, people

are preparing for battle in

the Middle East in another

effort to ignore the heart of

the energy issue. Ameri-

cans are fooling themselves

by feigning concern with oil

prices instead of the dwin-

dling supply of fossil fuels.

The C.C. community has

a responsibility to investi-

gate alternative energy

Th (

sources and conserve
its

fossil fuel use. There i$

reason C.C. cannot turn

down its thermostats.

With every degree a

thermostat is turned doi

a heating bill is decrea:

by two percent. Accord

to Fifty Simple Things^

Can Do To Save The Ear

if each U.S. household

lowered its average heai

temperatures by 6 degre

we would save the eneii

equivalent of 500,000

barrels of oil every day,

Unless you protest,
tl

ridiculous and hazardo

waste of electricity will

continue. Simply ask
y t

dorm residents, the phj

plant, and the librarians!

turn down the thermosll

Lowering the tempei

ture would not only

us to stay awake in clai

but would also reduce

unnecessary and detrii

tal impact that we have!

the environment
Turn down your thej

stats and put on a swe.

Go work-out if you
sweat.

On

NCAA LINE

DON'T ?7l """x "11

MISS
!'*

A SINGLE

„JAX HELP

HOTLINE
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Keep informed aboui the changing world

around you in NEWS, see how lo prepare

....,.:.,-.. U,M1)SM |.. l-,; r
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in SPORTS and ge

USA AT PL»

tins, please SENDME USA todaytor the
TERM CHECKED BELOW.

13 weeks for $21.75 For faster service, call 1-800-USA-0001, ask Tor Operator 513 Washington, DC 20044-787!
|

(Save $10.75)
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isGood sex life proportional to free beer
kH Scott Givens abound here at C.C h,,t =,„„;„... „^ ,.,

j,
Scott Givens

I ' vVell, I asked Joe P.

Banner, Loomis security
"

!

guard, about his opinions
ls(L 5ex on the block plan.

'"And he said: "No
imment." But he directed

a He to Cil, a desk attendant

°Hf Loomis, and she said,

[ere shouldn't be any."

, she didn't mind

jtonic relationships. So, I

icided I may as well ask

jme crazy students about

eir views. They all asked
'_ not to include their

imes in the article.

'Sex is easy, relationships

Be hard," seems to be the

'ilea generally agreed on.

°W)ne-night-stands and one-

™ick-stands" seem to

abound here at C.C, but
you hardly see any
"couples." One person who
is involved (and has been
for quite some time) says
"relationships are hard, but
not impossible."

Nearly everyone I

interviewed mentioned that
relationships are much
more intense on the block
plan. However, intensity
also works against you:
"The intense work load
leaves you limp,"

complained one student
whose roommate then
added, "And orgasms are
difficult."

Let's get off that subject
and look into how
relationships are formed.
Apparently, people meet in

a variety of ways. There
seemed to be a general
consensus that couples who
meet in class form
ephemeral relationships,

usually ending up as a one-
block-stand. However,
people who meet through
mutual friends or parties,
like "the Kappa Sig meat
market" can be longer
lasting (as well as shorter
lasting).

Parties seem to encourage
more sex than relationships:
"The amount of free beer is

proportional to a good sex
life." One person observed
that "there are a lot of one-
night-stands." Another
person said that "there's sex
too frequently, and not
enough relationships." She

>Y'S DOING IT!

MWM\

llillf

\fe^:;S;:;;: :*'.;*''

',..-:•

Ilffll

J- 15. 5-10 pm
Worner Center

th l« country! Over $150,000 will be'
raised BY and P ^ students!

Si^n up at your
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
RECRUITMENT TABLES
WORNER. NOVEMBER 2 -

NOVEMBER 9!

• 2 Round trip airline tickets, courtesy Guide Travel
• 1 Round trip airline ticket, courtesy Northwest Airlines
• Remote control color TV, courtesy CCCA
• Special boxed Edition Art of the American West, courtesy
of The Chinook Bookshop

• Dinner for 4 at The Tavern, with limousine service,
courtesy of The Broadmoor and Lindell Travel Services

• Lowe Contour III Backpack, courtesy of
the Mountain Chalet

' Season Ski Pass, courtesy of the Broadmoor Ski Area
'Papasan Chair, courtesy of the Leisure Program

Nightly Prizes
Wt tickets home-cooked dinners, restaurant discounts, gift
certificates, baked goods, artwork, CD's, concert tickets
camera a d sport bag, Birkenstocks, a watch, CC sweatshirts
symphony tickets, haircuts, ... and much, much more!

And for everyone: Free dinner and a free
long distance phone calf nightly!

quickly added that this was
just an observation. She also
said that she has been
propositioned many times.
According to one first year
student, propositions have
been as lame as: "You
know, we'd be really good
in bed together," and "Can I

see your loft?"

However, the block plan
does have good effects on
relationships and sex. If you
have a sexual partner, "the
block plan gives you a good
excuse not to get out of bed
during block breaks."

Also, because relation-

ships are more intense, "it

feels like you've been going
out a long time, even if it's

only one block."

If you break up, "you

don't have to worry about
seeing them all semester in
class."

Here are other responses
to: "What do you think
about sex and/or
relationships on the block
plan?"

"Excuse me? Sex?"
"Damn. No, um, geez. I

dunno. Oh, no. [She then
pleaded the fifth

amendment] Shut up. Don't
quote me. 1 have nothing to
say to you."

"It's been kind of weird. I

haven't been around long
enough to develop a
theory." [Obviously a first

year.]

And, of course, "It's great
that Boettcher hands out
free condoms."

Try a handicap for a day
By Sarah Hadley

Try to become someone who
can give love first, becauseyou
have conquered yourown
handicap of ignorance

—Robert E. Jackson

Be confined to a wheel chair,

wear earplugs, and be deaf; wear a
bandanna and be blind; fake off

your glasses for the day and be
seeing impaired; or use crutches-
join in on Access Day and see

what it would be like to be

differently abled.

A lot of people who I have
talked to seem to be scared to try.

They say that they are happy that

they can walk and see and hear,

and don't want to think about

losing any of their capabilities. But

that is exactly the point. It is scary.

The last time I took part in a

day like Access Day I was deaf . At
first it is fun. Then the fun wears
offand the frustration sets in. You
can't hear people talking and you
have to wonder what they are

laughing at. After a whileyou get

creative and find ways to commu-
nicate around the impairment. I

started watching lips and was
actually surprised how much I

could understand. One of the most
interesting things I tried to do was
listen to music I found that I could

catch the beat of the music by
feeling it You begin to perceive

things and understand everyday

events with different insight You

can't hear the wind, but you can
feel it

By the end of the day you will

not know what it is like to be

permanently differently abled

because you can simply take off

your earplugs orbandanna or
stand up out of your wheelchair

and then go back to being able to

walk or talk or sec. But you will

have stepped into someone else's

shoes for the day, and taken your
first steps toward conquering

"yourown handicap of igno-

rance."

"Flying Words," will be

presented on Friday. RossD.
Pollack, who writes for the

Huguenot and Highland Herald,

explained exactly what it is in an
article in the Aug. 3 issue. "What
they do, quite simply, is to tell in

mime, sound-effects, words and
American Sign Language, jokes,

stories and poems of amazing

poignancy and power." Robert

Koehler, of the LA Times, called it

"A theater held aloft by language."

Craig Lee, of the Las Angeles

Weekly, described the actors in

"Flying Words" with this com-
ment "Cook incorporates...the

most elastic facial maneuvers this

side of Robin Williams."

Those who participate in

Access Day sit in the first few rows
of the "Flying Words" production.

Come and watch poetry in

motion. The show begins at 8.00

P.M. today in Armstrong.

Lee's Liquor
Invites you in for a

10% Discount
when you present your

CCID

502 W. Colorado Avenue
520-9907

:
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Senior spotlight

X-counhy captainscommitto sports, academiq

By Avail Rothrock

Staff Writer

Chris Morrison, Meg Stiff, and

KarinBoesareinthisweek'ssenior

spotlight. Cross Country coach foanie

Schofieldsaysofmethree, "Mare

Boettcher Scholars and each have been

number one runners on the loomen's

cross country team." Each manages to

commit to both Cross "Country in the

falland Track in thespring maintain

strongacademicrecords,andpursue

otherinkrestsatQC.Megwas

captain of the Cross Country team last

year, and Chris and Karin are

fulfilling the role this year. The

foMowingisanexcerptfromagroup

interview:

How has this year's X-oountry

season been personally?

Karin: I've had the season from

hell! 1 was racing over the summer

faster than I've ever raced in my
life, then I toremy Achilles tendon.

Since then I've been trying to come

back. Ifs frustrating and depress-

ing. I was off running completely

for five weeks, and since then its

been a slow come back For

Regionals I hope to havemy head

in the game. I'm so out of shape

I'm runningon 100% mental

effort

Meg: I've had better seasons! I

think I'm an old ladynow! I've

beer, loweringmy standards to

make it easieron myself, but I've

been getting better lately. Joanie is

FRIENDS-Meg Stiff and Karin Boes embrace at a 1988 track meet

in California.

callingme "Comeback Meg." I'd

really like to see the team go

Nationals. Mostly I want us to end

the season feeling good about

ourselvesand knowing that we

tried as best we could.

Chris (notedfor her consistency in

competition): Again, it hasn't been

the most spectacular season for

me personally. I've really been

pleased with onlyone race. (Last

weekatCSU). I'm feeling like I'm

getting back into it mentally,

though, and I'm ready to peak at

Nationals! For RegionaJs I want

every personon the team to run

up to their potential.We want to

walk away with all seven people

being happy and knowing we ran

asateam.

Do sports effect your academics?

Meg: I think I get better grades

because I have to be more

organized.We don't miss asmuch

class as some of the other sports

stress, but at the same time ifs a

way to relieve stress. It doesn't

effectour free timebecausewe
don't have any.

Meg: Yeah, Id say it doesn't

effect our academics, it effects our

social life.

You are all Delia Gammas.Did

you know each other before you

pledged, and how active areyou

inyour sorority?

Karen: Yes, we all knew each

other before school started from

some Boettcher gatherings.

Chris: Megand I are both

officers Iam TreasurerandMeg is

Corresponding Secretary. Karin

got national recognition in the

Delta Gamma Anchora for her

excellent GPA. She was Phi Beta

Kappa here her junior year! 1 won
a DeltaGamma scholarship which

contributed $1,00.00 towardsmy
tuition. Our house is incredibly

fpvQRMft
SMILE-Chris Morrison's cheerfulness has made her one of tl

week's spotlighted seniors.

supportive to all its athletes!

What are your majors at GCand
your future plans?

Chris: I'm a biology majorand

I've applied to medical schools. I'm

waiting to hear, so if all goes well

I'll be in medical school next fall.

I'd like todo something with

sports medicine.

Meg: I'm a political science

major. I chose that because I hada

really good political science

professormy freshmen year, and

had taken good American

government courses in high

school. I'm going toLaw School

Si

next year, and I plan to get a
j

J.D./M.BA degree. I think

eventually I want tobe a ju<

111 into criminal law.

Karen I'ma math majors u
emphasis incomputer sciena

want to graduate.summa cm

laude, (Chris interjects, "Shei a

then I'm going to graduate;

and get a Masters in Compul -yv

Science. I want to work as a

computer scientist

Continued from page 1

Minority student enrollment at C.C. 3% below ACM average
However, there isa greatdeal

of confusionamong
administrators as to exactly

what the minority retention rate

really is. Retention figures

Van Horn indicate that the

overall minority retention rate is

around 86%. The

OMifusionisattributed to the fact

fhatCG does nothave

someone in charge of calculating

statistics.

"We'rereaBybehind the

times to keep trackof critical

enrolment dataWe oughtto

know more about

retention....we're just catching

up," said Associate Admissions

DirectorTerrySwenson.

Lowretentionisblamed

partiallyonradsm. Milton dtes

"subtle [racist] comments" that

madeher "angry and bitter" as

one reason recruitingand
retentionis difficult "I have

thoughtaboutleaving lotsof

times.My decision wasto stay

hereandmake the issues

known."

"Ms isa college verymuch
oriented toward the elite-.The

student cultureoncampus is not a

veryinvitingsetting for poor

working class studonts~ifs

probably a comfortable placefor

minority studentson the road to

assimilation," professor Livesay

said.He also noted that "We've

gone from diverse minorities to

upper middleclass minorities

—

the elite population, especially

amongblacks."

ToorGetangPoorer'

Garcia said prospective

minority students "want toknow
what specifically black students

havedoneon campus to celebrate

theirculture, and their race Itis

notsimply 1iow many are on
campus?"'

But, Garciaconcedes that

having a small minority

population oncampus has a

definiteeffectonrecruiting. "Ifwe

had moreblack studentson

campus it would bemore

attractive toa student"

Current social conditions, Garcia

says,alsoplayaroleinrecruiting

minority students- "Thepoor

peoplearegettingpoorer. Social

conditions are realty gettingworse

out there. But Iam optimistic that

outoffhisnextgeneration—the

cufbacksineducationduringthe

Reaganyears—I thinkthatwe do

havean upcoming generation of

aspirirtgyoulh."

"Given that kind ofaspiration, I

thinkweregoing toseemore

students going to college

—

hopefullymore [minority]

studentscoming here.My
question is:Arewe prepared to

receivealargernumberof

minority students on campus?

"What I'm hoping would
happenis that thesesame people

who haveencountered obstacles

in the past,and overcome those

obstacles—whether they're social

orhighlyartificial—would build

new ways of behaving when in

thecompanyof whites,orwhen

whitesareinthecompanyof

minorities..J don'tknow thatwe
are prepared to [increase

minority enrollment] inone fell

swoop—double whatwe have

nowon campus,and I think

well have some problems," said

Garcia.

But "Pucker maintains thatwe
wiflriothavetowonyabout *

these problemsin the short

term,because minority

enrollment will not increase

untilGGbecomesmore active

in the community.He says the

collegeissofarremovedfrom

Colorado Springs that 'Ifyou

ask an African-American [high

school] student aboutGGhe

would not evenbe able to tell

you where it is located"

Rileydisagrees. "I think mat

we're not thatisolatedfrom the

Colorado Springscommunity.

The key (to increasing minority

enrollment] is going to bea kind

offuH-court-pressin our

admissions effortin the national

markets," he said.
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free speech in danger
By Jonathon D. Karl

Free speech is under attack on college cam-
puses, and even its traditionally staunchest
defendershave joined in the assault.

Student journalists and free speech advocates

are concerned about a proliferation of college

speech codes so widespread that, according to

Time magazine, "Nowhere is the First Amend-
ment more imperiled than on college cam-
puses." As is often the case with censorship,

these codes have been adopted with the best
intentions: Campus racism is on the rise and
something has to be done about it So token
measures are taken which exacerbate racial

tensions and ignore the First Amendment
Speech codes drafted in response to this

important issue are dividing the American Civil
Liberties Union, which has always tended
toward an "absolute" position on free speech.
While the Wisconsin and Michigan ACLU
affiliates have sued their respective state uni-
versities over the codes, the northern and south-
em California affiliates adopted a resolution in
July favoring narrowly drawn policies which
prohibit harassing speech.

John Powell, national legal director of the
ACLU asserts; "My concern is less with the
strength of the First Amendment than with the

ud| wave of racial harassment that has swept the
country. The campus is not under the threat of
being silenced."

Defending their resolution, the California
affiliates cite the legal need to balance the First
.Amendment against "conduct that interferes

p" with the Fourteenth Amendment right of stu-
dents to an equal education." They argue that
the resolution only advocates a ban on speech
which is clearly harassing and that "hostile,

even offensive speech in classroom debates and
public discourse is something students must
endure or challenge with speech of their own."
Free speech proponents such as writer Nat

Hentoff are not buying. Pointing out that cases
broughtunder the codes will be heard by un-
trained college judicial panels, not civil libertar-
ians orACLU attorneys, MR. Hentoff decries
the inevitably vague nature of speech codes.
"Most colleges whose 'due process' hearing I've
covered are unshakeably fond of the British
Star Chamber model of the 17th century," he
remarks sarcastically. "Just the places to deal
with these broad and vague restrictions on
speech."

Rules which limit speech are only as good as
*ose who enforce them. Eleanor Holmes
Norton, President Carter's chair of the federal
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,
explained this bitter reality: "It is technically
""possible to write an antispeech code that
cannot be twisted against speech nobody means
to bar. It has been tried and tried and tried."
fndeed, speech codes have been defended by

voices far less moderate than those of the
ACLU's California affiliates. At Stanford Uni-
versity law professors provided the philosophi-
« rationale for a new student conduct policy
*at one student sponsor candidly admitted "is

Continued on page 12
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Pro-lifers are inconsistent
By Fred Galves, Esq.

The right to an abortion is

perhaps the single most emo-
tional and socially divisive

political issue currently facing

American courts and legisla-

tures. This year alone, the

Senate confirmation of a

Supreme Court Justice and the

election of scores of politicians

will be affected by this issue.

For pro-life advocates, much
of their overall argument rests

upon the assumption that

human life begins at the

moment of conception. The
acceptance of this premise leads

to the conclusion that an
abortion, even in the earliest

stages of pregnancy, is, by
definition, murder, and there-

fore must be criminalized. At
first glance, this argument
appears morally and legally

compelling.

However, when this basic

premise is coupled with an
abortion exception in cases of

rape or incest, a host of logical

inconsistencies and practicably

problems emerge. Although
few pro-life politicians take the

rigid hard line stance that a
victim of rape or incest should

be forced by the government to

bear the child of her criminal

attacker, such an unforgiving

and draconian stance is re-

quired if human life truly begins

at the moment of conception.

Therefore, in order to logically

consistent, pro-life advocates

cannot ultimately support a

rape or incest exception, no
matter how compassionate or

understanding such an excep-

tion may be. To use a familiar

pro-life argument "what about

compassion and understanding

for the unborn child?"

Despite this obvious contra-

diction, however, virtually no
proposed pro-life bill rejects the

rape/incest exception. Even
more noteworthy is the fact that

otherwise vocal pro-life advo-
cates are often uncharacteristi-

cally silent when it comes to

speaking out against the rape/
incest exception. This unwilling-

ness to part with an undeniable

contradiction leads one to

speculate that perhaps some
pro-life advocates do not

actually believe their own
argument about life beginning
at conception. Even assuming
pro-life advocates, by allowing
for the exception, are making a

temporary but necessary

"political compromise" in order

to prevent at least some abor-

tions, they still must eventually

deal with this contradiction.

Whatever the case may be, pro-

life advocates cannot continue

to ignore this inherent contra-

diction, because to do so results

in a severe loss of intellectual

Since when, according
to pro-life advocates,
did fetuses become
"second-class citizens'...

credibility and moral persua-

siveness.

The logical inconsistencies,

however, do not end there. Pro-

life advocates do not demand
for instance, that the death

penalty (or life imprisonment)

be imposed upon women who
would obtain illegal abortions.

Pro-life advocates, however,

certainly would demand the

death penalty (or life imprison-

ment) for a woman who would
commit first-degree murder of

her two month old baby. This is

clearly an untenable contradic-

tion. Although there are various

defenses and justifications for a

killing, i.e., self-defense, negli-

gent homicide, manslaughter,

etc.— an abortion is obviously a

premeditated decision to

terminate the fetus, and there-

fore it would be first degree

murder, pure and simple.

Perhaps even more compel-

ling, many pro-life advocates

fail to demand that an abortion-

ist/doctor be charged with first

degree murder as the hired "hit

man" who presumably per-

forms not only one, but literally

hundreds of such pre-meditated

murders for only $300.00 a pop.
Although the controversial and
recently vetoed Louisiana pro-

life bill (the strictest proposed
bill of its kind) would have sent

an abortionist to jail for up to

ten years, that certainly docs not

qualify as enough prison time if

we are supposed to believe that

a fetus is a human life.,

I assume, by way of analogy,

that pro-life advocates' sense of

justice would be outraged if

there were a law which required

the death penalty for the

murder of a person with blond

hair, but only a maximum of ten

years in jail for the murder of a

person with dark hair. So why
the difference when it comes to

the "murder" of fetus? Since

when, according to pro-life

advocates, did fetuses become
"second-class citizens," appar-

ently undeserving of equal

protection under (he law?
Again, it makes one wonder if

pro-life advocates ultimately

believe their own argument.

I pose these admittedly

sarcastic questions only to

illustrate the problematic

ramifications with taking very

seriously and very literally the

assumption that human life

begins at the moment of

conception. Pro-life advocates

should have no problem with

such a strict literal interpretation

of their basic premise, however.

After all, it is their argument,

not mine. These questions, then,

must be asked, and even more
importantly, they must be

answered.

In addition to these logical

inconsistencies, there are

practical problems with

criminalizing abortion while

still allowing the rape/incest

exception. For example, if that

were the law, one could expect

Continued on page 11
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fee demands 9 blocks
l College Community,

Opinions
Pro-life advocates are inconsistent, continued
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now the Eight Block

w Committee is close to

ing their suggestions for

glutton to the failure of

jght Block Year. We thank

lommittee for their

itment to the review

and reiterate persistent

it
concerns.

essing up the Eight Block

lo make it more palatable

a solution. Adding bells

histles to a failed plan

ot make it succeed or

. the pertinent issues. In

lothing short of a nine

year will reinstate the

^ arts education,

wever, offering a block

g the summer session

i two week recess in

on to an eight block year

ecessarily burdensome.

g this hypothetical ninth

entails an exceedingly

cademic year preventing

its from working the

summer and causing a

summer session rev-

lis ninth block was

j

added to the end of the

Knd Symposium moved

to take place during orienta-

tion as outlined in the 9/7
Plan, a nine block curriculum
would be a full month shorter.

Deviations from the block
format in lieu of offering a full

nine block calender will

further undermine the liberal

arts education. Tinkering with
extended format courses or
other partial credit "blocks"
are only methods of skirting

educational issues.

Again we would like to

express our support of the
Eight Block Review Committee
and reiterate the effectiveness
of the 9/7 Plan.

While important to consider
fiscal costs of a new plan, we
must also acknowledge the

cost incurred by the college in
the compromising of the
liberal arts education. Our
mandate is to find the best

educational plan. We hope the

Committee has a similar goal.

Sincerely,

Michael Drennan
John Calhoon
Phil Brown
Co-Chairs of the

ABC Committee
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Continued from page 9
an avalanche of false rape and
incest allegations from desper-
ate women searching for a legal

loophole in order to obtain a
safe and legal abortion. Such
allegations, however, undoubt-
edly would soon overwhelm
our already overburdened court
docket with thousands of rape
and incest trials. Add to that the
inevitable onslaught of count-
less murder trials of women and
doctors who would be charged
with procuring and performing
illegal abortions (not to mention
all of the inevitable appeals and
retrials), and you have the
formula for a legal bureaucratic

nightmare of catastrophic

proportions. Moreover, such a
legal bureaucratic nightmare
undoubtedly would force some
women— especially actual rape
and incest victims— to forego
the emotionally difficult "red
tape" of proving rape or incest

charges and simply use the
illegal and dangerous (but

timely) services of the prover-
bial "back alley" abortionist;

thus, compounding their legal

obstacles with serious medical
consequences
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...it is clear that pro-life

advocates must
ultimately rethink their

strict literal

commitment to the
belief that life begins at
the moment of

conception.

That there may be adminis-

trative problems with proposed
legislation is of course no reason

by itself to give up on an
attempt to legislate important

"moral" laws. Unfortunately,

however, serious practicality

concerns are not just pesky,

insignificant "details" that we as

voters may worry about later—
they are instead very important

matters that should be dealt

with now: ifs called "plan-

ning."

Thus, given the aforemen-

tioned intellectual inconsisten-

cies in logic and the apparent

related practicality concerns, it

is clear that pro-life advocates

must ultimately rethink their

strict literal commitment to the

belief that human life begins at

the moment of conception. If

not, then at a minimum, they

must alternatively admit that

they ultimately cannot maintain

their basic premise if they

simultaneously are going to

allow a rape/incest exceptioa

I strongly suspect, however,

that some pro-life advocates

oppose abortion— not so much
because they actually believe

human life begins at the

moment of conception— but

because their real; if unacknowl-
edged, motivation appears to be

a desire to punish "irrespon-

sible' women; first, for having

illicit sex, and second, for using

abortion as a convenient "back-

up" method of birth control

(never mind that there are a
significant number of women
who find it necessary to have
abortions that do not fit into this

overgeneralized and contemp-
tuous category). Thus, for these
retribution-oriented pro-life

advocates, what more fitting

way to punish objectionable

sexual behavior than to force a
woman to give birth to an
unwanted child and then have
to 'live with her mistake."

Because of their underlying
agenda, however, these particu-
lar pro-life advocates appar-
ently realized that, in fairness,

they should allow an abortion
exception in cases of rape or
incest because women in those
cases would not irresponsibly

and voluntarily be choosing to

engage in illicit sex (i.e., prohib-
iting abortions such cases

would have no deterrent effect

on the victims). This implicit

recognition, therefore, appears
to be the real reason why some
pro-life advocates seem to have
no problem with the rape/
incest exception. For them,
stating that "abortion is mur-
der" is more of a helpful

rhetorical argument to justify

punishment of the mother than
it is an ultimate belief and moral
conviction that a fetus is a

human life.

Although there is no glaring

logical contradiction with that

particular rationale, the policy

of forcing women to bring

unwanted children into an
already hostile world is not a

very enlightened way to punish
them for their apparent ques-

tionable morals and irrespon-

sible behavior— again, assum-
ing all women who obtain

abortions are necessarily

irresponsible and immoral

people. It is extremely ironic,

but mostly tragic, that these pro-

life advocates seem to trivialize

and reduce the all-important life

of the unborn child to the mere
role of'spoiler" in order to

punish the mother.

Moreover, the paramount
concern of pro-life advocates, as

I have always understood it, is

supposed to be for the life and
welfare of the unborn child, not

the personal sexual lifestyle of

the mother. I digress, but it

never ceases to amaze me how
certain pro-life advocates tend

to be some of the most staunch

opponents of social spending on
behalf of impoverished welfare

mothers who need financial

support in order to help pay for

the birth, health, nutrition,

education and proper care of

their children. Apparently these

pro-life advocates' great vocal

concern for the health and
welfare of the unborn child

ends in a stingy and hypocritical

whimper once the child is

actually bom and needs finan-

cial support. It makes me
wonder what these particular

pro-life advocates must be
thinking when they rhetorically

ask: what about the rights of the

innocent child?

In any event, a pregnancy

resulting from rape or incest is

nothing more than a special case
of an "unwanted pregnancy." If

pro-life advocates truly believe,

however, that unwanted
pregnancies must give way to
the superior "right to life," then
they should not allow the rape/
incest exception to be made
because to allow the exception
is to venture down the road of
allowing the mother's personal
circumstances to justify murder.
If, on the other hand, pro-life

advocates are not quite willing

to force rape and incest victims
to bear the children of their

rapists or their incestual attack-

ers, then they need to seriously

question whether they actually

believe that human life begins at

the moment of conception.

If pro-life advocates take a
different tack and acknowledge
the logical contradiction but
respond that it is a mere
"temporary political compro-
mise" then they should be
forthcoming with that admis-
sion. Even more importantly,

they should tell the public what
their ultimate aim is, both with
respect to the rape/incest

exception, and with respect o
the death penalty for women

...the policy of forcing
women to bring

unwanted children into

an already hostile

world is not a very
enlighfend way to

punish them...

who obtain abortions (as well as

their doctors). Finally, if pro-life

advocates insist upon the

correctness of the rape/incest

exception— despite their basic

premise— then such pro-life

advocates at least should be

honest about exactly why they

oppose abortion and still allow

such an exception: to punish

irresponsible sexual behavior.

To punish the irresponsibility

and the objectionable sexual

mores of certain women,
however, is a fundamentally

different and unrelated reason

for being opposed to abortion

than the argument that abortion

is the murder of human life.

In short, when pro-life

advocates remain consistent

with their basic premise that

human life begins at conception,

I can respect, and to some
extent, even sympathize with

that moral position. But in that

same kindred spirit of respect

and understanding for the

moral choices of others, I would
hope pro-life advocates, in rum,

could respect at least the legal

right of women to choose for

themselves what they consider

to be the correct decision

regarding their own pregnan-

cies.

(FredGalvesisal983

graduate of Colorado College, a

1986 Graduate of Harvard Law
School, an attorney in Denver,

and a visiting professor of

political sdence at Colorado

College "Law and Social

Justice.")
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U.S. is blind to Israeli aggression

Dear Editor

It is with a sense of greatshame

that I put pen to paper, secure in

the knowledge that I wear the

mark of Cain, le., "American-"

The shame of which I refer is the

immoral and totally reprehensible

double standard, that we as

Americans apply to the people of

the Middle East Permitme to

explain: Why is it that when one

Arab country invadesand

occupies anotherArab country,

we respond with the seemingly

avuncular gesture of sending

250,000+ troops to help "repel" the

occupying forces. However, at the

same time in another Arab

country north of the first one, ie.,

Palestine, which is also being

occupied by a repressive

militaristic force, we send them not

250,000+ troops to help liberate

(hem but three billion dollars per

year to the Zionist occupiers.

In the last two weeks alone the

UN Security Council has

imanimoush/ denounced the

callous acts ofbarbarism

perpetrated against the Palestinian

people TheZionists have, with

their perpetual arrogance, told the

civilized world to mind it's own
business. Perhaps it ismewho is

ignorant, is it written somewhere

that a Palestinian life is, by default

worthlesswhencompared to that

of an Israeli?The ratio is now
something like 750 Palestinian

lives to fifty Israeli's What this tells

the world,and the guilt the world

must accept, is that for everyone

Israeli killed, they will murder 15

Palestinians.

In a copyrighted story printed

on Monday, October 15,1990

datelines Jerusalem it stated

(referring to the latest pogrom

committed by the Zionists), that

"government officials are

attempting to hide facts, mislead

the public, give backing to fine

security forcesand evade

responsibility." It wenton to say

that "casualties occurred after any

clanger to police had ended."

Again, perhaps I am ignorant, but

it seems transparently dear that

the government of Israel is trying

in a not-too-arcane manner to

emulate the policies ofThe Third

Reich TheGermanshad at least

the decency to try to cover up their

opprobriumby referring to the

camps as "AutonomousJewish

Territories," the Israeli's show no

such shame. Could this be because

the Jewish Lobby in this country

and throughout die world is so

powerful that they can afford to no

longer give a damn?

If the policies of the Bush

Administration toward the plight

of the Palestinians were a movie,

and thecomedy team of Siskel&
Ebert were reviewing it they

would bothbe holdingupone of

their phalanges, but it would not

be their thumb, and the message

wouldbe loudand dear to Mr.

Bush..."read my hand!"

Free speech, continued
Continued from p.9

rot entirely in line with the first

Amendment" ABA Journal, the

publication of the American Bar

Assodation,<|uote5 Stanford Law
professor Mari Matsuda, who
argues that traditional views of

free speech act as a self-serving

cover for continued domination by
majority elites.

In Orwellian fashion, advocates

of the code argue that speech

limitations would actually increase

free speech and "vigorous

debate." Discriminatory speech,

they reason, is meant to sOence the

victim

Such arguments are not only

dearly opposed to firstAmend-
ment principles, they also threaten

to undercu t the achievement of

equal rights. Civilrightsactivists

have always relied on speech as

Iheir principle weapon. In the long

run, anycompromise of principles
of free speech works to the

detriment of minorities.

In addition to infringing on free

speech, these codesmay actually

fuel racism. As the recent incident

with the music group 2 LiveCrew
dramatically demonstrates,

attempts to censor offensive views

makes martyrs out of the cen-

sored. Did the censoring of the

album "As Nasty asTheyWanna
Be" silence the misogynist lyrics of

2 Live Crew? Definitely not It

showered the band in publicity,

thereby propelling them to the top

of the charts.

Alan Keyes, a former assistant

secretary of state, points out that

codes themselves arise out ofa

racistand condescending reason-

ing.Inadebatewiththe professor

who wrote the codeadopted by
Stanford University this spring,

Mr. Keyes argued against the

"patronizing paternalisticassump-

tions" upon which the code is

founded. He expressed surprise

that "someonewould actually

think that I will actually sit in a

chairand be told that white folks

have the moral character to shrug

off insultsand I do not"

Racism is a problem which

must be addressed with more than

misguided measures like limiting

offensive speech. Not only are
such measures open to abuse, they

also drive racism underground

where it thrives.

An academic environment

characterized byan unfettered

pursuit of truth and knowledge

should be the ideal forum to

that fuels racism.

TheACLU's John Powell
forcefully argues, "The primary

problem is thatwe haven'tbegun
to seriously discuss racial issues."

He is absolutely right But the

speecrrirestricting policies he

seems to advocate will only have a

chilling effecton the needed

discussion

Distributed by the Collegiate

Network

Catalyst letter madness continuJ

Letters

to the
Editor

Silly, silly editor.

Of courseyou can reply to any

letters; no one will ever question

your right to. Simply put

1) people address their letters

"to the editor" because they don't

know how else to get them in the

editorial/letters section, which is

what the Opinions section is

whetheryou like it ornot

2) past Catalyst editors (and

other news publications) didn't

write replies because they knew

that replies to letters have the

overwhelmingchance ofcoming

across as obnoxious, 111-decide-

how-this-one-way-conversation-

will-end power trips, no matter

what they say.

3) I wul never throw a brick

throughyourwindow, but it

might be nifty ifyou had a 30%-of-

the-students-reply opinion poll to

see what everyone else thinks.

4) no offense intended towards

you; I don't know you. I don't like

the practice of replies, thafs all.

Take care,

Curtis CSaulnier

PS. I wrote a letter addressed

'Towhom it may concern." You

changed it to 'To the editor" and

then replied to it Bad, bad editor.

Dear Curtis,

1)1 clarified the editors];

inmy response to your lastj

See, there's a good reason

response For those who dj r

catch it, ifyou submit an as !

put your name and nurnbo

and it will remain unseats

my nefarious, iniquitous os

Ifyou put at the top, 'To
thf

editor," I may reply.

2XThisdefinatelyisapoi
*""

forme. I getmy rocks off h* L'
the keyboard. It's better thj L

e
don'tyou think?

3)Ithinka'30%-of-tlie.

students-reply opinion poll

what everyone else think?

fantastic idea. Readers:^

whether or not the editor si

respond to letters, and send

answer to Worner Box 1241

more man 30% respond ns

tively, I'll throw a brick thro

myown window.
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Sometimes, I wonder if I am the

only person in possession of an

American Passport who is not

morally bankrupted, because the

restofyou seem content to siton

the laurels of this country and sing

"Hail to the Chief."

Respectfully,

Leonard Riley II

An open letter to the Greeks from the Editor

PS. Yes, I changed you iess

because you sent it to who

may concern, and I was cot

cerned. Remember, this is)

getmy rocks off, and likea

addict, I can't be deprivedt

intoxicant

Love,

Alfred

othi

depe

iTc

lea 1

Kni
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In light of the nimuors I've

been hearing I thought I should

clarify some things. First of all, yes,

I decide the editorial policy of The

Catalyst, and this ismypolicy: The

Catalyst isanopen paper for

dialogue ofany kind, as long as it

is not slanderousand it does not

violate journalistic ethics. I have

not, do not and will not allowmy
personal political philosophy to

shapemy editorial policy.

Early in the yearwe received an

articleon the Greek Retreat I

asked the author, as well as John

White, the President of the Inter

Fraternity Council, to rewrite the

story because of the quality of the

writing as well as its format, which

was a cross between a Features

articleand an Opinions article. I

never got a response.

Yes, four out offive answers in

a previous Photo Opinion

('Should theGreek system remain

atCC?" The Catah/st, October 12,

1990) were generally negative As

I've stated before, the photos were

all destroyed on Wednesday night

and no editors saw the new ones

until lateThursday night Should I

have censored the Photo Opinion

when I saw it? I didn't mink so

then,and I still don't

Did I ask aGreek layout editor

to go home early so that I could

sneak the Photo Opinion in? Ask
him, or ask any other editor, if the

two eventshad any connection.

Have I supressed any other articles

or letters to the editor? That goes

against everything I believe in

journalistically, politically, and

ethically.How many anti-Greek

articleshave therebeen so far this

year? None. Did anyone notice

that there were two pro-Greek

articles the week before the

infamous Photo Opinion?

it was lost in the shuffle.

I've also heard that a

circulatingamong fratemit

sororities to remove me asi

in-chief of The Catalyst, to»BLESS

say, "Fantastic!" I'd love toffws

raise awareness of the peSt

runningan articleon it, orl

a booth in front ofWomen
Whoever is collecting it,

meknow if I can help.

Because I believe anyone 1

right to say anything, and

heard.

I also believe there a

misconceptions about the| ®f
s

because only once has thi

anti-Greek sentiment expj

print So why do the Gred

7teCatofystisanti-Greek,o ^-
Decker is anti-Greek? Ami

I'm not anti-Greek, I'm pfl>

individual.

ilsp.

withi

Olcta

Godf
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Halloween remains fun for youngsti
By Claire Carpenter

The otherday I saw a ghostHe
was floating across the crosswalk

on Cascade— intenton some
errand or another—up to

mischief, I have no doubt! No, I'm
not superstitious, or schizophrenic,

noram I presently using halluci-

nogenic drugs. I saw the ghost on
Wednesday, andWednesday, as
you all well know, was Hallow-
een.

Halloween is very much a

children's holiday. The prospect of

dressing up as witches ormon-
sters (or more recently, rock stars

and the Simpsons) and going

around collectingcandy from nice

old ladies who pretend to be afraid

is a ceremony most appreciated by
the very young. More exciting

than Thanksgiving, as rewarding

as Christmas, Halloween is a

holiday that I always loved and

looked forward to when I was
younger. Still do, actually, judging

from the pumpkin sittingonmy
window, the decorations on the

door, the painton my face, and the

Grim Reaper costume I put
together with oddsand ends from

myroom and a borrowed hockey

stick.

It seems rather a shame that

recent developments are putting

an end to the traditional trick or

treating— scares of poison in the

candy or razor blades in apples are

creating nightmares out of

Halloween fun With so many
barriers in the way of traditional

trick or treating, I was impressed

with the people atCC for coming

[h,an

as hi

onde

whict

up with and hosting some k^
alternatives. Halloween p» f^^
Loomis Lounge, trick or B Moth<
through thedorms— nice ^^
fun alternatives for the k

]

college students alike. I g

wanted to thank everyone!

keepingHalloween fun fa

young-and theyoungaj
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;C students present a Menagerie of Glass
al Tobler

: Writer

tiea

i Glass Menagerie, a play

ennessee Williams, will be

3rmed this Thursday

ugh Monday at 8 p.m.

tly at Taylor Hall.

jission is free with a CC
> tickets available at Worner

er. It is the first play of the

to be produced by

Ire Workshop, a student

nization.

i Glass Menagerie was

lessee Williams' first

Iss, according to Jonathan

rht, the director. It opened

hicago and then went to

dway in the 1940"s. It is

\ the \93ffs and is an

miely autobiographical

,
According to Knight, the

ator and main character,

, is fashioned after

lessee Williams himself,

se real name was Tom.

's about him as a young
er struggling with wanting

it out and write, but at the

time having this family

other and sister— who
ependent on him. It's

t Tom...coming to terms

leaving his sister behind,"

Knight,

is the most poetic thing

Tennessee Williams ever
wrote," Knight said. "It's

perfectly written, a strong

script. Even going through
rehearsals two weeks ago I

was still amazed at how well

written it was." The cast

appreciated the chance to

work with such a well written
script, as Gareth Saxe, who
played Tom, pointed out.

"I've been able to enjoy
Tennessee Williams— the

nuances— in a new way. It's a
beautifully written play. You
get to really see his genius by
working with the play," he
said.

Natasha Mader, who played
the oppressive yet dependent
mother, Amanda, praised the

script as well.

"Its one of those plays that

keeps unfolding more and
more levels of character

exploration. Every time we go
through it there has been more
to it," she said.

The characters themselves
make the play worthwhile,
according to Knight.

"Its a great play to do here
because the characters are so

identifiable. Everyone has a
mother who might seem
oppressive; Tom and Laura are

college-aged kids. We all have

a little of them inside us," said
Knight. Mader explained part
of what it's like to draw that

little bit out:

"I never realized how you
could use where you were
from to get into a character.

Getting into the thought
processes of older southern
people is interesting," she said.

"I'm from Dallas, so

understanding how people
like my grandmother think has
helped with the role of

Amanda. It was difficult but I

think I had a lot more to pool
from than someone else may
have."

Theatre Workshop has been
working on the play since first

block, and Knight started

planning it this summer.
Knight says the play has lived

up to his expectations and he
is enthusiastic about it. He is

confident in the actors'

abilities and the competence of
the crew members.
"There has been a lot of

enthusiasm from a lot of

people that we're really

grateful for...Theatre is

extremely time-consuming
and to do it on top of class is

hard. The actors have all made
it their priority," he said, and
went on to praise the light

jthless Reviews: Miller's Crossing
ByJohnKeilman

I Staff Writer

Presently

commanding

center stage in this,

the Season of the

Gangster, is the

Coen brothers'

"Miller's

Crossing." The
it spate of filmsaboutbad
with machine guns includes

ses "Good Fellas," 'State of
!," starringSean Permand
Oldman, and, of course,

Godfather Part 3," due this

tmas.

! expectations surrounding
3"s Crossing' are unique,
jh,among this group. The
os have previously given us
Dnderfully peculiar "Blood
e" and 'liaising Arizona,"

which spun new images
familiar fabric (and, in the

* the latter movie, carried the
jto the first rank ofAmerican
Biters). While we know
'much what to expect from

f

0,gangster films,we can't

piwonder what the Coens

j
with a traditional genre, a

bankroll, and an established
stars.

ft they havedone ismeet
$/ expectation we couldN is, they take yetanother
S"ee turn. Themood here is

PWive and melancholy—

a

from the wild, kinetic

°y of "Raising Arizona."

"^gan (Gabriel Byrne) is the
PC and mouthyhenchman
"^sUoOBannion
"""neyXLeo'srefusailD

execute a troublemaker named
Bemie Bembaum—nicknamed
"The Schmatte" (Jon Tertulo)

—

who lias been skimming gambling
profits from underlingJohnny
Caspar (Jon Polito) leads to a war
between heand the obstinate Leo.

The cause for this schism is

Vema (Maraa Gay Harden),

Bemie's sister. She has won the

fancy of Leo, who thus refuses to

do the right thing (as far as their

underworld code of ethics goes)
and throw Bemie to the wolves.

But Vera also happens to be the

tumultuous lover ofTom. Hence,

eveiyone switches their

sympathies backand forth, and
the population of their city

decreases dramatically.

If the plot soundsmurky, it is

—

it well matches the distinctly

under-lit scenes. The atmosphere

is dark both visually and

emotionally.No one in this town
really cares aboutanyone else, and
thosewho do careend up getting

suckered Though an odd strain of

loyalty does seem presentamong
these dismal people, it is twisted

and perverted until it seems

utterly unlike fidelity.

Anyone who has seen either of

the brother's two previous films

should be acquainted with their

manic use of the camera. As could

be expected, they tone itdown
here, but there are still traces of the

acrobatic photography which

marked their earlier work. They

do take a leap forward visually,

though, in their use of color. This

is, without a doubt themost

gorgeous film of the year.

Outdoors is all grey skyand

shedding trees,and indoors is all

brown leather and green banker's

lamps. There is just enough

contrast to make the masculinely

sensual environment stand out in

relief; for instance, they show
lively, well-lit dance hallsand
buildings consumed with fire.

The story is, alas, lacking. Many
of its twists are so illogical and
seemingly gratuitous that is retains

little force. The premise ofgang
warfare is not set up well enough;

we do not see Leo as so weak to be

successfully preyed upon by
Caspar. In fact, in the film's most

breathtaking sequence, the mob
chief routs a pair of potential

assassins as "Danny Boy" plays on
his gramophone. The tommyguns
blaze, the blood spills—and the

old man destroys the hit squad.

The dialogue of the

characters is, like elements of

the plot, lacking. Their speech

seems to come out of a vault of

cinematic cliche. Several

characters never change their

tone of voice during their

entire existence— they keep

mouthing threats and smart-

ass remarks in a growling

monotone.

What the film lacks in plot

and performance, however, it

more than makes up for

visually. Several sequences

(such as the scene described

above) are no less than

magnificent, and the film

constantly exudes the aroma of

cinematic tradition in its back
alleys and gin parlors. With
this effort, the Coen brothers

seem to be trying to grow up.

Time will tell if we should be

grateful.

crew;

"Sandy [Woltonl has
just...pulled off a miracle. Two
days ago we had no lights

working." Knight explained
that the theatre is a renovated
dining hall, and this has
caused some electrical

dilemmas. There were some
other technical problems such
as electrical problems and
problems with equipment, and
since the play is a period piece
there was some difficulty

getting all of the 193Cr"s style

props, but the dedication of
many people helped to

overcome these setbacks.

"There's really not much
different between what we do
here and professional

production, so it's an
incredible experience," Knight
said.

The music for the play was
originally composed an
performed by Scott Bramwell.
Knight praised Bramwell's
work in this regard.

"The music was exactly

what I wanted. We sat down,
we talked about the script, he
talked to the actors. He wrote a
theme for each character," he
said.

It's the first time Bramwell
has written for a specific script,

and he said it was an enjoyable
experience.

"It's a really fun way to

work with music," he said. "It

wasn't hard to actually

compose the music, but
[rather] to put it in at the right

moment — the artistic

placement of where do we put
music and where do we not.

Thats mostly been up to

Jonathan." Bramwell went on
to say, "If theirs is the kind of
play that would be suited to

original music composition
and live performance, I would
be interested in doing it

again."

There are four characters
in the play; in addition to

Tom and Amanda, there is a

sister, Laura, who is played
by Rachel Schwayder, and a
gentleman caller, Jim,

played by Rob Burke. Giles
Thompson designed the set,

Sandy Wolton worked with
the lights, and Janet

McFarland worked with
costumes.

"It's a really tight cast, a
tight show, and everyone
who has worked on it has
been really important," said
Mader. "I think it has the
potential to be amazing.
We'll just have to see."

BUZZing and Hindu Love
By Nathaniel Feis

Hindu LoveGods? What the

hell kinda name is that? It sounds
like some really cheesy, wishin'-it-

was-still- the -'6(Xsband that

adopted a pseudo-psychedelic

stance and a very warped Indian

philosophy because the Beatles

were into it Well, if you believe

that you're dead wrong!

Actually, Hindu Love Gods is a

combination of Bill Berry, Peter

Buck, Mike Mills, ofREM. tame,

and Warren Zevon, famous on his

own. It's not even a new band, or a

new recording for that matter.

They released a single a couple

ofyearsago. (Why are they called

singles? Since they have at least

two songs on them shouldn't they

be called doubles or triples or

whatever number is appropriate?)

And a self-titled album was
recorded in 1986 while Zevon was
in the midst of working on

This album is made up entirely

of covers. Most of these covers are

of old blues songs with some very

non-blues songs thrown in for

good measure. The album starts

off with two Robert Johnson

songs, "Walkin' Blues" and

'Travelin' Riverside Blues."

Next we have a pounding

version of Prince's "Raspberry

Beret" (and one that sounds much
better than Prince's everdid and

no I'm not an anti-Prince person; I

like a fairamount of his stuff. Ifs

just this particular song does not

happen to be one of them). From

here it goes through a series of

traditional songs, like Willie

Dixon's "Wang Dang Doodle,"

Woody Guthrie's "Vigilante

Man," and "Mannish Boy" of

Muddy Waters fame.

The entirealbum sounds like

about what it is: a group of good

musicians playing a bunch of

songs they really like for the sheer

joy of it. A fun blues album? Is that

possible? Thafs up to you.

Another newish album isThe

Hummingbirds' bveBUZZ. Now
the classic way of reviewing a

new band is to compare them to a

list of already known bands, as if

the new band could not have an

identity of its own. For example,

in this case one could say that they

sound likeREM with feedback;

Simon Holmes sounds a little like

Thurston Moore, Alannah Russak

and Robyn St. Clare mesh their

voices in a Heart Throbs style,

Mark Temple has a Bill Berry style

ofdrumming, and so on. But I'm

not gonna do that (oops, I guess I

already did).

loveBUZZ is a good,

diverse album. The songs
range from the drone of

"House Taken Over" to to

the tapestry of "Tuesday" to

the basic modern rockish

sound of "She Knows..." or

"Get On Down."
On the whole it is an

enjoyable album. Although

you'll probably only listen

to it once in a while, isn't

that once in a while worth

it? So, to cap this off,

Hindu Love Gods and The
Hummingbirds both start

with "h" so they shouldn't

be that hard to remember,
or forget, depending upon
what you feel like.
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By Phil Brown
Staff Writer

So here's the way it is. I'm in

love with Jen, this ultra-cool chick

in New York who is definitely

one of the three coolest people

I've ever known. Yeah, well, she's

my girlfriend, so I was way
psyched to get out of this cultural

outhouse of a city for the ol' block

break. The setting was absolutely

ideal: I had just finished

macroeconomichell and I figured

that I manipulated the bank well

enough not to be overdrawn.

Now I have a very important

question about this society of

ours: What is so absolutely

screwed about the airline system

that I can never have a vacation

that goes even somewhat as

planned? Maybe I was expecting

a great time, so the gods of

Continental airlines were bonding

with the air turbulence. Anyway,

because I had such a miserable

series of flights, I figured I'd share

them with you so that you'll be

compelled to feel very sorry for

me and perhaps bake me cookies,

giveme money for my troubles,

or convince your uncle, who
happens to own Continental

airlines, to come and kissmy feet.

The first thingyou should

know is that in order to fly

between Colorado Springs, and

Rochester, New York, you have

two basic choices: flying from

here to Uruguay and then to

Rochester, or even worse, frying

on Continental through

Cleveland . Because I can say only

four Spanish words—taco, siesta,

casa and burrito—I chose to fly

through Cleveland. However, the

good people of Colorado Springs

surprised me in that no one

wanted to visit Cleveland, the

thriving epicenter of the universe,

and only Denverites were silly

enough to have a direct flight.

The first leg between here and

Denver was relatively pleasant; I

got to stretch out across two seats

and the whole 26 minutes was
pretty groovy.

The flight between Denver and
Cleveland was not so lovely,

though. You see, whenever I have

a few minutes to wait at the

airport, I have a psychic power in

attracting atrocious people to sit

next to me. So I'm waiting in

Stapleton, accepting the fate that

the women with huge, gel-

dripping hair will inevitably sit

near me and that the small child

who experiences motion sickness

on his Big Wheel, let alone a 747,

will probably fall asleep on my
lap. Well, as it turned out during

the next three hours of wretcted

flight, the huge-haired woman's

hair dripped on me and the small

child blew his crackers nonstop.

The plane also arrived two

minutes aftermy flight to

Rochester was supposed to leave,

so I pretty much ignored the

captain telling me to please stay in

my seat with my seatbelt securely

fastened until the plane had

finished taxiing to the terminal,

and I grabbed my bag and took

off for the front of the plane. A
stewardess informed me that

ignoring the captain's warning

was against FCC or FD&C or

SCA or some other organization's

rules, and the Continental airlines

could be fined umpteen thousand

dollars. I thanked her for that

tidbit of insignificant trivia and

continued to ignore her. When we
were done, she frowned in an

attempt to make me feel bad

about jeopardizing the entire

mission, but hell, I was going to

see my girlfriend and I just

missed the last flight to Rochester

that night. And there wasno
damn way that I would have

stayed in Cleveland for any

longer than necessary.

I got off the plane and was told

to follow someone in a red blazer.

Figuring that the airline police

had come formy arrest, I

explained the whole horrible

truth about hating Cleveland and

needing to seemy girlfriend. He
looked at me and said, "No hablo

Ingles," but since I don't know
that many Spanish words, I just

followed him. As it turns out, he

wasn't the FCC or the FD&C or

the SCA at all, but rather a

shuttle-bus driver that was taking

me to my plane, which was also

inexplicably delayed.

So I boarded this 33 sea t mobile

death machine, and said as much
of the "Now I lay me down to

sleep" prayer as I could

remember. Fortunately, I didn't

have time to look at ugly people,

so I couldn't pick the worst fate

and I instead sat next to a nice

woman who told me the story of

her life three or four times. The

weird thing was that she was

bom in a different place each time

she told the story. 111 spare you

the details.

Naturally, there was an ice

storm in Cleveland, so every one

on board was sick within five

minutes. The only cool thing

about this flight is that the

stewardess actually threw up. (I'd

never seen that before.)

Well, when we landed, it was
about nine degrees in Rochester,

and for some reason, the plane

parked in the middle of the

runway, so we had to walk in

subarctic temperatures to the

terminal. The woman was just

finishing tellingme that she was
bom in Spokane when we finally

got inside.

Jen was great and I had a

lovely time visiting. But Father

Time was on amphetamines,

and the time passed too quickly.

So it was back to the airport for

me.

Fortunately, the same airsick

waitress and that same "I was
bom in..." woman were on my
flight, and we had a lovely time

reminiscing about Wednesday's

flight.

There must be something

twisted about the transportation

government of Cleveland.

When I was twelve, I had a

seven hour wait on a bus there.

When I was fifteen, I got lost in

the airport and had to page my
party on a courtesy phone. Now
that I'm nineteen, I had to sit in

the last row, right next to the

bathrooms.

What is it about those

airplane bathrooms that make
"going" so appealing. Why
don't people go at home? No,
instead there was a line of

people continually reading over

my shoulder as they waited to

make their private messes. One
guy liked the bathroom so

much that the third time he was
waiting in line he introduced

himself. Fortunately, though,

the lovely food aboard the flight

overpowered the bathroom
aroma.

Finally, we landed in Denver,

and I boarded the plane for the

Springs. Have you ever heard

the Bill Cosby sketch about

Jeffrey, the child who sits

behind him on every flight and
says, "I'm four," over and over

again? I probably would have

been entertained had Jeffrey sat

behind me. Bill Cosby would
cont. on pg. 15

Experience, comfort in exciting
new colors and styles for men,
women and children. Repair
service available

with this coupon

$10.00

Off

College Shoe Shop
831 N. Tejon
632-6161

Adam's Cafe of splen<

By Todd Keathley

Staff Writer

Adams Mountain Cafe, 733

Manitou Avenue, 685-1430.

Service: ***l/2. Price: $5-

$10/person, Food: *',",
',

Atmosphere: ***, no alcohol/

no smoking, casual dress.

Located about fifteen

minutes away from the CC
campus by car, Adams
Mountain Cafe offers a

pleasant setting for a tasty

natural food menu. This small

but relatively quiet cafe was
voted "Best of the Springs"

the past two years for the best

natural food restaurant. After

visiting Adams, I can certainly

understand the positive

reputation that precedes this

small cafe.

After thoroughly

investigating the menu, my
friend and I decided to split an

order of Macho Nachos for

starters and then share the

Cashew Chicken sandwj

and The Coloradan,

faced sandwich that has

Muenster and cheddar

melted over tomatoes,

avocado, sprouts, and
The nachos came with J
cheese, green onions,

tomatoes, and green pei

and although it was rtof

representation of Mexii

cuisine, we enjoyed the

appetizer. The salsa thati

"with the dish was one of

best salsa dips I have t;

a long time. Our sandvi

exceeded my expectatior

since the ingredients vv(

fresh. Of the two we ordj

we both felt that The
Coloradan was better th;

Cashew Chicken.

I feel that the manageirJH,

the cafe is doing a good 1

tables and floors were d(

waitress knew the menui

and out, and the hostessl ^T
pre-determined that ourj LI
glasses would never mm
The good service, tasty fo

pleasant atmosphere eml

to give Adams Mountain

strong recommendation.

Reviewers visit the resl

randomly, order directly

the menu, and pay the bi

without informing the

restaurant of the intentioi

review.

2II0
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at the Colorado College Bookstore
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</kt the Brewery...

Writers

ilo CC boo2ers! We hope

rblock break was as 'relaxing'

hemism for boring?) as ours

Jonspentall 120 hours

ing between bed, chair, sofa,

jus planes of existence, and

V. Andy spent the time

hing Monty Python movies
counting empty beer bottles

S has no knowledge of who
lied them. True to the beer

ivy's tradition of sucking

n a few beverages before

ng we dropped shots of

retto in half-filled glasses of
r Genuine Draft to create a

with a pruny taste similar to

'epper. Actually Jon thought

ted like stale Rastall turkey
' ni (whatever the hell that

ion is), four days cold and
nng on its own. Between

we sipped on this fine St.

: Romeo Amaretto. The
r bottle of Gallo ("Oh God,
ID!") also made its

(table return to the weekly
of debauchery and
<enness; well, at least it will

ldafruitytastetothe choice of

Before we getdown to

ss, we would like to

Bon that this week's column
Jnronmentally conscious, and
B>r anyone interested, the

Hat-Earthers of America are

having a convention in Versailles

(pronounced Veer Sales),

Missouri this week. Anyway, the
sampled brews this time around
were picked mainly for their

unusual appearance and
adherence to our code of

environmental ethics. Huh?
Our first beer come from

Holland in a bottle that contains

only 112 ozs, so we didn't waste
any unnecessary glass. This six-

pack is also wrapped in some sort

of saran wrap, instead of the
usual tree-wasting cardboard
plan; saran wrap only bums black
and kills ducks (they choke on it).

Actually, at first sip, we choked
on it too, even after our Amaretto
lube job. By the third beer we
agreed that this stuff tastes like a
cross between St Pauli's Girl and
Schlitz, minus the fart factor of
Coors. Pure mountain spring

water - NOT! Strip, Scrape, and
Spew Mining Corporation

dumps their waste upstream of

the Golden brewing facility. Two
significant points about our first

choice: it doesn't have those

wimpy twist-off caps ofsome
lame imports or American
sewage, and it does have one of
the cheesiest names around—

disc, but was a little redundant in
concert. Jon— "I mean how
many harmonica solos can you
take? I guess Bunky has spoiled
me." Anyway, both of us gave the
Swinkels a two on taste, but gave
it a three on the eco-scale because
of the smaller bottles.

Our next ecological beer is also

imported. Doesn't this waste
precious fossil fuels to move this

brew around? Broken Hill Lager
from southern Australia is one of
those beers that makes Andy say,

"Well, kinda average. Giveme
that Gallo bottle back." The
twenty-four ounce singles do save
on silicate waste, but the taste

doesn't quite fill it. Jon hoped that

the heartbreaking picture of the
hard working Aussie ex-criminal
meant serious taste. Well, POOF
to that fantasy— "This beer
makes Milwaukee's Beast

flavorful. I can't believe I dished
out $2.15 fer this.-" Andy couldn't

believe thatJon had the ability to

slur on the keyboard, and
promptly resumed typing duty.
(Gallo swig and digression) "This

Classic Burgundy's a little harsher
than that Blush from last year."

We decided to give the Broken
Hill a two for lack of anything to

say about it, other than that it has
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Films:

Bluetylvet

Nov. 3 and 4, 7:30pm
OlinI

SfefFoi'r

Nov. 6,. 8:00

Fine Arts Center

Performance:

Romanovsky and Phillips

Nov. 8.8:oor>m
Armstrong Hall

Hying Words Project

Nov. 2, 8:00 pm
Armstrong Hall

Carlton Gamer's
"Music for Voices"
Nov. 4, 3:00 pm
Pachard Hall

'The Glass Manageric"
by Tennesse Williams
Nov. 1-5, 8:00 pm
Taylor Hall

"Endgame"
by Samuel Beckett

Nov. 1-3, 8-10, 8:00 pm
Open Egg Theatre

Sonic Youth
Nov. 7, 8:00 pm
Gothic Theatre, Denver

O-STlLlHAVerttemMAP^- ABOUT If.

I xEt, see*, eenge. -iwm won -fbji^ce

H-qW, yvf*H WEcoiup pftiJp. irv

5- the TRw^scerJreNrca. c5Mm-ee?i*..

Swinkels. Well, it sounded good
aswe milled around the liquor

store, and it rhymed with

twinkles— how could we pass

up such a stellar beer? By the

way, have you ever listened to

Blues Traveler; it sounds good on

a melodramatic picture of an
Australian proletarian on the label

(Jon's in a sociology class this

block).

We apologize for not really

being able to recommend a
decent brew this week, but we get

paid soon so maybe well get

some better shit next time. Until

then...

Be good, and ifyou can'tbe
good, be safe, and ifyou can't be
safe, name it after me.

—ArtLinkletter

Peter Cook from the Flying Words Project Photo by Roy Sowers

$2.00 Per Incoming Page

$ 1 .00 Per Outgoing Page

Fax No. (719) 389-6898

Y EARS AREA D
I N

HAIR DESIGN

Cledbrate the Holidays with a perm or
highlight and receive an extra S% off

also

Unlimited tanning 30 days for

$40
(offer expires Dec 31)

118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 (Above Old
Chicago's)
635-5552

Fifteen minutes
contfrom pg. 14

have been even better. But
instead, it was the bathroom
guy from the flight before
telling Bill Cosby jokes.

"I'm four. I'm four." This
guy made Doogie Howser
seem funny in comparison,
and he couldn't remember
the damn punchline, so he
kept repeating the same
joke without finishing it. It

made me wish that the

vomiting stewardess was
there.

Anyway, I'm back.

Continental has its money. I

have my barf bag full of

notes. And you have the

story of the flights from
hell. Stay tuned...
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Tiying to stretch dollars when you're

computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing

to make sacrifices.

That's why you should consider

the new, affordable Macintosh"

Classic'computer.

It has everything you need-

including a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes ofRAM, and

a 40-megabyte hard diskJust plug everything in and the Macintosh

Classic is ready to run, because the system software is already

installed' And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease

of use, you'll be up and running in no time.

like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of avail-

able applications that all work in the same, consistent way-so

once you've learned one program, you' re well on your way to

learning them all.And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have

trouble sharing.The Apple* SuperDrive-standard equipment

<\pple introduces the Macintosh Classic

i-reads from and writes to

Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple 11 floppy disks,

which means you can share information with

. someone who uses a different

• type of computer.

See the Macintosh Classic for

yourself. IfU change your mind about

cheap roommates.

le Computet. Inc. Apple, ifia Apple I jislered trademarks or Apple Compuler, Inc. Supe'Drive ai

a res»laiefl tiademarti Ircsnsed ID Apple Compute', Inc. V
ldoma* ot inlematwnai Business Machines CoTwaBon

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center or call 389-6391

f|. The power to be your best™
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ockey scores first victory against DU, 7-1
gers to face undefeated Gophers in two game matchup

Sports
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hip Roehrig

Writer

Colorado College men's

ey team plays host to the

nally ranked and

feated Minnesota Golden

iers this weekend in a

,f
WCHA contests at the

Imoor World Arena,

off will be at 7:05 both

t and tomorrow.

has a 50-118^ record

It the Gophers. The series

back to the 1946-47

n. Last season the Tigers

1-5 against UM splitting

tames at the Broadmoor,

losing all four in Minne-

k including two in the

bund of the league

iffs.

Innesota, formerly

ed by CC mentor Brad

iw, is a school steeped in

y tradition. A charter

r of the WCHA, the

[ers rose to national

nence and stayed there,

am has won eight

titles, and made
n appearance in the

final four. Minnesota

no lower than third in

CHA in the eighties,

appearing in five

t NCAA tournaments.

Buetow is in the process of
trying to reestablish the

hockey tradition here at CC
The Tigers season, however,
has gotten off to an inauspi-

cious start. CC has lost five of
their first six, and is tied with
Denver for seventh place. As
usual there is no rest for the

weary in the WCHA as

Minnesota comes to town with
a 3-0-1 league record, and in

second place.

The Gophers return 15

letterwinners from last years
squad. They are a big, strong

club. CC will have to utilize

their quickness if they are

going to be successful. Need-
less to say. Coach Buetow and
the Tigers will not take Minne-
sota lightly. "It will be a nice

challenge," says Buetow,
"they're undefeated, and year
in, year out they are one of the

teams to beat. We need to play
with more consistency, and get

off to a strong start."

Last week's notes: After

being swept by St. Cloud State

the Tigers returned to Colo-
rado last weekend for a home
series with arch rival, Denver
University. CC appeared to get
on track with an impressive 7-

1 victory at D.U. on Friday.

esbitt paces
(omen to fourth
Iraight victory
Bile Shimabukuro
Vriter

I CC women's cross

y team just keeps racing
1st place and this past
jnd was no exception,
jam travelled to the Fort
ptate University Invita-

tn Hays, Kansas and
Ithe meet by a margin of

Jpits over the University
[them Colorado. CC's
e scoring runners were

fesbitt, Chris Morrison,

fern, Meg Stiff, and
a Felts. All five ran sub-

Bute races - a magnificent

fas enjoyed a stand-out
Pance by first year

|> Jennifer Nesbitt, who
iced first in the past
onsecutive meets.
s arnazing consistency
silence in racing

Js attention. In the

Ipg
interview, Nesbittm bit about herself -her

By* rituals, comments on
" CC, and teammates.
:he

< cheerful cham-
>destly reveals her
'"" on the current

"do you feel about

your current success?

I'm happier with my times

now that they're starting to go
down, but I'm really psyched
that the whole team is win-
ning. (Nesbitt ran a personal

record by 33 seconds in Fort

Hays.)

How did you like the

course?

It was much flatter, but the

wind made it pretty harsh.

What is your racing strat-

egy?

I start out slow and pick

people off.

What do you think about
when you run?

Nothing. If my stomach
hurts, I know I'm having a

good race. I don't think about

how tired I am. Generally, if I

can get myself in a good mood
- psyched - I'll have a good
race.

Every athlete has his or her

own set of rituals. What are

yours?

I must wear my "Bad Ass
Cafe" T-shirt that I got from a

pizza place in Ireland, warm
up 1 hour before the race, eat 3

hours before the race, and do
strides 15 minutes before the

race.

Do you have a role model?

The game saw the Tigers fall

behind early before respond-
ing with seven unanswered
goals. The scoring spree

included four goals in the span
of 158 in the third period. CC
outshot the Pioneers 42-20 on
their way to their first victory.

CC could not, however, get
it going on Saturday. Once
again, the Tigers fell behind,
spotting the Pioneers a 2-0 first

period lead. "We can't afford

to fall behind," said Buetow.
"We are not an. explosive

enough team to catch up."

In the second period, CC
tried to get back in the game.
The Tigers twice pulled within
one on a pair of power play
goals by first year winger
Steve Nelson. That would
conclude the scoring for the
home team, however, due
mostly to some outstanding

goaltending from D.U. senior

Lucien Carignan. The final

score was 5-2 in favor of the
Pioneers.

Tiger Tales: Senior goalie

Jon Gustafson got the call both

nights against D.U. He re-

sponded with an outstanding
effort Friday followed by a
solid one on Saturday. Buetow
is still waiting for one of his

three netminders to take

charge-Captain Ed Zawatsky
is currently tied for fourth in

WCHA scoring with 10

points...Nelson leads the team
with 4 goals, three of which
were on the power play...There

will be a little extra incentive

for some of the Tigers this

weekend as fourteen of them
call Minnesota their home.

Men look to regionals
By Sean Cavanaugh
Staff Writer

wJPw

t

n$ ' Cross
:
CounlTy ,eom '""her readied itself for its upcoming regional meet

therS£o3enaT
nCeS

* ""*^ '""^ K~ and W^ '°Wa v̂e'

<^t mef??
S,ate lnvi,a"°nal

'
<"" under <»ld. windy conditions on and around thescenic FHSU campus, provided a fine opportunity for the Tigers to showcase their

ability to run effectively in packs. Leading the scoring was junior Torre Pena who
cruised to a 5th place finish overall with a time of 26:1 1. Pena was followed closely bvsenior Dawson Farr (26:33), and junior Pat Judge (26:36), who finished in 11th and 12th
P
5k '?s?

e
?
hv

J
e,y- Farr and Judge were able to run together for most of the raceand both flnshed within 25 seconds of Pena. It was yet another ma|or lime drop by

first-year runner Farr.
H '

Following CC's top three finishers was sophomore Jim Macken, who made another

?f?
dy

,
showin9 wi,n a ,ime °< 27:29, good for 25th place. James Rankin was 34th with

27:58, followed closely by Brian Kates and first year sensation Mark Sweef. who were
37th and 40th with times of 28:05 and 28:21. Sophomore Joel Trachtenberg ran an
impressivee 28:42 for 46fh, while Tony Lees and Sean Cavanagh were 48th and 63rd
with times of 28:58 and 30:09. Kates took an astounding 1:39 off his previous personal
best. Along with Kates, Rankin, Lees, and Cavanagh all set personal bests

The following Satuday, the CC squad took an Impressive 2nd place overall out ol a
field of 1

1 teams at the key Pre-Regional meet, held In Waverly, Iowa. Drawing
inspiration from the sixteen hour bus ride, and creating a mob-like enlhuslaslm with a
particularly spirited and occasionally downright viscious pre-meet football game, the
harriers equalled their highest placing of the season. What made the Tigers' perfor-
mance especially noteworthy was that they performed this well without the services ol
their 3rd and 4th runners, Farr and Macken. Clutch performances by numerous Indi-
viduals were the key to CC's strong placing.
The Tigers were led by the traditionally strong duo of Pena and Judge, who placed

an amazing 2nd and 3rd overall out ol a field ol over 120 runners. Pena and Judge
both finished within 1 1 seconds of 1989 NCAA Meet qualifier Tony Every of Cornell, with
times of 26:13 and 26:20. It was the highest invitational placing of Judge's distin-
guished career.

Five CC runners ran personal best limes at the meet. Sweet and Kales were among
this group, placing 21st and 22nd overall with times of 27:51 and 25:52. Rankin was
31st at 28:08; Lees took 55th with a personal best time ol 28:52; Trachtenberg was 67th
in 29:14; and Cavanagh finished 73rd in 29:32, a personal best.
On November 10th, the squad returns to Waverly lor the NCAA Regional Meet. The

team's goal all season has been to qualify lor Nationals, and Coach Ted Casteneda Is

optimistic about CC's chances. "This team has worked HARD over the last two and a
half months and is on schedule lor a strong REGIONAL showing. The teams 2nd place
finish af the Wartburg Invitational indicates that this, and II the learn stays healthy A
TRIP TO NATIONALS IS A DEFINITE POSSIBILITY!"

Regardless of the outcome, Ihe squad has continually proven throughout Ihe sea-
son Us ability to run with great determination under adversity, all the time performing
with an enthusiasim rarely seen In the sport. Wish the team luck in facing its most
significant challenge of the season.

My high school coach.

Do you have any com-
ments about the team?

I love it. I've learned a lot of

new jokes and songs from
Rebecca Felts and Jamie

Schwellenbach, and they help

put me in a good mood. Also,

without the support of every-

one on the team, cross country

wouldn't be nearly as awe-
some.

What do you like best

about running?

It helps me relieve stress,

gets me in shape, and I feel

like I've accomplished some-

thing.

Do you have a personal

motto?

If I had my life to live over

again I'd want to be just like

Karin Boes or Meg Stiff.

No doubt, Jennifer Nesbitt

is a stellar addition to this

year's cross country team. She

loves the people at CC and

plans to go out for track in the

spring. She's definitely one to

watch.

This weekend the women's
cross country team will race at

Colorado State University,

where they plan to run hard

against tough competition. Just

one more week till regionals!

Thank you, CC, for your

awesome support!
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,HE Compleat Gamer

NINTENDO
Bay, Sell, and Trade

Frisbees, boomerangs, aerobies,

hacky sacks

Party games

Role Playing & board games

Pastes, kites & gifts

Chess sets, Cribbage, Go
Man Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116

Open 7 days a week
Across from Poor Richard's

Sports Friday, November 2

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW

Women's Soccer

Nov. 4 Southern Methodist Univ.

(First Round NCAA Playoffs)

Home

Men's Soccer

Nov. 5 Univ. of Southern Colorado Home

Football

Nov. 3 Open
10 Colorado School of Mines Golden

Women's Cross Country

Nov. 3 Open
10 Regionals Waverly, IA

Men's Cross Country

Nov. 3 Open
10 Regionals Waverly, IA

Men's Hockey
Nov. 2-3 Univ. of Minnesota Home

Men's Basketball

Nov. 2 Trinidad JC (Scrimmage) Home

Girls wrote the book.

:

BGDKoflOVE
Guys need all the help they can get.

NEW UNE CINEMA Presents ARACHEL TALALAY/NEW LINE Production A ROBERT SHAYE Film "BOOK OF LOVE"

CHRIS YGUNGandKEITH COOGAN „,„
S

,SIC1EL McKEAN
fa

SiPEIY PERRkAIETTE BENSON.csa

Supervisor

Euwtiw 1

Producer

Special

Appears nee By I

Costume

DesgRfl ID DesojitrL

Lt his ravel Ji

PG 13
1

PMEHTS STROHBUr CMrfTOHED ffie» I

|.>J,-
ri,^^ t,tLili!n-^R^M^uf ifwr.; rJ.r^[»^

j

i^^l N£\V LINE

Starts Friday, November 2.

Mountain Chalet
25th ANNUAL

Pikes Peak Regional

Sbi .fSsap

patagonia

Capilene® Underwear
Sweat happens. Skiers, sailors, paddlers, fishermen and

climbers are all the same when you get down to it.

Capilene Underwear, available in four weights, is

uniquely effective at wicking moisture from the skill and
dispersing it. You sweat, it works.

Downtown by Acacia Park
633-0732 226 N. Tejon

CCs Outdoor Connection
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omens soccer
notches playoff

, meets SMU
_le women's soccer team is

Hed into playoffs once

^\ after clinching a spot

ictories over the Univer-

.
Connecticut and St.

's
University last week-

..ie team beat UConn 2-0

lid past St. Mary's, 1-0. In

s t round of playoffs, the

will face Southern

idist University on

iy at 1:00 p.m. The two

teams have met previously,

with SMU outlasting CC, 1-0,

in last year's playoff and the

Tigers getting the better of the
Mustangs this season, 4-1. The
match will be held on Stewart
Field and prices are as follows:

adults, $4; children under 12,

$1; and students, $2 with
CCID. Please come and sup-
port your Tigers as they head
toward the championship.

ramural hockey
ikes to the rink
let O'Brien

'iter chaos, complete

sion, and disarray...An

(e riot because people

er the blue line for no

mt reason," is how
Halbert, zamboni

[tor and intramural

Be, describes intramural

key.

fflramural hockey has

rted up once again and it

Has though CC's in for

fflsr wild and crazy season.

Sunday, "No House
R" and "Queefs Rivial"

m a fast paced action

B"No House Sports" won

3-1 after Craig Caulter scored
an amazing goal by shooting

the puck right between the

goalie's legs. Gimp, who was
unable to play for "No House
Sports" due to an intramural

soccer injury, missed out on
the prime opportunity to show
his ex-wingees that being an
RA extends even to the ice. His
team managed to beat his ex-

wingees, and prove that he has
control even if he's not play-

ing. Remember, it's not

whether you win or lose, ifs

just whether or not you can
move enough to hit the puck
and attempt to score a goal!

Pells' Point of View
By Eddie Pells

Staff Writer

It will be impossible to ignore the Denver Nuggets this season

thpr-on^fK?"^
W'" ,hr°W the mo,» talent-stripped team In NBA history ontothe court for their season opener.

What records will the Nuggets set this season? let's take a look at the numbers.

mid-November "^ "*^ P° i"tS a"°Wed '" reauksHon»^ In

356 - The Nuggets will pass out a regular-season record 356 press credentialswhen »e tatawnrtrt, Nov. 19. Most people anticipate this to be the day Denier
gives up its first 200 point game.

y "envef

iJS? "

T
m°

dQyS^ t
he Nu"e,s play LA' on the roaa

- ** * when it will reallyhappen. My projected final: Lakers 206, Denver 1 57.
"It was entertaining," says Nuggets head coach Paul Westhead after the lossAny day now, the system will start clicking, and we'll be on the right side of these

kinds of scores.

422,500 - On Nov. 22, Nuggets GM Bernie Bickerstaff is strapped with a healthy
bill when specials are called in to add a "2" to the hundreds' digit on McNichols
arena scoreboards.

B

.k 'fle'-Pr
^°V- M NU996,S fina,ly make * to ,he bla ,ime

- '"ev "and on page 1A of
the USA Today after winning their first game. Denver's 152-151 home win over
Orlando moves the Nuggets to 1 - 1 1 . Paul Westhead vows to stick with the system

The system will start clicking any day now," he says. "The only way we'll
change anything would be to go faster."

104 - On Jan. 2, Denver loses 205-101 to Detroit. The first 100+ point margin ever
in the NBA.

"I expect things to start clicking any day now," Westhead says after the loss
The next night, Denver becomes the first team to give up 200 without breaking

triple digits. Final score: New York 201 Denver 92.

442 - March 30. Nuggets and Spurs break all-time NBA scoring record for fifth
time this season. Denver finally breaks 200, but loses, 236-206. David Robinson
goes back to his neighborhood at halftlme with 102 points.

1 - April 21
.
A 1 88- 185 win at Houston on closing day gives the Nuggets their

10th win of the season.

"People counted us out," says Westhead after the loss. "But we guaranteed
we'd set records this year and we did. And we're encouraged because we know
the system should start clicking any time now."

Three new ways to survive college.

With Apple's introduction of three new
tosh* computers, meeting the challenges of college

* got a whole lot easier. Because now, everybody™ a Macintosh.

^ e BHBEIHIBM >s °ur most

F>fe model, yet it comes with everything youneed-
™g J hard disk drive. Trie HfflBffl

gj
jjgjfa capabilities with affordability. And the

SfflLO isperfectforstudentswhoneeda
per with extra power and expandability

No matter which Macintosh you choose, you'll

wmputer that lightens your work load without

1990 Apple Computet \rc Apple, the Apple toOO. «"0 Medmtah on n

giving you another tough subject to learn. Every Macintosh

computer is easy to set up and even easier to master. And
when you've learned one program, you're well on your

way to learning them all That's because thousands of avail-

able programs all work in the same, consistent manner.

You can even share information with someone who uses a

different type ofcomputer-thanks to Apple's versatile

SuperDriver which reads from and writes to Macintosh,

MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple'Il floppy disks.

See the new Macintosh computers for yourself,

and And out how surviving college just got a whole lot

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center

or call 389-6391

tf .
The p< >wer to be yi hit besl

™

tx fffM Compuw me.SupartMw md The rx ol *ecfe CompuStt, Inc C
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Classifieds
Attention: Government

Homes From$l (U-repair)!

Delinquent tax property.

Repossessions. Call (1) 602-

838-8885, Ext. GH-18127.

Loving beautiful female cat,

spayed and front-paw

declawed, free to a loving

home. Comes with litter box

and food dishes. Please call

Diane at ext. 6253.

Pregnant? Adopt—Maybe we
can help each other. We are a

happily married couple,

anxious to provide a loving,

secure future with lots of hugs

for your white infant. We are

working with an Adoption

Agency that helps you to make

the best decision. Please call

Jim and Lois, (303) 908-0309

collect. Thank you.

Earn - $300.00/day with your

car or truck. Call 0) 602-838-

8885, Ext. KT-18127; 6 a.m. - 10

p.m., 7 days.

Got any Electronic Keyboards

in your closet that you don't

really use? I desperately need

to borrow them! Call Brian x:

7020 or Womer Box 1665.

Guitarist new to Colorado

Springs looking for musi-

cians/bands into electronic-

industrial dance music, along

the lines of the "Wax Trax" or

"Netwerk" labels. Would
especially enjoy working with

keyboardist's and/or

samplists. I have great equip-

ment, experience and contacts.

Call Rudy 260-1734.

Announcements
New rules for reserving the

cabin: For Classes, Depart-

ments, Standing Committees,

Organizations, and Residence

Halls, reservations start the

first day of Block Four for the

second semester, and the first

day of Block Eight for the first

semester next year. For

individuals (private use),

reservations may be made the

first day of each block for the

current block only. The cabin

has a new "Challenge Course,"

a low ropes course designed to

promote team building and

leadership development. Use
of the course requires a trained

facilitator and a $20 fee. For

questions concerning the cabin

call Claire or Nellis at X: 6675.

For questions concerning the

challenge course call Sara

Sugarman at X 6800.

Interested in chess? Want to

teach elementary students?

Center for Community Service,

call Kim Grassmeyer, x6846.

Flu vaccine available at

Boettcher Health Center, 24

hours a day - seven days a

week, except 12:30 to 1:30

(lunch time), $5 a shot. Till

supply lasts.

Folks interested in an assisting

Art Auction sponsored by PBS

please call Center for Commu-
nity Service, x6846.

The Writing Center - inter-

ested in becoming a writing

tutor? The tutor training

course will be taught as

adjuncts during 5-6 and 7-8.

Please contact the Writing

Center for an application and

for more information.

Leadershop Series: "The

Publicity Puzzle," Nov. 7,

Gaylord Hall, 5:30 pm.

Discussion with Pat Munson

(Dir. of Public Relations),

Sarah Sugarman (Dir. of

Leisure Program). "Now that

your program is planned and

paid for, how do you get

people to come? Leam new
ways to advertise your event

creatively and successfully."

The Career Center is seeking

volunteers to help plan the

1991 Career Fair. Anyone
interested can contact Cindy at

x6424.

Pikes Peak Center will hold

open auditions for all non-

principal roles in "A Chorus

Line" on Sunday, Nov. 4 at 1

pm. Auditions will be held on

the mainstage of the Pikes

Peak Center. No prepared

material is required but

everyone auditioning should

be prepared to sing and dance.

For more ino call 520-7453.

Stress & Pain Release

Jin Shin Jyutsul

Therapeutic Touch
Healing Dialogue

Support for

Emotional Growth

Mary Beth "Claire" Diez,

BA,]D,LPN
1119 N. Wahsatch

475-1172

Volunteer clerical assistants

are needed by community

Partnership for Child Develop-

ment/Head Start, a non-profit

agency that provides compre-

hensive child development

programs to low income,

special needs and at risk 4 year

old children and their families

in El Paso County. Duties will

vary and may include; updat-

ing files, answering phones

and assisting with the enroll-

ment process. Typing is not

required. Volunteers will gain

valuable work experience,

training provided, references

available.

Applications for off-campus

second semester are available

in the Office of Residential

Life. The deadline for submit-

ting the application is Novem-

ber 16.

Chicago Program in Arts:

applications for spring semes-

ter now due. Contact Jen

Trissel at x6376 or x6365.

Applications for the German
Scholarships to the Universi-

ties of Gottingen and

Regensburg are due December

14, 1990. The stipends are for

one academic year and include

tuition as well as monthly

maintenance for room, board

and other expenses. For

additional information, see

Professor Wishard, AH 344.

A "No-Nonsense Self-De-

fense" class will be offered to

students, faculty and staff

beginning October 30. The

class, taught by Matthew
Bayley of "Fighting Chance,"

will run for three weeks on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from

12-1 pm in mathias lounge.

Call Eileen, x6681 for more
info.

Personals
In search of the Lone Piddler

and Drita. If anyone has sen

them, please contact the

authorities. The Natives are

Restless.

Looking for a good time and a

good woman. Woman must be

convivalistic, sagacious,

perspicacious, pulchritudi-

nous, etc. Fit the bill? Call

Santiago at ext. 7318.

All of us here at Sigma Chi

are very excited about the

upcoming rush; it should be a

good time. By the time this is

printed, sorority rush will be

over, and we would like to

congratulate all the houses.

Hopefully, the Greek system

will just get stronger and

stronger.

We are having a haunted

house for volunteer action

again this year. Last year was a

lot of fun and we hope that

this year will be even better.

Julie—Got your letter. Look

This space could be

To Advertise in The
Catoliv^t, calk;'- . :

Corey Maasmeyer or Peter

632-4999 or 389-6675

J's Motor Hotel
and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 North Nevada
Special Student Rates, including Utilities

& Satellite TV

633-5513

forward to seeing you [!_

_

December. Love, me I '-'

Death row prisoner, caj

male, age 44, desires con

spondence with either J

female college students!

to form a friendly relatjjf

and more or less exchaJ

experiences and ideas. ]T

answer all letters and al
change pictures. Prison!

require your full name!
return address on fher.

of the envelope. Thankl

Jim Jeffers, Box B-3860U

Florence, AZ 85232.

Thank you, Susan, fori

being there for me, esp

when the guys are beirJ

dickheads. Jenn.

Terry and Karen PoplJ

Wishing you well from!

to be snowing ColoradT

pert/outa
1

ui/U CC/OffadtlMyb, n/li\

1931 W. Uintah (1/2 block west ofKing Soop

Going Places for Thanksgivinl

Drop into Taylor Travel
|

the best fares

.

"Your Campus Travel Agenci
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)id the 1990 election change anything?'
Michele Santos nvpm'Hd ^ nrod^aniui .«•« ...l.hi ..Michele Santos

if Writer

Did the 1990 Election

nge Anything?" This was
topic discussed at

terday's Thursday-at-

ven, as a faculty

versation /debate with

iology Professor Margi
icombe , Political Science

fessorAndy Dunham, and
tory Professor Dennis
waiter.

ach faculty member gave a

rt statement addressing the

lion topic, and then the

up took questions from the

ience.

Elections never make a

erence in and of

nselves," said Duncombe.
vould like to say the

nocrats won enough
gress seats to be able to

override a presidential veto
but they didn't."

For Duncombe, the crucial

issue in this year's election was
"reproductive choice. The
results were really mixed, pro-

choice won in a number of

significant races... but there

were also races where
neanderthal anti-choice

candidates won."

Duncombe cited North
Carolina's Jesse Helms as an
example of a "neanderthal"

candidate.

Dunham agreed with his

colleague that the election

"didn't change much" and
gave several reasons for such a

lack of alteration.

"The constitution is set up so

that it takes a long time to

change things," said Dunham.
In addition , "Politicians like

their jobs. They're going to do

what they can to make it hard
to change things," Dunham
said.

In this year's race, only one
person running against an
incumbent won, an additional

reason for maintenance of the

status quo.

"Incumbents can raise as

much money as they want to

raise. If we want the elections

to change anything, we need
to change the financing system
so that more challengers can
win," said Dunham.
The average incumbent

spent four times as much as

his/her challenger

campaigning this year.

Incumbents also win easily

because "most ambitious

people wait until a seat is

vacated before they run.

Incumbents win because good
people don't run against

them," said Dunham.
"We have a system that is

extremely good at

representing us but therefore

terrible about governing us,"

said Dunham.
Showalter viewed the

American electoral process as

having a "tribal social

orientation." His reason for

the large number of incumbent
victories is that "incumbents...

are tribal chieftains in our alien

hostile world."

Voters have a "victim

mentality," according to

Showalter.

"The bottom line is

enhanced resentment," the

history professor said. "Either

our tribe isn't getting the

goodies or we're being billed

for more than our fair share."

Duncombe disagreed with

Showalter's theory of

tribalism.

"White straight males use
the tribalism discourse" such
a discourse, said Duncombe,
objectifies other people.

"If only all those people like

me would vote like me," said

Duncombe. "1 wish this

(tribalism) analysis were true

but it's not."

Showalter refrained from
replying to Duncombe's
statement, merely adding
during the question-and-

answer session that "the more
individual groups feel

themselves excluded from the

process the more trouble the

system gets itself into."

Duncombe conceded to a

student that "individual races

can make a difference."

Said Dunham, "There has

been some change, but not

very much."

/linority enrollment remains CC concern
ustin Blum
f Writer

i,

1*ie following is the second
[e in a two-part series.

inority enrollment among
year students is 14%— up
>U2% last year-
long the total minority
Mment to 10.9% this year,
rding to Admissions
re records.

". for the Admissions
K to reach its goal of 15%
ority enrollment next year,
^will have t0 atrract more
1 students and battle a
'five image in the local

ounity, some people
ive.

f relatively low overall
»ty enrollment is also

Pg to worry some on
P«s that students are
ng an "incomplete
ation."

'c'st Community Image'
here is a kind of
*Pnon in the community

[that CC. does not want
minority students]," stated

Assistant Director of

Admissions Roberto Garcia.

He cited a Colorado Springs

college fair he attended last

week. When Garcia was asked

by a prospective student if he
was going to attend another

minority recruitment fair that

evening, a representative from
another college audibly said

that "CC. won't attend

because they don't want
minority students." Garcia was
not able to attend the fair

because of a scheduling

conflict— not because he did

not want to go.

"We need to challenge those

kinds of comments; we need to

really address them," Garcia

said. But, he adds, that

perception is a common one in

the Colorado Springs

community.

"If there are snobs on this

campus, I haven't met them
yet. I don't see Mercedes and
BMWs in the parking lots in

the numbers people claim,"

Garcia said.

"Not Getting a Proper

Education'

"The overall effect [of

having a small minority

population] is that students

are not getting a proper

education...They go through

the system 'whitewashed'

because they have no sense of

the struggle we are going

through," National

Association for the

Advancement of Colored

People (NAACP) President

James Tucker said.

Another effect of having a

small minority population is

that "It gives people a skewed
sense of what the world is

really like," sociology

professor Livesay said. He
cites students who "go

through these freak-outs"

when they are exposed to large

groups of minorities in the

Chicago Urban Studies

Program. "[CC. students] are

protected from that here,"

Livesay said.

Tucker also worries that

racism toward blacks is

perpetuated because there are

no black role-models on
campus. He also said that CC.
"could treat black professors

better." He cited one black

professor who quit recently

because the College refused to

offer him tenure.

'Reallocate Scholarships'

The reason, some suggest,

that CC. is not able to attract

as many minorities as other

colleges is because CC offers

less scholarship money to

minorities.

The college offered $12,150

in minority scholarships this

year, which was split between

seven students, according to

Nancy Kent, Assistant Director

of Financial Aid.

Some on campus are not

pleased that the amount of

money available for hockey

scholarships far outweighs the

amount offered to minorities.

In fact, according to the

Director of Financial Aid,

Rodney Oto, CC. awards 20

full scholarships for hockey.

Those scholarships are worth
more than $483,000, according

to Kent.

"1 would like to see more
financial aid...comparable to

the hockey program. It would
be nice to see some of that

reallocated," Minority Affairs

Director Rochelle Mason said.

When asked if it is more
important to attract athletes

for the sports programs or

minority students, President

Riley said: "We're committed

to two Division I sports

programs...we're going to

provide the kind of

scholarship that is required to

compete in those two sports. I

find it an unhelpful

juxtaposition of programs to

pit our Division 1 athletics

against our efforts to recruit

more minority students. To do
so suggests we have to do one

or the other, not both."

Please see CC on page 4.
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CC and Marriott

to donate meals
to local shelter
By Wendy Anderson
Staff Writer

After Halloween, coming oft of

a sugar high, we gear up for a

Thanksgiving feast in which we
eat enough to put our digestive

system at a stand still for an entire

week. As soon as we've

recovered, Mom begins sending

the holiday cookies in the mail.

Then the Christmas parties get

underway: one or two a week for

three weeks in a row. Next we're

home for the holidays, a welcome

change after college dining.

Suddenly, with Mom's home
cooking, you regain your appetite

and feast into thenew year. Duck

on Christmas Eve, turkeyon

Christmas Day and ifyou can

stand it, another party complete

with appetizers and beer, onNew
Year's Eve.

Luckily for you and I, we have

unlimited access to food, while

others all over the world, as well

as in our own neighborhood,

have barely enough for a single

meal, let alone a holiday feast

Every year at this time, all over

the world, people unite together

in a fast so mat those who have a

lack nf food may eat

CC'sown fast, modeled on

the fast sponsored byQxam
America, a non-profit

international self-help and

disaster agency, will begin on

Monday, November 12th at

dinner and last until Tuesday

night Meals well be collected

from those who participate in the

fast and the food will be

distributed to La Puenta, a

homeless shelter in Alamosa

Colorado.

In conjunction with the fast,

Stove Council and

Representatives of Inner Varsity

of Christian Fellowship are

presenting a Three Worlds Meal

sponsored by Marriott The meal,

to take place in Bemis Lounge on
Tuesday the 13th at 8:00pm, will

be the fast-breaking meal. The

Three Worlds Meal is a

simulation dinner that attempts to

illuminate the unequal

distribution of food around the

world. Depending upon which

part of the world you represent

—

first, second or third—you will

be fed accordingly. All students

are encouraged to participate.

The meal will be accounted for

with your student meal plan and

for off-campus students, a cost

will be set

Sign-ups for the fast and the

Three Worlds Meal will take

place the 8th and 9th in the

Womer Center. If you miss the

sign-up call Wendy at x7687

before noon on Saturday.

Perhaps a day of fasting might

help you better appreciate your

holiday splurging as well as help

you make room for that

Cranberry Surprise with the

multi-colored marshmallows and

orange peel shavings!

For those of you who are

unable or unwilling to participate

in the fast but will be home or

away from the college over

Thanksgiving to feast on

home-made pies, we ask

that you migjit donate your

meals over the holiday so

that they may also be

distributed to shelters and

kitchens in the Springs. On
the 17th and 18th,

Wednesday and Thursday

of the third week of the

block, tables will be set up
outside of the cafeterias to

collect holiday meals. Get in

the holiday spirit and give!

-The above activities were

all made possibleby
Marriot We thank you for

your flexibility and

cooperation.

Lee's Liquor

matciaxKe< is Sao£/

We- mum cite to Uifour C. C, honor Store, Awt*/

Daily Specials on Beer,

Special Prices on Kegs!

This Month: Meisterbrau 16 gal. - $27
Special Prices also available on
Busch, Bud, Michelob, and many

other kegs.
(Some require special ordering)

7Aa/(£ifeu pi- aoiu- batromte.

Asacuiaifg, we- offer a oj'scoaitt•tviti CC/P,

Renowned sociologist to address
current theories regarding poverty

By Jessica Crosby

The Sociology Department
is sponsoring a lecture

given by author and
community organizer Jay

MacLeod. MacLeod, a

Harvard University

graduate and Rhodes
Scholar at Oxford, currently

works with the Rural

Organizing and Cultural

and Center of Lexington,

Mississippi, where he and
local black high school

students worked on a

cultural journalism project.

Their most recently

published work is titled

Mind Stayed on Freedom,

which discusses the civil

rights movement from a

local perspective.

Sociology Professor Jeff

Livesay has used MacLeod's
book, Ain't No Makin' It:

Leveled Aspirations in a Low-

Income Neighborhood, in his

Inequality class for the past

four years. The book,

MacLeod's senior thesis in

Social Studies, is a study of

the aspirations of black and
white youths living in low-

income housing. It

addresses the sociological

question of how social J

inequality is reproduce!

from one generation to j
next.

Jay MacLeod's campJ
wide lecture will be on

J

Thursday November 15B

7:30 in the Gates Commi
Room. Entitled "BreakiJ

the Cycle of Poverty: fyj

Educational Strategies,!

lecture will discuss reel

experiments in using tJ

historical experiences off

poor people as a resouJ

spark a greater interest!

education among lov

income students.

*ELLO?! 'ELLO?!

There's no business like news'

business.
You never thought it was possible, but now your chance is here,

You too can be a writer for the Catalyst.

Just make the trek down the long, dark stairway of Cossirt Hall.

(or call ext. 6675 and ask for Al "You can call me Al" Decker)

The Board
Jj/Vhat's Happening Around Here

An alternative to mass

mailings, in cooperation

with the College's

Recycling Plan

Musical Notes
"Mosaic," an ensemble of the Colo.

Springs Chorale, is performing on

Friday at 8 p.m. in Packard Hall.

Carol Anderson, soprano, presents

her Senior Recital on Sunday at 2

p.m. in Packard Hall. She is

accompanied by Cameron Grant,

Sarah Miller, and Daniel S. Brink.

p
fithletic Events

Men 's Soccer plays in the Rocky

Mountain Intercollegiate Soccer

League Conference Championship

against Metro on Saturday at 1

p.m.

Leisure Lines
Film Series presents Women on
the Verge of a Nervous Break-

down Tuesday and Wednesday,

7:30 p.m. in Armstrong Hall.

Great Performers Series features

David Shifrin, Clarinet, on

Thursday, Nov. 14, 8 p.m. in

Packard Hall.

Community Service
• Volunteer Network meets on

Monday, November 12, at 12:00

noon in Worner Room 216. The

agenda includes such topics as

BASH, the Thanksgiving Food

Collection, NSCAHH Confer-

ence, and Greek Pledge projects.

Publications

Apply to edit the Catalyst or Vie

Disparaging Eye second semes-

ter. Applications are available al

the Worner Desk and are due to

the Cutler Publications Box,

upstairs Worner Center, by

Sunday, November 18, at 5 p.m.

Other Stuff
DIALogue continues in W.E.S.

Room - Call Alumni for Annual

Fund and win great prizes! Sign

up in Worner at lunch and dinner

MEChA Symposium takes place

Nov. 9 & 10. Call x7415 for info

ENACT Concert 11/15 at 6 p.m.

foanne Rand, Vocalist.

To get your activities or events on this

calendar, call Peter at x6675!
This board is a public service of Cutler Publications.

*
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Ipney house delights youngsters for Halloween

(kpprc

:tfldd=

nre uea>>

I
^proximately 40 parents

ids came to the Tenney

October 30th

Kn 5:00 and 6:30 p.m. to

'(shocked*
spoofed and

by a haunted house

loween party. Hosted

idents of The Playhouse

imbers of Kappa Alpha

gypsies, gorillas, bums,

,wns of all ages came

[er to celebrate

t
Jjlveen. The invited guests

tie families
whom the

i r
Mjtment of Social Services

n^inatched up with CC
Hits living in The

Blouse. The goal of The

*ouseisto work with

B who are involved with

Hnartment of Social

Ks by spending quality

ith the children, and

illy enhancing their

hich in some way have

disrupted, by becoming

1 friends.

Hhe families arrived they

ftreeted at the front door

ranging ghost flying off

Boof. Just as the ghost

led about to hit the guests,

garound its neck yanked
Hupwards. One little

_Rs yelled to the people

on the roof to, "Do it again, do it

again! Make the ghost come
down," while she jumped up
and down, clapping her hands,
excited by the spookiness of
Halloween.

The haunted house consisted

of cobwebs, tunnels to crawl
through, dead people in closets,

and strobe lights to enhance and
illuminate the creepy

surroundings. The winding
staircase had been covered by
mattresses upon which all had
to crawl in order to go through
the entire maze of horror. Once

reaching the top of the mattress-

covered stairs, pots of brains
and eyeballs awaited the hands
of all.

One room was devoted to

face-painting. Children were
decorated with hearts, spiders,

or whatever else the child

wanted. Another room was the

"string room." The kids had to

follow their own string that

crossed over, under, and
through other strings to get

even more treats at the end of

their string. Bobbing for apples,

the traditional Halloween event,

took place outside the house,
near the hanging ghost.

Every part of the house was
decorated, from blood-red

lipstick messages on mirrors to

jack-o-lantems on the front

porch. Eerie music surrounded
the house. The environment
was conducive for a Halloween
horror tale. The childrens' eyes
showed their excitement and
awe as well as their screams,

laughter, and smiles did. Even
the "tough ones" tended to

scream at least once during
their visit.

The Colorado College

RECYCLES

The Catalyst/Page 3

MEChA symposium
schedule updated
All members of the
campus community are
Invited to attend the
symposium "The Chicano
Movement: Past. Present
and Future." which
begins this afternoon in

Gaylord Hall.

The symposium Is hosted
by MEChA (Movimento
Estudiantll Chicano de
Aztlan) and registration Is

today In Gaylord
between 3:30 and 5:30

p.m.

At 8 p.m. tonight, also in

Gaylord. CC alumnus,
lawyer and author
Michael Nava will speak
on "Multiple Minority

Identities."

All events Saturday will

be held In Gates
Common Room. They
Include:

10:30 A.M. Guest
speakers

1:00 P.M. "Activism"

2:40 P.M. Video: "The
Wrath of Grapes"
3:30 P.M. "Chicano
Politics'

6:00 P.M. Panel discussion
7:00 P.M. Keynote
Speaker- Sal Baldenegr
9:00 P.M. Social Activity

JUST DO IT ... But Keep It Clean!
We Recycle White Paper, Aluminum, Glass, and

Newspaper.

White Paper Is ...

Computer Paper
Typing Paper

Photocopy Paper
Notebook (lined) Paper

White Paper Is Not ...

Any Colored or Multi-Colored Paper
Glossy or Waxed Paper

Tissue Paper
Paper Towel

White Cardboard
Envelopes with Plastic Windows

FMmmtB P(wmAttmMmM
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Colorado College making attempts to

fight racist image in local community
continued from page 1

'Making an Effort'

There are a number of

different programs in place

to attract minority students

to C.C., says Garcia. He
cited the following

programs:
• The Winter Visiting

Counselor Program. "In the

last few years, we have

invited minority counselors

or counselors that work
with minorities. ..to

participate in a one week
stay here during the winter

to read applications and
learn the [admissions]

process/'said Garcia.

• Urban League Summer
Fellows Program. 'The

program takes a group of 30,

mostly black students, to

develop their leadership skills;

[C.C] subsidizes the program."

The program also "encourages

students to begin thinking

about college."

• Howard Hughes Summer
Science Program. "We bring 15

minority students to campus

[for a biology class]," he said.

Garcia also noted that this class

has inspired minority students

to apply to GC. "Three

students applied, and three

were admitted. Two actually

came," he said.

•League of United Latin

American Citizens (LULAC)

workshops. Garcia said that in

conjunction with LULAC, he

gives lectures on how to write

college application essays.

Dialogue providing fun-filled

fund-raising experience at CC
DTALogue has just finished its

first week and has proven to be

another success. Interested

students can sign up at Womer
center at lunch and dinner.

There are four nights of calling

left (Sunday 11th, Tuesday 13th,

Wednesday 14th, Thursday

15th). Students must work 2

shifts to be eligible for the grand

jrize drawing.

Schedule of Rush Events

Friday, Nov. 9

7:00 - 9:00 PM Phi Delta Theta, Phi Gamma
Delta 9:15 - 11:15 PM Kappa Sigma, Sigma Chi

Saturday, Nov. 10

1:00 - 3:00 PM Kappa Sigma, Phi Gamma
Delta...3:15 - 5:15PM Phi Delta Theta, Sigma Chi

Sunday, Nov. 11

3:00 - 5:00 PM All Fraternities

Monday, Nov. 12

6:00 - 9:00 PM Preferential dinner at each

Fraternity

Wednesday, Nov. 21

12:00 PM...Deadline for rushees to pledge a

Fraternity

This space could be
yours!

To Advertise ir umwi

reyEMiim^er or } *
•-• '. ".•/-.-

Catalyst Advertising
632-4999 or 389-6675

•Magazine advertising. "We
paid quite a bit of money for an

ad in Private Colleges and

Universities. It goes to just about

every high school in the

country," he said.

• Reevaluate the high schools

the admissions staff currently

visits, and possibly include new
schools with more diverse

student bodies.

• The STAR Program. C.C.

brings about 120 low-income

6th grade students here during

the summer to encourage

students to prepare for college.

STAR is a six-week academic

program offering courses in

math, reading, writing, and

computer science.

•The creation of the position

of Director of Minority life.

In addition, C.C. Chaplain

Bruce Coriell is working with

various minority leaders in the

community to increase

awareness of the college, he

said..

But Tucker maintains that

these programs are inadequate

and are only focused on a small

fragment of the community.

"[C.C's) 'outreach' programs

only reach a select few in the

community," he said.

Although the Black Student

Union (BSU) chair Cassye

Milton praises the Admissions

Office for making an effort, she

believes that they "need to look

regionally...here [in Colorado

Springs]."

But she wonders whether

the administration really is

concerned enough to launch

such an effort. "They made a

nn;

per

committee for the eight

year but not for minoijt \ cc

students. Their priori^

mixed

Tucker does not hat

hope that President R^

bring about a change,

sincerely believes he
i

the right thing...he is
i

with reality." Tucker ad []«

other local colleges ha/Jjofc

worked directly with
ft

NAACP to increase to!

of minority students on

but C.C. has not even.

him.

Milton does not thirj

much different now
to when the first black;

was admitted here, "ty

not getting equal reprt

[on campus]. ..not mudl

changed in the last 20
jj

jWi
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Middle East crisis may hasten U.S.

quest for alternative energy sourc
McKennon sees oil crisis as boost for

added awareness and conservation efforts

sisal

ofld

a few

By Carolyn McCarthy
Staff Writer

The Florida Solar

Institute in Tallahassee has

recently nominated Saddam
Hussein as their Man of the

Year. Why? Because of

Hussein's actions, the

energy crisis has resurfaced

to the foreground of

American concern. We
must reconsider our fuel

dependency on unstable

foreign powers. The
publicity the energy crisis

gained in the seventies

dwindled in the Reagan era

of prosperity, but now
alarm has resurfaced due to

the Middle Eastern crisis.

The price of oil has tripled

in the last several months.
We may even see it reach

$100 a barrel, a devastating

figure for the U.S. economy.
Every day 9.1 billion barrels

are imported to meet our
domestic and commercial
needs. If anything, the

escalating crisis in the

Middle East will teach us
the cost of dependency of

foreign powers.
This topic, "An

Independent America?",

was discussed Wednesday
evening in the Mathias pit.

Leading the lecture was
Paul McKennon, a

consultant in an energy
management consumption
firm in Colorado Springs.

The lecture focused on the

nature and feasibility of

alternative fuels.

Several alternatives

would cut foreign

dependency, yet at the price

of environmental impact.

New discoveries of crude

oil and coal in the U.S. face

environmental restrictions.

Coal is especially abundant,

but the prospect of acid rain

negates its advantages.

Nuclear energy, popular in

Europe, is ideal

economically after initial

expenses of capital. Yet the

safety of waste disposal and

The price of oil has
tripled in the last

several months. We
may even see it reach
$100 a barrel, a
devastating figure for
the U.S. economy...
About 20 % of home
energy costs can be
cut by reducing
unnecessary waste.

treatment of

decommissioned facilities

creates questions that

remain unanswered.
Political consequences of

past disasters challenge the

credibility of such facilities,

thus preventing any
widespread adoption.

Fusion, still a recent

discovery, must overcome
technical problems before

becoming a viable option.

Non-conventional

alternatives are appealing,

yet limited. Future

breakthroughs may make
solar power the ideal

energy of the future. Otec
(ocean thermal energy
conversion) is made
possible through the

combination of cool air

from the ocean floor, with
warm surface air to create

ev

.(

energy, yet this enta

difficult process.

windmill also has

potential, but like

energy and otec, is

restricted in use by

Our use of conve

electricity has consi

depleted the supply

raised costs. Other

abundant resources

natural gas and sha

remain undevelope

U.S. has the lar]

of shale oil in the i

enough to last 240

but like other altera

"lack of necessity

inhibited its resean

Because of the

Eastern crisis, step

being taken to expl

alternatives. Presii

Bush recently appr*

a 30% increase in n

funding. Used to I

term economic fix-

conditions indicate

must start thinki

the future. The £

measure we can tat

conservation. Abo 1

home energy costs

cut by reducing

unnecessary waste^

crisis may become'

saving grace, if vtf text
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I.S.B. spawns awareness through action
Bendy Anderson sciously-aware haven. We fl^^M^^^^^^M m—
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Lendy Anderson

[Writer

my how it is.

. come from our middle-

jer-class homes with a

f skis loaded up in our

a Accord along with our

onia sportswear to be

nn
and in style on the

ado slopes.

bring along our expand-

llecn'on of compact discs,

job Dylan to Sinead

inor. We come with cash

pockets and a Visa card

wallet.

don't forget our guitar or

ok collections, our nice

to make us look rich and

at-up clothes to make us

poor.

gather thisallupandwe

iff to school, a sanctuary

le outside world, where
learn about life through

|
and launch social

about the injustices in

Jrjrld, and then follow it up
I few przzas and a hard

if partying.

;h not to offend anyone

R stereotypical C.C.

It. Perhaps you do not fit

Scription at all. Really it

mo difference becausemy
)int is that we are all

Id, wi th a few exeep-
we don't understand

is like to be poor and

rience is an important

our education that

us to better understand

Hal problems. Of course

read about people

|t decent housing or food,

El we actually meet the

that make up the stories

Itistics, the tragedy of it

suite hits home.

I islikeavery con-

sciously-aware haven. We
know exactly what is going
wrong and we are willing to

speak up about it, but we never
quite feel it. With the resources
and interest we have in social

problems, we are making an
active contribution.

However, experience allows
us to add feeling to our actions.

It helps us to realize that the
broken people that are being
hidden on back streets and in

warehouses with no money
and little self-dignity are not
statistics in a book but people
just like us with fears, ambi-
tions, and a need for love.

Because of this need for

experience, a group has been
established here on campus to

offer community service trips to

not only raise awareness about
economic realities beyond our
own but also to offer experi-

ences in different cultures.

This is the second year that

Alternative Breaks have offered

trips to C.C. students. Last year
a group of students went to

Tijuana, Mexico over Spring
Break to build houses; another
group traveled to Alamosa,
Colorado to work in the com-
munity green house and a
homeless shelter. These
students also helped to con-
struct low-income housing.
This year, Alternative Breaks
plans to extend the types and
numbers of trips offered.

Over second block break,

that everyone should be a part

of some form of community
service.

Melanie Berwin, a first year
student, said the trip gave her a

much more realistic view of the

homeless. "People try and put
the homeless into one category

but the people 1 saw were
totally normal and only victims

s^x:aritsttw-—

-

1
events "fully and completely lubricated with alcohol

of bad circumstances." Mel
hopes to get involved in

community service on a regular
basis and perhaps do a block of

independent study somewhere
in Denver in the future.

Emily, another first year
student, agreed that becoming
homeless can happen to anyone.
"It was definitely eye opening.
The conditions we saw were
like the things vou see in
movies, not the way people
really live. Makes you grateful

for everything you have."

Both Cary and Monique
Cox, the other organizer and
leader of the trip, actively

participate in different commu-
nity programs in Colorado

Springs. By organizing this trip,

Cary and Monique hoped to

raise awareness as well as

interest in a way of life that is

very different from our own.

Everyone who participated

found the trip rewarding and
came back with a different

view of the homeless situation

than when they left.

People often think the

solution is simple: everyone
should just "get a job." Seeing
the homeless and the poor,
however, and all the obstacles
that they have to overcome
makes one realize that it is not
that easy.

Alternative Breaks is

planning to offer four different

trips over Spring Break.

MEChA is helping to organize
a trip to San Luis that will

focus on the culture of the

oldest town in Colorado and
the lifestyle of the people.

One group is going to

Chicago to work in shelters

and soup kitchens, another is

going to Juarez, Mexico and
the last is going to a Native

American reservation in the

Southwest.

If you are interested in any
of these trips keep your eyes
open for posters and informa-
tion. The application process
will begin fourth block.

At C.C, we don't often

realize how fortunate we are.

Many people don't ever
experience the joy of service

because thev are always at the
other end—receiving.

But we can contribute and
each one of us has so much to

give, from our education to

simply our friendship.

It is our responsibility as

members of the human society

to become aware of unjust

situations and conditions of

less fortunate people and to

make our contribution.

We may all act in different

ways, but the important thing

is that we all act.

IC. parties foster episodic alcoholics

B»h Hadley
Writer

?Frid, y and party

•Blue Ribbon cansW fill up the recycling
|>d empty tequila

a'e displayed like

§
s "1 dorm rooms. It<M thing to do.

re« day people
Fv« how drunk they

were and how dumb they
acted, and, as the sun sets,

the sigh of popping beer
caps again fills the air.

Alcohol is a drug. We
have all seen the commer-
cials and heard the rhetoric,

but it really does not have
much of an effect. We, as

college students, test the
limits of alcohol as an
accepted social concept.

John Riker, Professor of

Philosophy, teaches a

semester-long class on
alcoholism and drug abuse.

Last year he required that

students keep journals on
how alcohol and drugs were
treated at C.C
He mentioned that many

of the journals said that to

be social on campus means
to drink. Social events on
campus were "fully and
completely lubricated with
alcohol." There were a few
journals which described

groups which did not drink,

but they stood in the back-
ground of the drinking
scene. It is not something
people hear about or ex-

press much.
When parents came for

first-year orientation they
were told that C.C. was
going to crack down this

year on underaged drink-

ing. New policies, like the

'dry dorm' policy at

Slocum, were implanted in

the rhetoric to show parents

what the school was doing.

Come on, Slocum a 'dry

dorm'? Get serious. Let's

face it, first- years drink, no
matter what any policy

says. Laura Bishop, the

House Resident of Slocum
explained that she did not

think that the policy was
stopping anyone from
drinking. Students disre-

gard the law if they don't

like it. They are just good at

hiding it, she said.

- It is not just on our

campus that drinking to

excess is a problem. Gerry
Forrest, a speaker in Pro-

fessor Riker's class, and a

primary expert on Psycho-
therapy and Alcoholism,

said that between first year
and the middle of the junior

year 75% of students

present episodic alcoholic

behavior.

That does not mean they
are alcoholics. Rather that

they exhibit signs of alco-

holism. For instance they
might say, "I am not going
to get drunk tonight," and
then get plastered, or get

really plastered every night

for awhile, or have a beer
every day after class as a

way to relax.

Mr. Foster also said that

by the age of 27, about 13%
of the population, or 17% of

the 75% who exhibited

episodic alcoholic behavior,

are alcoholics.

Students do not restrict

their drinking to college

campuses. John Riker said

that between April and
June, 2,000 teenagers die in

alcohol related traffic

accidents. Most of them are

not alcoholics, but rather

students out for a good
time: a deadly night of fun.

Laura Bishop feels that

C.C. should be pushing for

drinking responsibly. "If

you disagree with the law,

it is your choice," she

states. "Students are going
to drink. When they pick up
a beer," she continues, "I

wish they would think

about why they are drink-

ing. If they are drinking to

be social that is fine, just as

long as they know it."

Professor Riker also

believes that students are

going to drink excessively,

and that schools need to

find a way to be a part of

the solution rather than part

of the problem.
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Environmental column

Negligent driving rapes, dehydrates eart
By Marina Lindsey

Staff Writer

I almost died today.

As I rode my bike down the

street, a madman crouched

behind the wheel of a car

squeezed me off the road,

grazing my leg with his side-

view mirror.

I understand that sometimes

neurotic lifestyles may blind

people from their surroundings,

but few people demonstrate any

knowledge of the responsibili-

ties that they undertake by

sitting behind a wheel and

turning the key.

Several lives are destroyed

everyday because of car acci-

dents. And in the long term,

even more lives will be de-

stroyed because of negligent use

of automobiles. The fumes that

cars release rape the atmo-

sphere, and the fuels they

consume dehydrate the Earth.

According to Fifty Simple

Things You Can Do To Save The

Earth, if only 1% of the car

owners in the US. left their cars

idle for one day a week, 42

million gallons of gas would be

kept out of the atmosphere.

I have probed the campus for

student concerns since last

January, and the most consis-

tent complaint of a CC. student

is the lack of parking. I find this

complaint ridiculous.

I, too, found it frustrating to

find a parking spot when I lived

on campus, but with the

exception of those of you who
rely on a car for a job, CC.
students should not be using

their cars so often that parking

is a focus of their concerns.

CC. is a small school, and

despite our warped perspective

of things, there are very few

times in the daily life of aCC
student that a car is required.

Some jobs and errands, like

grocery shopping, may necessi-

tate driving, but for the majority

of the campus, a car is not

essential. Social visits, trips

downtown, and studying at the

library do not require a car.

This town is not safe, and I

can sympathize with females

who have to travel alone at

night, but there are ways to

circumvent a dangerous

situation besides relying on a

car.

The escort system is avail-

able, and the buddy-system

works well, but 1 don't expect

someone to endanger him or

herself to protect the environ-

ment Try to get someone to

walk or ride a bike with you.

Return the favor, and make
yourself available to walk with

someone else who is alone.

Think of it as an opportunity to

make a new friend, and save the

earth as you are doing it.

CC is a relatively wealthy

school, in which many students

are fortunate enough to own a

car, and afford the escalating

gas prices. Wealth, however, is

no excuse for negligence.

Carpooling for a block break

is a convenient way to reduce

the cost of travel, and seems to

be a common practice. But,

during the block, how many
students think about carpooling

with their wing to King Super's,

the movies, or Josh and John's?

Do any dorms provide ride-

boards, making cooperative

errands possible?

This consciousness can also

extend into your night life. Ifs

disgusting that drunk driving

happens, but ifs even more

disgusting when the distances

that are driven can easily be

ridden on a bike. Riding a bike

in this situation is rather fun,

and can save your life as well as

those around you.

How manyCC students

have ridden the bus? The

Colorado Springs bus system

does exist. It may not be the

most efficiently-run bus system

in the country, but how can the

Stress & Pain Release

Jin Shinjyutsuf

Therapeutic Touch

Healing Din logue

Supportfor

Emotional Groiuth

Mary Beth "Claire" Diez,

BA,JD,LPN
HWN.Wahsatch

475-1172

Experience comfort in exciting
new colors and styles for men,
women and children. Repair
service available

with this coupon

iplU.OO

Off

College Shoe Shop
831N.Tejon
632-6161

county expand the system when
it is barely used?

A year ago the county

invested in more busses and

increased its routes, but has

since then been forced to make
reductions due to the cost of

empty buses circulating

through the city.

The United States was

founded on the philosophies of

freedom and individuality, but

Americans have to consider the

impact our lifestyles have upon

the environment.

We are hypocrites. How can

we sittilone in cars, speeding

down Cascade, and expect

Brazilians to stop cutting down
their forests? Americans own
the majority of the world's

vehicles, and do little to control

the effects of such a privilege.

While maintaining our

selfish and extravagant

lifestyles, we cripple the

environment by choice. We
scold other countries and
demand that they alter their

methods of survival, despite our

refusal to curb our luxuries.

It is estimated that the

million cars in the U.S. tj>

almost four billion miles

consuming over 200 mm
gallons of gas. The

effects of such misuse a*

staggering. Burning 200

1

gallons of gas a day resi

the emission of four billi
(

pounds of carbon dioxiti

the atmosphere.

Lung damage from oj

polluted air affects three

five Americans. It also
c;

extensive damage to tr$

wildlife, and many for^

agriculture.

Don't let laziness talk

into driving. Ride a bike

walk with a friend. lr/sa

beautiful world, especial

you take the time to enjo

EVERYBODY'S DOING IT!

Mmm
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Have fun calling C. C. Alumni across

the country! Over $150,000 will be
raised I?Y and FOR students!

Si yn up at your
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
RECRUITMENT TABLES
WORNER, xNOVEMBER 2 -

NOVEMBER 9!

Grand Prizes

2 Round trip airline tickets, courtesy Guide Travel

1 Round trip airline ticket, courtesy Northwest Airlines

Remote control color TV, courtesy CCCA
Special boxed Edition Art of the American West, courtes

of The Chinook Bookshop
Dinner for 4 at The Tavern, with limousine service,

courtesy of The Broadmoor and Lindell Travel Services
• Lowe Contour III Backpack, courtesy of

the Mountain Chalet

Season Ski Pass, courtesy of the Broadmoor Ski Area
Papasan Chair, courtesy of the Leisure Program

lift tickets, home-cooked dinners, restaurant discounts, gift

certificates, baked goods, artwork, CD's, concert tickets,

camera and sport bag, Birkenstocks, a watch, CC sweatshil

symphony tickets, haircuts, ... and much, much more!

And for everyone: Free dinner ar

long distance phone call nightly!

:e
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,)RC's Leadership Training Program provides solid foundations
<\ a v and abandon yourself to the instrurtpHinmar. ar,^™,m™„ i->—,.«._._, .. . ..

Janeway

ofthe inglorious hike

i Armstrongand Worrier?

an help— just packyour

let us takeyou to wild

>ticplaces.Stepfromour

ur-driven limousineand

to roll out a carpet ofyour

will it bemud, snow, or
rock today? Relax into the

;
arms of your pack

and abandon yourself to the

pleasures of outdoor challenges,

exorbitant amounts of high-calorie

food, and the rare smells of your
body.

Think about it Did you come to

Colorado (College) just for the

block plan? Get serious.

Playtime is serious business to

the folks in the Outdoor Recre-

ation Committee (ORO. ORC is

made up of those students who
have discovered the secret that the

college actually likes to see people
wander off into the woods, and is

willing to laydown cash for them
to get awayand do their thing.

Like good parents, however,

ORCand the college like to see

their playful little children act

safelyand responsibly in the

woods

—

\e., it's all fun and
games until someone gets an eye
impaled on a branch

The result of this concern is

ORCs Leadership Training

Program, under which students

actually become certified to lead

hapless groups into remote areas

After the training, what happens
next isup to the leadere (and your
imagination).

The program, which started

late in second block, consists of

five weekend seminars and
activities,and culminates with a

four day intensive outdoor

leadership workshop during
seventh block break. Trainees are

instructed inmapand compass
skills, use of outdoor equipment,
minimum impact camping,

avalanche awareness, and the

application of first aid in the

wilderness, among the specific

skills.

More importantly, however,
the Training Program emphasizes
techniques of working with a

group, understanding the

dynamics ofhowagroupof
people functions, aspects of

leadership which will affect

morale, and the effectiveness of

teamwork. A solid foundation of

wilderness ethics and environ-

mental awareness are also

essential lessons learned as the

trainees progress through the

program.

In the past two years, ORC and
the Leadership Training Program
have become immensely popular.

Three years ago, anybody who
wanted to become anORC leader

was basically a shoo-in, since

competition was negligible. Not
until last year, when seventy-six

people expressed an initial desire

to lead trips,was Leadership

Training expanded to nearly its

present scaleby Chris Barnes (*90).

By the end of the year his revised

program had produced twenty-

five leaders.

This year almost ninety people

were interested in filling the

twenty spots reserved for seventh

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
COUNCIL ELECTIONS

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1990

(YOU CAN'T WIN IF YOU DON'T RUN...)

THE POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

PRESIDENT
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

fE PRESIDENT OF STUDENT CONCERNS
(FINANCIAL VICE PRESIDENT

PARLIAMENTARIAN
10 MEMBERS-AT-LARGE

(Questions... call Michael Drerman at x 7214.

ate packets are available at Worner Center Desk.
ate petitions, with signatures, are due at noon on

|a«t day of Block III (Wednesday, November 21

,

^in the CCCA Office (Worner Romm 207).

block break. Already the
group has been reduced,
through a series of demanding
and exhausting exercises

nearly as evil as college

applications, to about forty

people. The size of the appli-

cant pool, and the resulting

high-quality leadership have
added a new dimension to
ORC as leaders emerge who
are well-versed in both out-
door skills and people skills.

ORC trips will become even
more safe, educational, and
fun than before the expanded
training program.

As part of a C.C. education,
the value of Leadership
Training to some people is

immeasurable. The skills that

allow you to lead in the

outdoors become applicable in

the classroom, the family, and
even (though we hate to admit
we'll ever need one) a career.

Differently-abled solve
difficulties with computers
By Tammy Gravenhorst

If current trends con-
tinue, half of America's
labor pool will be elderly or
disabled in fifty years.

Employers will soon be
forced to tap an as-yet-

unexplored sector of the
labor pool: the differently

abled—about eighty percent
of whom are currently

unemployed. As a result,

legislators, corporate heads,
and computer vendors have
combined efforts to come
up with new, innovative
ways to make the work
force—and life— fully

accessible to the differently

abled (now that current

trends indicate that they'll be
an asset -did I say that??)

.

Some of these are stan-
dard features of Macintosh
and nobody knows about
them, and others are elabo-
rate $50,000 systems.

Whatever the adjustment,
the result is the same:
access so complete that any
deficit in physically capabil-
ity is completely leveled.

Adaptations for the

visually impaired range
from braille printers, tactile

marking on keys, and
enlarged display to voice
modulators that read back
printed material so accu-
rately that spelling errors
can be detected.

All auditory information
is presented visually for

those with a hearing im-

pairment.

Simple adjustment of the
"cursor blip frequency"
minimizes danger of a

seizure for those with
photosensitive epilepsy.

Sticky keys activate

several keys simultaneously
for the individual typing
with one finger or a

headstick.

The Eyegaze system,
developed by LC technolo-
gies, is accessible even for

the most severely disabled
user. A mounted camera
tracks the user's eye move-
ments; whatever the user
focuses on is "clicked" as if

by a standard mouse. In the
works is a more exacting

system in which electrode
implants measure the user's
brainwaves in order to track
eye movement

.

Corporations are worried
about the cost of employing
someone in need of such
modifications, but the truth
is that eighty percent of

them cost less than $300,
and as I mentioned, some of

them are already standard
features on most computers.

For more information
contact: IBM National

Support Center for People
with Disabilities, P.O. Box
C-1030, Atlanta, CA 30055.

Information taken from
Newsweek: "More than
Wheelchairs," April

24, 1989 , and Infoworld. :

"Perspectives" December
11, 1989 .

Y EARS A H E A D

HAIR DESIGN

Cledbrate the Holidays with a perm or
highlight and receive an extra 596 off

also

Unlimited tanning 30 days for

$40
(offer expires Dec 30

118 N. Tejon, Suite 301 (Above Old
Chicago's)
635-5552
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Senior Spotlight

Neifert balances academics, extracurriculq

By Averil Rothrock

Staff Writer

Paige Neifert is in this week's

senior spotlight. Paige is co-chair

of the Student Development

Committee (SDC), which is

sponsoring DIALogue.

Paige is committed to many
different organizations within the

C.C. community. Her various

responsibilities include Senior

Class Vice-President, SfAA
President, Blue Key President,

Delta Gamma Vice-President of

Pledge Education, Chamber

Chorus, C.C. Choir, Women's

Leadership Training Institute

Board Member, and member of

the Leisure Program Funding

Committee. Paige is a pre-med

English major. The following is

an excerpt from an interview with

her.

How did you get involved

in the Student Development
Committee?

I was recruited as a first-

year to call for DIALogue and
I had such a great time— I

really had fun talking to

people while calling. I never

understood how important the

calling was to the college

before, and once I realized

that, it was something I really

wanted to do. My sophomore
year I was kind of an assistant

recruiter and then my junior

year I was in charge of

recruiting. Now I'm co-chair

with Laura Lantz, which is the

easy part.

How do you prepare for

DIALogue?
Well, we start in the spring

with prize calling and letter

writing in the community
asking for donations. We
follow that up in the fall. Ifs a

year-round thing because we
start preparing for the next

year as soon as the calling is

over in the fall.

We recruit in the fall before

DIALogue begins. We have

about twenty solid SDC
members who are all trained

to supervise the calls. These

members are mostly composed
of enthusiastic DIALogue
callers from previous years.

What makes a successful

DIALogue?
This year we're

concentrating on the Alumni
Participation Challenge. In the

next three years we want to

double alumni participation.

Currently we have about 5000
participating, so in the next

three years we need 5000

more.

So we're looking for a

significant increase. GC is

embarrassingly low on

number of alumns who give

back to the college, in

comparison with other similar

schools. Ifs so important for

students to understand why
this is important. Businesses

give to schools with good
alumni support So even if we
have alumns giving one dollar,

C.C gets their "point" as

participating alumn.

So this year we also want to

educate students. The more
money we make during

DIALogue, the less tuition will

increase for next year. We
need to raise as much money
as we can so that tuition

increase is less.

How did you decide to be
pre-Med with a major in

English?

When I first came to C.C. I

was dead set on being a

Chemistry major.

That changed pretty quickly

second block when I took

General Chemistry. I didn't

know what I was going to do
then, I just knew no
Chemistry. I knew I was pre-

med.
I took a two block English

course with Dan Tynan and

from the second day of class I

knew. Tynan was fantastic. I

loved the class. I started

thinking about being a doctor

and not having lots of time to

analyze literature or spend lots

of time reading as I'd like to,

so I thought why not really

concentrate on it now.

It has helped me a lot.

English is all about

communicating and
interpreting. It will be really

helpful for helping me relate to

people because I have an

appreciation for the

Humanities. I wouldn't change

it for the world. I'm so happy
I've done it this way.

Why do you want to go into

medicine?

I LOVE people! I've been

exposed to medicine my whole
life because my mother is a

doctor. I feel I understand the

hard work and wonderful

rewards that go with it. I feel

like I've seen sides that a lot of

pre-med students haven't.

A lot of them don't know
what they're getting into. I'm

the second oldest of five and I

spent a lot of my childhood

taking care of my siblings. I'd

stay home from school when
they were sick, and I liked it. I

spent this summer working in

an emergency room and the

excitement of it was
exhilarating!

I get a great feeling when I

help someone. I'm also really

fascinated with medical

related issues. Like when I had
anatomical kinesiology, I just

loved learning how everything

works! And I love what you

can do with medicine...the

miracles..helping people get

well. It excites me! I want to be

a part of that.

What med school do you
want to attend?

I really want to go to CU in

Denver, for two reasons. One,

it's an excellent med school.

Two, I'm a home girl. I love

Colorado and I want to stay

here, in this region.

Choose three of your
extracurricular involvements

that are most important to you
and tell us about them and
why they're important

I can't! I try to equally give

100% to every organization I'm

involved in. I don't know if I

do...certain things take

precedence at certain times. I

don't like to take on something

if I can't give everything to it I

feel everything has taught me
incredible leadership skills -

I've learned so much!

I can't choose one over the

other because I've learned so

much from everything. If I

were to choose one that had
given me the most back, I'd

have to choose Delta Gamma
because of the friends, the

support system, and the

leadership capabilities which it

afforded me. But all my
activities are equally important

tome.

Do you have any regrets

about your time at C.C?
Not at all. And that's been

my purpose, my reason to be

involved. I didn't want to look

back and regret that I didn't do

NAVY MEDICINE
SCHOLARSHIPS UP TO $100,000

The Navy is accepting applications now for scholarships to

qualified students enrolled in or who expect to be accepted to an
accredited AMA or AOA medical/osteopathic school in the

United States or Puerto Rico. United States citizenship is

required.

• * Here's What You Can Expect * *

• Up to 4 years of full tuition including books, fees, and
necessary equipment.

• A stipend of more than $700 a month for living expenses.
• Opportunities to pursue clinical and professional duties

during summer periods.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL OUR MEDICAL
REPRESENTATIVE AT 1-800-237-7392.

NAVY OFFICER 2Ki$£3

MS. ACTIVITY-Paige Neifert's leadership in DIALogue
other organizations makes her this week's Senior Spot! ij

Photo courtesty of Paigil

something. No one can do
everything, so I've chosen the

most things that I could possibly

do. Granted, some have been
left out, but the choices I've

made have been well worth it.

Wait - 1 lied - 1 do regret one

thing, and that"s been out of my
control. I regret that we went
from nine to eight blocks. I

regret that I couldn't take some
ecology, geology, and
economics classes that I would
have like to but didn't have time

to.

What advice do you have for

first year students?

Get involved! Ifs thel

way to enhance your

experience. You meetr

people, learn wonderfi

make great contacts,

so much!

I love this campus an

really sad about gradu

excited to go on, but tit

is wonderful! I'd encou

people to make the ma

We're so privileged, w
spoiled rotten. Ifs been

four years and I wish e

. else the best four yeari
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Party games

Role Playing & board games

Ponies, kites & gifts

Chess sets, Cribbage, Go
Man Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116

Open 7 days a week
Across from Poor Richard's
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A view from a Greek
Itseems that an collegestudentsmust rally behind

something. In the an sorevered sixties itwas things like

Ec^Rightsandmerev^thebeginningofVVoman's
Movement. Now, in the ninetieswe have seen a resur-
genceofsuch issues, plus an interestinpureuing Envi-
ronmental issufis.EvenEdBegleyJr.ridesamountain
bike. ButrvenoticedasmaUchangein thewaythings
are approached. Instead oflooMng at somethmgthat
needssome work, people arereadyto completely trash
anmstitution.IamaGreek,andI'marraidthatmeans
thatrm racist, abusewomen, and drink always to the
pointofcomaevery night WeU, who in theworld
wouldmake such accusations?Why, theverysame
people that are saying thatweslandermem.Wow now
we're down to us and them; itsounds like there is a
smaUproblem ofcommunication.Tm aU for the free
expression ofideas, but that is notwhat ishappening
Whatis happening is that quiteafewpeople sitaround
in theirown cliques and talk poorly abouteach other
We,andnowI'mspeakingas the entire Greek system,
have changed. We're involved inphilanthropy; we are
doingitnottolookgoodbutrafhertomakeourselves
feelgood.a'sanicefeelingto think thatyou'rehelping
somebody; _

r b

Sure, weTrenow under a closed party institution.We
werealways accused ofbeingordy asocial intitufioa

Youaskedforit,yougotit,nowgonndaninvitetoour
parties ifyou wantto come.NowweVegot anew
alcohol policy onthetheagenda-Nohousefunds are to
be directed toward buyingbooze. Whafs thatmean' It
means thatinstead ofsupporting the campus coUective
drunks, we'regoing to have bands andgreatdinners
greatformals,Wk)istratgomgtopissoffmc6t?Ithink
thesame peoplewho GreekBash. We're not buying any
more.Inthefuturefhatmeans partieswillmost likely be
open tome entire campus. Somuch forbeing elitist Oh
yeah, whatabout racist?Ourhouse is twentyperoent
minority students. By theway fhafs twicewhatthe
college as a whole boasts. Ithink youTlfind a similar
situation atthe otherGreek letter organizations.
Afew positivethmgslhavefosayaboutmy house

mustbe stated,rm a recovering alcoholicand drug
addictlwasgoingtobreakmy ties with the Fraternity
becauselmoughtldidn'thaveanythingtooffer.My
experience previous tomy rehabilitation within the
housewas less than positive. I used itonlyas a place to
getdrunkldidn'tinvolvemyselfwithwhat was posi-
tive You could saythesameaboutany institution,you
get outwhatyou putin. NowI'mPresident, and our
househasturned around. Becauseofme?Notevea I
can honestly saythatthemembers ofthis house care
more deeply about the real foundations ofPhi Delta
Web than I ever even realized existedwhen Iwas a

; »phomoreOTajunior.Thisisthelargest supportsystem
wmethatlcanirmg^e-ItisctiffictAtodesaibethe

:

emotions thatcome aboutfan this fraternity, and I
"alizefhatmostwouldscoffat the idea. Sure, ifsnot
Mways roses, but itsomefhingso tremendous fhatit
k*63 years to fullyrealize. Iampretty sure thatother
;Pe°plegetfhesamefeelingabouttheir involvementin
otherorganizatior^butlalsobelievefhatpeoplewho

^nwmvolvedwimaGreekorganizationhaveahard
feeing usforwhatweareSoyou can understand
mytajstrations with thosepeoplewho constantly bad
mouth us, withoutadue towhatgoeson inside our
Uses.Idon'tdrmk,rsuppQrtwomen'sissues,andIam

"«racist So next timeyou feel the compulsion to
^nder, why don'tyou go do something constructive

^eholasG. Sherman

itofPhiDeltaTheta

|
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The scoop on heat at CC
ByJohnDeLaHunt
CCChemGrad'87

The article entitled "Wasteful
heating cooks students, drags
community, accelerates air

toxication," written by Marina
Lindsey, which appeared in the
November 2, 1990 Catalyst,

Volume 28, Number 5, contains a
great deal of statements which
could not be dishonored by
explanations.

The article's thesis is, as near as
can be distilled from the content,
that the Colorado College keeps
buildings too hot in the winter
and too cool in the summer, and
this, in turn, is helping, by great
leaps and bounds, if the article is

to be taken at face value, to

destroy the environment This

mismanagement of heatingand
cooling is also inexplicably linked

to the apathy and

underachievement of the

students. Along the way, the

article rewrites the conventional

wisdom on energy management
ozone depletion, local weather-

patterns and acid rain.

Ms. Lindsey chooses words
like "extreme," "excruciating"

and "sauna-like" to describe the

conditions she experiences while
she is inside buildings that the

Colorado College maintains.
These words, taken literally,

indicate that the temperatures

inside the buildings of the

Colorado College are kept at

about ninety to one hundred
degrees Fahrenheit

In fact, there is a policyon
regulating the temperature in

buildings, being that the

temperatures in buildings must
be comfortable for the occupants
The exact temperature is left up to

the individuals working in areas

governed by a single thermostat
Close watch is kepton the heating
and cooling systems from all

points to ensure that comfortable

temperatures inside buildings are
maintained. Eight mechanics are

retained by the Physical Plant to

ensure that all the heating,

ventilation and air-conditioning

systems on campus are operating
accurately and efficiently.

The current situation, which
does not allow the Heating Plant
to continuously monitor

temperatures in any building
except theWomer Center and
Barnes Science Center, relies upon
the occupants of the buildings to

call with concerns about the

systems. If this is not done, no
inefficiency with the system is

noted by the mechanics, and the
problem goes unrepaired.

It is also important to note,

however, that the thermostats

which regulate the temperature in

an area are not inaccessible, and

These words, taken
literally, indicate that the
temperatures inside the
buildings of the

Colorado College are
kept at about ninety to

one hundred degrees
Farenheit

so are vulnerable to the impulses
of the occupants. That is, if the

occupants of a room feel it is too

cold, they are likely to turn the

target temperature on the

thermostat up, and so heat up the
room If those occupants should
happen to leave the area and
others arrive, they will inherit the

temperature from the previous
occupants.

In summary, then, there are
people who are paid to ensure
that temperatures never stray
from a comfortable range and
great effort is made to ensure that

the systems which regulate the

temperature of the inside air of
campus buildings never fail.

As an aside, a building which
has windows that do not open
was most likely built during the

energy crisis of the middle
nineteen seventies, a period Ms.
Lindsey is not likely to remember
distinctly. At that time, the most
current theory about energy

management was "building
tightness," or engineering which
precludes the flow of heat from
the inside to the outside of a
building in part by restricting the
flow of air.

It was under this theory that

buildings like Armstrong and
Tutt Library were built The lack
of operable windows was entirely
by design, and was not a short-
sighted or careless act by any
means.

With respect to Ms. Lindseys
dramatic and sweeping remarks
about the Colorado College's

contribution to air pollution,

several of her statements are

counter-current to the recent

understanding of how heat is

distributed throughout campus,
how the ozone layer is being

destroyed and how coal burning
emissions affect the environment.

There are few buildings on
campus wherein electricity is

used to generate heat for human
comfort Most campus buildings

rely on steam or hot water
radiators of several different

types, which get their heat either

from gas - or electric-fired

furnaces in the buildings or a gas-
fired boiler in the Heating Plant

The buildings which get their

heat from the Heating Plant are

connected to the plant by a series

of pipes which cany super-heated

water underground to the

building There, the heat is

exchanged by highly efficient

plate-type heat exchangers to the

building's heating systems, where
it is distributed through heating

pipes.

Ms. Lindsey flies in the face of

current scientific theory when she
states that carbon dioxide

depletes the ozone layer. Carbon
dioxide is a greenhouse gas, no
question, and its accumulation in

the atmosphere is theorized to be
adding to the greenhouse effect,

but no scientific evidence has
been presented that marks caibon
dioxide asan ozone depleting

gas

Continued on page 11
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Anti-semitsm is alive and well today

I By Jon Goldstein

Riley's letter of last week
E

j

S a fascinating piece of

I anti-semitic propaganda.

I Anti-semitism is nothing

f new; irrational hatred of

I jews has been a horrifying

part of the Western tradi-

jltion since the Middle Ages.

j

jews have, traditionally been
portrayed as murderers of

E children, as Christ killers,

and as depraved sub-

humans who control the

ivorld with their money.
The Medieval blood libels,

the Spanish Inquisition, the

r Eastern European Pogroms,
fend the Holocaust are but a

Hew pages in the chronicle

fof anti-semitism, of the

.slaughter and oppression

ghat Jews have suffered

over the centuries simply
Because they are different.

'How could this have hap-
pened? Riley's letter,

playing on the old stereo-

types, gives us a few clues.

In most of Riley's letter,

ilsrael and "Zionists" serve
as convenient vehicles for

Bis viciousness. Today it's

more acceptable to bash

Israel than to come right out
and attack Jews. Israel is,

of course, and should not
be, above criticism, but look
how Riley words his criti-
cism and you will discover
his anti-semitic agenda.
Look at the pattern of his
language: Israelis are
simply "killed" but they
"murder" Palestinians.
Observe the double stan-
dard here.

Another tactic is to
rewrite history and recast
Israelis as perpetrators of
the same kinds of slaughter
which the Jews have en-
dured over the years.
Riley's use of the word
"pogrom" when he refers to
the recent violence in

Jerusalem is no coincidence.
Pogrom is the Russian word
for the periodic massacres
of Jews in Eastern Europe
and Russia which terrorized
Jews until the Russian
Revolution. And now
Riley accuses the Jews of
pogroms, subtly switching
historic roles.

Riley sinks to his lowest
level when he writes that
"the government of Israel is
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trying in a not too arcane
manner to emulate the
policies of the Third Reich "

What?

Notcoincidentally,
comparisons of the Jewish
state to Nazi Germany are
common fodder for Jew
haters. How else can they
come to terms with the
slaughter of the Holocaust?
Look, the Jews are just as
bad as we are, in fact they
are even more despicable
than the Nazis: "at least
the Germans had the de-
cency to cover up their
opprobrium by referring to
the camps as 'Autonomous
Jewish Territories' the
Israeli's (sic) show no such
shame." Sanity, Logic:
neither of these qualities are
on Riley's side, but that
doesn't stop him.

Adding insult to injury,
Riley finishes his diatribe
with his version of the age
old favorite, the World
Jewish Conspiracy. How
can the Israelis get away
with their abominations so
openly? "Could this be
because the Jewish Lobby in
this country and throughout
the world is so powerful
that they can afford to no
longer give a damn?" he

Continued on page 12
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Continued from page 9
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFC's)

are known to have chemical
interactions with ozone in the
upper atmosphere, resulting in
the destruction of the ozone. As
a result, chlorofluorocarbons are
being phased out of nearly

every aspect of nearly every
industry, with the notable

exception of small air-

conditioning units, like those in

cars or windows, of which the

Colorado College maintains
very few.

The downtown Colorado
Springs Power Station, which is

not south of town, as Ms.
Lindsey states, though it is

south of campus, bums coal

from Wyoming, Colorado and
Utah. Most of this western coal

is "clean" or low-sulfur coal.

This means that when it is

burned to make steam to drive
turbines to make electricity,

there is little in the way of sulfur
oxide emissions. This electritity

feeds the city of Colorado
Springs, and, incidentally, the

Colorado College.

The emissions from the coal-

fired power plant owned by the

city are also regulated by the

new air toxic pollution law,
which is due to dear the Houses
of congress very soon. This law
will severely curtail the

pollution the plant is allowed to

generate, and will force heavier
reliance on cleaner flower
sulfur) coal, and investigation of
alternate energy sources.

The acid rain that Ms
Lindsey attests the Colorado

College foists upon Canada is,

in fact/not generated by the
coal-fired power plant

downtown. It is generated by
the coal-fired plants in states

like Pennsylvania, Ohio, New
York, West Virginia, Illinois and
Indiana, among others. The
electricity generated in those
states is not used by the

Colorado College.

It is a geological curiosity

that the coal which is mined in

those regions is very high in

sulfur, and therefore very high
in acid rain potential. This high
sulfur coal is bumed in the

northeast in the name of

economy, not the environment.
So, very few buildings on

campus are heated by the coal

which is bumed at the

downtown electricity plant.

Therefore, the Colorado College
has little cause for concern
when the threat of responsibility

for acid rain in Canada raises its

head, if it ever would.
Ms. Lindsey suggests that the

Colorado College has an
obligation to investigate

alternative fuel sources. The
Colorado College watches
electricity costs very closely, as
does the city, and until

alternative energy sources can
generate electricity cheaper than
four cents per kilowatt-hour—
the current cost of electricity to

the user— the city is not likely

to investigate them from a

conversion-from-coal point of

view.

Ms. Lindsey does not a| ar

to understand that altemai.

energies are expensive, except
for nuclear energy, and any cost
incurred in the utilities budget
by the purchase of more
expensive electridty will

certainly reflect upon the cost of
tuition. One cannot campaign
for more expensive, but

environmentally sound, utilities

in the same breath as a protest

of higher tuition rates.

Ms. Lindsey exhorts students
and anyone else who reads her
article, to protest the "ridiculous

and hazardous waste of

electricity," as though the

Colorado College is using as
much energy as it can get ifs

hand on, with no regard for the
concerns of money, comfort or
the environment. This is simply
not true. Energy conservation

has been a priority with the

Colorado College since before
the seventies, and it will

continue to be a priority for the

foreseeable future.

Information about the dty
coal-burning facility can be
attained by calling the City of
Colorado Springs Department
of Utilities at 636-5401 . For more
information about the Colorado
College's effort to minimize
energy consumption call the

Physical Plant, at x6568. To read
more about reporting an
uncomfortable temperature in a
room, see page 4 of the Physical

Plant Department Services

Handbook, available from
dormitory Head Residents or
the Physical Plant Department
office.
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CC must divest

An open letter to the Board

of Trustees:

I challenge The Colorado

College's holdings in

Caterpillar Corp., 3M, and

Johnson & Johnson. I

believe that our investment

in these companies is

morally and ethically

intolerable, as well as

inconsistent with C.C.'s

avowed commitment to

diversity and
nondiscrimination. Not only

do these companies produce

products that fall into the

hands of the South African

government, but they

support it by paying taxes,

and have racist and

exploitative corporate

infrastructures themselves.

Sponsoring a "black golf

club" or donating what

amounts to a pittance to

"black education"

(whatever that really

means) seems to me a feeble

and insincere gesture

designed to deceive

mediocre and half-hearted

investors, such as The

Colorado College Board of

Trustees.

If this is not true, and the

implications of our

involvement with these

companies do not extend to

the crimes against humanity

which have been and

Boaid of Trustees should reconsider divestment

Letters

to the
Board

continue to be perpetrated

by the South African

military and police, the

burden of proof lies with

Caterpillar Corp., 3M, and

Johnson & Johnson, as well

as the Board of Trustees.

I entreat you to renew

your commitment to

responsible investment and

sensitivity to the concerns

of the students who attend

CC. Divest now.

Sincerely,

Chris Case

Dear Board of Trustees member,

This letter is a symbol of my

official protest against The

Colorado College's investment

in corporations with direct ties

to South Africa. 1 would like to

take a few moments to point

out the grave error that the

Board of Trustees made in

deciding not to divest.

First, the primary reasons

that the Board chose not to

divest, as I understand them,

are: Dthe official proposal from

the All College Committee on

Selective Divestment was of

substandard quality, and 2) the

All College Committee's

decision to make a blanket

recommendation rather than

challenges of individual

corporations. It is my opinion

that the Board of Trustees acted

in a cowardly manner in

suggesting these reasons as

justification for retaining

investments. Foremost, if logic

is to prevail, any

recommendation should be

considered on content, not style.

In this case, logic dictates that

supporting a racist state with

financial involvement is

inherently evil, and that my
document confirming this is

worth considering. Second,

because the Republic of South

Africa's written governmental

policy of apartheid is racist in

both content and action, judging

individual corporations within

the society is inadequate.

Instead, the Board of Trustees

should have considered the

divestment issue within the

context of the South African

society and in light of one

criterion that the board

apparently ignored, the

contradiction of investment

with the values of The Colorado

College.

-The Colorado College's

official Anti-rascrirnination

Policy mandates that "Colorado

College does not discriminate

on the basis of race, color, age,

religion, national origin,

handicap, sexual orientation, or

sex in its education programs

and activities or employment

practices." Investment in an

unjust state, be it under Adolf

Hitler or FW de Klerk, is

morally incorrect and a blatant

contradiction of the above

statement. The Colorado

College is, through retaining

investment in Caterpillar,

Johnson & Johnson, and

Minnesota Mines

Manufacturing, discriminating

on the basis of race in its

activities.

This subject has been

researched extensively by both

the All College Committee and

myself, and we have both

reached the conclusion that The

Colorado College must, by the

nature of the institution, divest

from these corporations. It has

already been demonstrated thai

Caterpillar tractors are sued to

flatten black African homes and

that Johnson & Johnson

products may be supplied to

white-only hospitals. A high-

ranking Caterpillar official has

even admitted breaking United K
States law by supplying the

South African regime with his

corporation's products.

Certainly you realize that the

Board of Trustees has made a

mistake and must reconsider it

decision not to make

appropriate divestment.

Frankly, the proposition o

institutional discrimination

frightens me. if the Board of

Trustees does not reverse its

previous decision, The

Colorado College may lose a

number of students as

individuals choose either to

withdraw from The Colorado

College, or simply not to ate

in the first place. I consider

myself among the former, so

beg the Board of Trustees to

reconsider its previous mistak

Dissolving all direct ties to

South Africa can only improvi

the image of the college and

justify the anti-discrimination

policy.

Thank you.

Ber

End.

forest

of "Al

concei

by No

artist.

Sincerely,

Philip H. Brown
k

Block plan provides students with myriad mystical experiences
W r I- v

; TJ.,^Tn^nR«ervatior,where shop, or take off to Canada to

By Claire Carpenter

Why is it that people flock from

all fifty states and foreign countries

to attend the prestigious Colorado

College? Is it our small classes?

The dedication of our professors?

The fame of our women's soccer

and men's hockey teams?The

spectacular views of ourmoun-

tains? Our dose proximity to the

ski slopes? Or is it our block plan,

that peculiar institution we all

have a love/hate relationship

with?

Lefs assume, for arguments

sake, that it is the block plan that

woos students here from places as

faraway asGermany or Hawaii

What is so great about a plan of

learning that gives us theagony

and apprehension of final exams

every four weeks, marathon

dasses that last all day, and three

hundred pagebooks to be read

overnight? With the memory of

myFOOT trip still fresh, the

block plan. What kinds of strange

ancTinterestingexperiences does

theblock plan offer?

I thought itwas an obvious

first choice to ask myself. I'm

taking aWomen Studies class

called Feminine Perspectiveon

Leadership, and Monday our

professor brought a speaker in.

She called herselfan urban

JMSSDNG) AT
COLoftAt>»

College.

mind as one great advantage. (I

can see the future ski trips,

backpacking trips,bum out in the

dorm recovery trips. Isn't college

But I can't believe peoplecome

to Colorado College from all the

way around the world for itsblock

breaks. As faras 1know, people

don't usuallychoose schoolsby

theirwcations.So I set outon a

quest, a mission, to find out just

what peopledo like about the

shamam, and she practices and

teaches all sorts of rituals. That

afternoonwe went to our

professor's house to perform a

ritual of our own. There was a

huge pile ofyam in the middle of

the floor, and for a whileweall

just sat around untangling it and

rolling it into neat little balls, until

the pilewas significantly smaller

andwewere all equipped with a

good sized ball ofyam. First we all

had to tell our worst worry,be it

global or personal. Then she lit a

stick of sage, and we passed it

round, purifyingour neighborby

waving the smokearound them.

Then she took theyam and tied it

around her neighbor's wrist, and

passed itdown, until we were

connected in a bigcirde After that.

it just got random— people threw

yam across the circle untilwewere

completely entangled in a giant

acrylic, multicolored web,

symbolizing the

interconnectedness of all things.

We all dosed our eyes and

chanted for peace. The things we

do to get a liberal arts educationon

theblockplan!

Rebecca Felts took a class called

City and Urban life. She says,

"We went to the flea market and a

pornography shop as a part of the

class. At thepom placewe

interviewed the derk and looked

around the shop. I was amused,

surprised,and disgusted atwhat I

saw, but it was certainly a learning

experience I bet you don't do that

atBrown or Harvard!"

Starr Ellison, another first year,

describes her experience with a

classin Southwest studies "For

my first block. The Southwest, 30

ofuswent on a sevenday field trip

to the ruins, reservations, and

towns throughout theSouthwest

We stopped to the Aztec Ruins,

Canyonde Chelty, Inscription

rock, Acoma and Laguna pueblos,

Santa Fe,and AlbuquerqueWe
ate native foods and saw a Native

American ceremonial dance.We
also saw ourbus hit a deer the first

dayout It was a wild and exdting

trip,and 111 never forget it"

LuciixlaRomero took a similar

trip to Taos. "Inmy class, South-

west Heritageand Variety,we

went to Taos. What a cultural eye

opener!We went to the Taos

Pueblo Indian Reservation, where

the Native American people live

now just as they did in the

nineteenth century. I was fasci-

nated by the deep preservation of

tradition. I could only have had

suchan experienceon theblock

plan."

The block plan allows such a

greater intensity of study than the

traditional semester system—you

can get together one afternoon to

do a peace chant or visit apom

shop, or take off to Canada to

study rocks in geology, orJama

for a course in marine biology,fi

high school had seven classes ol I

fifty minutes each- this hardly j
gave us time to take roll or tuml

homework,and field trips mean

missing six other classes. I think I

the freedom of being able to tabj

off for a week or an afternoon (o

hands on learning experience is

the greatest strength of the blocll

plan.

Anti-semitism, continued

Continued from page 11

asks. This idea of a shad-

owy Jewish network which

controls the world for its

own vile ends has been an

excuse for harassing Jews

for centuries. Riley merely

recasts it to suit the times.

Riley thinly disguises his

anti-semitic agenda by

cloaking it in the context of

a criticism of Israel's han-

dling of the Palestinian

issue. There is certainly

nothing wrong with criti-

cally examining the Israeli

government's policies. The

Arab-Israeli conflict has

been nasty, and Israel is by

no means blameless. How-
ever, judge Israel by the

same standards by which

one judges other democra-

cies in similar situations,

and you will see that Israel

has conducted itself at lei

as well as they would hatf

Judge Israel by the standi

of its Middle Eastern nei|

bors like Syria and Iraq,'

Israel is positively a beaoi

of restraint and human

rights.

Leonard Riley II start!

his letter with the wordsl

"It is with a great sense f
shame that I put pen to

|

paper..." He should feell

great sense of shame. 1

Mr. Riley does both M

Palestinians the Israelis 1
!

disservice by warping thl

tragic conflict in the Mwl

East in order to continu'J

the repulsive legacy of »l

semitism. We must exp<j

anti-semites like Mr. R'1

]

for the sick manipulati

that they are.
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[Alive and Wild' tour set to play Armstrong
Benefit concert set for November 15 as a tribute to Mother Nature from her children

By EnACT

Endangered old growth

forest is the primary theme

IB "Alive and Wild," a

Bmcert and banner display

ly Northwestern vocal

[rtist, Joanne Rand.

Dedicated to the resurgence

of wilderness, Joanne's

songs embrace the wild

spirit; her voice embodies
the primal force in all living

things. "Joanne Rand's
insuppressible fire affirms

and affronts, excites and

chastises.. -her power comes
through her, from the

sacred planetary whole,
unrestrained by convention
or fear, undiluted by
pretension or insincerity"

(L.W. Circles, '90).

Touring throughout the

western U.S. and Alaska,

Joanne has stirred and
empowered people to

defend wilderness. Last

winter, her "A Call from the

Wild" tour with activist

Mavis Muller raised funds
and awareness for Alaska's

grassroots efforts to recover
from the Valdez oil spill.

"Alive and Wild!", her

current western tour, alerts

the public to the North
American ancient forest's

immediate need for

protection.

The plight of our swiftly

diminishing ancient forests

has gained national

recognition. With only five

percent of this crucial

habitat remaining, it

becomes clear to more and

7 sfrive to renew
that age old bond
with the natural

forces, which is our
birthright.

'

-Joanne Rand

more of us that the issue at

stake is not simply job

security, but the

preservation of our life-

support system, Earth.

Joanne's snowballing

commitment to defend the

earth and her love of vocal

expression fuel and direct

her musical career. "I strive

to renew that age old bond
with the natural forces,

which is our birthright,"

she states. The show, "Alive

and Wild!", will feature the

debut display of banner
artwork by Joanne (ex-set

painter and art school

graduate), storytelling by
Joseph Romero (activist and
aboriginal skills enthusiast),

and plenty of music from
this "...gifted artist with a

personal," "no-nonsense
voice" (Gajoob magazine,
'89 & Factsheet Five, '90).

Included will be a slide

presentation.

The concert will be at

Armstrong Hall at Colorado
College on Nov. 15, 1990 at

6 p.m. Admission is 3

dollars for the public, and
free with CC ID. People can

buy tickets at the Worner
Desk at Colorado College or

on the night of the concert

in Armstrong Hall at the

door.

, I just had an interesting

SEalization about my life.

neri I was a high school
fcior looking at all these

Jfljleges, I never really

inderstood the meaning of

peral arts." I must have
lured that "OK...I'm artsy,
id I like democracy, and
JRh called Dukakis a

Jberal and he was a

ocrat, and I really have
lutely no direction, so
ral arts sounds cool." I

iss by this definition,

nservative Sciences"
my other option. In any
it, I never even looked
university.

Inw, it's true that I prefer
jvalk around campus and

I
into people that I know.

Trent to CU Boulder, I

d go for days without
ing anyone I knew. Hell,

Buld be walking around
"fovvntown Cleveland and
know the people to be
different from
Rentes. Also, when
]
are so few of us, it's

,er to know who's been
lng with whom and
nave you. On this

Point, I could describe
Glaze's personal

in great detail in

this column, and you'll

either know Mark already

or be able to pick him out of

a crowd by noting the

sundry scents wafting from
his underarms.

But above the personal

aspects of CC, I like the

wide array of classes

offered here. Now it's true

that at my girlfriend's

university (they call it an

"institute of technology"),

one can major in Product

Design (or something like

that) where people commit
themselves to designing

peanut butter jars or

shampoo dispensers for the

rest of their lives. One
friend of hers is considering

changing his major to

another field of aesthetics;

he wants to design cabinets

for technology, like

building the outsides of

clock radios. He could

actually someday be

responsible for the sleek

aerodynamic design of your

snooze bar.

Anyway, I still like the

choices of classes we have

here. I mean, you can take

classes that are not only

mostly irrelevant to your

major, but probably to your

life as well. Now if I was
the true liberal arts scholar

that my mother likes to

believe I am, I'd have a few
of these puppies under my
belt: Southwest American
Indian Music (taught

separately from the more
general American Indian
Music), Metaphysical

Poetry (I'm just as confused
as you on this one), Asian
Philosophies of Art and
Beauty, The Detective Story,

and Abstract Algebra. (This

one escapes me entirely. I

thought algebra was
abstract enough before you
add the "abstract" to it.)

And contrary to popular
belief, my liberal arts

education with all these

goodies could still get me
employed; I could sing

metaphysical detective

stories to abstract

Malaysian mathematicians

for a living.

I think it's cool that I

spend my tuition bucks and
financial aid on film

making, even though I

realize that I think most of

the "great films of all time"

suck, and that Ishtar would
put my project to shame.

It's also cool that I can take

classes that are worthless in

any context whatsoever,

like Ancient Rwandan
Lesbian Poetry on Abstract

Algebra, and still to be a

political economy major.

Yeah-the ol' liberal arts have

been pretty groovy to me. I'm

buildingan excellent background

for knowing a little about almost

any subject while still not

knowing much about nary a one

in particular. Yep.-I'm all geared

up for lifetime employment But

hey, at least I have that killer

Comparative Architectural

Strategies for Morgues in Windy
Southwestern Latin America class

next block; that ought to giveme
an edgeon somebody. Or maybe
not Stay tuned-

Soup Dragons along
with Auto No will rock
Armstrong Hall Nov. 10
By Nathaniel Feis

This Saturday, yes, that's

tomorrow kids, our own little

Colorado College community
will be the host to a live

performance of The Soup
Dragons and the Auto No.
Now, for those of you who are

not familiar with these particu-

lar groups, here's a little bit of

what they're about.

The Soup Dragons are a

Scottish group that have been

classified with the Manchester

movement of music. Thus, like

every other band in this little

clan of music, whenever they

are mentioned, this alliance is,

of course, denied. They are

probably best known for their

song "I'm Free" off of the

album Lovegod.

The Auto No is a local band

and have a good following and

I've always heard good things

about them; not being twenty-

one yet andnot having a fake

ID I've never actually seen

them.

Now , if you're paying

attention to the world around

you, you've probably

heardthat Flaming Lips and

not the Auto No are opening

up for The Soup Dragons.

Well, that was true but this is

no longer the case. So as I said

earlier it is The Soup Dragons

and the Auto No, okay.

So, it's on Saturday,

November 10 ar 8:00 p.m. in

our very own Armstrong
Hall and if you happen to

be a CC. student, its only

five bucks. If you're not, its

two dollars more (that's

seven dollars, in case you
didn't feel like adding it

up). So go and enjoy.

!
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Red Grooms Part II

By Carolyn Read

Staff Writer

I went back to the Fine Arts

Center yesterday, with a

different set of eyes. Alaina

was with me. She's 10, and

more fun than you can

imagine. Usually we study

together, but we wanted a day

off. Too cold to go walking,

wrong time for a movie. Then I

had a flash — Red Grooms is

shll up at the Fine Arts Center,

bet she'd get a kick out of him.

We'd just hang out in Ruckus

Rodeo and laugh for awhile,

and then we could go back to

campus and read in my room

until dinnertime. (She's a

bookworm.) Well, I was in for

a surprise. We went though

the whole museum by the end,

and I had some things to think

about.

She liked Red Grooms,

especially. She was impressed

with the size of the whole

affair. (Giant, oversize bulls

and cowboys, one nearly 14 ft.

high.) She laughed at the

Rodeo Queen's big hair, and at

the medics toting off an

injured pardner. The guy with

the weed in his mouth was a

big hit. But I don't think she

liked it as well as I did: she

walked through quickly,

searching for something else to

see.

I jogged after her and there

she was in a small gallery

room full of tiny pencil

drawings by an old cowboy/

artist. This little show left Red

Grooms in the dust as far as

Alaina was concerned. I think

she left nose-smudges or

fingerprints on every case and

glass plate. And I was right

there with her. Hardly

anything was a "finished

work:" there were beautiful

hand-decorated envelopes sent

to friends, scraps and

fragments that had been

folded or crumpled for many

years, unfinished canvasses

with figures penciled in, letters

to friends, his will. In a tiny

glimpse I was given a window

to his world.

And the drawings! Tiny

sketches that flicker with life,

anecdotes of his experiences -

broncs, treed helpless bears, a

man treed by a bear (Alaina

had to point out the man in the

tree for me - sharp eyes),

cowboys, Indians, wild birds,

all vibrant and alive even if

only existing in a few well-

placed lines. Treasure of

treasures was his original

cowboy outfit from the 188(ys,

thread bare and well-worn.

"He really wore that?!" (big

smile).

"I think so."

There was also the Hunt for

the Skull, to see who could

find his steer-skull insignia

first. Alaina the Hawkeye won

that one.

What was it about the

simple, quiet one cowboy

exhibit that she enjoyed

more than Red Grooms? I

think that in his

understated, genuine, no-

pretense, uncontrived,

nonconceptual way
(refreshing phrases,

hmmm?) a simple cowboy

brought more life to his

work and gave more of

himself than Red Grooms

could imagine.

£H

It's Energy Orchaid all the way from Ireland! Photo by Clare Mul

Energy Orchard and Re<

Hot Blues to benefit AID!
By Nathaniel Feis

All the way from Belfast,

Ireland is a... I won't say

brand new because they

aren't and besides that

would sound cliched... band

named Energy Orchard.

Now their name is a fairly

appropriate one as far as

energy goes. Orchard on the

other hand, other then

sounding good, I'm not sure

about. I mean they don't

sound like they grew on

trees, but then again why
does everything have have

relevance anyway- it's not

like we're dissecting an

Eliot poem in English class,

you know. Anyway, Energy

Orchard is a tight, rockin'

band. They even have an

album out right now coinci-

dentally titled Energy

Orchard. Funny how that

usually works.

The album contains all

original material except for

a cover of "One, Two Brown

Eyes," by Van Morrison,

who the band says is their

primary influence. Musi-

cally, all of these songs are

great. They range from the

hardness of "This House

Must Fall" to the ballad-like

nature of "Sweet Irish

Rose." The instrumentation

on all of these songe is

superb.

Lyrically, on the other

hand, it's really not that

great. It's not that Bap .

Kennedy, the lead singer/

lead vocalist/some other

stuff too who wrote all but

one of the original songs,

WE DELIVER
> TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS

I
Cheese & 2-items + 1 Qt. Pop

$Q.99
]

Pickup or Delivery

[
LOUPE'S TIZZA 1990 Lxpirts 12/2/90 -

I ----I
TWO SMALL PIZZAS

I
Cheese & 1 -Item + 1 Quart Pop

$7-49

635-5565
i 1

|;
FOUR LARGE PIZZAS

| With Cheese & One Item

IS

$19JZ
i

Pickup or Delivery

>r Maichi Double Cheese Excluded.

I

LOVK'S 112.ZJA. 1990 tKpirts 12/2/90

lLOUrL'SVlZZA1990 Txpiru 12/2/90

Tiy One of Our
Flavored Pizza Crustsl

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original * Sesame Seed
* Buttered * Poppy Seed
* Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at time

of purchase.

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday: 1 1 AM -11PM
\^ Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight J

and Joby Fox, the bassist

backing vocalist who «l

"Belfast," are necessatill

bad writers, it's that thf

not really good ones. LI

like "Belfast, how I knol

you so well/You're likil

heaven, you're like hellf

and "I'm afraid, I'm alii

of love, it just goes wrol

But I'm comin' back, |j

lion" just are not especil

profound. Now, not evl

song needs to be filled*

deep meaning and eloT

quence, mind you, but!

seems to be a schism b

tween the quality and I

seriousness of the musi|

and that of the lyrics. I

Mountain Chalet]

iia

Climate Control
1 here is no single solution to the need for waterproofness

and breathability in outerwear. Thaf s why Patagonia develop^

the H2N0™ SYSTEM- four levels of water protection

and functional breathability.

Downtown by Acacia Park

633-0732 226 N. Tejon

CC's Outdoor Connectioj

i
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i\ the brewery.
§Andy Kane &

on Feiges

|taff
Writers

dollars, dollars, dollars,

[j, the hot tub grant

been looking for

[n't come through this

,)c and neither did the

tary research fund for

j as an alternative to

Sear weapons. These last

weeks have brought

times for the Brewery

In an effort to cover

jenses, Andy has been

ng little trinkets in

cia Park and Jon has

pensively searching

laundry for pocket

;e. We've had to

re negative comments

t our negative

ments, because we
dn't afford any "real"

Fortunately, this week
hiHAnn Kay Scholarship for

Li Blmprovement of The

w eer Review was there to

kiScus up. Believe it or

we may actually have

.lijje tasties to recommend
time.

I would also like to

Hon, in light of it being

.Week of the Child, that

dftking games may be a

is of retaining

childhood experiences and
reaching existential

Nirvana. Oh sorry, we're
just kidding. The main
purpose of drinking games
such as "Wales' Tales" and
"Vegetables" is to

transmute the average
amiable CC student into an
obnoxious, blithering,

drunken fool. And now
we're going to finish

watching "Close Encounter
of the Third Kind," before
we finish the column.
Our first choice comes

from Glasnost Land.
Famous for its appearances
at the World Beer Parties,

this self proclaimed "only
genuine Pilsner" comes
from Pilsen,

Czechoslovakia. Pilsner

Urquell, not to be confused
with Pilsner Club from San
Anton', was quite a switch
from Swinkles. Jon found
PU's taste radically

different from the Saga gas
creeping from his posterior
after that Turkey Tet and
Chili lunch. He compared
its taste to Ambrosia
descended from the honey
sacks of Albanian bees,

despite its $6.39-a-six price

tag. Jon further added, "It

goes down like a 747 in a

OING ABROAD)
rflU CAN

lYVT)
lEREINTfffi

ft

,. -WMI

STCHMGEr?

postage and handling

issoesol controversy!
Callable at the CC Bookstore '

blizzard." Andy wondered
when the hell Jon had run
into Albanian bees or added
Ambrosia to his diet, since
they don't serve it at Bemis.
Andy thought PU was one
of the tastiest brews of this

semester's column, and
likened its taste to that of
Czech Goulash served in

) is the color of.. .well, it's

dark brown. But don't let

• that give you the idea that
it's a heavy beer. Newcastle
Brown Ale from Tyne,
England is well worth the
$1.45 a bottle. "The Dog," as
it is affectionately known in
British pubs, seems to bark
up both of our trees, but it's

a bulldog in terrier's

clothing. Jon found this

conspicuously sweet tasting
beer to pack quite a punch

0-5T1U. HAVe NWTMAP& ABOUT tT-

wrest.

2. average eeew

4-qeeAr; v*<*H v/ecomlp pfcrJn irv

Event bait. &P
5- THE TCMoetJceNTCtt. (PMMI-rJe£i*.;

goat's milk, which tastes

better than Hawaiian roast

pig. Unfortunately, this

beer can only receive a 4

plus because neither of us
met Allah, transcended the

Earthly Plane, or achieved a

balanced check book
through the consumption of
it, and thus it fell short of
the Transcendental Omni-
beer rating.

The next fine selection

comes from Limeyland and

— "or was it just me
walking into the wall." He
stammered something about
"gan doon the road to tak
the dog for a wak," and
mumbled "four" as he
headed for the loo. Andy
liked the burp more than
the bite, but kicked "The
Dog" (Sorry, it's not ASPCA
week — so go sign up your
pet for non-medical testing

soon) with a four anyway.
Red Tail Ale from

Energy and
Red Hot Blues

cont. from pg. 14

you're a fan of rocking

music with a little "Celtic

soul," then Energy Or-
chard might be for you.

Next up, we have a

compilation album of

Cole Porter cover songs to

benefit the fight against

AIDS under the title Red
Hot and Blue. Among the

songs on this album, are

the first single, Neneh
Cherry doing "I've Got U
Under my Skin" (Did

Porter actually spell "U"
that way?), Sinead

O'Connor's traditional

version of "You Do
Something to Me," Debbie

Harry and Iggy Pop

joining together for an
interesting run through of

"Well did You Evah," David
Byrne's Brazillian working
of "Don't Fence Me In,"

U2's synth-based "Night
and Day," Les Negresses
Vertes' "I Love Paris" in

French (if you coudn't

guess from the name), and
The Jungle Brothers rapping

"I Get a Kick." So at least

we have some variety here.

This album also proves

that it is hard to screw up a

good song. For example, it

takes about thirty times as

long for Erasure, doing
"Too Darn Hot," to become
annoying (as opposed to the

normal two to three sec-

onds). Among the other

artists on this album in-

clude The Neville Brothers,

The Fine Young Cannibals,

Kirsty MacColl and The
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Hopland, CA just shows
that Americans overdo what
Britains understate. If we
found Newcastle sweet, this
beer is sugar beets, sugar
cane, and double fudge
ripple chocolate sin

combined. At eight bucks a
six this is yuppie swill to
the max. Jon found the taste

of this red ale to be thick
and fruity like a mango-
raisin-avocado shake, and
was glad that he only
bought one bottle. "It's

good. ..for like the first sip,

then it, well. ..too much
syrup on the waffles dear."
Upon realizing that the Red
Tail was beating ass over
the Brain Cells in the
Alcohol War, Andy briefly

commented, "Uh, I guess
I'll give the sludge a four...

I

mean a three. ..oh,

whatever." Both of us gave
the Tail an indecisive

"threeish," and hope that

you won't shell out the

dinero for it unless you are
some sick yuppie bastard
who's anal retentive and wishes

he knew what an orgasm was.

"Roses are red, violets are

blue, give me a Red Tail, I

want to drink too." -overhead
at some upscale fern bar on
Tejon.

"If you don't know what
you want, you can't get what
you need." - Joe Jackson.

Pogues, Tom Waits,

Annie Lennox, K D Lang,
The Thompson Twins,

and Jody Watley.

So, there should be

something that appeals to

you on this album, and if

there's not, then you're

pretty damned picky!

Maybe you should

broaden your horizons a

little, unless of course

you enjoy bein' close-

minded! Sorry, I'm being

a little harsh, I guess, it's

not like you have to buy
this. But if you do, just

think you're helping to

further the cause to end
AIDS.

IN OLD COLORADO CITY
PRIMITIVE & ETHNIC ART.CLOTHING
«7EWELRY FROM SOUTH AMERICA

,

AFRICA « ASIA
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August Moon restaurant

:

taste good, look bad
AugustMoon
Chinese Restaurant

Address: 402 West Fillmore

Telephone: 535-0112

Service: *"*l/2

Price: Dinner-$$

Lunch-$

Food:"*

Atmosphere: **

Beverages: Full Bar

Smoking and Non-Smoking

Dress: Casual

Located near the CC campus

area, August Moon can deliver

tasty Chinese food to students for

those evenings that become too

chaotic in which to venture out

However, ifyou should decide to

dine at

A Chinese restaurant, August

Moon is simply a hop, skip, and a

jump down Fillmore after turning

left (west) off ofCascade

After investigating the

variousX entrees that the menu

offers, my companions and

myself decided to shareMu Shu

Pork, Kung Pao Double Delight,

and Shredded Duck with Ginger.

Of the three dishes, the group

consensus voted theKung Pao

Double Delight best entree of the

evening. This hot and spicy

"delight" combines shrimp and

chicken along with various other

vegetables, peppers, and nuts. I

personally became a bit thirsty

VI
#4=410-415

and bright-eyed after eating this,

formy mouth ignited the fire

power hidden inside the red

pepper's arsenal of TNT. TheMu
Shu pork is excellent This "soft

taco" of Chinese food combines

many flavors within its thin

pancake,but I felt that Chinese

food combines many flavors

within its thin pancake, but I felt

that the plum sauce was distaste-

ful with the dish. The Ginger

Duck contains a healthy portion

of duck along with other veg-

etable compliments. The duck

meat is tender and flavorful, but

the ginger spice simply deducts

from the true taste ofduck meat

to which I am accustomed.White

rice compliments each of these

entrees.

AugustMoon needs a better

atmosphere. The restaurant

displays an aquarium of interest-

ing fish, wall hanging of Chinese

resemblances, and light coverings

that look Oriental, but 1 did not

feel like I was eating at a Chinese

restaurant My booth seat was

broken; I had to scoot the seat

back so that I could sitdown. I

could hear other people's

conversations (meaning they

could probably listen inon ours)

and therefore could not fully relax

and enjoy the dining. The service

is very good. Our waitress

brought our food promptly, filled

our water glasses regularly, and

could discuss the menu with

certainty in her voice

In conclusion, I can give a good

recommendation to August Moon

for lunch, dinner, or delivery

service (August Moon delivers

free is there is a $15 order or more).

The food is good and reasonably

price for Chinese cuisine.

Reviewers visit the restaurant

randomly, order directly from the

menu,and pay the bill without

informing the restaurant of the

intentions for a review.

The DePaul University

Professional Master of Science

in Accountancy Program

1991 Liberal Arts and Sciences Graduates:

a special announcement concerning careers in business

specifically for Liberal Arts and Sciences students.

The School of Accountancy of DePaul

University, Chicago, Illinois, a 75-year leader

in innovative accounting education, offers to

selected graduates of prestigious liberal arts

and sciences programs the Professional Master

of Science in Accountancy. This highly

competitive program is offered in conjunction

with the nation's leading accounting firms and

is restricted to students sponsored by the

participating firms.

The PMSA program begins in June 1991.

Recruiting for the program is currently in

progress.

Ask About Our

"WINTERVIEWS"
Recruiting Event

December 27, 1990

in Chicago

The 15-month program entails:

• immediate (June 1991) employment in the Chicago

office of a sponsoring accounting firm.

• an accelerated course of study in business and

accounting at Chicago's DePaul University.

Successful completion of the DePaul PMSA

program results in:

• A master of science in accountancy degree from the

Graduate School of Business of DePaul University

• Full-time business and accounting experience with

a major accounting firm

• Eligibility to sit for the C.P.A. examination in Illinois

• Broad career opportunities and advancement in

1 accounting with your sponsoring firm;

DePaul
University

For more information on the PMSA program, contact your placement office or Mr. Terry A. Baker,

Coordinator, School of Accountancy, DePaul University, 25 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60604,

(312)362-8770.

The return of

The Weather Underground

th all original members

Nov. 15, 9:30ish pm
Deluxe Bar

2510 E. Bijou

Women on the Verge of a

Nervous Breakdown

Nov. 13&14, 7:30 pm
Armstrong Theatre

The Great Caruso

Nov. 13, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

Clarinetist David Shifrin

Nov. 15, 8 pm
Packard Hall

Vocal Concert featuring

CC senior Carol Anderson

Nov. 11, 2 pm
Packard Hall

The Radiators

Nov. 15&16, 9 pm
Boulder Theater

John Simons & Edward
Sikov present

"Barbara Stanwyck: The

Devil Made Her Do It"

I

Nov. 15, noon
Gaylord Room

Colorado Springs Choral

Nov. 9, 8 pm
Packard Hall

Athol Fugard's

Road to Mecca

Nov. 9- Pec. 2, Thurs.-S
at

8 pm, Sun 2 pm
UCCS Dwire Auditorium

Samuel Beckett's

Endgame
Nov. 9-10, 8 pm
Open Egg Theatre

Poetry reading by

Tony Moffeit, Patrick

Keller, and Julia

Nightcloud Humphreys

Nov. 14, 7 pm
East Library and
Information Center

Colorado Springs

Symphony
Adventure Concert: "Out

of This World"
Nov. 10, 10 & 11:30 am
Pikes Peak Center

The Chicano Movement!
Past Present and Future I

Nov. 9-10, various times
|

and locales here at CC
presented by MeCHA

ByC
Staff

Col

hits tl

talin;

theU

Bko

Colle

encoi

Nortl

curre

thecc

point

Gasp;

pacec

tun

incluc

scorei

ilace

leads

goals.

'Wh

The Colorado College Symposium

"The Future"

The Future" has it all: the future of the family, thel

global ecological problems - how to meet futurel

energy needs, the benefits and hazards oil

qenetic engineering, new directions In art, nevjl

technologies In the media, the future of cities andl

of racial America . .

.

We have Invited some of the most thoughtful andl

prominent figures from the Intellectual and cultural

life of this country to discuss and dramatize these!

Issues for us: environmentalist Barry commoner!

Nobel Prize Winner In Physics, Leon Lederman;!

Pulitzer Prize winning Journalist Clarence Page.

We hope you will Join us for the week.

January 7-11, 1991
The Catalyst will feature symposium speakers in upcoming iss

[wry.
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Hockey comes up empty against Gophers
face league leading North Dakota
hy Chip Roehrig

l^tf Writer

Colorado College Hockey

liits the
road this weekend,

Ljung on the Fighting Sioux of

thc
University of North

Dakota in a pair of Western

j- iiegiate Hockey Association

^counters in Grand Forks,

North Dakota. The Sioux are

Lrrently tied for first place in

lj,e conference with eleven

loints (5-2-1). Coach Gino

Rasparini features a high

Iced pro-style attack. He

Btums nineteen lettermen,

licluding five fifty point

Iscorers, from last years third

Race squad. North Dakota

feds the WCHA with 39

Rials.

While CO probably can't

Wop North Dakota, if they are

going to be successful they

Rust at least slow them down,

ffiie Tigers have shown an

Hliliry to put the puck in the

net. What they need to work

mis keeping it out. Some
les road trips will bring the

t out in a team. There are

distractions, and there is

:n a sense of unity which is

I as easily found at home.

e change of scenery

irtainly can't hurt. The
oadmoor has hardly been a

ing environment this

n. C.C is 0-5 on their

ime rink. Last weekend, the

innesota Golden Gophers
ide the Broadmoor their

ime away from home, taking

of hard fought victories

im the Tigers. The score was
on Friday followed by a 7-5

le Saturday night. C.C.'s

rd fell to 1-7 while

tesota improved to 5-0-1.

today night, C.C. appeared
getting off the slide as

they jumped out to an early

lead. At 2:25, Tiger

defenseman Chris Hynnes'
slap shot from just outside

the blue line broke through

Gopher goalie Jeff Stolp for a

one-nothing advantage.

Shawn Reid increased that

lead at 5:27 when he blew
past the Minnesota defense

and lifted a wrist shot over

the fallen Stolp.

Minnesota responded just

1.5 seconds later on a goal by
Larry Olimb. This goal

seemed to slow the Tigers.

They could not crank it up
for the rest of the period.

Meanwhile, Minnesota

turned it on, mounting fifteen

shots. They got the equalizer

The problem is that

(CC is) playing 59
minutes of solid

hockey with perhaps
one minute of break-

downs. Every team
has breakdowns, but

teams are really capi-
talizing on CC's right

now.

on a two-man advantage at

14:34.

Olimb scored again at 3:31

of the secondhalf when his

one-timed slap shot from 25

feet beat Tiger Goalie Jon

Gustafson. Gustafson would
keep the Tigers within one
the remainder of the game.

He stuffed three Gopher
breakaways in the third

period alone.

C.C. appeared to score the

tying goal at 12:07 of the

second. Steve Nelson banged

a bouncing puck behind a

sprawled Stolp. The Tigers

celebration was cut short

however, as the referee had lost

sight of the puck and whistled

the play dead.

On Saturday, it was C.C.'s

rum to fall behind early.

Minnesota took a 1-0 lead at

4:43 when Olimb took

advantage of a failed C.C. clear

to score his third of the

weekend. Reid tied things up
for the Tigers at 7:11. While
fallen in the slot, he had the

presence of mind to tuck the

puck behind UM goalie Tom
Newman. This was the last time

that the teams would be tied.

Minnesota opened a two- goal

lead and then wore down the

Tigers with an aggressive brand
of forechecking. They
continually frustrated the C.C.

defense while trying to break

out of their zone. C.C. was able

to pull within one three times,

but they could not pull even.

The final score was 7-5.

Tiger Tales: Ifs not as if the

Tigers aren't working hard.

They're not playing twenty

minutes and mailing it in like

some teams. The problem is that

they're playing 59 minutes of

solid hockey with perhaps 1

minute of breakdowns. Every
team has breakdowns, but

teams are really capitalizing on

C.C.'s right now. With Michigan

Tech's victory over UND this

weekend, the Tigers fell into a

last place tie with Denver, in the

WCHA standings. After this

weekend series in North

Dakota, the Tigers will return to

host the defending National

Champion University of

Wisconsin Badgers at the

Broadmoor World Arena.

Faceoff will be at 7:05 on both

Friday and Saturday nights.

Field hockey
gains strength
By Randy Holmes

The nationally-ranked Colorado College field

hockey team, coming off a resounding win over
Tulane University, ended their remarkable season
with the domination of the tournament at the United
States Olympic Training Center.

Due to the improvement over last year's season,
the team gained three new sponsors. Sarah Kimmett,
while being scouted by the U.S. team coach said,

"We had a lot of raw talent and as the team matures
we should be able to clinch the national title next
season." The leading scorers included Thad Robey
and Pravas Singh. Alanna Brown said of Thad's
performance, "He looked like Gretsky on grass."

The team was led by co-captains Dolly Norton and
Aubrey Hord. Their leadership and organization was
a key factor in this year's successful season. The

The 1990 field hockey team poses under sunny skies at the

Olympic Training Center. The team looks to be a major
competitive force in the upcoming s

C.C. community was incredibly supportive of the

team's heroic efforts and a number of student

spectators even made the trip to Santa Fe for the

team's annual tournament. Rookie goaltender Sarah

Murphy said of her first season, "I was doubtful of my
ability at first and was pleasantly surprised when I

won the team's Most Valuable Player award." The

team is looking forward to another great season and
is always on the lookout for new players.

'omen head to Wisconsin for quarterfinals
WEzra Bayles

: Jfrie Colorado College
Women's team won their first

pund playoff game, 3-1, over
muiem Methodist Univer-
!"y- Seeded 6th in the tour-

fty the Tigers were frustrated

jtthe first half as many
IWn& opportunities went

f"y-
The first half ended in a

^deadlock.

|P«e second half began
»»ch in the same way that the

half had gone. The
'8jrs, however, were not to

»nied. In the 60th minute,~ er Stacy Black followed a
"from Meg Williams and

? the first goal. This goal
•he morale boost they

Jp. as minutes later Karla
FPson headed home the
J"dgoal. It almost seemed
fljS-M.U. thought they
a get points by simply
>g the ball into the Tigers
"they booted the ball

and waited for the next

onslaught. After some
beautiful combination play at

midfield, Williams rifled a

poetic shot into the upper

monkey. The S.M.U. goalie

flailed at the ball, and could

only watch the ball as it

rippled the back netting.

S.M.U. scored their sole tally

off a free kick from midfield,

which bounced off the

crossbar and landed at the

feet of a surprised Mustang's

feet. She swung blindly, and

the ball managed to cross the

line.

The Tigers will once again

will travel to the great vast

wasteland of Cheeze-ville,

where they will entertain

Wisconsin-Madison. The
Tigers will attempt to avenge

their regular season 1-0 loss

to the Badgers. Unfortu-

nately for Wisconsin, this is

the game that counts.

1990 NCAA Division I Women's Soccer Tournament Field
William & Mary

North Carolina St
North Carolina St

Bye
North Carolina

North Carolina

Southern Methodist November 17
I Colorado College

Colorado College |

"-

at

Bye

Wisconsin-Madison r

Wisconsin-Madison

Cal-Santa Barbara
Cal- Santa Barbara

Bye

Univ. of Santa Clara
Univ. of Santa Clara

November 18

Final Four site

to be announced

November 17

Bye

Univ. of Virginia
Univ. of Virginia
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National Sportsline . .

.

©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

ARIZONA MAY LOSE '93 SUPERBOWL:
.

Arizona voters rejected a Martin Luther King Jr. holiday Tuesday at a painfuIpnce for sports

fans and business The 1993 Super Bowl, awarded toTempe and worth $200 million in revenue,

ma^be moved out of the state. National Football League Commissioner Pau. Tagliabue said

Wednesday that is what he will suggest to team owners. Owners meet next week, but action is

more likely in March.

ILLIN1 GET 3 YEARS PROBATION:

The NCAA placed Illinois' basketball program on probation for three years Wednesday,

barring the Illini from this season's NCAA tournament and handing out stiff scholarship and

recrui tine restrictions. Illinois' violations: illegal recruiting, misuse of complimentary tickets,

impropef sale of NCAA tournament tickets and "favorable credit consideration for three

players buying cars.

TAGLIABUE GETS OLSON REPORT:

NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue received the investigator's report Wednesday on alle-

cations of sexual harassment by members of the New England Patriots against Boston Herald

reporter Lisa Olson. Tagliabue did not indicate when he would act. Harvard law professor

Philip Heymann investigated allegations that Olson was subjected to lewd gestures and

comments by some players.

HOCKEY MAY DO A DOUBLE TAKE:
" '

The National Hockey League might implement instant replay as an officiating tool. 1 he NHL

has a committee studying the feasibility of using replay cameras to help the referee decide if a

goal was scored. The major hurdle is the cost and feasibility of putting the equipment in all

rinks. Early estimates on the cost: $300,000 a building, or about $6.3 million total.

BENCH HELP LIFTS DALLAS:

The Dallas Mavericks used their depth to wear down Philadelphia and hand the 76ers their

first loss of the season, 104-101 . Reserve forwards Alex English and Herb Williams combined

for 37 points, as Dallas won its third in a row. In other NBA games: Chicago 96, Minnesota 91;

Cleveland 100, Charlotte 89; San Antonio 161, Denver 153; Phoenix 126, Golden State 119.

SKI OFFICIALS MAKE PROPOSALS:

U.S. ski racing officials say they could pull out of the European-dominatedWorld Cup

circuit if proposed changes are not approved at a weekend summit in Switzerland. Among the

U.S. proposals to be aired at the International Ski Federation (FIS) headquarters in Oberhofen:

Expansion of a cash prize proposal. Better packaging to attract TV dollars. Hiring a

commissioner.

David

Christian
Acclaimed Author

of

Victor Six
The saga of America's youngest an,

most decorated officer in Vietnam.

APPEARING ONE DAY ONLY
IN COLORADO SPRINGS

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13th.

otb

-9;30 a.m. Lecture at the Colorado College with

Prof. Bob Loevy, Palmer Hall,

-1 1:00am to 1:00 p.m. Lunchtime booksigning at!

Dalton Books, Chapel HSIs Mall,

-1:30 p.m. to 3:00 Booksigning at Waldenbooks,

CitidelMalL-

-3:30 p.m. to 4:30 Booksigning at the Colorado

Cofegef3ookstore, Worrier, 389-6606

<

a

irf

ith

c

Trying to stretch dollars when

you're computer shopping doesn't mean

you're willing to make sacrifices.

That's why you should consider the new, affordable Macintosh* Classic* computer.

It has everything you need—including a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes of

RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk. Just plug everything in and the Macintosh Classic is ready

to run, because the system software is already installed: And, thanks to the Macintosh

computer's legendary ease of use, you'll be up and running in no rime.

Like every Macintosh, the Classic can run'thousands of available applications that all

work in the same, consistent way—so once you've learned one program, you're well on your

way to learning them all. And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have trouble sharing.

The Apple* SuperDriveStandard equipment with every Macintosh—reads from and

writes to Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple 11 floppy disks, which means you can share

information with someone who uses a different type ofcomputer.

See the Macintosh Classic for yourself. It'll change your mind about cheap roommates.

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Womer Center

or call 389-6391

The power to be your best™

vu Apple, me Apple looo. and M
i trademarks oi Apple Compute'

ol Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 la

antosh are ragistared^ademanis ol Apple Compute., Inc. SupwO^jH
nc Classic is e regjswed trademark, boosed lo Apple Computer^ I-

i logalBtW trademark of international Business Machines Corpora*"
|
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THE WEEK IN PREVIEW

Grand Forks, ND
Vs Hockey

lV .
9-10 North Dakota

Ai's Soccer

v 10 Metro State Univ. Home
RMISL Championship Match

tbaU

10 Colorado School of Mines Golden

linen's Cross Country

10 Regional Qualifying Meet Waverly, IA

n's Cross Country

10 Regional Qualifying Meet Waverly, IA

ayles and Co.
ok to RMISL
lampionship
Colorado College

soccer team is preparing

lir final game of the

this weekend, a cham-

lip matchup against

Slate. In what has been

i-and-down" season for

jers, they have found

lives in a position to win

y prestigious Rocky
ain Intercollegate Soccer

game may prove to be a

st, as Metro has a

offense and not much

defense. Meanwhile, C.C. is

looking to break the single

season scoring record of 70

goals, set in 1983. The game
will be played at 1:00 p.m. on
Saturday. The team asks for a

large crowd of rowdy fans, as

there is no entrance fee. Once
again, free roses for all the

babes. There will also be an

autographing signing party

after the match, for all the un-

skinny hoppers and cheeze

factors. Yep.

lifts including two
igh-speed quad chairs.

ft award winning trails.P Extreme Experience
»>ded Ski Program;

f acres of double
E?ck diamond terrain.

jFkets available at participating Front Range I
P«s, Pizza Hut restaurants and Delivery Units,

Kr¥S" Breeze Ski Rentals, Gart Brothers/Dave

tris'
mond Shamrocks, King Soopers and

COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT
|'5 miles West of Denver off 1-70, exit 195

SNOW REPORT LINE 893-1400
Off site locations through Decemver 1

4
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IM volleyball into playoffs
By Janet O'Brien

"Hey, Jodi, what are your
plans for the next hour or so?"

"Weu.J..."

"Great! I'm so glad that you're

going to play volleyball with us.

Hurry up and get dressed...We

have to be down at thegym in 10

minutes."

If this sounds familiar, then

you have (and possibly are

suffering) from what"s called "Oh

my gosh! 1 completely forgot we
had an intramural game tonight!

Do you think we have enough
people to play?" syndrome.

The team "Laura Bishop"

played against the competitive

and organized members of

"Aschga." "Aschga" warmed up
while the Slocum RAs filtered in,

talking amongst each other until

the first game began. Needless to

say, "Laura Bishop" lost the first

game 15-3. The second game was

very challenging, but "Laura
Bishop" still came up short with a
final score of 18-16. Both teams
left thegym feeling content that

they had been able to play a fun

and challenging game. Obvi-
ously, organization is not the key
to success when? intramural

sports are concerned... Laughter,

friendships, teamwork, and the

determination to do your best are

the keys to success.

Donlin fundraiser a success
By Maile Shimabukuro
Staff Writer

On Thursday, November 1,

the Colorado College

Women's Athletics Association

hosted the "Go Jo Run/Swim/
Run" at the El Pomar sports

center to benefit CC alumna
Johanna Donlin. Donlin, who
suffered a serious spinal chord
injury from a diving accident

at Lake Powell last spring, was
very active on campus as a

student. Besides being a

member of Kappa Kappa
Gamma, Donlin's acquaintan-

ces included many circles here
at C.C. The Women's Athletics

Association designed a cam-
pus-wide event to help offset

general bills for the Donlins,

and were extremely pleased by
the outpouring of support
from among C.C. students.

25 teams entered the 3 mile

run, 1/2 mile swim and 1/2
mile obstacle course, mini-

biathalon. Divisions were
men's, women's, co-ed, and
individual. Members of the

men's cross country team
secured a very close victory

over the Sigma Chi's, and the

Delta Gamma's won in the

women's division. Over $1000
was raised from entering

teams and individual contribu-

tions. What a fantastic effort!

Special thanks to all athletes,

fans, and helpers who partici-

pated in the event. Also,

thanks to Domino's Pizza, the

women's basketball team,

Joani Schofield, Theresa

Ellbogen, Tiffany Shipp and
everyone else who helped

make the race such a success.

We love you, Jo!

ummer Abroad

The Best of Times

Summer is a lively time to study abroad and earn

credit. It's the season when Europe comes alive with its

outdoor cafes, festivals, and celebrations. And it may

be the best time for you to escape the ordinary summer

scene.

Choose from 20 different Syracuse University pro-

grams in England, France, Italy, Hong Kong, Spain,

Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Austria, and

the Netherlands.

Syracuse University

Division of International Programs Abroad

Summer Programs Office - Dept. T
119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, NY 13244

(315)443-9420-9421
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Classifieds
• Guaranteed Scholarships. Seven

billion dollars is available this year

in scholarshipand grant fundsNo

matter what yourGPA, financial

condition, marital status, or gender

is,you are eligible for at leastone

scholarship guaranteed! For

application send your name and

address to: Pettan Scholarship

Research Center, 4411 S.40th

Street, Suite 1, Phoenix, Arizona,

85040.

•For Sale: Brand new, never used

answering machine with remote

access $50 obo. Call Jeanne at 632-

0375 after 6 pm.

•Anyone leave a suede jacketin

77k Catalyst office? If so, call the

editor 00 6675), describe it, and ifs

yours.

•For Sale 1986 Raichle RX7 ski

boots, size 11. Ext 7369.

• Guitarist new to Colorado

Springs looking for musicians/

bands into electronic-industrial

dance music, along the lines of the

"Wax Trax" or "Network" labels. I

have great equipment, experience

and contacts. Call Rudy 260-1734.

Announcements
• Interested in chess?Want to

teach elementary students? Center

forCommunity Service, callKim

Grassmeyer, x6846.

•Flu vaccine available at Boettcher

Health Center, 24 hours a day -

seven days a week, except 1230 to

130pm (lunch time), $5 a shot

While supply lasts.

•The Writing Center - interested

in becoming a writing tutor? The

tutor trainingcourse will be taught

as adjuncts during blocks 5-6 and

7-8. Please contact the Writing

Center for an application and for

more information

•ProfessorTom Cronin will hold

an informal office houron

Saturday, November 10, in

Womer 216, from 1 130 am—
130pm for former advisees,

students, and anyone else inter-

ested.

•Volunteer clerical assistants are

needed by community Partner-

ship for Child Development/

Head Start, a non-profit agency

that provides comprehensive child

development programs to low

income, special needs and at risk 4

year old children and their families

in El Paso County. Duties will

vary and may include: updating

files, answering phonesand

assisting with the enrollment

process. Typing is not required.

J's Motor Hotel
and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 North Nevada
j

Special Student Rates, including Utilities

& Satellite TV

633-5513

Volunteers will gain valuable

work experience Training is

provided,and references will be

available.

•A "No-Nonsense Self-Defense"

class will be offered to students,

facultyand staffbeginning

October 30. The class, taught by

Matthew Bayleyof "fighting

Chance," will run for threeweeks

on Tuesdays and Thursdays from

12-1pm in Mathias lounge. Call

Eileen, x6681 formore info.

•The Doherty High School Drama

Department will be presenting the

comedy-fantasy Heaven Can Wait

by Harry Segall. It will be held in

Doherty High School Auditorium

onNov.l6&17at730pm Cost

is $4 for adults, $3 for children

under 12 For ticket reservations,

call 520-2606. Formore informa-

tion call 520-2629.

•Theatreworks will present The

Road to Mecca, a play by Athol

Fugard, Thursdays through

Sundays fromNovember 9 to

December 2 in Dwire Auditorium

on thecampus of the University of

Colorado at Colorado Springs.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday

performances are at 8 pm. and

Sunday performances are 2 p

m

matinees. There isno performance

on Thanksgiving Day. Tickets are

$10 general admissions, $8 for

students and $7 for seniors.

Advance reservations, with

Mastercard or Visa, are available

by calling' Theatreworks at 593-

3232 in Colorado Springs.

Taylor Travel

Your Campus Travel Experts

636-3871 818 N. Tejon

•The firstBacchus meeting will

beheld Tuesday,November, 13 at

noon inroom 213,Worrier. Ifyou

haveany questions contact Laura

Bishop x7632. Bring your lunch

and ideas.

•Proceedsfrom a workshop in the

Iyengar style ofHathaYoga will

go to the Himalayan Childrens"

Fund. The workshop, taughtby

Debra Ann Robinson, of Denver,

CO willbe held on Sunday, Dec 2,

1990 from 9 to 1130 am. atThe

Studio, 3020 West Colorado, Co.

Spgs. The cost for the workshop is

$15. To register contact Josephine

Lazarus, 719475-9721 or 626-3651

Mail-in registration should be sent

to Josephine Lazarus, 1516 N.

Royer, Co. Spgs.,CO 80907.

•Delta Gamma will be sponsor-

ing a "Beautiful Eyes" contest

November 12-16. Thecontest will

benefit the children of the Colo-

rado Springs School for the Deaf

and Blind. Variouscampus

groups have nominated one

member to display his/her eyes

onone of the bulletin boards in

Womer Center. Thecampus is

encouraged to vote on who has

the best eyesby placing coins in

jarswhich will be in front of each

participanfs eyephotograph

•OnThursday,Nov. 15th, in the

biology seminar room, our

seminar speaker, Dr. Nancy

Zahniser, will be here to share a

brown bag lunch with those

interested in graduate programs at

theCU Health Sciences Center in

JODenver. Also on Thursdj.

Zahniser will have a bllijj

"Cocaine Induced Chare,

Brain Neurochemistry a^
Behavior."

Personals
•Johanna - you're the h$

daughter ever!!! Keep up;

incredible spirit, you areJ

DG! Love,Mom
•Delta Gamma would

lj|

welcome the following
p^

ourhouse Kate Anders^

DeCou, Sarah Erickson,^

Faison, Jessica Jackson,
Joj

Keitzmann, Courtney Kb
Alissa Lander, Megan M\

Amy Peck, Stephanie Si

Carey Wall, Karen Zeda,

Crute, Anne Dorman, Tjj

Ewers, Gretchen Greer,
Ei

Johnson, Rachel Klein, Mi

Lange, Marcy McDermoi

Oderman, Mariya PerkirB

Seacrest, Jeanne Ulmer, J

Wiseman and Michelle

We love all 26 of your pin!

Also,we would like to

late Kappa Kappa Gamin

Gamma Phi Beta and Kaj

Alpha Theta on a fanlasli

Good luck to all the frati

their upcoming rush! Tog

can strengthen the Greek!

•Thewomen of Gammal

wish to congratulate their

pledges: Karen, Jennifer,]

Belinda, Amber, Sandy,

Theresa, Sunshine, Renes

Shannon, Lisa, Erin, and I

1
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Before you make 2,000 copies of that flier to let tlj

campus know about your event,

consider this:

Cutler Publications supports the Colleges New Recyclii

Plan. As such, the Catalyst announces two new
opportunities to let the campus know about your

events and activities:

1. A new publicity forum - "The Board." Call Peter at

x6675 or get a copy of your "One Fell Swoop"
Announcement to The Catalyst, and

we'll get it onto this exciting new calander

(or into the Announcements Section)!

2. For those really important events, call Peter Padilla

x6675 and place an advertisement. With new campus

organization rates, it's cheaper and more effective thai

making 2,000 copies and having students just

throw your notices away.

fclt

oic

av,ng

Mitic

3. Please use recycleable white paper in those rare m

stances where nothing short of a campus mailing will i

Let's work together to make better us

ofour on-campus resources!

*&XmJt
The Colorado College

RECYCLES
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Qijlty. trustees to consider plan

ecommendation is in: Eight-Plus Year'
Michele Santos

iff Writer

proposal recommending

of the "Eight-Plus Year"

eleased by the Eight-Block

[valuation Committee

.C) this week.

[embers of the committee

nth the Colorado College

jus Association(CCCA)
dl last Tuesday to discuss the

sal. An open forum was

Vednesday night to answer

r questions from the

unity.

Ldoption of the 'Eight-Plus"

vould involve

e creation of a "half-block" to

d just before fifth block in

ry

freeSummer Session block

students

during the Symposium to

lays

set time-slot during the

br extended-format classes,

: they would not conflict

egubrly scheduled block

ditional basic recommenda-

ndude further exploration of

block for fieldwork courses

and a long-term assessment of the

'Eight-Plus" plan.

"We came to an understand-

ing during our review that this is a

proposal that has genuine

merit.we're not closing the curtain

on saying these are the only

solutions," said Vice-President

Max Taylor, an E.B.Y.C member,

at the discussion with C.CCA.
However, "This package as a

whole represents what the

committee trunks is the best

feasible approach to our problems

at this time.if this isn't accepted

then we have to begin a new
process," said committee member
Professor Tim Fuller.

The recommended reduction

of the symposium week came as a

response to student surveys that

reported, said Fuller, "that

students expressed resignation or

indifference towards the sympo-

sium. They didn't see it as having

any immediate relevance to them.'

'

Student John Calhoon asked

the committee, "Are we discount-

ing the 9-7 plan because some

people say it costs a lot ofmoney?

It's difficult to say what is too

much or too little ofan

expense..We haven't seen that the

Eight-Plus plan would cost that

otalyst editor under fire; Greeks

ice complainls to Cutler board
yTimVanLuven

utler Board was unequivocal after a meeting Monday in

ecision to stand in support of Al Decker following

sarions from individuals within the Greek system and
'the Greek Council that Decker has treated the Greeks
irly in his capacity as Editor-in-Chief of the Catalyst,

^at started as aresponse to alleged "Greek-bashing,

^-slamming and slandering of Greeks" in this newspaper
"nated in students circulating a petition with the intent of
ng Decker removed from his position at the Catalyst. In
Son, IFC president John White spoke with Decker, Cutler
'cations president Mike Shaver, and appeared before

& Board with Greek advisor Peggy Conroy to voice the
-k' concerns.

a written statement summarizing the Board's response
er s*ated, "Beyond the question of slanted coverage is the
°f editorial perogative. Cutler Publications does not
J its decisions according to popular will or loud voices,
w^see this position as a shield for free expression on this

ost of the complaints center around an item which

_

a*ed in the "Opinions" section of the October 12 issue of
otalyst The piece was a photo-opinion survey asking
lotion, "Should the Greek system remain at CC?". Four

Please see Greeks on page 4.

much less.You're asking students

to be here for eleven months

(under the suggested plan)."

Fuller replied that the 9-7 plan

had been discounted for a number

of non-financial reasons. "I don't

want you to get the impression

that we (the committee) were

drivenby cost. The vast majority

of our discussions didn't indude

cost"

Student Ashley Knocke had

doubts about the feasibility of the

half-block. "For sdence majors it's

notanoptioa You can't teach

Chem or Bio in a half-block.I'll

believe it when I see it"

Responding to Knocke's

questions, Fuller responded, 'It's

uptoeachofthedepartments. It

opens up the idea of a one-and-a-

half block which for many
sdentists is an interesting possibil-

ity."

Student Phil Brown had a

suggestion for further cutting

costs, so as to be able to afford the

9-7 plan, which was supported by

many students. Asked Brown,

'Did you look at yourselves

(faculty) and try to increase your

workload across the board as way
to save money?"

Fuller replied that the sacrifice

of programs such as Faculty

Development were seen as

unnecessary. Said Fuller, "The

truth of the matter is you can't run

an institution without finandal

backing."

The fairness of the proposal

was also addressed. Said Calhoon,

"I can't afford to take the summers
off. Will it (the Eight-Plus year)

address the needs of the students

as a community or only the

students that can afford to take

courses during the summer?"

Members responded that the

offer of a free block would be

adequate finandal compensation

for some.

Student Eric Nickells had

another reason for not wanting to

take advantage of a free summer
block. "I would never give up my
opportunities during the

summer..It's a different pace, a

different experience."

Replied Fuller, "Not every-

thing in here will appeal to

everybody."

PresidentGresham Riley, in

the course of the discussion

Wednesday evening, commented

that implementation of the Eight-

Plus year "would result in a jump

in the number of four-block

seniors. That's quite a costly

measurc.there's an inability to

replace the tuition lost from these

four-block seniors."

This problem would be

avoided, said Fuller, if a Colorado

College degree depended on the

amount of time spent on-campus,

and not on the number of aca-

demic units earned. "The system

already encourages people to

graduate early," said Fuller.

He continued, "There's a

whole series of polides that have

tobeevaluatcd. Thcrewillbe

more people gr.id uating early and

more people taking extra credits."

Riley also forecasted a low

student response to the new
flexibilities. 'Even if it (a summer
course) is free, my guess is that

there won't be any buyers. Right

now we only have 400-450

students taking advantage of the

Summer Session,"

The committee will discuss its

proposal with the faculty this

Monday, and with the Board of

Trustees in early December.

Said Fuller, "a lot dependson

when it gets passed and if it gets

passed.ii lot of these are questions

we simply can't answer at this

point"

CCCA President, council dispute funds
ByJustin Blum
Staff Writer

CC student government

President Mark Glaze used over

$1000 dollars in C.CCA. money

to attend a Washington, D.C
publishing conference without the

CCCA's knowledge or approval,

charged student government

officials in a Tuesday Council

meeting.

During the meeting,CCCA.
members questioned Gaze about

why they were not notified about

his four day, $1 ,156 Washington

trip.

Glaze countered that such

notification or approval of his

October 31st trip—according to

theCCCA constitution—is

unnecessary. 'The president has

the authority to do this.J don't

think that a President should have

to dear it through the council,"

said Glaze.

The money was taken from the

"reserve account," which accord-

ing to the CCCA. constitution,

"will only be used for 1. The

operating budget of newly

chartered organizations [or] 2. Any

other extraordinary item the

council deems necessary."

"I don't appreciate the

implications that I've

done anything wrong.

I've got more at stake

than all of you," said

CCCA President Mark
Glaze to the council.

But instead of consulting with

the council, Glaze approved his

own trip, using a clause in the

constitution that permits the

President to "make executive

decisions of theCCCA CounciJ."

Several CCCA. members

voiced their opposition to the way

in which the money was taken

'To me, it seems like it's wrong,"

said Vice President for Student

Concerns, Marina Lindsey.

But theCCCA.
Partlimcntarian thinks Glaze's

actions are unconstitutional. 'To

me, the executive order d(X?s not

mean funding yourself fora

conference; for Mark it docs," said

CCCA Parliamentarian Michael

Drennan in a Wednesday inter-

view.

When asked about the constitu-

tionality of his actions Glaze said:

'You could draw either condusion

from the constitution..Jvly general

sense is that the Council thinks it's

no big deal."

"Being on the Budget Commit-

tee, I think it was absolutely

justified and [Glaze] acted

correctly," said CCCA.'s Marin

Tengler.

Before withdrawing CCCA.
money for his trip, Glaze applied

for a Venture Grant, but the

request was denied, he said. And

because of imminent plane fare

increases, Glaze said, he had to

purchase the ticket immediately.

Please see President's, pg. 2.
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Use of CCCA funds questioned
continued from p.l

But Lindsey, and others in

CCCA, wondered why Glaze

did not inform them of his trip in a

CCCA meeting one day prior to

his departure. '1 don't understand

why he didn't tell us; he tells us

everything else," said Lindsey.

'1 apologize for not telling

people..! had an opportunity to

mention it; there was just no

point," contended Glaze in the

meeting. Instead of informing

CCCA beforehand, Glaze

released a memo upon his return

informing them of his expendi-

ture. 'This isn't the first time the

CCCA hasn't been notified. It's

the first time there's been contro-

versy over it inmy memory," said

Glaze.

The timing of Glaze's use of

CCCA funds also troubles

Lindsey. 'The (CCCA) budget

was misprojected.CCCA is

short of funds and campus groups

are scrounging. How can he justify

spending $1156on something he

never plans to do again?'

Glaze said he went to the

conference because it was for

"publications and publishing

advisors which is where the

student government aspect came

in because we're the oneswho

fund them."

But, Glaze added that he

found the conference of limited

value, and does not think it would

be necessary to attend it again.

Other members ofCCCA.
questioned Glaze about how he

could attend this conference and,

at the same time, reject a request

made by the Political Union to

fund their attendance of a West

"I apologize for not

telling people.. .1 had
an opportunity to

mention it; there was
just no point.. .This

isn't the first time

CCCA. hasn't been
notified. It's the first

time there's been
controversy in my
memory-

Mark Glaze
CCCA. president

Point conference.

'The money [Political

Union] wanted was special

projects fundsand those are only

for events that benefit the entire

campus Clearly that isn't one of

those. If these people apply for

money in their budgets, then they

get it. The special fund is used

for budget overruns," said

Glaze.

But according to CCCA.
minutes, special projects funds

were used last February to send

fraternity members to a leader-

ship conference.

David Martin, Co-Chair of

the Political Union was not

pleased he did not get funding

to attend the West Point

conference while Glaze was able

to go to Washington. "That

struck us as hypocritical,"

Martin said.

Martin said the Political

Union's Venture Grant was

also turned down. He went on

to say that when he ap-

proached CCCA. for fund-

ing, they told him that "they

usually don't send people to

conferences."

Several CCCA. mem-
bers were displeased that $500

was appropriated for a "beer

party" in McGregor, at the

same time the Political Union

request was turned down.

"When there's a budget

crunch, why not give money to

things that can benefit the

whole campus. People can

always get money for beer," said

Lindsey.

By Alison Walter

On Wednesday, November

14, at ll:17a.m.,anuclearbomb

was exploded at the Nevada

Test Site near Las Vegas,

Nevada. This event was a joint

British-American test, and

occurred only 600 miles from

Colorado Springs on Shoshone

Indian land.

TwentyCC students

gathered in protest for a

candlelight vigil Wednesday
night. Candles were placed in

Bemis and Rastall, and the

group processed silently

between the dining halls.

Students formed a circle in

Womer quad, sang songs, and

shared their common hope for

an end to nuclear testing.

The vigil was staged by

Colorado Citizens Active for

Peace(C.CAP.),aC.C.

grassroots political action

group. C.C.A.P. is on the First

Alert list of American Peace

Test (A.P.T.), another grassroots

group that detects the secret

nuclear tests with CB. radios

and then alerts activist

organizations nationwide. First

Alert is the quickest response

that A.P.T. provides, and

placement on this list implies

some sort of protest action.

C.C.A.P. was warned of the

test in advance and prepared

posters to display on campus as

soon as A.P.T. verified it.

Posters and table tents were

placed in the dining halls not

only to inform students that a

CCCA. member Phil

Brown asked Glaze about

receipts documenting his

conference expenses. "There

was no record of it, and I know

a few people looked for

[financial] records after it

happened and could not find

them," Brown said.

"You'll get to see what I

spent. I don't appreciate the

implications that I've done

anything wrong. I've got more

at stake than all of you," Glaze

responded angrily.

"I am concerned about

reputations and especially

your reputation. If there is

political corruption then the

whole school is affected,"

Brown told Glaze, as the

debate grew heated.

But in a Thursday

interview Brown said: "I

initially looked at the issue

with a sense of curiosity, not

anger. I feel the outcome of

our discussion was that Mark

acted appropriately. I received

no sense of subversion or

underhandedness. Using

funds was Mark's preroga-

tive."

Said Glaze, "Nothing has

been done wrong. It's been

done so many times before,

frankly it's not a big deal."

Abortion rigjl

election resj
discussed

By Sarah Hadley

NARAL, National

Abortion Rights Actio,

League, had a month

meeting on Wednes-

day which began wij

a discussion of the

political successes an

failures from the post

election. Three out of

five races targeted b)

NARAL won across tlj

country. This includes

the candidate Daptu

Greenwood, who wa
inColoradoSprings.fi

the state senate. In

several states include

California, Texas, and

Mexico, pro-choice

governors won over

pro-life candidates f»

governor positions.

Three pro-choice

governors lost their

positions. Nevada
passed an initiative

which guarantees It

abortions, and, in

Oregon, both pro-

choice initiatives wen

defeated.

M.

seeNARAL p.4 !plO<

Nevada-site nuclear test

ignites campus protests
CCAP sponsors candlelight vigil

test had just occurred but to ask

for their help in protesting it.

The phone numbers of The

Department of Energy and the

Control Room at the Test Site

were provided, and everyone

was encouraged to join

protestors nationwide in

calling, jamming, the phone

lines, and interrupting

business as usual.

This event precedes a much
larger anti-testing action to be

held on January 4th and 5th at

the Nevada Test Site. At least

ten thousand people are

expected to attend, some from

as far away as the Bikini

Islands (the site of hydrogen

bomb tests in the 1950's) and

the Soviet Ukraine, which

recently experienced the

Chernobyl disaster.

Nonviolence and

peacekeeping trainings will be

held on January 4th, and a civil

disobedience action will take

place on the 5th. This event is

timed to make a dramatic

public statement immediately

before the UN goes into session

on January 7th to vote on the

Comprehensive Test Ban

Treaty. If the Treaty is passed, a

worldwide ban on nuclear

testing would be enforced.

Greenpeace offices in every

major VS. city will be

organizing transportation to the

Nevada Test Site, and C.CA.P.

will collaborate with

Greenpeace to provide rides for

the Colorado Springs

community.

The Board
^What's Happening Around Here?

An alternative to mass pim
mailings, in cooperation^

with the College's

Recycling Plan.

Musical Notes
The Music Department, along with

Asian Pacific Studies and the

Leisure Program present D.N.

Shikla and Krisna Madehalli, who

will perform traditional East

Indian music on the Sitar and

Tabla. The concert is Sunday at 3

p.m.

Community Service
Volunteer Network is sponsoring a

February conference with the

National Student Campaign

Against Hunger and

Homelessness. Your creativity

and energy are needed! Call the

Center, ext. 6846, to volunteer.

Athletic Events
Men 's Basketball vs. Fort Lewis on

Saturday at 4 p.m.

Hockey meets University of Wiscon-

sin Friday at Saturday - Broadmoor

World Arena (7 p.m.)

Swim Teams present "Black & Gold"

tournament Saturday- Schlessman

From the Dean
Break the Dean 's Budget - take your

professor to lunch! Students on meal I

plans may invite faculty members

(and Deans) to lunch at no cost - just
j

go through the line in the cafeteria!

Dean Finley cites the only risk to the I

program as being "faculty getting

too fat or the budget too thin!

"

To get your activities or events on this

calendar, call Peter at x6675!
This board is a public service of Cutler Publications.

Publications
• Apply to edit the Catalyst or Tlie

Disparaging Eye second semes-

ter. Applications are available at

the Warner Desk and are due to

the Cutler Publications Box,

upstairs Womer Center, by

Sunday, November 25, at 5 p.m.

Please notice the deadline correction'.

Other Stuff
Nominations are being accepted fot

Honor Council Membership.

Place nominations in the boxes in

the Womer Center and the three

large residence halls. Call Sham

at x7538, Tom at 475-0763, or

Peter at x7109 for more informa-

tion. Nominations are due 11 130-
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nthony traces basis of Middle East crisis

r. John Duke Anthony/ one of the top experts on the Arab world,

,oke on Thursday to attentive CC Students, photo by Jenny Carchman

Marc Phillips

iff Writer

Many important issues,

lh domestic and intema-

nal, have fallen from the

es of the media in light of the

ent evenls in the Middle

st and surrounding areas

[here are mixed feelings

long the American public

jut the Iraqi invasion of

wait and the subsequent

tfoyment of American

ops in Saudi Arabia and

:r Arab nations. These

ings range from those who
we are getting into another

Ktnam to thosewho believe

\ must fight to protect our oil

iply. Some see the US.
ing its military muscle

lecessarily and others see

j's Hussein as another

ler.

legardless of one's opinions

the crisis, there is undoubt-

y a certain amount of

fusion in the minds of all.

i facts are sparse and
iear. Corning into contact

h several military cadets, it

ecoming obvious to many
'• students that the soldiers

itching to fight. The
,

ation is extremely volatile,

it lightly. Thus, it was

P appropriate that this

p Thursday at Eleven'

tered on the region of the
Idle East, its past, and its

rem problems.

*e speaker of the day was
John Duke Anthony. Dr.
hony is considered to be
of the top experts on the
b world. His credentials

include being the only Ameri-

can to attend the meeting of

the Gulf Cooperative Council.

He has lived in both Egypt and

Iran and has written seven

books on the surrounding

regions. He began by making

dear the distinctions between

the Arab world, the Islamic

world, and the Middle East,

often synonymous with one
another in the news and public

speech.

The Middle East consists of

27 countries. Of those 27

countries, 25 are Islamic, and

only 22 of those are Arab

countries. There are 1 billion

Muslims in the world, and

20% of them are Arabs. To
further the distinction, Dr.

Anthony added that 15% of

the 215 million Arabs in the

world are Christians. Thus,

although the Islamic world, the

Arab world, and the Middle

East are overlapping and

intertwined with each other,

they are clearly not one and

the same.

Dr. Anthony stated that

much of the current crisis can

be traced back to the Iran-Iraq

war, which ended in 1987. In

1986, after promoting sanc-

tions against Iran following

their refusal to accept Iraq's

peace proposals, the scandal,

called Irangate and

Contragate, surfaced, bringing

shame to the United States.

While the American govern-

ment had been telling other

countries to cut off ties with

Iran, and leading the armada

of ships designed to ensure

free navigation of the Persian

Gulf, it was simultaneously

selling arms to the Iranians,

fueling the war with Iraq even

further. The United States

attempted to restore its

integrity nine months later

when it supported a unani-

mous decision of the United

Nations Security Council to

call for an Iranian cease-fire

and a peace treaty between the

two countries. Such a unani-

mous decision had not been
achieved since the Korean

War.

In November of 1987, the

Gulf Cooperative Council

(G.C.C.) met, and several

landmark decisions have led to

many of the problems that

continue today. The Council

affirmed its support of

Kuwaiti's decision to allow

both British and American

flags to be flown on its tankers

as a way of protection. This

was the first time that outsid-

ers had been welcomed to

intervene in the region's

affairs.

Also, the council reinstated

the ties between other Arab
countries and Egypt, which

had been cut off after Egypt's

accords with Israel. One of the

most important and conse-

quential acts of theG.CC was,

for the first time since its

formation, to not rally support

for the Palestinian Liberation

Organization (P.L.O.) and

condemn Israel for its occupa-

tion of the West Bank. Within

a week, the bloody Infantadeh

began, as the outraged

Palestinians fought the Israelis

for what they believed was
their land. This continues

today, and a solution seems

distant.

By 1989, most countries in

the region had found more

peaceful solutions to their

problems. The Iran-Iraq war
had ended, a new association

between several moderate and

upstart countries, like Lybia,

was formed in attempt to cool

down the conflicts between

Arabs amongst themselves

and the United States. Saudi

Arabia aided war-torn

Lebanon in its struggle for

peace, and began talks with

several of the fighting factions,

the culmination of which will

occur next week. Another

cooling factor in the region

was the decision of the Soviet

Union to cut much of its aid to

countries such as Lybia and
Syria, claiming it needs to

conserve its resources and
develop itself. In summary,
the region of the Middle East

and surrounding territories

was relatively calm for a brief

period up until the current

Iraqi aggression.

On August 2nd of this year,

Iraqi troops streamed across

the border into neighboring

Kuwait, quickly establishing a

new government. Dr. An-
thony called the ensuing

occupation a case of 'Ali Baba

and the 40,000 thieves'.

Kuwait has been completely

looted, and the spoils are

mounting up in Baghdad.

Compared to the combined

forcesoftheG.C.C, Iraq

dominates the skies with four

times as many planes, and

controls the ground with ten

times as many tanks and eight

times as many troops. Thus,

Kuwait was no match for Iraq,

and the nearby countries are

equally in peril.

Dr. Anthony explained

several of the factors for U.S.

military involvement in the

invasion. During the Iran-Iraq

war, Kuwait and other nearby

countries aided US. peace

efforts in both sanctions and

air support for U.S. surveil-

lance planes like the huge

AWACSjets. When the U.SS.

Stark was recently hit by an

Iraqi missile, it was the navies

of these small Arab countries

who saved many American

soldiers from drowning.

These and other factorshave

created a sort of informal

treaty of protection by the

United States in the event of

aggression against these rich

yet feeble nations.

Although many Americans

feel it is George Bush who is

initiating the troop build-up on

borders facing Iraq, it is Saudi

Arabia and other neighboring

countries who are calling upon

the U.S. for military support.

At current troop levels, the

combined forces, comprising

30 nations, can deter further

Iraqi offensive. This multi-

national force, cannot, how-

ever, push Iraq out of Kuwait.

This would require much
greater US. aid and equip-

ment, and many American
lives.

Many of Iraq's justifications

were called 'disinformation' by
Dr. Anthony, implying they

were fabricated and are

completely false. Iraq claims

the need for an outlet to the

sea. Apparently, 39milesof

coastline have mysteriously

gone unnoticed by the Iraqi

leaders.

Also, debts owed to Kuwait
by Iraq were said to be called

upon, and the Iraqis felt those

who borrowed the money had
gone bankrupt and the

government was not respon-

sible. Regardless of the truth of

this claim, no attempt was
ever made to collect.

Thus, it would appear that

the Iraqi invasion is an act of

unwarranted aggression.

Even if this is true, one must
ask this question: Should

American soldiers risk their

lives to take Kuwait hick? Is it

worth it? Should we give up
Kuwait and beef up surround-

ing countries' defenses?

Dr. Anthony seemed to

support US. involvement.

Another frightening statement

of Dr. Anthony's was when he

announced that the compari-

son of Hussein to Hitler was
incorrect. He claimed that the

invasion of Kuwait was not a

beginning like the German
invasion of Czechoslovakia,

which led toa failed attemptat

appeasement and WWII. He
instead compared it to the

Italian invasion of Ethiopia,

which preceded the German
invasion. When besieged, the

Ethiopian ambassador to the

UN. pleaded to the council, "Is

there no one here who will

help us in hour of greatest

peril?" He was met with a

deafening silence. Noting this

lack of international involve-

ment, Hitler began his deadly

campaigns.

Is there another country out

there watching for a similar

lack of intervention in the

Kuwaiti crisis, preparing to

invade its weak neighbor

without fear of punishment?

Dr. Anthony seemed to think

so. While most people left the

talk less confused about the

facts, we were all even more

perplexed in regards to a

solution

XCA to elect new CC leadership next block
tara Talbot

I

s that time ofyear again—
CA elections! The Colorado

- _vemment
fons take place Tuesday,
ember 4th. Applications for

Jtiacy for the 15 positions are
"tole at Worner desk, and

"jgning will start at the

'g of next block.

A. President Mark Glaze
Plastic about the number
tients interested in running,

applications are not

due until the last day of this block,

a good number have already been

submitted.

Glaze predicts a large number

of candidates due to an increase

in publicity and the CCCA.'s
"higher profile." "Last semester

was an important one for us I

think we attracted a lot of

attention because we addressed

major issues such as the eight

block year."

This year's presidential race is

expected to be somewhat ofa

showdown. At least four students

have already expressed an

interest in running, a

phenomenon for which Glaze is

"anxiously looking for a way to

take the credit."

This year, candidates for

C.CCA. president will

participate in a presidential

debate open to the campus.

Cutler Board and the Political

Union are co-sponsoring the

debate underCCCA
supervision. The debate will be

held in GatesCommonRoom but

the date has not yet been decided.

The presidential debate is

designed to give voters a better

understanding of the candidates'

platforms than they have had in

the past College President

Gresham Riley has agreed to

moderate the debate. A panel of

four students involved in various

campus organizations will ask the

candidates questions. Afterwards,

the candidates will have the

opportunity to answer questions

from the audience.

In addition to the presidential

debate, all C.CCA candidates

will present speeches to the

campus on November 28th at 5:00

p.m. in Womer Center.

The GCGA/s Constitution

Committee has implemented a

number of changes in this year's

election rules. First of all, because

of problems in previous years,

campaigning on election day will

be prohibited.

All in all, the changes in this

year's student government

election are designed to

encourage more participation and

facilitate the election process.
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Cutler supports Decker after anti-Greek allegations
^"mux- r^r" ,. ...

,

... t«v,r:m>v« i nf a larppr.Greek-srjonsored rape-

Continued from page 1

Four of the five students

highlighted in the survey voiced

decidedly negative responses.

Complaining about the bias

with a strongly worded letter to

the editor in the following week's

Catalyst, Phi Gamma Delta

member Tim Coury echoed the

question many Greeks had. "Why,

if the subject of the feature was the

Greek system, was there no

opinion printed from a member of

the Greek system?"

White said that this was not the

only issue with which some

Greeksaredispleased. Bothhe

and Conroy claim that the whole

paper has "an anti-Greek bias.

There are anti-Greek undertones

throughout the paper. It has been

hard for us to get fair treatment

We're tired of the negative attitude

of the paper."

White, Conroy and others cite

cases where articles about Greeks

either don't appear, get changed

so as to make Greeks look bad, or

give the impression that the Greek

system is unpopular at Colorado

College

"Erst of all," said Decker in

response to those charges, "if there

are undertones which they feel are

unfavorable, and they ask me to

change them to favorable under-

tones, thafs nothingmore than

censorship. They're askingme to

commit the same offense they're

accusing me of, only in their favor.

As formy personal input, I

actually touch very few of the

articles we receive, and I don't

assign any. In fact, the editors in

charge of assigning "News" and

"Features" articles are both active

sorority members Second, if it

were true that I tried to putmy
own views into the paper, (with

the exception of reponses to letters

adressedtome) then maybe I

should be removed as editor. But I

don't"

News editor and Kappa Alpha

Theta member Jennifer Webster

concurs, "Whatever Al's views

about the Greek system may be,

they don't come out in the paper.

... I heard their (one sorority's) side

of this whole thing, and they were

completely out to lunch. It seems

like after the photo-opinion issue,

which was a mistake and a

misunderstanding, they (Greeks)

started seeing bias where there

wasn't any."

White was quick to point out

that the entire issue may be getting

blown out of proportion. "I have

to represent a lot of people who

are really upset" he said. "All we
want to do is make sure we get fair

treatment in the press, and many

people feel we haven'.t been

getting it Thafs whywe went to

Cutler Board. They told us their

position, and we have to live with

that"

When asked if he approved of

the petition, White said, "Asa

representative of the Greeks, I

don't support the removal of any

editor, and I wouldn't sign the

petition as it is stated." He also

pointed out that the Greek council

and those circulating the petition

are two completely different

entities.

The initiator of the petition, Phi

Gamma Delta member Erik Van

Bramer said, "We're fed up with

having no objective news outlet.

This is the most biased the Catalyst

has been inmy four years here."

Van Bramer wants Decker

removed from his editorial

positioa When asked who he

would have replace him should

the motion be successful,Van

Bramer said, "Preferrably some-

one who, if not a Greek, then

someone who is sensitive to Greek

concerns We don't want the paper

to be a Greek tabloid, but we do

want fair press."

Van Bremer's and other

Greeks' complaints began early

this year when a woman at-

tempted to have a story about

sexual assault run in the Catalyst

Decker says that at the time he was

eager tDprintsuchanarticle,but

after seeking editorial and legal

counsel, declined to run it on the

grounds that, as it stood, the story

could have been considered

libelous. The writer made no

changes and the story was not run.

That particular story, Decker

claims, was to be the cornerstone

of a larger, Greek-sponsored rape-

awareness movement

Some weeks latera story

appeared which recounted one

woman's personal experience

with aquaintence rape. Van

Bramer noted that, while the first

story (which was written by a

Greek) was cut, the second story,

which had in its opening para-

graph, "..J was raped in a frater-

nity house..." made print

When asked about the appar-

ent disparity, Decker responded,

"The second story was simply a

better story. It was better written,

it was sensitive, and because it

mentioned no specific dates or

places, and because the incident

happened some time ago, there

was no chance of it coming back to

the accused; she (the writer)

wasn't out to get anybody, so there

was no chance of us getting sued

for libel."

Although the petition has little

chance for success, it has madean

impression upon those people

involved withcampus publica-

tions. Some feel that a lesson has

been learned about the sesitivity of

campus groups and how they are

presented in the press. Others,

however, see in this debatehow
tenuous is our purchase on our

First Ammendment rights to free

speech and a free press.

Tim Van Liwen has been both a

Catalyst editor and a fraternity

brother.

)l<
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Abortion rights grot.

examines implicate

of last week's elect

Continued from p. 2

Next, a film entitled

"How We got the Vote,"

discussing women's peir

struggle for the right to JEcon

vote, was shown. The fi]j

described the time betw
B
^

1848, when women first

began to stage organized

protest, and 1920, when
j

19th Amendment gave

women the right to vote.

continued describing the

struggle of groups to

ERA amendment voted
|

to the Constitution.

The meeting ended wj

a discussion of the film

a brainstorming of plans

the upcoming months,

discussed how to incread

their visibility in the com]

munity, and how to gain

energy that their predi

sors had when they were

fighting for the vote. PlaS

were also discussed on

to tap into the high school

and teen-age pool, to

educate them, and draw

them into the group. To

give them an historical

sense of the struggle for

women's rights, and allot

their energy to give a

to the cause.

han

ibons-

:

«
lent;

do
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£ The Containers are Here!

Have youfound yours yet .
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.renHuber

Monday the Political Union

fcred a talk endued "Eastern

CmTransition: The Politics

gnomics of BuildingNew
^rnrnunist Systems." The

UwereBodin

^owski and Barbara

Pica, both
Polish university

^rsLewandowskiisa

|j sdentist and a former

!
ambassador to the United

in5.
Uberska, an economist,

^blished six books. Both are

ent guest
professors at The

ubl

idents were informed of the

ijed economic situation that

communist nations are

riendng in their attempt to

to the free market system,

was no longer any way
could be improved; it

jd'be necessary to destroy it

Jreate a new one," explained

;ka.

are two forces for change

I. One way to switch the

into a free market is to

ite a slow, gradual change.

option, which most of

was focused on, isan

iate change termed "Shock

ind began this therapy

n months ago. The first part

is program was the cutting of

ment subsidies and

expenditures, since the nation was
in debt This fiscal policy stabilized

the economy but drove prices up
as much as 500% to 800%. In

January the nation suffered 78%
inflation. To make matters worse,

money ceased to flow into

households.The government no
longer owned the factories, and

the citizens found themselves

without job security. Even if they

continued their jobs at the

factories, there was no guarantee

of product sale to the government;

this increased the importance of

the foreign market to the sale of

Polish goods.

Unfortunately the factories

producing expensive, poor-cjuality

goods, could not compete in the

foreign market (Communist

systems, according to the

professors, are not known for

creating strong work ethics.)

Therefore, the foreign market is

important not only in building

industrial capital, but also in

stimulating competitive

productivity.

Another deterrent to foreign

investment is the poor

infrastructure of the economy. The

banking and telephone systems

are severely archaic It would be

necessary to carry around

briefcases full ofmoney because of

the banking inadequacies. Only

recently has the banking industry

introduced the check, and it is

difficult to find a store that will

accept it The people of Poland

began to realize that the raised

standard of living that their

Western European counterparts

enjoyed was a long way in

coming.

The Polish people are very

patient and determined in their

endeavor. Unlike the Soviet

government the Polish

government has the full support of

its people The situation is

beginning to improve, because

some foreign investment hasbeen

attracted. At the present time,

inflation has come down to 3%;
other positive features include the

disappearance of the black

market lines, and shortages. The
professors could not give an exact

estimate as to how long it would

take Poland to complete the

transformation; they did say,

however, thatmore positive

results will start to be seen little by

little.

The talk lasted a little over a half

hourand was then opened to

questions Most of the attendants

of this lecture were from the

Political Union, which is a non-

partisan political education group

boasting an informal membership

of about two hundred students

The group is co-chaired by juniors

David Martin and Jody Shear and

often sponsors lectures, as well as

discussions, conferences, and

dinners

A book is a present you can
open again and again ...

Children's
Book
Fair

Worner Center
November 27 & 28

sponsored by

@©kstoir(
and

The Children's
Center

Handen offers suggestions to
make housing more affordable
By Kevin Murphy
Staff Writer

Steve Handen, a local

member of the Democratic

Socialist party, spoke

Wednesday concerning Ithica

Land Trust, Inc. The
corporation was established

in Colorado Springs in 1981,

and works toward assuring

the future affordability of

housing for low-income

workers.

"...there are some
things which we own,
such as a book or a

pair of skiis, and some
things which we hold
in trust such as the
earth, the air, and
water."

There are thousands of

carpenters, roofers, etc., in

Colorado Springs who do not

earn enough money to invest

in a decent home. They live in

dilapidated low-income

housing owned, perhaps, by

an out-of-state businessman

uninterested in the upkeep of

the house or neighborhood.

Handen presented an idea

that demands a review of our

attitudes towards property

and ownership: that there are

some things which we own,
such as a book or a pair of

skiis, and some things which

we hold in trust, such as the

earth, the air, and water.

The American Dream of

owning one's own decent

home is currently not

available to everybody, and
for these people there is a

Community Land Trust (CLT)

that permits those who earn

fifty percent or less of the

median income ($33,000 in

Colorado Springs) to be able

to buy a decent home. Ithica

Land Trust Inc., removes land

permanently from speculative

markets and holds land in

trust for future generations of

low-income buyers.

The CLT sets a few

provisions for its

homeowners. Owners can not

sell a house for much more
than they bought it, and they

can only reap the benefits of

increased sale price if they

personally made the

improvements that pushed

the price up. For example if

an owner rcshingles the roof,

he or she may mark up the

sale price, but if a ski area

opens in his or her backyard,

the price must stay the same.

There are certain benefits to

the buyers, such as lifetime

security and a stable housing

cost just as there arc certain

responsibilities of CLT, such

as financial counselling and

down payment loans.

Handen warned that we
should be careful not to

"muzzle the ox that treads the

grain." By this he meant that

we should not shun the

carpenter and other blue-

collar workers, but instead we

]^ouri{ain Chalet

Fischer E99 or Karhu GT
(1989-90 graphics only)

NNN BC Binding

Artex BCX43 Boot
Excel Arctic Pole

Mounting and Ski Prep

Total Retail:

Save over 30%
PACKAGE PRICE:

225.00

46.95

159.00

25.00

12.00

467.95

324.95

The NNN BC boot and binding system offers

the control and support of a higher priced

combination for less. A stronger pole and large

powder basket make this durable and versatile

package the perfect choice for hut trips.

Downtown by Acacia Park

633-0732 226 N. Tejon

CC's Outdoor Connection



What Have\6u Got
AgainstACondom?

The simple act ofputtingon a condom can save your life, if they're used properly

and every time you have sex. For more information about AIDS and condoms,
calll-800-342-AIDS.
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understands what I've lost

uwaih Refugee describes experience, emolions

ffien I was told that Carol West

s an American refugee from

rait, I expected to seesome
1 of television hostage: gaunt,

morally scarred,maybe even a
look to her eyes,

person who opened the

t none of these

Carol seemed

drugged, and had a

worldly air about her as she

talked about her experiences as a

global traveler.

Carolbegan her career much
like the restof us, going to school

at Boulder,and then teaching for

several years after graduation, "I

was sort of a closet international

person. I didn't reaUze how much
I'd like it Giving abroad), untilmy
first Peace Corps experience in

Jamaica, and since then I've been

hooked," she said.

Carol has made a career out of

living abroad for the past nine

years; she has been a college

counselor for the American School

in Ecuador, Brazil, and Kuwait.

"Kuwait was the first Arabian

country I'd ever lived in,. .. and the

people were very nice. It felt very

safe."

She found Kuwait to be a

country full of contrasts, where oil-

financed luxury automobiles were
parked next to camel caravans.

But, though Kuwait was rich, she

said, it was definitely not Western.

"The government," she explained,

" was very controlled," resembling

a "benevolent monarchy."

What struck her most about the

country was the demographics.

"Of a population of about two
million, only 28% of the

population was Kuwaiti. The

common thread that all of (the rest

of) us who worked in Kuwait had,

was that we were there to make
money." In fact, she says, when
Saddam Hussein invaded, most

Kuwaiti citizens were out of the

country, due to the fierce summer
heat "About the only people left

(during the summer)...are the ones

who can't afford to leave the

country."

I asked her where she had been
when Hussein invaded. "On
vacation," she said. But according

to Carol, that was a mixed

blessing. "Iam so tired of people

tellingme how lucky I was not to

have been in the country. Idon't

feel lucky at all."

All Carol had with her at the

time were simple traveler's

accessories; her life she had left in

Kuwait. "I've now been robbed of

everything I owned..and no one

understands what I've lost"

She would have preferred to

have been in Kuwait at the time of

the attack. "I wouldn't have been
in much danger, because Western

women were evacuated within a

month, and were allowed one
suitcase. But I could have chosen

what to put in that suitcase."

Aside from what was saved in

the one suitcase, though, everyone

in the country lost a lot 'Their job

is gone, their way of life is gone,

their home is gone..." she said.

"The foreign workers living in the

country lost the most. Not only is

their livelihood gone, but the

people back home that they were
supporting are crippled as well."

Given the loss that she suffered,

I asked Carol if she could tell me
what kind of an emotional impact

the invasion had on her. "I used to

be a really positive person. I

always felt there was a meaning

behind everything that happened,

and some benefit to be gained

from it I don't see how anything

good has come out of this, and I've

become very negative, and very

cynical. I don't understand."

I could see what she meant,

especially when she mentioned

the total lack of control she felt.

'I've never had things happen to

me that I had no control over, and

this was a situation where I had no
control...! did not like it." The
bottom line, she said, was that the

loss she and others feel can not be

repaid: it's too great.

Given the depth of feeling she

displayed about her experiences, I

asked her what her opinion was

on the various political remedies

for the gulf situatioa Should

Hussein be stopped and be forced

to pay for the damage he had

done, or should the country just be

given up for lost? "I really don't

know," she said. "I have friends

who are hostages..but it scaresme
to think of war."

She also pointed out that any
war in the Middle East would be

extremely lengthy and costly. Nor
did she think that economic

sanctions would have any real

effect. 'The Iraqis have been at

war now for years; they're used to

deprivation." Carol summed up
her views in this statement:

"Hussein must be stopped, but 1

don't know how."

Another interesting perspective

that Carol could see, due to her

three years in Kuwait, was the

inevitable conflict between the

Arabian and American ways of

life As the number of American

troops in Saudi Arabia increases,

she thinks the cultural conflict will

play a very important role. "In

Saudi there are no bars, there are

no 'women of the streef...these

things are not available. It's a lot of

people (Americans in Saudi), and

they could very easily offend their

Saudi hosts. It will prove to be a

very hard assignment for those

personnel."

So what now, I asked her. She

said that, for this year, she was
living by austerity and the

coupon-clipping principle

combined with the income she

receives from her position of

House Mother forGamma Phi

Beta. She is applying for a new
counselor position in Sri Lanka

—

"I've never been there!"—and

taking classes at UCCS in the

meantime.

Certain, however, is this- she

will never forget her experience in

Kuwait, and the effects will color

her outlook indefinitely.

)elta Gamma hosts dinner, guides blind skiers
Biet O'Brian

enteen years ago, a Blind

rogram was established

Colorado; the program
' blind people from
the world to

ience the challenge and
of skiing in Colorado.
ar, Ski Broadmoor

tented the same
>m for the visually
'ed people of the
[do Springs community.
30 blind skiers and 60
guides participated in

J>gram.

year, the Broadmoor

.
received 80

itions from people who
!'ke to be guides and it

to increase the number
'ally impaired skiers to
l

60.

Broadmoor is really
l8*ng people in the
]° Springs community
lcipate in the Blind
Program. Anyone who
res'ed can train to be a

', applicants are only
"^ attend a two-day

training seminar before they

can act as guides. However,

some of the larger ski areas

like Vail also require a

mountain orientation session.

Guides trained at the

Broadmoor will often make
plans with their blind skiers to

go to the larger ski areas so

that they do not have to be

trained twice.

Several members of Delta

Gamma have been trained as

guides through the Broadmoor
Blind Skiers program.

They work locally with the

children of the Colorado

Springs School for the Deaf

and Blind by taking them
skiing at the Broadmoor at

least once a month during ski

season.

In addition to spending time

with the blind skiers on the

hills, guides, and other Delta

Gamma members, host events

such as Blind Spaghetti

Dinners at the house.

Last Sunday, Delta Gamma
hosted such a dinner for the

families involved with the

Broadmoor Blind Skier

program. Several families,

YUM, YUM-D.G.'s Christine Valpey and Averil Rothrock enjoy a spaghetti dinner with enthusiastic

blind skiers.

Photo courtesy of Averil Rothrock

guides, and Delta Gammas
attended the dinner.

The blind skiers ranged in

age from 10-50 years old and
thus appealed to each Delta

Gamma present in some way.

Through participation in the

program, Delta Gamma has

come to appreciate the amount

of trust and confidence that

must exist between the skier

and guide before anything can

be learned or taught.

Blind skiing gives people

both a greater sense of

freedom and accomplishment.

If you would like to

participate in this program call

Averil Rothrock or the director

of the Colorado Springs School

for the Deaf and Blind.
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Denver's water shortage drains valley's blood
By Marina Lindsey

Staff Writer

Nestled in the valley

between the San Juan and

Sangre de Crista Mountains

lies a piece of property called

Baca Ranch.

If American Water

Development's proposal to

drain the underground aquifer

below the Ranch is passed, the

blood of the San Luis valley

will be used to rinse Denver's

toilets.

The San Luis valley is a

desert covered with chico and

rabbit brush. It receives an

average of severt inches of

snow and rainfall in a year. A
plush snowpack runoff from

the San Juan and Sangre de

Crista Mountains converges

beneath the valley floor, and

creates 2 billion acre-feet of

water. This aquifer is compa-

rable to the Oglalla Aquifer

which spreads from Nebraska

to Texas and nourishes the

farm land of seven mid-

westem states.

In March of 1986, Maurice

Strong, a Canadian financier,

philanthropist, and United

Nation's diplomat, formed

American Water Developers

Incorporated (AWD1). The

firm listed its objective as the

"water business" and stated its

intention to make the San Luis

valley "the water capital of the

country."

In December of 1986, AWDI
asked the state's water court in

Alamosa for the right to drill

100 wells, each 2,500 feet deep,

on the Baca Ranch, and to

pump 200,000 acre-feet of

water a year. Each acre

contains about 326,000 gallons

of water. The total acreage

would produce almost as

much water as Denver uses in

a year. Converted into urban

water prices, this amount of

water is valued at 600 million

to one billion dollars.

Originally, AWDI said the

water would be used in the

San Luis Valley to grow

barley, brew beer, heat green-

houses, and, in turn, provide

jobs. It is now clear that these

are no longer AWDI's inten-

tions. In the short term, AWDI
plans to lease water from Front

Range communities with

surpluses and re-lease it to

communities with shortages.

If plans the replenish these

surplus communities with

v/ater from the San Luis valley.

AWDI claims that the

original 1823 Spanish land

grant, which supersedes

Colorado water law, gives

them the right to pump and

use the water in the aquifer

under the ranch. They claim

that the water is non-tributary

to the Rio Grande and can be

pumped as long as the San

Luis Aquifer is not depleted

less than 1% a year. AWDI
considers the water tributary

to the Rio Grande, but avail-

able for beneficial use under

Colorado law.

Under Colorado law, non-

tributary ground water is

water "whose withdrawal will

not deplete the surface stream

within 100 years of pumping."

Also according to state law,

new pumping cannot harm

existing water rights. The state

engineer says that "all the

water in the valley is intercon-

nected. Pumping 200,000 acre-

feet would lower the water

table below many existing

wells, including those of the

Closed Basin Project."

There has been a morato-

rium on the drilling of any

new wells in the valley since

1981 because the state engineer

is convinced that new wells

f&
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will lower the level of the Rio

Grande.

The main surface stream

that is in question is the Rio

Grande. If the court rules that

the water AWDI wants is non-

tributary, then AWDI will be

able to pump the water

without regard to the rights of

senior water users, since those

users depend on shallow

ground or surface water.

AWDI has acknowledged

that its project will have an

effect upon the Closed Basin

project, a federally mandated

recovery system that presently

transfers water from the sump

into the Rio Grande to enhance

downstream water levels.

The project is essential to

agriculture in the valley.

Without this water, farmers

and ranchers would be re-

quired to reduce their use of

the Rio Grande and its tribu-

taries which they depend on

for survival.

AWDI's proposal will have

economic, cultural, and

environmental effects upon the

San Luis valley. Their plans

are opposed by almost every

organization in the San Luis

valley as well as by state and

federal agencies. According to

Ralph Curtis of the Rio Grande

Water Conservation District,

AWDI's plan "will put people

out of business. Farmers

won't be able to afford to

Markley wins $ 1000 prize

for research, involvement
Catalyst Staff

David Markley, a senior

psychology major is the

recipient of a National

Science Foundation (N.S.F.)

Incentive for Excellence

prize.

The $1000 award is

granted through the NSF
Minority Graduate

Fellowship Program, which

recognizes the work of

outstanding students in the

fields of science,

engineering or mathematics.

The program awards
fellowships to graduating

seniors and incentive

awards to non-seniors in

the same department.

In the spring of 1990, the

fellowship was awarded to

Michael Taffe, and he is

using it in his graduate

study in behavior and
physiology at the

University of California at

San Diego.

The Psychology

Department was informed

last spring that, because of

Mr. Taffe's fellowship, it

could make an Incentive for

Excellence award, and
Markley was chosen as the

recipient just recently.

Markley, a Phoenix, AZ.
native, has been involved in

several research projects in

the Psychology Department,

most notably Professor

Donald Shearn's project on
blushing.

He received a venture

grant to attend the Western

Psychology Association

conference in San Francisco

pump if the water table

drops too much."
The resulting industry

will enable urban users to

control the market. As Fred

Bauder, a local lawyer,

explains: "The free-for-all

industry will give urban

users the upper hand

because they can afford to

pay the most for water."

Studies show that farmers

can afford to pay, at most,

20 dollars and acre-foot for

water while urban areas can

easily afford 1,000 dollars

an acre-foot or more for the

same water.

For more than a hundred

years, the San Luis aquifer

has been the preserve of a

small community of farmers

and ranchers. The San Luis

is also a spiritual location

for various groups. Accord-

ing to Pat Caverly, a mem-
ber of the Sioux tribe: "This

is a very powerful area.

Spiritual guides move up
and down the Sangre de

Cristos and watch over the

San Luis valley." The land

below the Crestone Needle

is "neutral ground," where

tribes historically gathered

in peace.

The San Luis valley has

recently become a spiritual

dwelling for other groups

like the Carmelites, Hindus

and the Tibetans. It is

considered a place of

contemplation and rest.

These groups fear that

AWDI's plans will "drain

the power, if not the life, of

their newfound home."
In addition to threatening

the people of the San Luis,

AWDI's project threatens

complete destruction of the

Sand Dunes National

Monument. On the western

edge of the Sangre de Cristo

in April, 1991 to present the

results of his research.

He is also currently

involved in research with

Professor Douglas Freed

regarding gender roles.

Markley has been active

with several campus
organizations as well as

community volunteerism -

he has been a member of the

Student Development
Committee for four years

and is serving as publicity

chairman for DIALogue this

year. He is a tutor at the

Writing Center and
volunteers in the

Psychology Department at

Penrose Hospital.

His future professional

plans include a graduate

school with an eye toward a

career in clinical practice.

Mountains, the dunes,

to nearly 700 feet and

some 55 square miles,

inches below the surtj,

water. This water acts

glue, holding the du n[
'm

together, and keeps ra

from blowing across
I]

valley floor.

AWDI's plans woulj

"drop the water table

the sand dunes 215 f e(

Nature will not put m
water back there as

they take it out. TheJ

will disappear in our

children's lifetime," s

Dion Stewart, chairpet

of the geology depart!

at Adam's State Collej

Studies are being d(

potential changes in th

dunes hydrology been

AWDI's plans. Theq.

tion being researched! j"j

whether the water in
tl

dunes is the accumuli

of rain and snowfall,c

whether it is part of tl

Luis aquifer. Depend;

the results of the tests,

AWDI's operation cot

destroy the dunes or

little effect.

Why should we takt

chance? The San Luis|

become the target of

water pigs since the vt

the Two Forks Dam pit

posal was announced.

Misusing the San Luis

aquifer will destroy tl

fragile ecology of theJ

The plants will die am

animals will'be forced]

relocate. The people

area will be adversely

affected, and the Sandl

Dunes may blow awaj

The solution to Den)

water problems isn't

ing more water. Peopl

need to think about

of conserving

n

i. CONFIDENT POSE-Senior David Marklely recently recj

he National Science Foundation Incentive for Excellence a

Photo courtesty of College Rtj
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ZCCA finances,

nitiates programs
» Santiago

Foster

The Colorado College

ampus Association

fCCA) Council, student

vernment of The

jlorado College , bridges

udent concerns and
jministrative action.

The CCCA Council

ovides monetary support

variety of student

eanizations and

ograms, reviews and

isponds to student

incerns and desires, and

velops initiatives and

ograms to improve the

C. community.

he CCCA Council has

ovided money to ballast

ternity parties, RHA
'orts, MEChA's Fiesta Del

1, EnACT's Earth Week
ftivities, minority student

Tanizations' Rainbow
i, and The Misdemeanor

npus humor publication.

,ast semester, the CCCA
uncil founded the

udent Advisory Program
lich pairs first-year and
nsfer students with

ent advisors to

plement the faculty

ising program.

ia Crecelius, Executive

e President of the

I, described the

gram as "Upper class

idents befriending first-

years showing them the
ropes. It's an incredible

opportunity," she
continued, "I hope it

continues to be running
well in the future. I hope that

the advisees...utilize their

advisors."

The Council also waged a

concerted effort to increase the

level of student representation

on the Eight Block Year
Evaluation Committee
(E.B.Y.C). Additionally, the
Council has enacted and
funded much of the campus-
wide recycling plan.

This semester, the Council

continues to play a vital role in

student concerns.

Evaluting the E.B.Y.C's

recommendations, launching
a Winter Carnival in Feburary,

and aggressively pursuing
concerns about management
practices of Griffis-Blessing

Realty demonstrate the type of

initiatives the CCCA Council

actively pursues for the C.C.

community.

Mark Glaze, the CCCA
Council President, said of this

year's Council: "On the whole
we have done things to make
the Council more visible and
more of a force on campus."
To get involved in the 1991

CCCA Council, pick up a

Candidate Packet at Womer
Desk for the upcoming
elections.

Symposium attracts
speakers, entertainers
The 1991 symposium on

"The Future" will feature

nineteen speakers and

performers from across the

nation. These guests will

perform during January 7-

11. Here are some
intriguing tidbits on four of

the distinguished guests.

The Features section of the

Catalyst will print

introductions for the

remaining guests in future

issues between now and

Winter Break. Stay tuned!

Laurie Anderson
has delighted audiences

with her uncategorizable

multi-media

performances and
recordings since her

emergence in the early

eighties as America's

most recognized

performance artist. In her
hands, according to the

New York Times,

"...performance art is

often a virtuoso collage of

stories, sounds and
images snatched from
American culture and her

personal life."

Richard Bernstein is

a national cultural

correspondent for the

New York Times, covering

books, film, literary

criticism, and cultural

history as well as the

relationship between
politics and the arts. In 1980
he opened Time Magazine's
Beijing bureau, and later

published a highly praised
book on his experiences in

China, From the Center of the

Earth: The Search for the

Truth about China. He was

the Paris correspondent for

the New York Times from
1984 to 1987, and has just

published a new book
entitled, Fragile Glory: A
Portrait of France and the

French.

Barry Commoner, who
directs the Center for the

Biology of.Natural Systems
at Queens College in New

York City, was one of this

country's earliest and
most famous
environmentalists. For

over twenty years, he has
been a strong and
consistent voice for

ecological concern. His
most recent book, Making
Peace with the Planet, part

of a distinguished oeuvre
of books and articles that

span decades, has been
hailed as a model of

clarity even for the reader

who knows little about
science.

Gregg Easterbrook,
a public journalist and
Colorado College

alumnus ('76), is a

contributing editor to

Neivsweek, The Atlantic,

The Washington Monthly,

and The New Republic . He
has been a frequent guest

on national television and
at conferences, discussing

three topics for which he

has received

distinguished writing

awards: US
environmental policy, the

future of NASA in the

wake of the Challenger
disaster, and the

economics of health care

in America.

Three new ways to survive college.

Vx Maaiuosl) Classic

With Apple's introduction of three new
ladntosh' computer.' meeting the challenges of college
° lust got a whole lo; easier. Because now, everybody

" Ard a Macintosh.

Tlii ^>5ST8B1fWliliHT5gfaa is < >iu most

e rr. del, yet it comes with everything you need-
ling a hard disk drive.The l

-^

s color capabilities with affordability And the

J is per! J for students who need a
ptiputer with extra; iwer and expandability

No matter which Macintosh you choose, you'll

P? a computer that lightens your work load without

giving you another tough subject to leam. Every Macintosh

computer is easy to set up and even easier to master. And

when you've learned one program, you're well on your

way to learning them all. That's because thousands of avail-

able programs all work in the same, consistent manner.

You can even share information with someone who uses a

different type of computer-thanks to Apple's versatile

SuperDrive^ which reads from and writes to Macintosh,

MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple* II floppy disks.

See the new Macintosh computers for yourself,

and find out how surviving college just got a whole lot

easier.

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Womer Center

or call 389-6391

Jt I ne f"
m er t( ' be y°ur best™
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Senior Spotlight

Bond, Eule, Yates set high career goals

L

By Averil Rothrock

Staff Writer

Benton Bond, James Eule

and Dawn Yates are in this

week's senior spotlight. Just

completing their last C.C.

football season as captains of

the football team, these three

seniors have dedicated

themselves to sports and to

their educations at Colorado

College. In addition to his

involvement with the football

team, James has worked in the

Special Olympics, the football

coach search committee, been a

Resident Assistant in Loomis,

and is currently a Senior

Class Agent. Benton has

played baseball, been a

MERRY X-MAS-Playing C.C.

football has taught James
Eule discipline and how to

take hard hits. James heads

for medical school next year.

-Photo courtesy of James Eule

Resident Assistant in

Mathias, and is a member of

the Fellowship of Christian

Athletes. Daron is also on the

lacrosse team and is a member

of the Kappa Sigma

Fraternity. The following is an

excerpt from an interview with

the three:

How did you get selected

as captains?

James: The team votes on
it. We voted at the end of
last year's season so that

last year's senior could
vote. They announced it at

the banquet at the end of
the season.

Benton: It was an honor to

be elected by the team. It

was great to know that they
felt we could be captains.

How would you sum up
the season?

Benton: Real positive

things happened this year.

Unfortunately we lost a

couple of real close ones.

But we made a good
building block for the

future.

Daron: It was kind of a

new beginning. Of course,

the last game was a

disappointment and that

kind of shadows over you,

but the season as a whole

was very good. The offense

was better this year than

I've ever seen since I've

been here. We got a lot of

great players. In the next

few years it will be a great

team.

James: Within a few years

they will possibly be a

Division III contender.

How has the program
changed since you entered

as a first year?

James: Well, we have a

new coach.

Benton: The program has

been more intense this year

than it has been in the past.

Daron: This year we were
extremely dedicated,

extremely serious. Coach
Rundle does things his way.
Where [the previous coach]

was more open to

suggestions, Rundle runs

his own program and
knows exactly what he

wants to do. It takes more
.dedication to play now than

it ever did.

Did you play a role in the

search for a new coach?

James: I was on the

committee, with members
of the faculty and the Board
of Trustees, athletic

trainers, other coaches, and
alumni. We had one
hundred applications from
college coaches, high school

coaches, and semi-pro

coaches. We narrowed that

down to a small number
(under ten) and conducted
personal interviews. We
decided on that.

Benton: Each candidate

also met with the team.

Then the committee
received a recommendation
from the team and they

considered that.

How was college football

different from high school?

James: [brutally honest,

forgive the pun] The guys
are big, they hit hard.

Benton: You have to be
more dedicated to the sport.

In high school you can get

away without working out
and lifting weights. But a

higher level weeds out the
less dedicated players.

Daron: High school was
centered around hoopla.
There were tons of people
out for the game, tons of

people excited about the

game. Everyone knew who
you were because you
played football. C.C. is not

DIRTY AND
DETERMINED-Daron Yates

plays football because he

loves to. (He has even

missed block breaks for the

sport.) Daron plans to pass

on his enthusiasm through

teaching and coaching in the

future.

-Photo courtesy of Daron Yates

like that. You go out because

you love to play. You have to

be dedicated within yourself,

not because others are proud

of what you're doing. Here,

you love the game. It takes

more dedication definitely.

What has playing football

at C.C. added to your

experience here?

James: It's a good
complement to your studies,

because you have to be more
disciplined with time,

especially at C.C on the block

plan.

Benton: It adds a lot to your

character. To go out and be

competitive, to win sometimes,

to lose sometimes...

James: It's getting what you
want. You have to work hard.

Benton: Plus, it's a lot of

good friends. It's like your

own fraternity.

Daron: Ifs given me a lot of

close, good friendships. Thafs

the main thing. Because of the

dedication involved it helps us

an individuals, with

dedication in other areas of

our lives. It's also taken away a

lot of block breaks!

Have sports interfered with

your academics?

James: It makes it more
stressful, but makes you more
disciplined. "Interfered" is a

bad word. It's just that they

conflict sometimes. Overall,

sports and academics are very

beneficial. That's why I

wanted to come to a small

school. At big schools it's

either all sports or all

academics.

Benton: I do better with my
grades in season.

Daron: Yeah, actually I've

gotten better grades while in

season. Maybe ifs [attributable

to] the discipline thing.

During the season I know I

don't have as much time to

get things done. Out of

season I blow things off.

James, why do you want
to be a doctor?

It's a great profession.

You can make a lot of

impact. I'm actually

interested in research. This

-summer I did a lot of

research on brain cancer

immunotherapy. It's very

interesting. I like a

challenge. I want a field

where I will be constantly

challenged. Medicine will

do it. My father is a doctor,

and I've seen him doing it. I

respect that profession.

How have you found the

pre-med track at C.C?
Definitely difficult, but I

haven't found anything

that's been too difficult to

do. It's got to be what you
want to do. You can't just

be pre-med because of the

potential money. Biology

interests me. For the

MCATs I studied really

hard, eight to ten hours a

day, up in the mountains
until I went crazy. I could

have studied another block

and done better, but it's

give and take.

You've got to work hard,

but don't overwork. I did

pretty well. I have
interviews this weekend.
I've applied to a number of

schools. I don't really know
what I want in a med
school, so when they

interview me I'm

interviewing them too. I

think Washington
University in St. Louis is

my first choice.

Benton, what makes you
interested in being a

lawyer?

After doing an internship

at the courthouse

downtown, I really like

working in a courthouse. I

decided that that's what I

want to do. Plus I'm not

ready to get out in the work
world, so I decided I better

go to school for a little

while longer. It's not

looking like I'm going to get

into CU or DU, so I'll

probably go to one of the

surrounding states for law
school. I'm not sure where I

want to live, though I do
really like Colorado.

Daron, what axe your
career plans?

I'm a math major with an
education minor. I'm

student teaching at Palmer
High School. I plan to teach

in high school, and
hopefully go on to coach
both football and lacrosse. I

love both games and I'd

love to keep involved
somehow. Colorado is

where I'll be certified.

Especially here in the

Springs there are not too many
teaching jobs. I am definitely

going to apply to lots of

districts. I'll end up wherever I

can get a job. I definitely

wouldn't mind staying
j n

Colorado.

Do you have any thorn

on the eight block year \i:

the nine block year?

James: I was not here fo r
*

era. I was a transfer from

California Lutheran

University.

(Benton: He was a bad as

football player on scholars^

who decided academics we

important.)

James: I'm glad I transfer

Cal Lutheran wasn't that

unacademically sound. It w

the little things I didn't like.

Like the Los Angeles area.|

decided to come back to

Colorado—I love Colorado.

But with the nine block yea;

you could catch up. If

something happens wherei

have to miss a block, lik

to do last year when I blew

my knee, you're stuck.

Benton: The nine block ye

is important. It gives you (h

opportunity to take that on-

extra class outside your maj

Plus, I like being here durin

ninth block. The weather is

great and everyone is outsit

Daron: I just did a big

A DETERMINED GRIN-
Through dedication Benton

Bond has become a C.C.

football captain and plans It

attend law school.

-Photo courtesy of Benton Ba

survey on this in my
Probability and Statistics

course. I see the advantage

and the disadvantages. I

haven't been caught by the

disadvantages, such as not

being able to meet
requirements.

I got caught in that I hav^bsiti.

gotten the entire liberal arts

education, and in that as^

feel cheated. I enjoy the loflj

||
breaks, because it gives me

more time to earn money.
J

Symposium is a great ideat

no one takes advantage of it

including myself.

Being football players ft ||
Colorado, are you big

Broncos fans?

Benton: Yeah, definitely

James: Except that they

suck this year.

Daron: I used to be unf

this season!

ublii

iltur
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linorities are ignored at C.C.

/ Felix Sanchex& Kristie Lara

As ethnic minority students, wefeel the timelias come to

iress our disgust for the general apathy of Colorado College

idents and some facultymembers and administrators toward

le issue of minority affairs. Among other organizations, the

asureProgram and the administration try to promote ethnicity

« campus, yetwe find it very disappointing that they, along with

ie general student body, hardly attend cultural events. Since

iuch emphasis is placed on these events,why then the extreme

ckofgeneral-student and administration attendance at this last

leekend's superb MECha-Chicanosymposium? Seeing as how
lerewas little attendanceat this cultural event, whose main
Jjective was to educate everyoneon the history and future of the

licano people and not to fulfill beer-guzzling, thirstymouths, we
orderwho reallybenefits from this— ourown ethnic organiza-

)ns or theCC community. Obviously, we, the ethnic organiza-

>ns are the benefactors.

Concern of ethnic minority affairs on this campus is long
"adue; frankly, it is pathetic' We, minority student leaders,
1£sent these cultural events, in part, to sustain and develop our
•vnidentity.We believe the whitemajorityshould play their part

ling such essential events and thus, become properly

We are angered not onlyby this generalapathyand lack of

tendance at cultural events, but alsoby the "subtle" racial

^rrences onthis campus. Forexample, theNEWLY? created
"ation of Director ofStudent Minority Affairs occupied by Ms.
ocnelle Mason—should not have this position been created years
°' Mostrecently, the EthnicWomen's Alliance, a newly formed,
•CCCA chartered group suiting the needs of ethnic women,
italicized an eventand their poster was ripped down! In another

', some cowardly soul crossed out the word Chicano on a
kCha symposium posterand inserted the word "wetback!"

^ouslyhow open-minded is this liberal arts college?This
Mortal is only the beginning in ourquest to refute these

^ties. If they continue, theCC community can guarantee that

, as well as otherconcerned ethnic minorities on campus, will

* more direct action. Wearenotaskingforsympafhy. We are

"P'y addressing the blatant apathy happeningnow. Currently,

"^isgeneratingonthiscampusjifyou choosetoparticipate
aie fulfilling the liberal arts educatiortyou came here for, ifyou

"lotyou are missing out!

Cheap oil is the goal in Iraq
By J. Jarvis

We, Americans have been
witness to the largest

deployment of U.S. military

force since the height of the

Vietnam War, and, as of yet,

not questioned the Bush
administration's

justifications nor our own
apparent willingness to

follow the President's lead.

With 230,000 American
troops already in Saudi

Arabia and an additional

200,000 slated to go, is not

this the proper time to ask

why? Has Bush's rhetoric

been so convincing that

Americans now believe a

"naked act of aggression"

perpetrated by a Hitler-like

national leader is

reasonable justification for

war? Are Americans
prepared for the switch

from nameless, faceless

television carnage to scenes

of a war in which the death

of a brother would
suddenly make everything

so real?

To date administration

for military deployment has

been based on a nebulous

assertion that the U.S., as a

democratic nation, cannot

abide "naked" acts of

aggression. Is this reason

enough to deploy 230,000

U.S. troops? Almost daily

our government witnesses

worldwide acts of violent

aggression, and manages
not to interfere. When
members of the Zulu tribe

butcher members of the

Xhosa tribe in South Africa,

George Bush doesn't liken

Chief Buthulezi to Adolf
Hitler. When the Chinese
militia slaughtered students

protesting for democratic

change, Bush didn't send in

the troops; in fact, he

renewed China's Most
Favored Nation trade

status. Our administration

didn't even raise an

eyebrow as Saddam
Hussein used chemical

weapons to murder Iraqi

nationals. Where do we
draw the line between
aggressive acts worthy of a

military response and those

which aren't?

Are Americans prepared
for the switch from

nameless.faceless

television carnage to

scenes of a war in which

the death of a brother

would suddenly make
everything so real?

The Bush administration

has an obligation to start

talking straight to its

constituents. If war comes,

it's going to be over

economic stability, not the

restraint of non-democratic

aggression. The Persian

Gulf Nations control 70

percent of the world's oil

reserves, making stability in

this area vital to the

economic normalcy of most
industrialized nations. If

America is on the brink of

war only to protect our long

standing addiction to cheap

oil, then the President

should say so.

Has the horror which is

war slipped so rapidly from

our collective conscience

that we watch our troops

pour into Saudi Arabia, but

do not question why? My
generation has no

recollection of Americans
dying in battle. For most of

us, death is a bloody
projection on a television

screen; non-impacting and

meaningless. Have the

thousands of deaths we see

in the movies, and on T.V.

screens, lessened our fear of

death or merely instilled in

us a false confidence? It is

possible for us young
adults, weaned on
simulated violence, to wake
up and realize the

frightening position Mr.

Bush has forced our country

into? No longer should we
sit idly watching prime-

time cartoons and Jeopardy.

Now is the time to question,

and demand an answer as

to why America prepares

for war.
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lark Glaze clarifies his use of CCCA funds and discusses the Catalyst's objectivity

r Editor,

,
hesitate to begin a letter to

,
Catalyst with a phrase

iuding the word "editor"

•se days,
since to do so is to

bite the rapier wit of Alto

flLver me with an insightful

Lj considered response, but I

Wnk I'll give it a shot

nonetheless-

This letter has two purposes:

respond to Justin Blum's

,ry
regarding use of CCCA

^s in this issue, and to

OTss the
sort of journalism,

levvly
present at the Catalyst

I semester, which made the

iry
possible.

Initially, I should clarify the

iding policies of CCCA. Any
.gnization can apply for

noney to attend a conference

when they request their budget

(he end of the academic year.

CCCA regularly does so,

_ keeps a certain amount of

>ney in a reserve account for

s purpose, among others.

Money dispersed during the

ir, however, comes out of the

irial Projects account. This

ney has to be used for a

rpose which is of potential

lefit to a significant portion of

the student body. For this

reason, we rarely fund

conferences for single

individuals out of this fund, for

CCCA members or members of

any other organization, unless

there are circumstances which

make the trip worthwhile to a

broad number of people. This

was the rationale the Budget

Committee used in

recommending that the Council

not fund the trip, mentioned in

Justin Blum's article, sponsored

by the Political Union.

When I decided to use
the funds, I did so
without permission - an
authority which the

president usually has...

Had the Union requested

money for this at the

appropriate time, they could

have received it. They did not.

Now that that is clarified -

1

hope - I'll explain my use of

funds to attend a conference. I

made the decision to go based

on what I had heard about the

worth of the conference. Over

1,000 student government
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officials made the same
decision, and went to the

conference as well. This is

money which had been set aside

long ago for exactly this sort of

thing.

When I decided to use the

funds, I did so without asking

permission— an authority

which the president

traditionally has, and which has

been used numerous times over

the past few years. The Budget
Committee knew I was going to

the conference, but 1 didn't

notify the rest of the Council

until I got back, when I sent out

a memo which included a notice

that the Council would be

discussing the conference at the

next meeting.

Now here is where the fun

begins. My mistake was in not

simply letting the Council know
I was going, though I'm not

required to do so. I didn't see

the point of putting it on the

agenda until I had something to

say about it, so I didn't, and

should have. As a result of this,

and curiosity on the part if a

couple of people outside the

Council as to how this money
was allocated and why other,

similar projects weren't funded,

Council members were

concerned about the situation.

So, at the meeting, I took

questions, explained where the

money came from, and

apologized for not letting

everyone know in advance. I

repeatedly asked if there was

any concern that I had acted

unethically. There was none.

Two members of the Council

disagreed with my actions, for

different reasons. Marina

Lindsey has very distinct ideas

about what CCCA money
should be used for. She

routinely votes against the

Budget Committee and the

entire Council on budget

matters. I respect that

difference of opinion. Michael

Drennan and I have had a long-

running, relatively friendly

disagreement about a particular

section cf the Constitution. As

it is, he's the only one who's felt

strongly about his point of view,

and so we've essentially agreed

to disagree.

During the fateful meeting

Blum describes, we discussed

my use of the funds, and held a

complete discussion of the

convention itself and what I had
learned, all in the space of about

20 minutes.

It seems to me the entire

situation could be summed up
in this way: "the Council

president spent money to go to

a conference. He stupidly

didn't notify anyone about it

until afterward, so people were
confused. A discussion was
held, people's questions were
answered, and, for the most
part, people were satisfied. A
couple of people disagreed with

the action, because of

differences of opinion which
were acknowledged long ago.

End of story."

Sounds like a fairly typical

CCCA meeting to me. But it

sounds neat and controversial,

doesn't it?

This brings me to the

second part of this letter. I have

to ask this question: where is

It seems to me the

entire situation could be
summed up in this way:
"the Council president

spent money to go to a
conference. He stupidly

didn't notify anyone
about it until afterward, so

people were confused. A
discussion was held,

people's questions were
answered, and, for the

most part, people were
satisfied. A couple of

people disagreed with

the action, because of

differences of opinion

which were
acknowledged long ago.

End of story."

the news in Blum's article?

Before describing my
problem with the running of

this story, I should make my
bias plain: I think Editor AI

Decker, while being a very nice

guy, has displayed a pretty

scary lack of journalistic ethics

during his time at the paper.

This has been the case in a

number of ways:

—A headline a couple of

weeks ago stating "Efforts Fail

to Increase Minority

Recruitment" that a)was false,

b) didn't reflect what the story

said, so much so as to anger the

author, and c)seems to reflect a

dangerous desire to

manufacture controversy where

there isn't any. I think the story

was a good one - but it wasn't

packed with evidence of the sort

of nasty details and institutional

racism which Al clearly v 'ies

it was.

—Al's failure, despite 5

intense interest in the CCCA
story, to get a story written

about his own current dilemma.

Meetings have been held

between the president of a

prominent student organization

and members ofCCCA, the

Cutler Board President, and the

Board itself to complain about

Al's journalistic practices. At
the same time, a petition signed

by over 150 people is circulating

urging that he be removed as

editor. Perhaps I overstate, but

regardless of what I happen to

think of that petition, I believe

it's a news story. But Al hasn't

assigned a writer to it, because,

I'm told, there wasn't enough
interest in it and he wanted to

wait until the petition was
complete ... something which 1,

and I suspect he, doubts will

ever happen. A story will

finally be written this week by
someone who took it upon
himself to write one. The only

mention in the paper thus far

was in a letter in the Opinions

section from Al himself.

I think an editor has a special

status in any community. I

believe, as most people do, that

he ought to have enormous
freedom to run whatever he

deems important and

appropriate.

But with that status comes a

certain responsibility. The
responsibility comes not only in

the need to write fair stories, but

also to decide what's news and

what isn't.

The CCCA story is being run

despite the fact that it only

reflects a standard difference of

opinion on the part of a couple

individuals that nobody feels is

important enough to try and

hash out. But despite this, its

mere appearance in the paper

has the potential to damage my
reputation, and that of CCCA.

Editors who have an agenda,

or who are so eager to find

good, exciting, controversial

news that they're willing to run

things that aren't, by definition,

"news," are dangerous people

— particularly when their

standard is a double one.

I've essentially put two years

of my life into CCCA. I think

the Council has made vast

improvements in that time. I

take the organization's

reputation, and mine, very

seriously.

The campus would benefit if

Al felt the same way about his

own.

Sincerely,

Mark Glaze

Dear Mr. Glaze,

1 thought you would want to

know that some paranoid

lunatic has submitted the above

letter and signed it with your

name. Please let me know if I

can be of assistance in finding

the scoundrel who would write

such a biased, spiteful letter.

Yours in hope,

Alfred Day Decker
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Blum paints too bleak a picture

Our goal to increase minority

enrollment is a very important and

complex challenge forThe

Colorado College. Justin Blum's

two-part articleon the topic has

raised this important issue of

College-wide concern The article

also prompted responses and

some corrections from several

offices. The correct factual

information about financial aid,

recruitment, and retention is

available, and it does not paint as

dismal a picture as Mr. Blum

suggests. There are tangible signs

of good effortswhich were

overlooked in Mr. Blum's article

—

the proportion of College

scholarships and grants to

minority students is substantially

greater than the proportion of

minority students within the

student body, over $12,000 is

given annually to minority

students by faculty and

administration in monthly payroll

deductions, thenew
administrative staff position

implemented thisyear addresses

minority issues to the benefit of

minority students and thecampus

as a whole. The list goes on:

President Riley has made a public

commitment to the recruitment

and education of minority

students as one of the primary

issues of importance for the

College in its future priorities.

The attrition rate was reported

in Mr. Blum's article to be

estimated 8% for majority students

contrasted with a purported 50%

for minorities. Such figures are

dramatic, but inaccurate. It is

correct that the College "does not

have someone in charge of

calculating statistics" ifby that the

author meant an office of

institutional research. However,

the Registrar's Office maintains the

official records of all enrolled

students, and reports retention

numbers officially for the College.

RegistrarVan Horn clarifies the

retention rate is85% for all

students between 1987-89. For

minority students in that same

two-year period, it i/aries: Blacks -

867o, Hispanics - 82%, Native

Americans - 33%, Asians - 92%.

The minority student retention

rate has significant!}' improved

since 1984.

Specific responses to Mr. Blum

from the financial aid and

admissions offices follow, first, I'd

like to invi te all ofyou within the

College community to help

address the challenge of minority

enrollment 111 begin by posing a

more difficult and personal

questioa After researching and

critiquing the amounts of money

and the amounts of effortand all

the easily quantifiable aspects of

the issues, ask yourself, each of

you individually, what can you do

- personally - to assist in the effort

to attract and retain minority

students atCC? Ill make a few

suggestions to the student readers

for starters: you, too, could

contribute to the minority

scholarship fund either now or

when you're an alumnus;you

could attend and support

multicultural programming; you

could challenge, as Roberto Garcia

suggest, comments that support a

racist stereotype of CC. and its

community members; you could

commit yourself to the kind of

daily outreach efforts that would

help to make thiscampus a more

CC. does actively recruit minoritjKl

Letters

to the
Editor

comfortable place for our minority

members. You the students create

the social atmosphere described

by Cassye Milton as very

frustrating for minorities, and you

have the power to change it for the

better. Slanted and misleading

statisticsdamage the credibility of

the article, but let us all recognize

the importance of the issue Mr.

Blum has raised.

Laurel McLeod

Dean of Students & Acting

Associate Vice President for

Student Life

A report from from Financial Aid

We just read part two of Justin

Blum's article on minorities at CC.
We should all become more

sensitive about these concerns and

work toward solutions.

Unfortunately, the financial aid

figures quoted by Mr. Blum are

not correctWeknow statistics can

sometimesbe confusing— so here

are the facts:

1990-91 totalCC funds spent

on Aid Program; $6,134,497.

CC funds spent on hockey

scholarships: (5.1% of total)

$317X115.

CC funds spent on minority

students: (17.6% of total)

$1,079,454.

We hope this clarifies the

misunderstanding ofan imbalance

between hockey scholarships and

funds going to minority students.

Theamount of $12,150 quoted in

the article as being spent in

minority scholarships is the

amount of theCC Faculty

Minority Scholarship. This is only

one source of funding that is

utilized to satisfy the needs of our

minority students. If we have

anything to say about it, our

funding will always favor those

who have a legitimate need for

assistance to be here.

Thanks to you and Mr. Blum
foryour concerns. Now, lefs work
at solving the problems.'

Rodney M. Oto

Director of financial Aid

Nancy D. Kent

Associate Director of Financial Aid

To the editor:

Recently your newspaper

published a two part article

(November2nd and November

9th) by Justin Blum entitled

"Efforts Fail to Increase Minority

Enrollment." As disheartening as

it is to be reminded that "CC has

trouble attracting minority

students," we applaud Justin's

interest and willingness to make

public the "problem ofminority

enrollment" atCC Unfortunately,

the overall thrust of the article and

the patently inaccurate _

information places the Admission

Office on the defensive.

One of our colleagues, aCC
graduate and former attorney, tells

us that lawyers sometimes make

statements to a jury knowing

ahead of time the trial judge will

ask the jury to disregard the

remarks. However, we are fully

aware that it is difficult, if not

impossible, to "unring the bell."

Given thatwe are often the target

of choice for those who are

inclined to view CC. as

"insensitive" and "racist," we find

ourselves spending a

disproportionate amount of our

time trying to "unring bells."

To begin with, it simply isn't

conceivable thatanyone familiar

with CC's past and current

policies and practices aimed at

strengthening the quality and

diversity of our studentbody

would charge that the College is

not "actively" recruiting

minorities. The Colorado College

recruits, admits, and enrolls

students from many different

backgrounds. We deliberately

target inner city schools, suburban

and rural schools during our tall

travel.We schedule and make

visits to public, rjarochial and

independent schools. Our evening

information sessions, held

nationwide, often attract large

numbers of students from middle-

class and more affluent

backgrounds but others are

attended largely by students,

disadvantaged, inner city,

minority backgrounds. The

that 40 new Blackand

students joined us this fall

result of the College's strong

comrnitment to enrolling

students. That this represents]

"third lowest of the years 1975

is simpry incorrect

Also, it is grossly misleai

state thatCC's total minority

population is almost 3% beM

that of theACM consortium}!

one subtracted the Intematic

Student population from the

figures cited in the article, or*

would find that only 5 of the

ACM institutions better our

domestic minority enrollrnertl

Our enrollment of Hispanicf
Native American students nJ

first amongACM schools. H$

best recruit minority students

remains a high priority of this

office. We are still learning

our past 15 or so years of

experience while at the samel

giving careful study to devi

and testing new strategies.

Our staff will be the first to I

admit that simply recognizirJ

importance of a pluralistic ait

multicultural student body isi

sufficient enough for obtai

However, it is contemptible to

suggest (as Part 1 of the article

seems to imply) that the delitt

efforts on the part of the Colk

promote equal opportunity an

access to higher education for

students, minority students in

particular, has resulted in jus!

opposite. Regardless of howl

consurning or frustrating it m

be, we expect to "unring" ma-

more bells as the Admission!

team continues its "full-court-

press" effort to improveCD
minority student enrollment

Sincerely,

The Admission Staff

ye

ilBi

ffWrib

Justin Blum responds to the multitude of letters appearing above
Response to Financial Aid Office

JlUses

Last week's minority enroll-

ment story was not worded as

clearly as it should have been

regarding the amount of financial

aid available to minority students.

The mistake, however, is not as

blatant as the Financial Aid Office

implies. I should have specified in

the article that the $12,000+

1

referred to was in the form of the

faculty minority scholarship

money.

The figure Oto uses combines

this fund with the need-based

financial aid program. Although

my writing could have been more
clear, I was not misinformed; I

was simply referring to the

scholarship money that is

dedicated to minority students.

Thank you for making the

figures more dear than they were

previously.

Response to Laurel McLeod:

"The tangible signs of good
efforts" were not "overlooked" in

my minority enrollment articles

as Dean McLeod claims. Further-

more, the articles were not

riddled with factual inaccuracies

as she implies.

For some reason Ms. McLeod

has decided that I "overlooked"

CC's efforts to attract minorities.

I did not. I used over ten column

inches discussing the programs

to attract minoritiesCC that has

in place.

I suggest you reread the entire

article, Dean McLeod. You will

find that I discussed the new
administrative staff position of

Director of Minority Life. You will

find that I quoted President Riley

expressing his feelings about the

need to increase minority

enrollment. You will find that I

did not "purport" the minority

attrition rate to be 50%. Someone
I quoted did.You will find that I

also included the Registrar's

figures, and explained that

administrators I interviewed each

quoted different retention rates.

Dean McLeod, I suggestyou
carefully read both articles in their

entirety, and you will realize that

your letter is much more mislead-

ing than either ofmy articles may
have been.

Response to theAdmissions

Office:

I am not sure not sure what the

"patently inaccurate" information

is to which your letter refers.

You claim I saidCC is not

actively recruiting minorities. I

said nothing of the sort. Someone
I quoted did. That is an important

distinction. The person who made
the statement may define

"actively" differently thanyou
do. I suggest you write a letter

saying he is inaccurate.

I did not think it was "grossly

misleading" to include interna-

tional students in ranking the

Colorado College amongACM
schools Are international

students not full fledged minori-

ties? If they are not, why do you
combine them in your minority

enrollment statistics?

If one were to twist around

statistics and disregard v

minority groups, as you suj

one could come to the com

thatCC has the highest

enrollment rate ofanycoltejjj

the in the country.

And according toCC
professor Jeff Livesa/s

interpertation of admissions:

statistics, this represents the

lowest number of black and

hispanic students in the y<

1976-'86. In your letter, it

implied I stated this. I did

Professor Livesay did.

It would be "contempt!

suggest that the deliberate

on the part of the College

promote equal opportunity p^™

access to higher education fij Ip^

students, minority students' j^
particular, has resulted ini^ labi?

opposite." I did not even irtj fo^

that in my stories. I am son}' meiu
_

think I did.

I appreciate the amount 1

time the Admissions OfficeHit*
helpingme with the story-

!

regret yoi j felt the need to

recklessly criticize the story-

ofrr
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eltic trio brings the sounds of Eire to C.C.
aihaniel Feis

hether you're Irish,

I yuppie- type person

/s into Celtic music

use it's the cool thing

into, or someone wfco

Ornately likes Celtic

jC/
you might be inter-

Id [n this little concert.

oney, O'Connell and

\eare, if you haven't

sed by now, a Celtic

lotMip of the folk variety

niLch will be performing in

Tvery own Armstrong

f
,ll on November 17 this

«Wy year.

^»he concert is sponsored

Jfiur college's own radio

erjition KRCC, and tickets

idling for ten dollars or

I dollars for those of

ho happen to have CC
o obtain these small

s of admission, go to

relude, Independent

<rds, or the studios of

iCC.

lese three artists have
playing together ever

1984 or for about six

i, if you don't feel like

doing any mathematics.
They fuse contemporary
and traditional forms of
folk music in an Irish style.

The instruments used to

achieve this fusion are the
mandolin, guitar,

accordian, synthesizers,

tenor banjo, and tin whistle.

The El Paso Times said
this of their music: "mixed
among lively jigs, reels and
hornpipes is a message of
urgent authenticity.

Whether drawing upon the
stark reality of Northern
Ireland's political turmoil
or the flood of Irish immi-
grants fleeing economic
hardship to the United
States, the trio's music
proves life in the Emerald
Isle is not all 'Danny
Boy.'"whatever that means.
But you might wish to see
for yourself and discover a

whole world of Celtic music,
or maybe you might not
want to. Regardless, the

choice is up to you, after all

it is a free country or at

least it's supposed to be
from what I always hear.

IBrown

Writer

fcllo, kiddies. Ifs time for

weekly hit of Fifteen Min-
i

btelween light reading

pnenls for myNon-tradi-

lUses for Pre-neolithic

me Carvingby Women in

"^dass (Let those liberal

>onrollin'),Icalledthe

[Cityline. I figure this phone
l
sset up either for people
e a telephone, but no life

Wr, for people who can't

Ke the bigwords found in

'mance novels, or for

;youngsoapstone

'9s like myself,

'ay, dial 630-1111 on any
"lephone. This makes
»se becausemy fingers
9 *ick in those little holes,

''gas would go numb
%somuch,soIfigured
*>mg this touchtone thing

Feme. Livewithit
"Ky teU you what time it

* Press (temember, we
*g here) 1000. This gets
raglistof relatively useful

TObeeausethisistheol'

^Vo^alotta
~^re from news to

^ttomoreentertain-
Wbeingonewho prefers
"'"any things, I chose the
category.

I dialed the newsline once. It

was the day the Wall came down.
No, Roger Waters didn't die I

meanTHE Wall, like theone in

Berlin. Anyway, I called for news,

and the lead story was about this

guy thatwalked across a frozen

pond to save ducks. Now I have
no personal vendetta against

ducks; in fact, I like Daffy just fine,

though I do prefer Foghorn

Leghorn But he's a chicken

Anyway, the point is that they

talked about ducks instead of the

Berlin Wall. Iguessifyou've lived

in the Springs for a while, you're

used to this sort of thing. Anyway,
the ducks were rescued, and The
Ritz has probably served a few on
their tasty duck pizza appetizer.

Foghorn would never make a

pizza. The whole point of the

matter is thatyou shouldn't bother

to press 2. Instead, press 8 for

"more entertainment" More is

better.

Decisions-decisions. Well,you
have a few to make here. Being

the way-cool and ever-ahead-of-

the-game fellow that I am, I write

the ol' column onMondays, which
means that this information is

wholly outdated, though ifs

pretty irrelevant inany case. Soon
Monday, I had a choice of: 1.

Hearing tonights line-upon
KKTV,Z Kidsline, 3. Daily

Fortune Cookie, 4. Dear Annie, 5.

Topical Tidbits, 6. Hip Tip of the

Day, 7. VideoScene, 8. Whafs Hot
and Whafs Not, or 9. something
irrelevant and silly that I can't

remember, so pretend I never

mentioned it. Because the physical

plant came and removed the cable

I had spliced off the main line, I

didn't much care about tonighfs

tube schedule, but I'm always in

the groovy mood for a little

Kidsline action, so I pressed 2.

Kidsline sucked today,and
they pretty much told me that I

should read moreand watch only
cartoons on KKTV. I tried to

explain that there wasn't a whole
lot of info on Traditional Applica-

tions forModem Sandstone

Sculpting by Burly Men, but she
wasn't listening tome for some
reason

My daily fortune cookie said

that my bargaining position had
improved. Seeing as though I

want to start takingModem
Appliances from Moderate

Statesmen Scalping Barney Miller

for a T track two weeks into the

game, I thought this was wicked

killer.

The Dear Annie was entertain-

ing as always. Somebody from

Kansas wrote that he had to

choose between two women, one
with big breastsand small brain,

and one who is very bright but has

dim prospects for a chest He
wanted to settle down, and need

to choose. Annie told him to pick

the one with (no kidding) "big

boganzas" because she "is

probably a rocket scientist" Either

Annie is chauvenist snot or

boganzas are brains.

Anyway, the Topical Tidbits

said that there's a powerful

lobbying effort in Indiana to get

motels to put pamphlets about
how the Bible is a '"violent, racist,

and sexist fable.'" (I'm quoting a

quote.) These folks also say that

God is a "macho male warrior."

Notme. I figure that theguy who

saved the ducks is the macho male
warrior, and that the KKTV
Cityline is more violent, racist, and
sexist than the Bible. But I still

prefer Foghorn Leghorn to ducks,

so what do I know? I know that

ifsalreadyNovember and that the

yuletide is right around the comer,

so I needed to do Christmas

shopping for all my Indianan

lobbyist friends and Chappy
Channukah shopping for sundry
other folks. Apparently, genls, we
can all look forward to Elvis

cologne this holiday season.

Funny, I think of Elvis as a fat guy
in white polyester who can't seem
to stay away from laundromats

and Burger Kings in Kalamazoo.

But personally, if they've capture

the scents of "The Pelvis," (Elvis,

that is. I don't wanna smell like

anyone's.-uh "pelvis.") I'll wear it.

Also, they have T-shirts of the
woman who advertises for First

Alert. You know. She's the one
who says, "I have fallen and I can't

get up" with lifelike dramatism.

That ought to complete everyone's

winter wardrobe.

Well, KKTV hung up on me.

Happy dialing. And Bocttcherhas

band-aids available if your car or

finger gets numb. But there's a

limit of two per student per day.

What a way to hamper where
folks insert their digits. (Sorry, I

had to.)

Anyway, funk to the spirits of

gtooviness. I have to do that study

thang for Modigliani's Applica-

tions for Metaphysical Salesmen

Serving Bradford Massachusetts

Stay tuned...

Its the Wrong Way Up,
but it came out right
By Nathaniel Feis

Right when you thought

you should indiscriminately

and absolutely avoid all

electronic music, you have
to change your attitude. I

know your ears have been
force-fed the likes of

Depeche Mode and Erasure

everywhere you've gone for

the last several months to

the point that you're

personally planning their

deaths. But now, Brian Eno
has a new album out and
ifs even a collaboration

with John Cale.

Now here's a little

cultural education for those
of you who are not familiar

with either of these folks.

Starting chronologically,

John Cale was a member of

The Velvet Underground, at

least for The Velvet Under-

ground and Nico and White

Light/White Heat before he
left due to artistic differ-

ences with the other pri-

mary figure in The Velvets,

Lou Reed. Cale, of Welsh
descent, was, and is, an
avant-garde composer
when he hooked up with
Lou Reed to form the

group, which was originally

formed as a tour group to

support Lou's song "The
Ostrich."

Cale distinguished

himself as a creative com-
poser and probably the first

violist in a rock band.

After leaving the Velvets,

he set about producing

albums for the likes of the

Velvets' ex-chanteuse Nico,

The Stooges' first album,

cont. on pg. 18
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At the Brewery...
By AndyKane& Jon Feiges

Staff Writers

So there we were, going up that

one open lift at Berthoud and a 65-

year-old beatnik wearing a

Timothy Leaiy headband was

power-lounging next to us He

turns to us with a twisted grin and

starts rapping off at a feverish

pace about this party that he'd

been to in Mathias' fourth floor

suite

—

"..J mean it was like that scene

in Fearand Loathing where

Thompson does the

andrenochrome and blows a fuse

for about a week. I mean I woke

up on the Broadmoor tour bus full

ofOklahoma senior citizen's on

their way to have a peek at the

peaks of the this freakin' state's big

old mountains. I mean I just had to

get off that bus..."

Wei], we tracked down the

founders of that parry and invited

them to booze with us this week.

Kurt "Big Cat" Anderson and

Philip "The Joneser" Tschersich

have joined us to explore that

Oregon (Orygun, or is it Oragone)

favorite, Henry Weinhard's

Private Reserve. It used to be that

finding a CC. party-goer with

Henry's in hand wasabout as

common as finding Phil Brown at

a Grateful Dead show, or the right

size cup lid at Benjamin' s. Well,

since Henry's has increased in

local popularity, we felt it was

appropriate to finally review it As

for Phil Brown and Benjamin's,

well, some things never change.

Also, news from this week,

negotiations between Ann
"Republican" Kay, well- reputed

corporate raider and CEOof the

major conglomerate, "At the

Brewery," and officials at

Lockheed International, a

California-based weapons

contractor, report a large corporate

merger between the two factions.

This merger has resulted in the

subsidizing ofour subsidizingand

consequently, brew is no longer a

monetary worry for us. So, on to

thetasties.

The obvious first choice of

Hank's little beer bank is his

regular Reserve. "What a nutty

beer, holdsmuch promise"— first

words of the Joneser, native of

Hadley, (see The Caiah/st, entitled

"CC Parties Foster Episodic

Alcoholics," Nov. 9, 1990), is a

"episodic alcoholic" His retort to

this was, "right on." He gave it a

GP.A.of45.Huh?

Andy. Quick Jon, seize the

keyboard before that biased tree

hugger really cuts into our over-

inflated sense of rational control

under the influence.

Jon: The Henry's Dark is most

assuredly a robust brew.

Andy: Not! Ifs just red fizz.

Joneser: Neither ofyou have a

0-$nUHMeNtaKTMAfM^ ABOUT if-

£. AVERAGE BreW

4-qeeAr,V*f*tf WECOULP ^^^flh
&/£fcf PAT- «^

5- the TRA^fet£^te^lra^. or\fi\'$e&&.

Eugene, Or., who has been

drinking Henry's in excess since

bottlingnumber 94, and has been

saving that comment ever since.

Philip, was actually quoted at age

four as saying, "Golly, I haven't

tasted anything this good since I

was weaned." Big Cat mentioned

something about tongue orgasms,

and that if they don't sell it in

Minnesota, "there'sgonnabe

some ecotage on state liquor

stores." Jon and Andy had already

moved on to Henry's Dark, and

had palate amnesia about the

regular
—

"Nutty? He's been

watching too much David

Letterman." His typing skills

lacking from overzealous

consumption of the fine barley

cobestible, Jon's fingers slipped

(according to the Joneser) and he

only rated it a 35, speaking for

Andy as well. Sad, but due to their

low alcohol tolerance, and

subsequent altered states of mind,

Jon's typo went unnoticed.

Philjones, who according to Sara

Downtown by Acacia Park
633-0732 226N.Tejon

CC's Outdoor Connection

due. Ifs a variationon the celestial,

ethereal, toothsome, nectarous,

Henry's regular.

Jon: Robust? I mean like a

well-thick

Big Cat I don't know what

you're fighting about but Ann just

ordered us 'za and this tastes just

fine if you've had a sufficient

alcohol lube job. Just giveme
another, you butthead.

Andy Piss off, ifs not thick, ifs

just there.-

Jon: Well excuuuuse me!

Will this question everbe

answered, or should we just move
on to the real stuff, that "nutty"

ale?We have to rate the Dark

middle of the road, kinda

disputable beer, group consensus

put this beer at around a threeish,

and we'd best move on before this

gets argued anymore.

On to the Ale. Weinhard's

Premium Light Ale tends to be a

very light beer with a minimum
amount of a head, although that is

certainly not good in some context

OJC, brew fans, lefs go down to

the field and check out what the

quaffaletes have to say.

Jon: Well, here it

goes...(gulp)...Oh! (surprised

satisfaction).

Big Cat Very smooth, I bet it

would have a tendency to go

down even after a long night of

hostile Rastall dining.

Andy Grub! (Referring to the

newly arrived pizza.)

Arm: While the Brewers are

hoarking down 'za, I have a quick

ad: For all you car-less students, I

have a 1989 Hard rock Specialized

Bike for sale. It is white with blue

trim and it has a waterbottle,

holder, and lock and key!! Ifs

barely ridden, perfect foryou not

so tall male or female want-to-be

bikers. $325 or best offer, x7273.

Jon: Dis is not stinkin' sales

pitch, so "get off the baby-sitter

Joel," and lefs talk about beer!

The 'Ale' was most definitely

the best we drank tonight (was the

J

general concensus exceptk
Philjones who, for nostata

reasons, sides for regular,)

Incidentally, a Weinhard'
s

approved shrine has beena

in the Mathias four-westsib

where over 175 empty bom ^

"*"

(accumulated since first bb

the Big Catand the Cons^

Joneser) has arisen to Bab

proportions. The season's
e

is 500. Donations are heart}

Jon: Shit another sales
pjj

rate it

Philjones: 35.

Big Cat 4. Nice set there]

Cats!

Brewery consensus San[

High School football rules!

3.141659.

Well its been another cort

and deluded booze-festagi

Conclusions: People fromG

should not drink more bee

body weight Jon migh t haj

move there Andy and Kun

hate swimming tomorrow,

Henry's one flavor ata tirrt

Sunsets are meant for evert

not mornings.

The neighbors called the

Driviri 'n' Cryin'

Boy, the landlord's gonrel

pissed. -Ghostbusters

Dope will getyou throuj

ofno money, better than

will get you through

dope. - Freewheelin'

And this is your brain ont

with a side of bacon...

rid

tart

"i times!

I'Frarii

COUNCIL ELECTIONS

TUESDAY, DECEMBERS 1990

(YOU CAN'T WIN IF YOU DON'T RUN...)
An

THE POSITIONS AVAILABLE:

PRESIDENT
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

VICE PRESIDENT OF STUDENT CONCER
FINANCIAL VICE PRESIDENT

PARLIAMENTARIAN
10 MEMBERS-AT-LARGE

Questions... call Michael Drennan at x 7214.

Candidate packets are available at Worner Center n

Candidate petitions, with signatures, are due at nod
the last day of Block III (Wednesday, November 2

1

1 990) in the CCCA Office (Worner Romm 207).

It's

Co
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jambino's : tasty, inexpensive stutters
opular local resturant provides tantalizing Italian goodies tor

v Todd
Keathley Beverages: Full Bar its pizza crusts daily while ' some nizzas tPnH .„ h„ a „.
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, Todd Keathley

aff Writer

imbino's Pizzeria

Address Bambino's East-

,wer Plaza (southeast

jner of Circle and Platte),

0-8121, Bambino's West-

14 West Colorado Av-

ue, 635-1212.

Service:

Price: $$
Food: ***l/2

Atmosphere: **

Beverages: Full Bar
Dress: Casual
Delivery Hours: 11:00

a.m.- 10:00 p.m. Sunday-
Thursday

11:00 a.m.- 11:30 p.m.
Friday and Saturday

Bambino's Pizzeria is a

family dining establishment
that has become popular
with residents of Colorado
Springs. Accenting Italian

food and Sicilian Deep Dish
pizza, Bambino's prepares

its pizza crusts daily while
enhancing the dishes with
fresh spices and cheeses.

Although both restaurants
are out of walking distance
from the C.C. campus, a

visit to Bambino's is an
affordable way to stuff

yourself with tasty, inex-

pensive Italian food.

After investigating the
menu, my friend and I

decided to split a Sicilian

Deep Dish pizza. This rich

pizza is not overly greasy as

some pizzas tend to be, and
the crust is not doughy or
soggy. We both became
quite full after splitting a

"BEA PART OF IT ... TEACH"
We seek teachers with strong acedemic references,

extracurricular activities and enthusiasm for working with
young people. CERTIFICATION IS NOTREQUIRED

EES counsels and refers beginning and experienced
teachers and administrators for 600 independent schools
nationwide.

EES is the largest, and only non-profit, faculty and
administrative recruitment and placement agency.

For an application, call or write:

INDEPENDENT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
353 Nassau Street • Princeton, NJ 08542
(800) 257-5102 or (609) 921-6195

THERE IS NO FEE

-

An IES recruiter will be on your campus November 29 and 30, 1990,
Contact your career placement office to schedule an interview.

small with one topping.
Another recommendation
from the pizza menu is the
Chicken Delight. Ingrid
Emerick commented that

the Chicken delight is "very
good." The salad bar has
several variations of pasta
salad which are good, but
the key to the salad is that

all the ingredients are fresh.

your pleasure
I can recommend ordering a

small salad to complement a
pizza.

The atmosphere of the
restaurant in Old Colorado
city is a bit drab. I felt as
though I was eating in an
airport cocktail lounge
minus the mindless chatter

among frequent flying

businessmen. The service is

prompt and informal. I can
give Bambino's a strong
recommendation for any-
body wanting good food
either at home or in a

restaurant.

Reviewers visit the restau-

rant randomly, order directly

from the menu, and vay the

bill without informing the

restaurant of the intentions

for a review.

Opportunity

Knocks!!

fou can edit the Catalys
or the Disparaging Eye

Applications are now being accepted for the

second semester editorships of

these publications!

Here's what you need to know:

1. Applications are at the Worner Desk.

2. Applications are due Sunday, Nov. 25,

at 5 p.m. Turn them in to the Cutler Publica-
tions Box located upstairs in the Worner

Center (where the organizations boxes are).

3. If you have questions, call Peter Padilla

atx7109 or Mike Shaver atx7843.

Good Luck!

THANKSGIVING FEAST
$1 .00 PIZZA!

'It's Time for Domino's Pizza

\Callusat635-1511

Have a THANKSGIVING FEAST at Domino's Pizza!
Just order any pizza at regular price, and for only $1 .00 more you can get another pizza of

equal or lesser value! This offer is only good until Wednesday (11-21-90), so call us today and
have a

HAPPY THANKSGIVING!
M valid with any other offer. No coupon necessary;

"f
mention when ordering. Only available from

1 N
- Tejon location. Closed Thanksgiving Day.
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Eno/Cale
cont. from pg. 15

and the original envisionment

of The Modem Lovers, featur-

ing Jonathon Richman (of

course) and Jerry Harrison (ya

know, form Talking Heads).

Most recently, he reunited with

Lou Reed for a tribute album to

pop art guru Andy Warhol,

entitled Songs for 'Drella,dL

damned good album, by the

way. In-between these feats, i.e.

most of the Seventies and

Eighties, Cale produced a series

of consistently way-out-on-the-

cutting edge solo albums. Quite

a few of these, including Words

for the Dying, his album prior to

the Lou Reed collaboration,

were produced by another

established citizen of the avant-

garde.

This other musician is, of

course, Brian Eno. Eno started

out in Roxy Music as basically

the guy who made a bunch of

weird sounds with various

instruments. After two albums,

he left the group because he and

Brian Ferry saw the band as

going in different directions.

From here, Eno made a series of

solo avant-rock albums includ-

ing Here come the Warm Jets and

Another Green World. He also

started working with a whole
tribe of not-very-mainstream

artists. He and King Crimson's

Robert Fripp made a couple of

albums. He also collaborated

and basically hung out in Berlin

with David Bowie on a trilogy

of albums in the late Seventies.

In addition to this, he pro-

duced/co-produced three

Talking Heads albums and
made a collaboration album
with David Byrne entitled My

Life in the Bush of Ghosts. Also, he

co-produced The Unforgettable

Fire and The Joshua Tree for U2.

Lately, in his solo work, he has

been creating a series of ambient

sound albums.

But enough of that. Lefs get

to the actual album we're

supposed to be discussing. This

is the first full collaboration

between these two artists with

both of them playing, singing,

songwriting, and producing.

The name of the album is Wrong

Way Up and it is, like their other

albums, unique.

All of the individual songs

have basically different styles,

so 111 just go into a few of them.

"Been There Done Thar" is

basically power-pop. The type

of song that, were this a perfect

world, would be a number one

pop hit, but since this is not...

"Crime in the Desert" is kinda a

modem electric boogy little

song. "Cordoba" is a nice little

minimalist piece. "The River,"

the only song on the album that

does not include John Cale but

does include Roger Eno, sounds

like a campfire, round-up type

song that the Sons of the

Pioneers might have done, that

is, assuming they had come

from outer space.

Musically, it is brilliant

and the very identifiable

voices of Eno and Cale
mesh beautifully. Though it

is a different album from
most of the crap produced,

it is a far poppier album
than what one might expect

from these pillars of the

avant-music community.
But if you want to hear

strong electronic music by
viruosos, Eno/Cale's Wrong
Way Up is a good little

album to get your hands on.

This space could be
yours!

To Advertise ii

Catalyst, c

Stormy Weather
Nov. 27, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

Autumn Odyssey-Alaska to

the Keys
Travel Film Series mm
Nov. 18, 2&4.-30 pm
Nov. 19, 2&8 pm
Fine Arts Center

Drugstore Cowboy
Nov. 30&Dec. 1, 7:30 pm
Olinl

Corey Klaasmeyer or Peter Padilla

Catalyst Advertising

632-4999 or 389-6675

The Colorado College Symposium

"The Future"
i Future" has It all: the future of the family, the

I global ecological problems - how to meet future
I energy needs, the benefits and hazards of
genetic engineering, new directions In art, new
feohnologles In the media, the future of cities and
of racial America . .

.

We have Invited some of the most thoughtful and
prominent figures from the intellectual and cultural
life of this country to discuss and dramatize these
Issues for us: environmentalist Barry commoner;
Nobel Prize Winner In Physics. Leon Lederman;
Pulitzer Prize winning Journalist Clarence Page. . .

We hope you will Join us for the week.

.
January 7-11, 1991

The Catalyst will feature symposium speakers in upcoming issues.

Hair Designers forMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes, Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 9{. Tejon at Cache, La Toudre 632-s

The Collective

appearing at Poor Richard's
Thanksgiving Weekend - Nov. 23, 24 from 8-11 p.m.
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en go to nationals for first time in C.C. history
l^nEGiflini

Lst Saturday, the men's cross-

team, led by coach Ted

etumed to Waverly,

"for the 1990
Central Region

ipionships. Aftermonths of

tiody blowouts, the team

IHbly

awaited any physical and

Kal challenges that this Iowan

HLround had to offer. When

Bjjorited with the demanding

As of keeping track of one's gear

3 ^dressing properly, however,

Beam sorely missed the

Kcrt of manager Julia Ferguson

[assistant coach Charles

Qjn" Broshous. Despite these

ifficulties, the team arrived

mew-less intact at Godfather's

Ha, where master of intimida-

vvesome" Dawson Farr

Meed his craft on rival teams,

the invaluable help of wily

Paul Koch, morale

dizzying heights.

Rrre "the Torch" Pena, having

rered from the worstday of

!, led the team with both his

ice finish and post-race

ih of Coach Castaneda,

iting both maneuvers with

Ressive form. KP Judge and

igerous Dyslexic" Dawson

fflvved Pena to place eighth and

Meenth Jimmy "foe" Macken

ran like a true southern gentleman
to a 35th place finish. Freshpup

sensation Mark "Sleek Peer Sweet
ran an impressive race to complete

the lowestCC point total ever at

the Regional meet. James
"Sparkles" Rankin and Brian "For

the love of Libb/' Kates also ran

strong races to successfully blow
out the opposition. The entire team
ran season best times, with six

personal best performances; Pena,

25:41 ; Judge, 2559; Farr, 26:14;

Macken, 26-38; Sweet, 2721;

Rankin, 2734; Kates, 2737.

By taking fourth place, the team
became the highest finisher inCC
historyand the first ever to qualify

for the National meet. When the

dust had cleared, all that could be
said was "CC.yeah!" St. Thomas
defended its Regional title, with

Gustavus Adolphus and Grinnell

college representing the remaining

qualifying teams The individual

title went to Tony Every of Cornell

College. The men's team is now
looking for an explosive debut at

the National meet this Saturday in

Grinnell, Iowa, with legitimate

individual opportunities for All-

American (top 25) recognition.

This team clearly deserves a

heartfelt round of female Sumatra

orangutan mating calls to send

them happily back into battle!

|hipwreck and
rtal Error rule the

lolleyball court
Binet O'Brien

As the morning ofNovember
approached, the members of

Hafurians and Feral Error slept

Kefully as thoughts of winning

First Year Intramural Volley-

hampionship game con-

tl their minds...

fetal Error won't lose the

ipionship game becausewe
the Rastafurians earlieron
nil easily do it again..."

live me an R...give mean
reme an ...I just know that

m win tomorrow's game.
Error won't get lucky again!"

ie championship game began
110p.m. and it was obvious
t the first years were taking it

seriously. The first set was
ity Fetal Error, but onlyby a
five points. Thus, the second

i^ame highly competitive and
1 the fans began to voice their

•found anxieties over who was
5 to win the overall game:

tyre (Fetal Error) just taking it

on this game. Theyhave
gh skill to beat them (Rasta-

p" "Impending loss caused
^TOr to take a time out."
Brians triumphed on set two

P*OTeofl5£. The last set

f°rever to play, mainly

ff the teams had to start over
o a controversyover

*voUey. Hnall^aftermuch
* crampjonshipgame fuv

|f*
!tafurians: 11, Fetal Error

a super

game! When asked to comment
on thegame, Fetal Error team

members said, "We played tough,

had a great defense and we won,"

and "without Karch we wouldn't

have been able to do it!" After

much laughterand debating. Fetal

Error chose to confess that "the

only reason theywon was because

there was a six pack riding on it

"

(of Coke, that is 7?7?) Regardless of

what the true motivation was,

both teams played a super game.

The Co-ed Volleyball Champi-

onship game was much more
subdued than the first years' - the

team members of Arthur House

and Shipwreck held their positions

throughout most of the game,

called out to each other when
going out for the ball, and, in

general, were less spastic than the

first year teammembers
After two sets were played,

Shipwreck were declared the win-

ners.When asked to comment on

the season, Randy Poison said that

is was "fun and had a great end-

ing." Arthur House displayed

great sportsmanship when one

team member admitted they "just

didn't have the experience. Ship-

wreck outplayed us altogether.

We have no excuse." Obviously

Arthur House had some experi-

ence or otherwise they wouldn't

havemade it to the championship

game. The intramural office would

like to congratulate both teamson

a great season. May Shipwreck sail

on as champions!

On a chilly day in Wavely, Iowa, the men's cross country team bursts from the starting line. The teams'
fourth place finish extended their unprecedented season with this week's national meet in Crinnell, Iowa.

Women's cross county end
season short of nationals
By Maile Shimabukuro
Staff Writer

This year, the women's cross-country team kept up its outstanding
performances till the very end. C.C.'s top seven runners travelled to the
central regional cross-country championships in Waverly, Iowa on
November 10, where they placed 6th out of 21 teams consisting of the
best runners in the region.

As usual, competition at this meet proved to be fierce, but C.C.
worked together and came in steadily with a relentlessly tight pack.
Here, the true meaning of "running as a team" was revealed as all 7

runners crossed the line within 2 minutes of each other: first year Jen
Nesbitt placed 18th overall with a time of 18:56 min., a personal record;
first year Rebecca Felts placed 22nd at 19:05, a personal record; senior

co-captain Chris Morrison placed 30th at 19:23; sophomore Carey Wall

placed 57th at 20:05; first year Anne Kern placed 60th at 20:07; senior

co-captain Karin Boes placed 62nd at 20:10; and senior Meg Stiff

placed 94th at 20:56. CC's combined score was 187, behind
Concordia, Simpson, St. Olaf, and Carleton. Unfortunately, only the top
three teams from this meet go to nationals, thus making this C.C.'s last

competition.

Despite not going on to nationals, reflectively, this has been a season
of unprecedented success for women's cross country. C.C. managed
to surpass its previous performances at this meet by far, equalling its

best ever in 1987, where they placed 6th out of 21, with a score of 186.

In 1990, C.C. finished first in four consecutive meets, accumulated a
mass of personal records, enjoyed comebacks, recoveries, and tri-

umphs and took home gold, silver and bronze. Coach Joanie Schofield

and assistant coaches Theresa Ellbogen and Mike Webster worked
hard to make their team work hard, and without their combined effort,

such a successful season would be just a dreamlike, unreachable

vision.

Thank you to the coaches for their dedication and congratulations to

all cross-country women for toughing out the spectacular season.

When the run is done, the heart continues to fly!

Look out, Colorado College, for women's cross-country's continued

success in the future. Although we will suffer the losses of senior power-

houses Chris Morrison, Meg Stiff, Karin Boes, Tiffany Shipp and Liz

Arnold, the up-and-coming underclassmen are here to stay, and will

come back next year with a vengeance! Thank you, C.C, for your

support, and to the seniors: your spirits will always run with us.
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Hockey shows encouraging signs in defeats^
Look to improve record against Wisconsin in Broadmoorweekend gam?
By Chip Roehrig

Staff Writer

The Colorado College

hockey team saw their record

fall to 1-9 last weekend after

losing a pair of games to the

Fighting Sioux of North

Dakota in North Dakota. The

Tigers lost 6-4 on Friday

followed by a 2-1 overtime

defeat on Saturday. While they

lost both games, CC played

some of their best hockey of

the season.

On Friday, CC came back

from a two goal deficit to tie

North Dakota, 3-3. Ed

Zawatsky scored at 8:00 to

knot the score. However, the

Tigers could not forge ahead.

The Sioux regained the lead at

15:46. At 18:12, a fight erupted

involving CC's John Mooney
and North Dakota's Dane

Jackson resulting in the

ejection of both players. There

were twelve penalties as-

sessed, in all the Sioux

emerged with a five minute

powerplay.

North Dakota capitalized on

their man advantage with two

quick goals to start the third,

increasing their lead to 6-3.

Steve Strunk scored at 7:59,

but the Tigers could pull no

closer.

On Saturday, CC outplayed

North Dakota for most of the

game only to find themselves

in a 1-1 deadlock at the end of

regulation. North Dakota

wasted no time in the extra

session putting the game away
at :16 of the five minute

overtime period. When the

rebound of a North Dakota

shot was tucked behind CC
goalie Dennis Casey, the game
was over. Casey (0-3) was at

his best throughout the game,

making 30 saves.

"We played by far our best

two games of the season," said

CC coach Brad Buetow, I'm
real proud of our guys. They

worked hard and played well.

But you can't just play well

and expect to win. You've got

to get a few bounces too. We
can't seem to buy a break."

The Tigers will have a

chance to bid for a few breaks

this weekend as they entertain

the University of Wisconsin

Badgers in a pair of Western

Collegiate Hockey Association

games at the Broadmoor

World Arena. Face-off is at 7:05

p.m. both Friday and Saturday

nights.

The Badgers come to town
as the defending National

Champions. While hit hard by
the graduation of seven

seniors Wisconsin (6-3-1) is

still a team to be reckoned

with. Anchored by strong

goaltending and defense, the

Badgers are currently 5-3 in

league play. Their record is

good for fourth place in the

WCHA standings.

Wisconsin, led by former

CC coach Jeff Sauer, enjoys a

71-25-3 series lead over the

Tigers. CC handed Wisconsin

one of their nine losses last

season, 6-5, at the Broadmoor.

Wisconsin took the season

series 3-1

.

Look for a low scoring,

tight checking brand of hockey

this weekend. If that is the

kind of hockey you like; then

the Broadmoor will be the

place to be.

Edit ...

Influence ...

Edit ...

Catalyst ...

Edit ...

Control ...

Tiger Tales: Ed Zawatsky

continues to lead the Tigers in

scoring with 13 points (4g, 9a).

His team leading total is good

for seventh place in the

WCHA...Five Tigers are tied

for the team lead in goals.

Zawatsky, sophomore

blueliner Chris Hynnes, and

first yearsVShawn Reid, Steve

Nelson, and Jody Jaraczewski

are all tied with four

goals... .There is a three way tie

atop the WCHA standings

with Northern Michigan

Minnesota, and North Da; RAN'
all tied with 15 points...^

Dakota has played two i^

league games...This weelj

will be your last chance
to 95-^ ;

the Tigers in action until

December 14th. After this

series, CC heads to New
Haven, Connecticut for rjj

Yale tournament, follow^

away series versus Minn^

Duluth and Michigan Tech

Hf sa

Lee's Liquor
Marianne is back!

We would like to be your CC. Liquor Store

Again!

Daily Specials on Beer,

Special Prices on Kegs!

This Month: Meisterbrau 16 gal. - $27

Special Prices also available on Busch, Bud,

Michelob, and many other kegs.

(Some require special ordering)

Thank you for your patronage.

As always, we offer a discount with CC ID.

502 W. Colorado Avenue
520-9907

The Eye

Edit ...

Apply ..

Ihe fliooe Subliminal

Messages are 'Brought to ybu
by Cutler 'Publications, ybu

1)0 want to edit a
publication secondsemester.

applications are at the

Warner DeslQ They are due

on 'HpvemberZS, 1990. Turn
them in at the Cutler

'Publications lBc% which is

upstairs in the Worner
Center. Ifyou have

questions, callPeter at x7109
orMikf at i(7843.

coffees - teas - chocolates ~ <?!

Just 6 blocks south ofcampus
Acrossfrom Acacia Park

You'llfindKafiql

70 Varieties ofCoffe, Tea, Cocoa,

Espresso, Cappuccino, and ...

Hand-made Belgian Chocolates

Fresh-baked French Pastries

p/i/S Coffee, Tea, & Accessorial

e * to Take Home & Enjoy

3" Tables on the Courtyard & Fireside

£=? Great Music in the Background

So ... Meet Your Friends, Study??, or

Relax at Kafeo, soon!

121 East Bijou 632-6100
Monday - Friday

8:30 am - 6:30 pm
Saturday

9:30 am - 3:30 pm

The

^mcjvJk<L.
633-058*

IN OLD COLORADO CITY

PRIMITIVE & ETHNIC ART,CLOTHING « 7EWELRY
FROM SOUTH AMERICA , AFRICA « ASIA

2510 W. COLORADO AVE. COW. SPQS.
HON.- SAT. 10-6
SUNDAY 12-6

1

pWUllffllL'I

muVM

I
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4NKED TEAMS WIN IN NIT:

[„
Wednesday's NIT opening-round games: Kentucky transfer Chris Mills had 17 points as

jond-ranked Arizona scored a 122-80 victory against Austin Peay; No. 7 Duke beat Mar-
ine 87-74; Boston College beat Memphis State 82-78; No. 16 Oklahoma routed New Orleans

^5; East Tennessee State beat Brigham Young 83-80.

gW CONFERENCE BEGINS:

new basketball conference will be born Thursday. The Great Midwest - a six-school align-
.. - will be unveiled Thursday in Chicago. The members: DePaul, Cincinnati, Memphisent- "»"' ~ / ••'—"*&v - **"- "ituiw:i3. w:mui, v_incinnan, rviempnis

,le,
Marquette, St. Louis and Alabama-Birmingham. Organizers hope to have a commis

pr and a league office operational by Jan. 1 and to start playing a league schedule next

ason.

&ES, SABATINI WIN:

donica Seles, No. 2 seed at the Virginia Slims Championships, beat Barbara Paulus Wednes-
•, 6-2, 6-2. No. 3 Gabriela Sabatini struggled to beat Jana Novotna of Czechoslovakia 6-1,

1
7-6 (7-3). No. 4 Mary Joe Fernandez defeated France's Nathalie Tauziat 6-1, 7-6 (7-3) in the

ler first-round match.

CKER, EDBERG, SAMPRAS WIN:
Frankfurt, Germany, Boris Becker legged out a 4-6, 6-3, 6-3 victory against Andres Go-

ez in the $2 million Association of Tennis Professionals Championships Wednesday. Stefan

berg beat Andre Agassi 7-6 (7-4), 4-6, 7-6 (7-5). Also: Pete Sampras defeated Emilio Sanchez
64. Thursday: Gomez vs. Ivan Lendl, Becker vs. Thomas Muster and Agassi vs. Sanchez.

ACKHAWKS DOWN RED WINGS:
iBbie Chicago Blackhawks beat the Detroit Red Wings 3-2 Wednesday as Michel Goulet and

Bantisek Kucera scored power-play goals. The Blackhawks moved into first place in the Nor-
I Division with the New York Rangers. In other NHL games: Hartford 3, Boston 1; Toronto 5,

Washington 3; Pittsburgh 6, Winnipeg 4; Edmonton 5, Vancouver 3; Los Angeles 4, Buffalo 2.

'

ILTICS TOP HORNETS:
tarry Bird scored 45 points and the Boston Celtics survived a late Charlotte comeback for a

- fe-126 victory against the Hornets Wednesday. In other NBA games: Cleveland 113, Indiana
B; Miami 105, Dallas 93; Philadelphia 112, Atlanta 104; LA Clippers 108, Phoenix 102.

The DePaul University

I

Professional Master of Science

in Accountancy Program

1991 Liberal Arts and Sciences Graduates:

a special announcement concerning careers in business

specifically for Liberal Arts and Sciences students.

he School of Accountancy of DePaul

Diversity, Chicago, Illinois, a 75-year leader

innovative accounting education, offers to

lected graduates of prestigious liberal arts

id sciences programs the Professional Master

Science in Accountancy. This highly

mpetitive program is offered in conjunction

th the nation's leading accounting firms and

restricted to students sponsored by the

trticipating firms.

>e PMSA program begins in June 1991.

uniting for the program is currently in

ogress.

Ask About Our
"WINTERVIEWS"
Recruiting Event

December 27, 1990
in Chicago

The 15-month program entails:

- • immediate (June 1991) employment in the Chicago

office of a sponsoring accounting firm.

• an accelerated course of study in business and

accounting at Chicago's DePaul University.

Successful completion of the DePaul PMSA
program results in:

• A master of science in accountancy degree from the

Graduate School of Business of DePaul University

• Full-time business and accounting experience with

a major accounting firm

• Eligibility to sit for the C.PA. examination in Illinois

• Broad career opportunities and advancement in

professional accounting with your sponsoring firm.

DePaul
University

pore information on the PMSA program, contact your placement office or Mr. Terry A. Baker,

Ninator, School of Accountancy, DePaul University, 25 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois 60604,
',,e

2-S770.
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Women head to
Final Four tourney
By Ezra Spencer Bayles

The women's soccer team
moved into their second
consecutive Final Four by
defeating the Wisconsin
Badgers, 2-1. The win
avenged an earlier loss in the

season, a game in which the

Badgers won by the same
score.

The Tigers struck first when
senior Laura Jones pounded
one home, midway through
the second half. Wisconsin

tied the game late in the

second half. But junior Tami
Carteen nailed a penalty kick

with three minutes left to seal

the game.

'The women displayed

persistance and desire which
provided the momentum for

their well-deserved go-ahead
goal," said avid fan Jon
Whitfield. "Yep."

We wish them luck as they
face defending national

champion North Carolina on
the Tar Heels home turf.

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW
Men's Basketball

Nov. 17 Ft. Lewis Univ.

Men's Hockey
Nov. 16-17 Univ. of Wisconsin

Home

Home

Women's Soccer

Nov. 16 Univ. of North Carolina Raleigh, NC
(1990 NCAA Final Four Tournament)

Men's Cross Country
Nov. 17 NCAA Division III

National Meet
Grinned,

Iowa

gOINGJBROJW

t t

£ON'T WAR
FOR PERMISSION

lusT CHARGE: ir

ONLY $10
for postage and handling

of 11 issues of controversy
available at the CC Bookstore



Trying to stretch dollars when you're

computer shopping doesn't mean you're willing

to make sacrifices.

That's why you should consider

the new, affordable Macintosh*

Classic*computer.

It has everything you need-
including a monitor, keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes ofRAM, and
a 40-megabyte hard disk.Just plug everything in and the Macintosh

Classic is ready to run, because the system software is already

installed' And, thanks to the Macintosh computer's legendary ease

of use, you'll be up and running in no time.

Like every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of avail-

able appEcations that all work in the same, consistent way-so
once you've learned one program, you're well on your way to

learning them allAnd this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have
trouble sharing.The Apple' SuperDrive-standard equipment

Apple introduces the Macintosh Classic

with every Macinfflh-reads from and writes to

Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks,

which means you can share information with

\HiWa • „vi^ someone who uses a different

type of computer.

See the Macintosh Classic for

yourself. It'll change your mind about

cheap roommates.

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center or call 389-6391

f|. The power to be your best™
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en's basketball will tip off season this Saturday
|jCirk Solo

fading places may be an

JLriate theme for this

Irda/s highly emotional

Tjge match between the

j men's
basketball team

the F°rt Lewis Raiders,

years ago, Al Walker took

the head basketball coach

Son that was vacated by

[Cross who had accepted

Lad job at Fort Lewis,

^inherited a talent-laden

[i that
would open against

Jer squad that had little

Kt and even less athletic

By-
the first play of the game,

I Lewis connected on a

thunderous alley-oop, two
hours later the game was over
and Colorado College was
spanked 9545. Welcome to

college basketball, Coach
Walker.

Times have changed. Much
of the talent that Cross inher-

ited has graduated, and two
strong years of recruiting have
strengthened the Tiger line-up.

This Saturday at 4:00 p.m.,

Fort Lewis will get to play a

little game of Meet the Press in

the men's basketball opener.

Those providing the 94 feet of

full- court pressure will be a

combination of old and new.
Returning from last year's

team will be seniors Ken Last

and Cecil Slowers. Last, a 6'S

post player from Hurricane,

Utah, enjoys throwing oppo-
nents shots into the cheap
seats and capping off fast

breaks with two- handed
slams. Stowers, one of the

team's co-captains, makes his

living as a point guard. The
point position will be kept
busy this year with the Tiger's

run-and-gun attack.

Another returning co-

captain is junior Mike Shaw.
Shaw is known for his inten-

sity on the court and for his

well-defined body. An esti-

mated 15% of Saturday's

crowd will be there merely to

look at his gluteus maximus.

why
teach for
latnerica?
tchose to participate in Teach For America to go into an inner city area and teach
hitienis ofcolor as a teacher of color and to be a role model for students of color. I

mould like to go back to Brooklyn arid bringmy Teach For America experience back
form/roots.:

mVarryl Brown, Stale University ofNew York

[wanted tofind a way to combine all my different interests. I think teaching is a
wy J can bring together my love ofwriting, acting, dance, and history in the

kssroom. H also embles me to share all tneseinterests with the kids.

^Pamela Weymouth, Princeton University

fed that ifwe want to bnfrroveour society, then we must start with our youth.
ptey are reachable, enthusiastic, and willing. We must take advantageofthat
biergy.

IKtm Ktenier, University ofMaryland

Call Moniqtie at x7356 or
the Career Center for more information.

Applications are due January 4.

V
'£ DELIVER
TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS

Pheese & 2-items + 1 Qt. Pop

$Q.?9
||v/ plus lax

LOWE'S
PIZZA *-

635-5565
| FOUR LARGE PIZZAS

| With Cheese & One Item

I $10-95
I ^ plralax

I I MaorMalchl Double Cheese Exckided.

LOUKS TIZZX 1990 -Expires 12/2/90
J

TWO SMALL PIZZAS {

Cheese & Mtem + 1 Quart Pop

$7i49 II

t-OVKS 1IZZA 1990 •Expires 12/2/90
J

yLOWE'S TrZZA 1990 Expires 12/2/90 .

Try One of Our
Flavored Pizza Crusts!

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original * Sesame Seed
* Buttered * Poppy Seed
* Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at time

of purchase.

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday: 1 1 AM - 1 1 PM
_, Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight Jj

The majority of the team is

comprised of sophomores.
Aaron Tee' Greiss will see time
at all of the guard spots. He is,

without a doubt, the most
improved player over the

summer. After watching some
of his passes, many speculate
that he as eyes in the back of
his head. Rick Moor will

provide the air support again
this year with athletic jumpers
and rocking slams. Eli Haskell
will also be back this year,

spending most of his time
canning jumpers from other
time zones. Chris Burt will

continue to add excitement
with key defensive plays and
consistent jumpers. Jason
Valant, refusing to comment
about rumors that say he is a
photo negative of Michael
Jordan, will try to improve
upon the 22 p.p.g. average of

last year. He is also one of the

team's co-captains. Mr. Big,

Derrick Krenbiel will provide
the entertainment for those

who enjoy contact sports.

This year's newcomers
include Nick Mystrom, who
will be changing hats after the

football season. Tony 'Mo'
Valencia will add some

exciting offense at the off-

guard position. Also, watch
for his patented two-handed
reverse dunk. First year point
guard Montell 'Doc' Taylor
will be a blur at the point
guard position. Opponents are

expected to have a high lost-

jock percentage due to 'Doc'
Pat Jones will play at the

forward and center positions.

He is going to be a power as

the year progresses.

Another unknown player

has also been seen in practice

wearing rec-specs and playing
like a cross between Kurt
Rambis and Bill Laimbeer. He
is also expected to dress out on
Saturday.

To add some East Coast
intensity. Assistant Coach Joel

Schwartz was brought in to

replace Opie Taylor. Schwartz,
at 22, is one of the youngest,
and toughest, assistant coaches
in basketball.

One added incentive to

come to the game at 4:00 on
Saturday is that there will be
an opportunity to win a round
trip air-fare to anywhere in the

continental United States.

Come fly with us...

Cats hit the pool
By Graham Roy
Staff Writer

The Colorado College
"Big Cat" swim team hosts
an intrasquad meet against
alumni swimmers this

Saturday at Schlessman
pool.

Returning alumni include
All American divers Kris

Hammond and Marshal
Griffith. Melissa Mantak, a

CC record holder and
nationally known triathlete,

will also lead the alumni
swimmers against the

current Big Cat swim team.
The men's and women's
team will be split into a

Black and Gold teams for

the meet. Senior captains
Karen Nickerson and Tom
MacFarlane will direct the

Black team and Katherine
Aquavia and Chris Lorson
lead the Gold Team.

Events start this Saturday
at 2:00 p.m. and feature

freestyle, backstroke,

butterfly, and breastroke

relays, and three- and six-

meter divine.

,Hf COMPLEAI CAMFR

NINTENDO
Bay, Sell, and Trade

Frisbees, boomerangs, aerobies,

hacky sacks

Party games

Role Playing G board games

Puzzles, kites & gifts

Chess sets, Cribbage, Go
Man Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116
Open 7 days a week

Across from Poor Richard's
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Classifieds
•Guaranteed Scholarships.

Seven billion dollars is

available this year in schol-

arship and grant funds. No
matter what your GPA,
financial condition, marital

status, or gender is, you are

eligible for at least one

scholarship guaranteed! For

application send your name
and address to: Pettan

Scholarship Research

Center, 441 1 S. 40th Street,

Suite 1, Phoenix, Arizona,

85040.

•For Sale: Brand new,

never used answering

machine with remote

access. $50 obo. Call Jeanne

at 632-0375 after 6 p.m.

•Anyone leave a suede

jacket in The Catalyst office?

If so, call the editor (X:

6675), describe it, and it's

yours.

•For Sale: 1986 Raichle RX7
ski boots, size 11. Ext. 7369.

•Guitarist new to Colorado

Springs looking for musi-

cians/bands into electronic-

industrial dance music,

along the lines of the "Wax
Trax" or "Network" labels. I

have great equipment,

experience and contacts.

Call Rudy 260-1734.

Announcements
•Law Lecture: Students

interested in pursuing a

career in the law will have
an opportunity to hear from
Howard Kirshbaum, Justice

/o the Colorado Supremem
Court at the annual

Spurgeon-McHendrie Pre-

Law Dinner on Wednesday,
December 5th. In addition

to hearing Justice

Kirshbaum's thoughts on
"Law, Justice and the Legal
Prfession," students will be
able to meet and talk with

some local C.C alumni who
are attorneys and Judges.

The annual dinner is spon-

sored by the Alumni Rela-

tions office. Students who
are interested in attending

should call the Alumni
Office (X: 6776) to receive

an invitation.

• The Music Department
will sponsor the "Music at

Midday" concert on Decem-
ber 12 at 12:15 pm in

Packard Hall.

• Interested in chess? Want
to teach elementary stu-

dents? Center for Commu-
nity Service, call Kim
Grassmeyer, x6846.

•Flu vaccine available at

Boettcher Health Center, 24

hours a day - seven days a

week, except 12:30 to 1:30

p.m. (lunch time), $5 a shot.

While supply lasts.

•The Writing Center -

interested in becoming a

writing tutor? The tutor

training course will be

taught as adjuncts during

blocks 5-6 and 7-8. Please

contact the Writing Center

for an application and for

more information.

•Volunteer clerical assis-

tants are needed by commu-
nity Partnership for Child

Development/Head Start, a

non-profit agency that

provides comprehensive
child development pro-

grams to low income,

special needs and at risk 4

year old children and their

families in EI Paso County.
Duties will vary and may
include: updating files,

answering phones and
assisting with the enroll-

ment process. Typing is not

required. Volunteers will

gain valuable work experi-

ence. Training is provided,
and references will be
available.

J's Motor Hotel
and Restaurant

OH Campus at 820 North Nevada
Special Student Rates, including Utilities

& Satellite TV

633-5513

YEARS AHEAD
HAIR DESIGN

Unlimited tanning

$40 for 30 days
(oJtefatfiteOwJ3t)

15 % off with CC ID

118 NTejon, Suite 301 /T^C CCC')
Above Old Chicago's 0*?3-33*?Zf

•Trees for the Future, a

citizens' planting program,

is now accepting grant

applications for clubs and
organizations to conduct

tree planting. Trees for the

Future's focus is raising

funds that will be distrib-

uted to grant applicants for

the purpose of planting and
maintaining trees. All

donations to the non-profit

program are tax deductible.

Trees for the Future is

sponsored is sponsored by
the Springs Area Beautiful

Association in coordination

with the Colorado Springs

Park and Recreation De-

partment Forestry office. To
request a grant application

or for more information,

contact Mary Ellen McNally
at 578-6600 or 473-0241.

•The Doherty High School

Drama Department will be

presenting the comedy-
fantasy Heaven Can Wait
by Harry Segall. It will be

held in Doherty High
School Auditorium on Nov.
16 & 17 at 7:30 p.m. Cost is

$4 for adults, $3 for chil-

dren under 12. For ticket

reservations, call 520-2606.

For more information call

520-2629.

•Theatreworks will present

The Rand to Mecca, a play

by Athol Fugard, Thursdays
through Sundays from
November 9 to December 2

in Dwire Auditorium on the

campus of the University of

Colorado at Colorado
Springs. Thursday, Friday

and Saturday performances
are at 8 p.m. and Sunday
performances are 2 p.m.

matinees. There is no

performance on Thanksgiv-
ing Day. Tickets are $10
general admissions, $8 for

students and $7 for seniors.

Advance reservations, with

Mastercard or Visa, are

available by calling

Theatreworks at 593-3232 in

Colorado Springs.

•The Colorado College

Chamber Orchestra will

perform works by Corelli,

Faure, Haydn, and
Mendelssohn during their

Christmas Concert. Con-
ducted by Ronald Foster,

they will perform December
12-16 at 3 pm in Packard

Hall.

•Proceeds from a workshop
in the Iyengar style of

Hatha Yoga will go to the

Himalayan Childrens'

Fund. The workshop, taught

by Debra Ann Robinson, of

Denver, CO will be held on
Sunday, Dec. 2, 1990 from 9

to 11:30 a.m. at The Studio,

3020 West Colorado, Co.

Spgs. The cost for the

workshop is $15. To register

contact Josephine Lazarus,

719-475-9721 or 626-3652.

Mail-in registration should

rr

be sent to Josephine
Lazarus, 1516 N. Ro
Spgs., CO 80907.

•Delta Gamma will

sponsoring a "Beautify

Eyes" contest Noven%
16. The contest wi!

the children of the Cok
Springs School for the[

and Blind. Various
cain-

groups have nominate/
member to display his/i

eyes on one of the bull
E

.

boards in Worner Ce«t
f

The campus is encourap

to vote on who has the|

eyes by placing coins i,

which will be in fronto]

each participant's eye

photograph.

•Directed by Martha
Hopkins Booth, the Co|

(

rado College Collegia,

Musicum will play an

"Early Music for Chrisi

concert on December
pm in Packard Hall. W I

for voices and early inl

ments by Dunstable, Di

Ockeghem, Josquim,
Praetorius, Schiitz, and

Bach.

Jlmi

tea

rollmi

the b.

STOP!

Personals
•Jen R., I hope you hadKrad'

great week—get psycheT™

for Theta mom/daughiiWmati
revealing! You're aweseleven,

;

Love, Mom SveAch

•Hi G & G in S.F. HapMone
Thanksgiving from the«tutic

in Colorado!!

jP31

sand

lieys.

Before you make 2.000 copies of that flier to let the|

campus know about your event.

consider this:

Cutler Publications supports the College's New Recycling

Plan. As such, the Catalyst announces two new
opportunities to let the campus know about your

events and activities:

1. A new publicity forum - "The Board." Call Peter at

x6675 or get a copy of your "One Fell Swoop"
Announcement to The Catalyst, and

we'll get it onto this exciting new calander

(or into the Announcements Section)!

2. For those really important events, call Peter Padilla at

x6675 and place an advertisement. With new campus
organization rates, it's cheaper and more effective than

making 2,000 copies and having students just

throw your notices away.

3. Please use recycleable white paper in those rare in-

stances where nothing short of a campus mailing will do,

Let's work together to make better use

ofour on-campus resources!
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ffectiveness of Affirmative Action debated
cYVendy Anderson

(p Writer

..e continuing unrest about ethnic

fersity on the CC. campus raises a

liber of questions. What is the

^ge doing to increase minority

mllment? Are they doing enough?

ptcan the students do to boost

ailment or, at best, raise awareness?

Die base of these questions about

Irado College's recruiting and

mission tactics lies the concept of

(native action. At Thursday at

Jen, a panel discussion on Affirma-

Action, gave insight into what can

one to increase ethnic diversity in

itutions whether they be in a center

Taming or in the workplace. The
I; panelists discussed the effective-

land the need for affirmative action

mey saw the need from their profes-

sional and individual perspectives.

The first question in most of our
minds is, what exactly is affirmative
action? Rod Oto, Director of Financial
Aid stated that it is a process an
institution aggressively pursues in an
effort to seek minority individuals and
to extend to them the promise of equal
opportunity. Oto put great emphasis
on the idea of "aggressively pursuing"
because affirmative action is not a
subtle activity. Instead it requires a
dedication to amend the existing

structure through action and persever-
ance. The need for affirmative action,

Oto said, is to encourage and promote
diversity. Especially in an educational
setting, diversity, whether it be eco-

nomical, ethical or cultural, is an
important component to the learning

process.

Please see Action on pg. 4

Panelists Rodney Olo, Jim Miller and Diana Shuck discuss Affirmative Action at
Thuisday at Eleven, pholo by Jenny Carchman

Former faculty member feels

CC presence at time of need

Kident Giesham Riley is to begin a seven month sabbatical
"toby Jenny Carchman

jley takes sabbatical;

tonin steps into office
Justin Blum
S Writer

CC- President Gresham Riley announced this month
M ne will take a seven month sabbatical leave beginning
't year, during which Political Science Professor Tomwm will serve as interim president.

ey plans to begin writing a book on undergraduate
ration, write articles, and catch up on other reading
Wg his June 1st through December 31st, 1991 sabbatical.
he Board of Trustees announced that Cronin will serve
ey s interim replacement earlier this month. Cronin is

«itly on sabbatical himself at Stanford University's
°ver Institute.
In

convocation address into,

ler

partTesP°ndlnS more fully to currenrcritics of
graduate higher education. And in part developing

Please see Riley on page 4

4 Tuesday interview, Riley said he will be "develop-
trasj convocation address into...a book length manu-
ptmrr™"— ._

(The following is a letter to the

Colorado College community

from Professor Richard G.

Beidleman, who retired from the

Biology Department in 1988.)

When I was on the academic
firing line at Colorado College,

before retirement, but was
away on sabbatical leave, I had
a recurring dream. I would
dream that 1 had taken a

teaching job at some other

institution of higher education.

As I would be moving into my
new office (which invariably

was bigger than my old one in

Olin Hall), I would catch

myself muttering: "Why on
earth did you take this job at

this new institution, when you
had the best of all possible

worlds at Colorado College?"

Then, fortunately, I would
wake up and heave a sigh of

relief upon realizing that it

was only a dream, that I was
still on the faculty at Colorado
College...and it really was "the

best of all possible worlds."

My dream may seem to have
little relationship to my
eventual retirement (in 1988),

my wife's and my moving to a

new home on the Monterey
Peninsula of California, and
within a few days being hit by
a careening automobile which
killed my wife and seriously

injured me. But personally the

essence of the dream has

become more and more
evident as the days, weeks,
and months have gone by
since the eventide of August
15, 1990. It is an "essence"

which I think is worth sharing

with those who in one way or

another have formed an

Then, fortunately, I

would wake up and
heave a sigh of relief

upon realizing that it

was only a dream, that

I was still on the faculty

at Colorado
College...and it really

was "the best of all

possible worlds."

association with Colorado

College, some perhaps having

discovered this essence for

themselves.

Despite the fact that CC. is

relatively small, lacks a linear

accelerator and a football field

which will uncomfortably seat

35,000, has no Nobel prize

winners on its faculty, never

seems to have the particular

book you want in its library

(even though the book is

actually there), doesn't have
either enough minorities or

majorities for a well balanced

social or unsocial life, is

undoubtedly what used to be
called Colorado Women's
College, and perchance has

never been heard of by
provincials on Harvard Square
or in the shadow of Stanford

university's Hoover Institution

(where, however, CC. profes-

sor Tom Cronin holds forth on
sabbatical this fall), Colorado

College's sense of community
with respect to the staff, the

students, the alumni, its

"academic extended family" in

time and space— the quality

which down deep really

endears us to an institution—
does indeed transcend,

stretching from past to present

and from sea to shining sea. It

took a real-life nightmare for

me to fully appreciate this.

Now this past August when
I was in the hospital, I did

more than feel the "presence"

of the Colorado College

extended family. (He received

visits, cards, letters and phone

calls from many of his former

students and associates at CO
In what could truly have

been a nightmare existence for

me, these contacts by letter, by
Please see Beidleman on pg. 4
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Amnesty International

plans Human Rights Week
By Pam Uihlein

Picture this you just found out

that a group of your friends were

caught attempting to put on the

first annual wet T-shirt co-ed jello

wrestling contest in the infamous

Tiger Pit This scenario sounds

extremely funny, and fortunately,

the slightly confused security

guards only issued warnings.

Through all the fun and jokes,

it's hard to realize and appreciate

how much leniency there is in our

legal and judicial systems. If we
did a little soul searching,we
could all remember "various

crimes" where we got off scot-free

or with a little slap on the hand.

The freedom we take for granted

is something that Amnesty

Internationa] would like us all to

think about

Amnesty International is a

worldwide, non-political organiza-

tion created to protecthuman
rightsandaidin thereleaseof

prisoners of conscience through

letter-writing, petitions, and the

heightening of public awareness

Prisoners of conscience are people

who have neither used nor

advocated violence and are

imprisoned or "detained" by their

government for their beliefs, color,

sex, ethnic origin, or religion.

Despite the alarming frequency

ofhuman rightsabuses, Amnesty

International points out that there

are ways to make a difference.

Human Rights week, Dec 3-1 Oth,

is designed as a time to heighten

work to end human rights abuses

all over the world. The entire week

will center around International

Human Rights Day on December

10th, and to promote awareness,

the CC. Amnesty group has a

number of things planned like

movies, speakers, and activities

that the entire campus can easily

become involved in.

Throughout the entire week, AI

will have tables set up in Worner

Center selling merchandise, giving

out information and offering

everyone the chance to sign

peti tions to help free prisoners of

conscience.

-Monday, December 3rd, Jim

Carney will speak on the death

penalty at 630 p.m in Bemis

lounge.

-Wednesday, December 5th,

Mario Granados will speak on El

Salvador at 7:00 p.m. in Worner

212.

-Thursday, December 6th, Scott

Harrison, the urgent action

coordinator for Amnesty Interna-

tional, will speak at 7:00pm in

Gaylord Hall.

-The movie lineup for the week

includes

two showing of "Missing",

Dec 8thand 9th, both in the

Hshbowl(Olin).

Tuesday Dec 4th, "Voices of

Sarafina" at 730 p.m. in

Armstrong 300.

-A special concert Friday, Dec

7th by the jazz groupESP at 8:00

pm in Gaylord Hall.

-The "You Could Be Arrested"

program will take action on Dec

4th and 5th, which will prove to be

two very interesting days for the

CC campus. During these two

days, theCC Amnesty group will

try their hardest to show us just

how easy it is to be arrested in

some countries of the world.

Amnesty will be recruiting a

special force of highly trainedCC
"secret police" who will roam the

campus far and wide searching for

lawbreakers. Ifyou are "caught"

breaking one of our lawsyou will

be brandished with a bright

orange sticker telling all that you

have been arrested, and you will

have to serve the sentence of

wearing the sticker for the entire

day. There will be a set list of

"offenses" ranging from things

completely arbitrary like hair color

or soda choice to the actual re-

creations of real laws from other

countries like speaking out against

the government

-To wrap up the entire week,

on Monday, Dec 10th, there will

be a candlelight vigil for prisoner

of conscience at 6.-00 p.m. in Shove

Chapel. We urge anyone inter-

ested to gather together for this

special event

Amnesty's goal for the week

and these two days in particular is

to create an awareness of situa-

tions so foreign to our own that it's

easy to forget or not even know

that they actually exist We invite

you to check out the tables, sign

the petitions, listen to the speakers

and learn about human rights

abuses and most importantly, how
you can make a difference.

awareness of these problems and

Tom Cronin to sponsor all-campus forensics meet
By Sarah Hadley

Staff Writer

"Resolved: That legalization of

drugs in the United States would

be desirable."

Do the words Lincoln-Douglas,

Resolved, Topicality, Counter

Plan, Caseand Debatemake chills

run down your spine or bring

back amusing high school

memories? Or perhaps you have a

strong view about the legalization

of drugs that you would like to

share with the rest of the campus

but just don't feel like you've been

given the opportunity to express

yourself. Here is your chance.

Next week, on December 4th

and 5th, Thomas Cronin, McHugh
professor of American Institutions

and Leadership, is sponsoring the

1990 Intracampus Forensics Meet

In layman's terms a debate

tournament open to all interested

students.

For all ofyou closet actors,

Interpretive Speaking rounds will

be offered. All you need to do is to

find two or more pieces of poetry

or prose which are at maximum
ten minutes long including

introduction and transitions You
must hold the manuscript while

you speak , and stand in one place,

so that your voice and facial

expressions tell the story.

Orvou can enter the more

Extemporaneous Speaking.

Competitors will be given three

current topics to choose from. The

student will have thirty minutes

to prepare a seven minute speech.

Persuasive Speaking is exactly

what it sounds like. Contestants

will perform a ten minute, original,

self written speech which presents

an opinion. The speech should

either reinforce or change the

audience's beliefs

On a runnier note, one could

present a Humorous Speech. This

speechmust also be original, and

show good speech composition,

have a strong theme, and be in

good taste. Visual aids may be

used to help the message of the

speech speak. It is to be about ten

minutes long.

Lastbut not least is the Lincoln-

Douelas debate. The resolution for

of drugs. The first speech will be

allowed five minutes, followed by

a two minute cross examination

(OQ. The second speech; or the

first negative constructive (1NO,

will have 6 minutes, again

followed by the two minuteOC
The affirmative speaker will then

be given three minutes for

rebuttal, followed by a negative

four minute rebuttal, and ending

with a two minute affirmative

rebuttal and conclusion. Each

speaker will be given three

minutes preparation time.

So all you high school debaters,

here is a chance foryou to show

your stuff. The first two rounds

will be held in Armstrong on

Tuesday, Dec 4th, from 7:00-

9:30 p.m. Finals will be held on
Wednesday Dec. 5th, from

7:00-9:30 p.m. The best

humorous speaker and the

final LD round will present

their speeches at Thursday-at-

11:00 on December 6th. The
first twenty five people who
sign up will receive a free T-

shirt, and the winners in each

category will receive $50.

Plaques will be given to the

first, second, and third place

winners. All entries must be in

by 8:00 on December 3rd. If

you have any questions call

Marin Tengler at x7409 or

Windv Haddad at x7282.

Controversial Catalyst
vanishes from Worner
Editor questions unusually high rate of issue

consumption

u

By Justin Blum
Staff Writer

students may have
stolen large quantity

of the paper. 'There
Large numbers of the were two controvera

7\iiNovember 1 6th edition articles in that issue Z,
of The Catalyst were
stolen from Worner
Center, charged Edl

tor-in-Chief AI Decker
this week.

According to

Decker, there were
"about 1.000" issues of

the paper in Worner
Center bins Friday

afternoon. But by the
beginning of the fol-

lowing week 'they were
all gone, without any
left over—other people
noticed a sudden
disappearance by
Monday night. There
were many copies left

on Sunddy, but by
Monday they were all

gone,' Decker said.

Decker finds the
prospect of unusuolly

high demand unlikely,

noting that the papers
have never completely
disappeared by the
Monday following

publication in his

memory.
Instead, he suspects

issue,

one concerning a
dispute between the

CCCA President anrj

the Council over fund j£(

and the other had to

do with the Greek
issue. It's hard to be-

lieve thot people
connected with these

stories would take
them, but I can't thin)

of anyone else witho

motive to steal them,

Decker said.

But Mike Shaver,
President of the Cutis

Board, which funds 11

Catalyst, is not sure

that the newspapers
were stolen. "There

hasn't been enough
investigating done to

cry foul play," he said

Shaver said it wouk

be difficult to remove

the papers without

someone noticing. B«

he added that "it

certainly wouldn't be

the first time someons

ran off with The Cato

lysts."

Colorado College to play host

several festival of lights event!

f

Catalyst Staff

The Colorado College

campus is the location for

several of the Festival of

Lights activities this year.

On Thursday, December
6 from 3-5 p.m. there will be

an open house and carol

sing at Shove Chapel.

Special guests will be senior

citizens from throughout

the community, with Greek
pledge classes serving as

hosts. Refreshments will be
served and the Colorado
College Chorale will lead

the group in carols at 3:30.

This event is being spon-

sored by the Chaplain's

Office, Center for Commu-
nity Service, the Greek

Chorale.

On Saturday, Decei

at 1 p.m. on Washburn

Field, there will be a K

of a popular event fron

year. Santa and two el*

will parachute onto th]

field to greet local chili

Clowns and other surf:

will entertain the cros

until "the jump." The

class is hosting this e«

The Festival of Light

parade takes place on

Saturday night. Deceit

at 6 p.m. For the first

the College will have

entry in the parade: th

cheerleaders and the

will encourage the cro'

cheer for our winter sp

The parade route is all

Tejon from St. Vrain »

Vermijo, over to Casci

then back to St. Vrain.

Zoo and the cheerlead

are responsible for tW

activity.

Festival of Lights is

week-long celebration

season sponsored by

town, Inc. Many busy

and organizations

ute to and create this

of festivities. Overa"

sponsibility for the

College's involvemei*

College Relations Off
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ow war torn and looted Kuwait once
Carol West

,.,!,,,

(Carol West was a counselor at

L Universal American School in

!t
l Kuwait and lived in Kuwait for

gee years. She is currently House

K^tor ofGamma Phi Beta.)

I"Kuwait. Population approxi-

ilely
2.0 million. Area of 6800

uare miles
making it slighUy

Bjler thanNew Jersey. Located

[he north
end of the Persian Gulf

Ihe Middle
East The country is

j very
hot,and very dry."

Before the August 2 Iraqi

asion of Kuwait, this data from

j

World Almanac was probably

e information than most

rjple knew aboutKuwait Since

n the news media has provided

with on-the-spot reports as to

current situation in this tenuous

t of the world. We are told that

wait has been looted on a

ndiose scale and that even stop

its have been uplifted and taken

to Iraq.We see camels and tanks
coexisting in the Arabian desert
We see empty streets and shells of

buildings in Kuwait Gty making
it difficult to believe that this was
a bustling commercial center only
a few months ago. One facet of

Kuwait thatwe do not see is the

shopping mecca that was Kuwait
prior to August 2.

Kuwait was one of the four

wealthiest countries in the world,

according to a recentUN report
What further sign of the affluence

ofKuwait than the statistic of

having one television set for every
2.4 persons, surpassed onlyby
ourown television-oriented

American society that has one
television for every 13 persons?

Nothing of note was manufac-
tured in Kuwait so imports from
all over the world were available

in abundance.

Kuwait was a shopper's

paradise The traffic in the shops

and stores was as heavy as the

traffic in the streets. In Safeway,

one could fill up the grocery cart

with products from all over the

world, including stellar American
products such as Skippy peanut
butter, Fritoes, Oscar Meyer hot
dogs, and Snickers. All that was
missingon those internationally-

laden shelves was liquor and pork
products.

The shopping areas were as

varied in nature as were the

products available. Ultra-modem
shopping centerswere filled with
trendyboutiques offering a
myriad ofconsumer products.

France exported some $20 million

in perfume each year to Kuwait.
Veiled women dad from head to

toe in black gowns walking in

spike heels strolled by window
displays of women's elegant

The Catalyst/Page 3

a shoppers' paradise
souk (market/shopping area) were buy. You could just take a look
anopbonThesunreflecfingoffof take a picture, and take a ride

'

wmdowsfullofgoldinthemany Even the shopping desires for
gold shops was an awesome visual the person looking for money
assaultandwouldloosenthepurse could be met. One had only to visit
strings of even the most parsimoni- one of the many money stons and
ous window stopper. VCR's, audio there was instant access to
equipment, TV's, and cameras were currencies from all over the world
literally bursting from the shelves in and sometimes at very favorable
shops. Priceson all weregood as a exchange rates,
resultof a tax-free economy but
bargaining for a "discount" was
expected.

Even more traditional was the

Friday souk. This was weekend
shopping at its finest conducted ii

large parking lot Here one could
not only find ethnic carpets and
copper works, but also camel bags, money out of the pocket would be

Shopping was only one aspect

of the extensive commercial
activities in Kuwait but ofmore
interest to the casual resident than

were the revenues from oil and
investments. To stop in Kuwait
was a source of entertainment and,

more often than not, pulling

furniture, and the latest in counter-

feit Benetton clothing.

For the shopper looking for

something a little more alive, there

done with a smile rather than a

grimace. Stopping has been
cancelled in Kuwait for the time

being but that great Kuwaiti

If chic glitz was not one's bag
the exotic smells and sights of the

was always the camel souk outside tradition of what do you want to
oftownwithlolsfullofcamelsofall buy, and tow much will you pay
sizes for sale. You didn't have to is merely dormant, not extinct

„ ^ .„ uiiiuLi^ iii 'i i ii.nil I UK L'MMlCl

ronin enthusiastic about interim presidency as Riley prepares to leave for sebaticalev,frompagel education is much healthier than years as President. rm ™imin„ JJZLJ1. ,. '
WUU"^UI

ey, from page 1

own analysis of the current

; of undergraduate education.

naddition, I shall continue to

nite some shorter pieces on First

lendment rights."

(Vhen asked about the nature

lis planned book, Riley said:

e basic thesis is that the state of

rent undergraduate higher

education is much healthier than
the current way critics would
have us believe, and I will

elaborate that theme in a variety

of ways."

Riley is not sure he will be
able to finish thebook in seven

months. Tm not planning on
working the same 'round the

clock hours that I have for 10

P

years as President Tm not going
to kill myself with a heavy work
regimen," he said.

Cronin is pleased with the

decision that he will serve as

President. 'Tm honored to have
the opportunity to serve the

college in any way," he said in a

telephone interview.

When asked about his

The Board
What's Happening Around Here?

An alternative to mass
mailings, in cooperation

with the College's

Recycling Plan

Musical Notes
• The CC Choir, composed of 100 CC

Community members, presents

Bruckner's Mass No. 3 in F Minor,
tonight 8 p.m. in Shove.

• The World Premiere ofBowed
Rosary takes place on Sunday, 22/2
at 3 p.m. in Packard Hall. Performed
by Stephen Scott and Composer Terry
Riley.

7s

Leisure Notes
1 Myers-Briggs Personality Inventory

offered Tuesday, 3 pm. Sign up in
the Career Center.

The Silver Cord, a plat in 3 acts,

will be performed Thursday and
Friday at 8 pm in the Taylor Hall,

sponsored by Theatre Workshop.

. CCCfi Stuff
J*

CCG4 Elections take place on Tuesday,
December 4, from 7:30 am to 7:00 pm in
the Worner Atrium, Garden Level. Vote
now orforever (12 months) hold your
peace.

| CCCA Presidential Debate - Monday,
December 3, 7:30 p.m. in CaylordHall.
Sponsored by Cutler Board, Political
Union, and CCCA.

Trivia Buffs
> Blue Key's "somewhat annual"

Trivia Bowl takes place Thursday,

Friday, and Saturday, December

6,7 & 8. Put together teams of

four and sign up at dinner on
Friday in the Worner Center or

call Peter at x7109. Registration

deadline is Monday at 10 pm.

*
CCfiP Protest

College Citizens Active for Peace

announce a protest of CC. 's stock

holdings in South Africa. This is

to take place on Friday, December

7, at 12:30 p.m.; in the Worner
Center.

honor Council
Nominations are being accepted for

Honor Council Membership.

Place nominations in the boxes in

the Worner Center. Call Shana at

x7538, Tom at 475-0763, or Peter

at x7109for more information.

Nominations are due Wednesday,

12/5 by 5 p.m.

qualifications to assume the

Presidency, Cronin said: '1 served
on the executive committee of the

Social Science division [at CC.]. I

have been offered the Deanship,

the Presidency, and other positions

at a number of other institutions

that I have turned down." But in

recent years, Cronin adds, "I have
concentrated on writingand
research"

"Many people consider [Cronin]

to be...[an) international expert who
has lectured on the subject of

leadership. He's been a careful

student of leadership in the

Presidency. He has—in the way of

practical activities—he has run for

the United States Congress.

He has been in charge of a major

Congressional campaign of his

own. He also had leadership

experience earlier in his career when
he wasa White House Fellow," said

Riley.

Gonin began his teaching career

in 1967 and came toCC in 1979.

Since then, he has taught political

science and authored books.

Cronin's exact duties as Presi-

dent have yet to be worked out.

'Tmsure that he will havean
expanded ambassadorial role and
certainly that will be a major, if not

the major responsibility of his. But

other assignments we'll work on
between now and June," Riley

said.

A statement made by Riley's

wife Pam, in Misdemeanor, a

campus humor magazine, saying

"If [Gresham Riley] stayed here

five more years I'd be surprised,"

has led to speculation about the

timing of his sabba deal.

But Riley dismisses the

seriousness of the statement "I

have no plans to seek other

positions. My expectation is that I

will return in January of '92 as

President of the college, and will

continue functioning as President

1 have no plans five years out," he

said.

Said Riley: "I plan to refresh

myself and to refresh my ideas

about the college for the time that

I return."

To get your activities or events on this

calendar, call Peter at x6675!
This board is a public service of Cutler Publications.

Dedicated.

Receptive.

Proven Leadership.

JOHN WHJTE

For

CCCA
President
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Importance of affirmative action questioned Thursday at Eley*
M TV"M :'j ,„,'„„, in.'H. discrimination. of the minority student. he suggests that Colo™

Action from page 1

James Miller, presi-

dent of Urban League,

believes affirmative action

is two things. First, the

most simple one, which all

of us should consider in our

own lives, "it is the right

thing to do." Second Miller

comments it is the extra-

ordinary effort to change

the existing condition that

has manifested itself in

different classes of people.

Again Miller emphasizes

the idea of "extra-ordinary

effort" which must be

undertaken. This idea is

followed up by Dahlia

Lynn, UCCS Affirmative

Action Office employer who
comments, "if affirmative

action is not mandated it

does not happen." In other

words, employers or insti

tutions who take a passive

role in recruiting minorities

will most likely not be

successful in undergoing a

diverse change.

We must then ask

ourselves how effective is

affirmative action? In some

instances of the past the

idea of quotas has brought

up some interesting prob-

lems. For one, people often

question whether a person

is getting the job because he

is better qualified or simply

because he is a minority,

and from this, one might

infer that the minority

individual is less qualified.

In relation to this, one must

also consider that affirma-

tive action sometimes

results in feelings of reverse

discrimination.

When the panelists

were asked how effective

they believed affirmative

action to be the responses

were mixed. Lynn agreed

that it is effective and

necessary. Miller said both

yes and no. The problem

with enforcing affirmative

action is that any employers

or institutions crafty

enough can skirt around the

laws. The other problem is

the actual process and final

result of increasing ethnic

diversity is not consistent.

Although institutions may
say they are open to ethnic

diversity, they make up
excuses for why they have

none. Oto raises an inter-

esting point which calls into

question the actual feelings

ity s

"Are they better off at a

school where they look

different than nearly every-

one else?"

The question of minor-

ity emrollment at C.C. is a

complex one and is perhaps

not related entirely to

C.C.'s recruiting tactics as

much as it is the students

who choose not to attend

C.C. for various other

reasons. Rod Oto comments

that money is not always

the issue, many times

financial aid is quite suffi-

cient. Miller agrees that

money is not always the

key. Rather the climate of

the school, the friendly

atmosphere or different

opportunities is an impor-

tant factor. For that reason

3
orad

; !

College should focus om
uniqueness, such as the

block plan an the liberal

arts education. Miller^

very clear in expressing
B the

gratitude toward GresM
Riley's help in establish];

the Urban League Sum^
Fellows program. The

program allows youngs
ethnic students to attend

the college in the summe

for four or five days to p #it fc

feel for college and mc
f!

&)

different role models in]

fields that interest them.

The program has been)

successful and is justont

way that Colorado Colli

is taking an active roleii

ethnic issues.

ku

Tii-

Beidleman thankful for family atmosphere of Colorado Colleg!

Beidleman, from page 1

flowers, by package, by

phone, and in person at the

door, the many contribu-

tions in memory of my wife

to the Beidleman Environ-

mental Center, the

Beidleman Ecology Fund,

the Beidleman Environmen-

tal Scholarship, Nature

Conservancy, and Hospice

from the far-flung Colorado

College family have truly

made a positive difference.

Our Thanksgiving was
embellished by a recent

student who came all the

way from Palm Springs and

discovered between turkey

and dessert that she was
actually related to the

family. The former presi-

dent of Colorado College

(who originally hired me in

1957) dropped in for

lunch. ..and brought with

him not only his wife but

the lunch. Once a week Ed

Langer of the C.C. Physics

Department shows up from

the university at Santa Cruz

across the bay (he is on

sabbatical there) to discuss

campus politics and the

music of the spheres. A past

biology major arrived with

fourteen native shrubs and

chicken wire to protect

them from big and wee
beasties, plus music tapes, a

prepared dinner, and coffee

cans filled with cookies for

future reference. A former

field assistant and now C.C.

Development officer turned

up and asked for no money.

A long-time student friend

appeared from far-away

New Mexico with her two

children, a jigsaw puzzle,

and a warm black night-

gown embellished with

florescent coyotes (don't get

your hopes up; the night-

gown was for me).

In Postscriptt For those

who might inquire, I am on

a walker and will be in

physical therapy until the

Politcal Union
&

Cutler Publications
present

Presidential

Debate
CCCA Candidates for President

Confront the Issues

Moderated
by

President Riley
Monday

December 3, 1990
7:30 p.m.

Gaylond Hall

end of January, relearning

to walk. On February 6th, to

accompany a Darwin
exhibit at the Pacific Grove

Museum of Natural History,

I'll lecture on Darwin in

Australia, leaving with my
daughter the next day for

"Down Under."

Overlooking Monterey

Bay near the scene of th;I

accident is now a memo!
bench in memory of myl

wife, with the statement!

"...in a tranquil spot." II

driver who struck us 9

were strolling there at

twilight has been charg

with a misdemeanor.

TEACH FOR AMERICA
application deadline lot

spring interviews

January 4, 1991

Teach For America is a

national teacher corps ol

talented, dedicated

individuals from all ethnic

backgrounds and academic
majors who commit two

years to teach in urban and

rural areas that have

persistent teache
shortages,

Applications are available at the Career Cente^

for more information contact Monique Cox, the Colorado Co
Campus Representative, at 389-

Ihel

intfr.

The

is hi

iesst

fc

tsar

Arr
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anksgMng spent searching for "Giaqle frees"
id Weimaub world famous bumbleben-v I

—

-
,
,-

, , .

^^ '^^p
[David 1

ish falls over the group

[he needle on the van's gas

Tge slips below "E." We
|c up to see that the sun is

g over Hatch, Utah,

lilie theme from Rawhide

Jwns out my thoughts as I

ILy fingers into the last

e of bumbleberry pie and

gt for Grandma Grunt's gas

Riontoopen. I think, This is

Inksgiving.

B have just returned from

h's backcountry with a

hp of adventurous students

Jw Brian "King of sarcasm"

|uistand Alex "Flour

Ellas make the best tissues"

Jfst.

Vhile most C.C. students

Re at home gorging

mselves on turkey, we were

[suing a higher goal. In the

(yons of Zion National Park,

searched for ourselves, for

Jerica, and for the fabled

?le trees that provide the

ntial ingredient for Utah's

I famous bumbleberry
pie.

The first two of these

weren't too hard, but the third

took some doing.

We were up at the crack of
noon each day, preparing our
three hour breakfasts without
complaint.

After four days and fifteen

grueling miles of backpacking
we realized that there really

isn't any such thing as a Giggle
tree— if s just a gimmick
thought up by the hicks who
sell the pie.

However, Mindy
"Everything is funny"
Klowden and Matt "Mindy,
stop laughing" Bastress

showed us that the real Giggle
trees grow inside ourselves.

So as I wipe a hand across a
gristled, sandpapery cheek
and consider this noble truth, I

look around to see how much
skinnier, smellier, and wiser
we have all become. The
Pilgrims never had it this

.C. students befriend
Ijou House homeless
Bonique Cox &

lydberg

sis thefirst in a series ofthree

s bystudents who work with

issues in

Thisseriesis

ert to createawareness ofsocial

issues in conjunction with the

f (Becoming Aware and

ring IheHomeless). TheBASH
ice to raise moneyfor local

son Saturday, December 25.

are$3 and will beavailahlein

I Center. For more information

if set up or clean up theBASH
in Carranza at extension 7560
t Grassmeyer at extension 6846.

don't know how to begin
tide.

Catalyst asked us to writean
on "homeless people in

ido Springs" becausewe
sen involved in the Bijou

"unity downtown since our
Ear.

-people there have taught us
homeless people" as a
igneous group do not exist.

i we have met people with
wn stories. And as we start

mrdcupofWooglin's
w have decided to write
pe Bijou Communityand
mewhat narcissistic

Jn on our motivations for

"jou Community is very
il from the traditional

"*community not only
je housing, but it also

""structure, support, and
te for the residents. The
*s sie coming from prison,
I America, abusive
rehiPs, less structured
Wd the street,

typical night, the
un
"ygathersat5:30fora

Cn meal. The daily

f^ cooks and the residents

take turns doing the dishes.

After dinner, if the weather is

nice, the residents and

neighborhood children often play

basketball, baseball, or four-square

in the yard. During the winter,

many residents watch television,

play cards, or do their homework
while others leave the house for

AA meetings, ESL or GED classes,

social activities or work. All the

residents identify a life issue, such

as getting a job, stabilizing their

emotions, etc., which they address

with a supervisorduring their

stay.

When residents feel that they

can liveon theirown, they move
on with their life. But there is no
limit tohow long they can stay

and they often come back to watch

television, play a game of cards, or

just visit

Whenwe first went to the Bijou

House, we needed the idea of

being helpful as an excuse to go.

Our first night, we made the

absolute worst loaf of banana

bread ever. Luckily, we soon lost

the need to feel useful and the

residents never missed our

"culinary talents."We lost the

need to feel useful because the

residents pitied us socially inept

college students who had never

seen a "homeless person."

Through playing cards and
games or watchingMonday Night
Football, MacGyver and Alien

Nation (fine television byany
standard), we developed

friendships on an equal basis with

the residents. In developing these

friendships,we have learned the

complexity of a seemingly simple

social issue Nowwe try not to go

to the Bijou house to learn about

"homeless people" so we can

solve their problems. Instead, we
go to be with our friends from

very different situations

P^a^ddflbU n M
emberS ?J

°'a RU "er
'

,US,i"e CrOWUy
'
Mind

>' K1°wd™. »<< Amy Duggi,,prepare a delectable outdoor meal dunng their Thanksgiving excursion to Zion National Park

Photo courtesy Neil Kidman

Holo eats worms in Mexico
'Josh Holo

Crunch, crack, swish,
gulp.

Down go the first

swallows of our tacos as we
eat lunch in the town of

Mitla, Oaxaca, in southern
Mexico.

Nervous smiles and
occasional moans of

discontent, mixed with
raunchy jokes, pervade the

atmosphere as we continue
to eat.

Patricio shows off a

stunning grin as a little

head and little feet are

exposed between his lips.

They are the head and feet

of a "chapulin," a small
reddish grasshopper, the

Oaxaqueno delicacy and the

essence of our tacos.

One of them falls out of
my taco, and I can't help
but smile as Juan nervously
jumps out of the way of the
falling grasshopper while
eating his taco filled with
many others.

Perhaps all of this

wouldn't have been so

mentally and
gastronomically

traumatizing had we not
had our share of Mezcal
earlier.

Mezcal is a sort of raw,
very strong tequila. It is a

common drink in many
parts of Mexico, and in

some places it has a sort of

a culture surrounding it.

Supposedly it has a little

mezcalin, the active

ingredient of peyote, in it.

In its most common form, it

has a "guzano" (worm) at

the bottom of the bottle.

Feeling adventurous,

Juan, Marcos, Patricio and I

went into one of the many
Mezcal shops in Mitla.

There, the senora gave us

shots of various types of
Mezcal, so we could taste

them all.

First we had orange-
flavored Mezcal, which was
quite drinkable, if very

potent.

But it was the last type we
tried that did me in. Called
"Mezcal a la Pechuga," this

is somehow made with the

taste of chicken breast.

Highly caustic and
equally unsavory, it would
have made me vomit right

then and there were it not
for the dried worms which I

was offered to divert my
attention.

Mexican Bar at Rastall?

Perhaps not, but the

Mezcal, dried worm and

" This semester in

Mexico has given me
reason to believe that

we can close the

cultural gap.'

Josh Holo

cricket diet is certainly a
good source of iron, protein

and god-knows-what-else.
Indeed these culinary

delights, which are as

numerous and diverse as

the cultures of Mexico itself,

are a wonder to behold.
Others, such as

watermelon covered with
hot chili pepper and
chocolate "mole" chicken
are perhaps less surprising,

but they are equally tasty.

Surely "la cocina

mexicana" is not worthy of

a whole column of print in

the ever-avant-garde

Catalyst, but it does
represent an important
concept.

Mexico is a world apart;

diverse, beautiful and wild,

it often gets overlooked in

the ever economically and
politically oriented issues

that constitute the news and
consequently our

consciousness of the

country as well.

As we learn here in

Guanajuato, Mexico about
the history and politics of

Mexico, I realize that these

studies and issues arc

necessary in order to

understand the country.

In themselves, however,
these studies arc

subordinate to a different

goal: to know the people

and the culture.

Perhaps the nature of our

relationship with Mexico,
that of big Brother or that of

exploiter (your call), is

conducive to this oversight
in our perception of the

culture.

That oversight however,
is our loss, because there is

a wealth of beauty over
here.

Perhaps my desire to have
a more human view of

Mexico is merely naive, but
since they are so close to us,

I believe it is both
possible and appropriate,

even a necessity to real

progress.

Mexico has been
characterized as a "Distant

Neighbor"; I find this a

very appropriate name for a

country which shares a

large border with us and
little else.

This semester in Mexico
has given me reason to

believe that we can close

the cultural gap.

Perhaps we can try to

know the people and to

share their experience, and
in so doing we can wipe out

the distance and become
better neighbors.
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Environmental column

Avoiding plastic can impede fouling the ea
By Marina Lindsey

Staff Writer

Conservation is consciously

making an effort to refrain

from our neurotic and materi-

alistic lifestyles to preserve

natural resources.

Recycling is an essential

component of the environmen-

tal movement, but it is only

one facet of the many steps

necessary to protect the

environment.

Integral to the process of

preserving the environment is

precycling, which is a means

of reducing waste by eliminat-

ing excess packaging and only

purchasing recyclable goods.

The way we shop in our

consumer society is a major

factor in the environmental

crisis.

Food, clothing, toiletries,

household appliances, etc.

have an environmental past,

present, and future. American

cheese slices don't just appear

on the shelf and their wrap-

pers don't disappear in your

trash can. Energy is wasted

and pollutants are generated at

every stage in the production

of a product.

Much of the packaging in

retail and grocery stores is

made for convenience. Com-

mercial packaging is also

designed to entice the cus-

tomer and conceal the size and

appearance of the product.

Most of this packaging is

unnecessary and all of it

results in an energy drain and

a future build up of solid

waste.

According to The Green

Handbook, packaging ac-

counts for 50% of all the paper,

90% of the glass, and 11% of

the aluminum produced in the

United States. It also accounts

for 50% of the volume and 30%

of the weight of the municipal

waste stream. Ten cents out of

every dollar spent for groceries

in the U.S. pays for packaging,

which is more than a farmer

earns from the same dollar.

Americans throw away 2.5

million plastic bottles every

hour. In a year, the average

American uses 200 pounds of

plastic, and 60% of this is for

packaging alone. Every year

the U.S. uses one billion

barrels of oil to create this

mound of plastic which clogs

our landfills. This production

of unnecessary plastics uses

enough oil to meet the nation's

demand for imported oil for

five months, and results in the

emission of millions of tons of

ozone-depleting

chloroflurocarbons (CFC's).

Currently, only 3% of the

plastic waste stream is re-

cycled. The majority is in

Roommates encounter
delights and disasters
By Peter Mulvihill

I have travelled far (Loomis)

and near (Jackson House) in

search of the perfect story

about roommates.

Well, I didn't find it. I

thought about making one up,

but that wouldn't be very nice.

Therefore, what follows is a

fun-filled but generic article

about roommates and their

relations.

*"So I got out of the shower,

gathered my shampoo and
stuff, and walked down the

hall in my towel. My
roommate had awakened,

gone to class, and locked the

door."

*"I stumbled into my dorm
at about 2:30 a.m. My door

was unlocked so I lurched

right into the room. My
roommate hadn't told me she

was having company. The
couch in the lounge wasn't too

lumpy."

Sound familiar? I thought so.

In my quest for roommate
stories, I asked a few generic

questions and heard a lot of

the same stories. Some
responses to my probing

questions follow. Names have

been omitted to protect the

not-so-innocent.

Question #1: What is you
roommate's most annoying
habit?

-"She studies too much."

-"Thafs a hard one. There

are so many to choose from. I

guess I hate when he bitches

about how dirty the room is.

After all, dirt is a good thing."

-"He talks in his sleep. I

guess ifs pretty fun

sometimes. Once he was
talking about..."

-"He had sex on MY bed!"

Question #2: What do you
like best about your

roommate?

-"She's as messy as me."

-"We like the same kind of

cheap beer."

-"She doesn't stink or listen

to the Grateful Dead."

-"His grandmother sends

great chocolate chip cookies."

Question #3: What do you
and your roommate do
together?

-"Everything."

-"We eat together a lot, but

we don't hang out or

anything."

-"Nothing."

-"We get drunk and hit on
ugly women together. Does

that count?"

-"Sleep."

Question #4: Do you wish

you had a different roommate?
-"No one could be worse."

-"Nah, we have fun."

-"No way. We get along

great."

-"Nope."

-"Hell yes!"

-"No."

-"Uh-huh."

Well, there is no moral to

this story. In general, those

that chose their roommates
have few regrets regardless of

the annoying habits that kept

coming up. Even most people

who didn't choose their

roommates (i.e. first year

students) were pretty content

There are exceptions to

every rule, however, and
roommates are no exception.

YEARS AHEAD
HAIR DESIGN

Bulb

/^ Unlimited tanning

$40 for 30 days
(otter expires Dec 31

)

15 % off all services with CC ID

118 NTejon, Suite 301 /T^r CCC">
Above Old Chicago's OJ^-333^

landfills, and the remainder is

burned in incinerators, which

results in the emission of

dioxins, furans, and hydro-

chloric acid.

The devastating ecological

consequences are even more

disconcerting if one considers

the fact that 45,000 tons of

plastics are dumped into the

world's oceans every year.

One hundred thousand marine

mammals and up to one

million seabirds are killed by

plastic trash such as fishing

gear, six-pack yolks, sandwich

bags, and styrofoam contain-

ers. Besides damaging life

offshore, plastics also wash up

on beaches, marring the

landscape and interfering with

natural ecosystems.

Everyone likes a bargain

and plastic is cheap. But, an

affordable price may equal an

ecological disaster. By taking

immediate and substantive

action we can change our

wasteful ways and impede the

fouling of the earth.

It is essential that we use

the power of the dollar to

influence the market. By

avoiding excessive packaging,

buying recycled and recyclable

products, choosing paper

containers over plastic, buying

organic and in bulk, and

resisting provocative advertis-

ing that leads to impulse

buying, we can ease the

ecological nightmare we have

created.

Think about what you are

buying and how many layers

of packaging there are be-

tween you and the product.

•v

Take a canvas bag with i

the store. Buy eggs and

in cardboard containers

resist putting your diffe ,

fruits and vegetables into

individual plastic bags.

Try to avoid buying
[J

out of season. Theprodi,

and transport of out of

products requires excess),

energy consumption. In

U.S. most products are
fl

ported by inefficient dies

gasoline-powered trucks

emit ozone- destructive

smog-creating pollutants.

These foods are often cor

nated with preservative;

pesticides, and herbicide

primarily to increase the

life and enhance the

ance of the product.

Methods of conservas

also apply to life outside

grocery store. Think abt

what you are supporting

you eat at a restaurant

present. Buy wooden 01

toys. Tinker toys are ji

fun when they 're wood.

want to take food homel

restaurant, ask to have)

food wrapped in alumii

foil and refrain from usi

styrofoam containers, f

your own reusable cof(<

During the holidays

are especially wasteful.

creative and use recyded

paper to wrap your

a Christmas tree that you

plant after the holidays.

The C.C. recycling pre

is commendable, but pec tior

need to make an effort

precycle as well. Reduce

waste before you create

exp
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French experience not found in the cotaloa:el Vidmar like school here, only in r ..:

W
J^ 'Vl/5^| Laurel

Vidmai

Those first memories are so

ear:
standing at the airport

aving
good-bye and the first

jin ride alone to Perpignan.

So many questions ran

rough my head. I remember

yjdly the few days before I

ton my European

venture,

[he question, "What should

xpect?" had run through my
nd the entire semester

fore I left. My junior

nester abroad was one I had

in planning since high

tool.

growing up I often dreamed
irudying in France. I

hired myself "tudying for a

ir at a French university in

is, separated from all that

s familiar to me, and

lersed in the French

hire.

my junior year finally

iroached, I had to decide

at my year abroad would
iil.

almost didn't even consider

Perpignan program in

nee because I thought that

went on a CC program,
experience would be just

like school here, only in
France.

I hadn't had many
complaints about my
education; I just wanted a
different experience.

I was determined to "go
away," to separate myself
from CC. and Americans. I

wanted to experience France
independently and away from
all that was familiar.

I'm so glad my advisor
helped me seemy misconcep-
tions about a CC. program
abroad. During my search, he
repeatedly pointed out the

benefits of going on The
Colorado College Program in
Perpignan, France.

I had read about the equiva-
lent tuition and credits transfer-

ring for my comparative
literature major and was
interested; yet in the end, I

decided to give the Perpignan
program a try because of the
things not written in the catalog.

My advisor described the host
families. He talked about their

warmth and enthusiasm for the
students.

Then he told me about the
French people in Perpignan
who were affiliated with the

DOWN BELOW-Students caving „„ . geology Wp during
"
cc^^^^ "^~~

program, describing them as
supportive and caring.

I found all of the things my
advisor described to me to be
true. The people were fabulous.
I couldn't have asked for a more
wonderful host family. I know

that Jean and Mirielle will

continue to be a part of my life.

I am so glad that I decided to
go on the Perpigan program. I

got much more than I ever
would have expected.

For those students interested in

Photo courtesy of Laurel Vjdmar

the Perpignan program for the

fring of '92 there will be an
informational meeting with

Professor Herving Madruga on
December 6 at 3:00 p.m. in the

Romance Languages lounge in

Armstrong Hall.

Symposium attracts speakers, entertainers
e 1991 sumnosium on Muhncitmnmnm...

—

1~ r-.„ . *, ..The 1991 symposium on
heFuture" will feature

neteen speakers and
rformers from across the

/ion. These guests will

rform during January 7-

Here are some intrigu-

tidbits on four of the

.iinguished guests. The
utures section of The
ifalyst will print introduc-
es for the remaining
ists in the future issues

'ween now and Winter
\ak. Stay tuned!

HARLAN ELLISON
is been called "one of
fe great living American
ort story writers" by
Washington Post. The
s Angeles Times said,
's long past time for
"Ian Ellison to be
varded the title: 20th
'tury Lewis Carroll,"

He has won more awards
for his 45 books, 1100
stories, essays, articles,

newspaper columns,
teleplays, and motion
pictures than any other
living fantasist. His two
books of essays on
television, The Class Teat,

and The Other Glass Teat

have sold millions of copies
and are currently being
taught in media classes in

more than 200 American
universities.

STUART EWEN,
Professor and Chair of the

Department of

Communications at Hunter
College, City University of

New York, is a

communications and media
analyst whose most recent
book. All Consuming Images:

The Politics of Style in

Contemporary Culture,

provided the basis for an
episode of Bill Moyer's PBS
Peabody Award winning
(1990) series, "The Public

Mind: Image and Reality in

America." Professor Ewen
is a consultant/

commentator on a variety of

topics for 20/20 and ABC
Television News.

ROBERT
HEILBRONNERisa
Norman Thomas Professor
of Economics, The Graduate
Faculty of the New School
for Social Research. His
many books and review-
essays and articles have
established him as one of
the most perceptive and
original social analysts now
writing in America. He was
one of the first to evoke a

sense of crisis regarding our
ability to sustain growth in

the face of a growing world
population, pollution and
diminishing resources. In

his writings, he sustains his

arguments, according to one
reviewer, "with a dazzling
farrago of

sociology,psychoanalysis,

economics and political

science that few others can
match."

FRED KENT, an
urban geographer and
President of Project for

Public Spaces, has a wide
range of experience in

transportation and land
use planning. He became
actively involved in

environmental and
pedestrian use-of-space

matters when he took a

leave of absence as an
investment analyst to

become the Coordinator
of New York City's Earth
Day in 1970. He founded
Project for Public Places

in 1975 and has guided its

efforts to improve public

spaces of all kinds in

areas as diverse as urban
and national parks,

central business districts,

office buildings and
airports. Kent will discuss

the future of land-use.

tffeWpi Voufilawty//

Laundry

Cleaners

U CC/0V<?»d'tin.fi r//rs/9oJ

Vtntah (1 12 block west ofKing Soopers)

Hair Designers forMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes, Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 Oi. lejon at Cache La Touin 632-3531
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Senior Spotlight

Scholar Hsieh "breaking out of her shell"

By Averil Rothrock

Staff Writer

This week's senior is Wendy

Hsieh, a senior Economics major

who immigrated to the United

States from Taiwan at age ten.

Wendy is a CCCA Member-at-

Large, Vice-President ofASIA,

Women's Education Society

Scholar, and a member of both

the Student Economics Advisory

Board and the Women's

Leadership Training Institute

'88-'89. She also works as student

manager in the bookstore. The

following is an excerpt from an

interview with Wendy:

How do you like being a

CCCA Member-at-Large?

I like it. I was appointed

since three members could not

fulfill their term last year. I

sent in an application, had an

It takes a time commitment but

J like the idea of knowing what
goes on behind the scenes. I

like playing in the decision

making process.

Will you have a role in the

impending elections?

I am on the Constitution

Committee, which runs the

election, so I'll be involved in

the process. Each candidate

needs a petition with

signatures on it, and that was
turned in at the end of third

block. They have this block to

campaign until the election.

This year's election will be fun

because we're getting a ballot

puncher from the city. It will

be kind of real. It should be

exciting.

What is the Women's
Education Society?

Ifs kind of like the Women's
Leadership Training Institute,

in that it is a women's support

group. C.C. chooses five or six

women from each entering

class. We get an account at the

bookstore, we attend meetings,

and we sponsor college related

stuff. I didn't apply for it; they

are selected through the

college applications. It carries

on until you graduate.

What is the Women's
Leadership Training

Institute?

I look at it as a women's

support group to promote

women's leadership on

campus. When I went through

it, I learned a lot of valuable

skills. Ifs also good to hear

what other women students

think about issues on campus.

We became a close group by

the end of the program. Ifs

valuable to have a network of

women supporting women.
What was it like when

your family came to the

United States?

We first lived in

California, and it was a big

culture shock. I was
surprised with the

American educational

undisciplined American
students are and how they

treat their teachers. In

Taiwan, students don't use

names for their teachers,

they use only titles. So it

was hard to start to call a

teacher "Mr. Brown." One
funny thing was picking my
name from the Wendy's
Hamburger restaurant. My
sister's name comes from

J.C. Penny. To this day
we're called Wendy and
Penny. Everyone always
thinks that's a great story.

What difficulties did you
encounter once you had
arrived?

Well, the language
barrier. For awhile, I was

intimidated by being a

minority, being different. I

would hide behind a crowd.

It's changed since I came to

college. Hopefully I am still

breaking out of my shell. I

can still be shy and quiet to

people who don't know me,

but 1 can be loud and
obnoxious, too.

Are there any other

differences between the two

cultures that have been

difficult to deal with?

People here tend to be more

liberal and open. Chinese are

more conservative. In Chinese

culture, children don't

speak until they are spoken

to. It took awhile to unlearn

that rule. Chinese families

tend to be more strict, but

they are closer, too.

How is ASIA going this

year?

Fine. We're in the process

of putting together Asia

Awareness Week. That will

be sometime in March. It's

to create more awareness on

this campus of the Asian

community and of people.

There are about twenty

regular ASIA members who
show up to most meetings,

and about ten or fifteen

who show up sporadically,

more members than ever

before. Hopefully that's

because people are getting

more interested. We have a

very good advisor, Timothy
Cheek, whose enthusiasm is

contagious!

What does the Student
Economic Advisory Board
do?
There are about ten to

fifteen active student

members, and we meet once

a month to talk about
Economic Unite-Out. We
bring in speakers and talk

about economic issues.

Once a month we send out

economic newsletters to

majors and their parents.

It's a way to let them know

SMILE OF SUCCESS-After immigrating from China, A

Hsieh broke through the language barrier to become this week'

Senior Spotlight

Photo courtesy of Wendy Hs

about what's going on with

the department.

Why did you choose

Economics for your major?

I started first as a

chemistry major. First year I

had two chemistry classes.

With my unsteady hand I

broke lots of beakers, and I

couldn't stand to wear a

white lab jacket all day. I

took an accounting class

some other Economics
courses, and here I am. I'd

much rather wear a

business suit than a lab

coat.

What are your future

plans?

To graduate! I'd like to

graduate with honors. I'd

like to go to a good
graduate school and get an
MBA. Preferably UCLA. I'm
going to go through campus
interviews and see if I could

get a job offer. I presently

have an offer from State

Farm Insurance. It's

something to fall back on.

This summer I was involved

in a ten week internship at

their regional headquarters

in Greeley. They pay yoi

plus room and board.

a great time! It's reallya

interview process - they

to see what you are like,

and you get to see what

they are like. Most inten

then get job offers. It'sa

pretty good offer. They'

coming to campus on

December 11th and I'll

probably help them rec:

Whaf s your advice foi

first-year students?

Get involved! Part ofll

C.C. experience is not jus

academic success. Get in

decision making procesi

Even though meetings ta

time, you get a satisfied

feeling from it. So I woul

say, go for it!

A note on thesenio.

spotlight selection process.

spotlighted seniors are

nominated by faculty,

administration, and staff.

nominations are sent to

Kinney in the Tutt Alum\

House, who then forward

them to the spotlight writt

arrange an interview.

Griffis-Blessing and Waste Management
support ^

if*. ^
t&> WASTE MANAGEMENT OF COLORADO SPRINGS

The Colorado College
Recycles

for off-campus students.
Tenants in Griffis-Blessing Properties will be provided, at no
charge, recycling bins for Newspaper, Aluminum and Tin
Cans, Plastic, and Glass. Phone 520-1234 to order yours!
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Campus Interruptus

Would you buy an 8-plus plan
with flex and munch options?
By Doug Lansky

After months of strenuous deliberation, the
special 8/9 block committee has finally come
forward and announced their decision to make
the Colorado College academic system sound
more like an upgraded computer series than any
college curriculum. In the next two years follow-
ing the proposed 8 Plus Plan we can expect to
see the 8 S/E Plan and the 8 S/E IIX Plan
respectively, but probably nothing in the 9 series
lor at least four more years.

After attending both the 90 minute CCCA
presentation of this proposal and the public
Forum, I had only a mild understanding for the
whole thing, which I heard was explained quite
simply in a 17 page document. When I went
home for Thanksgiving and faced the usual
questions from relatives I rarely see, it took three
times as long.

Extended Family Time Chart
Answering "I'm fine" to 19 different

Pe°P!e
:

:••-;• 7 minutes
Explaining that The Colorado College
is not in Boulder n minutes
Defining non - potable water" 39 minutes
Explaining the word "crunchy" 47 minutes
Explaining why they all got calls
from DIALogue

..54 minutes
Explaining how blocks work ] hour 3 minutes— additional harrassement under new system
Advantages of the 8 plus system 59 minutes
Why I attended over 2.5 hours of
proposal presentations 23 minutes
The differences between 8 plus, 9-7, flex
points, and munch money 3 hours 37 minutes

This is how it will be explained in brochures to
Incoming students and in national college guide
books: "The Colorado College operates under a
very unique system called the 8 plus plan, which
differs from the semester system in as much as
no one really understands exactly how it works
Classes are crammed into three and one half
week increments except for the new and im-
proved half block, which allows students to
attempt education in only 10 days! To help
students adjust to this rigorous program the
college as initiated an intricate flex point system
which differs significantly from the course selec-

I

non point system in that it is accompanied by
munch money (which, when purchased in large

j

amounts, is more valuable than regular money)
and can usually be exchanged for frozen yogurt
iWnen the metalic strips on the gold cards are not
damaged. These incredible college perks are
an financed by annual 12% tuition hikes." Andwe wonder why U.S. New & World Report has
once again denied our existence.
The symposium is a pretty good idea and the

community really seems to enjoy it, but to put it
oiuntly, as tar as most students are concerned
ne symposium sucks rocks. In fact, of the live
""dents that attended the symposium last year
only two did not take a trip to Vail.

Other Ways Symposium Funds could be allocated
Buy everyone their own Escort Shuttle

ar»I?
ha

,

$e a ,nrivina 9reek system (or perhaps a
1'eek p|us SyStem)
'Hire an architect that can design somethingu'ner than square buildings
md a Benjamins cashier that can stay within 20

aras of the register.
• "stall new Worner Boxes that can be opened
'" me first attempt

Ort^
h
K

rt
' ,he 8 p,us sVs,em sounds like some

ium k ,
"Us on my banking card, the sympo-

ivste^ *t
S

'
and some°ne needs to devise aem tnat CQn be exp |ained in |ess fnan two

BUSH I VANILLI

Israel is a racist nation
By Chris Shadid

I was greatly relieved to

read Mr. Leonard Riley's
article on U.S. blindness
towards Israeli aggression.
The U.S. hypocrisy in

dealing with the problems
in Israel is indeed intoler-
able. While Mr. Bush is

|

perfectly capable of sending
some 400,000 troops to
Saudi Arabia to defend our
oil, he allows continued
Israeli occupation of the
occupied territories, as well
as of southern Lebanon. The
U.S. government loves to

talk of the human rights

...if we are to look at the
oppression, violence
and outright racism
committed by Israel

against the Palestinians, I

think most would agree
that U.S. foreign policy is

once again upholding
the hypocrisy we have
shown so often in the
past.

violations in Kuwait—as if

we care about the Kuwaiti
people. If our government
cared about human rights

we wouldn't merely give
Israel 3-4 billion dollars
annually. This amounts to

20% of the U.S. foreign
aid—the most of any coun-
try. We give all this aid to a
country with .008% of the
world's population. Al-
though by most people's
standards this is bad
enough, if we are to look at

the oppression, violence
and outright racism com-
mitted by Israel against the
Palestinians, I think most
would agree that U.S.
foreign policy is once again
upholding the hypocrisy we
have shown so often in the
past.

The Zionist state of Israel
is by its very nature a racist
state. Although here at C.C.
we are quite aware of the
racism going on in South
Africa, we often fail to see
the racism committed by
Israel. In addition to run-
ning a military state bent
solely on suppressing the
Palestinian people, the
Israeli government has shut
down five Palestinian

universities. This is the first

time universities have ever
been shut down by a mili-

tary occupier. In order to

negotiate intelligently the
Palestinians need educated
leaders. However, the

Israelis are going to stay in

the occupied territories if it

is the last thing they do,
and with the U.S. sending
them M-16's it isn't too
hard. The Israelis have been
diverting the Litani River in

South Lebanon for some
time. Furthermore, 75% of
Gaza Strip water goes to

2500 Israeli settlers, while
the remaining 25% is ra-

tioned to 700,000 Palestin-
ian Gazans and 83% of West
Bank water is diverted to

Jewish settlers or Israel. So
why does all this go on?
Well, Mr. Riley is correct, it

is the Political Action
Committees in the U.S. and
abroad that own the politi-

cians of our democratic
country. In a sense human
rights are being overlooked
for campaign funds. Not
until even more blood is

spilled will we begin seri-

ous dialogue about the

Israeli-Arab issue.

This summer I was
fortunate, or shall we say
unfortunate, to visit the city

of Jerusalem. The human
rights violations were many
and not too hard to notice.

Many times did I see with
my own eyes Israeli soldiers

forcefully push Palestinians

around without the slight-
est hesitation. The soldiers
were not beyond overturn-
ing the tables or other
Palestinian displays in the
shops, nor were they be-
yond smashing goods with
their boots. I myself was
within 50 feet of an Israeli

soldier who had the pin
pulled from a tear gas
canister. There seems to be
no hesitation to commit acts
of violence in the heart of
the Israeli soldier. Why is it

that time and time again
Jews refer to the atrocious
acts committed against
them by the Nazis, yet they,
of all people, turn around
and do much of the same to

the Palestinians.

Many times did I see
with my own eyes
Israeli soldiers forcefully

push Palestinians

around without the
slightest hesitation

After reading Jon
Goldstein's article refuting
Mr. Riley's article, I see that

once again Zionists are

beating the old hat of anti-

Semitism. Mr. Coldstein
finds it easy to refute anti-

Semitism, but who
couldn't— it's wrong.
However, he obviously
finds it hard to rationalize

Israeli actions towards the

Palestinians. The real issue,

Mr. Goldstein, is the human
rights violation going on
right now in Israel. I believe

manipulation is your forte,

not Mr. Riley's. Israel is the
third most oppressive
nation—in front of both Iraq

and Syria. So no, my friend

Jon, I do not believe Israel

is a "beacon of restraint and
human rights," I believe
they have a long way to go
before they reach that

height.
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Candidates for Member-at-Lar<

I would like to have a voice in the
Hecisions made for organizations at the
School.

[
I would like to increase support of
Dips such as ORC. Also, I am
lushing for a free Fishbone concert in
pe quad during the spring semester.

I would like to investigate whether
the current college minimum wage is

comparable to other colleges our size. I

would like to increase communication
between the C.C.C.A. and the student
body. I would continue to work on
issues I have been involved in, such as
divestment, recycling, diversity, but I

am particularly interested in working
on new topics that are of student
concern. I would like to see student
government follow, as well as lead, the
student body. I will be your voice, and
I will make that voice heard.

fflavid Parson

My main initiative once in office will

leto help bring an Italian language

Buse to campus. I would also like to

the formation of more student

Itural societies and thus more use of

Student Cultural Center.

If elected, once in office I would
work and try to leam and absorb as
much as I could from other members.
By doing this, I would gain a broader
perspective of everyone's general
feelings. From here, I would attempt to

combine or keep other members'
opinions in mind when solving a
problem.

nan Ormistom
In office, I would continue to push

for the revision of the eight block year
and review how well the college's
recycling program is working and
where it could be improved. I would
also be open to the ideas of campus
organizations because some of the best
ideas come from them.

I'm not into campaign promises,
considering the best things are usually
spontaneous and not guaranteed a year
in advance. Bush seemed to think
spontaneous taxes would be more fun
than no new ones. I don't mean to
imply that I won't initiate new projects.

More importantly, 1 promise to main-
tain all the responsibilities the office

carries, and when good ideas come up,
I promise to follow through with them.

I want to work with the students and
make them aware of the opportunities
and funds available to them. I think the
C.C.C.A. funds could be distributed

better to create a more diversified

campus. One thing I would really like

to see is a more socially united campus.
I would work to organize more all-

campus events.

Bob Ziermai

I would want to get on the Budget

Committee and develop a cost-benefit

analysis scheme to qualitatively assess the

success of programs financed by CCCA
From the findings, the Budget Committee

would be better informed as to the benefits

accrued from monies spent, and would

then be able to strengthen financial

commitment in areas that would gain

tremendously from enhanced support

in the future.

ira WexelmafiS

My primary goal is to encourage
openness and sensitivity to the diverg-
ing interests of our campus which I feel

reflect the nature and spirit of our
campus. This means to encourage
innovation in how we address enter-

tainment, environmental and health

concerns. I would like to work on
bringing more campus entertainment,
nullify Marriott's monopoly over our
health by possibly introducing compe-
tition, and to further encourage waste
management and conservation on
campus.

ane JagelmaS
NOT PICTURED
NO STATEMENT
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Candidates for President

I am presently a Member-at-Large on

this year's CCCA Council. I serve on

the Committee on Committees and the

Student Concerns Committee. I am a

member of the Honor Council, the

wrestling club and the jv soccer team. I

am also co-chair of Volunteer Action

Program and co-chair of the Alterna-

tive Block Choices (ABC) Committee.

Running for CCCA president is a

personal challenge for me that I am
excited to undertake. Having served on

this year's Council I have a particular

interest in seeing that programs and

improvements that we have estab-

lished are maintained, and I have

discovered improvements that I would

like to make of my own. I am excited to

represent student views. In particular, I

hope to improve the accessibility and

representative nature of the Council.

I will pursue the eight block year

review process wholeheartedly to

assure that student needs are best

addressed. I have already spent

countless hours of my own initiative

representing student needs through the

ABC Committee.

I will also continue work on the

college recycling policy. It is slowly

coming together, yet there is still work

to be done. I would like to see the

program expanded to include all

feasibly recyclable goods, and to

address the wasteful, inefficient

process of advertising on campus. A
centralized location for advertisements

would be more efficient and effective.

There is no concern more pressing on
campus than that of student safety. I

will continue the assessment and

improvement of the C.C. escort and

whistle stop programs.

I would like to address the need for

coordinating and organizing student

activities and organizations. For

instance, the second floor of Womer
Center can be organized to offer a

reliable center for student activities,

information, and meetings.

It is important tome that the Council

maintain a degree of civic mindedness

in its leadership as well. I hope that as

president I can guide the council
tj

make wise decisions that not only

consider the immediate C.C. coiru^

nity, but the surrounding communis

as well. A student government is a

'

service organization, representative,

the students on campus, and of the

College itself in all of its actions and

relations.

Most importantly, I recognize
thai

the CCCA is the voice and the mu^
of the student body. I am highly

motivated and will provide my own

ideas, however the best initiative,

ideas, and concerns come from the

student body, through both elected

non-elected participants. I will assi

that the students have the opportm

to be heard and that the CCCA is

to maximize student opportunity.

I am looking forward to an enricl

and mutually fulfilling year. Togetl

we can get the job done, and do it

As the CCCA Financial Vice-

President, I have had the dis-

tinct pleasure of working with
the various campus organiza-

tions. I have been able to assist

many of these groups in ex-

panding the scope of their

programming and I have also

played an instrumental role in

the funding of new organiza-
tions on campus. The Financial

VP has to administer the CCCA
budget, chair the budget com-
mittee, and take an active role

in the decisions of the executive
board of the Council. I have
also gained many beneficial

leadership skills as a member of

Kappa Sigma, and as a residen-
tial assistant. Through my work
in each of these areas I have
learned what it takes to effec-

tively lead the Council.
As the Financial VP, I have had

to balance the needs of the cam-
pus community with the financial

position of the Council. During
my term I have held true to my
convictions. I have been a good
listener and an active voice in

discussions. As a member of the
council, I have made my self

readily available to the campus
community to answer questions
concerning CCCA or to lend a

helping hand when needed.
During this past year as Finan-

cial Vice-President, I have seen
the Council make great progress.
I have been fortunate to take part
in the continuance of many
beneficial programs and the
creation of new and exciting

initiatives. While my term as

Financial VP has been very
rewarding I feel that there is still

much to be done to improve our
campus community. As the
CCCA President, I would be
able to set the tempo for the
council and encourage the mem-
bers to bring beneficial changes
to C.C. The president should not
be the "work horse" of the
council, but the person that
helps to put ideas and visions

into action.

I would make it my goal to
pursue the following initiatives:

expand the campus wide recy-
cling program; improve campus
security; improve support for

multi-cultural programs; in-

crease the amount of readily
available funds for student
programming; and give the
students a greater voice on

Rick Levii

campus. I not only have ideas|

but the know how to bring
positive changes to C.C. I hoj

to be a president that would
mobilize the student body ini

effort to bring beneficial ch,

Marin Tenqle«

Presently I am a CCCA mem-
ber-at-large; and my responsi-
bilities are to sit on two com-
mittees: Cutler Board, which
oversees all publications on
campus, and the Budget Com-
mittee. A critical qualification I

can offer is my experience as a
member of the CCCA council. I

think this experience is impor-

tant in order to understand the
intricacies and complexity of
CCCA. In addition, my work-
study involves being the assistant
director the C.C. escort service.

Finally, I'm co-president of the
C.C. Debate Team and the repre-
sentative for C.C. of the National
Student Forensics Board. The
office of president requires some-
one skilled in public speaking.
I've debated successfully for five
years. These activities have pre-
pared me for a dynamic presi-

dency.
Effective leaders must have

experience, asserriveness, motiva-
tion, responsibility, integrity and
vision. I believe I'm the only
presidential candidate that pos-
sesses all of these key traits. The
CCCA presidency involves a
relentless struggle to pull diverse
groups on campus together. I will
not stumble, be biased towards
any one group, or be indecisive
on tense issues. I will use the

influence as CCCA president to

unite, not divide, these organiza-
tions. If I'm elected, I will strive

to be a voice for every student
on campus, to listen to the issues
students deem important, and to

be motivated enough to pursue
those issues.

Two weeks ago I was running
for CCCA Executive Vice-Presi-

dent unopposed. I realized,
however, the candidates running
for president did not give stu-
dents a real choice. Each of my
opponents is competent, but
similar. If I honestly believed
any of my opponents would
make a better president, I would
have continued my campaign
for Ex-VP. However, the CCCA
president must do more than
manage; he or she must inspire
and lead.

I will address three key issues
as president. First, we must
increase the leadership roles of
other groups on campus. Too

often organizations become I

trampled and tangled in the I

bureaucracy of the campus.
Minority groups and organizi

tions like RHA need to be al-|

lowed to reach their fullest

potential with the help and

money of CCCA. OrganizaBi

need to band together for ev|

instead of competing a

each other. The campus nei

be united through the leader

of CCCA. Secondly, security

concerns need to be recogi*

issues stemming from vandi ed a n

ing cars to a comprehensive
escort service that people cai

conveniently use. Finally, C m rum

should become open and aej mt ft

countable instead of the beW lave

the-doors organization thati

now. These are the issues I
\

address during my term as B) abo

president. I ask for your sup! iacti

Preside ave.

State" 1 wb
Con* **

' teco,

thai

lea.

ork,

'gso



Candidates for President

coordinator of the anti-drug

I alcohol abuse group, TARGET,
firned how to pool resources

phsr to form common problem

g
goals. The resources used

divided the administration, sup-

staff, faculty and students,
position taught me the

complexity of the campus and
the hard work needed to get
goals and projects accom-
plished.
This past year I have held

the position as president of
the Interfraternity Council.
Reporting issues to the Board
of Trustees, administration,
faculty, campus groups, na-
tional groups and other col-
leges and universities has
proved to be very educational
in how to communicate with
these different groups.
As an ex-officio member of

the CCCA, I have been in-
volved in many discussions
within the Council and with
other groups. Issues discussed
include Women's Concerns
recycling, 8 block year evalua-
tion, off-campus housing
concerns and minority con-
cerns. These discussions have
allowed me to hear what the

students are concerned about
and what action has/is beinc
taken. &

My past positions have
taught me the important
quality of knowing when to
lead and when to follow. This
knowledge came through
working with many different
people/groups on and off
campus. I have accepted the
fact of long hours and com-
mitment as an integral part ofmy past positions and of this
position.

CCCA has the ability to
institute proactive changes on
campus and I feel my past can
continue to produce positive
results. Like most people on
campus, 1 want to have a say
in what happens to the cam-
pus. Unfortunately, the stu-
dents' opinions and concerns
have not received their
needed weight. I have been'

fighting this situation and
want to continue this fight.CCCA needs to be more
accessible to all students and
groups on campus. How to
receive funding for a program
or activity is not understood
and takes too much effort
Streamlining and thus in-
creasing the effectiveness ofCCCA is needed. Increased
effectiveness would give us
the voice we deserve.
Women's concerns have

been neglected for too long. I
want to deal with issues like
date rape, security, and lack
of awareness accordingly and
quickly. I will continue to
pursue the comprehensive
recycling program, the stu-
dent advisor program, the 8
block year discussion and
minority concerns.

the past years, I have been in-

red in the Honor Council, Finandal

KFood Service, Residential Life and
Biposium Committees of the

CA. I have also been active in the

Choir, intramural hockey and
gjall. Kappa Alpha Theta, and
inteer Action.

insider myself organized, I work
with others, I am talkative, but

listener, and I handle
sure well. I think I have a wide
tsity of interests and opinions that

ffile me to represent others as well,

lam specifically running for Execu-
teVice-President because of a deep
R?st in theCCCA. student/faculty

Candidate for Executive Virp-ProQiHQn
t

committees. I think that it is a unique
system that enables the students to
interact with faculty members whom
they might never had a chance to come
in contact with otherwise. More
importantly, it gives different people,
with different perspectives, an oppor-
tunity to come together, working for
the benefit of the whole. I am interested
in perpetuating these committees and
also the newly formed student advi-
sory program.

On the whole, the student/faculty
committee and the student advisory
program work well. But, there are a
few deficiencies. The student advisory

program needs to be implemented on a
larger scale - more first years should be
included. Also, the advisors should
have a more defined role and influence.
The student/faculty committees are in
need of more diversity within the
student who sit on them. I would like
to increase the number of applications
that are received, perhaps by involving
more first year students and other
organizations on campus. I also intend
to take a more active role in interacting
with the CCCA. President, not as
second-in-command per se, but as a
partner there to help out with things
the President does not necessarily have
to do on his/her own.

nana MacKenzi

Jon Ahern
Candidates for Financial Vice-President

My current and past activities

include having been an active
member of the varsity soccer team
for three years and a treasurer for a
fraternal organizations over the
past eleven months. In addition, I

worked as a lab assistant for ac-
counting and initiated a volunteer
Sports Challenge program for

students at Bristol Elementary
School last spring. I have been well
prepared to manage the budget of
CCCA.

I feel that I can have a positive
impact on the CCCA. and in the

campus community as a whole. My
experience will prove invaluable,
from working as a credit analyst for
the largest commercial bank in

Colorado Springs to completely
reorganizing the accounting system
of the fraternity. My insistence on
precision and willingness to fulfill

any task are consistent with the

responsibilities. As Financial VP, I

will help inspire further innovation
and ensure that to general strength
of CCCA. continues to grow.
When in office, I would first

pursue the matters of ensuring that

|
been an active part of the

I
immunity, participating in

>"°r Council, Volunteer Action,
;!>igma, and intramural sports.
activities have taught or en-

?
number of valuable skills,

leadership, organization,
ork- and tolerance,
running for Finandal Vice-

P
for two major reasons:

™ve gained a keen interest in the

p of the campus government
r
<
in particular how students

a&out receiving funding for the
activities they wish to initiate.

P*'seen some areas that may be
F °y the incoming Financial
gwent I feel that there needs
''word of the CCCA funds
,hand, a better system of

knowing how funds are used once they
have been allocated, and a budget
expansion proposal.

I have three sperific things in mind
that I would like to accomplish once in

office. 1) The budget committee needs
to be able to keep closer track of the

CCCA budget and how it is spent. As
the system currently stands, the

Finandal Vice-President must check at

the business office once a week to see

how the budget stands. I would like to

see a system where we have a limited

link to the business office data system,
being able to enter requisitions into the

system each day. In this way, the

committee would be able to keep closer

track of the CCCA account, knowing
how it stands as funds are allocated

rather than processed. 2) The budget

committee needs to know how funds
are spent once they have been allocated

to a certain group. The group initiating

the activity should give a detailed

account of how the CCCA funds were
spent, and this account kept on file.

This would aid the budget committee
in knowing which activities were
successful and which weren't, giving
them a basis for granting or rejecting

future requests. 3) Finally, I think it is

necessary to propose an expanded
budget. There are a number of activi-

ties on campus which aren't granted
the proper funding because the CCCA
budget is too small. Many times these

activities would be exceedingly educa-
tional and beneficial to the campus
community, but are instead rejected.

past budgeting errors are not
repeated and of coming to a coun-
cil-wide agreement regarding the
access of funds so that controversy
can be avoided. I will seek to

further integrate campus groups
into the community and ensure that
funds are allocated equitably.

CCCA. has made great strides

over the past year as a result of
dedicated and innovative members.
I want to be a catalyst for further
and greater change. On December
4, 1 would appreciate your vote.

gVdam McVeigg



Candidates for VP Student Concerns
iantiago Foste This year I am a C.C.C.A. mem-

ber-at-Iarge, co-chairperson of

EnACT, an ORC leader and pro-

gramming chair, a Features editor

for The Catalyst, a National Ski

Patrolman, and a member of the

Southwest Committee.

Naturally, being a member-at-

large has exposed me to the work-

ings of student government at C.C.;

as member-at-large I have seen the

strong points of this year's Council

and have noted weaknesses which
may be shored by next year's

Council.

First, I will make C.C.C.A. more
visible and available by assigning

Student Concerns Committee
Members different organizational

meetings to attend. By attending

these meetings, our members will

find out what organizations are

doing and how we can help them
out.

Secondly, I will bridge the

schisms between varying student

interests by involving a variety of

.
minority to Greek— and asK.
their participation in Winter
Carnival.

In office, I will be response |@
responsible. I will actively nyj f
student concerns - from envij I I

'

mental to fraternal - and woh
further integrate the varied s^ $*

of the C.C. community. I wil]? P
available and open to students r
I will provide a wide range of r

programs and activities to be* P
groups in special projects. Already I the entire campus community E
am contacting a number of organi- r
zations—from environmental to

I think it's important to do a few

things which one feels strongly about,

and do them well. Outside of class and

working, I'm involved in debate; just

those three constitute a major part of

my time. Work.. .well, working pays the

tuition. Debate is not just the stereo-

typical debate geeks; debating at C.C.

is developing my speaking as well as

thinking skills, both of which are vital

to Council activity. Other than that, I

try to be involved in life - one must

admit that this is quite essential to

government.

Dave Fric,

C.C is an incredible school, and one

of the reasons for this is the contrast of

people here. It would not be represen-

tative of the school as a whole to run

C.C.C.A. on the opinions of the groups

most involved with it alone; the Vice-

President for Student Concerns is in a

perfect position to relay input from the

entire student body. It is also arvoffice

which demands time to evaluate

situations and ability to propose

creative and effective solutions. I know
I can meet these demands and could do
great things for C.C.C.A. and C.C. as a

result.

I would like to pursue better student

body-C.CC.A. and then C.C.C.A.-

faculty and administration communica-

tion. Also, increased interaction and
communication between campus
organizations and groups. I am inter-

ested in seeing C.C.C.A. become a

Council that every student feels he or

she can go to, offer initiatives, and see

the idea progress. I think when people

are intimidated, the whole campus
suffers; we need a very approachable,

interested COCA.

Candidate for Parliamentarian

I'm involved with Star Core, Political

Union, Fiji and intramurals. The last

two semesters, I've worked as the

C.C.C.A. office manager. I have gotten

to know all the details of how student

government runs at C.C. With the

knowledge of what goes in now, I can

contribute more readily right away. I

want the school to move in positive

ways always, and I'll work to make
sure it does.

The Parliamentarian seeks to keep

rack of all COCA, sponsored organi-

zations and offer charterships to new

Candidates for Member-at-Large

Doug Daw®

As a first year student, 1 believe I can

best serve our campus as a member-at-

large. This position will allow me to

serve on the Council as a whole, be a

committee member, and still allow

time to pursue personal initiatives.

I would like to pursue activities that

will lead to heightened awareness of

the ethnic and cultural diversity on the

Colorado College campus.

1 would like to look into returning to

the 9 block year and I would also be

glad to see Administration/Student

relations open up so that students

could have a more direct say in admin-
istrative decisions. I will also angrily

demand that Rastall serve 2 entrees at a

time.

yiuAijjjiiityjQ

Once in office, I will work to make
sure that all interested groups that

need help from C.C.C.A., will not only

receive this help, but will receive this

help as quickly as possible. I will work
towards making sure that the process

of reviewing the eight block year will

be continued to benefit all students. I

will also make sure that sponsorship

and funding of events by C.C.CA. will

be chosen fairly, so that all groups that

request sponsorship and funding will

not be discriminated against.

Bebecca Varr
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ones. I think the parliamentarian is

essential in providing an atmosphere

where clubs will flourish and won't be

afraid to seek funds, even if they go

over allotted initial budgets. New
organizations should be encouraged

and pursued with C.C.C.A. help. I'm

running because I want to help create a

great relationship between C.C.C.A.,

C.C organizations and the campus as a

whole.

It's been said before, I'll say it again,

this campus needs more social life on
campus. The Tiger Pit is picking up,

but we need more than CrimefigJ ser

to ease the burden of the academi

world. Lefs get C.C.C.A. to spore

fests and parties every week will

different organizations on weeke

nights. Also, we need to bring m

activities to the campus like theh

tist. To do this, COCA, shoulds

them out. These are things I'd pi _

I would like to bring the col

the community and the communi

the college by expanding program

such as Head Start, study abroad,

San Luis Valley, and by getting tk

community on campus to see whj

do here. This is the real way to inj

the college's prestige, not by inert

tuition to match that of the "top"

colleges.
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Editor

!
^corrected.Theenroll-

Sfq (40new Black and Latino

L

lB
inl990dcesnotrepre-

'third lowest (number) of
"'"

as I was

Byquloted
as saying in Justin

s
^Catalyst article ofNovem-

Iitiade that statement to him

'acurmv reading of an

fc ^ion Office document I'm

Tjl wasn't double-checked,

»'
|a
pologia' for the error. It was

001 mistake

Kpxr, I want to reiterate the

[point I made in the

w for that article— that

serious trouble in the area

jtystudent recruitment

an allayingmy fears

s, the response of the

i
Staff to Justin Blum's

only heightened them.

lugh the Admission Staff

i
challengemy mistake,

ytput current minority

.
jit figures in any historical

The40 new Black and

Indents enrolled this year

lepresent the sixth lowest

ilhe eleven years between

ad 1986. Sixty-three such

flsenrolled in 1977, 51 in

ICJ fin 1981, and 43 in 198Z So

what the Admission Office refers

to as a "good year" (in an October
1 1 memo to Dean Rnley) was in

fact a rather average one for that

recent eleven-year period.

In their letter the Admission
Staff tell us that "Colorado College

recruits, admits, and enrolls

students from many different

backgrounds," that they "deliber-

ately target inner city schools," and
that some of their evening

information sessions "are attended

largelyby students from disad-

vantaged, inner city, or minority

backgrounds" Of course, I don't

think this is news to any member
of the College community. But I'd

like to know what fraction of the

Admission Office's recruiting

effort is devoted specifically to

schools with large minority

enrollmentsand how that fraction

has changed during the recent

past.How much of the time of the

Office's Anglo recruiters is

devoted to minority recruitment

and how has that changed over
the years? My experienceon the

Admission Policy Committee in

1986-1988 indicated that the

Admission Staff are either unable
or unwilling to discuss these

matters in much depth. However,
it is only the honest and open

Admissions staff shows intolerance
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Letters

to the
Editor

discussion of our recruitment

procedures that can silence the

perennial criticisms of the Admis-
sion Office. Surely the Admission
Staff must feel torn between
relying on those predominantly

Anglo schools which have
historically sent large numbers of

students to CC and entering the

less reliable terrain of predomi-
nantly minority schools. Members
of the community should be able

to raise such legitimate issues

without being labelled "contempt-

ible".

In my opinion the extraordinar-

ily defensive letter from the

Admission Staff reflectsmore of a

concern for the management of

their public relations than an
interest in recruiting minority

students. All bureaucratic offices

have an interest in their public

image. But when it comes to an
issue as central to the future of this

College as minority recruitment,

such defensiveness is at best

counterproductive. It would be

more helpful if the Admission

Staff would provide the College

community with quite specific

infoiTnation about the extent of

their efforts in recruiting minority

students through the 1980'sand
into the 1990's.

One final point first-year

student Justin Blum is one of the

most competentand exciting

journalistic voices to be heard on
this campus in many years. I hope
the caustic response of the

Admission Staff doesn't have the

consequence of silencing him.

Sincerely,

Jeff Livesay

Sociology Department

MECHa posters
were defaced
To the Editor:

The weekend ofNovember lu-

ll MECha (Movimiento

Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan)

held its first symposium, entitled

'The Chicano Movement Past,

Present, and Future." It has since

come to ourattention that one of
the advertising posters was
defaced. The word 'Chicane/ was
crossed outand replaced with the

To the Editor:

I used to think the Admissions
staff did a difficult job reasonably
well. The level of diversity among
students and faculty on this

campus is not as great as many of

us would like, but I always
assumed that Admissions shared
the desire for more diversity, and
that without the strong efforts of

Admissions we would have even
less student diversity than we do
now. From my personal experi-

ence, the people who work in

Admissions are intelligent,

pleasant, and caring human

However, their recent attack on
Justin Blum (Letters, Nov. 16,

1990), makes me open to the idea

that perhaps the Admissions
Office itself is contributing to the

relatively low level of student

diversity on the Colorado College

campus.

Diversity implies difference,

not just or primarily in skin color

but in assumptions, ideas, points

of view. Lefs examine how the

Admissions staff dealt with

different points of view.

1- 'To begin with, it simply isn't

conceivable that anyone familiar

with CCs past and current policies

and practices aimed at strengthen-

ing the quality and diversity of our
student body would charge that

the College is not 'activel/

recruiting minorities" If I under-
stand that sentence, the Admis-
sions staff is admitting that they
are incapable of even conceiving of

informed disagreement. This of

course is more a statement about
their capabilities than about the

possibility of informed dissent. It

also indicates an attitude: ifyou
disagree with them, you are
ignorant

2. "However, it is contemptible

to suggestjthat the College's

effort] to promote equal

opportunity...resulted in just the

opposite." Because of the vague
writing in their letter, I am not sure

exactly what or who they are

calling contemptible. Do they

mean Justin is contemptible? Do
they mean his article is contempt-

ible? Or do they mean anyone

who would suggest or think this

idea, which doesn't conform to the

staffs preferred view of the world,
is contemptible?

I did not understand Justin

Blum's article to suggest that the

College's efforts caused less

opportunity for minorities. But
assunt for a moment that he did
suggest that. If we are really

striving for diversity on this

campus, if we want the College to

be a lively intellectual home where
ideas can be explored and openly
discusses from different points of
view, then we should be very very
careful before we call an idea, or
someone who suggests it, con-

temptible. Unfortunately, an
Admissions staff that considers

disagreement to be ignorant or

contemptible is unlikely to

generate much diversity.

The Catalyst is performing an
important function for the

community, and living up to its

name, by running front-page

investigative reports. They have
made the paper much more
interesting and valuable, and
hopefully they will help the

community to discuss important

issues. The Admissions staff could

have contributed to that discussion

by writing a letter telling us more
about what they actually do to

actively recruit minorities, the

serious constraints they face while

doing so, or whatever else they

believed TTie Catalyst failed to

adequately cover. Instead, they

chose to be defensiveand insult-

ing. The of hominetn attacks on
Justin Blum in 2 letters last week
seemed to be efforts to squelch

open discourse in the Colorado

College community; certainly the

Admissions staffs letter did little

to further informed discussion.

The Admissions Staffowes
Justin Blum an apology. It should

consider expanding that apology

to the whole college community
for responding in a style that could

have a "chilling effect" on commu-
nity discourse

Sincerely,

Andrew B. Dunham
Associate Professor

Political Science Dept.

word 'Wetback.' We find this

situation disconcerting for various

reasons. First, the term 'Wetback'

is a derogatory reference to those

undocumented migrant workers

who have crossed the Rio Grande
River as economic refugees. We
are not ashamed to be identified

with these brothers and sisters

recently arrived from Mexico.

However, this is an inaccurate

term for individuals who were

born 'on this side of the border.'

Chicanos/Chicanas are United

States citizens of Mexican descent.

In many cases our families did not

have a border to cross—these

borders were imposed on our
grandfathers and grandmothers It

is ironic that one should be so bold

as to attack a people about which

he/she knows so little. By
asserting ourselves as Chicane*/

Chicanas we refuse to let such

remarks disempower us as an

organization or as individuals.

However, our concerns lead us

to the following question: does this

incident in fact reflect the senti-

ments ofmore than just the

individual(s) who felt it necessary

to reveal such ignorance?

In the past, MECha has felt

responsible for the burden of

educating this campus regarding

'minority awareness' We no
longer feel that this is our primary

responsibility. We are first and
foremost a support group for

Chicano students. This incident

proves that is time for the campus

community to begin to take

responsibility for educating itself.

The defacing of our poster

suggests that this educational

process is not progressing, it is

regressing.

Lucia Aguayo &
CarynApodaca

Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano

de Aztlan
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RHA board structure criticized

To the Editor

While I'm not certain that

The Catalyst is the best forum

for this concern, it seems to be

the only one left for me to

pursue.

The issue with which I am
concerned is the so-called

"election" process by which

the executive board of the

Residence Hall Association is

chosen. I find it truly offensive

that an organization founded

with a goal of increasing

student participation and

involvement would have only

a small group of people

choosing its top officers. In

fact, only the voting delegates

to the RHA "Full House" may
even vote on the constitution

of this organization, of which

all campus residents are

members. 1 find this absurd, as

in every other campus organi-

zation, all members have a say

in who shall lead the group

and by what rules the readers

are to act— why is this not the

case with the RHA? (To

further add fuel to this fire, at

least one of the members of

this executive board serves as

a voting member of the

CCCA!)
As I commented in the

opening of this letter, The

Catalyst is not the place for

this problem to be aired— it

should be taken up within the

structure of the Residence Hall

Association. However, the

current members of the

Executive Board have essen-

tially ignored my pleas (and

those of other students) for a

voice in who will represent me
in this organization. I would

hope that RHA will be more

responsive to student concerns

in the future. If other students

are concerned about this

process, they should contact

their representatives in the

RHA office at x6833.

Thank you,

Peter D. Padilla

Misquotation in article on Greeks

To the Editor

I was quoted in the article

concerning Gi^eeks and the

present Catalyst policy (11/16/90),

but the quote is not mine The
writer,TimVanLuven, did talk

with me for several minutes about

my opinion on the issue, seeing as

Iam both an editor on The Catalyst

staff and a Greek member. The
problem is thathe did not write

anything that I said down and
later when he proceeded to

incorporatemy opinion in the

article, he picked hisown words

and put direct quotes around

them. In the first place I would not

have chosen the words he used,

and secondly, it has come to my
attention that these words

offended some people and for that

I am sorry, but it was not inten-

tional, nor was it what I said in the

first place.

I believe that no matter what
Al's personal opinion is concern-

ing the Greek system, it really is

not an issue in connection with a

"supposed" biased Catalyst I

agree, both journalistically and as a

Greek member, that the photo

opinion that appeared in an earlier

issue was not fair, but it was not

purposely, nor maliciously,

planned to contain no Greek
opinions. The film that had been
shot for this feature was ruined,

and late on Thursday, the pictures

that ran were shot at random and
used. I agree that the photo

opinion did not contain a fair

representation and I personally do
not think that I would have run it

But I still do not believe that Al ran

it to express his own feelings.

Every other article, tomy
knowledge, that has been run has

been pro-Greek. In addition to

editing, I also typeset, so I basically

see aU of the articles that are

printed and I cannot recall an anti-

jieekone.

The part in "my" quote in Van
even's article, ",1 heard their

(one sorority's) side of this whole

thing, and they were completely

out to lunch," does not even sound

like something I would say and it

wasn't. I heard a few different

views of what sororities and

fraternities were saying and

simply because of the conflicting

rumors floating around campus, I

feel they did not really understand

what had happened and I

personally explained it to a few

people, but I am not aware of

whatever happened after.

So, I would like to apologize for

this misquote even though I don't

feel it is really my place to apolo-

gize; I believe it should be the

writer's. Hopefully now some
people will understand a little

more about the policy of non-

discrimination (hat I feel The

Catalyst does follow.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Webster

Rape stories had
nothing to do
with the Greeks
To the poor maligned Erik Van
Brarnen

That you had the audacity to

use the printing and not-printing

of two rape articles to support the

"Greek" cause isone of the most
twisted things I have heard/read
in a long time. Your paranoid

interpretation of the printed rape

article as inherently anti-Greek

based on 1) that the rape occurred

in a fraternity house, and 2) that

the author is not a sorority

member, is indicative not of Al

Decker's bias but of your own
narrow-minded idiocy. Think a
little before you start your next

mud-slinging rampage, and do be
sure to put it where it belongs, my
friend.

Name witheld by request

RHA Halloween bash defend?

Letters

to the
Editor

Leanoard Riley

is ignorant of

Israeli situation

To the Editor:

Leonard Riley B"s "opinion"

(Nov. 2) states: "perhaps I am
ignorant when it comes to the

conflict in Israel." I would answer

with a resounding yes! His

myopic view of the Middle East

conflict is coupled with classic

anti-Semitic statements.

Riley writes of Israel's invasion

of "Palestine." Did he mean

Israel's occupation of the West
Bank and Gaza Strip? These areas

were acquired during wars

waged against Israel— not the

other way around. Also, the term

"Palestine" incorporates Jordan as

well as Israel.

Riley praises theUN Security

Council resolutions condemning

Israel. Yet these resolutions are an

example of "guilty until proven

innocent." There was provocation

by the 3000 Palestinians gathered

on the Temple Mount. These

resolutions ignore the barrage of

rocks thrown at Jews praying at

the Western Wall— Judaism's

holiest site. It is grossly hypocriti-

cal for theUN to want to send an

investigation team to Israel when
it does not do the same to

countries who have committed

flagrant abuses of human rights.

Was a UN delegation sent to

China, Rumania or Haiti, to cite

just a few examples?

Riley talks about the Palestin-

ians who have been killed by
Israelis trying to control the

violence. Yet he does not mention

that over 200 Palestinians have

been savagely murdered by other

Palestinians for trying to negotiate

peace through discussions with

Israelis.

Perhaps the reiteration of

viewpoints such as Mr. Riley's,

which are based on ignorance

and bias, are what stand in the

way of a peaceful settlement in

the Middle East

Sincerely,

Cindy Meyer

Assistant Director

Anti-Defamation League

To the Editor

On behalf of Berrris-McGregor

RHA, the sponsoring organization

for the McGregor Halloween Bash,

I would like to strongly object to

The Catalyst's portrayal in Justin

Blum's article ("CCCA President,

Council dispute funds," 11/16/90)

of the Halloween Bash as just

another "beer party." So far this

semester, The Catalyst has time and

again takenan anti-Greek positioa

UTheCatah/st is going to take that

position, then it should also be"

willing to support non-Greek

social outlets on this campus.

The McGregor Halloween Bash

was held on November 2 and

coincided with Greek bid night

parties Thus, we were providing a

social event for those students

who choose to be independent

Also, the McGregor Halloween

Bash is a tradition on this campus

which draws large crowds and is

enjoyed by all. This year's bash

was no exception.We estimate

that over 500 studentscame

through during the course of the

evening.

For those worried about the

seemingly large price tag, the $500

appropriated to us by CCCA
represented only a fraction of our

budget. We were forced to seek

funds from Leisure Program

which we thankfully got The

budget was so large because we
featured a live band. Add in the

cost ofgood beer, trained servers, a

security guard for 4 hours,

alternative beverages, food,

publicity, and decorations, and

you have a rather expensive

endeavor.

If the administration and

various other campus groups such
asCCCA are going to push for

131 activity

they must be willing to t^

price of such events. I^
have cleared up any cor4.

doubt in either your mir^

minds of "several CCCAi
bers" who were "disp]^

about the pricetag orp^
our event

Sincerely,

KathrynN. Farrow

Bemis-McGregorRHA

Editor. First of all, dorVttf

"The Catalyst's portrayal."

newspaper is not Pmvda
i \

[{Mother Jones. It has bea,]

time and time again than,

tell our writers what to wjj

arewe out to "portray a ,

view. One would think frp

reading your article thatttj

newspaper is some stran*

nebulous thing like a mil

national corporation orati Li

Secondly, Blum reporfe
f

some members of CCCAi

displeased, not that he wl

was, or President Riley,or

Catah/st itself.

Thirdly, you assert thai

Catalyst has time and again

an anti-Greek positioa If j

Catalyst is going to take ft

position, then it should ah

willing to support non-Gi

social outlets on this camp \m

are indeed a nefarious sm

Who do we support? Nm >re

understanding was that J

Greeks who hate 77k? Gt§ m
we are a bunch of flambw

hippies who only support

causes and smoke mariju ily

dark alleys. But you say

support non-Greeks as w

guess I don't know where

opponents stand nowada

iTe

m

Ack

npo.-

jvyw

ung,

itni

/si

xiic

Whites: Do the right th
By Cassandria Milton

Co-President of the Black Student

Union

Ifyouhaveever seen Spike

Lee's film, "Do the Right Thing,"

you probably came out of the

theater burning with anger

because of the racial tension in

each scene. However, thebottom
line of this film is not racial

violence; it ishuman nature itself.

Spike Lee leaves us with no

answers, just more questions, and
the feelings that surface continu-

ally haunt us, which leadsme to

write this column.

At Colorado College, many
white students believe it is the

minority population's responsibil-

ity to educate them on multi-

ethnic issues.My answer is "No"
and this is why. I have done
programming for Black History

Month at Colorado College for the

past two years and have seen little

response to these activities from

white students. Everyone attends

such activities as a play or a

lectureon volcanos, but when
students see a poster foran
African-American speaker from

the community, they turn their

heads. They probably think, "This

has nothing to do with me, so why
should I attend?" It has everything

to do with thembecause all people

are connected with eadu M,

some way. Just because)!

see an African-Americani

neighborhood today does

you won't see one at the!

tomorrow.

In class, I am oftenM
African-American femaR

every time the issues of|
IQ I

Americans come up, wlife

students turn their heads'

direction. I think to mysel

not the expert. I am not

sible for teaching you." 1

way minority students art

to meet white students!*

sharing this educational 1

bility" is if white studa*

attending our functions!

might learn something ffl

There has to be a dialog*

between all races becau^^F
people still hold onto

which classify certain gfl

our society. I know that!'

guilty of this because hi

nature dictates it

I feel that I cannotp*

rions for this campus,

white students to partial
1

Thesefimctionswillbeft1

a|

01

community and for ours

we can account for ourf

traditional values. It is "1

white campus to "Do Hij

Thing" and educatetWW M1

the issues of minorities-

isic.

)t

Wr.

tesM

jtieBhis

to:
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liley and Scott: new music and blue skies
C's own New Music Ensemble joins duo in Packard Sunday, December 2 at 3 om

Li.„ White I^^^^^BB r-"
Miles White

, does not strike an impos-

ture. But then, what look

-irnes a legend most?

He is
dressed in stone-

lei jeans, Chinese slippers,

i, of
funny- looking yellow

d eyeglasses and sports a

.

y
blue cap atop the vener-

strands of greying hair. The

s
appropriate, forit seems

ferry Riley always carries

blue sky around with

„ .ogacy of his more than

ar intercrst in Indian music

jilture.

jaiowledged as the

ding father ofmodem
jialism, Riley is the

cal guru to a whole

ration of avant garde

losers which includes

weights like Steve Reich,

Dn Subotnick, LaMont
gjon Gibson, Morton

nick, Philip Glass, Ramon
irand Colorado College

loser Stephen Scott,

e revolution began with

s 1964 debut of/nC, a

composition of 53

ic fragments played at

i which turned the

world on its well-

jed ear and gave birth to

ea of "new music." It even
need music produced by
! art rock groups like Yes
he Who. But a revolution

iriji rdly what Riley had in

,y„ I.

sw yidea was just to write

that I liked," he says. "A
izz players I listened to

;e Miles Davis and John
ie and Ornette Coleman
friting very complex,
fnl, spiritually inspired

jazz pieces which
led to my nature a lot.

was a lot of freedom in
isic, and I wanted to

Terry Riley and Stephen Scotl present " The Bowed Rosary" photo by Bill Ellzey

capture that same sense of
beauty and spontaniety."

It has been 25 years since In C
established Riley's reputation as
a leading 20th century com-
poser, but his musical tastes

have not stood still. Since then
he has recorded a number of
remarkable recordings includ-
ingA Rainbow in Curved Air
(1969), Persian Surgery Dervishes

(1972), Sri Camel (1980), The
Harp ofNew Albion (1986) and
Salome Dances for Peace (1989),

all of which have continued to

explore new musical avenues of
expression and experimenta-
tion.

"In C was very influential in

rock music and very influential

on what's called new age music
today, so when people are
hearing all these things in rock
they're hearing things that were
developed in that piece, " he
says. "I still like it, but when
some of your old work starts

taking a lot of the space of the

time you can devote to your
current work, you start resent-

ing it. You want to go on and do
new things."

The new things Riley has
been devoting himself to in

recent years involve music that
has at its base the idea of

improvisation and spontaneity
as opposed to structured

notation. The piece he will

perform Sunday with Scott and
the Colorado College New
Music Ensemble is a good
example. Up until a few days
before the performance, no one,
including himself, knew exactly

what would be performed.
The world premier composi-

tion "Bowed Rosary" is taking
shape by trial and error experi-

mentation as he and the per-

formers work out fragments of
ideas in rehersals. The final

form of the piece may not be
known until a day before the

performance. But that, to Riley,

is what creating music is all

about these days.

"The kind of work that I like

to do is work where I don't even
know whafs going to happen,
so Sunday's concert will be a

unique event. We're just

beginning, and I always like

things to go until very late in the
game so that I don't get tired of
it myself. Thafs the exciting
thing about it. It keeps an edge
on. I would rather go out on the
very edge of the a limb and fall

off than to cling to the base of
the tree and not ever see what
could really be out there."

Riley met Scott in Telluride

several years ago after they had
discovered each other's work
and decided to collaborate on
new pieces of music. "I had an
interest in his bowed piano
ensemble and I thought ifd be
interesting to try to do this just

intonation tuning with it because
the piano would definitelyadd a
different characteristic so I

brought the tuning and he

brought the bowed piano en-
semble technique, and thafs how
the marriage happened."

In recent years Riley has
composed string pieces for the

famed Kronos Quartet, including

the mesmerizing Condemn on the

Night Plain and Other String

Quartets, which represents the core
of a new, more classical phase of

multi-movement works by Riley

which involvea sense of spiritual

journey.

Riley's newest musical venture
is a group called Khayal ("imagi-

nation" in the Urdu language),

which features music steeped in

the traditions of American jazz

and Indian classical music, his

primary musical interests of late.

He plans to start touring and
recording the five-piece group
eariy next year.

'I've always been interested in

improvisation. I think what we're
doing in Khayal could be consid-

ered jazz, but ifsdefinitely music
that involves decisions that

happen in the moment Some
aspects of the music are liannonic

but most of them are modal, so

we're trying to develop something
thafs really new to all of us. Thafs
been really the love ofmy life

lately."

And though he has moved far

from the minimalist tag, Riley is

still stuck with the label, but one he
has become acustomed to through
the years. "They'regoingtocall

me a minimalist until they put me
in the ground, but as long as I

don't have to abide by the rales of

minimalism when I'm working I

don't mind what they call me. I

fed free to do whatever interests

Mr. Riley and the Colorado
CollegeNew Music Ensemble will

perform in Packard Auditorium at

3pm on Sunday. Admission is

free.

>bum Galleiydispj^r^the^ojks of David Mahelona
IVrit^i. . red otnvr* conrn Ini,. >[,.. i— »; . _

rolyn Read
fWrite

& Where do I begin
his one? For now, I'm
to sit here and drift

Put of all the STUFF
'

s got on these walls
e Nutcracker Suite
filling Worner
Actually, the visual

f«al images from
fund the music aren't
^mpatible as one
immediately

I
The ballet suite

ln,ages of the dance
ne">ber it, quick
*h"e ordinary
(coffee, tea, candy
s"8" plums) come
David's show, too,

f

°n the revision of
y' objects, albeit
0re startling and
Way- In fact, the

c*er Suite now
ra'her macabre

background music.
The image that renders

the ballet is a vibrantly
painted face, framed, with a

screwdriver jammed
between the eyes. It rests

inside a plexiglass case
which also contains a small,
black ceramic cocker spaniel
and an egg. Within each
piece, one finds this

grotesque, highly personal

image. A row of unraveling
white T-shirts spill their

entrails to the floor. Crosses
protrude from the tops of
rock heads, everywhere are
things in jars, in cases.

There is a strange

predominance of clothes
hangers. The hangers come
in different flavors: hearts,

crosses, neckties.

Things seem perverted. A

red glove sewn into the
crotch of black shorts
proudly displays its fingers

above the unzipped fly. The
collar sewn into the open
crotch of some cutoffs is a
subtle touch. Nothing
subtle about the work pn
the opposite wall, or the
reference of the bone in the
box in his crotch.

Provocative is the best
single description I can
create, and this is not
necessarily a sexually

provocative show. Rather
there is an intrusive sense
to the images. The viewer
constantly "sees through"
things: sees through jars to

their insides, sees through
cutout paper bags, sees
through the cases to their

contents. Within the cutouts
David strips form to

skeletons, to their

"underwear," exposing that

which is closest and most

intimate.

It would be a shame,
however, to concentrate
solely on the disturbing
elements of the show, or on
the sexual references. There
is a wonderful sense of

humor to the work, touches
that show balance: a cow in

a different pasture,

"profile" combs, old tennis
shoes strung together.

David's craftsmanship is

meticulous; attention to

detail, placement, and
lighting unify the exhibit.

David Mahelona has
created a wonderful,
intricate sampling of life,

created a world slightly

left-of-center. This is

neither a comforting or

soothing exhibit. But there
is familiarity , not only in

the materials, but in the

imagery. A wonderful
nightmare of home.
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At the brewery

.

By Andy Kane & Jon

Feiges

Staff Writers

It wasn't a cord day. The

sun, not unlike a wheel or a

747, fell to the Earth amidst

boiling swirls of black

smoke. Its yellow glow
caused the leaf-covered

pavement to reflect the

autumn color that only Van
Gogh could capture,

nostalgia. The Jackson

house, with its brooding

porch, smiled out across

Nevada. Our goal: an

domestic stuff in this brew,

but it's probably never been

exported out of the

contiguous 48.

Breaker one-nine for a

radio check.

Yo, radio check this is

Shinkin' Ship readin' ya five

by five, and its Tanqueray

time.

Thank you much Ship. See

you in the sunset.

Yes, you could say we
thought the T&T's were

better than the V&T's, just

like Dom Perrinogne is

better than Andre. Though

3-qXOSWfF

H-cp&t, w£H WE come vtbrir-ir

EVEET PAT". W
5- the TRMece+teM^a- ^rwi-eeffi

empty room on the first

floor which was supposed

to contain one of the

hardest boozing duos on

campus. All we found was
a phone off the hook and

some mice eating the open

bag of granola on the floor.

Tears stood out in Jon's

eyes as he thought of the

time he stepped in that big

pile of dog shit when he

was in third grade. He
remembered seeing Chris

Weldon's face on the

bottom of his sole. A blast

of snow blew in through

the window he left open to

their rank abode, and he

and Andy knew there was
nothing left to do but get on
with this damn, damn,
damn, Spot! Off the glove

and out of my hair. The
Vodka Tonic broke through

Jon's Thanksgiving parental

conditioning and our article

will resume its proper level

of sophomoric activity.

Due to the suggestion of

those not present we have
decided to review a couple

of Tonic drinks. Despite the

fact that the members of the

104 Club are probably

sniffing glue on top of

Loomis as we are writing,

we are continuing with the

standard Vodka Tonic and a

good G'n'T as review

material. Due to an indolent

cloud that descended upon
us, we chose only to swish
one beer around in our
mouths, and then spit it on
the radiator to watch it

steam— just kidding, we
never waste beer. Special

Export is the American
answer to Heineken, from
the land where little boys
with big fingers save the

country by sticking their

fingers in holes. Yes, Dutch
folk might find a suitable

alternative to their

we must admit that we
stacked the deck in favor of

the gin drink by purchasing

Gilbey's Vodka, we feel that

even Stoly would not have

changed the gasoline flavor

produced by the

combination of Quinine and

distilled potatoes. The
Tanqueray brought to mind
Caribbean sundowns, and

breezes that cool the light

perspiration on your brow
after making a tough par

five. Enough of that yuppie

fantasy (subliminal message
to break you out of that

unreal dream Colorado

College induces through the

music in the Worner Center

— unfortunately you can't

hear it on paper.) We still

like the Tanqueray & Tonic

even though it is absurdly

expensive. It just might be

worth it every other leap

year. After this lengthy

swim in the pools of pure

alcohol, we made a two
point dive in the babbling

brook of Wisconsin's third

most popular export -

behind cheese and
Milwaukee's Best.

Andy thought special

Export's name was hilarious

considering it was an

American beer; it actually

has a picture of the Santa

Maria on the label. It also

has a disclaimer to the

effect that the one crate of

the stuff that actually made
it to Europe was greatly

appreciated by most of the

clan McTavish except uncle

Haggis who still prefers

warm Lake water mixed
with grain alcohol and goat

milk. Anyway, at home we
think it's just fine. The low
price and distinctive taste

rank it right up there with

Rolling Rock. Jon found that

the fact his beer was willing

to continue having an

aftertaste, without buying
into the "Dry" beer

rationale, was a ray of hope
for the Wiconsin beer scene;

he gave it a four. Rating it a

three, Andy liked its

promotion of the belief that

someone outside of the U.S.

might actually be interested

in our beer. But he found
the idea of it being true so

crazy that he ran down to

TERRY RILEY
*• • • one of the world's foremost keyboard improvisors,'

-Village Voice

*••• one of Minimalism's founding fathers."

-New York Times

STEPHEN SCOTT
"• • * passages ofintricate beauty.'

-Keyboard Magazine

"• • some of the most engaging new music around.'

—Village Voice

WITH THE COLORADO COLLEGE NEW MUSIC ENSEMBLE

BOWED ROSARY
(WORLD PREMIERE)

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1990

3l00 P.M.

PACKARD HALL • • • FREE

I

the store to grab a twelve of

Black Label and asked Jon if

he could borrow the wind-

surfboard that's strapped to

the top of Jon's Subaru.

Next week we hope to

booze with the Ghost of

Ernest Hemingway.
—Life's a piece of shit,

when you look at it. - Monty

Python's Life of Brian

—If I say its safe to

this beach, it's safe
|

this beach. - Apoci

—As a child I could

remember everythini

happened. Even if ii

happened to me or im

Mark Twain

s

If

st

ay.

to

the

Time'sUp! Yeah, that's right Phil Brown's

fifteen minutes of fame are over. In case you

haven't figured it out yet, the reference in tht

title is to Andy Warhol's statement. If you sti bu

don't understand, you have no right to be evi

reading the Arts section. Finish your beer an(

go read the Sports section. Anyway, Phil is bi

preparing himself to venture to Africa, ya'

know, to relieve himself of that old white nu

burden and get a tan and maybe even do soi

thing useful. Poor kid! Well, here's wishinglBhi!

a pleasamt journey and hoping he is not ab-

ducted by a deranged tribe of Zulu warrioisi

his travels. And now it's time for someone

to have- their fifteen minutes in the sun.

Mf*
coffees - teas - chocolorra

Just 6 blocks south ofcampus
Acrossfrom Acacia Park

You'llfindKafiql

70 Varieties ofCoffe, Tea, Cocoa,

Espresso, Cappuccino, and...

Hand-made Belgian Chocolates

Fresh-baked French Pastries

n/i/S Coffee, Tea, & Accessor'^

V x to Take Home & Enjoy

Sf Tables on the Courtyard & Firesib

§af Great Music in the Background

So ... Meet Your Friends, Study??, or}

Relax at Kafeo, soon!

121 East Bijou 632-6100
Monday - Friday

8:30 am - 6:30 pm
Saturday

9:30 am - 3:30 pm
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jointly rhythms freely flow
m

fjathaniel Feis

if any album, recently at

|s t,
deserves the title The

K(M of the Saints it is,

Lopriately enough, Paul

-j toon's new album baring

very title. In case you

j't know by now, this is

album on which Simon

^s Brasillian music,

Jticularly its rhythms and

jtcussion, to his steadily

iwing repertoire of world

isic.
This little addition

shes damn well with his

lerican pop tradition, the

jean influences and all

se other musical ideas

I picked up along the

i's

ou

the

Ihe Rhythm of the Saints,

!he follow up (I would
the long awaited follow

but that would sound far

cliched) to 1986's much
Ited Graceland and a

ale series of other well

lived albums, has a

uva lot of expectations

ive up to; and live up to

se expectations it does.

igl his album brings back

Graceland alumni such as
Ladysmith Black Mambazo
and Adrian Belew for
cameo appearances as well
as introducing a whole new
company of musicians. All
the music is beautifully
performed and it pulls you
into its web of rhythms.

Simon's song writing has
lost none of its power over
the years, unlike many of
his contemporaries, but his
focus has changed. This
album of hope and faith is a
far cry from the bitterness
and cynicism of Simon and
Garfunkel's The Sounds of
Silence, and it has none of
the silliness (Thank God) of
songs such as "50 Ways to
Leave your Lover." It is a
mature album from a man
who has tasted all the

sourness life has to offer
and can still see a reason to
keep on going.

Songs such as "Can't Run
But," "The Cool, Cool
Water," "Born at the Right
Time" and "The Rhythm of
the Saints" stand out for the
intricacy of their rhythmic

patterns and the poetry of
their lyrics. But, it's hard to
pull any songs from the
album and call them cuts
above the rest because this
album is so flowing and
consistently, exquisitely
executed. It really is an
album and not just a group-
ing of songs.

This is an album that you
need to listen to alone, or
maybe with a close friend
(and since you're the one
reading this so you can
interpret friend to have any
connotation you'd like and
close could be physically or
emotionally or both), in a
dark, quiet (besides the
music of course, it would be
damned hard to listen to the
album and have the room
be dead quiet at the same
time, now wouldn't it?)

room. So close your eyes, sit

back, relax, and allow The
Rhythm of the Saints to carry
your thoughts to what ever
plain of reality or non-
reality your mind and the
music decide to exist on.
Enjoy.

Electric Bonsi Band
Dec. 1, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

The Branford Marsalis
Quartet

Dec. 7, 8 pm
Arvada Center, Denver

Drugstore Cowboy
Nov. 30 & Dec. 1,7:30 pm
Olinl

The Statler Brothers
Nov. 30, 8 pm
Pikes Peak Center
(yee-haw)

Arts and Crafts Sale

Nov. 30, 11 am-8 pm
& Dec. 1, 10 am-5 pm
Worner Center

Colorado College Choir
and Orchestra

Nov. 30, 8 pm
Shove Chapel

Colorado College Concert
Band

Dec. 3, 5:30 pm
Worner Center

The Silver Cord
Dec. 6-9, 8 pm
Taylor Hall

Celebration: The Fall Dance
Workshop Student Concert
Nov. 30 & Dec. 1, 8 pm
Cossitt Gym
And it's free too.

Jane's Addiction
with Primus

Dec. 6, 8 pm
Mammoth Event Center,

Denver
Too bad it's sold out!

Pixies with
My Dad Is Dead

Dec. 7, 8 pm
Gothic Theater, Denver

Cocteau Twins with
Mazzy Star

Nov. 30. probably 8 pm
somewhere in Denver
(sorry we're not more
definite about this)

Other things too.
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Sunn takes sixth place at hationalmeet
Ijson Dunlap

IvVrieer

Jtober6th and 7th, Curtis

Tc.C's only velodrome

hrtended the Collegiate

(cycling National

[pionships in Houston,

More than one hun-

E„d fifty of the country's

tack racers, representing

BO schools, braved the hot

tumid temperatures for

LyS of intense competi-

Gunn placed an out-

ing 6th place overall and

[C. into 9th place in the

landings.

:k racing consists of five

te events. Each one was

i the Alkek Velodrome,

meter long oval with

id banked at 34 degrees.

ents varied from an

lual racing against the

i a group of 40 riders in

ut sprint. Gunn

[led in three of the five

lat the Championships,

[first race was the one

ter time trial. This three

Ed race pitted each

pinst the clock. Gunn's
:11.94puthimin5th

it of a field of 48 riders.

Hit race was the match

sprints, a series of races which
placed one racer against
another one-on-one. Gunn
made it through four rounds
to finish in seventh place out
of 33 entrants. The final race
of the Championships was the
Points Race, a race of 90 laps
with sprints every 5 laps.

Having no teammates to help
him, Gunn had to use his skill
and expertise to race a smart
race. Out of a field of 40
racers, Gunn finished a
respectable fifth and had
accumulated enough points to
finish in sixth place overall.

Track riding at C.C. has
been quite popular with the 7-

Eleven Velodrome less than
two miles away, near the
Olympic Training Center. In
past year, the team has not
been able to send riders to the
National Championships due
to lack of funding. This fall,

however, the team was
fortunate enough to receive
support from alumni and
parents, allowing Gunn to
represent C.C. at the Nation-
als. The C.C. road cycling
team will begin training in

January to hopes to attain a
spot at the National Road Race
Championships. pl-ef4h
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/
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MeRednw,
["7 shots count

netminder Paul unit

Badalich for five goals.
The weekend losses

dropped the Tigers' record
to 1-13 for the season,
leaving C.C. frustrated, but
still hungry. "The game is

still fun for our guys," said
coach Brad Buetow,
"They're a long way from
giving up. They're working
hard, and I still believe, in
many respects, that we're a
better team than we were
last year."

C.C.'s lack of victories
this season has necessitated
some new faces in the
lineup. The season opened
with Steve Nelson, Shawn
Reid, and Jody Jaraczewski
as the only newcomers
seeing action. Now, as
many as seven first year
Tigers can be seen in the
lineup. "I've been pleased
with the new guys," said
Buetow, "We're looking for
some scoring, they're
working hard, and they
deserve a chance."
When C.C. faces off at the

University of Minnesota
with the Bulldogs this

Friday, one first year Tiger
will have a little extra

incentive. Sophomore
Shawn Reddington was cut
by UMD in 1-988. In 1989, he
transferred to C.C. After
sitting out last year (as

required by NCAA),
Reddington is beginning to
make his presence felt. Last
weekend, he skated a
regular shift, including
action on the power play

This weekend, he'll be in
the line-up against the team
that cut him. "I have a lot to
prove to myself as well as
Duluth," says Reddington,
"I'd like to prove that I'm
good enough to play Divi-
sion I, but right now, I'm
just glad to be in the line-
up. We've been in every
game, if we keep working,
hard things will turn out in
our favor."

TIGER TALES: Duluth is

currently 4-5-3 in the
WCHA, good for fifth place
in league standings. The
Bulldogs played Denver last

week, winning 5-1 on
Friday and settling with a 3-

3 deadlock on Saturday.
Last year C.C. was 1-3

against UMD. . . Congratu-
lations to Ed Zawatsky,
who eclipsed the 100 point
plateau last weekend with a
pair of assists each night. . .

His career total is now 103.

(36g, 67a). He is currently
seventh in the WCHA with
19 points on the season. . .

Three goals last weekend by
Jody Jaraczewski gives him
the team lead with seven. . .

Despite a 1-6 record, C.C.
goalie Jon Gustafson ranks
fifth in the WCHA with a
3.23 goals against average. .

C.C. will be without the
services of center John
Mooney this weekend while
he serves the remainder of a
three game suspension for a
spearing incident last

Friday.

Velvet Elvis returns
By Alison Dunlap
Staff Writer

On Saturday December 8th, the Colorado College
Cycing Club will hold the Third Annual Mountain Bike
Chalenge. The course this year will be similar to last
year's exciting and gonzo one kilometer looparound
the soccer field. The course wil be more technical,
and less aerobically strenuous this year tomake it

easier tor those of you that haven't quite gotten
around to the weekly run in Monument Park.

There will be three multi-lap timed races. For the
women there will be a thirty minute race. The Men's B
race will also be thirty minutes, and the Men's A race
will bea grueling forty-five minutes long.
The coveted Velvet Elvis Award will be presented

again this year to the rider who displays the day's
mostoutstanding crash. Curtis Gunn, last year's
recipient, will be the presenter.

Riders and non-riders of all abilities are welcome.
Mountain bkes are the easiest race vehicles, but
bikes of any kind are welcome. Big wheels, however,
are strongly discouraged.

Registration will take place in Womer Center the
Thursday and Friday before the race (Dec. 6th and
7th). Raceday registration wil begin at 1 1:15 am.
and close ten minutes before each race. The
women's race beghs at 12 noon, the Men's B race
beghs at 1 2:35 p.m. and the Men'sA race begins at
1:10p.m. In case of a raging blizzard we'll begin the
races exactly as scheduled. Helmets are required
and no one will be allowed to compete withouta
bran bucket. The awesome stereo system from last

year is gong to make anotherappearance, so be
ready to kick back and collapse afterthe race is

over. Any questions, feel free to call either Alison
Dunlap x7750 or Mike Sandler x7070. We look forward
to an exciting Saturday with all you spoke heads.
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Men go 1 - 1 in tournament
See action in Texas over the weekend

The Colorado College men's

basketball team makes its first

road trip of the 1990-91 season

this week when it travels to

San Antonio, Texas, to play in

the Trinity University Tourna-

ment.

The Tigers, 1-2 after claim-

ing second place in their own
Palmer House Thanksgiving

Toumey last weekend, will

meet host Trinity in first-

round action at 8 p.m. Friday.

The other first round contest,

scheduled for 6 p.m. Friday,

features Bethel College against

Otterbein College. The

winners will meet in the

tournament championship

game at 8 p.m. Saturday

immediately following the 6

p.m. consolation match.

C.C. defeated Green Moun-

tain College, 107-89, last

Friday to advance to the

Thanksgiving Tournament

title contest against Western

New Mexico University, a 79-

74 winner over St. Mary of the

Plains. On Saturday the cold-

shooting Tigers were unable to

keep up with Western New
Mexico, dropping a 103-79

decision while making only 34

percent (27 for 79) of their

field-goal attempts.

Senior center Ken Last and

sophomore guard Jason Valant

earned all-tournament honors.

Last collected 18 rebounds and

scored 23 points in the two

games, hitting 11 of 13 at-

tempts from the field. Valant

scored 19 points against Green

Mountain and led C.C. with 25

in the loss to the Mustangs on

Saturday. Other notable

performances included 25

points by freshman guard

Montell Taylor as well as 17

points and 8 steals by sopho-

more guard Aaron Griess in

Frida/s triumph.

Kreusch finds home at rink
By Janet O'Brien

Staff Writer

Who would have thought that

playing intramural sports

would lead to a future career?

Tony Kreusch, a former CC
student who graduated in 1988,

didn't when he started playing

intramural hockey his first year.

Since Tony had never played

hockey before and wanted to

learn, he hooked up with Doug
Palazar, who at that time,

taught an adjunct intramural

hockey class. By the end of

Tony's sophomore year he was
working as a student supervisor

at the ice rink During his junior

year, Tony maintained his

position as student supervisor

and started as student manager

for the varsity hockey team,

which gave him his equipment

experience. He had also gained

two skills from playing intra-

mural hockey - "to be able to to

skate and control the puck at the

same time/'

Tony found both his work

and intramural hockey enjoy-

able. He found "a lot of satisfac-

tion in knowing that the varsity

and intramural hockey teams

were the best dressed and that

their equipment was in good

working order." Being a student

supervisor as well as a manager

was also a challenge because

many different things could go

wrong— sewing, sharpening,

fixing plastics, leather, etc. were

all part of Tony's job.

The skills which Tony gained

from both activities caused him

to be promoted in July 1988 to

Intramural Ice Hockey Supervi-

sor, Assistant Ice Rink Manager,

and the Manager for the varsity

hockey team.

This fall Tony started back at

the University of Colorado at

Colorado Springs and will be

studying computer science in

the Engineering Department.

After he graduates, Tony would

like to either work in the movie

industry in the Technoclass for

Walt Disney Productions or,

ideally, he would like to fulfill

his "working passion" for hotels

and the gambling industry.

Looking back on his years at

Colorado College, Tony feels

that the college experience

allowed him to grow and get

him better organized. He said

that is was "easy to work for

CC" and his advice to 'C and

'Rec' league DM hockey players

would be, "hold me stick the

proper way, play a position and

have fun!" Since Tony is still

playing B league, he chose to

keep him mouth shut when it

came to giving advice to the

upper two leagues!

The Intramural Department

would like to thank Tony for all

his hard work and wish him

good luck in the future.

WE DELIVER
TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS

[

I
Cheese & 2-items + 1 Qt. Pop

y

$ Q.99 ||^ plug lax

' LOWE'S TIZZA 1990 Expires 12/20/90
'

TWO SMALL PIZZAS
Cheese & 1 -Item + 1 Quart Pop

|

LOWE'S TIZZH 1990 'Expires 12/20/90.

635-5565———__--—-,
FOUR LARGE PIZZAS
With Cheese & One Item

$1Q-95
| ^ plus tax

Pickup 01 Delivery

Mix or Mschl Doubb Cheese Excluded.

LOW'E'S VIZZA 1990 Expires 12/20/901

Try One of Our
Flavored Pizza Crusts!

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original * Sesame Seed
* Buttered * Poppy Seed
* Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at time

of purchase.

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday: 1 1 AM -11 PM
Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight J

Women start cok

ii

The Colorado College women's basketball to.

has now had three disappointing losses to Divisjj

opponents. The team is experiencing difficutty

a youth movement, as over half the team consij

first-year students. Their coach, Chris Starr, is also

her first year.

The team lost their first game of the season to

talented St. Benedict's squad. After leading at

halftime by four points, the Tigers saw their lead a

away, due mainly to the height and depth of si,

Benedict's. The Tigers travelled north for Thankss

ing, where they played two games without starts,

"The Microwave" Miller, who sprained her anklei

an early Thursday morning practice. This may
fo

thrown the Tigers outof their rhythm, as they dropj

both their games- by 1 point to University of Wisq

sin at River Falls, and by 33 points to an extreme^

talented team from St. Thomas. The quality outsit

shooting of Mary Bueno and the gutsy play of An

Hull have kept the Tigers competitive in tough

games.
The losses have unfortunately have overshad-

owed the stellar play of junior center Pam Wilson

the game against University of Wisconsin, Wilson

scored 35 points and hauled down 20 rebounds,

She also scored 33 against St. Benedict's in theirl

match. "We've been working hard, and in the

run it will pay off."

The Tigers have two more away games (Scho;

Mines, December 1 , 2:00 at 2:00 p.m. and Denvi

University on December4 at 7:00 p.m.) before In

return home. They face Adams State on Wedne

day, December 5, at 6:00 p.m., in the friendly ca

fines of El Pomar. They would greatly appreciate

full-fledged support of the veritable plethora of

raging Tiger fans.

Bed
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EON'T WAR

jUST CHARGE it

ONLY $11
for postage and handling! cc

ol 11 issues of controversy!
available at the CC Beekstor*!
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*p.C. cross country team
nishes 15th at nationalsi

jday-
November 30, 1990
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All Torre Pena in 52nd (26:02),
with Pat Judge close behind in
67th (26:10). Dawson Farr (73,
at 26:15), Mark Sweet (160, at'

rst national ranking in C.C. history
'" '' Castaneda). At the start of

the gun, a mass of human-
ity exploded forth with the
first mile leaders coming
through in 4:32. By 3-1/2
miles, 90 plus runners
were still in a tight bunch
before the field completely
strung out. C.C.'s "Rat
Pack" of Torre Pena (76),
Pat Judge (81), and
Dawson Farr (910, hung
tight throughout the race
over the rolling, hilly

course and slowly moved
up the end. By the finish
C.C.'s top finisher was

to

It

id

St.

ksgj

ails,

klei

/Ik

ro
R

nelj

*»
lAii

Grinnell, Iowa on

Lday, November 17,

10 the
excitement interr-

ed among C.C.'s run-

as they prepared to

e on their first national

d.
Temperatures were

he50's, a light breeze

,nt the golf course and

plus runners (includ-

21 teams) prepared to

Uer— C.C. among
. "It was an incredible

somewhat intimidat-

but all teams deserved

Re there and we were no

lerent!" (Coach

:45), James Rankin (170, at
28:07), and Brian Kates (175, at
18:26) followed. C.C. finished
15th for its 1st National
Ranking while Wisconsin's
Oshkosh won the meet. The
individual title went to
Seamus McEIligott of
Haverford College with a
24:46. For C.C, it's the start of
national aspirations and an
experience from which to

benefit.

Members of CC.'s cross countryle^, p repare for the race. The "Ra7Pack of Tome Pena, Pat Judge, and Dawson Farr all finished within
13 seconds of one another.

,HE Compleat Gamer

NINTENDO
Buy, Sell, and Trade

Frisbees, boomerangs, aerobics,

hacky sacks

Party games

Role Playing & board games

Pozzies, kites & gifts

Chess sets, Cribbage, Go
Nah Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116
Open 7 days a week

Across from Poor Richard's

20 lifts including two
high-speed quad chairs.
76 award winning trails.
New Extreme Experience
Guided Ski Program;
350 acres of double
Mack diamond terrain.

Kjicket
rt

availab,e at Participating Front Range '

vickers, Pizza Hut restaurants and Delivery Units,

rwWa£s> Breeze Ski Rentals, Gart Brothers/Dave

Albert
amond Snamrocks, King Soopers and

<S COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT
Just 75 miles West of Denver off 1-70, exit 195SNOW REPORT LINE 893-1400

*Off site locations through December 14
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Classifieds
• Guaranteed Scholarships. Seven

billion dollars is available this year

in scholarship and grant funds.No
matter what yourGPA, financial

condition, marital status, or gender

is, you are eligible for at least one

scholarship guaranteed! For

application send your name and

address to: Pettan Scholarship

Research Center, 4411 S. 40th

Street, Suite 1, Phoenix, Arizona,

85040.

•Welker oldermodel Italian

racing bike for sale. Must sell! $75

OBO. Call Carrie x7466.

•Used clothes and furniture sale

this Sunday. 1611 Wood Avenue.

•$$Christmas Money$$. $500 per

week average through Christmas

season. Sell subs to Christmas tree

retailers (in person). 10 minute

presentations, $10 per sale. CALL
NOW 801-263-1376.

•For Sale: Full size futon, teal

cover and frame. Gen. art deco

couch and chair, excellent condi-

tioa grey, $300. Eves/wknd 630-

7897.

Announcements
•Volunteers needed to help with a

conference sponsored by the

National Student Campaign

AgainstHungerand

Homelessness. To be held atCC
Feb. 15 - 17. If interested please call

Janet Buttenwieser at x7068.

•Law Lecture: Students interested

in pursuing a career in the law will

have an opportunity to hear from

Howard Kirshbaum, Justice for

the Colorado Supreme Court at

the annual Spurgeon-McHendrie

Pre-Law Dinner on Wednesday,

December 5th. Students who are

interested in attending should call

the Alumni Office 00 6776) to

receivean invitation.

•Hu vaccine available at Boettcher

Health Center, 24 hours a day

—

seven days a week, except 1230 to

130 pm. (lunch time), $5 a shot

While supply lasts.

•Proceeds from a workshop in the

Iyengar style ofHatha Yoga will

go to the Himalayan Childrens'

Fund.The workshop, taughtby

Debra Ann Robinson of Denver,

CO, will be held on Sunday, Dec

2, 1990from9 to 11:30amatThe

Studio, 3020West Colorado, Co.

Spgs The cost for the workshop is

$15. To register, contactJosephine

Lazarus, 719475-9721 or 626-3652.

•Tutt Crunch Library Race. Tutt

Library will be turned into a maze

for students to race through in

their birkenstocks or sandals.

Prizes!! Tues. Dec 11th, 9pm

•Shove Chapel will hold its

annual "Open House" on Decem-

ber 6, 3-5 pm. The chapel willbe

decorated with some of the tree

decorations madeby the

Children's Center. At 330 the

Colorado College Chamber

Chorus will lead a carol sing.

Refreshments will be provided.

•Chanukah Celebration.

Chaverim, a group representing

the Jewish communityon campus,

invitesyou to a Chanukah

celebration, including traditional

food, gamesand candlelighting

ceremony. Dec. 11th, 7pm,
Student Cultural Center.

•The Delta Gamma Beautiful

Eyes Contest collected $78, which

will be used to sponsor a holiday

ornament making party with the

children from the Colorado

Springs School for the Deafand

Blind. Thank you to all the groups

who participated,and to all the

campus
•Dorothy White of the Graduate

School of Business at the Univer-

sity of Chicago will hold an

informational meeting about the

Chicago Business Fellows

Program at 3 pjn, Dec 3, in Room
128 of Palmer Hall. Questions

should be directed to Professor

Chris Griffiths in the Department

of Economics.

•A Domestic Violence Coalition

meeting will be held Wednesday,

December 5, 1990, 3pm at

Centennial Hall. In addition to a

discussion of current issues,

members and guests will be able

to preview the video, "Cruel

Spirits: Alcohol and Violence." The

public is invited.

•Casting roles for major student

film production "Out of Sy-

Auditions Wednesday, 7}-

Friday, December 5-7, sig,

timeson the call board ou

Armstrong 126.

Personals
•Mariya, JC, Mad Dog T,

Gina, Julie, Lisa, Heather^
J

thanksyou guys for all tie

supportand I'll see you so^

Dara - oh - and peace!!

•Male, 5'9", tall, advent
blond, fun-loving, like

ij

washes body parts reg^

looking for mate, prefer^

human. Call Corey at 52Q

| J'sMotbr Hotel
and Restaurant :

,@ff Campus at 820 North Nevada

I
Special Student Rates, including Utilities

& Satellite TV

633-5513

Lee's Liquor

Marianne, ismow
W& uoucjiile, to iettour 0.C Liquor Store. Aieii{j

Daily Specials on Beer,

Special Prices on Kegs!

This Month: Meisterbrau 16 gal. - $2?

Special Prices also available on
Busch, Bud, Michelob, and many

other kegs.
(Some require special ordering)

iJuut&ttou ffor aowpatroKM&.

As acuiaas, me, okkit a discount with CC fD.

k

I

The Colorado College

RECYCLES

Please ... HELP US OUT!!
Don't Make Recycling a "Mixed" Blessing!

The success of the College's Recycling Program
depends on YOU. Please be careful about what you put

in the Recycling Bins, especially those located in

FOOD SERVICE and those by the MAILBOXES in

Worner.
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accusations of racism fly over divestment

ir\Pf\RTHEID
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photo by Jen Carchman
111 Brown speaks at anti-apartheid press conference

Justin Blum

TfWriter

C's recent decision to retain

„ n companies

itraness in South Africa is

_ the country's racist

id regimeand hurting the

is ability to recruit minority

Boils, charged studentand
Bmunity leaders in a Monday
I conference.

EC student Phil Brown,
Jpeniing College Citizens
pve for Peace (CCAP),
Bayed over430 tetters, signed
ludenis, urging the college's

Trustee's to reconsider their

detisioa One ofthe letters Brown
read, from a recent transfer

student, said that the college's

investments in South Africa may
cause her to leaveCC

By not divesting, charged the

Colorado Springs National

Association for theAdvancement
of Colored People spokesman
Franklin day, the college is

supporting "an evil system that

determines every aspect of a

person's worthby virtue of the

color of his or her skin."

The All-College Committeeon
Selective Divestment, a group

charged earlier this year with
recommending which South
African companies to divest from,
based on each company's activities

within the country, advised the

Trustees to divest in Caterpillar,

Johnson & Johnson, and 3M.CC's

Board of Trustees, however,
announced in September they

would retain about $6.6 million

dollars worth of stock in the three

companies, each of which operates
in South Africa.

Proponents of divestment
argue the only way to change the

government is through economic
pressure. "All United States

investors and corporations must
withdraw all forms of financial

support if thegovernment of
South Africa is to realize that it

truly stands alone. This must be
done for the love of

humanity...The Colorado Springs
branch of theNA.AGP. would
encourageCC to divest all its

holdings in all US. corporations

doing business in, and, with the

South African white regime,

because apartheid is as dangerous
to world peace, if not more so,

than the situation in the Middle
East today,"day said.

Cassye Milton, Co-Chair of the

Black Student Union, said the

reason the college will not divest in

South Africa is that the Trustees

are afraid the college will lose

money. "[The] college is not

willing to make the sacrifice and

support the Black people in South
Africa," she said.

But in an interview following

the press conference,CC Presi-

dent Gresham Riley said the

Board's motives are not financial.

"While the Board is very much
opposed to apartheid and wishes
to see that social and political

system ended in South Africa, the

issue is how does one best

accomplish that, and the Board's

position, and my position, is that it

is better for there to be an Ameri-
can corporate presence in South
Africa than for there not to be such
a corporate presence."

CGAP.'s Brown dismissed

Rileys argument 'Tm not sure

that Gresham Riley has researched
the issue extensively enough
Sanctions are proven to work
effectively and they're targeted at

the white minoriry...None [of the

companies the college is invested

in] has acted in any significant

way to bring the abolition of

apartheid."

The college chaplain, Bruce

Coriell, said the college should

listen to South African leaders, not

rely on corporate advice. "We
must decide whether or not to

honor the call from such great

leaders as Nelson Mandela,

Bishop Desmond Tutu, and
Beyers Naude to continue to

support economic sanctions and
divestment until apartheid is

dismantled," he said.

Coriell also said that CC's
three South African investments

conflict with CC's values, as
defined in the catalog, handbook,
and bylaws of the Board of

Trustees, 'lam proud to be part of
an institution that promotasa
vision of justice, freedom, and
beauty. But these wordsarc empty
if we fail to live them," he said.

When asked if the letter writing

campaign, and a student- faculty

protest planned for Friday will

change the Board's decision,

President Riley said: "I don't think

that the Board is just going to turn

over its financial esponsibilitics...to

400 people [who wrote letters], I

don't think they're going to let a

referendum decide the issue."

Eric Duran, president of

MECHA, the campus Hispanic

student group, said that because of
CC's connections to apartheid

and the government of South

Africa, the collegecommunity is

viewed as racist

Brown said, 'Continued

refusal to divest will result in

students leaving, fewer morally

conscious students attending,

heightened campus racial ten-

sions, and further deterioration of

Colorado College's reputatioa"

Organizers of the press

conference claim it was a success,

noting that it was covered by three

local television stations, the

Gazette-Telegraph, and several

radio stations.

CCCA ELECTION RESULTS:
iSIDENT

iCalhoon 349 43.1%
* White 171 21.1%
erCandidates289 35.8%

809 100%

''dwtial Run-Off Election
John Calhoon

and
John White

Tuesday, Dec. 11, 1990

PflMVICEPRESTnFNT

aMacKenzie 654 99.8%

_! 0.20%

655 100%

^SESJDENTOF
^BffiCONCERNS

"osier 421 57.0%
^Vargo 3ig 43.0%

739 100%

FINANCIAL VICE PRESIDENT CANDIDATES NOT ELECTED

JonAhern 401 61.1%
Adam McVeigh 255 38.9%

656 100%

PARLIAMENTARIAN

David Frick 574 99.5%
Others _J 0.50%

577 100%

MEMBERS-AT-LARGE

Doug Dawe
Brian Ormiston
Norma Reyes

Mindy Klowden

DougCasson
Sara Wexelman
Aaron Lloyd

Nicole Thompson
David Parsons

Andrew Brown
Melissa Esquibel

Steven Fisher

Steven Pilcher

BobZierman

478

422

421

416

393

391

355

337

324

323

MEMBERSHIP AMENDMENTS
Yes 410 72.6%
No 155 27.4%

POWERS AND DUTIES
AMENDMENTS
Yes 401 705%
No 168 29.5%

INITIATIVE, REFERENDI IM
f

AND RECALL AMENDMFNTS
Yes 468 83.1%

No 95 16.9%

TURNOUT
This Year

Last Year
845

740

Police investigating dry
ice bomb set off during
film class in Palmer Hall

Police are investigating what they say was a small explosion of dry ice

and water, which occurred at about 130pm Thursday (Dec 6) in a
classroom in Palmer Hall.

Noone was injured in the incident Police said itappeared that the

mixture was left in a plastic bottle and placed in a wooden box behind a
movie screen. Abou t two dozen students taking a film course were in

ther room at the time, but none were injured. They first believed that a
light bulb had exploded.

The reaction of the dry ice and water created carbon dioxide which
built up pressure in the plastic bottle, breaking it and the box apart

Although there were no injuries or serious damage, police said setting

off such a device does have potential for harm.

Investigating officers said that the act constitutes a felony offense,by
virtue of strict slate law regarding explosive devices, and they are

treating it as such.

A similar device was apparently placed in a garbage can in Mathias
Residence Hall Sunday night, blowing the lid off the can, said CC
security officials. Citing the potential for injury to innocent bystanders in

both cases, Laurel McLeod, Dean of Studentsand Acting Associate Vice-

President for Student life, has asked that anyone with information on
either incident con tact her office.
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Violence and unrest persist in El Salvador

Refugee's Human Rights Week lecture paints ugly picture of homeland

ByCheriGette

Staff Writer

Life for the people of El Salvador

is increasingly dangerous and

difficult as violence and unrest

continues in that country while

fighting between the military-

domirated governmentand the

opposition forces persists, Salva-

doran refugee Mario Granados

said during a lecture sponsored by

Amnesty International as part of

Human Rights week.

Granados was a student at the

Salvador National University

before he fled to United States one

year ago. Since he speaks only

Spanish, Professor Maria Daniels

translated his speech The follow-

ing copy describes the situation in

El Salvador as Granados experi-

enced it

For several decades El Salvador

has been dominated by military

dictators and wealthy, influential

families who exploit the people

and the workers for personal gain.

Many of the people are illiterate, to

the advantage of the rulers who
can keep them enslaved through

their lack of education. The

peasants have very little to do

besides work. There is no electric-

ity, entertainment, or methods of

relaxation besides star- gazing,

cricket-watching or "taking the

wife to bed and having another

kid." Granados comes from a large

family of 1 1 brothersand sisters.

Twelve years ago the peasants

tired of their lack ofrightsand

began to revolt The revolutionar-

ies went into the mountains to

defend themselvesand fight

against the exploitation of the

military. In 1979 the opposition

groups began to band together.

The government reacted by

invading the villages and repress-

ing the women and children of the

opposition fighters. Gradually.the

remaining old men, women, and

children who were left in the

villages fled for Honduras. Men
who did not join the opposition

and stayed in the communities

were forced to join government

armies or they were considered to

be guerillas and were imprisoned.

By 1984 the opposition forces

had organized together and

formed theFrenteMUitarde

Liberation (FMLN, Military Front

for National Liberation.) They

implemented a strategy of

economic destabilizing, in which

they planned to dissolve the

wealth of the rulers. They would

destroy the bridges over which

supplies were transported or

electric plants However,

Granados said this strategy was "a

big mistake" Using the millions of

dollars of aid supplied by the US.,

the destroyed bridges and plants

could be rebuilteven better than

they were before in no time at all.

Also, economic destabilizingwas a

complicated policy that many
commoners didn't understand

and therefore didn't support

TheFMLN has made a great

deal of progressby functioning as

a sort of union organization. For

example, they have established a

minimum wage for coffee pickers

in the moun tain regions. If the

workersdo not receive the

required wage, they will not work.

Those who do support the

FMLN have been looking for

alternatives to the FMLN's

policies Many hoped that

President Napoleon Duarte would

be the solution, but he has since

been replaced with no real reform

resulting from his administration.

The people are hoping fora

government which will combine

the different groups and present a

unified front However, the

government is not being flexible,

nor is it attempting to compensate

the different groups. The only ones

who benefit from the war are

those in power; as long as the

fighting continues, the govern-

ment receives enormous financial

aid from the VS.

The groups that fled H Salva-

dor nine years ago have received

economic training and solid

political preparation, so they will

be able to organize the communi-

ties to work together to succeed

without exploitatioa This has

happened in two communities

already. Currently, thesenew
industries are asking formoney
from the states to invest Another

problem is getting needed

materials into the country; the

military will not allow the supplies

to go through because they fear

the supplies are for the

opposition's war effort

When Granado's home town
became involved in the fighting in

Mario Granados lectures on the troubles in his native El SalvjJ
photo by Justine Cronley

1981, his parents encouraged him

to move to the capital, San

Salvador. While at the National

University he joined the

Movimiento Estudiantie

Revolucionario Salvadorieno

(Mers, Salvadoran Revolution

Student Movement.) InNovem-
ber of 1989, guerillas initiated an

offensive in the capital. As a result,

planesdropped bombson the

university, and teachers, students,

and union workers were killed.

That same week, four Jesuit priests

were murdered. The generals

involved with that incident were

U.S.-trained, and afterwards were

relocated in the U.S. and in

Panama.

It was then that Granados

decided to leave the country, not

because he was afraid to stay, but

because by being a member of the

opposition, he not only put his life

in danger, but that of his entire

familv. "It was vprv haH to leave

the country, but it was harder to

come to the country (US.) that is

sending thegovernment weapons

that are killing people to keep the

exploiters in power-.The Salva-

doran people reject the US
government" These samea
are extremely grateful to the (

American people who have

helped the cause and those^ I

have died trying. Four Arnaj m
nuns were raped and rnunfe Pa

H Salvador. The people also;

grateful to the government
of
^

Canada, who helped not wift ,

tanks and arms, but with aft rf

ambulances, medicine, and
if

necessary equipment for tfe P
communities 1°°

candi

Amnesty International lecture raises criticisms of death pena

As for the future of the o

tion, Granados believes i t v

very hard. Many of their pctfj

leaders are gone and the ga

ment has not been willingto

negotiate. He also thinks thj

best thing that could happa

would be the discontinuing!

American aid to theH Sail

government That wouldk
leaders to negotiate with the

opposition. Land reform iss

problem. Until land is more
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[im Carney, Death Penalty

Abolition Coordinator for

Colorado -photo by Justine Cronley

ByKaren Huber
Staff Writer

OnMonday evening. Amnesty

International hosted a lecture in

Bemis lounge on the death

penalty. This was the first in a

number of scheduled events

involved withHuman Rights

Week.

Amnesty Internationa], a

recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize

in 1977, is a world wide human
rights organization based in

London. The organization strives

toward three main objectives. 1

)

The immediate release of prisoners

of conscious. This includes

conscientious objectors, religious

prisoners, and prisoners being

held on the basis of their ethnicity

or race 2) The prompt and fair trial

of all political prisoners. 3) The
abolition of torture and execution.

Two members of the organiza-

tion, Jim Carney and Trevor

Moody, were present at the

meeting. Jim Carney, themain

speaker, is the Death Penalty

Abolition Coordinator for

Colorado. He, like most of the

members ofAmnesty Interna-

tional, is a volunteer. Living in

Denver, he travels around

Colorado to talk to colleges,

schoolsand churches.

At the meeting Carney gave

information on the death penalty

in the US., showed a video clip,

and then entertained questions

from the audience. The following

fads on the death penalty were

presented: The United Slates is the

only Western industrial nation that

still enforces capita! punishment

All US. foreign allies have

abolished the death penalty. The
states with the six lowest murder
rates have no death penalty.

Along with these facts, four

important arguments were raised.

One was the question of deter-

rence. Does the death penalty

deter criminals from committing

murder? In answer, Carney

explained that most murders

occur between acquaintances. The
crime occurs in a fit of anger or

passion, and is generally

unmediated. The criminals who
do commit premeditated murder

do not plan on getting caught and
therefore do not balk at the

possible penalty, explained

Carney.

Another question was whether
the family of the victim deserved

the satisfaction ofknowing the

murderer would die for his crime.

In response, Carney pointed out

the disadvantages to the families

Prisoners who receive the death

penalty earn notoriety and fame,

which glorify their crime. As an

example, Carney asked if there

was anyone who didn't know
who Ted Bundy was. After a

negative response, he asked if

anyone could name any of his

victims Again the response was
negative Plus, once the penalty is

given, the prisoner can make a

series of appeals that will most

likely dragon for years. Every

time an appeal goes to trial the

family of the victims are sought

by the press for comments, which

adds hardship to the family.

The third question concerned

the cost of keeping a man in prison

for life. According to Carney, the

cost of keeping a person in prison

for a year is equal to the cost of

sending a student to Harvard for a

year. This being the case, the

questioners wanted to know if it

wouldn't be cheaper to institute

the death penalty. Carney's

answer to this was no. On the

contrary, the death penalty is three

to four times as expensive. Because

the stakes are so high, there are a

lot of extra procedures, such as

legal work and appeals Trials are

longerand more expensive. It cost

six million dollars to put Ted

Bundy to death, where it would

only have cost $800,000 dollars to

keep him in prison for life.

Anotherargument addressed

by Carney is that the death

penalty is irrevocableand he

pointed out that since 1900

twenty-five men have been

executed thatwere later found to

be innocent of their supposed

crime.

Seventy-seven people have been

executed in Colorado since 1890.

tkl

for!

That number is about to ina

After twenty-three yeaisQt

has recently reinstated the! F"

penalty. During the first we

January, Gary Lee Davis wJ

executed for the 1986 murde

VirginiaMay. Davis is one i

men on death row in Coloi

Amnesty International is

sponsoring a protest agains!

and seeking supporters in rt

Springs area. These support

will be led and organized I)'

student members of Amis*

International here at the col

talpi

idency
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C.C. Asian Studies examine!
By Michele Santos

Staff Writer

"Asia demands our

attention, because Asia has

become part of us, part of

the American experience.

To think of it as something
separate is wrong...the

ultimate benefit of studying

the other is learning about

yourself," stated Professor

Steve Nussbaum, an
anthropology teacher at

Earlham College and
director of three foreign

study programs in Japan.

Nussbaum visited C.C.

on November 29, 1990. He

met with students intai l/k

in developing Asian sft'

at Colorado College, a'

as with students more

specifically interested
'"

visiting Japan. His visit yw

sponsored by the Assoc

tion of Students Interest

inAsia(A.SJ.A.)

I n his somewhat int

mal discussion regard^

the development of As 1

studies, which was he"

Palmer 18 that aftern"*

Nussbaum emphasize'

importance of student

action. "You can't un*

mate the power of the

see Asian p.4
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t ondidatess debate campaign issues Photo byjen Carchman

residential candidates
(press views in debate

ftarolyn McCarthy

n the eve
of elections

day night
candidates for

A President participated in a

I held in Gayiord Hall.

dent Gresham Riley moder-

(ie one hour debate and

ait panelists Eric Duran,

liahRobison, Michael Shaver

ody Shear posed questions

ndidates John Calhoon, Rick

1, Marin Tengler, and John

Topics of concern included

tment,CG minority

ms, student involvement

ampus security.

hn Calhoon took the position

slang the president more

jntable, initiating faculty-

>nt relationships through

jthening the Student

ir program, creating

ns with the faculty, strength-

the program ofcampus
frity and recycling and

ErgCCCA more accessible to

pity groupsand students in

He posed himself as an
able leader and a good
er, able to empower student

I

± Levin referred to his

ience asCCCA Financial

Presidentand his involve-

various other organiza-

leadership capability. He
ssed simplifying the

ucracy ofCCCA to enable
ition, improving environ-
al programs, reallocating the

4 budget for maximum
Ky,ii

ion in campus

organizations, and dealing with
minority concerns.

Marin Tengler enthused on a
distinct Presidency, if elected, and
emphasized campus unity. She
stressed discerning between a

whim and a movement when
listening to student concerns to

best represent campus interests.

Proposing an expanded RHA
with greater student involvement,

stronger security measures, a

strengthened recycling move-
ment, and addressing minority

concerns through admissions,

Marin expressed confidence in

her past experiences for leader-

ship.

Candidate John Whi te

proposed to useCCCA to further

communication within the college

community. In part, this involves

addressing the issues, such as
affirmative action, minority and
women's concerns, and increas-

ing the efficiency of theCCCA
itself. Possible measures of

improvement he proposed were a
regular CCCA article inThe
Catalyst to hold the association

more accountable for its actions,

and meeting with othercampus
organizations.

Although the debate itself

faced age-old agendas and was
riddled with cliches, serious

candidates expressed earnest

concern for the future of CCCA.
All candidates emphasized

balance in Presidency between

one'sown agenda and student

concerns, with an emphasison
student opinions on controversial

Tom Wenzlau retires from CC
fieri Gette

|m Wenzlau, vice-president
ness and finance put an
> his seven year career at

?y handing in his resigna-

JM will become effective

[0,1991.

Jenzlau came to CC. in

V °f 1984 from Ohio
yan University in Dela-
no. Since then, his
^abilities have included
Fes as managing the
e

'

s budget and account-
ant accounts, adminis-
' computers, physical
^ration, and campus

^president's resigna-
a
/etirementofsorts.He
•«m March, and wishes

f<*
things. Wenzlau

rthe has "personal and
fnal reasons to move on

to something else." Among
those reasons are being in good
enough health to be able to

enjoy retirement. Also, he went
from teaching economics at

Lawrence University to an
administrative position at Ohio
Wesleyan and then to CC.
without a break in between
them and wishes to take a year

off to take advantage of some
other opportunities. The year off

may end up being permanent
retirement.

As far as Wenzlau's future

plans go, he and his wife,

Nancy, may join the Peace

Corps in- a teaching capacity.

The Peace Corps is a possibility

the couple had discussed before

Wenzlau took the job at CC,
and now wish to explore

further. Nancy teaches English

as a second language.

Final forensics rounds
held at Thursday-at- 1

1

By Sarah Hadley
Staff Writer

Some say that people fear

public speaking more than
death. So what possessed 10
souls to do just that, speak
publicly on questions from the
survival of the Soviet Union to

the legalization of drugs in the
United States?

Last Tuesday and Wednes-
day the first annual Intra-

Campus Forensics Tourna-
ment, sponsored by Thomas
Cronin, was held in

Armstrong Hall. Because of a
lack of competitors the original

list of five events was reduced
to Lincoln-Douglas Debate
(LD), and extemporaneous
speaking. There were 10

competitors total. Seven of

them entered extemporaneous
and five entered LD, two of
whom were double entered.

-Extemporaneous speaking
is an impromptu 7 minute
speech on an international or
national news topic. Contes-
tants were asked: "Will

Gorbachev be able to keep
Russia together?", "What
affect will the reorganization

of Margaret Thatcher have on
the United States and Eu-
rope?", and more. Most of the

speakers had not competed
since high school and were
amazed that they could still

organize and give a speech
without being totally flustered.

The Lincoln-Douglas

Debate resolution was "Re-
solved: That the legalization of
drugs in the United States

would be desirable." The
preliminary rounds were held
on Tues. evening. The final

round between Rhonda Deen
and Courtney Starks was
debated at theThursday-at-11.

Courtney was given the

affirmative position to uphold
the resolution. She argued that

too much money is being
spent on the drug war, that it

should be going to education
and preventive Health Care.

Rhonda took the negative

side. She upheld the value of

education as encompassing the
value of life and therefore

more important. If the govern-
ment condones drug use, it

renders all trials at education
ineffective. She argued that by
education we can teach the

people the realities of drug use
and allow men to care for

themselves.

The top winners in all

categories received $50, and
the first three received

plaques. In LD Ronda took
first, Courtney took second,
and Eric Nickel took third. In

extemporaneous, Hans Rikhof
took first, Carol Bradley took
second, and Leah Mattheis
took third The judges were TK
Barton, Al Johnson, Juan
Lindau, Donna Armink, and
Tom Lindblade. Student

judges were Mark Glaze and
Mike Shaver.

The last event at the Thurs-
day-at-11, was an example of
an interpretive reading. Taa
Dixon read poems from Elie

Wisel over the Holocaust.

Joe Donlin staying active and regaining mobility
while recovering from last Mays diving accident
By Lisa Remey

Due to the lack of informa-

tion and the preponderance of

traditional CC rumors, The
Catalyst approached me to

update the campus commu-
nity on Johanna Donlin's

progress since her diving

accident last May. Thus, we
turn to the facts.

Following the accident,

Johanna spent four months at

Craig Rehabilitation Center in

Denver, CO. At that time Joe's

recovery looked bleak. Be-

cause of her determination and
the excellent care at Craig

Hospital, Joe overcame the

odds. She is still considered a

quadriplegic; yet she has some
upper body mobility, consist-

ing of motion from her wrists

up to her shoulders on both

sides of her body and in two
fingers. As Joe says, Craig

Hospital was preparing her for

her "new life." At Craig

Hospital, she mastered her

"ADLs," or activities of daily

living, and reached her

personal goal of being in her

sister's wedding. Joe's incred-

ible progress allowed her to be
a bridesmaid in the wedding
in late September.

On October 28, Johanna
moved home to Casper,

Wyoming. In Casper, Joe lives

with her mom and older sister,

Jane. Both her mother and
sister represent only a fraction

of the Donlin clan of eight

daughters that makes up the

force behind Joe's emotional

strength. Her home in Casper
has been modified to accom-
modate both her manual and
electric wheelchairs. She

prefers the manual one
because she wants to get the

exercise. After mastering all

her "ADLs," she is now
concentrating on mastering a

wheelchair by continuing to

build her arm strength.

Over these past months
many events have taken place

that serve as an inspiration to

both Joe and her friends in the

CC. community. On Novem-
ber 1, the GO JOE GO race was
run at Colorado College. This

run-swim-run team event was
organized by the Women's
Track Team and involved

many individuals from all

areas of the college commu-
nity. Organizer Joani

Schofield set a goal of raising

$500. The CC family more
than doubled that amount
with a total contribution of

over $1300. The following

week the physical plant

donated time and energy to

raise more funds for Johanna,

by sponsoring a car wash.

Joe has been overwhelmed
by the participation and
outpouring of love and
generosity from all those

involved. She would like to

thank all the participants in the

Go Joe race, the physical plant,

and everyone that contributed

their time, energy or money.
Johanna has received

strength and inspiration from
all the letters and displays of

support. She is still "struggling

to get life going again, yet, for

six months post- injury she

feels that she is doing really

well." Johanna is looking

forward to Christmas and
seeing her family, who are all

returning to Casper for the

holidays. She has been out
shopping fortho perfect gifts

for them all. Johanna sounded
as busy as ever and was
looking forward to driving

lessons in a few months. She
plans to live in Casper with
her family for the next year

because of the support they

provide. Joe is optimistic about
her future. She spoke of plans

to either return to school or

enter the work force. But

she'll cross that bridge when
she comes to it, as she has
crossed so many over the last

seven months.

If you'd like to write

Johanna she'd love to hear

from you. Her address is: 124

15th West Street, Casper,

Wyoming. Or if you'd like to

make a contribution to an
"Agency" fund that has been

set up here at Colorado

College make checks payable

to the Johanna Donlin Fund
and send them to the Annual
Fund Office c/o Dolores

Moon. The college acts as a

receiving agency for the

Donlins, who set up this fund
through Isabelle Shaw at the

Annual Fund Office. Either

written or financial support

would be greatly appreciated

by both Joe and the Donlins.

Joe has felt all our love and
heart-felt concern from Colo-

rado College. She has seen it

on video and heard our

support, from a standing

ovation at her graduation to

the "GO JOE" cheer on the

track field early this year.

These displays of support have
comforted Joe in a time of need
and given her strength to go
on. She thanks all of vou.
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News briefs
Law professor to present Malott

lecture on racial discrimination
Randall Kennedy, a Harvard Law Professor, will give the

second Malott lecture on the Bill of Rights. His talk, entitled

"What is (or should be counted as) 'Racial Discrimination?'"

will be held in the Womer Campus Center's Gaylord Room
on Monday, December 10 at 8 pm. A follow-up panel discus-

sion will be held the next day at 11 am in Packard Hall.

Some campus hallway phone
numbers to change this block

For students convenience hallway phone numbers in

dormitories, small houses, and fraternities will be changed

from 2 to 7 on Monday, Dec. 12th. This will enable

these extensions to be dialed directly from outside the

campus. Please call the campus operator to receive your new

number.

Women Studies Lounge open to

variety of events and programs
The Women Studies Lounge is open Mon-Fri, 9 am to 3 pm

for studying, meetings, etc. Check out the plethora of

resources...Rape Awareness Group Education (RAGE) has

begun the date-rape education process. This block's super-

women Katie Lawson, Jennifer Tegan and Sara Sellergren will

conduct workshops for all of the sorority and fraternities on

campus. The Feminist Collective and the Interfratemity

Council (IFC) have agreed to make this education program

mandatory for all Greek pledges this year. RAGE will go into

the dorms next semester with the hope of reaching all on-

campus students this school year. RAGE will need more
volunteers for this project and will conduct a training at the

beginning of next semester for those of you who are interested

in this project...The Take Back the Night committee has

scheduled March 28, 1990 as the date for the march. ..The

Collective is in the process of mailing an information sheet

concerning appropriate questions to ask in interviews with

candidates for the eight faculty positions open this year. The

questions deal with the candidates' commitment and concern

with women's issues....Women only social - the month

Bush signs new disabilities act
On July 26, 1990 President Bush signed into law the

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), mandating busi-

nesses to modify employment practices, public accommoda-
tions and services, transportation, and telecommunications

to prohibit discrimination on the basis of disability. The
ADA is an expansion of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. Businesses

with 15-24 employees have four years and businesses with

25 or more employees have two years to complete the

necessary changes.

,HE Compleat Gamer

NINTENDO
Bay, Sell, and Trade

Frisbees, boomerangs, aerobies,

hacky sacks

Party games

Role Playing & board games

Pozzies, kites & gifts

Chess sets, Cribbage, Go
Mah Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116
Open 7 days a week

Across from Poor Richard's

Asian Studies program
suggested for college
continued from page 2

student body.. .If you have a

group of active students who
are attracting attention that

could have a lot of impact,"

said Nussbaum.

The problem with student-

led formation of an Asian

studies program is that "unless

you can get people to carry on

the tradition tomorrow you're

guaranteed the conversation

will end when you graduate,"

said Nussbaum. Especially for

this reason "expressing your

interest to the rest of the

student body" is vital, accord-

ing to Nussbaum.

Currently there are about

half a dozen schools of C.C.'s

size and caliber that have

Asian studies programs in

some form, said Nussbaum.

Oberlin, for example, special-

izes in Chinese studies, and

Carleton has a very developed

Indian studies program.

Still, 'There's been a change

here [at C.C.] in the last five

years," said Nussbaum. "Five

years ago neither Chinese nor

Japanese was offered here."

Later that afternoon

Nussbaum met with students

interested in the ACM Waseda
program. The director showed
slides of the program and
answered questions from the

audience.

Nussbaum's final presenta-

tion, "Japanese Education: a

Cultural and Anthropological

Perspective," was held in the

WES room at 7 p.m. that

evening.

During the lecture,

Nussbaum compared aspects

of Japanese and American

education. Nussbaum, though

not formally an expert on the

Japanese educational system,

has four children, all of whom
have spent part of their

elementary through high

school careers in Japan.

Nussbaum evaluated the

two systems using a number of

questions. In response to

"Who does the school belong

to?" Nussbaum found that in

the United States, the school

feels as if it belongs to the

school board; in Japan, the

schools belong more to the

local community. In Japan, for

example, parents are much
more successful blocking

school closures than they are

here.

"Who does the classroom

belong to?" was the next

question that the educator

posed. In the United States, the

rooms belong to the teachers,

inasmuch as elementary school

teachers each have a

"homeroom" and decorate it

as their own. In Japan, the

"classrooms belong much
more to the students," said

Nussbaum. The students

the room, and stay in theB«
room throughout the wM [sj

day; it is the teachers who
~

revolve from room to rojj

"How are the student;

organized?" was the
third

question. In America,
&J

are changed frequently
|

we may go to elementary

school, junior high andhjKtn
school with a different

sei

people. In addition, from

grades 7-12 each hour
is

devoted to a different cl^

"American students are

forever living among strj

ers," said Nussbaum. "i^Binc

mal social cliques are the

center of the system." Thj

Japanese, however, mays ^
with the same group

students for several year;

therefore have a moreco

ing feeling of continuity,

Other differences are
tli

higher status Japanese tea;

enjoy, and the fact thathjp

school in Japan is not oblj

tory.

"What the Japanese dp fl° l

talk about is how satisfied

are with their system," sa
itai

Nussbaum. Japanese edu:

tion, he concluded, teach

students "to listen, to em

to be humane, and to be

rair...the challenge of the

teacher is not to create h
edge, but to convey it."

rtiof
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Max Taylor considered for permane
directorship of athletic department
By Sally Clark

Staff Writer

Max Taylor, Vice-president

for Student Residential Life, is

currently acting as interim

Athletic Director. Dick Tabor,

the former athletic director, is

presently on sabbatical for this

year and will return next year

to teach chemistry. Max Taylor

has had to juggle both the

responsibilities of Vice-

president of Student Residen-

tial Life, not an easy task, and
the various responsibilities of

Athletic Director. When asked

if he finds balancing both

positions difficult, Taylor

admits the obligations are

stressful, but manageable since

he is "fortunate to have Laurel

McLeod; Dana Wilson, acting

Associate Vice-president for

Student Life; Paul Jones,

Associative Director for

Residential Life; and Kim
Grassmeyer, acting Assistant

Dean of Students, who have
assumed some of his responsi-

bilities as vice-president.

Rumors have circulated

around campus suggesting

that President Riley wishes to

place Taylor as the permanent
athletic director starting next

year. Taylor admits that it is

"no secret" that Riley, who

reviews all staff changes, is

considering putting Taylor in

charge of the Athletic Depart-

ment.

President Riley, in conjunc-

tion with the Board of Trust-

ees, and the campus constitu-

encies will determine the next

athletic director. The decisions

will require careful thinking

and lengthy discussion due to

the magnitude of the position.

Managing a budget and
directing an extensive recre-

ational and intramural pro-

gram composed of 20

intercollegiate and 8-9 club

sport teams demands an

organized and efficient

director.

If chosen as next year's

athletic director, Taylor will

W

have to relinquish his pos

as vice-president. If appc

he hopes to "refine andfr

on the excellent base" tte

Dick Tabor developed for

last 8 years.

Regardless of whethei

Taylor will remain vice-

president or become the!

athletic director, he will

continue to teach each all

nate year, the two course

entitled "Religion in An*

and "Liberal Theory and

Human Imagination - Is 1

life after C.C.?"

Taylor cautions that th

proposal to elect him is

extremely tentative, but

perhaps a decision will I*

reached when the B

Trustees meets this

' ccc

pos

r«,

Cei

Cal

Colorado College Vice President Max Taylor is serving this f,

interim athletic director / Photo by Jen Carchman
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SB plans fun for Spring RHA presents new board
lyVVaidy

Anderson

jfWriter

ietime

WhJ
spnngbreaKpaii^/iiffima.

uh, .Breaks is currently recruiting

lis who are interested in

jpabng in a community

| trip over spring vacation.

Stations must be completed

v ] Etumed this block and
:n V-«i marl ft lief™

Wis

hird

lie

jpas vacation

hascome to make

Altema-

s will be made before

jur trips
will beoffered this

year. Onegroupgo to San Luis,

the oldest town in Colorado.

Students will help turnan
abandoned building into a

community center as well as

spend time camping in the

beautiful San Luis valley.

In contrast to the San Luis trip

will be the urban trip to Chicago.

Anothergroup will be going to

Juarez, a border town in Mexico,

and the final trip will be to a

Native American Reservation in

Arizgna or South Dakota (the

exact location is not final). The
trips are open to all students.

Applications are to be picked

up at the Worner Desk and
returned by Friday December
14th.

The fee for theSan Luis trip will

be around $100 and the other three

trips will cost $250. Themoney
will be used for food and gas

expenses. Those who cannot

meet the required fees will not be
eligible for financial aid. Try
something new this Spring Break;

.... .
you won't be sorry!

change council offers foreign work experiences
CIEE program lessens the

y
Sally Clark

idrew Caruthers, repre-

itive for the Council on

mational Exchange

EEl.spoke on working

ad on November 30. The

runs a work abroad

ram in various foreign

itries.

he program provides its

cipants with a working

information on how to

employment, a list of

^n companies who have

iously employed work

ad participants, on-sight

tation and CIEE offices in

le affiliated countries. The

CIEE program lessens the

difficulty in working abroad
since trying to obtain a work-
ing visa and finding a job

alone is quite a frustrating

task.

Working abroad is an
excellent way to experience

another country without

committing yourself to long
term agreements. Employment
is available in a wide variety of

fields. Everything from a cook
to an English teacher, a

salesperson to a researcher is

possilbe.

The CIEE enables students

to work for approximately

three to six months depending
on the country on as many jobs

as the student wishes.

The CIEE makes getting a

work .visa rather simple.

However a working card does
not eliminate all problems in

finding employment. After my
supposed employer had
promised me work and I had
notified the CIEE, I didn't get

paid and no longer had a job.

After signing up with the CIEE
you've got a long way to go
once you get there. For more
info on working abroad, go to

the career center, Tiggy
Shield's office or contact the

CIEE program whose closest

location is at University of

Colorado in Boulder.

The Board
What's Happening Around Here?

An alternative to mass
mailings, in cooperation

with the College's

Recycling Plan.

Recyclers!
1 EnACT is still responsible for the

pickup ofglass and aluminum for
recycling - and they need help!

Please join these students at the

Loomis Loading Dock every
Tuesday at 12:30 p.m. Call

Santiago Foster for more info.

(x7318h

Eating on the Go
' Progressive Dinner World Beer Tour

on Friday, Dec. 7. Schedule is as

follows: Slocum 6:00 p.m. - Mexican
Food: Mathias 6:45 p.m. - German
Bratwusrt and German Beer: Bemis
7:45 - Yakatori, Green Tea, and
Japanese Beer: Loomis - 8:45 - Lemon
Cheesecake and English Beer: Lennox
9:45 - Live Band and American Beer!

I Leisure Notes
P him Series presents "The Accidental
I Tourist" Tuesday and Wednesday,

[
o< 7.'30 p.m. in Armstrong 300.

I Cost is $1.

* The Silver Cord, a plat in 3 acts,

I
mil be performed Thursday and
Priday at 8 pm in the Taylor Hall,
sponsored by Theatre Workshop.

CCCfi Staff
\

CCCA Runoff Elections for the
Position of President will be held on
Tuesday, December 11 in the Worner
Center. The candidates are John
•Mhoon and John White.

Musical Notes
• Collegium Musicum Concert

"Early Music of Christmas " Sun.,

Dec. 9, 3 p.m. in Packard Hall.

You '11 want to show up early -

there will be a large audience!
> Music at Midday - featuring C.C.

students - will take place in

Packard Hall Wednesday at Noon.

Community Service
• BASH - Becoming Aware and

Supporting the Homeless - is an
all-campus event scheduled for

Saturday, Dec. 15. Faculty, Staff,

and Students are invited to attend

this party - tickets are available for

a minimum of a $3 donation. Call

the Center for more info. ;

To get your activities or events on this

calendar, call Peter at x6675!
™is board is a public service of Cutler Publications.

By Sarah Murphy

The 1990 RHA Executive
Board congratulates and
welcomes the newly elected
Executive Board for next
year. Brad Beall, President,
Erin Zimmer, Vice-Presi-

dent, Jason Manosevitz,
Treasurer, John Blaschke, .

National Communications
Coordinator position,

Elizabeth Ortiz, Secretary,
Lisa Harriman, Public
Relations Director. The new
council will take office the
first week of next semester.
The current RHA Execu-

tive Council officially

announces our Hall Council
Officers. In Slocum, Joel

Feistner as President, Yuri
Kostick as Vice-president,
Susanne Wilson as Trea-
surer, Sloan Philips as

Secretary, and Renee
Mestad as Publicity. In

Mathias, John Langhus,
President, Sunshine Lawley
is Vice-President, Karl
Becker is VP-Representa-
tive, and Belinda Burns is

Treasurer/Secretary.

Loomis Hall Council has
Chris Bryan as President,

Jim Rudolph as Vice-
president, and Jason Astle
as Treasurer/Secretary. Our
big hall combination,
Bemis-McGregor also got
off to a great start with the

Halloween Bash. Their

President is Kathy Farrow,
with Lisa Lehman as Vice-

President, Melissa Esquiber

as Secretary, and Wendy
Watson as Treasurer. This
council has also named
their official representa-
tives, Avrom Feinberg and
Amy Bricker. The Small
House coalition has decided
to form a core group of

representatives and has
appointed Dan Faber and
Lis Mochizuki as their

official representatives.

From the fraternities, the

representatives are Woody
Moss and Steve Bartos from
Sigma Chi and Josh Cramer
from Fiji.

As RHA held its annual

conference this past month in

Hagstaff, Arizona. The
Intermountain Association of

College and University Resi-

dence Halls Conference is a

rendezvous of all the RHA
schools in the region . At the

conference, the National

Communications Coordina tor

participated in business meet-
ings, while the rest of the

delegation attended program-
ming and leadership work-
shops. The conference is also a

great way to network with

individuals from other schools,

especially those in Colorado.

Twelve of C.C.'s RHA members
attended and generated many
great new idca6 to bring back to

campus.

Colorado College's NCC,
Mary Quinn, was given the

Directorship Award for her
outstanding ability to overcome
the obstacles and challenges in

establishing RHA here at C.C.

Open Egg Theatre

Presents

318N.TejonSt.
Colorado Springs, CO
80903

635-9240



We'd like to

complimentyou

onyour choice.

Save now on select colorMacintosh systems.

Now throughJanuary 5, 1991, take advantage of special savings when you

buy a Macintosh8 Ilsi, Macintosh Oci, or Macintosh Qfx computer and an AppleColor™

High-Resolution RGB Monitor.*

Whether you choose the new Macintosh Ilsi, Apple's latest powerful, affordable

system. Or the Macintosh Ed, known for its high performance and expandability. Or the

maximum-performance Macintosh nfx, with its virtually unlimited expandability. You'll

be getting a system of lasting value. Not to mention special savings when you buy your

system with the AppleColor High-Resolution RGB Monitor.

Hurry in today for a closer look at these Macintosh II systems. You'll praise their

value, and we'll compliment you on your choice with special savings. No matter

which system you choose.

For more information, stop by
Colorado College Bookstore

Worner Center

OffergoodOaoberl5,1990lhroughJanimy5,1991.Olfervoidwhen:prohibi(edbylaw.
@I99Q Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple lego, andMacintosh are registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc. AppleColor is a trademark ofApple Computer, Inc
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TNew C.C. counselor strives to relieve stress
«„Geoff Dougherty with women's issues, as well aiia..j..u-< .-_

.
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y
Geo« Dougherty

I (Inleiv>ew viith /actie Taylor)

I What led you to come to

tc. as a counselor?

Cm interested in work with

Lung adults. I've worked

fceviousiy with adolescents,

|„d the issues here are

Emewhat different. I'm

pecifically interested in

working with women's issues.

Ive always wanted to help

lith problems of self-esteem

Kid depression, as well as

eating
disorders. I think that

society plays a major role in

me socialization of women. I

so enjoy working with young

Hulls because that stage of

levelopment is so important,

lid can be particularly

Bfficult and stressful.

What kinds of counseling

Kperience do you have?

I got my degree from

jreensboro A&T in North

larolina, and my master's in

Ijcial work at Denver

[Diversity. I've spent sixteen

Rars in both private practice

Snd school systems. Right now
lalso work for a local school

system as a social worker. I

lead several groups dealing

with women's issues, as well
as groups for victims of incest
and sexual assault.

What are your priorities as a
counselor at C.C?
My most important goal is to

provide counseling and make
a difference in students lives. I

want to be available for

students to turn to. One of the
most important things I can do
at C.C. is help students with
stress management. I think the
environment here, especially
with the block plan, can be
hard for students. Working on
the block plan is an individual
coping skill. Some do
exceptionally well and can be
highly successful. Others may
not have the same
organizational skills and
internal coping skills. One
program I'd like to establish,

although I haven't discussed it

with the administration, is an
orientation group for transfer

students. They're not first

years, and they don't really fit

in when they first arrive here.

Providing support for special

interest groups and minorities
would also be especially

interesting.

How did you decide to
become a counselor?

All the adult females in my
family have been in the

human service professions. All
have been teachers except for
the current generation. I

wanted a career in the human
services, but didn't want to

teach primary or secondary
school. It was almost a process
of elimination. I wanted to

continue in the same realm of
helping and educating people,
but focus more on mental
health.

What are your interests

outside of work?
In the summer, I have huge

flower and vegetable gardens.
I like lots of outdoor activities,

and travel in the mountains a
lot. If I can find the time, I

enjoy reading. I'm also

involved in several

community groups.

What do you enjoy most
about working at C.C?
The most enjoyable thing

about being here would be the

students. C.C. students are
very bright and
motivated...very open. They're
delightful to work with from a
counseling point of view. I

think thafs a compliment to

both the school and the

students themselves.

Counselors available
for suicidal students
yLeahMatfheis

taff Writer

Only 15 more shopping days
Mil Christmas— eep! Seasonal

ress doesn't usually involve

»re than this kind of frustrated

lopperVitis. But for some,
hristmas is often far more
Ificult. Seasonal stress can also

ferto the much more serious

oblem of suicide.

Suicide is a very real and very
setting problem forour age
oup.Twenty percent of all

ia'des are committed by
ople between the ages of 17
ti 24, making it the highest
e for any age group. For every
iccessful suicide there are 75 to

Omoreattempted.

AH these statistics add up to a

"seofdeathsecondonlyto

'tomobile accidents for college-
e people.

^ the past two years,

'"ding to the Dean of
Ments, Laurel McLeod, the
fcrado College community
s experienced two successful
ades by current students, and
<» by recent alumni.
No suicides had occurred in
Previous fifteen years,
ne recent increase in suicides

^g this campusmay reflect

JW the rising national

itfo!'

but Dean McLe°d did
Peel as though this was anym °f an unbreakable trend.

|

e Dean emphasizes that
numbers do not reflect the

,
*greeoftheproblem,as

.

^ministration never learns

ofmany suicide attempts. "We
canestimate thatup to six

attempts occur per year, but
there may be more thatwe don't

know about"

"Ifs difficult to determine
the direct cause of suicide,"

says Diana Fuller, one of the

Boettcher Center counselors.

She emphasizes, however,
that while school may
exacerbate pre-existing

difficulties, it is rarely the

leading stress. "People don't

arrive here perfectly healthy,

and then become suicidal."

Bruce Coriell, the Shove
Chapel chaplain, agrees. "In

many cases,C.C is actually a
very secure and happy
environment for people. Often it

is the prospect ofleaving that

leads to difficulties"

There are many factors

attributed to such great amounts
ofpain, the primary ones being
family problems, denial of other

problems or traumas, or family

history of/recent exposure to

suicide.

Every personal history is

different, and equally

complicated, making each case

"situational," according to Paul

Jones, Associate Director of

Residential Life.

Fuller, Coriell, and Jones

represent the threemain support

agencies on campus for students

who need help. Boettcher

employs three counselors, one of

whom is always on call, should

Continued on page 9

A HUMAN STRESS RELIEVER-Jackie Taylor, a recent addi.on to
fte Boettcher counseling staff, hopes to help C.C. students with
depression, eating disorders, or just block stress.

Photo by Jenny Orchil

Students learn patience
through fears, frustrations
By Judi Abeson & Marieka
Brown

The Easter Seals

Handicamps for people with
disabilities in both Santa Cruz,

California and Empire,

Colorado promised to offer to

two C.C. students the most
rewarding summer one will

ever have.

Driving down the dirt road
scattered with speed limit

signs telling drivers to slow to

5 mph because of wheelchairs

was the beginning of my
intimidation. After five days
of 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. training

sessions including first aid,

search and rescue, AIDS
awareness, disability

awareness, feeding and
transferring techniques, CPR,
group initiatives, and a 24-

hour period in a wheelchair, I

was ready to drive right back
down the dirt road with the 5
mph speed limit.

No such luck.

The first day of camp had
arrived and, as I waited for the

bus of campers, a wave of

anxiety hit me. All the training

I had just lived and breathed

j
for a week was zapped from
me. Fear and uncertainty took
its place. What am I doing
here? How am I going to relate

to my campers and how will

they relate to me?
Trying to control myself, I

walked over to greet one of
my campers. "Hi. Welcome to

camp! Whafs your name?"
"This is Stephanie," replied

another voice. It surprised me
at first. I thought, "Why don't

you let her answer herself?"

And then it hit me. Stephanie
could not talk. Great. My worst
fear realized. How am I going
to make it through an entire

summer? Stephanie had
cerebral palsy which had
damaged part of her brain,

eliminating her ability to

speak. What she used instead

was a little board full of

pictures and letters.

She and I soon overcame the

seemingly impossible

communication boundaries

and ended up having some
incredible discussions. I

learned a lot from her:

patience, attentiveness, and a

willingness to accept

challenges. For there are no
limitations to communication
except for those which we
create ourselves.

Throughout the approach of

the first day of camp, the entire

week of training, and my
whole life, my two greatest

fears have been that I won't be
accepted for who I am and I

won't accept other people for

who they are. In contrast to the

other counselors, I was the one
who wasrtot the cheerleader,

the actor or the game leader.

Rather, I was the one who
listened to the campers'

struggles, stayed up at night

giggling with them,

encouraged them in sports, or

worked alongside of them at

arts and crafts. I realized the

importance of all kinds of

people working together in a

challenging situation.

In relation to the campers, I

found myself forgetting about
the disability and seeing the

person inside.

My patience multiplied

twenty-fold. Meals took many
hours, dressing took an

extraordinarily long time, in

addition to toileting,

showering, and most
importantly, communicating.

Their unconditional

acceptance of me and my own
disabilities coordinated with
my recognizing them as

special and individual human
beings with much to offer, and
allowed the communication
barriers to be torn down.
Driving back down the

dusty road, I took one last look

at my summer home. I had
experienced it all: frustration,

fear, challenges, rewards,

understanding, and joy.

It was a summer of amazing
realizations; I had uncovered

the impact of acceptance as

well as the power of

communication.

I will never forget the people

I met. Through them, I realized

that not only can I make a

difference in someone else's

life, but if I open myself to

others, I can allow them to

make a lasting impact on me.
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Environmental column

Nuclear weapons plant plagues Denver
By Marina Lindsey

Staff Writer

Locked inside chain-linked

fences 16 miles northwest of

Denver is the Rocky Flats Nuclear

Weapons Plant

Itisoneof the United States' 17

major nuclear weapons plants,

resting in the backyard ofabout 15

million people. The mission of this

nuclearbomb factory is to produce

plutonium triggers to be used in

nuclear warheads, A trigger is an

atomic bomb that is placed in a

nuclear warhead to ignite a

nuclear fusion explosion.

President Bush says that the

Cold War is over, but the govern-

ment continues to waste billions of

taxpayer dollars on nuclear bomb
production- Ironically; the

government spends more on

nuclear bomb production than it

allots to the Environmental

Protection Agency.

In December of 1989, the

federal government halted

plutonium re-processing opera-

tions at Rocky Flats. The govern-

ment revealed that the antiquated

bomb plant was too dangerous to

operate. This move followed

years of repeated violations of

health, safety, and environmental

standards. These violations

include the illegal burning and
dumping of toxic wastes, the

exposure of workers to plutonium,

and the failure ofRockwell

International (the former owner) to

meet safety standards for over six

years.

Rocky Flats is the only installa-

tion in the US. that produces

nuclear triggers During this

production, the plant processes

thousands ofpounds of pluto-

nium, which is more plutonium

thanany weapons facility in the

US
Plutonium derives itsname

from the Roman god of the dead,

Pluto. Thishuman creation

remains lethal for over 250,000

years. If it is exposed to air it will

ignite spontaneously.

Onepiece ofplutonium the size

of a speck of dust, if inhaled, can

cause cancer. Recent federal

studies indicate that no level of

exposure to radiation from

plutonium is safe.

Dozens of fires have occurred

at Rocky Flats, including major

firesinl957and 1969. Thesefires

released as much as 100 pounds of

plutonium into the environment.

The radioactive and toxic

contamination at Rocky Flats is so

extensive that thedamage may be

irrevocable The Department of

Energy, the federal agency

presently in charge of the plant,

estimates that the cleanup could

cost 500 million to one billion

dollars

Groundwater underRocky

Flats is contaminated with

radioactive and toxic chemicals.

And in Westminister, just east of

the plant, plutonium has been

measured at 10 times higher than

normal. Elevated levels of

plutonium have also been found

in die sediments at the bottom of

Stanley Lake, which provides

drinking water for nearby

communities.

Rocky Flats is plagued by

Homeless myths dispelled
ByAmyKipfex

A warehouse just south of the

downtown district ofColorado

Springs isan emergency shelter for

some people, and temporary

housing for others.

There are other smaller, more
liveable shelters in the city, but the

numbers ofpeople needing

housing isbeyond the resources of

any hardworking grassroots

organization.

Thus, the Red CrossEmergency
Shelter was opened in 1985.

Anyonewho finds themselves

without a place to sleep can use
one of the 300 cots in this large

cement box. Even people who
aren't "homeless" can sleep there;

if the minivan breaksdown and
the banks are closed, you're

welcome to stay.

The shelter doesn't discriminate

against people with houses, but

people with houses discriminate

against those without After the

San Francisco earthquake,

emergency shelterspopped up,

but to use any of the servicesyou
had to proveyou had a house.

Granted, these people did need
temporary housing. Butmany
others do, too.

What is the difference between a
natural disaster leaving you
without a place to sleep and the

closure of a factory leavingyou
"homeless?"

Class.

When people refer to "Ihe

Homeless" they are usually

talking about the poor who have

no place to live. It isassumed that

the propertyownerswho are

defeated by natural disasters will

soonbeon their feet again, but

"Ihe Homeless" are terminally so.

This term, "homeless," is

inaccurate. The term implies that a
person has no home, not just no
house. Yet, home canbe one's
people, whereonegrew up, even

a region of land. And it speaks of

a group of people who have a lack

of housing in common as if they

are similar in all other ways.

Language can be loaded,

especially catch phrases. Ifs

important to think about what a

word means both explicitly and
implicitly to understand whafs

really being said.

The myths of "homelessness" lie

somewhere inthedepthsofthe
word itself, forwhen those who
are mystified by homelessness get

to know someone without a
house, they come to the grand

conclusion that they are just

people. These people without

housing, poor or not, are people

nonetheless.

They are the real survivois.
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safety problems, threatening

workers and area residents.

Over 62 pounds of plutonium,

seven bombs worth, accidentally

accumulated and is covering the

air ducts. The government has

made no plans to remove this

before re-starting the planfs

production.

In addition to the irrevocable

damage that has already been

done, there is the impending

threat of accidents occurring

because of the failure of the

facilities at the plant to meet the

minimum safety standards for

high winds, earthquakes, or other

catastrophic events.

Studies conducted in theWUs
and 198ffs showed that Denver's

overall cancer rates were higher

than normal, and progressively

increased as the scientists re-

searched areas closer to the plant

Some scientists say these

studies are flawed, and the

Department of Energy(DOE)
currently refuses to test these

studies to prove their validity.

Safety problems atRocky Flats

have forced theDOE to halt

plutonium processing, but the

DOE says that Rocky Flats may re-

open in a few months despite the

planfs failure to meet safety

standards. There is also a rumor

ofa new plutonium facility

opening in South Carolina in June

of 1991.

It is essential that people speak

against the production and testing

of nuclear weapons. The produc-
tionand testing of nuclear

weapons hascaused death and

suffering to peopleand wildlife,

sacrificing land and life to the

development of a defense so

powerful that no one will survive

its effects.

FromJanuary 7-18th, 1991, 118

nations will meet inNew York

City to persuade the United States

and other nuclear nations to begin

work on a testban treaty.

The Non-Proliferation Treaty

(NPD, which slows the spread of

nuclear weapons to other coun-

tries, calls for progress towards a

Comprehensive Test Ban (CTB).

Some of the 130 countries who
signed theNTT say that they will

not sign again in 1995 if the

Nuclear Powers continue testing.

International pressure is

building for a Comprehensive Test

Ban (CTB). Thirty-nine countries

must request a CTB Amendment
Conference in order for it to be
convened. This was accom-
plished in July of 1989, when the

41st country requested the

conference. The US, USSR,and
Britain are required by the Treaty

to convene theAmendment
Conference, which is being rrii

January.

It is necessary for a majority,,

the parties tovoteinfavorof

amending the treaty in orderk

the amendment to pass. The

majority must include the USJ
the US,and Britain. If approve

and ratified, the Amendment
would bebinding on all 116

original signers. IftheUS
corft

ues its opposition, the Amend-
ment will fail.

On January 4th and 5th,

activists from around the world

are gathering atan intemationj

disarmament conference and [w lays

protest demonstration in Las

Vegas, Nevada.

The people who live down-

wind of places like Rocky Flafe beta

and other nuclear facilities wort; <*
wide will be there to protest Irs

development of nuclear weans

which kills the people and the

lands they are designed to profe read

Contribute to the anti-

movement and demand that ft
psyd

Partial Test Ban Treaty be made

into a Comprehensive Test

Ifyou would like to attend j

demonstration contact Greenes

USA, 1436 ST.NW, Washing

DC.20009,(2O2)462-1177. On

campus, you can contact Colte

Citizens Active for Peace (COP
Ifyou cannot attend, write

PresidentGeorge Bush, TheMi
House, 1600 Pennsylvania Ave

NW, Washington DC. 20500, and staffis

demand that the US work fora

CTB at the Test Ban Conference

inte
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Protest Rally Against U.S. War Preparations
in the Middle East

Tuesday, Dec. 11 at 12:30 p.m.
C.C. Campus, Worner Quad

Demand that our government reverse U.S. Military Buildup in the
Persian Gulf and Saudi Arabia!

• Information on Draft Resistance and Conscientious Objection
• Open Microphone

• Bring Banners & Signs & Guitars

HOWMUCH BLOOD WILL IT TAKE TO FILL OUR TANKS?
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jicide affects

L r she be needed. The resident

Lj also acts to locate problems,

rj
t0 help bring people into

Luiseling-

[The chaplain says he plays two

L|s "Some peoplecome in just

-7 to talk about life in

.
, though perhaps they do

iVz something
more serious

[Lttiering them that comes out

j0. I'm also active in crisis

invention. I help the survivors."

Together, they represent a very

Competent team.

I Help ismore effective the

Ijoner it reaches the person

Karly intervention seems to be

Ludi more effective than later,"

Lys Jones.

(Both the counseling staffand

priell are in fact able to help a

Ignificant amount of people

lefore their problems reach the

iib'cal stage.

I The counselors are usually

Ilerted to those critical casesby

fcncemed friends or R.A.'s. "The

residential staff," says Jones, "is

Rained to get medical or

^etiological help immediately."

The counseling staff will in turn

the level of clanger, and if

hospitalize the person

iquestion.

According to Fuller, "We rarely

)italize someone against their

By that point they almost

ays realize that they need help,

stop fighting it."

,The other immediate concern

Jfor the counseling and residential

anil staff is to support those directly

gfected by the suicide or suicide

BBempt. The chaplain stresses that
' icanindudenotonly family,

ids and roommates, but also
lly and other staff associated

Bith the person.

TSuidde represents a flight,"

11 says, "and people feel

loned, and betrayed in the

! that their help was not asked
'" This results in feelings that

&ge from guilt, to angerand
pifusion "Suicide is a senseless
I, and people need to know that

y shouldn't force meaning into

*en it isn't there."

~pyou feel guilty,you are a
pn," says McLeod. "The
Bible thing about suicide is the
inand the blame it inflicts on
«ie associated with it"

Vhereason campus the

Menrjalstaffactsasalink

"eentheaffected people and
*her, for offcampus crises
nell assumes most of the
XWibility. He tries to bring
T* together, to deal with the
/mous aftershocks associated
isuidde.

,

^ support members
jy believe that professional
PBthe best remedy for such
^ pain. "Wehaveaverygood
psiate," says Fuller. "In the
'years that I've been here, I've

P'Mzedfourpeoplcand
9'*£ has come back to thank
.MB stresses that professional

' ls

,^™i]able,andthatitis

"'ere is a taboo against

-r buthelpisnota
**& Calling us does not

"ftitutionalization, it means
^support"

C.C. campus
continued from page 7

Boettcher counselors are

completely confidential, and can
make referrals to psychotherapists
offcampus.

According to Jones, the

administration tries to be
supportive as well. "There is not
pressure puton people to return to

a full work load before they are
ready. Their health should be their

first priority."

"We have a very supportive
environment here at CC," said

McLeod. "Small classes, concerned
professors, sensitive students, an
excellent counseling staff, and a
well trained residential staff all act

to bring problems out into the

open, often before they become
too severe."

The advisors also agreed that

the best way for friends to help is

to call someone who can
Says Jones, "A little bit of

information is a scary thing. It

gives those people the unreal

expectation that they can solve the
problem."

If they can't, as is usually the

case, their failure devastates them
Or, as Fuller stated, friends might
be able to pull the person through
the crisis, but the underlying

problem will still remain
"Students feel responsible for

that person's life, and they aren't,"

Jones said.He recommends that

friends use the college network for

support, and remember that "any
decision that is made, is made out
ofcaring."

Ifyou are concerned about
someone, says Fuller, the best

thing to do is to talk to them about
it Once a friend notices and cares,

she says, the person will probably

talk.

McLeod emphasizes that "we
need to team to confront behavior

that makes us uncomfortable,

because often it is a sign of a real

problem."

There is however, the likelihood

that the person will ask that this

information be kept confidential.

Fullersaid that ifanyone is

scared enough for their friends'

safety that they do not feel that

they can leave them alone, then it

is advisable to call for help.

Unfortunately, the person will

probably be very angry, and feel

that their trust has been betrayed.

Most however, do appreciate the

help in the long run. "Such a
choice is the hardest single thing

that a friend canbe faced with."

Ifyou are concerned for

someone, the following are signs

that the counselor recommended
as ones to look for in a suicidal

person Keep in mind, however,
that these are not always direct

indications of suicide.

— If the person talks about

suicide: 'I'm going to kill myself."

Friends are scared to mention the

word, but the chances are, the

person is already thinking about it

—A dramatic change in

sleeping, and/or eating patterns.

Radical changes in appearance are

also sometimes a sign.

—When a person gives away
their most prized possessions.

— Extreme changes in partying,

academic or sexual behavior.

Symposium attracts
speakers, entertainers
T£.--»nm .The 1991 symposium on 'The

Future" willfeature nineteen

speakers and performersfrom
across the nation theseguests will

perform duringfanuary 7-11.

Heremesome intriguing tidbits on
four ofthe distinguished guests.

theFeatures section of The Catalyst

willprint introductionsfor the

remaining guests in thefuture
issues between now and Winter
Break. Stay tuned!

BERNIEKRAUSEhas
sloshed through swamps,
sweltered in desert heat, and sat

quietly in tranquil pools of
water in order to assemble an
astounding library of natural
sounds. Krause composes
music from unadulterated
nature and animal sounds—
perhaps the world's only
bioacoustJc musician/

environmentalist In his songs
('Trout from Ipanema," "Ape
No Mountain High Enough")
and album ("Gorillas in the
Mix"), Krause's "instruments"
are the sounds of drumfish, tree

frogs, lions, and other creatures.

By exposing people to these

animal orchestrations, Krause
hopes to increase awareness of
the diversity and fragility of the

natural world.

MYRONKRUEGERisa
computer scientist turned

computer artist— a computer
artist, however, of a very special

kind. Most works of computer
art, says Krueger, fail to exploit

the computer's most unique
feature: its ability to respond in

real-time. Computer art, he says,
which ignores responsiveness is

using the computer only for

visual design automation, rather
than as a basis for a new medium.
For the past 16 years Krueger has
been creating an interactive

computer art form— the

Responsive Environment, also

known as Artifical Reality, of
which Krueger is considered the
godfather. Krueger's interactive

environment suggests a new way
of blending art and technology.

STANDISHLAWDERisa
stereoscopic artist who creates art

in 3-D with techniques developed
from a hybrid technology of
stereoscopy, computer graphics,

optics, and photography. He
divides his time between teaching

in the Department ofVisual
Arts at the University of
California, San Diego, and his
studio in Denver. Lawder fell in
love with visual stereoscopic

representations more than 20
yearsagowhenhewas on the
Yale art faculty. His artistic

vision has remained three-

dimensional ever since. This 3-

D stereoscopic installation was
first shown at the Cleveland
Center for Contemporary Art
in 1987 in honor of the 100th
anniversary of the famous
Michelson-Morlcy experiment.

LEONLEDERMANisa
Nobel Prize Winner in Physics

(1988). He recently retired as
director of the Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory to teach
undergraduate liberal arts

students at the University of
Chicago. He has dedicated

himself to creating a more
scientifically literate public.

There is so little time, he says,

and so much for the citizen to

know and to understand in

order to deal with the

exploding pace of change. The
ultimate academic perestroika,

he notes, would be to find a
way of teaching Physics for

Poets or perhaps Physics for

Citizens of the 21st Century. It

is noteworthy that among his

most notable achievements he
lists his work with young
people in science.

RHA progressive dinner to feature
foreign cuisine, expensive grog
By Phil Brown
Staff Writer

pro-gres'-sive: a.l. Moving or

onward. 2. New or previously

unknown. 3. party and world
beer tour: the absolute killer

event of the semester sponsored
by the Events committee and
RHA.
OK, so this isn't an actual

page from the ol' dictionary, but

you get the point. Events and
RHA are throwing this way
groovy bash tonight here on
campus.

So, assuming that you all

recall your first years o'er in

Slocum where somebody down
the hall had one substance that

almost certainly led to alcohol

poisoning and another guy up
the hall had some nasty

concoction that tasted worse
than death but did a mighty fine

job of providing an excuse

when you woke up with

someone who looked like Elvis

in his later years, I'll pick up
from there.

The Progressive Dinner and
World Beer Tour is nothing like

this. Instead, each dorm is a

different country providing the

fine and hearty cuisine of that

land with some groovy and

expensive grog.

The whole idea is to provide an
entertaining evening where fine

folks can act upstandingly and
taste the tastes of the world

responsibly.

It kicks off tonight in Slocum at

6:00 for some Mexican grub.

Because only freshpeople live

there, no beer will be available,

but things'U be hoppin' anyway.
Next its over to Mathias for

some brat-type-wurst and some
stout Deutsch lager. Yeah, you
guessed it, Mathias is the unified

Germany for the evening.

Should be really groovy and I

assume 111 see you there as beer

will flow. Oh yeah, this part lasts

from 6:45 'til 730.

Bemis is next up with eggrolls

and some beer from Japan that

I've never heard of. For veg-heads

tike me, there will be

vegetabelarian eggrolls here.

Yeah, well, don't show up here

before 7:45 or stay past 830.

Dessert is over at Loomis
tonight They're serving lemon
cheesecake and English ale.

Someone told me that they're

going to make the cheesecake, so

some fine homemade eats may be
available, but I doubt it Anyway,
Loomis is the place to be from
8:45 to 930.

At 9:30, show up in the

basement of Lennox house. For
those of you who have been
mourning thci r death or are

simply comatose from the last

Space Gig, Lennox used to be
Beta.

Anyway, the standard nasty

cheap party keg slosh will be
available, as the theme for Lennox
is the good ol' US of A.

By the way, the PD&WBT
(handy acronym, no?) lasts until

the wee hours at Lennox, as there

will be some righteous tuneage

provided by yours truly.

By the way, I don't like that

"Ice, Ice Baby" song and won't
play it.

The rules are simple: you have
to be a C.C. student; you need

something that says you're 21 to

drink; alternative beverages will

be provided; there will be

absolutely, positively no cost-

Marriott is not affiliated in any
way.

So, its free, there's good food,

beer, and music, you don't need

to waste a Rastall meal on this,

nothing else is going on, and it

will be an enriching experience

for us to polish up on manners
and haute cuisine. Thats French.

Yeah, well, I'll see you later

tonight Cheers...
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Senior Spotlight

Gravenhurst speaks foreign languages

By Averil Rothrock

Staff Writer

Tammy Gravenhurst is in this

week's senior spotlight. Tammy is

a Romance Language major who

works in the Language Lab and

was instrumental in establishing

a tutoring network for languages

at C.C. Tammy travelled to

Perpignan her sophomore year.

She is a member of the Differently

Abted Awareness Coalition

(DAAC). The following is an

excerpt from an interview with

Tammy:

When and why was DAAC
founded?

It was founded because

there were a lot of people on

campus interested in

disability. Not because they

were disabled. Maybe they

have a relative who is

disabled. I'm the only member
who is disabled, I think. But

they were interested and they

realized a lot of people don't

notice. We were in fact going

to have thematic house last

year. But that didn't work out,

so we kept the group. I

actually did an independent

study with a Venture Grant on
disability. I went to New York
and D.C. and interviewed

congressmen and other people
involved with the movement.
We talked about the American
Disabilities Act which was
passed this summer. Ifs

basically a civil rights act for

the disabled.

What came out of it?

I wrote an article for The

Catalyst, and through that

experience I was asked to

attend a conference of the

Council on International

Education Exchange. Two
weeks ago I went to South
Carolina and spoke about my
trip to France and what it was

like to be abroad as a disabled

person. I told them what I

would recommend programs

do to prepare the disabled for

the culture shock.

When did you go to France

and what was it like?

I went in the Spring of 1989.

It was a real learning

experience. Ifs an exciting

program. I travelled a lot. It

certainly makes you see

America in a different light

when you get back. I spent a

week in Italy and it's actually

my favorite country because I

don't feel loud there. It's true!

In France I always felt

obnoxious. I think next year I

might go back and try to live

in Verona and try to volunteer

for some disabled agencies in

Italy. But it hasn't worked out

yet.

Why did you choose

Romance Languages for your

major?

Because Professor Sarah

Simmons was my advisor and

I really liked the attitude of the

French department. And I had
really good French teachers in

high school so I had a good
background and I'd been to

Paris once when I was thirteen.

That was with my eighth

grade French class. I knew
eight words when I got there

and twelve when I left.'

What are your plans for the

future?

I am going to try to go to

graduate school and take

deferred enrollment. I do want
to work in Italy or France for a

year. I could really use the

Italian to get my Ph.D. in

linguistics. French is my major
and Italian is my minor. I

would really like to teach. I

think that kind of career goal

has really solidified in my
experience here. I would like

to teach at a school like C.C,
as far as size, ideology, and
teaching philosophy.

Any particular part of the

country?

Anywhere cool— not like

hip— climatically cool. My
family's in Florida and I'm not
into hot weather for

Christmas.

Didn't you grow up in

Colorado Springs?

Yes. I find a real diversity

between the political and

cultural atmosphere of C.C.

and Colorado Springs. There's

a real breach. It really

surprised me. I didn't expect

to feel like I was leaving home
and wow, was it culture shock!

It was nice to grow up here,

though, and it's nice to see

familiar faces around town

and call old family friends

over block break.

What was your favorite

block break?

My first one ever! I went to

the cabin of one of my friends

with a lot of Kappa Sigmas.

We fished, gutted the fish,

cooked the fish— all that stuff.

There were about twenty of us

all together. I think it was
probably my favorite because

it was my very first one. The
first year days are really the

glory days. I was thinking

about it the other day. How
fun not to be worrying about

my thesis, to be taking one

class from every major offered

atC.C...

What other things about

C.C. have you liked?

I've been in pretty close

contact with the

administration and have a

good working relationship

with them and with my
professors. I really appreciate

that intimacy— I know next

year I'll be floundering when
I'm just a number. I was was
kind of channelled into going

here since a lot of my high

school teachers got their MIT's
here. I really have few

complaints about my four

years. It's been great!

How has living in the

French house been?

Well, I love it! Ifs my third

year. There's more privacy

than in the big dorms. I think

that ifs obviously easier with a

theme house to be unified and
closer. Ifs more like a home
than a beeline right to the

college scene.

When did the tutoring

program get started?

This year. We just got the

department's approval by
second semester. We tutor

whatever languages are being

taught over the block, up
through level 201 . French

tutors are students who have

Hair Designers forMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes, Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

82 7 9{. Tejon at Cache La Toudre 632-3531
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ROMANTICALLY FLUENT-Tammy Gravenhurst aspires to

teach at a school similar to C.C.

gone to Perpignan who have

expressed interest in helping

with the department and have

expressed that they have time.

I hope next year it becomes
something like the Writing

Center for Romance
Languages, where people can
run in and ask a question

anytime. Now ifs available

three times a week, Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday,

from 7:00 to 8:30. There's

always a person to help with

each language. The
department wasn't reluctant to

start this at all! They were

really excited. They came up
with the Writing Center

parallel.

Do you think the school

does enough to attract diverse

students?

Currently, no, but I think a

lot of different ideas are in the

works to attract a diverse

applicant pool. Hopefully next

semester DAAC will put

together a report for a

program to make the camp

fully accessible. Well, not It

because there are a lot of ol

buildings, but for instance

Palmer has access bu t no a

A lot of people just don't

know. .There's an elevatori

Armstrong that you can us

you just get the key. All the

building needs is a sign and

will appear more accessible

really think C.C. has the

potential to attract diverse

students because of the sia

the block plan, the willing

of the faculty to promote

independent study. People

do their own thing, build li ted

own castles. 'rill Fr

CAP.
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fop exec calls it quits, engages in C.C. Summit
ush calls for kindler, gentler socialist state'

William F. Fuckley Jr. euv's a real freak, a tr„ P r«=„ »u„.i„_.. „>William F. Fuckley Jr.

JEsslin, CA—Former

fesident George Bush
Inounced the Republican

[d Democratic parties

Bin yesterday, and called

"kindler, gentler

tialist state."

Bush, who resigned from
office last Thursday, has

Dcated from Washington
this famous commune on
Big Sur coastline.

iterday's daily dithyrang

s the third he has given

ce his Colorado trip.

lush met with leaders

m the College Citizens

ive for Peace (CCAP)
up on Friday, for a

ted, all-night discussion.

Frown, member of
AP and self-proclaimed

mpion of repressed
iples everywhere, re-

led that "George is hip
he issues. We see things
to eye, mono a mono,
to man, in the same

jt,and on the politically

pet wavelength." How-
f. fellow CCAP member
!>" Plumb said, "He may
too liberal for us. The

guy's a real freak, a true
radical in the tradition of

George Hayduke."
Early Saturday morning

Bush engaged in a summit
on the top of Pikes Peak
with former Cattle List

editor Tetrahydrocannabi-
nol and journalist Dr.

Hunter S. Thompson to

"share a symbolic and
literal peace- pipe with my
fellow soul mates," as Bush
described it.

Dr. Thompson said that

they discussed the legaliza-

tion of drugs and that Bush
had a plan to "ram a legal-

ization bill through Con-
gress." He also remarked,
"Herbert had some fine

skunk."

Reporters questioned
Bush and Tetrahydrocan-
nabinol about their alleged

use of illegal drugs at the

Summit. Bush responded,
"I'm not as think as you
stoned I am. And I don't
give a damn what you
think, I quit," while Tetra-

hydrocannabinol replied, "I

don't give a damn what you
think, I quit."

(See "Resign", page 2)

On Saturday night Bush
accompanied The Circle on
the sitar in a McGregor
basement concert. The
band's keyboardist, Bill

Okay, enthusiastically

commented, "George has
been around the block a few
times. He learned sitar from
Brian Jones in Morocco '66.

Amazing. The kids at

McGregor ate it up. And
after the show he left with
four of our groupies."

Jerry Mathers could not
be reached for comment.

Mass lynching set for Cutler Quad
By T. Richard Van Fluven
Senior Staff Writer

In a movement which
disturbed not only the
faculty, administration,

and staff but also the
silent majority on cam-
pus (also known as non-

greeks, or Independents),
the IFC and Panhellenic
Council yesterday ap-
proved the site of the first

hanging In Colorado
College history, Alphonse
du Dextroamphetamine,
intergalactic traveller,

sitcom star and Cattle
List Editor-in-Charge was
given his choice be-
tween death and an out-
of-body experience by
the all Greek jury in

response to charges that
he "used his power to
seduce Athena, and that
he poisoned her with
words."

Dextroamphetamine
chose the former fate
saying, "Hey, man, listen.

I've only got one life to
live, and if they want to

take It, wellf-cktheml
Hunter Thompson
wouldn't pussy out of
It."

Dextroamphetamine
is scheduled to face the
gallows at sunrise on
Friday, March 29. Also
slated for lynching are
CCCA president Narc
Glaze-Shaver and Cut-
ter Broad president Mike
Shaver-Glaze. They are
to be "Hanged by their

necks until they
pledge!" said Greek
council chief Peggy
Pilate, Mike and Narc
are to flank

Dextroamphetamine
during the ceremony,
which Is to last over nine

Continued on page 7
"liberal for us. The think, I quit."

" — —

£CA President loots treasury to fund cocaine cartel
'utgoing CCCA Presi-

l
Narc Glaze-Shaver has
«ing CCCA's money
telephone lines to

pte a lucrative cocaine

|> without the Council's
f'oval or knowledge, the

P List has learned.

I'aze-Shaver, a junior at

h admits to using CCCAm to pay drug runners

|
Columbia's Medellin

f
el for large shipments of

f

a 'oaves, which he
Ped in the Worner

|
et CCCA office.

J
addition, Glaze-Shaver
j^d fellow CCCA

ers and presidential

hopeful

John Whitewash to aid him
in the management of his

cocaine ring known as the

Colorado College Cocaine
Addicts (CCCA).

But Glaze-Shaver sees

nothing wrong with his

activities. "I don't appreci-

ate the implications that

I've done anything wrong.
It's been done so many
times before, frankly it's not
a big deal," Glaze-Shaver
said.

According to CCCA
Financial Vice President

Rick Cuisene, Glaze-Shaver
made over 300 calls to

Columbia this semester,

$3000 dollars. When asked

about the appropriateness

of using CCCA funds for

the phone calls and pay-
ment of drug runners,

Glaze-Shaver said: "My
reputation is at stake. I

planned on giving C.C. a

cut in my profits—99% me,
1% C.C. It is perfectly

reasonable."

Glaze-Shaver said career

motivations influenced him
in the decision to run the

cocaine ring. "This adds to

my resume - I brought in

over $10 million dollars

profit in the first semester

alone. Do you realize how

the corporate world? I will

be able to get any job I want
when I graduate. I've

already had offers from

United Fruit in Guatemala,

and from Union Carbide.

The presidents of these

companies have served as

my mentors. Their ability to

exploit and control third

world workers should be an

inspiration to everyone in

the business community."

Speaking through a

translator, Medellin cartel

kingpin Manuel Labor said

of Glaze-Shaver: "If it

wasn't for the added profit

the CCCA cartel brought in

been able to afford to pay
the hitmen who took out the

opposition candidates in the

last election."

Although his actions

have drawn criticism from
administrators and student

leaders, Glaze-Shaver

maintains his actions were

constitutional. "According

to my interpretation of the

constitution, the CCCA
President has free reign to

help any 'group leader' he

wishes. Manuel Labor is a

group leader, and, frankly, I

helped him."

Peter Frampton could not

be reached for comment.
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Disturbed Cattle List editor arrested for

suspected arson of fraternity quadrangle
Staff coerced into participating in blatant 'anti-greek' offense; sympathy for editor who is scheduled to be hanged

&

By Justin Plumb

Cattle List editor Lysergic

Acid Diethalymide was

released on $20,000 bail

from the El Paso county jail

Thursday afternoon after he

was apprehended in con-

nection with the mob-

torching of the fraternity

quadrangle at Colorado

College. The three fraternity

houses located in the quad,

Hupa Hupa Zim Boogie,

Skwiji , and Werdi Putmi

damage as a result of the

fires.

Diethalymide reportedly

called a special meeting of

"I guess this frat[emity]

thing has got him really-

bugged"

-Tanned Thighs
Arts Editor

the Cattle List staff late

Thursday night and pro-

fraternity quad. Once upon

the scene he "passed out

torches and launched into

this totally bogus spiel/'

described a bedraggled and

still rather distraught sports

editor Sir Ezra "Reefer"

Bales III, esq.

"He climbed up on the

steps of Barnes and started

wailing/ Cattle List editor

under fire, my ass! We'll see

who gets the torch now !'

Then he lit his torch and

bolted through the window

Bir all sustained appreciable ceeded to lead them to the of the Kappa Sig house,'

Newspaper staff resigns,
Riley set to take over List
By Yellow Journalism

The entire Cattle List stall

resigned last night after a

lengthy incident Inter

Fraternity Council President

John Whitewash called,

"Disgusting."

Allegedly, Phi Gamma
Delta member iim l

JoorMe
submitted a "highly volatile

and extremely explosive"
letter to then editor Mor-
phine Sulfate, at which
point Sports Editor Ezra
"reefer" Bales III, esq.,

snatched it out of the

editor's hands, removed his

pants, and defecated upon
the article.

Cutler President Mike
Shaver-Glaze, who wit-

nessed the incident, imme-
diately fired Bales, citing

the recent board decision to

back his termination of

Doug Landscape's job as the
sometimes Cattle List sub-
scription editor. Shaver-
Glaze stated, "I run this

campus, and if you don't
like it, f-ck off." CCCA
President Narc Glaze-
Shaver added, "It's been
done so many times before,

frankly it's not a big deal."

However, the firing

ignited the campus. A
demonstration spearheaded
by the Political Union and
GALA forced C.C. President
Sessin' Riley to call on his
special security force

known as the Ton Ton
Macautes. Damages to

private property and Riley's
ego are estimated at $1.7
million and a sabbatical.

The newspaper staff

announced their resignation
en masse at 2 am after the
riots were subdued. "Man,
nobody be dissin' us like

dis. F-ck dat," responded
Opinions co-editor Orion
Constellation.

A petition in support of
the staff is currently being

circulated through the

fraternities and sororities

by Erik Van Framer and
Lisa Pardon, two of the

Cattle List's biggest fans.

"This semester our student

newspaper has been a

paragon of journalistic

integrity and fairness,"

ported, incoherent [act] of

kneejerk liberalism." He
challenged Shaver-Glaze
not to "depreciate your
response by reducing it to a

mere paragraph. Sweeping
indictments like yours
deserve the attention of a

full editorial at least, if not

New Cattle Editor President Sessin' Rileyis aglow with joy as he
analyzes the stock reports from C.C.'s new investment firm, the
John Birch Society. See "Portfolio," page 7.

asserted Pardon. "Those
people sure know their

stuff. I couldn't imagine a
paper being more conducive
to Greek life than this one.
Sulfate and I got our Phi
Delt tattoos together,"

added Van Framer.

Shaver-Glaze issued a
brief statement today in

which he condemned Bales'

indiscretion. "Self-righ-

teousness—seemingly a

hallmark of enlightenment
on this campus—has turned
oppressive. Students are
arming themselves with
impunity and doing all of
us the favor of acting on it."

Cutler Board member-at-
large Karl Marx believes
that Shaver-Glaze's decision
was a "woefully unsup-

a book to themselves, since
there must be a great deal
of evidence backing them
up. Or, maybe not."

In an unprecedented
move, President Riley will

edit the newspaper and the
C.C. Men's Hockey team
will serve as the new edi-

tors and staff writers.

"I will swing the balance
of power back from the left,

all the way up to the right,

and then tie that goldanged
proverbial pendulum
around Sulfate's neck,"
Sessin' said.

Bales could not be
reached for comment, but
he has been seen in a

McGregor bathroom mum-
bling, "I'm not as think as
you stoned I am."

explained Arts co-editor

Tanned Thighs. "I guess

this frat[ernity] thing has

got him really bugged."

"We began sensing a

certain mental instability

about the boy a few weeks

ago when we caught him
[Diethalymide] break

dancing through Bemis

clad only in shredded

copies of the Misde-

meanor," stated Cutler

Publications President

Mike Shaver-Glaze.

When questioned about

the incident, Diethalymide

replied, "I refuse to let my
personal feelings about the

Greek system influence my

There was a
it exploded
By Scoop T. Mcgrutz

Special 'Roving' Reporter

It was a seemingly nor-

mal Thursday afternoon.

Rastall's delectible lunch

was weighing heavy on the

stomach. The cars on Cas-

cade were damned obsti-

nate about stopping for us

stuck-up college kids. And,
of course, many students

were back in class; most
were sleeping during a

particularly boring lecture,

fighting with chemical gone
rabid in the lab, interprting

literature to absurd levels of

meaning, doodling, and of

course those students in the

Hitchcock course were
gripping the edges of their

sets while Ray Milland was
explaining to Swan how he

was to kill Grace Kelly.

That was until the bomb
went off.

No! It wasn't atomic,

nitrogen, nitro, or even
flamible. It was in fact dry
ice in a 2-liter plastic bottle

(you'd think they would
have at least used a

recyclible material), but it

made a hell of a sound.

Here are some of the com-
ments made by students

after the fact:

(Students names are

withheld to protect the

guilty. All of us are gulity

of something you know)
"Well, it was quite a

shock, ya know. I mean I

didn't expect it."

"I don't know. It wasn't

timed very well. I mean the

culpret should have done

journalistic responsibilk ^

CC... should have used

more gasoline, though, k
heh!"

Diethalymide, affectj
0i

ately known as Dextroan,.

phetamine, is scheduled

be hanged on March 31

"Lynching," page 1). I t js|

be an "invite-only" affair

and invitations can be

obtained at any of the

fraternity houses.

Head of the Inter Frate

nity Council John White-

wash, reportedly out yarj.

ing with lifelong friend)

confidant Telly Savales,

could not be reached for

comment.

bomb and
real loud

kin

Wl
lis

prr<

I
H
CC

G(

art)

hat I

ast

oler

tall

err

alki

Syc

this when we were watdi
Ho

ing Sabotage instead of ft
"""

M for Murder. Or they

should have at least set

go off during the murder

n yi
was built up. I mean sot

criminals just have no shBE^j
for the dramatic. In ordei

for these things to work

there needs to be some

planning on these things;

them to work."

"It's asure sign of the

apocolypse! It starts will

little things and eventual

the world will open upai

take us all!"

"The way it was done

there were five, maybe 16

seconds of shock. Now It

the perpetrator informed

of the bomb's presence

there could have been hi

of suspence built. It woul

have been far more effec-

tive."

"I'm suprised that

school such as this wehiM^t,,.

to put up with such thing

Bombs are just so. ..so llit Dmewh

world, so lower class

think we're a little abovt

that sort of thing."

"I thought it was a go' fe

movie. Nicely shot, inlet nand

ing characters and of co« nk ab

well directed. It was
aHitchcock, ya know."

"In a world such as ll» ^
hem

you just have to expect

things like that. People*

basically evil and desire

hurt each other any way

they can. 'The world is"

pigsty and all the peo]

are swine.' What else co"

of happened?"

"What are you talking

about. Gee, I was so inW

film that I guess I did"' 1

even notice it."

fgyt
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Jpanforth and Grind active in shrooms sex
L.Averil Rachmaninoff really rock, so its the mush- mvfem„',. , ,

W
I *»W.#\

^veril Rachmaninoff

_ fte senior spitlight this week

K fe stored
by Mandy Grind

Lj fafcey Danforth XI. Tobey is

health-year senior and an ex-

l^ fraternity member from Old

,. fcrrt, Connecticut. Although
1

.jsrwtonany committees, or
ain.

•

id| *,.- •- ,

'(s L be happy! I just got a

Meous new Phish tape."

How do you like not being

CCCA Member-at-Large?

'God, *e Wild Wild West

Irty three years ago, or was

M four years ago, no that

as the year my Graphics got

nlen, well anyway, that party

(ally blew me away. At six in

^morning people were

alking around with pellet

us shooting at bottles or

issed out dudes.

What advice do you have
first-year students?

Vail is way expensive.

grievance, dude! Steamboat is

lay cool, even though it's way

IHow would you describe

|e cultural difference be-

tween here and Connecticut?

I Dude, if s like, you know,
'Ougrovv up in Connecticut,

|to boarding school and
reel the right people, and
hen you came out here, you
mow? Like, you find your
riends in Boulder who blew
Bmore school than you did.

Bid you sesh, you get in sesh,

in the slopes or in your abode!
le mushrooms out here

really rock, so its the mush
rooms and the slopes and the
hundreds of miles away from
the folks that really make it for
me.

What are your goals in life:

Dude, did I tell you about
the space gig in the spring of

- .
-- 1987? It was outrageous!

ts any
extracurricular activities Totally! I was a half gram up

C.C., he explains: "Dude, don't the nose and a bottle of pisco
in the bag, as P.J. would say.

Anyway, the house was just

packed with babes and scopin'
dudes, you know, dudes
scopin' babes, and . .

.

Mandy is a luscious Biology

Majorfrom Redondo Beach,

California. Professor l.M. Homey
says ofMandy, "She wouldn't
know genes if she were wearing
them, but she is good at oral

discourse." Mandy is a student

member of the Committee on
Instruction. "I just love to follow
instructions," she says.

What does the Committee
on Instruction do? •

Well, I know that they give
instructions, and I just love to

follow instructions. So, I

suppose you could say that I

am happy being a part of the
committee. Besides, the

chairman is soooo cute!

Do you know how you
were selected to be a senior

spitlight?

Well, what exactly do you
mean?
Do you know the proce-

dure we use to select spitlight

candidates?

Well, I know that some of

(ill yourself for

he environment
iy Missy "How-to-be-
Buichy" Tree-hugger

Today, all you convivialistic
whic students, we must
P being apathetic, we must
P buying plastics, we must

*>p flushing our toilets, we
*st stop LIVING!

f Let us use as little energy as
Hie. Sit in a dark cave
"tiewhere; save personal

jf
r8y by not thinking,

fonng, blinking, or listening.

JWbe. Or don't be.

I Yea-do the earth a goodP and just commit suicide.
1™* about it. Mass suicide isW^at the environment
feds.

Chemistry professor
ffhanial p°wers said, "Them real environmental

lem here is overpopula-

jj Kill everyone off, no
1* Problem. It benefits the**, the trees, the atmo-

t ^d it benefits us too.

I^ldn't have to worry
r' hunger or nuclear war
jp'nglabs."
I ° more people, no more
^Population problem. No

more over-population problem,
no more energy crisis.

The natural resources would
have ample opportunity to

replenish themselves before

evolution created humans
again. All the animals on the

verge of extinction could

repopulate the earth.

Donate your homes to the

'animals. Without us, they

would adapt to new habitats of

brick and sheetrock, complete
with heating systems and
windows. Think of it as

repaying them for pushing

them out of their homes when
we built ours.

All those poor cats and dogs
held captive by children would
have their hard-earned free-

dom. They deserve something
after years of faithfully keeping

our feet warm at night and
fetching sticks.

"Ifs a great idea! Then I

wouldn't have to worry about
writing my senior thesis next

semester and passing my
physics class," said Igor

Studmufnn.

Ifs the ultimate environmen-

tal contribution!

my favorite professors told
me that they would nomi-
nate me for senior spitlight
if I was nice to them.
What do you mean "nice

to them?"
Well, I really can't say.
In other words, you slept

with your professors to
become the senior
spitlight?

No, no, it wasn't like
that. I was only trying to be

nice!

Do you realize that by
screwing your way to the top
you have violated conven-
tional American morality, and
in effect you have screwed
Uncle Sam and everything
that your parents believe in?

But they were all so nice!

Listen Mandy, come over
to my room tonight and I'll

nominate you for CCCA
member-at-larje, how does

that sound?
Sure! You're so nice, I'd

love to come!
You will, Mandy, you

will.

The Cattle List realizes
that this is the fourth
straight issue that Ms.
Grind has been featured in
the spitlight, but what can
we say? She just loves
public exhibition and free
presses.

A GUIDE TO HIPPIE
(GRANOLA)-DOM

Byjohnne andJaime Right

^00AJVr.Takealong,hotshower, withwindows opm in fcetetjvoom to let out the

fe

8:

!?t
M'^^yOOTtetoI^eitlTOkliteyoudidn

'
tlaketheshowaorteUyour

mends how bastardly cold the shower was.

8:45AM. Put on three pairs of wool socks, Birkenstocks, two pairs of polypropelene
underwear,gore-texpants,aPatagoniajacketandyourfavoritewoolhat

9:(»AJvI.I}rnkoneofmcsefeHonabIenarura^^
9:15AM. Throwtheplasticcontainerin the glass recycling bin-its all recyclable eh?

Don t forget yer granola!

9:30AM. Tour campus on your$3000 Cannondale before arriving at class fashionably

9:40AM. Spend class time bragging about your 5.13 climbing lead at the Garden
yesterday—"Dude it was so gnarly. Imean like these crags just came out in such sweet
formations. Ya shouldabeen there, it was cruel."

11:30AM. Invite friends over for beer, pot and mushrooms under the full moon
tonight And tell everyone to bring their crystals for the "power circle,"

12:00PM Eatlunch at Benjamin's and throw all ofyour food-conteminated plastics
and papers in thealuminum recycling bin.

1230P.M Talk about thenew climbing gear with fellow "environmentalists." Mock the
Greek system. Discuss the latestMt Everestclimb—'Til tackle that baby one of these
days." And talk about the virtues ofopen-mindedness.
12:45PM Yousee the recycling truck goby but decide not to join in—it gets your

Patagonias dirty.

1:00P.M Attend a candle-light vigil outside ofWorner protesting extinction of the rare
mesodermic South Africanmold strain.

1:30P.M Go mountain bikingoffroadatfheGarden of theGods, tearing upyucca,
swatting afew flies, and picking a backpack full of wild flowers for your "nature" soup.

3:00P.M Start the soup and let it simmer for a few hours. Turn up the thermostat before
you leave your house again.

3:30P.M Meditateon the sunor Buddha or a seven-bladed leaf.

4:00PM Tell all about peace, goodwill, and harmonic convergence with your friends—
or anyonewho will—or won't—listen.

4:05PM Prop some books aroundyou on the quad—then bag it and play "Ultimate."
4:30PM Do something cool—"Mahn, thattripwassoooooo..."

5:00PM Either a really greatblackout or a city-wide electricity failure— a very environ-
mentally chic action.

6:00PM EllMcGregor toilets with used bong water as a water conservation measure.
7:00PM Taste soup, decideyou still don'tknowhow tocook, and throwitaway.
730PM Sinceyour house is too hot,you open a few windows.
7:45PM Call up your friends,tell them to sacrifice their lifestyles (or themselves) to

save the earth.

8:00PM Ifs getting cold soyou notch the thermostat up,bum some incense, smoke a
cigaretteortwo (three, four, five?), and playbud Grateful DeadCDs all night, disgusted
atthe clouds ofsteam rising south of town.

Love the one you're with you eco-chic beatnick!
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Do unto others before they do unto you!
By Birkenstock Leftontheleft

Wealth is no excuse for

morality. Neither are brains a

substitute for action. Wehereat

CaJarada Callidge have both

(well, at least I do, thafs why
CCCA (Callarada Callidge

Communist Association) created

the position of Vice-President in

Complete Charge of Campus
Conscience specifically for me).

Either that, or they needed a

token chick in order to appease

the Committee on Leftover

Leftists. Either way, I'm here and
you've gotta deal with it).

Anyway, it has been nearly a

full semester since I began my
pedantic pilgrimage into the

seldom-travelled world of

campus sententiousness, and, as

far as I can see (thirty feet, give or

Wealth is no excuse for

morality. Neither are
brains a substitute for

action.

take a few trash barrels) the world

is still the ugly, people-infested

chunk of cosmic dust it was when
I began. So I have devised a plan.

I know you're out there reading

the things I have to write. You
know who you are. And, know-

ing that, you know who they are.

So here's my plan: Kill them.

Edward Abbey said that the

planet could only reasonably hold

abou t a fifth of the population

which now dings to her violated

surface. Earth First! (tmXs motto is

"No compromise in the defense

of Mother Earth." I just put two
and two together, and I got

murder. Thafs right. Those of us

who are tired of preaching, tired

of political action, tired of direct

action, must unite in a show of

unparalleled resistance to the

white male power structure.

Photo Opinion

Should the Greeks remain at C.C.?

"No. They blackballed my
brother, and made lude re-

marks about my mother in

their newsletter"

?*'f^

"Oh Yes! Most definitely! I

think those boys are really
cute!"

^nqgjj^i

"No. I don't belive in exclusive,
dogmatic organizations. Now
leave me alone. I'm eating."

'Well... in an attempt to comprehend,
understand,and discover the wide array of
nuances, implications, and subtleties of a
questions such at this, one must first objectively
view and painstakingly study all the sides and
angles that an issue as serious and pertinent as
this brings to the largest cross-section at people
thatwe as fellow humans, brothers and sisters of
the same flesh and blood, same credit card
companies can muster together and wrench
honest and sincere answers, opinions, and
beliefs that they are willingand capable of
revealing, describing discussing, and coming to
terms with before a decision can be reached"

We who know best must stop

wasting our time on the deaf ears

ofMike Shaver-Glaze, George

...the world is still the

ugly, people-infested
chunk of cosmic dust it

was when I began.

Bush and Jerry McTom. They
haven't heeded our words, and

the time is now ripe to stop

praying and start slaying. tye
all in this together, and the (fey

must go on!

Don't get me wrong. I m<e
Narc Glaze-Shaver, I really j

We're just in disagreement on

some things that I hold very
<ja pv

The unity of all people in
sister,

hood, for one. Let's face it TK
are people out there who do
love their fellow beings, and
hate people like that!
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Low budget dog meat
By Airwick L. Skalliwag

Reprinted without Permission

The other day I got my mitts on
some dippy equipment and I

realized that this sort of thing can

waste your body. I mean, instead

of cranking up power, we should

be pouring it on.

You may think I'm just spin-

ning my wheels, bu t this whole
song and dance has got to get

some meat into it. Nowadays,
some hotsy-totsy cat who's just

small potatoes can put on the

feed-bag and snarf up smetzels of

duds. He may just be ball-parking

but that baby would slide unless

he was cranking out a biggie,

catch my drift? If some cat wants
to jack it up, then he should be
gunning for an ace, not digging to

the hat. Although my brains are
turning into jello, I can dig it This

bag of tricks doesn't have the

chops to hit it. A gravy course is

really el monstro. Ifyou're hum-
ming along ducka streeta than

you should be able to dig it up.

lot:

mbui
The whole scene may just

yuck, bu you don't have to tali'

heat to have the turtles.

I don't mean to bum youM
the ground, but if you're thetu,

of cat who's into number crund>

ing you should put some force

into that body. Dig? It's not

mind stretcher but ifs not so to

either. Although a nurdle of

distance may be a big cheese,

have a cheer. This isn't a trip f

which you're coming from.

And ifyou cats disagree wilt

that, you can ring me up some

time and we'll rap.

Letter: Jim Morrison: Sex as deatl fe
To the Editor:

I would like to respond to

Andy B. Dunham's and Jeff

Livesa/s letters to the editor in

response to the responses to Justin

Blum's article by the administra-

tion, as well as Blum's response to

their responses. Indeed, not only
must one these days be able to

discern complex arguments and
resolve to eliminate

redundantism, one must as well

remain firm in an individual

effort to discern the issues and
develop a lucid and pressingly

urgent Weltanschauung to subvert
the dominant paradigm and
proclaim the glory of the coming
of the Lord. Hence, and forthwith,

with this pressing urgency in

mind and with a perspective

clearly stated, we thus examine
the aforementioned articles and
ask the question, 'IsJim Morrison
still alive?" If so, can the apoca-
lyptic geist Morrison introduced
to contemporaryAmerican
culture be used to justify the

twisted, doomsday, horror-

stricken responses embodied in

the three administration re-

sponses to Blum's journalistic

coup d'etat? If in fact Morrison
died in a Paris bathtub, then does
that mean that "The future's

uncertain and the end is always

hgre

near," and thusly and therefore

the faculty response to the

administration response to Tfe

Catalyst response to the student

response means less than the

messy pile of defecation Sports

Editor Ezra "reefer" Bales HI,a)

left on the letter to the editor

written by Fiji big cheese Tim

Poorme (See "", page, and "",

page ) because we are all going*

die both individually and
collectively in the near future,

choking on enormous brown
clouds of soot and carbon

monoxide that will make the

Great Dustbowl seem like the

passing, sparse, ethereal momiit

fog in Big Sur. If in fact MorrisM

never existed and he was a

meretricious creation of a Madi-

son Avenue ad agency or even

worse he was a figment of our

collective imagination than all fl

the responses to the responses

take on a significant new roleas

an important contrapuntal

reaffirmation of the eternal life

essence which would balance tl*

negation of that essence exempt

fied in the false Morrison myth

Thank you,

Brett Anthony Hullagulla

Senior Consultant

Drug Enforcement Agency
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Tefined dining
LddKeathley

Cent Hamburger Stand

Ltfress: Here and There

fcod: *
,

Itmosphere:

Price:

*

tjvjce: With a Smile

Kjss; No Bare Feet

tiering to the customer

Eig to squeeze a couple

Ihamburgers into their

I
the 39 Cent Hamburger

controls the void for fast

Cfood. Consistency is the

jr success, and the 39 Cent

jurger Stand is obviously

jtent. Each outlet looks

,smells alike, costs the

and last, but certainly not

(tastes alike.

Ihose to go through the

. window for my visit. I

finotmakeupmymind. 1

Bed a 39 cent hamburger

Especially) and some fries.

I the tab. I received my
I I drove into a parking

space. I ate my food. I belched.
I drove out of the parking lot.

Since the fries are almost
twice as expensive as the
burger, they were not twice as
good. This is peculiar, fori
have always thought that

#4410-415 „

' ****• EKCEltE

New Music Ensemble is
really out of this world

potatoes were cheaper than beef.
In any event, the dining experi-
ence at the 39 Cent Hamburger
Stand is out of the ordinary. So if

you happen to come across
someone else's money, just cake it,

don't go tell anybody about it

(unless you get caught), and enjoy
yourself at the 39 Cent Ham-
burger Stand.

By Giles Spite

The experience of seeing the
Colorado CollegeNew Music
Ensemble has variously been
described as watching a giant

masturbating spider, listening to a
horde ofangry, screeching,

chipmunks and sitting through an
air raid warning test.

While all of these descriptions
might apply, for sheer originality

and hideousness, nothing could
equal the world-premier concert in
Packard Auditorium last Sunday
of the group's newest composition
"Sawed Hosiery."

The piece, written by composer
Steamin' Hott, is performed by a
ten piece ensemble which bows
the strings of the piano with black
parity hose. Asked about the
unusual technique, Hott said: "I've
always liked the color black It

conveys a sense of the sublime,
which tome is what high artsy-

fertsy music making is all about,

pumbssheep^
fter Rotten American movie
ean-Luc Plombier

^issuin^

rg'srancid 1982 movie
has audiences all over this

;self-induleent country
rig with near-orgasmic

As tputjemonde knows
tthoseofyou who spend
icuous days thumbing
h greasy entertainment

inesat the beauty parlor), it

ton/s most profitable

vhen it was first released.

ur rustic American downs
Jock to see it does not

I have learned to

J

your putrid tastes in film
rely review each and
tipping glop of intellectual

iiyoursweaty,balding,

I Hollywood executives
-but the thought ofyou
P like lemmings to see it

fcaHeu! Iam stunned,
am not silent! No, you flag-

sheep-buggering,

!incompetents, you will
1my surrender so easily.W I thrust the sword of

P«gh the corpulent, foul

Wurpatheticattgmpjat

»'t> film opens trying to •

,
- P of slavering apes

^areCalifomianslI
Ml) as an average

miamily.Thoughl

M that such an endeavor
aslr

°ngstomach, that one
to confront the vulgar
"* behavior which
°y American, even a

"*ersuchasSpieIberg

^elementary task,h
"f*. *e cinematic

J""*
5 even more of an

"Sampoonthanisthe

Bde
nofknuckIe-

f^comes a

Iropping-

is the space mutant, Monsieur E.T.

After theyoung boy discovers this

glowing miscarriage, he tries to

hide it from his even more stupid
family. After a series of stale

adventures (including watching
the alien drink himself into a
stupor— how typically

American!), ridiculous agents of
thegovernment seize the

depraved creatureand prepare to

sacrifice it for science. Would but
they succeeded! This monstrosity
would be cut short by one half-

hour, and the audiences could use
this time to swallow antacids by
the dozen or wretch their rank
guts out onto the parking lot.

Maisnon! The despicable le

beast not only lives, but he escapes
and leads a gangofyoung
hooligans (taking time out from
masturbatingand pimple-
rupturing, no doubt) on a
ridiculousjourney, ending at his

tinker-toy spaceship where he,

thankfully, departs, but not until

afteran appalling scene of oozing,

lukewarm sentimentality which
cannot fail to seize even the most
brain-dead audience member with
a fit of horrific power-vomiting.

After I returned from a week's
hospitalization, I reflected carefully

upon what exactly it was about
this film which caused me to

rupturemy spleen moments after

the credits began to roll. I believe it

was the creature itself - this

abortion obscenely trying to come
to life, this bug-eyed green pustule
-which forced me over the edge of
my normal spontaneous rashes

and into the realm of internal

injury. The idea that such a morsel
of rottingphlegm is shown as a
holy figure— it is too much. Not
even

!
The despicable le beast not

only lives, but he escapesand
leads a gang ofyoung hooligans
(taking time outfrom
masturbatingand pimple-
rupturing, no doubt) on a

ridiculous journey, ending at his
tinker-toy spaceship where he,

thankfully, departs, but not until

after an appalling scene of oozing
lukewarm sentimentality which
cannot fail to seize even the most
brain-dead audience member with
a fit of horrific power-vomiting.

After I returned from a week's
hospitalization, I reflected carefully

upon what exactly it was about
this film which caused me to

rupturemy spleen moments after

the credits began to roll. I believe it

was the creature itself- this

abortion obscenely trying to come
to life, this bug-eyed green pustule
-which forced me over the edge of
my normal spontaneous rashes
and into the realm of internal

injury. The idea that such a morsel
of rotting phlegm is shown as a
holy figure— it is toomuch Not
even my well-tempered innards
can stand it

Why contemporary American
filmakers (if I dare signify this

craven lot with such a title) do not
pay any attention to the one
genius from their country -

Monsieur Jerry Lewis— I cannot
say. Instead, they choose to follow
such buffoons as Hitchcock,
Welles, Capra, and Hawks, to

name but a few of the insipid

drunkards who have corrupted
the once-high medium Your
Spielberg is a perfect example ofa
whore who uses a camera instead

of flesh to tempt the puerile public

into dropping their filthy lucre into

a rusting till, for the perverse

pleasure of sampling the inept

talents of a louse-infested harlot

Death is too good for such a

friend! He shout

The piece starts off rather

spectacularly, as thegroup repels
down the sides of Packard
wearing ski masks, spandexbody
stockings, and leather boxer shorts,
all black of course. From there they
begin poking fondling and
molesting a Baldwin grand piano
in ways which would get any
decent person arrested.

As the ethereal sounds of the
piano waft up to the ceiling one is

moved to contemplate the secret
origins of naval fuzz. Some of
these are not sounds to be released
onan unsuspecting public,

particularly the eerie sounds of
baby torture created by rubbing
the piano strings with a giant
condom wrapped around a bottle
of Guinness Stout, an incredible

innovation The tuning of the
piano is also something to invoke
awe.

"Weusea 10,000-limit system of
tuningon the overtone series,"

says Hott, "which means we can
playany damn note we want
basically. If we screw up, hey so
what? Most of these people don't
know what the hell we're doing
anyway."

The group also coaxed
interesting sounds out of the piano
by pouring a gallon of Italian
salad dressing inside and sloshing

around inside it completely naked.
However, the grand finale came
when they pulled out a 12-foot
long lumber saw and sawed the
piano in half, creating a wonderful
dissonant resonance which had
some patrons screeching in their

seats. They concluded the piece by
smashing the remaining bits with
sledgehammers while singing
Irish folk songs translated in

Hebrew.

The group would like to

repeat the performance in

Womer Center using the
Steinway piano located in the
lobby. Leisure Program Director
Sara Sugarbaby could not be
reached for comment on the
idea, but Womer Desk
Supervisor Jealous Reinert was
reported to have broken down
into tears. She was finally

carried away in a straight-jacket

mumbling something inaudible
about Ziggy Stardust. But such
strange reactions to the group's
music are not uncommon,
which Hott finds somewhat
upsetting.

"Next year we're planning a
six-month tour of Venus, Mars,
Uranus and Saturn," he says,
"where I'm sure our music will
receive the appreciation it truly

deserves. What do you people
know, anyway?"

By Fill Frown

(The review ends there Mr.
Plombier was suddenlystricken with
massive digestive problems. Wehope
to continue the column in afew weeks,

and we wish him a speedy recovery.)

Have you ever woken up
some morning and just noticed
that your toenails have grown
an extraordinary length? That
reminds me, the Chinese (or
was it the Japanese? Regard-
less, it was some Oriental

group. No, group's not the
right word, I'm thinking of
race) thought that long nails

were a sign of wealth. You'd
think that they would come up
with a more appropriate sign
of wealth, like, oh, say, having
a lot of money, maybe. I mean
really long nails like that

would make it difficult to sit

around and twiddle your
thumbs or, less importantly,

walk. "When I'm a walkin' I

strut my stuff and I'm so

strung out/ I'm high as a kite I

just might..." have the roast

sushi with Italian dressing and
Argentinian potatoes on the
side and a lemon-topped
cherry pie. Cherry Pie- now
there's an American dish. Like
those cheesy collector's dishes
with reproductions of Ameri-

can Gothic on them. I was just

reading some Poe stories the
other day. Have you ever seen
the German Expressionist

version of "Tell-Tale Heart"
with those sets that look like

Caligari sets? If s really a
shame that free expression is

being limited under this

Tyrannical Republican rule.

(Are you following what I'm
saying so far? Gee, I hope it's

not too complex for you. Just
slow down and think about it.)

A%#AU&R&*$UTD Sorry, this

damned computer just keeps
acting up. That reminds me of
that Jeremy Leven book about
the devil as computer. It

always made sense to me that

the devil would be a com-
puter- I mean, something has
to possess these crazy things to

act up the way they do. I

wonder if they'll ever make a
film out of that? Ya know,
there was a nasty film on the

edge of the sink this morning.
Seems odd that bacteria would
grow so quickly, just like

toenails. Maybe I should clip

mine. Keep Tuned In...
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The silent majority
Recently, it has come to light that

the oppressive sports staff of the

Cattle List has concealed the many
letters which have protested the

editorialism and favoritism of the

staff. We have now uncovered

these comments and reveal some
excerpts from these to you now.

"How many ways can I say

'lose'?"-Chip Roehrig (sports-writer

for the woeful hockey team)

"I have to protest my misquote in

an earlier issue of The Catalyst.

What I meant to say was that the

Ducks are much better than the

Dawgs and I wish them all the luck

in the all-important Freedom
Bowl."- Ben "Remember UCLA!"

Straley

"OK, Ready? OK, OK, OK Ready,

OK. Here it is. OK.

Cheeeeeeeeeese factoooooor.

Yeppppppp. Unskinny bop bop.

Ay-yap-ay-yap-ay"- A rather wired

Jon "The Mouth" Whitfield.

"Yeah, by the way, who is that

cheeseball who anounces our

games"- Stacy Messer

"If you think about it, why would
anybody drive fourteen hours to

the middle of Iowa to run five miles

in thirty-degree weather at seven in

the morning? And, by the way,
why is this metal plate in my
head?"- Pogue

"Go big furry Beavers. Nice Ti-

ger"- Ezra Bayles, on an off night

"Third-and-twenty, again?"-
Coach Craig Rundle

"T-l-(psst, what comes next? Oh
yeah) G-E-R-S!"- an anonymous
cheerleader

"Get some tofu and go read the

Arts"- Tanned Thighs, Arts Editor

"What sports?"-Paul Giesing

Definition of a Colorado
College Student Athlete

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW
Men's Bocci Ball

Dec. 13 North Carolina Community Christian Agriculture and

Manufacturing Instiitute of Technology School for the Performing

Arts State University at Raleigh Hon

Dec. 14 KU Hon

Women's Jai-Alai

Dec. 32 The Grateful Dead

Coed Synchronized Swimming
Caf.3/4% Vern and Emma

Women's Male Bashing

Dec. 20 Annual Invitational Tournament

(Smith, Wellesley, Radcliffe, Mills)

Away (Far AW

North Platte,! ^

Bemis Lew
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lanagement of C.C. stock portfolio

,rned over to John Birch Society
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W lS tin
Blum

Le
Management of

•
's
stock portfolio was

Tied over to the John

|h Society, a non-profit

Ionization which recom-

Kds every American
V an gun to protect

Inselves from Commu-
I president Sessin'

£ announced yesterday.

Key said the switch was

Be from a New York

ti
portfolio manage-

Jt company to the Birch

Kety
because the New

Jc
company was "too

E]|y responsible."

Kcording to Vice Presi-

J for Business and

nee Tom Windbag, the

Tyork company's

investments in companies
doing business in South
Africa, Companies known
for illegally dumping haz-
ardous wastes, and the

Exxon Corporation were not
completely compatible with
the college's values.

Instead, according to

Birch Society investment
manager Adolph Himmler,
C.C.'s $110 million dollar
endowment will be invested
in ten-year Klu Klux Klan
bonds, Anglos For a Minor-
ity Free America, Union
Carbide, and United Fruit.

When questioned about
these companies' ethics

Riley said: "I feel a corpo-
rate presence in countercul-
ture organizations is impor-
tant."

According to the Presi-
dent of the Birch Society,

Hermann Klaasmeyer, "as a
token of our appreciation
for C.C.'s investments" they
will supply C.C. students
with complementary Satur-
day Night Specials to quell
"a forthcoming Communist
insurrection."

The Birch Society also
announced that it will train
an armed militia made of of
C.C. students and Trustees
to stop radical student
groups from protesting the
new investments. Said
Klaasmeyer: "Them
commies ain't gonna be
allowed to do no commie
organizin'."

Tex Colson could not be
reached for comment.

fatler quad site for mass lynching, continued .

.

inued from page 1

urs.

extroamphetamine's

kesperson, Maggie

ena, had little to say

it the council's decision

ive little to say about

ihe said. Supporters of

troamphetamine have
plained to IFC head
Whitewash that they

be unable to view the

tacle because the first

in or so rows of seats

been prematurely

'ed for Greeks. In

mse to the complaint
jewash said, "I told

to take it up with the

toaster."

When aked if he had any
comments for his persecu-
tors, Dextroamphetamine
responded (in a high man-
ner, if I might add), "you
stiff-necked people, with
uncirsumcised hearts and
earsi You are just like your
fathers: You always resist

the Holy Spirit! Was there
ever a prophet your fathers
did not persecute? They
even killed those who
predicted the coming of the
Righteous One. And now
you have betrayed and
murdered him-you suck!"

Dextroamphetamine then
added, "Just wait, I'll be
back. When the sun sets on

my grave for the third time,

a band of angels, made up
of Greg Allman, Jimi

Hendrix and Brian Jones,
with Keith Richards at their

head, will descend from
above in a private jet,

playing a mixed medley of
tunes off Beggar's Banquet,

Electric Laiyland and the
Rocky soundtrack. Then
won't you be sorry!"

Glaze-Shaver and Shaver-
Glaze were reserved in their

reactions to their sentence.

Said Shaver-Glaze, "I don't
ask for much, but I'm
asking this: Please give me
my masculinity back."

Jehovah could not be
reached for comment.

•A C.C. student was ar-

rested for murdering one of

his classmates. It would
appear that the two en-
gaged In a heated argu-
ment about which version of

a Grateful Dead song was
better. The victim attested

that the Dead's August IS,

1975 version of "St. Stephen
prmed in the Hollywood Bowl was preferable to their Richmond, Va. on March 6, 1979
Bion of the same song. He stated that this was due to Jerry Garcia's persistant cough-
i Ihe other version.
the argument became more intense a struggle Insued and the victim was btud-
ied to death with a flesh-colored crusifix that glows in the dark depicting Jerry Garcia
tost. The assailant was quoted as saying, "Well, I couldn't let him get away with such
nemy.

| mean we were Wends and all, but the Dead always come first, ya know."
°cal police official said. This sort of thing happens all the time in that sect. Those
"6 are just fanaticaf." He also stated that he prefered "Casey Jones' to "St. Stephen"

irh!L
9Uarcl$ bfolte up a Bacchinal late Thursday night in Armstrong. The Philosophy

'"merit was celebrating Christmas, the old fashioned way, the pagan way. The
s came In at approximately 9:48 pm when complaints from those in the Religion
"iment flooded their switchboard. They broke in on an orgy of wine, fornication,
|i ond apparently things too explicite to be printed in a family paper such as this.

f details will follow shortly.
0uP of militant eco-terrorists threated to blow up the Physical Plant if they refuse to
" daytime watering projects.Among their other demands are the decapitation of all

to !;

onlmuni,y members who refuse to recycle, stopping heat in ail buildings, and
<9 all students to live in frees to reduce damage to the enviomment, however they
comment on possible damage to the trees.
®*ty formed Campus Organization ofWomen Students have decreed that all words
"mg the word man or any other masculine connotation must be deleted from the
anguage. Among their changes included management to personagement,
oias to personroids and, manual to personual. They also stated that they wouldwv shoot any male who compersonted on their looks, opened doors for them, or did

vty othercommon courtesy.

At the frat with Hip
By Hip-Hop

Recently I have been plagued
with a recurring nightmare having
to do with large quantities of beer.
In thisdream I find myself lying in
a bathtub while an overweight
college student with a crew cut
barges in the bathroom and fills

the tub with a cheap-but-it-will-

get-you-drunk beer. I have been
soul searching for the past couple
of nights to find the cause for this

horrendous nightmareand I

believe I have found the reasoa
When I was a lowly

freshperson, the first campus
entertainment I attended was a
campus fraternity party. The first

person whom I met at the party, or
should I say happened to be in his
way, smashed into meand sent

me flying into a wall. He then
said, "Sorry, I'm drunk," likeany
good frat boy I guess.

Walking around in my daze I

happened upon a scene of hockey

they have talent, eh.

After that rejection, I headed to

the basement of the house to get a
beer and, of course, mingle. While
waiting in tine for the beer a guy
named Biffcame up tome and
told me to roll up my sleeve and
'flex". Sol did. All of the sudden a
girl with hair as high as Hunter S.

Thompson, on a good day,
grabbed my arm and then

compared mine to biffs. Biff then
said, "A big arm means a big
"muscle'," and they looked at each
other like two puppies in heat and
lefttheroom. (I think they both
had to go to the bathroom because
the lease was upontheirbeer.but
I could be wrong.)

The last occuranee of the night I

remember is walking in on an
event that was called 'the hundred
dub'. I was forced by a chunky
youngman to join in the fun.

They were doing a hundred shots
of beers each and, being a light-

players bragging about their recent weight, I did not want to do it but
scams, induding something which they said I would be a geek if I did
they called 'doing the train'. By not join. So I did; I think.
mi<*fclL'£> romomhar T rlmn -. Iiuanl. . Y I J 1_ _ • ...mistake, remember I was a lonely

first-year trying to make an
impression, I said to them, "hey
what's up dudes?" I must have hit

a wrong nerve with them because
they told me to 'get the f-ck ouf
and then they proceeded to belch

and flagellate in unison and, yes
believe it or not, harmony. At least

I could be wrong about that

party causing my nightmares, but
even reminiscing about that fateful

night is a nightmare in itself.

Maybe one day I will be extricated

from this excruciating dream and 1

will be able to live in peace. Then I

will be able to attend another frat

party. Do you think I should?
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Hell, yes! Why should I quit?
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;top using the name
^America" incorrectly

y
Maria Moore &

Lam Saavedra

j,o
Valverbe-Bermudez

We the members of the International Student
•ganization (ISO) ask the C.C. community to

roperly use the world 'America.' The use of the
,rrn

'America' to define the United States of

merica is Incorrect and ignorant. There are

jveral Americas: North America. Central

merica, and South America — all involving

Ifferent countries. Latin America is an umbrella

,rrn which consists of Central and South

merica, Mexico, and the Caribbean (Domini-

on Republic, Haiti, Puerto Rico, Cuba, Jamaica,
ench Guinea, and Surinam). To use America to

escribe one country is confusing politically and
iuse Americans to describe one people is

[suiting.

America is named after Amerigo Vespucci
Iho drafted the first maps of the continent,

icept for the U.S.A., other countries learn six

pntinents versus seven — North, Central and
puth America as one America (starting from
erra del Fuego, Argentina to the northern most
3 of Alaska). Consider the Native Americans
ho settled lands all across the continent and
(her indigenous people who were "discovered"

)y Columbus in the Dominican Republic, 1492. It

>eds to be understood that U.S. citizens are
Tiericans, but not the only Americans.
The term has been widely accepted because
U.S. travelers who have publicized their home-
nd as America, It's offensive to foreigners be-
juse they will argue that they too come from
merica. U.S. tourists have a widely negative
putation because of said insensitivity and
horance. My point is painfully obvious through
English language which does not even have

word to define U.S. citizens. Many, if not all,

(her languages use United Statesan or U.S.

jtizen,

The use of the term America for the United
Jates of America also has a much larger adverse
(leaning, especially in Latin America, where the
ISA has had a large political and economic
fluence, The term 'America' for the U.S. seems
connote part of the imperialistic attitude that
eks to dominate countries and cultures. Politi-

3ns have not had- the nerve to point out this

cabulary error when faced with a power
ucture that has erected institutions, invested
wily in major industries, established the terms
trade, based military forces, donated medical
J. financed government operations and even
Wed laws in foreign countries. Historically
3Jugated countries do not object to a super-
*sr when it uses 'America' to describe its

imeland, even when both countries are from
"erica. However, in the famous words of the
lnta Tuitiva, "We have guarded a silence all too
illar fo stupidity" (The Open Veins of Latin
lerica),

he world is rapidly moving to a mixture of
:es and ethnicities. The U.S.A. has been a
)del in proving that different cultures can
e»st. Although the country continues to face
utems, the U.S. has proven overall to be open
ethers' backgrounds. Whether one tours the
'"a or stays in the same town his or her entire
it is one's duty to demonstrate responsiveness

°'her cultures and beliefs. Without words we
^ot communicate, and without the proper

.
to express ourselves we cannot learn to

ect one another or cultivate relationships.

t's time to start protesting
By The Colorado College

Democratic Socialists of

America

Four months ago, the first

American soldiers arrived in

Saudi Arabia. The U.N. passed

resolutions condemning the

invasion and annexation of

Kuwait. Words flew. As troop

levels grew, so did concern
about the nature of the Ameri-
can presence. The Bush
administration assured all that

the forces deployed were of a

defensive nature. Toward the

end of August, rumors began
to circulate that American
forces could reach levels as

high as 350,000. Bush and his

proxies sidestepped questions

about such figures. The
rhetoric escalated. And sure

enough, more and more
soldiers made their way to the

Saudi desert. We have gradu-

ally become accustomed to the

nearly half-million- strong

force that will loom on the

Kuwaiti border when the U.N.

sanctioned "all's fair" date of

January 15 arrives. And
George was right when he

gosh-darned to the boys on
Thanksgiving, "This ain't

gonna be no Vietnam." We've
been brought to the verge of a

catastrophe with hardly a peep
from the American people.

This war will be stopped in the

streets, and the time to mobi-

lize is now.

But we're assured that it

will be over after one crushing

ferocious surgical offensive.

Recall that this is precisely the

language that was used to

describe the debacle in

Panama. We are just starting to

leam of the devastation that

ripped through Panama City

during operation "Just Cause."

Civilian casualties are now
estimated to be around 5000,

while the number-crunchers at

the Pentagon stick to their total

of 202. And this while advising

the government not to com-
pensate victims because of its

prohibitive cost. A war in the

Middle East would of course
claim many times these

numbers and the uniformed
actuaries know it, too. When
they sat down to figure out

how many body bags to send
along, they knew the number
would get out, and that there'd

be hell to pay. They sent 60,000
anyway. We lost 50,000 in

Korea, and 50,000 in Vietnam.
We're on the verge of a

bloodbath, and the military

types know it. But they'll call it

a conflict, and feed us any
numbers that support their

cause. President Bush knows
too. When asked how many
lives it was worth at a recent

press conference following the

U.N. vote, he answered
vaguely, "If s a tough ques-

tion, these are world-wide

When they sat down to

figure out how many
body bags to send
along, they knew the

number would get out,

and that there'd be hell

to pay. They sent

60,000 anyway.

principles of moral impor-

tance." In other words, it is

worth going to war over.

But it is not. And this

message is coming from every

corner of the political spec-

trum. Retired generals and
admirals are calling for

diplomatic solutions and
continued economic sanctions.

Economists warn that any ill

effects on the world economy
from the existing standoff

would pale in comparison

with the chaos that would
follow the outbreak of war.

And yet, that is where we
seem to be heading. Mitchell

Cohen, author of Zion and

Stefe^said in October," ...I do
think that military action of

some sort is eventually going

to be unavoidable..." Irving

Howe, the editor of Dissent,

lined up with Cohen saying, "I

think that the two sides have
boxed themselves into a

hopeless situation."

The threat of war is all the

more ominous in light of the

recent U.N. vote. But no U.N.
vote can call for the deploy-

ment and use of American
soldiers. And the force in

Saudi Arabia, which is three-

fourths American, is not a

U.N. force. The resolution is

vacuous until such a force is

deployed. And George Bush
has categorically refused to be

part of a U.N. peace-keeping

force.

We have made two grave

errors. The first was to fail to

follow the U.N.'s Charter and
call for a genuine Untied

Nations peace-keeping force

under the leadership of U.N.

military staff. The second was
to deploy American forces in

such large numbers and to

include offensive options

among the uses of these forces.

The administration has paved

the way for the inclusion of

offensive capabilities, by
claiming that the war will be of

short duration and that other

threats, such as Hussein's

development of nuclear

weapons, have upped the ante.

These claims arc widely

discredited and are too numer-

ous to go into here. And it

doesn't do much good in times

so precarious to rail about

what should have been done.

We still have time to oppose
and prevent the third and
most costly of errors. The
offensive use of American

forces. The American people

have opposed unjust wars in

the past. And we still have

time to unite and voice our

opposition to the current

policies.

A demonstration and rally

will be held outside of Womer
Center on Tuesday, Dec. 11 at

12:30 p.m. Please join us.

Together we can work for

peace in the Middle East by
voicing our opposition to

aggressions from all sides.
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It is a pivotal time for the world

By Jason Jarvis

Washington Correspondent

When the Berlin Wall came tumbling down, people

all over the world rejoiced. Peace had broken out— or

so it seemed. Nelson Mandela was free. A liberal,

democratic wave was cleansing the cracks and crev-

ices into which evil had crept. That was a year ago.

Today, the United States military, and its rag-tag

global coalitions of friends and enemies face the 1990s

version of evil incarnate; Saddam Hussein. Historians

and newspaper readers alike understand a power
vacuum, especially on a global scale, will not remain

empty for long. The rift in the balance of power left

by the demise of the Soviet military has rapidly

brought the nations of the world to a pivotal point in

history. The time has come for a realignment in the

structure, and hopefully balance, of world power.

U.S. policy in the Persian Gulf may be the first step

towards continued peace or World War III.

The choices are simple. Negotiate a settlement with

Iraq, or use military force to end its aggressive,

expansionist policies. As nice as it would be, I refuse

to believe Hussein would give up Kuwait, and future

control of Iraqi weaponry, without a fight. He is a

warrior by nature. And I fear his pride may prove to

be his most dangerous quality. He has quelled rebel-

lion in his own country, not through negotiation, but

through the exercise of extreme violence. He has led

his people out of one war and into the next without

hesitation. That is why Iraq's movement towards

nuclear capability should be of primary concern to

White House policy makers.

The guesswork involved in determining the date of

Iraq's nuclear genesis is at best sketchy. The best

estimates range from, Senate Armed Services Com-
mittee member, Sen. Edward Kennedy's (D-MA) five

to six years, to Defense Secretary Dick Cheney's one
year. Either way, if unfettered, Iraq will hold the

catalyst to wide-scale nuclear war. .

The year is 1995. The Iraqi - U.S. "misunderstand-
ing," or so it was called by White House media
management personal, was resolved by Jim Baker on

continued on page 14

Homelessness is an inaccurate tern
By Amy Kipfer

A warehouse just south of

the downtown district of

Colorado Springs is an emer-

gency shelter for some people,

and temporary housing for

others.

There are other smaller,

more liveable shelters in the

city, but the numbers of people

needing housing is beyond the

resources of any hardworking

grassroots organization.

Thus, the Red Cross Emer-

gency Shelter was opened in

1985. Anyone who finds

themselves without a place to

sleep can use one of the 300

cots in this large cement box.

Even people who aren't

"homeless" can sleep there; if

the minivan breaks down and

the banks are closed, you're

welcome to stay.

The shelter doesn't dis-

criminate against people with

houses, but people with

houses discriminate against

those without. Having a place

to sleep is a right which some
people use as a symbol of

worth. Like in San Francisco

after the earthquake: emer-

gency shelters immediately

popped up, but to use any of

the services you had to prove

you had a house. Granted,

these people did need tempo-

rary housing. But many others

do, too.

What is the difference

between a natural disaster

leaving you without a place to

sleep and the closure of a

factory leaving you "homeless?"

Class.

When people refer to "The

Homeless" they are usually

talking about the poor who
have no place to live. It is

assumed that the property

owners who are defeated by
natural disasters will soon be

on their feet again, but "The

Homeless" are terminally so.

This term, "homeless/' is

inaccurate. It implies perma-

nency. Although many people

are just a paycheck away from

moving out of the shelter,

many more are one away from

moving in. The term implies

Although many people
are just a paycheck
away from moving out

of the shelter, many
more are one away
from moving in.

results from the fact
thai

does not come from wiJ
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^tons from Mark Glaze's closet: A history of pushing the limits of the constitution
Editor:

,n lly there has been a

may or may not have been
right, the appearances of
what has happened must be
considered, because percep-
tions can be as damaging as
facts.

One fact, though, is that
last year, during the fall

semester, Glaze worked as
the Business Manager for
The Catalyst , while concur-
rently serving CCCA as the
Financial Vice-President.
That was blatantly against
the by-laws of our constitu-
tion. It is explicitly stated
in Article I, Section B-2 that
"An Executive Board mem-
ber shall not serve concur-
rently (as) Editor or Busi-
ness Manager of any Cutler
Board Publication..." (em-
phasis added by author).

It has been Glaze's claim
that the Council took a vote
and allowed him to bypass
the by-laws in his case, but
that was never done. There
is no record of it in the

minutes, and no one I've

spoken with recalls it. My
recollection is that we
discussed it during one
meeting for the period of
the last five minutes, when
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Glaze slipped in, "I am
business managing The
Catalyst this semester, and
we are getting around it by
saying that it is only tempo-
rary."

This was brought to the
attention of Sara Sugerman,
Associate Dean of Students,
who then talked to Laurel
McLeod, Dean of Students,
both of whom are adminis-
trative members of CCCA.
The conflict was resolved in

a discussion with Paul
Lhevine, then President of
CCCA, but it never in-

volved the council or even
the executive board.

Glaze is very persuasive,
and, when he has to be,

intimidating. By the time
anyone was aware of what
he had done, so that the
council could take action, it

was too late, and it really

wouldn't have amounted to

much. The council may
have been able to say, you
can't be Business Manager
for the last issue of the

semester's Catalyst.

It didn't stop there.

however. Glaze was very
often down in the publica-
tions office on Thursday -

deadline - nights, during
the spring semester of last

year when he was President
of CCCA and was trying to
exert his influence into
getting articles edited,

added, axed, or just plain
placed, as well as affecting
the coverage stories re-

ceived, often times not
unsuccessfully. The fact
that he has access to and
takes advantage of this is

seen in the fact that he was
able to read and respond to
an article about himself in
the same issue that it

originally came out in. It

really does seem that he did
more to incriminate himself
than the actual article did,
there.

Now, as former Parlia-

mentarian of the CCCA, I

,

and anyone else can clearly
see that Glaze's actions
were not only unethical, but
unconstitutional as well, in

the first case of him holding
two conflicting offices. In

the second case of his using
CCCA funds to send him-
self to Washington, I would
interpret his actions in the
context of the constitution
as being wrong. The mon-
ies that he used were set

aside to be used "by the

Glaze is very persua-
sive, and, when he has
to be, intimidating.

Council" as they see fit, and
I don't think his "Executive
powers" extend that far into
individual considerations.

He did, however, and the

ambiguousness of the

constitution allowed him to

do that. There may be a

very liberal allowance made
for the two interpretations

there, but in the first case
there is no room for a

friendly difference of

opinion.

Glaze has also been
known to interpret the
constitution to fit his own
needs and desires. In his
first semester on CCCA,
there was a large debate
over whether to send two
council members to leader-
ship conferences. They
were finally approved, but
they had to go through the
whole Budget committee
process.

He also used to have a
running disagreement with
the then President, Paul
Lhevine, over powers had
by the President and Finan-
cial Vice-President. At the
time, he maintained that he,
as Financial V.P., had some
checks and balances over
the president dealing with
the signing of requisitions

that he has seemed to

bypass in his time.

All of this is history now,
but it is still relevant to the
present. Leaders will be
held more accountable and
need to be more informative
with their public, and we
can all learn from the past.

Nothing can be done about
past transgressions but we
can prevent these things
from happening in the
future. It is about time that

people know about Glaze's
past. He may not be run-
ning for CCCA again, but
that doesn't mean that he
still isn't a force to be
reckoned with. We should
be aware of him and all

student leaders, and guard
against disreputable ac-

tions. Open communication
between leaders, their

colleagues and their con-
stituents, makes for an
effective and respected

organization. His reputa-
tion is at stake, but we, the
students, have a reputation
to protect also. Our leaders
represent us. But responsi-

bility and power is with us.

Sincerely,

Stephanie M. Ching
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To Colorado College Resi

dence Hall Students:

As some you may have
noticed, Peter Padilla submit-

ted a letter last week in this

space expressing concern over
the RHA Executive Board
selection process. He is not the

only student who is con-

cerned. Kathy Farrow also

had expressed similar con-

cerns about the selection

process to various members of

the current executive council.

After last week's letter in The
Catalyst, Kristen Palmer, the

current Executive Vice-

President, invited Peter to

attend this week's full house
meeting. Kathy also attended.

We took advantage of the

opportunity to speak of the

RHA Full House and express

our concern for the current

selection process. The panel

did select the officers for the

new Executive Council, which
we found discouraging.

However, we were pleased

that the RHA was open to our
concerns. They stressed that

this process was temporary
because the organization is so
young. We were encouraged
by the fact that several mem-
bers of the Council took the

time to discuss our concerns

with us after the meeting.

Peter would also like to

make a correction following

his letter last week. The RHA
Board did listen to his con-

cerns and did change the

process from an appointment
by a four-member board to an
election in the Full House.

Neither Peter nor Kathy are

out to attack any of the mem-
bers of the RHA Executive

Board personally. We consider

many of them to be good
friends. However, we felt that

the issue was too important to

be ignored.

We appreciate the attention

the RHA has given this

concern, and we hope that the

Executive Council will con-

tinue to be open to student

input in the future. We
encourage you to contact your
Hall Council representatives to

guarantee that you will have a

voice in the RHA Constitution.

Thank You,

Kathy Farrow

Peter Padilla
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Chris Shadid misses the big picture

To the Editor:

I was very disturbed by

Chris Shadid's editorial of last

week, "Israel is a Racist

Nation." Chris agreed with

Leonard Riley who wrote a

letter to The Catalyst a few

weeks back claiming that the

U.S. is blind to "Israeli aggres-

sion."

Chris draws attention to the

fact that Israel gets about 3.5

billion dollars a year in aid

from the U.S. even though it

only has .008% of the world's

population. What he doesn't

say is that Israel is a vital U.S.

ally and that the aid that it gets

is only equal to one fiftieth of

what the U.S. contributes to

NATO each year. I agTee with

Chris when he says that U.S.

foreign policy often is not

always guided by respect for

human rights, but just because

the U.S. supports a Israel does

not mean that Israel is morally

bankrupt. Is England morally

bankrupt? Is Japan? Belgium?

All receive huge amounts of

aid from the U.S. in the form of

military aid.

Chris asserts that the state

of Israel is by its very nature

racist. Israel gets away with its

"aggression" and "racism,"

according to Mr. Chris,

because of certain unnamed
Political Action Committees

which "own the politicians of

our democratic country." But

what about Pro-Arab PACs?
The pro-Israel Lobby hardly

owns Congress, as recent arms

sales to Jordan and Saudi

Arabia show.

Chris tries to prove that

Israel is racist by pointing out

that the Israeli government has

shut down five Palestinian

universities. Lefs look at the

background to the decision to

close these schools. They were
shut down when they became
centers of anti-Israel violence.

We are not talking about food

fights, we are talking about

stoning and firebombing

people. Boards of governors

totally lost control and were
replaced by students affiliated

with PLO and Hamas (Islamic

Fundamentalist factions.)

Although university buildings

were shut down in an effort to

contain the violence, students

were free to continue their

studies in small groups off

campus. Now that things have
calmed down, the Universities

are being re-opened. Just

recently, the El-Birah Nursing

College and Abu Diss Science

College of El Quds University

re-opened. All two-year

colleges are open. Perhaps Mr.
Shadid would prefer to go
back to the days when Jordan

controlled the West Bank -

when the very existence of

Palestinian universities was
forbidden.

What Mr. Shadid seems to

have missed during his week
in Jerusalem are the periodic

knifings and stonings of

Jewish civilians and soldiers

by Palestinians, and the

regular bombings perpetrated

by Palestinians. All that Chris

saw were violent, nasty Israeli

soldiers who would "Force-

fully push Palestinians with-

out the slightest hesitation,"

etc. I've had American cops do

the same to me in far less tense

situations. To be sure, Israeli

soldiers, charged with keeping

the peace in the volatile

atmosphere of Jerusalem,

sometimes overstep their

bounds. Does this mean Israel

is a racist nation? Does the fact

that a Palestinian threw a rock

at my head with no provoca-

tion mean that all Palestinians

are inherently racist? I hope

not.

When I referred to Israel as

a "beacon of human rights in

the Middle East" in an earlier

letter, I meant it. Compare
Israel to her neighbors and

you see the contrast. Jordan

handled its Palestinian upris-

ing in 1970 by slaughtering

2500 Palestinians in a matter of

days. Syria settled its little

revolt in the city of Hama by

annhilating the city and killing

20,000 in the early 80's. Iraq

used poison gas to kill thou-

sands of its discontented

Kurdish citizens. By compari-

son, Israel's handling of the

uprising has been gentle, and

what Middle Eastern country

besides Israel has a free press.

What Mr. Shadid
seems to have
missed during his

week in Jerusalem
are the periodic

knifings and stonings
of Jewish civilians

and soldiers by Pal-

estinians, and the
regular bombings
perpetrated by Pal-

estinians.

active human rights organiza-

tions, and a democratically-

elected government? Not one.

And as long as we are

targetting racist nations in the

Middle East, how many Jews
are allowed to live in Iraq,

Jordan, or Syria? Next to none
(there are a few Syrian Jews
who are kept as hostages,

unable to leave.) There are, by
contrast, 800,000 Arab Israeli

citizens with the same rights as

Jewish Israelis.

Chris faults me for "beating

the old hat of anti-semitism" to

deflect criticism of Israel. I

wish that anti-semitism was an

old hat which I could toss in

my closet and forget about, but

it isn't. If he cannot see the

anti-semitic thrust of Riley's

letter, which among other

things equated Israel to the

Third Reich, I don't know
what I can do to help him.

Chris claims to share my
revulsion at anti-semitism, but

he is hanged by his own

Israel is a very complex counj

Letters

to the
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words. He writes: "Why is it

that time and time again Jews

refer to the atrocious crimes

committed against them by the

Nazis, yet they of all people

turn around and do much the

same to the Palestinians? "

What exactly is Chris talking

about? What atrocious crimes

are the Israelis guilty of? Are

Israeli soldiers herding Pales-

tinians into gas chambers

now? He insults the memory
of the millions of Jews and

non-Jews that died in the

Holocaust with his incredible

statement.

If Chris had been reading

the papers lately, he would see

that the biggest threat to

Palestinians as of now is an
Iraqi attack on Israel. The
Israeli government just distrib-

uted gas masks to Jews and
Palestinians alike in case of a

chemical attack by Saddam
Hussein. Pretty repressive.

I am sure that Chris was
genuinely disturbed by what
he saw during his week in

Jerusalem last summer. The
struggle between Jews and
Palestinians is ugly. But I take

issue with his skewed repre-

sentation of the facts and by
his association with an anti-

semitic lowlife like Leonard

Riley. He does a disservice to

Jews and Palestinians alike

with his inaccurate and

malicious editorial.

Jonathon Goldstein

To the Editor:

After reading Chris

Shadid's editorial on human
rights violations in Israel,

which he labelled a racist

country, I am compelled to

reply.

I lived in Israel for eight

months last year. One of

these months was spent in

Jerusalem, living in the Old
City. I never witnessed

violent acts committed by
Israelis on Arabs. If these

are the only impressions

Chris Shadid took away
from Jerusalem and Israel,

his perception of the Israeli-

Arab conflict is limited, and
further, his assessment of

America's role in this

drama is oversimplified and
unrealistic.

Israeli soldiers are forced

to uphold the policies of

their government, with

which they usually dis-

agree. They live in Israel .

because because they are

Jewish and it is their home-
land. We can't begin to

understand the power of

the emotional tie Jews have

for Israel. They will pre-

serve and fight for this

small, precious bit of land,

against all enemies. These

include the surrounding

Arab states, and far-flung

critics who question the

validity of the Jewish state.

Israelis shield themselves
any way they can from this

overwhelming aggression

and hostility. One Israeli

soldier who was leaving for

his duty on the West Bank
told me he is terrified of

himself. He feels he loses

his identity when he puts

on his uniform and takes

out his gun. He shields his

eyes beneath his hat. Rocks
kill. If a rock is thrown at

him, he will defend himself.

He will forget about his

morals, his belief in human
rights, and he will think

only about protection. He
doesn't believe Israel

should continue to occupy
the territories, as many
young Israelis feel, but

because he is an Israeli, he
is also a soldier. Period.

Israel and U.S. involve-

)

A pivotal time, continued
continued from page 12

his trip to Baghdad. The
post- "misunderstanding"
settlement did not need to

be negotiated. It already

existed within the texts of

U.N. resolutions passed
when the incident was a

crisis. Iraqi troops com-
pletely withdrew from
Kuwait, the sovereignty and
original boundaries of

Kuwait were restored.

Saddam Hussein promised
to be good. Then the Israeli

government launches a

devastating military attack

on Nablus, a city in the

West Bank. The area had
been a bastion of covert

Intifada activity. Modern
day Israel is in constant

turmoil. The Intifada, which
once fought with stones,

now fights with guns and
plastic explosives. The
revolution, or so it has been
coined by Arabs and the

western press, has escalated

over the last five years.
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retaliates. Bang, Wo'J

III.

k

olla

ment runs much d<

than military fund

is a valuable ally
t it

U.S., extending far
pas

unsupportable claim

»

powerful American k
the only ones concern-

with continuing sup^
Israel. Israel upholds
Western values in the

middle of the Muslim
world. They exemplify

ideological commitme,
uncanny knowledge

[

world politics, and in,

ible intelligence. They!

not represent, as mam
critics attest, the true

definition of a repress.ftvery

state.

There are numerous

factions within Israeli

society fighting ardent

human rights. Onecai

ignore the diversity],

debate which is so

part of Israel. These l»

things form the backbc.

Israeli society.

It is also tiring to sej

countless comparisons

between the Israeli stai

and Nazi Germany. Tl,

references are piteousl

crippling and intolerat

their attempts at analt

Arabs are not killed

Israel because they are

inferior race. They are

coralled into chambers

gassed. Israeli soldiers

not torture Palestiniai

for the hell of it. Peopl

need to stop referringl

'Nazism when thin"

about Israel. It's histon

inaccurate and serves.

to limit understanding

the Israeli-Arab crisis.

Israel is not, as Chri

Shadid believes, a "d

state bent solely on

ing the Palestinian pei

He missed so much of

point. They are strugg

against overpowering

like a gila monster fad

off with a circus of

Godzillas. They wanti

to maintain the home

by their parents andg

parents, assure theiro

existence, and plan fci

children.

Sincerely,

Dianna Litvak

ypi
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heater Workshop presents The Silver Cord
layers portray scenes of real entertainment for the audience
Val Tobler

H Writer

was not the scene you'd

^t to find the night before

|
opening performance. This

,css
rehearsal of The Silver

the current production of

learre Workshop, progressed

jth a smoothness

characteristic to the theatre,

rything was in place,

eryone was calm, and

isitively nothing seemed to

, ing wrong. There were

last-minute light settings,

emergency prop repairs, no

lays. And according to

ators Nathan Garrison and

mglas Dawe, the

loothness of this night was

nsistent with the general

jelopment of this particular

jduction.

[Tie directors found out

ire was a fourth block

enirigfora Theatre

irkshop production just two

ys before the meeting at

ich they would need to

sent a proposal. They
ided for the library where

j'
perused numerous

ipts. They decided on "The

Marieka Brown confronts Rob Card in The Silver Cord Photo by Jenny Carchman

Silver Cord," by Sidney
Howard.

"It was kind of chance that

we happened upon it, but it

was kind of fate, too," said

Dawe. The play is about the

Phelps Family, a quasi-normal
group of people, and centers

around Mrs. Phelps, a very
bizarre mother. They said they
like the script because it is

moving and is not often

produced.lt has the right

number of characters and a

relatively simple technical

setup, which fit with their

intentions.

"We wanted to concentrate
on the acting and lay off on the

elaborate technical stuff," said

Garrison. This desire was part
of their rationale for

.raveling swiftly from Maggies
)ream to ungodly nightmares

lyNathanielFeis

Okay, kids, this

reek well be looking
it three relativelynew
ilbums. Aren't you
xcited! To start with is

Maggie's Dream self-

iUed album. This is a
jroupthat reminds me
f Fishbone. Now,
lefore you go and buy
and bitch about it

ot sounding like

'ishbone, letme say
fiat it does not sound
wctly like

ishbone— they just
•mind me of them for
ome odd reason. They
re a pretty good band
ombining some funk,
Eggae-like material,
nd balladic pieces to
'eate a lovely little

'bum. Most of the
"ngs are basically
allads but every now
Ad then they speed
lings up a little. Not
le type of album I'd
,ant to listen to every-
a
y ofmy life but one
might listen to every

now and again when I'm

looking for something
that I haven't heard for

quite a while.

Now for a couple of

three-chord wonder
albums. Before I go into

this, I want to share

something that I read in

a book called Rock of
Ages about heavy metal.

It said that heavy metal

is the type of music
designed for people to

grow out of as they reach

a certain level of matu-
rity. With that in mind,
the first thiang about

Megadeath's Rust in

Peace {What an incred-

ibly stupid album title)

is the cover. I hate the

cover so much that I

ripped an advertisement

out of a magazine I have

just so I didn't have to

look at it. The other

album is Exodus' Impact

is Imminent (Another

fairly dumb title.) The
music of both albums is

dense (take that either

way) and fairly standard

metal fare. The only

really good things

about these albums I

can say is at least they

don't fall into the what
I call the aluminum
category. (Pop-metal

groups such as Poison

and Cinderella. Think
about it in terms of

chemical metals, i.e.

iron is a heavy metal,

therefore aluminum...).

My conclusions

are: Maggie's Dream
is enjoyable, but not

superb and the other

two I consider to be
quite poor (I

couldn't even listen

to parts of the al-

bums. They bothered
me. Not like I was
emotionally

desturbed or any-

thing like that, I just

thought it was crap.)

But of course it's

your life and you can

do whatever you
want to. So buy it if

you want, I don't

care, just don't sub-

ject me to listening

to them. Okay?

modernizing the play, which
was written in 1926. Also, they

wanted to do something
original and felt the theme of

the play was as applicable in

modem times as it was when
written. Budget constraint also

encouraged modernization
and technical simplicity.

After the proposal was
accepted, all aspects of the

production went well, despite
the fact that most of the people
involved were beginners of
sorts.

"We've tried to get a lot of
new people involved," said
Dawe. Neither Dawe nor
Garrison had directed an
entire play before, and they
said co-directing it was
actually more beneficial than
detrimental, because they had
similar visions and were able
to bounce ideas off each other.

"We've never had any
problems with the actors,"

they said. "They're excellent,

and it's been a real joy." The
staff includes Amanda Fee,

Rob Gard, Katie Grant,

William "Sandy" Pryor,

Marieka Brown, and Erika

Williams. Numerous
individuals were involved
with the technical crews.

"This play is about acting,"

said Garrison and Dawe. "It's

a very character play. It's not a

technical show, it's an
entertainment show."
The play will be

performed December 6,7,

and 8 at 8 p.m. in Taylor
Hall.

By Brett Gulla

Pianist, Wladimir Jan

Kochanski will bring his great

musical and storytelling ability

to the CC community for a

December 13 concert at 8pm. As
one of America's leading

pianists, Kochanski combines

solid musicianship with subtle

showmanship to close the gap

betwee artist and audience.

As a graduate of the Juliard

School of Music, Kochanski says

he is dedicated to preserving

classical music and to making it

accessible to everyone and not

just the musically educated. He
has established a foundation for

the purpose of recognizing

young musicians and often

offers voacl progpam notes and

insights into the music.

Some of Konchanski's

credentials include perfor-

mances in Carnegie Hall and

the Lincoln Center in New York

City. He performed for Pope

John Paul II at the dedication of

the Polish Pilgrim's House in

Rome in 1981; Kochanski was
bom in a Polish colony in the

United States.

As part of CC's Great

Performers series, the concert

will be held in Packard Hall.

Tickets for the event are $8 (free

with CC ID) at the Worner desk.
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A diner's grand opening
ByToddKeathley

La Baguette-Dinner

Address 2417 West

Colorado Avenue

Telephone: 577^1818

Service:
"**

Price (Dinner Menu):

$9 -$12 Dinner

$250- $6 Appetizers

Fbod:"*l/2

Atmosphere: **l/2

Beverages: Wine List/

Beer List

No Smoking

Dress: Casual

This past Tuesday night, La

Baguette introduced a dinner

menu inadditiontoits popular

breakfast and lunch selections.

Accenting French cuisine, La

Baguette now offers a reasonably

priced opportunity to enjoy fine

food.

After appetizing on some

French bread and olives, my
friend and I decided to order

Escargot, a dinner salad, and the

BeefBourginougn. The Escargot

had a splendid sauce in which we
both dipped our bread once the

snails had been eaten. I felt as

though my salad needed a little

zip, for I added a bit of pepper to

fhedresstng. The salad itself was

merely fresh, crisp lettuce and

dressing with hard-boiled egg and

Parmesan cheese sprinkled on top.

The entree of beef is very good.

The rreat was tender while the red

wine sauce enhanced the flavor of

the dish. Sauteed mushrooms and

potatoeswere used as garnishes

and blended well with the meat.

Overall, the food was well-

prepared and proved to exceed

my expectations for a La Baguette

dinner.

Even though the a few adjust-

ments have been made to improve

the atmosphere, I still believe that

the restaurant should remove the

photographs on the walls It

appears as though the owner has

taken some of the pictures off the

wall, but the pictures coupled with

the protruding advertisement of

the photography studio are simply

ludicrous La Baguette is a

restaurant offering very good

food; inmy opinion La Baguette

should not sacrifice a pleasant

atmosphere in order to cater to

another business The table

settings are much improved over

the more casual breakfast and

lunch table arrangements, but all

in all, the overall setting could be

much improved.

In conclusion I can give La

Baguette a very strong recommen-

dation. The service is relaxed, and

our waitress did not bother us

with an obsequious "please the

customer" type of attitude. The

food is great and reasonably

priced for any meal of the day.

Reviewers visit the restaurant

randomly, order directly from the

menu, and pay the bill without

informing the restaurant of the

intentions for a review.

At the brewery,
will not be
featured this

week. You
figure out why!

Music:
On Sunday, December 9,

the Colligium Musicum will

give a performance in

Packard Hall at 3pm,
entitled "Earjy Music for

Christmas." The colligium

specializes in medieval,

Renaissance, and Baroque
music.

Also on Sunday at Packard,

a Christmas candelight

service of readings, carols,

and coral selections modeled
after the traditional service

at King's College in

Cambridge, England will

commence at 6pm. 'The
Festival of Lessons and'

Carols," will include

performances by the Chamber
Chorus, Collegium Musicum,
and the Wind Ensemble.

Music at Mid-day
Dec. 12, 8 pm
Packard Hall

Branford Marsalis

Quartet

Dec. 7, 8 pm
Arvada Center, Denver

Pixies with

My Dad is Dead
Dec. 7, 8 pm
Gothic Theatre, Denver

Herbie Mann and

Jasil Brazz

Dec. 7, 8 & 10 pm
Broadmoor Hotel

Film:
The Accidental To«
Dec. 11 & 12, 7:30 p,,

Armstrong 300

Amadeus: Traveler
gj

Italy

Dec. 9, 2 & 4:30 pm
Dec. 10, 2 & 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

Theatre:
Elliot Nugent &
James Thurber's

The Male Animal
Dec. 7 & 8, 8 pm
nprc Theatre
A Chorus Line

Dec. 8, 8 pm
Pikes Peak Center

Dance:
Wind in the Willon
Dec. 8, 11 am, 2 & 4:30

Children's Playhouse'

Theatre, Pueblo

African Dance Worksh

Dec. 9, 2-3:30 pm
Studio of Dance and

Arts Center

last
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Magic on Ice

Dec. 12 & 13, 7 pm
Broadmoor World

The Colorado College

RECYCLES

Thanks - we appreciate it!
These People Have Made the College

Recycling Program Possible!

BESTWAYDISPOSAL - the company responsiblefor removing
white paper, newspaper, and cardboard

EnACT - the students who remove the aluminum cans and glass

MARRIOTT Custodial Staff- the people who carry all of the
materials down to be carried away
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jockey ties one and drops one in series
^ers having trouble finding the net, Princeton next up for C C

chipRoehrig C.C. take a 3-2 lead. For- This weekend «,. tw« :., .. .

W^' WI ^-^-Chip Roehrig

,ff
Writer

lint is a point is a

JA S the Western Collegiate

lockcy
Association season

L5 the halfway mark,

T for the time being, is

jast
place with three

jjnlsand a 1-12-1 league

lord. Heading into last

lekend's action at the

diversity of Minnesota at

luth, C.C. carried the

Lien of a nine game
Kg streak. While C.C.

| manage a 3-3 tie on

Way, to end one string,

iey
dropped a 5-1 decision

Surday t0 remain winless

[heir last eleven tries.

'Duluth is a very tough

Ice to play," said third-

lr coach Brad Buetow.

lie encouraging thing is

were able to go up
Ire and get a point."

frhe way Friday's game
irted, a point didn't look

ea very good possibility,

the first period the Tigers

ire flat. The Bulldogs took

fantage of their slow

t, skating to a 2-0 lead,

their custom, how-
C.C. roared back. In

second period, during a

ir man advantage, first

'Chris McCafferty net-

t\is first career goal, cut-

the lead in half. Assists

credited to Brian

ninks and Ed Zawatsky.
lird period action saw

lomen Big Cats start off
rang at Buff Invitational

C.C. take a 3-2 lead. Fo.
ward Al Schuler knotted the
score at 2:37 on a goal
assisted by Steve Strunk
and Chris Hynnes. At 4:43
Hynnes again figured in the
scoring when he stole the *

puck and beat UMD goalie
Chad Erickson with a shot
from the slot. C.C. held the
lead until the 12:50 mark
when the Bulldog's Jason
Bortolussi beat Tiger
netminder Jon Gustafson
with a top shelf shot to

Gustafson's glove side.

Late in the final frame an
apparent go ahead goal by
C.C.'s Grant Block was dis-
allowed when the Duluth
goal was dislodged. For the
fourth time this season, in
close games, the Tigers had
a goal waived off. "That
cost us a win," said Buetow,
"The light was clearly on
before the net dislodged."
On Saturday C.C. never

got on track. Gustafson got
off to a shaky start and
UMD jumped out to a 4-0

lead. The Bulldogs capital-
ized on three of four power
plays while also converting
a short-handed bid. Shawn
Reid avoided a shut-out
when he tallied his sixth

goal of the year half way
through the third period.

"We actually played better

five on five hockey Satur-

day night than we did
Friday," said Buetow. "It

was our specialty teams that

cost us the game."

This weekend the Tigers
complete their six game
road trip, travelling to

Houghton, Michigan to

take on the Huskies of
Michigan Tech. Tech is

currently in seventh place
in the WCHA with a 3-8-1

league record, 6-8-1 over-
all. This is good for seven
points in the WCHA stand-
ings. A pair of C.C. victo-
ries would put the two
teams in a tie. Like the
Tigers, the Huskies are off
to a slow start this season.
Thanks to some good
goaltending they have been
playing well of late, sweep-
ing St. Cloud two weeks
ago, and playing tough at

third-place Northern
Michigan.

"If we're going to win
this weekend, we have to

get through their

goaltenders," said Buetow.
"To win in this league your
goaltenders have to stop 89
to 90 percent of their

opponents shots. That is

what Tech is doing right

now, and that's why they're
playing so well. We're
getting some good shots
but our upperclassmen
have to start producing."

It was nice to get a tie at

Duluth but C.C. can't be
satisfied by taking one
point from a weekend ser-

ies. I don't think they are,

but they can't afford many
more lapses. Michigan Tech
is currently a second div-

atherine Aquavia and
n Nickerson

I
Women Big Cats began

season with a strong
ingat the CU Buff
ttional in Boulder over
eekend.

[
divers started the meet
bang, but they really
on Sunday when Lara
a"d Shelley Wiseman
'hand 1st, respectively,

3-meter diving.
urday afternoon, Julie

;'«* the C.C. crowd ofK 500 free-era, includ-

f»°r captain and sprinter
"ne Aquavia, who isn't

"counting more than
"gths of the pool. As the

P"
fo|ks lay gasping on

% in dove the 200 IM-
a
°yKathrynPlumrner

eloar Tredennick.
TQllberg, Heather
l^tO'Stoebs-Stoebner
ePhanie Cox were
the% Cats who

.'°*e finish in the 50

V* being hurled off the
°y Coach Joani

Schofield as the designated

flyer, Julie Jacobs grumbled
her way through the 200
butterfly, emerging only

"luke-happy."

Freshcats Beth Bacon in the

100 Back and Juli Schneider in

the 100 Breaststroke both
turned in commendable times.

Melinda "the Shark" Sharkey
also gave a strong perfor-

mance in the 100 Breaststroke,

inspired by her Bunny Foo
Foo imitations out the back
window of the van during the

long drive up to Boulder. In an
effort to keep her spirits high

during the 66-length 1650-

yard freestyle, the Femme Cats
entertained Senior Amy
Bilsing with cabaret dancing
and a mooning show, so that

she emerged from the race

tired but smiling.

We began our second day
of competition with a deli-

ciously huge high-carbo team
breakfast at the Nickerson

house. Maybe it was the

blueberry muffins that did it,

but reluctant Freshcat and
Texan Lee Ippolito would

have made her Lone Star State

proud in the 100 Butterfly on
Sunday. Aquavia joined her

by also snagging a fast time in

the 100 fly. Both Jacobs and
Susanne Wilson came from
behind in the most grueling

event of the meet, the 400 IM,
and out-touched their oppo-
nents in their respective heats.

Senior Freshcat Kamisha Bigay

sprinted to a respectable finish

in the 100 freestyle, while

Kathy Farrow grabbed a

personal best in the 200

backstroke.

The team cheered senior

captain Karen Nickerson to a

personal record of her own in

the 200 breaststroke. The top

200 Freestyle Relay team,

Plummer, Aquavia, Wilson,

and Stoebner, capped off the

weekend with a dead-heat

finish, the kind that makes
Coach Joani's heart palpitate.

With so many great perfor-

mances at CU Buff, the team is

looking forward to its first

home meet against Metro this

Friday, Dec. 7th, at 4 p.m. See

you there!

ision team. It seems Hough-
ton would be a good place
to get a few more points, so
that the Tigers can start

climbing the WCHA ladder.

TIGER TALES: Following
this weekend the C.C. team
will come home to play the
Princeton Tigers in a pair of
non-league games. Due to a
figure skating show at the
Broadmoor, the games will
be played at the Sertich

Arena. . . Last season C.C.
was 3-1 against Michigan
Tech, splitting their games
at Houghton, and sweeping
them at the Broadmoor. . .

Jon Gustafson made 53
saves last weekend enabling
him to break the 1000 save
mark for his career at
C.C. . . Saturday's 5-1 defeat
broke a string of nine
consecutive games for the
Tigers that were decided by
two goals or less.

Big Cats off to
a small start
By Dirk Dykes &
Rod McCauley

Yes, we are back, putting off our ca-
reers so we can report the C.C. swimming
news. Another season of Big Cat swim-
ming began this past weekend up in
Boulder at the Buff Invitational. Last year
the Cats went up there and surprised
everyone by winning the meet, but this is
a new year. Both Metro State (Team
Body) and CU improved vastly over the
summer and really took it to the Big Cats.
The meet was not without C.C. success,

though,; many C.C. swimmers turned in

super swims. Tom "MacFeline"
MacFarlane won both the 100 and the
200 backstroke easily and Joe
Hutchinson placed second and third in
the two distance events. John Keilman
and Dave Moore, along with Steve "give
me a K" Bartos, improved an immense
amount from last year and promise to
have fantastic seasons. There were also
many outstanding swims by the "Fresh
Cats." Steve "Motor Boat" Hicks really
proved himself in the 400 IM and breast-
strokes, Caleb "WHAT?!" Snyder, Dave
Tusek and Kurt "the true Big Cat" Ander-
son all sprinted their way to strong fin-

ishes in the 50 free and Pete Freedman
showed his stuff in the backstrokes.
The C.C. divers also made their pres-

ence known up in Boulder. Karl Butt, Jus-
tin Radley and Steve Edwards threw their
best dives and, as Butt said, "didn't crash
that often."

The Big Cats may not have won the
meet, but they did have the most style up
there. From Chris Lorson's 100 free without
any oxygen to Mike "Uncle" Foster's
attempt to be the first man to swim the
200 fly vertically to Randy "Smiles"
Benzel's race against Aqua-man, the
crowd's eyes were always on those C.C.
swimmers.
Don't fret though fans, the season has

just begun and the Big Cats will soon be
shifting gears. The next meet is this Fri-

day, here at C.C. against Metro State, so
come on over and see if you can find us.
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Athletics for the literate
ByDebRobison

You know you've imagined

it: coming across the line, out

of breath and drenched in

sweat. You can hear the roar of

the crowd as the judges give

you your time. The tape is

entangling your body. Yes,

you have just won the Tutt

Crunch. The tie-dye t-shirt is

an award coveted by every

athlete in the nation, and

you're the first to win.

Seems to good to be true,

doesn't it? After all, this is the

first year the race has been

run, and hopefully not the last.

This Tuesday you will have

your chance to compete in

what some would call "The

Miracle Half-mile." Starting at

7 p.m. the Tutt Library will be

transformed into a giant maze.

Furniture, bookshelves, and

police-line tape will mold this

5 mile course into the adven-

ture of a lifetime. The race

itself will actually begin at 9

p.m. John Sheridan, the head

librarian, is asking that all

students wishing to study in

the library between 9:00 and

10:30 please take their study-

ing to the South Basement of

the library, as the rest of the

library will be used for the

race course. Marriott will

provide Gatorade for after the

race.

Competitors will come from

all areas of the college. Faculty

and administrators have been

challenged to compete against

a more nimble, yet less experi-

enced student body. Competi-

tors can sign up for the race as

teams or individuals. Sign-ups

are at the desk at Tutt or at

Worner Center on Friday,

Monday, and Tuesday.

There is a slight twist to the

race, however. All competitors

must wear either Birkenstocks,

Teva sandals or flip-flops. All

shoes will be carefully exam-

ined by the course officials.

Shoes of this nature are in

abundance so it won't be too

difficult to beg, borrow, or

steal a pair.

Doug Lansky, the originator

of the race, hopes it will

become a C.C. tradition.

Lansky also decided that all

proceeds should go to a local

charity and hopes to raise

more money from donations at

the race.

• 20 lifts including two
high-speed quad chairs.

• 76 award winning trails.

• New Extreme Experience™
Guided Ski Program;
350 acres of double
black diamond terrain.

Lift tickets available at participating Front Range
Vickers, Pizza Hut restaurants and Delivery Units,

Safeways, Breeze Ski Rentals, Gait Brothers/Dave
Cooks, Diamond Shamrocks, King Soopers and
Albertsons.

@ COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT
Just 75 miles West of Denver off 1-70, exit 195

SNOW REPORT LINE 893-1400
*Off site locations through December 14

Race reschedule*

forSunday start
By Alison Dunlap

This weekend's spec-

tacular sporting event, the

3rd annual Mountain Bike

Challenge, has been re-

scheduled to Sunday,

December 9. The women's
race will begin at 12:00

p.m., followed by the

men's B race at 12:35 p.m.

To finish the afternoon

the men's A race will

begin at 1:10 p.m. Duet

the large number of Spo; £
heads taking the GRE

C

Saturday, the race was

moved to Sunday, hop]

for a bigger turn out.

Everyone is encouraged!

participate with any j^
of bike. See you SunoV

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW

Men's Hockey
Dec. 7-8 Michigan Tech Houghton,!

Dec. 14-15 Princeton Univ. Sertich Ice Aia

Women's Basketball

Dec. 8 Adams State Alamosa,

Dec. 13 UC- Colorado Springs UCC

Dec. 15 National College Hoi

Men's Basketball

Dec. 7 UC- Colorado Springs

Dec. 14 Adams State

Dec. 16 Avila College

Alamosa,C ieC

Hoi
,ens

tte

Men's and Women's Swimming
Dec. 7 Metro State Denver, 3

ball

A

Colt

die

iRfVBEKEraTHE

gON'T WHI

tfsTCHMGER

ONLY $10
for postage and handling

oi 11 issues olconlrwenflr
available at the CC Bookstore P
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M spotlight: David Santos
jnet O'Brien

jff
Writer

freeing is probably one

he most
challenging jobs

jed through the Intramural

iK/
yet a few people really

jcate
themselves to it year

j year . David Santos is one

hose few people.

fter being injured in a car

dent
this past summer,

los could no longer play

jty football
at C.C., but

ded he would rather be

ind a sport than not

Jved with one at a"

refore, Santos continues to

and referee IM flag

ball, basketball, and

ball.

nios has been working for

ilramural office as a

ie for almost three years

His favorite sports to

eeare: basketball, because

mick-paced and Softball,

David Santos has been with the intramural department for three
years and participates as well as officiate!

just because he has always
loved it. Santos has a very
professional attitude towards
his job and makes sure that a
fair game is always played. He
feels that one advantage to

being a referee is that you
leam how to deal with people
at their worst. However, a
disadvantage to learning such
a lesson is that people tend to

yell at you a lot.

Being a political science/
economics major, Santos seems
to understand the politics

involved in intramural sports
and, therefore, is one of the
best referees Colorado
College's IM department has!

Thank you, David, for all

your hard work in the depart-
ment.

fomen win first game, fame
zraBayles along with Cowan have been rohr,,.^. ;„«,,.

m
The Colorado College

lens basketball team broke

three game losing skid

a commanding 78-66 win
Colorado School of Mines,

vin upped their record to

More importantly, the win
Red to the Tigers their hard

Rand intensity is paying off.

Rle have a young team and
U very early in the

/'said senior forward

.TCowan, "All the games
een close, it is just a

on of pulling it all to-

;ht spots for the Tigers

along with Cowan have been
seniorPam Wilson, and first

year students Ann Stolcis and
CarolynnKnull. Coming off the

bench, Knull and Stolcis have
provided key minutes for the
Tigers. "We have a strong

bench, and often we have
flashes of brilliance." said Coach
Chris Starr. "Now we need to

work on pulling it together for

the whole game. Consistency is

the key word."

Wilson is tearing up the

court, leading the team in both
rebounds and scoring. Her 34
points against Mines upped her
season average to 27.3 points

per game. She also added 14

rebounds in that game.
After a tough game versus

Denver University, the young
Tigers came back impressively,

only to lose a heartbreaker to

Adams State. With half the

team being first year students, it

may be a building year. But
Starr is impressed with the

continued hard work and the
fact that the team has not gotten

down, despite the tough losses.

The upcoming games do not
appear to be any easier, but the

Tigers are starting to play with
much more confidence. Hope-
fully, this will begin to pay off

in the win column.

LOWE'S
, PIZZA

fl DELIVER
TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS

Cheese & 2-items + 1 Qt. Pop

$Q.99
^/ plus tax

'vuiiSTizzamo 'Empires 12/20/90

TWO SMALL PIZZAS
Cheeses 1-ltem + 1 Quart Pop

$7.49
I ply. lax

WKsprzzxmo e^w 12/20/90.

635-5565
----------- --1

FOUR LARGE PIZZAS
With Cheese & One Item

$1Q95
Pk&p at Dellvefy

MborMatdil Double Chesee EiccbA*).

LOUIES PIZZA 1990 E^pira 12/20/90

Try One of Our
Flavored Pizza Crusts!

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original * Sesame Seed
* Buttered Poppy Seed
* Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at time

of purchase.

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday: 1 1 AM - 11 PM
__ Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight
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Individuals noted
for achievement
In the wake of a successful 16-3-2 season

and a Final Four appearance in North Carolina
seven CC women's soccer players have
earned All-American honors . Senior Laura
Jones, and juniors Robyn Neigel, Karla Thomp-
son, and Cissy Wafford were all named to the
NCAA Division I Central Region First Team.
Receiving second-team recognition were
juniors Charry Korgel, Stacy Messer and Kris
Zeits.

Also named to the NCAA Final Four All-
Tournament Team were Messer, Neiqel, and
Zeits.

The 1990 men's soccer team was also pleas-
antly surprised with national recognition on
Thursday night. Forward Noah Epstein became
only the second male soccer player in Colo-
rado College history to be named to the All-
American team. As a sophomore, Epstein led
the team for the second straight year in goals
and total points. His current total of 30 goals
puts him in the top ten career scorers, and puts
him well on the way to break the all-time
record.

Sportsline . .

.

©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Information
Network

ALL-STAR DEAL ENDS MEETINGS:
The Major League Baseball winter meetings ended with a

four All-Star player trade Wednesday. The Toronto Blue Jays
sent shortstop Tony Fernandez and first baseman Fred
McGriff to the San Diego Padres Wednesday for second
basemahRoberto Alomar and outfielder Joe Carter. A more
expensive signing: Vince Coleman for four years and $1 1 .95
million with the New York Mets.

ST. JOHN'S TOPS GEORGIA TECH:
Jason Buchanan's free throw with 3.7 seconds left in over-

time gave No. 18 St. John's a 73-72 victory against No. 19
Georgia Tech Wednesday in the ACC/Big East Challenge
men's basketball series. Also, No. 5 Georgetown topped No. 6
Duke 79-74. Elsewhere: No. 3 Arkansas (6-1) beat Louisiana
Tech 114-97 and No. 22 Temple (2-1) routed St. Bonavenrure
76-52.

TRAIL BLAZERS UNBEATEN ON ROAD:
Clyde Drexler had 27 points as the Portland Trail Blazers

stayed undefeated on the road with a 119-110 win against the
Orlando Magic. Portland (16-1) is 6-0 on the road this season.
In other NBA games: Boston 148, Denver 140; Indiana 126,
Phoenix 121; Milwaukee 113, Cleveland 109, OT; Atlanta 110,
San Antonio 108; Utah 106, Detroit 85; Washington 104,
Golden State 98; LA Clippers93, Dallas 89.

bUWQo </<w>£imty//

um
Laundry

Cleaners

uXi CC/Dftidtimtk n/15/90)

1931 W. Utntah (1/2 block west o/Ktng Soopers)
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Classifieds
•Guaranteed Scholarships.

Seven billion dollars is

available this year in

scholarship and grant

funds. No matter what your

GPA, financial condition,

marital status, or gender is,

you are eligible for at least

one scholarship guaranteed!

For application send your

name and address to: Pettan

Scholarship Research

Center, 4411 S. 40th Street,

Suite 1, Phoenix, Arizona,

85040.

• One-way ticket from San

Francisco to Colorado

Springs (SFO to CSMA) on

Jan. 5 for sale. Contact Amy
Pahna, x7857, WB 1805 if

interested.

•Welker older model
Italian racing bike for sale.

Must sell! $75 OBO. Call

Carrie x7466.

• LOST: Alumnium hand
strengthened Looks like the

handle to a shovel. If found,

please call 475-2715.

•Part-time infant sitter

needed, able to babysit in

hair salon near C..C. Call

577-4507 or 576-6488; ask

for Fee.

•$$Christmas Money$$.
$500 per week average

through Christmas season.

Sell subs to Christmas tree

retailers (in person). 10

minute presentations, $10

per sale. CALL NOW 801-

263-1376.

•For Sale: Full size futon,

teal cover and frame. Gen.

art deco couch and chair,

excellent condition, grey,

$300. Eves/wknd 630-7897.

Announcements
•Volunteers needed to help

with a conference

sponsored by the National

Student Campaign Against

Hunger and Homelessness.

To be held at C.C. Feb. 15 -

17. If interested please call

Janet Buttenwieser at x7068.

• Flu vaccine available at

Boettcher Health Center, 24

hours a day — seven days a

week, except 12:30 to 1:30

p.m. (lunch time), $5 a shot.

While supply lasts.

•Tutt Crunch - Giant

Library Race. Tutt Library

will be turned into a maze

for students to race through

in their birkenstocks or

sandals. Prizes!! Tues. Dec.

11th, 9 p.m.
•Chanukah Celebration.

Chaverim, a group

representing the Jewish

community on campus,

invites you to a Chanukah
celebration, including

traditional food, games and
candlelighting ceremony.

Dec. 11th, 7 p.m, Student

Cultural Center.

•The Music Department

will sponsor the "Music at

Midday" concert on
December 12th at 12:15 p.m.

in Packard Hall.

•The Colorado College

Chamber Orchestra will

perform works by Corelli,

Faure, Haydn, and
Mendelssohn during their

Christmas Concert.

Conducted by Ronald

Foster, they will perform

December 12-16 at 3 p.m. in

Packard Hall.

•Directed by Martha
Hopkins Booth, the

Colorado College

Collegium Musicum will

play an "Early Music for

Christmas" concert on

December 9 at 3 p.m. in

Packard Hall. Works for

voices and early

instruments by Dunstable,

Dufay, Ockeghem, Josquim,

Praetorius, Schiitz, and

J's Motor Hotel
and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 North Nevada
Special Student Rates, including Utilities

& Satellite TV

633-5513

Bach.

•Festival of Lights and

Carols, Dec. 9th, 6 p.m. A
Christmas candlelight

service of readings, carols,

and choral selections. The

Colorado College Chamber
Chorus, Collegium

Musicum and Frank

Shelton, College Organist

will be part of this beautiful

and majestic service.

• Christmas Mass, Dec.

15th, Carols and procession

start at Shove Chapel at 11

p.m. and Mass at 12 a.m.

Refreshments will be served

following the service.

•For students convenience

hallway phone numbers in

dormitories, small houses,

and fraternities will be

changed from 2 to 7

on Mondy, December 12th.

this will enable these

extensions to be direct

dialed from outside the

campus. Please call the

campus operator to receive

your new number.
•Attention Class of 1992

(that means you juniors):

Wednesday, Dec. 12 finds a

1992 class dinner in Bemis
Dining Hall - complete with

jazz musicians. All off-

campus members are

encouraged to come.

•Attention First Year

Students: By Jan. 1, 1990 all

first year students will be

required to have 2 measle

shots since age 1 on their

health cards. If you need a

second shot we now have a

supply available. Free as

long as supply lasts, when
our supply is gone you will

be required to obtain your

shot from a private

physician or the public

health department at a

minimum charge of $15. If

you do not meet these

requirements you will not

be allowed to register in

January.

•Now that you've played

in the minors, take that

step to THE MAJORS. For

info on playing in or

writing questions for the

CU-Boulder 24th Annual
Trivia Bowl (spring 1991),

please come to an info

session at Worner 216,

9*
THE i
PRINCETON A
REVIEW m
We offer morel

The Princeton Review is your
key to opening up the doors :

to graduate school.

Play it smart, call the Princeton Review.

428-8000
If we don't hear from you, well... good luck.

YEARS AHEAD
HAIR DESIGN

Unlimited tanning

$40 for 30 days

15 % off all services with CC ID

118 N Tejon, Suite 301
Above Old Chicago's

118 N Tejon, Suite 301 635 _5552

Wednesday, Decembf.,

4:30 pm. Or call John,

(9-5 pm).

PERSONALS
•RHA Exec Board: K
Bear, Jase, Erin, Murpj

and Red! Thank you 2
much for all your help.

last year. We did it!

Congratulations andk,

luck to those continui),

the quest next term, tl

and Jase. Finally, weW
and congratulations

|

new exec board - sec
y(

the rollar rink! —Aubs

•To Wendy: a great
ch,

Love, Lila

•Long live the Mystic,

...UNTJ

Marianne is hf

Lee's Liquor is on

again

the ONLY choice!

discerning CC

Ab

emt

tyti

The

awr

idei

Daily Speci

Spmlnii

This Month:
Meisterbrau 16 <

$27
Special Prices

available on Bust!

Bud, Michelob, arc

many other Kegs

Thank you for your patej

As always, we ofleradiscountf

502 W. Colorado Avf

520-9907

TTlV-r

^iuca Jk«.
633-058*

IN OLD COLORADO CITY

PRIMITIVE & ETHNIC ART, CLOTHING « JEWELRY
FROM SOUTH AMERICA . AFRICA « ASIA

2510 W. COLORADO AVE. COLO. SPCS
HON- SAT. 10-6
SUNDAY 12-6

1 ^uiuiii^lJIIliaammt.B

1$
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embers ofCC community rally against war
J Robert

A. Neer

'People will die in a Middle

it
war-it could be you/' was
sentiment which echoed

iesday afternoon in front of

VVbmer Center at a peace

|]y
demanding the with-

awal of United State's troops

>m the middle east.

About 150 students and

jmbers of theCC commu-

y turned out for the rally.

The demonstration was
awned by a small group of

idents wishing to increase

'areness and air sentiments

iceming U.S. military

ildup in the Persian Gulf.
r

e want to make the U.S.

Jize our political opinion

i how it's shifting," said one
[he student organizers,

ikFiore. "And drive it

me to CC. students that it

uld be you [that will be
the potential war]," he

ntinued.

Colorado College math-
atics professor Mike
doway began the event

during the first speaker, a

Students and faculty take their protest rally against possible military action in the Middle East to
downtown Colorado Springs, photo by Justin Blum

Vietnam veteran, calling

himself "Grouch".

"I wish that 22 years ago
someone had given me some
counselling [on conscientious

objecting]," he began.

He went on to depict some

of the realities of war and war
time politics. To hefty ap-

plause he concluded,"If you're

against going to Saudi Arabia,

stand up-do something—don't

let it happen again."

John Sheridan, head librar-

ian at Tutt library, followed.

Sheridan, a conscientious

objector during the Vietnam
war, spoke about the mechan-
ics of a possible draft.

He pointed out that the

Pentagon estimates that within

three days of a Congressional

approval of a draft, the first

notices could be in the mail.

He concluded with advise

concerning creating a personal

'objector file' for those poten-
tial draftees wishing to avoid
becoming a Desert Shield.

As a follow-up to

Sheridan's points about the

draft, a list of all 20 Jisr-old
male CC. students was read.

These are the students who
would be first-round draftees,

should a draft be instated.

Not everyone present

shared the prevalent opinions

displayed on the various

banners, that the conflict in the

Persian gulf is solely guided
by oil interests.

"I really don't think you
guys are helping," said Chuck
Kole, a C.C.student and a

member of the Army reserves.

"We're missing a big issue.

We're not going to let heinous

aggression go unchecked

anywhere in the world."

Kole's brother Chris was called

Please see War Protest on pg 4

Students protest South African investments
Justin Blum
iff Writer

tat 100 students and
ilty members held a rally in

pr Center last Friday
testing C.C.'s stock hold-

companies doing
siness in South Africa, while
ibers of the Board of

istees were on campus for
k quarterly meeting.
Speakers at the protest,
'nsored by College Citizens

p for Peace (C.C.A.P.),
I(jzed the companies in
ft Africa, claiming they are
furthering the cause of the
Pon of apartheid. Speak-
a,so attacked the Trustees
n°t listening to the argu-
es made by what they
nis the majority of the
[Pus calling for divestment.
peCCAP. organizers

Y
tot* pleased withm response to the protest

'heir letter signing cam-
p. m which over 435
;rsof petition to the Board
Elected, Trustees do not
students' actions will

have much effect.

During the protest,

CGA.P.'s Phil Brown said:

"Our money goes to the South

African government through

these corporations inthe form
of taxes and that supports the

very fundamental basis of

apartheid.

"The college claims it

doesn't discriminate on the

basis of race... but having

money in S.A., in a govern-

ment that is inherently evil

and that supports racism in its

written rule stems out of

racism- Having money in

there is a conflict of interest.

It's time to make the Board of

Trustees know that we don't

support this racism and if CC.
wants to diversify and wants
to retain morally conscious

students, then it can no longer

make these same supports,"

Brown said.

Political science professor

Andy Dunham spoke about

the Trustees decision not to

divest. "What we have here is

faculty studying and learning

and talking about divestment.

We have students with the

opportunity to study and learn

and talk about divestment. We
have the All-College Commit-
tee studying and learning

about divestment, and we
have the Board of Trustees, a

small group of people who are

not studying, who are not

learning, who are not talking

about it, who are simply

saying 'no'. So much for the

values of a liberal arts college.

"Originally, The Board of

Trustees just took the [endow-

ment] money and ran. They
invested where they could

make the most money, they -

didn't try to justify it in any
way. Students protested and
forced the Board of Trustees to

come back and say 'we're

investing to really help blacks,

that's why we're investing

there.' That hadn't been their

original reason, but now
they're saying it.

"So, the All-College Com-
mittee makes their decision,

and the Board just says 'no,'

and didn't do it with any kind

of discourse—in fact, told us

that we, the college commu-
nity, didn't know enough; told

us that we need to study more;

told us that we should get two
white newspapers from S. A. in

the library, so we could leam

more," Dunham said, drawing
applause from the protesters.

During the protest, Brown
dismissed a Friday Gazette

Please see Divest on pg, 4

Scholarships earmarked for

minorities declared illegal
By Robert A. Neer

"Race exclusive" scholarships are discriminatory and
therefore illegal, Michael Williams, the U.S. Education
Department's assistant secretary for civil rights, announced
Tuesday. The policy would prevent colleges that receive

federal funding from offering scholarships designated

exclusively for minority students.

"The implications are serious for education in general,"

said Colorado College Financial Aid Director, Rodney Oto.

"There are a lot of people in higher education who are not

going to take this sitting down."

The American Council on Education, representing 1600

institutions of higher education, issued a statement urging

its members to "continue current practices" concerning

minority scholarships.

"What we do at CC. is pretty sound," confirmed Oto.

"We have no intention of changing any policies."

The Education Department's statement comes in re-

Please see Minoritieson page 4

I
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Several C.C. trustees not tamiliar with All

College Committee report on divestment
By Justin Blum
Staff writer

Although several Trust-

ees, on campus last weekend

for their quarterly meeting

claim they have listened to the

arguments made by the All-

College Committee on Selec-

tive Divestment, they do not

seem to be familiar with key

provisions of the report.

Earlier this year the All-

College Committee recom-

mended divesting C.C.'s stock

in Caterpillar, Johnson &
Johnson, and 3M, but the

Trustees refused, calling the

report "substandard."

Speaking at the December

7th demonstration, Shove

Chaplain Bruce Coriell urged

the Trustees to consider the

issue of college values, one of

the criteria on which the

Trustees told the All-College

Committee to base their

report.

However, not only does it

appear that the Trustee who is

head of the Investment Com-
mittee, which considered the

All-College Committee's

report, did not seriously

consider the issue, but he did

not seem to be familiar with

the report.

Asked if the Trustees

considered the report's assess-

ment of C.C.'s values, as stated

in the bylaws of the Trustees

as well as the handbook,

Harold C. Price, Chairman of

the Board's Investment Com-

mittee said: "I don't recall

being presented with much
discussion on college values."

However, a review of the

"We're not a group of

unthinking old men who
arrive here, have our

little meeting, and hurry

off to the Broadmoor to

have our next cocktail..."

-Trustee Malcom
Persen

report shows that there are

over two pages discussing

college values, and how they

relate to the college's invest-

ments.

When informed that a

section of the report specifi-

cally discussed the issue of

values, Price said: "I'd have to

give that some more thought.

I'm far from certain we made
the right decision."

The All-College

Committee's report is divided

into several sections and

details the actions of the three

companies in South Africa on

a company-by-company basis.

However, according to

Trustee Malcolm Persen, "a lot

of this was more emotional

rhetoric than hard-and-cold

fact. There was simply not the

argument made that Caterpil-

lar, Johnson & Johnson, and

3M [should divestj—each one

should have been presented

individually."

Price asserted that Cater-

pillar "maintains a warehouse

in South Africa and they

employ 300 South Africans,

mostly blacks." However,

according to Caterpillar's

shareholder proxy report,

which was included in the All-

College Committee's report,

Caterpillar employs a total of

48 Africans, 6 Asians/Colored,

and 27 whites.

When asked what kind of

evidence the Trustees would

need to see from the All-

College Committee for them to

divest, Price said: "I'm just not

familiar enough with the

situation in South Africa to

know if we were producing

products, guns, weapons>

involved in political activities,

in active support of govern-

ment agencies."

But according to members

Harvard law professor's assesment:
Discrimination thriving in America

C.C political science professor debates the 1990 Civil Rights Act

with Harvard law professor Randall Kennedy, -photo by Jen Carchman

By Cheri Gette

Racial discrimination continues

at an 'Immoral" level in American

society, and the government is not

taking action, said Harvard

professor ofLaw Randall

Kennedy, last Monday night

during the second Malott En-

dowed Lecture on the Bill of

Rights.

Kennedy pointed out recent

situations in the United States that

illustrate his views concerning the

continuing trend of racial discrimi-

nation: There has not been a black

in theUS. Senate for a quarter of a

century, "Many refuse to vote for

a black, because of race,' ' he said.

The Civil Rights Act of 1990 was
vetoed by President George Bush,

and Jesse Helms still reigns in

North Carolina.

A 36 year old blackwoman
who works as an industrial nurse

receives racistand sexist remarks

from her supervisor; theman
threatens her life if she will not

cooperate with hisnon-work

related demands, which he said

she had to comply with because of

her race. She flees, fallsdown a

flight of stairs and injures herself.

She comes to Kennedy for legal

adviceand he tells her that there is

"no federal remedy" under current

civil rights legjslatioa 'There is no

protection from racial discrimina-

tion in the work place," he added.

CC professor Robert Loevy

and Kennedy discussed the civil

rights issue further at Tuesday at

Eleven, emphasizing theGvil

Rights Acts of 1964 and 1990.

Loevy, who was an intern for the

Republican floor leader during the

time that the Gvil Rights Act of

1964 passed, said that Act inte-

grates society, puttingan end to

segregated areas, provides for

equal employment opportunities

and cuts off funds to any organiza-

tion that discriminates.

Loevy suggested Bush's veto of

the Gvil Rights Act of 1990 may
have been prompted by the

Democrats, who hoping to stop

the movement of blacks into the

Republican party sent him a bill he

had to veto.

of the All-College Committee,

these issues were discussed in

the report. In fact, according to

the section of the report

dealing with Caterpillar, sales

to the government are men-

tioned.

"Caterpillar sells equip-

ment through its independent

"I'm just not familiar

enough with the situa-

tion in South Africa to

know if we'rre produc-

ing products, guns,

weapons, involved in

poltitical activities, in

active support of govern-

ment agencies." -Trustee

Harold C. Price

dealer to Escom and Sasol.

Sasol is listed by the South

African Review Service as one

of the 11 of the major apart-

heid enforcing agencies.

Escom is...controlled either

wholly or in part by the South

African government," the

report said.

The All-College

Committee's report also quotes

a newspaper article saying that

"Caterpillar tractors have been

used to flatten 'illegal' black

squatter's homes.'"

The Trustees' discontent

with the report has left the

il

S-H

|pri r

Chairman of the All-Colli

Committee, Walt Hecox

wondering what the

Committee's future role w
be. Speaking at the demor^

Hon he said there is "a su^ L,
tial difference of opinion

between the All-College

Committee on Selective

Divestment and the Trusty

about what the criteria
are}

which a company could s

challenged. And we ha>

requested that that be daj

by talking directly with tl]

Trustees. The said they pjffl

ably would have time to

to us in March."

"They shouldn't feet

frustrated by a lack of mJ
ing," said Price, "we're herei

every quarter." Trustee

Malcolm Persen thinks the

Board is characterized in

unfair light. "We are not

group of unthinking old

who arrive here, have oii

meeting, and hurry off to

Broadmoor to have ourni

cocktail...These decisions

made in a thoughtful way

a lot of discussion. It's not

discussed in a cursoryrtiai

There were Committee

ings and Committee meetij

and Committee meetings.il

say there wasn't discussiorJ

my god, yes.

Kennedy responded saying he

didn't think that the Democrats

wanted the veto, but the White

House saw the veto as a chance to

strengthen the right side of the

Republican coalition. He also

pointed out Bush's reasoning for

the veto, which was his fear that

the Act would force employers

into a quota system in order to

protect themselves from litigation.

According to Kennedy some

rnembers of the civil rights

community would be in full

support of quotas, while others

fear the rigidity of having to fill

quotas, where an employer would

have to hire a minority individual

regardless of qualifications.

Quotas would also "highlight the

differences' ' between members of

society, and we all hold the "idea

of one American family."

However, Kennedy feels that

the Gvil Rights Act of 1990 would

not lead to quotas, but would

"raise racial consciousness". The

Act allows employers to give

justification concerning their hiring

practices,and business necessity is

an acceptable reason not to hire a

minority if a non-minority better

meets the qualifications of the job.

The Civil Rights Act of 1990

will pass by a narrow margin in

the future, according to

Kennedy, but "supporters will

have to go to the public, and
explain why it isn't a quota bill."

For now Kennedy hopes for a

"more just and productive

future."

B.A.S.H. tickets remain on sal

Tickets forfheBASJH. (Becoming Aware and

Supporting the Homeless) dance being held tomor-

row,December 15, are still on sale inWomer Centaj

and will be available at the door.

John Carranza,BA.S.H.chairperson said he is

excited to be "raisingmoney for the homeless [and

working to enhance the opportunity forneedy

families to enjoy Christmas."

According to Chuck Cole, Sponsor a Christmas

(SAC) chairperson, one of the BA.S.H. sponsors

"We are working in conjunction with the Catholic

Community Centerand the Domestic Violence

Centerto targetneedy families throughout Colo-

rado Springswho might not otherwise experience

Christmas."

The targeted families will receive a Christmas

meal, toys and clothing for the children, and if

necessary be provided with a Christmas tree and

ornaments.

Over 350 students participated inBA.S.H. last

yearand over $2^00was raised. This year the

committee expects to raise moremoney than last

Last year there were only 22 organizations in-

volved and this year 27 organizations are sponsof

ing the event

"Last year as well as this year, student and orgaJ
ro™r

zational support has been overwhelming. This y$
'

we are really lookingtowards increasing the in-

volvement of the faculty and administration,"

Carranza stated.

Added Cole "Wehope that the student body,

facuity, and administration will continue their

utmost commitment in the issues surrounding »*

homeless and needy."
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cUA&E (Students Helping

tivate
Rape Education)

'ted their first workshop

^ to all fraternity and
• . a~« last week in an

Ly December 14, 1990 News
;HARE holds rape awareness workshops
„k,stStaff the lead and act as a good rjroerams have far nvimimTw-t ™^„„„t *_, ^_,_,
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theleadandactasagood programs have far more impact
example for others across campus than something initiated by
to follow," said Cole. others. I am very glad to have

Atthebeginningoffourth been a part of this program and
block. Chuck Cole and Jennifer think that S.KAiLE is doing a
Tegan met and decided to unite great job."

their energies and resources and S.HA.RE also solicited

consisting of one fraternity pledge extremely receptiveand I was
class and one sorority pledge class very excited to see so many active

pntypfeclSeS"'"*'" —

o

™,~™ **.m*.i\^ ai^u suuuteu

jal
effort to increase awareness instigate a program for the Greeks assistance from the Domestic

(ffti„s issues surrounding right away. Violence Center. Colorado
' -

-" Jennifer Tegan, a past member Springs does not have a rape
of R.A.G.E., stated, "We began crisis center and therefore the
quickly and it had been a lot of

work but everything has seemed
to fall together perfectly."

After the first week they

solicited support from IPC/
Panhel and the administration

IFC/Panhel fully supported the

S.H.A.RE program and passed a
resolution making it mandatory

,,„:„,
.--.„ for all sorority and fraternity

\ me if I was Greek I told her pledges to go through the

" me that she was workshop or otherwise sufferan
individual $10 fine.

The administration was very

excited about the program, and

.enwe— --

and sexual assault

ylARE was initiated out of

boration ofRACE (Rape

bareness Group) active

^(Jennifer Tegan and

jiertne Lawson) and ideas

imotedby Sarah Sellergren

I
Chuck Cole.

Chuck Cole, a member of

[ARE., stated, "I was in the

ary at the end of third block

, Sarah came up to me and

for the workshops.

"SM-A.RE believed from the

beginning that is was important

to have a mixed gender environ-

ment to truly open up lines of

communication and understand-

ing between men and women
concerning the issues surround-

ing rape," stated Cole.

The workshops consisted of

opening remarks, a movie
presentation, and an informal

discussion following the film.

One reoccurring question

rested in the 'Greek-sport-

ed rape awarenessmovement"

jitioned in a Catalyst article.

»r discussing theissueofrape

jareness on campus we

various administrators committed Survivors Group."
their time to participate in the Specifically, volunteers from

Domestic Violence Center has
agreed to assume the responsibil

ity of maintaining a 24 hr. Rape
Crisis Hotline and has initiated

rape support groups.

Barbara Sell, the Director of

Community Programs at the ,m ul „„.
Domestic Violence Center, stated, ness and Greek defensiveness to
"The primary purpose of the the issue of date rape. Some
Center is dealing with the issues participants believed or felt that
of domestic violence. It has only the Greeks and men in general
been recently where we felt it was were under attack
important to start up a rape Cole added, "From the start,

hotline. After the first of the year we tried to ensure the audience
we will be starting a Rape

Greek members participate.

S.H.A.RE is looking forward to

working with the Greeks next

year," stated Tegan
In working with the Domestic

Violence Center, S.H.A.RE
stimulated additional concerns

with the Director of the Center,

Pat Kreuser.

Pat Kreuser said, "This is a

good indication that we probably

need to start community educa-
tion which we find is real neces-

sary. High schools should be

ffHie»u"""*>f«-»•*. r—~r""-"'"»- jpcvoiiLoiiy, volunteers rrom together to become awan
idcd that we should try to put workshops. Paul Jones, Associate the Center donated their time to as a societal problem and
ottipranrofframtodealwith Director of Residential Life and workwithS H AQPHimnn ri.Q .,„,jjLL*~.si.l!.ir _n ;-

brought up during the workshop targeted for similar workshops as
was the issue of male defensive- with the whole community."

S.H.A.RE is planning to

expand their role throughout the

Colorado College community
next semester and have already

mentioned goals for the future.

Kafhcrine Lawson, S.HARE
member, stated, "We plan to try

that this discussion was not about to incorporate similar workshops
pointing fingers but of coming for New Student Orientation. We
together to become aware of rape are looking for a lot more involvc-

Ether a program to deal with

is surrounding rape and

ual assault awareness. I

tgested that we start with the

gk system on campus."

1 believe tha t the Greek

is a great institution and

uiized mechanism for the

jersal of information. I also

eve this is a great area of

Director of Residential Life and
Acting Dean of Students, Kim
Grassmeyer, Director of the

Center for Community Service

and Acting Associate Dean of

Students, and Dana Wilson,

Director of Residential Life, all

participated in the workshops.

Paul Jones stated, "Iam
delighted that students decided to

work with S..KAJtE during the

workshops. Their responsibility

was to sit on a panel with

S.HA.RE members and an
administrator. They helped

facilitate group discussion and
were a great resource due to their

direct experience in the field of

sexual violence.

There were four workshops
where Greeks could take take a pro-active step in designing given to the Greeks The houses

this program Peer education were broken up into four groups The Greek community was

ment. We want all students on the
understand each other in a campus to become aware of rape
respectful manner. Therefore the and sexual assault. Maybe
issue wasn't specifically about through active awareness we
males or Greeks but more the might be able to alleviate parts of
issue of promoting general active the problems and initiate even
awareness." further discussion."

"I believe that students were If you have any questions
very receptive to this program," concerning S.H.A.RE or want to

exclaimed Paul Jones. become an active member please
"As a panel member, I felt that contact one of the above men-

the workshops went very well. tioned S.H.A.R.E members.

leenhouse residents, including Tim Peters, Marcus Rhinelander, John Sherman, Heather Hetzeck, and
gsgan Sherman discuss ways that they can be active for the environment / photo by Justine Crowley

R.A. and H.R. application
process to begin block 5
Information session set for January 15
By Greg Wilbom

reenhouse get hands dirty to help environment
'en Jose

Nmatedly discussing future
Is, Greenhouse members met
%at7p.m.inBemis
¥P- "The Greenhouse is^ with local environ-

ssues corasrning land
™ter "stated member
P" Sherman. Leading the
"^Wi, Sherman continued to
""other members and guests

PM projects.

'volving themselves in many
"twnaital projects, the
"tause has accomplished
j^s this fall "We do not

f™s on environmental

% being informed of them,
™ work directly with the
[°nmentby getting our
"sdirty,"

continued Megan.
;«"Kem led members to hike

P Waldo Canyon to
"e the parts of land still

untouched by strip mining

during second block

The Greenhouse is also

continuing a project in which they

are encouraging students to make
compost bins to help the power
plant restore soil around campus.

They encourage students to save

waste such as vegetables, place it

in a plastic bin, and bring it to the

Greenhouse. Members were also

successful in attracting speakers

such as Colorado Coalition

Against NuclearArmsmember
Vivian Perkins to come to

Colorado College. Perkins spoke

Wednesday , December 12, about

the environmental dangers

related to the Rocky Mountain

Flats.

Encouraged by the success of

their previous projects, members
look forward to future spring

projects. They are planning a

protest against theNevada

Nuclear Test Site in March, as

well as organizing activities

which would involve the local

community during Earth Week in

April. Members hope to involve

the community by organizing a

parade and hosting environmen-

tal speakers for Earth Day. Other

goals indudeattracting other

environmental speakers, such as

Tom Robbins, to come to Colo-

rado College.

Greenhouse members con-

tinue to concern themselves with

finding ways to conserve water

around campusby testing

efficient watering systems in their

own backyard. They hope to

encourage more involvement

within thecommunity on local

environmental issues and they

invite students to attend their

meetings next spring

Colorado College's oldest

leadership development
program begins the first

day of block five. Applica-
tions for summer and fall

Resident Assistant and
Head Resident positions

will be available the first

day of classes and an
information session will be
held on Tuesday, January 15

at 3:30 p.m. in Loomis
Lounge. Competition is

usually stiff for these

positions, as many students

realize the valuable oppor-
tunities that these positions

offer.

Brian Nord, a senior and
second year RA in Mathias
says, "Being an RA is an
enjoyable job where one is

offered the opportunity to

learn and use leadership

skills, promote unity within
the residence halls, and
build strong working
relations with other great

leaders at C.C. Being an RA
at C.C. has been a great

experience and the friend-

ships I have made with

fellow RA's, HR's and Hall

Directors will last forever."

Keep an eye out for more
information after the break.

CCCA Presidential Run-Off
Election Results

Tuesday, December 11, 1990

Candidate Votes Percent

John Calhoon 490 73.7%

John White 175 26.3%

Totals 665 100.0%
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CCAP greets trustees with protest against divestment decision
Divest, from page 4

Telegraph editorial claiming

"CC protesters [are] out of

touch," and that "the only

remaining institution of apartheid

is the political system."

After reading the editorial,

which drew laughter from the

audience, Brown said: "I can't live

next door to a black person [in

South Africa].

'The Group Areas Act and the

Land Areas Act have not been

repealed yet, and what [the

Gazette-Telegraph] chooses to

ignore is the most hated of all the

apartheid aspects—that being the

Populations Registrations Act."

"Is [the protest] going to

change the Board's prospective?

Frankly, I doubt it," said Trustee

Malcolm Person toward the end

of the protest.

But CC-AP. was optimistic. "I

think the protest has been very

successful...We have gotten over

400 students who have signed

letters. 1 should think the Board

would be willing to listen to over

a forth of the students," said

CCAP.'s Pat McMahon.

Price maintains that students'

protests do not outweigh "our

responsibilities as Trustees to the

College [which are] primarily

related to raisingenough money

to support the university."

Brown read letters from

several students, including

minorities, saying they are

considering leaving because of

the College's investments in South

Africa.

In addition, according to a

minority community leader,

GG's retention of the stocks gives

local students, especially minori-

ties, the impression the College is

racist

"I personally doubt if that's the

case...rd like to hear from the

administration whether or not

our owning three companies in

our stock portfolio is causing

serious problems. I just can't

imagine that our retaining three

or four stocks in our portfolio

would affect a person's decision

to come here," Price contends.

Person does not believeCC is

viewed as racist because of the

stock holdings. "To say that we
haven't divested and that makes

us racist, I have grave concerns

about that We are probably..^

racist institution, in the context

that we could be doing more

community outreach," he said.

Price thinks selling the stock

will have "no impact. I'd rather

give a scholarship to a South

African appointed byTutu or

Mandela."

But when asked about the

likelihood of that happening,

Price said: "We haven't consid-

ered it I'm just trying to show you

the difference. I'd rather do

something that's effectivei

achieving the objectives
thaj?

students and most of us on j

Board want to achieve as far

South Africa."

Education department say minority scholarships discriminate
Minorities, from page 1

sponse to the scholarship pro-

posed by the organizers of the

Fiesta Bowl in Tempe, Ariz. The

organizers, under scrutiny for

Arizona's policy against a holiday

honoring Rev. Dr. Martin Luther

King Jr., had suggested setting up

a scholarship for the universities

whose teams compete in the

football game.

The Education Department's

letter warned that such a scholar-

ship earmarked for minorities

would be illegal.

White House officials said they

were looking into the decision to

see if it is legal or reversible, and if

it should be reversed.

Oto predicts, "if the Depart-

ment sticks with the ruling it will

be challenged in court"

Anti-war rally attracts 150 from
Colorado College community
War protest from page 1

to active duty on Monday.

Trevor Nagle, sophomore, and a

member of Kole's unit

commented,"We've been told to

expect a letter [call to active duty]

within two weeks I didn't think

there would be a war [when I

enlisted), but I wasn't opposed to

going if there was."

"We can't blame the

soldiers, arid if we pull

out it's going to be

slaughter in the Middle
East

-Sophomore
Kristen Thomas

Kristin Thomas, sophomore,

maintains that such protests

don't get at the issues and

accuse the wrong people. "We
can't blame the soldiers. And if

we pull out ifs going to be

slaughter in the Middle East."

The rally then moved to an

"open mike" where anyone

with a pertinent opinion was
invited to speak. Anon-C.C
student took the microphone

and suggested that,"All CC.
students do is talk," and some
"real" action should be taken.

He proposed a march to the

court house.

Siddoway, in a later inter-

view concerning the march to

the courthouse responded that,

"This is entirely about choosing.

People have to find there own
way to oppose it [the military

actions in the Persian gulf]- But

it shouldn't have been stated

that if we don't march now then

ifsallBS."

Striding to a chant of,"Hell no-

we won't go.We won't go for

Amoco," about 50 marchers bore

the tie-dyed "No War" banner

down Tejon, through Acacia park

to Nevada, finally arriving at the

courthouse steps.

Asked about the purpose of

marching to the court house, Chip

Stanley, one of the student

organizers, replied, "Visibility is

the point"

After a few minutes of

chanting, singing and attracting

disdainful looks from passers-by,

the march was again moved. The

ralliers proceeded to US. Senator

Tim Wirth's office.

Along the route a number of

confrontations occurred between

marchers and passers-by.

One man accosted a marcher

with, "Don't you like this

country?" The student replied

that that was exactly the reason

they were protesting, and that

they didn't want to see any lives

lost.

The man responded, "If I had
it my way, I'd have all you [sic]

in the [Marine] Corps. Then
you'd change your attitude."

Upon arriving at Wirth's

North Tejon office, a petition

was drafted and signed, calling

for an end to U.S. military build

up in the Middle east, and an

enlarged effort towards

developing alternative energy

sources.

Wirth was not present and

no one from the Tejon office

was available for comment.

However, he is concerned that

the decision will affect the public's

view of the college. "My fear...is

that it may discourage minorities

from looking at a place likeCC
because they think there is no

financial aid. That isn't true...Most

of our aid is need based."

Many scholarships based

strictly on financial need often go

to minorities, and would not be

affected.

The Department maintains

that there is no connection

between the statement on

minority scholarships and the

resignation on Tuesday of the

Education Secretary, Lauro

Cavazos.

Cavazos resigned Tuesday

under pressure from the adminis-

tratioa With the 1992 elections

approaching, the adminjstrai

said it needs to "buttress Mr.

Bush's assertion that he is l^

Tiducation President' withiy

forceful presence at the hebi

the Education Department."

No one in the Education

department could be reached

Thursday for comment.

The Board
^What's Hapjjening Around Here?

An alternative to mass
mailings, in cooperation

with the College's

Recycling Plan
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Midnight Mass
1 Midnight Mass will take place in

Shove Chapel on Saturday,

December 15. The event begins at

11:00 p.m. with an hour of carols,

followed by the Mass at Midnight.

All are invited to attend, and

refreshments will be served.

KUDOS
' Kudos to the new Greek Pledges who

helped make the Shove Chapel Carol

Sing a success last week. The College

hosted over 500 senior citizens at the

holiday activity as part of the Festival

of Lights Campaign.

Many thanks from the Center for

Community Service, Shove Chapel,

and College Relations

Congratulations to John Calhoon, who
was elected Tuesday to serve as the

President of the Colorado College

Campus Association for 1991. He
was elected in a run-off election.

Honor CounciS
Honor Council Elections continue

through Friday at dinner. Voteat

dinner to ensure that you are repre-

sented on the 1991 Council!

Community Service
• BASH - Becoming Aware and

Supporting the Homeless - tickets

are still available. They will be

sold at the door for a minimum
donation of $3.00. The dance is

slated for December 15 at 9:00

p.m. in Bemis Dining Hall/

Lounge.

Musical Notes
The Chamber Chorus and Chamber
Orchestra present their Winter

Concert on Sunday, December 16, at

3 p.m. in Packard Hall.

The Colorado Springs Chorale performs

its annual Christmas Concert on

Friday and Saturday, Dec. 14 and 15

at Pikes Peak Center. Call Leisure

Program Office for Ticket Info.

Apply. Apply
The Department of Residential Life will

be accepting applications for the

1991-92 Resident Assistant positions

in January. Applications will be

available on the first day of classes in

Block V. An information session will

be held on Tuesdayljl5 at 3:30 p.m.

in Loomis Lounge. Applications are

due Monday, January 21, to Res.

To get your activities or events on this

calendar, call Peter at x6675!
This board is a public service of Cutler Publications.
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ack of student spirit cages C.C. Zoo
Icourtncy

Starks

,'s a significant portion of

Jent body that would like

,rt
school spirit, but they

tlhink ifs possible because

don't see i t already," slated

Too member Tiffany Shipp in

iiaview Monday.

;C has developed a pattern

ig where people assume

jted activities don't go on,

one wants to be the first

jo try to change that pattern."

in
increasing numberof

lents and student organiza-

son the Colorado College

pus are working to overcome

t they see
as a lack of cohesive-

among individualsand

jpson campus. As evidence of

low level of spirit they cite the

tjvely small turnout at most

>tjc eventsand the lack of

ti parndpatjon among those

attend.

CC doesn't have very strong

>1 pride overall," commented

p "We're not a cohesive

pus, and I think we're very

d."

I, in an attempt to bring

ecampus together for sporting

Bits and to help create camara-

among students, Athletic

tor Dick Tabor and his

t Sue Bethanis started the

,Zoo.

group began with the aim

ig students a social

irtunity around sporting

while supporting the

es. Later that semester, the

:heerleading team wasbegun
r the direction ofZoo
ber Dave Hewell, with the

if giving people something to

re they were at tile game.

Hi Shipp and Hewell agree

while some progress has been

inincreasingCC'sspirit,

obstades remain to be
rare Many Zoo members
Bt they are fightingan uphill

on a campus without a
Son of spiritand school unity.

-C is still feeling the effects of

the Vietnam era when people got
into political involvement and
down on school or national

identity," said Shipp.

Hewell pointed out that while
most colleges havefoundamiddle
ground between school identity

and world involvement,CC has
been left without that school pride

or spirit

"Ifyou talk to other students

who have graduated in the past or
from other schools, they don't talk

about their classes or their majors,

or even their protests," said

Hewell. "They talk about the fun
things their campus did. You hear
'we' instead of 1/ Now the time

has come for CC. students to

decide what they want their

memories to be."

Hewell commented thatCC.
students are talented enough to

make a difference in the world and
at the same time able to come
together, relax, and have fun as a
campus at sporting events.

He pointed to this year's

homecoming, during which
several members of the class of

1970 saw the newCC
cheerleading team. He said that

many of them expressed regret at

not having had this school identity

and spirit in balance with their

protests and work outside of the

school.

Both Shipp and Hewell are

quick to point out that they are not

just trying to complain, but are

looking to take positive steps in

makingCC a more funand
spirited place.

"I think it will take a very large

push to change the traditions of

this campus," said Shipp. "We just

have to go to thegames and get

crazyand not think about it Ifyou
stopand think, then you look

around and see that no one else is

doing it, and you become self-

conscious. If groups of friends

would go to games and just have

fun, trendson campuswould
change."

Several Zoo members have
said that the block plan is a

roupies in Jeopardy!
'er Potent Potables
fcrMulvihul

p is a new cliqueon campus
isgrowing more popular
Wekday (at 630 p.m.).

Mare no dues, no
fons, no kegs, no race or

^saimination, no age
"W or limit, no
^ts They exclude no
^yone is welcome. They
a«" hour every weekday
"feon their faces. No, ifs

Smedy troupe or a Leisure

^funded group.

hJeopardydub.
*8every weekday dinner
at Bemis, these loyal Alex

|^good seatsand have

P* and root beer floats
br round oneby 630pm

"^ogh minor food fights
"es occur overan

11 Shakespeare question,

thegroup gets along pretty well.

They clean up any food fight

remnants, of course.

This group of students is fun-

loving, but sometimes

competitive. Says frequent

Jeopardy watcher DanMay
regarding his fellow viewers,

'The/re a bunch ofdummies"
Incidentally, Dan's favorite

category is Potent Potables, a

category that tests the knowledge

of intoxicating beverages. Fellow

fan and, coincidentally, one of the

most knowledgeable experts on

Potent Potables, Chris Weldon

sees this competition as positive. "I

like the sense of good-natured

competition thatmy fellow

viewers foster."

Really, nothing beats the

suspense of a close round of Final

Jeopardy or the fun of the Audio

Daily Double. Again, everyone is

welcome to come.

commonly cited excuse for CC's
lack ofcrowd enthusiasm, but feel

that this excuse is not entirely

valid.

"Even on the block plan people
need a study break, and athletic

events can be relaxing," said

Shipp. "There are a few people in

classes from hell who still come to

games, and others who never
attend all year."

Hewell believes that the main
factor in CC's lack of school pride
and enthusiasm is its lack of

tradition. He claims that existing

traditions make it easier for other

schools to draw crowds in support
of athletic teams. "We need to

work together as a campus to

leave a legacy and make our own
traditions," he urged.

TheZoo feels that Colorado
College, while it may not have a
history of spirit, does have
potential. They cite the increased

game attendance over last year
and the fact that students to join in

when cheers are started.

Leaders of both the Zoo and
cheerleading team feel that their

groups have received the support
of the school and some of the

students, but that now they need
students' participation, whether it

be on the cheerleading team or in

the crowd.

"We've heard some good
things and had some support, but
these supporters are afraid to be
seen. We need them to cone out
of the woodwork and show up for

some events," said Shipp.

Symposium attracts
speakers, entertainers

The 1991 symposium on "The

Future" willfeature nineteen

speakers and performersfrom across

the nation who will perfom during

Symposium Week,Jamary7-tt,

Following are intriguing tidbits on

four of the distinguished gusts. The
Features section ofThe Catalyst has

printed introductions on the other

guestsin past issues.

ANDYUPPMAN is the

Associate Director of theMedia
Laboratory at MITand is

responsible for research

programs in the lab that address
the future of television, movies,

consumer entertainment

systems, and multi-media

workstations. He has also been
involved with the development

of high definition television

systems for production and
distribution, techniques to

contain feature-length movies on
compactaudio-discs, and home
information systems that literally

composetelevision programs

on-the-fly as they are viewed. He
hasparticipated in

Congressionaland international

discussionson rommunications,

American competitiveness and

the future of television.

AMORYLOVTNS is one of
the Western world'smost

renowned energy experts, active

in formulating energy policy in

some twenty countries over as

manyyears. In 1985, Mr. Lovins,

alongwith his wifeand

colleague Hunter, cofounded

RockyMountain Institute in

Snowmass, an independent

nonprofit foundation which

fosters resource efficiencyand
global security. It isnow one of

the leading energy institutes in

the world, providing

information on newways to

save electricity to organizations

in over 30 countries. Newsweek

called Lovins "one of the

Western world'smost influential

energy thinkers," and 77k Wall

Street Journal's Centennial Issue

nameshim among 39 people in

the world most likely to change

the course of business in the ^s.

BRUCE MURRAYisa
professor of planetary science at

the California Institute of

Technology and a former director
of theNASA Jet Propulsion

Laboratory. He is co-founder (with
Carl Sagan) of the Planetary

Society, a worldwide non-profit

organization of 125,000 members.
Murray was a co-investigator on
Mariner 4 which flewby Mars in

1965, the first television probe to

another planet, and he has been
involved with successiveMariner
flybys ofMars, Venus, and
Mercury. He is now at work with
French and Soviet scientists and
engineers on a novel Mars balloon

probe planned as part of the Soviet

1994 MarsMission. Among his

many books isNavigating the

Future (1975).

STUARTNEWMANis
professor of cell biology, anatomy

and medicine atNew York

Medical College, Valhall,NY and

a member of the executive council

of the Committee for Responsible

Genetics, a Boston-based public

interest group. He recently gave

invited testimony beforethe

Judiciary Committee, US. House
of Representatives, on patenting of

transgenic animals in which he

argued "thatanimal patenting is

bad science, bad for science, bad

for agriculture, and ultimately

detrimental to our productive

interactions with nature." He
serves on advisory panels for the

National Institutes of Health,

National Council of Churches,and
Friend s of the Earth.

CLARENCE PAGE has been a

columnist in the Chicago Tribune's

"Perspective" section and a

member of the newspaper's

editorial board since 1984. His

column is syndicated nationally by

Tribune Media Services. In March,

1989, Clarence Page wasawarded
the Pulitzer Prize for

Commentary, and in August 1989,

he was presented an award at the

Convention of the National

Association of Black Journalists for

outstanding coverage of black

people and the black condition. He
holds the new Harold Washington
Chair in Political Science at

Roosevelt University, Chicago,

and is a monthly contributor of

essays to the MacNeU/Lehrer
News Hour on PBS.

RUTH SIDEL is professor of

sociology at Flunter College of the

City University ofNew York She
has lectured widely In the United

Statesand in other countries on
women's issues and social policy.

She has made numerous study

visits to the people's Republic of

China, Great Britain (to study the

National Health Service), Chile

(during the administration of

Salvador AUende), and Sweden
(under a Swedish Kennedy

Fellowship). Among her books are

TheHealth of China (1982),

ReformingMedicine Lessons ofthe

Last Quarter Century (1984), and

On HerChun Growing Up in the

Shawdows of the American Dream-

Women and Children Last, ber

landmark study of the

feminization of poverty, was
named one of the notable books of

\9S6by theNew YorkTimes Book

Review.

WALTER MEADOR has been

called a "cross between a mad
scientists, the Wizard of Qz, and a

computer expert" He is a laserist

who creates the most technically

advanced laser shows available,

sculpting beams in the airand

choreographing them to music. A
laser beam'moves through a

pattern so quickly that whatyou

see appears to be a solid image, a

consequence, Meador says, of the

"persistence of vision"

phenomenoa Meador has created

laser extravaganzas for citiesand

corporation, in art museums and

planetariums, at rock concerts and

the 1984 Olympics.

*More complete information about

Symposium participants and their

works is available at the Worner

Campus Center Information Desk
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"That's the glitch"

Knot of thoughts untangled, sorted out
By Tammy Gravenhorst

During the first week in

November, I flew to South

Carolina and spoke at the

43rd Annual Conference on

International Educational

Exchange.

The Council was particu-

larly interested in any

insight I might have gained

traveling abroad with a

physical impairment. The
topic was a hairy one for

sure, since I remembered

the communication prob-

lems I'd had with my
family, alot of them having

to do with divergent per-

ceptions of my disability

and the way it was (or was
not) to affect my experience

abroad.

Environmental column

So I was a little discon-

certed by this whole sort of

retrospective reevaluation

of my trip, not to mention

the snappy little mints that

mystically appeared on my
pillow each night of my
stay.

In examining my feelings

and deciding which were fit

to be set out for Show-and-

Tell and which weren't, I

felt as if I were walking a

tightrope between critical

judgement of my family on

a very personal level and
some sort of valid statement

about cultural context and

different ideologies.

I wracked my brain to try

to untangle this tightly

wound knot of thread into

its different pieces and

neatly lay them out in some
sort of order. Hours of

reflection went right out the

window as I met with the

organizer of my presenta-

tion and she assured me
that it would be much more
informative to shift my
focus just a bit. Damn. Too
subjective. I knew it. And I

was speaking in about an

hour. It was gonna be an

improv job.

I spoke alongside another

disabled travel-abroader, a

quadriplegic who had spent

a year working in London.

Amazingly enough, we
experienced the same sort

of shockingly different

attitudes, in spite of the fact

that our experiences took

place on opposite sides of

Trees wounded, wasted for

Christmas time festivities
By Marina Lindsey

Staff Writer

Across the country blood

is dripping from the

wounds of trees ripped

from the forest.

Although Christmas is a

festive time, people need to

refrain from holiday glut-

tony. Traditions are no
excuse for negligent prac-

tices.

The holidays are a time to

celebrate and give to others,

but performing holiday

rituals doesn't necessitate

environmental sacrifice.

Think of the trees.

We brutally hack them to

the ground and drag them
from the forest. We stuff

them into our cars and
squeeze them into our
homes. We puncture their

bark with screws to hold

them up. We cover their

branches with hideous

tinsel and colored balls.

Needle after needle

painfully falls to the floor

until the holidays are over

when we discard what is

now a dead tree.

It takes at least two years

for a tree to grow to the size

of a small Christmas tree.

There are many farms

which specialize in raising

Christmas trees. Annually

these farms harvest their

crop like a vegetable farm.

The difference is that

vegetables are a necessary

part of life; Christmas trees

are not.

If every tree that was
grown for Christmas was
replanted after the holidays,

over a billion pounds of

greenhouse gases would be

removed from the atmo-
sphere every year.

Christmas already results

in an exorbitant amount of

waste. Gift wrapping,
unnecessary product pack-

oni
tO ft)

Laundry

. J Cleaners

perpdaxd

wiU CGfQ(q«dtb*fi Tf/75/90)

1931 W. Uintah (1/2 block west ofKing Soopers)

aging, and excess food

accumulate.

Wood is burned in

fireplaces, electricity is fed

into festive lighting, and
gas is guzzled during

holiday shopping.

Some folks like to cel-

ebrate the holidays with a

plastic Christmas tree.

This is pathetic. The
world has enough plastic

clogging its landfills with-

out plastic Christmas trees.

What's the point? They are

as ascetically pleasing as a

cockroach and they have a

scent that is as festive as

your toilet seat.

Think about your respon-

sibility for the environment
and our future. Boycott

plastic trees and replant

your Christmas tree after

the holidays. Environmen-
tal consciousness should be
a part of life, not just an-

other New Year's resolu-

t ion

.

You are no longer a child.

It's time to give up Dr. Seuss.

Take your old

childrens

books to the

the Center for

Community
Service in the

basement of

Worner.

Now.

All books will be sent to

children at the Red Cross

Center

the English Channel eight

years apart.

Our objective was to

tackle the problems of

disabled traveling, and
provide some sort of insight

as to what kinds of pro-

grams might prepare stu-

dents for a different breed

of culture shock—one that

really had very little to do
with the logistical problems

(like accessibility) that you
might, no, DEFINITELY
expect to run into.

See, that's the glitch. We
had both been prepared to

handle the extra flights of

stairs and the crumbling

sidewalks. But at least as far

as my scenario's concerned,

I don't think it crossed the

most brilliant of minds to

warn me to open myself up
to the bombardment of new
ideas and perceptions that

awaited me as I descended

the train steps. And it

hadn't really occured to me
either.

We both agreed that as

far out as it may sound to a

perspective host family, it

might be really beneficial to

have each member of that

family adopt a disability of

their choice for a few days.

This method, overused and
standard as it may be

beginning to seem, provides

a great bridge of under-

standing.

The family is made aware
of the fact that such an

ri«

a

enl

impairment doesn't rel

one helpless and RARci

makes one want to as s ,

role of helplessness.
Tfo

family might also do
;Vl

research the particular

impairment that will
|,e

making an impact on
t|

lives.

As for you, the stud,

is your responsibility
t

frank and honest aboui

your limitations (or l ac^

thereof), and to include,

detailed letter of iniroj,

tion prior to arrival—

o

f

that says more than

majoring in such-k-snj

interested in such-&.
su

and spend lots of time

whozit. A letter thatsit

who you are WITH asi

as WITHOUT your dial

ity, what it has meantio

your family, and how))

perceive yourself.

Because that was the

up. Everyone assumedi

since I'm well-adjusted

independent here in He

States, I'd be well-adjus

and independent in Fn

But those two key wort

assume different meanu

on either side of the Alii

tic, or on either side oft

English Channel. Andll

a different kind of cull!

shock

And the talk itself?N

single person let out

audible snore, which f
both agreed was a very

good sign.

r»

]^ouiijain Chalet

Downtown by Acacia Park
633-0732 226 N. Tejon

CC's Outdoor Connectioi
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spotlight writer serves C.C., community

^ ^m* giving ofmen^elves to other of life, and shuttine them nut hv r . .'
'

^JennyRiggs

fc
phUanfhropy Chairfor Delta

001, Avail Rothrock is one of

Calenders in community service.

t is an Admission Offkelniem,a

mber of the English Student

Injury Board, a member of

wen's Leadership Training

(W1LT1), in the French honor

jtry Pi Alpha Phi, on The Catalyst

lini on the Dean's List. Averil

sled to France with C.C.'s

and iws a Resident Assistant

ring herjunioryearand during

tpist summer session. The

owing is an excerptfrom an

noim with Averil:

rVhat are your duties as

ilanthropy Chair?

fs actually called Foundation

lair because nationally our

ilanthropy is organized under

pFoundation. It includes

clarshipsand loans available

Xj's, fundraisers thatwe do,

1 community service. They're

important, but ifs the last part

at I like the best I get to work
h people in the community
ko are really amazing. And

Ivith the people on campus who
\Bdoing amazing things, really

giving of themselves to other
people. I knew when I took over
this office that I was interested in

it, but the moreyou do it the more
you really get into it. Ifs really

inspiring.

What kind of activities have
you done lately?

December has been a really

busy month. Our Blind Skier

Guide program is getting undo-
way and members are being

trained to be guides. Our pledges
participated in the Carol Sing at

Shove Chapel with all the Greek
pledges. Lots of people were
involved in setting that up and it

was a really neat way to

introduce the pledges to

community service. The new
Center for Community Service

has been instrumental in helping

to arrange things like that I think

ifs really helping lots of areas of
the campus to get involved, and
I'm glad to see the Administration

supporting it Other things this

month have been caroling at

senior citizens' homes with the

Kappa Sigmas and an omament-
making party with the Deaf and
Blind School. They were both
very successful, and a lot of fun!

What has your community
service contributed to your
experience at CC?

Ifs helped me seebeyond the

little world we callCC I think

part of the liberal arts experience

is seeing yourself in a greater

context Seeing what other people

have to deal with makes me feel

very fortunate, and it also makes
me feel responsible for helping,

and for creating change. AtCC
you're supposed to open your
eyes and look and think for

yourself. You can't shut out parts

NeedA Ride?

of life, and shutting them out by
default is just as bad. Ifs just

rounded everything out really.

And I also think that atCC ifs
very easy to think internationally

and concern yourself with global
issues, which is of course

important, but at the same time
we have to look at our domestic
policy and whafs happening
here! And I think the Center for

Community Service fosters that.

How would you describe your
experience abroad?

Oh, my gosh - fantastic! Ifs

hard to get it all in words I mean,
there are hard times, but going
abroad is one of the most positive

things you can do with your
opportunities atCC You find out
so much more about yourself,

and about life. My french family

was absolutely the best! And I

liked sharing and discussing the

whole experience with the other

CC students on the program. I

would really like to go back, both
to France and Europe in general.

We traveled all over Europe after

the program ended, and it was
just incredible! Seeing everything

in Italy and Greece completely

gave me a reason for surviving

three blocks of Renaissance

Culture!

Are you glad you were a

Resident Assistant?

Yes. It was something I really

wanted to do. I grew a lot, I

learned a lot, I met a lot of really

special people...I really respect

Residential Life, too. I mean,CC
is really lucky to have a lot of

really strong elements, like the

Admission Officeand the Office

of Residential Life. And people

who really care about their jobs.

RA-ing really involved me in the

campus It was really great to

contribute to students'

experiences here. RA-ing during

the regular year and over the

summer were really different Ifs

a lot more relaxed over the

summer, a lot more stress-free.

I'm actually glad I did both. And
now I'm glad I live off-campus'

Whai do you see as important

in your involvement in WLT1?
Women's issues are becoming

increasingly important to me as

I'm about to leaveCC and go out

HAPPILY ABROAD-Averil Rothrock, this week's senior
spotlight, relaxes during her spring trip in Madrid, Spain.

Photo Courtesy of Averil Rothrock

into that "real world." In high

school I never felt any
discrimination because I was
female. In college I've become
more aware, still not through any
direct instances, but through class

and through other students.

WLT1 helps women students look

at the issues, or better yet try to

figure out what the issues are and
how to deal with them. And ifs

all on a very individualistic level.

Ifs sharing experiences and
thoughts, as well as getting

practical advice and connections.

What is your major and why
did you choose it?

I'm an English major with a

minor in Contemporary French

Studies I've always loved to

write, and loved my English

classes all through high school. I

liked history, too, so I wasn't sure

which one to choose. But I took a

lot of English classes and I was
hooked. The department here is

really high quality. I actually

enjoy writing my papers, even

though my bio friends think I'm

crazy. I think either history or

English would have fostered the

same analytical writing and

ARS AHEAD
HAIR DESIGN

Unlimited tanning

$40 for 30 days
(offer expires Dec 31)

15 % off all services with CC ID

118 NTejon, Suite 301 /T^r CCO
Above Old Chicago's "DD mDDD£

thinking skills. But I've really

enjoyed the literature.

How have you felt about
being on the English Advisory
Board?

Oh, it's been really interesting.

I've really appreciated seeing how
a department organizes and runs

itself. And ifs been nice to be a
student voice in decisions, such as

hiring and requirements. Ifs also

a great way to get to know the

professors in your department

better. Through the English

Advisory Board, I got on theCC
Literature Awards Committee.

That whole process was great

experience: reading proposals,

interviewing,, and deciding in

collaboration with faculty and

students on the committee.

What are your future plans?

Well, I'm applying to law

schools, and depending on where

I get accepted I will either go right

away or take some time off. I've

always considered law, and I

recently did an internship down
at the courthouse which really

confirmed my feelings. I would

like to go to the University of

Washington because I'm from

Seattle and eventually want to

live in that area. It's also a very

good law school. I'm also

interested in teaching , and in the

education system in America.

Somehow I will be involved in

that at some point in my life.

Any last words?

Hmmm. Ifs kind of funny to be

on the other side of that question.

Yes, I have some final words. Go
to the B.AS.H.! And do

something nice for someone you

don't know over the holidays.

A note on the senior spotlight

selection process: The spotlighted

seniors are nominated by faculty,

administration, and staff. The

nominations aresent to Karin Kinney

in the Tutt Alumni House, iu}io then

forwards them to the spotlight writer

to arrange an interview.
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Student concerns about symposium speakers

Diversity is lacking in

symposium speakers
bv Tamar Ehrlich and Liza Burke

Have you opened your Symposium brochure on "The

Future?" Only two women and two people of color will be

speaking. Disappointed, we spoke with Eli Boderman,

Chair of the Symposium Committee, to discuss two issues:

tne pitiful lack of diversity of speakers, and the absence of

issues about women and people of color in the future.

Basically, the budget is spent, schedule is set...it's too late to

fix the
boo-boos. Lefs mull over the issues and see what we

can do now.

He explained to us that the Committee invited several

women speakers who chose not to participate. For what-

ever reasons, be it the wording of his invitation, the Sym-

posiums focus, or the monetary incentives, Eli's initial

attempt failed.

Diversity should have been his priority. He should have

contacted those women and people of color again, letting

Ihem know the importance of their voices to us. He should

have continued his search, inviting other women and

people of color. He did not fulfill his responsibility of

bringing women and people of color to C.C
Some students have suggested that perhaps the speakers

invited are the best "authorities" in their fields and just

happen to be mostly white men. First, all fields of study

include well-educated, interesting women and people of

color— "authorities." Second, who determines our "au-

thorities?" On our campus, we should take the initiative to

define our own authorities, and not tacitly accept the status

quo. If we value diversity, our authorities can be those who
will share varied perspectives.

Where are such issues as reproductive technology,

ecofeminism, changing demographics, or racism in the

twenty-first century in "The Future?" The committee chose

to take a more "scientific" approach than in previous years.

The new slant, however, need not exclude other relevant

issues. What does their absence imply about our future?

In planning next year's Symposium, Eli and the Sympo-
sium Committee should not forsake the college's commit-
ment to diversity. However, we all share in the responsibil-

ity of developing a Symposium that attracts diverse

perspectives and opinions. We see two options for the

"politically-correct" go-getter: 1) make a stink about this

year's Symposium. 2) don't let this happen next year—
suggest speakers, themes, and find out where your
money's going.

Why no women?
by Susan Williams

There has been a terrible mistake. Whoever printed up
the brochure we all received for the Symposium in January
forgot to put all the women's names in that will speak.
Thafs what I though at first. Surely that could be the only
explanation behind the fact that there is only one woman
speaker and one woman performer, amidst the seventeen
men listed. I am shocked, outraged, and even embarrassed
to attend such a symposium. Could this have really hap-
pened? Are any other students, female or male as angry as
lam?

The truly ironic subject of the Symposium, "The Future,"
now seems to leave me cold after the realization that
women are virtually not included. This exclusion of
*omen from the panel of speakers seems to suggest that

"omen cannot speak about the future.

keep thinking of my options. I could turn in my ticket
a™ stay home for the Symposium. I could go to the only
woman speaker more than once in an attempt to under-
stand a woman's view about the subject. But she is only
°ne woman, who cannot possibly illuminate the subject as
ve, or six, or seventeen women might do. I could go to the
l^posium and attend, and listen to an almost exclusively
Ne panel for a week tell me what the future is. But I

^notdothis.

wonder if the rest of the faculty, students and commu-
ty can do this. Can we continue to allow our lives to be so
a.tantiy one-sided? I cannot disregard the fact that the

°' male speakers to female speakers is so skewed. I

not only angry, but afraid if we accept this attempt at

ARE YOU SURE VIE MINT M0VIN6?!

Symposium concerns addressed

sMting women out of the Symposium.

A number of people have
expressed to me a concern

about the unusually low
number of women participants

in this year's Colorado College

Symposium. I share the

concern and so do other

members of the Symposium
Committee, a committee

which, by the way, is com-

posed of three men and five

women.
Why so few women in this

year's Symposium? Attracting

outstanding participants for

the Symposium is very diffi-

cult; attracting outstanding

women, even more so. Many
people assume that all you
have to do to get someone to

come to the Symposium is to

invite them here. Wrong. The
people we invite are besieged

with invitations, and the

Many people assume
that all you have to do
to get someone to

come to the Sympo-
sium is to invite them
here. Wrong.

women we invited are over-

whelmed by them. In absolute

numbers, women are still not

well represented in a number
of fields, fields that the Com-
mittee decided were especially

critical for this year's Sympo-
sium. The demands on women
who have distinguished

themselves in these fields are

enormous. Thus the high

refusal rate. This year we were

turned down by the vast

majority of the women we
invited.

Last spring, on behalf of the

Symposium Committee, I sent

out an announcement to all

members of the College

community inviting sugges-

tions for possible Symposium
participants. (Additionally, we

sent letters to departments

requesting suggestions.) We
pursued all suggestions,

especially for women and
minority participants, that

were given to us. But not

many were given. Many of the

women we did write to were
suggested by members of the

Symposium Committee. Of the

few potential participants

suggested by students, all

were men. We did invite two,

and they accepted.

We did not receive any
suggestions from those who
now express their concern

about the number of women
and minority participants, but

we would welcome their

suggestions in the future, as

we have told them. I would
suggest that for next year,

soon after the Symposium
topic for 1992 has been voted

on, all of you who read this

letter send the Symposium
Committee a list of people you

think would be especially

appropriate and exciting to

have for that program. 1 assure

you, the Symposium Commit-

tee will give each and every

one of your suggestions very

careful consideration. We
welcome input and assistance,

but we need it early in order to

have any chance at all of

getting participants. We have

very little flexibility in dates

and the people we write to are

frequently booked a year or

two ahead of time. The more
suggestions the better because

we often do not get our 1st,

2nd, or even 3rd choices on a

given topic.

The gender and race of

Symposium participants,

however, are not the only

problems we ought to be

concerned about. The lack of

large numbers of students in

the audience is another. Far

too many students are inter-

ested in credits and grades -

period. Intellectual or cultural

engagement outside of the

classroom without credits or

grades does not have much
allure. The more fundamental

question, therefore, might be -

how do we create a more
vibrant campus culture and
how can the Symposium best

contribute to it? If this year's

Symposium leads to a discus-

sion of these issues, then

perhaps it will have succeeded

in a more fundamental way.

We did not get the number
of women and minority

participants for this year's

Symposium that we had

hoped for. We have done far

better in the past and we will

redouble our efforts to do
better in the future. With your

help, I think we can. What
saddens me, however, is that

Far too many students

are interested in credits

and grades - period.

Intellectual or cultural

engagement outside of

the classroom without

credits or grades does
not have much allure.

some of the women students I

have spoken to feel that no one

who is a white male can ever

say anything of relevance to

them. We want more women
and minorities. Race and

gender are important. But so

are attempts to build a com-

mon human ground, wherever

they come from— and as

imperfect as any particular

attempt might be. Let us

remember the few things that

may still unite us in addition

to the many things that

continue to divide.

Eli Boderman
Symposium Director
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What is the future of cheerleading at CC?
By David Hewell

TheCC CheerleadingTeam

made its debut soon after return-

ing from Christmas break last

year.

The response from the campus

could not have been more

positive. We proved that all the

stereotypes some people had

feared were just that, worthless

stereotypes. Our women were not

the ditzes that everyone feared

(Does such a creature exists here

anyway?!), and our men were

obviously there to help perform

entertaining stunts, not to show

how many times they could

swivel their hips, or wrists.

After successful tryouts at the

end of last year, the new members

sat down with the old and

discussed what the goals would be

for the following year. That we

would make this program work,

despite the time requirements of

the block plan, was our most

important goal.

We cut our practices to

mandatory training sessions twice

per week. Because the stunts used

in male/female cheerleading are

so much fun, as well as inter-

squad competitive, most of this

year's team practiced outside of

the mandatory practices. This was

done for their own enjoyment and

on their own initiative.

One of the results of our

primary goal was the idea that

cheerleaderswould be welcome to

leave the team after sport seasons,

providing them with the opportu-

nity to participate in other

activities.

After football season we lost

two of our men to the basketball

team, and four of the five women
decided to leave for various

reasons. Of these four, three

would like tocome back for

football season next year, and the

fourth,my beloved partner, is

graduating with the rest of her

senior class next semester.

A banner now hangs in

Worner Center depicting a

tombstone over the recently

buried cheerleading team because

our recruiting efforts for a new

team have been disastrous. Last

block we set out to recruit men for

the rest of the year.

We put advertisements in the

Worner Box of every male student

and hung banners with eye

catching artwork. I spoke with the

football team, Kappa Sigmas, fijis,

and Phi Delts, hoping the personal

approach would get some results

We had received indications that

as many as ten guys were inter-

ested in giving tryouts a chance.

The team then waited on the

advertised day for them to come.

Not a single person came.

We fought back and went after

a few individuals more aggres-

sively. We had hoped to enlarge

the team so that not all cheerlead-

ers would have to cheer at every

scheduled game, thus making it

even easier to be on the team.

After a while we hoped we had

enough men interested to provide

partners for the women who

would soon be trying out. We
hung banners in Womer Center,

as well as all the large dorms,

made gym reservations and

arrangements for judges and

waited for the women to respond.

On the advertised first day of

tryouts a week ago we had two

women show.

One might suggest that any

mentally sane person would

perhaps take this as a sign that the

program should be allowed to die

a quiet death. If the students don't

seem to want or care about it, why
bother to try and save it? Iflfelt

this was the case I wouldn't be

wastingmy time writing this

article. Besides, this is too good of

a movement to give up.

'Movement' might be a tad

melodramatic, but the results have

been too impressive to describe it

as anything else. Take a moment

to compare this year to previous

years. Attendance figures for

many of the sports, not just the

newly revamped football pro-

gram, have been up. People went

to the football games this year, not

just because they were avid fans of

the sport, but because they

enjoyed the overall experience.

Approximately 300 people

filled the El Pomar gym stands to

take part in the first Tiger Spirit

Rally this last homecoming. We
had designed our show thinking

we would have to persuade the

people into cheering with us. To

our, and a lot of other people's

amazement, thecrowd was up on

their feet screaming their heads off

from the moment theMC stepped

outon the floor. At thatmoment I

was convinced we were here to

stay.

We have everything a

cheerleading team needs to be

successful on this campus. Funds

have been provided by interested

alumni, and the school administra-

tion has been nothing but support-

ive. Most importantly, we have

had the support of our fellow

students. I realize that some

people could care less about ever

going to watch a game or worry

about whether we have cheerlead-

ers or not

Thafs fine and OK, our

diversity isone of the positive

attributes of Colorado College.

However, there has been too

much positive feedback from

students about our program to

believe that they are the majority.

Your college years should not

only entail studying your butt off

and attending a few parties now

and then. Iam amazed dailyby

the diversity of our studentsand

how many campus activities there

are for people to become involved

in. As I wrote above, thafs great

What disappointsme is the lack of

a campus community.

I fear that, in the future, too

many of us will look back and

only remember the things we did

as individuals at Colorado

College, not the fun we had
together as a campus. Don't think

to yourself, "Thafs the way I feel

too, but no one else here seems to,"

because you would be sadly

mistaken. Whether you join the

cheerleading team, or attend a

game and show your enthusiasm,

you will make a difference here

and you're not alone!

We need YOU. If you're a male

reader, you've got to consider

trying out for the team. If you've

seen what we do and it looked like

we were having fun, don'tyou at

least owe it to yourself to find out

more about the program? We
realize you probably never

thought about becoming a

cheerleader because all you ever

saw were women cheerleaders

back in high school.

Co-ed college level

cheerleading is a rapidly growing

national sport and co-ed teams are

quickly filtering through to high

schools. The stunts you've seen us

do, or on ESPN, require coordina-

tion and technique more than they

do brute strength. Yes, you are

probably strongenough to make a

good cheerleader. Besides, you've

probably been looking for

something to motivate you in to

lifting some weights anyway.

Ifyou are a female reader, you

don't have to be an anorexic strap

ofwood in order to do the stunts

with your partner. You do need to

be physically healthy and UCA
guidelines suggest a weight of less

than 125 pounds for safety. Yes,

you can learn the stunts. We have

the technical training from

summer camp and help is always

available from our friends on the

Air Force Academy team, one of

the top ten cheerleading teams in

the nation.

To both genders, the worry of a

great time commitment is un-

founded. The 3 to 4 hours per

week of 'mandator/ practice is

minimal. Yes, you will probably

want to practice more than that on

yourown, but ifyou really enjoy

something you're involved in, do

you worry about the time in-

volved? My homework is usually

a time commitment, going to a

party never is.

Consider coming to tryouts

next week and see ifyou enjoy it.

If not for the cheesy school spirit

reasons, do it for yourself. Ififs

I

hei

not for you, then at least yo^
offered your time to a wonW
and you willbe thanked for

coming. Cheerleading is too^
fun to not consider trying it

A number of cheerleaders

this year's team will be in Wt

Center during lunch and diij

on Monday, and during rur^

Tuesday. We will be showing

video tapes of other teams that

great to watch whether you^
want to.cheer or not, and wey
be available for signing up

artf

answering any questions you

might have. We will try to i^
ourselves from jumping on y^
and forcing you to come to by

next block. Trust us.

The easy thing to do would

give up on this whole

cheerleading and school spirit

idea. But then again, the most

rewarding things in life are setij

easily earned. Over this holiday

break, think of the type of scrd

you want Colorado College
tofc

Are we going to continue

institution where academicsanj

individual interests are the only

elements of the college expert

Perhaps we can continueb

succeed in these important

activities, but also take the

opportunity to step back, a

life a little together, and not tak

ourselves quite so seriously. I

know I'm not the only one who

firmly believes we are fully

capable of the latter.

Lastly, we would like to hes

from you. Ifyouwant

cheerleading and its related

experiences to continue hereat

CC , or ifyou think this is a slug

waste of time that isn't needed!

an academic institution likeCC

voice your opinion. Remembs

changes don't just happen,

make them happen. Either™

to us ,WB #593, or publish yw

thoughts in the Catalyst 1'

afraid that ifwe don't get return

from these last efforts,

cheerleading will indeed havet

take a leave of absence Pie

don't allow this to happea

eh

of i

uss<

r,v

The way it is
by Mark Fiore

The Future
WW \i rr,»
WHAT win n

ENTWL KCC7

AT CC, 6?MKHIPS WILL

TRMiSfORT PUNCTUAL

STUDENTS to m FROM

CLASS.

Wt WILL SEE A

LARGER MODERNIZE
OMWS ,ANt>

A PAIW tuition HIKE

PAYABLE IN UNIQUE

CC. DOLLARS!

A womb with a view

by Marc Phillips

10. Granolas Get Out of My College

9. Eat It

8. Muskrat Love

7. The Saddam Shuffle

6. Take Me Out to the Hockey Game.

5. Women, Women, Just Go Away

4. Exxon, I Love You

3. Ballad of Mt. Baldy

2. I Got Rocks in My 'Stocks

1. If I Only Had a Fake I.D.
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yyelve throbbing twats
^wdfthdayofChiist-

„,„ true
love gavetome,

'. ,_u:— twats; eleven

|*
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assholes;
ten tubs of titties,

gn tubs of titties, what?

Jnip
plesuckthetit! Bitethe

su* the titi... seven sleezy

gjsjxty-nineis; five flying

.four French
fucks;... two

| fuckers; and a hand job

Isn't worth a fuck-worth a

as walking
homeat

(ximately nine o'clock this

„ accompanied, of course,

lotherperson AsweaU

women must never walk

we must always carry our

je (never
tied around our

because they could be used

adulation), keys, mace,

Br walk with
another. This is

we are trained.

', or maybe not, I was

ling to campus from a

jug meeting celebrating the

[assWade decision. At the

ofthemeetinglbeganto

a project that lam cur-

forking on dealing with

lablishment and the imple-

ttionofa support group for

31 survivors of sexual

It I was ventingmy

frustration that while we have
explicity designed the ground-

work for such a group, there

"appears" to be no money for its

enactment We have exhausted

our resources and become
increasingly frustrated as it has

become more apparent that this

institution will not acknowledge

and take responsibility for the

violent acts committed on this

campus againstwomen- rape.

On our walk back to campus
tonight I was thinking about the

treatment of women and what

could possibly be the reason that

someone would not deem this

support group important or

necessary enough to fund it. I

know that it is areality that I must
incorporate the precaution of rape,

violence, and harrasment intomy
everyday life I do not walk alone;

I check the back seat ofmy car

before entering; I live in fear of

beingan "easy target' no matter

what choices I make. I, as a

woman in this society, have to live

like that. It is difficult forme to

accept that there is absolutely "no

money" for the support I am
asking.

On our walk back to campus
we heard chanting, but could not

make out the words We followed
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the voices to the fraternity quad
where we saw approximately

thirty men standing on the steps of

Kappa Sigma yelling, in unison,

the lyrics which opened this letter.

I was subsequently informed that

this is a yearly Christmas tradition.

Ironically, two days ago Kappa
Sigma pledges partidpated in a

date rape workshop.

I am bom infuriated and
threatened by the violence and
treatment of women that takes

place. Iam even more infuriated

and threatened that this institution

not only ignores it, but that it

seems to endorse it If the words
that I heard chanted tonight were
anti-Semitic I believe people

would be outraged. If Chicano/a

students were harrassed and
threatened by groups of White

men, I believe people would be

outraged. If the "Twelve Days of

Christmas" was rewritten about

Afro-Americans and lynchings I

believe people would be outraged.

I do not understand why women
are treated as half- people;

behavior that passes for "accept-

able treatment' of women is

judged by a lower standard than

for other people. This is not

acceptable.

It is crudal to ask what is really

at stake. In denying the money
necessary to implement a support

group for women survivors of

sexual violence, this institution is

essentially denying the fact that

rape exists on this campus. This is

dangerous. The second

fundemental question that must
be asked is what are the underly-

ing values ofan institution that

condones this ongoing behavior

on its property but wul not

provide funds for a support group

concerning one of the most vital

issues in a woman's life.

Iam not sure what you plan on

doing about this, but it can not

continue this way. I do not know
how much more violence and

abuse people will choose to ignore.

I do not know how many more
women will be raped before this

institution will see the crime is not

only in the rape but in the choice to

look the other way.
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A farewell, a hello, and a wish
By Orion Poplawski

Well, here we are, the very last Catalyst of the semsester, and the

end ofan era. The era of Al Decker as Editor-in-Chief. While 1

readily admit that Al had his failings (we are all human,and
presumaby, it is human to err) as an editor, 1 also believe he
brought an open quality to the paper that was very refreshing. As
much as anyone might believe otherwise, there wasno secret

agenda that we all secrctely followed. In fact, there really wasn't
any agenda at all. And that, is the crux of the whole issue. We ran
everything that was submitted, barring libel and mistakes, so
perhaps our railings lay in precisely what was not submitted. In

what we did not solidt Anyways, farewell Al, I wish you luck in
all your endeavors.

We step now into the era of Jen Webster, and tilings are getting

organized. The paper is really going to have a focus We are going
to go out and get those issues, and perhaps even make a few of our
own. Whether this will offend any less than the previous method
will have to be seen. But no matter what, we are all going to try our
best. Please forgive our mistakes for what they will be, mistakes.

Remember, this paper is meant to serve enveryone in this college

community. If you don't like what were doing, drop us a letter. Or
better yet, become involved. We are all nice people down here. We
are just kids trying to make this whole thing work

I wish everyone well during the winter festivities, may you all

come back with the promise of a new year full in your hearts.

Do you dread Christmastime?

By Niki Pierson

Iam not looking forward to the holidays. Do you all have the

same problem? It seems to me that the stress of laving to be
cordial and trying to get along with our families and making it

seem like the traditional Christmascs or Hannukkahs in the story

books is just too much of a hassle. I always end up feeling kind of

empty after denying that I am not stupendously happy for a few
days.

I do not fee] likea scrooge or a grinch, I just do not like the

obligations of the winter holidays. I fantasize about a Christmas

that is not only the most important retail season of the year, but

alsoa time for enjoying your family and as a season ofgivingand
the most restive time of the year...blah Jjlah, blah. Its never like

that.

Maybe Iam the only one who would rather skip from Novem-
ber 1 5th to January 2nd every year. I do kind of wonder though, if

there aren't more people out there like me, who are trapped into

pretending they are having the time of their lives because they

can't shake their idealism (and the feeling that they must have a

thoughtful home-made present for everyone they know).

O.K. Ihavealwaysladarm)blcmwitndiffcTcntiating

between my ideal fantasy of how life should be and how it actually

is. Hell, I still think that as soon as I get a diploma all my problems

will fix themselves.

Maybe the people who have mastered the holidays are the ones

who ignore them Most of us might think them rude, no?

Hmmmmm....

Community service is about caring
By Gabriel Pando

Initially, I was chosen to write

this article because I was perceived

as being different

Different in the way that I

thought aboutcommunity service

and the reasons that Iam involved

in community servicecompared

to...compared to-I don't know
who they were comparingme to. I

was reminded that I am in a

FRATERNITY, I hang out with

DIFFERENTPEOPLE, and I do

THINGS a little DIFFERENTLY.

Granted, Iam flattered for being

asked to write an article about my
experiences with community

service, but I don't think I should

have been chosen to write this

article because Iam different.

One thing I have learned from

my community service experi-

ences is that people are not really

different, only their circumstances

are. Ifyou could strip away the

superficial outer layer that

everybody has, you could see that

there really is no difference. The

reasons that I am involved in

community service are no

different than anybody else's

reasons for doing community

service In fact, 111 bet that ifyou

would ask a thousand people why
they participate in community

service projects you would get the

same answers over and over

again.

I believe that these answers

would revolve around the central

theme of caring; people caring

about other people, the earth, and

the future. It is a trait ofhuman
nature to care about something,

anything. What makes people

different is how they choose to

focus their caring.

I, myself, had never voluntarily

taken part in a community service

project until my sophomore year

in college. Ifs not that I didn't care,

but my circumstances were

different Believe it or not, I

became really involved in commu-
nity service through my fraternity.

If it wasn't for the fraternity I know
I wouldn't be as involved in

community service.

I would like to promote a new
program that I started last year,

The Alternative Block-break for

Community service Trip (The

ABC Trip). This program tries to

get more people at our school

involved in community service. It

is designed after the FOOT Trips,

but instead of introducing first

year students to the wilderness of

Colorado, it introduces them to

community service in Colorado.

continued on parg 12
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Ching's competence questioned

To the Editor:

Although I have never chosen

to use the editorial pages as a

forum for entering into debate, I

feel that I must respond to

Stephanie Ching's criticism of

Mark daze in the Dec. 7 issue of

theCatalyst Asa two year

member ofCCCA, I have served

on the Executive Board with both

Mark Glazeand Stephanie Ching.

I served as Executive Vice

President, and I think 1 can offer

some insight regarding her

accusations involving the Mark

Glaze and the CCCA. Iwasin

attendance at the meeting that Mr.

Glaze informed the council of his

position as Business Manager of

the Catalyst, and Ms. Ching has

distorted the fads. Her aim is to

characterize Glaze as being

unethical, but she suggests more

about her own particular brand of

leadership.

True, Glaze served as Business

Manager for a short period when

the publication was unable to hire

anyone to fill this position, but Ms.

Ching failed to mention that Glaze

addressed the full council before

he accepted this positioa Even he

stated that holding the two jobs

concurrently would be a violation

of the constitutional by-laws, but

the council decided to allow him

to accept the job.The decisionwas

based upon a couple of crucial

factors not mentioned by Ching.

first, the council understood the

job was temporary, which it was.

Secondly, there was not a feeling

on the council that holding both

jobs was a conflict of interest

I find myself reeling in disbelief

that Stephanie Ching is publically

making this criticism. If Stephanie

Ching had any objection to this

"unethical" behavior, she did not

express it at that particular

meeting, nor any subsequent

meetings. More importantly, she

was in the best position to

highlight this breech of ethics as

the Parlimentarian. Her failure to

mention this then, and dwell on it

now, suggests one thing she was

negligent in her duties. Glaze

might well be intimidating, but he

is not above criticism and has

always taken his responsibility to

CCCA seriously. He gave the

entire council, includingMs.

Ching, the opportunity to object,

yet she was silent

Another point that I find

interesting is that Ms. Ching was

unable to find the minutes for that

meeting. There is no question that

this subject was raised, and her

inability to provide documenta-

tion to support her claims reflects

poorly on herself. Not being able

to find these crucial minutes

suggests a great deal about

Stephanie Ching and her ability as

a leader. If she couldn't find

anything in the minutes, it is her

fault since oneofherdutiesas

Parliamentarian was taking

minutes at all CCCA meetings.

Finally, I have a severe problem

with Ms. Ching's accusations

Alumnus to withold contributions
Dear President Gresham South African system, regardless

Riley & Members of the ofwhether such support is

Board of Trustees: symbolic or financial. CC's public

rationale for its retention of its

I think the education I received

atCC was second to none,and I

still cherish the memoriesofmy
tenure asbeing among thebest in

my life. Even so, I do not intend to

make the modest contribution I

could afford to CC's Annual

Fund. Your latest Annual Fund

brochure says, "Excuses won't cut

it" Allow me, then, to giveyou a

couple of reasons—one determi-

native, the other minorbut not

insignificant—why Iam withhold-

ing any contributions

First, I find the Board's continu-

ing refusal to divest itself of

holdings in in companies with

direct investments in South Africa

to be inexplicable and inexcusable.

While no one is arguing against

the proposition thatCC must be

financially well-managed and

fiscally sound, the fact remains

thatCC is not a business. It is,

rather, a prestigious institution of

higher education whose primary

responsibilities lie in the moral and

educational spheres. The bottom

line cannotbe discarded,but

neither is it dispositive of the

College's actions. In other words,

CC cannotand should notbe run

accordingtorheforteand WaU

Street Journal notions of corporate

responsibility.

CC's divestiture of its South

African interests clearly would be

largely symbolic in effect None-

theless, there can be no excuse for

any kind of support for the current

South African interests—the

maintenance of corporate presence

by outsidersand economic

support for blackworkers—is

particularly pallid in view of the

repeated rejection of this rationale

by leaderson the order of

Desmond Tutu and Nelson

Mandella. There are many other

sound investments into which

CC's South African interests may
be placed without any breach of

the Board's fiduciary duties. CC's

refusal to take the relatively simple

step of divesting itself of financial

involvement in South Africa's

status quo at best leaves the

impression that the College retains

unspoken sympathies for South

Africa's current regime.

UntilCC changes its policy in

this regard, I cannot in good

conscience make any financial

contributions to the College-

Second, those of us who
rememberQen Turner's "Dare to

be Great" consumer scam of some

years ago find the resurrection of

that slogan for the purpose of

boosting the Annual Fund drive to

be in questionable taste at best

Nor do I think this slogan is

salvaged by the (presumably

tigerish) trilling of the second TL' I

hopeyou will reconsider this

slogan's future use.

Withal, I remain

Loyally yours,

James C Martin, '69

Ecological barbarism continij,

To the Editor

Well, Xmas is nearingand with

the arrival of this season of waste

and overconsumption things are

looking different hereon campus.

For starters, in our zeal to look

like the goodWASPY school that

ecologically sound or pefe

oriented) is that aftertw
shot posters have been »,
they cannotbe recyded dJ
inadequacy of the afona^

campus recyclingprogi,,,.

posters aremade of a foi^j

newsprint that would au^

we are, we've gotten a good bunch the loads of paper so thq|

of trees about the place. My more weight and trash faj

question is, why hasCC decided landfiU.sameasthosenify

,~ .^n,.m»inuiinwcfnr that adnm the camnnc

Letters

to the
Editor

when they arrive over one year

after the fact If she truly felt that

this was a matter of utmost

significance, why did she choose

to remain mute for so long. She

once condoned what she now

claims as unethical behavior, and

is trying to distance herself while

refusing to acknowledge her own

irresponsibility.

As someone who worked with

Ms. Ching for a year, my feeling is

that she could learn a great deal

moreby assessing her own tenure

asCCCA Parlimentarian thanby

leveling an attack at someone else.

tomowdownsome trees for

Xmas instead of gettingsome

replanteable ones? What are they

planning to do with these dead

tree clones when they're done? I

somehow doubt there is a decent

recycling program in Colorado

Springs for "used" trees judging

from the lame program our rich

college uses. Until one is found,

may I suggest ditching the trees

altogether. Can this exclusionary

Christian symbol be worth it? I

don' t see a whole lot of menorahs

frequentingWomer Center...

Along with the wasted trees in

Womer, the season of Yule has

become the time of mass amount

of signs all overWomer. Of

course,Womer has all the warmth

and atmosphere of an abortion

clinic waitingroom but spreading

posters all over it is not the

solution. In their zeal to be heard,

campus organizations and CCCA
candidates have gone full-blown

gonzo with poster making. I'm

seeing folks put up three or four

posters for one event or political

campaign. Problem is, besides the

disgusting waste of paper (by

,
some groups that profess to be

hn

ist

na

lies

that adorn the campus

So wise up folks! Find,

way to announce your n4
happenings so we don'thj,

decipher the reams andm
forestsand forests) of papa

adornWomer Center.

Also lefs get rid of thej,

trees - they're just clones

die and CC doesn't needt

contribute to more landfjj

of forgotten yuletime.

Well, I've wasted en

writing this, ifs time now
(a

editor to get his fast word

Fa la la la la, and conam

you die, with luff fromS^

The Catalyst

congratulate

To the Editor:

yN

'S(

e-rt

It's the close of anothe

semesterand thebreak-upi

rearrangement of anothsG

staff, so I'd like to simply^

congratulations for younra

the past four months.

I imagine that there wo*

errors and judgment

you would like a second da

for that is usually true i

ism at all levels. Putting tti

newspaper means that
y

asmuchinformabonaspi $
confirmand organize then p
and then write the story

the short time available.

That's frequentlya*
especially so for full-dmeS

md

Gia Crecelius

Diversity includes philosophy too
To the Editor: Personally, I havemixed

feelings towards divestment

I would like to respond to some Certainly divestment was needed

of fhe ideas contained in the cover in the past and it has proved quite

story, "Accusations of racism fly useful, but I am not sure that

over divestment," in the Decern- additional divestment is the best

ber 7 issue of The Catalyst. Among thing right not I do lean towards _r , _
fhe letters to fhe Board of Trustees supporting the divestment side of at a demanding college, tit

there was one in which a transfer theissue,butIamnotenrirely admired fhe way this Cat* p
student said she might choose to convinced by that side. Instead of

leaveCC because of its refusal to driving Phil Brown, the letter

divest from companies doing writer, and any other students or

business in South Africa. Later in prospective students to run far

the article Phil Brown says that this away fromCC, I ask them to stay

refusal "will result in students here and convinceme of their

leaving (and) fewer morally arguments. I don't like balancing

conscious students attending." between both sides of the issue as I

Both of these sentiments bother presentlyam doing, and would

appreciate some help in getting to

solid ground.

Br

me a lot. The idea of leaving CC.

or not attending becauseyou

disagree with some of its policies

seems tobe very counter-produc-

tive. Ifyou don' t like the policies

you should stay here and work to

have them changed. It would

seem tome that morally conscious

students should want to go to

school somewhere where they can

do something to improve the

moral status. The idea that people

should only go to schools, join

organizations, and hang out with

other people who share the same

politics and thoughts equals a

segregation of minds. Diversity

does not only have to mean many
different skin colors, it canand

should also mean many different

philosophies and politics. If I

might make an analogy; people

join fhe Peace Corps to help the

poor, they don't protest poverty

by moving to Beverly Hills.

Sincerely,

Jon Elsberg

more than others, has puis jn<

truly significant topicsm
covering the basic campui

community events andde

We have not alwaysagrf

then we don't have to.#
important, I find, was yW

excellent commitment top

ing a strong campus new

reflecting varied vieivpfflt

improved design, yourw

ness to print all letters ofo

and the food for
"

you all provided

Different, cont.
continued from page 11

This year twenty first year

students participated in the

program.We went to Alamosa,

Colorado and built the town's first

recycling sheds, helped out the

town'ssoup kitchen (cooking and

cleaning), and helped in cleaning

and modernizing the community

Best regards,

Joe Barber

r

Bill

It.

Id I

ng

ate

we will be able to send"*

than one ABC Trip ned)'

Finally, remember that

downyou are no differ

better, no worse than an)*

else. Community set**—

be for everyone, but I a"1 P

_ _ _ youtogetinvolved.Vo"
1

y0]

green-house. We also had a couple very surprised how ff"

of speakers talk to us about the you feel when you get

history and culture of the area and

they also tried to teach us a little

more about ourselves and our

values. Everyone had a great time

and learned a great deal about life.

Hopefully, with enough interest,

Get psyched forTfP

Get involved!

(If anyone would*
1

moreabouttheABCT*

contact me, Gabe Pan*

Womer Box #1865.)

t
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..Colorado College

uriment of Drama and

I is
presenting

prf, a play by George

l,
ner ,

this weekend in

istrong
Hall.

,athon Rosenberg, a
'

essional
director from

York, is directing the

This is Rosenberg's

ind block at C.C. He

,|it here last block and

[uen working on this

luction for about five

(S.

's the first time I've

actually directed

students," he said,

jng that he didn't

oach it very differently

his approach to

Arts
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respective war makes Woyzeck personal
partment of Drama and Dance presents thought-provoking play

professional shows.
Woyzeck was written in

the 1830's. It wasn't
performed for over a

hundred years after it was
written, but is nonetheless
an influential play in the

modern theatre movement.
"It's a play that's

considered one of the

beacons of modern drama,
and I wanted to wrestle
with it," Rosenberg said.

Buchner, who died at

twenty-three, never finished

the play, so each director

must reconstruct the story

from the scenes that exist.

The twenty-six scenes are

fragmented, and the high
number of scene changes
present a unique challenge.

For these reasons,

Rosenberg said, "It's a

difficult play both for the
actors and for me."
Curtis Saulnier (Woyzeck)

agreed that the play was
demanding. "It's easily the

"Buchner never finished

the play so each
director must
reconstruct the story

from the scenes that

exist.
-

most demanding, most
difficult theatrical

experience for me since my
sophomore year of high
school," he said. He cited a

demanding schedule, his

character's rapidly

changing emotions, and
getting into the military

mind frame as particularly

difficult aspects.

The actors had help with
the military mindset from
John Bridges, the special

military consultant.

Jonathon Knight, who plays
three separate roles in the

production, said Bridges
took the actors out to

march, made, them do push-
ups and salute, and was
very helpful in giving them
an idea of what the military

is like. Robert Lipp
(Andres) spoke of the scary

implications of this

training.

"It's ironic that we might
be in Saudi Arabia in a

month," he said. Several of

the actors said the current

prospect of war in the

Middle East brought the

play closer to home for

them, although the play

isn't specifically about war.

Despite the difficulty of the

production, actors and director

alike saw it as a positive

experience. Mercedes Tonne
(Carla), saw definite benefits of

the show.

"If s a really different show
in terms of the type of

production," she said. "It's a

good experience to be in a play

like this, because it really tests

you."

The play will be shown
December 13-15 at 8 p.m. and
December 16 at 3 p.m. in

Armstrong Hall. Tickets are

free with a n activities card at

Worner Desk.

Sang of Four in the
wentieth Century
Nathaniel Feis

Well, it has filially happened and itwas about

ne too. Gang of Four is now available onCD. Now,
only a greatest hits album, so ifs not like a catalog

release or anything, so you need not get too excited.

calledA BriefHistory ofthe Tzventieth Century,

to apompous title Iknow butwhat doyou want
First I guess I should say that Gang of Four is a

st-punkband that emerged from England in 1979

Ih the completely incredible album Entertainment!

hich I reallyhopecomes out onCD soon.) It was
id is) powerful, hard, dance music}— not like that

p dance music based entirelyon a synthesizer and
se notes thatmakes you want to fall asleep dancing
it ifs real dance music thatyou can actually enjoy
ndngto—while spewing out Marxist politics.

The band broke up somewhere around 1983 after^ in bass and drumsand style. Theirnewstyle
s a light one, though not on the same continent of
lit rock, and more soulful with the addition of back-
singers thatmade their gang more than four.

The compilation represents this progression quite
sly. All the music is great and enjoyable. Ifs pulled
"ugly from Entertainment! Half of the album is

Minted for including such classic brilliant cuts such
Anthrax" (the ultimate love song) and "Damaged
°ds." Ah, hell, they're all good. But ifs impossible
lo wish that other Entertainment! cuts such as

p," "5:45," and "Glass" and the entire live album
somehow also on the compilation.
A splendid live rendition of"WhatWe All Wartf

I the odd "Cheeseburger" follow with other quality

f interspersed throughout Since it is basically

"nological, it ends with the latest material. Of this

Mlmy favorite selections are the soulful "I Love a
jftl a Uniform" and the funkish, quirky
oniantown."

!>o, if you're into that early eighties post-punk
ac, orremotelygood music, Gang of Four is

{Styrecommended. Also, just for yourinformation
clutter yourmind, Gang of Fourhave re-formed
should have a single entitled "Money Talks" out
' AuRevQjj.

Chamber Choir and Orchestra to
fuse Sunday for winter extravaganza
By Amy Mason

Okay, people, ifs trivia

time. What comes to mind
when you think of Christmas?

Shiny bows, red-nosed

reindeers, and Grandma's
cookies? Or is it crowded
malls, slick streets, and rubber

checks?

For me, music comes to

mind at the mention of Christ-

mas. I hear carols that have
been around forever spill from

mall speakers, and hover near

church rafters across the

snowy country. Groups like

Fresh Aire spread a synthe-

sized 20th century sound of the

ancient carols from my tape

player to the hall outside.

Music is everywhere.

If you hear the music, too,

Sunday afternoon is the day for

you. The Colorado Chamber
Orchestra and the Chamber
Chorus present their Christmas

concert. The orchestra begins

the program with

Mendelssohn's First Symphony
in C minor and Concerto Number
Eightt by Corelli, also called

"The Christmas Concerto".

Following the Corelli work, the

Chamber Chorus joins the

orchestra to perform Pavane by
Faure and Haydn's Te Deum.

This is the orchestra's

second concert under the

dynamic direction of Ronald

Foster. The Chamber Chorus,

usually directed by Professor

Don Jenkins, follows the lead

of Foster for this concert.

Under his direction, the two
groups blend well and draw
the audience to feel their

music. The concert will be in

Packard Hall on Sunday,

December 16 at 3:00. It is free

to all. Come enjoy the sounds

of the season!
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There are deeper wells than those in eyes
By Shane Lief

It was perhaps a year ago

when I was in a small book-

store, sitting through old texts,

and ventured upon a book of

particular interest that dealt

with the nature of the human

auditory experience. I cannot

for the life of me remember the

title of the work or the name of

its astute author (as I chose not

to purchase the book due to

my poverty, but rather spent

the remainder of the afternoon

freely poring through the

store-shelves' treasures until

the proprietor kicked me out.)

I was left, however, with the

lasting memory of the message

I gleaned from the twenty-odd

pages I had skimmed:

throughout the history of

humanity, visual impressions

have taken precedence over

the experience of hearing.

That is to say, sight accounts

for the majority of our sense-

information, leaving the ear an

underrated organ.

In many ways, I agree

with this assertion; we use our

eyes to navigate the day's

path, making practically all

locomotive decisions based on

vision (provided, of course, we

have the blessing of sight.) As

the reader will take note, he

must shift his eyes rapidly

across the page to read these

very words. Doubtlessly,

these two "windows of the

soul" have a major role in

determining the awareness we

have of the world that sur-

rounds us.

Notwithstanding, my
personal experience has been

that, while the eyes are crucial

as agents of knowledge, ears

command a greater capacity to

convey the rich, asthetic

qualities of Nature (in the

older, esteemed sense.) As

many of those who attend

musical concerts can under-

stand, music, the sound-play

of humans, is able to transport

its audience to passionate

indulgences in fantasy and

desire-fulfilment (more

commonly known as 'jamming

ouf.) In fact, many modem
musical groups invite such

delicious raptures that they

cultivate followings of eager

listeners who, in time, become

dear to one another and

become a veritable tribe. (I'm

faintly acquainted with a

certain 'Grateful Dead' who
engenders this type of hud-

dling among its admirers.)

I witness this effect in

my friends and myself.

Strangely, it seems that

music is a powerful force

which binds people through

common auditory experi-

ence; many of my memories

are encapsulated in song,

and, likewise, I am re-

minded of distant friends

by listening to melodies I

Human Rights Day celebrated
By Kraig Uhl

Human Rights Day was

acknowledged in Shove Chapel

December 10. Bill Wagner and

Amber Jonstone combined in a

duo, withWagner playing guitar

and singing while Johnstone

played the cello, performing two

original compositions byWagner

"Stranger's Lullaby" and "Sum-

mer Song." Stacy Robinson

recited the poems 'The Early Days

of Torture" by Alex Polari, "For

Nina Simone" and "Frost Bound

Place" by James Matthew, and

"Anniversary" and "AndNow
She Is Losing Her First Tooth" by

Ariel Dorfman. All three authors

are prisoners in their countries.

Dan Wicnek played Chopin's

"Etude No. 12 Opus 10," which

was followed by a candelight

procession

All Ihe performances were

moving and well done. Particu-

larly emotional were the poems

that are the direct result of the

suffering inflicted on the authors

for their beliefs. They spoke well

for not only their authois, but for

the thousands, thirty thousand in

Latin America alone, of other

prisoners that are not as articulate

or simply do not have the oppor-

tunities to write such poems. In

"AndNow She Is Losing Her First

Tooth," the fact that the pain

inflicted goesbeyond physical

torture and harms not only the

prisoners is demonstrated. In it, a

mother searches for a way to

explain to her little girl the reality

of the father's incarceration In the

end, shecanonlysaythathedoes

not come home because he cannot

Amnesty International

supports the release of all political

prisoners that did not use or

advocate violence. The group

meets the second Tuesday of each

block.

Coming

The Winter
(February

The BroMmoor

Soon...

Formal
1990)

Main Ball Room

• Free Ballroom Dance

Lessons
Door Prizes

• Cool Clothes

have enjoyed in their

presence.

All the while, I recog-

nize that this happens

precisely because the ear is

the most efficacious con-

duit of asthetic qualities,

and thus brings about the

deeper emotions. Indeed, I

wish to compare the texture

of sound against vision, the

latter usually being attrib-

uted as the component of

true 'Art': sound has

intangible temporal dimen-

sions, whereas vision must

always be imbedded in a

frame, whether it be

wooden, metal, or the hazy

material which bounds the

scope of the human eye to a

certain spread of degrees.

This distinction leads to the

grasp of distance one is

allowed in music; sounds

dwindle into nothingness

with an impact greater than

objects that are lost on the

horizon. With thi:
q»i

music (and sound

eral) enables us to

those things which tk!

space have rendered
f

ible, respectively tht0,

decay and geography

displacement.

I understand than

merely opinion, and
J,

certainly cannot cohV

this experience into an

encompassing principi;

which unequivocally,,

our contact with the

asthetic. I just know

while I am distant froa

friends and the places

special to me, I remem,

most the voices andu,

music which we share

And if my memory!

fade, I have only to

music to conjure all ol

clarity. And 1 refuted

belief that vision provi,

more significance in

lives.

lyai

ib

WE DELIVER
r____________

: TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS

I
Cheese & 2-items + 1 Qt. Pop

$Q.99

635-5565
1

FOUR LARGE PIZZAS !

With Cheese & One Item

$
19„i

.95
' plus ia

Pickup or Delivery

I

J
LOUIE'S TtZZX. 1990 Expires 12/20/90

I,

TWO SMALL PIZZAS

I
Cheese & 1 -Item + 1 Quart Pop

|

II $7,49 ||

Mix or Mai Oil Double Cheese Excluded.

^LOUIE'S 11ZZ1H 1990 Expires 12/20ftj

Try One of Our
Flavored Pizza Crusts!

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original * Sesame Seed

* Buttered * Poppy Seed

* Buttered Cheese * Garlic

j
LOWE'S 11ZZPI 1990 Expires 12/20/90. Coupons must be presented at tin* T

of purchase. I

'''

"1D<

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday: 1 1 AM - 1 1 PM

\_ Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight^
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\i the brewery. . . holiday intoxication

jOSl

Andy Kane &

Fug«

,#
Writers

)T»os two weeks before

jstmas, and all around

K] the boozers were

^jng and allowing off class

I skiing- As we sat and

iemplated the possibilities of

ng to class in the morning

ha hangover,
we heard at

window a tapping, yet

le rapping,
tapping at our

|ow
pane. With rosy

eksand bloodshot eyes, a

ind figure
in a shabby red

lared in at us, and expect-

ly"tapped the window again

ha large bottle in his hand,

also noticed eight noisy

lanimals running around

the roof of Montgomery.

jiyway, we opened the

dow for this fat, bearded

and invited him into our

Me establishment. Ashe

ihed off his bottle of Jack

uelsand wafted a fart in our

eral direction, he remarked,

it smells like mistletoe, I

it be Santa Qaus...anyway

rail me Nick.

Well, Nick how can we help

I heard you boys like to

te about beer on Tuesday

lings, and I thought I might

in to spread

rrp)...whew...aaah... spread

a little holiday cheer." So as not

to get on his bad side, we
decided to let the man join us as

long as he promised that

George Bush would receive not

only a lump of coal this year,

but also a hit of acid hidden in a

candy cane.

"So what kind of beer did
you bring?"

"Just a few pints of Samuel
Smiths' Winter Welcome Ale for

us, and a case of Pilsner Club
for the boys."

"The boys?"

"Well, how do you think

Rudolph's nose got so red?"

So we all sat down around
the glowing cathode ray tube,

put up our feet, and sucked

down brew, and this is what we
thought.

The first choice of the night

was the British favorite, Bass

Pale Ale. All kinds of imported

brewers boast that their product

is rooted in tradition, and is

older than dirt. Now, not even
-your average Nevada-cruising,

Corona-drinking, C-Springs

teenager would believe that his

favorite imported swill is

brewed in the same manner as it

was by some old Hungarian
shepherd. Bass is indeed

England's first registered

trademark, but does not

necessarily taste like ifs been
fermenting in some righteous

Limey's basement for a thou-

sand years. Nick enjoyed this

ale, but complained that it

didn't have enough kick—he
wanted to put down a twelve of

the stuff so he could deal with
the wife back at the Northern
homestead. He added, "1 mean
ifs cold up there, and if I don't

have the Missus, I have to sleep

with the reindeer. Anyway, I

give it a three on your scale

because it lacks that gift spirit at

seven dollars a six." Jon found
its taste agreeable because it

went down the throat smoothly
and there wasn't any kind of

carbonation bite. He com-
mented, "1 rate it a four.aah...

hummm...what? Gosh those

Dead shows were faaarrr out."

Andy didn't think it was quite

as smooth, but then again he
didn't numb his throat this

weekend with Mr. Cuervo like

Jon did. He gave it the same
rating anyway because he liked

the bitter taste, and was mes-
merized by the groovy red

triangle on the label.

The better ale of the night

was, however, the expensive

seasonal stuff that Santa

brought with him. We guess

this only goes to show that old,

fat guys either know more
about beer than two CC. kids,

or that Santa has some kind of

special arrangement with
certain British breweries.

Samuel Smith's Winter Wel-

come Ale has the kind of

distinctive aftertaste that

reminds one of roaring fires,

toasted chestnuts and burnt

down schoolhouses. Jon
—

"I

rate this one, uhh, a four...point

five, because it has an interest-

ing flavor, reminiscent of

cracked oats, molasses, and oral

sex under the stars." Andy—
"Oh my." A little later on—
"God, this is good shit." Al-

though he didn't like the quaint
little illustration of the Brit

family sitting down to a nice X-
mas turkey dinner (he's been
reading a lot of Chekhov plays

for his class), Andy gave the

Smith's a four plus for sheer

taste and for not having the

inordinate dose of sugar than

some U.K. ales possess (like

McEwan's Scotch Ale for

example). He also advised

Santa to leave a pint of this stuff

in the stockings ofCC frater-

nity members (fraternities

should never be referred to as

"frats," since, as one Fiji fellow

pointed out to us, "You never
refer to your country as...", well,

never mind) since they are

likely to gorge themselves on
keg beer for most of the school

year.

Santa didn't say much about
this ale. He mentioned that he
wished that more people would
leave "stuff like this," instead of

stale fruitcake and other "bogus

holiday munchies," for him to

snack on after his many chim-
ney descents. He also blurted

some nonsequitur about Maggie
Thatcher's resignation and
something like, "Those Limeys
throw one hell of party!" He
left without raring it, but let us
know that he'd leave some
more under our Christmas
trees. As he got ready to depart
into the cold Colorado night, we
heard him exclaim, "And to all

a...uhh...no hangovers, no
worries!"

Well, one semester of "At
The Brewery..." comes to a

close; we look forward to next

year. From Jon, Andy, and
supervisor Ann Kay, we wish
all of you a Happy Holiday
season, may your cheeks be
rosy and your stockings stuffed

with sweet potato pie—blah.

See you in 1991.

Maybe I've had to much to

think... -Grateful Dead
I'm not gonna hurt ya, Wendy.

You didn't let me finish my
sentence... -The Shining

His soul swooned slowly as he

heard the snow falling faintly

through the universe and faintly

falling, like the descent of their

last end, upon all the living and
the dead. -James Joyce

And if you give me an hour,

I'll show you how you feel.

-Loveand Rockets

DIALogue
Would like to express THANKS to the following businesses and individuals for providing prizes for student

volunteers who recently raised $128,000 at DIALogue for the Colorado College Annual Fund
YOU MADE A DIFFERENCE.

AAa Rental

Adam's Leaf

Anne & Mann's Gourmet Ice Cream
Dave Armstrong

Aspen Highlands

Sieve Beville

Black Eyed Pea
Blue Sky Floral & Gifts

Marti Booth

Boulder Street Gallery

Broadmoor Hotel/Tavern

. t Tapes & Records
Bam Buick

Canterbury Wine & Cheese
Challenge Unlimited
Dick Chamberlain

Chick-Fil-A

Mi's Grill & Bar
Chinook Bookshop
Hdrie Clark

m House/Underground Pub
*ge Pharmacy

f%e Shoe Shop
College Time Shop
|*rado City Creamery
E*>rado College Bookstore

Jolorado College Leisure Program
*rado Springs Bike Shop
^orado Springs Symphony
*cept Restaurants

Neen Cottonm Street Cafe

i"
e Date Bar

The Donut Mill

Christy Douglass

Mary Duncan

Gino Ellison

Janet Enright

Fargo's Pizza

Fashion Bar

Fine Arts Center

For Your Nails Only

Joy Fritz

Cindy Funk

Gift Express

Godec's Photo Supply

Alicia Greis

Griffis/Blessing

Guide Travel

Hatch Cover Restaurant

Jan Heitman

Margaret Hillman

Terri Hoskins

Charla Huckabay

Institute of Martial Arts

Iron Springs Chateau

Joe's Barber Shop

Julie Jones-Eddy

Josh & John's

Darby Darchut

KBZE- The Breeze Radio Station

Keystone/Arapahoe Basin

KJLO-94
KarinKinney

Knit One

Bob Lee

Lee's Clothing

Little Caesar's Pizza

Louie's Pizza

Inna Malyshev

Mann 6 Citadel Theatres

Mark Henri

Marriott Catering

McAllister's Tavern

McDonald's

Marianna McJimsey
Laurel Mcleod

Kevin McTernan

Carole Mills

Shannon Mitchell

Brenda Montague
Dolores Moon
Alicia Morley

Donna Morse

Meadow Muffins

Michelle's Homemade Ice Cream
Monarch Ski Resort

Mountain Chalet

Mountain Splendor

New Mexico Shop

New York Deli

Northwest Airlines

Olive Branch

Lee Parks

Paul's Flowers

Peak Bowling Center

Sharyl Peterson

Peterson's Partyland

Raintree Inn/Back Porch

Red Robin

Lynn Rhodes

Libby Rittenburg

Roadrunner Pizza

Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory

Round The Corner Restsurant

Royal Gorge

Seven Falls

Isabelle Shaw
Showbiz Pizza Place

John Simon

Skate City

Ski Haus

Ski Sunlight

soundTrack

Super Saver Cinema
Teddy's Hallmark & Gifts

Marlene Thompson
Total Tennis

Tutt Library Employees

Ute Lanes Bowling, Inc.

Vail/Ski Broadmoor

Nancy Wolf

Woodmoor Country Club

Wooglin's Deli

Barbara Yalich

Years Ahead in Hair Design

Zeezo's Magic Castle

KRCC Radio Station

Aaron Kruger of Paul Garcia's Hair Salon The Picnic Basket

Lisa Lane Pizza Plus

La Vicuna Lorraine Pluemer

From the Student Development Committee and the

r>"s Office Supply
Pomuio's Pizza

Annual Fund Staff.
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E.S.P. with Horns
Deluxe Tavern

Dec. 16,9 pm

Hey! Go to the

Symposium! Okay?

Ninth Annual Hitchcock

Trivia Bowl
Olinl
Dec. 16, 2 pm

Latin American Caroling;

The C.C. Catholic

Community
Dec. 18, 11pm

Here are some Mid-

East War
preventing events:

Organizational Meeting

Worner Center, 2nd floor

Friday, 3:30

Non-Violence Training

Cossit Hall

Saturday, 10-5 pm

Video game review
by John Weir

There are four basic battle fields in Sky Soldier. There are the

attack planes, the swooping planes, the "big guy
1 and the floating

enemy projectiles. Each one of the attack forces can be conquered

with a few basic strategies and plenty of quarters. If you can't

dish out the money than this articles not for you.

The attack planes are fairly basic. The key here is to avoid

thebulletsas they get close to you. Keepyoureyeon the bullets

not on the planes. Shoot the planes oncB they are in firing range.

The swooping planes usually come from the top of the

screen, flying in formation. They try to trap your super time

plane in a comer and then swoop down and kill you. The

strategy that would behoove you most to use is to avoid getting

trapped. In this way, one is free to move around and shoot the

swooping planes.

The next aspect of the game that willbe discussed is the

assault of the "big guy" at the end of every battle. This is the most

varying part of the game, because there is a different "big gu/ at

the end of every battle. The best weapon to use on these foes is

the straight attack missiles. With the straight attack missiles, one

can line up with these menacing foes most critical sections and

not risk missing. Any of the other fancier weapons can missfire

and ruin all plans for victory.

Clearly the most difficult nuance of the game are the

floating enemy projectiles. These are the pilotless, missile shaped

craft that always come from the top of the screen and attack your

plane with a cold impersonal vengeance. If your plane is

equipped with everything, than you can just use your superior

fire power to destroy them as they come onto the screen. On the

other hand, if your ship is equipped with none of the options,

then the best way to handle these annoy ances is to simply grab

the joystick and dodge to the best of your abilities

Inmy experience as a video game player, this is one of the

harder games on the market If your up for the challenge and

have many quarters then this is the game for you.

Beginning Fencing Lessons

8 weeks of classes in beginning foil

Equipment provided free of cost

Course fee $33.00

Tuesday 7-8 pm at the Bennett Hill Rec Center
starting Januarv 13

520-1622 or 633-8043

2560 N. Chelton

Fort Carson Action

Worner Center

Sunday, 9:30

(Note: this action could

involve arrest and not

Sated with CLAP or

C.C.)

CLAP Meeting

Worner Center, 2nd floor

! Monday, 6 pm

pSW (Detl. SS 95 !

irSjbgedby •ma*** drajmaara-

w I Learned In Kindergarten, by R " ~

y. SS 95'func(xnmon
thoughts on common rttr

Vini^StooleMd^. By T,ac, VOdde, (A«*. S9 95f±
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How lo Buy Almost and Drug Legally Wltho:
by James H Johnson (Avon, $4.95 1 All B
order lnr.-

r .gri drugi .nenpensWv. .ogs't,

°*«ll,

. H Johnson. (Avon, 54.95.| All the inform^'
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BOOKSTORE
HOLIDAY PARTYAND SALE

Monday, December 1

7

9:00 - 4:00

OFF ALL GENERAL BOOKS AND MERCHAND1SI
(Sorry, textbooks not included)

****REFRESHMENTS****
***DOOR PRIZES***

**SALES**
*FREE GIFT WRAP*

HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM THE BOOKSTORE STAFF

—Bookstore Closed —
-December 22 through January 2—
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iger hockey springs out of WCHA cellar
-j- Roehng them. Michigan Tech added "jjpRoehrig

(Writer

.pole two planes, a time

• change,
and an eight hour

jjje,
but it worked.C.C.

— ^^ered the winning

K, last weekend, splitting

,
game Western Collegiate

iey
Association series in

_j,ton,
Michigan against the

Ln Tech Huskies.

£ 2-15-1 Tigers put the

s on
their eleven game

es string with a 6-5 victory

"riday-
The win lifted the

i
past Denver and out of the

IA cellar.

Ve played a
very disci-

dgame," said head coach

"We controlled

are because we played

C.
controlled the tempo of

ame from start to finish en

4025 shot advantage.

figers got two goals and an

;
each from right wings

(Strunk and Steve Nelson,

m, in his first year at C.C,

u tied for the team lead

/goals.

rlyon, the game looked

shoot-out. Five goals were

d in the first seven minutes

iy. Both teams settled

however, and C.C
with a 4-3 advantage

lend of the first two

I.

the beginning of the final

Michigan Tech tied the

the fourth and final

Sophomore defenseman

Peterson scored his first

to give the Tigers the

good. Strunk later

Ihis second of the night to

the victory.

urday.CC's third

it road series caught up to

them. Michigan Tech added
some size to their lineup to try

and counter the Tigers' speed
advantage. CC. hung tough for

two periods, but eventually

wore down, falling to the

Huskies by a 6-0 count.

"The trip to Houghton is not
an easy trip," said Buetow. 'It

takes all day to get there.

Overall, I thought it was a good
weekend. We were able to

move ahead of Denver in the

standings, and we picked up
two valuable points."

This weekend the Tigers will

get the chance to play in front of

a home crowd again as they

host the Princeton Tigers. Due
to a figure skating show at the

Broadmoor the two games will

be played at the Sertich Ice

Arena.

Princeton, a member of the

East Coast Athletic Conference

comes to town with a 3-7

record. C.C. split two games
with the Tigers last year win-
ning by a 7-6 margin before

dropping a 3-2 decision. Like

C.C, Princeton is a hard

working physical team.

"I think we'll play well this

weekend," said Buetow. "Our
attitude is good, and I'd like to

finish strong before Christmas."

Tiger Tales: Strunk's 3 point

night on Friday moved hirn

within 9 points of becoming the

44th member of CC.'s "Century
Cub". . .Ed Zawatsky, who
passed the 100 mark earlier this

season, is in eighth place on the

WCHA scoring chart with 6
goals and a team high 17 assists

. . . Nelson and fellow first year
Tiger Jody Jaraczewski are tied

for the team lead in goals with
seven apiece.

Big Cats fall to Metro
State Roadrunners
By Dirk Dykes & Rod McCauley
Staff Writers

This is the season for giving, and the Metro State Roadrunners
really gave it to our C.C. Big Cats. The powerful Division II Road-
runners outnumbered and outsized the Cats and took over the
lead in the Intermountain Swim League standings. C.C. did how-
ever, make it exciting and even beat the spread set by the
oddsmakers in Las Vegas.
Here are some of the highlights. After losing the first relay, never

a good thing to do, C.C. came back behind Joe "the rabbit"
Hutchinson's surprising win in the 1000 free and John Keilman's
and Chris "Abe" Lorson's strong performances in the 200 free. The
50 free brought out good swims from Kurt Anderson and Caleb
Snyder (both were seen later discussing strategy over a few
drinks). Steve "give me drag or give me death" Hicks held on the
second in the 200 IM, .followed by Steve Bartos and Jeff "the
Storyman" Whitt.

Both diving events went better than last week, but still, Justin
Radley, Karl Butt, and Steve "the bread" Edwards were not in
peak form.

At this point, all seemed lost. The Big Cats were down, but they
would not quit. The Roadrunners put more distance on the Cats in
the 100 fly, 100 free and 100 back, despite strong swims from
Mike "streamline" Foster, Dave Moore, and Andy "Candy" Kane
(get in that Xmas spirit). Then C.C. turned it on, sweeping the last
three events. Hutchinson, Keilman and Graham "Cracker" Roy
placed 1st, 2nd and 5th respectively in the 500 free and Hicks
pulled away from the pack in the 100 breast. Finally, the C.C.
squad of Keilman, Lorson, Hutchinson, and Kane annihilated the
field in the last relay leaving the crowd (or what once was a
crowd) speechless.
This was the last meet of this semester, but the Big Cats will re-

turn next semester with a whole new spirit and hopefully more
success. The next meet is the first weekend after the Symposium,
so come and watch.
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Sports Briefs
©Copyright 1990, USA TODAY/Apple College Informa-

tion Network

BOSTON ROUTS MILWAUKEE:

A meeting of NBA division leaders turned into a show-

case for the Boston Celtics Wednesday night as they routed

the Milwaukee Bucks 129-111. The Celtics got 30 points from

Larry Bird and led 105-72 after three quarters. In other NBA

games: San Antonio 92, Charlotte 81; LA Clippers 100,

Cleveland 90; Atlanta 118, Miami 93; Houston 108, Ph.ladel-

phia 100; Seattle 99, Indiana 90; Dallas 112, LA Lakers 97, OT.

SETON HALL TOPS VILLANOVA:

Seton Hall extended its winning streak against Villanova

to six Wednesday night, upsetting the 25th-ranked Wildcats

81-77 in college men's basketball. In other games: No. 16

Connecticut beat New Hampshire 85-32; No. 4 Georgetown

beat St. Leo (Ha.) 75-45; No. 7 Ohio State toppedWnght State,

90-60; No. 17 South Carolina defeated Furman 93-52.

WHEATON, GILBERT, LENDL WIN:

David Wheaton edged Yannick Noah 7-6 (7-2), 6-7 (5-7),

6-3 Wednesday to reach the quarterfinals of the $6 million

Grand Slam Cup. Also, Brad Gilbert beat Swede Jonas

Svensson 2-6, 6-3, 6-4, Aaron Krickstein was a 6-3, 6-4 winner

over French Open champion No. 3 Andres Gomez, and No. 2

Ivan Lendl defeated Christian Bergstrom of Sweden, 6-4, 6-0.

MAPLE LEAFS TOP CANADIENS:

Vince Damphousse broke a second-period tie with a

power-play goal and the Toronto Maple Leafs went on to a 4-

1 win against the Montreal Canadiens for their first home

win in a month. In other NHL games: Boston 5, Hartford 1;

Edmonton 5, Vancouver 4.

SUMNER RESIGNS FROM PATS:

New England Patriots assistant Charlie Sumner, 60,

resigned as coordinator of the NFL's worst defense Wednes-

day. Coach Rod Rust, a longtime defensive coordinator, said

Sumner's duties will be shared by other coaches for the final

three games. The Pats are last in points allowed (366) and

next-to-last in yards allowed (357.7 a game).

SCHOOLS DISCUSS CONFERENCE:
The Big East Conference is expected to issue a statement

Thursday on the status of the proposed Eastern football

league. Athletic directors from the Big Easfs four Division I-

A football schools - Boston College, Miami, Pittsburgh and

Syracuse - met in Washington, D.C., Wednesday to discuss

plans for a new league that would include Rutgers, Temple,

Virginia Tech and West Virginia.

™GALLERY SHOP

For

unique and
affordable

Holiday Gifts.

Sante Fe hand-formed clay ornaments;

Modern Art Museum calendars & cards

;

splendid books & watercolors; Southwest-

ern silver button covers.

Jewelry & decorative items;

and much more!

Colorado Springs FineArts Center
T DALE STREET

Sports Friday, December 14

Supreme Court rules the ccxj
By Janet

Staff Writer

Last week's championship

A-league basketball game was

fantastic to watch as "Run N'

Guns" battled it out against

"Supreme Court." Both teams

had a good passing game and

by the end of the first period,

the score was 28-14 in favor of

"Supreme Court."

As the competition in-

creased, the moves utilized by

the players to advance grew

more and more absurd. For

example, Mike Rourke, at one

point,—
tossed the ball through his legs

and unfortunately, gave the

ball to a "Supreme Court"

team member. Rourke, as well

as fellow teammates, made a

great effort to win against

"Supreme Court," a team

composed of at least five ex-

varsity basketball players.

"Supreme Court" ended up

winning the basketball tourna-

ment for A-league with a seore

of 52-38. When asked about

strategies used to win, the

tournament members stated

that they "like to run the ball

get as many points ^
can," which is exactly

v*]

they seemed to do thro^

the season. "Run N' GiJ
team members said thai

of heart, good buddies
am

beer" was involved wi[K

well they played during 1

pre-intramural basketball

season. They did a greaia

challenging "Supreme
Co

Hopefully, both teams wj

continue to play and pel

during the regular intraj,

basketball season.

Congratulations "Sup:

Court!!!"

Blazers embarrass the NBA
The National Basketball

Association has opened the

season as it should, with the

Portland (Oregon) Trailblazers

jumping out to its familiar role as

the dominating team. The Blazers

have wreaked havoc on the less

talented teams of the NBA,

including the former champion

Detroit Pistons and L.A. Lakers

and "greats" Chicago Bullsand

San Antonio Spurs. The Blazers

boast an intimidating offense and

unrelentless defense and are led

by the most talented man in

basketball and MVP shoe-in,

Clyde "The Glide" Drexler.

The Blazersonelossin20

games came on an off-night

against the Phoenix Suns Some

say the planets were out of line

that night, others attribute it to the

Blazer's concern over the Middle

East crisis. 'It was a fluke, nothing

more," explained Jason "Ail,

we have the Mariners"

'Tve watched those Bias

play and, boy are the

They whupped my Sonioj

point that I'm ashamed tojj

I'm from Seatlle," said Bail

closer to the stadium" Sink

just don't don't see therali

again" You can be assure

that most see it thesameh?

WHITE
ELEPHANT

SALE

50% OFF
ALL MERCHANDISE

FRIDAY, OECEM1EE 14

WOENEE
D MALL
CEMTEE

Stuffed Animals
Perfume
Holiday Merchandise

Gifts

Cosmetics
Cards

Jewelry
Clothing
Stationery

.AND MORE!!!

GREAT BARGAINS FROM THE BROADM&
DRUG STORE INVENTORY

***ALL NEW MERCHANDISE***



Sports

20 lifts including two
high-speed quad chairs.
76 award winning trails.

New Extreme Experience7

Guided Ski Program;
350 acres of double
Mack diamond terrain.
Lift tickets available at participating Front Range -

vickers, Pizza Hut restaurants and Delivery Units,
gateways, Breeze Ski Rentals, Gart Brothers/Dave
fooks, Diamond Shamrocks, King Soopers and
Aibertsons.

®COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT
just 75 miles West of Denver off 1-70, exit 195
SNOW REPORT LINE 893-1400
'Off site locations through December 14
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Soccer hands out
season awards
On Thursday, December

6 the men's soccer team
held their annual banquet
to recognize individual
players for their achieve-
ments. The biggest event
came at the tail end of the
evening as sophomore Noah
Epstein was named to the
All American team. Epstein
led the team in scoring and
received national recogni-
tion as a first year student
when he scored three goals
in less than two minutes in
the over time period against

Pomona.
Also recognized that

evening was senior captain
Scott Zeman who received
the most valuable player
awar, in addition to being
named to the Far West
Division III First Teamalong
with Epstein. Sophomore
Ezra Bayles was named
Most Improved Player and
Guy Mossman was named
the Outstanding Freshman.
The Tigers owned a 12-6-3

record and were RMISL
runners-up.

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW
Men's Hockey
Dec. 14-15 Princeton Univ. Sertich Ice Arena
Dec. 29-30 Univ. of Minn. Minneapolis, MN

Women's Basketball

Dec. 15 National College
Dec. 29 Webster Univ.
Dec. 30 Women's Consolations

Women's Championship

Home
Home
4 p.m.

6 p.m.

Men's Basketball

Dec. 16 Avila College

Dec. 29 Webster Univ.
Dec. 30 Men's Consolations

Men's Championships

Home
Home
Noon
2 p.m.

IMSH al

e

Becoming Aware of and Supporting the
Homeless

Saturday, December 15, 1990
9:00pm

Bemis Dining Hall / Lounge

Tickets - $3.00

Featuring Second Nature
Centra for Community Service

CCCA
Man-lot Food Service
Leisure Programs

SAA
Volunteer Network
Volunteer Action
Sheltered Lives

Amnesty International
Democratic Socialist America

ASIA
BSU
NASA
MEChA
ISO

Chaverim
RHA
DAAC

Kappa Sigma
Sigma Chi

Kappa Alpha Theta
Delta GAznma

Phi Gamma Delta
Kappa Kappa Gamma

Phi Delta Theta
Gamma Phi Beta
Arthur House

Proceeds go to Colorado Springs homeless
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Classifieds
•One-way ticket from San

Francisco to Colorado Springs

(SFO to CSMA) on Jan. 5 for

sale. Contact Amy Pahna,

x7857, WB 1805 if interested.

•Nishizawa skis 205cm, $175.

Yamaha CD player w/remote,

$200. Call Jason x7195.

•LOST: Alumnium hand

strengthener. Looks like the

handle to a shovel. If found,

please call 475-2715.

•Part-time infant sitter

needed, able to babysit in hair

salon near C.C. Call 577-4507

or 576-6488; ask for Fee.

• Guaranteed Scholarships.

Seven billion dollars is avail-

able this year in scholarship

and gTant funds. No matter

what your GPA, financial

condition, marital status, or

gender is, you are eligible for

at least one scholarship

guaranteed! For application

send your name and address

to: Pettan Scholarship Re-

search Center, 441 1 S. 40th

Street, Suite 1, Phoenix,

Arizona, 85040.

•Roundtrip Denver to any-

where in continental US. Great

opportunity for spring break.

Call x7846 eves. Best offer.

•Welker older model Italian

racing bike for sale. Must sell!

$75 OBO. Call Carrie x7466.

•$$Christmas Money$$. $500

per week average through

Christmas season. Sell subs to

Christmas tree retailers (in

person). 10 minute presenta-

tions, $10 per sale CALL
NOW 801-263-1376.

•For Sale: Full size futon, teal

cover and frame. Gen. art deco

couch and chair, excellent

condition, grey, $300. Eves/

wknd 630-7897.

•Found: A camera on a parked

car in front of Gamma Phi

Sorority house during Rush

Week. To claim and identify

call 578-9347.

Announcements
• E.S.P. w/Homs will be

performing live hip-hop/funk

dance music at the Deluxe

Tavern on Sunday Dec. 16.

Only $1 cover. Music begins at

9 pm.
•Volunteers needed to help

with a conference sponsored

by the National Student

Campaign Against Hunger
and Homelessness. To be held

at C.C. Feb. 15 -17. If inter-

ested please call Janet

Buttenwieser at x7068.

Announcements Friday, December
14

• Flu vaccine available at

Boettcher Health Center, 24

hours a day — seven days a

week, except 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.

(lunch time), $5 a shot. While

supply lasts.

•The Colorado College

Chamber Orchestra will

perform works by Corelli,

Faure, Haydn, and

Mendelssohn during their

Christmas Concert. Conducted

by Ronald Foster, they will

perform December 12-16 at 3

p.m. in Packard Hall.

•Christmas Mass, Dec. 15th,

Carols and procession start at

Shove Chapel at 11 p.m. and

Mass at 12 a.m. Refreshments

will be served following the

service.

•Music at Midday - music by

C.C. students, Jan. 30, Feb. 27,

April 3, May 1.

• For students convenience

hallway phone numbers in

dormitories, small houses, and

fraternities will be changed

from 2 to 7 on Mondy,

December 12th. this will

enable these extensions to be

direct dialed from outside the

campus. Please call the cam-

pus operator to receive your

new number.

•Attention Class of 1992 (that

means you juniors): Wednes-

day, Dec. 12 finds a 1992 class

dinner in Bemis Dining Hall -

complete with jazz musicians.

All off-campus members are

encouraged to come.

•Attention First Year Stu-

dents: By Jan, J. 1990 all first

year students will be required

to have 2 measle shots since

age 1 on their health cards. If

you need a second shot we
now have a supply available.

Free as long as supply lasts,

when our supply is gone you

will be required to obtain your

shot from a private physician

or the public health depart-

ment at a minimum charge of

$15. If you do not meet these

requirements you will not be

allowed to register in January.

Doctor Reynolds

Boettcher Health Center

•Now that you've played in

the minors, take that step to

THE MAJORS. For info on

playing in or writing questions

for the CU-Boulder 24th

Annual Trivia Bowl (spring

1991), please come to an info

session at Womer 216,

Wednesday, December 12, 4:30

pm. Or call John x6784 (9-5

pm).
• W.O.W.! Look for announce-

ments about the first meeting

of Womyn-Oriented Womyn, a

new lesbian and bisexual

womyn's frendship circle, after

winter break.

•No-nonsense Self Defense

course: Beginning January 15,

every Tuesday and Thursday

at noon in Bemis Lounge, thru

January 3T: Offered by Matt

Bailey, sponsored by Residen-

tial Life. Open to all interested

students.

•ATTENTION: It has come to

the attention of the Office of

Residential Life that an error

regarding Spring semester

return dates appears in

Pathfinder. The Pathfinder

lists Saturday, January 5 as the

reopening date of residence

halls. This date is incorrect!

The correct reopening date is

Sunday, January 6 at 8 am. If

any residential student has

made travel arrangements

based on the January 5 date,

please contact the Office of

.Residential Life, ext, 6618.

•Announcement from the

Office of Residential Life:

Anyone making an on-campus

room change must do so

before Winter Break. Resi-

dence Halls close at noon on

Thursday, December 20 - all

moves must be made by this

time.

•A Career-Match seminar will

be held Saturday, Jan. 26 from

10 am to 4 pm. It will allow

students to match their

interests, skills, and personal-

ity to specific careers. The cost

is $75 per person. For more

information and to register,

please call Nancy Poe at 630-

0562.

PERSONALS
•RHA Exec Board: K.P., Bear,

Jase, Erin, Murphy and Red!

Thank you so much for all

your help this last year. We
did it! Congratulations and-

best of luck to those continu-

ing on the quest next term,

Erin and Jase. Finally, wel-

come and congratulations to

the new exec board - see you

on the rollar rink!

-Aubs
•RHA is getting the job done!

I would like to congratulate

the Residence Hall Assocation

and Leisure Program on an

excellent "Around the World"

party last Friday. Special

thanks to Dan Farber, Gil

Walker, Maile Shimabukuro,

Nicole Thompson, Carl

Rhodes, Deb Robison, and the

Lennox House residents.

•HEY NOW. How we almost

met in Poor Dick's last week.

Kinda funny, have a good

holiday. Maybe in ninety-one

we can ski at Vail. ..or talk. M.
•Hello Beautiful DG's! We
have a very special event this

Friday, December 14 - Senior

Movie Night!! We would like

to have the whole house

attend, we will be going to the

$1 movie theater (the disco

laser light one on N. Acad-

emy). Seniors will have their

tickets purchased for them and

we'd like to have as many
DG's show up as possible!

We're seeing Die Hard 2 at

7:05 PM and we'll be meeting

at the DG house at 6:30 - so

that I can give the seniors their

tickets and we can carpool

people to the movie. Any? or

concerns - KP at 578-0644.

•Congratulations to Jennifer

Sigafoos (our new pooh-bah)

J's Motor Hotel
and Restaurant

Off Campus at 820 North Nevada

Special Student Rates, including Utilities

& Satellite TV

633-5513

Hair Designers for Men & Women

mnzm
Style cuts, Cellophanes, Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 5V£ Tejon at Cache La Toudn 632-3531

and the rest of Gamma
Beta's new exec. Bestwj

and bon voyage to the*

exec. Thanks for all
y J

and support. - MT
•AAAREENAAH!
•To all goils I have eva i

I still love you all. Sir,,

Monolith

•Merry X-mas Pocom

are so fluffy!

Marianne is i

Lee's Liquor is J

again-

the ONLY choice

discerning CC stud

Daily Spin

talnon
This Month:

Meisterbrau 1 6 q;

$27

Special Prices i

available on F

Bud, Michelob.ai

many other i

Thank you for your pah

As always, we offer a disc

502 W. Colorado A

520-9907

I

,HE Compleat Gamer

NINTENDO
Buy, Sell, and Trade

Frisbees, Boomerangs, fierobies,

Hacky Sacks

Party Games

Role-Playing G Board Games

Puzzles, Kites & Gifts

Chess Sets, Cribbaae, Go

Nah Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-lH 6

Open 7 days a week
Across from Poor Richard's
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Eight-Plus block plan

pproved by the Faculty

onth.andmost aspects

re expected to go Into

next year, according to

lers of the committee

afted the plan.

ie December 17th fac-

eetlng, professorsvoted

19 In favor of adopting

ew plan, as recom-
ffl by the Eight Block
Review Committee,
Bed of students, fac-

ind administrators,

schedule for the 1991-

hool year, which was
ed this week, includes
lonal "half-block."

nine-day "half-block."

half of a credit, is

iled to take place Jan.

Just prior to the be-

ginning of the second semes-
ter. The Symposium will re-

main, shortened from five

days to three, and will prob-

ably be held In the middle of

the half-block.

David Finley, Dean of the
College, explained thatamong
the faculty the "half-block"

was the most popular option
In the plan. He hoped that

faculty and student interest

would sustain approximately

25 such courses.

The topics ofthe 'half-block"

courses have yet to be devel-

oped, according to Eight-
Block Review Committee
Chair Tim Fuller.

The proposed "wildcard op-
tion" which would allow stu-

dents to take two optional

summerblocks free ofcharge,
may not be approved by the

Trustees because of possible

See 8-plus, page 7
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Hundreds attend candle light vigil in Acacia Park to protest Middle East
involvement Photo by Justine Crowley

Community protests war
By Robert A. Neer
Staff Writer

Jan. 15—An estimated 500
members of the Colorado
Springs communitygathered
at Acacia Park in downtown

(I discrimination lawsuit settled
itlnBlum

Editor

!e agreed in De-
' to an out-of-court
«nt oftwo lawsuits al-

iexual discrimination
lv ex-CC professor
1 Beta, according to
officials.

«ults allegedthatthe
! switched Klein's
tenure track position
'epartment ofDrama
nce to a one-year ter-
tack because of her
n°t teaching ability.
barges m^ ^^
J
Include breach of

' "^representation,
;°"s conduct, and
Hon.

|ege denied each of
charges.

pd the college agreed

£
both a Civil Action

Jplorado U.S. District

gp a case in El Paso
^ourt. Details of the

made before ei-
came to trial, were

not made public, and neither

party is allowed to discuss

the terms of the agreement,

with one exception.

As part of the settlement

package. President Riley has
agreed to propose a provision

to the Committee on Com-
mittees—the group respon-

sible for establishing com-
mittees—that would "allow

professors who are recom-
mended at any time prior to

tenure for non-renewal of

their contracts to appeal the

decision." accordingto Klein's

attorney, Craig Cornish.

See Klein, page 6

Colorado Springs today to

"mourn those who will die in

a Middle East war."

The rally came less than 24
hours before United State's

and coalition forces began a

massive airstrike against Iraq

to undertake the "liberation

of Kuwait.

"

Nearly 400 marchers met at

the flag pole In front ofWomer
center on the CC campus
prior to processing to the

park. The solemn parade was
led bymembers ofthe Palmer
high-school activist group
called Students In High-
school Opposed to War
(SHOW).

Roe vs. Wade decision celebrated
t^^ jg m

s(i»

1 1*^1 m
] »":M MW

a~fl LLi B B '

Abortion rights advocates show the proper use ofa
coat hanger. Photo by Christine Allison

By Cherl Gette
News Editor

To mark the anniversary of

the historic Rowe vs. Wade
Supreme Court decision that

made abortion legal, mem-
bers of the CC community
took part In a "performance

event" at Acacia park last

Tuesday.

The event consisted of a se-

ries of skits about "not hav-

ing access to choice," said

Christine Mack, chair of the

Feminist Collective. One of

the skits portrayed a back
alley abortion in which a

See abortion, page 7

These black-clad , white
faced "mourners" led the way,
bearing an Amertcan-flag-

palled coffin at the front.

The protest In the park,

showing opposition to the

United State's military policy

in the Persian Gulf, was led

by Catherine Pease and Eric

Yamell of the local group Ad
Hoc Action. It began with

various appeals for a peace-

ful solution to the conflict.

Pease, who was present in

Nicaragua during the fighting

between U.S. backed Contra
rebels and the Sandlnista

forces, urged a peaceful re-

turn of all U.S. troops to

home soil.

"Everyone loses when so

many die," was the sentiment

expressed by Fetal Position,

a band made up of CC stu-

dents, which sang a number
of their war-protest songs
between speakers.

The rally then turned to an
"open mic" format and those

wishing to express an opinion

lined up on either side of the

Acacia park stage.

Bernard Baker, among
cheers ofsupport, announced
that hewasaVietnamveteran
and opposed to the use of

military force In the gulf.

However, he urged support

for the soldiers that are there.

"People ask me. 'don't you
See Mourning, Page 5
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CC students arrested in nuclear weapons prot
By Marc Phillips

StaffWriter

About 15 Colorado Springs

residents. Including a number

of CC students, were arrested

earlier this month after protest-

Pat McMahon, a first year CC
student, said the purpose ofthe

protest was "to show the

Presidentand the worldthatthe

American public supported a

Comprehensive Test Ban
Treaty." and that many "were

tag the continued testing of willing to risk federal arrest in

nuclearweaponsinfhe Nevada order to get this message to the

desert.

CC students Joined about

2.500 protestersbussed infrom

locationsaround the countryby

Greenpeace.Theprotesterswere

there to show their support for

an upcoming United Nations

vote onanucleartestbantreaty.

Although 1 18 countries. In-

cluding the U.S.S.R. have

pledged support for the treaty,

boththeUnitedStatesand Great

Britain have vowed to veto it.

The Nevada protesters in-

cludedShoshonelndlans,whose

land was seized in 1963 by the

U.S. government to build the

test site. The site is nowused by

the U.S. and Great Britain, who
have collectively exploded more

than 600 atomic bombs there

since 1968.

Asa result ofthe testing, there

has been a higherthan average

cancer rate in the area sur-

rounding the site.

Speaking at a Colorado

Springs press conference fol-

lowing his return from Nevada,

President.

However, it does not appear

likely Bush will heed the pro-

testers' message; in the past he

hasthreatenedaU.S.vetoofthe

treaty, should It pass.

The CC protesters were ar-

rested after they crossed the

poet Olzhas Sulelmenov for

not being "democratic"

enough, the Rocky Moun-
tain News reported. Olzhas

cited a mass protest which

included 8.000 Soviet citi-

zens and involved massive

strikes in the Soviet city of

Semipalatinsk after a

botched test leaked radia-

tion toward the city.

Instead of arming them-

selves with plastic hand-

cuffs, he said, the Soviet

guards had automatic
weapons.
"We understood that ei-

boundary at the perimeter of therwecloseddownthetest

the test site. About 2,000 pro-

testers were arrested, and put

into holding pens with "painful"

plastic handcuffs.

Amy Kipfer, a senior at CC.

was arrested after Jumping a

metal fence and walking across

the desert toward the test site's

airport.

Kipfer. along with the other

CC activists, was arrested be-

fore the main rally which was

staged at the cattle gate outside

ofthesite. TheyfeltthatactuaDy

walking across the desertmade

more ofanimpactthanwalking

Into the hands ofwaiting secu-

rity guards.

Thedemonstrationdrew criti-

cism from Soviet legislator and

site or we died," said an
organizer of the Soviet

protest.

But not as many Nevada

residents seemed to be as

concerned as the Soviets

were. When a crowd of Ne-

vada demonstrators was
asked how many of them
were from Nevada only one

hand was raised.

Sulelmenov acknowledged,

however, that it would be

difficult for the casino

workers to strike.

The Rocky MountalnNews
also said that "the atmo-

sphere was one of a carni-

val rather than mass civil

disobedience," and that

Cheney to address graduating class
By Jenny Frank

Ctormriencementthisyeai-will

be held on Monday. May 13th,

with Secretary of Defense Dick

Cheney giving the keynote ad-

dress, college officials said this

week.

The decision as to who will

speak at Commencement is

madebyCC PresidentGresham
Riley, based on a recommenda-
tion from the senior class offic-

ers. "With Commencement
speakers, since after all it is the

seniorclass' bigoccasion, I start

with the senior class and In

paittojlarwithuieofficersofthe

senior class to see if they have

any recommendations," RUey

said.

Recommendations from the

senior class officerswere based

on the results from a ballot of

nomineeswliichwas distributed

to all seniors on October 1st

The ballot was constructed

ft oiii nominations taken from

the senior class over a period of

two weeks." said Addison Diehl,

senior class president The
people that were placed on the

ballot all received at least one

nomination, but the general re-

quirement far someone to be a

nominee was that they have a
past or present affiliation with

the college," Diehl said.

In addition to Cheney, the

nomineesanthebaDotincluded:

Grace Breckly Branen, Annie

Dillard, Greg Easterbrook,

Carlos Fuentes, Jane Goodall,

Bobby Seal, and GretchenWill-

Mayo.

The decision to make the

recommendation to President

Riley thatwe invite Secretary of

DefenseDickCheneywasbased

solelyon the fact thathewonby
a two-to-one margin in the

election," Diehl said.

Theresultsoffheelectionwere:

total votes recetved: 205. total

votes forCheney: 75, total votes

for Goodall: 35. total votes for

Dfflard: 35. all others: 60.

"Given the fact that therewas

a criticalmass ofsupportwithin

theclass, and giventhe lact that

his daughterMary is amember
of this year's senior class, it

seemed to me to be an appro-

priate recommendation," Riley

said.

Cheney's coming to the col-

lege is looked upon as an op-

portunityforstudentsandother

members of the community.

"One ofthe student speakers at

ShoveChapellastThursdaytthe

morning after military action in

the Persian Gulf was initiated)

mentioned that havingachance

to raise questions to the Secre-

tary ofDefense and to engage in

conversation with him is a spe-

cial opportunity that not many
college students or graduating

classeswould have," Riley said.

"Aswe get closer to the event,

I shall try to arrange for there to

be some type ofoccasionwhere

that kind of conversation can

take place." Riley said.

Opinions about Cheney
speaking at commencement
vary among students and the

community. "CCAP (College

Citizens Active for Peace) has a

lot of different members with a
lot ofdifferent ideas about this."

In Springs press conference. Patrick Afc Main,

discusses deleterious effecs of nuclear testinj

photo by Justi,

while one group "headed

down to try to levitate the

Department of Energy
headquarters," another
group "sat down on a cattle

guard while drummers with
painted faces maintained a

frenzied beat."

In response to the levita-

tion accusation, McMahon
responded by saying: "We
surrounded the building,

held hands, and sang." He
said there was no attempt

made to defy gravity.

The Comprehensive Test

Ban would stop Third World

du

countriesfromdeveW
bombs of their own.

many countries, such

feel they have a iightl

weapons. They say

countriescanhavel

should be able to as«fl

McMahon said that

Soviet Union has ta^H
nounced as a county X

liberty and civil rights,!

zenswere able to clcsei

testing site that wasp L"

them. But, he said,

discontent and protet

residents proved to bei Kj

effort

I

fa

tin

lore

said Arwen Wilder, a leader of

CCAP. Tve talked to a number
of them and some people feel

like Dick Cheney has a lot of

pertinent things to say about

what's going on," she said.

"Youcantgetanyonewhohas

more to do with current life in

America right now, and at the

same time, it is definitely prob-

lematlctoemulatesomeonewho

has done the things that Dick

Cheneyhas done. Alot ofpeople

InCCAP areangrythathewould

be put on a pedestal like that

and that we would say that we
should look to him as a role

model," Wilder said.

The Baccalaureate speaker

this year will be Jane Goodall, a

nominee for commencement
speakerwho received 35 votes.

The selection of Jane Goodall

did emerge from discussions

with the officers of the senior

class. Theywere aware thatshe

had been Invited to the college

several years ago to receive an
honorary degree and was not

able to come because of her

work in Africa," Riley said.

"She did receive a good bit of

support In the balloting, and as
a result of [the senior class of-

ficers) knowing that she was to

be In this country in May. they

asked ifI wouldbe interested in

invitinghertobe Baccalaureate

speaker," Riley said.

"Both Mr. Cheney and Ms.

Goodall are also being consid-

ered for honorary doctorates, to

be bestowed upon them at

Commencement ceremonies,"

Diehl said.

Services held commemoratm
work of Dr. Martin Luther Kin

By Justin Blum
News Editor

About 150 people. Including

a handful of CC students,

marched from Acacia Park to

fhecoIlege'sShoveChapelSun-

daynight for a servicemarking

the anniversary of the birth of

slain civil rights leader Martin

Luther King, Jr.

Following a police escort,

marchers processed carrying

candlesthrough light snowup
North Tejon Street singing "We
Shall Overcome."

Atthesame time, amemorial

service was held at Ebenezef

Baptist Church in Memphis,

Tennessee. Inheraimual"state

of the dream speech," Coretta

ScottKir^Mr.Ktng*swife,caIled

for world peace, "Our most

urgentshorttermprlorityatthe

intemationaUevelisacease-flre

in the Persian Gulf," she said.

Meanwhile 30KuHuxHan
members marched In

BlacksburgVirginia "to protest

the holiday," according to the

Associated Press.

The service at CC featured a
number ofguest speakers, in-

clucangReverendSamuelKyles,

PastorofMemphis,Tennessee's

Monumental Baptist Church,

and one ofthe peoplewhowas
on the balcony with King the

night he was shot
Kylesrememberedtheevents

surrounding King's assassina-

tion. "Against all of his staff's

advice, he came to Memphis."

V

the

He also talked about

momentsbeforetheshi

said'cmon'feflas.'ando

walkedawaywasthesii

Kyles said.

Intheweeksbeforelii

sinatton. King vocaByo

U.S. policyontheVletK

Kyles also urged

ence tomakeKtofjS

reality. "Fight radan

otryeverychanceyou$

up andmake that dres

alive,* he said.

Dr. Kenneth Burr*?,

perintendent of DB l~

schools in Colorado!

"OperatlonDesertSW

remind us that this o

died some 22 years*

trail that

foBcwed..Maybeint)»

yearswe willbe ableto

trail"

Tanzania Dixon,

CC student and men*

Black Student Unl«*

cussedKing's non-vt*

sageTstfllhaveaoW

for the day when

threats, nuclear war.

cd^ninationwfflb^c8|,

:

ofthepast..understa»

peacefestersfreedafflj

Said Ms. King «i"

"In 1991wehave to»«

together to protest $>

and speakout mow"

preparing for educ*

greater priority In evfl

than preparing for"1
'

':

ibl

id

£
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jearch begins for Admissions director as
rood sails into the sunset of September
iJarvis

[fffriter

E. Wood has skip-

j the Colorado College Ad-

_ Office for the last 30

past an archaic admis-

nolfcy and into the com-

tnjainstream,butthetime

fgfae to retire, and ashe told

^Catalyst, "be irresponsible,

and especially sail in Sep-

ta frantic admissions

Jh and a great time for sail-

ed, a Worid War n Navy

ua completed his under-

rate work at Dickinson

In 1952, and earned a

(el's degree at Columbia

jostty while working in an
«.)eveladinlssionsjobatPratt

lutein New York.

e (hen moved to Colorado

rehe spent sevenyears rals-

unds for Denver University.

he summer of 1959 the

iado College's Development

shiredhim asafund-raiser,

capacity he worked for

years before taking overAd-

jons. Including his time in

Development Office, Wood
given a total of 32 years of

te to the college.

s-PresidentforStudentLife,

Taylor, who will chair the

uttee searching for a new
Isslons Director, character-

Wood as a man whose
ishiptnAdmissions"putus

lemap."

iddlbonto'ftylor.thesearch

committee will be made up of

nine members, extracted from
the student body, administra-

tion, and faculty.

One ofthe studentmembers of

the committee will be appointed

by the CCCAwhilethe othertwo
will be selected from those who
work within the Admissions Of-

fice.

Two of the administration

members have yet to be chosen;

the one administrator definitely

on the committee is Associate

Director of Admissions Ellen

Goulding . The other Associate

Director of Admissions, Terry

Swenson, said he is considering

applying for the Job. The three

faculty members have yet to be
selected.

Thesearchcommitteehopesto

attractapplicantsthrough Colo-

rado College Community net-

working and advertisements In

academic trade magazines. The
first advertisementwtU appearIn
the Chronicle of Higher Educa-
tion on the 30th ofJanuary.

Taylor estimated that 300 ap-

plications for the Admissions
position will be received by the

college, a number the search

committee plans to reduce tofive

candidates by March 15th. A
final recommendation will be
presented to President Gresham
Riley on April 17th for his ap-

proval

In a letter to the Colorado Col-

lege Communtly dated Decem-
ber 5th, President Riley com-
mended Wood for his "leader-

Admissions director Dick Wood concludes 30 years
ofservice at CC. Photo by Justine Crouiley

ship"and the "valuable attention
|he brought] to the Colorado Col-

lege."

In an interview with The Cata-

lyst President Riley continued In

a similarly appreciatory vein and
praised Wood's "ambassadorial

role." and the "stature, dignity,

professionalism he has brought

tothewholeadmlssionsprocess."

PresidentRileysaidhewas"deeply
grateful for the service he has
rendered during my tenure."

DuringWood's stintheand the

AdmissionsCommitteeovercame
anarchalcadrnissionspolicythat

stipulated a 60 percent to 40
percentadmlssionsratioofmales

to females In new classes.

Changing the process to reward

merit rather than sex has held

themalefemaleratioalmostequal

ary a table grape to be found at CC
yjen Jose
:aff Writer

"We do not buy Califor-

a grapes!" said David

EChA.

s

1984 by the United Farm
Workers.

MEChA members Eric
Duran and Carlos Martinez

Initiated the boycott on
I'd. Business Managerof campus after watching the that request, which came
Dlorado College, to a documentary "The Wrath of into effect on December
up of applauding lis- Grapes" last summer, which
"ers at a Thursday press exposed the dangers behind

inference held by the California grape industry.
Carrillo said the purpose of

"ring the press confer- theboycottwas "to forcegrape
to, Lord revealed the growersnottousepesticldes"
rent stand of the Colo- which have proven to be le-

™ College concerning thai, especially to the work-

j
boycott of California ers who handle the grapes
P grapes. He told the and the local California com-
mence that CC sup- munltleswhich surround the
rted the boycott, inltl- grape growing areas. Carrillo
ed by MEChA, and pointed out that both popu- ._._
"rod them for "making lations have higher risks of the regional vice-presi-
* aware of the issues cancer because of their dent ofMarriott informing
"tod the boycott." proximity to the pesticides. them ofthe boycott. Lord
* press conference. Concerned with the welfare commended MEChA for
™ attracted curious of those who had to work making the community
*nts, MEChA mem- directly with the grapes and aware of the issue, and

the dangers of the pesticide

use, MEChA asked the col-

lege to discontinue the use of

California table grapes.

Following discussionswith

MEChA and viewing the

documentary. Lord decided

to support MEChA. Acting as

a liaison between Marriott

"he

• and the local media
„— Press, was held to ln-

01 the community ofthe
Wort.

ata 'le Carrillo. Co-
gent ofMEChA, began
P«ss conference with

of the boycott,
began in June of

and MEChA, Lord re-

quested asked Marriott to

stop serving California

table grapes.

Marriott has honored

19th, 1990. Although the

table grapes were not
served at the cafeterias

on campus, they were
frequently served at fac-

ulty meetings and other

events catered by
Marriott. Lord estimated

that several thousands of

dollars worth of grapes

were served during the

course of the year at CC.
MEChA has written to

expanding the concern to

other governmental
agencies.

Aware that there are

otherswho have opposing
opinions concerning the

boycott. Lord said that

the college is open to hear

all sides of the Issue.

since the new policy's enact-

ment
Since 1968,admisslons offices

at universities afl over the nation

have grappled with a dramatic

reduction in the number of 18-

year-olds In the application pool.

This phenomena results from

the reduced birthrate ofthe baby
boomgeneratlon. The decreased

numbers ofapplicantsforced the

college to sharpen its competitive

edge and learn how tomarket its

product, according to Wood.
Wood described how the col-

lege once operated "by the seat of

[Its! pants" and on "charm and
energy." whereas now thecollege

has descriptive videos and color

on the cover of its view book, an
added attraction as of five years

ago.

Wood leaves the college with a
minority enrollment ofabout ten

percent, a figurehe hadhoped to

see at twenty percent before

leaving. Although he admits
"wherewe'rehurtingtswtthblack

students,"he pointsoutthat over

half the total number of Native

Americans within the 13 ACM
schools are enrolled at the Colo-

rado College.

AccordingtoWood. "Ithinkthe

worid tends to equate minority

with black, butwe sayminority Is

Hispanic and Native American
and we do pretty good on that"

Regretting only his future In-

ability to read the folders of ap-

plicants and see the new classes

take shape.Wood, an avid inland

sailor, plans to trailer his 24 ft.

BlackWatch sailboat to placeshe

neverbeforc had the opportunity

to go. He will be accompanied by
his wife, who Is not a fanatic

satlor.butwhoenJoysbe!ng"with

me" although she "doesn't like It

when the boat heels too much."
He looks forward to taking free

classes at the college, "a fringe

benefit," and going to Sympo-
sium. Wood Is also an amateur
musician and carpenter, and
although his wife thinks he is

"gonna drive her crazy" he feels

there is going lo be a "lot to do."

Crowds came back for the future

By Jennifer Jose
Staff Writer

"EMraordlnarilygood,"washow

Eli Boderman, Director for the

Symposium Committee, de-

scribed the atmosphere of this

yeafsSymrwstumwhichfeatured

the topic. The Future."

He noted that theSymposium,
whichwasheldtheweekofJanu-

ary7-1 1, attracted a largercrowd

than last year's Symposium.

Theaudlencewaseomposed of

Townspeople, students, parents,

and faculty. However, the In-

crease in attendance was most

notable in the presence of stu-

dents and their parents.

Working with a budget of

$100.000.theSymposlumCom-
mittee "worked hard" to present

the problematic Issues of the fu-

ture, such as famtty, science,

ecology, art, and racial and mi-

nority concerns, in an engaging

manner. accordingtoBoderman.

"I enjoyed the diversity of the

speakers and thought the topic

was very relevant to our present

concerns."saldsophomoreLeslie

Brunner. Her favorite events

were the discussion with writer

Harlan Ellison and the perfor-

mance ofmulti-mediaperlbrmer

Laurie Anderson-

Otherswho attended theSym-
posiumsharedthissentiment "I

think the Symposium was suc-

cessfulbecausethetopicwasone

In which a lot of people had an
Interest Thisyear'sSymposlum

offered more hands-on experi-

ence, like being exposed to com-

puters and computer programs

of the future," said Symposium
Committee member Karl de

Costa De Costa, ajunlor, also

attended lastyear'sSymposium.

The Symposium Committee

drew fire from a number of pro-

fessors and students who were

unhappy that there were only

two women and one person of

color who spoke.

Thelncreaselnattendancefrom

last year's Symposium wasmost
visibly seen Inthe performanceof

Laurie Anderson Anderson at-

tracted a capacitycrowd ofabout

2,000 at the Pikes Peak Center.

"LaurieAnderson expressed her

Ideas concerning the future us-

ing different types of art, such as

music.stnging,andmedia,which
leavesalastlnglmpresslan," said

Brunner.

Bodermanalsopointedoutthat

therewasavibrant Interaction of

ideasamongparticipantsduring

the thJtrtyrninutecoffeebreaksln

between speakers.

SaidDeanFinley "Symposium

offers an alternative format for

people to educate themselves.

This year's Symposium offered

more participatory events and a

greatervarletyinaitswhichadded

greaterinslghttothelmpllcations

of the future."
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Colorado Springs reacts to war

Peace activists call for an end to fighting
By Justin Blum
News Editor

Jan. 19—Approximately
275 protesters rallied In

Acacia park to protest the

mideast wartoday . as counter

protesters voiced their dis-

approval of the demonstra-

tion.

At the same time, another

group of anti-war protesters,

made upmostly ofhigh school

andC.C. students, continued

to maintain a 24 hour vigil at

the site of the Hiroshima war

memorial, located on Nevada

Avenue across from Acacia

Park.

"We're here today to say no

to the war," said Barbara

Huber. Co-Director of the

Pikes Peak Peace and Justice

Commission, the group that

sponsored the rally.

Other speakers criticized

the Bush administration for

not giving economic sanctions

more time to work. 'The cost

of sanctions is time; human
life is more precious than

time." said C.C. sociology

professor Jeff LIvesay.

"We let Bush tell us sanc-

tionswouldn'twork-he didn't

care," added C.C. Assistant

Director ofAdmissions John

Gudvangen during an "open

mlc" opportunity.

Livesay also encouraged the

crowd, which included doz-

ens of C.C. students, to be

active in opposition to the

war. "It doesn't make sense

for us to feel

powerless.. .together we're

not. We are much more mo-

bilized than the people in the

'60s." he said as swarms of

Colorado Springs police of-

ficers roamed the perimeter

of the crowd.

Not long after Livesayspoke,

Andy Blakely. a Colorado

Springs resident, ran to the

stage, grabbed the micro-

phone and yelled: "Men.

Women, and children in

fucking Kuwait were fighting

foryourfreedom. We're fight-

ing for freedom. Without

freedom no one has the right

to protest."

Blakely then walked off the

stage, but continued to yell.

"If we let them keep walking

all over us they'll be at your

back door," he said of the

Iraqis. "I can't believe this,

they're bitching oh this and

oh that about peace. Without

freedom there is no peace."

he continued.

Later, an Iranian refugee

who identified himself as

Albert said apeaceful solution

to the middle east conflict

must be found. "I've been a

victim of war and know how
disastrous war is." he said.

At the same time, about

seven counter protesters

stood at the corner ofNevada

Avenue and Bijou Street dls-

War supporters: 'GOD
BLESS RAMBUSH'
By Justin Blum
News Editor

Jan. 20—As peace activists continued a 24-hourvlgll

on the site ofthe Hiroshimawar memorial today, about

45 pro-war demonstrators rallied across the street on

the comer of Bijou Street and Nevada Avenue.

The vocal pro-war protestors waved signs and large

American flags. 'Yeah! Yeahl Yeah!" they chanted with

clenched fists as passing drivers honked.

"GOD BLESS RAMBUSH," read several signs. Others

said: "Warnow or nucular [slcl later," and "Readmy lips

we're at war!" Some of the most visible signs read

"Support the U.S-A. or get out."

Passengers and drivers In passing cars heldAmerican

flags out theirwindows. Yelled one driverwavlng his fist,

"Fucking yeah—kick their ass!"

One driver stopped his car next to the memorial,

yelling 'Traitors! Traitors! Traitors!" and spit on several

people sitting silently in front of the memorial's plaque.

Another driver, after stopping his truck at a red light.

Jumped out and ranJubilantly around his vehicle carry-

ing a large American flag.

According to the peace activists' literature, they are

maintaining the vigil to protest the war, but at the same
time they are supporting U.S. troops.

CC students serving in the active reserves

PFC Christopher Cole

522-43-3183

220 Military Police

Building 1664
Ft Carson, CO 80913

PFC Charles (Chuck) Cole

521-39-8391

3/87 INR REGT
Building 1367

Ft Carson. CO 80913

PFC Patrick Kinney
139-64-8850

3/87 INF REGT
Building 1637
Ft Carson, CO 80913

Pvt Trevor Nagle

390-88-7254

3/87 INF REGT
Building 1637
Ft Carson, CO 80913

Tim Harrington

Navy Reserve

Locator #(703) 614-3155

John Merkel

Special Forces Reserve

Locator #(703) 614-0739

Note: These addresses

are temporary.

playing large scale American

flags and a signwith a crossed

out peace symbol, yelling

periodically at anti-war pro-

testers at the Hiroshima me-

morial on the median of Ne-

vada.

One ofthe counter protest-

ers, carrying his flag, ran

across the street and began

screaming at thepeople

holding the vigil. Gesticulat-

ing close to a protester's face,

he said the peace movement
has "not accomplished any-

thing."

In an interview following his

departure from the median,

the counter protester. Paul

Huska. a Colorado Springs

resident, said, "It's alright to

fight for oil." Waiving his flag,

he said oil is "more impor-

tant" than human lives.

"Poor people, theylearn this

in college: The Peoples Re-

public of Berkeley down
there," Huska said pointing

A

e

tct

to the direction of c.c

Meantime, the vigj
ets

played signs saying: "\

Bring the troops homes*
and "We support our

by working for peace.

The vigil drew a mix,]

sponse from passing ^
ists. "Communist son

bitch!" one driver said,

K

'em! Nike 'em!" said

Not long after, an tj

woman drove by and

"Thankyou. thankyou

you. God love you. Mafe

not war."

Last night, a 19-y(,

Colorado Springs

was issued a summons;

driving his pickup trud

to the median, running,

candles, and comlngwi]

foot ofhitting several stud

participating In the i

Following the incident,!

rado Springs police bj

offthe left-hand southfo

lane of Nevada.

m
la

J:

si

res:

Convocation addresses war
By Justin Blum
News Editor

Jan. 17—Students and
faculty packed Shove Chapel

for a "prayer and reflection"

convocation less than 24

hours after the U.S. led coa-

lition attacked Iraq.

CC students and faculty

filled Shove to capacity. Most
morning classes were ex-

cused early so that students

could attend the service.

In a brief speech, college

President Gresham Riley an-

nounced the deployment of

CC students who are Army
reservists. "Six of our col-

leagues are directly involved

and affected, and as a result

all of us are directly involved

and affected," he said.

He said senior Chuck Cole,

hisbrother. sophomore Chris

Cole, first year Trevor Nagle,

and seniors Pat Kinney, Tim
Harrington andJohn Merkel
have each been called Into

active duty.

Riley expressed hope that

the war will end quickly.

"Whatever our differences

may be we are held together

by a common commitment
and a common belief and a

common hope. And that

common hope is for a speedy

end to this war. A quick re-

turn to peace and the fewest

possible deaths and Injuries,''

he said.

Dean David Finley echoed

a common tone of unhappi-

ness. "We all share frustra-

tion and above all sadness,"

he said.

CC history Professor Bill

Hochman talked about the

need for discourse about the

issue ofwar. "We have a par-

ticular responsibility to re-

act... [and] an intellectual

responsibility to speak out.

You are not powerless—the

CC community empowers
you."

He also warned that war
will not solve the problems in

the Middle East. "Let no one

think that military action will

make those conflicts go

away," he said.

Junior Ray Bartlett ex-

pressed his unhappiness
about the beginning of the

war during an "open mlc"

opportunity. "It revolts me

and disgusts me we i

war...It seems like evo

yearswe get tnvolvedur

he said.

This is not the first

students have gathen

Shove to discuss iss«:

global importance

ingto Hochman. "Many;

ago this very bulldtn|

crowded. ..to consider!

sue ofthe nuclear arms

We filled this building 1

J.F.K. was assassta

and Hochman said stul

also congregated to dt

the Vietnam war.

kin

nc

pa

et

en

taf

Anti-war demonstrators marched on Capitol S

earlier this month. photo by Justin I
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irport taking precautions

o guard against terrorism
Am?

Hempe

ffffriter

^ fears of possible

Ust attacks In the U.S.

npted the Federal Avia-

^^jministration (FAA) to

Cent high security

jatlons for all domestic

international flights.

se
regulations are in

pliance with the FAA's

I
for airline security.

cording to Gary Green,

tor of Aviation for Colo-

Springs, the Colorado

ngsAirport
putthesenew

jatlons into effect Fri-

January 18th ofthisyear

iponse to the war in the

Ian Gulf.

new security rules,

rdlng Green, begin with

rn that says no vehicles

be left unattended in

tofthe airport terminals.

lis means not just for

or two minutes," said

in , "but not at all. Ifyou

t leave your car unat-

ed, park inthe shortterm

jug lot.

wever, this doesn'tmean
now have to haul all of

;e allthewayfrom
larking lot to the airline

it counter by yourself,

n said that travellers

pull up to the terminal

give their luggage to a

!p, who then can do all

of the luggage-hauling.
Green, though, pointed out
anothernewrulewith respect
to skycaps in that skycaps
are no longer permitted to

check in passengers as they
once were. Travellers must
now check in personally at

the ticket counter.

Once checked in, only tick-

eted passengers are allowed
past the security checkpoint.
Furthermore, all passengers
must be able to positively

identify all of their luggage
when picking it up.

Another measure of secu-
rity enhancement is that in

addition to the regular air-

port security guards, Colo-
rado Springs police officers

now patrol the airport as well

.

These regulations apply to

both domestic and Interna-

tional airline travel. Airlines

making international flights

have additional security pre-

cautions; however, neither
Green nor Jim Faulkner, a
spokesman forTWAAirlines,

were able to comment on
them for security reasons.

While airport officials

implemented these regula-

tions in response to the Per-

sian Gulf situation, they are

not a response to any specific

situation in which airport

securitywas directly threat-

ened. According to Green,
"these are tight security mea-

sures to keep anything from
happening. The Iraqis are
the some of the best as far as
terrorism goes so these are
entirely appropriate precau-
tions ."

Faulkner's comments were
of a similar philosophy. "Re-
garding the current world
situation, these actions are
appropriate and necessary."
Green wanted to point out

that since these regulations
have taken effect, some mis-
leading information has cir-

culated.

"At the Colorado Springs
Airport, there is no signifi-

cant difference in the amount
of time needed to check in.

Maybe arrive one or two min-
utes earlier than you would
have, or much earlier for in-

ternational flights, but some
people now think that you
must arrive three hours ear-

lier, and that's unnecessary."
Green also commented that

the Colorado Springs Airport

does not service direct inter-

national flights. All interna-

tional travellersmust land at

another airport before frying

out of the country.

Neither Mr. Green nor Mr.
Faulkner could speculate as
to how long these regulations

would be in effect, although
Green said he believed they
would "be in place for some
time."

ofessors debate merits of war
illy Clark

Writer

il7-Over 100 students
Shove Chapel today, 24
s after war broke out In
Jiddle East. A forum
I consisting of Profes-
Bill Welda and William
nan, and Chaplain
iCoriell, answered stu-
' questions concerning
ar.

Ba fielded the first

onconcemingJordan's
ement in the war. If

joins the war, he said,

force will have to fly

ordan to reach Iraq.

BlderingJordan's65%
"Man population.
a problem," Weida

i Jordan allows Israel
'ts airspace Jordan

itomatically be put In
'aeli military camp.
"'alter speculated on
"Wlcations of Israel's
'lent, suggesting that

n
sJolning the war could
*e allied coalition to
Pis could also lead to
"Waring war on Israel.
""an. who teaches a
°n morality and war,
athe notion of a just"
'said such awarwould

involve the protection of the

political sovereignty of an-
other nation, punishment of

aggressors, and prevention

of further aggression.

Showalter gave several ar-

guments against U.S. in-

volvement in the Middle East.

He said the conflict Is not the

problem of the U.S. and that

the humanitarian conse-
quences are too significant.

Weida cited other popular
Justifications for the war. He
mentioned three reasons: The
prevention ofIraqiexpansion,

the elimination of the "new
Hitler" (Hussein), and the

notion of new world order.

He warned that the U.S. and
its allies must gauge thelr

actions and continue to

question the moral correct-

ness of the war as it

progresses.

When asked If the war
wouldbe short, Welda offered

two possiblelength scenarios.

In his opinion, the "short war
scenario" would last one
month. Two to three days
after the war started. Iraqi

forces would surrender be-

cause ofheavy B-52 airbom-
bardment.

Weida's second scenario is

a long war in which Iraqi

troopswould not leave, which
could cause the war to last

up to six months.
Weida believes that Israel

would probably stay out of

the war as long as Iraq does
not use chemical warfare.

Showaltercommented that

"Operation Desert Storm is

disgusting except ifyou con-
sider the alternatives."

When asked. To what ex-

tent is HusseinAmerica's son
of a bitch?" Showalter an-

swered that "there is a certain

exaggeration of Hussein's
actions." Hussein is our
creation; that is. he is using

German gas plants and
American products,
Showalter said. He's fighting

with weapons the U.S. sold

him, he said.

Acommon student concern
was the draft. Showalter said

that. "At this point this kind

of move would be a political

one. It's unlikely."

Coriell noted that the Sec-

retary of Defense Dick
Cheneyjust asked for an ex-

tension of the reserve from

six months to two years.

"What are our plans if we
win the war?" asked a stu-

dent. Welda cited the

Please see debate pg.7

Mourners callfor U.S. troops to be sent home.

Photo by Justine Crowley

Mourners gather in Acacia
Mourning from pg. 1

support our soldiers in the gulf?' I support our boys,
our flag, our people for a life and future worth pursuing."
Another vet urged. "Greet them with open arms [when

the come home]."

There was indeed an overall sentiment of support for
the soldiers. Chants such as. "Bush and Quail, you can't
hide. We charge you with genocide." indicated that the
resentment was directed toward the policy makers In
Washington, not the policy exeeuters In the Gulf.
However, Army wife Jennifer Griswald was dubious

about the crowd's support. "No, I don't think they're
making it clear that they support the soldiers." she said.

'Yes, they're against war, but they [the soldlersl didn't

sign up to fight a war. But it came and now I have to

support him."

Her husband has been In the Persian Gulf for over three
months. She receives mall as often as It can get through.
In his last letter, she said, he expressed fear and anxiety
about the potential conflict. "He's trying to psyche
himself up to go through with it."

Chris Nellson, a soldier at Ft. Carson, stood up and
expressed his doubt about the Impending war. "I Joined
the army when I was eighteen because I thought I had an
obligation to my country." However, now he has many
doubts about his ethical ability to fight a war. Nellson Is

working with the Pike's Peak Peace and Justice Com-
mission to obtain Conscientious Objector status. In a

private interview, Nellson expressed concern that he
might be disciplined for his comments at the rally.

Student injured at peace vigil;

hit by bottle thrown from car
By Justin Blum
News Editor

CC sophomore Abigail

Zalcberg was hit In the head
with a glass bottle at the

anti-war vigil downtown
yesterday afternoon, ac-

cording to the Colorado
Springs police.

An unidentified white male
reportedly threw the bottle

out thewindow ofhis vlehlcle

as he passed the peace vigil

on the corner of Nevada Av-

enue and BIJou Street, ac-

cording to Sergeant Ollie

Baltus of the Colorado
Springs police department.

Zalcberg sustained minor
Injuries, and was treated and
released from Memorial
Hospital yesterday after-

noon.

The case Is currently un-

der Investigation, said
Baltus. There were several

witnesses who recorded
conflicting licence plate

numbers.
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Klein pleased with out of court settlement
Continued from page 1

A three-person appeal

committee, after completing

an independent review ofthe

professor, would make a fi-

nal recommendation to the

Dean and President of the

college.

Inaddltlon, thecollegehas

agreed to pay Klein an un-

disclosed sum ofmoney, ac-

cording to the Gazette Tele-

graph.

The complaint filed In El

Paso County court, obtained

byThe Catalyst, alleged that

Klein—despite being reap-

pointed on a tenure track for

three successive years—was
switched to a one-year ter-

minal contract In the fall of

1988.

Klein contends the switch

was made because she Is

female. She also claims CC
Drama department chair

James Malcolm, a co-defen-

dant in the suit. "Infringed

upon her rights to academic

freedombyretaliating against

her in evaluations and in

course assignments." ac-

cording to the complaint.

Klein says she submitted a

critique of her department,

upon Malcolm's request,

which led to Malcolm to be-

gin "a campaign of harass-

ment." accordingtothe court

complaint.

In a telephone interview

Klein said the critique was
"an innocent piece ofwork. I

suggested some areas we
might want to think about

for the future...he received

the document I produced

with incredible and com-
pletely, Ithought.unexpected

animosity, he denounced It

for weeks and it was still

Important to him years

later."

The year after Klein sub-

mitted her critique, Malcolm

recommended that she not

be reappointed. But Malcolm's

recommendation was rejected

by the Dean and the President

of the college, said the com-

plaint.

According to Klein: 'The Hu-

manities Committee said that

there were not legitimate

grounds for terminating my
contract, that faculty were In

fact evaluated based on teach-

ing, scholarship and
service and that my record

was excellent inthose respects."

Butby the end ofKlein's third

year, acting department chair

Peggy Berg and Malcolm again

recommended Klein be given "a

terminal reappointment for her

fourthyear."fhecomplaint said.

The Humanities Executive

Committee as well as the Com-
mittee on
Committees both recom-

mended Klein be given a nor-

mal forth year tenure track ap-

pointment instead ofa one-year

terminal appointment as

Malcolm and Berg recom-

mended.
But, In May of 1988. CC

President Gresham Riley ap-

pointed Kleinto a one-yearnon-

tenure track "with no expecta-

tion of renewal."

"I was fired—or my contract

wasn'trenewed—on exactly the

same basis that had already

been reviewed. In some sense

that's double jeopardy—being

tried twice for the same crime,"

said Klein.

Accordingto Klein, "Finleytold

me that although my record

was.. .excellent in the areas of

teaching, scholarship, and col-

lege service, that there was a

pattern of discord in the de-

partment, and I wasseen asthe
principle cause ofthat. So that,

therefore, my contract would

not be renewed."

Klein says her complaints to

the Dean and the President of

the college "were Ignored. I ap-

proached the administration

several times and said that

the situation in the depart-

ment was untenable for me.

that Malcolm was harassing

and Intimidating me. that he

was not promoting discussion

ofissues that were a matter of

academic

freedom—and my com-
plaints were entirely Ignored

by them." she said.

But political science profes-

sor Glenn Brooks, who served

as dean for Klein's first two

years at the college, disagrees.

Brooks said that 'Tor some
people 'ignored' means you

"Malcolm wouldback
me into walls and
scream at me and
hiss at me through
clenched teeth

—

that's very unpleas-
ant."

-Joanne Klein

dont do It that person's way."

Thecourtcomplaintalsosays:

'But for her gender Dr. Klein's

salary and rank would have

been higher and she would

have been appointed to a

tenure track position," and

'That the actions ofthe defen-

dant caused Dr. Klein's salary

and rank to be reduced."

When askedwhy she thinks

hergender influenced her sal-

ary and rank Klein said: "The

fact that CC allowed me no
credit for previous

teaching. ..depressed my sal-

ary. When I was appointed I

wastold the college nevergtves

creditforprevious experience,

and then I discovered that Bill

Weida—who was hired the

same year I was—was given

credit for his earlier experi-

ence, and advanced rank, and
an early tenure review, all of

which I was told the college

never did."

"That's an Incorrect

Interpretation.. .she was not up to its promise in \,
told that." Brooks said of handbook that says v^
Kleln'sclaim.Butheconfirmed forts" will be made

\
that Weida was given credit for female professors. "M
hlsexperlence."Eachlprofessofs no efforts whatsoever'

contract] is subject to Individual

negotiation...Weida was a ten-

ured professor at the Air Force

Academy," he said.

Brooks said hewas surprised

by the charges of sexual dis-

crimination. 'It was not until

after this suit was filed that I

heard the Issue ofgender come
into this," he said.

AccordingtoKletn, "[Malcolm]

has a record of trouble with

women who are non-obsequi-

ous.Women Inthatdepartment

whohavehadadvanceddegrees

)|

M{

tli

have always had a really hard

time. The two women who re-

main in that department...are

bothwomen with bachelors de-

grees, who in some respect rep-

resent less of a threat to him."

When askedwhat kind ofha-

rassment she suffered, Klein

said: "Malcolm would back me
intowallsandscreamatmeand

hiss at me through clenched

teeth—that's very unpleasant.

The other way he harassed me
was by denouncingmy classes,

denouncing my methodology,

denouncing my approach to

various playwrights and theo-

rists, both to students and fac-

ulty members."

In addition Klein alleges that

Malcolm "was working [other

professors In the department]

up into a frenzy against me,

condibtoningfhemtobelievefhat

I was impossible to work with."

"My opinion Is that she did

have a legitimate complaint

about the department," said

math professor Cathy Merrill,

who served on the Women's
Concerns Committee during

Klein's second year at CC
Professor Malcolm refused to

comment on any of the allega-

tions.

Klein also saidCC failedto live

said. Although at one

said, formerDeanGli

said he would mediate 1

putebetweenKleinanilin

nothing was ever done

Brooks dismisses
\

charges. He said there,,

effort" made to mediatt^^
therewasno effortmac^
incorrect; I can rernent,

meeting that lasted thi^

in the Dean's office."

According to Klein, ^
askednottotalktothety!

ConcemsCommittee.mj

her appearances

Committee "becamem
tory for Malcolm and ! v

(

by Glenn Brooks am
Finley. when they weren

tivelydeans,to stopgoingi

Committee." According^

they said "the Women*

mittee didn't have any

anyway."

"We discussed keep

within the department:!

said, but added that hti

stop her from going

committee.

Brooks also said thatli

was not pleased by her^

ances before the Cor

"[Malcolm]wasconcemd

making this a more pubi

troversy," said Brooks.

CC Legal Council

Rablnowitzispleasedtlii

over. "Lawsuits by a I

memberis disruptive toll

moralandsense ofconn

she said

Klein Isnow a profess

Mary's College in Mi

where said she has las

position that I've been I

for throughout

career...there's more

among the faculty, nut

slty among the student'

ed

tit

South Africa specialist Michelle Adato IWhat is the Best Way I

to teach "Sociology and Apartheid "
I Reach CC. Students?

Third-world studies boosted by addition of course Post About A Million Flyers All

Over The Campus

Spend A Fortune on A Radio®

TV Ad That Mo One Will Notice

Mope That People Will Find Ojf

Telepathically Or By Word <J

Mouth

To most effectively get the

attention of C.C.Studerits

you advertise in The
Catalyst. Call Corey or Pet(

at 389-6675.

(fislt fibout Special Campus RaW

By Karen Huber
Staff Writer

The sociology depart-

ment announced lastweek
that a new course will be
offered eighth block en-

titled Sociology and
Apartheid.

The course will focus

on the political and social

situations in South Africa

that make apartheid pos-

sible. It will be taught by
visiting South African
specialist Michelle Adato.

According to Adato,

the course "will provide an
overview and analysis of

the central historical,

ideological, social, politi-

cal, and economic under-
pinnings and forces shap-

ing South Africa today.

"It will trace how the

structure and organization

of South African society has
been both successful in cre-

ating and maintaining the

apartheid institutions and
has led to contradictions and
resistance that have threat-

ened apartheid's existence

and brought the country to

its current juncture.

"Finally, it will look at

the prospects for the future.

Although the course will fo-

cus primarily on internal

South African issues, it will

also look at how these issues

shape and are shaped by
South Africa's relationship

with its neighbors, the U.S.,

and the world."

Adato. a graduate of CC,

received her M.P.A. at

Harvard and is working on
her Ph.D at Cornell Univer-

sity, where she is currently

assistant teaching.

In the summers of 1988
and '89 she worked on a

project In South Africa to

help blacks start their own
businesses, provide them
with legal aid, and set up
educational programs.

Sociology professor Jeff

Livesay thinks the course

will address important top-

ics. "Since the issue of di-

vestment has been on the

agenda, this course would
help students become more
informend. It's not just

coctail party chit-chat, but
an issue important to the

college," he said. .
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ew eight plus calendar gains final

,proval; 'wild-card' option pending
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Hnoed fr°m P8^ x

Mary implications,"

Em t0 Ful1"- ™e

rd of
Trustees willmake

final decision in

fa the "wildcard op,

jny student
could take

_„ two summer blocks

ne
summer block and

iU
mmer reading course

iout any additional

'the most expensive

dient in this package."

irding to President

Gresham Riley, the
"Wildcard option" is the only
section of the Eight-Plus
proposal so far lacking
definite approval by the
Board of Trustees.
The report also encour-

aged further research into
the possibility of creating a
time slot reserved each week
for extended format
courses. Such a time when
normal block classes would
not meet, similar to the ex-
isting Thursday-at-Eleven

jortion issue continues

stir strong emotions

new legislation pends

p

inued from page 1

an layscreaming undera

|y sheet as the procedure

conducted with a coat

;er.
Notions ofmasculin

idviolence insocietywere

jammed asskitsmocked

all and masculine ste-

r
mbersofColoradoNARAL
(he CC NARAL coordl-

I the event as part ofPro

te week. CC's NARAL
adviser, professor

maWalters, involved her

nlst Theory class to the

and the march down
to Acacia,

dents dressed like Saudi
ian women wearing
ers and signs that read

der." Leading the march
students carrying a ban-
latasked, "Choice? Who
Who dies? Who suffers?

lecides?" ThechanfOur
our lives, our right to

e' permeated the event.

k the group wanted the
to be a celebration of a
s right to have an

on, they could not ig-

he fact that the world is

idlnawar. "Wecameto
cognition that it Is hard
npletery celebrate when
war, and there is an

5g connection between
oniinance overwar and

reproductive lives."

IWstlne Allison.
El strongly about the
tons, they're all part of

^^e Problem. Halfofthe
:U°n is controlling the
Mother," saidWalters.

JM that the same way
'"" of war. "the line in

F. school yard bully
"ty" is "the same way
"htrol our bodies as

"art attracted several
"Mlon activists who
Bjeir opinions with a

,

on e. screaming
^ttejustice" and call-

females whores who
weir legs for anyone

verytree." throughout
^Performance. The
" have more respect

for my dog, than I do for kids
comingout ofcollegenow days"
and "Don't worship your sex
organs asyour God" were also

heard often.

One man wore a bloodied
lab coat with "abortionist"

scrawled on the back, and he
carried photos of representa-

tions of mutilated babies. He
proclaimed that the "peaceful

days were coming to an end,

an evolution is about to take
place." He added thathe could
not believe that CC students
had the nerve to support pro-

choice after protesting events

to El Salvador and South Af-

rica.

Walters countered that she
could not believe the antl-

abortlonlsts have the nerve to

call themselves pro-life when
theyhave such a "violence and
hatred towards women."
Some people to the audi-

ence wondered why the per-

formance was not at Memo-
rial Park to check the anti-

abortion activists' rally taking

place there. Alllsonresponded

that they wanted to do then-

own thing with no conflict.

"We wanted to have a cel-

ebration, not a clash."

Ironically, several states, in-

cluding Utah, Wyoming. Loui-

siana. South Dakota . Michi-

gan, Indiana and Texas are

considering adopting legisla-

tion to restrict orban abortion

In the near future. At press

timethe State House ofRepre-

sentatives ofUtah had passed
a bill that would restrict

abortion to such cases as re-

ported rape and danger to the

mother. Utah's State Senate

was beginning to debate the

bill. The Supreme Court's

Webster decision gives indi-

vidual states the right to decide

the abortion issue for them-
selves.

IfaborUonisbanned. Allison

imagines a society where the

poor and victims of incest and
rapeareforcedtohavechildren

they do not want and can not

take care of. which would lead

to child abuse. "Ifa child isn't

wanted, it isn't loved. That's

slot, would help make those
courses more accessible
and effective.

Carol Neel, Academic
Program Committee Chair,
reported at the faculty
meeting that her commit-
tee would soon make a rec-
ommendation to that effect.

The Eight-Block Year Re-
view Committee was formed
last year to examine criti-

cisms and proposed im-
provements of the eight-
block calender.

Mini-symposium highlights
drug and alcohol addictions
By Karen Huber
Staff Writer

A three-day sympo-
sium on addictions and
substance abuse was
held this week, featuring
noted speakers and a
discussion of the impact
of alcohol.

On Monday. Mike
Green, a former athlete
and recovering alcoholic,

talked to athletes about

making choices in their

drinking habits.

Wednesday, Dr.
Garry Forrest, a noted
psychologist and author,
discussed the psycho-
logical effects of sub-
stance abuse.

The symposium was
sponsored by the Greeks.
CCCA. BACCUS. the Lei-

sure Program, and Task
Force on Addictions.

Blood Drive at CC.

Students graciously contributed to blood drive held earlier this week in
Armstrong Hall. photo by Justine Crowleij

the main reason I'm pro-

choice, every child has the

right to be loved and
wanted."

Walters said that living in

a society without the right

to abortion would be a
"nightmare. You've got to

realize more and more
women die from back alley

abortions than anything
else. Women died and died

and died like that." She
hopes for a constitutional

amendment that will ensure
the right to an abortion in-

stead of a situation where
the Webster decision con-
tinues "to whittle away at

women's rights." She also

wants more funding so poor
women will not be discrimi-

nated against in regards to

the right to have an abor-

tion. "It is an inalienable

right to control the destiny

ofyour own body, it is mad-
ness that anyone be re-

stricted."

Klrsten McDade reflected

that banning abortion
would be one more strike

against women as a sepa-

rate identity."

Mack added. "We've got to

keep on fighting, we can
never be complacent."

Question and answer session
examines situation in Middle East
Continued from page 5
recapture of Kuwait as the

U.S. goal. He added that If

Iraq is picked to pieces, the

annexation of Syria could

occur, and the Curds could

be engulfed by Turkey.

Weida stated that the So-

viet Union has far too many
internal problems to become
involved in the Middle East,

and that staying out of the

war puts the U.S.S.R. to an
excellent position interna-

tionally.

When asked about the

economic consequences of

war Weida said: The deficit

will grow and taxes will in-

crease."

Hochman said his biggest

concern is "the actual thought

ofwar. That is. what happens
when steel fragments hit

tender flesh?"

Hochman closed with this

comment: "I'm not a pacifist,

but by thinking concretely of

war I'm led to two conclu-

sions: First, war was not the

last resort. My trouble with

this war is that all other av-

enues may not have been
explored. Finally, the most
important thing with war is

to end it fast."

Desperately seeking:
an experienced news writer.

Incentive: the position is paid.

Closet journalists please respond
to the Catalyst office

at x6675 or call Cheri at x7088
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C.C. students maintain politically active tradition

By Leah Matthels

Staff Writer

"Pepsi: the choice of the

new generation. "The Materia]

Girl generation. The rise of

the Yuppie generation.

"Deficits are the next

generation's problem." The

generation that has never

seen a war.

Having seen several gen-

erations pass through this

school. Dean William

Hochman has some hopes

and ideas as to what our

generation may become. In

his earlier years here as a

professor ofhistory, theDean

was highly involved with the

thoughts and movements of

the student body.

Reflecting on his involve-

ment. Hochmanremarked on
the necessity of some kind of

catalytic event to set students

Inmotion. "Somegenerations

are Just very content. If con-

ditions are prosperous and

peaceful, then thisis perfectly

normal."

The fifties, according to the

Dean, were very much like

the eighties. Then, as now.

"the emphasis was on the

material, not the ideal. People

were motivated by personal

and private ends." Demon-

strations then would have

been "unlikely." because

therewas little to sparkthem.

Such motivational factors

differentiated the fifties from

the sixties, according to

Hochman. "The sixties," said

Hochman, "weremotivatedby

the civil rightsmovement, and

Vietnam." Colorado College

reflected these sentiments.

1957 marked the first kin-

dling of campus activities.

Students had become in-

creasingly concerned about

the continual development of

the arms race, and the threat

nuclear warfare posed.

This concemculminated in

a mass rally in Shove, much
like the one this campus ex-

perienced last week. Student

and faculty leaders led a

program entitled "When the

hour approaches, the clock

strikes." "The program was
very powerful," said

Hochman. "People were cry-

ing and hugging each other.

Everyone's comprehension of

the nuclear threat was
raised."

InMarch of 1 965. hundreds

of CC students and faculty

alike rallied and marched to

city hall as a testimony to

Colorado Springs of their

feelings about civil rights. "It

was a very dignified, power-

ful, and moving event," said

Hochman. The demonstra-

tors stayed on the steps of

city hall for several hours, in

complete silence.

Rallies like these had the

full support of the Colorado

College campus. "They had

the effect." said Hochman.
"not only of raising the per-

ception of those involved but

also of the public in general.

People were very active, and

they had a big impact."

Starting in 1965, a study

group began exploring the

implications of military ex-

pansions inVietnam. In 1966,

weekly vigils began, and in

1969, students left class to

join an Acacia Park demon-

stration. The Kent State

deaths in 1970 also set off

demonstration on the CC
campus.

Dean Hochman reflects on the political activist

CC. students through the generations.
Photo by Amanda Spa
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CC. students march to Acacia park to mourn the dead ofMiddle Eastern war.
Photo by Justine Crowley

1972 sticks out in Dean
Hochman's mind as the year

of one of the most powerful

demonstrations at CC he's

seen. Nixon had just mined
Haiphong harbor. Classes at

the college were called off. a

demonstration was held In

Armstrong, and a major Ne-

vadaAvenue intersectionwas
blocked at rush hour.

Verystrong support ofanti-

war candidates also marked
this era, both by students

here, and all across the

country. Eugene McCarthy
carried El Paso county, says

Hochman. primarilybecause

of the dedicated and efficient

campaign organized by stu-

dents.

Given all ofthis rich history,

it's not surprising that the

Dean is "very optimistic about

the impact that CC students

>

can exercise." "Youths

says, "are the driving fo

this nation. They

enthusiasm, intellect

energy of no other
J

making up the consols

every community."

The Dean is also hi

that "under these di

stances, students will

oneswho will think ate

realities ofwar. "ItlspcE

he says, that this wat

be the catalytic event

will mark the end

complacent, 1980's a

aid the new 1990's.

"This war," says Hod

"threatens not onlj

nation's prosperity,

future as well. Young)

have the strongest*

hope for the future,

crisis comes along, t*

press themselves.

Blind skier program expands and succeeds
By Aubrey Hord, Susan
Moss & Alan Mishell

Close your eyes and
imagine yourself skiing

down a mountain: the wind
is blowing and you hear

your skis cut through the

fresh new snow. Now,
imagine experiencing this

as a skier with closed eyes,

as a blind skier experiences

skiing. Impossible? No way.

The Colorado Ski School

for the Blind started seven-

teen years ago and is now
in full swing in Colorado

Springs. Several members
of our student body have

become guides for visually

impaired skiers, and CSSB

is looking for even more
from our community. The
only requirements are

competency in skiing, pa-

tience, the desire to meet a

group of really amazing
people, and, of course, good

eyesight.

So, how do you actually

ski with a person who is

visually impaired? The key

is to realize that each indi-

vidual, visually impaired or

not, has different needs and
abilities. However, as a

general rule all inexperi-

enced skiers begin skiing

with their "attached:" the

guide skis in a backwards
wedge and supports the

skier with his/her poles.

More experienced skiers

may have their guides ski-

ing in front orbehind them,

with the guide calling out

the turns, and being the

skier's "eyes."

This may sound boring or

futile to some, but both ski-

ers and guides agree that

the experience is incredibly

rewarding. So rewarding, in

fact, that two young skiers

have scheduled to ski every

weekend that the slopes are

open. The program is also

expanding to include a se-

rious racing team, as some
skiers become more skilled

and aggressive. The motto
for both skiers and guides,

and which is truly proven

by the growth of the pro

gram is. "the skis the limit."

As CSSB's guides and ski-

ers progress, so does the

terrain covered. Partners

completely blind

needed no words to s

his feelings about W

gram. He simply

down every run

can be spotted in bright stopped until his g»

orange vests at the to quit from exhauw

Broadmoor. Vail, and any

other mountain that seeing

skiers frequent.

The guide training for

Colorado Springs Chapter

of CSSB is done at the

Broadmoor ski area and
takes one to two days to Gary Garrett at

complete. There is not
monetary compensation,
but meeting someone cou-

rageous enough to ski with

a visual impairment is often

payment enough. "CG," a

If you are inters

being a blind skier

or know someon 1

would benefit N
CSSB program, coot*

head instructors:

Huberman at 594'

[392

or Lynn Fleharty

'

2169. Or contact C

dent guides: Aubffi

at x7329, Susan 8

520-5863. or Ala»'

at X7744.
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conservation and innovation would
;urb dependency on Middle Eastern Oil
,„,nn LlOVd The Uniterl State* <c th» I , .......j^ron Lloyd

$ Writer

s ][
yourself, what

ap
n in Saddam

ssein's arsenal does

ot
geBush fear the most?

uld it be his mobile

nj
missiles, his chemical

ckpiles, his biological

jpons? Perhaps his po-

tlal
nuclear capability?

re these the weapons the

ted States went to war

keep out of Saddam
ssein's control?

0.
Saddam Hussein's

it
dangerous weapon,

one that Bush wants so

perately to keep out of

control, is oil.

Is the one weapon that

Id reach out, farther

n any missile, to cripple

United States and
eaten the world
nomy. And it is the only

ponthat ourwar cannot
troy.

Dry, do you ask, is this

nt made in the environ-

ntal column? Because
ironmental and conser-

[onist policies are the

p things that can eliml-

e this threat,

lis weaponwill'continue
stst as long as the United
tes is dependent on for-

1011.

le real war is the war
t we must fight within
United States to change
' wasteful, polluting
1, and switch eventu-
to renewable resources.

The United States is the
world's largest consumer of
petroleum, according to the
1990 World Book. We con-
sume about one-fourth of
the oil produced in the
world.

Despite the size and tech-
nological advancement of
the US oil industry, result-
ing in the second largest oil

production per year in the
world (USSR is first), our
national consumption far
exceeds our production.
This results in the United

States importing about
thirty-five percent of its oil.

Here is where our vulner-
ability lies.

In the decline of the cold
war, this gap may become
our nation's most pressing
security problem, besides
being our most pressing
ecological problem already.
Yet the problem becomes

even more urgent when we
compare the production
rates to the reserve rates.

The Middle East has about
64 percent of the world's
known energy reserves,
with Saudi Arabia alone
holding one-fifth of the
world's reserves (1990
World Book). Yet Saudi
Arabia is only the third
largest producer in the
world, after the US and the

USSR, ranking under the

US by more than a million

barrels a year.

The United States and
Canada combined, in com-
parison, have only four

NAVY MEDICINE
SCHOLARSHIPS UP TO

$100,000
The Navy is accepting applications now for
scholarships to qualified students enrolled in
Mwho except to be accepted to an accredited
AMA or aoa medical/osteopathic school in
the United States or Puerto Rico. United

States citizenship is required.

- Here's What You Can Expect -

Up to 4 years of full tuition including books,
fees, and necessary equipment.

A stipend of more than $700 a month for
living expenses.

Opportunities to pursue clinical and profes-
sional duties during summer periods.

pOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

866-1968
UVY OFFICER You and the Navy.

Full Speed Ahead,

percent of the world's
known reserves, yet the
United States is the world's
second largest producer.

Ifwe continue as we have,
our percentage of imported
oil can only rise, as our
domestic production can-
not keep up this pace for

long.

How can environmental
and conservationist policies

save us from this national
security threat? According
to The Green Consumer, if all

the cars on US roads av-

eraged 42 MPG, the amount
of oil the US would have to

import to meet current de-
mand would be zero. That's
right, zero.

Test prototypes produced
by major car manufactur-
ers have averaged well over
100 MPG. and the technol-

ogy Is readily available. All

that is required for car
manufacturers to produce
these cars is the consumer
demand.

If the market is there,

these corporations will in-

vest in new factories and
100 MPG cars will become
commonplace.
We will also save ourselves

from the very real threat of

global warming.
Burning petroleum pro-

duces large amounts of

carbon dioxide. When built

up in the atmosphere,
carbon dioxide creates what
is known as the Greenhouse
effect.

The carbon dioxide allows

sunlight to warm the earth
while preventing the heat
from escaping the earth's
atmosphere, much like a
greenhouse.
This process is what

maintains life on earth, as
some amount of carbon di-

oxide is naturally produced.
Yet If this balance Is dis-

rupted, it could threaten to
radically change the earth's
weather patterns.

Opponents of this theory
maintain that the warming
we are experiencing is part
of a natural climatic cycle.
Yet this was the hottest year
on the planet in recorded
history, and according to

Our Earth, Ourselves, the
previous six hottest years
were in the last decade.
Natural weather fluctua-

tions on a global scale oc-
cur over hundreds of thou-
sands of years, not a few.

So will war against Iraq
eliminate this environmen-
tal and national security
problem? No, it won't.

The next ruler of Iraq
might have a better human
rights record, but he will

still have control of the oil.

And what is to stop a lun-
damentaltst movement,
perhaps created or inflamed
by the US presence In the
Gulf, from toppling the
Saudi government?

If you follow this line of

reasoning, you find that the

US will not be safe from
foreign oil embargo until all

the oil producing nations In

the Middle East are US
colonies, or we no longer

need to Import oil.

So what Is keeping us de-

pendent on foreign oil?

Some of the most powerful
political forces in this

country, huge auto and oil

companies as well as the

rulers of the oil producing
nations of the Middle East.

These forces are making
enormous profits from the

YEARS AHEAD
HAIR DESIGN

Unlimited Tanning

One Month for $30!

15 % off all services with CC ID

118 N Tejon, Suite 30
Above Old Chicago's

118NTejonLSuite301 635 .5552

status quo, and they keep
the public happy by using
abnormally low gasoline
prices.

Low. you say? Before you
complain, consider that a
poor country like Poland
pays around $2.00 a gallon,
compared to the current US
price of about $1.30.
French drivers pay $4. 12 a
gallon, and the Italians a
whopping $5.30 a
gallonlThe Washington
Post. Janl2,A7).
Why do these forces keep

prices in the world's largest
oil market low? To foster

dependence, and ensure the
continued existence of this
market.

These Arab nations only
become wealthy If they have
someone to sell their oil to.

These are the forces that
have pushed for oil depen-
dence and the reasons why
renewable resource tech-
nology has not been ex-
plored.

They did not threaten the
American way of life, but
they are powerful political

forces.

Our fight in the Persian
Gull Is to maintain the
supply ofour national drug,
oil.

We are dependent on it,

and like many addicts, will

commit violence to maintain
our supply.

If this were truly a war
about democracy and hu-
man rights, we would con-

tinue on through Syria,

Jordan. Egypt, Libya, Tu-
nisia, Algeria, and Morocco.
We would even force de-

mocracy on our allies,

Kuwait and Saudi Arabia.

You may not have heard
of the human rights abuses
and dictators of these
countries, but you can be
sure you would if President

Bush needed to Justify a

war against them.
Our only real solution to

this crisis Is to eliminate

our need for foreign oil.

Let us work to make
Saddam Hussein's most
potent weapon into pools of

useless black liquid lying

Impotent on the sand like

so many dead soldiers.

We should have heeded
our mistakes in Iran and
the threat of the 1973 oil

crisis.

It Is not too late to kick

the habit. We have the

technology and the ability

to save our nation from this

addiction now, and all we
need Is the will.

Then we can turn our at-

tention to our pressing na-

tional problems. Including

the other environmental
problems I will present In

this very column.
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Boettcher support group

tackles eating concerns
I J: 5o of 'dew carters

1 lKi rWcv _^^M

By Abby Allen

Staff Writer

Although many people are

concerned about their eating

habits, few know about the

Food. Eating and Weight

Concerns Group (FEW) at

Boettcher Health Center.

FEW Is a support group for

women that meets to discuss

their personal worries about

food, eating or weight. The

group Is co-facilitated by

Diana Fuller and Nancy

Wilsted.

Fuller and Wilsted say they

are mainly there for "struc-

ture." and that the strength

ofthe group lies In thewomen
themselves.

The peer support helps

participants feel comfortable

and understood, and pro-

duces many close friend-

ships.

Meetings begin with par-

ticipants sharing something

"good and new" in their lives

in order to create an open,

friendly atmosphere. The

group then discusses mem-
bers' special concerns or ran-

domly picks a topic from a

jar.

Occasionally they have a

speaker or read short articles

for the next week's meeting.

FEW Is open to "any-

one who is struggling

or having a difficult

time with their eating

behavior."

Fuller and Wilsted stress

that the group Is not just for

women with eating disorders

and are afraid that people

will "stereotype the group as

limited to bulimics or

overeaters."

There are a variety ofwomen
In the group: Those who are

recovering or are not yet in

treatment for eating disor-

ders, undereaters, overeaters,

those worried about nutri-

tion, and those feeling inse-

cure about their bodies be-

cause of their eating habits.

Fuller and Wilsted had
trouble naming the group

without appealing to stereo-

type it. They wanted it to be

"an umbrella that would not

exclude anyone."

The group meets on Tues-

days from noon to 1 pm in the

Boettcher basement and is

open to "anyonewho is strug-

gling or having a difficulttime

with their eating behavior."

Anywoman is welcome and

participation is confidential.

They can also provide infor-

mation forcommunitygroups

or therapists.

For more information, the

counseling staff encourages

you to stop by or call exten-

sion 6384.

Feb. 1 8-20, 9am-3:30pm. Womer Center, Main Level

Feb. 19. Noon, "Lei II Begin Here", Wes Rm, Womer Or.

Feb. 19, 7pm, "Slide Show", Wes Rm, Womer Cenler

Feb. 28 & March 1, 9am-3:30pm, Career Placement

Office, Womer Center. Interviews by appointment only.

Applications must be completed by interview.

For more information call 303-866-1057, ext. 165.

Thfca/isvvfcr -to t.VQ s^W^ pwJahbn:

All 1991 Calenders

50% Off
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1

The Colorado College Bookstoi

,HE Compleat Gamer

NINTENDO
Buy, Sail, and Trada

Frisbees, Boomerangs, fi«robi«s,

Haeky Sacks

Party Games

Rola-Playing& Board Games

Puzzles. Kites & Gifts

Chess Sets, Cribbage, Go
Man ]ongg. Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116

Open 7 days a week
Across from Poor Richard's
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nderson sights lack of confidence
a stumbling block for most women

J101

jufetine Allison

—
^jj, ofus

were enthralled by

^sluni participant Laurie

iris social and political

jjgitary on January 9th. I

ke
with this unique

-nodem, multi-media per-

UfafterheqjresentatlOTi.Our

yersation, much like

loson's
performance, flowed

footer a range oftopics.

warding this year's Sympo-

^ionthe Future, she saidthat

subjects "looked pretty

jjjng,"
However she did note

It really doesn't seem like

jghwomen does it?"When 1

aj how she felt about being

d only two women parUci-

£ jn a Symposium of nine-

f she replied. "Pretty much

sjmewaythat I feelabout the

[ber ofwomen in Congress,

number ofwomen surgeons,

number ofwomen teachers:

re aren't enough women."

Ihy "aren't there enough

men?"Andersonrejectsaview

Bmen as completely power-

victims under the oppres-

n of patriarchy. "You cant

:ery blame men; that

n't work either...You also

jloaccept a lot ofthe respon-

ses yourselves." Women
1 to examine "what our own
ctauonsare;andiftheyarent

high.they'renotgoing to., .let

much of anything."

mienmust believe in them-

sto achieve theirgoals. And
Idence still appears to be
ilematicforwomenand girls,

linedAnderson. Shetoldme
it a "heartbreaking" study

li has been on her mind
ntly: "It's about
dence...Up to the age often

1 glils and boys are about
ly confident, and then after

geoften...glrIssuddenlyfind

they don't feel that they can

doanythingmuchanymore.'Ihey

start losing interest in a lot of

things ornotpushingthemselves

verymuch.Andatthesametirne,

that's when boys develop a lot

moreconfidence inthemselves..."
I asked how she is different

than those girls who lose their

confidence in themselves.
Anderson replied that. "It's hard
to lookbackand tryto figure out

those things...why you're a cer-

tain way." but that "I was very

lucky because my parents were
very confident people. Theyjust
said, 'Do whatever you
want'.. -Also..my mother never
felt that things should be stop-

pingher soshethought, "Well I'm

not going to teach my daughters

that Why [should f|
7"

Andersonoonveysanythingbut

a lack of confidence. She did

admitthough,thafwhenlstarted

to write this [the scriptwhich she
wrote expressly for her presen-

tation on January 9th], I

panicked...I thought Who am I

tomakepredictions?Icanhardry

predicthow longthistalk lsgolng

to be. Im going to talk to these

people about the future?! It's in-

sane!'"

Anderson'spresentationforthe

Symposiumwasmore a lecture/

demonstrationthan a full multi-

media, musical and visual per-

formance. However, the latter is

the foimat through which she

usually expresses her views to

the audience.

LaurieAnderson talked about

a topic integral to her work: the

relationship of art to popular

culture and how that relation-

ship might develop. "I actually

think it reafiy couldbe amazing if

artists used popular culture to

get theirworkout It's not appro-

priate for everybody, obviously.

(But) for some kinds ofwork it's

perfect,to use radio, TV... I dont

feel like that's demeaning, or

THEGALLERY SHOP

For

unique and
affordable

Holiday Gifts.

Sante Fe hand-formed clay ornaments;

Modern Art Museum calendars & cards

;

splendid books & watercolors; Southwest-

ern silver button covers,

jewelry & decorative items;

and much more!

^lorado Springs FineArts Center

selling out. or anything like that;

it's what you do with it."

.
"Unfortunately...once you're a

part of that system (capitalism],

the point. .ofpeoplewhoproduce
things, is to sell them." Concern-
ing her participation in the in-

dustry of commodiflcation.
Anderson explains that, There's

now way to escape that, I dont
think, unless you want
to...become a monk, which ap-

peals to me.. .in a lot of ways."

Anderson believes that. There
are ways to do things that have
integrity and also, (that) some-
body can sefi."

The Interview ended with our
conversation coming full circle.

Once again we were discussing

so-called "minorities." Although
Anderson speaks of the U.S.

Constitution as "one ofthe most
amazing documents that came
out of the Enlightenment," she
also sees problems with it that

are still around today. Thomas
Jefferson.. .is talking about the

freedom ofmankind, and it's so

beautifully written, but women
and slaves were not included in

this...."

Laurie Anderson brought insight and entertain-
ment to the Symposium.

Photo courtesy of Christine Allison

Career fair scheduled to inform students
By Noel Eisenberg

Does the thought oflooking for
a vocation send you Into uncon-

trollable angst? Have you con-

stantly put off first selecting a

major and then trying to figure

outwriattodowimmatwonderiul

Liberal Arts degree?

Well, fear not, merely come
and vlstt the Career Fair, taking

place in the Womer Campus
Center on Wednesday, January

30th. The fairwill Include a fash-

ionshowpresentedbyMayD&F,
a seminar on professional dress

aswell as CareerWorkshops and
Conversations.

The Fashion Show for the

Working Man and Woman" will

take place in the Rastall Dining

Room 12:00 - 12:30 p.m.. and

the serriiiiar"ProfessionalImage,"

in theWES Room, will delve into

the world of professional dress

from 12:30 - 1 pjn. Some of the

topics indiscussionat the Career

Workshopswillbe"Women - Can
We Have it All?", "Getting a Job
with the Federal Government,"

and TracticalTraining for Inter-

national Students" (each from

1:30 - 2:30 p.m. in Upstairs

Womer and WES Room). The
secondgroupwfflcontain"Bridge

AcrosstheOcean,""International

Jobs," "Working for the Environ-

ment," "Creating Your Own In-

ternship," and Ts There a Glass

Ceiling for Minorities" (all from

2:30 - 3:15 p.m. in the same

areas).

TheCareerConversaUonsevent

will occupy the main floor of

WomerCenterand Gaylord from
3:30- 5:30p.m. and there will be

an "Open Forum with Alumni

and Community Members."

There will be representatives

from over 100 career fields

present, including the General

Manager of the Monarch Ski Re-

sort, a freelance playwright, the

president of a marketing & ad-

vertising company, a psycho-

therapist, a social worker, a TV
anchor, a botanist, a massage

therapist, and countless others.

In addition there will also be a

special section of the seminar

devoted to environmental and

summerjobs in Gaylord at 3:30

p.m.

This year's Career Fair prom-

isestobeinfonnaUve, instructive,

and hopefully beneficial for those

CCstudentswhodecide toaltend.

(^&^hS^^
3 4

WEiqHT FITNESS
MANA«M£NT EVALUATION

BODY IkU^E

"]-<) p.m. v/eekly

starting in. Late January

FOR INFORMATION:
63^-8036 or. 685-9629

5 6
l6arxin9 cheatinc
to love positive
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Students readjust after studying abroa
By Kevin Murphy
Staff Writer

Approximately 70 CC
students have just returned

from 4 to 14 months of

studying abroad.

The students did much
more than Just study. Ex-

periencing people and
places foriegn to everything

they had experienced before

and living lives alien to all

life heretofore lived were

just a few extraccirricular

activities.

Students found them-
selves immersed in an in-

credible variety of unique

cultures and countries

ranging from Zimbabwe to

the British West Indies,

from France to Egypt, and

from Austria to the Soviet

Union.

One of the biggest sur-

prises In store for the study

abroad returnees was the

difficulty of readjusting to

life In the United States and

to campus life at CC.
According to Jennifer

Haefeli. who just spent the

last four months in Costa

Rica, the culture shock of

adjusting to Costa Ricawas

only the start. "I had a

harder time coming back.

The excess we have in the

US was a big culture shock.

I am hoping to return there

this summer to work."

Students also learned a

tremendous amount about

themselves and about oth-

ers. They found the changes

In themselves remarkable.

Returning to CC at first

was kind of a drag to many,

because as one returnee put

it, "You really know how
much hasn't changed. Even

the parties are the same."

But after a week or two of

readjusting to life in the US
and at CC. students are

"glad to be back in the swing

of things" and "excited to

see all my friends" remarked

Anne Johansen and Todd
Simms. who both studied

abroad In Spain.

Students agreed that

people live much simpler

lives in other countries,

without the burden of too

many material possessions.

Simple pleasures such as

going to the Italian Opera

for only two dollars or hik-

ing through the breathtak-

ing mountains of Northern

Jen Haefeli withfriends during her time in Costa Rica.
Photo courtesy ofJen fla£fi

Spain become memories
that last a lifetime.

In the discussion held last

Tuesday night between all

study abroad returnees,

students exchanged many

thoughts and stories too

unique to be related in print.

For all those interested

there will be a study abroad

fair February 18 from 4:30

to 6:30 in the Womer Cen-

ter.

For further informant

the various possibllltis

studying abroad, cat

Tiggy Shields at the Dal

tional Programs Office.

The Board
Special Events Calendar

Boettcher
Bulletin

FEW -Food and
Weight Concerns

meetings are held

every Tuesdayfrom
12 - 1 p.m. In the

Boettcher Basement
ADULT CHILDREN OF

|

DYSFIWCT70JVAL
FAMLTES meetings

are scheduled/or

Tuesdayfrom 6:30 -

8:00 p.m in Womer

Oper. Besert Storm
> Shove Chapel - exL hrs..8 am - mid-

night
> Dinner Discussion - Womer 5:30 p.m.
• Reflection at Shove - 4:30 pm. Mon-Fri
< Chaverim Dinners - 6:00 pm Mon-Fri
< Peace Vigil u>/ community - Hiroshima

Memorial on Nevada between Bijou

and Pikes Peak - 24 hrs/day.

|
• CO. Status Info - John Sheridan.

x6671; Bruce Coriell.

x6638: Catherine Finney,

x6857.
• Boettcher Counseling

available at x6384.

Besert Storm
• Prof. Valerie Hoffman-Ladd,

7:00 p.m.. January 7. W.E.S.

Room.
• Student Life StaffMembers
want to be responsive to

student concerns ifyou have
an issue you would like to see

addressed, call your Bruce

Coriell the Dean's Office, or a
Hall

Musical
Notes

Music at Midday - a

lunchtime concertfeatur-

ing Music Students - takes
|

place on Wednesday,
January 30, at 12:15 p.m.

in the Womer Center.

Career Fair

January 30

Working Together
• To publicize your event on "The Board"

call Peter at x66751 "The Board" is a com-

munity service effort in cooperation with

the College's Recycling efforts to reduce the

volume ofMass Mailings on the campus.
Please help usl

Fashion Showfor the Working Man &
Woman - Rastall 12:00 - 12:30 p.m.
Sponsored by May D&F.
Professional Image Seminar on pro-

fessional dress - WES 12:30- 1:30 pm
Career Workshops 1 :30 - 3:30 p.m.

upstairs Womer and W.E.S. Room.
Career Conversations - Open Forum
with alumni at community members.
Working Outdoors - Environmental

Jobs. Over 100 careerfields

respresented. Main Floor - 3:30 -

5:30 p.m.

Help
REABiscover

READiscover needs

volunters to help tutor

children at the Red
Cross Shelter. For in-

formation, call Lori at

x7599 or Monique at

x7356.
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^spotlight

awatsky learns more than hockey at C.C.

gjjKotluock

fitter

jntor from Canada, Ed

fy Is tte captain, ofCdo-

jfege'sDMstonOnehcckey

jelsmiplngtnhlstory.Ed

leammatescanbeseenln

^Tuesday against the

ttAcademy. ThefoBowtng

excerptfrom an interview

id)

nrouldyoucomparethis

i to last season?

, lot different for me as a

Icantjust concentrateon

my own thing, but I must
lenUon to everythingthat's

m. Lastyearwe had some

great seniors and I could just

worry about rrrysett We've had a
slow start this year, but we're

building toward a good finish.

The season ends in early March
wimmeLeagueChampionshfps.
FOTus,tt'samatter oftiming.We
have to put everything together.

How do you feel about the
hockey program In general?
At times it's good, at times it's

real frustrating. We have a lot of

realty quality players in com-
parison with other teams in the

league. We donthave the quan-
ttty.sowedonthavethelibertyof

switching the line-up. The
coaching staff has to make do
with whatwe have.

What doyouthink aboutthe
controversy over Division I

sports at liberal arts institu-

tions?

I understand the argument
Division I sports are agood thing
because people like myselfget a
unlqueeducaUorLlwouldnthave

beenabletocome toaschool like

this and get this kind ofan edu-
cation. But I can see how the

commitment to individual stu-

dents, thetime, the effort and the
moneythatgoesintotheprogram

can be viewed as negative. Butl
thinktheopportunitlesfarspcats

playersandstudentsexceedsthe

negative aspects.

Why did you choose CC?
I played in Canada and a CC

scout offered me a scholarship.

College hockey in the US has
scholarships,whereasinCanada
wedontSoItookadvantageofit
Iwasalso offered scholarships to
Michigan, New Hampshire and
LakeSpear,but thisleague isthe
best in the nation. I visited the
school and Colorado is a great

place. It's a lot different from
where I come from! It definitely

caught my eye.

What do you think are CC's
greatest attributes?

People here become respon-

siblefortheiractions.Youhaveto
be accountable for yourself. You
cantJust slide by in class Ifyou
dont go to class, you lose out
When I came here I thought I

would play hockey for the rest of

my life, but the school has ma-
tured me.

What are your future plans?
Itn interested in education.

Beingahistorymajorseemedthe
best way to go. My advisor. Pro-

fessorDennis Showalter, helped

me choosea majorfhatwould let

me pursue that. Ill probably

eventually go on to graduate
school In either history or edu-

cation. Ilikeworkingwithktds. I'd

Hair Designers forMen & Women

>/T^^^y

Style cuts, Cellophanes, Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 9{. Tejon at Cache La 'Soudrt 632-3531

OPERATION

DESERTSABRE
ONLY

pGEYOUR BO/1YI $14.99
(AVAILABLE FCR
ThC IBM PC, ARM YOUR WEAPONS) DEPLOY

TANKS, ORGANJZE SANCTIONS,
DESTABILIZE GOVERNMENTS,

LAUNCH AIR STRIKES..,

""531-7996
5>MESWITH: 4-51/4"DlSKS AND MANUAL
VGA/EGA SYSTEM WITH HARD DRIVE
REQUIRED ® 1991 REAL-TIME

IS LAST
BORTi

>ur^qi
Captain Ed Zawatsky (right) leads Tiger hockey.

Photo courtesy of C.C. sports qfflce

like to teach and coach hockey.

First 111 try professional hockey
for a few years.

How do you attempt to go
professional?

Im pretty much a free agent
rightnowbecause I havent been
drafted, rn go over to Europe If I

dontgetancfferinNcrthAmerica

I have an agent, and he basically

goes around and tries to sell me
to a team If he did. I would
probabryget a two-yearcontract

There are four ofus on the team
who are looking to go pro. The
coaches try to put In a good word
for us since they're influential in

the hockey world.

How did you get selected to
be captain?

Im one of three captains. We
were selectedby avote. You dont
have to be a senior to be captain.

The coach Is real demanding on
captains. We have to take re-

sponsibility and be mature. You
can't be the life of the party, you
kind of have to sit back and
monitor. Outside of practice

sometimes it seems like the first

yearsand sophomores hang out

togetheralot since theyallliveon

campus, and then the juniors

and seniors get together. The
team spends so much time to-

gether that everyone gets along

pretty well. Sometimes that

causes problems with the cam-
pusbecause theyseeustogether
and think that we don't want to

meet anyoneelse.That'snot true.

I think the hockey team the

fraternities and the sororities get

scrutinized real closely. I feel for

the fraternities because I think

they're agood outlet for students

andthey've had It tough. It's kind

of how people view the hockey
team. They magnify everything

and view us as a group.

Has It been different to go to

college In America Instead of

Canada? Do you feel like a
foreign student?

Yeah, I kind or do. IVc felt it as
a historymajorbecause I missed
out on the American high school

classesand the classicsthat they
teach. I have a diiferent perspec-

tive. Canadians are a lot more
content. That probably comes
from the differences between a

socialist and a capitalist country.

Canadians tend tobe more sup-

portive of their government. Just

because that's the way we were

brought up tobe. I like the Ameri-

can way of life, though. Ill prob-

ably stay for awhile, and eventu-

ally go back to Canada.

How do you feel about the

eight block year?

Well, It has affected me as a
hockey player. We used to have

threeblocksattheendoftheyear

with no hockey going on. You
never want to use hockey as an
excuse, but that opened up our
schedules and we had an extra

block to take extra hard classes.

SIMULATIONS

The

CCCA
STUDENT FACULTY COMMITTEE

Get Involved
ApplicationsAvailable January 25.

Pick them up at the Mathias,

Slocum, Loomis, Bemis, and
Worner Desks.

Call Shana at x7538
With Any Questions.
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Parallax

Duking it out at the IHOP

By Orion Poplawskl

Itn not going to talk about the war, at least not directly,

as there are plenty ofothers already doing so. Instead, I'm

going to speak a little more generally. I'm going to tell you

a story that happened backbefore break,whenwe weren't

at war.

After enjoying a delightful party at Arthur House, two

friends, an acquaintance (who 111 call Bob), and myself

decided to partake of the delightful food and pleasant

atmosphere of the local MOP (International House of

Pancakes for those ofyou out oftouch with the late night

dining scene). On the way there. Bob and myself started

making small talk. Inevitably, the conversation turned to

the subject ofthe draft and conscientious objection, as it

has been and continues to be high in my thoughts. Bob

posited that to qualify for CO status one must have never

committed a violent act In his (yes, only men get CO
status) life. I disagreed. Debate followed.

And debate spread. We caughtthe attention oftheman

sitting across the aisle. He was a Vietnam vet who had

been drafted and had thenvolunteered for a second tour.

We began "discussing" drafts in genera], service ofyour

country, and similar topics.

And debate spread. The vet's wife Joined in, as did

another man. At one point, it seemed like the whole

restaurant cheered for the Idea of "kicking Hussein's

butt."

Here were the positions. They said that as a citizen of

this country, and enjoying certain "rights," I owe the

government service in return. They said that I must follow

our democratically elected leaders. What do I believe? I

believe thatmy rights come from myself, that they are not

granted by any government. I don't believe in representa-

tive government. I believe that a decision on something as

important to fight or not must be made individually; no

congressman hasthe power overmy life tomakeme fight

and die "for my country."

We talked forabout an hour or so. Therewas no giving

ofany ground. Indeed, during the course ofthe evening I

was called, among other things, un-American, a coward,

unpatriotic. Itwas suggested that I wasn't a realman and
that Ishould getthe hell out oftheU.SA. , and IfIwas seen
in a dark alley that I would understand their position in

a more physical way.

First, let itbe understood that I donothatethese people

because oftheir opinions. Nordo Ibelieve that I couldhave

changed them. Our respective positions stem from areas

offaith, that rational debate cannot change. ForInstance,

consider the question ofwhere rights come from. Are they

acquired through a social contract?Are theyinherent?Or
is it something completely different? You can believe in

any one ofthese, but you cannot prove that one is "right."

It all comes down to faith.

On the otherhand, I am angry at these people and I do

fear them. Why? Because I never attacked them, called

them names, or threatened them with violence. Yet, In

return, my manhood was questioned, I was called a

coward, and therewas a definite undercurrent ofviolence
directed at me.

So, what am I trying to say? In this world there are

many different people, all with different ways ofviewing

the world, and It is Impossible to say that any particular

viewpoint is "wrong" or "right" In and of itself. There is no
universal reason that right and wrong can be formulated
from. Myopinions arenot"more correct" thanthose ofBob
or the vet. Am 1 saving that there Is no right and wrong,
that it Is perfectly okay to go around killing everyone? No.
Butneltheris it"wrong" inany absolute sense. But, before
I getmyselfInto anymore trouble, let's stickto less radical

things for right now. Let's take religious faith (hah, less

controversial? sure). Is Yahweh the true god? Is Allah?

You'll never be able to prove It here on earth.

This said, I want to say that there is at least one thing

that I believe is wrong, or at least futile. And that is to

degrade or beat up another person because of their

beliefs. We all have the right to our opinions, and the

conquest of another by force does not prove the correct-

ness ofyour beliefs.

I feel like I need to say something corny as way of a
closing statement, sohere It goes. There was ayoungman
who used to live around Galilee who preached a gospel of

love, and while 1 don't believe that he was the son of God,
I do believe that the world could use a little bit of love.

A generation comes of
By Marl Gustafson

As 1990cametoanend,itwas

the Mondo-Kitsch thing to do to

look at the year's events as a

gauge of things to come in the

next decade. Bymybarometer

things don't seem to be going

that well.

The 1990's will be the time

when "our generation" finally

comes of age. Things are cer-

tainly different for us than they

were for our parents' genera-

tion. Whether or not your par-

ents were major participants in

the "60's revolution," they were

part ofatime that idolizedyouth

culture.Theywere the shocking
ground breakers the media re-

peatedly turned to. When they

spoke, no matter who put the

words in their mouths or the

dollarsintheirhands, politicians,

manufacturers, everyone lis-

tened.Thethlng aboutthe"baby

boomers" is thatthey stillretain

that power. They swarm the

radio stations with oldies, the

TV stations with Thirty Some-
thing", andthetheaterswlthfeel
good 60's nostalgia.

While the "baby boom"
experimented with drugs,

alcohol, sex, music, and
fashion, our generation Is

faced with a moderate,

erotophoblc. lite, smoke free,

drug free, aerobicized exist-

ence. We are living in an
America with more 7- 1 l's. Pier

1 Imports, Gap Stores, and
bad Nagel prints than anyone

could possibly consume.

Furthermore, are we rebelling

against it? Is copying your
mother's old Grateful Dead

albums rebelling? No, we've

been raised to like the non-

thinking convenience ofthis

banal existence, and to

aspire towards owning our

own SAAB one day (howmany
of us do already?).

Bu t beyond all this there is

an even more blatant expres-

sion of the suppression ofour

generation. Yes, it's theWAR
Throughout the 80s we were

told to go to college so that

somedaywe could afford our

daddy's SAABs. Ifyou couldn't

afford college, you could

We are living in an
America with more 7-

ll's, Pier 1 Imports,
Gap Stores, and bad
Nagel prints than
anyone could possibly

consume.

always attendR Reagan
reform school for girls and
boys: the military. Gee, then

you could do It All you have to

do is sacrifice some of the

prime years ofyour life to an
absolutely non-productive

institution. America doesn't

need a draft, enough ofour
youth has been drafted in

pursuit of the GI bill already.

Needless to say, the money
that funded this recruitment

campaign could have funded

the national debt or feed

welfare babies.

Somany ofmy friends

enlisted after all the badgering

phone calls, many ofyour

friends did too. These were
people who used to fast for

nuclear disarmament B

they ever think they'd k

the middle ofthe deserti

Christmas dinner?

So what is our gen

supposed to do about On

that we_are fighting?

«

wesupposedtodowhoit

comes on the tube to tt

our boys and girls inlh

DearMr. Bush. Fuckytu

and girls those are mji

and brothers over then

are people I grew up wit

they are scared shifts

you, Mr. Bush? This isi

nam, short war. nostei

phemism. You can'tws

neo-senumentalspectai"

complete with "coloi'M

mentators and an allied

toll scoreboard. We o

gather in Womer an

tubetowatch theslickff

crochety analysts and

femalenewscastersteHn

up. WeVe almost betf

sensitized by this me*

butMr.BrokawtelliK 1

Mathews dead yet? Is

Wittle dead yet? Gee,'1

send the guy I wote <

Sunday as cannon 9
the "ragheads?"

What can I do about!

Mary Cheney and 1

hostage until they stop 1

orshouldlmerely boy*1

We could hold peaceful 1

stratlons like our p^
wouldn't it be quaint^

rive. I feel utterly help

wonder ifmanyotheis'
1

generation" feel the Si

asit'smygenerationon
1

Andsomeday, somen01

to have to listen to us
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Support your country's people, not the war
y Darren oameron

yxjkmg at the propaganda

(jjocatingThe GulfWar (actu-

Lagulfwar), the expression of

supporting your country" has

rade IIs rounds as of late. The

^ststriWrtgelementaboutthis

tjase is Individuals' assump-

l
ons about what it exactly

pjgns. Reading between the

^^s, it often appears that to

upport the country involves

upportlng oil addiction, impe-

jjjsiaviolence, and killing.Are

t supposed to hold these as

je values and ideals of the

duntry? I hope that people's

sponseswouldbe "no." Yetfor

jose who are pro-war. to say

id" seems a contradiction.

I
will make the assumption

jat "supporting the nation" in

nnie way involves improving

quality of life forUS citizens

and residents. It would seem
then that support ofthe country
would involve addressing; child

care, education, racism, sexism,
domestic violence, drug and al-

coholaddiction, unemployment,
and a failing economy. Yet I

neverhear "support yourcoun-
try" used in relation to these
crises, many ofwhich have ex-

isted for a longer time than that

of the Gulf. Ironically, the war
has done a wonderful job of
helpingmany inAmerica forget

abouttheseveryissues, andour
leadership'slnabilltytodealwith

them.

People also assume that sup-
porting the country (here, war)
and supporting the troops are
Inextricably tied together. I do
support the soldiers (as people,

notpropagandizedkillers)—but
not the war. The fact that I care

about human life; civilian,
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combatant. Iraqi. American or
otherwise doesn't strike me as
such a necessary contradiction.

Supporting this war. on the
other hand, puts life at greater
risk. Some would argue that

this war is needed as some sort

of preventative medicine in or-

der to save human lives [sic]. I

won't downplay Hussein's
atrocities, he has certainly

committed a wide range of vile

and horrid acts. This being so.

where was the US during
Hussein's previous acts of
genocide? Where? Supporting
him asUS equipment was used

tomassacretheKurdsandwage
war against Iran. Where? Sup-
porting him with a loan of one
billion dollars for "agriculture,"

funds actuallyused topurchase
more US and allied amis. (For

those homophobic individuals

who enjoy the sodomy-Saddam
word play, you may wish to

consider %vho's been his most
active and faithful bed compan-
ion until recently.]

So what do people mean by
"support?" Do theymean advo-
cate, rationalize or Justify (the

war]; or display concern, fear

and anger; pursuing educated

action— radical orotherwise, or
perhaps giving emotional and
psychological support In the
traditional sense? There are
manyways to support thecoun-
try, advocating violence is not
one ofthem— instead consider
dialogue, education, scrutiny of

policy, non-violent action, orjust

makingyourvolce heard. Blindly

followinga "leader" whose ques-
tionable decisions and actions

drastically affect so many (for

some abstract notion call pa-
triotism) , is farremoved frommy
idea of support.

The war is a terrible but necessary act
By Mike Drum

Boycott class! Hold a vigil! Pro-

test the war! But what Is it all

for? We must finish what we've

started or those who have died

will have died in vain. "But they
already have died for nothing,"

you say. They shouldn't have
beenoverthere intheflrstplace."
I hear. Well thea why don't we
Imagine the world as It could

have been and then decide.

Newsflash! IraqinvadesSaudi

Arabla.slaughteringthousands
mercilessly.

..Saddam tests new
chemical weapons on
Saudis...Saddam plans to use
nuclear weapons against
Israel.. .Jordan may be invaded
next as Iraq Is on Its way to

dominating the Middle East.

Andlnotherpartsoftheworld?

Who knows what could happen
withSaddam "Insane" incharge
ofmost of the world's oil.

What about us? How would
we feel sittingcomfortably inour
peaceful, isolated, dreamland,
watchingCNN describe the hor-

rific acts ofmurderand destruc-
tion caused byone ruthless dic-

tator. Andwe know our country
helped make him what he Is

today. Okay, we shouldn't have
done that. We shouldn't have
become sodependentonoll. But
that's afterthought.Nowwehave
a chance for redemption.

This war is horrifying, fright-

ening, saddening, but most of

all necessary. If you walk by

thugs beating up an old lady,

would you help her? If (here Is a
murderer walking the streets,

don't you think he should be
stopped? Saddam Is the thug
and the murderer and Kuwait
was only his llrst target. The
world can't turn the othercheek.

There will never be peaceas long
as people like Saddam Hussein
are in power. And we all want
peace. But we have to pay the

price.

Sowhyprolest. orhaveavigil.

These actions show a lack of

support for the troops lighting

for us. Allwc can do is pray for a
quick resolution and support

theellminatlonofthlsmurderer.

The war has begun and we all

have to do our part.

Symposium diversity is an ongoing issue
By Christine Allison &
Liza Burke

"It is important for all cofleges

and universitiestodiversifytheir

faculty, diversify the speakers

who come to the campus, di-

versifytheir course ofstudyand
the literature that everyone

reads; we're talking about the

future, here, and as I said inmy
talk, America Is facing a diverse

future."

-Clarence Page, journalist

for the

ChicagoTYtbune

Unfortunately, this year's

Symposium on the Future had
a very low representation of

women and people ofcolor. We
talked to the onlytwowomen in

the Symposium, Laurie Ander-

sonandRuth Sldel,andthe only

person of color. Clarence Page,

about the issue of diversity.

Although we found several of

the white male speakers to be

outstanding, theycannot speak
forwomenand people ofcolor. "I

used to think that we (men and
women) weren't that different,

but more and more, I think we
are,"remarked LaurieAnderson
Clarence Page explains that

overlooking different people's

perspectives is "like saying

you've got nothing of value to

offer to this country's mix, that

your background Is something

to be ashamed of."

Buthe Is optimistic. "Ithinkas

Americans we are aH appreciat-

ing this (diversity) more now. I

thinkwe are moving away from
the idea that we're going to mix
everyone In a pot and make
everyone basically the same."

Voice your opinion in

The Catalyst!!
The February 1st issue will cover

different aspects of the controversy

on rape - deadline is Jan. 29 at 5 pm.
Any additional stories on this topic,

etc. are due at the same time. Ideas

are welcome!! Call Jen at x6675 or

X7593.

Howcanwedobetterfornext
year's Symposium? Clarence

Page says. There are ways to

find out what speakers are out

there." In particular, he cites

speakers' bureaus as a helpful

resource. Ruth Sldel suggests.

"What we can try to do.. .is use
our networks to reach out to

people that we might not have

thought of (ourselves)." If a
speaker declines an invitation,

Sldel recommends asking. "Do

you know ofsomebodywhocan
handle the topic Just as well?"

The bottom line, according to

SideListhafthemost Important

thing we can say Is for a Sym-
posium like thistobe ofthemost
benefit to the most people. It's

always very, very Important to

reach out to all groups within

the culture whenever we possi-

bly can."

We believe that CC can reach

out to people more effectively In

nextyear'sSymposium.AsSidel

suggests. CC should strive to

"be a model" for society. We
agree and hope future Sympo-
siums will be instrumental in

heightening our appreciation of

diverse perspectives.

Although we have been criti-

cal, we do not want to forget the

hard work of the Symposium
Committee. As Ruth Sldel

stressed, "the committee prob-

ablyworked very hard and did a

goodjobfromthelrpolntofview."
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What's the real problem in the Gulf?

To the Editor:

After months of posturing,

this week our nation finds It-

self embroiled in a major

military conflict that threat-

ens the lives of tens of thou-

sands on both sides. It is im-

portant that we cut through

the rhetoric of the propagan-

dists in this country (Bush,

Cheney. Baker, et. al.) and

examine other Issues of the

Persian Gulf crisis. I want to

be clear about one thing: I'm

not siding with Saddam
Hussein. Saddam Is a terrible

butcherwhohasa long history

of heinous crimes and op-

pression. However, eliminat-

ing Saddam by going to war Is

the worst solution to a set of

problems thatwe have helped

manufacture for at least the

last 30 years.

Bush Islyingwhenhespeaks

of his commitment to stop

"naked aggression."

He didn't send troops when
Saddamwasmurderingthou-
sands of Kurds, or when he

was using chemical weapons,

or when he launched war

against Iran in 1980, or even

when China invaded Tibet. In

fact, he sent support to Iraq.

His statements continue the

shameful history ofUS foreign

policy and "realpolitik." Sud-

denly Bush Is trying vainly to

define his principles for going

to warwhen our foreign policy

hasn't dealt with principles in

a long time (recall Irangate).

The truth Is that Bush has

plunged into warbecause Ku-

wait sits on top of oil. We
ought to be outraged at the

recent rejection by Sununu
and other Bush cronies ofany

meaningful energy policy. Are

we satisfied as a nation to

send nearly a half million

troops over to defend middle

eastern oil fields while at the

same time Bush and hisMEN
reject even modest proposals

for energy conservation in this

country? Well let American

soldiers be killed so that we
can continue our gluttonous

consumption of world re-

sources. Bush Is obviously

morecontentto allowSaddam
to rip apartAmerican soldiers

and allow American energy

companies to rip up wilder-

ness lands than to promote

serious energy saving initia-

tives. It sickens me to think

that our country has let this

president (and most recently

Congress) decide to spill

American blood for corporate

oil interests.

It is embarrassing thatBush
and Baker worked feverishly

around the world to muster a

United Nations vote that calls

on all nations to support an
Iraqi embargo while we uni-

laterally commit over 400,000
troops and back our country

into a no win situation. A UN
enforced embargo and a multi-
national UN peacekeeping
force would have been much
more effective and credible in

forcingSaddam into a positive

response. Our country has

waited for years to see the

effects ofmuch less stringent

sanctions against South Af-

rica yet we would not wait six

months for the cripplingsanc-

tions to work against Iraq.

The US is also inconsistent

when we tout UN Justification

for our aggressive actions yet

we ignore UN resolutions con-

demning us for invading

Panama, Grenada, mining

Nicaraguan harbors, etc.

Further, it is appalling that

Bush meetswith one murder-

ous leader in the region,

namely Syria's president, in

order to stop another in Iraq.

Bush refuses to acknowl-

edge public opinion. The pub-

lic is clearly confused about

our reasons for being in the

Gulf. Before war broke out.

Bush had little support for his

bellicose policies, notevenfrom

most former secretaries of

defense and former military

leaders. Let's support our

troops and denounce the

leaderswho order them to die

needlessly.

Defense Secretary Cheney

and the Bush Cabinet were

worried about Congressional

support and waited until the

last minute, when all 400.000

troops were deployed, to ask

for Congress' support. The
heavily divided Congressional

vote is hardly comforting, nor

was the vote very convincing

of Congress' support for war
whenwe consider the circum-

stancesunderwhich theBush
administration sought the

vote. The Bush Cabinet

maintained all along that they

could launch forces into Ku-

wait without Congressional

authority. We can be certain

of Cheney's contempt for the

Constitution from his state-

ment in 1983 when he said

"that the declaration ofwar is

almost an outmoded concept

under virtually any set of cir-

cumstances we can conceive

of under which a president

would decide tocommittroops

tocombat." (Cheneymade this

remark at a forum sponsored

by the American Enterprise

Institute titled "War Powers

and the Constitution" on Dec.

6. 1983.)

In this small space it is not

possible to explore thenumer-
ous other issues of concern

regarding the Gulf situation.

What about the ecological

consequences? Hundreds of

oil weUs could be destroyed

and bum out of control for

months. This alone could

cause reduction of Asian
monsoon rainswhich nurture

crops, deplete the ozone layer,

and cause widespread con-

tamination of ground and
surface water. Should we not

have grave concern about the

large numbers of nuclear

weapons in the region and the

tenuous relationship of the

"multi-national force?" How
will Israeli involvement in the

Support Group demands more

Letters

to the

Editor

conflict (willing or unwilling)

change alliances? Why does

our media focus on the so far

nearly harmless SCUD mis-

sile launches from Iraq with-

out exploring the human
damages wreaked by over

8000 sorties flown by the al-

lied forces?

Finally, dowe really want to

win thisthrough war? Ifwe rid

Iraq of Saddam Hussein we
will leave in his place another

Shah of Iran or Nicaraguan

Somoza. No country in the

region will respect an Ameri-

can puppet government des-

tined to be toppled by the

people when they are finally

given the right of self determi-

nation, arightwedeny to third

world countries everyyear. I'm

afraid what we really want Is

power to control resources

(imperialism), a long term

presence In the Gulf, and a

reason to continue Cold War
style military development.

John E. Gudvangen

Chalice or blade?

Dear Editor

Tome. the SymposiumanThe

Future left a bleak picture ofthe

future of humankind in these

United States. Most ofthe lectur-

ers seemed to think that the

future willbe shaped onlybythe
shallow layer oftechnology that.

In my view, is just an artificial

veneer over natural reality.

Most of the morning movies

providedthemessagethataslngle

individual could "make a differ-

ence." I would like to encourage

everyone to readTheChaliceand
theBlade, byMane Eisler. She is

a futurist as well as a lawyer.

Originallyfrom Austria, she cur-

rently resides in California. Her

partner in life and work. David

Loye. assisted with thebook and

co-authoredthe studyguide. The

Partnership Way. Hence, both

books should have appeal for

"both halves of humanity!"

What will it be for us in the

future?ThechaliceORtheblade?

KayArnold

To the Editor:

OnJanuary 15. 1991 over

thirty students and faculty

members attended the

CCCA budget appropria-

tions meeting to show sup-

port for Sarah Sellergren's

proposal to establish a

Survivors ofSexual Violence

Support Group on campus
immediately. Since

Boettcher Health Center

had prior commitments for

their limited counseling/

support group budget, the

Survivors ofSexual Violence

Support Group found a

therapist with over 20 years

of experience in this field

outside of the college to fa-

cilitate the proposed weekly

meetings. Throughout first

semester Sarah approached

every Administrative office

at CC to raise money for

this project (the hourly fee

of the therapist) but came
away with inadequate
funding. The Office of

Residential Life and the

Women Studies Depart-

ment contributed enough
money to cover publicity.

Sarah approached the

CCCA Budget Committee
and found out that her re-

quest was denied. Sarah

and her friends discussed

this with many members of

Feminist Collective, result-

ing in the enormous show
of support at the January
15th meeting. At first

members of CCCA were
skeptical and hesitant in

overturning their original

decision, but support for

this project spread as argu-

ments were made by both

the council members and
the Feminist Collective

coalition in favor of the

project. In the end the

council voted unanimously
for the $1600 budget.

The new CCCA govern-

ment should be congratu-

lated on enacting a budget

policy that allows organi-

zations the time to refine

and resubmit their propos-

als after the budget Com-
mittee makes its recom-
mendation. This policy re-

flects an understanding of

the way student groups ac-

tually work on this campus
and indicates that the 1991

CCCA members will go be-

yond the usual self-indul-

gent agendas that charac-

terize student government.

I would also like to recognize

CCCA's sincere and suc-

cessful attempt at engaging

in dialogue during this

meeting. While these inci-

dents are encouraging, this

is not the time to cease ef-

forts at improving the envi-

ronment for women on this

campus. In fact, this mo-
mentum should bring us to

the realization that now is

the time for the Colorado

College to implement urgent

policies concerning the

devastating epidemic
i i* asexual assault on

campus.
CCCA made this ]

thli

t

13

P

B
ite

nancial commitment in m $
hope that the Admlnistt,' W
tion will recognize the J
portance of this service, |l

importance of living (j 1

environment free from
|jj on'1

ror, self-destruction
itlt

pain. We agree with m
of the members of thJBlly

council that this projecu ?<

the responsibility of m
Administration. As the Uj.

son between the students ff

and the Administrate
CCCA made a bold

state-

ment as to how this can. ity

pus can improve for wooj,

students. However, we ai,

still very distant fr|

reaching adequate con&

tions. To make Coloial

College a safe and welcon,

environment for women m
must establish preventathi ac

measures against rape
oi

the campus. This include

mandatory educatloni

programs and a rellabfe

escort service. Current!

this project is perpetu;

by a few volunteers fron

the Feminist Collectlvi

Colorado College needs

well-defined, accessibk

network ofsupport service

for women who have bee

assaulted. This respons!

bility is unfairly carried oi

by roommates and rest

dential staff who are m

trained to deal with thele

gal, medical and emotion;

implications of sexual as

sault. Even more devastal

ing is the fact that this re

sponsibility is being canit

out by the assault survive!

themselves in an inter!

dialogue that continuous1

create new explanations

justifications while tearii P°

the survivor apart. Tl |/

college should be able

provide victim advocate

counseling and psycholcj

cal support and quail

medical care. Rape siffl

vors need to be advised i

their rights and altera

tives; they need support 1

police investigations a|

or legal actions. Finally.*

Colorado College must (

ercise swift, decisive act |,

on the perpetratorls) «

address possible resident

security or party P°"

problems on our camp*

These demands will
|

be attended to if they'

loud and massive eno«!

for the college's Adrr*

tration to hear. I urge

students of CC to A
letters to President

requesting that these vj

services be provided f<"

Christine 4
(Note: President Riley

agreed to cover half °'

cost of the budget B

presidential conting e<i

funds.)

Spe
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yb<

er
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Editor:

aj,
surprised at the eco-

Q. ignorance of the antl-

m\, population at CC. These

*Dle are making and dls-

LWbanners askins- "why

we at War? For Bush's

io? F°r Cheap Gasoline?

| go? For
Bush's Re-elec-

„?"Well. I have a question

tajning a little more sub-

„,ce . "Why can't this radl-

jy -minded,
liberal minor-

accept the real facts of

j.
policy in the Gulf?"

tsident Bush has made it

clear to Congress and

t'people ofthe U.S. on why

are there. Unfortunately,

jy
Congress has listened.

ieU.S. and 27 othernations

t at war because hostile

ijtsslon againstan allyand

anberofthe United Nations

nt completely unchecked.

evil leadership of Iraq

raded a non-threatening,

aceful nation, and claimed

is part of Iraq. So what do

!
anti-war people blab all

ir campus? Let met tell

I At the anti-war rally on
cember 1 1 . duringthe open

ke session, a female pro-

tor took themike and said,

iu know, like. Kuwait is

toyed. Like, the people

ire have lost like, every-

ng, and we really can't do
ich about that now. so we
mid pull out."The Gamma
Betahouse mother isfrom

wait. Shecame to Colorado
ingsjust before Iraq took
r Kuwait. I would love to

this war protestor talk

t to face with her.

peaking for those who do
support thewar effort, we
nild be more concerned
h domestic problems like

erty and racism. Ok.
ipose we weren't in Saudi
Ma. Saddam would say,
mum, no one cares and is

tag to do anything about
coup ofKuwait. Well hell,

move on to SaudiArabia,
s! After all, the U.S. is

tog on poverty, so 111

'no problem." Oh, yeah,
bg back and doing noth-
would have worked really

I the non-supporters
n anything from WWII?
tr invades Poland. The
remains isolationist, and
be lets Hitler know that
' ™ did was not very
' What happens next?
er Invades France. The
remains isolationist, but

J
concerned. However,

I hasn't done anything
""suture military action
6e U.S. yet, right? All he
™ie is take over two
hies -let him be. What
Japan bombs Pearl
F The U.S. finally re-

|

s that watching
?
ected aggression go on
elsn 't such a good idea,
'and the otherAllies are

\v?
t0 a war mucn t0°

s% too late? The first

^InvolvingtheU.S. were

disastrous.

The Bush Administration,
with consent from our elected
representatives in Congress,
did the right thing by mobi-
lizing in Saudi Arabia and
attacking Baghdad. If

Saddam was allowed to con-
tinue his conquest of the
Middle East, he would even-
tually control the world's oil

supply. The effect of this on
every nation's economy (ex-

cluding Iraq's, of course)
would be devastating. We
must look toward the results
of our actions. Waiting has
proved wrong, fixing now is

right. The balance of power
will be restored. Saddam will

be removed from power, and
Iraq will hold free elections to

select its next leader.

Randy Benzel

Occupations ofWest Bank and Kuwait

Letters

to the

Editor
Logical debate vs. intimidation

IO.

be

I would like to tell you a
story. The story of a father

and son. Now this Is notgoing
to be the kind of melancholy
sort of story like Harry
Chapin's"Cat'sintheCradle."

No. this is a story about in-

tolerance, ignorance and con-
tempt for non-conformity.

I was down at Acacia Park
last Saturday after going on
an enjoyable bike ride. Afriend
and I had stopped to rest and
check out all of the goings on
with the political activity in

thepark. Now I must add that
my views on the war in the
Gulf are complex and too In-

volved tobe detailed here. This
is not a story about the war.

With that in mind, I was
standing in the park, observ-

ing the peace vigil and the
group of pro-war demonstra-
tors across the street from
them. My friend and I had
made no connection with ei-

ther group. There was noth-

ing to indicate our political

views, be It banner or flag. As
we stood there, an older man
began walking toward us.

waving an American flag. As
he passed by me. he draped
his flag over my head and I

proceeded to brush it out of

my face. Quite confused. I

turned tomy friend. The man
turned onme and said, "Don't

youtouchmyflagunlessyou're

willing to die for it!" I was
stunned at his seemingly
premeditated act. I then
proceeded to tell him just

where he could stick his pre-

cious flag. I questioned him as
to why he thought I felt one
way or another about recent

events and all I got from him
werebitterinsults. I concluded

thatltwasmyageand.mostof
all, the length ofmy hair that

had incited theman to engage

me.
On the same day in the city

of San Francisco, my father

was trying to get to a business

appointment when he was
confronted by a large group of

anti-war protestors. As he
made his way through the
crowd, clad In his business
suit and carrying his brief-

case, hewas called names like

warmonger and even spat
upon. This is a man who
actively protested the Viet-

nam War. Here too was an-
other blatant case of stereo-

typing.

In both cases, both sides
passed judgment on indi-

viduals who were not actively

a part of "their" protests and
who simply appeared to be for

"the other side." This kind of

blind discrimination and hate
is unproductive and polarizes

people on an issue in which
there are many opinions and
beliefs. We immediately tie

our hands and make it Im-

possible toflndasolutionwhen
we only see such issues as
black and white. I have ob-

served this kind of attitude

many times in my four years

atColoradoCollege. fromboth
the left and right, frats and
feminists, athletes and
longhalrs. students and the

administration.

Iam not speakingout against

free speech. Quite the con-

trary. I find it valuable for

people to express and debate

political opinions. However,
we must keep in mind that

people are individuals with

individual opinions and they

must not be judged on ap-

pearance or even association

without being given a chance
to express their views. No
longer can we take the atti-

tude that "you're either with

me or against me." Unlesswe
stop to listen to differing

opinions and rely on logical

debate rather than mob rule

and intimidation, we will be
no better than Hitler's Ger-

many. Mao's China or

Hussein's Iraq.

Be Good to Each Other,

Andrew

To the Editor:

In the past month I've seen
many articles In various
publications (Including The
Catalyst) linking Iraq's an-
nexation of Kuwait to
Israel's occupation of the
West Bank. Although I have
reservations about the way
Israelis are handling the
situation in the West Bank,
it seems that for the
present, what is essential
Is that we have our facts
straight regarding Iraq and
Israel, so that propaganda,
which inaccurately com-
pares the two does not
mislead us.

In the summer of 1967.
Egyptian President Nassar
declared his intention to

"annihilate the Jewish
state." To accomplish this
end. he formed military al-

liances with Syria and Jor-
dan; amassing troops along
the Egyptian border of Israel

as well as blockading the
Israeli port of Eilat. This
provocation precipitated a
preemptive strike by Israel

resulting in the 6 Day War
and the Israeli occupation
of the Slnal Peninsula.
Golan Heights, the Gaza
Strip and the West Bank. In
contrast, Hussein invaded
and annexed Kuwait
unprovoked by any military

threat, let alone the threat

of "annihilation."

Israel responded to an
aggressive threat of de-
struction, manifested in the
military alliance of the
surrounding nations and
the military buildup of these

hostile nations along Israeli

borders. There Is a also

substantial evidence to

show that Israel advised
Jordan not to Join the
military alliance and agreed
to continue to regard the
River Jordan as the bound-
ary between Israel and
Jordan. Jordan ignored the

offer and entered the war
against Israel.

The result of that war was
the Israeli occupation ofthe

above stated territories

(Sinai was returned to Egypt
in 1979 in accordance with
the Egypt Israeli Peace
Treaty). The distinction here
is made between occupation
and annexation. It is erro-

neous to label the West
Bank as annexed territory

because the Israeli parlia-

ment has at no time pro-

claimed this to be the case.

In fact the nation which
most recently annexed the

West Bank was Jordan in

1948. Hussein on the other
hand has promulgated the

annexation of Kuwait. So
perhaps a more accurate
comparison to make to the

Iraqi situation is Egypt and
Jordan's 1948 annexation
of the Gaza Strip and West

Bank respectively. Egypt
and Jordan annexed these
U.N. designated Palestinian
territories without any
military provocation.
What are the historical

precedents which dictate
how an Invading nation's
territories are treated fol-

lowing the defeat of that
nation? Repeatedly, we see
examples of the occupation
of part of the aggressors'
territory. Sometimes these
occupations have become
permanent with or without
treaties, sometimes they
have been temporary. The
legitimacy of these occupa-
tions has not been con-
tested by international law
and often they are approved
by the world community.
For example, Japan's de-

feat In WWII led to the So-
viet Union's occupation of
the Japanese Islands of
Kurlle In 1945. enacting an
agreement reached at the
Yalta Conference. Also, fol-

lowing the defeat of Ger-
many, the German territory

of Silesia was occupied by
the Soviet Union and
transferred to Poland. The
Allied nations allowed the
expulsion of the German
population from Silesia.

This was done in accor-
dance with the Potsdam
Conference of 1945. If the
U.N. forces defeat Iraq, it

will be interesting to see
how the U.N. will handle
Iraqi territories in the after-

math of war.
Although one might per-

sonally disapprove of this

kind of action. In recent

history the Western world
has accepted, without In-

ternational repercussions,
these occupations by na-
tions who have been at-

tacked; with the exception
of Israel.

The Immediate dangers of

falsely likening Israel's oc-

cupation of the West Bank
to Iraq's annexation of Ku-
wait are the following: It

gives Hussein Justification

for staying in Kuwait; it un-
dermines America's rela-

tionship with Israel (one of

our strongest Middle East-

ern allies) and it serves
Hussein's strategy to divide

the Arab coalition currently

opposing Iraq. Don't believe

the hype. The Important fact

which we must remind
ourselves of is that Israel

has never Initiated aggres-

sion In regard to the pos-

session of territories while

Hussein obviously has,
more than once. Including

his current unprovoked
attacks on Israel. To equate
the annexation of Kuwait
with the occupation of the

West Bank is both factually

Inaccurate and misleading,

in a dangerous way.

Andrew W. Schwartz
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Photo Opion

"How has the war affected you personally?"

^k

Santiago Forster. Jr. -

"It makes me uncom-
fortable and disgusted

that peaceful means
have not been pursued

furthur. It has not af-

fected me personally."

Dawson Farr, Sr. - "I

have a friend going

there. Talking to him
and realizing how
scared he is makes me
realize how much this

war will affect us all."

Patrick McMahon, FY -

"I spend most of my
free time at the vigil at

Acacia Park. It is hard
to attend class with a
war going on. School
just does notseem that

important."

Tom Dogget, FY - "It

has not affected me,
except that I watch the
news more."

feVE£ by Jonathan Goldstein

Back fr.ok\ Vacation

Bo6, BOK-T, AfJb 8 Iff INDUL46
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fc.t,p°MO v< it» 'Arrwv^KTt KV«A51tt5
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The way it is by Mark Fiore

Charles Kellogg,
j

"It has given me
coaj

dence in
|

president's abilities

make sound declst
0|

It has made me rea|

how much differeg

there is in the »
,

and how you can
(

judge people by „
own standards'

Audra Kirshbaum,
Soph - "It has made me
afraid for my fellow

students and relatives

of draft age. I am very
disappointed at the
media and feel that it

will be a long time be-

fore we know even one-
halfofwhat's going on."

Chatan Ghate, Soph, from India - "I think!

is disgusting that in this day and age mail

has to go to war. But in this case it is a 'Si|

Necessity1 ."

& SJsaDlb ©(KM) El VflOO By Marc Philip

ABS News: Special Report
The Middle East crisis Is getting worse. Asyouconsii

the stores ore empty and Medical Aid Is hard to fM
The economy Is in ruins. Desparote people live In term

struggling to survive from day to day.

?3^&«&3%

President Bush has sent troops to force Iraqi <°n I

out of Kuwait and restore order to the region. Hey^

wait a minute Thafsnot Kuwait, that's PhHtf "
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4n Evolution: a look "behind the magic"
By Jonathon Knight

Staff Writer

"It's our turn now," says

Jason Hilkey. describing a

project that he and co-de-

signer Sandy Wolton are

terming an "experimental

performance art piece." The

two are used to working as

designers and technical sup-

port under the omnipotent

directorofaproduction. Now,

with their show "An Evolu-

tion," they are making the

decisions, playing with all

different kinds ofequipment,

and using effects that they

think are exciting to watch.

Having no director is "cha-

otic" says Wolton. but she

feels that the experience has

been Invaluable. "WeVehad
the time and ability to play

with things that don't neces-

sarily work, and leam from

that." The effects that they

use in the show apparently

represent about one-tenth of

the things that they tried and

did not like.

So what is "An Evolution?"

Well, you should certainly see

foryourself. Itisacoalltionof

sound effects, live music,

lighting effects, dance.

sculpture and other artistic

mediums. But It Is unique

because it shows usthe tech-

nical support behind the art,

as well as showing the art

itself. Hilkey terms it, "Be-

hind the Magic." He says

that he wantsthe audience to

have the option of looking at

the actual work that takes

place In order to create the

magic of theatrical experi-

ence. "Very little is hidden."

says Hilkey.

The art itself follows a ba-

sic sequence of themes be-

ginning with a "nebulous" at-

mosphere, and flowing into

"formations" and "creations."

This is as much as Hilkey

and Woltonwant to say about

the meaning of "An Evolu-

tion." They would prefer to

let the audiencemake up their

own minds about what the

piece means. Says Hilkey,

"We want to take the audi-

ence on an emotional
rollercoaster." There are a lot

of contrasting images and
sounds, some intended to

shock you, others to relax

you.

The sound, designed by
Jason Hilkey. includes live

percussion and keyboards,

synthesized sound effects, as

well as a performance by
Adam Mishaga who is a

Physics major involved in a
physics/music project. The
lights, designed by Sandy
Wolton, make use of many

Are you afraid of Virginia Woolf?
By Erin Kennedy
Staff Writer

Tom McElroy, artistic di-

rector and owner of the Open
Egg Gallery and Theatre, de-

scribes his production of Ed-
ward Albee's "Who's Afraid of

Virginia Woolf" as a "Fellini-

esque, Freudian nightmare
with Star Trek lighting." The
Intent of this production and
all performances at the Open
Egg is to be non-traditional,

maintaining surprise, spon-

taneity, and an lmprovisa-

tional quality. McElroy feels

his directing is true to Albee's

absurdist intentions, but cuts
and changesweremade in the

dialogue to make it timeless

and emotional, without being

"over dramatic."

The theatre space at the

Open Egg isminimal and inti-

mate, putting the audience in

the middle of the action.

McElroyhopes this, alongwith

the subtle "statements" of the

play, will lead the audience to

personally identify with the

characters and their lives.

Though McElroy is hesitant to

analyze the play for the audi-

ence, he does believe "Who's
Afraid of Virginia Wool!" ex-

emplifies modem relation-

ships and the games people
play.

As impressive as McErroy's

intentionsare his castmembers.

Both Paul Mafhewson (George)

andFreddieHolmes(Honey)have

done extensive acting regionally,

and in California. Ana Foulk

(Martha) is a talented Colorado

Springs actress, andDavldWeed

ivum nvbws

OHO!) WHIP

j^f*»i«s
PTiMSMflg
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An Evolution: the human

different effects. Wolton says

she wants to use the lights

"as the instruments them-

selves, ratherthanthemeans

to something else." The de-

signers want to show us the

variety ofthingsthat are pos-

sible within the world of the-

atre, without having to an-

swer to a directorwho has an
unbending concept with
which they must comply.

Other effects used include

masks, balloons, fog. mani-
kins, a parachute, and a four

foot Styrofoam egg. "We've

used everything at our dis-

posal," says Hilkey.

dance has been eh
|

graphed by Katia Men

She says she has trf

create a "moving sculj

set with bodies, ratherth

dance."

"An Evolution" opens

day night at 8:00 p.m.

runs between thirty

forty-five minutes. Su

quent performances

Saturday at 8:00 p.m.,!

day at 3:00 p.m., and!

day at 8:00 p.m. Admis

is free to CC students

faculty.

(Nickjislocalryknownasthebass
player for Head Full ofZombies.

"Who's Afraid of Virginia

Woolf runsJan. 3 1 . and Feb. 1

,

2,7,8,9,at8pm.TheOpenEgg

GalleryandTheatre islocated at

318 N. Tejon, and tickets are $8,

$6 with a student ID.

Great Performers Series:

Kazuhito "The Fiery

Classicist" Yamashita
visits Packard Hall

By Nathaniel Feis

Arts Editor

Tonight: a special engagement for your post-dlni

pleasure, KazuhitoYamashita shall be performingup

the guitar (okay, he'll actuallybe playing it and not*:

something like dancing on top of it as my phras!

suggested. Sorry about thatvagueness) as a part ofC(

Great Performers series. The concert will be in*

campus's own lovely Packard Hall at 8 p.m. By the*

that 'tonight' at the beginning of this little article (Vi

can't miss it, it's the first word. Look ifyou don't b*

me!) is only applicable If you are reading this Jar"18

25th. If today's date is later than that, well, you ml

as well stop reading now and get on with youro

assuming you have one.

Back to Yamashita. he is a classical guitarist, 1

Fiery Classicist" if you read the Los Angeles TjB3sUJ

is a native of Japan and came to national attention'

a tour with James Galway. The pieces for this cor*

will include Toru Takemitsu's "Folios." Dvorak's

"

phony No. 9 in E minor," and two pieces by B*

"Preludium, Fugue, & Allegro in E-flat" and "Si*

Lute."

So go, open your musical horizons, listen to

renowned guitarist. Tickets are free ifyou happen

a member of the Colorado College family or 5 00 iff

are not. These slips ofadmittance can be obtained a

Worner Campus Center desk (ask for Amy).

A;

M

ely
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Iliat melancholy Dane is back, and he's perturbed
,jobn Keilman

jg
Writer

ail signs were ominous

Franco Zeffirelli. respon-

le for a poor cinematic

aptation of "Romeo and

Bet
1 the '60s, had been

^missioned to take a

icliat
the most celebrated

Shakespeare's dramas,

j 34 year-old-actor Mel

wonwas recruited to play

, most infamous role in

of drama, the teen-aged

inlet.

Unci the news only got

se; m an Interview pub-

jed m Fame magazine,

json blathered about the

e ("He's pretty upset

out the whole family

r,g. He's hurt. He's In a

[tty heavy mood...") with

etone of a simpleton. And
en there were Gibson's

it two pictures, "Bird on a

teplete with death, the art of war is a many splintered thing
Nathaniel Feis

Is Editor

As you may or may not be
are, this is the section of

r little college news publi-

Jon that is devoted to re-

vving, or more accurately.

bbling about newish al-

ms. Soyou all read It, agree

hwhat I have to say, think
lantncompetent ass. both.

Ignore these articles en-
:ly; you have better things
do after all.

This week, as you know,
rkinder, gentlernation has
elded to express its kind-
is and gentleness by
"tag the hell out ofanother
Mry. Since this war, that
networkshaveturned Into

Wire" and "Air America."
Zounds! "Hamlet" was a
certain disaster.

To further the sinister
atmosphere, the night ofthe
premiere was the opening
evening of the Gulf War. It

was as though all premoni-
tion of disaster had con-
verged upon the multiplex
screen. But then the curtain
opened, the credits rolled
— and a funny thing hap-
pened. "Hamlet" proved an
excellent film.

Elizabethan scholars and
Shakespearean purists will

no doubt have a charnel-
house full of bones to pick
with the film, but the
technicolor "Hamlet" of the
'90s is triumphant none-
theless. The Scottish loca-

tion where the filmwas shot
creates a simultaneously
eerie and lush Elsinore,

playground for the royal

revelers of Denmark. The
photography of the film is

well composed and tex-
tured; the dark interior of
the castle is often violated
with blanching sheets of

purewhitesunlight. and the
countryside of Elsinore is

shown in all its green maj-
esty. For once. "Hamlet" is

not solely contained in a
uniformly bland, drizzling

container of a setting.

The performances of the
supporting players are ap-
propriate, though Alan
Bates' Claudius has paper-
thin depth. When grieving
for his sins, for instance,
there Is little to suggest the
cruel dilemma of
Shakespeare's lines: "My
words fly up, my thoughts
remain below: Words with-

out thoughts never to
heaven go." Glenn Close is

a lusty Gertrude, who gives

"Hamlet" a little more than
motherly love. The other
principal actors, Ian Holm
(Polonlous) and Helena
Bonham-Carter (Ophelia),
give strong, though
unspectacular, portrayals.

But of course, this is

Gibson's show, and he does
not disappoint. Once again
I am reminded that actors
need not be scholars.
Gibson uses his wild man
glare, honed in his "Lethal
Weapon" work, to create a
convincing portrait of a
crafty, plotting, vengeful
prince. He falls somewhat
flat during the opening
segments of woe and
mourning, but I would
much rather see a lively

Hamlet than yet another
pre-fabrtcated melancholy
Dane. This is a Hamlet who
— dare I say it — has a bit

of fun. Gibson may even err

on the side of zeal, but
again, this is welcome.

Zeffirelli has taken vari-
ous liberties with the script,

such as switching around
the chronological sequence
and making various dele-

tions, but the spirit remains
intact. Fitting a three hour-
plus drama into two hours
of spectacle requires, natu-
rally, some concessions.
But all the famous moments
are here, carried out by a
rugged and virile band of
actors who infuse dear old
Elsinore with a dose of life.

From the signs of sure ca-
tastrophe came startling
success. I hope to see fu-

ture adaptation of sacred
literary works take a cue
from Franco and sneak in a
little irreverence. Believe
me, the Bard himselfwould
be pleased.

a miniseries. is the theme of

this week's paper (that's why
there are all those stories

about it here) and also, a

theme of our lives, consider

this the Arts section's, and
my personal, contribution to

the debate.

Now, what can one dis-

cuss on this subject in the
Arts section?I could do
something fitting and discuss
the Art ofWar, but frankly I

know little about the Art of

War and I'll be damned if I'm

gonna research it for this

writing; and ifyou were really

Interested In the Art of War
you'd be going to West Point

right now. So. instead ofthis,

I'll be expressing some ofmy
thoughts about this whole

nS ICECREAMS

2 FOR ONE SALE

Buy one & get a second
of equal or lesser value

for FREE!
(Monday through Thursday only)

EXPIRES FEB 1st

Open till Midnight

7 Days a Week
102 E.Kiowa

mess.

First of all, I'm not at all

pleased with the way this

whole incident has developed
from the very beginning. If

the United States was so
against the Iraqi invasion of

Kuwait, why didn't we try to

prevent the invasion or at

least make some statement
about it when Iraq was
mounting troops in prepara-
tion for their invasion last

summer?
Also, how can we believe

George Bush when he says
that he has been striving for

peace all of these months? I

mean, I don't think you send
millions oftroops to threaten
someone, call them the Devil,

call them Hitler, and say that

you are going to kick theirass
when you are desiring a

peaceful solution. Every time
the U.S. made a peace Ini-

tiative It was done in such a
way that it left the impression

of "we're trying to make look
like we want a peaceful so-

lution to make people happy,

but what we really want is a
good war to test all our new
toys."When the Iraqiswanted
to discusspeace and also )ust

discuss the Palestinian Issue
the U.S. turned them down
flat.

It really Irks me the way
the "peace-keeping" force in

the Middle-East has changed
from the U.N. -multinational

force to the U.S.-multina-
tional force. Pretty subtle,

huh? I mean the U.S. bull-

dozed Itsway into controlling

this whole scene when it

should have Just been a part

of the U.N.'s forces to help

control the Iraqi crisis. The
whole crisis has gone from
the U.N. vs. Iraq to the U.S.
vs. Iraq.

George Bush browbeat
Congress Into accepting the
war after we were already

Colorado College

Tuesdays and Thursdays

6:00 - 7:30

Beginning Classes
Start January 29

in the El Pomar Turf Room
"All You Heed Are Sweats"

committed. Then after the
bombings had begun he fed

the nation some propaganda

about freeing the people from
oppression and saving the

lives of the innocent people.

(Gee, is that what we were

doing in Pinochet's Chile, El

Salvador, Nicaragua, most of

Southeast Asia, and other
places too?)

I don't know! Maybe If the

U.S. hadn't moved so quickly

this would have become a

mirror of Chamberlain's
"peace in our time." I mear
Hussein Is far from a saint

he may even be a devil, anc
no one can condone his ac

tlons or existence for that

matter and the world would
likely be a far happier place

without people like him. But
you'd think that the U.S.
could have at least given the

sanctions a time to work and
not treated the U.N. January
1 5th deadline as if It were the

opening day of Iraqi season.
Just because George Bush is

sick of being called a wimp
does notmean that he should
push the whole world Into

war and spill the blood of

many of Its Inhabitants to

prove he Is a "real man"
(whatever that means?)

Well. I Just needed to get

all of that offmy mind, like it

really worked. So. go out and
support which ever side you
think Is in the right (you can
even come argue with me
about my opinions, but not

all at once) and pray that the

war Is over soon with as little

bloodshed as possible. And
here's hoping people stop

making wars. (Yeah, right.

People are really going to do
that.) And next week well go

back to the standard album
review format.
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At the brewery.
By Andy Kane &
Jon Felges

Staff Writers

Well folks, as if It wasn't

enough that we had to come

back to a stagnant post yule

time, ante-sklposlum dead

beat campus with Saga

food. Nooooo, our lives had

to be complicated by the

fear ofmobile launchers and

itchy trigger fingers, either

white or dark. To add in-

jury to insult we also have

to pay a lot more for beer

now, too. And the weather's

not been very good and the

skiing sucks and we didn't

get shit for the holidays and

they served meatloaf for

dinner last night and that

is still bothering us and...

meanwhile

The sun evaporated up

into the equatorial sky as

the spider slowly walked

through the shade of the

cactus. Lazy swinging tur-

key vultures arc through

the heat on wings of tar.

This week we have de-

cided not to drink while we
write. Instead we will sip

goat's milk between tastes

of brew so that our column
will start to appeal to the

more cultured drinker. Beer

will only be rated as suitable

or not, and as a special next

week Robin Leach will stop

by and. ..WAIT! HOLD IT!

ACK!
Excuse us, we've both

spent way too much time

this month in monastic se-

clusion contemplating pure

and good thoughts in hope

of affecting peaceful rela-

tions between E.T.'s in very

distant parts of the galaxy,

that have been funding us

as of late. We will now
continue the article in our

usual fashion in hopes that

some wind may blow a copy

or two over the rainbow to

any of our boys in Saudi

that need to be confused by
something other than bul-

DuPont super cars—Splat!"

Anyway, Jon ended up
choosing Minnesota's Au-

gust Schell and Andy went

a bit cheaper with a Mexi-

can brew named after a

small dog or large rodent—
you be the judge.

First choke of the night

was the Chihuahua. OK.

OK. this beer has the un-

fortunate position of hav-

ing no distinct taste and no

o-snuHAiertKiWW^ABWr If-

I
- xeb wet-, eel®*- ~wn no* -kswuz.

EvetLT w- **
5. the TO^etei-JierJrAL ov\ti\-$z&?~

lets.

This week we traveled to

the northern and southern

borders in search ofstrange

brew. Before we set off on
our trek, we spoke to a

nearby 7-11 worker who
recommended Big Jug malt

liquor and some new Iraqi

brew called SKUD. Upon
visiting Weber Liquors, we
found that Big Jug actually

meant small keg o' liquid

bread, and that the SKUDs
had fallen short of getting

In the door—the clerk

pointed to the large wet spot

In the middle of Weber St.

and said, "Damndest thang

I ever saw. One minute
Nate was carrying in the

delivery, and outta nowhere
comes one of those new

trendy tank tops exhibiting

Its logo (like Corona) for

Spring Break '91—"YOU
BRING THE LIME, AND
WE'LL TAKE CARE OF THE
REST!"

meanwhile

Nylon-coated hips gy-

rated madly about our
shoulders. We sat hunched
over our new drink in dis-

belief. A bunch of straws

stuck out of the middle of

the galvanized pail, and we
drank.

Anyway this beer really

doesn't have much to offer;

its lack of taste, either good
or bad, left us with very

little to talk about. "It's not

good enough to like, but

not bad enough hate.

Maybe we should elect it

President." mulled Andy. "If

this beer was a hairpiece,

Ted Koppel would wear it,

and David Letterman would
show it to his barber as a

model. I rate it a two,"

remarked Jon as he
funnelled the last two rat

beers down In 94 seconds

(deep breathing is the key).

Andy also rated it a two,

noting that the beer was
most likely a combo of wa-

ter. Corona backwash, and
left-over Dos Equis. Best

on to our Minnesota beer.

Rumor has it that the out-

standing flavor of this beer

saved its brewery and the

town surrounding it during

an Indian uprising in the

1800's.

August Schell is a Weizen
Beer, whatever that Is,

brewed In Ulm, MN by the

same people that make
Pete's Wicked Ale. Jon
lumps this beer into that

imported looking expensive

twist off ktnda stuff.

"Yuppie sludge."

"Yeah. That's it"

"Fern Bars must sell a lot

of It."

"Yeah."

"Dan Quayle likes it."

"Definitely."

"Margaret Thatcher
washes her floors with it."

"Well..."

"Hussein puts it in his

bidet with bong water."

"What??"
meanwhile

There I was driving down
the road in my pink El

Camino. Asmall rabbit hops
out in front ofme and I step

on the brakes. The Rabbit

looks at me and says "»

you drive apinkEl CanJ
I stepped on the gas. ~j/

ing rabbit."

Anyway, it's rating (J

Jon—one—"Too j,

'

money, too lame a be

Tastes like some ScanrK

vian pissed in a bottl
e

Dixie." Andy—one—"[(«

beer was an art coniM

seur, it would put Viu

horns on the Mona Lisa

it would trade it in f™

velvet poster of Man,

Barry."

Hopefully next week,

will have some horne^
or possibly . ..blah blahbla

Time for end quotes!

Time Is time In time q
your time and is news,

-|
...Poor little oil richK

wait.

-T(

Brokaw
Today I. ..No, thatwaa

me.

-SttiJ

Wright
This is my rifle, thisisr.

gun. This one's for fi(l

ing. this one's for fun

—Leon 6
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WE DELIVER
i

TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS

I
Cheese & 2-items + 1 Qt. Pop

$g.99

635-5565

Ptekup of Delivery

LOWES VIZZH 1990 •Expires 11/2/90

FOUR LARGE PIZZAS
With Cheese & One Item

l
Ptekup or Delivery

! [j Mix or Matchl Double Cheese Excluded.

LOWES 2IZZA 1990 Expires 12/2/90

TWO SMALL PIZZAS
Cheese & 1-ltem + 1 Quart Pop

$7.49
...

•*""

LOWE'S 11ZZH 1990 'Expires 12/2/90

Try One of Our
Flavored Pizza Crusts!

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original * Sesame Seed
* Buttered * Poppy Seed
* Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at time

of purchase.

HOURS: Sunday -Thursday: 11 AM- 11 PM
\^ Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight J
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Tije
Holocaust Film

Series

Hotel Terminus
jan.25at6pm
Jan. 26 at 1 pm

The Sorrow and the Pity

jan.26at6pm
Jan. 27 at 1 pm

fi\ of this in Olln 1

Bound Midnight
January 29-30

7:30 pm
Armstrong 300

Xhe Last Picture Show
Jan. 27, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

Colorado College

Concert Band
practices

Sundays,7-8:30 pm
Packard Hall

Sweet Honey In the Rock
Febuary 17. 8 pm
Macky Auditorium
C.U., Boulder

Music at Midday
Wed. , Jan. 30
12:15 pm
Packard Hall

"Multicultural Diversity:
The Next Frontier"
Yolanda King
Jan. 30. 7 pm
UCCS, U Center Gym
$6.00; call 593-3450

"Life through the 60"s"
Free photo exhibit

Col. Spgs. Pioneer Museum
Jan. 20-Feb. 20
Mon-Sat: "10-5

Sun: 1-5

Chlcano Art:

Resistance and
Affirmation. 1965-1985
Denver Art Museum
Jan. 26-March 17. 1991

"StiU Life with Pomegranate"
30*40" oil on canvas
By Amanda Spencer

Kazuhito Yamashita
Japanese guitarist

Friday. Jan. 25

Packard, 8:00 pm
$8.00 public: free to CC

r To The CC Community: Thank You
=\

Tliank you hardly seems enough to express all that is in my heart. Having my right leg amputated below the knee on October 4, 1990,
was not an easy decision to make. Even though I had been suffering over 7 years with pain and infection, it is one suffering one can learn to
live unth and tolerate with each passing day. The arch in myfoot had been broken for that long and was discovered too late for corrective
surgery ...sol endured the pain until now. By a process ofmiracles I realized that amputation was the only path to choose. Discouragement
came when I learned that our medical insurance would not cover the cost ofthe prosthesis. But to be able to live a life free ofpain and
infections it had to be done now.

Iam thankful to one and all who by theirpresence, prayers, and healing thoughts encouraged me every step ofthe way. The emotional
and spiritual help sustained me during this time.

My special thanks to the Committee for the "Irene Riddle Fund" and their working members Mr. Blair Hall, Vic Gelner, Donna
Gianarelli, Gayle House, Nina Meza, Cindi Murphy, Nellis Reinert, Jane Stark. Also, I thank Dana Wilson and Betty Halle.

On December 13, 1990, this committee presented me with a check for $2220.87 to help defray the expense ofa new prosthesis. All of this
fas made possibleby the efforts ofmyfellow employees, administration, faculty, staff, and many students. Their contribution is a testimony to
me spirit ofthe Colorado College Community.

I was overwhelmed byyourgenerous gift, which was a complete surprise to me. It was one ofthe best kept secrets that I have encountered,
'tear each time I rememberyour outpouring oflove and generosity.

I wish to share with each ofyou my renewedjoy of life, freedom from pain, and courage to face new challenges as they come my way, and
'ive as you have given ...in love and unselfishly in time and money. You are unique, and special, and you are loved by me. I thank you.

I am thankfulfor Dr. Steven Myers, the orthopedic surgeon who saved a large portion ofmy leg below the knee. I am thankful for those at
Penrose Hospital: Dr. Davis and Dr. Hall, who directed my rehabilitation therapy; SisterJanet, Jannele, Karen, Pegi, Lil, and the other
therapist, who made me progressfaster than I thought I could; and the nursing staffand aides on the 3rd floorfor their TLC and support.

Iam thankfulfor afriend indeed in a timefo need, Mrs. Dorothy Forrest, who came to the hospital on the day ofthe surgery to give
'notional support to me and to my daughterJo Ann. Dorothy stayed until I was out ofrecovery.

I have been blessed with two lovely and caring daughters, Donna Christner ofAkron, Ohio, who filled me with such emotional and spiri-

*w support with her many phone calls and beautiful cards. I love you. Jo Ann Hileman, who has had to carry the largest burden ofmy
Jness and decision about the amputation and the consequences. I appreciate all she has donefor me and her presence at the hospital the 55
Ws / was confined. I love you. I am thakful they chose me to be their mother.

First andforemost, Iam thankful to Godfor hearing the prayers ofso many on my behalfand granting a speedy healing and recovery.

Again, my heartfelt thanks go out to the C. C. Communityforyour emotional, spiritual, andfinancial support. I love all ofyou.

Irene RiddCe, 'Bemis CDes(^Receptionist J
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Men's hockey continues winning tradition

Sneaks past Air Force en

route to 7-6 record over

winter break

By Chip Roehrig

Staff Writer

Things are often not the

way they seem.

Ifone were to look at CC's

33-6-2 overall record ver-

sus the Air Force Academy,

they most likely would have

thought that this year's se-

rieswould be a piece ofcake.

Think again.

The Falcons always play

the Tigers tough.

Last Tuesday's game at

the BroadmoorWorldArena

was no exception. If not for

second periodgoalsbyJohn

Mooney and Patrick Rafferty

Just 51 seconds apart, and

strong goaltendlng from

Denis Casey (21 saves), CC
would not have escaped

with a victory.

"Air Force has an excel-

lent hockey team," said

head coach Brad Buetow.

"We don't have to be too far

off our game to lose."

In the early stages of

Tuesday's game, that ap-

peared to be the case. The
Broadmoor was invaded by
some thousand cadets and
other Academy fanatics.

With their crowd's help, the

Falcons controlled the early

stages of the game opening

up a 1-0 advantage. The
Tigers were clearly not on
their game.
At 19:48 of the first pe-

riod Steve Strunk restored

some semblance of order

when he defected Chris

Hynnes' shot from past Air

Force goalie Mark Llebich.

Strunk's tenth goal of the

season sent the teams into

the first intermission tied

at one.

During the second period

the obviously frustrated Ti-

gers responded with their

best play of the night pelt-

ing the Falcon keeper with

shot after shot.

At 9: 5 1 Mooney broke the

tie with a hard wrist shot

from the slot. The puck

eluded Llebich under his

glove hand. Less than a

minute later Rafferty gave

the Tigers some much
needed Insurance when he

skated In front of the net

from the corner and lifted a

backhand into the top right

corner. This pair of goals

took the life out of the pre-

viously raucous Academy
crowd. More importantly,

they gave Tiger fans a

chance to make some noise

of their own.
"This is a good rivalry."

said Buetow. 'They have a

solid team, I know that. But
sometimes it takes the team
a little while to remember."
When the two teams meet

again next Tuesday at the

Cadet Ice Arena, that
shouldn't be a problem.
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Photo by Tyler Stat

Junior co-captain Steve Strunk powers his way past his Minnesota-Duluth

opponents. In the matchup against the Bulldogs, Strunk became the 44th

member of the elite CC Century Club.

Faceoff will be at 7:05.

TIGER TALES: While
most of us were away on
vacation. The Tiger were

quietly collecting their

share of wins. The team Is

7-6 in their last 13 games
including a victory over

Minnesota and North
Dakota. ..CC has improved

their overall record to 8-20-

1...Their league record
stands at 5-18-1, putting

them in eighth place In the

WCHA standings with 11

points. When CC won 6-2

at Minnesota on December
29 the Gophers were ranked
No. 1 in the country. While

the Tigers split games
against Minnesota-Duluth

si

last weekend, junior Sli
SC

Strunk became the 4t
ti

member of CC's Cent

Club. ..Trevor Pochipln

scored two goals

UMD in Saturday's 3-21

tory. It was the second

goal game of his career,*

games were against Dul

goaltender Chad Erlcks

Photo by Tyler Stevens

Eyes intent on his target, junior Mike Shaw
glides through the air toward an easy layup

against Adams State.

Men's basketball rides

uneven road over break
By Kirk Solo

Staff Writer

Christmas vacation turned out to be a roller-coaster ride for the men's hoof

squad. Coach Al Walker netted his first tournament victory in the New Yen

Invitational tournament. In the championship game, the Tigers faced
j

talented team from San Bernadlno. They proved to be up to the task, however

as they were able to pull out a victory. Sophomore Jason Valant was selected

to the all tournament team while another sophomore. Rick Moore, waftt<

away with tournament MVP honors.
The men then faced off against Glassboro State, a division three top twentj

team from New Jersey. The highly emotional game was close from start M

finish, but the Tigers lost in a heart-breaker finish.

It seemed as though Steinbeck had written the story of the Christmas rod

trip. What do you get when you put fourteen people who share a common drea'

into an outdated and decrepit vehicle and have them set out on route 66 1"

California? Tou get the Grapes of Wrath relived, of course. Upon arrival"

California, the Tigers were met with heavy rain. The trip went downhill fro'

there. The men dropped both games in the Occidental Tournament. Both we"

games that they could easily have won. The struggle didn't end there, howev*

In a lackluster performance, the team lost to Pacific Christian and then «»

overpowered by division one independent Southern Utah State University'

As if to accentuate the struggle, the van broke down on the return voyage. Wj

Tigers, who are long on talent, yet short on wins, were hoping to improve
*

record against Denver University last Saturday. Things looked good as

the"

tWl

jumped out to a thirteen point lead, but the Pioneers fought back and wento

to the win.
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;ats claw Buffs

i swimming duel
plrk Dykes *
yacCauley

he CC men's swim team

led one
of the biggest up-

of the year, winning

jut the Buffs from CU.

ff
their national champi-

jip holiday, the Buffs

jght that they could Just

ie
down and stick it to the

Cats, buttheydidn't count

j,e Big Cat spirit. The CC
jmerswere trulyinspired.

he meet actually didn't

that well. The Buffs

jtheflrst relay and seemed

ike the wind out ofthe Big

sails.And Inthe 1OOO free,

'Joe Hutchinson" Hutch-

nalmostblewapool length

but still held on to win
Steve Bartos pulling in

burth. But from then on It

Big Cats. Chris

rson" Lorson and John
Ihless" Keilmanwent one-

ln the 200 free and Andy
e pulled for an upset vlc-

ln the 50 free. Sid "Vt-

s'Santos, a new addition,

showed great promise in

50. The 200 IM was the

rkllng return of Tim

Kotowski, who showed the
crowd he still has it.

The Big Cat divers, though,
were the real driving force be-
hind the win. Karl Butt and
Justin Radley placed first and
second In both the one and
three meter events, giving the
team all the confidence they
needed. Radley was quoted
later as saying. They were no
match for us, it was like Karl
and I were alone out there."

Other highlights included:
Steve "Platypus" Hicks' vic-

tory in the 200 butterfly, the
return of Marc "El Guapo"
Hummels in the 100 free,

Keilman's power in the 500
free. Randy "Mercedes"
Benzel's awesome perfor-
mance in the 200 breast and
the Big Cat party after the
meet. Coach Jerry Lear said
afterwards, "It was a super
team effort, all the way
through."

On a serious note, Lear
dedicated the meet to three
former Big Cats Involved in

theSaudlArabian conflict.We
all pray for the safe, quick
return of those guys and all

the U.S. troops in Saudi.

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW
Women's and Men's Swimming
Jan. 25 Whittier, Redlands, CSU-San Bernaclino

Men's Hockey
Jan. 29 Air Force Academy

Women's Basketball

Jan. 26 Air Force Academy

Men's Basketball

Jan. 28 UC-Colorado Springs

31 Bellevue College

Los Angeles, CA

Air Force Academy

Air Force Academy

UCCS
Home

National Sportline . .

.

©Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

N.C. STATE UPSETS DUKE:
North Carolina State upset No. 7 Duke 95-89 Wednesday In Atlantic

Coast Conference college basketball. In other games: No. 2 Arkansas
routed TexasA&M 113-88; No. 9 Kentucky 81, Florida 65; No. 21 Virginia
86, Virginia Tech 61; Purdue 62, No. 23 Michigan State 51. In women's
action: No. 17 Connecticut 86. No. 21 Providence 84; No. 23 Oklahoma
State 68, Iowa State 63.

CANADIENS TOP MAPLE LEAFS:
Shayne Corson and Stephan Lebeau each scored two goals as the

Montreal Canadiens defeated the Toronto Maple Leafs 7-3. Montreal won
its third in a row and moved to within one point of the idle Boston Bruins
for the Adams Division lead. In other NHL games: Hartford 5, Calgary 4;
Montreal 7, Toronto 3; Vancouver 6, Edmonton 5.

Give

blood.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF BLOOD BANKS

jJFESAVERS and LIFE SAVER Candy Configuration are registered

Remarks of Life Savers, Inc., and are used with permission

Date: Tuesday,

Februarys, 1991

Time: 12:00 p.m. -6:00 p.m.

Location: Fiji House

Contact: Gabe Pando at

389-7099 to make an

appointment to

donate a unit of

blood.

The blood donated will be given to

our community and not sent to Saudi

Arabia. Your donation will help re-

place donations normally made by
community military personnel who
are not able to donate at this time.
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Intramurals start

1991 with new
look to leagues
By Janet O'Brien

Staff Writer

As Colorado College pre-

pares for another exciting

year In 1991 In both Indoor

soccer and basketball, a

new phenomenon continues

to take place for these

sports- a co-ed takeover! A
record thirty-one teams
have turned out for basket-

ball In 1991 (compared to

twenty-nine in 1990). while

In indoor soccer twenty-two

teams have signed up
(compared to nineteen in

1990). Of these teams,

basketball has twelve teams

that are co-ed (compared to

four in 1990). seven teams

in the men's A league, and

twelve teams in the men's

B league. In soccer there

are six teams in men's A
league and fourteen in co-

ed (compared to eleven in

1990). Whether this co-ed

phenomenon is occurring

because it's more fun. com-
petitive, exciting or what-

ever, is still to be decided!

That the co-ed teams are

definitely competitive was
shown by the pre-Christ-

mas. B league basketball

tournament In which a co-

ed team took the title. Back

on Thursday. Dec. 13th.

1990, a co-ed team by the

name of "Deal With It"

(captained by David Santos)

made it to the B league

basketball championship

game in which they took on

a team by the name of "Out

Of Nowhere" (captained by

Brian Hosklns). a regular

season B league team. This

marked the first time a co-

ed team had made It to an

IM championship game in

over three years! Captain

David Santos commented:
"Some of the girls are

playing tougher then some
of the guys out there!" The

game was very Intense, with

"Deal With It" winning
against the very competi-

tive "Out of Nowhere."ACC
first!

That the co-ed teams in

both soccer and basketball

will have very competitive

seasons is not to be
doubted. The question is

how much will these leagues

grow In the future and how
much can they dominate!

' 20 lifts including two
high-speed quad chairs.

• 76 award winning trails.

• New Extreme Experience™
Guided Ski Program;
350 acres of double
black diamond terrain.

Lift tickets available at participating Front Range
Vickers, Pizza Hut restaurants and Delivery Units,
Safeways, Breeze Ski Rentals, Gart Brothers/Dave
Cooks, Diamond Shamrocks, King Soopers and
Albertsons.

<8 COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT
just 75 miles West of Denver off 1-70, exit 195
SNOW REPORT LINE 893-1400

„^>,

Photo by Karl Bed

Putting up a shot above her New Mexico Highlands opponents, senior Heather

Cowan looksfor two. The team has many newfaces, includingfivefirst year

students and head coach Chris Starr.

SYRACUSE ABROAD

Study in one of SU's academic programs in England, France, Italy,

Spain, Germany, Israel, Poland, Hungary and other locations for a

semester, a year or a summer of study abroad.

SEND TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG!

Name _
Address

City . State -Zip

flipo
Phone .

School

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD „

119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-4170 (315) 443-3471 „



SPRING BRcAKis
AROUND THE CORNER „

AT

MEXICO

JUST

J v'^'\

MAZATLAN

HOTEL RIVIERA MAZATLAN: Located on the Beach, with swimming, tennis
music, cocktail lounge, kitchenette's available

5 NIGHT PACKAGE
$483.00 per person

7 NIGHT PACKAGE
$533.00 per person

PLAYA LOS ARCOS IN PUERTO VALLARTA: Located on the Beach in Hotel PUERTO
^one, with swimming, restaurant, lounge, air conditioning, car rental office, and „,, . ,_,
barber/beauty shop. VALLARTA

9 NIGHT PACKAGE
$594.00 per person

7 NIGHT PACKAGE
$603.00 per person

10 NIGHT PACKAGE
$722.00 per person

PRICE INCLUDES
Round trip air fare

from Denver, hotel

accommodations,

15% hotel taxes,

baggage handling,

welcome cocktails,

and airport transfers

FIESTA INN AT SAN JOSE DEL CABO: Located on the Beach, travel <

arrange water skiing, sailing, scuba diving, snorkeling, and wind surfing
sea fishing agency, health facilities, tennis, and swimming pool.

5 NIGHT PACKAGE
$555.00 per person

All rates am based on a double

"j£CYi» SIM«tt PACKAGE
[ 0^*T722.OO per person

> availability and change.

PRICE INCLUDES

Round trip air fare

from Colorado
Springs, 5 nights

accommodation

SOUTH PACD7IC HOLDJAY .... RIGHT IN THE U.S.A.

RESORT SANIBEL AT SAND3EL ISLAND, FLORIDA: Located on the Beach,
just one mile off Periwinkle, lounge, gift shop, restaurant, swimming pool, and tennis.

PER PERSON FOR 5 NIGHTS $699.00

MARCO BEACH HILTON HOTELAT MARCO BEACH FLORIDA: Located
on the Beach, 2 restaurants, lounge, swimming pool, Jacuzzi, tennis, scuba diving,
snorkeling, racquetball, squash, water skiing, boating, and boutique.

PER PERSON FOR 5 NIGHTS $699.00

SAN DD2GO CATAMARAN RESORT AT MISSION BAY: Located 100 yds from
Beach, pool restaurant, 2 lounge, entertainment, spa, hot tub, fitness center, golf, and
tennis nearby.

PER PERSON FOR 5 NIGHTS $508.70

PRICE INCLUDES
Round trip air fare

from Denver to

San Diego, rental

car, 5 nights

accomodations,

and hotel taxi

!
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Classifieds
-Wanted: Reps to promotelow-

price sun and ski packages!

Free trips and cash. Call

Great West Vacations. 1-800-

667-6235.

-National marketing Arm
seeksmature student to man-
ageon-campuspromotlonsfor

topcompaniesthis schoolyear

Flexible hours with earning

potential to $2500 per semes-

ter. Must be organized,

hardworking and money mo-
tivated, call Lena at 1-800-

592-2121.

-Mountain bikes - buy, sell,

trade. Expert repair. Best

prices in town! 636-2 1 13, ask

for Mike.

-AffordableWord Processing.

Laser. Student papers,

manuscripts, letters and

forms. Nojob too big or small!

576-3878.

-Attractive female model
needed for a new product pro-
motional poster. Day or

evening appointments avail-

able. Good pay. 380-1160.

-For a working tour of Eu-

rope this spring, studentseeks

Information on work in EEC
countries, personal experi-

encesand contacts. 598-6055.

-House for Rent: 3 bedroom,

724N. Wahsatch. Cheap rent!

Willing to negotiate. Desper-

ate to sublet! 4 blocks from

campus. Call 634-7383. ask

for Blythe or Caren.

-Blank audio cassettes, $ 1 .80

each. Chrome. 5-1/4" dis-

kettes, 2 for 1 lifetimeguaran-

tee. 70 cents each. Quantity

discounts, campus wholesal-

ers. 635-3230, Mike.

-Spend your summer on
Maul! 2 BD & 2-1/2 BA
townhome for rent this sum-
mer in Puamana resort on
Maul, Hawaii. Beaches, ten-

nis, pool, all amenities. Sum-
mer jobs easy to find. Call

475-0623 for more Info.

-A cracked skull is bad for

your health! ORC is selling

Bell bicycle helmets - deal of

the century for $10. We want

you to be safe! So be smart

and buy your head a gift.

Announcements
-Study abroad fair! Bi-an-

nual StudyAbroad Fariwillbe

held Monday. February 18,

4:30 to 6:30 pm in Womer
Center, main level. If you are

interested in learning more

about studying abroad, this is

for you! Everyone is invited.

-Princeton professor of art,

John Wilmerding, will deliver

a free and public address

January 31, at 8 pm in Colo-

rado College's Packard Hall

(located on the southwest cor-

ner of Cascade and Cache La

Poudre). The talk is entitled

"Art and Ideas In America In

1850".

-Professor Elle Kedourie of

the London School of Eco-

nomics will deliver a free and

public address February 3, at

7 pm. Histalkfocuseson "The

Idea of the Third World."

-Real Life Basics!! Managing

finances aftercoUegewith Rich

Striker, Jan. 30th, Wed., 7pm
In Mathias Pit. Sponsored by

the Student ALumni
Assocation.

-ORCequipment rentalroom
hasNEW hours: 3 pm to 5pm
M-F. in order to accommodate
studentswith aftemoonclass.

We're still in the basement of

Cossitt . Stop bv and sav hello.

-There willbe ameettngof all

students interested in next

year's Florence Program (Fall,

1991) and London and Flo-

rence Program (Spring, 1992)

in Armstrong 255 at 3:15 on
Thursday. January 24th.

-Oscar Arias, former presi-

dent of Costa Rica and the

1987 recipient of the Nobel

Peace Prize, will deliver the

Jovanovlch Lecture entitled

"Issues of Peace in Today's

World" at CC on Tuesday,

January 29, 8 pm in Packard

Hall.

-The Center for the Preven-

tion of Domestic Violence

has new address 2340
Robinson St. MOVE is an
abuser treatment program,

call Randy at 633-1462. For

support group info call Karen

at 633-1462.

-Attention all premed stu-

dents - A seminar will be pro-

vided by the Kaplan Educa-

tion Center on the nature of

the "new" MCAT and an op-

portunity to do some sample

questions. No charge to you.

Wed. January 30 at 7 pm in

room 185 of OUn. Call Judy
Gibson atx6429 formore info.

-Increasingly popular study

abroadprograms. The School

for International Training will

have a representative on CC
campusto talkwith students.

Andrea Simon will meet with

all students Interested in

studying abroad on the SIT

programs on Monday, Febru-

ary 4, 12-1 PM in the WES
room. Everyone is invited!

-Financial Aid officers from

the College will conduct a Fi-

nancialAid Workshop at 7:30

PM. Thursday. Jan. 3 1 , in the

Great Hall ofArmstrong Hall.

Theworkshop lsfree and open

to all CC students, college-

bound students from the

community and their parents.

For more info or to make res-

ervations, cal the CC Finan-

cial Aid Office at 389-6651.

-CC will host an Informal

American Sign language class

for members of the commu-
nity beginning Thurs., Jan.

17. It will be held each Thurs-

day at 7pm inWornerCenter's
Gaylord Hall. Sponsored by
the college's Sign Language
Club, the class will focus on
buildingthe abilities ofall skill

levels. Formore info, callTodd

Burke at 632-8636.

-A formal American Sign

Language class offered to the

CC community only during

blocks five through seven. It

will run Wednesdays, at 7:30

am and 8:45 pm, beginning

Jan. 16. The class will offer

level 1 (beginning) instruction,

and is intended for those who
are willingtocommitthelrtlme

for all three blocks. For more

info, call Todd Burke at 632-

8636.

-The "Fun Finders" tradi-

tional square androunddance
group willaccept registrations

for a beginning classWednes-

day at 7:30 pm, Jan. 16, 23

and 30 In Margery Reed gym
of the Penrose Profile Fitness

Center, 2215 N. Cascade. 15

weekly sessions Wednesdays
from 7:45 to 9:45 for$30. Call

597-8888 or 630-5157 for

more Info.

-Grlffis/BIesslng, Inc.

downtown property manage-

ment firm will move from its

office at 210 E. Cache La
Poudre into a space in Gas-

light Plaza. 830 N. Tejon St.,

early in 1991.

-This spring six to ten col-

lege undergraduates from

across the nation will be

awarded scholarships to at-

tend the Historic Deerfield

Summer Fellowship Program
inEarlyAmerican History and
Material Culture. Fortnfowrite

Dr. Hafertepe, Director ofAca-

demic Programs, historic

Deerfield, Inc., Deerfield, MA
01342, or 413-774-5581.

-Learn how you can help

handicapped children. Attend

a special presentationbyActs
19: 1 1 , the area's oldest thera-

peutic horseback riding cen-

ter, at 6:30 pm on Tuesday,

Feb. 5 at the Sheraton Hotel

South in Colorado Springs.

Make your reservations today

yA

We Need Your Help!i

Our Glass

Recyclables must be

kept more clean!

Please ...

REMOVE plastic and metal caps

AND rings from

your bottles

DISCARD plastic and paper 6 pack or case containers

DUMP excess liquid or other materials from inside

The Colorado College

RECYCLES

by calling 495-3908.

-The Henry Luce F0UM|
tlon has awarded a $2xJ
grant to the Council on Inw
tional Educational ExcW
Cooperative Southeast ju

Studies Program. Forrnorej

on the program in kuw
Thailand, and Vietnam cm.

the Academic Programs
t

partment, CEE, 1205E 43

St., New York, NY IOO17.J*

661-1414, exL 1486.

Personals
HL rm an American

sot

stationed over In Saudi 1,

wondering ifyou could pgj
name inyourschool newsn,
or something, so I could*

penpal to write to. Time gog

slowly here. I would realty

writing to some of your
j

dents.

Thanks! UPSommers,
NMCB74"Golf Co, FPOMfc,

FL 34099-5021.

Deadlines
-Waseda University in j»

deadline! The deadline fori

plications for the ACM/ffl

Program at Waseda Untvai

in Japan is February 1, 19

Please see Prof. Jeff Not

(Palmer 6, ext. 6516) for in

mation.

-Student entries are nos

ingacceptedforthe 19thanr<

NickAdam Short Slory cm

tition. A prize of $1000 »i

awarded forthe best storybj

ACM student. Deadlinefors

mission to ACM Chicago

through the English Dept

March. For more Info, cool

the college English chair.

-Study abroad applicatl

deadline! Ifyou are planniq

study abroad this summa

nextfalLyoumustapprytira

the Office of International]

grams, Womer 233. Tne

source Library is staffed 01

afternoonfrom 12 to 4 pm,M

Application deadline March

THE MOST FASCINATING MS
OF OUR TIME!

"SPELLBINDING

'A RIVETING WH0OUNI1
-Jack Krell. NEWSWEEX

"A SHOCKING,

UNFORGETTABLE FILM

TWO THUMBS UP."

"A REAL-LIFE

DETECTIVE STORY.
-Kwln Tho™, LOS ANGELES TUB

A Rim by MARCEL OPHU 15

HOTE1
TERMIIMU!
The Life and Tirjn;

of KLAUS BARB 1

See The Cultural F*

in the Arts section

for times. ___
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Campus rapes up slightly

rias advocates peace

irteen days into war,
' laureate Oscar Arias

ichez chastened the
Ited Nations Security
«ncil forpassing impatient
'inflexible resolutions on

withdrawal from Ku-

n my opinion, it would
w been better for the
"ted Nations) Security
Neil not to have estab-
le<i January 15th as the
'"ine for the withdrawal

troops from Kuwait."

tion won the Nobel prize.

The former Costa Wean
President, and Peace Prize

winner, unfurled the banner
of peace, democracy and

See Arias, page 4

By Justin Blum
News Editor

While the reported inci-

dents ofrapes and on-campus
crime are up dramatically on
college campuses across the

country, the number of re-

ported rapes at CC is in-

creasing slightly, college offi-

cials said this week.

To date, three alleged inci-

dents of rape have been re-

ported this school year, ac-

cording to Associate Director

ofResidential Life PaulJones.

He said two rapes were re-

ported during the 1989-90

school year, and one was re-

ported the year before that.

The college took no disci-

plinary action as a result of

the reported rapes. In one

case, according to Jones,

there was not enough evi-

dence, and the othertwo were

based on second-hand ac-

counts.

But Jones cautions that

these statistics are mislead-

ing. "For every reported rape,

as many as ten are not re-

ported. And for 'acquaintance

rape' it's even higher." he said.

"There haven't been a whole
lot of rapes reported on
campus. Most have been re-

ported off campus," said
Sergeant Ray LaChapelle,
head of the Colorado Springs

Police Department's Major
Crimes division. "Date rape

is the biggest problem," he
added.

Some on campus believe

the incidents ofrape are more
frequent than the statistics

indicate. "It goes on all the

time. I know for sure there

were three rapes thissummer
in the Summer Start pro-

gram." said Christine Mack.
Chair of the CC Feminist
Collective.

College women seem to be

much more susceptible to

date rape than stranger rape

.

Eighty-five percent of all rape

cases across the country in

the 15-19 age group are date

rape, according to Liz

Thompson, a volunteer with

the Center for Prevention of

Domestic Violence.

ButJones believesthat date

rape incidents account for 90-

98% of the total number of

on-campus rapes.

Disparity in faculty dismissals
Three women or minority professors fired for every white male

By Justin Blum
News Editor

For every white male pro-

fessor fired, more than three

female orminority professors

ness as a teacher, scholar,

and member of the faculty,"

according to the faculty

handbook.

Tenure reviews are gener-

ally done after a professor's

response isdifferentforwhite

males and minorities. I don't

think It's conscious, it's just

there."

See disparity, page 5

Studies on the subject of

daterape indicate Itfis "almost

commonplace." One of eight

college women can expect to

be raped by someone she
knows before she graduates,

according to Mary Koss, a
Kent State University Pro-

fessor who studied campus
rape. Her study found that

"more than four out of five

victims knew their attackers,

and that only seven percent

reported the rape to police."

Although fraternities are

often accused of fostering an
environment in which rapes

occur. Dean of Students
Laurel McLeod disagrees. "It's

easy to blame frats, but this

kind of behavior goes on on
college campuses without

frats," she said.

To combat the frequency of

campus rape and help those

who have been raped, the

Feminist Collective, accord-

ing to Mack, Is starting a

support group for those who
have been raped as well as

sponsoring educational
movies, and a self-defense

class.

The Collective is also con-

cerned that many rapes are

not reported. "We try to en-

courage people to report these

kinds of things," Mack said.

But one reason date rape is

under reported, according to

legal experts, is that they are

difficult to prosecute. "We
usually have a defendant al-

leging it was consensual. In

See rape, page 5

l

no real interest in
:™g a diplomatic solu-

Bld to the standing-room- were fired in the last nine sixth year at the college and
' crowd in Packard Hail years, following third-year
Tuesday night. It was at and tenure reviews, accord-

s Point that he knew there tag to documents obtained

by The Catalyst.

91.6 percent of white male
professors have "passed"

their third-year or tenure re-

views since 1981. while only

y of patience in peace 69.6 percent of female and
nations. He spoke ofthe minority professors "passed."
p"ty. prudence and pa- The third-year review is an
e which were critical evaluation done by the de-
ons to the success of partment chair, the Divisional
°7 GuatemalaAccords Executive Committee and the partially to "institutional

^itral American Peace Dean, and is designed to as- sexism and racism. Either
°r which his contribu- sess a professors "effective- student response or colleague

'tag the morning ses
IAHas reiterated the ne

are similar to third-year re-

views, except they are "a lot

more detailed," according to

Glenn Brooks, former dean
of the college.

Pattern 'pretty dramatic 1

"The pattern ofpeople who
get fired is pretty dramatic,"

said Political science profes-

sor Andy Dunham.
He attributes the problem

Would You Go?

18 -29 Year Olds

"If you were
under age 30 and
In good physical

condition, would
you personally be

willing to

volunteer to serve

In the U.S.

military forces In

the Persian Gulf?"

All Age Groups

NSNS

See draft workshop, page 3
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Tutt burglar found guilty of $10,000 book thef
By Amy Hempe
Staff Writer

Tutt Library became one of

many victims In the biggest

masterminded library bur-

glary in the nation's history,

according to FBI officials.

A Federal Courtjury In Des

Moines decided yesterday

that Ottumwa, Iowa resident

Stephen Blumberg stole rare

books from Tutt Library's

special collections section, in

addition to thousands ofother

rare books from hundreds of

libraries across the nation.

FBI agent Dennis Aiken,

who handled the Blumberg

investigation, said investiga-

tions for several of these

library thefts had been
pending for a few years. But

it was not until last spring

when Blumberg's roommate
became an informant for the

FBI that significant and
immediate progress in the

investigation was made. One
month after Blumberg's
roommate began giving in-

formation to the FBI.

Blumberg was caught and

arrested for the theft of

roughly forty million dollars

in rare books, Aiken said.

Nobody disputed that that

Blumberg is an excellent

thief. Aiken discussed how
Blumberg "knew security

systems. He was a good thief.

Alarms didn't scare him."

Sheridan also frequently

reiterated the fact that

Blumberg was "very, very

professional. " According to

Sheridan, Blumberg passed

himself off as Professor

McGue from the University of

Minnesota. It is not known
how many times Blumberg
was actually at Tutt. What is

known is that in the time

Blumberg spent here, he was
able to get copies of Tutt

Library keys for interiordoors

andatleastabasic knowledge

of the library's security sys-

tem.

Sheridan said that Tutt's

books found in Blumberg's

possession were listed as

missing after a 1985 inven-

tory check. However, ac-

cording to Sheridan, books
are often missing during in-

ventory checks so often no-

body makes much of it.

"Sometimes with the best

of intentions we will loan out

a book to a professor and not

write it down since we assume
itwillonlybeovernight. Then
a year or so later the book will

show up. That's just part of

the reality of this place,"

Sheridan noted.

According to Barbara
Neilon, the curator for the

special collections section,

the library staff has reem-
phasized their security mea-
sures and has taken the po-

sition of simply being "par-

ticularly careful" about se-

curity measures.

"As soon as we discovered

the keys were missing in

1 987, we changed our locks,

"

Neilon said. "We've requested

a coded punch key lock sys-

tem for next year. (But) we've

assured everybody on our

staff that we have no reason

to feel guilty about (this theft);

we feel our security measures

are good."

Sheridan also mentioned

that another new security

measure includes being able

to look at only one book from

the special collections at a

time so that the special col-

lections staff will be able to

keep better track of their

materials.

Tutt Library was fortunate

in that only five or six rare

books valued somewhere
between $10,000 and
$15,000 were stolen, com-
pared with other librariesthat

lost hundreds of thousands

of books. Furthermore, ac-

cording to Tutt's head librar-

ian John Sheridan. CC had
the additional advantage of

keeping some of the best

records of all the libraries hit

by Blumberg, thus giving

them the ability to prove that

their books belonged to Tutt.

This question of identifica-

tion of the stolen books has

become a toilsome burden for

many ofthe libraries involved

in the case. According to

officials. Blumberg was able

to chemically eradicate many
of the identification marks in

the stolen books. For in-

stance, many books in spe-

cial collection sections are

donated and are marked as

such with gift plates on the

inside cover. The thiefsjob,

then, is to chemicallyremove

all traces of this gift plate and
with the correct chemicals,

this is not a difficult task.

Since gift plates are often the

primary method ofidentifica-

tion for libraries, their eradi-

cation often puts libraries in

the frustrating position ofnot

being able to claim these

books.

Tutt Library has always

kept strong records of li-

brary materials enabling

them to prove ownership of

their books, according to

Sheridan. However, other

libraries have not kept such
accurate records and have
suffered the consequences
of not being able to prove

which books are theirs. So
while some of the stolen

books will now return to

their rightful owners, many
of these other valuable but

still unidentifiable books
must be shipped to the Li-

brary of Congress in Wash-
ington D.C.

According to Sheridan,

most of the stolen literature

found in Blumberg's collec-

tion was Western Ameri-

cana literature, dating as

far back as the 17th cen-

tury. However, some books
of different genres dated
back as early as the 15th

century.

Aiken was hesitant to

comment as to whichi.
was hardest hit.

"It's difficult to sa\

difficult to put a va|

individual items. So
of (the books) are

Prices,

The puzzling aspec|
0l

case is that Blumberg,
sold any of the book,

did he have any intend

doing so. so the motiv
J

such an extraordinary

is difficult for manyt
cern.

"I think he justly
ing it," Aiken comrnej

"It became a game fort

it was a challenge for ^
Sheridan's analysis

close to Aiken's. "He
r

.

centric. He also col|
(l

ornamental doorkm
American culture

haj

ambivalence about thin

there is a romantic

about it being suave.

like to think of CaryGi

in ToCatchAThiel It'sh

to provide a rational

nation

Harvard prof discusses 'Rights in the Liberal Tradition'

By Robert A. Neer
Staff Writer

"Ignorance is a prison in its

effect." was the opening sen-

timent at Thursday at eleven

on January 23th in Packard

Hall.

Harvard professor of Politi-

cal Science, Judith Shklar,

addressed the sizable audi-

ence concerning "Rights and

the Liberal Tradition."

She initiated her discussion

with a description of four

general categories of liberal-

ism.

The first type she unfolded

was what she termed "liber-

alism of individual self de-

velopment." This entails a

theory of liberalism which
allows and encourages the

"greatest possible scope of

self-expression." She ex-

plained that this theory

challenges the dreary con-

formity imposed by society,

since the individual is forced

to answer challenges and
objections to opinions. Indi-

viduality is the focus of this

liberalism; it holds the view

that "only the formation of a

unique self makes life worth
living."

Shklar's second type is the

"liberalism of legal security."

This centers around the

Lockean principle of the right

to property. It creates the

assurance, said Shklar, that

we are all more or less under
a government of fair general

rules. "No crime without law

[forbidding itl. and no pun-
ishment without crime."

A society in which every-

one can live free from fear

and anxiety, fears of unem-
ployment or public terror in-

spires the third kind of lib-

eralism, that of fear, noted

Shklar. This encompasses

la

an

hi

ill:

Professors Bill Hochman and Tim Fuller discuss "Rights and the Liberal

Tradition" with Harvard's Judith Shklar. **hoto *>y Thomas Newton

"the freedom from beingmade
physically or psychologically

afraid."

Finally. Shklar discussed

the liberalism of rights, such
as the thought that rights

are inherently equal, and that

every human has inalienable

rights.

She concluded with a dis-

cussion ofthe problems with

liberalism. It is difficult to

implement, she pointed out,

and encounters difficulties

in resolving conflicts. Final

encourages a large, a

government. "The Bill oflS

is not selfenforcing," sheff

The eveningended withal

informal question and aff

period.

CC to 'Expand Horizons' of prospective

By Karen Huber
Staff Writer

CC will host a program next

month designed to encourage

girls in the sixth through ninth

grades topursue careers in non-

traditional Gelds such as math
and science.

To be held on February ninth,

the "Expanding Your Horizons"

program will feature thirty pro-

fessionalwomenfrom the college

andcommunitywhohavevolun-
teeredtogivedemonstrationsand

talk about theircareers.The key-

notespeechwillbe givenbyBeth
Wald, a nationally known
mountaineer photographer.

The program isone ofsixbeing

held thisyear,basedona nation-

wide model.

According to Assistant Direc-

tor ofAdmissions Lisa Lane, the

program is very popular. "Girls

will come from all over. Some
even drive up to four hours to

come," she said.

Lane also described the posi-

tive impact on the girls. "Many of

these girls may not have even

considered going to college until

they come and actually see a

college. It helps them become
inspired about college."

According to Lane, sixth

through ninth grade students

areveryimpressionable. Shesaid

that the girls are begird

gain independence, and

this is the point at which!

smart ordoing well in sc^

"uncool" and their edu~

suffers as a consequent

TheAdmissions Office I

theprogramwillboosts

admissions in areas

rounding Colorado Sp^

Editor's Note: The

sions Office needs sty

help with the program

'

aregoing tobe here blc^

and are interested in 1*

out, please contact Li#

at x6349 in the Adrr^

Office.
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Lecture highlights women of Islamic faith
Setb Fisher

^Writer

.jjout 60 people crowded into

UeW.E-S- room ofWornerCen-

i
hear professor Valerie

foftnan-Ladd of the University

| Jlinois speak on the topic of

oyornenandSexualityinIslamic

MysHcisra" last Sunday.

j^dd concentrated her speech

the area of Sufism, a kind of

lygtic religion prominent in

HiddleEastemcountries. 'Islam

^orstnenoverwomen...(asdoes]

jeKoran." said Ladd. She goes

jitosaythatthishasnotstopped

lotnen from becoming involved

Sufisni. By Sufi law women

tfve a lower status than men

nd are not allowed to become

^riyinvolved intheSufireligion

but Udd says that, in practice,

Das is not the case.

Ladd has spent four years in

jie Middle East 19 months of

well were devoted to studying

he Sufis. She was actually ac-

cepted enough by the Sufis to

flow her to observe first hand

heirpractice. 'ManySufisdidnt

realize that I was a Chris-

Kan." said Ladd.

[add told the audience that

Jie became very close friends

ith the Shaykh, or spiritual

aster of the Sufis she was
udying. This allowed herprM-
ies thai she would not other-

Ise have gained.

add discovered in her stay

it there were women even at

leheartoffheSufireligion. She
und that some women have a

very high ranking in the church
and command a great deal of

respect and authority despite

having no "official" status in the

church.

The factor that allows women
to be integrated into the Sufi

church is that the Koran says
women, although not physical or
emotional peers ofmen. are spiri-

tually equal. This is recognized

bymany ofthe Shaykh and they
allow somewomen a place in the

church.

Tradition and Sufi law dictate

thatwomen are not to hold office

in the church, and the fact that

many do hold a high unofficial

status is a sort of Sufi secret.

Because Ladd focused on the

Sufis in Cairo, she emphasized
that this kind ofbehavior among
the Sufis is not necessarily uni-

formthrough outthe Middle East
and that her research was thus
restricted.

Students and faculty attended

the lecture for different reasons.

Many were present to get addi-

tional insights into their class,

someattendedforpersonalinter-

estsbutsomepeopleattendedfor

even broader reasons.

Said physics paraprofessional

Carl Pearson. "Tm here because I

think it is absolutelynecessaryto

be aware ofthe way other people

live so that we can treat others

with respect and understand-

ing."

Pearsoncitedthefactthatmany

people are critical of certain for-

eignersbecause oftheirpractices

of polygamy, instead of under-

standing that it is just another
way of life.

Ladd got her BA degree at the

UniversityofPennsytvania inAn-

thropology.andherMAandPh.d
at the University of Chicago in

Islamic Studies. She spent two

years doing Arabic language
studies(1975-761and from 1980-

81 she researched the religious

lives of Muslims in Egypt. Be-

tween 1987-89 she focused on
Sufism in Egypt, and is currently

writing a book on that subject,

which is 'hopefully" due out in

May 1992.

The lecture was sponsored by
the Venture Grant Committee,
the Women's Studies Program
and the Political Science Depart-

ment.

CC represented in D.C. protest
By Justin Blum
News Editor

About 18 CC students and a
professor traveled to Washing-
ton, D.C. last weekend to protest

the Middle East war.

They joined an estimated

250.000otherprotestors outside

the White House.

There were several speakers,

including Jesse Jackson and
NationalOrganizationforWomen

President Molly Yard.

Therewere about 100 pro-war

demonstrators who chanted
"USA' USA!" according to CC
sophomore Aaron Lloyd who
attended the demonstration.

He said the pro-war activists

"carried pictures ofBush."Lloyd
said itwas reminiscent of"people

carrying pictures of Hussein in

photo by Casey Clapsaddle
CC studen ts protest War in Washington D.C.

Draft would take 20 year old men first
By Karen Huber
Staff Writer

For all those concerned about

the draft, there will be a work-

shop for conscientious objection

and draft information on Febru-

ary 11th.

SYRACUSE ABROAD

Study in one of SU's academic programs in England, France, Italy,

Spain, Germany, Israel, Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and other

locations for a semester, a year or a summer of study abroad.

Name

SEND TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG!

Addres

City State Zip

dipo Phone .

School

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD
119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-4170 (315) 443-3471 __

According to the Coordinating

Committee for ConscienUous
Objectors, the first step in rein-

stating the draft would be a vote

ofCongress. The same day Con-
gress votes to reinstitute the

draft, there will be a lottery. The
lotteryassigns"prioritynumbers"

to birth dates. Young men turn-

ing 20 the year ofthe draft will be

calledfirst.thenages21to25. 19,

and 18.

"If the President resurrected

the draft and Congress approved

it. within 24 hours they could

have Selective Service up and
going," said Steve Handen,
chairman ofthe local draft board.

But he added that there is no
Indication that a draft is immi-

nent.

"Itisimportantthatyoungmen,

ages 20. 19 and 18, think about

theirposition In regards to war. If

they feel they may be morally

opposed, they should prepare to

file as conscientious objectors

when and if the draft Is rein-

stated. You can't [lie as a consci-

enUous objector with the U.S.

government now, but you can
start gathering evidence to prove

sincerity In your opinions," said

Catherine Finney, humanities

librarian and administrative ad-

visor for College Citizens Active

for Peace.

Handen stressed Uiat " 1 9year-

olds are statisticallymore vulner-

able." If the draft doesn't start

until 1992, thosewhoare now 19

will be the first drafted.

The CC draft informaUon

meeting will be held at 7:30 In

Gaylord on the 1 ltli in Gaylord

Hall. The draft board's Handen
along with Bill Salzman, both

members of the Peace and Jus-

tice Commission are scheduled

to speak.

SUB1V1 '

P Mount your^ V;" i '11 X photoswith

YOUR ""•<™aS
PHOTOGRAPHS
Offer the campus a ~C~D r\l\yr
glimpse of another "i\.v-/lVl

world ABROAD
TO BE MOUNTED AND DISPLAYED IN

WORNER CENTER

APRIL 1 - APRIL 5
Black and White and Color prints accepted. Must

submit by March 19 to attend the mounting workshop!
Upstairs Worner or contact Jennifer

INTERNATIONAL MEETING I

Lind X7304

y, February 4 6:30
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President Arias says peace is best solution
Arias from page 1

justice in the annual

Jovanovich Lecture Series. The

series was endowed anony-

mously in 1978 to honor pub-

lisher, author and editor Wil-

liam Jovanovich. a Colorado

native.

The series, which President

Gresham Riley called a'forum

for the clarification of signifi-

cant issues effecting our soci-

ety as well as the international

community" boasts such no-

table former speakers as

Chaim Herzog, former Israeli

ambassador to the United

States, and Eugene McCarthy,

former U.S. Senator.

Salvatore Bizzarre this

year's chair of the lecture se-

ries, met Arias last summer
on a plane to Italy that was

forced to turn back to New
York because of engine fail-

ure. Bizzarro asked Arias in

the JFK airport terminal if he

would come to the college.

Arias received transportation

costs and $5,000 in return for

his time.

Arias began the lecture by

stating his desire for a future

inwhich the "dreams and great

hopes" of the world's youth

"create a better world for all."

The hope for a different world

could be fulfilled in the 21st

century, and it is the respon-

sibility of the young, he said,

to make the next 100 years "a

century of solidarity."

He spoke about the respon-

sibilitythat ourfortunate place

in society confers upon us. As
"young university students

from a democratic and pros-

perous society" we are em-
powered with the knowledge

necessary to become citizens

of the "increasingly indepen-

dent and complex, world."

The lecture. "Issues in Peace

in Today's World." was full of

Arias' postulates on the sub-

stance of peace, and the de-

fining qualities ofjustice and
democracy. "Peace.justiceand

democracy are inseparable."

and nations who have at-

tempted onewithout the other

have "paid dearly for this error

with suffering, poverty and
frustration."

Arias also believes that we
are "trapped inavicious cycle,

"

and that "injustice, war and
totalitarianism abound in

today'sworld." However, with

a combination of "faith, will

and courage, we can move
forward in justice, peace and
democracy."

He further described de-

mocracy as an "ever-present

goal," whose "strength lies in

the continual struggle for its

perfection." A "self-satisfied"

democracy, he said "only pro-

ceeds towards its own de-

struction." He also said that

less then 100 percent partici-

pation by the citizens of a

democratic nation could lead

to a dictatorship.

Instrumental in creating a

peaceful, democratic andjust

society is human education.

"Education for democracy

cannot be limited to teaching

individuals how to function

wellwithinasociety. Ofgreater

importance is the preparation

of individuals who will carry

out the moral, spiritual and

material transformation re-

quired for an ever more just

society and an ever more
peaceful world."

The horror of wars past, he

said, should have taught the

world a lesson on what not to

do when tensions rise. Refer-

ring the "blood baths" ofatomic

destruction in 1945 Japan,

Arias said "it was logical to

assume that those horrors

would never be repeated."

Although Arias supported

the U.N.'s condemnation of

Iraq's aggression into Kuwait,

and the imposed sanctions as

ajustification of international

law, he questioned whether

the "same risks would have

been taken, ... for the self-

determination of a coffee or

banana-producing nation." It

is easier, he said "to wage war

then pursue peace."

He also extended his sym-

pathies to the Baltic nations

who were "fooled by the offer of

a fictitious freedom." and who
are beingrepressed by a Soviet

military "cast" that has taken

\"advantage of the confUs„
created by war."

He quoted General [wl
D. Eisenhowertowardsthf,

of the lecture: "War ij,

time has become an anach

nism. Whatever the cas».

the past, war in the future,,

serve no useful purpo^
Every gun that is made,

»(,
warship launched,

eve

rocket fired, signifies,
in a

nal sense, a theft from
th,

who hunger and are noi [S

from those who are coy

not clothed.

RHA looks ahead, approves constitution
By Sally Clark

Staff Writer

The Residence Hall Associa-

tion ratified a new constitution

last Monday which extendedthe

terms of the current executive

members to a year and a half.

One executive council mem-
bercalledthefoundingofthenew

constitution a"milestone'inRHA

history.

Highlights of the constitution

include a voting procedure

whereby a RHAmember unable

to attend a meeting may have a

proxy, arule statingthattheRHA
must have a 3/4 quorum, and a

rescheduling of the elections.

RHA is what Greg Wilbom,

counciladvisor,calls"agrassrcots

organization." Its elections have

always bypassed campaigning,

unlike CCCA and have taken

place in Block Four.

However, only wing represen-

tatives and RHA officers vote in

the elections. "In a sense it could

be considered

exclusionary.. .Students felt that

they were not being allowed to

choose the people who represent

them," RHA Treasurer Jason

Manosevitz said ofthe elections.

Beall said this election process

was chosen, as opposed to a

campus-wide election, so that

experienced executive members

would be elected.

The new constitution has

moved elections to the spring.

The committee maintains that

the new election time and proce-

dure will allow greatercontinuity

withtheresidencehallmanagers.

The primary reason the RHA
terms were changed is to allow

the same executive members to

attend multi-college RHA con-

ferences in both the spring and

fall, according to RHA President

Brad Beall.

Initially, the election resched-

uling posed a problem for the

current executive council mem-
bers because they were elected

only recently. To bypass the

glitch that would limit the mem-
bers terms to one semester, the

committee decided to have those

W

hew

'1

Members of the RHA executive council pleased
Photo by Karl Becker

members hold office for one and

a half years, until the spring of

1992.

In addition to making minor

word changes in its constitution,

RHA outlined the duties of the

president, vice-president, trea-

surer, and other executive coun-

cil members.
According to Beall, the pur-

pose oftheRHA is to "improve the

quality of living conditions on

campus and to provide diverse

programs.

Before commencing the raB

cation led by Erin Zimmer, Vta

President, Jason Manosoj

gave the treasurer's report a

nouncing certain individual!

funds: Mathias-$718.70,Be

- $312.40. Slocum - $71

McGregor- $192. Lennox-$7

SigmaChi - $60, Phi DeltaTM

- $93, Phi Gamma Delta -$!

and Kappa Sigma - $93.

CCCA appropriates limited funds for new projects
By Sarah Wright

Staff Writer

TheflvemembersoftheCCCA

BudgetCommitteemetMonday
to hear requests for the remain-

ing $5,007 left in the Special

Projects budget. The original

budget forthe winterand spring

semesters is $27,000, yet with

over three blocks togo . approxi-

mately one-fifth of the budget

The picture is not quite as

grim as mere dollar amounts

would suggest. Some projects

forthe spring have alreadybeen

funded, such as the Native

American Students Association

Pow-Wow.
Seeking funds are BSU, ASIA,

GALA, the Chaplain's Commit-

tee (forretroactive fundingofthe

Holocaust & Film Series), Vol-

unteerNetwork, PerformanceArt

Workshop, Steve Suslow (on

behalfofan effort to supportCC
students called to active military

service), and senior committee

(for the Spring Fling).

OnTuesday, the budget com-

mittee went before the board

with their recommendations.

They had originally recom-

mended that the $240 for sup-

porting the college's seven stu-

dents in the Gulf be dens

thinking that the funding

"SupportOurStudents" t-shi

could come from other south

Aftermuch debate, the cornnJ

tee and CCCABoard derided

fund the cost ofthe shirtswl

willbe sold to raisemoney toll

care packages for the sevenC

students.

io

it

Linneman remembered
By Andrew Fahlund

Ground-breaking began
Wednesday for what is to be the

Tim Linnemann Memorial Gar-

den.

The memorial is dedicated to

Tim Linneman *91, who was
tragically killed in an automobile

accidentenroute toCC inthe late

Corrections:
—The sociology course on apartheid was misstated. The
correct course name is "the Sociology of Apartheid." In

addition, it will be offered sixth block, not eighth.

—The news story about the January 15th anti-wai
protest was organized and sponsored by Ad Hoc Action.

part of the summer.
A sitting area located between

Shove Chapel and Olin Hall is

beingerected in hismemory.The
design ofthe memorialwasdone
by Chris Gruber, Kai Kaupi and
Mark Fiore, and is being con-

structed by groups of student

volunteers.

The senior class, along with

Linneman's friends and family,

are funding the memorial. The
Physical Plant is providing some
materials and labor.

The memorial will consist of

landscapedmoundsofearthwith
stonebenchesandalargecenter-

piece. This project will also make
use of indigenous plant life.

FEBRUARY IS

BLACK HISTORY
MONTH

"I am the American heartbreak-

The rock on which Freedom
Stumped its toe."

Langston Hugto
Andrews: THREE CLASSIC AFRICAN-AMERICAN NOVEli

Parks: THE LEARNING TREE
Bernard: 10URNEY TOWARD FREEDOM

Madiabane: KAFFIR BOY
Randall: THE BLACK POETS

Walker: THE TEMPLE OF MY FAMILIAR
Mandela: NO EASY WALK TO FREEDOM

Naylor: MAMA DAY
Cooper: FAMILY

THEBOOKSTORE
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l/lany rapes go unreported on CC campus
pt e from

page 1

cases, it is veiy difficult to

"evince aj urybeyondashadow

)t, becauseoftheburden

iI00f. as a result there are not

.^[daterapeslprosecuted,"
6

Colorado Springs District

btomeyJ°
hnSutheIS -

g„t sources familiar with the

•sedition statistics say that

re are not a
substantial num-

I of date rapes prosecuted in

olorado
Springs. Suthers says

utfor a case to be prosecuted it

,
ustmeet the "filing standard."

8 defines the standard as "a

jsonable chance of success in

jsecutirg the case."

According to statistics from

(DIstrictAttomey'soffice, less

jnthreeoutoffourrape arrests

| to convictions,

fliere were 258 incidents of

.trial
assault in Colorado

irings lastyear,which is"pretty

se to last year's reporting,"

wording to PatWyka, the Direc-

of the Youth Victim Service

rision of the Colorado Springs

Against Her Will
Ten Facts About Violence Against Young Women

1

.

Although campus studies suggest that 1 ,275 women were raped at America's
three largest universities In 1989, only three of those rapes were reported to the
police.

2. One out of every seven women currently attending college has been raped.
3. 466,000 of the girls now attending high school will bs raped before they

graduate.

4. The average age of a rape victim is 18.5 years old.

5. Young women aged 16 to 19 are the moat likely to be raped.
6. Fifty-seven percent of college rape victims are attacked by dates.
7. Girls raped before age 18 are least likely to report their victimization to police.
8. Girls aged 12 to 15 are the most likely to be raped by strangers.

9. Rape victims aged 12 to 19 are the least likely to receive hospital care.

10. Since 1974, the rate of assaults against young women (20 to 24) has lumped 48
percent For men of the aame age group, It has decreased.

Source: U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee, August 29, 1990 NSNS

-Vhite males advance faster than women, minorities

the past." said Suthers. In a No-

vember interview, he said rape

was the only crime statistic that

was up.

According to Sergeant
LaChapelle, most rapes "dont

50%ofthereportedsexual just happen in alleys on streets.

,ultsaredaterape, estimated Most happen inside a residence,

where the suspect has been in-

vited."

CC says it is making efforts to

reduce the frequency ofcampus
rape. The college has increased

outdoorcampus lighting, placed

guards inmajordorms, activated

the escort service, and installed

liters.

The relatively high number of

apes reported in Colorado

brings lastyear, ascomparedto

tevious years, is attributed to

creased reporting.notincreased

rurrences. "There's a lot more

ite rape reported today than in

emergency phones on campus,
accordingto PhilRector,who is in

charge of campus security.

To combat date rape, accord-

ing to Jones, there are student

supportgroups in place, periodic

films about rape, and residential

hall lectures. He said there was
also a skit about rape performed

at first-year orientation in Sep-

tember.

Butwhen asked ifCC is doing

enough to deter rape. Dean of

Students Laurel McLeod said: '1

don't knowwe can ever feel satis-

fied that enough is being done."

DA Suthers stresses the Im-

portance of reporting date rape

even if students are unsure if

filingchargeswill lead to aconvic-

tion. 'Even if there is a lack of

success in prosecuting cases, we
may be able to use the informa-

tion [to prosecute future cases

involving the same assailant]."

The college has beencriticized

by some students for not expel-

lingmenwho students say raped
them. McLeod defended the

campusdisciplinarysystem say-

ing: "We have a system that as-

sumes innocence until guilt is

proven. We aren't a court of law.

We make judgements based on
the evidence. We have to make a
determination of whether tills

student is a threat. It would take

good evidence for [a student ac-

cused ofrape] to be suspended."

"We don't have to prove rape in

the legal sense," McLeod said. If

theDistrlctAttomey.forexample.

refused to prosecute a case, the

defendant could still be sus-

pended from CC, if the college

were convinced of the evidence,

she said.

Most rape experts agree that a

greateremphaslsmustbe placed
onreportingandpressuigcharges

for the incidents of rape to de-

cline. But they concede it is a
difficult problem for women.

"A woman's whole sex life is

brought before aj ury . It's uncom-
fortable. Mostwomen know they

will be harassed ifthey are raped.

And juries hale to convict on
rape," said Thompson.

ButDA Suthers claims that

'The way victims are treated to-

day has improved over 100%
(since the 1970s]." He cited pub-
licly supported rape counselling

and support groups for victims.

Said McLeod, 'The guys don't

think it has any consequences;

they ollen think it is Just a good
time. Rape Is a problem of han-
dling freedom, a problem ot ma-
turity."

rity from page 1

Brooks, who was dean from

179 to 198 7, vehemently denies

rfrarges. 'Irejecttheargument

mpletelythat this is some kind
institutionalized racism or

Kism," he said.

taaskedwhy20percentmore
tonties and women are fired

in white males. Brooks said,

icult for me to see a pat-

n'Hesaideachprofessormust

evaluated on a case-by-case

and that making generali-

tas is impossible.

Brooks concedes he was
are of the trend during his

masDean. 1becameaware of
n about the mid-80s," he said.

Profe viewed differently?

Dunham says students olten

give women and minorities

negative reviews because female

professorsand minorities are not

always given the same respect as

male professors. "Women tradi-

tionally have less air ofauthority

in class." he said.

Sociology Department Chair

Margi Duncombe, also co-chair

of the Women's Concerns Com-
mittee, agrees. She cites a study

in which two different classes,

taught by the same female pro-

fessor, and including the same
material , were videotaped. Inone

ofthe classes, she said, the pro-

fessor smiled a lot; in the other

shedidnotsmileatall. Duncombe
said studentsintheclass inwhich

the professor smiled, gave her

'"positive reviews. " In the other

class, her reviews were poor.

Duncombebelievessimilarforces

effectCC students' evaluations of

professors.

Duncombe also said that

women and minority professors

are viewed differently than white

malesbymostdepartmentchairs.

'Department chairs are dispro-

portionately white males and

therefore they are disproportion-

atelycomfortable with theirwhite

male colleagues," she said.

'Critical mass' needed

riJJP

ents had the opportunity to talk with members of various professions at
day's careerfair. photo by Thomas Newton

Some say that students' and
colleagues' negative percep-

tions of women and minority

professors will not change until

CC hires a "critical mass" of

minorities and women. "Once

there are enough female fac-

ulty there's more acceptance

of female faculty; students

don't respond in negative ways,

colleagues don't respond in

negative ways," Dunham said.

Brooks agrees with the

"critical mass" idea, "As long

as that 'critical mass' includes

professorswho have made the

grade."

Although Dunham praises

the college for hiring more
women in recent years, he does

not think CC will be able to

attract a "critical mass" until

the curriculum is changed.

"Unless the college is willing to

do that, we will not get more
minority faculty." Dunham
says creating courses in black

political studies "would be a

start."

Brooks does not think such
courses should be created. "I

don't think it's a good idea for

a department to go out and
create courses as a magnet for

hiring certain professors... If

that's the case you're getting

into some very serious issues

of reverse discrimination."

"That's just bogus,"

Duncombe said. Referring to

the political science curricu-

lum, she said that courses in

African-American politics are

equally important as courses

in Western political tradition.

Possible solutions

Duncombe thinks a partial

solu tionwould be to hold depart -

ment chairs responsible for the

number of female and minority

professors who are Dred. 'Tf a

department consistently loses

junior faculty, that ought to tell

us something about the depart-

ment chair," she said.

Dunham also said that the

college "coulddomore aggressive

hiring." He said going through

dissertation lists and calling "top

ten schools" would help.

All white faculty?

Asa result ofmorewomenand
minorities getting fired, says

Duncombe, "we're in a real dan-

ger ofbecoming an all-white fac-

ulty." She said this couldhappen

"within a year," because many
women and minority professors

entertain job offers from other

If this scenario is correct, she

said, the college will have even

more trouble recruiting minority

students as well as new minority

faculty members. "What person

wants to go to a place and be the

only [minorityl," Duncombe said.

But even ifthere is achange in

faculty hiring and promotion

practices,Dunhamdoesnotthink
it will be dramatic because ofthe

nature of CC. 'The college is

stuck—it's a white middle class

institution."
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"I never considered what he did rape.

The most unreported violent crime manifests itself at CC
By Meghan Mullan
Features Editor

Actress Uma Thurman
lies asleep in her bedroom

as actorJohn Malkovich (an

acquaintance) surrepti-

tiously enters, violently pins

her and through coercion

and physical strength he

forces her into sexual in-

tercourse.

How awful! But wait, two

scenes later Uma
changes: she loves sex, she

desires Malkovich, and all

she can think about is hav-

ing more sex.

This graphic rape scene

in the popular movie "Dan-

gerous Liaisons" depicts a

typical acquaintance rape.

But acquaintance rape

scenes do not occur only in

"...You see a guy plug-

ging beers into a girl,

and it's scary to think

that that might lead to

date rape."

Stephen Pilcher

movies, and more impor-

tantly, rape inreallife does

not result in making the

victim feel particularly

happy or at all sexy.

In fact, acquaintance/

date rape or in blatant terms
- forcing or trying to force a

woman into having sexual

intercourse through physi-

cal force or coercion - re-

sults in guilt, emotional

breakdown, pregnancy, in-

jury, disease, and long-term

psychological trauma.

We may not want to be-

lieve that unpleasa'ntries

such as date rape happen
frequently, or on C.C.

campus at all. But. in-

dications of rape manifest

themselfves all over cam-
pus. On the bathroom walls

in Tutt Library and Palmer
Hall, visitors can read the

names of men who have

been labeled rapists. Others

can read about rape in more

public areas such as

Mathias stairwell where

some anonymous victim

has written "RAPED HERE"
in large black magic marker.

Bikers can view the state-

ment "CC ADMIN. PRO-
MOTES RAPE! BE CARE-
FUL!" as they zip through

the tunnel under Tutt on

their way to class. Or more
interested students can
pick up a pamphlet in

Boettcher that explains date

rape, and gives tips on how
to avoid it.

But probably the most
shocking testimony to the

reality of date rape on CC
campus is the evidence

found in recent studies done

by newspapers, magazines
and concerned groups. In a

study done by Dr. Mary P.

Koss it was reported that: -

1 in 4 college women were

victims of rape or attempted

rape; -84% of the women
were raped by people they

knew; - 57% of the rapes

happened on dates; - and

only 27% of the women
whose sexual assault met

the legal definition of rape

thought of themselves as

rape victims. Date rape is

among the least reported,

least believed and most dif-

ficult to prosecute of all

violent crimes.

Why does so much date

rape occur and why is it so

difficult to combat? "Women
are just beginning to report

date rapes," explains Jun-
ior Jennifer Tegan, a rape

awareness leader. "Women
usually don't identify what
has happened to them as

rape."

Many women and men do

not consider forced sex with

some one you know rape.

One anonymous CC student

explained her situation, "In

high school I had been dat-

ing a guy for six months
and we had had sex before.

One night when we were

together in bed, I said I

didn't want to have sex. He
forced me to, anyway. I

broke up with him after-

wards, and I still don't trust

men. But I never consid-

ered what he did rape until

recently. It wasn't fair and I

don't care if he was my
boyfriend, he had no right

to force himself on me."

Many aspects of date rape

can make it a confused and

sticky situation. Such as

the fact that it is one
women's word against one

man's. Also college students

are often naive to the threat

and proclivity of date rape.

Many people believe that

men should be competitive

and aggressive, and women
yielding and passive, and
expect poor communication

Rights and responsibilities

of men and women
Source; Channing L. Bete Co., Inc

copyright 1985

• Dress as you please.

• You may agree to have sex with someone
and then change your mind at any time.

• Be treated with respect.
• Talk openlyand honestly aboutyour sexual
expectations, wishes, and intentions.

• Assert yourself by standing up for your
rights.

• Take an equal role in your relationships

with men and women.
• Reject sexual stereotypes that define
women as passive , weak, and irrational and
men as aggressive and macho.

of sexual intentions and
expectations. Here's what
CC students feel about the

difficult topic of date rape:

"I now realize that there

have been times when I was
really at risk of being date

raped and it scares me,"

says sophomore Tina Naff.

"I feel that I want to protect

my wingies from any date

rape situations and warn
first year students about
the problem."

Junior Stephen Pilcher

explains his feelings, "The

recent publicity about date

rape has made me assess
my own actions as well as

my friends'. I look differently

on the classical party scene
now. For example, you see

a guy plugging beers into a

girl and it's scary to think

Q

(

V1

X\>1'

Mathias Hall graffiti.
Photo by Justine CroH

maybe that could lead into

date rape. I thinkthat every

guy who's into that heavy

drinking/party scene has
probably walked that fine

line bordering on date rape

without realizing it."

"I know that guys some-

times listen to the girl's

heart and not her head, you

can't do that. It's all very

confusing because what
could be lamer than, 'Do

you think we should kiss.'

but you have to communi-
cate."

"I don't think it's fair if a

girl gets drunk and sleeps

with some slimy guy and then

says she's been date raped,"

states sophomore Zac Gray,

"but. there is no excuse or

exception fora guywhoforces
himself on a girl once she's

said 'no.' I think most guys
know what that means and
what's going on."

First year Karen Huber,

explains. "A guy should stop

even if the girl doesn't fight

back, because she might be

too drunk or too scared. He
has to respect her feelings

and reasons."

"I think date rape doesn't

have to be sex. Any type of

sexual humiliation, even de-
grading words can be a form

of date rape," asserts first

year Sarah Oderman. "I

guess I'm not worried about

being date raped myself, but

I worry about insecure people

and people who don't take

action."

"Because of date rape I al-

waysmake sure I knowwhere
my friends are at a party,

especially if they're inebri-

ated," comments first year

Jennifer Crute.

Not surprisingly, (consid-

ering the statistics) almost

all the students interviewed

knew someone who had been
date raped.

"Yes," reports first year

Paul Hunter, "I know people

who have been date raped

and in most circumstances I

didn't even consider what

had happened as rape.

"My friend told me ah

something that happens

her. It was sexual and iu-

forced and she's scared

men to this day," aj

Oderman.
"I knew a girl who wasdi

raped and I didn't doubt li

at all. It's never the worm

fault no matter how 1«

they are, or if they leadh

on, they shouldn't

blamed," remarks Naff.

When asked what theyl

the best solution to curbi

date rape, students

many ideas.

Crute comments." I th

the school needs suppo

groups, butalsowomenni

to be careful and make si

they know the guy the;

"I know people who

have been date rapi

and in most circus

stances, I didn't ev(

consider what had

happened as rape."

Paul Hu«

with."

"This date rape thingis

ing blamed a lot on tnej

but girls need to sj

scamming. Guys are a

factor, but it's not all (

fault." adds Hunter.

"I think a combinaW

changing the legal sy*

help date rape victims

educating men and «*

about the situation'

lessen the risk," cond"

Naff.

Recently, a few concei

CC students have begu" 1

awareness workshop

educate CC about date

and to get people com"1 '

eating about the topic.
^

a group organizer, exp

"This is not a quickW
lem, but out of the 2W'

dents we've talked to *

maybe we've prevente

rape."
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BIWironmental column

Oil burnt everywhere is destroying our environment
„ Aaron Lloyd

5taff
Writer

i our most pressing

nvironmental problems

. me fr°m tne M'ddle East,

the form of oil. But now
pollution is concentrated

ugh for all to see its ef-

Si and the damage that

Kibe done is clear.

^ ere is no denying the

leallty
of huge clouds of bil-

:oWij)g
black smoke filling

air from Kuwaiti oil fields

aflame by Saddam
Sussein. We can easily

•omprehend the damage that

done from the largest

lentionally created oil spill

history. We condemn this

criminal attack, an as-

gult on the environment as

tal as the assault onKuwait.

The military gains from

iuch an assault are not sub-

itantial, according to US
Hilary officials, with the one

iception of possibly inca-

lacitating water desaliniza-

lon plants in Saudi Arabia.

iteps are now being taken
international oil spill

ontrol experts to protect

hese plants and curtail the

pill, but these may prove
isufficient. If the currents

the oil slick to these
lants. the oil slickmaypush
side containment booms, or
Issolve into the water under
booms.

must be remembered
this is the largest oil

pill in history, estimated to

35 miles long and 10 miles

p, containing 460 million
Jllons of oil, according the

The New York Times. The
Exxon Valdez spill, by com-
parison, contained only 1 i

million gallons of oil.

Yet even if the desaliniza-
tion plant in Jubail, which
provides the Saudi capital
Riyadh with 180 million
gallons of water a day, is

incapacitated, Saudi Arabia
will continue to survive. Deep
wells used for agriculture can
be diverted to the cities, and
there are desalinization
plants further south on the
Saudi coast. The same can-
not be said for the fragile

ecosystem of the Persian
Gulf, whose capacity to re-

cover from such a massive
pollution is unknown.
The enormous smoke cloud

created by the burning Ku-
waiti oil fields presents an
equally threatening blow to

the environment. A environ-
mental commentator on CNN
theorized that the massive
smoke cloud could have a
greater climatic impact than
the eruption of Mount St.

Helens, which lowered global
temperatures that year. The
cloud could alter the weather
patterns over India and
Southeast Asia, blocking the
sun and lowering tempera-
tures as it moves.

In our disgust at the mas-
sive pollution created this

week, we must not forget the
pollution that goes on every
day, and has gone on for long

before this conflict. All that

oil that is burning, releasing

carbon dioxide and other
pollutants, would have been
burned anyway. It would

have been shipped to the
United States and other
nations first, and it would
have been burned in smaller
quantities over a longer pe-
riod of time. But in the end
all that oil, and much, much
more, would have been
bumed and all these pol-

lutants would enter our at-

mosphere.
And as we watch the

Saudi battle to maintain a
pure water supply, you
should wonder if you are
losing that battle here at
home. Oil enters our water
supply from rusting under-

II

ground oil storage tankers
at gas stations, and enters
the groundwater from which
we get tap water. You may
be polluting your own wa-
ter by pouring motor oil

down the storm drain, or
even by having your oil

changed at a garage that
doesn't recycle it. Industrial
wastes and raw sewage are
often pumped directly into
rivers and oceans, from
which your tap water
comes.

If you think your water is

being perfectly sanitized,
think again. Better yet, call

your local government and
demand to know how safe
your water is.

We should be no more
disgusted at Saddam
Hussein's pollution of the
earth than our own. Indeed,
the pollution that we do in a

year will far outweigh his,

even with this massive as-
sault. Yet while his is dra-
matic, ours is far more
subtle and easy to hide, and

the damage we do is more
gradual. Yet this makes it all

the more insidious when
pollution isawayoflife. and
not an atrocity all can iden-
tify as evil.

If Saddam Hussein's envi-

ronmental attacks are crimi-

nal, as they surely are. so are
the United States' more
gradual atrocities. And ac-
cording to The New York
Times, neither Iraq nor the
United States has ratified an
international agreement,
supplementary to the Geneva
Conventions, banning acts
of war that lead to environ-
mental disasters like this
one.

Oil Is a poison to the earth,

wherever and however it is

burned or spilled. Saddam
Hussein seeks to poison the
US forces with this lethal

dose. Let us not forget, how-
ever, that every day we are
administering this poison to

ourselves and the earth, and
ifwe do not stop, we may kill

ourselves.

Secrets" to present AIDS
information in a new light
By Kathy Farrow

On Wednesday February
13th at 7 p.m. in Gaylord
Hall, "Secrets" is coming to

Colorado College. The tour-
ing group is sponsored by
Boettcher Health Center,
the Student Health Advisory
Board, and the CCCA. "Se-

crets." an AIDS education
program, speaks to stu-

dents using music, humor,
and emotional drama. The
centerpiece of the program
is a live theater production
based on true stories.

The play gives information
about the facts of AIDS
transmission and preven-
tion, exposes common
prejudices and misconcep-
tions about the epidemic,

and provides positive role

models for students faced
with the pressures of drugs
and sexual activity in the

age of AIDS. The play will

be followed by a question
and answer session. Also, a

representative of the
Southern Colorado AIDS
Project will be available for

questions.

What differentiates "Se-

crets" from other AIDS in-

formation programs? After

all, most students have
heard the facts; they've read
the pamphlets and listened

to the lectures about AIDS.
By depicting real people
doing real things, "Secrets"

personalizes the problems
of the AIDS epidemic. Live

theater Is unique In Its

YEARS AHEAD
HAIR DESIGN

Unlimited Tanning

One Month for $30!

15 % off all services with CC ID

118 N Tejon, Suite 301 /TIC CCM
Above Old Chicago's OJ^V^J^

ability to evoke audience
identification and demon-
strate by example. The emo-
tional impact of the theater

allows it to pose powerful
questions that encourage
further explorations of the

issue.

The physician's assistant

at Boettcher, Beth Holtby,

has high praise for the pro-

gram and hopes that CC
students will attend the pro-

gram with their partner. For
CC students attending the

event, there will be a free

drawing for numerous door
prizes. Door prizes Include

lunch at the Dale Street Cafe,

dinner at one of the local

bars, and gift certificates at

Chinook bookstore and
Mountain Chalet. There will

also be free lift tickets to local

ski areas, as well as a night

at the Holden House, a bed
and breakfast in Colorado
Springs. According to Holtby.

door prizes were selected that

would be appropriate
Valentine's Day treats for

couples. What better way to

spend Valentine's Day than
on the slopes or at Holden
House with your partner?

This program reflects a

growing concern about AIDS
in the United States. This
disease affects everyone. Ev-

ery day thirty people die from
AIDS. Already, there are two
known cases of CC students
who have died from the dis-

ease. So bring your partner

to "Secrets," laugh a little,

cry a little, but most of all,

leam a lot.
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War hits home: sixCC students head for military service

By Sarah Hadley

Staff Writer

The night of January 15th

we all held our breath.

The next day we watched

in terror as the planes took

off on bombing runs. As it

wore on it began to seem like

a bad late-nightmovie. Desert

Storm was a sequel film, and

only the creation of a Holly-

wood director. Except that

here at CC the war has

touched us closer to home.

There is a possibility that a

fellow student could be part

of the front line ground force

to break the armament
around Kuwait.

Six CC students have been

called to serve since October.

John Mertel, according toJoe

Barber. Assistant Director of

College Relations, was called

up in October. Chris Cole was

called to Fort Carson in De-

cember and his brother

ChuckCole.TrevorNagle. and

PatrickKenneywere allcalled

up thebeginningofthis block.

Tim Harrington, in the Navy

reserves, left Colorado

Springs on the 7th . bound for

Fort Dixon, New Jersey. He

was shipped out last weekfor

Bahrain.

As far as we know, Chris

and ChuckCole.TrevorNagle

and Patrick Kenney are still

at Fort Carson, waiting for

orders. There are rumors that

Chuck, Trevor and Patrick

will be shipped out on
Wednesday the 30th. They

are all in the same reserves

unit, and have open orders

for Germany. Supposedly

they are going to replace

troops that were sent from

Germany to the Gulf. Open
orders mean that nothing is

certain. They could be based

in Germany for the remain-

der of the war. or just spend

a night there.

If they do end up in the

Gulf, their skills indicate that

they will be posted on the

front lines . According to Steve

Suslow, President of Sigma

Chi, Chuck works with mor-

tar. Pat uses the Tone mis-

Summer-starts return to

the grind after fall hiatus
By Kevin Murphy
Staff Writer

Approximately 60 fun-lov-

ing summer start students

returned to CC this block to

resume their studies after a

five month vacation from the

rigors of academic life.

The summer start program

began on June 18th and
continued on through the

17th of August. Most sum-
mer starts agreed that going

to school in the summer
helped assimilate and pre-

pare them for the relentless

grind of college life at CC.

When asked if he was glad to

be a summer start, Sean
Cayton exclaimed. "YES!!

Summer was a hell of a lot

more laid back. The profs

were cool and there were not

as many people so I got to

know almost everyone."

Chris "Stealth" Smith re-

sponded to the same ques-

tion saying. "Hmmm, at first

I had my doubts, however as

I completed my session it

turned out to be a really good

time."

Students agreed that the

summer session tended to

be much more lax and easy-

going than the regular ses-

sions. Kristi Wiggins has
been back at CC only two

and a half weeks, and has

"already been written up."

The five month hiatus al-

lowed students to gain in-

valuable experience by
working at a wide variety of

jobs or attending other uni-

versities. Cayton says of his

months off. "My friend An-
drew (Dougherty, also a

summer start) and I went
home for a month. Andrew
worked as a caddy on a golf

course." Cayton adds, "Then
I bought a car and Andrew
and I worked at Keystone as

upper-level ski instructors,

condo cleaners, and Burger
King checkout clerks."

Smith remarks earnestly

of his fall break, "I worked

from eight to five selling soft

pretzels on the streets ofD.C.,

and at nights I worked part

time for the United States

Senate."

Some students took ad-

vantage of this free time by

attending other colleges.

Rachel Mills attended school

at CU in Boulder, where she

cheered on Ralphie and the

Buffaloes on their way to a

national championship.

How does the rest of the

student bodyview all the new
summer starts? Sophomore
Zack Grey represents most
students when he remarks

ofsummerstarts, "We'reglad

they're here."

Sophomore Brian Kellogg

added an important insight

to this comment when he

replied. "Yeah, we're really

glad they're here."

Though overall students

had an excellent summer at

CC, a few problems need to

be corrected. Cayton states

that. "The Greek system
should change their major

rush to the winter again to

allow more summer starts to

participate. Also, those who
are athletes should be al-

lowed to play fall sports."

Yet despite these minor

problems, most students are

very pleased they attended

the summer session. Says

summer start Tom Florey, a

superb relief pitcher for the

CC Fighting Tigers, "If I had

the chance, I'd do it all over

again. The summer session

was a great intro into college

and it did me a lot of good."

sUe. an anti-tank, high casu-

alty job. Trevor is a scout,

meaning that he would be

one of the first ones to be sent

in. According to Kristin Tho-

mas, future wife of Trevor,

they are all in the 87th in-

fantry combat unit, a light

ground forces unit, which

means they walk.

John Mertel is in Special

Forces, according to Kristin.

As of yet I have been unable

to track down his where-

abouts any further. Chris

Kinney, Patrick's brother, an
'87 CC grad and a member of

the Marines, was activated in

December, and is currently

in the Gulf. Chris Cole is also

in the Army Reserves. He is

an MP who. according to

Steve, would follow the main
forces to take prisoners of

war. if/when his unit gets

orders.

Joe Barber said that when
Chuck, Trevor and Patrick

came to see him, they were

extremely optimistic. None of

them were Hawkish or

Doveish. They showed mostly

acceptance; they knew the

chances ofbeing called when
they signed up. The three of

them got their orders, and

had one day to pack and re-

port to Fort Carson. Accord-

ing to Paul Jones, on-cam-

pus housing is being reserved

for the soldiers' return, free of

charge.

The empty rooms have left

bigholes on ourcampus. Four

of the soldiers are Sigma
Chi's. Two of them, Patrick

and Chris, are active senior

members. Patrick had just

started on his thesis, and

Chris had about two blocks

left, according to Steve. Chuck
and Trevor are pledges. Steve

said that the general
kt\

in the house was one of c

cern for the soldiers.
Th

are mixed feelings about
r

involvement in the Gull
h

they all support the so!d
ieiI

Kristin kept on sayings
optimistic Trevor was ak
being home soon, butj,

hard it was for her withj

rumors changing every
g

and the 24-hour news co»

age. She said that shedidj

know why the school «-

saving rooms for the
soldier

It is nice of them, but
th,

probably won't be home us

after July. She continued)

saying that it was wondaf

how much support the s

diers are receiving, evenfti

people who do not agrees

the war.

Sigma Chi and Kristin

organizing a t-shirt sale

the first week of next bl

(Feb. 12-14).Thet-shirts'

not be anti- or pro-war.
1

rather pro-soldiers. All fun

collected will go to make a
packages for the men fa

CC. Eons Studio is donati

the labor, and Sigma Chi

picking up all other incide

tal costs, so that all of

money collected in the sa

will go for the care packag

The war in the gulf will

come more and more rea

us who are divided from it

land and water every dayth

there are more casualties.!

thought that someone

might have had in yourcl

before Christmas, could

sibly be in the Gulf no

seems to bridge the distant

(Here is a new address

Tim Harrington.

Harrington T.W.. Fleet Has

tal 6, ASU Bahrain, FPOh

95262800).

We Need Your Helplf

Our Glass

Recyclables must be

kept more clean!

Please ...

REMOVE plastic and metal caps

AND rings from

your bottles '

DISCARD plastic and paper 6 pack or case containers

DUMP excess liquid or other materials from inside

4K
The Colorado College

RECYCLES
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BSU coordinates "Motown Night" and other
activities to celebrate Black History Month

By Leah Mattheis

Staff Writer

After having spent the

whole day in the geo lab,

one could indeed get the

feeling that life here on
campus is rather isolated.

The Black Student Union
aims to change that. BSU
lopes that sixth block this

semester will not be just

another student retreat, but

an outreach, into Black
History Month.

Black History Month, says
Nicole Plotkin. co-chair of

BSU, is not only a celebra-
tion of black heritage, but
of CC heritage as well.

Alumni from as far back as
1931 will be present on
campus for film discus-
sions, readings, lectures,

and just to talk.

Rachel Mason, Director of

Minority Student Life, ex-

tends a special invitation to

everyone on campus. "We
would especially like to en-

ourage people to attend the
ilms and discussions. If

nyone has concerns about
ninority or racial issues,
he talks planned for after

he films would be an ideal
lace to discuss problems
nd solutions."

The heightened aware-
ness that this month should
levelop for the campus re-

lects what Cassy Milton.
he second co-chair for
>SU. sees as the over-all
oal for the union.
"Our club is focused on
ndividual and cultural
wareness," Cassy says.
Instead ofassimilating into

the general campus popu-
lation," she says, "I en-
courage members to develop
their individual differences,

and to learn from them."
She places a large empha-
sis on the individuality, re-

spect, and individual re-

sponsibility present within
the group.

Hopefully. Black History
Month will bring the cam-
pus into closer contact with
BSU. Plotkin expressed
some of the frustration

Feb. 1 8-20. 9am-3:30pm, Worrier Center, Main Level

Feb. 19, Noon. "Lei It Begin Here", Wes Rm, Womer Or.
Feb. 19. 7pm. "Slide Show", Wes Rm, Womer Center

Feb. 28 & March 1 . 9am-3:30pm. Career Placement

Office, Womer Center. Interviews by appointment only.

Applications must be completed by interview.

For more information call 303-866- 1 057, ext. 1 65.

members feel about trying
to involve the campus. "Lots
of people came to Rainbow
Jam, anti-apartheid rallies,

and Martin Luther King
celebrations. The difficulty

is overcoming people's lack
of interest in. and ignorance
of, other racial issues."
Cassy feels that everyone

could learn from the heri-
tage month. "There may be
a lack of diversity on cam-
pus." she says, "But it

doesn't have to be the
problem that some people
see it as. You can learn
from every environment."
The following Is a sched-

ule of events planned for

Black History Month.
Should there be any ques-
tions, contact the office of
Minority Student Life.

Thursday, January 31:
"Motown Night" at the Tiger
Pit. 9:30 pm.
Thursday, February 12:

Black Student Union will

participate in Ethnic Food
Fair as part of the Winter
Carnival. 6 pm, Worner
Center.

Thursday, February 21:

Special banquet to honor
Effie Frazier, one of the first

Black CC graduates (1931).
6 pm, Gaylord Hall.

Tentative: An evening of

Afro American Dramatic
Arts: dramatic readings,
poetry, etc, dealingwith the
Black struggle. 8 pm,
Packard Hall Auditorium.
Tentative: Special guest

Kenneth Ranson. Actor and
1984 CC grad.
Friday. February 22:

Video and Discussion: "The
Rise In Campus Racism:
Causes and Solutions."
Sponsored by CCCA and
Leisure Program. 7:30 pm
in Gaylord Hall.

Tuesday, February 26:
The Honorable Raymond
Dean Jones, Judge and
1967 CC grad. Reception
and lecture times TBA,
Gates Common Room.
Thursday, February 28:

Film and Discussion: "Imita-

tion of Life". 7:30pm,Olin 1.

Sunday, March 3: Film
"Glory" and Discussion held
by Bobby Heron. Sponsored
by Film Series. 7:30 pm, Olin
1.

All activities not specified

are funded by BSU and the
Office for Minority Student
Life.

lift
^\'T VM/r
AXmSNk

at the Colorado ollege Bookstore
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Winter Formal to provide festivity and fun
By Abby Allen

Staff Writer

The fourth annual Winter

Formal promises to fill the

night of February 2 with

elegance and entertain-

ment. The dance will be held

from 9 pm to 1 am on Sat-

urday in the Broadmoor's

main ballroom.

Originally the President's

ball held in the spring con-

flicted with heavy spring

schedules and was changed

to the Winter Formal. The

formal is sponsored by
Residential Life with sup-

port from CCCA and the

Leisure Program. This in-

sures the low cost of tickets

- $5.

CC students will magically

turn into Ginger Rogers and

Fred Astaire as they enjoy

the tunes of the

Broadmoor's own swing

band. Waltzes? Tangos? For

those uncertain of their

ballroom dancing skills or

just needing to refine their

steps, free Arthur Murray

style dance lessons are be-

ing given in Gaylord Hall on

a beginning or intermedi-

ate level. Check table tents

in Benjamin's or the dining

halls for times.

Along with the ballroom

is also unique in that it is

open to all students. Most

people would agree with

Paul Jones, head of Res Life:

"The Winter Formal is a

special occasion because it

is not affiliated with one

particular organization and

is open to the whole cam-

pus. There really isn't an-

other all-campus formal."

Door prizes will be given

including: a hip pack from

Mountain Chalet, munch
money on account from

Mariott. and gift certificates

from Michelle's, the CC
bookstore, and Concept
restaurants (Old Chicago's,

Jose Muldoon's, etc.) Later

on the grand prize ticket

will be drawn for a weekend
ski package for two at

Monarch. It includes one

night's stay and two lift

tickets.

Many people are inclined

to arrive fashionably late,

but the band will begin at 9

sharp and must stop at 1

am. So go early and get the

most out ofyour dance time

!

Tickets are available from

Worner desk, any head
resident, or resident assis-

tant. They will also be sold

at the door. But hurry -

because of the ballroom's

limited capacity, tickets can

Dancers learn to Rambafor the upcomingformal.
Photo by Justine Crvwle,

Feminist Collective founds Sexual
Violence Survivors Support Group
By Diana Fuller

Thanks to the energies and

efforts ofthe Feminist Collective

and its friends and supporters,

the Sexual Violence Survivors

SupportGroupwillbeginweekly

meetings every Thursday
evening starting on February

14.

Campus groups unite for Winter Carnival
By Jay Marx
Staff Writer

The Winter Carnival is back

after a twenty year hiatus, and it

comes to campus first week of

next block

Thisyear, Colorado Collegehas

morethanjustValentine'sDayto

look forward to at the beginning

of Block Six

Timed to correspond with CC
Founder's Day and the annual

D.U. Sucks hockey game and

party. Winter Carnival aims to

"raise spirit, encourage extra-

curricular participation, and to

promote schoolunity," according

to the flyers going up across

campus in coming days.

Perhapsmore importantly, the

week long series of all college

eventsshould"breakup the cold,

darkdays ofwinterbyaddingfun

and excitement to the CC com-

munity."

The list of scheduled Winter

Carnival events is long and im-

pressive. The week kicks off in

Womer Center on Monday, Feb-

ruary 1 lth, with decorationsand

a cake commemorating
Founder's Day (which actually

fallsoverblockbreakonFeb. 9th,

but who's counting?). It then

concludes with parties on
Thursday. Friday, and Saturday

nights.

The driving force behind this

week of madness is Santiago

Foster. CCCAVice-President for

Student Concerns.

Foster has been working on

thisprojectsinceNovember.when

he—then a CCCA member-at-

large—went to then-president

Mark Glaze for project ideas. "I

didn't feel I was working hard

enough as a member-at-large,"

said Santiago, "and he [Glaze)

suggested reviving the Winter

Carnival."

The work has been non-stop

ever since, and the result is a

confluence of campus groups

united for an unusual week
When asked what is most

exciting to him about the whole

effort, Foster responds, "A differ-

ent group or person has taken

nearly every event under their

wing—which is kind ofcool."

Alookatthescheduleconfirms

this. The Greeks and Granolas

areworkingtogethertomakethis

a successful event," says Foster.

Thegroup is available to allCC
women students who have ex-

perienced sexual assault or

abuse in their adult life.

Thegroupwillbe facilitatedby

Mary Friedrichs, a psycho-

therapist inthecommunity with

over 20 years of experience in

this field and assisted by Diana

Fuller, a Boettcher counselor.

The size ofthe group is limited

in order to encourage trust and

cohesion inthegroup. Member-

ship will be determined on a first

call basis and a waiting list

tablishedforoverflow. Ifthenetd

forasecondgroup is determined

it will be addressed as the situ-

ation arises. A list of additional

community and colle,

sources will be maintained at

Boettcher.

Ifyou are interested injoinii^

this group and are willing to

make a commitment for the last

three blocks of this year i

Boettcher (389-6384) after8

on Monday February 4.

Hair Designers for Men & Women

mrttQu
Style cuts, Cellophanes, Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 9{. Tejon at Cache La 'Foudre 632-3531

' 20 lifts including two
high-speed quad chairs.

> 76 award winning trails.

• New Extreme Experience11

Guided Ski Program;
350 acres of double
black diamond terrain.

Lift tickets available at participating Front Range
vickers, Pizza Hut restaurants and Delivery Units,

Safeways, Breeze Ski Rentals, Gart Brothers/Dave

Cooks, Diamond Shamrocks, King Soopers and
Albertsons.

<g COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT
Just 75 miles West of Denver off 1-70, exit 195

SNOW REPORT LINE 893-1400

:
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A professor in the Senior Spotlight?!?!

jyAveril Rothrock

Staff Writer

He's so cool!" "He'll offer

jjou
macadamia nuts!" "I'm

tying to get in his eighth block

doss." These were the com-

ments that my friends made
oboutProfessorBobPlzziwhen

del/ heard that I was inter-

viewing him. for the Senior

Spotlight Do not be confused.

Professor Pizzt is not a senior.

He is, however, the speaker/or

Senior Class Dinner on
February 14that5:30inCates

CommonRoom. ProfessorPizzi

ins a lot to say to seniors. A
tool arts graduate himself.

Professor Pizzi has taught
justness and economics
coursesatseueraluniversities.

at his alma mater, and at the

Mr Force Academy. He is cur-

rently teaching in theBusiness

wdEconomics Departmentfor
n luio-year professorship. The

'ingisan excerptfrom an
ntewiew with hinv

How did youcome toteach
(tCC?

Being at the AirForce Acad-
my Isince 1976; I had heard
DfCC. The idea ofteaching at

a liberal arts college really

ncited me. There is so much
letail in business, and it is so
ompetitive, that I wanted to

teach in an environment like

CC that impressed me with a
sense of family. That sense of
family is unlike traditional

schools. So the reputation and
the benefits of liberal arts ap-
pealed to me.
What has it been like so

far?

Ijust love it! I have never had
ajob that I enjoyed asmuch as
this one. The students are
bright, young, energetic, eager,

full of life...They have a bal-

anced perspective on educa-
tion and life which I find re-

freshing. I just love the stu-

dents here.

How would you compare
teaching at CC to your past
teaching positions?

At the Air Force Academy
the students took six or seven
courses. So as a professoryou
compete for their time. You
can count on a lot of students
not having time for your
course. Here every student is

prepared every day, so you
can teach at a higher level.

And no matter what anyone
tells you. everyone's favorite

teachers are the most de-

manding ones! - as long as
they do it in an interesting

way. In comparison to larger

business schools, CC has that

sense of family. Students are
concerned with each otherand
with learning. At business
schools, there is no coopera-

tion on team projects or group
learning because everything

is based on how well they do
compared to everyone else. I

like the lack of competition

here.

What will be the focus of

your talk to the seniors?

I asked the student organiz-

ers what they wanted me to

talk about, and then I said,

"I'm older - I can talk about
what I want." [He smiles.] It will

Senior Class Dinner
-Informal-

Thursday, February 14th

5:30 pm
At the Gates Common Room

Guest Speaker:
Professor of Economics

Bob Pizzi

A chance to preview the

Senior Class Video

Economics Professor Bob Pizzi to speak at senior class dinner.

Photo by Justine Crowley

be a retrospective look at who
we should thank for our edu-
cation. We owe lots of people.

Obviouslywe owe the parents.
We owe favorite teachers. Fi-

nallywe owe a large debt, both
figuratively and literally, to the
institution itself. I'm going to

encourage everyone to thank
the people they owe for this

great education. The school is

just a part of it. It's who geared
you in the direction of a liberal

arts education.

What is your educational
background?

1 went to Ducane University

in Pittsburgh. It is a liberal

arts college and I majored in

biology. When I went to busi-

ness school to get my Masters

mBusinessAdniinistration [at

the University o/Wyoming] my
dad asked me if I was going to

be a frog salesman. [He laughs

at this interpretation ofhis un-

dergraduatedegree/graduate

study combination, then ex-

plains:] I was drafted into ser-

vice and did some teaching. I

fell in love with it. After my
Masters. I got my Ph.D. at the

University of Washington in

Business.

What decisions did you
have tomake when you were
graduating, andwhatinsight
can you give seniors who are

making similar decisions?

It was easy for me. Everyone

was getting drafted. I knew
what my firstjob was going to

be! I would encourage people

to get a balance. I teach liberal

arts and I teach business, but

I teach life. too. As professors

we are older, more experi-

enced. Students can gain a lot

from the experience of all el-

ders. The balance in life ofjob.

family, and friendships is im-

portant. Thejob isa big part of

life, but not the whole part. To
make decisions students
should find out what busi-

nesses are looking for and ask.

"What am I looking for?"Try to

find a match. Big corpora-
tions, teaching, and medi-
cine are not for everyone. Be
broad and find that match.
How do you see educa-

tion in America changing?
I was influenced in that

area by one of the Sympo-
sium speakers. Robert
Heilbroner. He comments on
the decline in set scores, in

the measure of knowledge In

a person's head. Businesses
are demanding more specific

knowledge. They want spe-

cialists earlier. Places like

CC should be the "last bas-

tion." They should fight this

demand for more specialized

knowledge. People can get

that after they start working
in corporate America. The
problems of this century
won't be solved with techno-

logical specialty and exper-

tise. They will be solved by
people with a broad knowl-

edge base like CC's students.

What would you say to

those who finger the Per-

sian Gulf War as "for oil"

only?
Anybody who looks for a

single answer to anything as

complicated as war are fool-

ish and naive. There are lots

of reasons, and oil is one of

them. We don't want any-

body controlling 50% to 60%
of the world oil supply. From
an economic point of view

that is not good. With all the

changes in the communist
world, in Eastern Europe, the

wall coming down, we have
an opportunity for a new
world order. It is important

to demonstrate to the first

person not interested in

world order that there Is a

price to pay ifyou don't want
to live at peace.

What do you predict the
economic outcome of the

war to be?
Economists are funny. For

every one who says that it

will help, one says it will put
us deeper in recession. It Is

tied to the ultimate price of
oil. President Truman once
said, "What I need is a one-
handed economist!"
How do you see

Colorado's economic fu-

ture?

Professor Bill Welda is
studying that right now. I

think (he economy of Colo-

rado Springs, if you trace it

back in history like Profes-

sor Weida has done, has been
tied to an increase in em-
ployment by the government
sector. It's been tied to Fort

Carson, the Air Force Acad-
emy, and the defense con-

tractors who followed that.

Colorado Springs needs a

more diverse economy. They
need to attract different kinds

of employment so that when
one falls, the others can hold

up the economy.
How have you enjoyed

living In Colorado? Do you
have any favorite spots?
Boy. I do! Like more people

my age, I have travelled a lot.

Colorado is my very favorite

spot! The sun shines so

much! I love the mountains!
My favorite spots are where
there are mountains and
water. Like between Wood-
land Parkand Denver, places

like Deckersand Eleven-Mile

Reservoir. I like where you
can see the mountains and
the water. When I eventually

retire, it will be to a small

farm on Whldbey Island in

Washington.
What will you do after

your two years at CC are

completed?
To be honest. I would like

to spend the rest ofmy work-

ing years at CC. I would like

to be a part of a family like

CC's. Otherwise. I will teach

at a business school in an
MBA program - a clear sec-

ond choice.
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College frugal with funds

By Sarah Selleigren

OnTuesday. January 15, the

supportgroup forwomen survi-

vors of sexual violence received

the money necessary to begin

meeting. It will pay the fees for a

therapist experienced in group

work, who will act as facilitator

and work with students in de-

signingandtmplementingalong-

term, low-budget, quality sup-

port program forwomen survi-

vors.

Our goal in establishing this

group on campus is to provide a

safe, confidential, nurturing at-

mosphere in whichwomen can

begin to work out some of the

issues concomitant with heal-

ing from (predominantly adult)

sexual abuse or assault. The

first meeting will be held in the

first week of Block 6; ifyou are

interested in joining, call 389-

6384 (Boettcher) formore infor-

mation.

As pleased as I am that we

received the money, Iwant to let

thecoliegecommunityknowhow

difficult and frustrating itwasto

secure it. I found that the "sys-

tem"was not nearly as support-

ive as its representatives might

lead you to believe.

Last semester my partner

Daphne and I applied to every

moneyed office on this campus

for the funding: the Dean of

Students. Boettcher Health

Center. Residential Life. Shove

Chapel. Women's Concerns

Committee. CCCA. and the

President of the College. All of

these, though verbalizing sup-

portforthegroup,were similarly

unable to provide us with the

moneywe needed. We were told

from all directions that itwas an

important project and that the

"college" should pay. but at the

end ofthe semesterwe had still

been unable to locate the "col-

lege" with the money.

When the CCCA Budget

Committee decided early this

block to recommend that the

new CCCA deny our proposal

(we had been tabled last semes-

ter) .we decided to activate. Over

forty female and male students

and five women faculty went to

themeetingJanuary 15th to tell

the CCCA we would not take

"no" for an answer.

The CCCA was very coopera-

tive and. although they main-

tain that this type offunding is

moreunderthe administration's
jurisdictionfhantheirown.gave

full funding to the group to pre-

vent further delay. One week

later. President Gresham Riley

decided to split the cost with

CCCA.
I agree with the CCCA that it

should be the administration

ratherthantheCCCAthatfunds

this program. Considering that

nearly30% ofcollegewomen are

believed to be victims of rape or

attempted rape, providing sup-

port for these women is not a

luxury but a fundamental re-

sponsibilityofeveryeducational

institution in this country.

Rape support is not an extra-

curricular activity, nor its it a

dub.noraspecial interestgroup.

Women raped or assaulted on

thiscampus deserve free quality

support as long as they need it.

and that is inarguable.

This is only one element of a

college dedicated to the lives of

its women students, which

would also include: a highly

publicized, well-functioningand

consistent policy of trial and

punishment of accused sex of-

fenders; sensitive and paid vic-

tim advocates for students

considering or engaging in legal

proceedings: an administrative

staff dedicated to protecting the

lives of all Its students and

therefore to investigating to Its

full capacity every accusation of

a threat to one of those lives:

comprehensive rape education

programs; and apublic record of

reported sex offenses and the

names and punishments of

those found guilty.

The establishment of this

group is one step toward a safer,

more empowering environment

forwomen students, butwe still

have a long way to go.

u

We can't let people get away with rape
By Sally Clark

I wrote this in the middle of

the night after addressing this

issue to an imaginary audi-

ence in my head.

Rape is on the CC campus.

Whether we refuse to believe

so, rape has been a fact of life

here at Colorado College.

When I say rape I mean all

sorts of rape, I don't mean
just the typical scenario of

the poor innocent first year

student virginwho is walking

back from the library and is

snatched away by some sa-

distic madman and raped.

I'm saying that every sce-

nario-date rape isrape. What
is a scary but far too often

true occurrence is that the

women ormenwho truly care

aboutrape are thosewho have
experienced it (the victims).

What's even sadder is that if

I said "and I was raped bru-

tally ...." this article would

probably have a much more
profound effect on its read-

ers. Well. I have never been

raped although, of course, I

have experienced a substan-

tial amount of sexual dis-

crimination in some form.

The reason I feel so strongly

about this is because it could

happen to me, rape could

happen to any one of you

women students. But if it

helps to personalize the is-

sue, all I can say is that I

have come far. fartoo close to

being date raped, (if that is

any consolation and it really

is not for any victims out

there).

What made me hesitate in

writing this article was that it

wouldn't be "well written" and

that we've all heard it before

"RAPE. RAPE. RAPE." C'mon

folks, hasn't everyone seen

People's December issue on

rape? Well, I'm sick of think-

ing thatwe shouldn't preach

,

supposedly "draw" this issue.

To quote Suzanna Walters,

"WE'RE TALKING ABOUT
WOMEN'S LIVES HERE!!!!!"

We as a community (forget

about everywhere else!) have

got to make a serious effort in

changing our ways, stopping

this from happening or CC
students, the majority of

which are women, will con-

"We all like to think

that such athingwould
neverhappen at such a
fine, expensive insti-

tution as The Colorado
College..."

tinue to be raped. What de-

presses me even more is that

one would think this sort of

thing only happens on a big

"lesser" state school likeC.U.

We all like to think that such

a thing would never happen

at such a fine, expensive in-

stitution as The Colorado

College where some of the

brightest students go.

Well it does happen and it

happens all the time, yeseven

here at CC. And what has the

administration done about it?

How have they dealt with the

CC men who have raped? I

can only respond to these

questions with a quote Irom

the administration to a CC
woman who was raped and

whose perpetrator still goes

here: "We've got a great relo-

cating system." What does

this say about our society?

Another thing that almost

prevented me from writing

this was the notion that "I

can't do anything" and the

very sad. fact that the people

who should be reading this

probably won't be and the

evenmore disturbing fact that

the CC men who have com-

mitted this crime can care

less. What gives me hope is

the possibility that even one

of the hundreds of rapists on

this campus will be reading

this. Perhaps what you have

done does notphaseyou even

in the slightest-hey you're a

smart guy, c'mon she was
drunk-she deserved it - 1 only

fucked her. You are a rapist.

slut, wear skirts tnai Daray

cover her ass, a girl might bt

quite flirtatious, she might

have had sex numeroustimes

with some of your friends,

but if she does not want to

have sex -that's it. Ifshesays

no she means no. And

realize I am going into con'

troversial ground here, butil

a woman was complete!;

plastered, dead drunk, does

not remember a thing, and

appears to have consented ti

sex- you have committal

rape. Whywould anyone
to even have sex with anyone

who is that drunk? I can!

help but conjure up image

ofnecrophilia when I thinkd

that. All I can say is wenteJ

to educate the CC student:

here - first year, seconi

year, everyone on this cam-

pus has to realize that rail

happens all the time here

Despite all the other («>

that occupy students' !*»

we'vegot to realize that pel"

rape on this campus. «!

No matter if you go on to things going on here, and
|

graduate, become some the more important thi*

highly successful business-

man, a lawyer, a doctor - who
knows, you'll even marry,

have kids. I hope you will

realize how greatly you have

erred. I hope that one day

you will look into the mirror

years later and feel the void

within you, the emptiness, -

see the the frightening, dis-

gusting fact that you had to

force a woman to make love

to you, that you had to have

sex so badly, you took advan-
tage of some girl who was
drunk, who inyour demented

eyes, "wanted it." Just be-

cause you wanted to get laid.

A girl could be the biggest

we, as CC women known*

who have raped - that ft

apparently nice guy sit*

next to you in class

block, has raped sor«

We, as CC students, ha,el

come to the aid of all the

women on this campus

have orwho willbe raped.

have been quiet about

for too long. There are

manywomen who have,

and will suffer because of"

silence. Think of the vict

this Is a reality.

at
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nd yet another example of the need to reaffirm one's manhood
TiaO"

Reed

I

hope

sUPus

was made clear to

lastweektherewas

f events dedicated to

Bering*e 18th anniver-

Jie famous Roe v. Wade

^necou rt decision.Among

, vvas the "performance

J.
at
Acacia Park on Tues-

$ a subsequent presen-

j! Womer Center Friday

noon.

|e such
an event is limited

fe Jrequires
theassembly

uendous time and effort

ni the
scenes. Much ofthis

went into the creation of

jrtest and perhaps most

jolic,
and thereby most

ortant
prop.

foot tall rnissfle.' repre-

mgtlieaggressivepoliciesof

>countriesthatrushed into

the GulfWar and those nations
with the potential to escalate the
conflict, is the prop in question.

It was no coincidence that this

"missile"lookedsuspiciouslylike

a penis, the definingorgan ofthe
majority of people in charge in

this world, underneath its plas-

tic condom.
Now. because the impact of

our group on this campus was
deemed to be rather low, we
decidedto leave this "missile"on
display in Worner Center. Un-
fortunately, the aggression in

this matter is not limited to the

Persian Gulf.

Withinhours ofsetting up the
display, I returned to find a limp
missile, broken nearly in halfby
what appeared to be a punch to

the gut ofour prop, and several

accompanying signs ripped
down. While this actionwas not
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surprising, it was very disheart-
ening.

The sentiments of the opposi-

tion groups in both of these

matters, the Pro-War support-

ers and Anti-Choice groups, are

solacedwithhatredandatwisted

"pro-Life"dogma, that this attack
was merely typical. However.
NOT excusable.

Had we not felt that the stu-

dentson thiscampuswere up to

the challenge of restraining

themselves from destroying an
image they did not agree with,

we would not have left it in

WornerCenter.Apparently, this

is not the case.

Two days later, the missile

had suddenly disappeared.
Gone. Where had it gone? Had
some thoughtfulmember ofmy
group taken care to rescue the

defenselessmissile? Indeed not.

Itwas reported tome later In the

day that a mysterious group of

testosterone-laden young men
had allegedly stole into the

campuscenterandremovedthis
distinctive piece of manhood
from its spot.

Afterallegedlytransportingthe

famous prop to the fraternity

quad, this group ofyoung men
were actually seen hoisting this

missile with great pride and
achievementoverthe railingand
onto the front porch of the Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity house.
Themenwere thenseen quickly

dispersing, their deed done.
I have since tried, unsuccess-

fully, to reach the president of

said fraternity for a comment or
help in reacovering our missile,

and can only resort in a public

appealforinformaUonregarding

this incident.

Perhaps I am being insensi-

tive to the needs of young men
on this campus. Perhaps there

is a tremendous need for reaffir-

mation of their manhood. Per-

hapswewomen should all build

similar"missiles" andpassthem
out to all ourmale friends. Per-

hapsthis typeofactioncould act
as a substitution for other less

constructivemeans ofacquiring

penis-power. Perhaps with a
program like thiswecould reduce
the incidence ofrape and sexual
assault on this campus...

Oh. if only every man had his

own personal Power-Penis to set

nearhisdeskeveryday.Thliikof

the possibilities! Why. there
would be no need to prove any-
thing to their female or male
friends, eveiyone could see their

manlfestation in full-color and
3-D right there next to thelr

faifhful Macintosh...

I have some big news for you
men. Wedon'tcare howblgyour
"missile" is, we just want ours
back!

Support the men, not necessarily the war
By Graham Roy

As the United States wages
war in The Persian Gulf, a large

contingency on the home front

claimstheAmerlcanpeoplemust

support our troops in the Gulf
by supporting the War move-
ment itself. Iam gladwe learned

from theVietnamWarthatcom-
bat troops cannot and should
not be abandoned when thev
arrive home, but the Vietnam
War has taught us a further

lesson ignored by those who say
we must back the current war.

Instead this lesson suggests
we should question the war at

home while we provide moral
support for those who follow

orders, our combat troops.

Twokindsofpeoplefightwars,

thosewho give orders and those

who follow orders. Menwho give

orders are 40-70 years old, and
theywearsuitsoruniformswith
shiny medals and stars on the

shoulders. Men who obey or-

ders are generally 18-30 years

old and wear military Issue fa-

tigues or flight suits. Order
givers describe war as the
number of sorties flown, bomb
poundage dropped, and enemy
versus friendly planes killed

while order followers experience

the destruction they cause.

As a lesson. Vietnam made
clear that soldiers, order follow-

ers, are not entirely comfortable

with the ordersgiven them, and
may not have done what they

did if they had not been ordered

to do so. When U.S. soldleis

return, they will ask the same
questions our soldiers asked
after the Vietnam War, Soviet

soldiers asked after their return

from Afghanistan, and Iraqi sol-

diers will ask. They will ask
"Why did I kill someone who
looked so much like me? Why
was I orrlered into a situation in

whichmybest buddyblew up all

over me? What have I gained for

being in a wheelchair the rest of

my life?

We, the American public*

must have one or maybe two
very good answers to these
questions. Ifwedonot.ourbesl
Intentions to return our troops

to a normal life are ultimately

doomed because only answers
given with conviction are likely

to satisfy the unrest such
quesuons cause. Those of us
who do not believe adequate
answers exist to the above
questions must fulfill a double

duty. Firstwemust give the best

comfort and understanding to

our soldiers when they return.

Our second duty Is more
immediate. We must convince

order givers Geoige Bush, Dick

Cheney, and Powell to reverse

their orders so not so many
soldiers must ask the questions

to which we have only partial

answers.

What is this: a war or the Super Bowl?
By Marc Phillips

"Hey, what's the score?"

"We're kickm' ass man!"
"Sweet dude."

"Did you hear that John just

got called up to the big leagues?"

"Wow...I hope he doesn't get

injured."

The Super Bowl? The Bud
Bowl? No. the war. The media
portrayal oftheconflict.whether

it is or isn't a just cause, has
been strikingly similar to that of

a sporting event. Each news
report opens with loud booming
music.

As the animated words come
togetherand floatdown onto the
cartoon Earth, the voice which
just announced the plot for the

next episode of 'Night Court'

proudfydeclares, TheGulfWar"
with the same tone as ifhe were

Voice your opinion in

The Catalyst!!
The February 15th issue will feature

stories concerning the homeless &
community service - deadline is Feb.

12 at 5 pm. Any additional stories on
this topic, or others, are due at the
same time. Ideas are welcome!! Call

Jen at x6675 or x7593.

promoting a mini series.

OnJanuaryl6lh,lhe firstday
of the war, populated lounges

were filled with nervous and
curious students, anxious for

updates. Every so often, they

were treated to a "War Update"
screen, which listed the latest

eventslikegamehighllghts.Even

before thewar began, the media
featured a "Countdown to Con-
frontation" series.Themediahas
consistently reported thewaras
onewould covera footballgame.
Even President Bush hasgot-

ten in on the sporting language.

"Ifwe get Into an armed conflict.

ISaddam] Is going to get his ass

kicked." Newsweek magazine
reported on January 21st that

along with the previous state-

ment. Bush has also stated his

attempts at diplomacyweremet
by the Iraqi government with a

"stiff-arm," a move more appro-

priate to describe the actions of

Helsman rather than Hussein.

Continued on page 15
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I would be a pretty useless soldier

To the Editor:

Recently, the war took

what was for me. one of its

most disturbing turn of

events, the dumping of 460

million gallons of oil into

the Persian Gulf. I heard

this news the same day that

I saw the poster in Worner

Center listing CC students

serving in Operation Desert

Storm, one of which I know
personally (John Merkel).

For the first time I felt

directly affected, which was

for me a very good thing, as

it placed the previously ab-

stract threat to my own well-

being into a very real realm

.

As a consequence, my atti-

tude has shifted from a

mostly poetic sphere of "be-

liefs" and "ideals" into the

more concrete and produc-

tive world of "action."

War, even without outra-

geous acts of eco-terrorism,

is an environmental atroc-

ity. In fact, the textbook

Environmental Science

(Turk and Turk. Sauders

College Publishing. Phila-

delphia. 1988) used in

Professor Bower's environ-

mental Chemistry class,

identifies war as one of the

one which filled me with a

desire to physically avenge

this crime. 1 proceeded to

entertain the image of

shooting and killing Iraqi

soldiers and honestly tried

to separate it in my mind

from a violent act ofmurder.

Perhaps it could be se-

mantically argued that

combat killings are not

murder, as they are not

committed "unlawfully."

but they are. nevertheless,

human killings. When I

failed to convince myself

that I could partake in such

an act. I recognized the

imagery for the blind fury of

emotion it was, and became
quite frightened . An isolated

act by a ruthless aggressor

had thwarted all of my pre-

vious reflections and had

summoned instead a very

dangerous beast. John
Merkel once told me that in

order to fight most effec-

tively, he was trained to

remain detached from the

enemy; to save the passion

for after the battle. In other

words, my desires to fight

were poorly motivated and

would have made me a

pretty useless soldier.

To those opposed to war

on moral, religious, or in

five principal categories of tellectual grounds, avoid

environmental disruption, falling prey to an emotional

The author lists it last,

claiming that "in many
ways, war is a combination

of all environmental
problems, .(leading] to pol-

lution and resource deple-

tion far more extreme than

any single peacetime activ-

ity." This placement is also

appropriate considering the

relatively limited, exposure

war has received in a list

which includes such tradi-

tional environmental prob-

lems as overpopulation, ex-

tinction of species and cli-

matic disturbances.

The environmental aspect

of the war, due to Saddam's
recent actions, (or in the

alternative. Iraqi "reality."

reckless US bombings) has
not gained the attention it

should have from the start.

When I first heard about

the spill I was overwhelmed

by a feeling of intense anger.

frenzy and subsequently

abandoning your beliefs.

People often discount hy-

pothetical questions by
saying something like, "I

don't know how I would act,

until I found myself in that

situation." To the contrary,

I think views grounded in a

lifetime's worth of experi-

ences and formed in a spirit

of rationality possess more
validity than opinions
formed as a response to a

emotionally turbulent inci-

dent. Consider your past

beliefs with sincere regard,

as they probably reflect an
integral part of your char-

acter, a part that might

haunt you should you cross

it. I guess the Godfather

said it best, "Make your
peace," both with yourself

and with each other.

Patrick L. Judge

Ovinions February i J

College loses due to prof 's removal

To the Editor: has sanctioned the

Letters

to the

Editor

to

police and opener] ., r_v
I was appalled to read of the box. Think of the futur[

circumstances surrounding plications of a policy
u,

the dismissal of Prof. Joanne solves "discord" by ^
Klein. Two years ago I was the minority opinion,

lucky enough to have a class And who truly i0Ses

with her. She was intelligent, situation? The school,

energetic, concerned and fair degree, hasbeenembar^

— one or the best instructors Prof. Klein has had
jj

I've had. According to the ar- and start again, but |

tide, she was denied tenure she seems to be happy
j

not because she had done her new position. The real

job poorly, but because she

had dared to challenge Prof.

Malcolm.

I cannot believe the admin-

istration allowed this to hap-

pen. I thought the purpose of from all this and that

a liberal arts college was to future it will take mortj

provide an atmosphere of di-

verse opinions and ideas. By

accepting disagreement with

a peer as sufficient cause for

dismissal, the administration

thissituation-arethestur

of this college who have

denied the opportune

study with Professor 1
hope we have learned a3

bit ofcriticism and a dile

of opinion to justify
the

missal of a professoi

Kafhiyni

Let's get rid of stereotypes and find the trutl

By Felix Sanchez

For some time now, I have

noticed that most persons,

especially here at Colorado

College, have little or no

trouble accepting the exist-

ence of Native Americans.

However, I have also noticed

that this acceptance lacks

understanding of the First

People, their Ways, and their

Thoughts. I'm notjust talking

about the majority white

population. I'm talking about

most persons from all back-

grounds. I must say that

today's acceptance and its

lack of understanding of Na-

tive Americans is a whole lot

subtlerthan what past history

has revealed. When Colum-

bus came uninvited to this

continent, he accepted the

fact the "Indians" were here,

as did his followers: Cortez,

the Pilgrims, Africans, Lewis

and Clark, and white immi-

grants, somewho became the

"forefathers" of this country.

It is unfortunate that while

these "forefathers" were es-

tablishing their conquest

based on man's alienable

right to be free, their settle-

menthad to be at the expense

of many Native American

tribes. Their acceptance of

the fact of Native American

existence led to the formation

of laws, such as the Removal

Act, Relocation Act, and Ter-

mination ofNativeAmericans

Act, which then led to ex-

tinction, assimilation, and

cultural and tribal genocide.

Today, everyone accepts these

facts. As Vine Deloria, Jr.. a

Standing Rock Lakota
scholar, cites in his Custer

Diedfor YourSins, "people are

always interested in [Indians!

and (their) 'plights.' Everyone

else has dilemmas, predica-

ments, quandaries, prob-

lems, and troubles. Indians

have always had a 'plight.'"

Here at CC, my fellow Native

American brothers and sis-

ters and I always seem to be

approached in two ways: a)

total fascination and accep-

tance ("Wow, you're an In-

dian!" or "Man, we really

fucked you guys over, huh?)

or b) with total innocence/

ignorance, or in other words

acceptance without under-

standing ("Do you still live in

teepees?" or "Do you still ride

buffalo?" — obvious stereo-

types from Old Westerns).

Ignorant people are quick to

bring up the fact that being

Native American means hav-

ing privileges, such as living .

on tax free land and receiving fully captured the a*

free schooling. True as that ity of sophisticated -

may be, they miss the fact American lifestyle a*

thatthese"privileges"arejust chology, everythinf

a small amount of what the

United States government
owes Native American people

for the land, among other

things, they gave up or that

was taken away from them

—

small amount meaning the

United States has not hon-

ored all treaty allocations for

Native Americans. They also

miss the fact that on this tax

free land, rates of poverty,

unemployment, alcoholism

and infant mortality aremuch
higher than the national av-

erage, not to mention very

substandard education of

ia:

fir

Native American youth

Recently, I have seem

trying to come to

this acceptance and its

of understanding. Oral

they have tried to con

termswith the racial inji

brought against N

Americans. This wee)

ABC Television will a

miniseries "Son of the J

ing Star." which will i

Custer and the Battleof

Big Horn. This mini serie

portray him as a control

figure from the eyeso

women, his wife Libby

Native American womai

interesting as it may

the big question is if C

was really an Indianira

Indian fighter. On oral

he was a great Americai

and on the other, he

is the most hated mi

People of Native Ameri

he is second to Kit Cars

my book. On a

Kevin Costner's "Dane!

Wolves" [this is onei

year's best movies «l

think all people shorf

Native American and

Native American), is'

the first films, I think,

has truly attem]

derstand Native Amtt

Costner overall hM

ilit

language, costumes,"

ritual, sex and humor.

due to the large invott

of Native Americans

project. Although *

tagonists for "Son

Morning Star" and

with Wolves" are sm|

heroes, thetwo plotsi

seen from the Natiffl

can point of view,

only way this pom'

to be understood is"

gulfed within the

American culture- u
|

words, the only «#;

Continued on
-
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Photos and opinions taken by Amanda Spencer

uaMackensie, Jr.

think the issue of

n the C.C. cam-

Is
belittled andig-

ei.
The campus

st
sensitize itself

ts existence, be-

se its not one
der's problem
more - it's

iyone's problem."

Dave Grossman, F.Y.
"It's not talked about
enough. The only way
to solve the problem is

through education, not
by supporting and en-
couraging the degra-
dation of human be-
ings. The individual
must be open to educa-
tion."

Arrow Augerot, F.Y. - "I

think too much empha-
sis is put on rapes by
people from off campus.
Thathasn'toccurredfora
while. More attention
should be paid to
aquaintance rape, rapeby
someone the woman al-

ready knows, for that's

wheretherealdangerlies.

We shouldn't allowpeople

to ignore the issue of ac-
quaintance rape."

Rina Kofman, Jr. and Dory Solzman, Sr. -

"Coming from big cities. New York and Chi-
cago, we found it hard to take the threat ofrape
here very seriously at first, but we realize that
it's absolutely essential that everybody every-
where be constantly aware of that threat, and
that women take necessary precautions to
avoid high risk situations."

media is making the war into a football game, cont.
med from page 13

sporting attitude is

new in American soci-

war and sports have

anoverlappinglanguage

olten coniuse the lis-

into uncertainty as to

crthe loser willgo into the

room and shower or be
into a bloody grave.

ueefc makes the connec-

fhe "Monday Night

sounds like Thirty

Over Tokyo" as quar-

throw bombs and
tang linebackers. Both

idquarterbackscanhave

tenses overrun and be

gh theconsequencesare
to in battle than in ath-

id the comparisons are

many to be shocking,

$cal connection. As
»n. a first year at CC,
Both warand sports are

ythemaleego."Itshould

'however, that women
in these events as

Mi often not as promi-

Is there anything wrong with

the sports-like coverage of the

Gulf conflict? Doug Casson,
anotherCC student, felt thatthe

attitude dilutes the seriousness

ol the situation. By ignoring the

fact that people on both sides

die, the game scenario enables

people to be satisfied "as long as

their team is winning." What
goes on in each play and who
dies becomes less significant.

Aside from the football por-

trayal of the war, with Saddam
as the evil quarterback of the

opposing team, several people

are treatinghim like ademented
patient in a psychiatric ward.

The New York Times recently

featured several psychological

profiles. The psychiatrists diag-

nosed the Middle East conflict

as being caused by a man suf-

fering from "malignant narcis-

sism."Wecan onlyassume they

mean Saddam Hussein.

Colorado College professor of

psychology Doug Freed ex-

plained that psychology cannot

be used to place blame for the

war. There are a multitude of

factors, and using psychology to

place a label on the problem is

ridiculous and false. Carl Rob-
erts, also a professor ofpsychol-

ogy, is not surprised by the

pubhc'ssportingattiiudeinview

of the media's game-like por-

trayal.

Just as people wander into

theloungeorTVroomand casu-
ally ask what the score is of the

game being viewed, people
nonchalantly inquire as to the

status of the war. At the very
worst, they may lose the pride ol

their hometown, be harassed by
students ofthe winning team, or

lose five bucks.

Let's get rid of stereotypes, cont.

Continued from page 14
derstand the Native Ameri-
can is to be the Native

American, or at least see it

from his/her eyes.

An elder once told me that

before the white man came,
the Indian Nations would
have war societies. When two

tribes met, if they did not

want to go to war. they would
exchange songs, dances and
gifts. Instead of using ag-

gressive hostility, these tribes

would take the time to un-
derstand each other to bring

about a more harmonious,
positive outcome. This con-
cept may have been used for

a short while during white

infringement into IndianTer-

ritory, but both Native
Americans and whites were
quick to wage war over own-
ership of land, each having

their own reasons and conse-

quences if they should lose.

Today, this concept of ex-

changing understandings
could be an alternative to

waging war, especially in

these times of international

in the largerscheme ofthings,

it doesn't really matter that the

Giants beat the Bills last Sun-
day. It does, however, matter
who died in the sand on Sunday
as well as the days, weeks, and
possibly even months to come.
Neither the winner nor the loser

will simplyshowerandgo out for

a beer. Both will be drastically

and irrevocably changed.

crises. With that. I encourage
all people to attend this year's

First Annual Native Ameri-

can Heritage Weekend and
Pow-Wow in April. We will

exchange and share all the

knowledge we have with the

general interests anyone may
have. We know that you ac-

cept us and what has hap-

pened In history, now come
and understand our exist-

ence as well as our endur-

ance.

By Jonathan Goldstein
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The Switchman Intrudes upon Trojan Wome
By Erin Kennedy
Staff Writer

One of the purposes of art,

especially pertinent in a col-

lege community, is to make

audiences think. This year's

•Modulars.' the Theatre

Workshop's annual repertoire

productions, are certainly

successful in raising issues

and posing questions.

Juan Jose Arreola's The

Switchman asks "Where is

reality, and does it really

matter?" Suzanne Goodwin,

the director, believes this play

is meant to challenge the

Western worship of logic and

efficiency. The Stranger,

played by Robert Neer. em-

bodies this ethic, while the

Switchman (Megan Sherman)

represents the illogical and

consequently the insane. The

acting and directing have

created a wonderful contrast

between these two Ideals, es-

pecially because 'the idiot' is

the sympathetic character.

For students immersed in a

fact-hungry university atmo-

sphere. The Switchman is an

interesting and often ignored

position.

^W '%*>

Robert Neer and Megan Sherman rehearse The Switchman
photo by Justine Crowley

Knight, is imponant
theoretically, but
ately. This play is ab

0l|

and the utter devast
a i-

follows. The cast
(Lis,

Gareth Saxe, m e

Tonne. Jared R
(,

Adam Mishage
Kennedy. Susan
Amanda Wallin, Roht

and Paul Raphael
SoJ

lieves that particin;

this project makes »
evant social commenia

viabl

f

V
k

that theatre is ;

On the other hand. The In-

truder, by Maurice

Maeterlinck, and directed by

Dawn Leonetti, provokes

thought in an entirely differ-

ent fashion. This symbolist

play is. according to the cast,

about "family, deception and

death," and the direction

emphasizes the eerie, bizarre

quality of the work. Leonetti

Wilkins conducts
symphony through
20th century concerto

By Erika Williams

OK. So maybe your idea of a liberal arts education

consists of taking an English class even though

you're a geology major. Or perhaps you go so far as

to attend a Thursday-at-eleven now and then.

So you're thinking you don't need to do something

as drastic as attend the symphony this weekend. Or

maybe you didn't even know Colorado Springs has a

symphony. Take some notes.

Colorado Springs is home to the oldest symphony
in the state. In April of 1989, Christopher Wilkins

joined them as conductor. Mr. Wilkins and his

orchestra have been applauded by critics and public

alike for presenting what Wilkins feels is the best

orchestral music in Colorado.

And you can go see them. This weekend the

orchestra will present a Romantic concert full of

passion and emotion. The program includes works
by Rachmaninoff and Tchaikovsky, including

Rachmaninoffs Second Piano Concerto in C Minor.

This concerto is probably the most familiar and
admired concerto of the 20th century, and is a

favorite with concert audiences.

Mr. Louis Lortie joins the orchestra this weekend
to play the concerto. Originally from Montreal,

Lortie made his concert debut in 1978 in Toronto. In

1984, he was a prize-winner in the Leeds International

Competition, and in that same year he won first

prize in the Buson Competition.
Lortie has toured throughout Europe and appears

regularly in London. He has also been a guest per-

former with many of the United States' most promi-

nent symphonies, such as Boston, Philadelphia, and
San Francisco.

And now he's in Colorado Springs. Performances
are on Friday and Saturday night at 8 pm and 2:30
Sunday afternoon. The Worner Center has tickets

for students for $5. Cheaper than a movie. So go
expand your horizon.

wanted to be "shocking" with

this piece because she feels

CC theatre is too conserva-

tive. It was, "a challenge to try

and create anxiety in an au-

dience," and to display mys-

tery and ritual onstage, but

Leonetti achieves just this.

The poetic dialogue and
highly choreographed move-

ment, executed beautifullyby

Michael McClure (the father)

.

Lia Brown (the aunt.), Rob
Burke (the father). Blythe

Baten and Sherry Chaddick

(the daughters), andAmanda
Fee (the maid/the sister of

mercy), invoke tension, awe,

and wonder.

The prominent issue pre-

sented in Euripides' Trojan

Women, directed byJonathan

dium in which to %

cially. Indeed, the raj

social consciousness

propriate. powerful!,

enjoyable to watchmh!

in the theatre.

The remaining
scnf

modulars are:

Friday: 8 p.m. -_

Women, 9 p.m. .

Suntchman.
Saturday: 8 p.m.

Switchman, 9 p.m.

Intruder.

Sunday: 8 p.m. -

truder, 9 p.m. -
Women.
All performances ai

and will be presented

lor Hall, next to Bemis

To live and lie in LA.: A film commentary

By John Keilman

StaffWriter

I have just returned from a

sojourn to the cradle ofmodem
civilization, the Mecca of we the

faithful— none other than Los

Angeles. In the thick of a hazy

grey traffic snare Iwasinspiredto
wonder about this dear city's in-

dustry. I thought maybe I could

find a sign for our destination

from the scattered tea leaves of

the past year.

Thus 1 composedmy opinion of

1990's offerings not in terms of

tenbest ornewfaces orany such

imprudent measure, but as to

what direction we have come,

and where we may be going.

The special-effects, star-stud-

dedblockbusterwentoutofvogue

during the summer, an event

analystsspeculatewillcurbwhat

has been till now an unchecked

growth. Ever-increasingccstsand

multi-million dollar star salaries

have made the big movie a big

risk—itmustmakeanawesome
amountjust to break even.

The two top-grossing movies of

thispastyear, "Ghost"and"Pretty

Woman," used relatively small

budgets and yet reaped vast

sums. While the "small" Holly-

wood movie has thankfully

punctured the bloated warthog

that is the blockbuster, it has

made no attempt at true innova-

tion. "Ghost"and "PrettyWoman"
alike made mockery of their pa-

trons, insulting both intelligence

and taste, but alas!The moviego-
ers are eager for the abuse.

Thus, with the consent of the

multitude, the "romance" has

crept its unwelcome way back

into theaters. Thismay be due to

the oversaturation of the bloody

action flick, but even the whole-

some love story holds ominous

tidings. True, we may be spared

afewbodiesbeingpumped full of

bullets and two unlikely police

partners trading manly banter,

but we must now take oar on a

saccharine sea of cynical senti-

ment set in an MTVvisualscape.

I am not sure which is the desir-

able course.

We have met the icy stare ofthe

gangster, and we have turned

him away. "Goodfellas." the best

oflastfall'scascadeofmafiamov-

ies, did merely respectable busi-

ness. The rest did even worse,

and deservingly so. A subject as

titillating as the underworld pro-

duced Oat out boring pictures,

culminating in that corpulent

spawn ofstudiogreed. The God-

father Part m." I think the attrac-

tiontowardsthethughasreached

its zenith, and we will be spared

another onslaught of dons, sol-

diers, prohibition, vice, and ma-
chine guns.

Many peoplejust stayed home,

putting a laserdisc into their gi-

ant-screen, 8 speakerdigital sur-

round-sound home entertain-

mentcomplex. Butdon'tbefooled:

thiswasthesecondbestyearever

for theater movies, finishing sec-

ond only to 1989 in terms of

revenue. Chalk it up to inflation

(tickets cost up to $7.50 inmajor

cities), say its due to boredom at

home, but it looks like theaters

willbeburgeoning forsome time.

Unfortunately, the invasion of

the truly small movie, the inde-

pendent films and documenta-

ries, seems a long time coming.

V

But before I exhausl

in sorrow, I must ren

somefinestudiomows

exploded the genres tlx

no doubt meant toconl

The first, "Darkman.'

thrillingdismembeniit

action movie. Direeli

Raimi (also responsiblf

legendary "Evil Dead'

used his absolutely

devices of special efff

camera work to pra

twisted modem tributi

classic monster

vUlians and hero all

products of the highly 1

thought.

Second, the wonda

temal Affairs" took a

able thriller, gutted it

built it into a mom

film.BothAndyGarcis

compulsively, vicious;

gator and Richard Ges

perverse cop, gave to?

performances. Thecha

and plot of this n»«

complete disruption

would have other*

anotherforgettableco!

However, genre-sW

films have a tenden?'

away quietly should'

earn obscene suras. !•

the above did. I **

that gunfights, g°te '

stilted chatter of*

continue to don*

screens, until we ^'

take heed and startV

our dollars. Butju*1

the economic rnonaw

is Hollywood an
'

undiscriminatuigl"
11

are the moviegoers.

»

age is in no danger.

PI
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he works and words of

larcel Ophuls come to CC
,thaniel Feis

Editor

.
ias t weekend and

in the week the CC
„„unlty celebrated. ..no,

like
remembered the

oCaust
(since this is

L an event one would

irate).
This was ac-

riished by a series of

,ts
involving filmmaker

L ophuls. On Friday.

rday. and Sunday there

iwo showings each of

films The Sorrow and the

and Hotel Terminus: the

nd Times of Klaus

la of these films are

rijily four and a half

rs a piece and amaz-

ycompelling for films of

length, and films in

eral, for that matter,

i
watch the looks on

's faces when they

lovered how long Hotel

Tiinus was; like those

had something bet-

[o do than view master-

in film.)

ion't feel qualified to
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make a statement on these
films for at least one rea-
son: both of these films are
so vast in scope that it

would take a couple oftimes
watching them before I

could really get a handle on
them. 1 also don't get so lost

in their greatness that I feel

like, "Okay, what the hell is

happening in this film?"

One comment I will make
is that you can see Ophuls'
development as a filmmaker
over the course ofthe twenty
or so years span in which
he made them. Not to say
that Sorrow, the earlier

work, isn't an awesome film.

It is; but, it seems that
Ophuls is enjoying himself
more with Hotel Terminus,
although it is quite a seri-

ous film.

All I can really say is go
and see these films. You'll

come away from them with
something important to

ponder, and maybe even
learn something.
Marcel Ophuls has also

made two public appear-
ances as a part of the pro-

VOW OPEN
FRIDAY^
r anw
ATtfR0AYS

2 FORI
firing in this coupon and
'urchase two expressos or

Uttes for the price of one
121 East Bijou 632-6100

ceedings. The first was a
lecture on Monday that in-

cluded two excerpts from
other films (sorry . 1 didn't

catch the exact names, but
what do you want from me.
anyway?). At this lecture,

instead of discussing the
Holocaust. Ophuls com-
pared the contemporary
situation in the Middle East
to Europe in the mid-
1930's. particularly focus-
ing on the Munich confer-

ence and Chamberlain's
"peace in our time" stance.
(Incidentally, he made a film

on the subject in 1968 for

French television entitled

Munich, which is now bur-
ied somewhere in a vault in

France.)

His second appearance
was a special Tuesday-at-
Eleven panel discussion; he
was joined by Dean Bill

Hochman and Professor
Jim Yaffe. In this open dis-

cussion. Ophuls answered
questions from the audi-
ence and other members of

the panel.

He focused primarily on

1

'

1

wk3 u

Vmil
Marcel Ophuls discusses the Middle East and Munich

photo by Tyler Stevens

film: the documentary vs.

the fiction film, film as art,

film as teacher, the influ-

ences of and on Woody
Allen, the works of his fa-

ther, and various other re-

lated topics. Not being as
eloquent as Ophuls on

these subjects I'll simply say
that all of these events were
quite informative and you
should have attended if you
did not. But, I guess it's a

little late to be telling you
that, now isn't it?

Can you see jazz? You can with Danny
Buraczeski's Jazz Dance Company
By Sarah Hadley
Staff Writer

Danny Buraczeski's Jazz

Dance Company will per-

form the rhythms and
sounds of cool jazz on Fri-

day, February 1st, and
Saturday, February 2nd.

Danny Buraczeski formed
his dance company in New
York City during 1979; ten

years later, he and his

troupe moved to Minneapo-
lis where they merged with

the Zenon Dance Company,
a modern dance troupe
founded by Linda Andrews.
Buraczeski is known as a

leadingjazz choreographer.

His company's dances are

choreographed to the

sounds of Glenn Miller,

TheloniousMonk. and Dave
Brubeck.
The company will perform

[What is the Best Way to

Reach CC. Students?
Post About A Million Flyers Ail

Over The Campus

Spend A Fortune on A Radio or
TV Ad That rio One Will notice

four acls in Armstrong Hall.

The first is called "Fission:"

six dancers will perform to

music by the Dave Brubeck
quartet. The second act,

"Gone," will be a solo by

Buraczeski. The third. "Lost

Life; Four scenes for the life

ofArt Pepper," tells the story

of Art Pepper, an alto saxo-

phonist, convict, and
Junkie. The last act, "Blue

on the Moon," will be per-

formed by the entire com-
pany.

Tickets are free at Worner
Desk with an activity's card.

Mope That People Will Find Out
Telepathically Or By Word Of

Mouth

Wrong, fill Wrong.

To most effectively get the
attention of C.C.Students

you advertise in The
Catalyst. Call Corey or Peter

at 389-6675.

(fisk fibout Special Campus Rates)
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At the brewery.
By Andy Kane &
Jon Felges

Staff Writers

Here at Cutler PubCo., we

care. We care about your

livers. We've been wonder-

ing if subsidizing "AT THE
BREWERY" is prudent. As

a service to all of you. we

are printing the following, a

short transcript of a con-

versation recorded by

means of a parabolic mi-

crophone, strategically

placed on the roof of Tutt

Library. Cutler PubCo..

both out of an abiding con-

cern for our readers' well

being, and a "need to know"

just where in the h-e-

double-toothpicks our

money goes, hired a local

investigator (the same firm

is now trying to uncover

who the mongoloid was that

painted "Flounder" on the

sidewalk near Worner Cen-

ter) to aim this audio spy

toy towards the Boozer's

Lair—located deep in the

bowels of Montgomery.

Knocking, scraping,

pounding at the door]

Jon: Oh mother of God.

it's Bridges! Shh! Maybe

he'll go away...

Bridges: Guys?! and the paper on Elizabeth

[wretching sounds, a single. Bishop?....

piercing fart I
It's me. . .hey. 1 A: No way!

was wondering... is it time J: ...It took a six of

for another beer article? I Guinness...@%#%#A F

o-simHAveNieiwMM^ about rr.

w«rgfc.

H-<&&T, vV*W WECOMLP Pfl^^j

c. the Tf>t#&e*to&im- OrWI'B&P-

brought Cheese Nips! Come
on... I can hear you fellas

breathing in there...

Andy: Feiges. you rotten

bastard...you've given us

away...should we let this

buffoon in?

J: Why not? I think he's

kinda' endearing, in a ver-

bose sort of way—besides,
he does have a prodigious

talent in the drinking de-

partment. Plus, he ends up

writing the article for us

out of gratitude. Hell, he'll

write anything for a few

beers—remember that last

Joyce essay I had to write,

the Honor
Code. ..#$#!©$# OK
Bridges, we'll meet you at

Uptown Liquor in ten min-

utes...

(At this point . owing to a

burst of static emanating

fromaFijiVELCRO Party,

the transmission was in-

terrupted. Outofourworld

renowned fairness, we've

decided to print the article

that these lads have sub-

mitted; we vow to keep an

eagle eye on them. If you

have any input, questions,

or comments, please let us

know at X7712. Remem-

ber, we're the paper with a

heart.

1

It was a bright, clear

morning, and the day was
nice. So we decided to write

the article a day early. Be-

cause ofhis own insistence.

John Bridges has forced his

way into our presence yet

again.

Glancing out the window
Feiges noticed something

odd happening on top of

Tutt.

"Hey, is that some guy

trying to snoop on us?"

"I don't know. Turn on

Ann's 1200 watt curling

iron—that ought to set him
off. Why won't Shaver get a

hobby and leave us alone."

Anyway, this week we've

decided to look into the

world of Manly Beers—or
beers that pretend to have

hair on their chests. There

was some argument as to

how to present these bever-

ages—from wimpy to ma-
cho?—from testosterone-

fortified back down to limp

and ineffectual? Then we
decided that since nobody

reads this crap, and we
don't care, we would just

drink—drink like the wind. .

.

If you want a real article,

try us next week. As for

now, 1*** off, 'cause we are

completely hosed.

Hi, remember me, Ann.

Well, the guys are

out on my bed, all <*«
Feiges has a speck

[

oozing out of theslj
t l

mouth. Bridges is J
enly fondling my
bunny—a stuffed

j

I've had for years.

seems to be catatoj™
usual. So. as supers
this column. 1 feel the

to complete the assign,,

For some reason,
ti„|

picked Lone Star,
a j

favorite, Holsten
Dry

KS

rect from Hamb»rg,

something called Gr»

Gator, a strange
p|

Everglades swill.
||

what was left of eat

these beers—there was

a few drops left —and
is my opinion of their

chases:

Lone Star is real

Holsten Dry has

yellow can.

Growlin' Gator is un(

human consumption,

it's like a scab you just

to pick at. ..you don't

to drink, but you doa
Now, let me tell you;

this really cool class

taking in fulfillment
i

Poli-Sci major

rr

The Board
Special Events Calendar

a

IK

Boettcher
j
I Oper. Desert Storm I

j
Desert Storm

Secrets
Boettcher Health

Center and the Stu-

dent Advisory Board
present "Secrets" - a
drama presentation

on AIDS - on February

13. at 7 p.m. in

Gaylord HaU. Admis-

sion is free, and there

will be door prizesfor

students attending.

• Shoue Chape! • ext. hrs..8 am - mid-

night.

• Dinner Discussion - Womer 5:30 p.m.

> Reflection at Shove - 4:30 pm. Mon-Fri

• Peace Vigil w/ community Hiroshima

Memorial on Nevada between Bijou

and Pikes Peak - 24 hrs/day.

> CO. Status Info - John Sher-idan,

x6671 ; Bruce Coriell, x6638; 9
Catherine Finney, x6857.

| ^
• Boettcher Counseling

available at x6384.

Student Life StaffMembers
want to be responsive to

student concerns - ifyou have I

an issue you would like to see

addressed, call your Bruce

Coriell, the Dean's Office, or a
Hall Director.

Cutler News
• Cutler Publications is

accepting nominations

for the position of the

President. CAllx7109

orx6675formore
information. The
deadline is Monday.

February 11.

Working Together
To publicize your event on "The Board"

call Peter at x6675! "The Board" is a com-

munity service effort in cooperation with

the College's Recycling efforts to reduce the

volume ofMass Mailings on the campus.

Please help us!

Special Olympics
The second annual Colorado College

Track & Field Season is about to

begin!!!

There are opportunitiesfor those who
enjoy working with people with

developmental disabilities who have

no athletic experience, those who
enjoy athletics but have no experi-

ence in working with people with

disabilties and those who enjoy both

Leave your name and Womer Box at

the Centerfor Community Service if

you would be willing to donate time

once a month or every Sunday!

Senior
J Announcements!

I Do you realize that since we've been

here ...

• The Womer Center was built,

•The Barnes Center wasbuHt,

• The Weight Room was^ built,

• C.C. got Cheerleaders,

• We wentfrom 9 to 8 blocks,

• The Symposium was reinstated, &
• We've gonefrom 5 to 3 to 4fraterni-

ties.

Remember these things and more ti'ii''
1

your classmates on February 14.

1 991. at 5:30 pm in the Gates

Common Room. Food! Beer! Fun!
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If you're blue..."
LH&atMey
Writer

GriB

15 SouthTejon Street.

,pllone:
635-8484

35-S6.95 appetizers

l9
5-$7.95 entrees/ sand-

es

j

1/2

^es: Ml bar

I casual (but ritzy)

2ted
within gunshot range

> CC campus, the Ritz is a

Li new restaurant guided

esamemanagement as Old

japs, Jose Muldoon's, and

jtfsTavem. I ate at the Ritz

| the lunch rush and dis-

tdthatthedowntownbusi-

community appreciates its

9 experience. The entire

mantandeventhebarstools

occupied, anindicatorthat

Ibinted my initial skepti-

about the restaurant.

:iunch menu offers a pecu-

ariety of appetizers and

BChes. One can choose

gsucfi items as an Ameri-
Sgroll, a bucket ofmussels,

pizza, or a marinated flank

skewer. For larger appe-

the Ritz serves crabcake

liches. severalstbrfrydishes

which are health- marked

e Profile Center for Health

and Nutrition), and various
Southwestern style dishes.

I ordered a Caesar salad and a
Ritz Club sandwich. The Caesar
salad is appetizingand tasty, but
the dressing could use a little bit

more zip. The Ritz Club is a
double decker (three pieces of
bread) that contains smoked
duck, ham, bacon, avocado, let-

tuce, and tomato. I did not think
it was the best club sandwich I

have ever eaten; my expectation

foratasteofsmokedduckdid not
comethroughforme. Thefoodis
good at the Ritz.but it's not great.

I feel like the management
wants to please the customer at

the Ritz. The service is good, my
waitress knew the menu and
delivered my food promptly, and
the head manager checked on
my well being. I respect good
service, but kissing up to the
customer drives me nuts. The
Ritz kisses.

InconclusionlcangivetheRitz

Grill a decentrecommendation I

do not believe I will eat at the Ritz

too often, but I should point out
that their happy hour is a good
deal. The bar has great drink

specials and serves free food for

the customers during happy
hours.

Reviewers visit the restaurant

randomly, order directlyfrom the

menu, and pay the bill without

informing the restaurant of the

intentions/or a review.

Kardiff Reefers
Saturday. Feb. 2
McGregor Basement
9:00- 11 :00 pm

Five Live Engines
February 8-9
The Clubhouse
and Underground Pub

Pops Concert
Pikes Peak Center
Feb. 8-9

"A Winter's Night" tour
Modern acoustic concert
Friday. Feb. 8
Armstrong Hall
$9 with CC ID
$12 general admission
tickets at KRCC,

Commander Cody and His
Lost Planet Airman
Saturday. Feb. 9
Armstrong Hall
$6 with CC ID
$9 general admission

Sex, Power, and the Media
Ann Simonton
Tuesday. Feb. 5
7:30 pm
Boulder Theater

Short films by women of
color
Mon. Feb. 4
Tues. Feb. 5
1:00 and 7:00 pm
Armstrong 300
Free Admission

"From Dust to Stone"
Pottery exhibit
Opening reception
Coburn
Sunday, Feb. 10, 5-7 pm

Correction:
We apologize to anyone
concerned about the photo
error in last week's issue.
The painting in the said
photo is a part of JoAnne
Bennet's exhibit in Cobum
Gallery. The exhibit will
be up until February 5.

Kronos Quartet releases Black Angels
By Nathaniel Feis
Arts Editor

In the past they've worked minimalistmusicandsUence.
with composers such asJohn It is followed by "Spem In
Zom on "Forbidden Fruit" (Oh Alium." This late sixteenth
greatThan. useJohnZomas century piece was written bv

it is to be looking at. no a reference for Kronos Quar- "

listening to. an album about tet. That's like Robert Weine
war. And that's what I'm do- as a reference for F.W.
ing right now. The album is Murnau or Siegfried Sassoon

as a reference for Wilfred

Owen or B.A.L.L. as a refer-

ence for Bongwater) and
Philip Glass on Songs from
Liquid Days. In addition to

classical music they have also

recorded versions of Jtml
Hendrix's "Purple Haze" and

Well, what an apropos time

Kronos Quartet's Black An-
gels. For those of you who
are unfamiliar with Kronos
Quartet, and bear in mind
that I'm not an expert (so if

their are any raving Kronos
Quartet fans (would connois-
seur be a better word here?)

I'm sorry if I miss any major Television's "Marquee Moon."
achievements or don't give

an in-depth enough history),

here's a little bit about them.
They are, as I hope you

guessed, a group of four mu-
sicians: David Harrington on
violin, John Sherba on violin.

HankDuttonviola, and Joan
Jeanrenaud on cello. They
play what I've dubbed
"warped classical music".

On this album, Black An
gels, they have recorded five

pieces on the theme of war.

The opening piece is George
Crumb's "Black Angels:
Thirteen Images from the

Dark Land," "probably the

only quartet to have been
inspired by the Vietnam War.

"

This is a deft use of contrast-

ing bursts of music,

Compleai Gamer

NINTENDO
Buy, Soil, and Trade

Frisboes, Boomerangs, flerobles,

Hacky Sacks

Party Games

Role-Playing & Board Games

Puzzles, Kites & Gifts

Chess Sets, Crlbbage, Go
Man Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116

Open 7 days a week
Across from Poor Richard's

Thomas Tallls. This 40-parl
motet tells the story of
Holofemes' siege of the for-

tress of Bethulia. It is an ex-

ample oi more what is con-
sidered "normal classical

music," but is also very good.

"Spem in Alium" is followed

by Istvan Maria's "Doom. A
Sigh

.

" in this piece, two songs
Marta recorded in Romania
are fused with a Kronos
soundtrack added. The first

song is an evocation of dead
parents and the second is

about a battle. The whole
thing Is very heartwrenching

and painful to listen to, but a

great piece of work.

This is followed by Charles
Ivers' "They Are Therel," a

song written during World
War I and revised during
World War II. Here Kronos
play along to a Charles Ivers

recording complete with
scratches (or did Kronos add
those for affect?) to create a

quintet. This is a mesh of

classic battle Images such as
"tenting 'round the old camp-
ground." "rally 'round the

flag." and "the battle cry of

freedom."

The album ends with Dmitri
Shostakovich's Quartet no.

8," a piece dedicated "to the

victims of fascism and war."

Another wonderful piece.

The entire album is superb

(have I made that clear yet?),

though It Is not always what one

would call enjoyable. Before I go

!

feel the need to mention two

things. First, the cover art Is

gorgeous: a textural splendor

Secondly, one of my friends

of music that makes you hope

the musicians are taking drugs.

Ifthis is true let's hope theydont

stopdoing itsoon (Whatacheesy,

journalisticway toend an article!

But I guess its too late to cliange

it now.)
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Women struggle through building season

Highlights include possible

Ail-American Pam Wilson

By Adam McVeigh
Staff Writer

You can get a feel for the

type ofseason the Lady Tigers

basketball team has had this

year simply by checking out

the games remaining on their

schedule. The team has seven

games to play yet this sea-

son, only one of which is

home. Their next game is

Friday at New Mexico High-

lands, where they hope to

improve on their record of

three winsand sixteen losses.

Although a record like this

suggests a team less than

mediocre, the team could

easily be 10-9 at this point in

the season. Having lost five

games by the heart-breaking

difference of one point, one

game by two points, and an-

other by three, head coach

Chris Starr said. "I don't feel

that the record reflects where

we're at right now." It'stough

to expect a stellar record from

a team as inexperienced as

the Lady Tigers; half of the

members on the team are

first-yearstudents, with only

two seniors and one junior

anchoring the team. Rather

than saying that the team is

rebuilding, though. Starr

prefers to say that the team is

simply "building." This is

the freshmen's first shot at

college basketball. Theyhave

to get their feet wet." Stan-

said. They're building their

skills."

Probably thebrightest spot

in the season, aside from the

three wins, is junior starter

Pam Wilson. Wilson is the

team's leading scorer with

23.4 points per game. That

average has earned her ninth

position in the nation in Divi-

sion III Women's Basketball

scoring rankings. She also

leads the team with 9.4 re-

bounds per game. 3.2 steals

per game, and 1 1 blocks on

the season. These impres-

sive stats have made her a

candidate for All-American.

Starter Heather Cowan is

second on the team in both

photo by Karl 8

Past the outstretchedfingers of her opponent, sophomore Andrea Hull pasj

the ball to her open teammate.

scoring and rebounds,
with 12.1 ppg and 6.5 rpg

respectively, and the team's

assist leader is starter Annie

Hull, who dishes five assists

per game. The other two

starting positions onthe team

are rotated around to the rest

of the players.

The team's final game is

one at home against the D.U.

Pioneers on February 23rd.

After that, they'll take a short

break, and begin working for

next season. "I'll be the only

senior next year, so that's not

real great, but our freshmen

have been getting a lot of

playing time [this season], so

that's a plus," Wilson said

about her final seal

Through all of it, the I
has remained as posiM

possible. Starr said.
1

tough to look at a 3-16ra

and feel good, but I n

they (the players] shouljl

good about themselM

They've come a long I
[since the first practice]!

Hockey controls Air Force to complete swee

Junior Brian Bruininks
against the boards.

photo by Tyler Stevens
controls his University ofMinnesota Duluth opponent up

By Chip Roehrig
Staff Writer

Coach Brad Buetow can
breathe a sigh of relief.

The Colorado College men's

hockey team, backed by the

strong goaltending "of Jon
Gustafson, took care ofbusi-

ness last Tuesday defeating

the Air Force 4-3 at the Cadet

Ice Arena.

The win completed a sweep

of the two game home and
home series. CC won the first

game 3-1 two weeks ago at

the Broadmoor. More impor-

tantly. theTigers are finished

with the always pesky Cadets

for another season.

They played as hard as

they could.T said Buetow. "I

don't know if we took a step

forward but we got the win."

Steve Strunk got things

going for the Tigers when his

loopingbackhanderfromjust

inside the blue line eluded

AFAgoaltenderMark Liebich

.

Strunk followed this up with

a short handed goal at 14:51

giving the Tigers a 2-0 advan-

tage.

The Falcons cut the lead in

halfjust before the first inter-

mission when Eric Rice

scored an unassisted goal at

19:34. The Tigers were for-

tunate to have the lead con-

sidering they only mustered
6 first period shots.

Ed Zawatsky restored the

two goal lead with his power
play goal at 3:43 of the sec-

ond period. Zawatsky would
score his second of the night

and 12th of the yearinl

third period once ;

the power-play.

The key to this win, li

ever, may have

Gustafson and his 42a

"Jon Gustafson had i

game for us," said Bui

Lately he has been p'

more up to his capat

He's playing with a lot|

confidence."

In beating Air Fore

improved their record

20-1. Their league li

standsat5-18-l,goc

points and 8th place!

WCHA standings. Thel

have won four of their

six, and eight of the)

fourteen games.

"I think we're peaki

the right time," saidB

We have a lot of home j

coming up. If we cortf

play well, we should$
of points down the si

and hopefully move upl

WCHA standings.

TIGER TALES: CCl

St. Cloud State this*1

in a WCHA series"

Broadmoor World i

faceoff is at 7:05... St'

swept the Tigers earl*

season at St. CloudM1

a 3-2 overtime victory'

tober 10th... Shawn V>

return to action this*5

after sitting out the»
games with a shoi*

jury... Captains Ed»*

and Steve Strunk conD

lead the team in sc

33 and 28 points resptfj

I

5

c
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[omen's Swimming finds victory in Cali

Colorado College

^•s swimming and
j-earn has returned

California tanned.

and victorious. The

i added 4 victories to

season record in their

pveep of Division III

Qal Tech, Occidental.

|jer
College, and

nds. They debated Cal

]d Occidental rather

jy and took care of

rer
79-29 and Redlands

meets featured many
Ms for the team and

^jlviduals. Senior Co-

n Katherine Aquavla

,n outstanding 50

-le
versus CalTech and

ihe also helped lead her

iates Heather Stoeb-

Lee Ippolito, and
nne Wilson to victory in

the 400 freestyle relay versus
Whittier and Redlands. Co-
captain Karen Nickerson set
a personal record in the 200
breaststroke with a time of
2:50.95.

Also setting personal
records were all of the long
distance swimmers as they
reveled in the huge amount
of oxygen found at sea level.

Senior Amy Bilsing set a per-
sonal best and took first place
in the 100 freestyle versus
Cal Tech and Occidental on
Thursday. Not to be outdone,
senior Kamlsha Begay then
set her personal best to win
the 1000 freestyle the follow-

ing day. Begay also set her
personal best of 6:48 in the
500 freestyle.

Rounding out the long dis-

tance swimmers.juniorKathy
Farrow set personal bests of

14:34 and 7:05 In the 1000
and 500 yard freestyles re-

spectively. Farrow also fin-

ished the 200 butterfly over
the course of the weekend
hitting a 1:08 in the 100 fly

and taking first place in the
200 fly. Sophomore Kathryn
Plummer contributed with
high places in all ofher events
including a first place in the
200 individual medley ver-

The four victories
featured many high-
lights for the team
and for individuals.

sus Cal Tech and Oxy.
Joining Jacobs in her

domination of the butterfly
events wasHeather Stoebner.
The two went 1-2 in the 100
fly onThursday, and Stoebner
Joinedwith ftrstyearSusanne
Wilson to go 1-2 in the 100

Every Monday & Tuesday
Before Block Break

freestyle on Friday. Sopho-
more Melinda Sharkeyjoined
captain Nickerson in an
amazing 200 breaststroke
race and set a personal best
of 2:52.66.

This year's crew of
Freshcats definitely took
California by storm both
swimming and otherwise.
Beth "1 got to use the plane
phone" Bacon turned in
strong performances in the
backstroke events and the
200 freestyle. Amber "Where
are the guys?" Gillberg helped
the relays on both days to
strong and valuable swims.
Lee "Where's the Beach?"
Ippolito helped the afore-
mentioned 400 freestyle re-

lay by turning in speedy 1:01

for her 100 split. Juli "It's

Mental!" Schneider turned in

a personal best in the 200
freestyle and strong swims in

the 200 IM and the 100
freestyle. Treloar "Who stole
all the covers?" Tredennick

helped the 200 medley relay
to victory on Thursday and
turned in an amazing 200 IM
on Friday. Susanne "Weirdo
II" Wilson finally hit that long
awaited :26 in the 50 freestyle

in addition to participating in

various relays.

Not to be outdone by the
swimmers, divers Lara Dunn
and Shelley "50-50!"
Wiseman went 1-2 or 2-3 in

every diving event of the
weekend. Thursday was a
stellar day for both, as Dunn
came within 12 points of
qualifying for Nationals on
the 3-meter board, and
Wiseman came within 3
points of qualifying for Na-
tionals on the 1 -meter board.
With the victories last

weekend, the women's team
moved to a 5- 1 record for the
season. They will be in action
at home this weekend on Fri-

day, Feb. 1 at 4 at Schlessman
Pool versus the University of

Denver.

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW
Men's Hockey
Feb. 1-2 St. Cloud State

1 lome
Feb.8-9 University of Wise. Madison, Wl

Women's Basketball

Feb. 1 New Mexico Highlands
Feb. 8 Midland Lutheran

New Mexico

Nebraska
Feb. 9 Doane College Nebraska

Men's Basketball

Feb. 7 Southern Vermont Univ. Vermont
Feb. 8 Middlebury College

Feb. 9 College of St. Joseph
Feb.10 Green Mountain College

Vermont
Vermont

Vermont

Men's and Women's Swimming
Feb. 7 Metro State Denver
Feb. 9 Colorado School of Mines Golden

tudents

elping

etivate

ape

ducation

Informational Meeting
Wednesday February 13

7:00 pm, Worner 213
Men & Women who are interested in

helpin to educate the C.C. community
about the issues surrounding rape are

invited to attend.

Call Jen Tegin at x7145 for more
information.
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Special volunteers needed
, ~ , n.i n— i, ~.-„~ nnntoM In fhn^e whneniovathl

The second annual Colo

rado College Special Olympics

track and field season is about

to begin. With a whole train-

ing season under their belts,

there is a lot of experience,

enthusiasm and most impor-

tantly, some organization.

There will be three head

coaches, all from the Colo-

rado College track staff or

team. Clyde Thomas from

Special Olympics will be the

Pikes Peak area contact. In

addition this year, Judi

Abeson will be the athlete

and volunteer coordinator.

With the help of the Center

for Community Service, the

vounteer network is even

larger and more volunteers

are needed. There are oppor-

tunities for those who enjoy

working with people with de-

velopmental disabilities who
have no athletic experience.

those who enjoy athleticsbut

have no experience in work-

ing with people with disabili-

ties, and those that enjoy

both. There are administative

tasks as well as athletic, so

everyone can find a place to

volunteer. You can commit

to once a month or to every

Sunday. Ifyou are interested

leave your name and Womer
Box at the Center for Com-
munity Service, at X6846.

National Sportsline . .

.

©Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

NEBRASKA TOPS MISSOURI:

No 11 Nebraska Is In first place in the Big Eight Conference after Wednesday

nights 89-75 win against Missouri. In other games: No. 21 Oklahoma lost to Iowa

State 82-79- No. 7 Duke beat No. 25 Georgia Tech 77-75 on a layup in the final

second: No. 20 Georgetown beat No. 5 St. Johns 59-53; No. 17 Pittsburgh lost to

Villanova 75-72; No. 4 Indiana beat Wisconsin 73-57.

STREAKS FOR NBA TEAMS:
The L A. Lakers have won 12 consecutive games, a league season-high. Portland

and Detroit have had 11-game streaks. Miami has lost eight in a row on the road

and six in a row overall. Milwaukee has lost six consecutive games. New Jersey has

lost its last two road games by a combined 39 points.

Big Cats tame California
By Dirk Dykes &
Rod MacCauley

Hello, allyou CC swimming
fans, we come to you live in

California where the Big Cats

have once again swept their

opponents in dramatic style.

CC's meets were against Cal

Tech, Occidental. Whittier

and the University of

Redlands, all NCAA Division

II teams, with Redlands

ranking In the Top 20.

In the first meet, CC led

from the outset. The 400
medley relay, made up ofTom
"All-Star" MacFarlane, Randy
"Mercedes" Benzel. Marc "El

Guapo" Hummels and Andy
"Big Daddy" Kane, pulled

away from the Oxy relay and

the rout was on. CC won all

but three events with out-

standing races from Steve

"the Hometown Favorite"

Bartos in the 1000 free. Mike

"Uncle" Foster in the 100 fly,

Dave "Chillin' at Chillers"

Moore in the 100 back. Sid

"Gun for Hire" Santos in the

50 free and Joe "One Eye"

Hutchinson in the 500 free.

"This is one of our finest

moments," said Coach Jerry

Lear following the meet. "Ev-

eryone contributed in some
way, especially those dam
divers."

Once again. Coach Lear hit

the nail right on the head.

The Big Cat divers were in

rare form once again. Karl

"Mouthwash" Butt claimed

that with the drop in altitude,

he "could have dove all night.

Justin and I were really out

there, you know, not just out

there, but out there." Yes,

Karl, we know what you

mean. And Justin "Hero"

Radley felt so confident going

into the second meet that he

said, "I don't think that the

Redlands divers even need to

show up."

The secpnd meet was a bit

tighter, though. The Redlands

brought some pretty good

swimmers and sent a scare

through the Big Cats. But

once again, CC could not be

beat. Tim "Grape Ape"
Kotowskiswam a brilliant 200

breast, Caleb "Sandy" Snyder

showed off in the sprints.

Chris "Abe" Lorson dazzled

the crowd in the 100 free (we

promised not to give any

times, but Chris went 49:77.

WOW!) and Steve "Wild Man"

Hicks may have found a new
niche by swimming well in

the 500 free. Once again the

400 free relay ofJohn "Back

in Compton" Keilman, Lor-

son. Hutchinson, and Kane

blew away the competition.

Wow, you fans are prob-

ably tired just reading this,

but there is more. The Big

Cat record in Cali is now a

whopping 24-0. That's right,

twenty-four wins and no

losses. Let's hope that the

momentum continues this

weekwhen the Big Cats have

their last home meet of the

season against DU . Come out

and support the Big Cats.

Just Think About It

Cutler :

seeks n
th<

for

resides

mation can
Nominations

Monday, -'^MP J 1 . lo the
Cutler Publications Box
upstairs in the Womer

Center.

Interviews will take place
Block VI.

fountain Chalet

Come by the store before you head tolls

mountains for block break.

Downtown by Acacia Park

633-0732 226 N. Tejon

CC's Outdoor Connect;!

t

ft
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illen's basketball falls short against UCCS

photo by Tyler Stevens

^phomore Rick Moore concentrates as he lines upfor afree throw.

Tigers try to stop losing
skid with block break
trip to Vermont

By Kirk Solo
Staff Writer

The men's basketball team was searching for relief
from an eight game losing streak this past Monday
against University ofColorado at Colorado Springs. The
Tigers struggled at the outset, however, as they allowed
the Gold to jump out to an eighteen point lead. First
year guard Tony Valencia sparked the comeback effort
with seven first half rebounds. At intermission, the
squad had cut the deficit to ten.
The second half showed the Tigers in good form as

sophomore Jason Valant scored off of a lob pass on the
first play back. The Tigers struggled to within seven
points shortly thereafter but the Gold's lead was once
again increased to ten due to several penalty shots.
With less than five minutes to go in the game, the

Tigers mounted one last comeback attempt. It looked
as though CC was going to pull it off as they pulled to
within one point with less than two minutes remaining.
Then Valant was assessed his fifth personal foul on a
controversial call.

Following Valant's ejection the deficit was increased
to three and then again cut back to one. The game's
ending, however, was typical of the season. Time ran
out with the Tigers down three. The Tiger's next, and
last home action of the season will be on Monday,
February 25 against Denver University at 7:30 pm.

"To Break Up
the Cold, Dark
Days of Winter
byAdding Fun
and Excitement

to the C.C.
Community.

"

Winter C0a

February 11-16, 1991

"To Raise
Spirit,

Encourage
Extracurricular
Participation,

and to Promote
School Unity.

"

Monday, February 11

C.C. Charter Day Celebration

Worner Center Decorated, 12 - 2 pm
By Greeks

Junk Sculpture, 1 - 3 pm, Cutler Quad
" EnACT

Thursday, February 14

Ski Races* 1 - 5 pm, Vail Ski Broadmoor
By CCCA ($1 entry fee, free shuttle service)

St. Valentine's Day Fest 8-11 pm, Lennox
(Natural Foods, Second Nature)

Tuesday, February 12
foreign Food Fair 1 - 2 pm, Worner Center
°y ASIA, BSU, ISO, Chaverim, MEChA, & NASA
?ay Hike & Pot Luck 3 -6 pm, Wood House
Green House (Bring Car, Adequate Clothing)

Friday, February 15

D.U. Hockey Game 7 - 9 pm,
Broadmoor World Arena

(Free shuttle service to Broadmoor)

Wednesday, February 13
^oomball Tourney 1 - 5 pm, Honnen Ice Rink
tyLoomis Hall Council

^

ay Rides 3 - 5 pm, Armstrong Quad
°V Physical Plant (Tractor-Assisted)

Reside Chats 7 - 9 pm, Worner Fireplace
Kv RHA (Talks between Faculty, Administration, & Students)

Saturday, February 16
• "Snow Cat" Mountain Bike Race* 1 - 3 pm, Soccer Field

By Cycling Club ($1 entry fee)

• Theme Night, Awards Ceremony 5 - 6:15, Rastall

By Marriott (Awards for Bike and Ski Races)

• Beach Bash 10 - 12:30, Bemis
By Bemis-McGregor, Mathias, Loomis, & Slocum Hall Councils

'Proceeds from Races benefit homeless and minority organizations.
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CLASSIFIEDS
-Nationalmarketingflrm seeks

mature student to manage on-

campus promotions for top

companies this school year

Fledble hours with earning po-

tential to $2500 per semester.

Must be organized, hardworking

and money motivated, call Lena

at 1-800-592-2121,

-Wanted: Creative, energetic

individuals for hands on leader-

ship opportunities. Excitement

guaranteed. Joinus- theCCZoo,

Monday at 12inWomer211.
-Affordable Word Processing.

Laser. Student papers, manu-

scripts, letters and forms. NoJob

too big or small! 576-3878.

-Rafting Guides Needed. Ma-

ture, hard-working, self-starters

needed for challenging summer

positions. Training provided

spring break. $250 refundable

training fee. Experienced posi-

tions also available, no training

fee. Callimmediately 1-800-462-

7238.

-Europe this spring, student

seeks information on work in

EEC countries, personal experi-

ences and contacts. 598-6055.

-For Rent - 3 bedroom apart-

ment, 724 N. Wahsatch, conve-

niently located 4 blocks from

campus. Cheap rent and so

desperate to rent that we are

wfllingtogolower. Call634-7383

andaskforBlytheorCaren-Also

desk, couch and coffee table for

sale, call and inquire.

-Blank audio cassettes, $1.80

each. Chrome. 5-1/4" diskettes,

2 for 1 lifetime guarantee, 70

cents each. Quantity discounts,

campus wholesalers. 635-3230,

Mike.

-SpendyoursummeronMaui!
2 BD & 2- 1/2 BA townhome for

rent this summer in Puamana

Announcements

resorton Maui. Hawaii. Beaches,

tennis, pool, all amenities. Sum-

mer jobs easy to find. Call 475-

0623 for more info.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
-Study abroad fairrBi-annual

Study Abroad Fari will be held

Monday. February 18. 4:30 to

6:30pm inWorrierCenter, main

level. If you are interested in

learning more about studying

abroad, this is foryou! Everyone

is invited.

-Professor Elie Kedourie ofthe

London School ofEconomics will

deliver a free and public address

February 3, at 7 pm. His talk

focuses on The Idea oftheThird

World."

-Attention Seniors!! Doyou re-

alize that since we've been

here...The school added Womer
Center...The school added

Barnes...The school added on a

weight room. ..They added

cheeiieaders...They switched us

from 9 to 8 blocks....They gra-

ciouslygaveusSymposium...We

have switched from 5 to 3 to 4

fraternities...Plus much more.

Come and remember with your

classmates. February 14. 1991

at 5:30 pm in Gates Common
Room. Food!BeertFun!BobPizzi

will enlighten sntors with "Who

do we thank for our education?"

Plus a sneak peek at the senior

video. See you there!

-Increasingly popular study

abroadprograms.TheSchoolfor

IntemaHonalTrainingwillhavea

representative on CC campus to

talkwithstudents.AndreaSimon

will meet with all students inter-

ested in studying abroad on the

SIT programs on Monday, Feb-

ruary 4, 12-1 PM in the WES
room. Everyone Is Invited!

info, call Todd Burke at 632-

8636.

-StudyAbroad Video! Ifyou are

thinking about studying abroad,

come view the video. "Planning

for Study Abroad." It is shown

Thursday. 3 - 3:25 pm, south

video room, Tutt Library on Feb.

7, 14, 21. Everyone is invited!

-PoetryWest will host a reading

by Poetry West member poets

Joseph Langham and r>im

Campbell on Feb. 15th at 7:30

pm at the Business ofArt Center

(513 Manitou Ave.. Manitou

Springs.) No admission charged.

Either orboth ofthe poetswillbe

conducting a writers' workshop

at 10 am the following day at the-

CCWomer Center, room #2 12.

-The DomesticViolence Coali-

tion Meeting will be held

Wednesday. Feb. 6, 1991, 3-5

pm at Centennial Hall.Theguest

speakerwfflbeJohnW. Suthers,

District Attorney. There will be a

discussionofcurrentissuesabout

domestic violence. This meeting

is free and open to the public.

-A room available In the Span-

ishHouseforonewoman. Ifinter-

estedgo toSpanish House to see

room. OrcallLuciaHund,x6296.

We would be happy to have one

more person It is a big double.

-Lecture by Prof. Louis J.

Cantori, UniversityofMaryland.

Speaking on The Crisis in the

Gulf. Sunday, Feb. 24. 7 pm,

GaylordHall.

-ORC Slide Show, K2: The Sav-

ageMountain.MountaineerGreg

Child shows a multi-media pre-

sentation of his 1990 summit.

His party journeyed through

China by camel across flooded

rivers and spent 50 days endur-

ing storms, without oxygen

NAVY MEDICINE
SCHOLARSHIPS UP TO

$100,000
The Navy is accepting applications now for

scholarships to qualified students enrolled in

or who except to be accepted to an accredited

AMA or AOA medical/osteopathic school in

the United States or Puerto Rico. United

States citizenship is required.

- Here's What You Can Expect -

Up to 4 years of full tuition including books,

fees, and necessary equipment.

A stipend of more than $700 a month for

living expenses.

Opportunities to pursue clinical and profes-

sional duties during summer periods.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

866-1968
NAVY OFFICER You and the Navy.

Full Speed Ahead

equipment, at the mountain's

extreme alititude. Tuesday. Feb.

26, 7:30 pm. Gaylord Hall.

-Leam how you can help

handicapped children. Attend a

special presentation by Acts

19:11. the area's oldest thera-

peutic horseback riding center,

at 6:30pm onTuesday.Feb. 5at

the Sheraton Hotel South in

Colorado Springs. Make your

resewauonstodaybycalling495-

3908.

DEADLINES
-Student entries are nowbeing

accepted for the 19th annual

Nick Adam Short Story compe-

tition. A prize of $1000 will be

awarded for the best story by an

ACM student. Deadline for

submission toACM Chicago of-

Bcethrough the English Dept. is

February i

March. For more inf

the college English
chajj'

-Study abroad ap
deadline! Ifyou are r

study abroad this s

nextfall.youmustappw

the Office of Interna^

grams.Womer233.l
Library is staffed e

from 12 to 4 pm. Moia
Friday.The application^

is March 1. 1991.

-National College p^^
test open to all college *

desiring to have theirp^
thologlzed. Cash p^
awarded the top five

Deadline: March 3i,

'

testRulessendstampedt,

to: International Publican,

Box 44044-L Los AnM
90044.

Colorado College
Arts & Crafts

Block 6
Clay

Wheel Throwing $25.00

Tuesdays & Thursdays 7-9 pm
Mondays & Wendesdays 7-9 pm

Handbuilding $14.00

Wednesdays 6-8 pm
Open Studio $12/B1 Studnets. 015/B1 Other

Fiber

Weaving & Basketry $22.00

Tuesdays & Thursdays 6-8 pm
Inkle Loom Weaving $12.00

Wednesdays 7-9 pm
Knitting $25.00

Mondays & Wednesdays 7-9 pm
Batik $25.00

Tuesdays & Thursdays 7-9 pm
Jewelry

Jewelry $22.00
Tuesdays & Thursdays 7-9 pm

On July 8, 1983, Geraldo Sanchez stepped i

of his hotel room in Mazatlan. Seconds lal

three stooped, large eyed aliens with huj

proboscises waylaid him. During a tri-coun

search three days later, authorities found onlyh

slightly singed neon slippers and zebra stripe

speedo. The investigation was closed.

Why weren't the slippers and bathing suit taken ?

Why did local law enforcement authorities suppress this incident

Why wasn't an effort to contact the aliens made?

Don't just READ THE BOOK... lj|l

Let Taylor Travel answer these questions and many

more. Spend spring break at the Hotel Riviera Mazatli

where Geraldo Disappeared,

S NIGHT PACKAGE
$483.00 per person

7 NIGHT PACKAGE
$533.00 per person

9 NIGHT PACKAGE

$594.00 per person

Price includes:

Round trip air fare from Denver to Mazatlan, hotel accommodations, 15%
""J

taxes, baggage handling, welcome cocktails, and airport transfers. All rates s

based on a double occupancy and subject to change due to availability.

818 N. Tejon 636-3871
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1#e Colorado College

IS censors in Gulf delete

mbarrassing information

the COLORADO COLLEGE

THIS WEEK
€b

The Colorado College

RECYCLES

Beginning Block 6, "This Week" will be published as an insert in the Catalyst, along with various

other program descriptions and announcements. As such, all faculty and staff will now have the

Catalystdistributed via campus mail. This results in campus-wide distribution of both the paper

and "This Week" at a cost savings of over $600. Special thanks to Peter Padilla and the entire

Catalyst staff for their willingness to undertake this project!

The entire pull out section is titled "The Source". It will be printed as a stand-alone document on

weeks in which the Catalystis not printed. Any information to be included in this section should

be forwarded to Peter Padilla in the Catalyst office by Tuesday at 5:00pm the week of publication.

We hope you enjoy your new Catalyst "subscription" and the new format of "This Week. " If you

don't want a subscription, make sure that your department secretary or mail runner communicates

this to the mail room; and don't forget to recycle both when you've finished!

Sincerely,

The AD HOC Recycling Committee

Katrina Blair, Laura Clemens, John DeLaHunt, Andy Fahlund, Santiago Foster, Kim
Grassmeyer, Chris Hein, Peter Langsam, David Lord, Peter Padilla, Georgia Robertson and Greg

Wilbom

r ofMinority Student Life
ints about war related

Photo by Amanda Spencer

1 Riley and General Palmer's great-great
aughter cut the CC birthday cake.

Photo courtesy of College Relations

See Founder's Day Page 5

ueiense uepartmem
spokeswoman KarenAugilsar
said Tuesday that the cen-

sorship rules are in place for

the protection of U.S. -led

forces in the Gulf.

Augilsar says the censor-

ship rules do not include

blocking stories that are

found to be "too embarrass-

ing." She said she was un-

aware of the incident aboard

the USS John F. Kennedy.
Victor Navasky. editor of

The Nation, says embarrass-

ing reports are being blocked

by censors under the guise of

national security. "My inter-

pretation of the guidelines is

that they let the government

do anything it wants. In a

Democratic society we
shouldn't do that." he said.

The Nation is the lead plain-

tiff in the lawsuit against the

Defense Department.

See censorship, page 6

Aitnougn Colorado col-

lege has had a minimum
amount of GulfWar related

hostilities directed at

Middle Eastern students

—

probably due to the small

numbers of Middle Eastern

students enrolled— the

Colorado area as a whole

has been affected.

A member of the Arab
Student Club at the Uni-

versity of Colorado in

Boulder, who identified

himselfonly as Mohammed,
said that although there

have been no reported
physical attacks, there have

been a few "shocking" inci-

dences.
An incident at CU Boulder

that is currently being fol-

lowed up by police is one in

which an Arab student was
reportedly harassed by two

police officers while on
campus. When the police

;t war sparks
oss Colorado

department was notified

they said they had no record

of officers in the area.

Mohammed estimated
that CU has abou 1 200 Arab
students although it is very

difficult to estimate the

number at any school be-

cause Arab-Americans of-

ten do not consider them-
selves a minority and con-

sequently do not register as

such.

The Arabs are not the only

targets, however. Accord-

ing to Judy Fester, the Pub-

lic Information Officer for

the Colorado Civil Rights

Commission, there have
been people attacked Just

because they appeared to

be of Middle Eastern de-

scent and even an Instance

of a woman attacked be-

cause she was wearing a

shirt with Arabic writing.

Fester said it was difficult

to estimate but that there

have been "probably be-

tween 25-35 episodes of

harassment" due to an
individual's apparent
Middle Eastern heritage

that have been reported to

that office since the war
started.

See racism, page 6
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CLASSIFIEDS
-Nationalmarketingfirm seeks

mature student to manage on-

campus promotions for top

companies this school year

Flexible hours with earning po-

tential to $2500 per semester.

Must be organized, hardworking

and money motivated, call Lena

at 1-800-592-2121.

-Wanted: Creative, energetic

individuals for hands on leader-

ship opportunities. Excitement

guaranteed.Joinus-theCC Zoo,

Monday at 12 in Womer 211.

-Affordable Word Processing.

Laser. Student papers, manu-

scripts, letters and forms. Nojob

too big or small! 576-3878.

-Rafting Guides Needed. Ma-

ture, hard-working, self-starters

needed for challenging summer

positions. Training provided

spring break. $250 refundable

training fee. Experienced posi-

tions also available, no training

fee. CaBimmediately 1-800-462-

7238.

-Europe this spring, student

seeks information on work in

EEC countries, personal experi-

ences and contacts. 598-6055.

-For Rent - 3 bedroom apart-

ment. 724 N. Wahsatch, conve-

niently located 4 blocks from

campus. Cheap rent and so

desperate to rent that we are

willingtogolower. Ca]1634-7383

and askforBlythe or Caren. Also

desk, couch and coffee table for

sale, call and inquire.

-Blank audio cassettes, $1.80

each. Chrome. 5-1/4" diskettes.

2 for 1 lifetime guarantee. 70
|

centseach. Quantity discounts,

campus wholesalers. 635-3230,

Mike.

-Spendyoursummeron Maul!
2 BD & 2- 1/2 BA townhome for

rent this summer in Puamana

resorton Maui. Hawaii. Beaches,

tennis, pool, ail amenities. Sum-

merjobs easy to find. Call 475-

0623 for more info.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
-Study abroad feirrBi-annual

Study Abroad Fari will be held

Monday. February 18. 4:30 to

6:30pm inWomer Center, main

level. If you are interested in

learning more about studying

abroad, this is for you! Everyone

is invited.

-Professor Elie Kedourie ofthe

LondonSchoolofEconomicswill

delivera free and public address

February 3, at 7 pm. His talk

focuses onThe Idea oftheThird

World."

-Attention Seniors!! Doyou re-

alize that since we've been

here...The school added Womer
Center.. .The school added

Barnes...The school added on a

weight room.. .They added

cheerleaders...They switched us

from 9 to 8 blocks....They gra-

ciouslygaveusSymposium...We
have switched from 5 to 3 to 4

-StudyAbroad Video! Ifyou are

thinking about studying abroad,

come view the video, "Planning

for Study Abroad." It is shown

Thursday. 3 - 3:25 pm. south

video room. Tutt Libraryon Feb.

7, 14, 21. Everyone is invited!

-PoetryWest will host a reading

by Poetry West member poets

Joseph Langham and I£im

Campbell on Feb. 15th at 7:30

pm at theBusiness ofArt Center

(513 Manitou Ave.. Manitou

Springs.) No admission charged.

Either orboth ofthe poets willbe

conducting a writers' workshop

at 10am the following day at the-

CC Womer Center, room #212.

-The DomesticViolence Coali-

tion Meeting will be held

Wednesday, Feb. 6, 1991, 3-5

pm at CentennialHalTheguest
speakerwiUbeJohnW. Suthers,

District Attorney. There will be a

discussionofcurrentissuesabout

domestic violence. This meeting

is free and open to the public.

-A room available In the Span-

ishHouseforonewoman. Ifinter-

actet\ tin to-^npnich Hnnse tn spp

NAVYM
SCHOLARS

$10C
The Navy is accepting applications now for

scholarships to qualified students enrolled in

or who except to be accepted to an accredited

AMA or AOA medical/osteopathic school in

the United States or Puerto Rico. United

States citizenship is required.

- Here's What You Can Expect -

• Up to 4 years of full tuition including books,

fees, and necessary equipment.
• A stipend of more than $700 a month for

living expenses.

• Opportunities to pursue clinical and profes-

sional duties during summer periods.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:

866-1968
NAVY OFFICER KSSEES

equipment, at the mountain's

extreme alititude. Tuesday. Feb.

26. 7:30 pm. Gaylord Hal
-Leam how you can help

handicapped children. Attend a

special presentation by Acts

19:11. the area's oldest thera-

peutic horseback riding center,

at 6:30pm onTuesday. Feb. 5 at

the Sheraton Hotel South in

Colorado Springs. Make your

reservationstodaybycalling495-

3908.

DEADLINES
-Student entries arenowbeing

accepted for the 19th annual

Nick Adam Short Story compe-

tition. A prize of $1000 will "be

awarded for the best story by an
ACM student. Deadline for

submission toACM Chicago of-

fice through the English Dept. is

February i

March. For more inf

the college English chaj
-Study abroad ap

pli

deadline! Ifyou are pu
study abroad this

Sui^
next fall.youmust apph,,

the Office of Interna^
grams,Womer233.Th

e&
Library is stalled every*

from 12 to 4 pm, Mon^
Friday.The applications

is March 1, 1991,

-National College iw
test open to all colleges!

desiring to have their p^
thologized. Cash pn^
awarded the top ave

Deadline: March 3i,p
a

testRulessendstampaiej

to: International Publicatj,

Box 44044-L Los Aim*

90044.

Colorado College
Arts & Crafts

Block 6
Clay

Wheel Throwing $25.00
Tuesdavs & Thursdays 7-9 Dm

h

0tr.

lire

Why did local law enforcement authorities suppress this" incident'

Why wasn't an effort to contact the aliens made?

Don't just READ THE BOOK...

Let Taylor Travel answer these questions and many

more. Spend spring break at the Hotel Riviera Mazatli

where Geraldo Disappeared.

5 NIGHT PACKAGE 7 NIGHT PACKAGE 9 NIGHT PACKAGE
$483.00 per person $533.00 per person $594.00 per person

Price includes:

Round trip air fare from Denver to Mazatlan, hotel accommodations, 15% n0

taxes, baggage handling, welcome cocktails, and airport transfers. All rates a»

based on a double occupancy and subject to change due to availability-

818N.Tejon 636-3871 J
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IS censors in Gulf delete

mbarrassing information
Justin Blum

B Editor

I.S.
military censors in the

Idle East are changing and

eting more than "sensitive

itary information" in re-

lets' articles, according to

toiiington Post report.

About a dozen magazines,

spapers, and reporters

e filed a lawsuit against

|

Deiense Department,
ng that the restric-

e-which require report-

to travel in Defense De-

tment led "pools" and re-

re reporters to submit their

ries for a "security re-

if—are in violation of the

it and Fifth Amendments
lie Constitution.

At the same time, accord-

to recent polls, the major-
ities, citizens think press

restrictions are not severe

enough, and that military

accounts of the war are more
credible than press reports.

The Post cites the following

incidents of U.S. censors
changing phrases, deleting

facts, limiting access, and
refusing to approve dis-

patches until they were old

news:
'New York Times writer

Malcolm W. Browne at-

tempted to report that U.S.

officerstold him Iraq'snuclear

capability had been de-

stroyed. His report was
blocked after U.S. censors

decided the information
would aid Iraqi intelligence.

Not long after, the pentagon
disclosed the same informa-

tion at a briefing. Following

the incident, Browne wrote:

'The Pentagon is clearly ea-

i celebrates 117th birthday

ger to be the first to report the

most newsworthy events,"

according to the Post.

•Pilots aboard the aircraft

carrier USS John F. Kennedy
told an Associated Press re-

porter that theywatched por-

nographic movies just before

engaging in bombing mis-
sions. The censors blocked
the report, according to the

Post, because they said it

"would be too embarrassing."

A pilot's obscenity was also

deleted from the AP's report.

•The New York Times at-

tempted to report that
"stealth" bombers were used
to bomb Iraq on the first day
of the war. But the report was
not allowed to be sent: in-

stead, it was referred to

"stealth" headquarters in Ne-

vada for review. The news
was "stale" after it had cleared

Nevada censors a day later.

•A Detroit Free Press re-

porter said he tried to file a

story describing pilots as
"giddy" following their return

from a bombing mission. A
military sensor changed the

word to "proud."

Defense Department
spokeswoman KarenAugilsar
said Tuesday that the cen-

sorship rules are in place for

the protection of U.S. -led

forces in the Gulf.

Augilsar says the censor-

ship rules do not include

blocking stories that are

found to be "too embarrass-

ing." She said she was un-

aware of the incident aboard

the USS John F. Kennedy.
Victor Navasky, editor of

The Nation, says embarrass-

ing reports are being blocked

by censors under the guise of

national security. "My inter-

pretation of the guidelines is

that they let the government

do anything it wants. In a

Democratic society we
shouldn't do that." he said.

The Nation is the lead plain-

tiffin the lawsuit against the

Defense Department.

See censorship, page 6

Rochelle Mason, Director ofMinority Student Life
has not received complaints about war related
discrimination at CC.

Photo by Amanda Spencer

Middle East war sparks
racism across Colorado
By Seth Fisher

Staff Writer

Since the development of

war in the Persian Gulf
there has been an increased

amount ofArab harassment
and hostility reported on
campuses and cities

throughout Colorado.

Although Colorado Col-

lege has had a minimum
amount of GulfWar related

hostilities directed at

Middle Eastern students

—

probably due to the small

numbers of Middle Eastern

students enrolled— the

Colorado area as a whole

has been affected.

A member of the Arab
Student Club at the Uni-

versity of Colorado In

Boulder, who identified

himself only as Mohammed,
said that although there

have been no reported
physical attacks, there have

been a few "shocking" inci-

dences.

An incident at CU Boulder

that is currently being fol-

lowed up by police is one in

which an Arab student was
reportedly harassed by two

police officers while on
campus. When the police

department was notified

they said they had no record

of officers in the area.

Mohammed estimated
that CU has about 200 Arab
students although It Is very

difficult to estimate the

number at any school be-

cause Arab-Americans of-

ten do not consider them-

selves a minority and con-

sequently do not registeras

such.

The Arabs are not the only

targets, however. Accord-

ing to Judy Fester, the Pub-

lic Information Officer for

the Colorado Civil Rights

Commission, there have
been people attacked Just

because they appeared to

be of Middle Eastern de-

scent and even an instance

of a woman attacked be-

cause she was wearing a

shirt with Arabic writing.

Fester said it was difficult

to estimate but that there

have been "probably be-

tween 25-35 episodes of

harassment" due to an
individual's apparent
Middle Eastern heritage

that have been reported to

that office since the war
started.

See racism, page 6
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Students divided about

Dick Cheney speaking
By Karen Huber
Staff Writer

The selection of Secretary

of Defense Dick Cheney as

the commencement speaker

has sparked political contro-

versy at CC. Opponents and

supporters alike have been

quick to back their positions

with petition campaigns.

Opponents are concerned

about the intimacy ofgradu-

ation being ruined by exten-

sive security precautions and

members of the press creat-

ing a "circus like atmosphere."

"Dick Cheney is a symbol of

Bush's cabinet, and of the

war. . . In a ceremony so full of

symbols that look toward the

future, it seems inappropri-

ate to honor a symbol of the

pastwe are trying to change."

said Bruce Corlell, Chaplain

at Shove.

Supporters counter that

Cheney was democratically

elected to speak by the senior

class and that the speech

would be a good opportunity

for CC to be honored by hav-

ing such a high-ranking gov-

ernment official speak.

"Dick Cheney has the right

to speak at commencement.
CC should not pass up the

opportunity to invite a head

of state to speak at gradua-

tion. Support his right and

our privilege." reads the sign

written by Dan Winsek. on

the pro-petition table.

SeniorAmy Kipfer, who op-

poses the selection ofCheney,

said, "(The Commencement
speaker] is supposed to send

you off into the world with

something encouraging. I

don't know ifyou can get that

from a government official."

Winsek countered that it

was "unfair to say that a gov-

ernment official can't give a

good send off. There is no
relevance."

Aside from contrary politi-

cal views, there is protest over

the excessive security mea-
sures that will be necessary

for Cheney's presence.

"It's my graduation and I

don't want it to be a big pro-

duction in terms of that. I

don't want the high security

measures. I think |his pres-

ence] puts us all in a danger-

ous position... It's important

that people realize that since

the time the decision was
made, it has become more
dangerous because of the

war," says Kipfer.

"All government officials

have their own security. It

wouldn't be a strain on CC. I

don't think that's a valid rea-

son for not bringing someone
in." said Winsek.
Winsek began the petition

in response to the opposition

because he felt that it

shouldn't matter if some se-

niors disagreed, "the fact is

that it was voted in. [Cheney

was] elected democratically

and can't be petitioned out."

Senior Tracy Reed, who
heads the opposition, feels

that the vote was an unfair

representation of the senior

class, and that their petition

will compensate for that.

"We're forming the petition to

give representation to the

voices that were split and not

representedinthevote. There

were almost 250 people who
did not vote."

A total of 205 votes were

placed. Cheney received 75,

Jane Goodall and Annie

DiUard each received 35, all

others received 60.

Reed would like Cheney to

visit the school, but not as

the graduation speaker. "I

would love to have an open

forum with Dick Cheney.

However, graduation is not a

question and answer ses-

sion... I don't think it's an

appropriate forum for him to

speak at. .. The right to speak

is not the issue at all, we're

just voicing our ideas about

having a right to choose."

Winsek doesn't believe that

the opposition's petition will

prevent Cheney from speak-

ing. The reason he countered
with his own petition was to

find out how many people

support his selection as

speaker.

The petition boasts a wide

range of support from all

classes. According toWinsek,

the petition was made avail-

able to underclassmen be-

cause the seniors alreadyhad

a chance to voice their opin-

ions in the election.

As ofWednesday, the peti-

tion for Cheney to speak has

80 seniorsignatures and 1 10

underclassmen signatures.

Forty seniors have signed the

opposition's petition, under-

classmen and faculty have

also signed.

According to Reed, if

Cheney does end up speak-

ing. "Something will happen.

They can't saywe didn't com-

plain."

Coriell said. "Given the fact

that he's coming. I don't want

to inhibit his abilityto speak. .

.

I don't feel the need to disinvite

him—that would be a show
against freedom of speech."

However, he is "disap-

pointed that Cheney will be

honored during commence-
ment activities this year." He
is also "disappointed that the

seniors did not take the vote

more seriously." He thought

seniors should have taken

into consideration at the time

Tutt Head Librarian John Sheridan spoke about

conscientious objection and the possibility of a in

in a Mondau workshop. Photo By Justin
jjg

that there may be war by
graduation. He is encourag-

ing students, ifnot necessar-

ily to petition, to at least voice

their opinion in some form.

President Gresham [

could not comment on

persuasiveness of eit

petition since they had

yet been turned in to h

CC remaining neutral in Gulf war debal
By Graham Roy
Staff Writer

Colorado College is re-

maining neutral regarding the

political issues of the Persian

Gulf War.

Before Christmas break.

CCAP drove a van with CC
students and community
members toWashington D .C

.

so the group could partici-

pate in a national peace
march. CCAP originally

planned to drive a CC van,

but President Riley expressed

concern about having a van
with CC logo at such a politi-

cal event. Administrators

also worried CC could be li-

able for the community
members and a minor on the

van.

CC made the group take a

van CC did not own or insure

and paid for the extra cost of

taking the van.

McLeod explained CC's role

concerning issues in the war
as one "to provide opportuni-

ties for expression, and to

accomodate all spectrums."

The senior class's invita-

tion to have Secretary ofState

Dick Cheney speak at com-
mencement provides an op-

portunity for the CC com-
munity to hear from a head of

state, and according to Lau-

rel McLeod is an example of

the open-mindedness with

which CC students have ap-

proached the war.

In addition the college has

made many resources avail-

able for students having

emotional difficultieswith the

war and students who want

to think about the conflict.

According to McLeod CC
has instructed students
traveling abroad this semes-

ter of ways to avoid terrorism

aimed at U.S. citizens. Stu-

dents going abroad were

taught to avoidgoing to places

frequented byAmericans and

to wear clothes which would

not betray them as U.S. citi-

zens.

Several CC students plan-

ning to go abroad decided to

remain here for safety rea-

sons, and Mcleod said the

school is doing everything

possible to welcome them
back, including findingrooms

for them on campus.
Chaplain Bruce Coriell es-

tablished a special time from
4:30-5:30 at Shove Chapel

for people who want to collect

their thoughts about the war.

and increased Shove Chapel's

hours to accomodate visitors.

Coriell also advises groups

who ask for help. He has
helped several people inquir-

ing about becoming
consciencious objectors and
has referred them to people

who specialize in counseling

CO's.

McLeod observed a high

emotional impact on students

i

te

when the war
noted faculty and studi

have friends and relaliii

the middle east who coul

in harms way. She said,

is alerted to the potentia

fects of the war and ml

ready to help those whoi

it."

Boettcher couselors

prepared to talk with

dents having about the 1

Coriell encourages stud

to form networks an

themselves to talk aboutl

daily feelings.

Students are welcon

attend nightly meetinS

dinner-time in a roomii

Womer Center where

dents hold informal dis

sions about the war.

Who Are the Homeless in America?

E^M
M !

.1 ii11. i
ra

Families Single

with Men
Children

Single Employed Veterans Children

Women

Source: The National Coalition for the Homeless
10/89 NSNSCA
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FA recruiting teachers to ease shortages
.eon Jarvis kids." fl^^jason

g Writer

far this year, thirteen

[do College students

submitted applica-

nt, the fledgling Teach

America program, ac-

ting w Ly"" Rhodes, the

eCtor
of the Career

iter.

,e
deadline forTeach for

5rica
applications,

uarv4, 1991. has been

j,ed
forward to March

1991, because signifi-

I
numbers of potential

licants were unaware of

jrst deadline,

endy Kopp, a 23 year

Princeton graduate cre-

I
the idea of a Peace

ps for teachers in her

ilor
thesis. The idea,

Ich her advisor had first

was foolish, has

led into a $5.7 million

at a year operation.

•A describes itself as "a

onal teacher corps of

Icated individuals from

thnic backgrounds and
demic majors" who,
h Intensive training and
port,. .teach in urban

1 rural areas that have
fclstent teacher short-

C senior Aubrey Hord, a

\ applicant, expressed
Best in the program's

Bed purpose, and the op-

lunity to work with kids.

Ike the idea that they

let teacher shortages."

J that "they're trying to

more people interested

Baching." Although she
eves "it will be hard."
[bottom line appeared
Ire: "I love working with

kids

According to Scott
Renyolds, the only CC
alumni participating in the
program. Hord's bottom line

is the one that gets you
through. TFA's vision, ac-
cording to Renyolds is to
"serve the children, teach
them better and impact
their lives." Renyolds
teaches a first grade bilin-

gual class for spanish-
speaking children at PS 108
in Queens, New York.
Renyolds talked about the

novelty of looking at a
classroom from a teacher's
perspective. A "teacher is

able to make the class
whatever it is. ..set the tone,

change the tone."

His experiences are not
limited to the classroom,
living in the same area as
most of the students has
given Renyolds a chance to

impact the families as well.

He has encouraged family
members to participate in

school programs where the
parent learns in the same
room as the child.

When asked about the
support given to TFA mem-
bers by the national office,

he said "Teach for America
is fully committed to its

members." One example
being the organization's
willingness to relocate core
members laid off by New
York Sate budget cuts,
which will leave many New
York teachers jobless at the

end of this year.

Renyolds expressed a

gripe about the apparent
apathy ofTFAmembers who
refuse to participate in or-

ganization strengthening

Career Center director Cynthia Funk explains the Teachfor America program
to CC senior Brian Ramsey. photo by Karl Becker

practices such as support
groups. He was also put off

by the reality of state and
city red-tape. He was
amazed by New York City
Mayor Drnkins' proposal to

increase the number of po-
lice while cutting back on
the number of teachers.

One of the traditional
criticisms of TFA mani-
fested itself in Renyolds'

personal experience. Tra-
ditional educators some-
times have, and did in

Renyolds case, reservations

about the lack of accredita-

tion TFA members have
upon entering a teaching
job. TFA members receive

1 1 education credits during
a summer institute, a level

well below the normal re-

quirements for a teaching

degree. TFA members in-

terested in receiving full

accreditation can attend
night school and take spe-
cial classes.

The first batch, or "char-
ter core members" as they
like to be called, consisted
of 5 1 1 men and women se-

lected from an applicant
pool of 2500. The group
represented over 100 col-

leges and universities.

Those accepted partici-

pated in an 8 week summer
institute where they were
schooled in psychology,
class management and
teaching techniques. The
charter core members are

now teaching In New York,

Los Angeles. New Orleans,

Baton Rouge, rural North
Carolina and rural Georgia.

The program has an attri-

tion rate of almost 1 1%.

Twenty core members left

the program during the

summer institute and 36
have dropped out after be-
ing placed in schools. This
percentage is under the
national average, according
to TFA spokesperson Matt
Glickman, and well under
the 25% attrition rate for

first-year teachers in New
York state.

Of the 511 charter core

members 26% were minori-
ties, and the male-female
breakdown was 44%-66%.
Glickman pointed out that

TFA was in the process of

more actively encouraging
minority participation in the

core. He said two recruiters

had been hired to make
specific contacts with
groups whose participation

in the charter core was slim.

|C students planning to reach out, volunteer effort over break
Iternative Spring Breakers to travel to Mexico, Chicago, Arizona, and San Luis Valley

i Bruce Coriell heads college'sfledgling
' break programs photo by Jen Carchman

By Jen Jose
Staff Writer

To Monique Cox, Jeff

Lovelace, and Wendy
Anderson, spring break last

year was not just a time to

get away from the doldrums
of campus by heading to-

wards the ski slopes like

hundreds ofother students.

Instead, Cox, Lovelace,

and Anderson, along with

other students and Chap-
lain Bruce Coriell, chose to

spend their spring break in

Tijuana, Mexico, building a

cost-efficient home out of

styrofoam and plaster. By
becoming involved with the

Alternative Spring Break
Program, students are given

the chance to spend their

spring break working as

volunteers in different

communities.
The four trips scheduled

for this spring break are to

Chicago. Juarez, Mexico,

San Luis, and a Navajo and

Hopi Reservation in Ari-

zona. Each trip has a group
of about fifteen people and
costs each student about
$200-$225 for transporta-

tion.

Anderson, the leader of

the Big Mountain Reserva-

tion trip in Arizona, talks

about working on the res-

ervation, which is half an
hour away from any town
and can only be contacted

through letters. "We will go

there and do whatever they

(the community) want us to

do, like repair homes. We
will sleep In their homes
and actually be a part of

their community," said

Anderson.
Still in the process of

planning. Cox, the leader

ofthe trip to Chicago, hopes
to "plan an after school

program to work with inner

city kids." In charge of the

trip to Juarez. Lovelace is

also in the process of plan-

ning, but looks forward to

"working wllh the people

and their schools."

All three students recall

last year's trips as very

successful and rewarding.

"We worked in a kitchen for

the homeless and slept In a

church basement. It Is the

absolute greatest feeling to

help others and for once,

focus on the needs of oth-

ers and not yourself," said

Anderson of her trip to

Alamosa.
Chaplain Bruce Coriell

began the program last

year, but the idea of an
"Alternative Spring Break"

was not a new concept.

About ten years ago, at a

different college, Coriell led

students on a trip to Latin

America during the Janu-
ary term for a month.
Later, while working on

his degree at Vanderbilt

University, Coriell was ap-

proached by a group of "en-

ergized" students who
See spring on page 6
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Woodard describes racism in Hollywood
By Michele Santos

"My very presence is a po-

litical statement no matter

where I am, unless it's in a

predominantly black coun-

try." said actress Alfre

Woodard.
Woodard. a black artist in

a predominantly white in-

dustry, spoke informally

with students at a "Brown

Bag Lunch" last Wednes-
day in Gaylord Hall.

Woodard's appearance
was sponsored by the Black

Student Union, the Office

of Minority Student Life and

the Drama and Dance De-

partment.

According to Woodard.
often black or other minor-

ity actors aren't given roles

because studio executives

feel that "America doesn't

want to see" something like

black people making love.

"These people have no idea

what America wantstosee."

said Woodard. "They're

completely disconnected
from the real world."

"A lot of racism has been
perpetuated in the name of

the audience. " she said.

Woodard has been nomi-

nated for an Academy
Award for her role in "Cross

Creek." She has won two

Emmys and been nomi-

nated for more than six.

Her television series have

included St. Elsewhere, LA
Law, and Hill Street Blues.

However, when she first

went to L.A. "they told me I

looked too Africanic, not

Black American
enough. ..'Americans don't

want to see you on TV."
"Black actresses basically

don't exist as far as the in-

dustry is concerned." said

Woodard.

She continued, "There's

so many trained, unused
actors in this

country. .Black. Hispanic.

Asian., and then it's abso-

lutely of no consequence if

you have training in L.A."

The actress is heavily in-

volved in an anti-apartheid

organization in Los Ange-
les.

Her role as Winnie
Mandela in the film Mandela
inspired her. "It meant far

more to me than a piece of

art.. I knew I had the re-

sponsibility to be the voice

of a people whose lives were

at stake."

Visiting Africa for u,t
time to work on the fii™

highly emotional expj
for Woodard.

"I felt like Iwas goin

wept and it was my
grandmother weeping^~
said Woodard.
Said the actress. "Ifd

one thing I would wish a
nieces and nephews

i

be for them to leam
they fit in the world..

jjH
are related to people

of,

around the world and

people ofcolorare, Inthel

a majority."

tttl

n

Nature writing 'more fun than taking out the garbage'

By Sally Clark

Staff Writer

Ann Zwinger, the Endow
chair and winner of the

Western Literature Award
spoke on natural history

writing at yesterday's Thurs-

day at 1 1

.

Zwinger, a Wellesley Col-

lege graduate taught at CC,

and haswrittenmany articles

for such institutes as the

Smithsonian. She is pres-

ently conducting her own re-

search, and is available for

students at the Dem office.

As Zwinger explains, "All

ofus are writers. . .But we don't

have to be a writer with a

capital W. Studentswritinga

letter home, scientists writ-

ing about the joys of science

are all writers."

"How many of you would
like to scuffle down the beach
and write about it, and get

paid for it? It's a lot more fun
than taking out the garbage."

Defining natural history

writing Zwingerconfided that

"after 20 years in the field I'm

convinced that it's a different

kettle of fish... Excuse the
pun but it's neither fish nor
fowl intheworld of literature.

It's scientific in its accuracy,

but artistic in its intent."

Zwinger said the distinc-

tion between environmental
and natural history writing is

while the environment writer

includes a lot of facts, con-
veying a sense of urgency,

and upcoming disaster, a
natural history writer pro-

ceeds more slowly getting his

or her message across.

"Fact is less likely to be
retained. A natural history

writertries to get you hooked,
become curious, and look

around." Zwinger admitted
that she can "conceive of

writing nothing else but
natural history writing." Al-

though she envies "the poet
latching together beautiful
words."

Moving on to mark the
downside of natural history
writing Zwinger explained
that "scientific accuracy is

the gold we all work for. but it

hasits pitfalls...EdwinWaitat

once considered natural his-

tory writing as presenting a

time and a place as precious

as amber in a stone."

Zwingerpraised field work,

"the very life blood of natural

history." She explains that

she gets "the most work done
when I'm prodding, poking at

something, etc. ...Natural

history can only be done by
an eternal adolescent."

Natural history which as

she explained includes
"watching a lizard do
pushups", and is not "ro-

mantic stuff. I prefer to think

of it as the height ofrealism."

Although she enjoys doing

the research and taking the

necessary copious notes In

the field, Zwinger dreads the

actual editing and writing

process.

When it comes to writing

the first draft, Zwinger says

she prefers "scrubbing the

restroom of a bus station."

She compares a rough draft

to "a messy, snotty,

undisciplined child nobody
wants," and the editing pro-

cess to the rearing up of a

"unbegotten child into a

beautifulchild... Editing isthe

mental discipline that makes
something out of nothing."

Lastly. Zwinger explained

why she enjoys writing

natural history compared to

writing more narrowly fo-

cused types of writing like

economics, history etc. "There

are days when I envy history

and economics writers or the

novelist who makes it up in

her head, but natural history

writing keeps me from being

narrow minded. It
pra

.

the brain from turning

mush or cement. It

'

aware, absorbing all soi

information."

"Learning to write

ing confidence in yon

Some of you will walk

words or dance with

tences, while some ofyou

throw it all up into the

and wait for it to come

Each of you is unique If

praise curiosity you will

inthe natural world thatt

is always a tomorrow.

Myths of Gender author addresses CC community
By Jennifer Webster
Editor-in-chief

Anne Fausto-Sterling "faced

a house of cards" when writ-

ing her book. Myths of Gen-
der. Fausto-Sterling, a profes-

sor of the medical sciences at

Brown University, had to

carefully pick apart the data

bases ofmany scientific stud-

ies done over the past decades
that tried to prove masculine
superiority .

Fausto-Sterling addressed
the CC community Tuesday
evening in Gates Common
Room. By dividing her work
into two sections, she gave us
the basis for her book: lab

research and the history,

philosophy and pedagogy of

that actual research.

Myths of Gender is written

from the feminist perspective

and succeeds in overturning

many deceptive studies. In it

Fausto-Sterling asks the
question "What is the hard
evidence for biologicallybased
sex differences?" and shows
that from her viewpoint none
has been found.

The "elephant problem" was
given as an example analo-

gous to the ones dissected by
Fausto-Sterling. In this case
biologists were trying to prove
that the weight of the brain is

directly related to intelligence,

correlating to a higher male
intelligence rate. This theory
was disproved by ac-
knowledging the weight of

brains in mammals such as
whales and elephants, who

according to these studies

shouldbe more intelligentthan
all humans. Once this theory

was shot down, scientists tried

to say that the ratio of brain

weight to body weight favored

males until they discovered

the opposite was true and the

studies were abandoned.
Fausto-Sterling depicted

several studies similar to this

one, stating that scientists

have long tried to find the proof

to fit their theories. Through-
out history, as far back as the

1 7th century, many research-

ers have wanted to prove male
superiorityandbecauseofthis
want or need, they try to cre-

ate studies to support their

theories, often generating ab-

surd data bases.

Racial studies were also in-

troduced in Fausto-Sterling's

lecture. The same problems

that arise in biologicallybased
gender differences can also be
found in studies tryingtoprove

Caucasian superiority.

Research has been done
charting the degree of hair

curliness. putting the

straightest type of hair at

top of the chart. This hi!

chy demonstrates Cauca

traits as the most
and then trying to con

them to a categorizationf

ing biological differenceso

racial inferiority.

Fausto-Sterling

stating that science is a

ture of politics, a shared;

methods, a search for km

edge oftheworld and cams

be truly objective, afterall

Virginia Woolf said, "Sc*

is not sexless."

ci

ty

dii

ita

miti

plai

Anne Faust^Sterling, author ofMyths ofGender discusses her book in u>h<&

she asks, "What is the hard evidencefor biologically based sex differences"

photo by Justine CrouiW
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;tudy abroad alive and well despite war
juny

Hempe

lff
Writer

IS
students' opportuni-

i
study abroad have

»en quelled despite

tfing
U.S. fears of pos-

it
terrorist attacks on

erlcans
studying and

,elllng
abroad.

wdents need to have

sense of where they
They shouldn't

out at typical

cjS for Americans

hang out. such as

ponald's or Hard

ck Cafes.^

I situation in the Per-

[
Gulf has prompted the

ite
Department to ask

i,
college and university

[mational program dr-

iers to take some special

tty
precautions, but ac-

to Thomas Hellie.

j

president of the Asso-

led Colleges of the Mid-

it (ACM), these sugges-

do not constitute

thing that study abroad

grams would not do
Bally.

nch suggestions include

ply having Americans
intain low profiles while

visiting abroad.

"(Students] need to have
a sense of where they are.

They shouldn't hang out at
typical places forAmericans
to hang out. such as
McDonalds or Hard Rock
Cafes." Hellie said in a
telephone interview.

However, some schools
have cancelled study-
abroad programs after re-

ceiving threatening letters

stating that American stu-
dents would be harmed.
Georgetown University's
Florence. Italy program was
promptly cancelled after
receiving such a letter.

Georgetown, along with five

other schools, received this

threat from a source be-
lieved to be a group of
"disaffected Palestinians."

According to Hellie, the
Italian government re-

sponded with caution but
did not encourage any of

the schools to cancel their

programs.
Hellie also pointed out

that Georgetown's response
was probably due to the fact

that they have their own
villa in Florence, thereby
making it especially difficult

for their students to main-
tain low profiles.

Selection process underway
or administrative positions

ly Graham Roy
itaff Writer

Three CC search com-
nittees are looking for re-

ilacements to fill adminis-
rauVe vacancies on cam-

chosenforthejob will work
with students. She hopes a
new Dean of Students will

be hired before students

leave campus.
Max Taylor, Vice Presi-

dent for Student Life and
acting Athletic Director, is

chair of the committee
searching for a new Direc-

tor of Admission. The
committee ofnine includes

three administrators, three

faculty and three students.

Final selection for the com-
mittee will be made within

the next week.

Job announcements for

both positions first ap-

peared in The Chronicle of

Higher Education on Janu-
ary 30th, and the Admis-

sions Office will send oth-

ers to colleges across the

country.

Both committees set

deadlines for applications

on March 1 and hope to

interview four or five candi-

dates seventh block so they

'Pfcationsforthejob.and can give job offers before
piths hopes to select five the end of the school year.

February 15th for inter- During campus inter-
*s on campus. views. The Women's Con-
t-aurel McLeod, Acting cems and Minority Con-
nate Vice President for cems Committees will hold

Each search committee
Jowsa similarprocedure,
1st announcing a Job
pening and accepting ap-
lications. then narrowing
lie applicant pool to three
five finalists and holding
°sed interviews and inter-

ws with campus groups.
resident Gresham Riley
Pproves ofthe recommen-
ition of the committee
fore a finalist is given a
3 offer.

The Search Committee
£ a Vice-President of
isiness and Finance,
'aired by Professor
Pstopher Griffiths.
5PPed accepting applica-

"isonJanuary25th. The
Knmittee received 200

(l*nt Life, is chair of the
PWttee in charge of
"% a new Dean of Stu-
N Life.

^Leod stressed the im

sessions with candidates to

assure that the final candi-

date meets their approval.

Opencampus sessions and

.. . . interviews with student
'tance of student input groups will allow students

"er committees deci- to share views about candi-

jjecause the applicant dates.

"We (the ACM) are lucky
in that we have a low profile

anyway. Our students go
to an Italian school and live

with Italians and are en-
couraged to speak the lan-

guage.
"

Aside from some programs
in Israel. Egypt, and Turkey,
the main concern is the
welfare of students study-
ing in Florence. However.
Hellie said that students
involved with Florence
programs have stated that
Americans are getting more
excited than they should
about possible dangers.
Hellie also quickly pointed
out no programs affiliated

with the ACM have received
any threats nor have any
ACM programs been can-
celled as a result of the war
in the Persian Gulf.

According to CC's Interna-
tional Programs Director
Tiggy Shields. "We are in

pretty good condition.
People are naturally very
concerned about what will

happen in the next few
weeks, but we are still

getting many students
coming in wondering about
programs for the fall."

Shields said that a few
students decided to remain

Tiggy Shields, Director ofInternational Programs

photo by Amanda Speixccr

at CC rather than study
abroad. However, there
have been no reports of any
students' safety being en-
dangered while studying

abroad, and these few stu-

dents' cancellations do not

represent a growing fear

towards travelling abroad.

CC Founder's Day celebrated Monday
By Justin Blum
News Editor

CC celebrated its 117th
birthday and honored
Colorado Springs founder
General George Palmer on
Monday with a birthday
cake and brief speech by
President Gresham Riley.

The college was founded
February 4th. 1874. by the

Congregational Church on
land set aside by General
Palmer.

Palmer was honored for

devoting acreage to CC in

his original plans for Colo-

rado Springs. "The founding

father of Colorado Springs

was also the founding fa-

ther of this college.. .General

Palmer set aside 100 acres
of land for his new city.

We're on that same prop-

erty today." Riley said.

Palmer's great-great-
granddaughter, Barbara
Clark, was on hand for the

ceremony. She is taking two

classes at CC while on a

year-long visit from En-
gland. This is Clark's first

visit to Colorado Springs. "I

love it here. It's really beau-
tiful," she said.

In an interview following

the ceremony, Riley re-

flected on the college's past

and talked about the future

of CC. "What started out as

a purely local undertaking

has become much more
than that," he said. Riley

cited minority enrollment as
an Important issue CC will

need to deal with In the

future.

When asked about ani-

mosity between CC and the

community. Riley said,

"This is very much a mili-

tary town, in many ways
politically and socially con-

servative ...Elements of

tension are quite under-

standable."

But Riley also noted that

15-20% of the donations
from a recent fundralsing

campaign were provided by

residents of Colorado
Springs.

The following Incidents were re- ported at the Tutt bike rack.

ported between January 24th and
February 14th: 30th Unlocked bike stolen from

Bemis.

January
24th Wallet stolen from Tutt Li- February

brary.

2nd Graffiti spray painted on

28th Car burglary, radar detec- east and west sides of Packard. The

tors stolen. graffiti made reference to the band
"Flounder."

29th Leather trenchcoat stolen

from Mathias. 8th A suspicious individual was
removed from Tutt library and is-

30th Suspicious individual re- sued a trespassing warning.
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Acts of prejudice against Arabs increase

Racism from page 1

'These are the same types

of increases that occurred

during the Iran hostage cri-

sis." said Fester.

Fester stressed that "Colo-

rado is looking to send a

message to those people [who

harass minorities). To put a

victim in fear of personal In-

Jury or injury to one's family

or property is now a class five

felony. This Includes strictly

verbal assaults."

Apparently these increases

have not affected the CC for-

eign students in a noticeable

way. According to Tiggy

Shields, Director of Interna-

tional Programs, and advisor

to all Foreign students, "Anti-

Arab sentiments are not an

issue at Colorado College."

"If we had some more stu-

dents it might be a problem."

said Shields.

The National Association of

International Educators

(NAFSA) contends that even

nationally, "conflictsbetween

American andArab students,

and among Arab students

have been relatively few."

Although they add that.

"Many campuses remain

concerned about the possi-

bility of increased tension

during the weeks and months

ahead."

Despite this claim, the

NAFSA released a "Gulf Cri-

sis Alert" on January 23 that

asks for Information on the

impact of, among other

things, the possible racism

incited by the war that may
have affected communities.

The CC Minority Affairs of-

fice said that it had no accu-

rate records of the number of

students with Middle East-

ern heritage, but that the

number was small.

The problem is apparent

elsewhere in Colorado

Springs, however. Ron
Wisner. Dean for Student Life

at UCCS, found, upon in-

quiry, that problems existed

that were not readily obvi-

ous.

After talking to the oneArab

student he knows on cam-

pus, Wisner found that this

student has experienced

several Instances of, what he

called, "verbal aggression"

both on and offcampus. This

student, who wished not to

be identified, felt as though

he was previously accepted

as himself but now has a

Military censoring reports

coming out of Mid-East
Censorship from page 1

WendellWood Collins, Director ofCorporate Communica-

tions for theAssociated Press, complained that a number of

AP stories have been delayed, and their access to military

personnel "Is limited." Collins also complained that the

degree of censorship depends "on the whim of the officer

reviewing the story."

But Collins saysAP will not run articles drastically altered

by censors. "We wouldn't send out military propaganda... If

they changed the facts, we would think twice about filing it."

she said.

The lawsuit against the Defense Department charges that

First Amendment freedoms are violated every time news

organizations are prevented from filing stories. Navasky said

in a Wedesday phone interview from New York.

Collins confirmed that AP reports have been completely

blocked by U.S. censors, even though they seem to be within

the Defense Department guidelines.

Navasky said the suit also alleges a violation of the Fifth

Amendment, which requires equal protection under the

laws. "Pools exclude magazines such as ours." he said. There

are 125 pool positions available for over 800 reporters in

Saudi Arabia. Navasky said smaller publication—especially

those with "alternative perspectives." such as The Nation-

have been excluded from the pools. That fact, he said, does

not constitute equal protection.

Navasky finds the pool system, presence of military es-

corts, and the security review procedure "objectionable. We
fought the Vietnam War without such rules."

He says the current status ofthe war could be much worse

than the Defense Department allows the press to report.

"You see pictures of missiles that hit scuds; you don't know

which ones you haven't hit."

The Lawsuit was filed before the beginning of the war and

a preliminary hearing is set for March 7 in New York District

Court.

Collins saidAP decided not to consign the lawsuit because

their "relationship (with the Defense Department] is better

served to get along."

It appears that public opinion is on the side ofthe military.

78 percent of the people recently polled by the Times-Mirror

Company believe the military is not hiding embarrassing

information and 57 percent want more censorship.

More people believe the military than the press, according

to a WashingtonPostpoll. 85 percent expressed "a great deal"

of confidence in the military. 33 percent said the same of

television, and 29 percent about newspapers.

This anti-press sentiment is the result of"access to a whole

new world of journalism that |the American peoplel never

knew about," according to Collins. In the past, she said,

television viewers never saw reporters ask military spokes-

men hard, and sometimes embarrassing questions.

Collins said the poll results are disturbing. "As taxpayers

funding this war everyone has the right to knowwhat's going
on."

stereotyped identitybased on

his heritage.

Similarly. Mohammed ofCU
Boulder, said that most Arab

students are feeling the need

to "keep a low profile" due to

the amount ofverbal assaults.

While he feels the incidents

are relatively harmless.
Mohammedsaidthattheyare
quite numerous and that

Arab students are "not very

active" as a result.

Ironically the amount of

anti-semitic crimes has risen

also, according to Diane

Stahl, Assistant Director of

the Anti-Defamation League

in Denver. "It hasn't been an

increase in anti-Semitism,

but rather a confusion that

has lead to anti-Israel senti-

ment." said Stahl.

According to the Anti-Defa-

mation League, anti-s
e xt

incidences reach':-: .

5taf

high to 1990 of 1,685

the campus bigotrycas«
36%. The ADL felt

this

prompted by the Persian;

crisis.

Fester also claims

number of anti-s
eni

crimes has gone up ^
directlydue to the Middle!

crisis and confusion 1

people involved.

As Wisner put It
"...any

campus] harassment
th,

occurring is on an indivjj

basis and is not a big
p,

lem." Still the Arab stud,

are taking precautions,
j

feel the need to approach

situation carefully
and,

Mohammed put it, "thee

ronment is not extrej

conducive to learning.

Spring break done differently
Spring from page 3

wanted to spend their spring

break working on a similar

trip. Hence, the name. "Alter-

native Spring Break."

"The reason behind starting

the "Alternative Spring Break,'

on campus was not only to

help communities which

neededhelp." said Coriell, "but

also to realize what the real

issues are behind the lives of

those we help." Coriell re-

counted his experience in

Tijuana where he and other

students witnessed a 14 year

old girl caring for the five other

children in her family while

her parents were working to

keep the children in school.

Not only did this girl care for

her family, but she also made
lunches for thirty people who
were helping build a house for

her family. "Witnessing this

girl and her parents work so

hard broke down many ste-

reotypes and assumptions

within our group that people

who live in poverty are lazy.
"

Many studentslooked at this

girl and said. '"I couldn't do

this."' said Coriell. Coriell

continued to say that the pro-

gramproved tobe more htl

c

C*

Cen

fee

and

ibft

toe

lea;

to the students than to

recipients oftheir services.

thatmoreimportantwas'i

the people taught us

breaking down our notit

what it islike to live in pot

There are still a few

tlons available for those

are interested in particlp

in the trips. Financial]

available to those who

unable to meet the costs.

information concerning

trips, contact either Bi

Coriell att x6638. or C

Foster at 635-4580

• Have You Ever Read a Newspaper?
• Are You Literate?

• Can You Form a Complete Sentence?

• Would You Recognize a Newspaper?

She:

hu

The Catalyst needs Staff Writers.

Call x6675 to volunteer.
You'd be good at this.

Really.



^ Allen

^Writer

Many P«>Ple know the per-

'^1 rewards of community

jjvice

;olorE

jmmu

feet
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#' involved and discover the rewards

Center for community service combats social ills

and many others would

to get Involved, but just do

r where to start. The
College Center for

unity Service is just the

~jx It is open to students,

iculty
and staffwho are inter-

red in volunteering in the

do Springs Community.

ft,e
Center for Community

yvice is the head of the net-

fork of
volunteer organizations

|t
(;C including: Circle K, EnAct,

labitat for Humanity, Seekers,

jieltered Lives, Volunteer Ae-

on,
ReaDiscover and the Dif-

dtntly-Abled Awareness Coa-

Bon. Each of these organiza-

l0ns has special interests and

so everyone can find then-

ar community service niche.

Tiese groups are student-run

lutarecoordinatedthrough the

lenter. Director Kim
irassmeyer oversees and ad-

Ises the groups.

flie Center has many new
nd upcoming programs in

ttch people can get involved,

(ne is a new project called

fcaDiscover that promotes lit-

racy by tutoring children of

lementary orsecondary school

ges who live at the Red Cross

itielter on S. Sierra Madre. The
inter is looking forpeoplewho
re willing to commit to 1-2

ours a week to tutor in the

lemoons. For more informa-

onpleasecallLoriAllen1x7599)

or Monique Cox (x7356).

Colorado College is hosting a
conference as a partofa national
campaign on hunger and
homelessness from March 1-3.

The conference will consist of

discussion workshops, speak-
ers, and performances about
poverty, hunger, homelessness
and youth and will try to offer

solutions to these problems.

Registrationformscanbepicked

up at the Center and must be
returned by Friday, February
22.

The Special Olympics is an-
other of the Center's projects

thatwill begin inthenearfuture.
Volunteers with and without

athletic experience are needed
to assist in coaching, to be a
partner with a participant, to

keep statistics, to help with reg-

istration, and to get athletes to

and from the events. The first

organizaUona] meeting isTues-

day. February 19 in the gym.
Practices will be held every

Sunday afternoon on the CC
trackstarttngFebruary24and

continuing through the end of

the year. Volunteers are not
expected to commit to every

practice. Sign-up sheets are

posted on the door ofthe Cen-
ter or for more information

contact Judy Abeson at 632-

1710.

Stop by and visit the Center
for Community Services. It is

located on the lower level of

Womer Center - you have
probably passed it dozens of

times on visits to the book-

store. There you can sign up

Penny Richardson organizes to help the community.
Photo by Thomas Newton

forupcomingprograms orpick

up an application that details

your particular interests,

skills, talents, and time com-
mitments.The applications are

then matched up with service

needs in the community and
put into the Center's
"skillsbank"which canbe used
for immediate involvement or

future emergencies. Residence

wings, classes, or special in-

terest groups can also develop

short or long term projects

through the Center. It is open
from 1:30-4:30, Monday
through Friday when classes

are in session.

Special cards, deals
make skiing affordable

Adopt-a-kid program
osters friendship , fun

y Kevin Murphy
taff Writer

Around mid-afternoon of
«ry first and third Tues-
>y. Wednesday and
tasday of the block, the
campus erupts Into a

l(le array of laughing and
'""ting, as kids from six
"nentary schools from
[°«nd the Springs
Gamble offthe van to meet
|

e|r college adopt-a-
others and sisters as a
W of the VolunteerAction
"gram.

'heir day together usually
'8ins with a hug or a
"xishake and a walk over
the Tiger Pit for a friendly

J"

e of air-hockey or to
;nJamins for an Oreo
lake.

n the way, stories are
i(I«l back and forth about

|
Pranks pulled on gull-
'homeroom teachers and
j* bully playmates.
"ost of these kids have
r°ugh and unhappy lives
need someone to talk

and play with.

Some of the most popular
activities include group
football games, board
games, and pool.

"Our adopt-a-brother
Michael has gotten much
better at pool. I used to be
able to beat him but not so

anymore." remarks Theresa
Strausbaugh, otherwise
known as Rhutabagga.
Strausbaugh adds that.

"Micheal seems to enjoy

himselfwhen he comes over

and my partner and I have
lots of fun playing with him
and from what I've seen all

the other kids and volun-

teers feel the same way."

When asked if she felt

close to her adopt-a-
brother, Tracy Woodward
exclaims, "Yeah, I really do!

He is very polite and grateful

and he calls us his big sis-

ters."

But Volunteer Action is

notjust one and a halfhours
every other week. Students
and their adopt-a-kids
spend their spare time to-

gether talking on the phone.
Karen Huber explains,

"We send him letters and
plan on taking him to a

hockey game or to a Teen-

age Mutant NInja Turtle

movie. He is really into Ninja

Turtles so we gave him one
for Christmas."

There have also been
group events throughout
the year to help bring the

kids together, such as a

Halloween and a Christmas
party. Both were considered

a success by all except for

those who missed the Hal-

loween party because they

were sick from gorging
themselves on candy the

night before.

Overall, the Volunteer
Action affects the college

students and the kids in

such a positive way that

neither would trade the ex-

perience for anything and
both would do it all over

again.

Jill Ramsey put it, "Next

year I am definitely doing it

By Jay Marx
Staff writer

Youcame toCCwith the Inten-

tion to ski, but the prospectus

failed to mention that Colorado

lift ticket prices resemble tuition

for some state schools.

Fear not. You want both to ski

and to stick to a budget. Who
says you can't have it all?

Asmostfreshmanskiersknow,
one ofthe best deals around Is a

seasonpasstoVail.BeaverCreek,

andSkiBroadmoorforonly$180,

It pays for itself after but five

days on those exclusive slopes.

The catch? You have to be 1 8 or

younger to get the deal, and you
have to buy it bymid-November.
Even if you'll be over 18 next

year. Vail addicts might consider

the ages 19-to-2 1 pass for $350.

Safeway and King Soopers of-

fer a bewildering array of daily

discounts. You can get tickets

there anytime at the customer

service counters.

The KingSooperson Uintah St.

reports tickets to Monarch are

the most popular. This is no

news to the marry students who
ski Monarch for several reasons,

among which are relatively close

proximity (two to three hours,

dependingon weather.guts, and
fuzzbusters), relativelygoodsnow,

and a relatively inexpensive cost

($2 1 from$28 atSafewayor King

Soopers, less ifyou picked up a

Conoco "Gems of the Rockies"

card before they expired).

SoopersandSafeway alsohave

dealsonWinterPark/MaryJane

($27 from $32), Copper Moun-
tain ($27 from $33). Keystone

($28 from $34), Brecken- ridge

($28 from $36), Arapahoe Basin

($22). and Loveland ($20).

Safeway also sells Crested Butte

tickets for $25.

Vail and BeaverCreek will cost

dearly for daily tickets. The best

the passless can do Is pick up a

one-dayticket at KingSoopersfor

$36. two dollars off the regular

$38.

But those who pursue Vall's

ChinaBowlandtheBeaverCreek

"birds of prey" have one other

alternative. The "Colorado Card"

Is available for $25 pre-season

and$75now. and savesyou nine

dollars each day at Vail or B.C.

They're competitive at $29.

Onthe subject ofski-cards, the

ever-popular Skl-Amerlcard Is a

dealthatseemstogetbettercvery

year.

This card's deals are too nu-

merous and complicated to enu-

merate here, but suffice to say

that almost every supermarket

deal is thesameorbetterthrough
Skl-Americard, plus it offers as-

sorted benefits on retail, travel,

and lodging around the nation.

One prime deal Is the voucher

availableforsklingatWinterPark

for $5.

Thecard Isnormally$25, there

Is a student rate for $ 1 9.95, and
If you buy one you get one free

with a boxtop ofAlmond Delight

cereal.

For more Information and to

obtain this magic tool, call CC
senior Theresa Kugler at 635-

0731.Tenpercentoffheproceeds

through cards she sellsgo to this

year's senior class.

The Shred-Americard offers all

the same benefits to

snowboardersforthesameprices,

and it includes special deals for

those who prefer being attached

to only one piece of fiberglass.

Not least of these is a free Glen

Plake haircut. You tell me.

Finally, don't forget the ski area

In your backyard. For $13
weekdays and $14 weekends.

Ski Broadmoor is a safe invest-

ment. Night skiing is even less:

$9 sets you up from 4 to 9 p.m.

on any weekday.
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Environmental column

Ignorance and indifference endanger

the success of CC's recycling program
By Aaron Lloyd &
Santiago Foster

Staff Writers

The biggest threat to re-

cycling here at Colorado

College, after apathy, is

optimism. I mean the opti-

mism I see when I root out

things from the white paper

barrel that people might

hope could be recycled, but

cannot in fact.

It seems perfectly rea-

sonable that white tissue

paper, for example, could

be recycled, but it can't, at

least not by us. I see the

same thinking at work In

the glass and aluminum
barrels.

Unfortunately, those few

optimistic errors will con-

taminate the whole barrel,

making the entire barrel

non-recyclable. So in an
effort to clarify what can

and cannot be recycled, let

me review the most common
errors made.

1 . Newspaper is not white

paper. There are separate

containers to collect and
stack newspapers, usually

smaller green boxes. If your

wing doesn't have one. ask

your RA for them. All the

glossy inserts and adver-

tisements must also be re-

moved before the newspa-

pers can be recycled.

2. Envelopes with plastic

windows are not white pa-

per. A common error made
at the mail boxes is when a

student receives a piece of

junk mail and will throw

the whole thing into the

white paper barrel.

3. Glossy paper is not

white paper. For example,

that bi-annual publication

from the Alumni office that

no one wanted but was sent

to every mailbox was glossy

paper, and not recyclable.

If it is smooth and shiny,

it's no good .

4. The paper used to

make posters in Worner
center, on the big roll on

recycling program. But
mistakes are made in recy-

cling glass and aluminum.

The plastic and metal

rings on bottle necks and

bottle caps must be taken

off, as well as any foil or

other materials on the

bottle besides the paper la-

fusing, especially ifyou have

not dealt with recycling be-

fore. I am not an expert by
any means, and don't always

understand whysome things

can or cannot be recycled.

Yet I manage to contribute

to the recycling process, and
more importantly not to

.

contaminate the system. I

follow what I consider the

cardinal rule of recycling;

"When indoubt.throwit out."

It doesn't sound very envi-

ronmentalist, but it does the

most good.

None of this advice will do

any good, however, ifthe first

threat, apathy, takes control.

Some of the "mistakes" are

made by people who genu-

inely don't care.

pa

C<

Some of the "mistakes" are made by people who genuinely don't care.

the second floor, is not

white paper. It is butcher

paper, and should not go in

the white paper barrel.

5. Colored paper is not

white paper. Yeah, you
knew that, but we still get it

in the white paper paper

barrel, so I thought I would
remind you.

The paper recycling pro-

cess seems to me to be the

most confusing part of the

bel, which can be left on.

Glass and aluminum
containers should not have

any residue, chew spittle,

or cigarette butts. Glass and

aluminum should be put

into appropriate barrels

without any plastic or paper

grocery sacks.

And as always, avoid

plastic bottles.

Figuring out the recy-

cling policy can be con-

To quote a student after I

had told him he had put a

plastic envelope in the white

paper barrel, "
I don't give a

fuck."

Other things, like leaving

beer bottles in the original

six pack box. partially full,

are done out of laziness or

innocent ignorance.

People don't think or care

that some one will have to

take the time to empty them

and remove the bottles

That someone who biMLt
take the time is still

y»

classmates. Like it or

the administration has
not assumed responsibly

jarc

for the collection ofglass*
aluminum on campu:

Volunteers from EmKttii
work the first three Tnf , fad

days of the block, picW
literally where the school

(

fallen short. The only
th] [Ver

the school recycles is

white paper. Fortunate!

they still collect trash.

Your help would be app,

ciated at 12:30 every Tut

day at the Loomis

dock.

To make our recycliijmor

program work, we will

have to think a little mt

and put out a little more

fort. The costs of doing «:

ing, however, are far wors

If you really don't "give

fuck," at least dump ever)

thing you throw out In ti

general trash. If even that

too much to ask. our rei

cling program is doomed.

We are making progre

and it is important to reco

nize that. The school ista

ingmore recycled goods, a

the barrels are in place. E

we still have a long way

Hit!

met

an c

SYRACUSE ABROAD

Study in one of SU's academic programs in England, France, Italy,

Spain, Germany, Israel, Poland, Hungary and other locations for a

semester, a year or a summer of study abroad.

SEND TODAY FOR OUR CATALOG!

Namp

Address

City State Zip

dipo School

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS ABROAD
119 Euclid Avenue, Syracuse, New York 13244-4170 (315) 443-3471

Strike It Rich!
at the

Colorado College Bookstore

Watch the Bookstore Bulletin Board

For Daily Discounts and Prizes!
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H/lEChA to sponsor conference on homelessness
j^ah Mattheis

U Writer

Come March first, CC will

t a unique gathering.

iudent activists from

lin
eless programs all over

state have been invited

a
conference to be held

rC, March 1st through
,>'3rd.

Christian Giardma, a

.

e
nver graduate student,

.
the

motivating force be-

'lud
this event. Christian

as been a homeless rights

ttivist
since his graduation

veral years ago.

Together with CC stu-

nts Chip Stanley and

diet
Buttenwieser he be-

jn
organizing the confer-

ee last summer.

Janet and Christian hope
nerate awareness

pong tne participants

|ut issues involved with

ie
homeless.

Students will be able to

are Ideas and compare
ograms and their effec-

tless.

The conference features a

iries ofpanel discussions,

Itivists, speakers and
iriormances geared to fa-

cilitate these goals.

Keynote speakers include
Steve Handen, head of Bijou
House, and Llona Smith,
manager of a Philadelphia
homeless shelter who was
herselfonce homeless. Most
of the discussions will use
local situations and projects
such as Bijou House as ex-
amples.
The theater group El

Centros Su Teatros will

perform a piece about
homeless issues on March
2nd, and will be followed by
a panel discussion on
prejudice.

Participants will be en-
couraged to use what
they've learned in these
discussions, not only in
problem solving sessions,
but in activities as well. One
such event is a welfare
simulation, designed to help
students understand some
of what a limited Income
entails.

CC students are free to

come to any of the lectures
or events. There will be
tables in Worner for stu-
dents to pre-register. All

activities will be sponsored
by MEChA.

C students help make
i home for homeless
1 Sarah Hadley
JUT Writer

3n Sierra Madre, a block
two past Cimmaron St.,

s a warehouse that is a
me to homeless people in

lorado Springs.
In Monday and Thurs-

I
evenings a group of CC

idents goes down to help
!he shelter.

anet Buttenwieser, a
ihomore, has been going
ce last September. She
othat they go under the
ipices of tutoring people.
Bey end up doing a lot

p. The students bring
*s to read to the chil-

enrichment center where
CC students can teach and
where it will be quieter for

studying.

In larger cities, like Bos-
ton, Chicago, and Seattle,

the problem of the home-
less has been recognized as

a problem for a longer time

than it has in Colorado
Springs.

The infrastructure in

those cities has been set up
to deal with specialized

cases. For instance, there

would be a shelter for fami-

lies, one for women, one for

battered wives, oneformen.
and a shelter for alcoholics

or drug addicts. This shel-

the only thing that separates us is that I have
louse and they don't."

-Janet Buttenwieser

:o as well as books on
GED and SAT, and
N a lot of time talking.
rhere are about about 15
Gents who go, off and
and generally five stu-
P travel to the shelter

V night.

|e study session is con-

j

ted in a room off of the
P hallway. Janet com-
Bted. "It is embarrass-
° them to come and be

f"
hy someoneyounger

11 'hem." Tutoring works

| effectively when a
' SrouP goes so that
Plants of the shelter
"ot intimidated.
ke*

helter Is building

ter, In the Springs, handles
it all.

Janet described what it

was like to walk in the door
for the first time. You walk
down a hallway until you
come to the desk where
people sign in. Then you
step out into a warehouse
filled with a sea of cots.

There is a small partition

for a playroom. The far end

of the room is partitioned

off for homeless men. The
main room is for families. A
family, she continued, will

sleep in the same area.

Sometimes there is a bit of

See Homeless. Page 10

Fads and schedule of events
Empowerment Through Community presents students with the opportunity

to explore grassroots and volunteer options which will allow them to take
steps in their own community toward positive change. By recombining
energies and establishing commitment, individuals have the power to create
a community in which all peoplefeel a sense of acceptance and equality.

• Since 1 980, the U.S. military budget has doubled/rom $1 40 million to $300
million.

• Since 1980, federalfundsfor affordable housing have been cut more than
%80from $32 billion to less than $10 billion today.

• As a direct result, 2-3 million Americans are homeless, one-third of them
families with children.

"Home is the place where,
When you have to go there,
They have to take you in."

-Robert Frost

Friday. March 1: Education to Issues

12:00-2:00 pm Registration (in Worner)
2:30-3:00 pm Opening: welcome and introductions, broad questions and

systematic problems. Poverty as a Justice and Peace
issue.

3:00-4:00 pm Panel: Local community Problems Addressing specific

issues of poverty, hunger, homelessness. and youth at
risk.

4:15-5:45 pm Small group discussions.

Possible topics are: 1) Homelessness and Affordable

Housing, 2) Healthcare, Education, and youth at risk, 3)

Domestic Violence, and 4) Breaking the Cycles of Poverty.

6:00-7:00 pm Dinner

7:00-7:30 pm Keynote speaker

7:30-9:00 pm 9&A, reception to follow

9:30-whenever Social event/Party

Saturday, March 2, Solutions

8:30-10:00 am Welfare Simulation

10:15 am- Discussion Workshops

12:30 pm Topics include: generating volunteer action on your

campus, building a city-wide coalition, feminist and al

tentative solutions to poverty, lobbying and political

action.

2:45-3:45 pm Keynote focus on "Community problem solving and social

change."

4:00-7:00 pm El Centro Su Teatro: a performance of "Intro to Chicano

History 101:" small group, reflection, panel discussion

8:00 pm Downtown performance: Singers Lou and Peter Berryman

Sunday, March 3: The Future and How We Relate

9:30-10:30 am
10:00-11:00 am

11:00 am-

12:00 pm

Breakfast

Where do we go from here? Testimonials and Closing

comments.

Walk for Justice and solidarity: all participants

The conference is hosted by CC and is free for CC students and the Colorado

Springs community, but donations are welcome.

Walk for Justice and solidarity: all participants. For more information,

contact Janet Buttenwieser X7302, Christian Giardlna (303) 293-2980, or the

Center for Community Service X6846.
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Support group seeks to heal wounds of

adult children of dysfunctional families

Lv;i

By Polly Fiedler

We have found that many
people do not know what

the concept. Adult Children

of Dysfunctional Families,

means and If it applies to

them.
The term came from the

ACA Movement, i.e., Adult

Children of Alcoholics.

ACA's. as these people came

to be known, are adults who
grew up in a family in which

one or more members were

alcoholic.

It was recognized that this

population needed specific

attention because as adults.

ACA's were using the same
survival mechanisms that

they used as children to

make sense of the chaotic,

double-messaged world

they grew up in. However,

these behaviors weren't

working anymore, and ac-

tually were sabotaging the

exact things they really

wanted.

After a while, it was no-

ticed that not only people

from alcoholic families, but

also people from any family

in which there was some

major dysfunction, or

trauma, exhibited these

characteristics.

Dysfunctions such as

physical or sexual abuse,

religious rigidity, death,

mental illness, frequent

moves, unpredictability,

and numerous care-givers

are some examples.

It was also seen in fami-

lies where grandparents

were alcoholics even If the

current generationwas not.

Thus they changed the

term and expanded the

definition of who could

benefit from this type of

treatment.

So how do you know if

this definition includes

you? In dysfunctional

families, there are some
rigid unspoken rules, three

of which are predominate:

Don't talk; Don't feel; Don't

trust.

We learn to not talk about

what's really going on; we
need to put on a happy face.

We are met with the di-

lemma to either deny our

feelings or see our parents

as crazy when they won't

validate our reality.

We usually choose, un-

consciously, the former,

because we need our par-

ents approval to literally

live.

We also learn quickly to

not trust because people

don't mean what they say.

don't follow through, or are

unpredictable.

So from very early on, we

start to take on roles that

are safe and cover who we
really are in orderto survive

in our families. These roles

also allow us not to feel the

pain. It gives us a denial

system.
This approach is not

looking to blame our par-

ents. They do not con-

sciously choose to give

double messages and be

abusive.

They are doing what they

know and are doing the best

they can. They are acting

out of their own unhealed

wounds which inadvert-

ently get passed to each

generation.

But, just because they

didn't mean to hurt us
doesn't change the fact that

hurts occurred.

Four commonly seen roles

are the Hero, Scapegoat,

Lost Child, and Mascot.

Usually the Hero is the

oldest. <S)He becomes the

high achiever, do-gooder,

and caretaker so as not-to

cause more pain for the

parents.

The Scapegoat feels

(slhe'll never measure up to

the Hero, so (s)he gets at-

tention through acting out.

The Lost Child retreats so

as not to get into trouble or

cause more problems. This

one stays in his or her room,

reads a lot, relates to ani-

mals more than people, and

lives in a fantasy world.

The Mascot provides the

comic relief at the cost of

being immature, hyperac-

tive, and never being seri-

ous or intimate.

There are positive char-

acteristics to the roles but

not gained without a big

price. They keep us distant

from ourselves and others.

Defenses cannot dls-

Homeless problem acknowledged in Springs
Continued from page 9

separation between fami-

lies, but there is no privacy.

"Every time I go there. I

guess it lessens after time,

I can't imagine living there.

It is like camp . . . only worse.
"

The shelter has a dark and
somber tone and definitely

not a comfortable homey
atmosphere.

"The shelter is a building

that you can stay in. That is

what it says to you. and
that is what it is."

"A notion I had." Janet

said, "was confirmed when
I went there. People are in

the shelter for a lot of differ-

ent reasons. It is not their

fault but a fault of society.

A lot of people think that

there is one specific reason

why people are homeless,

but that is just not
true...Some of them are too

lazy to get a job, but if you
have a system someone is

going to take advantage of

It. We need to dispel the

notion, in the nation, that

those are the majority of

people."

There are a lot of reasons

why people end up in the

shelter. Some lost jobs.

Some were unable to make
payments. One man grew
up in a boys' home in

Alaska.

Some of them have been
there for five years and some
for two nights. There are

people currently attending

UCCS who live in the shel-

ter and people looking for a

place to live.

Janet feels that the job

has helped her break down
the "them." "It is not 'them.'

It is us. Just by talking to

people you begin to know
them as people, not just

numbers. It has helped me
break down the stereotype.

I separated myself from the

homeless, but the only thing

that se arates us is that I

have a house and they don't.

They are your friends. It is

not a charity case."

criminate positive fee),,

from negative ones. Sowta

they protect us from reu

tion and abuse, they
aJ

keep us from being intirnai

and getting the love we?

desperately want.

Even though life circm

stances change, we S|,

stuck in the roles beca»

the wounds were nevJ

healed and thus the

fenses could not be
tjj

carded.

So ifyou experiencemai

failed relationships

knowing what normal
[

have low self-esteem,
can

seem to get out of depre

sion or addictions, getyoi

definition of who you
ai

from outside yourself,

perience extreme gu

and/or are attached

helping victims at the a J
pense of yourselves, yo

very well could be anAdi

Child from a Dysfunctloi

Family. These pattern

most likely will not chani ^
for you without help.

There is an Adult Childi

of Dysfunctional Famili

support group that med

on campus. It is in Roc

218 of the Worner Cen

on Tuesday evenings fi

6:30-8:30 PM.

,HE Compleat Gamer

NINTENDO
Buy, Sttll. and Trade

FrisbQQS, Boomerangs, Aerobics,

Hacky Sacks

Party Games

Role-Playing fi Board Games

Puzzles, Kites & Gifts

Chess Sets, Crlbbage, Go
Mahjongg, Baseball Cards

Someone famous once said...

"There are no homeless in the

United States."*

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116

Open 7 days a week
Across from Poor Richard's

* But if there were, they could afford to

vacation with

Taylor Travel

incorporated
est.1969

"Your campus travel agency"

818 n. Tejon
636-3871

i Welcome Party with refreshment!,

entertainment and contests

1 FREE sailing session

» Co-Ed Beach Volleyball toumsmni

• On-lsland tour directors

» Farewell Party - with ail ths bed

» Round trip motor coach avallaW

t All resort taxes ^ g-

II Cancun, Mexico

™«„9c $469.00*"Jg

> 7 nights at one of Cancun'J ii«*

resort properties

i Round trip air/hotel transfer*

» Welcome cocktail

. FREE Discount Fun Book

. On-lsland tour directors

1 15% resort taxea/U.S. dept-tw

L SPACE LIMITEDI

*L BOOK NOW!
^ To sign up or for more i

information, call:

COUNCIL TRAVEL .

HJ813aiSOTct<o£i*eriU[) I

Boulder CO 60302

303-447-8852
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Uior Spotlight

;ommun ity service keeps Abeson hopping

Averil Rothrock

ffWriter

mil Abeson "embodies the

lunteer ethic." says Kim
jjgneyer, the Directorfor the

yip for Community Service.

j is a senior Sociology major

rtiTexas who is involved with

tic K Special Olympics, and
Differenlly-AbledAwareness

jlittnShe also works in the

ierpCcwmunitySewice.The

u*ig is an excerptJrom an

niew wilhJudt

[ow did you get involved in

tdal Olympics?

ItherpeopleinCircleKdecided

'\ranted to get it started, and

ided to get involved. I ended

Deing a coach. This year I am
jnteerandAthlete Coordina-

Weare anticipating the par-

alionofabout eightyathletes

a the Springs. There will be

it practices to train them for

areameet, then they could go

o state and nationals ifthev

make it. Our major emphasis
isn'tthemeet. though. Itis mainly
to get out there, enjoy the out-
doors, and have a good time.

How can other CC students
get involved?

There is a meeting on the 1 9fh
ofFebruary. Firstofalltheyshould
come to this first meeting. There
are a lot of opportunities. People
can take statistics, be partners

withtheathletes.coach.andhelp

with administration type stuff.

Lastyearwestartedoutwithforty

interested students at the begin-
ning of the season, and then the

numberkindofclroppedbecause

itwasn'tasorganizedaswewould

have liked it to be. Thlsyear there
are a lot of interested students
which is reallycool. Practices will

start on February 24th down at

the track. Eventsinclude the long
and short distance run and the

shot-put.

What do you get out of par-

ticiparlnginSpecialOlympics?

I have always enjoyed working
with special populations like the

elderly or the handicapped. I re-

ally enjoy working with people

who get a kick out of little things.

I've made some really special

friends. I am always reallyproud
ofthe athleteswho are out there.

What can you say about the
CenterforCommunityService
and about the people that use
it?

The people that I work with are

the people that work in the

background, nevergettingcredit.

Ordylknowhowmuchworkthey
do and all the stufftheyget done.

A lot of Erst year students use it

because they don't know where
elsetogo. It'sawonderful place to

access ifyou'rejust getting there.

Ihope thatthe Centergrows. Alot
oforganizations putonprograms
that would be so much better if

they used the Center's help. We
really have a lot of contacts. It

needs more visibility.

What doesyourinvolvement
with Circle K include?

IVe been in it the past four

years. I was Secretary for two
years and President last semes-
ter. IVe done lots of different vol-

unteer acts with lots of different

groups, like SilverKey. Acts 19 1 1

,

Kiwanis. Memorial Hospital, and
of course Special Olympics. We
support a pony for Acts 1911.

Every cent that we raise goes
there. In the past we sponsored
Casino Night, although we arent
doing that this year because we
don't have enough people to or-

ganized. WearesellingValentines

right now. And we also run the

CarePackageserviceoncampus.

Orders are sent to parents and
are also available for students to

send to their friends.

Obviously your major. Soci-

ology, seems tied to your in-

terest. Did you consider other

majors?
I was a math major until sec-

ond semester ofmyjunioryear. I

decided that I wasn't really in-

terested in math and that I really

wanted something more people

oriented. I'm veryhappy now. IVe

loved every sociology class I've

had. I'm so glad 1 changed. My

Sociology major Judi Abeson plans a career in
human resources.

Photo courtesy ofJudi Abeson

thesis ison the attitudes towards

mental retardation and sexual-

ity. (IVe kind of had an overdose

on it right now!) IVe looked at

studies done on the attitudes of

others, such as care-givers, par-

ents, community, government
and law. I'm trying to interview

retarded individuals to find out

their own attitudes about their

sexuality. I had to submit a pro-

posal to the CC Human Subjects

Institution Review Board. They
approve research projects when
human subjects are interviewed

to make sure it's ethical.

What are your future plans?
I'm going to take at least a year

off getting away from academic
education altogether. I'm trying

to get ajob in a group home oran
agencyworkingwith the retarded.

I want to stay in Colorado— IVe

itack

the

odds

in

your

avor.

Attending school this summer is a

great way to get ahead next fall. And

Hopkins Summer '91 undergraduate

program gives you a lot more than

college credit. You'll study withJohns

Hopkins University's internationally-noted

faculty and discover the rich resources of

Baltimore and Washington, D.C.

First term:June3 toJuly 5

Second term: July 8 to August 9

For more information, call

1-800-GO-TO-JHU today.

Orwrite: Hopkins Summer '91,

Johns Hopkins University, 102 Shaffer Hall,

Baltimore, MD 21218.

Hopkins
Summer '91

Johns Hopkins University

Anequ;il"j';,'niirn[i .Jhmi. !!!,,, Limn (iMilulion.

never even considered going to

Texas. I'm tired of It. I plan to

eventually get a master's, and
maybe a doctorate, in social

work, occupational therapy, or

sociology. I want to make sure
that this is what I want to be
doing.

What do you think of CC
after almost four years?

I feel like I've gotten an Incred-

ible education. I've met some
wonderful people — hopefully

lifetime friends! I've seen amaz-
ing scenery. And I am ready to

move on with my life. First year

has the most memories lor me
— all the new experiences and
people. One' of the besl tilings

about my experience has been
seeing mvscll glow more inde-

pendent, seeing that progress

over four years.

FIJI

PENROSE HOSPITAL
AND

THE COLORADO SPRINGS
COMMUNITY

THANKYOU
.AST BLOCK

Clark, Jannie M
Petty, Christopher

Gallegos, Melvin
Barer, Patrick

Custer, Giles

Knight, Jonathan G.

Pando, Gabe
Reeder, Liza C.

Capen, Heather

Vandenbergh, Frederick

Schuetze, David
Prime, Tamika
Rous, David G.

Knoz, GeatherA.
Beall, Brad C.

Howe, Evan S.

Abeyta, Wendy A.

Emerick, Ingrid A.

Eaton, Mitch J.

Olpin, Brian C.

Hall, Tara Lynn
Wiencek, Dan K.

Hund, Maria Lucia
Cooper, Matthew T.

Kishiyama, Christopher M.
Nicolaysen, Kirsten E.

Stutz, Christopher M.
Brown, Andrew
Valpey, Christine

Cramer, Own C.

Wood, Stacy

Vanalstine, James M.
Moyer, Matthew E.

Orth, Deanna M.
Ross, Jason

Richardson, Penny
Shankland, Laura M.
Broh, Michael

Gravenhorst, Tammy
Gilmore, Chris

Stryker, Karma
Pritham, Gregory
Simler, Carolyn

Walsh, John

Spencer, Samuel
Arnold, Hillary

Jones, Andrew
Burkley, Matthew
Fuller, Diane G.

Towbin, Samantha
Ching, Stephanie

Anwar, Ghazala

Connors, Kevin S.

Frances, Matthew
Cook, Cindy
Bilsing, Amy
Boritzinsky, Carolyn M.
Stasburg, Donald
Fritz, Antje M.
Zeman, Stewart S.

Chinn, Brecken L.

Knockc, Ashley S.

Swanger, Whitney M.
Brown, Lia S.

Woodward, Tracy

Mitchell, John D.



If what happened on your inside
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Tracy Reed

fyer
since the senior class

..jved the memo confirm-

ee rumors that Dick

:eney had been invited to

eali
atcommencement and

bad accepted, afewweeks

I
have been listening to

ijspread discontent, an-

and opposition as well as

L support, on this cam-

Large numbers ofpeople

,ed to be asking what

could do to oppose the

illation,
whether seniors

Id boycott their own
iduation, and what kind

jrotest could be organized,

ddenly. the Secretary of

fense was a confirmed

isence at our graduation

pie were upset.

le standard response that

heard recently is,

but didn't the seniorclass

e on it?", and "doesn't he
the right to speak?".

t
answer to both, is yes,

Ifreedom of speech is not

issue. No one wants to

iy Mr. Cheney this "in-

mable" right, and many of

would truly like to hear

it he has to say. However,

re Is no "inalienable" right

speak at any commence-
nt exercise. It is by invita-

1 only, and the com-
ncement of a private, lib-

arts college is not the

iropriate place for the
retary of Defense to

ak.

ommencement is not an
n forum, question and
wer, situation. We will

r only what he plans for

to hear, and personal
tact is limited to a shake
ie hand. The graduation
monyis a symbolic event
est, and the Secretary of
rase symbolizes some-

| very definite. In this
Mr. Cheney symbolizes

Irtins) a department that
Pecifically military and
'fently violent. The De-
e department has been
™ding a huge share of

let for years, and
*quently has been relo-

6 money from educa-
federal loans, and uni-

|

Ues
- as well as other do-

ll?
Programs every year.N is that a certain

P'age of our class and
cwhonevermadelthere
W be graduating for
°f sufficient financial

|

ort from our govern-

^ are different personal
s >or every member of
fnlor class to consider
FW Mr. Cheney's poli-
bu

' they are not what
'p°se. The matter is one
Mentation and the
c« that commence-
could become. Secu-

' a very real issue to

contend with, we all, includ-
ing our families, now have
the potential to be searched
as we attend graduation.
Media coverage will likely be
very disruptive as well as
any protesting that will be
going on during the event.
Have we truly asked for this?
I am not so sure we did.

The voting was handled
poorly. Publicity was mini-
mal, and the resulting par-
ticipation equally dismal. The
fact of the matter is that less
than 1/2 the senior class
voted in the first place, and
only 1/3 of that 1/2 voted
for Dick Cheney. This is not
amajority ofthe senior class,

this is only 75 people.

There simply should have
been a run-off. The ballot

consisted of a list of at least

five other choices which in-

cluded Annie Dillard, Jane
Goodall. Bobby Seals, and
Carlos Fuentes. None ofthese
choices carries the name
recognition to rival Mr.
Cheney's. He was also the
only obvious conservative on
the ballot. Because of this

wide range of liberal options
many of the votes against
Mr. Cheney were split. Jane
Goodall and Annie Dillard

both received 35 votes and
all the other candidates were
tied with 16. I know when I

voted. I had to read the biog-

raphies ofeveryone listed and
I did not have a strong favor-

ite, but I made a special ef-

fort to vote knowing the Sec-
retary of Defense was on the
list. Unfortunately, approxi-

mately 250 members of the

senior class made no effort

to vote, or were uninformed.
It is for these reasons, as

well as an effort to organize

the split votes into one uni-

fied voice, that there is now
an effort to gather signatures
of opposition. For the last

two weeks there has been a
lunchtime table in Worner
Center where we are gather-

ing names on a petition giv-

ing representation to those
who want to oppose CC's re-

ception of the Secretary of

Defense as commencement
speaker. Admittedly, the in-

vitation has already been ex-

tended and he has accepted,

but that does not mean we
must be silent. Instead, we
must make sure to identify

ourselves as a unified mass
that went unrecognized in

the voting, and also to

stimulate thought before May
13. What do you think about

inviting the Secretary of De-
fense to give the concluding

remarks on ourfouryears of

education and to welcome
us to our future?

The petition will be avail-

able through next Friday in

Womer Center at noon.
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We can't deny free speech
By Aaron Lloyd

I felt compelled to write
about the issue of free
speech that has arisen from
the debate over whether or
not Defense Secretary Dick
Cheney should speak at

graduation. In my experi-
ence the suppression of free

speech has been a tradition

here at Colorado College.

This tradition in my view
has spanned the ideological

spectrum, but has mostly
been focused against
groups which fit into the
"liberal" category, to use a

somewhat undefined term.

These groups include
NARAL, GALA, and C'CAP.

which have all had signs

and posters torn down. I

have heard that groups in-

cluding the Feminist Col-

lective and WOW have had
signs torn or defaced, not

to mention the racial slurs

written on MEChA posters.

I have had signs that I have
put up torn down, and let

me tell you. I felt like my
freedom of expression was
being oppressed.

I don't know who takes

down these signs, but I can
only assume that it is people

who disagree with the mes-
sage or the event being
publicized. Last year a

person on my wing took
down a poster advertising

GALA events, and when we
questioned him, he said the

flyer "offended him." Per-

haps that is why the other

posters were taken down,
because they offended
someone.
This "offense" was prob-

ably behind the theft last

year of a large number of

"Cattlelists," which con-
tained articles which paro-

died feminist/activist
groups. This is why I say
the oppression of free
speech has no ideology. I

was as disturbed, actually
more so, to hear of this re-

striction of free speech as
any other.

The debate over Secretary
Cheney is only the most re-

cent example of this tradi-

tion, but it is an especially

good example of the debate.
The debate features hypoc-

When I saw a poster
that offended me
hanging in Worner
Center, I made my own
sign and hung it beside
it.

risy on both sides. The "Just

say yes" side and the "Just

say no" sides have both had
signs up and tables repre-

senting theirview. The "yes"

side maintains that they are

champions of free speech,

and we should hear all sides

of the issue. Yet someone
has torn down signs pro-

testing Cheney's visit, and I

think it's safe to assume
the people supporting his

visit were the one's who did

it.

The people who are pro-

testing his visit say that de-

fense has nothing to do with

education, and we should
not honor Cheney by invit-

ing him to speak. Yet what
Is education, if not an open
mind and a willingness to

hear a different point of

view? And do we honor and
give our approval to the

positions of everyone who
comes to this campus to

speak?
I, if I were a senior, would

not have voted to have

Cheney be my graduation
speaker. But the senior
class did vote clearly in fa-

vor of having Cheney speak;
I saw the election results
after they were tabulated.
And it is their decision to

make.
War offends me. The Bush

administration's decision to

abandon peace offends me.
And I have seen signs
around campus I have
found offensive before. But
I have never taken one
down. When I saw a poster
that offended me hanging
in Worner Center, I made
my own sign and hung it

beside it.

If we are really a institu-

tion of eduction, and if you
are really here to learn, then
you should engage the ex-

change of ideas, not the

suppression of ideas. If you
see a stgn that offends you,

make your own sign and
put it up all over campus.
The idea that you disagree
with will not disappear
when you take the sign
down; it will only change
through the justification of

your idea.

The same applies to

Cheney. I want Secretaiy of

Defense Dick Cheney to

come here. Because when
he does I am going to exer-

cise my freedom of expres-

sion, and protest against
the war. We will see whether
he canjustify this war, and
I will see if he can change
my mind.
Our democracy defends

the freedom of speech, and
we value it even more be-

cause we know people in

Saudi Arabia and Iraq do
not have these rights. I will

defend his right to come
See free speech page 16
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We should be honored to hear Cheney at commencement

By Chris Marks

A few months ago I re-

ceived in my Worner Box a

ballot concerning the elec-

tion of the 1991 Com-
mencement speaker. This

ballot was very impressive

and included the names of

a number of prominent

people. After having made

my choice I returned the

ballot and had given it very

little thought up until about

two weeks ago. At this point

The United States military

operations in The Middle

East became a reality and

Dick Cheney's

overbudgeted chest of toys

was opened wide for the

world to see. What followed

was the most awesome dis-

play of military power and

technology ever witnessed

in modem times.

Now I am not saying that

Apparently those
screwdrivers that cost

the American taxpay-

ers two hundred dol-

lars a piece were put to

some good use. The
bottom line is that

when the decision was

made, Secretary
Cheney responded.

I support the Bush
administration's choice to

militarily "liberate" Kuwait.

Risking the lives of half a

million young Americans

over an oversized, oil rich

sandbox is not something

that I find in the best inter-

est of this country. This de-

cision, however, was not one

made by Dick Cheney. His

job was to provide the U.S.

military with the most su-

perior means of warfare

possible. One that could

strategically remove the

military threat of Iraq by

risking the fewest American

lives. Correct me if I'm

wrong, but from a military

standpoint, Operation

Desert Storm seems to be a

fairly large success. Ap-

parently those screwdrivers

that cost the American tax-

payers two hundred dollars

a piece were put to some

good use. The bottom line

is that when the decision

was made. Secretary

Cheney responded. That is

why we have a Secretary of

Defense. That is what he

If you are at all con-

cerned or intrigued by
the actions of the

U.S.thenyou shouldbe
eager to hear what Mr.

Cheney has to say.

Whether you believe

him or respect him is

irrelevant.

does. Apparently Secretary

Cheney has done it well.

The reason this is perti-

nent is because Dick

Cheney was not one of the

not)

names on my ballot.
| „,

sonally did not vote for jjj

Secretary ofDefense.
At a

time I felt that he had ni

ing to say that I could

read in the newspap
ers

light of the recent
cri

sil

however. Dick Cheney

been thrust into the

tional spotlight. He
emerged as one of the i„

prominent and powet(t

figures inAmerican poli|j
c

Whether you agree or d,

agree with his role in u

foreign policy, you shoij

be honored that you y
the opportunity to hear hi

speak. That is what edut

tion is all about; listenin

learning, and formi
t

judgements. If you
Continued on i

Graffiti on walls around campus raises serious questions

By Beth Pizio

Eighteen hundred eighty

students attend Colorado

College, and approximately

49% of these students are

men. Current estimates

suggest that 10% of these

men are rapists. Ninety-two

men at Colorado College are

rapists. Ninety-two men in

our classes, in our dorm,

on our sports teams, in our

fraternities.

I've been thinking about

this a lot lately. It's chilling

thinking about who these

ninety-two men might be.

Very chilling. I was forced

to think about this by people

(I'm assuming more than

one person is involved) with

black markers and the no-

tion that they can change

the situation by writing on

walls.

Perhaps by now you know

what I'm talking about.

Three sayings have been

cropping up all over cam-

pus. "CC administration

supports rapists. Beware."

"Name rapists: 1) 2) 3)."

"Dead men don't rape." I've

seen them everywhere: In

the bathrooms of the li-

brary. Worner Center.

Palmer, and Mathias; in the

underpass of the library, in

the stairwells of Mathias.

I've even heard that some of

these things are written in

the bathrooms of fraterni-

ties. I don't know how this

graffiti makes the men on

I don't hate men. I

have neverbeen raped,

but I carry mace be-

cause I'm scared. I un-

derstand many of the

reasons why people

would want to write

these things on walls. I

think that they are

trying to raise our con-
sciousness.

this campus feel, but it

makes me feel like the per-

sons who are writing these

things hate men. I don't feel

very good about that.

I don't hate men. I have

never been raped, but I

carry mace because I'm

scared. I understand many
of the reasons why people

would want to write these

things on walls. I think that

they are trying to raise our

consciousness. The writing

made me think, but I be-

lieve there are more posi-

tive methods ofraising con-

sciousness. No sane per-

son thinks we have too

many rape-crisis centers at

this school, in this town. I

don't think that anyone

would dispute that certain

Western cultural assump-

tions place the blame

the victims of rape rati

than on the perpetratm

What was she wearing?^

was she walking alone all

dark? Women should

able to wear whatever ft

want to wear and to

wherever they want tow;

without fear ofbeing rapt

If they are raped, th

should not be blamei

agree with the message

this graffiti; it's the meft

I have a problem with

Among other things, n

is about hatred. I saide

Her that the writings I hi

seen around campus ml

me feel like they were Ml

Continued on

The way it is
By Marc Fll

I FEEL fl& TIME FAKWlxw a cm yw named zmiJ % " " Ok 90T,
I'M m W AN UPWMENT AND

B(6 IT IS NOT,

me r miim mil
TWCWlAOFAflUKE

...ffl Mr6T£R HE'S

AWAY EVERY DAY,

AND WHEN I m li^KY

SLEEP ALL THE DAY.

BUSY'

1XL

I'M TOTBEb TO K)IES,W£,m to cms,
MAINLY BEiAl/SE MY tWR

T THERE.

..OM MOTm KEEP vSTO&AT
AND TO HIT,

WHEN OUTSIDE WE V/MT JUST

SO WJLW, fcjSfc OP, YE
ftJftIB TObAY/

FOU. MASTERS WAUT SOO
MOST EV'Kf WAY/
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Harambee!
(Office of Minority Student Life)

This space is reserved for a series of

olumns entitled "Harambee."

-larambee is a Swahili word which,

ighly translated, means "all races

supporting each other and working in

unity-" This seems a fitting title for

his column through which the various

culturally diverse and minority groups

in campus will have a regular forum to

rc>ice opinions and concerns, and to

jublicize the activities of the groups.

If we. as a campus, are truly com-

nitted to creating and maintaining a

nore culturally diverse environment,

must pay more attention to and
[enerate more support for those

ninority members of our campus
•ommunity. Obviously, it's not enough

to simply feature various minority
student groups once or twice a year
during "heritage weeks."
Authorship of the column will rotate

through BSU (Black Student Union).
MEChA (Movimiento Estudiantil

Chicano de Aztlan), ASIA (Association

of Students Interested in Asia), ISO
(International Student Organization).

Chaverim (the Hebrew word for

"friends"), and GALA (The Gay and
Lesbian Alliance). The first of these
columns will appear next week.

It is our hope that this is one small
step toward Harambee.

- Rochelle Mason,
Director of Minority

Student Life

7#e InternationaC

Program Office

Bi-Annual

Study Abroad Fair
(including U.S. Off-Campus

Programs)

Monday, February 18, 4:30 • 6:30 pm
Worner Lobby

Approximately 40 study abroad

returnees will be on hand to answer your

questions about various countries and
programs. Hear their impressions of

"going international." Photos, music,

and more ...

Study Abroad
Just Do It ... But Do It Some-

where Else!!

The Center
The Center for

Community Service

Over 75 local, state, and
national organizations were
beneflciariesof C.C. student
volunteerism and philanthropy

in 1990. The new year prom-
ises involvement of about two-

thirds of the student body ...

include yourself in the momen-
tum! An investment of a few

hours each week will bring a

lifetime of rewards. Visit the

Center for Community Service

to volunteer today - Room 10.

Worner Center.

r

The Board
SpecialEvents Calendar

"\

Musical
Notes

• "Music I Know, " a
Senior Recital by
Cameron Grant -

February 1 7, 3:00

pm in Packard Hall.

' Faculty Concert -

Daryll Stevens,

Clarinet February
24, 3:00pm in

Packard.

Career Center

Opportunities: The Career Center

will be accepting applications for

1991-92 Student Career Advisor

positions. Applications will be

available during Block VI. An
information session will be held

on Wednesday. February

27 at 12:15 inWomer
117. Applications are

due in the Career Center

on March 6.

Special
Olympics

• Planning Meeting - February

19, 7:00 p.m. in the El Pomar
Gym Call. Judi in the Center

for Community Service Jot
more information.

The Source

Empowerment Through
Community Conference

March 1, 2. & 3

A conference on hunger and homelessness

Open to college, community, and state participants

Inquire at the Centerfor Community Service

The Source is being brought to you by

the collective efforts of the Career

Center, the International Programs

Office, the Officefor Minority Student

Life, the Centerfor Community
Service, the Leisure Program, and
Cutler Publications. Please post It

and recycle at the end of the week.

To get an event posted fill out the

"One Fell Swoop"form at the Womer
Desk or call Peter at x6675.

Leisure Time
Michael Hedges - Sat. 2/
16 at 8:15pm in

Armstrong Theatre.

Tickets $5 at Womer
Desk.

Moscow Studio Theatre -

|

Sunday, 2/ 17 at 8:00 pm
in Armstrong Theatre.

Cutler Opening

1 Cutler Publications Is accept-

ing applicationsfor the

position of President. Appli-

cations, available at the

Worner Desk on Monday, are

due on Friday, February 22.

Interviews will take place on
Monday, February 25. Call

Peter at x6675for more
information.

The SoarCC is brought to you by the collective efforts of Cutler Publications, The Leisure

Program, The Career Center, The Worner Desk, The Centerfor Community Service, the Office

°fInternational Programs, and The Office ofMinority Student Life.

.
Please recycle at the end of the week.
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Monday
18

12:00 pm - CC Zoo,

Worner211.

12:00 pm - ORC, WES Hall.

12:00 pm - Panhellenic

Council, Worner 117.

3:00 pm - Advisory Board

for Leadership and Com-

munity Involvement,

Worner 216.

*4:30 pm - STUDY
ARROAD FAIR! Perkins

Lounge, Worner Center.

5:00 pm - Delta Gamma
Executive Board, Worner

213.

*7:00 pm - College Citi-

zens Active for Peace,

Worner 216.

*7:30pm - Creative Writing

Workshop, Worner 215.

Tuesday
19

11:30 am-2 pm - Boston

University International

Programs. Susan Down-

ing-Reed, representative

from Boston University, will

be in Perkins Lounge,

Worner Center, to talk with

students about various

study abroad opportunities

and internships.

12:00 pm - ACM Urban

Studies Program informa-

tional meeting. Gaylord

Hall.

12:00 pm - MECHA,
Worner 218.

3:30 pm - Uoyd King,

Director of the ACM-
Chicago Arts Program, will

give a short talk, show a

video and slides, and

answerquestions concern-

ing this newest of ACM
programs. All interested

students are urged to

come. Refreshments.

Worner 213.

5:00 pm - Livesounds,

Leisure Program Student

Office.

*5:15 pm Amnesty Inter-

national, Worner 212.

*6:30 pm - Adult Children

of Dysfunctional Families,

Worner 218.

6:30 pm - Gay and Les-

bian Alliance, Shove
Chapel.

*7:30 pm - Panel discus-

sion by professors from

UCCS and CC titled, "Con-

temporary Change in

Eastern Europe." Gates

Common Room.

8:00 pm - Christian Sci-

ience, Worner 219.

*8:00 pm - Native Ameri-

can Poet, JOYHARJO, will

give the W.E.S. lecture.

Packard Hall. Sponsored

by the Woman's Educa-

tional Society.

9:00 pm - Fellowship of

Christian Athletes, Mathias

Hall.

Wednesday
20

12:00pm - A.S.I.A., Worner

213.

12:00 pm - IFC President's

Roundtable, Worner 218.

12:00 pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Worner 211.

12:00 pm - Shove Council,

Shove Chapel Office.

1:00 pm - Film and Video

Workshop, Worner 216.

THIS

Thursday

5:30 pm - Open Forum

Dinner with CCCA. Please

attend to discuss your

questions, concerns,

thoughts or ideas over

dinner. Open to any mem-
ber of the CC community.

Bemis Exile Room.

*7:00 pm - N.A.S.A., Dern

House.

*7:00 pm - Breakaway

Bible Study, Montgomery

Sun Room.

*8:00 pm - "A...MY NAME
IS ALICE" The Drama and

Dance Department's annu-

al musical, directed by

Pam Riley with musical

direction by Tom Lind-

blade. Tickets free w/CC

ID; $5 general admission

at Worner Center Desk.

Armstrong 32. Sponsored

by the Drama and Dance

Department.

*11:00 am - THURSDAY
AT-ELEVEN. "THE WAfl- i

MID-TERM REPOft r ,

David Finley, MC with pf0(

Bill Weida on "How Has

the Military Operation

Fared?" and Prof. Robert

Lee on "How Has
the

Region Fared?" Packard

Hall.

11 am-2 pm and 4:304

pm - Semester at See

Representative JoArm

Gordon will be in Perkins

Lounge, Worner Center, i

answer questions about

this program.

*12:00 pm - Friends ofM
Library Luncheon featuring

Profs. Robert Loevy ax

Tom Cronin speaking on

their co-authored boot

titled, Colorado Pol/fa

and Government. $8.50 to

lunch. Gaylord Hall

Worner Center. Sponsorei

by Friends of Tutt Library.

12:00 pm - ORC Trips Re-

view, ORC Room.

3:00 pm - STUDY ABROMI

VIDEO! Come view

video "Planning For Sful

Abroad." Tutt Library, Souiti

Video Room.

6:00 pm Ethnic Women)

Alliance, Student Cultusl

Center.

7-9 pm - Trained Serin

Training. Participants musl

be 21 years of age «

older; please bring pi

of age. If you would HM
be trained and canni

make this time, please

X6618 to sign up lor M

next session. Worner 2)8

8:00 pm- Circle K, Wo®

212.

*8:00 pm - "A...MY NAM

IS ALICE." See Wednes

day, 2/20, 8 pm.



POO pm - Faculty and

0. Faculty express and

.plain their faith, however

l
ey
understand it, whether

„t of a religious context

hot Bemis Exile Room.

ponsored by the Chap-

L's Office.

7.05 pm - Hockey, CC vs.

lichigan Tech. Broad-

0>r World Arena.

tOO pm - An artist's

uncert featuring Prof.

meritus, Max Lanner,

nana, and Jeani Muhon-
flute. Packard Hall,

lonsored by the Music

Apartment.

WEEK

Friday
22

Saturday
23

*3:00 pm - "A...MY NAME
IS ALICE." See Wednes-
day, 2/20, 8 pm.

*5:00 pm - Women's Bas-
ketball, CC vs. University of
Denver. El Pomar.

*7:05 pm - Hockey, CC vs.

Michigan Tech. Broad-
moor World Arena.

*8:00 pm - "A...MY NAME
IS ALICE." See Wednes-
day, 2120, 8 pm.

:00 pm - "A...MY NAME
ALICE." See Wednes-

k 2120, 8 pm.

Sunday
24

*3:00 pm - "A...MY NAME
IS ALICE." See Wednes-
day, 2/20, 8 pm.

*7:0Qpm - Lecture by Prof.

Louis J. Canotri, University

of Maryland, titled "The
Crisis in the Gulf." Gaylord
Hall. Sponsored by the

Political Science Depart-

ment.

9:00 pm - Catholic Mass,
Shove Chapel.

On-going
Events

THE DEADLINE FOR THE FEBRUARY 2S-MARCH
3 -THIS WEEK- IS MONDAY, FEBRUARY IB AT
4:00 PM. YOU MUST COMPLETE A ONE-FEU-
SWOOP INFORMATION SHEET IN ORDER TO
HAVE YOUR EVENTOR MEETINGPUBUSHED IN
•THIS WEEK,' THESE FORMSARE AVAILABLEAT
NEWS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Military Science Meetings - Every Tuesday, 6:00
pm, Womer 219.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:45
pm, Womer 117.

French Table - First Three Wednesdays 12:00
pm, Worner 215.

German Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Italian Table First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Japanese Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30
pm, Worner 212.

Russian Table (beginners) First Three
Tuesdays, 12:00 pm, Bemis Dining Hall.

Russian Table (advanced) - First Three
Thursdays, 5:30 pm, Bemis Dining Hall.

Spanish Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30
pm, Worner 215.

Tea at the Russian House - First Three Mondays,
3:00 pm.
Film at the Russian House - First Three
Thursdays, 7:30 pm.
-Catecito' First Three Thursdays, 3:00 pm,
Spanish House.

Shove Chapel Meditation - 8 am-9 pm, Monday-
Thursday, 8 am-5 pm Friday, 6-10 pm Sunday.
Prayer Meeting - Every Thursday, 7:30 am,

Worner 211.

*EnACT Recycling - Every Tuesday, 12:30 pm,
Loomis loading dock.

Bodytalk - Every Tuesday, 12:00 pm, Boettcher

Basement.

Freedom and Authority Lunch - First Three

Tuesdays, 11:30 am, Bemis Exile Room.
Women's Concerns Lunch Every Thursday,

12:00 pm, Benjamins.

'Belly Dancing - Every Sunday, 7:30 pm,

beginning, 8:30 pm, advanced/improv.

Sign Language Club - Every Thursday, 7-8:30

pm, Gaylord Hall.

Beginning American Sign Language - Every

Wednesday, 7:30 am, Worner 212, Blks. 5-7.

Life Drawing with Nude Models - Every Thursday,

7:00 pm, Packard 132, $3.

Alternative Music Night - First Three

Wednesdays, 9:30 pm, Tiger Pit, with David

Manosevitz, Sponsored by CCCA, Leisure Project

Funds and Marriott.

Soul Night - First Three Thursdays, 9:00 pm,

Tiger Pit, with BSU and KE, Sponsored by CCCA,
Leisure Project Funds and Marriott.

-This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

*Open to the public
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For more information about

these opportunities and raan

others, come to the Career

Center, 226 Worner Center

For Career Center Programs

and updates check:

• The Source

• Career Center kiosks,

Worner Center

• Calendar outside Caree,

Center

Internships

Business Radio Network

Potential opportunities available in

broadcasting, programming, marketing

and advertising. Seeking individuals with

excellent communication skills,

entrepreneurial spirit, voice talent, interest

in business and finance. Available during

second semester and the summer.

Contact Jack Lott, Business Radio

Network, 888 Garden of the Gods Rd.,

Colorado Springs, CO 80907; 528-7040.

Central Bank Colorado Springs

Marketing/sales promotions interns - work

with the bank officers to segment the

current customer base, identify under-

utilized cross-sell opportunities and track

sales promotional opportunities through

telemarketing and direct mail. Contact

Lynn Rhodes at ext. 6893.

U. S. Olympic Commiuee and Associations

Spring semester - variety of one-block

internships tailored just for students at

Colorado College with USA Hockey,

Wrestling, Canoe and Kayak Associations.

Applications available.

Summer - broadcasting, finance,

journalism, international relations, public

relations/marketing/fundraising, sports

administration, and sports science

opportunities available. Housing and

stipend offered or stipend only for students

living in Colorado Springs. Deadline for

aunjmer is March 1 .

Summer Internship/Environmental

The Rocky Mountain Section of the Air and
Waste Management Association is seeking

summer interns for Air Quality and

Hazardous Waste Division. For details

contact Warner Reeser at (303)297-9113.

Rocky Mountain National Pari*

Two to four ttudents needed for the

Division of Interpretation for the summer
'91, winter "91 and spring '92 seasons.

Duties as a field Interpreter include leading

walks, talks, and hikes with a focus on the

three major ecosystems. Housing and
small stipend provided. Send a resume, 3

references, and letter of intent to James A.

Mack, Chief Park Naturalist, Rocky

Mountain National Park, Estes Park, CO
80517. Deadline is March 1 .

NewRepubBc
Aspiring Journalists willing to work long

hours for low pay should consider

Internships with The New Republic. Duties

Include writing, editing, fact-checking, and
proofreading. Duration Is 3 months for

summer opportunity and 9 months tor fall .

Interested students should send cover

letter, resume, 2 recommendations, and 3-

5 writing samples to Internships, The New
Republic, 1220 19th St N.W., Suite 600,

Washington, DC 20036. Deadline for the

summer program Is March 1 , for the fall,

May 1 .

Nationa] Park Service

Florissant Fossil Beds NatJonaJ Monument

Interpretive Internship

Natural, historical, and cultural resource

Interpreter needed. Variety of duties;

possibility of independent study project.

Garden of the Gods Area Internships

Naturalist and Park Information Specialist

positions available at Garden of the Gods.

Duties range from interpretive

presentations to patrols. Historical

Interpreter needed at the White House

Ranch. All three are paid. Duration:

June to Labor Day. Gene Smith, Park &
Recreation Dept. 578-7070 or Carol

Kennls. White House Ranch. 578-6777.

Scholarships/

Fellowships/Grants

Historic Oeerfield, Inc.

Historic Deerfield will accept 6-8

undergraduate students for a summer

fellowship program in early American

history and material culture. The 9 week

program provides the opportunity to

consider careers in museums. Each •

applicant is awarded a $4100 fellowship

which covers tuition, books, and field trip

expenses. Financial aid is available.

Deadline April 1 . For applications contact:

Director of Academic Programs, Historic

Deerfield, Inc., Deerfield, MA 01342.

lull-Time Jobs

Operations Manager
Josh & John's Naturally Homemade Ice

Creams - entails hands-on management,

manufacturing, scooping, customer

relations, and staff management. Must be

hard working, honest organized, assertive,

like people, and able to work under stress.

Salary is $17,000 plus incentives. Contact

John Krakauer et 632-0299.

Regional Property Administrator

Colorado Historical Society -

responsibilities include the safety, security,

and general management of the buildings,

collections, equipment, and grounds.

Required qualifications are a BA degree,

experience in museology, history, art

history or preservation, good oral and

written communication skills, and a general

knowledge of Colorado History. Salary is

$16,000-$18,000 plus benefits.

Application deadline is February 26, 1991

at 4:30 pm .

Assistant Curator

Colorado Historical Society -

responsibilities include assisting in the

collection, preservation, and Interpretation

of material culture materials. Required

qualifications are a BA in history,

-experience including demonstrated work

with historic artifacts. Salary Is $17,750-

$20,000 per year plus benefits.

Application deadline is February 26, 1991

at 4:30 pm .

Gas Chromatography Analyst

AnaJytica Incorporated - responsibilities

include analysis of environmental samples

for herbicides/pesticides, PCB's, volatile

organlcs and other organic analyses

utilizing state-of-the-art gas

chromatography systems. Prefer major in

chemistry, biology, geology or general

sciences. Salary is negotiable . Apply to

Bruce Howbert, Analytica Incorporated,

18000 W. Highway 72, Golden. CO 80403;

(303) 420-4449,

Resident Hall Director

Boise State University is recruiting 2

individuals for residence hall

administration. Entails staff supervision,

student development, programming,

student government, and department wide

assignments. Salary, room and board will-

be provided. Deadline: March 11, 1991.

Send letter of application, resume and 3

letters of reference to: Dr. Richard D.

McKinnon, Dir. of Student Residential Life,

1910 University Dr.A-214, Boise, ID 83725.

University of New Mexico - duties include

supervision of undergraduate staff,

management of hall information desks,

counseling, developmental discipline, and

education/activity programming. Stipend of

$2,200, room and board will be provided.

Deadline: March 1, 1991 Applications are

available from: Residence Life Office, 208

La Posada Hall, University of New Mexico,

Albuquerque, NM 87131.

ConversationaJ English Teachers

Various companies are looking for

applicants to teach English in Japan,

They will provide a salary, housing and

transportation. Must have a bachelor's

degree. Applicants should be out-going,

open-minded, and responsible, Foreign

language ability and teaching experience

Is a plus. ?

Summer Opportunities

Grand Teton Lodge Company
A variety of entry level to supervisory

positions are available at this summer

resort. Housing and benefits are provided

for most positions. Must be at least 18

years old to apply. Interviewing March 6th

on campus for upcoming season (mid-May

to end of September). Applications are

available In the Career Center. For more

information call Carolyn Johnson at

(307)543-2811 or write Grand Teton Lodge

Company, Personnel Department, P.O.

Box 250, Moran, WY 83013.

Camp Counselor/Instructor

Keystone Science School is looking for a

counselor/instructor. Applicants must be

21 years of age and have a Bachelor's

degree or be working toward a related

degree In ecology or Natural/life Sciences.

Employment is from June 29-August 16;

the salary Is $1150, including room and

board. Call or write for an application plus

send resume and 3 letters of

recommendation to Ma. Leslie Cancllla,

Discovery Camp" Director, Keystone

This Week At The Career Center

u

pott;

tw(
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Route, Dillon, CO 80435;
<303) 4^

or 534-7395 (Denver/Boulder^ :

"

Application deadlii

Science School, Box 70, Mornw
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Analytica Inc.

Positions Include extraction

chemistry/laboratory dishwashina; l] H
in/sample receipt, and asbestos a
preparation. Seeking a wide ,

majors with strong math and com; 1^
skills. Contact Steven Ignezlwffl

Bidwell at (303) 420-4449.

NOTE: Listing of numerous

now available in the Summer^
located In the Government notefe

Miscellaneous

d e;

19 I Summer Japanese Busirww

Program features a required

language course and a Business!

Society seminar. Weekly visits to

Japanese companies will be anirj

component of the academic progr

Application deadline is March

CIEE's University Programs Di

(212) 661-1414, ext. 1228.

Independent School Opportune

The National Association of Indep*

Schools provides opportunity to I

about job openings at its Annual

Conference to be held at the Nw

Hilton Hotel, New York City, NY, W

and 9-1 1 , from 9-5. On-site regtstp

($50.00) for students with student

available.

United Bank representsbves w

conducting practice IntervlewBW

Feb. 22 from 1-5. Sign up In*

Center.

Alumni Carea

Referral Netvm

We have alumni waiting

from you in many cities®

career fields across the co;

Use this network sponsm

the Career Center andlhi

Alumni Office to:

• Gather Career Infamt

• Acquire valuable

for jobs and infers!

• Learn about particM

geographic areas

• Obtain information''

employment trends 1

entry level positions

For more information

to die Career CA

18 19 20 21 22
, J

Peace Corps Info. Table 8-5 in Womer Peace Corps Info. Table, Womer Peterson Consulting In"3™

Peace Corps Info. Table, 8-5 Lounge, Films at noon in W.E.S. & Lounge, 8-5 Xerox Interviews, 9-5, W. 212 sched., W. 214

7:00 p.m. in Armstrong 300. Aetna Commercial Ins. Interviews, State Mutual Interviews, 2 schedules,

Mock Interviews, 2 ***•
David Lord, Employee Benefits PIRG full-time jobs Interviews, 2 schedules, W. 214 & W. 219 W. 214 and W. 215, l-5p.m.

Workshop, noon-l:00 in W. 213 W. 214, 8:30-5;BB Lunch W.216, Researching a Company, 3:30-5, Tutt DU Publishing Institute Info. Table, W.215 & W.219.

noon 11:30-1:00, W. Lounge; Info. Session

Prentice Hall Interview, i
Comptroller Interviews,9-5, W. 211 1:00-2:00, W. 213.

NCR Interviews, W. 219, 9-5
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e must forever live in the presence of ghosts from the past
orion

Poplawskl

been thinking a lot

'„tlv
about the past, and

W'
e do with it. The most

Ion thing we seem to

Ith
the past is to forget

on those rare occasions

„ vve do remember the

Lof the past, we often

.compelled to do some-

h a little more active

l°t
.
This usually involves

j things as justice, re-

« and/or forgiveness.

it
is the best thing to

I
don't know. But as I

j earlier. I have been

iking'

he
impetus for my

ughts
was in part the

documentary "Hotel Termi-
nus" that was shown a while
back as part of the "Film
and the Holocaust" pro-
gram. The film deals with
the life and times of Klaus
Barbie, who was the head
of the Gestapo in Lyon dur-
ing the Nazi occupation of

France. In that position, he
was responsible for send-
ing many people, including

a group of young children
to concentration camps.
Like all documentaries, its

main effect is to let us re-

member an aspect of the

past. But, like all good
documentaries, it also goes
beyond simple history.

"Hotel Terminus" also deals
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with the issue of justice.

Especially delayed justice.

Klaus Barbie was tried,

convicted, and sentenced to

life in prison some forty

years after his crimes
against humanity.
What effect does time have

on justice? If Klaus Barbie
was tried immediately after

the war, there would have
been much less to do about
his trial. After the war, with
the horror of the death
camps being fresh in
everyone's minds, justice -

punishment - was in high
demand. But the space of

forty years changed the
situation drastically. Over
and over again, people in-

terviewed to the film kept

saying "Oh, forty years is

such a long time. We should
really Just let this poor old

man have his peace." But it

is not Klaus Barbie that they

truly wish peace upon. It is

themselves. Forty years is

not nearly as long as one
might hope it would be. I

myself hope live twice as
long.

To take Klaus Barbie to

trial meant that we had to

once again bring the Holo-

caust in to our minds, and
that is a very painful thing

to do. But remember we
must. Not just, as the cli-

che goes, to prevent our-

selves from repeating the
mistakes of the past, but to

come to know what it is to

be human. We are tragically

flawed beings, but this is

what makes being human
so wonderful.

But enough rambling,
what of justice? If all we
need to do is remember the

past, why don't we Just

spend our time watching
documentaries? Why

Cheney at commencement, cont.
Continued from page 14

all concerned or intrigued

by the actions of the U.S.

then you should be eager to

hear what Mr. Cheney has
to say. Whether you believe

him or respect him is irrel-

evant. What Is at issue here

is an unbelievable opportu-

nity for us as students and
concerned Americans to

hear from a man repre-

senting us on an interna-

tional level.

For that reason I would
urge all those student who
are pushing for a petition

that would prevent Dick

Cheney from speaking to

stop and think. We, as a

senior class, chose Dick
Cheney by an overwhelm-
ing majority. This was no
mistake. If you feel strongly

about making a statement
concerning our actions in

the Persian Gulf then that

is your right. You should
feel free to carry banners
across the campus, or

spend your nights In Aca-

cia park. I respect this right.

In the same light, I would
urge you to respect our
rights to become better in-

formed and more knowl-

edgeable as American citi-

zens.

bother with a trial? One
argument is to look at the

life Barbie led after he fled

to South America and to

notice that Barbie contin-

ued to be the same kind of

man that he was during the

war. That is a shame, [sup-
pose. It would have been so

much more of an interest-

ing question if he had re-

pented and had spent the

last 40 years helping poor
people.

In the end, I must side

with Ophuls In saying that

Barbie deserved his sen-

tence, and Justice was
served. Barbie was an evil

man, an must be punished
and act as a symbol that no
one can commit such
atrocities and get away with

it.

But, after listening to Mr.

Ophuls talk, that Ophuls
treads that narrow area be-

tween the search for Jus-

tice, and the search for re-

venge. This is not surpris-

ing. I imagine that I would
have similar feelings If I

were in his shoes.

While we must always re-

member our past, we can-

not live our lives in the past.

Life goes on, time stretches

out before us. While the

ghosts of our past will al-

ways surround us on this

Journey, we cannot let them
rule our actions. Germans
will not always be aggres-

sors, Jews will not always

be victims. All I hope for Is

that nobody will ever have

to be either.

(Please excuse my
rambllngs. It is late.)

A womb with a view By Marc Phillips

Hey folks, now that you've mastered the new math, it's time for

The New English

women - womyn
person- persyn

More words to look for in the future:

mankind- persynkind
manicotti- persynicotti

mandolin- persyndolin

female- fepersyn

manatee- persynatee

praying mantis- praying persyntis

Manhattan- Persynhattan

cement- cepersynt

Manitou Springs- Persynitou Springs

manure- persynure

Stay tuned for the latest breakthroughs in

neuter technology
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Female and minority profs

To the Editor:

I believe it would be use-

ful to put the statements of

Mr. Justin Blum's article,

"Disparity in Faculty Dis-

missals" into context.

Over the ten year period

from 1980-81 through
1989-90 . a total of 40 fac-

ulty members were consid-

ered for tenure - 25 men
and 15 women, including

five minority faculty . Of this

total three were denied

tenure and therefore offered

one-year non-renewable

contracts - two men and

one woman. Two of these

three were from minority

ethnic groups. During the

same ten year period 45

faculty members received a

third-year review - 27 men
and 18 women, including

nine minority faculty.

Usually that review is sim-

ply diagnostic, designed to

give faculty feedback on
students' and colleagues'

critical reaction to their

professional work. But a

negative third-year review

may lead to a one-year non-

renewable contract. That

happened five times over

the ten years, in the cases

of three men and two
women. One of the five was
from a minority ethnic
group. Occasionally faculty

leave involuntarily at a dif-

ferent point in their service

at the college. That hap-

pened at least three times

over the ten-year period.

One of the three was a

woman and one from a mi-

nority group. Over the same
years. 117 faculty were
formally recommended for

promotion, 86 men and 31

women. Of these, promotion

was denied in the cases of

15 men and two women.
One of those denied pro-

motion was from a minority

group. Most of those denied

promotion were promoted

in a subsequent year.

The percentage oftenured

and tenure-trackwomen on

the faculty rose gradually

through the decade, from

17,6% in 1980-81 to 24.8%
in 1989-90. Of the 19 ten-

ured women on the faculty

in 1989-90, 63% received

tenure during this decade.

I present these numbers
for sake of an accurate

record. They show the

relative infrequency of fac-

ulty dismissals and the

difficulty one encounters

trying to make confident

generalizations on e basis

of a few cases, in each of

which a multiplicity of fac-

tors were at play. It is true

that minority faculty and
women faculty have often

confronted special chal-

lenges to their success and
happiness at Colorado
College. It doesn't take

tenuous statistical infer-

ences to draw that conclu-

Greeks have much to offe

Letters

to the

Editor
sion. We all ought to rec-

ognize our personal obliga-

tions and opportunities to

create a more supportive en-

vironment that givescredence

to our verbal commitments

to a more diverse college.

The numbers do show how
painfully unsuccessful we
have been thus far in hiring

and retaining minority fac-

ulty, despite strenuous efforts

in good faith. They also show
some encouraging progress

in hiring and retainingwomen
faculty.

David D. Finley

Dean of the College

To the Editor:

As each fraternity and so-

rority undergoes its yearly

February transition with

new officers, new ideas, and

new issues, the intra-fra-

ternity and Panhellenic

Councils undergo the same
types of changes. These
changes, however, offer a

distinct opportunity for the

entire Greek system to

educate, encourage, and
enhance the Colorado Col-

lege community. '

A primary goal of the

newly elected Greek leaders

is to educate and inform

the entire campus of the

benefits that Greek life has

to offer not only its partici-

pants, but those students

choosing not to join a fra-

ternity or sorority. At the

same time, we realize that

education is a two way
street. In order to make the

Greek system better, we
must become more aware

and informed of different

campus organizations, and
understand their goals and
objectives.

This task, however, is not

going to be an easy one. The
misunderstandings and
mistakes the Greeks have

experienced in the past
cannot be repeated, and the

misconceptions and falla-

cies of Greek life cannot
continue. With our new
commitment to education,

these problems will suJ
be resolved.

To further this g0a ]

Greek councils encou
.

campus wide involv.

in Greek activities,

for constant commuu"
tion throughout Cc, f
nearly 1 in 3 stude

nls

member of the Greek
tern, this is an

e
-

achievable goal. Please]

free to speak with

president or active memh
They will be happy

t

swer questions on the

dividual house, ortheOti

system as a whole.

Finally, the Greek
sysii

has an unparalleled hum

resource potential to

hance educational
campus life opportune

for Colorado Collegi

dents. If this potential

utilized, even more son

it is now. the entire

community will benefit.

are excited at the challen

and opportunities thai

ahead for Greeks on
j

campus, and are sure l

with commitment towai

these and other

Greeks and non-Grei

alike will experience an

widerrange of opportunii

for personal and camp

growth at CC

Sincen

Intra-fratemity Com

Panhellenic Com

Graffiti markings around Colorado College
Graffiti from page 14

hatred towards men. Say-

ing "Dead men don't rape"

isn't anti-rape — it's anti-

men. These messages have
been posted furtively, mys-
teriously, anonymously,
which only reinforces their

terrorist overtones. Quite

honestly, they give me the

creeps. 1 don't see anything
wrong with publicizing the

names of convicted rapists,

and I don't see why the per-

sons who are writing these

things can't also come out

into the open like they want
rapists and rape victims to.

Correct me if I'm wrong,

but hatred and secrecy only

breed hatred and secrecy.

There Is a problem. I'm not

trying to diminish or ignore

that. I wouldjust like to see

administrators, students
and health professionals on
campus and in the city get

together with the people

who are writing on the walls

to create plans of action and
get programs started. I

think that open communi-
cation lines would accom-
plish more than writing on
walls. Whoever you are. I'm

on your side. But I happen
to like men. I would hate to

see 49% ofmy school alien-

ated by fear and hatred.

After all, 829 men at this

school are not rapists.

Free speech, continued
Continued from page 13
here, and listen to his words
with an open mind, but I

will act on what I believe

until he convinces me oth-

erwise.

Perhaps I would feel dif-

ferently if Hitler were com-
ing to speak. Would I be so

tolerant if I saw signs c

ing for the lynching ol

Afro-American? I do

know. But I do believe I

the only way to true ta«

edge is through d:

And ignorance, not

low man, is the true ent

AN ALTERNATE GRIP
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Editor:

Oi
ladies and gents, I

here to talk about sex-
1

Bu t this is a little dif-
'

( 1 am not talking

lit
how women are al-

pU t down and do not

[their fair share in life, I

talking about female

juvinist sows. You may

olV a few. You may even

one.
The article that got

i was byTracy Reed.
m^ equated maleness

I
aggression, hatred.

Neanderthal stupidity,

low,
let's get a few things

alght.
1 am pro-choice

j
anti-war (unusual for a

jei
according to Ms.

I guess.) I do not con-

ie the defacing or theft

terten foot penis. I have
raped anybody or

filing. I am quite "tes-

lerone-laden" (horny)

actually, I kind of like

lay, she calls us "ag-

sslve." Is writing a

thing sexist article and
ling a ten foot penis
iggressive towards the

esex?

ie gives the impression

t she thinks men are

te idiotic. Well, she
light that CC students

lid not harm her penis,

she says "this action is

surprising." If this is

stupid, it is at least

tradictory.

ie also thinks that men
filled with hatred (for

female sex, I suppose).

L she seems pretty full

latred for the male sex.

ick to the article. The
t two-thirds of It were
A bit prejudiced, but

hing to get too excited
tit. However, in the last

paragraphs, she starts

"ffiest that women build
Is-missiles for men and
i this will "reduce the
ilence ofrape and sexual
Wit." She thinks that if

1 had a papier-mache
is. they would not "need
rove anything."

* me stop right here
»y that Ms. Reed, if

*ete trying to be funny,
Med serious help. Stick
fcs that other people
'made, and you will go
'farther.)

. en to know some-

|
who received a

%. smiling penis thing

Fs girlfriends, and it

P changed his life. He
|nas to "reaffirm his
h00(

l." I guess—as if
Were a bad thing. The
' Roe vs. Wade cel-
u°n is a reaffirmation
'Reed's womanhood. I

etifshe considers that
thing, if We never

"•anything (which, by
y. is what the Roe vs.
decision does) we
"'' really get any-
she says that men

do not have very "construc-
tive means of acquiring pe-
nis-power." Whatever. I

guess "penis-power" is her
sexist term for the aggres-
sive male need to dominate
women. Sure, this exists,
but most men do not feel
this need. Shall we talk
about "pussy-power"? No,
let's not.

Look. Ms. Reed, I'm all for
equal rights among sexes,
races, religions, etc. But
male-bashing is not the way
to go about your cause. Why
don't you calmly and ratio-
nally speak to those who
need speaking to? I com-
mend you for calling up the
Phi Gamma Delta president
and asking for your con-
struction back, but writing
a sexist article is not going
to speed things up. Sexism,
no matter who it is directed
at, will only impede the road
to equality we have stared
on. Do you want to be
treated as an equal or a
superior? Think about it

please, and then re-read
your article. It might sur-
prise you.

Grand theft penis: Whose envy
(mistake) is it anyway?

Letters

to the

Editor

To the Editor:

In the last issue of The
Catalyst you published an
article I wrote regarding the
theft of the, hopefully now
infamous, 'missile' from the
Roe vs. Wade performance
last block. However, when I

picked up my copy of The
Catalyst on that Friday I

had some trouble finding
my article. ..It seems that
my title had been changed.
Now, for most articles I re-
alize that this may not be
much of an issue, but when
it comes to feminism, word-
choice is ofvital importance.
I purposely adopted a
somewhat condescending,
and sarcastic tone in my
article in an effort to point
out one of the true prob-
lems with society's gender-
typed expectations. The
Idea of what 'manhood'
means, has been completely

ours back!" Hmmm.

Scott Givens

Article opposes sexual equality

To the Editor:

Why do we ignore female
chauvinism? At this bastion
of liberal learning, any man
uttering even semi-chau-
vinist remarks goes down
in flurry of feminist rheto-

ric, but a woman making
analogous statements is

met more often than not
with silence. Is female
chauvinism not as unjust
or as damaging as male
chauvinism? Has our soci-

ety, so long immersed in

inequality and injustice,

forgotten the ideal of

equality?

I had assumed, until re-

cently, that feminists in

general sought equality be-

tween the sexes, but after

reading Tracy Reed's opin-

ions article I have begun to

wonder. Although Ms. Reed
never specified the group
with which she built the

"missile" to which she is so

attached. I think it would
be fair to assume that it is

some sort of feminist orga-

nization. Hopefully. Ms.
Reed does not speak for the

majority of this or any other

similar organization, but
her opinions are neverthe-

less indicative of an alarm-

ing trend in the thinking of

feminist extremists.

The article to which I re-

fer, "And yet another ex-

ample ofthe need to reaffirm

one's manhood, "is the most
chauvinistic article I have

ever read in any newspaper
or periodical. Ms. Reed ex-

plicitly stated that all hu-

man males are slaves to

some sort of craving for

By the way. your last sen-
tence is quite interesting in

terms of the Freudian con-
coction of penis envy: "We
don't care how big your
'missile' is, we just want skewered in our society to

mean a strong, powerful,
domineering man with an
equally substantial (i.e..

Big) penis to go along with
it. The decision of your of-

fice to re-title my article.

"And yet another example
of the need to reaffirm one's
manhood." simply aids in

perpetuating the idea that

there is a need to reaffirm

one's 'manhood' in the flrsl

place and consequently,
does not represent my ar-

ticle at all. I put a good deal

"penis-power" and are con-
sequently prone to acts of

theft and violence. What
evidence does she give to

support this allegation?The
actions of a small band of

immature, tasteless
thieves. Is this her idea of

justice? What is she trying

to accomplish? Remarks
such as hers directly oppose
any progress towards
equality between the sexes
and. for the sake of society,

should not go unchallenged.

Evan Moran

of thought into my chosen
title and like it for its sen-
sational shock value as well
as the additional play on
traditional stereotypes. Had
I known that you were go-
ing to discard my title, I

would have felt obliged to

mention penis-envy in the
text of my article. As it was
submitted, however, I felt

the statement was
enough..." GRAND THEFT
PENIS: [what a better eye-
catcher) WHOSE ENVY IS
IT ANYWAY". ..I think I

know, but It was certainly
an open-ended question.

I think that you must be
aware of the importance of
a catchy title in the limited
space of bold print in the
paper. Don't you agree that
my title would have been a

great draw of an audience?
I would suggest that In the
future, your staff should
have a greater respect for

the text and Intent of a con-
tributing author's submis-
sion, and perhaps consider
using the accompanying
phone number which you
require, to contact the au-
thor with any questions or
problems before going to

press. Wc are all busy, and
1 am angry that a substan-
tial portion of my audience
was lost through mls-rep-
resenlalion, and mistake
on your part.

Tracy Reed

Testosterone did not cause the war
To the Editor:

After reading an article

on page 13 of the February
1st Catalyst that said men
are evil, or something like

that. I went through three

stages of emotions. Of
course. I got angry. All that

testosterone swelled up in-

side of me as I read about
how men are responsible

for the gulf war, and appar-
ently, all the world's prob-

lems. Then I experienced a

feeling of hatred for all

feminist, anti-men.
wenches in the world. But I

got over it.

Finally. I felt hurt by the

way men are portrayed in

this article. The author
made me feel as though I

was being personally at-

Newspaper needs more variety
To the Editor:

I realize that you can do

anything you want with the

format ofThe Catalyst but you

are doing one thing which I

think sucks. What's the deal

with this weekly topic thing? It

really gets monotonous when
you have several articles say-

ing pretty much the same
thing. I find that the newspa-
per is much more interesting

when there is a wide variety of

articles.

I noticed a complete lack of

articles on homelessness and

poverty inyourlast issue. Why
is this? Are these only going to

be problems this week and

then disappear? I think not.

Since the world's problems

don't rotate on a weekly basis,

why should a newspaper?

Scott Givens

tacked.justforbcingaman.
She not only degraded men,
but also those groups with

different philosophies, such
as pro-war and anti-choice

groups. Her impression of

men and those who don't

agree with her is distorted

and probably based on per-

sonal problems. The war is

not something you can
blame on testosterone. Not
all men need to reaffirm

their manhood. Most men
don'l even think ahout rape.

And I really don't I; link men
care how big their 'missiles"

are.

And I'll tell you vhy your
"missile" was stolen. When
props and poster;, that de-

grade any race, religion, or

sex are erected in a public

place, they should, and will

be destroyed.

And about men. pro-war
supporters, and anti-choice

groups being laced with ha-

tred. These people bear no
more hatred than the pro-

peace, pro-choice, or femi-

nist groups, and they
should not be put down for

who they are. or what they

stand for.

If I offended anyone, I

apologize. I just thought
something had to be said.

Mike Drum
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Photos and opinions taken by Thomas ne

"Do you think homelessness is caused by

society or by individual circumstances?"

9w>i

Kelli Gcehan. Sr. - "I think

that homelessness can be

the result of a mixture of

personal and social factors.

Regardless of the cause, we
have an obligation to rec-

ognize and to attempt to

help these people."

Jay Johnston, Sr. - "Prob-

ably more personal than

social. No matter how"poor"

someone is, I believe they

could, if they want to, find

some job, somewhere and

earn some money to sup-

port themselves. How this

money Is spent is another

question. But I believe if a

person cares enough about

himself.he'll be motivated

to work, and will be able to

live off the streets."

Bill Young. Jr. - "Personal

conditions are often deter-

mined by various socio-

economic factors."

Andrew Heitner, So. - "One

could not be extreme and
say homelessness is caused
completely by either social

or personal problems.
People are shaped by differ-

ent environments and re-

spond accordingly. One
reason cannot be held re-

sponsible for the unavoid-

able problem of

homelessness."

Kristin Fischer, Jr. - "My
first opinion would be that

homelessness is a social

problem - or rather,

society's of "the system's"

inability to meet the needs

ofthe people who fall in the

margins of society. Of
course, it's possible that for

some people their homeless

condition is self-caused, but

the vast majority are for-

gotten and victimized by

harmful government poli-

cies."

Brooke Denisco, F.Y. -

"Both, but mostly social. I

don't think anyone wants

to be homeless, or ever in-

tends to be. Rather, they

get stuck in a situation that

our society traps them in,

making it extremely diffi-

cult to change or do any-

thing about it."

Mike Thompson, Jr. -"To

say that homelessness is

caused completely by ei-

ther social or personal rea-

sons is to oversimplify a

complex issue. In a capital-

istic society it is "survival

of the fittest" - one will be

rewarded according to their

usefulness in that society.

However , this usefulness

and marketability is highly

dependent on education in

modern society. Educa-
tional opportunities should

continue to be emphasized
and developed for the
underpriviledged and
needy."

Chris Petty, F.Y.
\

reason why people

homeless is a social pi

lem, because society

them become this

They stay homeless beca

thesy lack the will

and skills to rejoin sock

Josh Cohn, F.Y. - "Yes -

both. I would guess that the

answer you get depends on
where you look. There is

economic hardship, men-
tal illness, and then there

are probably those who
choose not to have a home
- but this is a minor part I

think."

r

Susan O'Neill, F.Y.

homelessness is thou!1

as a personal P'*
there is the threat of!

ingthe victim. Society'

is responsible for P
1

living on the streets

one chooses to live
°'

street. Our country

wipe out the proble»

decided it was anj

tant enough prio™

long as we all look a*j

allow it to continue

our responsibility-
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iuitar god Michael Hedges to reveal
ospel of guitar in Armstrong Theater
L, Rosenfeld

oStjc
guitargod Michael

js
will perform what

Kes to be a fantastic

^^ this Saturday evening

is Armstrong Theatre,

jtjody who isn't going

should go to the show,

ody who is going skiing

li)
cancel their plans and

ieshow instead. Tickets

„],, 5 bucks with a CC
deal which, as usual,

be beat.

jies' distinctive style

hhehascalledvariously

sh acoustic." "heavy

I" and "savage myth"

r| is characterized by a

variety of techniques

as slapping, hammer-

nilling. and rapid finger-

ig. He lists among his

sices steel-string legend

ottke. jazz guitarist Pat

io, the Beatles and the

century composers
k and Feldman.

emotional, energetic

ada, chaos, Flounder"
miing that's wacked is Flounder"

style of Hedges' five studio
albums betrays his extensive
musical training and diverse
background: in addition to
his preferred guitar, he plays
piano, cello, clarinet, and
flute, and for the past few
years has experimented very
successfully with the harp
guitar - a standard six-string

with a bass-string appendage
on which he plays both
bassline and melody in songs
such as the title track from
his 1988 album LiueFrom the
Double Planet

Hedges' virtuosity, however,
is not confined to his studio
recordings. Since the 1981
release of his debut album
Breakfastinthe Field, Hedges'
live concerts have been a
major factor in his develop-
ment. His energetic shows are

known as showcases both for

original compositions and for

his own versions of songs by
other artists: he has been
known to perform live songs
by Bob Dylan, AC/DC. Neneh

Cherry, the Beatles. Prince
and the Rolling Stones us-
ing only his acoustic guitar
and sometimes his charm-
ing (though rather thin)
voice.

This voice has been used
more frequently on Hedges'
recent recordings as well,

including last year's Tap-
root, which contains several
vocal songs - one track
features Hedges harmoniz-
ing with David Crosby and
Graham Nash - in addition
to the usual array of beau-
tiful instrumental pieces. It

is from Taproot that a large
portion of Saturday's show
should come, but material
from his first five albums is

sure to appear, along with a
few surprises.

By the way, doors will

open at 8 pm for the 8:15
show, and tickets are on
sale at The Prelude. Inde-
pendent Records. KRCC,
and the Worner desk. If

there are any left, buy them.

Grf. Feb

2X

[ instead of going along
1Cset format of reviewing

P'this portion ofthe arts
™b weekmy little spiel

*out the local group
* and my meeting with

,tl,in
S that's wacked is

finingthat'swrong

outofit" SosaysScottAtkinson.

Flounder's trombone player and

synthesizer programmer. No.

wait. That wasjust a joke. He is

actuallythedrummerand some-

time vocalist.

The other members of Floun-

der are Jim Biron on vocals and

guitar ( and the only effects he

uses is a " 1967 superfuzz pedal")

and Jim Burkholderon the bass

(whose "only effect is

Yegermeister"). The first Jim.

Biron. is a CC alumni and a

former member of the Jiz and
Bone Harvest. The second Jim,

Burkholder,and Scottareformer

members of Fear and Loathing

and the Grateful Dudes. Scott

was also a member of Shiloh

(which they spelled incorrectly

somehow. Scott could not re-

member how itwas spelled and I

certainlydidn't know). Five Guns
West, and theAmbush Brothers.

Flounder has been together

"spiritually for two years," but in

reality for about five months. Ac-

tually Flounder came about as

another incarnation of Bone
HarvestThetwoJimswere inthe

band and their previous drum-
mergotintoamotorcycleaccident.

This accident impairedhimtothe

point that he could not play and
formonthsafterwardsallhecould

say was "fuck you pig." So in

preparation for a gig Scottjoined

themand in the course ofa week

they learned and wrote the

material for the show. Afterward

one of them commented that

they "floundered through the

show." Thus the name.

Theirshowsinclude fourorfrve

people onstage: dancing, naked,

on trampolines, banging on ob-

jects. People get involved at a

Flounder show. However, reac-

tions vary one time "pool balls

were still racked after twenty

minutes" because the players

weretoobusystaringattheband.

"Everyonehasagoodtfme.'People

havesaidthattheyVe "neverseen

anything like it."

Now for the music itself. The
band members mentioned
Firehose, the Butthole Surfers.

BlackSabbath. Mudhoney.John
Coltrane. "The Brady Bunch"

theme. LedZepplin.JimiHendrix

and The Fluid as their inspira-
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Michael Hedges in a relaxed moment
Photo by Carl Studna

uoiis.Theydescribed theirsound
as a Mozart sound. Their songs
have titles such as "Kill Your
Mind

.""GranolaTrail,""BigJim's

HeavyPettingZoo,""Mr,Twinke."

and "THC." The music is a
"Nietzchean reawakinging" and
"not too didactic." Their songs

can change in the middle from a

burly, distorted sound Lo a clean

one.JimBurkholdercommented
that someone else said their

"groove is from the pelvis, not the

heart."The otherJim said "Dada,

chaos, Flounder." In addition to

their original material the band
also performs The Doors' "Peace

Frog" and a rendition of "The

Munsters" theme song; well, they

did once.

Whenaskedtocomment about
the local music scene they said

"we're moving to Portland.''They
also said Colorado Springs "is a

good place ifyou don't wanna do

anything with your band."

The abundant Flounder graf-

fiti can be blamed on "over zeal-

ousfans"andthegroupinnoway

endorses it. They hope to go into

the studio soon and do some
recording. Jim Burkholder said

,"We want to sell out as soon as

possible."Asa finalcommentone
ofthem (sorry, I can't remember
which one) said "Flounder is

dope." Alter this we discussed in

detail just exactly how Is

"Quesidlla" [sic] spelled.

Flounder will be playing at 423
E. Cucharus with Blowhole on

February 22 and tickets are on

sale at Independent. They will

also be playing at the Under-

ground on March 2 1 . In addition

to these shows, they might be

opening up for All at some point

in the future. Sogo and see them

sometime.

How do you spell "Quesidlla"

anvwav?

Echoes to be
performed at

Poor
Richard's

By Erin Kennedy
Staff Writer

Directed by CC's own T,

Kate Pagel, Echoes is a story

of a man and woman trying to

build a paradise ofhappiness
while in an asylum. Within

this absorbing drama by N.

Richard Nash is the struggle

between illusion and reality,

a love made vulnerable by the

asylum, relationships, and
their subsequent destruction

by the Intrusion of the out-

side world.

Local actors Richard "Buck"

Buchanan and Mary
Sprunger-Froese play Sam
and Tilda; Ed Devlne plays

The Person. Presented by
First Strike Theater at Poor

Richard's, Echoes opens this

Friday, and runs Fridays and
Saturdays at 8 p.m., Feb. 15-

16 & 22-23. For reservations

and tickets, call 685-440 1 or

471-3405; ticket price is

$4.00.
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CC professor nominated for Pulitzer Prize o

=—^=^^=-1 Uons.
we seem to be largely ignoring. First British Empire.- J Btle

mm'
Professor David Hendrickson, co-author ofEmpire of

Liberty: The Statecraft ofThomas Jefferson.

Photo courtesy ofDavid Hendrickson

Uons.

Hendrickson, a continual pro-

ponent of heeding carefully the

lessons suggested by history,

speculatedthatJeffersonwould

not have been pleased with US
actions in the Gulf. "Jefferson

would have been appalled by

the ease with which the Bush

admlnistrationenteredthiswar."

This is not to suggest, argues

Hendrickson, that Jefferson

floated out ofthe mainstream of

early American foreign policy.

Even Hamilton, normally con-

sidered a "wild-eyed hawk,"

would have opposed the United

States policy in the Gulf. "Nei-

ther Jefferson nor Hamilton ,

thetwo great adversaries ofthis

period, would have supported

this war."

Specifically, Hendrickson re-

calls one ofthe lessons ofhistory

we seem to be largely ignoring.

"Hamilton believed this country

should not go to war unless it

was necessary to preserve our

honor or to avoid the sacrifice of

some right or interest ofmate-

ria] orpermanent importance."

In Hendricksoris view, these

conditions arenotpresentinthe

Gulf.

The book, as suggested in the

New YorkTimesBookReview of

Jury4. 1990. is oddly prophetic

in echoing this sentiment,

claiming, "Empire ofLiberty is a

forceful reminder that even in

the hands of our most brilliant

Presidents,crusadesabroadare

a poor substitute for reasoned

and restrained analysis."

Empire ofliberty is the second

book Tucker and Hendrickson

have authored together. Their

previous book. The Fall of the

First British Emp
of the War ofAmer^J
pendencewasalsoweiw
Hendricksoris other »„ y0
dudeR^orrning Defense*

Future ofAmerican Sfrj J,ck

Hendricksonhastaughij
uSe

Colorado College
since

I ess

and is a '76 ~— '

thi

lei'

Bl-»

eley

[cia

pen

the

cat

ofC

at S

:Une

1982 he received his^ J

C

[rc

from Johns Hopkins,«T^
studied under Robert

lj

He ismarried toCleliadeji

also a 76 CC. graduate

twin children, Wesel

Whitney, were bom
1990.

Hendrickson is currently

ing an essay on the rj

American foreign policy j

junction with The Com
Foreign Relations, a (fay

based think tank.

By Mike Shaver

The Gulf Crisis continues to

reshape the way inwhich inter-

nationalleadersevaluate actions

in what is repeatedly described

as a "global village." In many

ways, however, the current cri-

sis is something which can also

be evaluated in an historical

context.

David Hedrickson's latest book

Empire ofUberty: The Statecraft

of Thomas Jefferson, co-

authored by Robert Tucker, of-

fers an analysis of Jefferson's

conduct in the international

arena. The book offers a num-
ber of lessons seemingly foTgot-

ten by contemporary practitio-

ners of statecraft.

Hendrickson and Tucker's

book has been nominated by

the publishers at Oxford Press

for a Pulitzer Prize, and has

received widespread critical ac-

claim. Thisweek, TheWallSireet

Journal pronounced it "splen-

did" and earlier, the New York

Ttmescalledit"anexcellentbook

that isthebestsuccinctaccount

ofJefferson's foreign policy and

a superb primer for under-

standingAmerica's response to

the outside world." The book

also represents a noteworthy

accomplishment in that it is in

large part an historical exami-

nation carried out by two politi-

cal scientists. RobertTucker is a

professorofAmericandiplomacy

at Johns Hopkins University's

school for Advanced Interna-

tional Studies, and David

Hendrickson is an associate

professor of political science at

Colorado College.

Although historians have rou-

tinely cautioned againstinroads

by political scientists. Tucker

and Hendrickson have never-

theless managedtopleasethem,

writing a book which is, in the

words ofTheNew York Review,

"a clear-headed and ampry in-

formed scrutiny ofhowThomas
Jefferson pictured America's

place In a largelyunenlightened

world."

While the book is, as the title

suggests, an analysis of the ca-

reer of Thomas Jefferson as a

statesman, it does not overlook

theissueswhich are continually

relevant in the rapidly develop-

ing sphere ofinternational rela-

Every day 8:00-1:00

$1.00

Cappuccino

rua-

I

YEARS AHEAD
HAIR DESIGN

• "Spiral Perms - $40.00 (reg $65.00)

• Facials - $10.00
• Unlimited Tanning - 30 days for $40.0C

» Free Facials w/bdghlight

15 % off all services with CC ID

118NTejon, Suite 301 /Tiff 5^5?
Above Old Chicago's V-J-J"^^^^
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Lie a land so rich that

y
0U crack the rock.

flows from it. We say

-Kwomen are that land.

it expresses our
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oulder to be rocked by Sweet Honey

Inand strength.'

Reagan's words, the

iuse

|j fSweet Honey in the

tlus
interpretation of a

I is where the name of

Black women's vocal

,
came from. Reagan

i ffith
Evelyn Harris.

|ia
Johnson, and

ieen
Williams will per-

0,eir
soulful a capella

. at the Macky Audito-

"ofCU-Boulder this Sun-

it 8 pm. And "anyone

jingjust to boogie or to

a few
spirituals is in for a

jse." Just listening to a

jing of this mixture of

inandblues, gospel,jazz.

national folk music, I

n't help but tap my foot

ib my head and hum
These women's voices

and support each other

cisely theydemandmore
the merely entertained

they command you to

(ormeaning froma voice

ig to you from beyond.

There is something powerful
in singing a capella. without
instrumentalaccompaniment;
it is a power in the absence of
mechanical sound that high-
lights the pure and natural
sound of the human voice. In

Afro-American culture that
power is called "Nommo" and
means power of the spoken
word. The voice is Sweet Honey
in the Rock's instrument and
they can make it sound like a
drum or a triangle or a key-

board. The spirit that calls

people to make music is not
filtered though a synthesizer

or shiny brass hom but runs
directly from person to per-

son. They weave and blend in

a complex variety of vocal ef-

fects and phrasing - changing
octaves, slurring, sliding,

pausing, and making rhyth-

mic interjections that add up
to an inspired new collective

musical expression."*

The human source of their

music iscomplemented by the
human topics they celebrate

in song.Theirsongsrangefrom
having children to Martin
Luther King. Jr., to kissing to

the oppression ofSouthAfrica,
and to "affirm[rng] the identity

ofblackwomen [to] the dignity

HQjf OPEN,
FRIDAYS

2 FORI
*ring in this coupon and
lrchase two expressos or

pes for the price of one
121 East Bijou 632-6100

of all women."
Sweet Honey in the Rock

formed in 1974 and they like

to "think of their music as
political organizing work
rather than as entertain-
ment."* Hearing these four
women sing together teases
your ears until you are hear-
ing one voice and all the facets

and emotions of the person-
ality behind that voice. If you
get a chance, go see Sweet
Honey in the Rock on Sunday
- there are still plenty of tick-

ets available at Budget Tapes
and Records - give your ears a
little treat.

I'AU quotes from McHenry,
Susan. 'Testifying with Sweet
Honey in theRock,"MS. Vol 7.

Sept. 1978. pp. 37-41.)

G
§weetH^neyin theRQdp

GOODNEWS

Hey! Hey? Was that Alfre Woodard?
By Jonathan Knight
Staff Writer

Wednesday, Jim Malcolm
of the Drama and Dance
Department introduced
Alfre Woodard to a group of

about fifty Colorado College
students.

"Her distinguished ca-
reer," said Malcolm, "rates

her as one of America's
leading actresses." As a
black actress, said Malcolm,
"she has no peer." Woodard
has received at least six

Emmy award nominations,
and has won two of them,
one of which was for her
portrayal in the pilot TV
movie of Hill Street Blues .

She has also received an
academy award nomination
for her work in the motion
picture Cross Creek . Her
role of which she seems
most proud is that ofWinnie
Mandella in Mandella .

Woodard has also been
classically trained and has
performed in New York's

Shakespeare Festival.

Enough on bio. "It's bor-

ing." said Woodard. In a

very personal setting, she
instead expanded on ques-

tions from students con-

cerning her life, her art. and
her beliefs. A dedicated
activist, Woodard told us
that Mandella was espe-
cially Important to her be-
cause she felt like she was
"a voice of people who are
voiceless." The role ex-
tended beyond art. She also

discussed non-traditional

casting, its pros and cons,
and how it is a shame that
the term even exists. She
told us of her experiences
working with people like

Denzel Washington, who is

a close friend of hers.
"Denzel is a wonderful ac-

tor .. . scientific almost."

And with a gleam in her

eye, Woodard confessed
that one ofher initial desires

for working with him
stemmed from the fact that

"he's drop-dead gorgeous."

Woodard has just come
off of a movie, and will im-

mediately begin work on a

new film. Although she is

happy with the amount of

work she is getting, she told

us that relative to her white
actress peers, she rarely

works. This is fact of life

due to the misconceptions
of scared producers,

Woodard seemed to be say-
ing. I would paraphrase
what seemed to be her
strongest point as such:
"Everywhere in America,
people of every race, color

or gender are doing every-

thing from brain-surgery to

sweeping up the blood af-

terwards, to practicing law.

to selling groceries. And
yet Hollywood producers—
at the risk of generalizing
— still ignorantiy advocate
that "Americans don't want
to see black people doing
this, or doing that.' It's

bogus. They say that
American people don't want
lo see fat people get ro-

mantic, and yet the major-
ity of America is fat. For

some reason, Hollywood
takes the few skinny, un-
derfed people and puts them
in front of the screen."

She closed the session by

reading us a cutting from a

poem by James Baldwin. I

found Alfre Woodard to be a

wonderfully charming,
beautiful person. I feel

lucky to have shared time

with her and I wish her all

of the success that she de-

serves.

Hair Designers for Men & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes, Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827% Tejon at Cache La <Boudrt 632-3531
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Another outside look at an L.A. Story
By John Keilman
Staff Writer

The poles of our nation,

the centers ofattention and

ambition great and small,

have been foryears the grist

of the popular filmmaking

mill. On the one side we

have New York, where
Woody Allen's witty

Manhattanites cinemati-

cally coexist with Sidney

Lumet's tough Bronx de-

tectives. Wonderful — si-

multaneously urbane and

raw stuff. Just the roman-

1 ic ideal needed for those of

us in the midlands, the

.omethingtowns, the Fort

•omeplaces. and the

iomewhere Springs.

But on the other coast we
have...Los Angeles.

Hollywood. Venice Beach.

Malibu! Gangs, surfers,

bodybuilders, transvestites,

big hair, small brains! While

the golden days of Holly-

wood still draw a sigh from

filmmakers, movies about

Los Angeles itself rarely fail

to contain a thinly disguised

contempt, a curious self-

loathing of its brown air,

endless concrete, and
unambitious lack of so-

phistication.

Popular is the outsider

film, such as "Beverly Hills

Cop." where a visiting pro-

tagonist can share both our

perverse curiosity and our

disdain for this plastic

kingdom. A serious, even

sentimental film about Los

Angeles? Come on.

Steve Martin's latest star

vehicle cannot quite shake

a trace of this phenomena,

hard as it tries. "LA Story"

is still a tale of paradox —
the embracing of the trite

even as we kick ourselves

for doing it. The film rises

out of an inevitable sense of

satire, but all the while it

tries to reconcile itself to its

these films He hates his in town to do a feature on subject is the chos
f.

job and wants to be a se-

rious newsman." He works

for a station manager de-

cades younger than him-

self (who dresses as though

he has just escaped deten-

tion and is cruising to the

mall). He lives in a nice

suburb, with nice, eccentric

neighbors, and has a '"sig-

nificant other" who takes

hours to put on her make-

up. "Ripe for drastic

change!" screams the invis-

ible sign on his head.

The promised drastic

events bloom with the help

of a sympathetic highway

sign (the kind that flashes

road conditions and other

the city and its inmates.

The outsider has appeared.

sic. The movie
montage of suffic

Pens,

le
"H

Through her persona, we rageous and cliche |1

are given permission to once penings to the t Urie

again savor the city's oddi- old. scratchy Freud,

ties. From the post-modern During the roJ
chrome and neon clothing scenes, the pa s r

!s

'

stores to the omnipresent enaded by Enya,
the

Tail 0' the Pup hot dog chanteuse. No "1 ^
stand, we foreigners can here — the old prej

U(
|

wallow, like her, in the gor- obviously still alive.
(

geous decadence and un- nental music is arJ

abashed shallowness ofLos_ flesh out the West

Angeles. " skeleton.

The construction of "LA "LA Story" does
n,

Story" is as ambiguous as to cure the complex,

America's attitude towards Hollywood possesses:

the city itself. It is a mix- itself, and it really

ture of pure satire and fas- nothing about th e

cination, of disgust and which has not alreadi

longing. Sara tells another the subject offriendly advice), which gives longing. Sara tells anotner tne suDject oi com

subtle counsel to weary British emigre, "Don't be films. TV sit-coms,

resident such as he. "LA snobbish," and that is at music videos. But
i|

,„... .„ lr , , „, v . „ wants to help you!" it says, least one ofthe messages of tains at heart a ten

subiect to prove that all is And so suddenly, without this film. Another, though, attitude, one of neith,

not hollow in the cradle of precedent, the spirit incar- is "look at how ridiculous head narcissism no,

this place is!" For though tentiouscondemnatio

people complain of the city film mirrors the du

and mock it throughout, no enigma which identfi

one seems to want to leave, city formost non

Southern California.

Martin plays a humani-

ties scholar-cum-"Wacky
Weatherman" who personi-

fies the sell-out character-

istic never missing from

nate of America' second-

largest city makes its screen

debut.

Help arrives in the person

of Sara (Victoria Tennant).

a British journalist who is

Acentral clue to the film's

hesitance to embrace its

We have seen LA, ait

At the brewery.

.

Event r*r. *^
5- the -ms&&iswx®L- orwi-eeefi-

beer went down like an elevator

without a cable, smooth in the

shaft, but hard at the bottom.

Yes. there is a catch to this beer.

Though it does flow well, the

taste is not one of heavy drink-

ing, and we suggest sampling a

few other Beckett's brews. Oth-

erwise you'll probably be put-

credit card limits here."

"Bet they don't check l.D. ei-

ther."

The Serious Stout tasted a lot

like coffee.butwas stillcold after

drinking the four other beers,

which is nota nice thought. Jon
— "I mean cold coffee with al-

cohol, 1 don't knowww, I mean I

ting downyards ofthe stuff, and just don't knowww." Actually

spendingtherestofyourbmein this stuff was O.K., but then

By Andy Kane &
Jon Feiges

Staff Writers

Well, thisweektheboozersleft

he safe confines of the Mont-

gomery taste-quarters, for the

ooldunknown, betterknownas
Beckett's Brewhouse. This lo-

ale is home to a recent yuppie

tad, the micro-brewery, but we
vere surprised to find the de-

Jghts that it truly contained,

'-lemingway would have been

jlad to sit in this clean, well-lit

jlace, as long as he was only

hirsty— the grub is a tad ex-

pensive— the beer was cold, it

vas wet, and sometimes good.

Beckett's gets their five dis-

Iinctbrewsfromsome olderkids

ipnorth attheBoulderBrewing

Company. The company sup-

jlies two other outlets in Fort

Collins and its home town, and

XJtUes it own beer with generic

lames on the labels— Pale Ale.

Bitter. Stout, Porter, and Sport

ockbeer?). In fact, they some-

iow knew we were coming be-

ause they already had this

pecial—fivetastes (halfaglass

—

ompletely wimpy, three sips

Dps, unless you're a girlieman)

>r four bucks. OK they have

thistrialdealallthetime. Butin

the interest of saving you from

wasting good cash on a small

glass with a little beer, we rec-

ommend just buying the larger

bar portions, afoot ($2.50), and

ayard ($4.50). Beckett's, which

used to be Finn's Seafood Grill,

also has a happy hour which

runs from 4-6 p.m. and 9-11

p.m. all week long with 99«

draughts. Let us tell you a little

bit about their hoppy product.

We started with the Grizzly

Brown Ale. and upon our first

taste of the micro-brewery's

output, we were a bit put offby

the heavy taste of hops, and

could not understand the bars'

claim that this beer had a "dry

finish." They alsodescribed this

beer usingJon's favorite yuppie

term, "nutty." and consequently

it received atwo from him. Andy
just wasn't into the Saga coffee

flavor ofthis swill, and also gave

it a two.

The next swallow was Ram's

Gold Ale. We must have gotten

used to the overly hoppy style

because weboth liked the flavor

of this draught. Andy, momen-
tarily distracted by local fauna

(you guess), was not distracted

fromthe"quaffability"ofit. The

the latrine. We both rated it a

four in the fewseconds it took to

drink it and moved on to the

next beer, a real mutt. Red Dog

Ale.

Neither ofus hadmuch to say

about it. only an exchange of

strange looks and feral growls,

"1.-2."

Harvest Wheat Ale. our next

sip. was similar to the Ram's,

but by this time we were a little

sick of hops, and only gave a

two. It'skind oflike the Bud Lite

of Beckett's.

"Hey, there's Mark
Glaze. ...guess they don't check

again we felt one was enough.

Both of us rated it a three.

As far as the decor and at-

mospheregoes atthisBrewpub,

we found it clean and pleasant.

It didn't have any sleazy wait-

resses, any Bon Jovi tunes

playing in the background, or

any shot specials with lame

names like "pink satin panties."

In fact, the jukebox was well-

stocked, and the Neil Sedaka

recordswhichwereplayingcould

almostbeheard overthenoise of

the Cappuccino machine.

Beckett's had good beer prices,

and interestingflavors, definitely

worth it for a happy hoi

Next week — drinking

park.

The next sectioi

added for no other 1

than to see if we're

censored.
(Fuck you, you

yuppie scum dogs. &

and I hope yourAm;
and your wife won'lt

you. If you had any

you'd stop talking

recycling and actus

off your soft celluli

move.]

If no profane woi

peared in the pn

piece, we were the

victims of Catalyst]

ship.

Ancient European

-If I was your wilt,

arsenic in your tea.

-If you were my

drink it.

CRIMES AND
M ISDEMEANDR

bru
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A.. -My Name is Alice"

February 22-24, 8 pm
Armstrong Hall, rm. 32
Free with activity card

$5 to the public, at Womer Desk

Cameron Grant, recital

Packard Hall

feb . 17, 3 pm

Max Lanner and Jeani Muhonen
piano and flute concert

Packard Hall

Friday, Feb. 22, 8 pm

Saul

The Colorado Springs Chorale
Saturday, Feb. 16. 8 pm

"My Big Land"

Moscow Theater
Armstrong Hall

Feb. 17, 8 pm
Free with activity card

$8 to public, at Womer Desk

Swingle Singers and
Colorado Springs Symphony
"Bach to the Beatles"

March 8 and 9

Colorado Springs Symphony
Pikes Peak Center
March 1. 2,and 3
tickets at Pikes Peak Center

Chanticleer
Vocal prevision
Sunday, March 3. 8 pm
$9 for tickets; 542-1211
use

Big Head Todd and the Monsters
Saturday. February 16. 9:30 pm
Boulder Theater
Tickets at Boulder Theater. $5
2 1 ID required

Barry and the Rainbows
For kids!

Boulder Theater
$4, at Boulder Theater

Les Miserables
Denver Auditorium
June 4-8

Group, senior, and student rates
From$15-$38

Loudon Watnwrtght
Boulder Theater
Friday. Feb. 22, 8 pm
$13.40
21 ID required

The Mellow Fellows
Boulder Theater
Saturday. Feb. 23. 9 pm
$7
21 ID required

Repertory Dance Theatre
Concert Performance
Arts Center Theater
Friday. Feb. 22. 8 pm
Call 542-1211 for tickets

use

Bela Fleck and the
Flecktones
March 27
Shove Chapel

Savoy Truffle

Feb. 21
Tiger Pit

Free admission and
free beer

ii

&/x if

at the Colorado College Bookstore

By Phil Brown

Now, I come from Wash-
ington, DC, where life is

pretty intense. 55 isn't fast

enough; rich isn't rich

enough; yellow isn't blonde

enough; fast isn't fast

enough. When I'm at CC, I

feel like time moves just a

little slower than it ought

to: people drive like nursing

home escapees and cattle

branding is still the big

weekend event. Well, if

Colorado Springs is a little

slow. Zimbabwe is on
quaaludes. Things just

don't move along here; there

is a paper shortage, but you

still sign 6000 different

pieces of paper in triple du-

plicate just to cash a

traveller's check.

But 1 can't say it's a bad
place. People smile at you.

whether they're begging or

not. Taxis are only 80 cenls;

and are way-groovy unless

the eight other passengers

are wide loads. You can even

eat a burger at the local

Whimpy Hamburger Stand.

Yep...ol' Zimbabwe is pretty

kosher, but a few things

suck bad. Catsup Is one of

them.
Now, catsup is missing

something in a bad way:

When I suck down some
greasy chow. I want my cat-

sup to work like the catsup

on TV. where the guy puts

the bottle on ils side on his

balcony, walks downstairs,

buys a hotdog, scopes a

babe, eats his dog sugges-

tively, goes bowling, does

Dallas, spends many days

trying to unsuccessfully

explain the new 8-plus
block plan to a high school

senior, buys another
hotdog. and catches the

catsup which has only be-

gun to fall. I want thick,

slow catsup. But the Zim-

babwean catsup is closer to

spaghetti sauce. Raslall

spaghetti sauce even.

Reagan probably wouldn't

even count this catsup as a

vegetable.

Other things arejusl butt

weird here. When folks

thinkot music, for example,

they think of the Bhundu
Boys. Thomas Mapfumu.
Lucky Dube. and other

bands that bring a boy lo

Irie with the Jah-Oman, but

when the Air Zimbabwe (I'm

not kidding) plane landed,

they played John Denver,

And the local radio isn't

much better; (hey shift from

Front Line Kids to

Technoironlc to the Beach
Boys. I never guessed that

Brian Wilson could stay

above water In Zimbabwe.
Yeah. well. I'm heading

west to Botswana. I'll let

you know what's screwed

up (here later on. Over
catsup-lfy some Benji fries

for me. Stay tuned....
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Big Cats regain footing after losing skid
By Dirk Dykes &
Rod MacCauley

The road trip to California

seems to have taken a toll on

the Big Cat swimmers, who
suffered their first losing

streak of the season. Three

shark attacks, one eye loss

and a drive-by shooting had

a weakening effect on the

Cats as they lost to DU and

Metro State College. Pum-

meled by the powerful Pio-

neers and ravaged by the

raging Roadrunners. the Big

Cats were beginning to look

like wet rats. Tim "Kotowski-

mania" Kotowski was so up-

set that he contemplated

dropping his now world-fa-

mous weight program. Steve

"Skinnier than Hutch" Hicks

was the team's only bright

spot, with his two victories

against Metro State.

"With so many injuries,

we just couldn't compete,"

said Coach Jerry Lear.

Needing a win, the Cats

found themselves in the pit

they call the School of Mines

Nadatorium. Things did not

start out very well, as the

Orediggers swept the first

relay, hut before captainTom
"Fottage" Feline could say,

"We're getting our asses

kicked." the Cats struck

back. Joe "Animal Inductee"

Hutchinson lapped all in the

1000 free and the left-right

combo of Chris "Want to see

my BA" Lorson and John

"Quick-Start" Keilman were

already toweling off by the

time their competitors were

finished. The 200 IM also

brought big points as Hicks

and Marcus "Mucus"

Hummels went 1-2 in the

event.

The Big Cat divers proved

once again to be unstop-

pable, even though the com-

petition was tough.

"The final outcome was in

doubt for longer than usual."

claimed Coach Cill Hill, "but

they really created some

havoc out there." Divers Karl

"Seatbelt" Butt and Justin

"Spread" Radley placed first

and second in both the re-

quired and optional sections.

'These twomay be the best

small liberal arts school on

the block plan divers in the

nation, bar-none," said Steve

"On the Bus" Bartos afterthe

event.

The second half ofthe meet

brought even more success.

Sid "The Farewell Drug"

Santos and "Rhythmless"

Mike Fosterboth sped to good

times in the 100 fly. Then in

the 100 free, Lorson and

Keilman struckagain despite

competition from the

Oredigger's biggest bodies.

In the next three events, the

Big Cats took first and either

second or third.

"It was all but over after

that point." stated Caleb

"Snicker" Snyder. Snyder

was completely correct be-

cause the Big Cat 200 free

relay of Hummels, Lorson,

Santos, and Andy "Cancer"

Kane touched out Mines' last

hope.
"Whatever was the prob-

lem last week, we have over-

come. We took no prisoners,

made no exceptions, and

swam like men." said an ab-

sent Dave 'That Test Had

Nothing on Me" Moore.

With third place wrapped

up in the tough ISL stand-

ings, the Big Cats are look-

ing toward the conference

meet later in the month. All

time CC records are bound

to fall and national rankings

are bound to increase as the

meet unfolds and as Randy
"Benzel" Peroxide stated.

"With a good taper, good re-

lays, and a good haircut, no

one will touch us."

Women suffer

over block break
By Adam McVeigh
Staff Writer

While the bulk ofthe Colorado College campus
was havingan enjoyable blockbreak, thewomen's

basketball team continued to struggle. Their

season-long frustrations continued, as the Lady

Tigers dropped a contest at New Mexico High-

lands, 87-70. The team was led by Heather

Cowan and Para Wilson, who each had 20 points

and 10 rebounds in the loss.

Over the break, the team traveled to Ne-

braska, where they first took on Midland
Lutheran College. They were snuffed in that

one, losing 88-57. The team was led by Mary
Bueno, who added 19 to the losing effort. Also

in Nebraska, the ladies played Doane College,

losing that one 92-65. The team was led by Pam
Wilson, with 21 points. In response to the three

defeats, where the closest margin of defeat was
17 points, Heather Cowan said, "It's really

frustrating. We'll stay with a team really well

the first half, and then not come out with the

same intensity in the second half. That's what
happened in all those games."

Junior Pam Wilson, the team's Ail-American

hopeful, faltered a little over block break. Going
into the game atNM Highlands, she was averaging
23.4 ppg. At this time, she is averaging 22.5

ppg. This slight drop can be attributed to her 10
point performance at Midland Lutheran. On the

upside, she increased her rebounding average

from 9.4 to 9.6 rpg.

Photo by Tyler Sle

Senior Karl Butt extends himself as he prepare to I

hit the water. Butt tookfirst place in the Mines

meet over block break.

Men's hockey falters;

ends successful streakl
By Chip Roehrig

Staff Writer

On January 29th, the Colo-

rado Collegemen's hockeyteam

had just defeated the Air Force

Academy 4-3, and they seemed

poised tomakea finalcharge up

the Western Collegiate Hockey

Association standings.

On the eve of their February

l-2seriesagainstSt.CloudState,

theTigershadwon eight oftheir

last fourteen games. In the pro-

cess theyimproved their record

from 1-14-1 to a more respect-

able 9-20-1. The streak had

moved CC within five points of

seventh place Michigan Tech.

Sixth place St. Cloudwas also in

their sights.

Unfortunately for the Tigers,

theHuskies had different ideas.

They came into the Broadmoor

and swept the Tigers 4-3 on
Friday and 7-3 Saturday.

Lastweekend, CC traveledto

Wisconsin to take on the de-

fending National Champion
Wisconsin Badgers: a difficult

place to make up ground. The
Tigers played the third place

Badgers tough, but fell both

nights.

During Fridays 5-2 loss. CC
had five players injured.

"Saturday was by far our

gutsiest effort of the season,"

said Tiger coach Brad Buetow.

"We had five guys go to the

hospital with injuries from Fri-

day night's game. Four ofthem

wound up playing and playing

well."

Two goals by first-year Jody

Jaraczewski and Jon
Gustafson's 39 saves kept

things close, but the team's he-

roic efforts fell just short. Wis-

consin wrapped up the game
with an empty net goal withjust

23 secondsremaining.The final

score read 4-2.

Heading into this weekend's

series against in-state rival

Denver University, the Tigers

have now lost four in a row and

are in danger of being elimi-

nated fromWCHA post season

play.

CC is currentlyin ninth place

in theWCHA They are 9-24-1

overall and 5-22-1 in league

play. Their 1 1 points leavethem
one point behind DU. The two

teams split games earlier this

season with CC winning 7- 1 at

DU and the Pioneers returning

the favor 5-2 the following night.

Denver is coming offofa split

with fourth place North Dakota

winning 7-4 Friday before fall-

ing 9-7 Saturday.

The Tigers will host the Pio-

neers tonight and then drive up
1-25 forthe rematch tomorrow.

Both teams are battling for the

final spot in the league playoffs

iV

March 3-4 in Bloomingb

sweep by either team woi

tually eliminate the other.

"We have a big series

up this weekend." said

'We have to win to

playoffs. It's going to be a

challenge for our guys.

"

fully well be able to rise

occasion."

With eight ofthe nine If

in the WCHA qualifying, i

tag the playoffs would
|

embarrassing situation

therside. There is no qui

that both the stakes

emotionswillbeveryW611 '

off is at 7:05 tonight ant

tomorrow at DU Arena.

TIGER TALES: First

Jody Jaraczewski xm
theTigers' 4 goals atWW
increasing his season tj

14...SteveStrunkleads»

withfifteengoals...StW£
B

currently fourth on t»e

with 10 goals sustained!

injury in Friday's game

'

doubtful for this «"

series...The Tigers' reg*

son play comes toanf

weekend as they host

place Michigan Tecll-
'j

mustrraveltoMirwes*"
1'

and take on the si)*

Bulldogs.
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igers tally Vermont wins
glrk Solo

h Writer

The men's
basketball team

| the show to Vermont

1 past block break as they

1 10gamer their first road

f the
season. In the first

„l,at
wastobeafourgame

"

4 [np the Tigers faced off

linst
Southern Vermont

itversity.
The men in black

j,ei to be too powerful for

undersizedVermontteam

j they won In a sleeper,

jssnapptng their road los-

itreak

icnext day the opponent

not as benign. Mid-

Ijury
College was ranked

ith in their region going

.the game and their team
glowing with confidence,

i
confidence soon began

de, however, astheTigers'

iliomore centerRickMoore

Wed, hitting four three

ntere in the first half. The

ips squad held on to win
pile a questionable tech-

althat tightened the game
in the second half. The
Idlebury crowd spent the

of the evening trying to

tkteifMoorewas in anyway
atedto Larry Bird.

lext in line on the road

iwas the College of Saint

eph. They boasted a 2 1 -5

ird going into the game
I also had one of NAIA's

scorers. Their tal-

rffront court was known
estrong on the glass, but
~ lersrespondedinforce.

sound ofrebounds being
down was reported

ar away as New York as
tagere literally dominated

Photo by Tyler Stevens
As he spots an open teammate, sophomore Eli
Haskell quickly gets him the ball.

W DELIVER

the boards. First year Tony
Valencia looked to seal the
game with a steal at halfcourt

.

He then proceeded to fake
several players out of their

jocks as he took it down the
courtforareversejam. Moore,
determined not to be outdone,
and badly wanting to dispel
rumors that he might be re-

lated to Larry Bird, added a
crushing two handed slam in

traffic. This proved to be too
much for the Saints as the
Tigers blew them out by
thirty-five.

The next opponent for the
road weary group was Green
Mountain College. Sopho-
more guard Jason Valant
continued to play well above
the competition as he has all

year. The first halfwas some-
what sluggish as the Tigers

maintained a small lead.

The second half proved to

be much better as the cagers
sparked. Valencia added an-
other reverse slam that had
the opposing team's fans
cheering. Play was stopped
for a short while In the sec-
ond half as the referee de-
manded that sophomore
Aaron Greiss tell him what he
did with the basketball.
Greiss explained that he was
not a magician, and that he
had simply thrown a pass.
The referee was still under
the Impression that Greiss
had made that ball disap-

pear, but play resumed
shortly thereafter. The Tigers

went on to win, thus sweep-
ing the Vermont teams.
The Tigers will next see

home action on Monday,
February 25th.

|
TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS

Cheese & 2-items + 1 Qt. Pop
|

$9 99

I I

jtotUES SIZZA 1990 Eqrirts 12/2/90

TWO SMALL PIZZAS
Cheese &1 -Item + 1 Quart Pop i

f plus lux

£«?H£X 2'ZZ* 1990 •Expira 12/2/90
J

635-5565
———————————

^

FOUR LARGE PIZZAS
With Cheese & One Item

$ 1 Q .95
Pickup or Delivery

Mr* or Matchl Double Cheese Excluded.

fLOtlffS PIZZA 1990 Empires 12/2/90

Try One of Our
Flavored Pizza Crusts!

(At No Extra Charge)
' Original * Sesame Seed
' Buttered * Poppy Seed
' Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at time

of purchase.

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday: 1 1 AM -11PM
^_ Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight J

Sportsline . .

.

©Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple College Infor-
mation Network

UNC BEATS WAKE FOREST:
North Carolina slowed Wake Forest's drive to get

into contention in the Atlantic Coast Conference race
Wednesday with an 85-70 win. In other games: No.
5 Duke 74, Davidson 39; No. 18 Virginia 84, Fairfield
52; No. 14 Kentucky 85, Tennessee 74; No. 24 Mis-
sissippi State 84, Mississippi 77; No. 20 Louisiana
State 98. Auburn 61; No. 3 Arkansas 87, Texas Tech
69; No. 16 Nebraska 65, Iowa State 57.

NETS END LOSING STREAK:
Chris Morris had a season-high 32 points and the

New Jersey Nets ended a seven-game losing streak,
routing the Atlanta Hawks 140-106 In their highest-
scoring game of the season. In other NBA games:
Cleveland 95, Dallas 93; Indiana 105, Detroit 101; LA
Lakers 120, Minnesota 106.

BURRELL SETS WORLD RECORD:
Leroy Burrell set a pending world record In the 60

metersWednesday in a trackand field meet at Madrid,
Spain. After winning in 6.40. Burrellwas told the time
would not be ratified as a record because he had a false
start. Burrell then ran 6.48, breaking the mark of
6.50 by Lee McRae.

BECKER WINS, AGASSI LOSES:
World No. 1 Boris Becker beat Alexander Volkov 6-

4, 3-6, 6-3 Wednesday in the first round of an indoor
tennis tournament at Brussels, Belgium. Andre Agassi
was upset by Germany's Christian Saceanu 6-3 7-6
(9-7).

FLYERS BEAT MAPLE LEAFS:
Gord Murphy scored the game-winning goal early in

the third period and Rick Tocchet returned from a
five-game absence with two goals, leading the Phila-
delphia Flyers past the Toronto Maple Leafs 6-3. In
other NHL games: Minnesota 6, Buffalo 6, tie; Hart-
ford 6, Detroit 2; Boston 7, Montreal 4.

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW
Men's Hockey
Feb. 15 University of Denver
Feb. 16 University of Denver

Women's Basketball

Feb. 16 Western State University

Feb. 18 Regis College

Feb. 20 Metro State

Men's Basketball

Feb. 17 Fort Lewis College

Home
Denver

Gunnison

Denver

Denver

Durango

The fun begins in Winter
Park with lodging starting at

$45.00 forTWO free days
of ski rental with CC ID.

Hot tub, sauna, game room,
and continental breakfast.

1-800-421-4013

Vicking Lodge and Ski Shop|
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Women Cats swim strong in final dual meets
By Kathy Farrow &
Karen Nickerson

The women's swim team

shone in their last dual meets

of the season, barely losing to

Metro and easily defeating

Mines over block break.

The women swimmers
dominated the relay events

Saturday against Mines. They

kicked off the meet by win-

ning the 200 medley relay by

a large margin despite the

slimy walls, brackish water,

and the dungeon-like atmo-

sphere of the Mines pool. The

crowd roared as Kathryn

Plummer. Karen Nickerson.

Julie Jacobs and Katherine

Aquavia flew through the wa-

ter. The relay folks came

through again for the 200

free relay to close the meet.

Heather Stoebner, Aquavia,

Susanne Wilson and
Plummer each swam in un-

der 27 seconds as the crowd

once more surged to its feet,

cheering wildly.

Seniors Kamisha Begay

and Amy Bilsing cruised

through all their distance

events, placing first and sec-

ond, respectively. In the 1000

yd freestyle against Mines.

Co-captain Aquavia won the

50 freestyle on Saturday and

turned in personal bests on

relays at both meets. She fi-

nally broke the elusive one-

minutemarkfor her 100 split

In the freestyle relay.

Nickerson, her fellow co-cap-

tain, took another second off

her best 100 breaststroke

time, placing first at Mines.

Jacobs tooksecondinboth

her 200 butterfly and 500

freestyle against tough Metro

opponents. Junior Kathy

Farrow blazed to a personal

record In her 1000 at Metro

and took third to round out

the CC sweep in the 1000 at

Mines.

Sophcat Plummer racked

up three first places over the

weekend in the 200 free. 200

back, and 100 back. Melinda

Sharkey turned In strong

breaststroke swims and

broke the 30 second barrier

in her 50 freestyle on the

relay. Stoebnergrabbed firsts

in both the 100 freestyle and

the 200 freestyle against

Mines.

Divers Shelley Wiseman

and Lara Dunn both twirled

through the air with the

greatest ofease astheyplaced

one-two in three out of four

diving events over the week-

end.

Now for the Freshcats!

Wilson snatched seconds in

her 100 freestyle and 50

freestyle against Mines. Am-
ber Gillberg sprinted well over

theweekend. especiallyinher

leg of the 200 free relay. Beth

Bacon helped dominate the

backstroke events in both

meets. while Treloar

Tredennlck took seconds at

Mines in the 200 IM. 100

backstroke, and 100 fly.

Claire Carpenter proved her-

self as a distance swimmer

by scoring personal bests in

the 200 free and the 500 free.

Juli Schneider swam her

season best in the 200 IM

against Metro, while former

sprinter Lee Ippolito snagged

first in the 500 free and sec-

ond in the 200 free.

The women swimmers will

close out their season in

Denver at 1SL Cham„

ships, February 23 an^
when they'll swim theirhJ
out and finally be allow

e(J

shave those hairy legs!

mi

Photo by Tyler Ste

Sophomore Julie Jacobs lungesforward in the 200 butterfly in the meet asa
j„j

Metro State.

Intramural Spring Sports Update

IM Racquetball

Rosters Due: Friday, February 15. 1991

Captains Meeting: Monday. February 18, 1991 at 5:30 pm (El Pomar

Classroom).

IM Softball

Rosters Due: Thursday, February 28, 1991

Captains Meeting: Monday, March 4, 1991 at 5:30 pm (El Pomar Classroom

DM Ultimate Frisbee

Rosters Due: Thursday, February 28, 1991

Captains Meeting: Monday, March 4, 1991 at 6:00 pm (El Pomar ClassrooiJ

For further information and sign-up sheets, please contact the IM department
j

call x6483.

Ifyou thought that finding a color

Macintosh*system you could afford

was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream

come true.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display

only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.

It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets

you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.

Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to

master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the

same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well

on yourway to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share infor-

mation with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to

the versatile Apple* SuperDriver which can read from and write to Macintosh,

MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you.Then pinch

yourself. Ifs better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center

or call 389-6391

£ MacirausliLC:

7"v :; .-..

{§ The power to be your best"
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Spotlight: Thompson

lakes the court calls
ftet

O'Brien

{Writer

us
week's IM spotlight is

Thompson. Karla is

Krai's only female ref-

^js innersecond year

aUng f°r^ IM dePart "

Her interest In

jurals results from a

being involved in all

j sports- Karla plays

Je
women's varsity soc-

j. Karla Is dedicated

ib and wishes that the

intramural team players
would be just as dedicated.

She sometimes feels that her
time is wasted because offor-

feitures. She stated that al-

though the referees get a lot

of flack because they don't

call every foul, they "can
handle it" and one reason
they don't call every foul is

because they want to see the
teams play (especially in C-
league where practically the
wholegame consists offouls).

So, not only for Karla's sake

Tigers fare well at

indoor appearance
and the other referees, but
also for the intramural sports
writer's, ifyouVe signed up to

play intramurals. play!

Intramurals are a greatway
to meet people and they're a
lot of fun! Also, if you play

intramural volleyball, bas-
ketball, soccer and Softball,

you can meet referees like

Karla Thompson who are ab-
solutely fantastic! The IM
department would like to

thank Karla for all her hard
work over the past two years.

s a<r

*msmm
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Photo by Justine Crowley

Irking off his pivotfoot, first year Dan Price spots his teammate in a
jimote match on Armstrong Quad.

TERNATION

PERIEN

Sports Department

CC's track team started
its indoor campaign as two
tracksters attended the
USAFA "Rocky Mountain
Cup" on Saturday. Feb. 2.

Junior Pat Judge led CC's
effort with a 4:34.6 mile
time (best ever, indoors)
while first year Mark Sweet
followed with a 2:07.3 (800
meter). CC's next meet will

be on Saturday, February

9th. They will be attending
the Colorado School of
Mines Indoor meet at
Golden, Colorado.

CC Notes: Other CC run-
ners racing on Saturday at

the "Nell Nelson" two mile
run. North Monument Val-
ley Park, included Coach
TedCastanedawitha 11:00.

sophomore Jim Macken
with a 11:30. and alumni
Nat Hagerman with a 12:00
time.

Judge runs to PB
at Air Force meet
Sports Department

CC's Pat Judge continues
to amaze the CC track com-
munity as he once again
lowered his time - this time
in the 3000 meters (4:34
mile, personal best, on
February 2nd at the AFA!).

In a field of 12-14 runners
on Mines' new and fast in-

door facility, Pat started off

in 13th place and moved up
to 8th by the mile mark as
he came through in 4:53.

By 1 - 1 /2 miles, Pat contin-

ued to reel in the field to

take the lead with 400

meters to go. After a fast

and furious battle over the

last 300 meters. Pat sur-
rendered the lead to West-
ern State's John McDuke
who won the race In 9:15,
with Pat at 9:16.3. For Pat
Judge, this was his highest

collegiate finish (2nd) and a

personal best (9:22, 1990).

Other CC highlights in-

cluded: Sean Cavanagh -

2:13 (800 meters). Mark
Sweet - 2:09 (800 meters).

CC's next meet is the "All-

Comers TAC Meet" at the

AFA on Sunday. February
24, 1991.

lounain

Downtown by Acacia Park

633-0732 226 N. Tejon

CC's Outdoor Connection
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Classifieds
-Position open - Leisure Pro-

gram Chair, job starts Block

7. Pick up applications in lei-

sure program office. Due
February 25.

-Summer house-sitter, re-

sponsible, reliable CC senior

will care for pets, plants, yard,

mail and security. References

available. CallCarrieatx7880.

-Schwinn 10 speed sports

tourer. $50. Tandy 1000 HX
computer montior, keyboard,

printerand tonsofpaper, both

instruction booklets, $850. 13

Inch color TV for $50. Call

Kathrynx7801.

-For Sale: Lotus Bass, practi-

cally new, includes amp, case.

$300. New Smith Corona

typewriter, $ 1 50 or best offer.

New Panasonic 12 speed lite-

weight. $200 OBO. Call 634-

3448.

-AffordableWord Processing.

Laser. Student papers,

manuscripts, letters and
forms. Nojob too big or small!

576-3878.

-Rafting Guides Needed.

Mature, hard-working, self-

starters needed for challeng-

ing summer positions. Train-

ing provided spring break.

$250 refundable training fee.

Experienced positions also

available, no training fee. Call

immediately 1-800-462-7238.

-AlaskaNow Hiring. Logging,

const., fishing, nurses, teach-

ers, etc. Up to $7000/month.

Call now! 206-748-7544 Ext.

A-283.

-For Rent - 3 bedroom apart-

ment. 724 N. Wahsatch. con-

veniently located 4blocksfrom

campus. Cheap rent and so

desperate to rent that we are

willing to go lower. Call 634-

7383 and ask for Blythe or

Caren. Also desk, couch and

coffee table for sale, call and

inquire.
'

-Spend your summer on
Maui! 2 BD & 2-1/2 BA
townhome for rent this sum-

mer in Puamana resort on

Maui, Hawaii. Beaches, ten-

nis, pool, all amenities. Sum-
mer jobs easy to find. Call

475-0623 for more info.

Announcements
-Study abroad fair! Bi-an-

nual StudyAbroad Far! willbe

held Monday. February 18.

4:30 to 6:30 pm in Womer
Center, main level. If you are

interested in learning more
about studying abroad, this is

for you! Everyone is invited.

-Special Olympics meeting,

Feb. 19.7 pm. El Pomar Gym.
-Boston University Interna-

tional Programs Abroad! Su-

san Downing-Reed. represen-

tative from Boston University

will be available to talk with

interested students about

various study abroad pro-

grams and internship oppor-

tunities-Worner lobby. 11:30

to 2 pm, Tuesday, Februray

19.

-Bookstore Golden Anniver-

sary celebration. Prizes, dis-

counts, sales, free candy. Feb.

18-22, 8:30-4:30.

-Beverly Barbo, author of the

book. The Walking Wounded

will address the community

February 1 5 at 8 pm. This free

discussion in Gaylord Room
ofWomer Campus Center will

share the story of her son's

death from AIDS.

-Syracuse University study

abroad programs representa-

tive. Amy Stever, will be on

campus February 27. 1 to 2

pm in Womer 2 13 to talk with

students interested in study

abroad.

-Butler University study

abroad programs. Represen-

tative Tom Roberts will be on

campus Wednesday. April 3.

3 to 4 pm. Womer 2 12 to talk

with Interested students.

-Semester at Sea! Represen-

tative JoAnn Gordon will be

on campus Thursday. Febru-

ary21st inWomer Lobby, 11-

2 and 4:30-6 pm to talk with

interested students.

-Poetry West will host a read-

ing by Poetry West member
poets Joseph Langham and

Kim Campbell on Feb. 15th at

7:30 pm at the Business ofArt

Center (513 Manitou Ave.,

Manitou Springs.) No admis-

sioncharged. Either orboth of

the poets will be conducting a

writers' workshop at 10 am
the following day at the CC
Womer Center, room #212,

-Lecture by Prof. Louis J.

Cantori. University of Mary-

land. Speaking on "The Crisis

in the Gulf". Sunday, Feb. 24,

7 pm, Gaylord Hall.

-ORC Slide Show. K2- The
Savage Mountain. Mountain-

eer Greg Child shows a multi-

media presentation ofhls 1990

summit. His party journeyed

through Chinabycamel across

flooded rivers and spent 50

days enduring storms, with-

out oxygen equipment, at the

mountain's extreme alititude.

Tuesday, Feb. 26. 7:30 pm.

Gaylord Hall.

Personals
-SigmaChis - Please leam flag

etiquette. If you want to be

trulypatriotic and support our

troopshangyourflag correctly,

with the stars in the upper left

comer.

-Hi, I'm an American soldier

stationed over in Saudi. I was
wondering if you could print

myname inyour school news-

paper orsomething, so I could

get a penpal to write to. Time

goes so slowly here. I would

really enjoy writing to some of

your students.

Thanks! UT3 Sommers,

NMCB 74 "Golf" Co. FPO Mi-

ami, FL 34099-5021.

Deadlines
-Student entries are now
being accepted for the 19th

annual NickAdam Short Story

competition. Aprize of $1000

will be awarded for the best

story by an ACM student.

Deadline for submission to

ACM Chicago office through

the English Dept. is March.

For more info, contact the

college English chair.

-Notification ofLeave ofAb-

sence & Withdrawal Dead-
lines!! Applications available

in the Dean ofStudents' Office.

Armstrong Hall, room2 13.The

1 20 lifts including two
high-speed quad chairs.

76 award winning trails.

1 New Extreme Experience™
Guided Ski Program;
350 acres of double
black diamond terrain.

Lift tickets available at participating Front Range
Vickers, Pizza Hut restaurants and Delivery Units,

Safeways, Breeze Ski Rentals, Gart Brothers/Dave

Cooks, Diamond Shamrocks, King Soopers and
Albertsons.

<£ COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT
just 75 miles West of Denver off 1-70, exit 195

SNOW REPORT LINE 893-1400

deadline forrequesting a leave

of absence is March 1 for a

leave which begins in the

fall semester. On formal

application, a leave of ab-

sence will be considered for

one ofthe following reasons:

medical, financial or per-

sonal emergency. Applica-

tions for academic leaves of

absence are available in the

Registrar's Office. The
withdrawal form must also

be submitted by March 1.

All students who decide to

interrupt their education at

Colorado College, and who
do not qualify for a leave of

absence, or who wish to

transfer to another institu-

tion, are expected to with-

draw formally from the

College.

-StudyAbroad application

deadline! If you are plan-

ning to study abroad this

fall or summer, you must

apply through the
Ofj.

International pro "
Deadline is March

1

-Application for th '

German semester
Luneburg, Germany
due March 29. For 1

cations and inform,!

concerning the p ro„r
please contact the GeJ
department.
-Kansai Gaidai dea(,|

The application
deadlUi,

the Kansai Gaidai
st

abroad program is ^.

18. Please see pro f

'

Noblett, ext. 6621, p^
6 for more info and a

tion.

-ACM India - study abri

The application deadlia,

the ACM India progrj]

April 1, 1991. Please

Prof. Vibha Kapuria-F

man. Palmer 11 3 , ext,

for Information.

MFDTCAL SCHOOL
WHO WILL PAY YOUR EXPENSES?

The Navy will, because the Navy has a

medical school scholarship program for youil

you qualify. The Navy offers two-year,

three-year, and four-year scholarships up to

$100,000. You'll be provided the opportunity li

devote full time to your studies and let the

Navy take care of the finances. In addition to

paying all of your tuition and fees, the prom

reimburses you for books and supplies and

gives you a stipend.

If you have been accepted to or are already

attending medical school, you can start your

application for a Navy scholarship now.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL NC !

1-800-237-7392

(or see our medical representative on campus)

February 19, 1991

NAVY OFFICER gjj gggjl

What's the Best Way I

Reach CC. Students;
Post About A Million Flyers

AH Over The Campus

Spend A Fortune on A Radio

or TV Ad That No One Will

Notice

Hope That People Will Fir\&

Out Telepathically Or By M*
OfMouth ^

To most effectively get the

attention of CCStudents
you advertise in The
atalyst. Call Corey or

Peter at 389-6675.
(fisk fibout Special Campus Ratal
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"TWg anti-war signs, protestors march to the
Mel recruiting center. _ . . „,

Photo by Justin Blum

ar protestors march to
ilitary recruiting center
'"stin Blum to the Citadel, while others
8^tor outlined their body imprints

in chalk to memorialize those
l0u t 50 anti-war protest- who have died in the Middle
deluding more than a East war.
°CC students, marched They sporadically chanted
'Memorial Park to a "Hellno.wewon'tgo.wewon't
™y recruiting station at fight for Texaco." As they
|«adel Mall last Friday processed along East Platte
**" Avenue, in front of Puss-N-
"ytag a large black flag Boots, a local strip joint, the
s'gns denouncing the chanting changed to "fight
"le protestors were fol- sexism—not Iraq."

°y dozens of police. When the protestors arrived
* unmarked vehicles, at the recruiting center, they
*lssued two ticket tick- staged a "dead-in," falling to
Protestors for walking the ground on the sidewalk
street

- in front of the center. Fol-

der of the protestors lowing the "dead-in." about
Aground on theway See march, page 5

Trustees' 'micro-managemenf

of CC sparks resignations
Three resign from Committee on Committees

By Justin Blum
News Editor

Three members of the
Committee on Committees
resigned from their positions

Wednesday charging that the
Committee can no longer
function because of "the in-

creasingly intrusive
...micromanagement of the
college." on the part of the
Board of Trustees.

The three resigning mem-
bers also revealed in their

letterofresignation, obtained
byThe Catalyst from a faculty

source not associated with
Committee on Committees,
that President Gresham
Riley's upcoming sabbatical

was "suggested" to him by

the Trustees.

"The Chair of the
Board. ..offered it as a possi-

bility. This is not something
that was imposed upon me,"
Riley said in a Thursday in-

terview.

The Committee on Com-
mittees is the faculty group
which appoints faculty
members and makes rec-

ommendations regarding
tenure, promotions, faculty

raises and salaries.

Three of the five members
on the committee—Jeff
Livesay, Barbara Whitten,
and Jim Henderson— re-

signed.

In their letter ofresignation,

the three cited an "increas-

ingly (and in our opinion il-

legitimately) intrusive" man-
agement of the college on the

part of the Board ofTrustees.

'There certainly has been a

substantial change in the

Board in the last ten years,"

said Riley. But he denied that

the Board is micromanaging
the college. "The Board isvery

sensitive to what is a legiti-

mate Board function and
what is not....They are very

sensitive to the issue of

micromanagement."
When asked how the rela-

tionship with the Board has
changed. Riley said: 'There
hasbeenmuch more frequent
contact between alumni and
Trustees, faculty and Trust-
ees, and students and
Trustees... I think it's a much
more informed, active Board."
The resigning members are

especially upset over Ihe way
in which Tom Cronin was
appointed as interim presi-

dent.

They are also upset that
the President and the Dean
failed to show this year's
Faculty Salary Report—the
document which recom-
mends appropriate salary
levels—to the members of the

Budget and Finance Com-
mittee of the Board.
"Decisionswere made about

next year's faculty salary
struclure without any airing

of faculty views on the
matter...We find this Inex-

cusable and especially gall-

ing," the letter of resignation
said.

But Riley said the faculty

will have an opportunity lo

discuss the report during the
Trustees' meeting In March.
'There will be more extensive
airing and discussion than
reports have received in pre-

vious years...There will be
faculty airing of their views,"

he said.

Livesay counters that the

faculty's complaints during
See resignations, page 4

Recent federal policy restricts
community college financial aid
By Robert A. Neer
Staff Writer

The U.S. Congress passed a law last fall which would
require students admitted Into college or trade schools
without a high school diploma to pass an equivalence test

before they could receive Federal financial aid. The law
was intended to reduce the number ofunpreparedstudents
who often drop out of the schools and default on their

loans.

However, in a rush to meet a budget deadline, the
Student Loan Default Act of 1990 required every student
without a diploma to pass the test, notjust applicants for

federal grants. Many college and trade school adminis-
trators said the law was creating chaos in their institu-

tions, and objected strongly to the new legislation.

These educators say it will prevent many students,
particularly minorities and those from lower income
backgrounds, from pursuing educational advancement.
Many of these schools, however, are under strong criti-

cism for their high drop-out rates. Students with sub-
standard preparation enroll with Federal aid, but drop
out without having gained job skills. Subsequently they
find themselves unable to repay their loans.

Although he was aware of only one applicant who failed

the test, Bemie Clements, Director of Financial Aid at

Pikes Peak Community College In Colorado Springs,

expressed disfavor for the legislation. "I feel it [the

Student Loan Default Act of 19901 Is an Infringement on
an institution's rights to dictate admissions standards,"

said Clements. See community college, page 6
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Kappa Sigmas hold Valentine's Day toilet

papering, fined for paper and cleaning tim

By Jason Jarvis

Staff Writer

The annual pre-Valentrnes

Day toilet papering of sorority

row. by the Kappa Sigma fra-

ternity, was blasted by mem-
bers of the campus environ-

mental group EnAct.

According toAndy Fahlund.

co-chair of EnAct. the Kappa

Slgma's so-called Valentine's

DayMassacrewas an example

of "blatant waste." and set "a

bad example to others in the

Colorado Collegecommunity.

"

In the final hours of the

Wednesday before Valentine's

Day, 20 to 30 Kappa Slgs

decorated sorority row with

60 to 100 rolls of toilet paper.

ACC security guard discov-

ered the pranksters at about

1 1 :30 PM.Just as the brothers

were finishing up their tradi-

tional gag.

Kappa Sigmasconvinced the

guard that the hoax was tra-

ditional andmade promises to

clean-up the mess in the

morning. According to a high

ranking Kappa Sigma, the

guard laughed, remarked on

the scope ofthe mess, then left

the group alone.

In either late December, or

earlyJanuary, a case ofJames
Rivers toilet paper, containing

96 rolls, disappeared in the

Kappa Sigma house as it was
being unloaded by campus
maintenance staff, said Direc-

tor of Marriott Facilities Man-

agement Leo Loftls.

Although an entire case of

toilet paper had never before

been reported stolen, Loftis

said of the Incident, "one way

or another, this always hap-

pens."

The stolen case of toilet pa-

per was reported to Lee Parks.

Director of Campus Security,

who In turn reported the in-

cident to Paul Jones, Acting

Associate Dean of Students.

No disciplinary action was

taken because of the lack of

incriminating evidence.

Jones said the toilet paper-

ing incident was 'less harmful

on a continuum of things that

could have happened," and

the school's policy in years

past, as it was this year, had

been to tell them to "clean It

up." This requestwasformaUy

made in a letter to the Kappa

Sigma house, which Kappa

Sigma President Brian Farley

said he had not received as of

Wednesday afternoon.

Jones went on to say that

the Kappa Slgma's initial

clean-upjobwas "inadequate,"

and would result in a second

letter to the fraternity.

Jones said the school will

charge the Kappa Sigma's for

the missing case of toilet pa-

per, and for the time it takes a

physical plant crew to clean

up the remaining mess.

The school's policy ofcharg-

Peace Corps seek educated
volunteers in CC campaign

By Seth Fisher

Staff Writer

', The United States Peace

Corps were recruiting in

Womer Center this week
between Monday and
Wednesday.
The purpose of the re-

cruitingwas toget students

that will be graduating
aware ofprograms available

and the type of education

needed to become Involved

in the Peace Corps.

Jim Mariner, a former

volunteer, stressed the im-

portance ofthe right type of

education when going into

the Corps. As Mariner put
It"., .apoliticalsciencemajor

Isn't going to be the right

background."

Degrees that are useful

and can help a person
qualify and become ac-

cepted as a Peace Corps
volunteer are, Biology,

Physics, General Science,

Agriculture (any), Struc-

tural Engineering,Nursing,

and ElementaryEducation,
in addition to others.

Cheryl Gamble, a Peace
Corps representative, ex-

pressed concern over the

fact that many people be-

lieve that a person can still

become a volunteer right

out ofhigh school, and that

is no longer the case.

It is not essential however

to have a college degree to

become a volunteer. You
must be at least 18 years

old, ingood health , andhave
aappropriate and cultivated

skill. This could be carpen-

try, farming, a college degree

or many other skills that

might aid a third world

country.

The rewards of Peace

Corps are many, according

to Mariner.

"It's given me a global

awareness that most
Americans, being isolated

in such a seemingly self -

contained country, never

get. YoureaUyhavetotravel

to get that kind of aware-

ness."

This year is the 30th an-

niversary ofthePeace Corps
and a conference in Wash-
ington is planned for this

summer.
Anypersonwantlngmore

information on the Peace

Corps should contact
CherylGamble at 303-866-

1057 at the Peace Corps
office in Denver.

ct>r
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Last Tuesday, the dirty deed had not yet been wiped clean.
photo by Justine Crom

ingthe fraternity forthe clean-

up is a new one as of the list

four years. The policy shift,

according to Jones, was a re-

sult of heightened social

awareness concerning the

ethical questions involved, one

of which was environmental

impact.

Jones said the incident con-

stituted a negative addition to

the "campus citizenry" aspect

of the fraternities' interaction

with its community. "Cam-

pus citizenry," in addition to

scholastic achievement and
community service are the cri-

teria used tojudge the actions

ofcampus fraternities and so-

rorities. Other then "campus
citizenry," which Jones called

the fraternities' "challenge for

the '90s," the organizaS

were acting positively

Jena Graber, Presldcn

Panhel sorority council

not critical of the incident

said it was "expected."

Farley, when asked to

ment on his fraternity'

tions, said "it's a long stand

tradition, but that doe

necessarily make it right.

Ente

ler.

'
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Counselor discusses kids' behavior

with Volunteer Action participants
viduals. and need encouii

ment and understanding

not fall into the traap

kids what to do "becau

said so," but explain thins

thatthey can understand!

certain rules are a

come to CC, it is safe to say

that they are rather rambunc-
tious and hyper. The kids are

throwing stuff. One boy in the

back of the bus dropped his

pants. Others yelled at people

inothercars. "Heyyou! You're

ugly!" Sounds a little out of follow. Directives suck

hand, but Ms. Taylor assured "knock It off, you guys!"

the students that it is normal

for children at that age. The
Incident with the pants was a

gimmick for attention, and the

yelling at strangers is just the

vehicle for this peer group to

relate to each other.

When interacting with chil-

By Sarah Wright

Staff Writer

Jackie Taylor, Boettcher

counselor, met with agroup of

students on Tuesday after-

noon in Loomis lounge to dis-

cuss some of their questions

and concerns about the psy-

chology of children.

Most ofthe students present

were volunteers for the Vol-

unteer Action program, In

which students from six el-

ementary schools visit CC
weekly and spend about two

hours with one or two CC
students. dren. or "little people." as Ms.

The VA program is a lot of Taylor refers to them, try to parting words were, 'W
fun for both the volunteers come down to their level and ber that you are dealing

and the kids, and yet occa- remember what it is like to be little people, and you

sionally.problemsarise.When young. Children at this age tempting to Increase their-

the kids pile into the bus to are struggling to become indi- esteem, that's all."

probably one of the least

fective methods for ge«

children, or anyone, to

erate.

Ms. Taylor recommen

structuring the VA aftemi

Plan something such asn

Ing milkshakes or paBl

and ask a lot of questions.

toV*
The following incidents were reported between February 8th and February 21st.

12th SuspiclousindhMdiuJtriedtostealbikefromTuttlirjiaiy--<diasedawaytyse<w™

14th Jacket and sunglasses stolen from Womer rack

16th Locked mountain bike stolen from Mathlas Hall bike rack.

I
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.oevy and Cronin write for political series

Mt

'

,Cberi Gette

pEdttor

ofessor Robert Loevy

jewed his upcoming book

irado Politics and Covem-
i-written with Profes-

r
Tom Cronin, in his ad-

s to the Friends of Tutt

brary
yesterday.

Colorado Politics and Gou-

^ent came to be through

I efforts of Daniel Elazar.

jj,e
early 1970's, Elazar

torized that present day

,ernment in the United

JR can trace it's roots to

,„ trends of government

jlgenous to separate re-

p of the country.

[he
moralistic tradition,

mJnNew England, centers

«rnment around the

jununity and believes the

jemment should contrib-

: to the betterment of life

J its citizens. From the

ddle section ofthe country

me the idea that govem-

ent existed simply to keep

der. Traditionalist ideas in

pi only citizens who were

1) established in the com-
inity and from established

pes should be elected to

[eminent posts dominated
South.

ilazar then got the idea to

establish a collection of 50
books, one from each state
on how the three trends have
influenced politics in the in-

dividual states. Cronin was
recruited to write the Colo-
rado book, and he in turn
invited Loevy to co-author the
book.

Loevy and Cronin found
that similar books written for
public schools, presented a
nonpartisanviewpoint. They
wished to correct this "prin-
cipal flaw", while presenting
a "systematic, scholarly" in-

terpretation.

In the process of research-
ing the book. Loevy said he
and Cronin found Colorado
to be a "republican state, but
democrats can win and often
do." He pointed out that
historically the state is re-

publican dominated. Colo-
rado become a Union state
when the Northern states
were looking for three addi-
tional electoral votes. This
was during the Civil War era
in which the Southern
democratic votes were not a
factor in Congress and could
not block the entrance of a
republican state.

Republicans have domi-
nated the Colorado state
legislature since 1960. Loevy

said this is due to the rise of
Denver's rapidly growing
suburbs, whose citizens are
a majority Republican. He
also cited the rise of El Paso
county (Colorado Springs is

in El Paso county).

"Colorado Springs only
masquerades as a city. It is

really a suburb in search of a
central city. El Paso county
now produces more republi-
can votes than any county,"
said Loevy.

Loevy also believes that
"presidential coattails: the
popularity of Republican
presidents" has influenced
Colorado to remain Republi-
can. He thinks the Democrats
could win the state in a
presidential election if they
"start running better candi-
dates vis-a-vis Colorado."
Even though the governor-

ship is held by a Democrat.
Roy Romer, the Republican
controlledlegislature, namely
the Joint Budget committee
creates an imbalance ofpower
in the state. "Budget is gen-
erated by the legislature and
not by the governor's
office. ..The Joint Budget
committee (chaired by CC
professor Mike Bird) is the
principal instrument for Re-
publican domination."

Political Science professor Robert Loevy
photo by Amanda Spencer

Colorado has one of the done on a community level;
weakest state governments, the city governments have
but it has some of the most very few restrictions placed
powerful local governments, on them from the state
Loevy said. There is more See Loevy, page 6
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There are now 11 centrally located bulletin boards which are the

most effective places to post publicity for your campus events!

The Locations: The Guidelines:
Worner Center

- North entrance, west side
Paid student runners will distribute posters, fliers,

and other materials which are:
- New board in hallway to Rastall

Armstrong - on activities or information relevant to the campus.

- Great Hall bulletin board - provided by campus organizations or departments

Tutt Library - related to activities or programs no more than two
- Entrance board weeks in advance

Palmer (exceptions may be made at the discretion of the Worner

- Main level board
Center Supervisor)

Olin
( materials outlining more than one activity over a

period of time may need to be resubmitted)
- Outside Physics Lab 2nd floor

Packard
- no larger than 24" x 36" size posters

- Free standing board in lobby
Mathias Deliver 12 copies of your

- West side of south entrance door
Loomis

publicity to Nellis Reinert

at the Worner Desk! ®- Main entrance board beside desk
Slocum The Boards will be moni-

- Main entrance board tored each day to remove

Bernis unauthorized postings or ™W
- South wall of hallway by dining room outdated postings.

The Colorado College
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'Unprecedented' resignations criticized

Continued from page 1

the March meeting will have

no relevance, because the "key

decisionsaboutthebudgetwlll

have already been made." he

said.

Cronin was appointed with-

out consulting with the Com-

mittee on Committees, the

letter says. "Riley sought the

advice of the full Committee

on Committees only after he

had made up his mind that

resistance to the Board on this

matter would likely mean the

end of his presidency at Colo-

rado College," continues the

letter.

Professor Livesay says Riley

originally recommended that

Dean Finley assume the role

of interim president. But the

Board overruled his decision.

"Ifthe Board had accepted the

President's recommendation

we should have had no role."

Butbecause hewas overruled.

Livesay says, "The Board had

some obligation to bring the

faculty Into the matter."

But Riley said consultation

with the Committee on Com-

mittees was not necessary

because of the short nature of

his sabbatical. "The Board

didn't think it was necessary

to consult Committee on

Committees—I'mcomingback

in 1992." Riley said.

Sources close to Riley say

that there has been extensive

conflict between Riley and the

Board ofTrustees over issues

such as a tuition increase and

details about the management

of the college.

Livesay says problems have

begun to develop because the

Board has assumed toomuch
power. "Riley put together an

activist Board in the earl}- 80's,

In part to develop a sense of

loyalty to the college...what

he's done is created a mon-

ster. The Board is running the

college in a way they shouldn't

be," Livesay said.

Livesay says Riley is now
having trouble representing

faculty concerns to the Board.

"He really is unable to repre-

sent faculty interests because

of his low capital with the

Board ."

Riley vehemently disputes

the charge. He said he "played

an effective role" of represent-

ing faculty interests In De-

cemberwhenhediscussedthe

future of the eight block year

with the Trustees.

"Riley put to-

gether an activist

Board in the early

'80's...What he's

done is created a

monster."

-Jeff Livesay

Sociology professor

Riley also said that although

there have been some minor

disagreements between him-

self and the Board, he does

not "think it's fair to charac-

terizemy relationshipwith the

Board in terms of disputes

and divergences."

Asked what he hoped the

resignations will accomplish.

Livesay said: "We hope it will

create a situation inwhich the

voice ofthe faculty willbe heard

more clearly, especially by the

Board, and will empower the

President and the Dean of the

College to more effectively rep-

resent the faculty,"

Religion professor Sam Wil-

liams, who chose not to resign

from the Committee on Com-
mittees believes the reasons

the three gave for resigning

were "not compelling...I'm

afraid [the Trustees] will

overlook the statement that it

was done because of the sal-

ary issue."

BUI Hochman, a professor of

historywho hasbeen at CC for

36 years, disagrees. "I think

the Board is going to write off

the faculty to a greater extent

and think they are a group of

people who care more about a

petulant salary structure than

the college at large...

'"You don't secede from the

union when you are on the

losing side of an issUe
action was unprecedented
my experience at the

Coll

Hochman said.

But math Department™
Jim Henderson, one of

three resigning memlJ
the Committee on Com,
tees, says the resigns

"should not be interpret

withdrawing from the ba
.

but rather as trying to J
problem sharply into fo^
that others may enga?
finding a solution."

But he conceded
that

Trustees may not interpret

resignations in that mar,

"Given the lack of represg

tion offaculty viewpoints
to

Trustees by the Dean aid

President, they may infl

our action [as Hochman wt

scribes]."

Riley said he contacted

Chairman ofthe Board oflr,

ees. Bill Spencer, to inform]

ofthe resignations, butbeca

of time limitations, the)'

discussed the facts of then

nation and did not analyze

he l

he i

to

Thefollowing is the textfrom

a letter written to thefaculty

and Board of Trustees from

Jeff Livesay of the Sociology

Dept. Barbara Whittenofthe

Physics Dept., and Jim
Henderson of the Mathemat-

ics Dept. dated February 20.

1991.

We have resigned from the

Committee on Committees.
We believe that the Com-

mittee on Committees can
no longer function as an ef-

fective instrument of faculty

representation in the cur-

rent configuration of power
among the Board of Trust-

ees, the administration, and
the faculty. Over the past

decade the Board has be-

come increasingly (and In our
opinion illegitimately) intru-

sive into the micro-manage-
ment of the college, and in

recentyears President Riley's

and Dean Finley's ability to

represent faculty interests to

the Board has steadily di-

minished. As the President

and the Dean have increas-

ingly had to worry about
containing the encroach-
ments ofthe Board, they have
paid less and less attention

to the representative voices
of the faculty.

Two sets ofevents this year
have convinced us that these

dynamics currentlypreclude
effective faculty participation

in the College's decision-
making process. The first In-

volves the appointment of

Tom Cronin to the position

of interim President. For
several years some of
Cronin's patrons on the
Board have insisted that a
new administrative position

ofexecutive vice-president be
created for him. President
Riley has resisted their ad-

of Riley's sabbatical, which

was suggested to him by

Trustees, gave these Board

members an opportunity to

provide Cronin with a test-

ing period in a senior admin-

istrative position. Hence, the

Executive Committee of the

Board rejected the
President's recommendation
that Dean Finley be the in-

terim President and made
their desire to have Cronin
in that position known to

Riley. The Board made no
effort to consult with the

Committee on Committees
about this matter, and Riley

sought the advice of the full

Committee on Committees
only after he had made up
his mind that resistance to

the Board on this matter
would likely mean the end of

his presidency at Colorado
College. The Committee on
Committees strongly op-

posed the Cronin appoint-

ment and communicated
that to the President in a
November 5 memo. We ob-

jected to a selection process
that simultaneously rejected

the President's recommen-
dation to the Board and ex-

cluded the faculty from a

consultative role in the ap-
pointment. Of course, the

President did appoint Cronin.
and we remained silent about
our position.

The second set of events
that constitutes the proxi-

mate cause of our resigna-

tions has to do with this

year's Faculty Salary Report.
In December of 1990, Presi-

dent Riley expressed his in-

tention to consult with the

Committee on Committees
early in the new year about
the 1991-92 college budget.
This relatively early discus-

sion was necessitated, he

was entering a period of fis-

cal austerity that could re-

quire the retrenchment of

some College programs. The
next we heard of the budget

was a report on February 6

fromVice-President Wenzlau
after senior administrators

had met with the new Bud-
get and Finance Committee
of the Board to establish the

parameters of next year's

budget. One of the elements

of this budget agreement was
an increase in faculty sala-

ries insufficient to maintain
the faculty salary structure.

At the February 12 meeting

of the Committee on Com-
mittees we learned that the

President and the Dean had
failed to show this year's

Faculty Salary Report to the

members of the Budget and
Finance Committee . In other

words, decisions were made
about next year's faculty sal-

ary structure without any
airing of faculty views on the

matter. We find this to be
inexcusable and especially

galling at a moment when
these decisions will likely lead

to the collapse of the faculty

salary structure as we have
known it in recent years.

In light of these two mat-
ters, we find it impossible to

continue to serve on the

Committee on Committees.
To do so would merely legiti-

mate a decision-making
structure that has been
functioning to the detriment
of faculty interests. We want
to emphasize that our deci-

sions to resign have been
motivated not by a narrow
desire for a larger share of

the College budget to go to

faculty salaries. We recog-
nize that because of budget
constraints the Faculty Sal-
ary Report cannot be imple-

year. Our concern rather is

with the role of faculty par-

ticipation In the process of

decision-making at the Col-

lege. We believe that the cur-

rent administration and the

current Board of Trustees

have illegitimately excln

the faculty from this

cess, and we believe that!

ulty morale and commitm

to this institution will dec

until our voices are ta

more seriously.
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ihe
protestors chanted

"peace is patriotic," and

.{Id an "open mic" session,

I army officer who only

Intified himself as Doug,

1epped
out of the office.

As he watched the pro-

fetors drawing peace slo-

,ans on the sidewalk with

yit, he said: "I'm proud

J be in the Army! I don't

eeDi them doing anything

ohelp."

During the "open mic," CC
USt

year Stacy Rosoff said

he U.S. government and

he recruiting center are

hiring young men and
jomen to go to foreign

ountries and kill

eople.. .There is noting de-

cisive about it—nothing."

fe
bruary 22, 1991 9itws
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peace activists march to recruiting center

nil
,„tinued from page 1 According to Sergeant RI-

KA
Colorado Springs police chard Reisler of the Colo-

leers driving motorcycles rado Springs Police De-
h,]ocked the recruiting partment. the officers

iter's parking lot exits. blocked the parking lot to

the recruiting center defend the protestors. "We
|ocked its doors prior to the protect them from people

mstrators arrival. As throwing things from a
passing car," he said.
Reisler said he advised the

recruiting center that there
could be a "disturbance"
outside their office, but said
he was not sure that was
the reason they closed early.

A military officer who
emerged from the building
towards the end of the rally,

speaking on the condition
of anonymity, said that the
center was not closed early
because of the protestors.
He said they closed because
of a staff shortage. "Re-
cruiters were needed in
Denver to train people." he
said.

Although several people
watching the rally from a
distance urged the police to

Students and community members stage "dead-in" at the Citadel military
recruiting center photo by Justin Blu£

arrest the protestors. City would not be broken up
Attorney Wynetta—who sat because "they aren't vlolat-
watching in an unmarked Ing any city ordinances."
vehicle—said the rally In addition to the rally.

the protestors announced
they will hold a "blood drive
for peace." In the near fu-

ture.

Professors Lee and Weida discuss facts of war Thursday at 11
Jennifer Jose

laff Writer

In the midst of the failed

race talks between the So-

il Union and Iraq and the

B greater threat of ground
or, political science profes-

or Robert Lee and business
tonomics professor William

feida shared theirviews con-
raing the present dilemmas

of the war in the Middle East
at this week's Thursday at

Eleven, held in Packard Hall.

Both professors attempted
to step back from the graphic
images of the war presented
by the media to analyze what
is currently happening mili-

tarily and politically concern-
ing the war.

Addressing the audience
first. Professor Weida pointed

fountain Chalet

Downtown by Acacia Park
633-0732 226N.Tejon

£C's Outdoor Connection

out thatground war is likely to

occur in "the next 24 hours,"
and that it may have already
begun. Weida also noted that
there were six occurrences In

which the coalition could have
reached a peaceful solution if

it had been "luckier." Among
these occurrences were:

1

)

Economic sanctionscould
haveworked ifgivenmore time.

2) During the first 48 to 72
hours ofattack, when the coa-

lition demonstrated its supe-
riority in air command by de-

stroying Iraqi air command
and communications centers,

Hussein could have been de-

posed by other military offic-

ers or the government.

3) In the first and second
weeks of the war. when the

coalition destroyed most of

Iraq's nuclear and chemical
plants, it was hoped that once
again, Hussein would pull out
of Kuwait.

4) During the second and
thirdweeks ofwar, afterheavily

bombing the Iraqi army, it was
hoped that there would be
massive defections by Iraqi

soldiers which would force

Hussein to pull out.

5) During the fourth week of

war, there was hope that

Hussein would be deposed by
armycommanderswho feared

ground war as a sure lost.

6) This weekend, Hussein
would recognize thatAmerican

troops are now going in and
out of Kuwait more freely in

light ofheavier assaults on the

Iraqi troops, and pull out.

In view of these six occur-

renceswhere the coalition has
failed to thwart the determi-

nation of Hussein. "All hopes
have been dashed, andground
war is likely to occur with the

next 24 hours."

Weida continued to say that

we could expect to see an at-

tack of Iraqi troops from ihe
western side of the Kuwait
border as well as amphibious
attack and vast armored at-

tack The objecUve of the US
will be to draw the Iraqi army
out of positions and thus at-

tack successfully from the air.

According to Weida. the
purpose of this attack would
befourfold: Utocutfron(line
troops, 2) to isolate Iraqi amiy
units that weren't completely

destroyed, 3) to surround Ku-
wait City, and 4) to move to the

Iraqi border.

"There will be no room for

peace until the US reaches the

Iraqi border," said Weida.

He continued to state that

he sees three major dangers at

this point. Fearing that the US
is underestimating the power
ofthe remaining troops. Weida
perceives this as a possible

threat. Potential chemical use
of weapons also pose a dan-
gerous threat to US troops.

Lastly. Weida fears that the

US will decide to occupy Iraq.

Lee focused his speech on
what "caused the war and to

what extent those causes can
be controlled or removed in

what the post -war world
urges." Posing problematic

questions to the audience. Lee
asked. "Is the post war Middle

East more likely to be more
manageable or less so? Will

the Middle East exemplify 'New
World Order' or epitomize

disorder like it has for years?"

Citing fourcauses of the war
with Iraq. Lee focused In on
many common problems as-

sociated with the Middle East.

Lee saw the money of Iraq

derived from oil as a funda-

mental force in a cause ofwar.

Its wealth has allowed Iraq to

build its army on a greater

scale than otherwise capable

for its size. Money made from

oil is absorbed by territorial

states such as Iraq and used
to serve self-serving purposes
and Is "foolishly spent." said
Lee.

Basing the legitimacy of the
government on ideology rather

than process, nationalism
playsagreatforce In the Middle
East, he said. Thus, weak
politics, confounded by a use
of coercion and an ideology

such as nationalism which
advocates competition be-
tween other territorial states.

Is another cause of the war.

Another question Lee posed
for the audience was that of a

post-war Middle East. Lee
presented four problematic

Issues that will have to be
dealt with. The first Is the Is-

sue of oil and money. "Some
will have it. andjealousles need
to be controlled," said Lee.

There has to be a better

mechanism for negotiating Ihe

use of money.
Secondly, there will be gov-

ernmental weaknesses. "Most

countries will be more weak.
Some will be less stable, noth-

ing more. Iraq Is one of them.
Kuwait will be more stable

but. ..Kuwait will not be
Invulnerable, "continued Lee.

Another Issue is national-

ism. "Xenophobia will be

higher. ..nationalism will be
more fervent and not less."

Lastly, the issue of interna-

tional involvement will be an
important factor in the post

war Middle East. "The US will

not forego Its positions

...However, the US must rec-

ognize that it will not remain

the only external nation in-

volved. The Soviet Union will

also remain Involved. The US
must also realize that no ex-

ternal power has been able to

dominate in the Middle East,"

said Lee.
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'Can .Japan sav no?'

Growing frictions straining U.S./Japan relations
By Graham Roy
Staff Writer

Professor Walt Hecox
spoke about Japan's
changing role In the world

and how Japan's economic

success will affect America

during a talk entitled "Can

Japan Say No: Trade Fric-

tion betweenJapan and the

United States."

Japan obsesses itselfwith

its future role in the world.

and according to Hecox,

Japan's future influence

could take one offourforms.

Japan could either become

a major superpower, join

forces with the United

States, or join with other

Asian countries becoming

an equal member of a three

member economic commu-
nity which includes Europe

and the North American

countries, or it could pur-

sue a global strategy simi-

lar to the United States'

after World War II.

Hecox said a good rela-

tionship between the United

States and Japan is unlikely

because growing frictions

separate the countries.

More likely is a Japan which

CCCA open forum

addresses concerns
By Karen Huber
Staff Writer

Wednesday marked the

second open forum CCCA
meeting in the exile room at

Bemis. The informal meet-

ing was opened with intro-

ductions all around, in-

cluding each person's fa-

vorite food preference. Fol-

lowing that were an-

nouncements over the
resolution of past concerns

by CCCA president John
Calhoon, and open discus-

sion on new concerns.

The first announcement
regards The Catalyst. There

is a new insert called "The

Source" which lists all ac-

tivities on campus. Twelve

bulletin boards have been
designated around campus
for the same purpose. This

is part of the attempt to cut

down on paper usage for

advertising, and reports.

Calhoon encouraged mem-
bers to use these means.
Also as part ofthe conser-

vation effort, CCCA made
suggestions to Marriott,

may of which were re-

sponded to. For instance,

they requested that plastic

knives and forks be offered

only upon request.

Update: Itwas stated

in the Feb. 1, 19911ssueof
the Catalyst in the article

"Campus rapesup slightly"

that the college took no
disciplinary action in the

three alleged Incidents of

rape that had been re-

ported this school year.

Following the report, As-
sociate director of Resi-

dential Life Paul Jones an-

nounced the college was
able totake action in one of

the incidents. The student

was placed on probation

until the end ofhis college

career. Hewasalsowarned
to stay away from those

involved in the incident.

After these announce-
ments the meeting was
opened to discussion.

Santiago Fosterwas the first

to bring up a point. Being a

member of EnAct as well as

CCCA, Foster requested

volunteers from the CCCA
to help with the recycling

program, which can become
overburdening if there are

not enough hands. "1 think

members of the CCCA
should get involved in this

to show their support," said

Foster.

Another request, brought

up by Andrew Brown, was
that the CCCA buy a dif-

ferent brand ofcondom next

year. "Well, what kind do

you prefer?" was one of the

random responses.

Before that subject was
allowed to open, Brown
quickly explained his in-

tent. His concern was the

the Trojan-enz did not rate

high enough in Consumer
Reports. This issue will be

looked Into. "I'm very im-

pressed with the strong

moral stand Andrew Brown
has taken in the distribu-

tion of condoms," stated

CCCA member-at-large
Aaron Lloyd.

Two other points were
brought up by members
who had been approached
by students. One student,

who is a swimmer here, was
concerned about the
chemicals In the pool, and
requested that alternate

water treatments be looked

Into.

Another student wanted
to know what the CCCA
could do about the excessive
amount of"dog-doo-doo" on
campus. Amid snickers.

President Calhoon quipped,

"Well, this is a very serious

issue here at CC."
Half of the twenty stu-

dents present at the meet-
ing were CCCA members
and the rest were guests or

concerned students.

develops strong economic

and diplomatic ties to other

Asian countries.

Japan's Ministry of Inter-

national Trade and Finance

(M1TI) is already forming

economic strategies for

Asia, and Japanese trade

in Asia has increased 30

per cent.

Hecox suggested his talk's

title indicates the danger

Japan's economy poses for

the United States. Until now
Japan has willingly sold

products in the United

States, but that could

change. "The more we ex-

clude Japanese products,

the more we encourage
Asian Independence." said

Hecox, because Japan can

sell those products to Asian

markets.

If Asia becomes a good

market for Japan. Japan
could say "no" to the United

States, refusing to sell the

US computer chips and

"in-

activities. Such

other products essential to ness, something which

the United States. not work in the u
Hecox suggested the States

United States must rethink Japan also believes
a fr.

its relationship with Japan market creates econoj,

in order to avoid becoming chaos, so the governing

more dependent on the re- tightly controls econoi

lationship and to offset ex-

isting dependencies. He also

said certain portions of the

US economy are in certain

decline.

To renew the economy,
Hecox said, "we must en-

courage long term invest-

ment and. ..renew physical

and human capital."

Hecox cautioned against

Americans emulating
Japanese business prac-

tices because the Japanese

system is based on trust

whereas Americans tend

not to trust each other. A
government organization

like MITI would not work In

the US because MITI forms

a close relationship between

the government and busl-

ine

veer

coritt,

would be Impossible
i n A

United States, according

Hecox.
The first step in econoi.

renewal must be to inio,

Americans about the eo

nomic forces which
them, Hecox said. "Am.,

cans don't understand,

said, "they just see the

jobs lost so they elect

ticians who Japan basjj

Instead Hecox conclude,

"We must make comtoi

people understand Amei

can and Japanese relatioi

ships."

Hecox feels that when tk

Is achieved the Unili

States and Japan can w

constructively together

Loevy, Cronin examine Colorado politic

vers

met

oals.

tecc

The

uesd

tllr

continued from page 3

government.
Loevy also sees Republi-

can domination in the local

level... The number of Re-

publican county and city

officials is roughly equal to

that of Democrats, but Re-

publicans dominate in the

larger counties and spend

the most money.
Colorado Politics and

Government will not be
published until 1992. but

Community
colleges face

changes
continued from page 1

In 1989, $247 million in

student loans were in de-

fault, according to a survey

by the General Accounting
Office.

Following a lawsuit by the

California Community Col-

leges, the nation's largest

community college system,

the Education Department
said it would enforce the

law only for those students

applying for financial aid,

and granted a six month
grace period, allowing the

schools to operate without

complying. AfterJune 30th
the department will enforce

whatever new legislation is

passed, or the old law.

Representative Ronald D.

Coleman, a Texas Demo-
crat, and Representative
George Miller, a California

Democrat, have proposed
repealing all or part of the

Act. Coleman stated that

the law "created undue
hardship upon thousands
of students across the na-
tion."

Loevy said it has already

made an impact on Colo-

rado politics. Bird read the

chapter on the nominating

process and pointed out

that Colorado should have

a part in the presidential

primaries.

A memo was sent to the

state legislature and last

fall the citizens voted to

begin a presidential primary

in Colorado. The primary

was "90 per cent a Colorado

College project," Loevy sal

Bird also mentioned

weaknesses of the go

norship, sent anoth

memo, and the subject

being examined.
Before Loevy's speecht

Friends of Tutt library a

nounced the modernizatit

of the library's circulatii

desk. College Preside

Gresham Riley called t

circulation desk "the ac

demic heart of the carapi!

Justine,

May you lie in ice

forever!

Lovingly, Justin

The

CCCA
STUDENT FACULTY COMMITJJJ

DO IT NOW!
FOR 1991-92
Applications available in Worrier, Bemis, Mathias.

Loomis, and Slocum.

Submission deadline:

Wednesday, February 27th at the Womer Desk-

Questions call Shana (X7538)
,
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When the twenty-four
news coverage

10
pped, life for many

jople almost returned to

ormal-

fliere are some people.

,tten the war. The Nevada

Lue war memorial vigil

arted the same day as the

arand has never stopped.

Wat CC students know

)0ut the vigil, and what

ie
vigil actually is, repre-

ss another disparity. The

«il Is comprised of a very

verse group ofpeople, who
jnetheless have definite

and an impact upon
It community.

The group present on
jesday night this week
:11 represented a typical

oss section of vigil mem-
:rs. Dave was a Pikes Peak
udent; Rick, Mark and
ihn were community
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Vigil participants remain dedicated to

ause despite physical and verbal abuse

There is a disparity be-

een the war on the front
• awareness of it back

twever who have not for-

present members agreed
that there had been both
strong negative and posi-
tive reactions.

"The phones at the police
station and city hall are
ringing off the hook because
of us," said Dave. Unfortu-
nately, due to the type of
people who call in, most of
those comments have been
negative.

There have been other
negative reactions as well.

Most infamous are the in-

sults and objects hurled at
the supporters from pass-
ing vehicles.

People continually shout
"get ajob" or "get a haircut"
at the demonstrators. Most
of these people, reflects
Dave, don't even know what
the vigil stands for.

Fortunately, only one
person has been hit by
something thrown out ofthe
car. Her accident, say the
supporters, served only to

strengthen her resolve.

Vigil members are not half

so affronted by the physical
opposition as by the writ-

ten and the unspoken. They

Demonstrators at the vigil starting to gain confidence.
By Thomas Newton

say they receive only biased
and negative comments in

the newspapers (when they
receive any at all), and that
some high school newspa-
pers have refused to print

We believe in a human race that must evolve beyond war of all kinds
n order to deserve the fragile planet upon which we live. By our action,
e demand the continuing efforts toward a non-violent means of
esolution among the nations of the Earth.

Vigil pamphlet

embers; Amanda, a CC
udent (the only one
resent); and Kim, Joleen,
ody and Tom, high school
idents.

they are not, said Dave
Rick, all CC students.

iparently there has been
me confusion about that,
n fact, said Dave, "Many

have a lot ofmiscon-
PUons about us. We are
'hippies, we are not just
»Ping and hanging out,
"most of us work one or
Jobs, or go to school."
*erse as the group is, it

es not have any particu-
leaders. "Everything we
tomes from a group con-
0sus." said Dave.

One result of these meet-
ings is an agreed upon set

of goals for the group. They
are there, said Amanda, to

show that "there are people
in the world who want
peace, and who are willing

to stand up for their right to

say that. They are also will-

ing to say that they are
opposed to their
government's actions."

"We are not anti-Ameri-
can," said Rick, "we are only
opposed to what the Ameri-
can government is doing in

the Persian Gulf."

Dave expanded upon that

sentiment, saying, "You
don't have to support your
government. Sometimes
you are a better citizen for

taee the start ofthe vigil,

Members have met every not doing so.
"' at seven o'clock to There are other aspects to
,c"ss goals, events, the vigil's goals as well. For
c
y. and problems. example, supporters call

'Setter at the beginning themselves the "Peace
Jjjlgil. forexample, they Keepers." with the idea that
"1 that there would be any peace in the world has
Js or alcohol present to start from within indi-

J
Cstte, and that it would

"ePt clean at all times.

viduals. They believe, says
one of their pamphlets, in

tide

Friday's issuue of The Catalyst (2-15-91), the
entitled "MEChA to sponsor conference on

™elessness" was titled inaccurately. The confer-

^ £
will be primarily sponsored by Volunteer Net-

'k and the Center for Community Service. MEChA
Sponsor only a part of the conference.

peace for all people.

The demonstrators also

support the troops in Saudi,
and wish only for their
safety.

"Another one of the mis-
conceptions about us," said
Dave, "is that we are like

the Vietnam Era protestors
who reacted so violently to

the returning troops. We are

not. Most ofthe people here
would be some of the first

to welcome the soldiers
home, not to insult them."
Rick seconded that point.

"Almost all of us have ei-

ther friends or relatives over
there. Some of the people
here are even in the mili-

tary. How could we be
against the troops, given
that?"

They support the troops,

say the vigil members, but
they are against the war.
Their pamphlet reads: "We
believe in a human race that

must evolve beyond war of

all kinds in order to deserve
the fragile planet upon
which we live. By our ac-

tion, we demand the con-
tinuing efforts toward a
non-violent means of reso-

lution among the nations of

the Earth."

The results of that action
have been mixed. All the

anything about them.
Members also say that

some supporters had to stop
coming to the vigil for fear

of losing their jobs.

In the face of such nega-
tive reactions, vigil mem-
bers try to focus on positive

reactions to their demon-
stration as a source of
strength and hope.
Many people shout en-

couragement to the vigil

supporters as they drive by.

orwave peace signs at them.
Others stop by with food,

usually pizza ordoughnuts.
Most important to the

supporters, however, are
those people who take the
time to learn what the dem-
onstration is about.

"We've really changed
some people's perspec-
tives," said Dave. "One
women told us that we had
renewed her faith in hu-
manity. That meant a lot to

us."

Another source of hope
has been the converters

originally was, the vigil was
much more focused, and
concentrated on its pur-
pose, said Amanda and
Dave. "Now we are trying to

regain that cohesion."
The group has dwindled

some since the beginning,
with mainly' hard core
members continually
present now. On most
nights, between five and fif-

teen vigil supporters stay
the night on Nevada. On
weekends that number
grows to between thirty and
forty.

Amanda, however, said
that the group is also much
more set now In what is It

doing. "When we first

started, we were really

afraid of what would hap-
pen, and did not think we'd
be able to stay very long.

Now we are much more
confident."

That confidence has not

been easily gained, accord-
ing to Rick. "It's not easy to

just sit out here, day in and

"We are not hippies, we are not just camping
and hanging out, and most ofus work one or two
jobs or go to school."

Dave, a vigil participant

from the pro-war side. Pro-

tests against the vigil

started across the street In

Acacia Park, during the
early part of the war.

When the opposing pro-

testors got to talking how-
ever, they found that their

views were actually very
similar. Several of these
former pro-war activists are

now the vigil's strongest

supporters.

One month after its con-
ception, the group is now
trying to reorganize. As it

day out. There are many
people who start to get edgy.

They feel that more active

demonstration would have
a greater effect."

Such a demonstration
took place over the week-
end, at the recruiter's of-

fice.

The vigil members all re-

iterated that anyone is wel-

come tojoin them. They are

not an exclusive body by
any means and they appre-

ciate any support given to

them.
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Environmental column

Cost is a main issue in CC sponsored recycling
By Aaron Lloyd

Staff Writer

(Interview with David Lord,

Business Manager for Colo-

rado College.)

Do you consider yourself

an environmentalist?

I do now, but I have got to

give you credit, if you had

come to me two years ago I

was not aware of environ-

mental issues. The students

here at the Colorado College

have educated me and given

me the commitment to the

issue. Now I would say I am
becoming an environmen-

talist but 1 am not a die-hard

yet. I've got a lot to learn.

Do you think that envi-

ronmentallsm and recy-

cling are consistent with

the schools' policy and
goals?

I feel committed to that.

I'm not ready to say the

president is. although my
hope is to continue. ..but I

think the answer is yes. I feel

that it is something that is

permanently here as part of

our society, and I think we
are going to find more and

more sophistication in the

way trash is picked up. One
of my hopes is going to be

that in a community like

Colorado Springs, where we
currently have three trash

pickup companies, that re-

cycling is here to stay. My
hunch is they're going to have

to rapidly find out efficient

ways to pick up. collect, and
sort the materials.

Along that line, currently

the college recycles white

paper on campus, and
EnAct and the other stu-

dents are responsible for

recycling the glass and alu-

minum on campus. Does
the college have any plans

to take over that responsi-

bility, or do they even see

it as their responsibility?

Let me tell you where we
are currently at, I thinkparts

of our program are working

really well and parts are not.

Last summer when the pro-

gram came up originally it

was going to involve hiring a

bunch of students to do it.

and it was just too expen-

sive, everyone said there was
nowaywe could do recycling.

Kind of a work study?
It was going to be a work

study, rather than the EnAct
students volunteering their

time. Itwas going to be work-
study students who would
have helped with the collec-

tion. Butwhen I sat in on the
meeting in July..., it looked

like at that point, because of

the cost, people weren't go-

ing to be discussing recy-

cling any more. And as 1 lis-

tened to it I began to realize

that, geeze, I think we could

make some compromises
over the summer to get the

program olf the ground. So

that's where we basically

made the compromise. For-

tunately, the Marriott cus-

todial people.... were very

Important to us, and they

basically, at no cost to the

institution, are taking the

sorted material out to the

specific dumpsters. And the

two pieces of the pie that we

sort of left for EnAct to do

were the glass and alumi-

num. We're getting together

this sort ofad-hock recycling

committee and sitting down
tomorrow to look at where do

we go now. do we continue

the same concepts, do we
make a proposal to the col-

lege to hire work-study stu-

dents to do it, and the big-

gest problem/ issue that we
are running into is glass.And
the reason for that Is, for

people to take glass, it's got

to be clean glass with the

label off..and aluminum and
the plastic rings...and my
hunch is right now unless

you go through each piece of

glass and do that personally,

that people won't. . .we'rejust

not to the point where
volunteerism is going to get

people to put the glass in the

containers properly. And
that's the real hang up point

and I think the issue that

really gets to me is that we
have to be extremely fortu-

nate that students have been
committed here. I have never

in my years of higher educa-

tion seen a better group of

unsung heroes than the stu-

dents from EnAct that go out

and pick up the stuff, and do

it in a nice, quiet efficient

manner. But how long we
are going to continue to find

students that are willing to

do that...

So, the main problem to

students doing it as work
study you see as, 1) the

cost of paying that wage
for students to collect it,

as EnAct students do now
and 2) the glass, there may
be insurance problems, or

it's not clean enough?
Well the answer is, even if

you have the custodlanstake

it out to the barrels,

someone's got to go through

each piece of that glass, to

make sure the plastic tops

are taken off. Originally, we
thought that whoever was
going to be our trash com-
pany, it was going to save us
money to recycle. The an-

swer is. on a contract that is

worth about $22,000 a year,

it's probably going to cost us
between $6-7000 more to

whoeverwe hire as our trash

company to continue the re-

cycling with the different

containers. So we have that

expense that we are facing

for next year already, and
then ifyou add the wages for

the students to go around

and pick it up you may be

adding another $6-7.000

dollars on top. So the real

question gets to be can we do

both of those, will we have to

do both of those if we can't

get EnAct to volunteer to it.

My hunch is that the college

could be convinced to pick

up the extra $6-7.000 to pay

a trash company to continue

the current program as it is.

and then, ...because I think

this issue is among the top

two or three issues with stu-

dents, and is going to be to

try and see if we can con-

tinue to broaden the base of

volunteers. Like I had sug-

gested to John Calhoon. I

met with him recently.. . , he's

in a fraternity, I said this

would be a great service

project, for the fraternity

system, to take on.

Along those lines, the

school now recycles white

paper and I have heard they

make a profit from it. Can't

we sell glass and alumi-

num?
Let me help you on what is

really happening. Right now
using our trash compactor,

we're sorting out cardboard

separately. newspap
er

white paper. The ans»
f

a

that right now. because J

price is so low, that yj
talking about minisculej

lars. Just when EnAct
tat,

^ ''

the glass and alumi
n„

<e
"

they get maybe twenty
j

lars for a whole truck]..

So the answer is. ourtr
company is not retumta
money to us at this

p
Again our hope is if the,

phasis can continue
onbi

tag recycled paper prod„
(

that we can swing i[

market, so taking this
st

to the recycling plants
I

gins to have some value

I know the college
h

made a commitment
buying recycled produ,

continued on i

Every day 8:00-1:00

$1.00

Cappuccino

«w
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Wooglin's co-owned by recent CC grads
^by Allen

ff
Writer

5 Dan Cross and Linda

_ -follette know, good food

j a place to sit and talk

•etop
priorities for a col-

*
e
student. That is why

Jy
opened Wooglin's.

ith
co-owners are CC

luates. Dan, a philoso-

[ymajor. had just gradu-

ledin the spring and Linda

still in school when
ijoglin's opened in late

989-

•flie idea for a deli close

icampus came to us when
were first-years and

:re was nothing „to eat,

Specially late at night,"

ian explained.

The opportunity arose for

,eir idea to materialize

Jen the store space
ed during the spring of

i.The partners drew up
usiness plans over the

«mmer. bid for the space,

id got it.

Opening Wooglin's was a

juggle for both. Dan put

a 100 hours a week while

Inda had to juggle work-

lg 40 hours a week and
reparing for her senior art

show.
Wooglin's provides for an

alternative from the college
student's daily fare while
keeping close to campus.
They offer mostly sand-

wiches, salads, and a new
addition - bagel melts made
from imported cheeses,
fresh meats, greens; and
breads from area bakeries.
Soups and quiches are
made fresh daily and
deserts are baked from
family recipes.

Wooglin's also carries a
wide variety of herb teas
and their coffee is made by
BB Bean in the old Euro-
pean skillet style.

Located at 823 N. Tejon,
Wooglin's has a large CC
clientele but "not as much
as you would think." It is

open until 1 a.m. expressly
for students, to provide food
for midnight hunger pangs
or coffee or cappuccino for

a late night caffeine boost.
(Mondays and Tuesdays are

75 cent cappuccino nights.)

There have been many re-

cent changes in Wooglin's
and more plans are in the
works. Expansion is hard,
however, due to the lack of

space in the kitchen and
dining area. They have in-

stalled a wooden bar in the
back to accommodate more
people and received their
liquor license four months
ago.

By next fall they plan to

have a new menu and hope
to add a grill in order to

enlarge during breakfast
hours. Right now Wooglin's
opens at 8 a.m. for a conti-
nental breakfast.

Dan and Linda appreciate
student art and encourage
artists to bring in their
works. They are more than
happy to provide an envi-
ronment for their display.
About six works have al-

ready been sold.

Wooglin's loves to dojobs
for CC organizations and
can prepare food for trips.

If you give them advance
notice, they will pack
sandwiches for your group.
Also, it is best to call in
even for small orders, es-
pecially during hectic
lunchtime hours.
And just what is a

wooglin? Well, if you don't
know, you will have to ask
Dan and Linda.

Wooglin's owners. Dan Cross and Linda LaFollette,
decided to open a deli while at CC. By Thomas Newton

German journalist discusses
role of European community
By Sarah Hadley
Staff Writer

Karl Weiss, a freelance writer

from Germany, discussed the

evolving role of the European
Community in a discussion last

Friday.

Weiss has been editor for the

German newspaper,
Saeddeiitscfie Zeilung; press of-

ficer for the German embassy.
New Delhi, India; Washington
DC correspondent for ZDF. a

major German TV station; and
is currently a freelance writer in

Munich. He was brought here

by the German department and
ISO.

He highlighted some "mis-

takes'' Germany has made re-

cently. He said German compa -

nies soldchemicals toIranwhich

it used to make poisonous gas-

sesand otherchemicals for war.

The companies that sold the

chemicals are being severely

punished, he said. The punish-

ment, though, took the form of

whathe called "Hysterical Laws."

Jail sentences are beinggiven to

chemical company personnel

believed to have been involved.

The crackdown, he said. Is de-

signed to assure that a similar

situation will not happen again.

He also said that the German
contribution to the Gulf War.

although slow in coming, is

substantial. He theorized that

aid was slow in coming because
German'shad vivid memories of
WorldWar H; marry felt that war
was awful and should not be

allowed to happen again. That

"never again" policy, he said, is

in the German constitution.

But 70% ofthe citizens and the

German government now sup-

port the war effort.

The over-all assistance is

considerable." he said, pointing

out that 50% of the American
forces going to the Middle East

went through Germany, In ad-

dition, he said, sophisticated

weapons were given to U.S.-led

forces including a total of 80
small tanks that are equipped

for chemical attacks. Gennany
has also contributed $ 10 billion

dollars to cover the first three

months of the war.

In the beginning oflhe 1980's.

overproduction was a problem,

he said. Countries stopped pay-

ing info [he fund which sup-

ported the program, and nego-

tiations to construct new poli-

cies collapsed.

Sheer frustration with the

continuing regional problems

led totheideaofthcECandthc
free domestic market was bom,
he said.

The creation of the EC means
an abolition of customs, the

ability for exchanges of services

and man power, the deregula-

tion of conflicting policies, har-

monizing policies, makingcom-
pany laws compatible, and the

formation ofpolicies to examine
food, licenses for doctors, food

inspectors, teachersand the like,

he said. The current prediction

is a 3-5% growth for several

years after integration.

When the wall came down,

the other countries in the EC
became nervous that Germany
would turn to the East and for-

get all of its friends to the west.

Other countries also worried

that Germany would become
Europe's "bully boy," and be-

come so "involved in internal

development" that they would

forget their EC friends.

Weiss said that Europe will

eventually reach its united goal,

but that it is going to take time.

The changes needed to form a

political and economic union

are going to take some time.

Weissjoked.itmayeven take us
one year to find a name for

ourseh/es.
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Aluminum and glass recycling too expensive as a work-study program
. .

.,". ,__j »„ r>„» „f «» thinue that he into that, for example, those the styrofoam..! have
,

continued from page 8

I am wondering, what steps

has the college taken to put

it into the rest of the col-

lege; does the business use

recycled paperproducts, the

alumni office, the admis-

sions office?

We have had great success

on a couple fronts. I think one

of them has been the move to

recycled (paper)...now all of

our copier and printing paper

is recycled paper, that's all we

are buying. We are using al-

most (no) colored paper at all.

All of our computer paper Is

now recycled paper, Marriott

custodial services is using re-

cycled toilet paper.

Impressive.

Much of the printed mate-

rial here, the brochures, for

example the symposium
booklet, the admissions ma-

terial, are on recycled paper.

I've just been asked and

Marriott food service has been

asked, to try eliminating plas-

tic straws and forks. Sowe are

reallymaking progress on that

front.

Do you see that they are

receptive to that, and are

taking steps to reduce the

use of plastic?

Yes. 1 talked to Rob yester-

day, andheplanstogothrough

and try and implement all the

items that you requested. The

only issue that he raised to

me. which has become a prob-

lem, is we have a lot of loss of

silverware, and people throw-

ing out silverware, and if we

have a high rate of people

stealing the plastic baskets

that he is using for

sandwiches,. ..if the cost gets

to be too astronomical, then

we would bring that back to

the CC community, and say

we would like to continue this

recycling, but it's costing us

too much on this front be-

cause we are not getting the

cooperation.

Do you think the students

would be willing to pay for

the extra cost?

I don't know the answer to

that, but what I would cer-

tainly do is to take it to the

Food Service Committee and

the CCCA and try and get

some input. I think right now
with the president of CCCA
right now asking us, it looks

like thatmaybe an issue that's

Important this year in CCCA.

And the bookstore also hopes

to implement, they have got

net bags, with plastic bags on

an optional basis, but again

they are very supportive ofthe

issuesonwhichtheyhavebeen

asked.

When Amory Lovins came
to symposium, I'm not sure

if...

I didn't hear his...

One of the things that he

suggested was using energy

efficient lighting in the li-

brary that could pay for it-

self. Has the business office,

the physical plant, explored

any alternative, efficient

lighting systems, and for

that matter heating...

My hunch Is that they are

interested in that. I thinkwhat

you had is several years ago.

energy savings, lighting, wa-

ter, heating, were all people

talked about, sort of like recy-

cling. I do know that in new
buildings that we do, for ex-

ample in the Womer Center,

we have a very efficient glass

on it. So anynew building that

is built, it is verymuch looked

at, the lighting system, the

heating system, to try and

make the building as efficient

as possible.

So would you say that

Womer Center is an energy

efficient building?

Womer Center, the Barnes

science center, a number of

efficiency issues were looked

at and designed. The heating

systems, glass in the build-

ings, to make them as energy

efficient as possible.

Using passive solar tech-

nology?
Well, the heating system is

so sophisticated in that sci-

ence building, but there's a lot

of things that were developed

into that, for example, those

buildings are run by a com-

puter. Probably your best bet

to find out about the buildings

would be to talk with the

physical plant people.

Do you feel that conserva-

tion is one way that the

college can save money? Is

that something the college

looks at when trying to re-

duce expenditures?

Yes. the cost of heating, of

water, I think is going to be-

come more expensive. Energy

efficiency and trying to look at

those are extremely important

issues to be looked at. And
again, as we look as a society,

to look at that issue, the war in

Iraq, is really going to get us

back. Is this country going to

sit down and discipline itself

to conserve? I think that is

going to have to happen.

How do you see Colorado

College , ten years from now,

improving in energy effi-

ciency, recycling, environ-

mental sensitivity;what will

have changed?
Well, I hope by that point

recycling is like second habit

to people, that we all leam to

discipline. ..just to give you an

observation, I will go into a

restaurant now that doesn't

have recycling, and I go to

dumpmy tray in the trash and

I almost feel guilty. I almost

am looking where can I put

the styrofoam.. I havi.

myself in a habit, white

and different typ e

things. ..so I am hoping

recycling habits become
monplace. Andthe othertk"

I am hoping. I notice heren,

if people see a light on in

bathroom. ... I have beentn

Womer Center many
tfo

and people will have turner;,

the light. Some people are,

viously thinking... I think,

ter is going to increase inn

nitude of importance, we ,

be focusing on trying to o
up with efficient systems

it. But water really scaresj

We are sort of lucky here

Colorado, but I moved
rri

Florida, which isalittlebiti

California, surroundedbys

water, and they have been

ally going through a nivj|

year drought. With theamoi

of people In that state,
i|

scarywhen you begin to th

of the possibilities of not h.

ing proper water. SoIamh[

ing that becomes a major

sue.

Well, thank you.

Thankyou. Ithinkoneott

things the students here

doing is really educating

olderpeople on this issue!

it's really a tremendous

EnAct has done here. I r

givethestudentsenougho.

for the work and the effo

they have made

THE YEAR DOESN'T END WITH BLOCK 8

SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER

DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY

MARCH APRIL MAY

COME TO THE COLORADO COLLEGE

SUMMER SESSION

JUNE J^ MX y£ AUGUST^^c^

Fulfill Requirements • Enjoy Great Courses • Take Advantage of Low Tuition

For information, stop by the Summer Session office across from Tutt Library or call extension 6655.
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Capp finds fun in performing for others

jy Averil Rothrock

Staff Writer

Ryan Capp is one of the

5land-out students in the

Music Department. A music

major, with a minor in Ger-

man* Ryan has given many
memorable piano perfor-

mances at CC. He has also

part of the Office of
Residential Life staff since

Ms sophomore year, and is

currently working as the

Head Resident of Arthur
House. The following is an
excerpt from an interview

with Ryan:

Did you know before you
came to CC that you
wanted to major in music?
No. I was going to be a

physics major. I originally

wanted to get my physics

major here and then go to
Columbia for two years. But
that's not fun in the real
world. I took a music class
and had a good time, so I

stayed. Both my parents are
musicians in Boulder. 1

started taking piano lessons
when I was five or six, but I

was never serious until I

got here.

Is the piano your only
instrument?

I can still hack a guitar or
a trumpet, but not very well.

I've had a good time work-
ing on music theory with
Professor Carleton Gamer.
I've done a lot of composing
things myself. I want to try
to keep doing that.

What are the strengths
of the music department?

In the last two to three
years the amount and
quality of the musicians
here has gone up. The pro-
fessors are partly respon-
sible for this. They are good
at sponsoring students and
keeping them interested.
There is a lot more music
around now. There are also
a couple of really great
minds in the department.
What recitals have you

given?
I've perforrned a solo con-

cert every year since I've

been here. I worked with

^HNT WA/r

at the Colorado College Bookstore

Mike Forrester ('90) on his
senior concert. I've played
with the student CC
Woodwind Quintet. A great
experience was "A Com-
pletely Weill (pronounced
"vile"| Evening" with Marc
Acito ('90). It wasn't just
music, but slides and Marc
acting out the songs. I got
to sing one song with him.
It was really a lot of fun!
Do you get nervous be-

fore recitals?

Yeah. Sometimes you get
nervous five minutes before,

sometimes a couple days
before. One time I got ner-
vous when 1 sat down at the
keyboard, which is bad!
Then you don't have enough
time to react to it.

Are you required to give
a senior recital?

You're not required to, but
I did on February 14th. It

was good. I listened to the
tape this week. The farther
away you are from the tape
the better it sounds. Some
of it was exciting because I

didn't hear it before — you
are concentrating so hard.
It was definitely my most
satisfying concert at CC.
How much of musical

aptitude do you think is

inherent, and how much
is learned and trained?
A lot of it has to be in-

herent in order for one to

become a musician, but
there is a lot of work in-

volved for most of us. Of
course there are those
prodigies out there with an
amazing gift, but for most
of us that's not the real

world. A lot of work goes
into becoming appreciated.
What makes it worth it?

You're asking me at a good
time since I'm between con-
certs and since I was
pleased with the last one.
I'm feeling good about it.

The stage experience is

great. It is really fun to be
able to perform. I couldn't
live without spending time
alone with my music, either.

Just working on it is great.
It is definitely an addiction.
What have you gotten

out of RAing?
To be honest the best

thing is friends. I still hang
out with people from staff.

My first year RA told me
that I wouldn't have any
problem being one, so I

RAed in Loomls my sopho-
more year, was in Slocum
that summer and the next
year, and now I am an HR.
The summer was great! If

the new eight and a half
block plan goes through I

hope everyone does it. It's

more relaxed and it's a nice
way to learn. The people are
more relaxed and summer
in Colorado Springs is not
all that bad!
What made you decide

to come to CC?
Money, money. Now that 1

look back on it, CC is one of
the better schools that I ap-
plied to, but at the time the
financial aid drew me here.
I'm not disappointed at all

that that's how it worked
out. I think one of the best
things about CC is the
availability of the profes-

sors. If you take advantage
of the openness of the pro-
fessors you can really learn
a lot. I would change a lot of

things. I still think the nine
to eight block change was a

fiasco that students
couldn't really react to in a
proper manner. I think
there are problems with
some of the goals of the
administration as far as
being a high profile school
but still maintaining that

"hidden secret" sLatus. I

think lots of students are

1HE CoMPtEAT Gamer

NINTENDO
Bay, Sell, and Trade

Frlsbees, Boomerangs, fierobles,

Hacky Sacks

Party Games

Role-Playlngfl Board Games

Puzzles, Kites & Gifts

Chess Sets, Crlbbage, Go
Man Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116
Open 7 days a week

Across from Poor Richard's

Ryan Capp enjoys
composing on the piano
and playing other
instruments as well.

Photo courtesy of Ryan
Capp

drawn by where it is, by its

"earthy aura," which some-
times contradicts having to

be one ol the top twenty
schools in US World News
Report.

Do you think the campus
exploits the musical of-

ferings in the Springs
enough?
Oh, not enough. Music In

the Springs is great for a

city or 300,000 people. The
Symphony is going up.
there's an opera in town in

the summer. There are
small ensemble groups, a

string quartet, and small
vocal groups. When things
on campus are well adver-
tised the students show up,
such as events in Armstrong
sponsored by KRCC.
What are your future

plans?

Well. I'mgettlngmarried in

June to Maria Reardon ('90).

We are both going to gradu-
ate school next year, me In

music and Maria in drama.
Hopefully we will be at the

same school. We are inter-

viewing with Wisconsin,
Northwestern, Montana, and
the University of Washing-
ton. Maria has already been
accepted at some, and I am
auditioning at three and
sending a tape to the Univer-

sity ofWashington. We would
love to teach at a place like

CC In ten years. We will go
wherever somebody will take

the two of us. I feel prepared

for my auditions. I'm using a

lot ofthe same material from
my recital. I've heard that

schools are looking for mu-
sic candidates, but there are

a lot of pianists out '*
' .
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From Dungeons & Dragons to jam sessions,

students engage in relaxing activities
By Kevin Murphy
Staff Writer

The CC campus serves as a

host to a vast assortment of

gamesand activitiessprungfrom

the minds and imaginations of

over 1800 students searching

forcreativeandunusualwaysto

spend their free time.

Perhaps one of the most

populargames oncampus (orat

least in my wing) is Dungeons

and Dragons. Karen Huber

explains why D&D lures people

from parties and beer into a

world teeming with elves,

gorgons and thieves.

"D&D is different from all

othergames because it is a role

playing adventure that involves

thinking and plotting and you

neverknowwhomto trust. D&D
is an outlet for your feelings

because you can have your

characters take your own frus-

tration out on other characters.

Forexample.mywingmateScott

Grvens. likes to make his char-

acterTighave sexwith anything

thatmoves. I think it is a release

ofhis own personal sexual frus-

trations.''

Another release, though not

necessarilyfrom sexual frustra-

tion, are musicaljam sessions,

which provide an outlet for per-

sonal and emotional feelings.

First-yearstudent KevinDrake

elaborates on the special feeling

when a group of people get to-

getherandjam. Theway I see it.

jams are very spontaneous and

without a lot of rules. People

start trusting each other and

canhave a reallygood timewith-

out indulging in drugs or alco-

hol. It isreallyeasyto do, and the

natural, good feeling you get is

incredible.

Kevin speaks of one of his

most memorable jams ever,

'"We were in the San Luis Val-

ley at the beginning of the

year, and a few of us hiked

about 500 yards from camp
into the darkness, with only

the moon and the stars out,

and everyone forgot about

feeling self-conscious and

made any kind of noise they

wanted to make. The rhythm

we made was so natural and

special that everybody leftwith

a good feeling inside ofthem."

Another game, aptly called

Cosmic Wimpout, originated

when a group of Dead Heads

got bored and reached deep

withinthemselves and devised

an effective game that would

act as a mediator to express

the karma of an individual in

a physical sense.

Because I had never played

this mysterious game, three

grizzled veterans of Cosmic

Wimpout - first years Mitch

EatonandSheaAnderson, and

sophomore John Stephenson
- graciously took time out of

their hectic schedules to tutor

me in the ways and wiles of

Cosmic Wimpout.

There we sat, each squarely,

facing the person across the

seasoned birchwood table.

Shea on my left and John on

my right. The mood was jovial

and the beer incredibly dark.

The cloth gameboard lay in

front of us, waiting patiently

to be played upon.

"Let the games begin!!" re-

marked Shea, eager to try out

the hidden karma of his new-

est playing piece, the bottle

cap from an undiscoveredgem
of a northwestern beer.

Mitch then began to explain

the intricacies ofthe five u

thodox dice and of the

gameboard. but above
clojl

ion

beyond all Mitch
"Complete concentrat

absolutely necessary in

to release your
j

and to leave your bad karrml
inside of yourself."

With this, we begin to p
and according to the evjjl

smiling, goateed Stephenson!

we "rolled some good die." I
After many lead changes I

many "oohs" and "aaahsT
many a hairy "train wreck;!

and a few cosmic wimpouts I

winner was declared, and %
left feeling cleansed by c

evening of unbridled cosird

karma, thanks to the gamed.

CosmicWimpout, oneofjustj

fewgames and activitiesfourj

on the delightful campus I

Colorado College.

CC Lit awards committee to host info meeting
By Averil Rothrock

The 1991 CC Literature

Awards Committee is hosting

an evening meeting next

Wednesday at 7:30 in the En-

glish Club room inArmstrong.

Last year's winners, seniors

Matt Anderson, Ian Newman,
Jennifer Tseng, and Leanne

Coulter, will give short pre-

sentations on their summer
work.

Anyone interested should

attend, especially! uniorscon-

sidering submitting propos-

als.

The CC Literature Awards
are bestowed uponjuniors in-

terested in pursuing indepen-

dent work over the summer or

during a block.

They are not limited to En-
glish majors, but are open to

all juniors interested in pur-

suing creative writing, schol-

arship, or critical work.

Proposals must include a

two to three page explanation

of the project and of how the

financial award would help

complete the project.

Samples of previous work

may be Included, and a spe-

cific budgetary breakdown is

mandatory.

The committee reviews the

proposals after the April 5

deadline, and will schedule

interviews with the finalists

later in April. Winners will be

announced around April 26.

English professors Neale

Reinitz, John Simons andJim
Yaffe, biology professor Tass

Kelso and past winner and
current Admissions Officer

Lisa Lane compose the faculty

members of the committee.

Two English majors, Jen-

nifer Yates and Chris Stutz,

and history student Miranda

Zola are the student mem-
bers.

The 1990 winners embody
some diverse interests. Matt

Anderson spent the summer
writing stories and anecdotes

about his previous travels in

Africa. Jennifer Tseng trav-

elled to Taiwan where she en-

rolled in language classes and
wrote poetry on the women
she encountered. Ian

Newman's proposal included

writing about Native Ameri-

cans from a reservationwhere

he had spent time. Leanne
Coulter, a non-traditional CC
student, planned to begin a

novel about a physicist in

Boulder.

Their reports next Wednes-

day will elucidate what they

accomplished and provide in-

sight for prospective candi-

dates.

The award was initiated in

1979 by a CC graduate. The
anonymous alumnus was a

science major who felt that

there was an inadequate

number of awards and sti-

pends available for humani-
tiesmajors incomparisonwith

the sciences. Workingwith the

Development Office he imple-

mented the CC Literature

Awards Committee starting

with a $1,000 principle. This

has since grown to $90,000

with his donation this year of

$10,000. The awards are gen-

erated from the principle's

yield.

Professor Neale Reinitz ex-

plainsthatmostallortheprc

eventuallyget published locally!

He considerstheaward a "mitJ

Watson," as many winneisT

eventuaUygoontowinaWatsoii

scholarship with an extended]

version of their project. He aj

plauds the program t

"gets studentsfnterestedinwhal

they might do professionalry*i]

the realm of writing. As t

Newman says. "It's a f

portunity to be encouraged II

write andtobe supported ft

cialfy while you do it." BecausJ

Newman plans to write a

college, it was his "first assigij

ment" which he describes £
"daunting" but also inspiring

Proposalshave includes writir^

plays and poetry, reseai

academic and personal inlerj

ests. exploring foreign cultn

and designing children'sb

Short-term credit. Earn credit in one, two, three, four, six,

seven or eight weeks this summer.

Call l-800-fINDS NU (in Illinois, all 708/491-4114) or mail this coupon.

N1"

School Address

Ci„

sa" Zip

Home Address

City

1

Northwestern University

Summer Session 91

Think or swim.

I'm thinking. Send me a free copy of the Summer

Session '91 catalog with financial aid and registration

information (available in April).

Please send the catalog to my home,

D my school.

Northwestern University Summer Session '91

2003 Sheridan Road Evanslon, Illinois 6O208-2650
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Uo Opinion Photos and opinions taken by Justine Crowley

What do you do for FUN?"

i
-.

Alison Ganci, F.Y. - "Go to Eurofest Graham Austin, F.Y. - "Go to Eurofest.'

Will Lawrence, Se. - "I don't know, but
It's not waiting for seniors to take
their pictures."

Dan CuUum, So. - "Nordic Skiing." Treena Colby, So. - "No comment!
I plead the fifth."

Kevin Drake, F.Y. - "I tickle the underarms
of slightly moustached, Norweigian nuns
who belly dance nude on top of Cossit Hall."

Dara Small, So. - "I contemplate blowing up
the White House with George Bush in it, but
then remember that I am nonviolent, so I

think about overthrowing the government."

^fl,#
*<i

"identified, Se. - "Smear.' Drag and Weldon, Se. and So. - "We make
films about life, love, and angst in a lost

America."
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The United States' desire for a just war
By Mike Slddoway

Liberal columnist Anthony

Lewis recently editorialized

in The New York Times that

the war in the Gulf wasjust,

but perhaps not wise. "Dis-

sent" co-editor Michael
WalzerwroteintheJan. 28th

issue of The New Republic

that the war is just, but just

barely. Long-time In These

Times contributor John
Judis has been equally as

so-so in his support of the

war. In fact, a stroll through

recent leftjournals and peri-

odicals reveals a great deal

of ambivalence about Ameri-

can involvement. There cer-

tainly is a substantial collec-

tion of anti-war articles ap-

pearing, but one senses a

panic in the alternative press.

So what's up? There's no

shortage of ambiguity in the

murky political waters ofthe

Middle East, so some of the

confusion can be blamed on

an elusive target. And the

war is horrific enough to lure

the collective shark to its

grizzly particulars; dragging

left, center, and right in its

wake. The ubiquitous televi-

sion reports overwhelm any

broader interpretation with

their incessant repetition of

the latest gruesome detail.

Arid when the "latest break-

ing" can't sell any more com-
mercials we get to listen to

an expert in decisive clothes

explain the day's action us-

ing the most up-to-date
sports metaphors. Whenever
these fellows crawl into view,

I swear I can hear the theme
music to Wight of the Living

Dead. .

Close attention must be
paid to the war's present and
future. But its being a just

war or not must rely too,

perhaps predominantly on
the events that preceded the

invasion of Kuwait on Au-
gust 2. It isnot surprising, in

light of comments to follow,

that President Bush would
avoid mentioning U.S. in-

volvement with Iraq in the

80's. He's never been a fan of

history anyway. When asked

during the last presidential

campaign about his involve-

ment in the Iran-Contra de-

bacle, he replied by saying

the events (of 1980-1983!)

were "ancient history, and

not of interest to the Ameri-

can people."We face the same
cynical manipulation of

events In the current mess.

If we fail to take the "just

warriors" (of all political

stripes) to task, we risk more

firmly imbedding in Ameri-

can foreign policy, the flawed

practices that helped give rise

to the war in the gulf. We
must truly have solidarity

with all people involved in

this conflict, by demanding

that our leaders be held ac-

countable not only for their

actionsonthebattlefield.but

also for those which well

could have fomented the

war's eruption.

I've written elsewhere

about many of the events

which led up to the GulfWar.

I'll not repeat those here. But

there is one series of events

which amply conveys how
flawed and duplicitous our

foreign policy has been to-

ward Iraq. And it took place

just a week before the Iraqi

invasion.

On July 25. the U.S .am-

bassador to Iraq. April

Glaspie met with Saddam
Hussein in Baghdad. The
meeting was taped and has

subsequently been released

tothe western press. Hussein

warned Glaspie that the U.S.

must choose between
friendship with Iraq and
support for Kuwait's "eco-

nomic war" against Iraq. Re-

call that Iraq and Kuwait had
been feuding anew all sum-
mer about oil prices and
Kuwait's alleged taping of

Iraqi oilfields. He said. "If

you use pressure (against

us) , we will use pressure and
force (against Kuwait)."
Glaspie went on to praise

Hussein on his success in

building Iraq into a regional

..AND MR. PRESIDENT, IT5 THE ULTIMATE

DEIOMMEDOVER. W»6T0N U,W. MLLY
WORK DMESTC ISHJES/ UMOYW
HOMELINESS, TUE EdONOW- ALL mJ.

giant, and added that "We

have no opinion ontheArab-

Arab conflicts like your dis-

agreement with Kuwait."

A few days later. Assistant

Secretary of State for the

Middle East. John Kelly, told

congress that the United

States and Kuwait had no

treaty which required our

We need to admit grave
errors have been made
in dealing with Iraq.

That our actions lead-

ing up to hostilities

preclude any chance of

our involvement being
just.

coming to the defense ofKu-
wait. James Baker's spokes-

person, Margaret Tutweiler

confirmed this.

Saddam Hussein's designs

were likely bolstered by a

similarly telling visit he had
last April with Robert Dole

and Alan Simpson In whichm ALTERNATE GRIP

they conveyed their and
George Bush's praise and
friendship. And these are not

just idle diplomatic
blatherings. George Bush
vetoed a bill last year that

called for trade sanctions

against any nation using

chemical or biological weap-

ons. Bush's old boss, Ronald
"facts are dumb things"

Reagan, had pressured (suc-

cessfully) congress to remove

a bill calling for sanctions

against Iraq for the gassing

of the Kurds in the mid-80's.

Last year's bill was seen as a

veiled attempt to revive this

earlier legislation and dis-

credit a country that Presi-

dent Bush was unwilling to

anger. One guess. Interest-

ingly, this bill was reintro-

duced in congress this week.

So much has befallen this

country in the past ten years.

From leading creditor to

"leading" debtor. Iran-
Contra. The S«iL crisis. De-
teriorating infrastructure. A
widening gap between rich

and poor. 9000+ fi

deaths per year. AIDS.

warned ofa looming ba:

crisis. The deficit

rate (or worse) education!)

many of our sisters ai

brothers.

And along comes thiswi

We want it to be just.

demand it be just. We

convinced by the brutal

tions of a vicious dictal

that it must be just. Wed

son speciously from °i

avoidable" tojust. And ml

ing is almost just, or bar

just, or wise and unjust.

war can mask the work

need to do at home. Wen

to admit that grave era

have been made in

with Iraq. That our art!

leading up to hostilities p

elude any chance of our

volvement being just. H

justice will be served byei

ing the slaughter, impos

stiff sanctions behind a

defense force and facingi

problems at home that

tearing our country a;

JAMES BRAD1

nou), reporting +o us \i\ie.

frwn deep behind enemy

lines is Wor1i||c,'s foreign

correspondent lesW
^\francis_We

ilVff/i

well, Qporen-lly all is ijuie

in +he gulf tonrfe. S°, un+'

nexT +i"ie, reme.n\\>er, $f

uuoefch. "Hie u>ar on another

ne+ujek, you're uja+chi^—

—

^n J.ffVreit



Block VI Week 3
February 25 - March 3

Harambee!
(Office of Minority Student Life)

The Native American Student

Issoclation cordially invites any

md all interested individuals to

(tend an informal poster signing

larty. The gathering will take

jace in Womer Center on Febru-

uy28. 1991. from 12 noon to 2:00

hh. The poster, a beautiful piece

jititled "Mystic Wolf," will be a
:ommemorative edition publicizing

his year's 1st Annual Native

Unerican Heritage Weekend and
'ow-Wow at Colorado College in

Ipril. The poster will not only be
tvealed that day, but will also go
in sale for $25 and signed editions

will be $35. The artist, Allen Mose.
a Navajo resident of Colorado
Springs, will be present to sign
posters and speak informally with
students. Please come join
NAS.A. as they initiate their

publicity for this April's celebration
of the spiritual tradition and
enduring heritage" of America's
first people. Refreshments will be
served. For more information on
the party or the heritage Weekend,
please contact Felix Sanchez at

x7452 or Sonlatsa Jim-James at
X7778.
(Don't Forget - Feb. Is Black History Monthl)

the. Inttrnational

(Program Office

A Chinese Proverb
He who hears understands

He who experiences, becomes

The Office of International Programs,

serving foreign students and students

interested in studying abroad, is

dedicated to global education at its most
basic level ... by living it! Study abroad

is -within reach, and college is an '

excellent time to "try your international

wings." Are you ready for a life-

changing experience? RESEARCH
THE POSSIBILITIES!

The Office of International Programs
is located in Womer 232, ext. 6802.

The Center
The Center for

Community Service

A once In a lifetime opportunity is

open to volunteers with an Interest In

International development. The
Peace Corps sponsors a semester-
long Undergraduate Intern Program
which places students In administra-
tive roles abroad. There Is no cost of
participation to the applicant. Appli-
cations are available now; the
College will consider applicants and 1

nominate a single student for pro-
gram acceptance. Applications and
more Information are available from
the Career Center, or phone Kim
Qrassmeyer In the Center for Commu-
nity Service at X6846. Deadline for

application is March 18.

The Board
Special Events Calendar

Japanese
Table

• Every Thursday,
5:00 - 6:00, In

Womer 212. Come
join others Inter-

ested In Japanfor
informal conversa-
tion over dinner.

Japanese speakers
tall levels) and non-
speakers are wel-
come.

Alternative

Block Break
TheABC Tripsfor Com-
munity Service are

looking for afew enthusi-

astic leaders to leadflrst-

yearsfirst block break
next year. Ifyou are
interested, please contact

the Centerfor Community
Service or Gabe Pando at

x7099.

7»

Blue Key
Applicationsfor

Blue Key National

Honor Fraternity are

available at Womer
Desk. They are due
the last day ofBlock
V. with interviews in

Block VI.

Blue KeyS
activities include the

Opening Convoca-

tion, Honors
Convocation, Mqjc

Day, and the Trivia

Bowl.

Poetry
Reading

Somen's Poetry Reading
Is scheduledfor Thurs-
day, February 28, at
8:00 pm. It will take
place In the Bemis

Lounge.

The Source
Here's how to get your event or

activity publicized In The Source!

• To get information on The Board
send a note to the Cutler Publica-

tions Office by 5:00pm on Tuesday.
• To get events and meetings In 'This

Week."fill out a "One-Fell-Swoop"

form and turn it in to the Womer
Desk by Monday the week before

publication.

> Call Peter at x6675for any more
information.

Boettcher Bulletin
Going to Mexico or another

Developing Country for Break?
1. Ask Boettcher what shots might be needed

Plan ahead.

2. Ask if Malaria pills are needed lor the area.

3. Get a Gamma Globulin shot just before

leaving to prevent Hepatitis.

4. Drink only bottled liquids or water that has
been boiled lor at least 20 minutes. Eat only

cooked or peeled fruits and vegetables.

Avoid all ice, salads, raw fish, dairy products,

and streetside food vendors.

5. Ask for guidelines and prescriptions to

prevent and treat diarrhea.

6. Check with the airlines on new security

restrictions for luggage.

7. Don't go in the sun without at least a SPF 1

5

sunblock,

8. Because of the war, certain medications such
as Gamma Globulin and Malaria pills are in

scarce supply. Please plan ahead.

Fry Now ... Pay Later
The skin is the largest organ of the body. It

constantly interacts with the world around us,

protecting us from radiation, harmful chemicals,

and infections. But the skin can be abused by

repeated overexposure to the sun, resulting

ultimately in the 'sunburn/sun tan from hell."

Skin cancer is the most common form of

cancer with 500,000 new cases reported each
year. Ninety percent of skin cancers develop on
parts of the body not covered by clothing. The
face, hands, forearms and the tips of the ears

are the most common sites, but shoulders,

backs, chests, and lower legs are often afflicted

among those sunbathers who deliberately

expose themselves to the sun's harsh ultraviolet

rays.

People who sunburn easily are at greatest

risk for developing skin cancer (fair skin, red or

blondish hair - you know who you arel). The
darker a person's complexion, the less likely he
or she is to develop skin cancer, but even those

protected by deeper skin pigment need to limit

their exposure to the sun to prevent premature

aging and the potential of developing skin

cancer.

This doesn't mean you have to give up

lavorite outdoor activities and tun. Common '

sense and these tow simple measures will

protect you:
• Choose a sunscreen with a SPF (Sun

Protection Factor) of at least 15, The higher the

number, the greater the protection,

• Apply sunscreen to all exposed body areas
an hour before sun exposure, then reapply every

two hours while you are out, more often if you
are near water.

• Wear a hat, a long sleeved shirt, and full

length pants whenever possible. Tightly wovon
fabrics protect best.

• Know the "Way of the Rays* - The sun's rays

are harshest between 10 am and 2 pm.
• Beware of cloudy days. Clouds, log, and

particulate mailer in the air scatter sunlight and
make it possible to suffer a severe burn on a day
that may seem "hazy."

• Surfaces like sand, snow, concrete, and
water can reflect up to 85% of the sun's

damaging rays.

• The higher the altitude, the less atmosphere
is available to filter out harmful UV rays. Use
more sunscreen and protection as you climb.

• Some drugs and cosmetics make you more
likely to burn. Tetracycline, sulla drugs, and birth

control pills may cause "photosensitivity" to the

sun and labels carefully and talk with your doctor

or pharmacist about concerns you may have.

Avoid indoor sunlamps and tanning beds.

Radiation from light sources is dangerous and
claims that tanning beds are "safer than the sun"

are false.

Whatever your skin type, do a monthly self

exam. Note any blemishes, birth marks, or

moles. If you notice any changes in size, shape,

color, or contour, come in to Boettcher, and we
will be happy to check any area of concern, and
refer you to a dormatologist if appropriate.

So, the good news is with simple precautions

you avoid the prospects of aging of the skin and
skin cancers. The bad news is fry now ... pay

The Boettcher Health Center is available for

counseling and health concerns. Please take

advantage of the services available. The Health

Center's extension is x6384.

Jn« Source is brought to you by the collective efforts of Cutler Publications, The Leisure
^ogram, The Career Center, The WomerDesk, The Centerfor Community Service, the Office
°fInternational Programs, and The Office ofMinority Student Life.

Please recycle at the end of the week.
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Monday
25

11:30 am Movie, WITNESS TO

APARTHEID . Tutt Library South

Video Room. Sponsored by the

Sociology Department.

12:00pm - CC Zoo, Worner 211.

12:00 pm - Cutler Publications

Board of Directors, Worner 213.

12:00 pm - ORC, WES Hall.

12:00 pm Panhellenic Council,

Worner 1 1 7.

12:00 pm Volunteer Network,

Worner 216.

3:30pm - CCCA Budget, Worner

207.

3:30 pm - RHA Full House, RHA

Office.

5:00 pm - Delta Gamma Execu-

tive Board, Worner 213.

6:30 pm - Ethnic Women's Alli-

ance, Student Cultural Center.

'7:00 pm - College Citizens Ac-

tive for Peace, Worner 216.

*7:30 pm - College Citizens

Active for Peace, Worner 215.

'7:30 pm - Men's Basketball,

CC vs. Denver University. El

Pomar.

'8:00pm -Malott Endowed Lec-

ture by MICHAEL MCCONNELL
titled, 'Are Abortion Laws Un-

constitutional Because TheyAre

Based On Contested Religious

Beliefs?' Free admission. Gates

Common Room.

Tuesday
26

8:30 am-5 pm - Aetna Employ-

ee Benefits Division Interviews,

Worner 212.

9:00 am - Lanier Interviews,

Worner 214.

12:00 pm - Great Performers

and Ideas, Worner 213.

12:00 pm - Film Series, Worner

215.

12:00 pm - ISO, Worner 216.

12:00 pm - MECHA, Worner 21 8.

12:00 pm - Non-Traditional

Student Support Group, Worner

211.

'3:00pm Philosopher, ALISON

JAGGER, foremost in her field,

will speak on anti-war activism

and support tor the troops in the

middle east. Gates Common
Room. Sponsored by Women's

Studies and Philosophy Depts.

3:30 pm - CCCA Full Council,

Gaylord Hall.

'4:30 pm - Former AFS or For-

eign Exchange Students, Worner

218.

5:00 pm - Livesounds, Leisure

Program Student Office.

"6:30 pm - Adult Children of

Dysfunctional Fam., Worner 218.

6:30 pm - Gay & Lesbian Alli-

ance, Shove Chapel.

6:30 pm - Lecture by Polly

Fielder. Worner 218.

7:00 pm - Movie, CHANGING
THIS COUNTRY. Tutt Library,

South Video Room. Sponsored

by the Sociology Department.

7:00 pm - Student/Alumni Asso-

ciation, Tutt Alumni House.

'7:30pm - Film Series Movie, A
DRY. WHITE SEASON. $1 or film

card; $2 general admission.

Armstrong 300.

'7:30 pm - 'THE QUEST FOR
K2.' A slide-illustrated Himilayan

adventure about the 1990 Nonh
Ridge Expedition presented by
Greg Child. Free admission.

Gaylord Hall. Sponsored by Out-

door Recreation.

'7:30 pm - Talk and slide

presentation by x-Peace Corps

volunteer, Worner 213.

8:00 pm - Christian Science,

Worner 219.

9:00 pm - Fellowship of

Christian Athletes, Mathias Hall.

Wednesday
27

12:00 pm - A.S.I.A., Worner 213.

'12:00 pm - Aficionados Lunch-

eon with Joy Harjo. $8.50 for

lunch. Gaylord Hall. Sponsored

by Southwest Studies.

12:00 pm - Choosing a Major

Workshop. Worner 215.

12:00 pm - Honor Council, WES
Hall.

12:00 pm - IPC, Worner 216.

12:00 pm Leisure Project

Funds, Worner 211.

12:00 pm - Shove Council,

Shove Chapel Office.

12:00 pm - Student Career Ad-

visor Information Session for all

those interested in interviewing,

Worner 215.

'12:15 pm - Music-at-Midday,

music by CC students. Packard

Hall. Sponsored by the Music

Department.

12:15 pm - Theatre Workshop,

Taylor Hall.

1:00 pm - Syracuse University

Study Abroad Programs repre-

sentative, Amy Stever, will talk

with interested students about

study abroad options. Worner

213.

1:00 pm - Video and Film

Workshop, Worner 219.

6:30 pm - BSU, Student Cultural

Center.

7:00 pm - Lever Brothers Infor-

mation Session. WES Hall.

THIS

Thursday

'7:00 pm - Breakaway Bible

Study, Montgomery Sun Room.

'7:00pm - NASA, Dern House.

7:30 pm - CC Award in Litera-

ture. Call Neale Reinitz, ext.

6507, for more information.

Armstrong 245.

'7:30pm EnAct, Worner 216.

'7:30pm - Film Series Movie, A
DRY. WHITE SEASON. $1 or film

card; $2 general admission.

Armstrong 300.

•8:00 pm - CHARLES WETHER-
BEE, principal second violinist of

the National Symphony Orches-

tra, in recital. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the Music Depart-

ment and Leisure Project Funds.

'8:00 pm - Women's Poetry

Reading, Bemis Lounge. Spons-

ored by Feminist Collective.

8:30 am-3 pm - Lever 8roK,
ef,

Interviews, 2 schedules. Won
215 and 218.

12:00 pm - IFCIPanhelleiA

Worner 216.

12:00 pm - ORC Trips i

ORC Room.

1-5 pm - Peace Corps
/„|ei

views, Worner 214.

5:00pm - Movie, MAPANTSyu
Tutt Library, South Video floo/n

Sponsored by the Sociology

Department.

6:30 pm - Traffic Committ

Worner 216.

'7:30 pm - Movie, IMITATIOn

OF LIFE. Olin 1. Sponsored
ty

Film Series and Black Siutlm

Union.

8:00pm - Circle K, Worner 212
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yTHROUGH COMMUNITY,
L| will explore community

Mons to poverty through

|l discussions and group

jksttops Special features in-

L a welfare simulation, a

pittance by a Denver-based

S group, El Centro Su
Lq and a" informal discus-

u n (he war and rts impact

domestic policy. Call 389-

K5 for specific times and

]ces.
Free admission (dona-

js welcome). Sponsored by

iitteer Network and The

tier lor Community Service.

WEEK

Friday
1

hp«>
,.12 am - Colorado Col-

hosting a state-wide

ieience entitled 'EMPOWER-

10 pm - Chaverim, Worner

3.

IflO pm Faculty and Faith.

alty express and explain their

Hi,
however they understand

whether out of a religious

nlex) or not. Bemis Exile

urn. Sponsored by the Chap-

is Office.

i pm Peace Corps Inter-

im, Worner 214.

W pm - Lecture by JOSE
WN, Professor of English

iwttiropology at the Univers-

Texas, titled 'Tex Sex: The
wbolic Politics of Desire in

osAnglo-Mexican Relations.'

;S Hall. Sponsored by South-

si Studies.

00 pm - Colorado Springs

upbony with DANIEL LEWIS,
tsl Conductor and MARIA
CHMANN, violin. Featured
tks by Berlioz, Prokofiev, and
letana. Tickets $5 w/CC ID at

met Center Desk. Pikes Peak
mer Sponsored by Great
timers and Ideas of me
tore Program.

*> Pm - 'FOOTPRINTS,'
tado College's Annual
«% Dance Concert. Tickets

VICC ID; $5 general admis-

|
at Worner Center Desk.

Wong Theatre. Sponsored
to Drama and Dance De-

Saturday

*8:30 am-8 pm - 'EMPOWER-
MENTTHROUGH COMMUNITY.'
See Friday, 311, 72 pm.

'8:00 pm - Colorado Springs
Symphony. See Friday, 311, 8
pm.

'8:00 pm - 'FOOTPRINTS.' See
Friday, 311, 8 pm.

Sunday

'9:30 am- 72 pm - 'EMPOWER-
MENTTHROUGH COMMUNITY.'
See Friday, 311, 12 pm.

•2.30 pm - Colorado Springs

Symphony. See Friday, 311, 8
pm.

"7:30 pm - COLORADO COL-
LEGE CONCERT BAND PER-
FORMANCE. An inspiring hour
of works from Bach to Bop, with

music by Bach, Shostakovitch,

the British Band tradition, the

American Big Band era, and
one of today's most popular
shows, "Les Miserables." Please
note 7:30 showtime; earlier for

your Sunday evening conveni-

ence. Free admission. Packard
Hall. Sponosred by the Music
Department.

'7:30 pm - Movie, GLORY. Olin

I. Sponosred by Film Series and
Black Student Union.

'8:00 pm - 'FOOTPRINTS.' See
Friday, 311, 8 pm.

9:00 pm - Catholic Mass, Shove
Chapel.

On-going
Events

THE DEADLINE FOR THE MARCH 4-10 'THIS
WEEK- IS MONDAY, FEBRUARY 25 AT 4:00 PM
YOU MUST COMPLETE A ONE-FELL-SWOOP
INFORMATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE
YOUR EVENTOR MEETING PUBUSHED IN 'THIS
WEEK.' THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELLIS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Military Science Meetings Every Tuesday, 6:00
pm, Worner 219.

Chinese Table First Three Wednesdays, 5:45
pm, Worner 1 1 7.

French Table - First Three Wednesdays 12:00
pm, Worner 215.

German Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Japanese Table First Three Thursdays, 5:30
pm, Worner 212.

Russian Table (beginners) First Three
Tuesdays, 12:00 pm, Bemis Dining Hall.

Russian Table (advanced) First Three
Thursdays, 5:30 pm, Bemis Dining Hall.

Spanish Table First Three Wednesdays, 5:30

pm, Worner 215.

Tea at the Russian House First Three Mondays,
3:00 pm.

Film at the Russian House - First Three
Thursdays, 7:30 pm.
'Cafecito' - First Three Thursdays, 3:00 pm,
Spanish House.

Shove Chanel Meditation - 8 am-9 pm, Monday-
Thursday, 8 am-5 pm Friday, 6-1 u pm iunoay.
Prayer Meeting - Every Thursday, 7:30 am,
Worner 211.

'EnACT Recycling - Every Tuesday, 12:30 pm,
Loomis loading dock.

Bodytalk - Every Tuesday, 12:00 pm, Boetlcher

Basement.

Freedom and Authority Lunch - First Three

Tuesdays, 11:30 am, Bemis Exile Room.
Women's Concerns Lunch Every Thursday,

12:00 pm, Benjamins.

'Belly Dancing - Every Sunday, 7:30 pm,
beginning, 8:30 pm, advanced/lmprov.

Sign Language Club - Every Thursday, 7-8:30

pm, Gaylord Hall.

Beginning American Sign Language - Every

Wednesday, 7:30 am, Worner 212, Blks. 5-7.

Life Drawing with Nude Models - Every Thursday,

7:00 pm, Packard 132, $3.

Alternative Music Night - First Three

Wednesdays, 9:30 pm, Tiger Pit, with David

Manosevitz, Sponsored by CCCA, Leisure Project

Funds and Marriott.

Soul Night - First Three Thursdays, 9:00 pm,

Tiger Pit, with BSU and KE, Sponsored by CCCA,
Leisure Project Funds and Marriott.

'This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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For more information abo
ut

these opportunities and run

others, come to the Career
'

Center, 226 Worner Center

For Career Center Program

and updates check:

• The Source

• Career Center kiosks

Worner Center

• Calendar outside Caret,

Center

Internships

Colorado Springs Junior Achievement

Special project for international exchange

program includes creation of workbook for

Mexico exchange. Qualifications: read,

write, and speak Spanish fluently; writing

skills; ability to cold call people; word

processing skills; research skills. Duration,

3-5 weeks. Salary is $5-6/hr. Contact

Robin Roth at 540-8000, ext 240.

Ralston Purina Company Denver Grocery

Products

Students with a background fn science,

math or accounting are eligible for

. internships in the food manufacturing

Industry with Ralston. Paid. Contact

Ralph Cruz, Personnel Manager, Ralston

Purina Co.. 4555 York Street, Denver, CO
80216, (303) 295-0818 for more

information.

Wells Fargo Bank

Wells Fargo ts offering summer internships

throughout the Western Region to current

Juniors. Accounting experience available.

Paid. Deadline for applying is March 15 .

Council on international Educational

Exchange/Paris

Wide -variety of internship areas.

Academic curriculum supports Internship.

Four days/week at the internship and 2

academic courses at the University of Paris

IX, a reputable business school. Contact

Dennis Wiseman, Chair Policy Committee,

Cooperative Study Centers Consortium,

205 East 42nd St., New York, NY 10017.

(212) 661-1414.

Multicultural Teacher Education

University of New Mexico offers a program

for talented liberal arts graduates. Fourteen

months of combined coursework and
classroom teaching required. Send
transcript, resume, typed application, and
pVofessional references by March 1, 1991

to: Linda M. Day, Director, UNM/SFPS
Intern Program, Mesa Vista Hall/CIMTE,

Albuquerque, NM 87131.(505)277-2330

or (505) 277-0474.

Full-Time Jobs

Computer Professionals

Chicago Research & Trading Group, Ltd.

Positions available in Chicago, New York,

and Tokyo for the following: Apollo Work
Stations and Data General Super-mini

Software Engineers, Data Base
Management Specialists, Technical

Resources Planning Engineer, and
Operations Engineers for Communications
& Systems Administration. Compensation
based on background and potential; plus

benefits. Send a cover letter and resume
to: Gerry Duffy, Chicago Research &
Trading Group, Ltd., Suite 3300, 440 S.

LaSalle Street, Chicago, IL 60605.

Administrative Careers With America

Positions open indefinitely with the federal

government for the following:

Group I
- Health, Safety and. Environment

Occupations

Group II
- Writing and Public Information

Occupations

Group 111 - Business, Finance and

Management Operations

Group IV - Personnel, Administration and

Computer Occupations

Group V - Benefits Review, Tax and Legal

Occupations

Group VI - Law Enforcement and

Investigative Occupations

Call 303-969-7055, 24 hours a day and

leave a message stating your name and

address and the areas for which you wish

to apply. Written test and qualification

forms will be sent to you.

Policy Assistant/Governor Romer's Office

Roy Romer's Office is seeking an

individual with strong research and writing

skills to provide support to the Governor.

Candidates should have a strong interest

in Public Policy. Salary is $16,000 plus

benefits. Contact Bill Porter ('90) for an

interview at (303) 866-2155.

Cheyenne Mountain Conference Resort

Facilitator with adventure program

experience is needed to plan programs for

corporate clients. Duties include:

inventories assessment, evaluation,

program development, and organizing

challenge rope courses. Qualifications

needed are BA, experience in counselling,

certification in CPR and Advanced

Emergency First Aid. To apply send

resume, copies of certifications and cover

letter to: Kris Brekke, Adventure Program

Manager, Cheyenne Mountain Conference

Resort. 3225 Broadmoor Valley Rd.,

Colorado Springs, CO 80906.

York Little Theatre

Individual sought to supervise and direct

Children's Center branch of active and

acclaimed community theatre. Duties

include directing 4 or more productions

annually, supervising and teaching drama
classes for children and teens, performing

community outreach, some administrative

duties. Start: prefer May 19, but time

frame flexible. Send cover letter, resume,

references, and salary requirements by

March 1 to: York Little Theatre, 27 S.

Belmont St., York, PA 17403.

The AIMS Fellows Program

The Association of Independent Maryland

Schools is hiring for a variety of teaching

positions for the fall. Teachers in

nonpublic schools do NOT need to be

certified. Applications for AIMS 1991

Fellows Program are available at the

Career Center.

Part-Time/

Seasonal

Hope College Summer Science Research

Program far Undergraduates

Opportunity to complete independent

biology research projects. Stipend for 10

week program is $2500 plus $325 for

transportation. Sophomores & Juniors

may submit applications until March 30,

1991 . Women & minorities encouraged to

apply. Send completed application, 1 letter

of recommendation from faculty member,

and transcript to: Anthony Nieuwkoop,

SSRP Director & Asst. Professor of

Biology, Hope College, Holland, Ml

49423-3698; (616) 392-5111.

Student Conservation Association

Summer field internships in Alaska,

Montana, Colorado and other states. Gain

valuable work experience, spend the

summer outdoors in a National Park or

Forest. Potential for academic credit.

Learn more on Thursday, February 28,

between 11am-1pm when a representative

from the Student Conservation Association

will be in the Worner Center Lounge.

Resource Assistants

National Park Service/Bandelier National

Monument is seeking volunteers for 3

summer and 1 fall positions; each are 12-

16 weeks, provide free housing, and a

weekly stipend of $45. Deadline for

summer applications is March 1 . Contact

Ed Greene or Andrea Sharon, Supervisory

Park Ranger, Bandelier National

Monument, HCR 1, Box 1. Suite 15, Los

Alamos, NM 87544.

YMCA - Colorado Springs

Positions open for Summer Resident and

Day Camp Staff. Call Youth Development

Branch at 593-YMCA for an interview.

Natural Resource Educators

Colorado State University Cooperative

Extension is seeking 8 Educators for the

Owl's Roost/Eagle's Nest Environmental

Discovery Program, June 24 - Aug. 9.

Request an application by contacting:

Nancy L Zuschlag, Extension Agent,

Natural Resources, Colorado State

University Cooperative Extension, 15200

West Sixth Avenue, Golden, CO 80401;

(303) 277-8861

.

Summer Bicycle Trip Leaders

Wilderness Ventures is seeking bicycle trip

leaders for adventure-travel program for

teens. Qualifications are: 21 yrs. old,

current First Aid certification, experience

with teenagers, and bicycle touring skills.

Paid, plus all living expenses. Send

resume to: Mike and Helen Cottingham,

P.O.Box 2768-JA, Jackson, WY 83001

.

Miscellaneous

G.RE. Preparation Class

School District Eleven Holmes Community

Education Center, 2455 Mesa Road, will

offer two G.R.E. Preparation classes this

spring. Sessions will be held on Mondays
from 6:30 - 8:30 p.m., February 25 - March

18 and April 29 - May 20. Pre- registration

is required. Tuition is $27 plus $11 for

books. VISA/Master Card accepted. For

more information or to register call Molly

Mulligan, 520-2189.

This Week At The Career Center

irttJ

1991 Education Job Faire

Education Job Fairs are being |,J

University of Southern Colorado m
15 and 16 and at the University $
Northern Colorado on April 23 Brj

more information contact KarerTfe

(719) 549-2581 or Trudy Reeder J
(303) 351-2127.

library Opportuin,

In the next Issue of The Source

mini-column will appear that fe

especially interesting resource

we have in the Career Center Libra Uply

receive new books and other mal*

every week, and some of those ne

may be especially useful to you in

plans about the future. So, check

column, then come by the Career

isult those resources that look

promisingl

Attention

Students!
Looking for Excitement?

Challenge?

People Contact

Don't join the army, apply for a|ob

Career Center for the 1 991 -92 year,

are several openings for StudenlC

Advisors. Responsibilities include;

attending career development se

becoming knowledgeable of Carea

services and resources, serving as

resource-referral person to aid stud

their career search, writing weekly]

Bulletin articles, and genera

duties. Pick up an application inlh

Career Center for more deli

6. 1991.

Alumni Career
I

Referral N*

We have alumni waiting to

from you in many cities

career fields across the count

Use this network sponsored

the Career Center and the

Alumni Office to:

• Gather Career InfoimM

• Acquire valuable coated

for jobs and internship

• Learn about particular

geographic areas

• Obtain information ah

employment trends at

entry level positions

For more information coi

to the Career Cenur.

Lanier Interviews, W. 214, 9-5

Aetna Employee Benefits Division

Interviews, 8:30-5 p.m., W. 212

SCA Information Session, 12-1, W.217
Stale Farm Interviews, 9-5, W. 214

Choosing a Major, noon-1, W. 215

Aetna Employee Benefits Div.

Interviews, 9-3:30, W.219

Student Conservation Assoc. Info.

Table, Worner Lounge, 11-1:00

Peace Corps Interviews, 1-5, W. 214
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etter to Gresham Riley
Ti:S

letter was sent to

00i Riley on Feb. 18.

jsldent
Riley:

^g the week of Febru-

11-15. 1 collected signa-

ls
from a wide range of

Ants and othermembers

l,eCC
community in sup-

j of the already selected

jjiencement speaker,

fense
Secretary Dick

oiey.
My petition was a

pet resp°
nse to the move-

nt that is attempting to

jthrow the senior class

)t
o0iendationand retract

commencement invita-

jsenttoSecretaryCheney.

strongly disagree with

ue attempting to petition

ay
decisions that they

jply do not agree with.

Where were the anti-Cheney
petitions when his name ap-
peared on the ballot? In sup-
port ofmy position were 294
people, ranging from student
to staff to administrators.
Following is a breakdown of
these signatures:

Fac. Admin. , Staff: 12
First Years: 52
Sophomores: 51
Juniors: 67
Seniors: 112
The number of seniors is

the most important, and it

even reflects some who did
not vote for Cheney. This
show of support for the
electoral process and its re-

sult can only point toward
one conclusion: follow the
initialrecommendation ofthe
senior class.

Sincerely,

Dan Wiencek
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The G.T. axes dissenting opinions
By Justin Blum

The Gazette Telegraph.
long known for its ultra-

conservative editorial posi-
tions, seems to ignore and
conveniently "loose" letters
to the editor which directly

criticize the paper or its ac-
tivities.

Although most respect-
able newspapers withhold
letters because they are
poorly written or incoher-
ent, the G.T. withholds
letters, it seems, simply
because the editorial page
editor disagrees with their
content.

When confronted with this

allegation, the editorial
editor, Dan Griswold, says
he often runs letters with
which he disagrees. Well,
sort of. Occasionally he
seems to find not very well
written letters to represent
the points of view with
which he disagrees.

Since December, I have
mailed Griswold three let-

ters, none of which were
published. A letter about
the American flag pasted
on the masthead was not
published . Griswold said,

because most people in

Colorado Springs "are fly-

ing flags."

When asked if he would
paste a Nazi flag on the
masthead if "everyone in

Colorado Springs were fly-

ing them," he paused and
said the G.T. probably
would not be in business if

everyone were flying Nazi
flags. Don't bet on it Dan.
The G.T. would be a stead-
fast voice for fascism

—

complete with a Nazi flag on
the upper left hand corner
of the front page.

The following letter was
sent to Griswold twice. Sev-
eral weeks after the initial

mailing ofthe letter, I called

Griswold who told me he

lost the letter and that I

should send another. This
is a copy of the second let-

ter that was lost in the G.T.'s
trash can following the
aforementioned discussion:

To the Editor:

The American flag, re-
cently superimposed on the
Gazette Telegraph's mast-
head, serves as a perpetual
reminder of the editorial
and slanted news position
the paper takes concerning
Middle East war.
There is nothing wrong

with the editorial page edi-
tor writing editorials in
support of the war. But the
flag's intrusion onto the
front page of the news sec-
tion Is disturbing.

The American flag, in re-

cent weeks, has become the
weapon of choice for war
supporters: most pro-war
demonstrators arm them-
selves with large scale rep-
licas of the flag. For the
most part, anti-war pro-
testors do not.

Consequently, displaying
it daily on the front page
suggests that the news
section is biased. It is

natural for most people to

be opinionated. And if the
entire news staff is in sup-
port of the war, that is fine.

However, that fact should
not be advertised. The news
editor purports to run an
unbiased section, un-
touched by the beliefs of
the editorial page editor.

And if one believed the news
coverage was biased In the
past against anti-war pro-

testors, the flag serves as a

conformation.

The Managing Editor
would probably argue that
the flag simply represents
the paper's patriotism.
Normally It might. But the
G.T. did not choose to run
the flag at some random

moment in history. It was
pasted on the front page at
a time when the flag has
been adopted as a symbol
of pro-war advocates. If It

must be included in the pa-
per, why not on the editorial

page?
And when will the flag be

taken off the front page?
When US-led forcescapture
Kuwait? When Saddam is

killed? When the last ma-
rine is brought back in a
bodybag? When the last
prisoner ofwar is released?

If the superimpositlon of
the American flag on the
front page of the G.T. Is

meant only as a symbol of
patriotism, why wasn't it

placed there years ago?Why
not when the US military
fought in Panama or
Grenada? Why now?

Dan does not like editori-

als that directly criticize the
G.T. Another letter that I

wrote in December was also
not run. I questioned the
G.T. about the lack of cov-
erage of a divestment dem-
onstration at C.C. He
claimed It was not true, and
therefore should not be run.
Reading the G.T., one

might be led to believe the
Colorado Springs commu-
nity is farmore conserva live

than It actually is. The views
expressed in the letters to

the editor column arc likely

the most conservative
Griswold can find.

Is Griswold so worried
about dissenting opinions
that he Is afraid of printing
them? Is he afraid readers
might actually slart lo

critically review Issues
raised on the

ultra-conservallve G.T.
editorial page?

Jusiirt Blum Is the News
Editor ofThe Catalyst.

US. TROOPS CONTINUE TO FIGHT IN THE GULF TO PUT AN
END TO HUMAN RIGHT VIOLATIONS.
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Power is the real issue at hand

To the Editor:

The last issue of The Cata-

lystbrought up some difficult

questions. The relationship

between fear and hatred and

sex was brought up by the

article on anti-rapegraffiti and

by the violent anti-feminist

responses to Tracy Reed's

"Grand theft penis" article.

Discussions ofDick Cheney's

invitation to speak at com-

mencement addressed free-

dom of expression and the

right tochoose what one wants

to hear. One article brought

up humor: what is sex-based

human and what is sexist

humor? Should each Indi-

vidual act of a public censor

of personally offensive mate-

rial? I believe all these address

the common larger issue of

who is allowed to speak and

what one is allowed to say.

The issue is power: who uses

what methods of communi-

cation and why. It is no acci-

dent that most graffiti in

America is written by gays

and lesbians, people of color.

and other women. It is no

accident that feminist gue-

rilla theater and other "radi-

cally subversive" forms of ex-

pression exist. Rather than

occurring in a vacuum, the

events on ourcampus during

the past few months are In-

tricately linked to inconsis-

tent access to power and free

expression on a much larger

scale.

People are not bom think-

ing it is a great idea to build

and display a 10 foot paper

missile-penis or to write

"Women fight back" and
"Protect yourselves" on

bathroom walls, or to carry

mace. Nor do people inher-

entlybelieve that all feminists

are wenches and man-hating

sows. We learn to think and

feel these things.

Instead of continually re-

acting to personally offensive

acts and words with more of

the same. I think we should

ask some more basic ques-

tions. Why do guerilla theater

and graffiti exist? What does

this say about the effective-

In support of our sisters

Letters

to the

Editor

ness of more socially accept-

able modes of communica-

tion? What does it say about

power? I have a lot of ques-

tions, no answers.

Sarah Sellergren

To the Editor:

The barrage of spiteful

letters by Scott Givens.

Evan Moran, and Mike
Drum blatantly expressed

the hatefulness of these

specific men towards "sex-

ist" feminists. These men
are guilty of the extremism

they implied was exhibited

by Tracy Reed in her letter,

and by the feminists in the

performance/celebration of

Roe vs. Wade. At our per-

formance we asked the au-

dience to consider (as did

Tracy's letter) the connec-

tions between our male-

dominated government and
the ever-present discrimi-

nation against women.
Scott Givens' answer to this

request was to call us "fe-

male chauvinist sows." I

would once again like to

make a request, this time

that the "testosterone
swelled" men (maybe Mike

Drum would like to recon-

sider this self-definition)

who composed these
1

to please think about!!

issues and be more
sv!

thetic to the lack of
™

women have in mala,,

cisions in this govern
a

Ifyou agree that \vome ,

men should be eqUa i

possibly have some su,
tions for improved
please join us in elev

this from a name-M
debate. Come and \va i,

feminist performance

day, March 1st
1 12:00

Worner Center andta
at a feminist teach-in

following Sunday nigh,

pm in Bemis lounge p

your ideas, not your a

ments and maybe we

work together at sol

this.

Rebecca Kaminsky
the support ofTamarEr

Randy D. Amisca
Courtney B. Jackson,

drew Schwartz, Chris

Mack, Ian Blake Newj

and Diana Horowitz

Responses fall into stereotypical "aggressive, (woman)-hating Neanderthal trap"

To the Editor:

I'm writing in response to

a number of articles pub-
lished last week in response

to Tracy Reeds" article two

weeks ago. Although I don't

feel like getting into a rhe-

torical battle over an article

about missiles and penis

envy the responses disturbed

me so much that I feel I must
respond. First of all, to state

that someone's views are

"distorted and probably
based on personal problems"
is a very effective tool to

discredit someone's opinion

all together. I would hope in

this liberal arts institution

we would have learned
enough about debate to leave

that type of argument be-

hind. Second of all, I was
especially disturbed to read

the amount ofsentiment that

was leveled against feminists

and I feel, women who voice

their opinions in general:

"Male -chauvinist sows,"
"hatred for all feminist, anti-

men wenches in the world,"

and perhaps the most
frightening of all, a statement

specifically telling Ms. Reed

to "stick to jokes that other

people have made, and you

will go a lot farther." This

type of sentiment is fright en-

ingly reactionary and the

message is clear, "women
shut up." Two of the articles

in particular seemed to reach

the conclusion that Ms. Reed
is a maligned individual

whose opinions can be easily

discredited as "personal" and
distorted. I would argue that

indeed all philosophies and
opinions are deeply personal

and that iswhy the responses

were so frightening and dis-

heartening to me as a I

nist.Tome, they wereju

distorted and malignei

they proclaimed Ms.

article to be and in respi

ing the way they did the

right into the trap of the

reotypical "aggresi

(woman) hating Neandert

they try to work against

Arden Trewa
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AS you will see, these

are
connected.

\ has decided for

whether or not they

j legal
right to choose

fe an
abortion or not?

lias
decided that the

of the people of the

of Iraq and of the

i of all the nations

(din the Middle East

are lives to be owned
isposedofatwill?It is

omen who have been

ij
these decisions. It

iwho are attempting

ilrol women's bodies

ies ofthe people

mines at war. There
dominated judl-

slem in this country
decides who has

il over women's re-

clive rights. Similarly,

(every individual with

jcision making power
United States or the
ational community is

to be asked what
isfor a country to be

and who makes
termination. For ex-

while we applaud the
ed liberation of Ger-
and of Poland, we ig-

he fact that these
iberatlon movements
suited in the clamp-
of women's rights,
the reunification of

»y, abortion became

ie timely example is

tration of Kuwait
iq. Women's rights
itl society have been
1 m the talks of lib-
1 Women were de-
Shts In Kuwaiti soci-
ireAugust 1st of last

t

year - yet it was only when
Saddam Hussein, invaded
Kuwait that we decided that
Kuwait was in need of lib-

eration. Politicians almost
never speak of liberation
when it is women who need
to be liberated. It is not in
the interest of most politi-

cians - almost all of whom
are men - to liberate women.
Men benefit from the op-
pression ofwomen. Men are
privileged when the current
decision-making process is

upheld.
This male domination is

sustained through violence
ofmany sorts. Violence: it's

about who lives, who dies,

and who suffers and who
decides. Violence is war.
Violence is men and women
who are dying in the Middle
East. Violence is robbing
the earth of its natural re-

sources^ for capitalistic
purposes. Violence is

women begin raped. Vio-
lence is women dying from
back-alley abortions when
abortion is illegal.

Violence is not random. It

is not a random occurrence
that there is a dispropor-
tionate number of poor
people and people of color
in the U.S. military. It is not
random that the women
most affected by anti-choice
legislation are poor women
and women of color. It is

not random that more poor
people and people of color

die in wars more than white
middle class people do. It is

not random that more poor
women and women of color

die from back alley abor-
tions.

In simplest terms, the
prohibition of funding of

abortions affects poor
women more severely than
it does middle class women.
Clearly, this lower class is

disproportionately repre-

sented by women of color.

Similarly, members of that

same lower class have
minimal employment and
educational opportunities.

They are thus more apt to

join the U.S. military than

Reality might be nice to consider

Letters

to the

Editor
those of the middle class
who often have adequate
finances to support them-
selves. Clearly, the lower
class is disproportionately
represented by people of
color.

War did not begin on
January 16. The people of
this world have been in-

volved in wars of numerous
sorts throughout history. As
we concentrate on the vio-

lence in the Middle East, it

is vital that we do not forget

the violence that women all

over the world face every
day. We must never forget

that there are connections
to be made between milita-

ristic war and war against
women. We ask you to think
about who lives, who dies,

who suffers, and who de-

cides.

Christine Allison

Katherine Pease
Courtney Jackson

To the Editor:

Two weeks ago Tracy Reed
wrote an article which was
obviously over exaggerated
and meant to be humorous.
However, it was not taken in

such a way by everyone. I feel

compelled to offer some
thoughts concerning the
shocking responses she re-

ceived in last week's paper.
What was so amazing about

the responses Is that theywere
not grounded whatsoever in

reality - in the real, material,

economic and social condi-
tions In which we live. The
threemen (Scott Givens, Evan
Morgan and Mike Drum)
voiced concerns of women
oppressing men. This asser-
tion is extremely
decontextualized. Iassertthat

it iswomen, and not men, who
are oppressed in a world in

which women do 80% of the

world's work and earn 10% of

the world's wages (as stated in

the United Nations Report on
the Status of Women). It is

women, and not men, who are

oppressed in a world in which
one of fourwomen is raped by
the time she graduates from
college.

Mike Drum felt "hurt by the
men are portrayed in the ar-

ticle." Mike, leam from this!

Now you know just a tiny bit

howwomen feel about how we
are portrayed all the time. May
I suggest you study popular
culture a bit ifyou are unclear

on the derogatory manner in

which women are "portrayed"

as opposed to men in our soci-

ety? We are the stupid sex-

object, the victim, the boring

virgin or the evil whore. Is this

how you are portrayed every

time you turn on the TV or

watch a movie?

Mike is so worried about the

"degradation of men." Talk
about decontextualized!
Women are degraded and ob-

jectified everywhere one looks.

Are you degraded through
pornography, through rape,

through always being objecti-

fied as asex object? Well, I am.
Yes, I sure feel sorry for all of

yourpoor, attacked, degraded,

oppressed white, male, rela-

tively well-offcollege students.

(That's sarcasm just to pre-
vent anymisunderstandings.)

Finally, Scott Givens states

that "the whole Roe vs. Wade
thing was a reaffirmation of

Tracy's womanhood." There
was quite a bit more to the Roe
vs. Wade performance held in

Acacia Park (for which the

missile was a prop) than
Tracy'swomanhood. I suggest
he read the piece, hopefully

also printed here, by myself
and Katharine Pease and
CourtneyJackson, whlchgives
a bit of background on ideas

behind our performance and
the missile's construction.

When the former president

of Costa Rica came to CC and
spoke, he said that "as college

students In a democratic
country, our privilege becomes
responsibility." I found his
words inspiring. I would like

to offer a suggestion: Would
people like the men who wrote
in last week in response to

Tracv. take uDon themselves
the responsibility to gel a clue

about the situation of women
in the world as opposed to

white men's position in the

world?And would they please

do so before they embarrass
themselves again and posit

such ridiculously

decontextualized statements

as the ones printed in last

week's Catalyst?

Christine Allison

S.cared O.f W.omen's S.trength
To the Editor:

I am writing in support of

Tracy Reed and in response to

the letters to the editor con-

cerning her article. "Grand
theft penis, who's envy is it

anyway?"

by Johnathan Goldstein

In particular I would like to

ask Scott Givens: how canyou
claim to be "all for equal rights

among sexes," yet refer to the

very women who are calling

for such rights "female chau-
vinist sows?" Are you S.cared

O.f W.omen, S.cott? I'm not

talking about quiet and com-
pliant, docile and deferential

"ladies," I'm talking about
strong women who aren't

afraid to voice our anger and
frustration concerning our
oppression. Are such women
a threat to your sacred status

quo? Might one such "sow"

grunt her way into a position

of power someday?
I would also like tocomment

on Mike Drum's assertion

concerning Tracy Reed: "Her

impression of men and those

who don't agree with her [pro-

war, anti-choice groups] is

distorted and probably based
on personal problems." Un-
fortunately, the problems of

war and women's oppression

extend farbeyondfracy Reed's

"personal problems." These
problems are political. I don't

know Ifyou're aware of 11. Mike

Drum, but you're using an
age-old tacllc which has lost

Its power. We won't believe

you anymore when you tell us
we're hysterical. We trust our

own "impressions."

And Mike Drum, our papier-

mache phallic missile made
you feel "angry" and "hurt?"

What feelings were you trying

to provoke when you referred

to "feminist wenches?" Now
we're angry too.

Such terms, "sows" and
"wenches" reek with the same
stench that was given off by

the burning flesh of "witches"

not too long ago when thou-

sands ofwomen who dared to

exercise their voices and their

powersweresilenced. Wewon't

be silenced. Our feelings of

"anger" and "hurt" generated

by your comments will serve

as energy for our struggle.

Sarah Joel



What Have\6u Got
AgainstACondom?

The simple act ofputtingon a condom can save your life, if they're used properly
and every time you have sex. For more information about AIDS and condoms,
calll-800-342-AIDS.
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8than
Knight

(frfter

are four remaining

0)
ancesofA...MyiVame

Ifyou have not seen

stop reading, walk to

^Center, and get tick-

away. Seating is

United,
soyou will likely

tickets early. This
1° review by Joan
„ silver and Julianne

B a MUST SEE if there

usone.

cast is comprised of

jmen. all CC students:

Anderson. Nikeisha

Katie Grant,

jflie
Smith, and Meg

tfp
The show bounces

i0ng to song, from

gue to monologue, at

tiling pace. It is one

after another, with a

us m between. I have

seen a cast bond to-

'and pour their hearts

It at your feet in such

jerful way. All five

possess tremendous

in my opinion, and

ep you on the edge of

eat, or rolling in the

as the case may be.

show, as far as I can
very well directed by
iRjley. She seemed to

clear idea of what she
Jtosay. and she says it

The designers have
wonderful use of

go and see A. . . My Name is Alice

A.. .My Name is Alice cost members Photo by Justine Crowley

Armstrong 32. The small
space makes the show inti-

mate and very powerful, al-

lowing the actresses to share
every detail of their hearts
and minds with you. The
music is perfect, with pro-
fessor Tom Lindblade on the

piano, and Erik Schroeder of

"Second Nature" on the
drums.

So what is A ... My Name Is

Alice about? This is hard to

put into words. It is about a
feeling that you should have
when you leave the theatre: a
feeling that the female spe-
cies is pretty spectacular. If

you are a woman, then I don't

care if you are Joan of Arc.

Susan B. Anthony, and
Katharine Hepburn all rolled

in one— ifyou don't walk out
of this show feeling ten times
better about women than
when you walked in. then

you either slept through the

performance or were simply
not paying attention. If you
are a man ... ah, there's the
rub. All I can say is that, as
a male representative. I en-
joyed the show intensely, and
would recommend it to all.

The show is a celebration of

women, but I think men can
at least enjoy the celebration,

and possibly learn a few
things from it. The musical

makes it very clear, however,
that there are certain "privi-

leged" female emotions, feel-

ings, and activities. I found
myself wanting to be a part of

that "privileged" status, sim-
ply because the women in the
show are so charming and
powerful that you instantly

want to share their lives. And
yet, at the same time, I was
distanced from them, know-
ing that they had to share
their pain with other women.

I won't go any further with
these ideas, because the
feelings I encountered while
watching the show are diffi-

cult to articulate. I also think
that there will be a great va-

riety of reactions to this mu-
sical, both frommen and from
women. No one will doubt,
however, the dedication, tal-

ent, and energy possessed by
these five very talented young
women. Meg, Stephanie.
Katie, Nikeisha, and Carol:

bravo! Rest assured thatyour
hard work has paid off; you
have given the campus and
community a truly significant

set oi'performances. You have
made us laugh, made us cry,

and you have made us think.

(Remaining performances:
Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday at

3 p.m. and 8 p.m., Sunday at

3p.m. Allshowsln/Vnnslrong
32. All shows FREE with
C.C.I.D. Ticketsal theWorher
Center.)

II! Shoot and holler! C'mon down t'

County Line fer some juicy ribs!

County Line Barbeque
« 3350 N. Chestnut
tone: 578-1940

"1/2

Sandwiches-$3.95-
Dlnner Plates- $6.95-

¥iere: "1/2
ps: Full Bar

Non-smoking
•asual

°f those Homer
°ut there who are

J*lth a passion for

* my strongest rec-

kon for Barbeque in

^WngsisThe County

PJ* Located north
^Avenue just west of
*• The County Line
* ^d beef that has

been cooked for eighteen hours
in ordertocreate tender, smoked
meat. Although The County
Line is not a verywise choice for

dining with vegetarians, its food

and service is consistentlygood.

In order to balance out my
over opinionated tastes for bar-

becue. I invited my good buddy
and fellow Tennessean Travis

Eisman to join me for dinner.

We both enjoy good debate and
good barbecue, and so I could

not think of a better person to

accompany me for this review.

Travis ordered the all-you-

can-eat special while I decided

to eat the baby back pork rib

platter. The all-you-can-eat

special features beef ribs, beef

brisket, and sausage along with

cole slaw, potato salad, and
beans. We both liked the bris-

ket.butTravis likedthebeefribs

more than I did. These were the

first beef ribs I had ever eaten,

and I do not regret my decision

tostayawayfromthem. Isimpty

donot thinkbeefproducesgood

barbecue. The sausage is so-so:

both of us like spicier sausage

thanTheCountyLine'ssausage.

Mypork ribswere quite tasty.

The meat is tender, and the

sauce (although a bit mild)

compliments the smoked flavor

of the pork Of the three trim-

mings, I felt that the cole slaw

was the best although Travis

preferred the potato salad. Both

of us disliked the beans.

The atmosphere in The
County Line is strange. The
dining area looks more like a

brand new restaurant even
though its "theme" is that of

a more historic surrounding.

The music features oldies

(very old) but goodies, and
half a century old Life

magazines are available to

browse through. Neither

Travis nor myselfthought the

dining area was appropriate

for a restaurant.

In conclusion I can give

The County Line Barbeque a

solid A.O.K. The food and
service is good, and the

manager is more than will-

ing to talk barbecue with the

customers. Most of the res-

taurants with which I am
familiar will not reveal their

secret to good barbecue even
under life threatening situa-

tions. So, ifyou would like to

indulge yourself in stomach
stuffing experience, give The
County Line a shot.

Reviewers visit the res-

taurant randomly, order di-

rectly from the menu, and
pay the bill without inform-

ing the restaurant of the in-

tentions for a review.

Silence, "A good but
disappointing film"
By John Keilman
Staff Writer

Beforeneophyte FBI agent Clarice Starling (Jodie Foster) first

encounterslegendary psychotic Hannibal"TheCannlbarLcclcr
(Anthony Hopkins) , a seasoned veteran warns "You don't want
him inside your head." Unfortunately, that Is precisely where
we. the audience, want him. but where he barely enters.

The Silence ofHieLambs is a good but disappointing film, all

the more pity because it contains the seed of greatness. The
movie's primary problem is that its ambition is defeated by
confusion. By featuring two plots and making little effort to

connect them, no single character has an opportunity to fully

develop.

After first meeting the diabolical Lecter, we are spellbound.

Here is a psychotic This relationship Is not explored with

satisfactorydepth, however.The bondsbetween killerand killer

and between cop and killer are scarcely touched: we are shown
each main character as separate elements. It's as though each
exists behind their own. visible or otherwise, plexiglass wall.

What could have certairilybeenaground-breaking study ofthe
lunatic fringe's Innermatrixbecomes amuddle ofdisconnected

scenes.

The film's most noteworthy quality, the one which is an
obvious cinematic landmark isAnthony Hopkins' flawless and
chilling portrayal ofthe psychotic genius Lecter. His voice fairly

drips with menace, and when the camera focuses on his face In

an extreme close-up. he never blfnks or shifts hfs eyes even a

fraction. His unrivalled intelligence and cruelty are clearly

established in these shots.

Lecter's apparent disciple in crime is Buffalo Bill, but there is

very little reference to their relationship. Bill existscompletelyas

an individual, andthushe is not part ofthe spherewhich Lecter

and Starling create. This is a major flaw, for nowhebecomes an
isolated criminal instead oi a part of this bizarre family.

continued on page 21
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The Russians

are coming!!
By Erin Kennedy
Staff Writer

The Oleg Tabakov Mos-

cow Theatre-School devel-

oped as a result ofTabakov's

work with young actors In

Moscow. A prominent ac-

tor, director and teacher

himself, Tabakov has or-

chestrated many student

and faculty exchanges in-

ternationally, though the

six-week US tour of My Big

Land, by Aleksandr Galich,

(performed in Armstrong
Theatre on February 17) is

the first professional ex-

change with Tabakov's
company. This tour is

sponsored by The Acting

Company, the touring arm
of the Kennedy Center for

the Performing Arts. The
Acting Company's Soviet

tour of Five by Term, five

one-act plays by Tennessee

Williams, was sponsored by

Tabakov's company.

My Big Land was banned
in the USSR in 1957, but

Galich was not forgotten.

Colorado College was very

lucky to host a performance

of this moving story, about

a child prodigy from a small

town, and his relationship

to his violin, his father, and

his homeland. According

to director Oleg Tabakov,

"MyBigLand isaplay about

the discovery and meaning
of homeland. The message
is not that you can't go home
again, rather it is that you

must."

The performances are in

Russian, but simultaneous

Vladimir Mashkov and Dmitri Stolbtsov in My Big Land
Photo by Carol 1

translation head-sets are

provided. It was suggested

that the audience only lis-

ten to the translation with

one earphone, so as not to

miss the voices and inflec-

tions of the actors. Al-

though this was distracting

at first, it seems ultimately

to be a good way to bring art

across the ocean. The
Moscow Theatre is a group
ofobviously talented actors,

designers, and technicians.

With very few lights,

amazingly simple, por

set, the companyperf
wonders. The entire

duction was beaut

acted, well organized

well worth seein

Tragically Fixxed Horse Flies
By Nathaniel Feis

Arts Editor

Do you remember back in the

early 1980's before you had any

real responsibilities other than

cleaningyourroom ortaking out

the trash or working out those

long division problems by hand

(unless of course you were in-

ventive enough to do them on

your parents' calculator, but

none of us would ever do that

would we?). But life was pretty

much a pain in the ass anyway.

But pre-junior high trauma is

not the point of this article. The
point is. doyou remembersitting

around listening to the radio, or

watching MTV, and hearing the

likes ofTheHuman League, Bow
WowWow, Missing Persons.The
English Beat, etc. and countless

other groups such as this. You
know, that time when popular

music didntsound likethe aural

equivalent ofrancid citrus fruit.

If you remember any of this

then you probably remember
"Saved by Zero," "Red Skies at

Night," and "OneThing Leads to

Another." Then you of course

remember The Fixx. If all ofthis

sounds familiar, but you don't

associate any of it with music

thanyou probablyarethinkingof

a fix, withonex—butwe won'tgo

into that here.

Well, you're probably thinking,

"Hey. isn't he supposed to be

actuallyreviewinganalbum here

and notjust babbling aimlessly."

(That is assumingyou're actually

taking the time to read this.)

Okay, I'm getting to that! Just

hold on!The Fixx have a new
album out entitled Ink.

I have relatively little to say

about the album itself. It is very

fabricated, stylized, syntheticpop

music. 1 mean it's not a bad
album, but it's certainly not one

that 111 remember for long— in

fact I already forgotten quite a

chunk of it— and I surely won't

ever find myself occasionally

humming"HowMuchisEnough"
the way I do "Saved by Zero."

This is the best way I can de-

scribe it:wereyou at arestaurant

trying to have a relatively serious

discussionorononeofthose ever

importantdates you wouldwant

this album playing to drown out

the screaming children and the

elderly couple bitching about

these damned high priced res-

taurantandhowlifewassomuch
betterduringthe Depressionand

World War U. Why, you might

ask? Well, because it is not good

enough to make you want to

listen to it and it is not bad

enough to cause you to vomit.

Nextonourmusicalagendawe

have an album byThe Tragically

Hip entitled RoadApples. This is

fairly straight forward rock and

roll, occasionally slipping into a

moreballadicstyle.Itisenjoyable.

but nothing I relish. I have to say

that this album is not very tragic,

and not very hip, either.

Last, and maybe not least, is

The Horse Flies' Gravity Dance.

This album fits in quite nicely

with the other two of this week.

An uneventful album. This is

very much pop music. The sec-

ond side of the album is better

thanthefirstbutthewhole thing

just leaves me with a wefl-IVe-

listened-to-this-album-now-

what? feeling. The song "I Need a

PlasticBag (toKeepmyBrainln)"

might imply a reason why this

groupisritthatgreat. So. another

thumbs sideways'.

So, what do I recommend
thisweek? TheRise and Fallof

Ziggy Stardust andlkS

from Mars, Their Satt

esties Request Uje\

Pageant, More Song;

Buildings and Food,

delic Jungle/Gravest H

Aura. Au revoir.

Hair Designers for Men & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes, Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 9{. lejon at Cache La Voudre 632-3531

THANKS SENIORS
for you contributions to

the Senior Class Gift

Donors as of February 21,1991:

Christine Allison

Guillermo Alvarez
Mary Therese Anstey
Robert B. Boardman

Addison Diehl

Erika Enright

Heidi Gimbel
Lynette Gudicello

Kai Kauppi
Amy Kipfer

Teresa Kugler
Laura Lantz

Jacob Lawrence
Judy Lewallen
Marina Lindsey

Gwyn Mauritz

Sarah Miller

Warren Morishige

Chris Morrison
Karen Nickerson

Lisa Remey
David Rindlaub

Mike Roark
Carrie Ross

Tiffany Shipp

A. Katherine White
Jennifer Worthen
Dan Wiencek —

* PARTICIPATION UPDATE *

Number of donors: 28
Participation Percentage: 5.5%

Total Contributions: $620

REMEMBER OUR GOAL
OF 65% PARTICIPATION
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Is
week, to show our pa-

ne
fervor, we will take

in
Operation Marketing

„ We hope to convince

(jierlcan public to spend

money on premium

;
ge entertainment

[e the average Iraqi will

spending upwards of

j dollars to rent a pi-

1 copy of Beastmaster.

,ey have Saddam to

ft [or that. Out of the

,000 combat sorties

n, only 53% have dam-

I
Iraqi video retail out-

's start with a beer that

latowelhead can afford.

Nate Warren, your friendly

counter attendant from
Weber St. Liquors,joined our
weekly scene of debauchery,
and suggested Berghoff. a
cheap but tolerable sale beer
($3.59/6 pack). This beer
has an interesting place in

beer history. After Prohibi-

tion was repealed in 1933,
Berghoff (originally an old

Chicago restaurant) re-

opened with Chicago Liquor
License No. 1, sold 24.000
glasses of beer the first day.

After a brief game of cat-

toss at Nate's house, we sat

down to watch "Stripes" (Fox
prime movie night) and suck
down a few "Burpoffs". For
the price, It's a decent brew
with a smooth first swallow
and a unique, slightly pun-

gent aftertaste.

Nate: "Yeah, your mom's
unique, too, but not every-

body likes her aftertaste."

Andy: "It goes down like

your mom, but at half the
price."

Jon: "Berghoff? Uh.
yeah.. ..hey, is it snowing?"
Anyway, for under four

bucks a six, it's worth a shot
- check it out ifyou're getting
tired of Keystone Light.
Overall, we'll allot it a 1.5.

We also picked up some
Sierra Nevada Pale Ale. This
beer is made in Chico, Cali-

fornia, where the local
economy Is so depressed they
actually held a "We Love
Crack" parade to attract po-
tential dealers to the region.

They also have a college or

something there. Thlshoppy
ale was much milder than
anything we had at Beckett's

last week. The flavor was on
the tongue, not the tonsil,

though the burp was rather
violent (just that Berghoffre-
run). Actually we found this

beer to have a rich flavor and
good color. Nate checked
this out by holding it to a

light; unfortunately the mug
had not been cleaned since

block two. This probably
accounted for Nate's feeling

that the beer had a rich,

sedimentary color. Most
likely just the yeast at bot-
tom. At $6.99 a six, it was
tough giving it the rating it

deserved. It's a good brew,
but for the price you'd be
better off paying $1.99 a
minute to talk to 1-900-

FAKE-A-FRIEND. To rate the
Sierra we threw empty bottles

at Nate's cat. Cicergrub. On
theYowl-ometer. thebeerdid
pretty well. We're all split-

ting the vet bill.

Finally, we invested in a
six-pack of Simpatico Am-
ber. For those of us who
have tried regular Simpatico.
we are familiar with its

smooth but mostly
unremarkable flavor.

Drinking Simpatico is like

spending an afternoon with
grandma— it's nice, but we're

still wondering "When's the

payoff?" With regular
Simpatico, there Is none. At
least we know granny Is go-

ing to kick off soon and leave

us a bundle. Simpatico Am-
ber has a much more pro-

nounced and pleasant fla-

vor. It'sjust as smooth, but
has a bit more character.

Simpatico is what Simpatico
Amber was after it was neu-
tered. Amber has a hint of

bitterness and a light, tangy
lager taste. This Mexican
brew will run you $5.99 a

sixer. We all found the flavor

interesting , but we differed

on the rating.

Nate: "Beer tastes good,
thick black bottles create ar-

resting affect when bounc-
ing off cat's head. A 3.5."

Jon: "I'm calling the
ASPCA. 3.0."

Andy: "Fuck that cat. It

deserves a 4." (Andy was
later seen at the Cheyenne
Mt. Zoo apologizing to the

mountain lion who had been
soundly beaten about the
head and shoulders with a
Mickey's 40 ounce bottle.)

Next week, Nate gets tied

down and left at the house-
wives'conventlon. All ofthem
are Mothers, and Nate prob-
ably won't survive. Andy
serves cheap keg beer to

thirsty dance-alyrla types
(Dee-Lite wanna-be's and
Ministry fans alike) and
townles shooting pool at Al-

ternative Music Night. Jon
comes to terms with the hol-

lowness that Is his soul,

renlgs his effete and preten-

tious lifestyle, and switches
to being a Schaefer man for

life. (4.39a 12-packatWeber
St. Liquors.)
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The Silence of Lambs
continued from page 19

As for the film's direction,

Jonathon Demme cannot resist

certain typical touches of his.

such as prominently featuring a

few songs to establish a hip

soundtrack (like he did in "Mar-

ried to the Mob" and "Something

Wild"). Thepacingisbrisk, buthe

sometimes overextends the

building of suspense and anxi-

ety. Oflenlbecameboredofbeing

nervous. When a scene's climax

finally arrived. I could not help

but be passive towardswhat was

meant to be the masi (Tightening

point.

The film ends on a strangely

light nctc, wholly inappropriate

for what we have just experi-

enced. The cute Joke was not

present inThomas Hanls' novel,

so that its presence is all themore

inexplicable. We, have gone

through thiswrenching film only

to receive a pat notion of good

serial killerversusbad serial killer.

Such a disservice badly discolors

this intense but flawed film.

What's the Best Way to
Reach C.C. Students?

Post About A Million Flyers
All Over The Campus

Spend A Fortune on A Radio
or TV Ad That no One Will

notice

Hope That People Will Find
Out Telepathically Or By Word

OfMouth

Wrong, fill Wrong.

To most effectively get the
attention of C.C.Students
you advertise in The
Catalyst. Call Corey or
Peter at 389-6675.

(fisk fibout Special Campus Rates)
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By Phil Brown

The story begins on a Sat-

urday In mid-January in

Buffalo Bill's Pizza and Steak

House in Bullawayo, Zimba-

bwe (I swear I didn't make
that up. In fact, this whole

article is true except the part

about cruising.) I just met

two Scottish teachers that

wanted to visit Victoria Falls

in the northwest. Over a

burger with substandard

catsup, I persuaded them to

drive a few hundred kilome-

ters out of their way. OK. so

I bribed them. So we crossed

the border and made a hell

drive on one of Botswana's

two paved roads. We arrived

in Kasane. near the Namibian

and Zimbabwean borders,

just after 1 1 pm.
Never, ever. EVER, go to

Botswana. There are only

four things of even remote

interest there, namely:

1) Botswana's money is

called "Pula," which means
"rain." More rain falls in Ari-

zona in any given three min-

utes than in any given year

in Botswana, except this

year,

2) The Maun airport looks

like a gas station on
Armstrong Quad.

3) Botswana has the most
mosquitos per square inch

of any country.

4) The Kasane police sta-

tion provides very inexpen-

sive, but very uncomfortable

,

overnight accommodation.
(Don't ask.)

Kasane lies only seventy

kilometersfrom Namibia ,my
ultimate destination. The
road is long, straight, and
sandy. Naturally, the first

rain storm in eight months
hit the second I started

hitching. Within seconds, the

road was a river.

So I hitched back to Zim-

babwe and flew to Maun,
Botswana, a town with a

population only slightly

higher than the number of

presidential candidates in

the last CCCA election. It's

just around the comer from
Matlapeneng. if that helps

any.

Planes land in Maun about
as often as they land in

Worner Center, so I was
stranded in this thriving me-
tropolis for two days, during
which time I had lovely visits

from every mosquito in the
country. Finally, a parcel

plane bound for Windhoek.

Namibia, stopped forgas and

I hitched a ride. Still, never,

ever, EVER, go to Botswana.

My arrival in Windhoek
was sort of like seeing

President Riley talking to a

student; it caught me com-

pletely off-guard. Being in a

particularly jovial spirit, I

will now interj ect two meta-

phors: Maun is Frank
Sinatra; Windhoek is Min-

istry. Pleased with myself, I

will now continue the col-

umn.
Windhoek belongs more

in Nevada than Namibia;

Windhoek is the evil twin of

Las Vegas. First off. the

Afrikeners (those lovely

people responsible for

apartheid) love country
music. Consequently, one

of Namibia's two radio sta-

tions plays a mixed bag of

Willie Nelson, George Strait,

and an array of South Afri-

can cowboys, fortunately,

the other station is phe-

nomenal; they could teach

KRCC a few lessons in ef-

fective diversity and college

radio.

American movies have a

huge influence here. I saw
"3 Men and a Little Lady"

a few days ago. Itjust wasn't

the same; the lobby wasn't

filled with fog or seventh

grade girls with big hair,

and the butter popcorn
wasn't day-glo orange. And
they didn't understand why
I cruised the parking lot

after the show (refer to

paragraph one).

Don't get me wrong -

Namibia has some very cool

qualities. Foremost, you
can't get food in the shape
of prepubescent
microwaved Kung-Fu
turtles. Also, the GoldenAxe
machine costs eight cents

and gives you three men.
Perhaps most righteous,

however, is the widespread
availability of Windhoek
Lager in the ever-popular

two-litre bottle.

And just like The States,

Namibia has anti-war pro-

testors outside of the US
embassy. Actually, there

has only been one protestor.

When the newspaper inter-

viewed him. he explained
his actions, "I'm a Rasta,
and I don't belong to a po-
litical party." Go figure.

Yeah, well, gotta cruise.

Doogie Howser just came
on. Stay tuned....

"A.. ..My Name is Alice"

Feb. 22-24 (Wed.-Sun.)

3 or 8 pm. Armstrong 32

Free with activity card

$5 otherwise

CC Concert Band
Sun., March 3
7;30pm, Packard H,
Free for all

"Footprints"

Faculty Dance Concert
March 1, 2, 3 (Fri.-Sun.)

8 pm, Armstrong Hall

Free with activity card

$5 otherwise

Max Lanner
Jeannie Muhonen
Piano and flute concert

Feb. 22 (Fri.)

8 pm. Packard Hall

Col. Springs Symphony
Maria Bachman. violin

Daniel Lewis, conductor
March 1, 2, 3 (Fri.-Sun.)

8 pm , Pikes Peak Center

Repertory Dance Theater

Concert Performance
Arts Center Theater

Feb. 22 (Fri)

8 pm, USC
Call 542-1211 for tickets

Bela Fleck and
Flecktones
March 27
Shove Chapel

Charles Wetherbee
from Manhattan
Symphony Orchestra

Feb. 27 (Wed.)

8 pm, Packard Hall

In the brewery. .
.'

By Ann Kay

Around 7:00pm every Tues-

daynight.you canprobablyfind

two beer-greedy guys at one of

the local liquor stores. What are

they doing there? Picking out

thetwo or three selections ofthe

week, of which you, as loyal

readers, lookforward to reading

inFridays paper. I have set out,

after months of watching these

guys in action, offillingyou inon

what actuallygoesoneverybeer-

review night.

The History of the Beer Re-

view:

It all started sometime during

thefallof1989, (orwasitspring?),

in any case, Andy Kane was

rooming with Steve Power in

Mathias. One night, a bolt of

lightning struck that famous

fourth floor room. With a great

roar, one of them yelled, "We

should do a beer review for the

paper!!" Tm not even surewhich

one of them actually came up
with this brilliant idea, but the

other one yelled in agreement. I

was so dazed by the excitement

that these two boozers had, I

just sat there in awe as they

planned the whole ordeal.

Well, the idea went over fine

with the editors ofthe Catalyst,

but the reviewwas kind of seri-

ous, unlike this season, and not

onaregularbasis. By the end of

the year, the two original booz-

ers had a guest reviewer, Jon
Feiges. Since Steve did not re-

tumtoCCthisyear.Jonwillingfy

offered to help Andy out of his

quest fora new partner, and the
Boozers, asweknowthem,were
formed.

About the Boozers:

Jon Feiges, I believe he's an
English major, who lives in the

Figi house, but is not a Figi.

Owns a cat, and he's from the

great midwestem city of Sioux

City, Iowa. He takes lavish va-

cationswith his parents, always

gets great parking spots, and
leaves words out of sentences.

Overall, and forthose ofyouwho
do not know Jon up close and

personal, he is a considerate

cute guy. I love his glasses, but

he does have a strange mind.

JonlikesthemovieHeafhersand

knows all the songs in The Utile

Mermaid, (just a bit of trivia for

you).

Andy Kane. I do know more

about him. He is an English

majorfrom the heat wave city of

Phoenix. He is a lifeguard at the

pool, but has never saved any

lives, and he is on the swim

team. Good luck to him this

weekend in the championship

meetinDenver. Andyjustturned

2 1 thisDecember, so thesebeer

reviewswere kind of illegal until

this semester, and he has fin-

ishedthefirstlegofOld Chicago's

World Beer Tour. Andy also

intendsonusingthebeerreview

as a selling point on his resume

.

Heownsaprettylargebeerbottle

collection. And last but not

least, he is blessed with having

me as his girlfriend.

At The Brewery:

So on those special Tues-

day nights, Jon and Andy
and sometimes a guest re-

viewer, truck upstairs to my
room. Who am I? Why, I am
the one who used to help out

funding the beer review.

sometimes I supply

sometimes I just bill

general I date Andy,
1

frig, a cd player and

vision. All tools whichl

the production of the

Anyway, they end

Montgomery, drink!

lections in front ofthi

puter, thinking upwi!

ings and noises thai

them passed outonll

The review has now

into a weekly colui

am sure, it is enjoyed'

everywhere. It is

weird because they

always quote each

sometimes Andy wll|

Jon and sometime!

writes for everybody,!

it is decided by who

able to type into the]

puter, but don't quotej

that, in fact, don't qui

on any of this. Anywa]

always finish up

between 10andl2that|

Andy revises it the nf

sober, and just lite mj

appears in your wee

tion ofthe paper. So,

the other stuff to t

section, and read

Brewery..."

YEARS AHEAD
HAIR DESIGN

• Spiral Perms - $40.00 (reg $6
• Facials - $10.00 .

* Unlimited Tanning - 30 days for Pi
Free Facials w/highlight

15 % off all services with CCl

118 N Tejon, Suite 301 f.\C SA^L
Above Old Chicago's



oburn Gallery presents From Dust to Stone:
seen and experienced through the camera eye of Karl Becker
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"Migration" by Pricilla Liner Hiratsuka

The works ofPatricia R. Abbott

Have You Ever Read a Newspaper?
Are You Literate?

Can You Form a Complete Sentence?
Would You Recognize a Newspaper?

The Catalyst needs Staff Writers.
Call x6675 to volunteer.
You'd be good at this.

Really.

• 7 nighls at one of Can'

resort properties

• Round Iripair/holcl transfer*

» Welcome cocktail

• FREE Discount Fun Book

On-Island lo

• 15% resort taxes

• U.S. departure tax

To sign up or for more information, call:

COUNCIL TRAVEL
1138 13th Street (on the hill)

Boulder, CO 80302
303.447-8852
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Tigers slide past DU en route to playoffs
By Chip Roehrig

Staff Writer

The Colorado College men's

hockey team swept a home

and home series versus arch

rival Denver University last

weekend moving them closer

to a Western Collegiate

Hockey Association playoff

berth.

The sweep lifted CC ( 1 1 -24-

1 overall, 7-22-1 WCHA) out

ofninth place 3 points ahead

ofDU.Onlythe top eight team

qualify for the playoffs.

The Tigers need only a tie

this weekend at home versus

Michigan Tech or a DU tie at

Minnesota Duluth to seal a

first round play-offmatch up

at first place Northern Michi-

gan.

Last Friday at the

Broadmoor World Arena CC
pelted DU goaltender Lucien

Carrignan with 40 shots en

route to a 6-4 victory.

Chris McCafferty opened up

the scoring at 8:45 of the first

period with his second goal of

the season.

The Pioneers responded

with the next two goals to

take a 2-1 advantage.

SteveStrunk tied things up
with a power play goal just

nine seconds after DU had

taken the lead.

The Tigers moved ahead for

good on goals by Pat Rafferty

and Marcus Taeck rounding

out the first period scoring.

Shawn Reid opened things

up a little at 13:50 of the

second period when he stole

the puck in the neutral zone

and snapped a shot high off

the left post from just inside

the blue line.

The Tigers added to the

cushion when Steve Strunk

stole a Rick Berens pass

behind the DU net and fed

Jody Jaraczewski in the slot.

Jaraczewski beat Carignan

with a low shotjust inside the

post.

A win Friday would have

been of little use without a

victory Saturday.

CC made things tough by

spotting the Pioneers a 3-0

lead on their home ice.

An unassisted goal by
JaraczewskigottheTigerson

the board at 8:43 of the sec-

ond period. Brian Bruininks

then scored cutting the lead

Michigan Tech.

Broadmoor.
'gtiti

to one
Trailing 3-2 going into the beat 7:05 both

final period CC really turned

up the heat piling up 20
shots onDU netminderBryan

Schoen.

McCafferty got the equal-

izerjust 1:35 in to the frame.

DU responded with their weekend but shoul<]L

fourth goal to again take the for post season

lead.

Not to be denied . however,

the Tigers fought back. Al

Schuller retied the game at leads the first

9:47.

Steve Strunk wrapped up assists for 26

the game with his team lead-

ing 17th goal, virtually guar-

anteeing CC a post season

bid.

The regular season draws

to a close this weekend as the

Tigers host seventh place

TIGER TALES:
Steve Nelson who ha?
the last three g;

knee injury will
sit

years have account^
of the teams 115

date... Jody j ara(!
[the

leads the first years 4 *ls

:

ing with 16 goals
a,
»

assists for 26 points
|

ing 7 in his last four,;

This weekend will m
last home appearance

niors Ed Zawatsky,

Pochipinski. Jon Ci

and Jon Manthey...

Sandler looking

forward to cyclini

circuit in Europe

By Robert A. Neer

Staff Writer

After 1OOmilesthrough aBel-

gian rain, driven by a Belgian

wind, overtortuousarm-numb-
ing cobblestone country roads

onanunforgivingracingbicycle

,

the riders round the final comer

and sprint for the ffnish-50 of

them. They're the ones who
survived the race to this point

and now, elbow to elbow, they

careen towards the finish line,

literally battling for the best po-

sition. Nobody blinks until its

over because nobody likes the

taste of asphalt.

This is not fun. Not formost.

ForColoradoCollegejuniorMike

Sandler, however, it's a dream
come true. To race a bicycle In

Europe is to come face to face

every day with the best in the

business, and , if you're an
American, to likely see them
sneer doubtfully at you. "You

Americans ...just aren't very

tough."

Well. Sandler plans to prove

them wrong. In early March he

hops a fast plane to Belgium to

join the WC Klein Brabant

Rupelstreek amateur cycling

team for a special brand of

heaven and hell - a season of

bicycle racing with the kings of

the road.

Sandler has been a licensed

U.S. Cycling Federation racer

for four years and a dedicated

C.C.C.P. (Colorado CoUege Cy-

cling Person) during his career

atCC.
He decided this summer to

make a go at the European rac-

ing scene, and began by con-

tacting the Belgian cycling fed-

eration. Aftersendingaresume,

and other bureaucratic paper-

it

work, he was hooked

fheteam,andfoundali(

for his stay.

Now, all that's left is li

give it everything. This]

ably going to be the

thing I ever do." admits!

with anticipation andai

anxious twinge . With

racing per week which!

some of Europe's

lenging classics , Paris-

Liege-Bastogne-Liege,

there is no mistaking

racy of his prediction.

Sandler has taken

mester offfrom school*

his travel, and prepare

season. Hehasparad

various training camp

U.S. Olympic Trauiiig

and rides often withmo

the U.S. National team

Despite a tough n

Sandleris nevertheless!

about how he will con

the Europeans. "I'm"

he confessed. 1 W
myself rm a really g°

You have to do that to

rider. However, realist

probably not as good

He is encouraged by

manceon training rid

U.S. National team

Even on their hardest

said, he has no

ing up. Then he adds,

accounts, Europeans

faster than Americans]

In his book, 8i<3

Racing, former U.S.

team coach Eddie

saysmathelooksfoi

in a new rider; fast

commitment to *"

tremery hard, and he

"crazy for cycling

,0

• M
ing experience with"

he fits. BestofluC



week a racquetball

Vent between twelve

'Z commenced. The

^ent is sponsored by

Btramu
ral Department

111
last through Mar.l,

£
Edwards, who orga-

l^e
tournament, said

itramural tourney time
l»e

'
O'Brien

Ihisyear should be bet-

tan
previous years be-

• tlie
process of double

,ation is being utilized.

This means that competitors
can compete more than once
and can actually win the
tournament even if they lose
their first game.
Last year's champion Jon

Ahem, returns to defend his
championship and will be the
odds-on favorite to win again.
However, competitors Steve
Edwards and Tom Cashall
could give him a tough time.
Also, both Kate Reagan and
Ellen Starr add a "surprise-
element to a typically all-male

tournament.

Upcoming Events:
The CC "A" league indoor

soccertoumament concludes
on Monday. February 25,
199 1 at 8pm (El Pomar Sports
Center Astro Turf room! as
bothTeam Suk and Fiji battle
it out for the league champi-
onship. Then, on Thursday,
February 29, 1991 at 8 p.m.
the soccer coed champion-
ship will also be decided at
the astro turf room with op-
ponents yet to be decitlea.

Don 't Let the Trees

'

Sacrifice Be In Vain!

The Bookstore recognizes the

demand for recycled paper

products, but we must clear our

stock of regular paper first!

Therefore, spiral

now 25% off!

Lady hoopsters

having hard luck
By Adam McVeigh
Staff Writer

It has been another tough week in the lives of the
women on our Lady Tigers' basketball team.

Last weekend, the team travelled to Denver to take
on Regis College. TheteamwasledbyPam Wilson, who
had 18 points and five rebounds. Unfortunately, the
women lost, 71-56. In support were Heather Cowan
with 11 points and a team-high 10 rebounds, and
Alease Pleasant with 15 points and eight rebounds.
Point-guard Annie Hull dished out seven assists, had
five thefts, and pulled down eight rebounds.
The team hit the road toDenveragainonWednesday

night to take on the Metro State Roadrunncrs. The
Tigers lost a close one, 71-66. Mary Bucno led the way
by pouring in 27 points before fouling out. Pam Wilson
also fouled out, but threw In 10 points, grabbed 13
rebounds, and had five steals before doing so. Also in

double figureswas HeatherCowan, whocontributed 14
points. Annie Hull added four steals and four assists.

The Lady Tigers are hoping to throw their own DU
Sucksparty this Saturday, as theytake on the Pioneers
athome. Earning thiswin will notbe easy, though. The
ladies played at DU early in the season, and took that
loss on the chin, 104-72. They're looking for a little

revenge this weekend, having nothing to lose and
playing theirheartsout for theseniors. Thcy'Ualsouse
this game as a final benchmark for the year.

Says Annie Hull, We're really looking forward to
seeing how much we've improved this season." She
adds, "I think we've all learned a lot, not only about
basketball, but also about working through tilings

together." Tip-off time on Saturday is 5 p.m. at El
Pomar.

ALL AMERICAN WATCH
Pam Wilson

, probably the brightest spot in this dark
season, again slipped this week in her scoring average.
She is now averaging 22.1 ppg and 9.2 rpg. She still

remains, though, in the top ten in the nation's Division
m scoring race. "I never thought it was possible," Pam
revealed. "It sure would be nice to, after a tough
season, come up with an accomplishment like that."

Colorado award
in

$e LITERATURE
For Juniors

Summer Grants

with Any Major

- up to $2500 each

One-Block Grants — up to $ 1 200 each

Reports from the 1990 Winners How to Apply for 1991

I

Wednesday, February 27, 7:30 p.m.

English Club Room (245 Armstrong)
Matt Anderson - Gemiitlichkeit in Namibia

Leann Coulter - A Physicist in Crisis

Ian Newman - Gays Among Native Americans
Jennifer Tseng -- The Borderlands

Applications due April 8: 5:00 p.m.

See, for information: Profs. Reinitz (X6507), Yaffe (X6498), Simons (X6504), Kelso

(X6405), Jennifer Yates (X7353), Chris Stutz (520-5448), Miranda Zola (633-8717),

Lisa Lane at the Admissions Office (X6349)

Forms at the English office, 341 Armstrong.
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National Sportsline . .

.
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UPSETS IN COLLEGE HOOPS:
Wednesday was a night of upsets and near-upsets in college basketball: No. 2

Ohio State had to scramble to hold on for a 73-64 victory at Illinois: No. 3 Arkansas

trailed before coming back to beat Southern Methodist 79-70; Vanderbilt beat No.

12 Kentucky 98-87; Cincinnati beat No. 11 Southern Mississippi 86-72; Colorado

beat No. 7 Kansas 79-71. and Missouri beat No. 14 Nebraska 91-71.

ST. JOHN'S STILL IN RACE:
No. 17 St. John's stayed in the race for the Big East Conference title with a 77-

72 victory against No. 5 Syracuse in men's basketball. The Redmen (18-6, 9-6) play

their final league game Monday vs. No. 24 Georgetown (15-9, 7-6). a 78-65 loser to

second-place Pittsburgh (19-8, 8-5). Syracuse, which had a six-game winning streak

stopped, remains in first place at 9-4.

PISTONS BEAT HAWKS:
The Detroit Pistons, with 19 points and 14 rebounds from center Bill Laimbeer,

extended their winning streak against the Atlanta Hawks to four games with a 97-

89 victory. Joe Dumars had 25 points, and Vlnnie Johnson added 14. In other NBA

games: Cleveland 118, Sacramento 104; Indiana 122, Orlando 120, OT.

STICH, MAYOTTE ADVANCE:
Defendingchampion Michael StichWednesday defeated unseededAlex Antonitsch

of Austria 6-2, 6-3 in his opening appearance at the Volvo Tennis Indoor tourna-

ment. Two other seeded players lost in the $750,000 tournament's third day at the

Racquet Club ofMemphis. No. 3 Andres Gomez fell to Tim Mayotte 6-4, 6-2; and No.

9 Petr Korda lost to Patrick McEnroe 2-6. 6-1, 7-5.

IVANISEVIC DOWNS JELEN:
Third seed Goran Ivanisevic beat Eric Jelen 6-4, 6-4 in the second round of the

Eurocard Classic at Stuttgart, Germany. France's Guy Forget moved into the

second round by beating Juan Aguilera of Spain 6-2, 6-3. Also, Lisa Bonder-Krelss

topped No. 3 seed Amy Frazier 6-3 6-3 Wednesday in second-round action at the

Virginia Slims of Oklahoma at Oklahoma City.

WHALERS TOP CANADIENS:
Todd Krygier and Pat Verbeek each scored twice as the Hartford Whalers defeated

Montreal 5-3, their second win against the Canadiens in four days. Montreal is 0-

3-1 in its last fourgames. In otherNHL games: Minnesota 5, Edmonton 1; Vancouver

5, Winnipeg 5, tie; Los Angeles 6, Quebec 1.

FOOTBALL IN, WRESTLING OUT:
Pro football gets a thumbs-up and pro wrestling a thumbs-down in a survey of the

USA's taste in sports. Dallas-based Sports Marketing Group surveyed 2,060 people

In 175 areas In late 1989. Results: Football and the Olympics top spectator sports;

Pro basketball is seventh, college basketball 14th and World Cup soccer 75th. Most
hated: Wrestling, golf.

WE DELIVER
\

TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS
|

I
Cheese & 2-items + 1 Qt. Pop

|

i
$q.99 iW P108 ,ax

i Ptkup or Delivery
]

' LOWE'S 11ZZA1990 Expires 12/2/90
'

|
TWO SMALL PIZZAS

j

I
Cheese & 1-ltem + 1 Quart Pop

|
"y $7.49 1

Pickup or Oelrveiy

I

LOWE'S TIZZA 1990 Expires 12/2/90

635-5565
FOUR LARGE PIZZAS
With Cheese & One Item

$ 1 Q .95T
| JJ plus to

Pickup or Delivery

MtaorMalchl Double Cheese Excluded.

LOWE'S 11ZZA 1990 Expires 12/2/90
\

Try One of Our
Flavored Pizza Crusts!

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original * Sesame Seed
* Buttered * Poppy Seed
* Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at tune

of purchase.

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday: 11 AM- 11 PM
Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight

February 22 I

IM SPRING SPORTS^
Softball: Rosters due at the IM office (El Pooia,)

Thursday, February 28, 1991 at 5 pm
Ultimate Frisbee: Rosters are due at the IM fgc J

Thursday, February 28, 1991 at 5 pm
Ooof Ball is coming - March 1991

** Applications for the above sports are available
ai

Womer Center IM Board and at the IM office locatejl

El Pomar.

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW
Men's Hockey
Feb. 22-23 Michigan Tech

Women's Basketball

Feb. 23 University of Denver

Men's Basketball

Feb. 25 University of Denver

Men's Swimming
Feb. 23-24 ISL Championships

Women's Swimming
Feb. 23-24 ISL Championships

Men's Baseball

Feb. 23 Metro State

Women's Tennis

Feb. 23 Regis College

Hoi

Hoi

Hoi

Denj

Denvj

DenvJ

Del

Men's and Women's Track and Field

Feb. 24 TAC Meet Air Force AcadaJ

27
SKI

"THE SKIER

MOUNTAIN
1

1 20 lifts including two
high-speed quad chairs.

' 76 award winning trails.
1 New Extreme Experience11

Guided Ski Program;
350 acres of double
black diamond terrain.

Lift tickets available at participating Front Range
Vickers, Pizza Hut restaurants and Delivery Units,

Safeways, Breeze Ski Rentals, Gart Brothers/Dave

Cooks, Diamond Shamrocks, King Soopers and

Albertsons.

(S COPPER MOUNTAIN' RESORT

Just 75 miles West ot Denver off 1-70, exit 1'5

SNOW REPORT LINE 893-1400
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Intramural Highlights Off to the races
Sports Department

CC's men's track team heads
to theAFA for the ColoradoTAC
Championships this Sunday,
February 24. for a major indoor

competitive meet. For most of

the CC tracksters, this will be
their first opening track compe-
tition with 12- 15 expected from
CC to attend. Among this group
is indoor sensation Pat Judge

(1500m). school record holder

for the 800 meters James
Rankin, and junior sensation

Mike Lewis (400m). Also, look

out for newcomers Mike Drum
(shotpuf). MarkSweet (1500ml.
Simon Ramone (400m). Jon
Speare (400m) . and Larry Bntton
(pole vault). Registration starts

at 10a.m. Willi Deldand running
events starting soon after.

Lacrosse looks to

promising season
By Ezra Bayles

The men's lacrosse team is

looking to repeat their suc-
cessful season of last year.

Last year's team finished 15-

2. was ranked 12th in the
nation, and won the Rocky
Mou main Lacrosse League in

a thrilling double overtime
win against the Air Force.

The biggest hurdle the team
will have to overcome Is the
loss of two senior attackers.

Mike Alkaitis and Eric
Peterson. However, first year
Ted Nessbaum is proving
more than able to fill in, along
with sophomore Will King and
junior Todd Poppert.
The ferocious defense is led

by captains Colin Aymond
and Lexy Ludgln, along with
Jon Gottesfeld and first year
Steve Mahoney. Thegoalwlll
be tended by Henry
Ansbacher. Ezra Bayles, and
first year Todd Sweet. The
mldl'icld also appears solid

with Jose Truilljo, Dave
Lubehenco, Chuck Jones,
and Darrin Yates. With this

solid core, along wllh new
promising first year students,
the team has a younger look
than last year, but are per-

haps just as talented. Come
and support your big, furry

Tigers on Saturday and Sun-
day at 1:30 for their first

scrimmages of the year.

If you thought that finding a color

Macintosh"system you could afford

is just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
Be true.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display

1 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.

facomes with a microphone and newsound-input technology that lets

» personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.

lie every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to

*. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the

consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well

urway to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share infer-

ior) with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to

"wsatile Apple* SuperDrive^ which can read from and write to Macintosh,

PS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch

W. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

for more information please visit

olorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center

or call 389-6391

The power to be your best!"
© 1 990 Aopte CampulM. Inc. Apote. tfw Acute logo,
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Announcements February 22

Classifieds
-Position open - Leisure

Program Chair, job starts

Block 7. Pick up applications

in leisure program office. Due

February 25.

-One call does It all, when

visiting Moab. Utah, stay at

Canyon Country B+B and

rent top quality mountain

bikes. We offer year round

mountain biking, dailyguided

rides and expeditions. Great

x-country skiing in the

LaSalles. Call 1-800-635-

1792.

-Summer house-sitter, re-

sponsible, reliable CC senior

will care for pets, plants, yard,

mail and security. References

available. Call Carrie at

X7880.
-Schwinn 10 speed sports

tourer. $50. Tandy 1000 HX
computer montior, keyboard,

printer and tons of paper,

both instruction booklets,

$850. 13 Inch color TV for

$50. Call Kathryn x7801.

-For Sale: Lotus Bass, prac-

tically new, includes amp,

case, $300. New Smith Co-

rona typewriter, $ 1 50 or best

offer. NewPanasonic 1 2 speed

lite-weight. $200 OBO. Call

634-3448.

-Rafting Guides Needed.
Mature, hard-working, self-

starters needed for challeng-

ing summer positions.

Training provided spring

break. $250 refundable
training fee. Experienced

positions also available, no

trainingfee. Call immediately

1-800-462-7238.

-AlaskaNow Hiring. Logging,

const., fishing, nurses,

teachers, etc. Up to $7000/

month. Call now! 206-748-

7544 Ext. A-283.

Announcements
-Senior Portraits!! Monday
thru Friday. 12-1, in Womer
Center.

-Beaver College study

abroad programs! Students

interested in study abroad

options offered by Beaver

College are encouraged to

speakwith the representative

on Monday. March 4, 12

noon, Womer 215.

-Name the CC Bookstore

and win a $50 gift certificate!

Put your ideas in the box at

Worner Desk. Deadline

Wednesday Feb. 27th.

-Polly Fiedler will talk on

"Feelings and Self-Empow-

erment". Tuesday 6:30 pm.

Feb. 26th. Worner Center,

room 218. Find out the pur-

pose of feelings, how they

function, and how we can

use them as friends to dis-

cover and use ourown power.

-Boston University -Syra-

cuse University study
abroad programs represen-

tative. Amy Stever. will be on

campus February 27. 1 to 2

pm in Womer 213 to talk

with students interested in

study abroad.

-Small jazz ensemble con-

cert. David Honig director.

Monday. March 4. 8:30 pm in

Benjamin's.

-David Finley, Dean of the

Colorado College will speak

at the Woman's Educational

Society Spring Coffee on

Thurs.. March 7, in Packard

Hall. This free event will fea-

ture coffee at 9:30 and the

address at 10 am. The topic

will be "New & Interesting

Programs at CC"
-Butler University study

abroad programs. Represen-

tative Tom Roberts will be on

campus Wednesday. April 3.

3 to 4 pm. Womer 2 12 to talk

with interested students.

-Figure Skaters, peopleofthe

CC community who are in-

terested In forming a club,

please contact Ann x7273 or

Womer Box 112 ASAP!!

-Lecture by Prof. Louis J.

Cantorl, University of Mary-

land. Speaking on The Cri-

sis in the Gulf. Sunday, Feb.

24. 7 pm, Gaylord Hall.

-ORC Slide Show, K2: The

Savage Mountain. Moun-
taineer Greg Child shows a

multi-media presentation of

his 1990 summit. His party

journeyed through China by

camel across flooded rivers

and spent 50 days enduring

storms, without oxygen
equipment, at the mountain's

extreme alitltude. Tuesday.

Feb. 26. 7:30 pm, Gaylord

Hall.

Personals

Go Away!t

It costs 29 cents to

mail a letter now. Why
not deliver the letter &
yourselffor just a little

more?

INCORPORATED. EST 1969

Your Campus Travel Experts XSj££

(719)636-3871 818N.Tejon"
Bemis Dining Room
- Tuesday, 3/5 7 pm, Close
- Monday, 3/18 noon, Re-Open

Benjamin's
- Wednesday-Friday, 3/6-3/8, 7am-2pm
- Saturday rk Sunday, Closed
-Monday-Friday, 10am-2pm
- Saturday, 3/16, Closed
- Sunday , 3/ 1 7 , 12 noon- 1 1 :30 pm
- Monday, 3/18, Regular Hours

-Gauger, where's my letter?

You must be drinking too

much German ale!! any
available men? Write!

Deadlines
-Student entries are now
being accepted for the 19th

annual Nick Adam Short

Story competition. A prize of

$1000 will be awarded for the

best story by anACM student.

Deadline for submission is

Wed., March 13 to ProfJohn
Simons, Armstrong 241.

Storiesmaybeno longer than

10,000 words. You may
submit as many as two. A
maximum offour will be sent

on to the story judges In

Chicago.

-National College Poetry

Contest open to all college

students desiring to have

their poetry anthologized.

Cash prizes will be awarded

the top five poems. Deadline:

March 31. For Contest Rules

send stamped envelope to:

International Publications,

PO Box44044-L, LosAngeles,

CA 90044.
-Notification of Leave of

Absence & Withdrawal
Deadlines!! Applications

available In the Dean of Stu-

dents' Office, Armstrong Hall,

room 213. The deadline for

requesting a leave of absence

is March 1 for a leave which

begins in the fall semester.

On formal application, a leave

of absence will be considered

for one of the following rea-

Spring break

economy ski vacation
The fun begins in Winter

Park with lodging starting

at $45.00 for TWO free

days of ski rental with CC
ID.

Hot tub, sauna, game room,

and continental breakfast

1-800-421-4013

VIMiing L®dlg@ ainndl Ski Stop

sons: medical, fjj,

persona] emerge
ncv

cations for academ
of absence are

ava|| j

the Registrar's oZ
withdrawal form mu
be submitted by Marl'
students who dccw
terrupt their educaKi
Colorado College,

a
do not qualify for a

absence, or who

i

transfer to another

tion.areexpectedtowa
formally from the Con?

-Study Abroad appu
t

deadline! Ifyou are

to study abroad thls

~

summer, you must
through the Office

o[

national Programs,

is March 1, 1991.

-Application for
tlj

German semest«
Luneburg. Germany,

March 29. For app]jc

and Information conq

the program, please 1

the German departmt

-Kansai Gaidai deaolin

application deadline

Kansai Gaidai study

program is March 18,

see Prof. Jeff Noblett

6621, Palmer 6 for

and application.

-ACM India - study a

The application deadli

the ACM India

k

1

!<

Hoi

tmb

April 1, 1991. Pleases innfi

Vibha Kapuria-Fon

Palmer 113, ext. 64

information.

Die;

tsuc

Sprin

Breai

Buildii

Hour

Worner Des

- Wednesday,
8am-8pm

-ThurrkFri,

8:3Oam-4:30pm
- Sat &. Sun, C!

- Mon-Fri,

8:3Oam-4:30pm
- Saturday,
- Sunday, 3/1?

9am- HP'

- Monday, 3/1

Regular Hon

Boettcher Health Center
- Thursday, 3/7, Close
- Sunday, 3/18, Re-Open

Bookstore
- Thu. &. Fr., 3/7-8, 9:30 am-4:30 pm
- Saturday &V Sunday, Closed
- Mon.-Fri., 3/1 1-3/15, 12:30 pm-4:30 pm
- Saturday &. Sunday, Closed
- Monday, 3/18, Regular Hours Rasta„ Dining Room

EI Pomar Sports Center - Wednesday, 3/6, 6 pm, 1

-Wednesday, 3/6, Close 5 pm - Sunday, 3/17,5 pm, ^
-Thursday-Sunday, 3/7-3/17, Closed
- Monday, 3/18, Regular Hours Schlessman Pool

r- i i»/ • i^n -Tuesday, 3/5, 11 am-3pm
Carle Weight Room . Wednesday, 3/6, 10am-2pm

- Closed Weekends - Closed Wednesday, 2 pm
- Mon-Fri, Open 10am-4pm - Re-open Monday, 3/18 Reg ul(
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fliousands of flag-waving

embers of the Colorado

lings community flocked to

| city's downtown area Fri-

iy, February 22 to partici-

ite in "An HourforAmerica."

rally, billed as non-political,

ishowsupport for the service

le in the gulf.

The patriotic rally, the larg-

such event ever inColorado
Kings, was sponsored Dythe

iamber of^Commerce and
it Pikes Peak U.S.O. and
is supported by numerous
tal businesses which were
nuraged to extend lunch
Mrs to allow their employ-
to attend.

Downtown streets were
I off. and the city pro-

free bus service to the
ent.While estimatesofcrowd
« were largely inaccurate,

Wngfrom 8.000 to 20,000,
trailers left no doubt about
* enthusiastic support of

I U.S. government's policy
the gulf and for the
"Weanand Canadian forces

1 there. The official

p estimate said 10.000
re there.

ffi? crowd was painted
rcughout with pictures of

B ones serving in the gulf,

"•ribbons.American flags
i Posters displaying mes-
iesofencouragement. "Well
1 Desert Storm into Sun-
k" was the message on
such sign. "Who's sane?

"Hussein,"mused another.

The rally, preceded by vari-

ous songs and marches per-

formed by the Air Force Acad-
emy Cadet Chorale and the

Pike's Peak Musician's Asso-
ciation Band, began with the

reading ofan open letter to the

people of Colorado Springs
from President George Bush.
"The mission of our troops

to restore the sovereignty of

Kuwait and to promote the

security and stability of the

whole region, is a noble one,"

tne letter stated, it went on to

caution that-the mission is

"fraught with danger." "How-
ever. " the president wrote,

"one thing is certain: We will

prevail."

Anumber ofverbal confron-

tations broke out between
members of the crowd and
peace demonstrators who
turned out. Police intervened,

but no arrests were made.
"I think we're all pleased at

the number of people that

turned out and the degree of

support they have for the

troops in the Persian gulf."

said Bill Hybl, chairman ofthe

El Pomar foundation, and a

CC trustee, who initially con-

ceived the event.

"This is a patriotic commu-
nity. Does anybody have any
doubt?" began Colorado
Springs Mayor Robert Isaac's

welcome. He went on to speak

ofthe long history ofColorado

Springs with the military and
said the rally was intended to

honor military personnel

serving in the Springs and
See Hour, page 5

ease fire prompts end to vigil
eats and community members who have held a

>ur vigil on the median strip of Nevada Avenue
wax broke out January 16th went home Thursday,
"tag the announcement of a cease-fire In the

We East War.
We will return Saturday night for "one final candle
'Jfiil to mourn the dead of the war."

CCCA's Jon Ahern explains budget problems to Sara Sugerman as David Frick
looks on.

Photo by Justin Blum

CCCA short money, freezes budget
By Justin Blum
News Editor

Due to incorrect budget
projections and overspend-

ing last semester, the Colo-

rado College Campus Asso-

ciation voted to freeze their

special projects account
during their Tuesday meet-
ing.

CCCA has a total of

$991.83 left in all four of

their accounts. The budget
shortfall stems from a mis-

calculation made at the be-

ginning of the 1990 school

year.

"This is a real unfortunate

thing we're having to do."

said CCCA Financial Vice

President Jon Ahern during

the Tuesday meeting of the

decision to freeze spending.

Explanation of Shortfall

The president and finan-

cial vice president cite the

following reasons for the

budget shortfall:

•The 1989-90 Council

estimated that $17,000 of

CCCAfunds would go unused
during the 89-90 year. This

amount was used in creating

a budget. In reality, only

$774. 1 1 remained after last

year. When this figure was
known, the budget was not

revised to account for the

actual figures, resulting in a

discrepancy of $16,225.89."

said a memo circulated dur-

ing a Tuesday CCCA meeting.

•The endowment Income,

given to the CCCA at the be-

ginning of every school year,

was overestimated by over

$2,000, the memo said.

•$3,200 was spent on ca-

tering last semester, ac-

cording to Ahem.
"Our initial reaction was

'how could this happen',"

Ahem said.

Last semester's CCCA
"continued spending as ifthey

had $16,000 to work with,"

Ahern offered as a reason for

the budget shortfall. "I don't

think it was malicious—Just
irresponsible." he said.

But Rick Levin, who served

asfinancialvlce president last

semester said. The budget
was not based on projections,

but the Council's spending
was."

Last semester's CCCA ran

over their projected Special

Projects budget by $3.970.35.

The Special Projects ac-

count is designed to provide

funding for student projects

that are supposed to include

or benefit the entire campus,
according to Ahem.

'Crazy letterhead'

The Current Account

—

which is used for such things

as office supplies, payroll,

CCCA-run events, and
catering—has a deficit of

$5,019.62. There was a

balance of $3,900 in the be-

ginning of the year.

About $3,200 was spent on
catering for CCCA meetings

and events last semester,

according to Ahem. "That Is

blatantly ridiculous." he said

during the discussion
preceding the vote to freeze

special projects funds.

Ahem also says that money
from the Current Account
was spent on "a crazy letter-

head for phone messages."

"It was really nice stuff,

but we didn't need it," said

current CCCA President, John
Calhoon, of the letterhead.

Ex-Financial Vice President

Rick Levin says he had a

difficult time keeping track of

the spending in the Current

Account. "There was no way
for me to keep track of every

little meticulous thing until

the end of the month—then

it was too late for me to do

anything."

When asked about the

current budget shortfalls.

Marin Tengler, who served on

last semester's Budget Com-
mittee, was very surprised. "I

feltwe were being responsible

See Budget, Page 6
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Statistics class studies role of CC athletic*
f

Professors' views of effects of Division I

athletics on Colorado College

Full professors were asked what type of effect

and influence theyfelt Division I sports have on

the rest of Colorado College.

poll by Profa r BUI Weida'sfifth block Probability

and Social Statistics class

By Justin Blum
and Santiago Foster

Thirty-eight percent of se-

nior facultymembers believe

Division I sports have a

"negative" Impact on aca-

demics according to a study

by an Economics and Social

Statistics class last block.

The study also reveals that

about 65% of the athletic

budget is spent on Division I

hockey and soccer, while only

35% of the budget is spent

on the remaining 18 athletic

teams.

The 49 Division 1 athletes

make up 3% of the student

body. "It seemed slightly

warped for this enormous
amount ofmoney to be spent

on such a small portion of

the students," says the study.

The study found that

$61,794.01 was generated In

revenue from Division I ath-

letics during the 1989-90

school year, while CC spent

$750,000. on the two Divi-

sion 1 sports.

Additionally, the study
claims that revenues earned

from both Division I sports

programs combined "do not

even cover the amount
needed to keep Honnen Ice

Rink functioning."

When asked to prioritize

spending tn several different

categories—higher faculty

salaries, more financial aid.

Division I athletics, the sym-
posium, and dormitories—

a

random sample of Juniors

ranked spending money on
Division I athletics fourth out

of the five choices.

Similarly, most senior fac-

ulty members believe the fi-

nancial effect of Division I

athletics on CC is "detrimen-

tal" or "very detrimental." the

study found.

But mostjunior faculty re-

spondents thought the

elimination ofDivision I ath-

letics would have either a

"somewhat negative" or 'no

effect" on alumni contribu-

tions.

Nearly 70% of Division III

athletes, the studyfound, feel

that the benefits ofDivision I

athletics parallel or slightly

exceed the cost.

Yet almost 90% of these

Division m respondents feel

that their Division I counter-

parts devote less time to aca-

demics than they do. the

study says. "Division I ath-

letes, especially hockey
players, have Incredible de-

mand (put on them) and the

balance between athletics

and academics is not there."

said Terry Swenson, Associ-

ate Director of Admissions.

Eighty percent of the Divi-

sion HI athletes surveyed

said that they perceived ad-

missions standards to be

"lower," or "much lower" for

Division I athletes as com-

pared to the rest of the stu-

dent body.

Swenson said that for all

athletes special consider-

ation of athletic ability (mea-

sured on a "sliding scale") is

taken into account for ad-

mittance. And, although
"there are Division I and Di-

vision III athletes who
wouldn't be here if it weren't

for that ability," all of these

athletes "belong here," said

Swenson.
Additionally . j unior faculty

members reported that

"while hockey players were
often distinguishable based
on classroom performance,

the women soccer players

were not."

And about 44% ofthe same
professors said that Division

I sports "compromises the

academic integrity of CC."

When asked how Division I

athletics contributes "to the

Admission standards for Division
\

athletes compared to other students
as

viewed by Division III athletes
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Divisionm athletes were asked how they felt tht

admission standards CC usesfor Division I

athletes compare to those usedfor the rest of the

applicants.

poll by Professor Bill Weida'sfifth block Probabiliy and

Social Statistics class

Estimated Effects of a Loss of Division

Sports on Alumni Contributions

N»a»iiv«iy Satawnai t>'*o No EftM Swnmtiai poa. Poililv^

Junior/acuity members were polled as to how tfii)

felt the elimination ofDivision I sports would aflet

alumni contributions to Colorado College

poll by Professor Bill Weida'sfifth block Probability tj

Social Statistics A

academic environment at

CC." the majority of Divi-

sion I and III athletes ran-

domly surveyed for the si

said they were "undecld

on the question.

Amnesty International hosts talk by missionary and District 11

administrator on Central American human rights violations
By Graham Roy
Staff Writer

Father Jim Sinnot. a mis-

sionary who worked in Cen-

tral America, and Mike Hogan
explained historicalcauses for

human rights violations in

Guatemala and El Salvador at

a talk sponsored by Colorado

College's Amnesty Interna-

tional chapter.

The minority white govern-

ment in Guatemala commits
human rights violations to re-

main in power, and can do so

because Indians have low
standing, according to Father

Sinnot. He said when Colum-
bus landed In the Americas.

Columbus wrote, "the native

peoplewlllmakefine servants."

and white minority govern-

ments have suppressed the

native populations since then.

The Catholic Church fostered

this environment until the late

1960's,explainedFatherSinnot,

because it taught people to live

humbly. LaunAmericanbishops

met in 1968. however, and de-

cided it was not longer right to

preach suffering when other

people, U.S. citizens in particu-

lar, lived comfortably.

Consequently the Church
began telling the Indians that

God wanted them to live well.

The current government feels

threatened by this teaching, so

it suppresses those who will

benefit from economic reform,

the Indians.

Father Sinnot said govern-

ments also fight the Church
when missionaries like him-

self, instead of simply helping

the citizens, asks the govern-

ment why people are in need.

The United States contrib-

utes to poor conditions in

Central America, according to

Father Sinnot, because it gives

Central American countries

military aid to prevent com-
munism. In reality. Father

Sinnot claims, the U.S. wants
to keep central Americans "in

their place." so people In the

U.S. can maintain a high
standard of living which in-

cludes cheap coffee and ba-
nanas.

Mike Hogan. a school ad-

ministrator for District 11,

spoke of the specific human

rights violations he saw dur-

ing a trip to El Salvador from

December 27, 1990 to Janu-
ary 7, 1990.

During the trip, Hogan and
the rest of his group repeat-

edly attempted to reach a

community named Segundo
Montes. Segundo Montes was
in rebel territory and a colonel

would not let them Into the

territory, eventhough Segundo
Montes invited the group. The
colonel claimed the group
would be in danger.

Soldiers often searched the

bus the group drove, and
frisked its members.
Hogan tried tocross the bor-

der with seven companions in

a public bus, and soldiers fre-

quentlymadepassengersform

a line outside the bus so

diers could search their

pers.

Hogan said the men he

next to would say, "I mif

see you afterthis (the scan

and 2-3 people were t>

from the line each time if

imprisoned or killed asa :

pected guerrilla.

"Itwas sobering to be s»

next topeople whose \C:':
'

end Insuch short notice

Hogan.
Hoganalsowitnessedtn

f*

with national police

down streets pulling

into the truck and Ml

them away.

Inanother incident.!*'

independentnewspaP
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oevy makes another run for City Council
-son Jarvis land and of landsranino im. I aa^yt—; -x k =-,

,

jj
Writer

^chlngpeople to spell his

may be the largest ob-

u, facing CC political

uoce
professor Robert

J

„ m his second bid for

„'councU.

Lrj lost his first campaign

Colorado Springs City

(1|DCll
seat in 1987. After

fjvtng
more tnen 10,000

es
Loevy came in fifth,

ssing
a Council seat by

p votes.
"Someone once

bribed me as the biggest

,rJiUie history ofColorado

^s. Theonlypersonwho

jot more than 10,000

'and wasn't elected to

jevy conducted an lnfor-

Ipoll after the '87 election

jdlscovered that his "very

[oramon and unusual" last

confused voters. He
people who expressed

Itslre to vote Loevy, but

ildn't find the Loevy which
believed rhymed with

Sy" on the ballot. "The 'o'

them off," said Loevy in

Kent Interview with The
ttlysf.

bat is why one of his pri-

iyl991 election strategies

lo "try and take a very

Kimmon and unusual last

neandmake it reasonably

Hilar."

he city is run by a Coun-
Managergovemment. The
le person City Council,
Dposed of four district

ts.fourat-large seats and
mayor, create policy

Jch Is then administered
the City Manager. The
(Manager is an adminis-
ter hired and fired by the

r Council. It is not a
iliciy elected office.

insiderlng the tremen-
s amount of votes he
»ered In the '87 election,

<y will run on the same
ts again this year.
ken asked to define his
form, Loevy, in a practiced
Wone, pitched, "parks.
Mng and neighbor-
is,"

fy said that since "the
that have dominated

C|ty Council have not
e a priority of parks and
Btag," he would, if

attempt to refocus
*es within the Council
ascetic environmental

*ms.

"y has intermittently
et

>planningcommittees
tomrnisslonsforboththe
101 and the city in the last
""is.

former accomplish-
ls Include being the
^lan of the Womer
Planning committee,

""an of Citizens for a
Bed Community and

r of the Colorado
F%ParkBoard Open
"•Committee,

^claims that his pro-

land and of landscaping inl

tiatives would not require a
tax hike. He said it would be
a question of shifting priori-
ties and reallocating funds.
In addition to the City

Council races there will be
five initiatives on the April
second ballot, three ofwhich
could become major issues
in the Council races. One
calls for a tax limitation and
roll back, another would re-

quire voter approval for city

tax increases and the last

calls for limiting the terms of
City Council members and
Mayor to two consecutive
four-year periods.

When asked how he would
vote personally on the three
issues, Loevy said yes onterm
limits, no on the tax roll back
and Indicated that he was
wafting for further informa-
tion before deciding on the
voter approval for tax in-

creases initiative.

Loevy was the first of 25
possible candidates, four of
which arewomen, to formally
announce his campaign.
Since then three other cam-
paigns have been formally

launched. Two of the three
incumbent City Councilors,

considered in the running,
have formally announced as

Professor Loevy's campaign vehicle.

Photo by Justine Crowley.

of early Wednesday after-

noon.

The filing deadline for can-
didates is March first, fol-

lowed by a three day period
when candidates can with-
draw if they choose.

One winner in the last elec-

tion announced on the last

day of filing.

As ofWednesday afternoon
Loevy had raised $3,970 from

99 contributors. The dona-
tions, all from individuals,

averaged less then $50. Ac-
cording to Colorado Springs
election law. candidatesmust
disclose the total cash on
hand, and the names of all

those contributing in excess
of $50. not less then six days
before the April second elec-

tion.

Loevy's campaign organi-

zation is all volunteer, and
to date has five CC student
volunteers. Anyone wishing
to participate In the cam-
paign during Block 7 may
contact Loevy. Students
would receive a pass/fall

grade in Political Cam-
paigning for their partici-

pation in the grassroots
aspects of Loevy's cam-
paign.

Homelessness conference on hold
By Robert A. Neer
Staff Writer

The Conference on
Homelessness that was to

be held at Colorado College
this weekend. March 1-3.

has been postponed until

next year due to low reg-

istration, said organizers
this week.
The conference, whose

organization by the Volun-
teer Networkbegan this last

summer, was intended as a
Colorado-wide meeting of

college and university stu-

dents.

The purpose of the con-
ference was to "find local

solutions to poverty issues,

particularly
homelessness. ..to educate
people about what they can
do especially on campus,"
according to student orga-

nizer Janet Buttenweiser.
Various speakers were also

scheduled to participate.

However, registration was
"disappointingly low" and
the conference had to be
postponed.
About 30 people from

Colorado College were reg-

istered over four days, and
meager responses were re-

ceived from CU Boulder,
CSU and DU.
Buttenweiser was per-

plexed by the apparent lack

of interest. "I wonder if it's

because of the war [in the

gulf|. People's minds are

occupied—it was not a good
time (for the conference]."

she said.

The conference has been
tentatively moved to Octo-
ber or November of next year
during National Homeless

Awareness Month.
The organizers plan to start

publicity much earlier and
hope to attract between 100
and 150 participants from
outside CC for next year's

meeting.

One speaker, Leona Smith,

once herself homeless, and
head of the National Union
for the Homeless In Philadel-

phia, had Intended to make
an appearance despite the

cancellation. However, she
slipped a disk In her back,

and will be unable to speak
atCC.

Monday film on racism features panel discussion

acquiring new park

By Seth Fisher

StaffWriter

A videotaped program on the

topic ofracismIncolleges, shown
In Gaylord last Monday, was
among the final programs for

thisyear'sBlackHistoryMonth.

The two hour pre-recorded

program featured a panel of di-

verse experts In the area ofrac-

ism. The panel. In front of a

studio audience, discussed the

causes and history of racism,

the type of environment that

creates it. and possible solu-

tions to the problem.

The panel Included Nairn

Akbar. Mary Ellen Ashley,

Reginald M. Clark, Raynard T.

Davis, Howard J. Ehrllch,

Jawanzal^rj'ufu.IJllianRciybal

Rose, Richard E. Rubenstein,

Susan Weidman Schneider,

Jefferey C. Stewart. Michael L.

Williams, and Julian Bond.

About 20people attended the

program and the discussion

group that was suggested as a

possibility did not occur.

RyanWebb, a secretary at the

Minority Affairs Office, com-
mented that the entire Black

HistoryMonth project hasbeen

"very successful."

"We've had quite a bit of

support from the administra-

tion and the kids did well put-

ting everything together,"

stated Webb.
The final event In the Black

History Month programming
will be the showing of the film

"Glory" on Sunday, March 3 at

7:301nOlIn 1.

The Minority Affairs Office Is

planning at least one more
showing of the panel discus-

sion. The next showing will

occur at the Student Cultural

Center sometime after spring

break.

First ever class elections to be held
By Karin Kinney

Next year, the Classes of'93

and "94 each will be repre-

sented by a President, Vice-

President. Secretary and
Treasurer for the first time in

recent CC history.

More details, as well as

application forms, will follow

after spring break.

The officers for the Classes
of'93 and '94 will be elected for

a one-year term. Officers for

the Class of '92 will represent

the class for the first five years

after graduation, and will be
responsible for coordinating

the class's 5th reunion.

The class officers are In

charge ofplanning and imple-

menting class events. For ex-

ample, senior class events in-

cludeafallplcnic.cheerleading

at Homecoming, Spring Fling

and the Senior Parent Dinner

Dance.

Elections for officers will be

held on April 3, 4 and 5. Ap-

plications are due at Womer
DeskorTuttAlumni House on
Tuesday, March 26 by 5:00.

There will be an informa-

tional meeting for candidates

on Thursday. March 21 at 12

noon In the WES room. Cur-

rent senior class officers will

be available to answer ques-

tions.
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Constitutionality of abortion laws discussed
By Jennifer Jose

Staff Writer

"Are abortion laws uncon-

stitutional because they are

based on contested religious

beliefs?' This was the contro-

versial question that Profes-

sor Michael McConnell, a vis-

iting speaker from the Uni-

versity ofChicago Law School,

addressed in the Malott lecture

on the Bill of Rights held

Monday In the GatesCommon
Room.
Professor McConnell based

his lecture on the opinion of

Justice John Paul Stevens In

arecentabortloncase.Webster

versus Reproductive Health

Services. Stevens said that the

statute of Missouri, which

states that "human life begins

at conception." is unconstitu-

tional because it violates the

First Amendment establish-

ment clause which "Inhibits

the government from making

laws which respect religious

establishments." Stevens also

stated that the judgment is

"an unequivocal endorsement

ofreligious pennant to some of

the Christian faith and serves

no secular purposes."

Forminghls talkaround the

opinion of Justice Stevens.

Professor McConnell stated

that, "the theory that anti-

abortion laws violates the es-

tablishment clause ofthe First

Amendment, is demonstra-

tively incorrect and should be

recognized as such by those

who support and oppose

abortion rights."

The basis of McConnell's

refutation to Justice Steven's

opinion reflected not an argu-

ment about the constitution-

ality of abortion rights, but

rather, a "premise for a pre-

supposition that constitu-

tional rights are something we

can reason about." McConnell

also asked pro-life supporters

to take into "consideration the

Implications of the view of the

moral status of a fetus or un-

born child is radically uncer-

tain."

He proposed to pro-choice

supporters the consideration

that a fetus "may have some

degree of moral status which

wouldwarrantprotectlonfrom

violence under the law; how-

ever, this does not necessarily

mean that the fetus is a full

human being but rather, that

it would justify state inter-

vention."

McConnell refuted Justice

Stevens by reminding the au-

dience that the laws in any

civil society can trace its foun-

dations to the belief that the

state should protect innocent

human beings from private

violence. "If that's a religious

conception, then our entire

criminal law is unconstitu-

tional." said McConnell. This

led to the complex question of

what actually is a "human

being" which would warrant

protection from the state.

Drawing upon basic biologi-

calfacts. McConnell illustrated

that a fertilized egg is a living

organism with a full set of 46

chromosomes, the same
number as a fully developed

human being.

McConnell continued to say

that a fertilized egg is distinct

from the mother's body In that

it has its own chromosomal

structure. At this point.

McConnell noted that his ar-

gument against Stevens has

so far been based upon the

underlying assumptions ofour

criminal law. which serves the

secular purpose of protecting

Innocenthuman beings, which

in turn can be defined bio-

logically. Thus, nowhere in his

argument does religion play a

role.

Addressing those who be-

lieve that the moral status

rather than the biological

definition determines what is

a "human being." McConnell

said "this belief is also not

based on religious beliefs but

rather, if the being is capable

of the rationality of speech,

individuality of liability, self-

University of Chicago Professor Michael McConm
discusses religion as it relates to abortion laws.

Photo By Karl Becker.

Former president Glaze's personal use

of CCCA long distance code questioned
By Justin Blum
News Editor

Ex-Colorado College Campus
Association President Mark
Glaze used CCCA's phone code

to make personal calls during

the final months ofhls term and

in January after his term ex-

pired, accordlngtophone records

obtained by The Catalyst.

Following a discussion with

the CCCA Glaze said that he

would reimburse them for 25

personal calls, totaling $25.82.

made with the CCCA code.

He said the CCCA code was
given to him mistakenly by the

communications officewhen he
called in November to get his

personal code.

Glaze said he "didnt figure it

out" until CCCAgot abffl in early

January which Included his

calls. At that point Glaze said,

hehad the railstransferred onto

his personal account.

Themost recent bill, however,

represents the calls made after

the billing period inwhich Glaze

transferred the debts to his ac-

count
Although Glazecontends that

"The Communications Office

gaveme CCCA's code instead of

mine," the Communications
Office says that is not the case.

Alice Ledbetter. the Assistant

Director of Communications,

says the code would not have

been given over the phone. "We
would require him to come into

the office with an I.D. |to get the

CCCA code]."

She said that there are rare

exceptionsmadeto the rule, but

"we don't make a practice of

doing it." Ledbetter adds that

shehasno recollection ofspeak-

ing with Glaze late last year.

CCCA Parliamentarian David

Frick is skeptical about Glaze's

explanation He said Glaze gave

him the CCCAcode late lastyear

to use for official CCCA calls.

"He gave me one specific code

and he said this is the CCCA
code." Frick said. This means
that Glaze knew the code he

used was the CCCA code. Frick

said

In addition to the phone calls

current CCCA President John

Calhoon.

After the AT&T ACUS sys-

tem—which requires codes for

dialinglongdistancenumbers

—

wasimplemented, thefrequency

of personal calls made on cam-

pus organizations' bills seems to

have gone down.

consciousness, and moral ca-

pacity."

In response to Justice

Steven's comment that the

state cannot protect a fertil-

ized egg from physical pain or

anguish because "its capacity

for this is non-existent,"

McConnell questioned why is

it that the capacity to feel pain

determines what is human.
"People under anesthesia do

not feel pain, but they are still

human and protected under
the law. Animals feel pain, but

we do not always protect

them." commented
McConnell.

McConnell also pointed out

the background of historical

movements such as the aboli-

tion movement and the civil

rights movement, which led to

constitutional laws, were

mostly secular. However, they

were also heavily imbued with

religious involvement.

Noting that 80% of Ameri-

can people base their moral

The change from lumping judgements on religious be-

long distance calls together to

providing individual numbers

has made it easier to trace long

distance calls," saidMike Shaver.

ex-President of Cutler Publica-

tions. He said that under the old

phone system. Cutler occasion-

ally had "unusually high"

monthly phone bills.

ltefs, McConnell asks, "is it

any surprise that every moral

question which comes to the

public arena is necessarily

going to be dominated by
people who come from a reli-

gious direction?"

McConnell also addressed

Stevens' argument that the

anti-abortion beliefs o(
| )6£

Roman Catholic church

be traced to St. Thou

Aquinas who said human

began after 40-80 days

conception and preacl

against abortion after

time.

Stevens said that any

passed in the legislature

cemingthe abortionlawwo

be anendorsement
beliefs because its roots

religious, noting the

the religious figure of

i nomas Aquinas. Howe,

McConnell argued

Aquinas based his teachii

on the best scientific Dndit

during his time which de

mined when movement

sensation of the fetus

McConnell finished his

ture by saying that abort

laws cannot be labeled

"unconstitutionalbecaust

worldviews they come outi

one stripe or another. Un

our constitution there are

official orthodoxes or hell

doxies.

All opinions are open to

bate in public arena.. .It*

be perverse to allow the F

Amendment, which was

stituted for people to m

theirown opinions bascdu

their own Judgement, 1

them to one category ofbeB

Bf«

ill

tuff

cotif

tate.

Aft

T.

wo
X^o Gay, Lesbian Awareness Week activities announced

calls were made by Flick, i

was CCCA secretary.

After receiving the bill. Frick

paid back the money for his

calls. But Frick said he was
given authorization to use the

CCCA code. "[Glaze] said if I

wanted to use it for personal

calls I could."

Glaze counters that he never

told anyone they could make
personal calls.

The CCCA Executive Com-
mittee hasbeen looking into the

phone calls for the past two

weeks.Theyheld ameetingwith
DeanofStudentsLaurelMcLeod,

and Residential Life Director

Dana Wilson to discuss how to

handle the incident, and de-

cided to ask for a reimburse-

ment of the calls, according to

The first week ofblock 7 is Gay and LesbianAwarenessweek at Colorado College. Ac*

will be sponsored by GALA, CCCA. the Leisure Program, and New Phazes magazine-

ribbons will be available to all people of the CC community. Call Womer Desk for"

information.

7:30 PM - 9:30 PM - "Law of FRIDAY. MARCH_22

Desire" (gay)
SCHEDULE OF

EVENTS

MONDAY. MARCH 18

"Welcome Back" dance
Tiger Pit

9 PM- 11 :30 PM
Free beer. soda, and food

TUESDAY. MARCH 19

Movies: Armstrong #300
3:30 PM-5:30 PM - The
Times of Harvey Milk"

(documentary)

"Common Threads" (AIDS
documentary)

WEDNESDAY. MARCH 20
Keynote speaker - To be

announced
Gaylord Hall. 8 PM

THURSDAY. MARCH 21

Movies
Armstrong #300

3:30 PM - 5:30 PM -

"Framed Youth" (documen-
tary) "On Being Gay"

(documentary)

7:30 PM - 9:30 PM -

"Lianna" (lesbian)

Holly Hughes, Perfonm1

Artist

Packard Hall. 8

Tickets available atW
Desk Free with CC

SATURDAY. MABfiiiiS

Movie: 'The Rocky H»"

Picture Show"

Olin#100 12 AM Is

sored by Film SerW

Admission is * lC"

MONDAY. MARCHiS
"Straight Nigh'

Loomis Lounge 8 •

<*«
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«|Um examines MLK's dream
, sa

rah Wright

^Writer

Qe
Honorable Judge

jniond DeanJones, a 1967

\;

alum- spoke on Wednes-

| about the progress of

Ijtm
Luther King Jr.'s

Krn. The speech was given

wnj
unctionwithCC'sBlack

[story
Month activities

1

ins
ored by the Black Stu-

j Union.

^purpose ofJones'speech

s to
help Americans to re-

tonthe dream of allAmeri-

£ be they black or white.

|nation's hopes, beginning

|i the lofty opening of the

unstitutlon. "We the

;
e..." are marred by the

Kjmgrulty of "...all men are

,tated
equal..." that did not

and still today does not

uplyto all personsinAmerica.

A further irony Is that

pMI!

Constitution, as yet unreal-
ized, remains a living dream
after over two hundred years,
he said.

Admittedly cynical but
staunchly loyal to this dream,
Jones noted that the deadline
for Iraqi withdrawal from Ku-
wait fell on Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s birthday. The de-
feat ofcommunism in Eastern
Europe took more than forty

years: the defeat of Saddam
Hussein's Iraq tookjust forty-

two days, and war against rac-
ism wages on.

Jones urged his audience to

"get over the hump of racism"
by first getting an education
and making a commitment to

being a compassionate and
Involved citizen. Total victory

over racism will not end with
legislation alone, but with the
action of self-motivated, sus-
tained Individuals.

ight-after equality of the

leans discuss future of Greeks
^
Jason Jarvis

UffWrlter

Several deans met today to

stuss the possible creation of

uiimittee to review the place

Creeksoncampus, according

<y Conroy Assistant to

an of Students.

I the request ofDean of Stu-

ds Laurel McLeod. Conroy
idAssociateDean ofStudents,

mlJones, are working on a
riure to review the Greeks.

This meeting comes a month
after the Women's Concerns
Committee, co-chaired by Mar-
garet Duncombe and Nancy
Knipe, wrote letters to the fac-

ulty Committee on Committees
and the Dean's Office "urging

them to establish an ad hoc
committeetoinvesbgatewhether

Greeks should be allowed to

continue on this campus," ac-

cording to documents obtained

by The Catalyst

TAYLOR TRAVEL
Understands your travel needs

• Youth Hostel Cards
• Student ID Applications

• Eurail/Britrail Passes

Your Campus Travel Experts

(719)636-3871 818N.Tejon

'An Hour for America'

Representatives of both sides of the war issue attended last Friday's
rallyfor the servicemen in the Gulf. photo by Justin Blum

City provides busing, security for rally
By Justin Blum
News Editor

ThecityofColoradoSprings

lost $2,680 in revenue by
providing free bussing and
parking for those who at-

tended"AnHourforAmerica,"

ColoradoSpringsDeputyClty

Manager Bob Gordon said

Thursday.

"Wedontconsideritaloss—

it went to a worthy cause,"

Gordon said.

Although the city incurred

losses in revenue because of

the event, Colorado Springs

Mayor Robert Isaac said that

"it was not sponsored by the

city."

InaddiUontothefree park-

ing and bussing, extra police

officers were added for the

rally. According to police offi-

cials, there were 50 officers in-

volved in the event. The police

spokesman said that the offic-

ers were reassigned and not

paid overtime.

Some In the peace commu-
nity have called Into question

the legitimacy of the city's con-

tributions, because, they say,

thiswas a "pro-war event," not a
"non-partisan rally."

CC first-year Susan Scallia

saidshewas not allowed tosend
a letter to the troops at a booth

set up at the rally because the

organizerssaid hermessagewas
inappropriate.

"Alllsaidwassomethlngabout

the anti-war protestors in the

U.SA supporting the troops by

trying to end war and bring

them home alive soon." Scallia

said. They looked it over really

quickly and said they wouldn't

Justin,

I am forever

enslaved to you.

Lovingly,

Your Humble Servant,

Justine

Grand Teton
> Lodge Company

COME TO Till: MOUNTAINS
This SUMMER live and work in Ihe magnificent Grand Teton
National Park in Jackson Hole. Wyoming. One of the most

spectacular areas of the country, it's idea] for hiking, camping,
fishing, and other outdoor activities.

Our RESORT offers a wide variety of positions in areas such as:

• Hotel Services • Food A Beverage * Reiort Services

• Housing provided for most positions • Minimum age of 18

A Representative will be interviewing on campus on:

Wednesday, March 6
The Career Center, 226 Warner Center or call 389-6893

GRAND TETON LODGE COMPANY
P.O.Box 250, Moran, Wyoming 83013

An Equal Opponunty Employer

be able to send it because It

was anti-war. I said that was
censorshlpandleft.'shesald.

The volunteers wanted to

make sure the stuffthat was
sent out was positive," said

Dave Palenchar of the El

Pomar Foundation, who
helped organize the event.

When asked about the po-

litical tones of the demon-
stration, he said the rallywas
in support of the resolutions

supporting the use of force

passed In both the House
and Senate.

District 1 1 schools autho-

rized classes to attend the

rally. but"none ofourschools

took the option of sending

classes." according to Tracy

Cooper of District 11.

Citizens urged
to welcome
troops home
Continued from page 1

Canadian service people as

well.

Isaac drew shouts of ap-

proval when he concluded

his message with some ob-

servations on what he feels

the troops are fighting for "A

country that protects the

rights ofseven or eight possi-

bly misguided souls who are

languishing on a median on
North Nevada Avenue."

Key note speaker Senator

Hank Brown (Colorado-R). a

veteran of the Vietnam war,

urged that when the soldiers

returnfrom the conflict In the

gulfthat theybe received with

gratltudeandappreciatlonfor

their service. He illustrated

his point with a quote from

the characterJohnRambo of

the film First Blood In which

the hero implores, "I want

America to love us as much
as we love America."

The rally concluded with

the master of ceremonies,

Roger Allison, coaxing the

crowd into a foot-stomping

yell for the troops.
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CCCA opts not to 'act like U.S. government'
..... . j 1 1 i * 1,!..- fsmnue mill — _* ,

Continued from page 1

In our projections." she said.

But when informed about the

spending on catering and other

CurrentAccount expenditures,

Tengler said she was never told

about the exact figures.

When asked about the cater-

ing charges. Levin said: '1 was

told there was no way to stop

it...wehad tocontinuetotakeit."

Calhoon, who also served on

last semester'scouncil said they

were never informed about the

budget problems. '1 sat on that

council for a year and had no

idea it was taking place." he

said.

Levinsaid he and otherCCCA
members often expressed con-

cernabout the cateringcosts.At

one point last semester. CCCA
voted to discontinue catering

their own meetings, but ex-

President Mark Glaze said he

could not cancel the Marriott

catering contract halfway into

the semester.

Each CCCA meeting was ca-

tered last semester at a cost of

between $40 to $50. In addition

many CCCA sponsored events

were catered.

Glaze said he was not aware

how high the catering charges

were, and that it was Levin'sjob

to monitor how much money

was spent. "1 stayed out of this

process." said Glaze.

Both Levin and Glaze say the

full CCCA often ignored sug-

gestions by the Budget Com-

mittee not to spend money on a

number ofprojects, but they did

so anyway.

'The Council did not somuch

ignore it as it overturned the

decisions. There was very little

information given on the overall

status of CCCA funds," said

Calhoon. Had there been, he

contended, "decisions would

have been made differently."

Levinsayshe informed the full

CCCA that there were budget

problems. "First semester I took

all precautionary steps but met

with tough opposition...I gave

advice and I dont feel the advice

was heeded," he said.

Levin also said that a number

of the bills came through at the

'Very end of the semester."

Appeared positive Jan. 31

The miscalculations were

discovered about twoweeksago

by Ahem, after he received

CCCA's January 31st balance

statement. 'FX-erythingappeared

to be positive (until the state-

ment]." Ahem said.

The primary reason the ac-

count appeared "positive," ac-

cording toAhem, is that he was

ledtobelieveCCCAwouldreceive

interest from the endowment in

January. However, thatwasnot

the case— the endowment in-

terest CCCA receives is given to

them in one payment in the

beginning of the school year.

And as a result, CCCA allo-

cated over $7,000 in Special

Projects funds to various cam-

pus groups this semester, ac-

cording to information released

by CCCA.

'Acting like the US Gov't'

The option of using money

allocated for next semester to

make up for this year's shortfall

Mike Hogan discusses conditions in £1 Salvador and Guatemala during a lecture

sponsored by the CC chapter ofAmnesty International. Photo bu Justine Crowley

Human rights violated in Central America
Continued from page 2
countrywasbombed 2-3weeks

beforenatlonalelections. Hogan
thinks it was bombed to silence

opposition to the present gov-

ernment.

Despite these human rights

violations, Hoganbelievespeople

are treated better than before

due to international pressures.

Hesald hisgroupwas allowedto
meet in a retreat center, and he

doubts it would have been al-

lowed to ten years ago. He also

met ahuman rights leader in El

Salvadorwho could walk freely

in the street.

HogansaldmuchoftheUnited

States' aid to El Salvador is

misguided toward supporting

the military and improving ba-

nana and coffee crops for the

U.S. Inonecommunityhe sawa
brick factory built with funds

wasdiscussed and rejected dur-

ing the meeting. "We'd be acting

likethe U.S.govemment—going

into debt. We want to stop that

before it happens," said Ahem.

The majority of the council

wasagainstdeficitspending. "We

should say v/e're not going to do

what they did to us,'" saidCCCA
Member-at-Large Aaron Lloyd.

Chance of deficit

There is. however, a chance

theCCCAmaybe ina deficit this

year because ofan outstanding

debt of over $1,000.

The money was originally

supposed to be paid out of the

CCCA Reserve Account in De-

cember for a Washington, D.C.

publishingconferencetriptaken

by ex-CCCA President Mark

Glaze.

Glaze, however, failed to pro-

vide receipts for the trip in De-

cember and. as a result, then

Financial Vice President Rick

Levin refused to reimburse

Cutler Publications, which

loaned Glaze the money.

The receipts were turned over

to Levin this week, according to

ex-CutlerPresidentMikeShaver.

And CCCA President John
Calhoon said he believes they

will have to honor the previous

council's commitment to honor

the debt.

fromtheDutchgovemmentand
he thinks the U.S. should direct

its funds toward community
improvements so the El Sarva-

dorian people canbecomemore
independent.

HoganconcludedbysavingEl
Salvadorian children and teens

are very well informed about

worid issues, andtheyknowthe
U.S. willnotbe able to maintain

its standard of living.

February:

22nd A rock was thrown through a car window parked to the North of Shove.
23rd Prank call from an emergency phone.
24th 4: 10-Belligerant student kicked out ofHonen Ice Rink, issued tresspass warning.
6:45-same Individual arrested after trying to break into faculty appartments.
25th Mountain bike was stolen.

Campus will not
Although the frozen

Projectsaccountwas
thi

of a great deal of m0I1

campus social events

CCCAsponsored eventsa?
scheduled to take place M
foranumber ofevents wj,.

cated last semester and J
thissemester.beforefhi

was frozen.

"It is not as if all acts*

campus will cease becaii

stop giving money." said 9

New Precautions

To help compensate
(„

budget shortfall, this semssi

CCCA executive has agre

to collect stipends.

In addition, they have

tuted a new system of a
approval in which both

president and financial

president have to sigh
i

check.

But Levin says he thinks

of the budget problem

CCCA is not given eno

money. 'The bottom line is

studentgovemmentneedsn

KCC
moneyfromthe adminisiiai

he said

SaidCalhoon: 'Thecaseo

be made for needing n

money. However, there is;

case to be made for spendii

wisely.

Block 7 Arts & Crafts

Leisure Program Classes
CLAY

Wheel Throwing..$25 includes 1 bag of clay

Tuesdays & Thursdays 7-9 pm
Mondays & Wednesdays 7-9 pm

Handbuilding..$14

Wednesdays 6-8 pm
Open Studio

$12/block for students

$15/block for faculty & staff

Wednesdays 4 pm
JEWELRY
Jewelry..$22

Tuesdays & Thursdays 7-9 pm
Jewelry & Enamellng..$22

Mondays & Wednesdays 3:30-5:30 pm
Open Studio Jewelry..$12

FIBER
Weaving & Basketry..$22

Tuesdays & Thursdays 6-8 pm
Open Studio Weaving $12

Knitting. .$25

Mondays & Wednesdays 7-9 pm
Batik..$25

Tuesdays & Thursdays 7-9 pm
Open Studio Batik..$15

(Studio closed April 5&6 focmarbeling workshop'

PHOTOGRAPHY
Beginning black & white..$22

Mondays & Wednesdays 7 pm
Adv. Concerns in Printing, Matting «t Toning.'

Mondays & Wednesdays 8:30 pm
Open Lab Photography..$14

Mondays & Wednesdays 6-10 pm
Tuesdays & Thursdays 1-6 pm

Fridays 1-5 pm
MARBELING WORKSHOP

Learn to make those wonderful marbelize"

designed on t-shirts and fabric. T-shirts and a

supplies included. Friday. April 5 12:30-4 and

Saturday, April 6 9-5 (work session). $1 5 '

6 student minimum/ 10 student maximum

npu:

r

Abtr
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mdin.,o .
KRCC radio has

by leaps and bounds,

began as a fledgling

it-run radio station is

fully professional.

^ah Mattheis when a group of student
^Writer managers approached the

college. They asked for fund-
on the home front, ing to hire a paid community

itall
dining hall is serving general manager. Mario

i •• beans and baked po- Valdez assumed this post in

iow
today..." Fictitious of 1980. and has held it ever

jjse,
but once upon a time since.

kind of radio broadcast Inthosellyearsthestation
actually heard coming has gone through many
iKRCC. changes. Some of the DJ's
Die forty years since its are still students, but 20 of

the total 25 volunteer radio
operators are community
members. The station has
only five full time positions,
and nine part-time, four of

Bipletely respectable radio which are held by CC stu-

lon. dents.

He station," said Mario One of the first changes
ldez.

genera] manager of Valdez made in the station

CC, 'has changed from an was to upgrade training for
tarrassment to something broadcasters, and thereby
je proud of." When KRCC upgrade the quality of the
(started, its programming programming. And. "as the
used mainly on the CC programming improved ."said

ipus. Unfortunately, due Valdez, "more people cared."
E* of materia] that pro- By 1984. KRCC had im-

proved its professional
standing enough so that it

was able to take on the NPR
network broadcasts. NPR is

broadcast only on profes-
sional, non-student run
public radio stations, offairly
high quality.

Colorado Springs had never
heard NPR before, and the
move boosted KRCC's audi-
ence immensely, in turn
making the large financial

commitment involved in the

program possible.

The key to this expansion

jaming was not very in

sting, and the station's

lilting audience was very

:C's founding in 1951
. It one of three radio

tions in the Springs, and
inly one to broadcast on
adio. Initially the station

w mainly through the

ma department, as a
for would-be radio

matists.

be station remained pri-

rily student run, and
stlyCC oriented until 1 979

CC grad success story

of listener numbers proved to
be broadening the radio's

audience into the Colorado
Springs community. As
Valdez said, "the broadcasts
always benefited the entire
community. Now it is also
financed by the entire com-
munity," and the program-
ming is likewise geared to-

wards that larger audience.
While the radio station is

an official department of
Colorado College, under the
relations office, it receives
only approximately 15 to 17%
of its funding from CC. The
rest is procured through
member donations, and un-
derwriting through various
local businesses.

Underwriting a public ra-
dio, said Valdez, is a unique
opportunityforacorporation.
"The audience is quite differ-

ent," he said. In turn, the
radio station does its best to
satisfy that audience.
KRCC makes its program-

ming as flexible as possible to
fit the desires of its listeners.

Having seven hours daily of
radio time taken up by NPR
does restrict that flexibility,

but Valdez said that majority
of the station's broadcasting
time is actually committed to

freeform programming.
Such a program schedule,

said Valdez, "constantly re-
flects the times. We are very
receptive to our listeners.

They dictate our program-
ming."

Mario Valdez has been general manager ofKRCC
for the past I 1 years.

Photo by Justine Crowley

The station crew is now
planning to extend that pro-
gramming even further,
making it evenmore receptive

to the community listeners.

Soon KRCC plans to move
into a new building on Weber,
owned by the College. This
will give them not only more
space, but the prospect of
increased maneuverability as
well.

If funding is available, the

crew hopes to add a local

news program to the station'

national news coverage via

NPR The program will be tai-

lored to the Springs area,
reflecting on both the impacts
ofnational news, and ofrecent
local events.

If all goes well. KRCC will

continue its expansionary
trend, progressing all the
further away from its legacy
of Saga menu broadcasting.
Their goal is to become an
aspect of the College that
costs CC relatively little, but
that thefacully.studentsand

administration can be proud
of.

rom Oreos to cookie dough, Josh-n-
ohn's makes the Springs' best ice cream
Abby Allen
ffWriter

scream and you
am, to Josh and John's

for ice cream!
|h and John's Naturally
oemade Ice Creams

Shop is a place frequented
by CC students. One of the

co-owners. John Krakauer.
is a 1985 CC psychology
major. Originally from
Boston where there are
many homemade ice cream
stores, John came up with

the idea for a store his

sophomore year at CC be-

cause he thought that the

town needed it. "There is

nothing like it here. I

thought that it would do
well in an area where there

was very little to do after

hours."

After graduation John met
up with high school friend

Josh Paris who graduate
from Middlebury College

and convinced him that

Colorado Springs needed an
ice cream shop. They took
over the current space when
it was "an empty hole - no
walls, no ceilings, no floors,"

transformed it. and opened
the first Josh and John's
Naturally Homemade Ice

CreamsShoplnJune 1986.
Within a year after opening.

John and Josh won their

first award. Two years ago
they opened a store in

Boulder that Josh now
runs.

Five years and numerous
awards later. Josh & John's
has the best ice cream in

Colorado Springs. It is made
from the finest, all natural
ingredients in the store-

front churns.

They give tours of their

"plant" to preschool classes

and scout groups. John's
kids Max and Amy come in

frequently for free ice cream
(lucky kids!). The menu in-

cludes the usual fare - cups,

cones, sundaes,
milkshakes, mixers (ice

cream and toppings), and
floats and the freezer is

stocked with hand packed
pints and quarts, frozen
pies and cakes. Flavors ro-

tate daily and some favor-

ites include white choco-
late chunk, Oreo, coffee, or

kitchen sink. Cookie dough
topping and ice cream are

in big demand with CC stu-

dents. John says that he

actually has to make extra

dough to keep on hand for

CC student.

John and Josh are envi-

ronmentally conscious.
They use wooden spoons,

unwrapped straws and of-

fer discounts for refilling

plastic pints.

John explained. "One
person cannot cure all the

ills of the world. But a few
simple things show that

you're at least thinking

about it."

Josh and John's is located

at 101 N. Tejon and is open
7 days a week from 1 1 am
until 12 pm.
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Environmental column

George Bush's new environmental policy

recommends pillaging wildlife refuge for oil

By Aaron Lloyd

Last Thursday, as the

nation's attention was fo-

cused on the first signs that

a ground war in Iraq was

beginning. President Bush

quietly introduced his en-

ergy policy.

In a calculated political

move. Bush hid his policy

under the war headlines.

This policy states that the

U.S. will have to live with a

high level of foreign oil im-

ports. Well he should hide it.

The Bush administration,

according to The New York

Times, proposes to hold oil

imports at the current 40 to

45 percent of demand.

Charles DiBona. President

of The American Petroleum

Institute, contends that the

current level of foreign oil

imports is actually 50 per-

cent ofdemand, and believes

it will be difficult to cut that

level.

Many critics believe that

this energy policy will actu-

ally increase oil imports. As

Representative Phillip R.

Sharp of Indiana points out.

the administration plans to

increase exemptions for

auto-makers from the cur-

rent fuel economy standards

if they produce cars that

could be run on fuels other

than gasoline.

This innocent sounding

proposal could create a loop-

hole for the industry through

which a flood of inefficient

cars would drive. These cars

would have the ability to run

on other fuels, but would

almost certainly be run on

gasoline.

This deterioration of the

current fuel economy stan-

dard, when cars account for

40 percent of the oil used in

this country, has outraged

Congress. SenatorAl Gore of

Tennessee called the policy

"breathtakingly dumb,"
adding, "under this plan our

consumption of oil will in-

crease dramatically, even as

our soldiers are in combat in

the Persian Gulf."

To complete the Bush
administration's hypocrisy,

it maintains that the goal of

its energy policy is, in the

words of Energy Secretary

Watklns. "to wean ourselves

away from this voracious

appetite" for oil.

Semester at Sea provides

an alternative education
By Sarah Hadley
Staff Writer

Learning to sail a 125

foot schooner is just a be-

ginning to the adventure

offered by the Semester at

Sea Program.

Julie Brown, a CC stu-

dent, sailed on the SSV
Westward, from Woods
Hole, Massachusetts, to

Bermuda, to Nova Scotia.

She spent the first six

weeks ofthe program in the

class room in Woods Hole,

learning to sail, to navigate

and to conduct scientific

research. During that time

she was given a major re-

search project to conduct
while at sea.

"The first two weeks,"

Julie said, "were used to

leam how to apply every-

thing we had learned on
shore. Navigation learned

in a classroom Is a lot dif-

ferent from standing at the

bow of a 135 foot, two
masted, square rigged ship,

and having to decide where
you are."

During the second two
weeks, more responsibility

is given to the students. The
students start taking
watches. Each student
takes two watches a day.

"On your day off you might
get to work in the
kitchen... If you are lucky."

"The bunks are small, you
learn to give, and you eat a
lot of good food." Julie con-
tinued. "You will put on

weight."

In the third two weeks,

the students find them-
selves in control of the ship.

The crew' responsibilities

grow to include routine

maintaince checks and sail

changes. A mate or watch
master is appointed to

stand between the captain

and the full time crew
member.
Brown described a night

on watch in the Nova Scotia

fog. Fog horns can be heard

from other boats, in addi-

tion to one's own, without

being able to see anything.

One has to trust the tech-

niques you had learned.

"You work hard; harder

than I have ever worked in

my life. But the experience

is one you will never for-

get." Brown continued, "We
travelled from green water

to blue water, and back
again. I got to see the Sar-

gasso Sea. and the fog of

the northern waters. 18

strangers were pulled to-

gether, and in the twelve

weeks we learned to work
as a crew.

"You don't have to be a

sailor. ..it is a good type of

education. They have never

had anybody who has not

loved the program. It is one
of those things you can't

describe. It is too wonder-
ful and experience."

The energy policy gives no

concrete measures to ac-

complish this, and to fact it

seems that the policy will

have the exact opposite ef-

fect.

The concrete measures
that the energy policy does

lay out suggest an increase

in domestic oil production.

The policy proposes to ac-

complish this through drill-

ing in the Arctic National

Wildlife Refuge in Alaska,

currently protected from

such drilling.

This action could be op-

posed simply on environ-

mental damage grounds, in

that the roads, drilling

equipment, and facilities that

would be constructed must

all be placed on protected

wildlife areas. This would

certainly have the effect of

displacing or destroying a

large section of wildlife.

The effect on wildlife from

oil spills anywhere are dev-

astating enough. But do we
want to take such a risk in-

side a Wildlife Refuge? How
could we continue to call

such a place a "refuge"?

Yet this policy becomes

even more unwise in the face

of estimates that drilling in

the refuge would provide

only a six-month supply of

oil for this nation, by the

most optimistic projections.

By contrast, a bill intro-

duced by Senator Richard

Bryan of Nevada that would

have raised the fuel-economy

standard to 40 miles a gal-

lon, would have had the ef-

fect of saving this nation 2.8

Spring break

economy ski vacation
The fun begins in Winter

Park with lodging starting

at $45.00 for TWO free

days of ski rental with CC
ID.

Hot tub, sauna, game room,

and continental breakfast

1-800-421-4013
VIMnng L®ig@ amndl Ski Stop

million barrels of oil a j

2005.

That would have saveMld. a:

most 10 times as mut
]

per day as the entire*

National Wildlife

would produce per
i

oil savings through

vation would be contim,

definitely, whereas
ffl

supply from the Rt

would last at most
months.
The energy policy

re<

mends other environmen

damaging measures.

Include promoting m
power with it's ever-pn

companions: nuclear

high cost, and potential

down and destruction.

The failings of th is polij

my view, are too numero

go into detail about here

Bush energy pol

"breathtakingly dumt

much in what it leaves

in what it contains.

Our nation is going

facing an unprecedenta

vironmental and

shock if we do not

our addiction to oil.

Instead of helping (hi

tion kick the habit. Pre

Bush is telling us we hi

live with the drug do

produce more of this

ourselves, and we shou!

stroy our environment

that of the world to si

our habit.

This nation is an addict

President Bush has*

that the continued depra

of addiction are better

the short-term pain of

ery.
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scenic Colorado College

s can often seem like a

Limicrocosm, shielded
'

(j,e
horrors of the real

| and for the most part

is
true.

B[ from news updates

the absence of a few

js
who have rushed off

.jdjddleEast, Operation

Storm scarcely effects

jtholarly lives. The

^ problem, poverty.

~j,e deficit don't really

crtS

1, 199 1 eatures
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IDS a deadly threat to CC students

Hon us at all.

do not be lulled into

jea that CC is a fairy tale

because one ofthe most

tndous national prob-

affects everyone on

,p
US everyday..JVIDS.

jS, or acquired (not in-

H) immune deficiency

Irome, is an extremely

us disorder that results

severe damage to the

ane system and often

to death.

ilcally. however, not all

tople that contract the

Ivtrus die. This is tragic

use the virus can pro-

a milder but often de-

ting illness called AIDS-

td complex, or ARC.
C patients often suffer

i from chronic fatigue,

rgement of the lymph

| fever, weight loss and
I sweats. ARC victims

W cannot work or lead

al lives and 1 out of

5 people with ARC will

ressto have AIDS.
I, even more tragic than
victims are the largest

pofpeople infected with
IDS virus. This group is

irrentlyillandtheyhave

rcnptoms.

KAIDS carriers, ifthey
they have AIDS, can
engage in safe sexual
course; they also can
'tavechildren, and they
a very good chance of
Ping AIDS itself.

f the carriers don't
that they have AIDS
1 Is the majority of
re

) theyhave averygood
|ofgivingAIDS to their
»nes and they will defi-

ne it to any child they
ive.

picked spread ofAIDS
81 Is most disturbing

*esyndrome.TheU.S.
:flealth Service predicts

P be 365,000 diag-
pses of AIDS and

deaths caused by
"yfteendof 1992.
^enmore ominous Is

J^'ction that over
*° Americans (that's

¥ °f the population of
l<l0

) will be exposed to

Fj and therefore be
Wers by 1992.

^frustrating about
pofAIDS Is thatthe
^ fact very fragile
hot survive outside

of the body. The human skin
is also a very good protector
against the virus and the la-

tex of a condom can easily
prevent infection. So why
don't people just use
condoms?
"Condoms are inconve-

nient," explains one anony-
mous CC student, "plus, it's

said that condoms decrease
sexual arousal and feelings

associated with intercourse."

"It's a hassle," comments
another CC student.

"I guess it feels better
without it," states a CC stu-
dent.

"We don't use a condom
because she takes the pill,

butwewon'tgetAIDS because
we're both straight and we
haven't slept with that many
people before," explains an
anonymous CC student.

This nonchalant attitude

about AIDS seems to be the
normal stance about AIDS
among many CC students.

But, as Beth Holtby, a
Boettcherphysician assistant
and chairperson of the CC
AIDS task force explains,

"Everyone should use
condoms even if the woman
is using birth control pills,

because condoms are the only
known way to prevent AIDS.
I think students have a pre-

conception that it only hap-
pens to gays and Inner city

populations. College students
think they're immortal, but
this campus is not safe.

People on this campus are

from all over the country and
the world and there are no
guarantees for safe sex
without a condom on this

campus."
Although Holtby could not

give any names or figures of

CC students who have tested

positive for the AIDS virus,

she did, however, point out
that, "the first person to die of

the first reported case ofAIDS
in the U.S. was a CC grad and
recently it was reported that

two other CC grads died of

AIDS."

She also commented that,

"there are HIV positive stu-

dents on this campus and I

feel that AIDS prevention

should be a huge concern of

CC students."

According to a recent study
conducted by the American
College Health Association.

Holtby's concerns about the

spread ofAIDS are very real-

istic.

Tests on seventeen thou-

sand students showed that

nearly two per one thousand
students tested positive for

the AIDS virus. This study

confirms that AIDS goes be-

yond the urban drug user

and homosexuals; it is af-

fecting an ever increasing

amount ofteenage and college

age heterosexuals.

Many public health officials

now believe that people be-

tween the ages of 16 and 22,

because of their experimen-
tation with sex and drugs,
are the fastest growing high
risk group for contracting
AIDS.

But. the most frightening

fact about AIDS is that there

is no cure and no sign of a
cure in fhenear future. Holtby
explains. "We have medica-
tions to prolong the lives of
AIDS patients but nothing to

kill the virus. The only thing
we can do is work to prevent
contraction."

The mam goal of the CC
AIDS Task Force (a group of

students and faculty) is not
trying to help people who al-

ready have AIDS but rather
to prevent contraction before

it occurs, especially in young
people.

Senior Samara Ferber, a
group member and head of

the CC Student Advisory
Board explains. There is no
reason for getting AIDS, you
just have to play smart and
be educated. Education Is the
foundation for AIDS preven-
tion."

Senior Gia Crecellus, an-
other AIDS task force mem-
ber, adds. "Being informed
and educated about the risks
of AIDS is essential. People
need to take precautions."
In order to promote AIDS

education the AIDS Task
Force is sponsoring a Safe
Sex Sprint to benefit the

Southern Colorado AIDS
Project (SCAP). The race will

be on April 14 at l;00p.m. in

Monument Valley Park. Rac-
ers will receive AIDS infor-

mation and long-sleeve T-
shirts with running condoms
on the front.

J,

Available at Boettcher Is

AIDS information as well as
free condoms and a $23
confidential AIDS test. Free
AIDS tests are available at

the County Health Centerand
Planned Parenthood.
Remember, as college stu-

dentswe are all working hard
forbright futures and it would
be nice to be around to enjoy
them. So don't be in a jiffy

and cover your stilly!

How to talk about condoms with a
resistant/defensive/manipulative partner

From: Medical Aspects of Human Sexuality, July 1987
If your partner says: You can say:

"I'm on the pill; you don't need to use a "I'd like to use It anyway. We'll both be
condom." protected from Infections we may not

realize we have."

"IknowI'm clean (disease-free); Ihaven't "Thanks for telling me. As far as I know,
had sex with anyone in 'X' months." I'm disease-free, too. But I'd still like to

use a condom since either of us could
have an infection and not know it."

"I'm a virgin." "I'm not. This way we'll both be pro-
tected."

"I can't feel a thing when I wear a "Even if you lose some sensation, you'll
condom; it's like wearing a raincoat in still have plenty left."
the shower."

"HI lose my erection by the time I stop
and put it on."

"By the time you put it on, I'm out of
the mood."

"I'll help you put it on 1 hat II help you
keep It."

"Maybe so, but we feel strongly enough
for each other to stay in the mood."

"It destroys the romantic atmosphere." "It doesn't have to be that way."

"Condoms are unnatural, fake, a total

turnoff."

"What kinds of alternatives?"

"This is an insult! Do you think I'm
some disease-ridden slut (gigolo)?"

"None of my other boyfriends uses a
condom. A real man isn't afraid."

"I love you! Would I give you an infec-

tion?"

"Just this once."

"I don't have a condom with me."

"You carry a condom around with you?
You were planning to seduce me!"

"I won't have sex with you if you're
going to use a condom."

"Please let's try to work this out-an
infection isn't so great either. So let's

give the condom a try. Or maybe we can
look for alternatives."

"Maybe we'll just pet, or postpone sex
for a while."

"I didn't sayor imply that. Icarefor you,
but in my opinion, It's best to use a
condom."

"Please don't compare me to them. A
real man cares about the woman he
dates, himself, and about their relation-

ship."

"Not intentionally. But many people
don't know they're Infected. That's why
this Is best for both of us right now."

"Once is all it takes."

"I do," or "Then let's satisfy each other
without intercourse."

"I always carry one with me because I

care about myself. I have one with me
tonight because I care about us both."

"So let's put it offuntil we can agree," or
"OK, then let's try some other things

besides intercourse."
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Major of the Week •',,«
Students turn to Comparative Literature for subject diversity

interested in applying them to n>» h„manif« „-

critical theory and thought.

Ten units are required for this

By Julia S. Ferguson

StaffWriter

The comparative literature

major(fondlyreferredtoas"comp

lit") has been available at CC for

the last four years. This is an

interdisciplinary major con-

cerned primarily with English

and another language, but

drawing heavily on other fields

such astheclassics, philosophy

and history. In the department

there are two classics profes-

sors, threeEnglish .oneGerman,

one Russian, four romance

languages and two philosophy

professors,

k ***
J Professor Herving Madruga,

last year's coordinator of the

program, says the need was

recognized for a combination of

English and another language,

offeringabroader perspective to

the student. He notes that it

draws "excellent students" and

the it Is "by nature elitist." In his

last class, 205 level "Gide and

the Sexual Unconscious," all 16

students got A's. "And it wasn't

an easy class!"

Most of the students already

knowoneortwolanguagesupon

entering the program and are

Professor Madruga, coordinator of last year's

comparative literature program.
By Justine Crowley

Blowoff classes: A
misconception or not?
By Kevin Murphy
StaffWriter

Is there such a thing as a true

predetermined blowoff class at

CC. and isthe disparitybetween

the toughness of the same
classes taught by different

teachers fair?

If one feels totally exhausted

by their last class and are ready

for a break, are there courses

available that will provide the

necessary respite?

AsaDrst-year.Ihave heard all

the advice concerning certain

blowoff courses, including the

Flowering Plant (better known

as the "Flowering Blow-off"). 1

earned a C+, not exactly agrade

onewould expect from a blowoff

course. The toughness of this

class undoubtedly depends

upon the prof teaching the

course, and has nothing to do

with the class itself.

First-year Karen Huber offers

her sentiments on blowoff

classes, saying that they are a

"waste oftimebecause there are

so many good classes at CC."

Most students atCC echo this

viewpoint but say that every

once in awhile an easy class is

necessary in order to maintain

one's sanity. Sophomore Zac

Grey said that when he found
himself in a blowotl class, ne

"took the class pass/fail so I

wouldn't have to worry at all."

When asked ifhe enjoyed taking

aneasierclass,Zacstated,"Yeah,

it was a pleasant interlude."

So there are blowoff classes

available, but one should rely

lesson the classname itself, and

put more emphasis on the prof

teaching the class. Otherwise

the intended blowoffclassmight

instead blow your mind.

major including two units in

literature above the 300 level,

two units of a language at level

306 or above, ajunior seminar,

and a Senior Thesis. The major

also requires the students to

take a translation exam.

Theoryand Practice oflitera-

ture" is the only comp lit class

with no prerequisite or consent

of instructor required. It is rec-

ommended for students con-

sidering the major as well as

non-majors. It is a two block

class, fulflHingboth anAPAand

AP:B requirement. The class is

taught by four professors (two

each block) from different de-

partmentsand includesFrench

,

German, English, American,

Chicano and homosexual writ-

ers within the genres ofthe epic,

play and novel.

Junior Kevin Bishop chose

thecomp litmajorbecause ofits

interdisciplinary aspect and

concentrationon literarytheory.

He sees comp lit as the "intelli-

gent way ofviewing literature."

MattAndersonviewscomp lit

as an exciting combination of

the humanities,

anthropology. He ^
challenging an creative

\

reading and thinking
aim

erature.Takingcompiit
lla

"learning how to read am
all over again," he says

Junior Audra
Ktrs^i

transferred from WelW
lege specifically for cc

s

parative literature nay
was an English major

the'

found it classically resin

Last year eleven
stlll

graduated from CC win [jget

comp lit major. Among

two are currently in g4

fltse0

re
«

school pursuing compj

literature, two are actois
i

a writer and another^

India to study Indian I

from a comparative UoM, trj

perspective. It iscommoni

comp lit major to go on In

demic" pursuits suchasm
editing, and obtaining

ft ^en

Eight or nine seniorswiH

ate from CC this year wit

grees in comparative liter; teas

Students interested
i

ingmore about the corapa suse

literature major should j

Professor Harvey Rabbin

philosophy department.

,HE Compleat Gamer

NINTENDO
Buy, SqII, and Trade

Frlsbects, Boomerangs, flerobles,

Hacky Sacks

Party Games

Role-Playing fi Board Gomes

Puzzles. Kites & Gifts

Chess Sets, Cribbage, Go
Mart Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116
Open 7 days a week

Across from Poor Richard's
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TEACH FOR AMERICA
interview spots available

March 28, 1991

Teach For America is a

national teacher corps of

talented, dedicated individuals

from all ethnic backgrounds

and academic majors who
commit two years to teach in

urban and rural areas that hav(

persistent teacher shortages.

•Salary: $17,000-$29,000

•Loans: deferment (Stafford/GSL) or

cancellation (Perkins/NDSL) possible

to sign up for an interview and pick up an

application, stop by the Colorado College

Career Center

(applications must be submitted by 3/14/91
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we settle into a new

CA
Council year and re-

jet under way, I want

Lake two observations

light
of the budget di-

jja that has hampered

,
1991 Council all se-

ster
and has recently

mic to a head.

^jst of a11 -
tnls has been

1991 eatures The Catalyst/Page 11

;CCA budget woes haunt new council
John Calhoon Council's neck that I would how budgets were tracked I

president

itar
wrought with tight

^ts and overly abun-

lt
requests for CCCA

J(
js.

The Council, and

jje
organizations in need

ie
worked impressively

(together to find creative

effective solutions to

• trying circumstances.

j, very happy with those

alts.

I»
second observation

icerns the budget itself,

concerns me a great

The CCCA has grown
teaslngly aware ofa body
evidence pointing to

iuse, mismanagement,
[abuse of student funds

last year's CCCA Coun-
leaders. Although I

Itate to point the finger,

difficulties imposed on
1991 Council because
xtravagant. unchecked
Hiding weigh heavily

around this

Council's neck that I would
be remiss to let it slide
without some explanation
and clarification of this
problem and its origins. It

is only fair to the students
whose funds are the life

blood of the CCCA.
Let me clarify that our

most prominent financial
burden for the semester, the
depleted Special Projects
Account, is a nuisance but
not a source of major ethi-

cal concern. This is the
account that the CCCA uses
to fund student program-
ming not already allocated
in an organizational budget.
It i's low, desperately low.
However, there are legiti-

mate reasons for this oc-
currence. Many forward
looking requests were
funded that will provide
valuable programming for

this semester. I hope that
this circumstance can be
avoided in the future
through better budgeting;
however, if a proposal war-
rants funding, especially if

it is prepared ahead oftime,
I am all for its receiving
funds.

I am concerned about the
more recent discovery that
the CCCA has made. Per-
haps it is not this council's

place to complain about

how budgets were tracked
or how funds were spent
internally during the last

administration. Techni-
cally, it is that office's place
to run as they choose, to

use operational funds as
they desire. However, deal-
ing with the inconvenience
of a less than adequate
Special Projects fund was
one thing, but being
crippled by irresponsible
bookkeeping and unneces-
sary spending is entirely
another.

The year-end report, de-
tailing the status of CCCA
accounts for the past se-
mester revealed incredible
catering bills in excess of
$3,000, with one totaling

$2,613.55 alone, numerous
examples of inaccurate
budget forecasting and very
suspicious examples of un-
ethical spending within the
office. Discrepancies of as
much as $16,225.89, be-
tween projected and actual
available funds contribute
in large part to our problem.
It is hard to Imagine how
such figures could be ig-

nored, let alone imagine
how they could slip by un-
noticed.

Hence, our problem.
Reviewing the status of

CCCA accounts in the newly

CCCA President, John Calhoon. presiding over a
meeting concerned with budget problems.

By Justin Blum

released year-end report In

search of a way to beef up
our Special Projects Ac-
count, we made a depress-
ing realization. The CCCA
Operational Account, the
one with which you'd fund
all of the internal office

spending, is not just low
after last semester. It's

$4,000 in debt.

It Is an odd paradox for an
umbrella organization such
as the CCCA to be unable to

maintain even remotely
balanced books and yet ask
those organizations under-
neath it to do so.

So, what do we do now?
Sell candy bars? Hold a

Continued on page 12

THE YEAR DOESN'T END WITH BLOCK 8

SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER

DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY

MARCH APRIL MAY

COME TO THE COLORADO COLLEGE

SUMMER SESSION

JUNE J^
«L ^b. AUGU^^-A<^

Fulfill Requirements • Enjoy Great Courses • Take Advantage of Low Tuition

For information, stop by the Summer Session office across from Tutt Library or call extension 6655.
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Duran leads MEChA, receives grad scholarship
^^%^* *^B * ... _._i i ...!,,» Imniirwtln TTIV famllv ?inH frit,-.,

By Averll Rothrock

Staff Writer

Eric Duran is one of Colo-

rado College's "exceptional

leaders," says Rochelle

Mason, Director of Minority

Student Life. According to

her, Eric "can be credited

for much of the dynamic

turn-around in the campus

MEChA organization." Eric

is an active political science

major. He travelled to Costa

Rica on an ACM program,

and after participating in a

summer program at

Princeton Eric has been

awarded a scholarship for

graduate public policy

study. The following (s an
excerpt from an interuieu)

with Eric:

What changes In MEChA
is Mason referring to?

Well. when Carlos
Martinez and I became co-

chairs ofMEChA ( las t year)

there were five members,
and three of us were offic-

ers! It didn't feel like we had
any type of an organization

at all. Now we are better

organized, have better

planning, create an agenda,

and get things done. People

started coming when they

found out that we had ac-

tually done something. I

think one reason that we've

become successful is that

we started to socialize to-

gether. That's kind of a

hidden thing, but it's really

important. No othercampus
organizations, except the

fraternities and the sorori-

ties, do that. I think it has
really built our organiza-

tion.

What upcoming events
do yon have planned?
We are co-sponsoring a

performance by Su Teatro.

which translates to "Your
Theater," this Saturday.
They are from Denver and
perform dramatic plays with

a social statement. This
performance corresponds
with Homeless Week. Also

on Saturday, MEChA is

going up to the Denver Art

Museum to see a display on
Chicano art. On April 20.

the NationalAssociation for

Chicano Studies will be here

on campus. It's a regional

conference and will be a

pretty big event. Then
.fhejy>,a P&lWial.. confer-

ence in Mexico which some

of would like to attend if we

can find outside funding.

How did the Chicano
Symposium In November

go?
It went real well, but I

don't think that we had the

type of campus participa-

tion that we'd hoped. That's

sad and it shows that most

people don't know what

Chicano means. Some ofthe

graffiti that was written on

our signs shows that. They

wrote "Wet Back." which is

a reference to crossing the

Rio Grande between Mexico

and the United States. Most

Mexicans here, however,

were here before Colorado

or the Southwest Territories

were even annexed. Prior to

1848 this land was part of

mean that anything is go-

ing to change. In terms of

the Administration giving

students a good college at-

mosphere they are fairly re-

ministrators who knowwho
I am through MEChA and

can tell me programs to

apply for. Roberto Garcia in

the Admissions Office told

my family and friend
s

here, and I've just
alv,-

called it home.
What would you^

about CC?
Don't ask! In the

sponsive. They are really me about the program at

sfow moving on some is- Princeton that I did las years I th.nk a rea

sues They had a Director summer. It was an eight goal would be to move

of International Program- week intensive program for

ming long before they had a minorities, and at the end

Director of Ethnic Pro- they evaluate your pros-

gramming! That shows that pects for success at a pub-

their priorities are back- lie policy school. I got a good

next
(|

up

15 percent minority e nt.

ment. And by that

ethnic and not

wards, especially when you

consider the income levels

of the incoming interna-

tional students with the in-

come levels of the ethnic

students. I think charity

should begin at home. We
had to wait three or four

years after they got the In-

ternational Director to get

Director of Ethnic Pro-

Mexico. One saying is "We gramming this year! The

didn't cross the border, the consistently high drop-out

border crossed us." My rate for minorities at CC

family goes back to this tells you to do something,

region long before anyone but the Administration

settled in Colorado. MEChA would rather move on in-

tries to inform people about

what the term means.

How effective do you see

groups like MEChA on
campus?

I think they serve a lot of

roles. Socially MEChA has

proven over other groups to

be more successful and
that's important to minori-

ties on campus. If students

can't fit in with the majority

they should be able to find

comfort in smaller ethnic

groups. If people are look-

ing for other types of orga-

nizations on campus and
they can't find it, they're

not likely to graduate. It's

been proven that if you
participate, you graduate.

How did you orchestrate

the California table grapes

boycott?
We had no money, three

people, and did it kind of

overnight! First we spoke
with the head of Marriott

service and asked if they

served them. He said "yes."

We asked politely if they

would stop, and he recom-
mended that we set up an
educational thing for the

campus. So we got a film.

The Wrath of Crapes, and
showed it during Steak
Night. We got over 200
people to sign our petition.

It was a small victory. Just
before the end of first se-

mester the school decided

it wouldn't serve them sec-

ond semester.

How responsive do you
feel the Administration is

to campus groups?
Something that really up-

set me was when Justin

Blum's article was on the

temational students.

How much of an effect

has MEChA had on your

individual life at CC?
It has put me in touch

with a lot of people that

could help me, such as

faculty members and ad-

evaluation so now I have a

scholarship to attend one

of twenty good public policy

schools, such as Woodrow
Wilson at Princeton,

Kennedy School at Harvard,

Drake, Columbia, or Uni-

versity of Texas at Austin.

So what are your future

plans?
I am going to work for a

year at the National Civic

League in Denver. I figure

that that will make me
stronger In the application

process, plus it's good

money! Then I will go to

graduate school, and maybe minority here I don't all

get a Ph.D. I would like to feel comfortable '

take a job in the Denver

mayor's office eventually,

doing public analysis. 1

want to stay in Colorado.

I've grown up here, I know
so much about its history.

me:

ntem
tional.Ithinkstudentshi

are not prepared to
i

the real world where

have to deal with minora

as the majority. It J
help CC in that it Wo

,

help prepare everyone

the future if there were

larger minority populau

here. Costa Rica was

tally different experience

me because I was in

majoritywhen I wasusej

being in the minority. \d

students experience the

verse, but it was still diff

ent because abroad eve

one liked them because
tl

were from the U.S. Ai

like to see more students

abroad to see otherculhi

and see that it's not alldi

the way we do it andt rjj

not everyone speaks 1

glish.

irtv.

iev»

Klin

mpi

it,tl

Special projects fund closed!

to alleviate budget problems
In the fall. It is our re-

sponsibility to manage the

funds properly, and we
clearly have no choice on
this issue. The CCCA will

commit Itself to assuring

that the past practice of

unscrupulous, unchecked,
and uncoordinated spend-

ing habits does not reoccur.

Student organizations
have been most accommo-
dating of the binds that the

1991 CCCA Council has
faced this semester. I have
been Impressed with their

willingness to bend and
work with us.

operational fundsmusti

be co-signed by the C(

President and the Fin

cial Vice-President in

to eliminate the problen
£_

tracking internal

unpublicized spending.

CCCA is also considerii

plan to more reliably ens

that organizations who

promised funds from

Special Projects Accoun

budgeting time, havell

available when their pit

arises

Over the short ternU

ing the Special Prof

Account for the seme

Continuedfrompage 11

bake sale? Actually, there

are a couple of options that

are available to the CCCA,
none ofwhich are especially

popular with the student

body.
We could continue as we

have, forced to under-fund
student requests, and fin-

ishing the year in a signifi-

cant deficit. That deficit

would need to be accounted
for out of next semester's

allocations, meaning that

the CCCA and student
programming will be forced

to endure yet another se-

mester of tight-fisted inad-

equate funding in order to

survive the remainder ofour
terms on a balanced budget.
However, it is not respon-

sible management to run
on a deficit, and it is a poor
example for elected student
leaders to set. The CCCA
has an obligation, to ad-
dress the problem regard-

less of where It started, to r--o-
allevlate it, and take steps ming significantly less ability and recognlW

to assure that such prob- burdensome. the student body 'na

lems do not reoccur. There is actually much be healthy for future'

Thus, our second and good that can come of this ells to take note of

budgetary nightmare. Asa There is more to a

council, we will, and already government than

have made improvements
in the budget structure and
spending practices of the

CCCA. For Instance, in-

ternal costs, that draw-on

But should they really gives the CCCA a unl
|

have to? I feel better about opportunity to proceed" jM

shutting off programming non-budgetary respol

funding for the remaining bilities (of which there

weeks of the academic year many) with full focus

and enabling the CCCA to energy. It also will free

fund organizations whole- budget committee to s

heartedly as we really want pulously assess the

to in the fall. Thus ending ciencies and weakness!

the practice of only offering the budgetary process

a little here and a little there to alleviate them,

to worthy projects, and Over the long term

making student program- CCCA faces a new

front page of The Catalyst chosen option. We have
reporting on not enough decided as a council to close
minorities on campus. That the Special Projects Ac-
was not anything new! count all together, use the
We've been saying that all remaining balance to cover
along. And just because it's the debt left to us and then
95»,trte front, page do.e.sn,'t startanewwitlvaclean slate

and there is even

one that handles

and responsibly. Her

many thoughtful m
mentsln the-fuW6

wch

itthi
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License burning to take place
in
public ceremony Saturday

The massive slaughter of Iraqi-Arabs in the Per-

sian
Gulf War is finally winding down. But the

economics and politics which brought about the war
and

provided its fury and terror will be with us for a

long
time-

On Saturday, March 2. Peter Sprunger-Froese of
Colorado Springs will be making a personal witness

lo the
underlying issue of the war. the thirst for oil.

At 1:00 p.m., Peter will burn his driver's license in a
public ceremony at the intersection of Motor City
prive and Motor World Parkway (next to Heuberger
Volkswagon, across from the Volvo-Mazda
dealership). Sprunger-Froese states. "I see this as a
positive way to explore alternatives that sustain
rather than destroy the earth and its people."

for more information call Bill Sulzman at the
Colorado Campaign for Middle East Peace (389-

0644) or Peter Sprunger-Froese (471-3405).

Numerous U.nD.ressed E.xtremists at CC
, Ian Blake Newman

Around two am, near the end

[JoeTanner's security shift, he

sard about the Russian House
By. "I just went out to see if

icy were being rowdy. I saw
rthing unusual." The music

loud, but "we get that on
nnpus all the time."Just to be
m.though,Joe calledCampus

Ivunty
andaskedthemto"drive

(.check it out - but they didn't

s any reason to go inside,

[her." And why should they?

ituiday night's party was pri-

(e, and a resident checked
I'sand took invitations. From
ie outside it appeared to be
nth like any other CC party,

utthisonewas extra-ordinary.

side, besides the usual party

ers - the fashion plates, the

smefatales.theCCsweatshirt

(«s - were twenty-odd naked
"dents and a dozen more,

Wlyclad. There were strobe-

fitsand stripshows (male and
e). g-strings and jock-
;

. frilly bras and lingerie -

j
the typical CC party fare. In

wtds of a Russian House
*er, The most prominent
agewas allthese little penises
Pping up and down" (actu-

she said "bobbing up and
W but some of us there at
' Interview thought a more
ieverb would do us the jus-
pt deserve).

™ party was conceived by
torRinaKofman. "Isuggested
^e a nude party. It was a
E

- Sr. Don Solzman recom-
Nd theymake "NUDE" an

~"j>"n (she's not the Head
*™tfornothing).TheNever

irate Demented Ex-

It*
8 Par-ty was bom. The

j

*as to be extreme in either
or behavior," Rina said,

"Issi, people didn't realize

* an acronym " Truth was.
Wknew exactlywhere the
Nuldgo. Istoodagainsta

Jj^tag with Sr. Andrew
Pk. early in the evening,
theonh/sign ofnuditywas

' 0r ten shirtless men. He
™sied that if nudity was

the theme, and beer was on
hand, itwas "inevitable" thatwe
would see some skin. I should
have seen it coming. However. I

never, even an hour before the

party, thought I'd witness it

happen at CC. Further-more, I

never expected that I. too, Ian

Blake Newman, sincere and
studious Eng-lish major, would
wind up one of the "Hoppers" in

less than an hour. Until last

weekendrd religioustymanaged
to keep my pants on in groups of

four or more.

But it was in the back of

everybody's mind. Jr. David

Parsons was one of the first

people I saw cm natureL "You're

only young once." he said, as

ration-ale. He told me later, "I'd

ratherdo thiswhen I'm 2 1 . than

45 at an office party. " David and
afewothermenwere the threads
that pulled off the others' attire.

An Tll-do-it-if-you'U-do-it"

mentality pervaded the party,

but the strip-teases put some
folks in the mood as well.

They started early on First

years Pascal Schunk and Chris

Henry did a choreographed

numbertoMadonna's OpenYour
Heart (they opened more than

that). Pascal, replete withjewel-

studded g-string, "loved it. It

wasthethinglwaswaitingforal]

year. A chance to go wild and
crazy. . .but I didn't expect that so

many people would go naked.

I've never seen that happen be-

fore." If you missed the show,

incidentally. Pascal and Chris

have a video tape. They live on
the third floor of the German
House.Withfirstyears like them

I'm confident CC will never go

back to the Victorian ways of

PNP (Pre Nude Party).

So. Marie Rubin and an
anonymous (as well as volup-

tuous)womanmadeupthestrip-

team. The Hostesses with the

Mostesses" (that'snometaphor).

Marie says she did it so there

wouldbe a "female counterpart"

to Pascal and Chris' erotic act.

Her partner had the look ofone

ofthosesavvyEuropeanwomen
you see on the beach in South-

em France, terribly firm and
feminine.And Marieworethings
I didn't know you could buy
without a permit. "At first," she
said. "I was thinking. Oh my
God. I can't believe I'm stripping

for people, but then it felt totally

natural. The next day I was
amazed at the number ofpeople

who were nude at the party. It's

something they've always
wanted to do but it's never been
possible."

My interview with Marie was
cut short by the surprise ap-

pearance ofher mother, but her

sentiment was echoed by many

As the clothes slid off,

the air was charged
with a kind of excite-

ment that churned my
chemicals deep, where
they swirl the most
merrily. It was a thrill

that transcended sex,

perse, or the act of sex
and the rites of its at-

tainment.

of the guests. It swept over me.

too, asamatterofcourse. As the

clothes slid off. the air was
chargedwith a kind ofexcitement

that churned my chemicals,

deep, where they swirl the most

merrily. It was a thrill that

transcended sex. perse, or the

act of sex and the rites of its

attainment. "It wasn't a meat

market scene." Dave Greundke,

a Sr.. remarked. "I wasn't

thinking about sex, but I got a

charge out ofshocking people."

The element of exhibitionism

seemed to rear its flopping head

in the boys more than the girls,

rm not surprised to say. There

were about twenty men who
wound up taking it all off. and
onlyfive or sowomenwhobared
their breasts. Since naked
breasts were a relatively novel

thingforme , I haven't discovered

theproperword to describe their

action relative to each other and
a woman'swhole body, as "flop-

ping" so.aptly did for men. Per-

haps "shimmying" would be
suitable, or "slurrying," if I may.
In any case, breasts abounded
and did their thing. Dori said

bearing her breasts In public

was "comfortable," everyone
watching was nude anyway.
There was equality and equity.

It would be only natural to

wonderj ust how great a role our
old friend alcohol played in this

affair. Not to condone or con-

demn its use. but I believe it

facilitated the exhilar-ation re-

quired to drop one's pants or

unhook one's bra, as the case

might have been. Though Pas-

cal thought alcohol had a "major

effect." that "a lot of people who
eventually took off all their

clothes were at least halfway

gone," I thought that all-in-all

therewereveryfewdrunk people
I could detect. It seemed less

than average for a parly that

size, in fact. "I was on my way to

being naked long before getting

drunk," said David. Greundke
thought the shock value of the

party's theme detracted from

the need to consume alcohol.

That's the second time he men-
tioned shock Maybe he's trying

to tell us something.

I for one didn't get sloshed

because I simply wanted to see

asclearaslcould, andremember
it all in the morning. There was
plenty ofcool stuffto see, despite

the subdued and undulating

lights. Lotsofwholesand special

parts. If I had been drunk I

think I would have gotten de-

pressed. As itwas. I felt like a kid

in a candy store: buttocks,

thighs, the hollows under
shoulders, thatunderpantswere

around thenecks ofsmooth and
nubile students. If I'd been
drunk, I might have submitted

to the feeling that I was inside a

Morrissey song - where I go on

myown, and I standonmyown,

and 1 go home and I cry and I

want to die. I can't be the only

one that happens to. Frankly,

the frat parties most ofus have

gone to have been drunker. At

this party there was reason to

remain when the keg ran out.

So many ofthe people I talked

to reminisced about Ihe atmo-

sphereofthe party.ascontrasted

to what they were used to here.

Itwas friendly , non- ( hreatenlng.

charged, but nowhere nearout-

of-hand. No one recalled any
incidence of harassment or un-
fortunate words ex-changed.
There even was less flirting, not

to mention pairing off for heavy
pettingor penetra-tlon. So. Leah
Mattheissmiledassherehashed
the evening; "1 thought it was
awesome. Really hilarious. There

were not lights, no one got ob-

noxious. No one was taking ad-

vantage ofanyone else. It wasn't

slimy by any means," Still Leah

was one of many women who
chose to remain entirely clothed.

"I felt 1 had real personal power

by keeping my clothes on. It left

alotuptospeculalion.'Shesaid

there wasn't thatmuch pressure

to take her clothes off. It was the

most critical statement I heard

about pressure. Most agreed

with So. Gareth Saxe, who
stripped down to nothing but

spandex shorts (which, frankly,

didn't leave a whole lot up to the

Imagination, despite what he

might have thought) - he said

there was "some pressure, but

that was okay. Most people were

kidding about it. Once everyone

was unclothed, it became a

matter of fact It wasn't that

provocative anymore." But
whereas Gareth was "surprised

at how conservative" he was,

Leah was only "surprised it was
so much fun," Gareth admitted

to being self-conscious about

his body. It took a lot for him to

take off his shirt and put on
spandex. He did mention,

though, that ifanyone wants to

see him nude, "they can come
up to my room and make an
appointment. " Not a bad offer at

all

Meanwhile, back on Wood
Ave., the nudies were dancing

with fervor to the "mood music"

spun by expert d.j., Jr. Jason
Hilk-ey . Jason might have been

naked If his sister hadnt been

Continued on page 14
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Patriotism in question at war rally

By Sid Ramage

Friday. I attended "An Hour

for America," or was it Bush's

Long Lunch for Blood Lust?

There was much flag waxing

and rampant patriotism. There

was no articulate consideration

of the motivations for the pros-

ecution of war. and only mini-

mally observed moments of so-

lemnitymarking the decimation

oflife and land. There was also a

systematic Insistence that the

rally not acknowledge the possi-

bility of dissent in democracy.

I arrived at the police line for

the rally at the same time as a

group of anti-war protestors.

They claimed theyhad a right to

be there because they support

the troops byworking for peace

.

Even if their claim of support is

dubious in the eyes of many,

certainly their right to

unimpeded expression should

be unquestionable in a democ-

racy. Yet they were met at the

police linewhere an officergath-

ered them to the side and told

them. "We have a special place

for you." This turned out to be

outside the rally, behind the

police line, in a shady, obscure

comer with no view of the po-

dium. I heard an officer explain

to a quiet, young college girl:

"We're doing this for your pro-

tection. There's about sixty-five

hundred people in there who

might like to tear you up."

Once I had made it into the

center of the crowd I discovered

some anti-war protestors had

gained entry. I also found the

crowd was thirtyto forty percent

military, out ofuniform. I asked

an Air Force man how he man-

aged the time to be there. He

said he was given the day off.

then hastily, and somewhat ar-

tificially said: "Correction. I'm

here on my lunch break." I

wondered how many ofmy tax

dollars went out to lunch.

Among the few dozen protest-

ors that made it in were held

three large banners. All basic

anti-war stuff like "Violence

Breeds Violence." The crowd

reaction to these banners really

surprised me. No one seemed to

mind, and no one reacted

strongly to the banner defining

"Fascism" (which implied that's

what the rallywas about). How-

ever, the bannerquoting Martin

LutherKingJr. saying: "Anation

thatcontinuesyearafteryear. to

spend more money on military

defense than on programs of

social uplift is approaching

spiritual death," was intention-

ally blocked from the crowd's

and the camera's view by a con-

trived screen ofAmerican flags.

I was surprised that so many
years after King's death, these

patriotic citizens were so afraid

of what he had to say. Are the

citizens ofthisdemocracy afraid

of democracy? Was this "Hour

forAmerica" reallyharmlesspa-

triotism, or as some protestors

suggest, the onset of Fascism?

N.umerous U.nD.ressed E.xtremists continued

March l,

The war leaves many question^

By Chris Marks

Likemostconcerned citizens,

I have had my television tuned

to CNN, and have beenwatch-

ing the developments of the

war since the first air raid on

January 16th. Although the

celebrate by firing autornaJ
rifles in the streets ofBaghd

Is it really possible to fe e

grass and rainwater
for

weeks? Now that the

ending will the level of int.

tual conversation on

war

teOe,

Wrap,

drop to its usual level?

warnow appears to be coming doesGeorgeBush refrainL
to its inevitable conclusion. I saying. "I told you so.*?

|

amstfllleftwrestlirigwithmany SaddamHusseininhidingjj

unanswered questions. In the Allied troops or the |J

search of answers. I will now people? Is the rumbling

present these pressing politi-

cal issues to you the reader.

Is every war this easy? Is it

fair to call this a war? -Is an

excessive defense budget re-

ally that bad of a thing? What
exactly is an "Elite Republican

Guard?" Does anyone else get

the occasional urge to burst

out singing The Mznonoi An-

them?IsNorman Schwarzkopf

really in the U.S. military, or is

itjust JonathanWinters play-

ing his first serious role? Has

DanQuaylebeen onvacation?
Why is it thatwe celebrate the

end of the war with a sigh of

relief, while the Iraqi citizens

rael the landing of scud rgg

siles. or just a giant
burst

laughter?DidSaddamHusse

make a critical error in Issu,

his troops white t-shirts?

sure is nice having the SoJ

Union as our allies, isn't
i

Does George Bush want

phrased "Uncle!" orwill

be a sufficient surrender?d W
we forgetVietnam now?Wh)
the Democratic candidate

1992 anyway? We have a!

ceededinliberaUngKuwaitai

what remains Is a giant

hole in the middle of the imBLtty

volatile section of the wotf

What now? Just wondeiiiqi

Continued from page 13

there, no? With the dispropor-

tionatenumber ofnakedmen to

women, one might wonderjust

what was going on in the minds

ofthe boys after all. That'swhat

INrebeenthinkingaboutthemost

since the party ended . After four

years ofsurprises. Iwould never

assume Icould tellwhat aman's
prefer-ence is. concerning the

gender or genders which turn

him on. But wait - I'm not imply-

ing anything here, so don't get

nervous. I knew some straights,

gays, lesbians and bisexuals of

at least one gender, at-tending

the party. Ofcourse specific and

gender-based attractions came

Into play, as they might have in

any party dynamic. In general,

though, what I sawwas a kind of

transcendence.thelikesofwhich

was a stranger to all other part-

ies IVe been to. Everyone was

dancingwith each other, forone

thing, which included lots of

men dancingwith othermen (or

at least very near other men),

without apparent anxiousness

about what that meant in the

greater scheme. You know the

one I mean. Marie and Dori said

the same was true ofthewomen
there. They called it "people

bonding," in the spirit ofconfed-

eracy we felt between the sexes.

Itsoundedgood.becauselguess

I don't get enough of that.

I won't end on that kind of

sentimental brother and sister-

hood note. As usual, I would

rather talk about men and the

things they do. specific tothem.

Though some men seemed to

want to justify their bouncing

around inthenudebysidlingup
to available women, most
seemed confident and comfort-

able that they were expressing

excitementandwarmth atbeing

with each other, as well as with

women. Some men may have

been temporarily freed from the

chains of that oppression al-

ways on them - the pressure to

be "real men" as defined by a

deranged and misguided ideol-

ogy. Kna summed it up well -

there was none of the frequent

"posturing" men display. I buy
that. There's nowhere to hide

when it's all hanging out. espe-

cially not behind one's "mascu-

linity ," relative to penis-size.

Yes. I'm sorry, the secret's out.

Til have to inform you girls that

men can't help thinking about

the niggling size-thing, whether

they admit it or not. It's absurd.

I think that intimacy helps.

Afterthe masturbatoryf;

sies and storytelling subsl

hope a man who was thet

myself includ-ed. will

new challengingview , will th

twice before insist-inghispf

was put on this earth to ra

a woman at will Maybe

think again before he bashi

queer next time. And thenev

interaction may be as

and as easy as the now-fairc

RussianHouseNudePartylS

My thanks to the hos

some invaluable education

the nude.

The Way It is — By Mark Fll

W YOU tei.,0 N061L f# WISt ONE.

Y0J HAVE INSTALLED A NE.VI K1N6, SE&ND
TO HOME-

tint



Block VI Week 4
March 4 - 10

Harambee!
(Office of Minority Student Life)

/is most of you shouJd have been aware,

February was Black History Month. Here at

" College, the Black Student Union

Uj a variety of educational and entertaining

bents to celebrate our cultural heritage,

tanging from dramatic readings to exploring

solutions to campus racism. Once again, we

nut our best efforts into informing the

(anipus community and generating support

fcrour activities. And once again, unfortu-

paiety, the campus community did not

respond. We are speaking particularly about

fellow students. One pleasant surprise

Id happen, however, and we would like to

lake this opportunity to sincerely thank the

almlnistrators on campus who turned out in

.show of overwhelming support We are

ray appreciative that so many of our top

administrators took time out of their sched-

ules to attend a number of the events. We
onry hope that this trend of support for

student activities will continue. And we can
only hope that students will take it upon
themselves to reverse the apathetic trend they

have shown. The keynote speaker for Black

History Month, the Hon. Raymond Dean
Jones of the Colorado Court of Appeals, spoke

Wednesday evening about "thinking and
feeling people" and the importance of being

able to develop both characteristics. Although

there Is no doubt this campus is made up of

"thinking' students, we challenge you to

develop greater sensitivity to and caring about
the plight of minority students on campus and
to become more "feeling" people.

- Black Student Union

The Board
Special Events Calendar

Concert
Band

' Colorado College's

very own Concert

Band presents its

March Concert on
Sunday, March 3, at

7:30pm in Packard
Hall Everything

from Bach to pop to

selectionsfrom "Les

Miserables" will be
performed!

Housing
Applications for off-campus
living (1991-92) are now
available in the Office of

Residential Life. Sophomores
and Juniors interested in

living off-campus must
complete an application by

March. 22. Seniors intending

to live off-campus must notify

the ojjic in writing by April

19. Refer to mom selection

brochure cng soon to your

Womer Boxfor credit/class

standing information.

-7*

7^

Break!
There will be no

"Source" Jot the

week ofMarch 1

1

,

due to Spring

Vacation. All

entries for the

March 18 "Source"

are due on the

last day of Block

VI. 'This Week-
deadlinefor

March 18 is March
11.

Career
Opportunity

fte Career Center is hiring

Student Career Advisors
for the 1991-92 Aca-

demic year. Apply in the

Career Center before the

end of the block.

The Source
Here's how to get your event or

activity publicized in The Source!

» To get information on The Board,

send a note to the Cutler Publica-

tions Office by 5.00 pm on Tuesday.

< To get euents and meetings in 'This

Week." fill out a "One Fell-Swoop"

form and turn it in to the Womer
Desk by Monday the week before

publication.

• Call Peter at x6675for any more

information.

J

International

Programs
Unique opportunities abound for

students seeking travel, work or

volunteer experiences abroad.

"Transitions Abroad," a monthly

magazine, discusses a wide range

of current topics: Low-cost African

travel; Alpine Treks on the French

Riviera; Camel-trekking across

Australia; Teaching jobs abroad;

Travel, Work and Living in Eastern

Europe; and MUCH more.

Come see ... Womer 233.

The Center
The Center for

Community Service

A once in a lifetime opportunity Is

open to volunteers with an Interest in

international development. The
Peace Corps sponsors a semester-
long Undergraduate Intern Program
which places students in administra-

tive roles abroad. There Is no cost of
participation to the applicant. Appli-

cations are available now; the
College will consider applicants and
nominate a single student for pro-

gram acceptance. Applications and
more information are available from
the Career Center, or phone Kim
Qrassmeyer In the Center for Commu-
nity Service at x6846. Deadline for

application is March 18.

Boettetier Bulletin
End ol the Year Stresses

Ftepamg to graduate from CC s Iter/ to be a maed blessing.

Along wth the exdement and refel there wil probably be some

anxieties. There are some ways lo reduce the inevitable stresses

as you prepare lor this importam translion. Planting ahead and

taking acton now can help. The college has several resources

that are available lo you.

The Caieer Center. Ranmng lof the luture is arwety

producing lor all There are so many choces and expectalons

wlhwrichlodeat Will be gradute school? Career1 TmeotP

And after you deode what you'd Ike lo do there s the business ol

dndng a job or getting accepted lo graduate school Keeping a

poslrve perspective may help Perhaps you can! do what you

want next year That e dsappanling. but it doesn't mean that your

choces and lie are lorever negatively changed There wil be new

opportunities.

The Counseling Center and Stress Management at

Boettcher. Leaving good Inends is never easy, but I 6 especially

hard !o leave your support system all at once. Leaning lo say

goodbye schalenging. These live months are fraught win a

dance between rWnacy and dstance. A dance made even more

compleitityouarern^rvedinaseixiusfelatxinship. Delermnng

lor yoursel and negotaiing with your partner you commtmems

and you sections to the dlemnas ol where to \nb and what lo do n

relation 10 each ether are sore ol the rrwre rJfficuS rjraintion

issues win when to deal.

Changes n your lamily can be upsetting, loo. Most lamiles

view graduation as the time to let go ol the final controls ihey may

have had on their cfibren and lo begn deaing wth them as

adults. Thscanbesurpnsjrgydfficutforal

The financial Aid Office. Becomng hnanaaffy independenl

s scary and presents many problems. The finaroal aid office can

offer valuable help in many areas ol money management.

You can call these offices lor information: Boettcher - Stress

Managemeri 4 Counseling appts. ; Career Center • Workshop on

Transrtions, Workshop on Employee Benelts; Business Office -

Moving Loans; Fnanaal Ad Office No. on Paying Student Loans

and Money Management, Bookiel on Dolfeirs & Sense.

Sexually Transmitted Diseases Want You!

The view towards the 90s looks Ike ths: STDs are afrve and

perhaps more complex than ever. They're opportunists! They are

persstent organBm thai donl care if ths e onry the thrd tme

youve had sex or where youre from or wha position you play on

the team. They orty i3e about finding host celt nwtidi they can

thrive and reproduce. Here's how to help insure ther survival:

Donl bother with condoms. They're too much trouble; Don! ask

loo many (or any) questions about your partner's sexual of drug or

medcaJ fetor/; H you realty Ike thts person, you woiidnl want to

blew t by getting, too personal, Donl worry i you get too drunk or

too loaded - impaired judgfrort r, the host trend on STD could

have.

All STDs are not created equal. Trie range vanes from a

nusance category ol infedbns Ike pubic Ice lo more serious

Diseases Ike ChlamydB wheh can rcsul n infeitifly lo the AIDS

virus wth its poterdaHy lethal oHects. Amon Ihrj most Ireouort/y

ctagnosed STDs on ths campus:

• Venereal Warts: panless gowlhs appear in dustors n iho

genial area The incubaton penod may bo as long as 6 morths or

longer A mllon new cases are reported in the US oadi year and

some types ol Ife growths are assoaalcd with cancer

.

• Chlamydia: Ths is tho most common venereal iriodion n the

U s An inledod person may havo no symptoms lor weeks or

months, or may bo troubled by pelvic par, pairtul unnalbn, or a

yellowish decharge from the vagna or pens.

Herpes: 30 mllon Americans havo cortraded gorital herpes,

Symploms ol ire first outbreak may rdudo lover bislers, swolen

glands, and general latiguo. Some pooplo wil havo no symploms

even though Ihey have contracted the virus and are contagious.

• Moluscum Contagosum: A virus causes iheso firm, raised,

flesh-colored lesions lo appear on hrer tf^ and genilals. No

serious ccrtipicalions are known lo be assobalod with the

infection.

PubicLce: Comironfy known as crabs, anidestation ts

&Mtfrmrrityt'frniati\i*}?wriz;i*xj<Jkx>arfcj(.xYrl )

among pubc har. The most eflectrve trealment is medcaled

shampoo or bton,

AIDS is nomnorthreal on college campuses. Inthelalot

1939, the Ametian Cortege Heath Association purJBhed resub ol

its study ol 17,000 studerls tested lor the presence ol HIV, tho vrus

which causes AIDS. Al least one of every 500 students tested

posirveforthe virus, and I s befeved the inodenco is on the nse.

The increase may be due to complacency (condom sales have

defined sightly), and it may have lo do with youthful leelngs of

invuJnerabiliy tearing lo high risk behaviors. Whatever the reasons,

AIDS cortrues to be a serious contender (or everyone's attention

tailstateyourtleonyourpartrer'sHIV status. Prated yourself

B you have questDnB or concerns about STDs, donl wart and

obnlwonder. Come nio ire heafthcerter and talk wih Dr.

Reynolds or Beth Hokby, the Physicians Assistant, or make an

apporrtmerrl wflh nancy Wibted, the Women's Health Nurse

Practitioner. Al students are entidedlo use olthehealh center's

services (whether canyng ire student heafth insurance or rcl), and

afl irlomiaton and records are kept axitterrlBl The exlenscn g

6384.

For ihose who prefer ofl-carnpus services, the STD Cfric al ih

B Paso County health Department e excellert (Ts located al 501

N. Foole and the cost is a $3 donaton CaJ 578-3199fcr

formation about drc hours.

UiQ Source is brought to you by the collective efforts of Cutler Publications, The Leisure

^gram. The Career Center, The Womer Desk, The Centerfor Community Service, the Office

°fInternational Programs, and The Office ofMinority Student Life.

[ Please recycle at the end of the week.
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Monday

11 am-1 pm (also

Tues.) - Watch for

Vince and Larry wish-

ing you a safe and

happy Spring Break.

Also pledge not to

drink and drive and

you may win a 1991

Chrysler, Jeep, Eagle,

Plymouth, Dodge car,

or Dodge truck...be-

cause memories are

only fond if you have

them. Worner Center.

Sponsored by Laura

Bishop, Alcohol and

Other Drug Educator.

12:00 pm
Worner 211.

CC Zoo,

5:00 pm - Delta Gam-
ma Executive Board,

Worner 213.

*7:00 pm - College

Citizens Active for

Peace, Worner 215.

7:00 pm - Movie, SO-
WETO TO BERKELEY.

Tutt Library South

Video Room. Spons-

ored by the Sociology

Department.

*7:30 pm - Creative

Writing Workshop,
Worner 215.

*8:30 pm - Small Jazz

Ensemble Concert.

David Honig, director.

Benjamins. Free admis-

sion. Sponsored by the

Music Department.

Tuesday

12:00 pm
Worner 218.

MECHA,

5:00 pm - Livesounds,

Leisure Program Stu-

dent Office.

*6:30 pm - Adult Child-

ren of Dysfunctional

Families, Worner 218.

6:30 pm - Gay and

Lesbian Alliance,

Shove Chapel.

Wednesday

THIS

Thursday

12:00 pm - Shove

Council, Shove Chapel

Office.

2-4:30 pm - Grand

Teton Lodge Co. sum-

mer job interviews.

Sign up in the Career

Center. Worner 219.

*7:00 pm - Breakaway

Bible Study, Montgom-

ery Hall Sun Room.

*8:00 pm - An evening

with DAN HICKS AND
THE ACOUSTIC WAR-

RIORS. Hicks is hip,

camp and cabaret all

rolled into one! Too

weird to describe, but

really cool! Tickets $7

w/CC ID; $10 general

admission at KRCC,
The Prelude, Ticket-

master and Indepen-

dent Records. Arm-

strong Theatre. Spons-

ored by KRCC Radio.

9:30 am - Woman;
Educational Soc/eij

Spring Coffee, J L/<

Dave Finley speafe,
g p

on "New and Interest.

ing Programs at Colo. fflS

racfo College." (e.g., fi,

summer starts, /ang! m
uage education and

CC abroad program
Packard Hall. Spons-

ored by WES.

8:00 pm - Circle R

Worner 212.
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Friday
j?_

1:00 pm - Bach to the

geatles with the Colo-

tsdo
Springs Sym-

phony Pops featuring

M SWINGLE SING-

mS. Tickets free w/CC
jjfjrt the Leisure Pro-

0tn Office. Pikes

peak Center.

Saturday, Sunday
10

9:00 pm - Catholic

Mass, Shove Chapel.

On-going
Events

THE DEADLINE FOR THE MARCH 18-24 'THIS
WEEK- IS MONDAY, MARCH 1 1 AT 4:00 PM. YOU
MUST COMPLETE A ONE-FELL-SWOOP INFOR-
MATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBLISHED IN -THIS
WEEK.' THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELLIS REINERVS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Military Science Meetings - Every Tuesday, 6:00
pm, Worner 219.

Chinese Table First Three Wednesdays, 5:45
pm, Worner 1 1 7.

French Table - First Three Wednesdays 12:00
pm, Worner 215.

German Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Japanese Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30
pm. Worner 212.

Russian Table (beginners) - First Three
Tuesdays, 12:00 pm, Bemis Dining Hall.

Russian Table (advanced) First Three
Thursdays, 5:30 pm, Bemis Dining Hall.

Spanish Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:30
pm, Worner 215.

Tea at the Russian House First Three Mondays,
3:00 pm.

Film at the Russian House First Three
Thursdays, 7:30 pm.
•Calecito- - First Three Thursdays, 3:00 pm,
Spanish House.

Shove Chapel Meditation - 8 am-9 pm, Monday-
Thursday, 8 am-5 pm Friday, 6-10 pm Sunday.
Prayer Meeting - Every Thursday, 7:30 am,
Worner 211.

'EnACT Recycling - Every Tuesday, 12:30 pm,
Loomis loading dock.

Bodytalk - Every Tuesday, 12:00 pm, Boettcher
Basement.

Freedom and Authority Lunch - First Three
Tuesdays, 11:30 am, Bemis Exile Room.
Women's Concerns Lunch Every Thursday,

12:00 pm, Benjamins.

'Belly Dancing - Every Sunday, 7:30 pm,
beginning, 8:30 pm, advanced/improv.

Sign Language Club Every Thursday, 7-8:30

pm, Gaylord Hall.

Beginning American Sign Language - Every

Wednesday, 7:30 am, Worner 212, Blks. 5-7.

Life Drawing with Nude Models - Every Thursday,

7:00 pm, Packard 132, $3.

Alternative Music Night - First Three
Wednesdays, 9:30 pm, Tiger Pit, with Gior

Crankstone, Sponsored by CCCA, Leisure Pro-

ject Funds and Marriott.

Soul Night - First Three Thursdays, 9:00 pm,
Tiger Pit, with BSU and KE, Sponsored by CCCA,
Leisure Project Funds and Marriott.

'This Week' is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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For more information about

these opportunities and many
others, come to the Career

Center, 226 Worner Center.

For Career Center Programs

and updates check:

• The Source

• Career Center kiosks,

Worner Center

• Calendar outside Career

Center

Amelia Mason
SoYonBueno Colleen Currie Todd Dye

Laura Ogden Anita Stokes Erin Zunmer
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Internships

Cortland Repertory Theatre

Equity summer theatre accepting

Internship applications for combination

acting/teaching or administrative/PR intern

and apprentice positions. Thirteen-week

summer season; stipend or housing

available. Send letter of interest list of 3

references, and resume (administrative

interns must also send writing sample) to:

Cortland Repertory Theatre, PO Box 783.

Cortland, NY 13045 Attn: Tech; (607) 753-

6161.

Farm Asst/Youth Counselor

Land's Sake Community Farm, Weston,

MA. Assist farm managers on organic

community farms and organize work for

youth. Also provides opportunity to teach

environmental education to children!

Driver's license required. Wage is

approximately $1100 per month for 40

hour work week. 5/15-9/2. Deadline:

March 31, 1991. Contact: Steve Miller,

Farm Manager, PO Box 306, Weston, MA,

02913; (617) 693-1162.

Grand Canyon Trust

Non-profit organization seeking Intern to

assist In organizing a major conference.

Candidates should have background In

natural resource management and human

services. Deadline ASAP . Contact Fran

Joseph, Grand Canyon Trust, Route 4 Box

718, Flagstaff, AZ 66001. (602) 774-7448.

New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center

Eight-week summer program. 6/11-8/2, for

the 1991 pre-career practlcum in mental

health Is being offered for students

Interested In careers in social work,

psychiatry, medicine, recreational therapy,

nursing, and psychology. Personal

interview and physical examination

required. For application contact: Diane

Clark, Director, Volunteer Department, The

New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center,

Westchester Division 21 Bloomlngdale

Road, White Plains, New York 10605.

Scholarships/

Fellowships/Grants

Center for Studies of Ethnicity and Race in

America (CSERA)

CSERA will provide 4 years of full financial

assistance to students of color to complete

a Ph.D. in, but not limited to, the fields of

History, Literature, Political Science,

Sociology, focusing on the historical and

contemporary experiences, cultures, and

communities of African Americans,

American Indians, Asian Americans and

Chicanos/Latinos. For more information

write to: Center for Studies of Ethnicity

and Race in America (CSERA), University

of Colorado-Boulder, Ketchum 30, Campus
Box 339. Boulder, CO 80309-0339 or call

(303)492-8852.

Summer Minority Program

Stanford University

The American Economic Association is

seeking juniors and sophomores majoring

in economics for their summer program.

Curriculum consists of 3 courses in

economics plus weekly seminars by

prominent minority economists on public

policy issues. Scholarship includes tuition,

room and board, books, student health

benefils, transportation costs, and $1500

stipend. Contact: Susan A. Maher, AEA

Program Administrator, Dept of

Economics. Stanford University, Stanford,

CA 94305; (415) 723-3653. Deadline is

March 15 -

Theatre Graduate Fellowships

Acting, theatre or stage management,

costume, scenic or lighting

design/technology fellowships available

with the 1991-92 Hilberry Repertory

Company. Three-year MFA program,

$5,800 stipend, tuition waiver, medical

insurance. Contact: Chair, Dept. of

Theatre, Wayne State University, Detroit,

Ml 48202; (313) 577-3508.

Peace ft Anns Control Fellowships

The Herbert Scovilfe Peace Fellowship

provides the opportunity for students to

work on a range of issues including

disarmament, nuclear and conventional

arms control, the military budget and U.S.-

Soviet relations at various organizations in

Washington D.C. For application and

program description contact: Scoville

Peace Fellowship Program, 110 Maryland

Avenue, N.E.-Room 211, Washington D.C.

20002; (202) 543-4100. Application

deadline Is April 1 for fall.

Full-Time Jobs

Managing/Artistic Director

Overall responsibility for theatre

operations, supervision of guest directors,

personnel, programming, supervision of

volunteer pool and other staff. Bachelor's

degree required. Salary open. Start June

1. Apply by March 31 to: Dr. David Dow,

2605 Regency Dr., Waco, TX 76710.

Operations

JAS Pacific Inc.

Entry level operations position available.

Duties include: learning import and export

business, picking up documents, learning

custom brokerage process, and

documenting and arranging for shipping

overseas. Deadline is ASAP . Contact by

phone first: Rob Leigh ('87 CC alum),

Sales Manager, 18920 13th Place South,

Seattle, WA 981 48; (206) 243-791 1

.

Part-Time/

Seasonal

Grand Teton Lodge Company
Summer positions available! Interviews

are being held on campus Wednesday,

March 6. from 2-4:30. For details come to

the Career Center.

Summer research opportunity

UNC-Greensboro

Minority students to work with participating

faculty on research projects dealing with

human development The six-week

Institute (5/10-6/17) provides excellent

experience, tuition, room and board, travel

and a $1500 stipend. Contact: Dr. Ann

Saab, Assoc, Dean of the Graduate

School, University of North Carolina at

Greensboro. 1000 Spring Garden St., _

Greensboro. NC 27412; (919) 334-5596.

Summer Research Fellowship Program

Scripps Institution of Oceanography

Students with at least a 3.0 GPA can

spend the summer engaged in lab

research with a faculty mentor at Scripps.

Stipend of $2,000 plus housing and travel

expenses. Juniors and seniors in biology,

chemistry, engineering, geology, math or

physics invited to apply. Deadline is

March 14 . Contact: Prof. Timothy Herbert,

U. C. San Diego, A-015, La Jolla, CA

92093; (619) 534-4199.

Summer Research Opportunities

Oregon State University

Opportunities in Biological, Chemical, and

Physical Oceanography fields as well as

Marine Geology and Geophysics available.

Stipend of $2000 for 10 week summer

period. Send application, letter of interest

describing academic and employment

background, transcript, and 2 letters of

recommendation by March 13, 1991 to: '

Dr. Robert Reynolds, c/o Sue Pullen,

College of Oceanography, Oregon State

University, Oceanography Admin. Building

104, Corvallis, OR 97331-5503; (503) 737-

3504.

Public Interest Research Group (PIRG)

PIRG is planning to open 75 new offices in

the next few months. Approximately 1,500

students will be hired nationwide. The

Colorado Springs office will be hiring 15-

20 college students during the summer to

take on their Pollution Prevention

Campaign. The 12 week positions

include: fundraising, canvassing,

campaigning, and media work. Start date:

May 1991 . PIRG will be conducting

interviews on campus March 26 and 27 for

summer and full-time positions.

Berkshire Theatre Festival

Nationally-known LORT B summer theatre

seeks house manager for its 63rd summer

season; salary includes room and board;

send resume and cover letter to: Chuck

Still, Managing Director, Berkshire Theatre

Festival, PO Box 797, Stockbridge, MA
01262.

Headlands Indian Health Careers Summer

Program

The University of Oklahoma Health

Sciences Center offers American Indian

students interested in hearth careers an 8

week summer program designed to

increase science, mathematics and

communication skills. All expenses are

paid (room, board, tuition and round trip

airfare), $300 stipend, $200 scholarship

and 4 semester credits. Application

deadline: March 15, 1991. For more

This Week At The Career Center

6 SCA Applications Due!!

End Block 6

Beginning SPRING BREAK!!

Grand Teton Lodge Co. Interviews, 2-

4:30, W. 219

m>
a j

fx£
jsjon

jbyini

(is

nation contact: HeadlandTr.B
Health Careers, BSEB - Room jjj

' p«
Box 26901. Oklahoma City, OK 7'

9968 or call (405)271-2250.

Miscellaneou,

Applying for Government Jobs?

Almost all Government job appli^,

require you to complete the SF-171

Standard Form. While we have
p;

copies of this form in the Career
Ctj

is also now available on' computer
ij

allowing you to complete the lorm o

then make just the changes required

applying for different Government

Available from EIDorado Soft

770-6000 for $35. Be sure to spec?

want the current version of the lorm

6-88), since that is the only version

OPM (Office of Personnel Manager

the Federal Government) will n

Library Opportunities

Summer Research Opportunities s't

listed in a notebook in the CareeiU

on shelf B-4 (near Internship info). I

these research opportunities

include housing and transportation.

ATTENTION first-year, sophomoie,

r students! Preparing forGraJ

Interested in working for Hear

Corporation, Atlantic Research,
or

Bellcore? Each month's issue OfQ^HLnrfi
Woman offers the chance to send"^

resume (free of charge) to these, J
companies featured in the maga^
Come find out about their free le^

Study in Psychology: NOT for Senj

/ guide to deciding*!

when, and if so where to attend gis

school in psychology. It

kinds of undergraduate experiences

make you especially attracti

schools, including a year-by-yeaf (a

month-by-month in the senior year)

for goal pursuits, it also describes!

write a good application essay,

take the GREs and useful hints for

preparation, how to construct a gw

tesume, and when and how to eiid

letters of recommendation. (She^A

Alumni Career

Referral NetwoA
We have alumni waiting

you in many cities and caJ&n

across the country. Use this®

sponsored by the Career Cefltj

the Alumni Office to:

• Gather Career Informatio..

aluable contacts p

I

nships

* Learn about particular ge<

• Acquit

>Obt in information about tW

t trends and entry level f

For more information cow1

Career Center^,
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C board and faculty must regain sense of college's mission
jjcliael Drennan

tf the last 20 years and

iyjarlyinthelastthreeyears.

Acuity has transformed itself

a ff°
uP c"31?"1 wit" the

ianjship
ofthe college and its

^ntoaspecial Interestgroup

jring the Board for its own

jj,e
current danger is that the

-ointments to top adminis-

L positions currently un-

}L will turn into an attempt

jhe
Committee to exert undue

L] over the administration,

littedly thisseemsfarfetched

j would be similar to at-

0ig to pack the Supreme

ut This would be of upmost

gjvice to the college.

Here is no discussion of the

son of the college. Not once

during the entire Eight Block
review process was a public de-
bate held within the faculty as to
the substance of the mission of
the college.

There is no concept of long
range goals. A sense of history

hasbeenlost.Veryfew facultyare
familiar with what was gained
and what was lost in the transi-

tion to the block plan.

In the February 22 edition of

The Catalyst an article was run
about the resignation of three of

themembersoftheFacultyCom-
mittee on Committees, the most
powerful iaculty committee.

The key event that sparked
the furor was Riley's failure to

present faculty pay raises at the
preliminary Board of Trustee
meeting. This brought to the
surface several additional sore
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points: the appointment ofTom
Cronin and complaints about
Riley's credibility with the Board.

If Riley's credibility with the

Board has really been dimin-

ished it is due to his stalwart

defense of the faculty's decision

to adopt the Eight Block Year.

Before the faculty tookthevote

to propose the EightBlockYearto
the Board. Riley cautioned
members that this could notbe a
temporary change and that he
wouldstandbythefaculty'sdeci-

sion for several years.

The Board accepted the Eight
Block plan as proposed by the

faculty ingood faith that it would
be accepted by the college com-
munity. When persistent loud
student and alumni protest

erupted theBoard felt ithadbeen
deceived.

Riley's unswerving support of

the Eight Block plan prompted
severalBoardmembers tocallfor

his ouster. Their ininaave felljust

short of success.

The irony is that Riley's dedi-

cation to the faculty has eventu-

ally led to his denouncement by
the Committee on Committees.

Theyhave attacked theirstaunch
ally.

The real credibility problem
lies with the faculty'screditability

with the Board, not Riley's.

By the tone ofthe resignation

letter itappears as iftheCommit-
tee on Committees would not

mind seeing Riley go on a perma-
nent sabbatical.

Yet they oppose the Cronin

appointmentonthegrounds that

they had no say in the selection.

Thisisa playforpoweron the part

of the Committee. Cronin is not

beingjudged by his performance

but by the politics surrounding
his appointment.

It would seem that the Com-
mittee has its own agenda on
whoshouldbe interim president.

Most likely their choice would be
Dean Finley. a reasonable, re-

sponsible choice that is more
natural than the Cronin appoint-
ment I would hope that the fac-

ulty would not similarly commit
regicide against Dean Finley.

The Committee cites Riley's

failure to convince the Board to

appoint Finley as a credibility

problem with the Board. If it is a

credibility problem it Is due to

Riley's defense offaculty agenda.

Prof. Jeff Livesay states "Riley

put together an activist Board in

the early 80's. . .What he'sdone Is

created a monster. " Perhaps that
is the case from the special inter-

est point ofview.

If Riley can be credited with

assembling the Board . he should
becommended.The Board is the

most forward-looking group as-

sociated with the campus.
They are concerned with the

mission of the college and are

genuinely concerned with every

constituency of the college.

During the Eight Block review
process they were the greatest

champions of student needs
In the longrun, amore activist

Board is not desirable - a more
responsible faculty Is.

When I speak ofthe "faculty" I

do so loosely. Ireferto the policies

that the faculty as a whole have

pursued. Many faculty are
undeserving of the criticism.

The faculty are good people at

heart who want what's best for

the College. I dont mean to cast

them permanently In a bad light

Every faculty member should

read the history ofthe blockplan

compiled by Max Taylor to fa-

miliarize themselves with the

mission of the college and to

make it their own
If the faculty were to adopt a

more responsible stewardship of

the college and leave the self-

oriented policies of the 1980's

behind they would find that they

would regain the mandate ofthe

college with the support of the

Board, the adrnlnlstratloa and
the students.

The restlessness ofthe faculty

suggests that the college Is due
formore fundamental changes. I

hope that these changes are un-

dertaken in the spirit ofcommu-
nityand sense ofthe greatergood
of the college.

I admit it -
1 cannot tell a lie - I'll take the blame - 1 did it

By Alexander T. Olsen

Okay, okay. okay. Yall got me
dead to rights. I am a well-off

white, healthy, straight male. I

am, by the power of chromo-

somes, an unwitting part of the

male-dominated oppressive so-

ciety that, throughout its history

has: killed, made miserable, kept

down, raped, humiliated, and
gave all-around bad vibes to:

blacks, women, homosexuals,

native Americans, Orientals, Ar-

abs, each other, and just about

everyone else.

an sorry that all that hap-

pened, and is still happening.

I, however, personallyhad and
have very little to do with these

crimes. I personally detest the

control that our society attempts

to place upon both women'sbod-

tifipfACLrl^^

ies. and men's too. for that man-
ner. I am both pro-choice and
against the war. I also respect

everyone's right to their opinion

It is One with me if /all want to

displaya ten-foot penis inWomer
Center. The decor Is rather ster-

ile, and I feel a huge penis adds
character.

My consciousness, you might

say. has been raised to women's
issues.

However, recent articles In The
Catalyst got me just offended

enough to write this article. Last

week's "S.cared Of W.omen's
S.trength," for example. Now, I

understand how the term "femi-

nist sow" would be offensive, but

it doesn't seem to make sense to

me to debate an oppressive,

mudsllngingstatementwithmore

oppressive, mudslinging state-

ments.The whole iiitldc takeson
a vicious, threatening tone thai

seems toattack all males. Imean,

I admit it, I felt "hurt" and a little

"angry" when I saw the penis

missile. But I don't feel that femi-

nists are necessarily "wenches."

Am I evil because I have a

penis? I hope not... I sort of like

mine, Imean.Justbecauselcan
write my name in the snow with

pee doesn't mean I support war,

the history ofmy race or gender,

"pro-life" organizations, Naked
Aggression or theNRAThe truth

ofthe matter Is that we are allj ust

people, capable of any opinion,

penis or no.

But, If yall don't agree, fine,

that'syourtrip.mtaketheblame.

I am man..! DID IT.

By Jonathan Goldstein
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Moran responds to responses

To the Editor

Before I begin, I apologize for

prolonging this entire "Grand

theft penis" argument, but it

seems that the misunderstand-

ings surrounding this issue are

multiplying exponentially, and I

hope to at least partially amelio-

rate the situation by more com-

pletely explainingmy own opin-

ions and feelings.

Concerning the letter by Re-

becca Kaminsky, et al.: I was

astonished to find that a sub-

stantial number of individuals

hadfoundmy letter in the previ-

ous issue to express "the hate-

fulness of these specific men

[Scott Givens. Mike Drum, and

myselfl towards 'sexist' femi-

nists." I promptly re-read my
own letter in an attempt to dis-

cover how this gross misunder-

standing could have occurred,

but I found nothingwhich could

communicate any sort of hate-

fulness towards anyone. To be

honest, it was ratherbland and

I seriously wonder if Ms.

Kaminsky readmyletter at all If

however, anyone who actually

did read my letter received the

impression that I hate feminists,

I apologize for the horrible mis-

communication which has oc-

curred.

There was, ofcourse, a certain

subdued anger which perme-

ated my letter, but it was not

malicious in any way and was

certainly not indicative of my
usual state of mind. The anger

present in that letterwas directed

at the manner in which Ms.

Reed chose tocommunicate her

opinions. The message of that

same week's The way it is" has

not been lost to me: I under-

stand that it is sometimes nec-

essary to rock the boat in order

toeffecUvelyexpressoneself. and

sarcasm is certainly an effective

method offorcing a reader to re-

think his opinions. I do not.

however, believe that the final,

written content of Ms. Reed's

letter constitutes a legitimate or

appropriate use or sarcasm.

Sarcasm should sting, but it

should not wound. The reader

should certainly be offended

enough to prompt him to re-

consider a situation, but he

should not be left with a lasting

impression ofmalice. Ms. Reed's

letter, unfortunately, is a clear

example of intentionally

wounding sarcasm, and it is

this alone with which I am an-

gry-

Concerning the second letter

by ChristineAllison: Ms. Allison's

assertion that. The three men
(Scott Givens. Evan Morgan

(sic—kindly spell my name cor-

rectly in the future) and Mike

Drum)voiced concerns ofwomen
oppressingmen."Naturally.with

this assumption, she then pro-

ceeded to criticize oursupposed

cluelessness about "the situa-

tion of women in the world as

opposed to white men's in the

world." 1 admit that reality is not

my specialty, but nevertheless 1

once again re-read my letter,

trying to locate the phrase or

sentence referring to the op-

pression of men by women in

general. I was relieved to find

that I had made no such mis-

take, but given the obvious

misunderstanding evinced in

Ms. Allison's article , I feel Ishould

re-state my opinions on one

specific instance of the degra-

dation of men.

Certainly, white males such

asmyselfdonot face the oppres-

sion that the rest of America

does. Myletterwasonlyintended

to address two concerns: l)the

seriously offensive nature ofone

single letter published here at

CC . and 2) the first glimpses ofa

tendency in the thinking ofcer-

tain individualswhich may well

eventuallybecomeas important

an issue as women's rights cur-

rently are. Neitherofthese points

refers in any way to large-scale,

society-wide oppression ofwhite

males. When 1 wrote about "in-

justice." I simply meant that at

that specifictime,on this specific

campus, men had been treated

unfairly. Ms. Reed's article un-

justly attacked and degraded us
— this, Ms. Allison, is also real-

The problem is class, not gend
To the Editor: oppressed on the basis

der (and race, and *'-
J

1 would like to respond to three entation, etc.). This isaA.

things in this letter. The first two partofhowtheruling^

are the responses and the re- us alienated from each

sponses to the responses to the and ourselves so there isn-M

third thing, which was Tracy we will deal with our real n
Reed's"Andyetanotherexample (the ruling class)

of the need to reaffirm one's (though obviously nou-jj

manhood" piece from the Feb. 1 enous) front.

Catalyst This topic is extremely I personally feel that a

important, and I want my views all) feminism has oppre

Letters

to the

Editor

ity. Not the far-reaching, all-

encompassing, highersocialand

economic truth to which you

refer, but an equally important

reality closer to home which af-

fects us just as much as the

"real, material, economic and

social conditions" which you

suggested I examine.

Unfortunately, it seems that

even if Ms. Allison had under-

stood this before she wrote her

letter she would have neverthe-

less denounced the statements

in my letter as "ridiculously

decontextualized." I hope I am
wrong, but her choice of the

term "context" in its various

forms would indicate that, in

her opinion, my reaction to Ms.

Reed's letter should have been

somehow mollified by the cur-

rent plight of women. The es-

sential message I perceived in

Ms. Allison's letter was, "Well,

we face that sort of thing every-

day, soyou shouldn'tmindwhen

thesamethinghappenstoyou."

Alas, it is true that the injustice

present inMs. Reed's letter is an

everyday experience for many
women, but that situation does

not robme ofthe right to protest

Continued on page 17

to be heard on them. I hope this

isnot too reactionary, and I have

tried to keep an open mind.

In the various barrage of re-

sponses and defenses of Reed, I

found many problems. One of

the largest was the hypocritical

exclusionofmenbythefeminist

faction. The fact is that war is

generally much more oppres-

sive ofmen thanwomen. 99.9%

of the troops dying in the gulf

war. for instance, are men. War
certainly affectswomen as well,

but war has primarily been de-

structive of millions of men in

the history of the world .

War is a class phenomenon.

As the ruling class has internal

strife and competition, wars are

bound to break out. The ruling

class, composed ofmen in obvi-

ouspowerpositions andwomen
inlessobviousrolesle.g. Barbara

Bush), send able-bodies young

men to fight in these wars.

Women are needed to repro-

duce more such soldiers (and of

course the ruling class, notmen
in general, are going to restrict

abortion rights, for this reason

among others). Both roles are

oppressive, and must be radi-

cally changed.

I strongly resent anyone's ac-

cusation that men as a whole

are not oppressed. This is ut-

terly ridiculous, and I can fire off

as many statistics as feminists

can (one in four women are

raped by age 25 but one in two

men will spend time in prison

during their lifetime, etc.). I am
not saying that woman are not

oppressed, and I am not saying

the oppression ofmen is worse

(better?) than that of women. I

am simply saying that we are

ements to it. I strongly
a,

women's liberation,bum
that feminism is no
movement Mostfeminisj,

is tingedwith indirect
ana.

sentiments (which serve.

keep us alienated), and sot

it is rather overt. For o«
Reed essentially

penis with war. Feminist

upset by objectification 1

own genitals, but have nor

lem objectifying men's gen

I concede that the ruling

is largely dominated by

But it is not their genderll

theproblem. it is theirdas

reasonmen are there isi

gender role calls on us to

ceed. to make money, to

power (even if it costs

health, not forgetting that

die an average of seven

younger than women, oi

emotions). I would like to

that men and women i

ruling class are oppress

their gender roles, but

benefitsgenerally outweigh)

considerations. Gender

point out why men are thi

jority of the power in the

class: they don't give any

to pity them.

I alsofind feminist wordi

as exclusionary as they

"male generic" language

tually believe most

language is male exdusiii

that's another topic).

"

"...there is a dispropor

number of poor

people of color in the U.S.

tary" ignores the fact

"

"people" are MEN. Would

nists scream if 1 said '.

proportionate number of|

Continued on

The solution to gender misunderstandings is cooperation, not endless battle

To the Editor goes oa such as the war. Who's ofwhat some have done. women.orblacksandwhites.in total equalityyet.butthey

Are middle class white males the government or any other times are changing,

free from aD suffering.Wewould job. Sex and skin color do not In this country the

«

tween men and women
|

There are still some battl

fight, ofcourse, but weal

women have won the
*^

equality. I know this is W

cause although my 6M
raised believingwomenai

rior, I was brought upW

all people are equal. T

eratlon will improve «|

situations in this cou*|

others, unless people V

I wrote an angry letter to the

editor one day explaining how I

felt when I read Tracy Reed's

letter. Some people mislnter-

pretedmylettersolwanttoclear

things up. I dont hatefeminlsts.

I was not debating about any-

thing, I was Just revealing my
angry feelings. Now that im not

angry rn saywhat I have to say

.

Itiswrongtoblame allmenfor

what same do. It is wrong to

blame allwomen forwhat some
do. IfIwere to believe allwomen
are bad Just because of what
some have done tome,myopln-

ionwouldbedistortedandbased
onpersonalproblems. Eviltraits

areattributesofthehumanrace,

not Just one of the sexes. But
since men have dominated
women since the beginning,

some women believe men are

completely at iault forwhatever

goes on, such as the war. Who's

to say we wouldn't be at war if

thewomen were the majority in

power?

Someone claimed that 1 don't

know what it is like to feel op-

pressed and degraded like

women have been. Well do you

knowwhat it is like to be black?

I do. I have been looked down
upon by men and women alike

since I can remember. Just for

the color ofmy skin. My parents

constantly told me that I would

always be at a disadvantage in

this world because I'm black.

And because I'm half black 1

reallydon'tfitinanywhere.Some

ofmy white friends acceptedme
because they thought I was
"white" onthe inside. Whatdoes
that mean? I would never tell a
woman she was OK because

she is reallyamanonthe inside.

I knowwhat oppression is. but I

refusetohate allwhitesbecause

be foolish to believe so. What
about reverse discriminationand

unfair sexism cases? And what
about the rolesmales must play

in this society. We are the bread

winners, the head ofthe house-

hold, the head of the state.

Soundslikefun.right?Butwhat
about all the pressures that go

along with our responsibilities.

Wedon'twantit.Andwhatabout

the draft. Who fights for this

country? Men do, and some of

us don't like it. I'm glad some
women are trying to get the right

to fight for ourcountry. I'm glad

women are trying toget involved

with the government. But it

doesn't really matter to me. I

don't care who is in power as

long as they do a good job. It

shouldn'tmatter to us ifthere is

an equal number of men and

women, orblacks and whites, in

the government or any other

job. Sex and skin color do not

decide a person's intelligence,

personality, sosexand skincolor

should not be a qualification for

anything.

I do feel sympathetic toward

women. I can't understandwhy
women are still treated poorly in

this country. I can't understand

why men rape. But I don't have

to take a cofiege course to un-

derstand how women are

treated. I can read a newspaper

andlcanalwaysaskmyfriends.

One friend, a liberal and Inde-

pendentwomansaid: "Ofcourse

there is some level of oppres-

sion, but it all depends on how
much you let people oppress

you. But some women blow ev-

son to hate. If men g

believingwomen are sexJ
and maids, feminists WI

negatively. If women

men are evil and are n

foraUtheworld'sprob"

will react negatively
" s

erything out of proportion and to try to understand

read too deeply into issues." not to fight each other^

Manywomenfeelthisway.They is over, so let's live »

knowwomen havenot achieved
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How has the A.I.D.S. epidemic
(affected your life?"

Photos and opinions taken by Justine Crowley

isey Clapsaddle, Sr. - "AIDS scares
e. I'm definitelymore cautious about
sual activity."

julle Johnson, Jr. - "Seeing as I am not
xually active, AIDS has not affected my
lersonal life at all. I do, however, worry a lot

bout those ofmy friends who are."

BradyBrook, F.T. - "I'm definitelymore careful
than I probably would be if the disease wasn't
around. Basically, it scares the shit out of
me."

Amy Tucker, So. -"Sex in

the past has always been
asecretive taboo subject.

Now that it's finally be-

comeanopen issue,AIDS
kickedinandsent itback
to the dark ages."

Rachel Louden, Jr. - "It has made me
more aware ofthe disease and to take
the necessary precautions in my own
sex life."

Jean Harvey, Jr. - "I'm still a virgin, so
I guess that says something."

are all repressed by the ruling class, continued
taed from page 16
peandpeopleofcolorinthe

are raped?"

"»y defenders of Reed
out that she was using
J in her argument, that

*as only joking. How do
ttfedwhenthey aremade
"Do they accept the argu-

"lattheattackerwas'onry

tf Generally no. And they
Staotto. Humorisnotan
* to mindlessly attack

^ some other problems
'"Mnist critiques. For ex-

l hey claim that women

ft

i)

t

everywhere inthe

*I
This is true. But the

fctnje ofmen.Theimages
pent (the virgin/whore
F*n and the muscular
"Alness executive for

P* the results are very
6 The media inundates

Savage about how we
act. think, and re-

"le another. When we
.

e prescriptions, we
P? uphold the ruling

5Werby not questioning
"^ itself. Blaming men

for media images ofwomen ig-

nores the fact that media serves

the ruling class, not some ge-

neric, vague concept of "men."

Finally, I resent the lack of

class consciousness among
bourgeois CC feminists in par-

ticular. It is commonly pointed

out by them that some women
are raped by some men, but it is

conveniently ignored that poor

women(oftenofcolor) cleantheir

toiletsforthern.Andthatwornen

secretaries run off their papers

forthem. (such secretariesmake

good statistics for attacking

"male domination" in the uni-

versity, but feminists rarely do

anything real ortangfble to help

them out orshow solidarity). Or
that thatnew dress theybought

"made in Taiwan" was stitched

by a poor woman earning less

than subsistence wages.

Ihopetheflnal result ofallthis

is that discussion continues. I

am angered by feminists claim-

ing that ifwe aifljust came to one

of their performances that we
would no longer be in a "name-

calling debate," when in feet

what they really mean is that

they will continue to engage in

this name-calling and simulta-

neously try to disseminate as

much of their propaganda as

theycan. Would a feminist take

kindly to an anti-choice person

telling them to stop name-call-

ing andjust come to one oftheir

anti-choice meetings to figure

things out? Doubtful.

I have problem with people

who call themselves feminists,

as we're all in this together. I do

have problems with feminist

Ideology, and will continue to

critique it. I hopewe will allwork
together to more clearly under-

stand our situation and realize

that we are all oppressed and

can work to end that together.

ErtcYamell

Moran's response to responses to..., continued
Continued from page 16

when I myselfam maligned. As
a middle-class white male. I am
more oftenthan not treated with

acertainstandarddegreeofbasic

human dignity, but in the rare

instances when this is not the

case I cannot seriously be ex-

pected toturnmyhead and say,

"Oh, well, that happens to

women all the time." Why? Be-

cause, believe it or not,

EVERYONE'S rights must be

protected. Ifagroup ofindividu-

als Is not powerful enough to

protect itself, then society as a

whole should intervene; but

those who can protect them-
selves should in no way be de-

nied the right to do this for

themselvesaswell. Ifyoubelieve

that white men's rights are

unshakable, guess again One

need only study a little revolu-

tionary history to discover how
easily even the most powerful

rulingclasscanbe stripped ofits

most basic human freedoms. In

the spirit of clarity, though, al-

low me to note that I do not in

anywaybelievethatwhltemen's
rights are In any danger at

present My sole concern is that

during the course of our long

struggle to elevate women's
rightswewulgraduallylose sight
ofthe value ofmen's rights. I am
not assertingthat thlsprocessis

somehow part of the feminist

agenda; I merely wish to point

out this tendency so that you

may honestly reexamine your

ownthinkingto see ifthatmight

not be the way inwhich you are

headed. If it turns out thatyour

present thinking is leading you

to more articles like Ms. Reed's,

please make the minor adjust-

ments to your philosophy nec-

essary for you to value men's

rights as highly as you value

those ofwomen.
My fundamental concern for

thisissue resultsfromonesimple

idea: feminists shouldbewilling

tosupportmen's rights asvehe-

mently as they support their

own rights. This should be

simple, as men's rights do not

require much maintenance at

present,but Ideologyandunfor-
tunate' attitudes can easily ob-

scure even such simple logic as

this. Perhaps people such as

Ms. Allison should take it upon
themselves to think about the

otherhalfofthehuman popula-

tion every once in a while.

EvanMoran



A SPRING BREAK
TO REMEMBER...

You've worked hard and now it's time to relax and have fun!

Keep these things in mind during your vacation:

• You don't have to be "drunk" to be impaired—even one

or two drinks affect your driving skills.

• Drinking, drugs and driving don'tmix.
• Take your turn—be a designated driver and get everyone

where they are going safely.

• Don't let your friends drive impaired—it's one of the

fastest ways to end a friendship.

• Wear your seat belt—it's your best protection against an

impaired driver.

Play it safe. Because memories are only fond ifyou have them.

Come see Vince & Larry

Monday & Tuesday,

March 4 & 5 during lunch

For more information contact: BACCHUS, P.O. Box 100430, Denver, CO 80210 (303) 871-3068
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footprints provides 'something for everyone'
Erin Kennedy
^Writer

c
c
ptprints the annual Colo-

do
College faculty dance con-

jtis,
above everything, unique.

exclusively premier pieces

I
range in theme and cul-

ja)
basis from the rainforests

japan to an American el-

jjntaryschool tosmall, tribal

jages.theproductiontrulyhas

joething for everyone."

Uiee guest choreographers,

e
Algeo Gilsdorf, Garry

wenbom, and Cea Tait. and

£s Peggy BerS- have joined

Itdances to create a produc-

nn not
only diverse in theme,

ut In style. Tait's piece was

Bated in collaborationwith lo-

jlelementaryandhlghschools,

one of Berg's dances was

eveloped in her beginning

odemdance class. TradiUon-

| most of the pieces are

autifully executed by CC
udents, but this concert also

dudes rare, and exciting fac-

|
performances.

footprints opens Friday.

arch 1st, and runs through

jnday. at 8:00 p.m. nightly, in

jnstrongTheater. Tickets are

j.but are free to CC students.

tulty and staff.

Footprints performers Julie Rothschild and Lavia Subin entertain their audience.

Photos by Bill Starr

Phil Brown

resumably. the US has
oesome perfectly wretched
togs to South Africabecause
m Africa blasts the US in
^h the same way as the

|
natured folk at CCAP

Bt South Africa. Anyway,
battleground in each case
fie media, typically the
^papers.

8. I'm reading this article

to ranting on - ofall things
"Mean chocolate. It says
a
' American chocolate
fers. like the folks in

Fty. Pennsylvania, are

% able to sell chocolate
up to 4% cockroaches by
"t (Iswear I'mnot making
W. Then the article wentN pains to demonstrate
' south Africans don't eat

foachesorchocolatewith
pat all.

*>g either slightly dis-
*" or rather bored, I de-

P to investigate the ramifi-

i3
s of "the American

P»* quota." I asked my
%• yet puzzled host.
™ what an average cock-

roach weighed. He asked why.

and I explained this whole

business about the govern-

ment regulating thecockroach

intake ofUS citizens. He didn't

indicate any sort of weight,

but rather questioned Ameri-

can eating habits.

So I trekked to the Univer-

sity of Witwatersrand to do

some research. Unfortunately,

the library was closed and I

wasn't about to buy a book
that described cockroachian

particulars. So I askedaround.

The South Africans use the

metric scale which I ignored

for most of my life, so the

answers I got were in grams.

Anyway, the people of

Johannesburg (14 of them,

anyway) figured that the aver-

age roach weighed between

one-hundreth of a gram and

fifty grams. Understanding

that the question was weird. I

decided not to believe any of

them, but to average Lheir

answers. This utterly scien-

tific research has led to the

unprecedented discovery that

cockroaches weigh .06grams.

At that rate oc/-V.^<v» ™n*.

bar, with or without almonds,
may legally contain 56.6004
cockroaches (give or take a

leg). Thank God that the gov-

ernment is there to protect

us. ..that fifty-seventh roach

could be a killer. So think

twice before scarfing more
Valentines' candy. (Why don't

they include bugs in the list of

ingredients?)

It's now4 am. and I'm enjoy-

ing some South African bug-

free candy. The bus I'm on.

like the bar I'm eating, has no
cockroaches, but it does have

a snoring woman and Nick,

the babbling man with
dreadlocks for nostril hair.

While Nickwas tellingme that

he once ate cockroaches in

another life, the bus broke

down. 4 am. Nalbumspruit,

South Africa. Snoring badly.

Nick from hell.

Yeah. well. I'm having a

lovely time. By the time you
read this. I'll either be safely

on the road after killing Nick,

shaving his nose hairs, us-

ing the nose hairs to choke
the bald, snoring woman,
throwing all the dead bodies

off the bus to let them be

eaten by cockroaches so

they'll stay away from my
candy and make the whole
bus lighter by the loss of two
passengers plus Nick's un-
ruly nasal locks, thereby al-

lowing us to reach Harare
within the next few days. Or
I'll be staying in

Nalbumspruit for the rest of

my years eating various
foodstuffs and speculating on
cockroach content. Stay

Just can't take the rap
or that other music
By Nathaniel Feis

Arts Editor

Okay, here we (Yes, I do
have multiple personali-

ties) again find ourselves

embarking on another
rhetorical conversation
aboutvariousmusical.or
non-musical as the case
may be, projects. (No. I

couldn't think of a good
beginning this week.
Sorry.)

Our first album this

week is a self-titled re-

lease from Young Black
Teenagers. Young, yes.

Black, no. Teenagers, In-

tellectually probably.
With their highly original

album cover art. it doesn't

look at all like the cover

to an early Beatles al-

bum, does It. Once you
get past the unoriglnality

of the casing for the mu-
sic you encounter the

unoriginal music itself.

Now I'll admit I am not

a rap fan. ( The only

rapish- ?) music I listen

to includes The
Bubblemen, Ciccone
Youth, or the occasional

odd appearance of a rap-

f;rona different type of

alburn- Queen Latifa on
Time's Up. Chuck D on
Goo. and the likes of

these.) In fact It could

probably be argued— of-

ten by myself— that I

think rap sucks gener-

ally. (Of course, the ma-
jority of music In most
fields is basically shitty.)

So my opinion on this

album will probably not

be valued, or even read,

by a rap aficionado.

I found the album to be
annoying, occasionally to

the point of grating, and
generally juvenile. It

sounded like Run-DMC
and most of the rap that

ends up on MTV and pop
(read stupid and annoy-
ing) radio.

Next we come to Cresta

by The Hollow Men and
Chagall Guevara's self-

titled album. Both of

these albums sound
relatively like a lot of

other music coming out.

I Just kept thinking
R.E.M., Love and Rock-
ets, and countless other

much copied groups. The
albums do have songs
that are kinda cool or at

least Interesting, like

Chagrall Guevara's "Take

Me Back to Love
Canal, ""The Wrong
George," or The Hollow

Men's "Tongue Tied."

They are interesting, but

continued on pg. 22
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Don Jenkins: man of

voices, man of music
By Erlka Williams

Don Jenkins, a CC music

professor, lives the kind of

life that would most likely

cause any student to drop

out of college.

Monday mornings he gets

up at 5 a.m. to prepare for

class; at 8 a.m. he teaches

a conducting class; and

from 9-12 he's busy teach-

ing American Music. After

that, he might grab some

lunch before heading over

to the Colorado Opera Fes-

tival office. In the after-

noons, he conducts the CC
choir or the Chamber Cho-

rus, and in the evenings

the Colorado Springs Cho-

rale. "There were times last

week where I only got one

hour of sleep." confessed

Jenkins.

Jenkins, acting chair of

the music department, has

been at CC for thirty-one

years. "I'm what they call a

lifer.'" he said. "I'm start-

ing to get kids of my origi-

nal students here. CCwas
my first job, and it's also

my last job." Jenkins spent

six years at Oberlin college

in Ohio as an undergradu-

ate, earning two B.A.'s. in

English and Music Educa-

tion. He continued with

graduate work at Julliard.

where he received a Master's

degree In Choral Conduct-

ing with a minor in Voice.

CC at that time was
looking for a choral direc-

tor who would also teach

voice and do opera work-

shops. Jenkins immedi-
ately began all three, and

his programs flourished.

For ten years, his choirs

toured the country during

spring break and brought

recognition to the College

as well as the state. The

advent of the block plan

changed a few things, in-

cluding shrinking the choir

and stopping its tours.

Jenkins doesn't mind ,

however; he thinks that the

changes are good for the

students. "CC has become

less of an Ivory Tower," he

said. "There's more Beal

World stuff, and an awful

lot more depth in what's

offered outside of the

classroom." There are now
more activities available for

students, activities he la-

bels as "co-curricular."

"I'm not a work-a-
holic...work-a-holics

lose what life is all

about..."

Don Jenkins

In 1967, Jenkins ex-

tended his choral genius to

the Colorado Springs Cho-

rale. The Chorale, an au-

ditioned community choir,

is made up of CC faculty,

alumni, doctors, lawyers,

people with only a high

school diploma. ..about the

only thing they all have in

common, Jenkins finds, is

that they're "compulsive

singers. They sing the

blackboards out ofthe walls

in Olin." The Chorale re-

cently finished performing

Handel's "Saul." and is now
working on Beethoven's

"Missa Solemnis," which

they will perform with the

Colorado Springs Sym-

phony in April.

Jenkins and fellow faculty

member Gilbert Johns cre-

ated the Colorado Opera

Festival in 1970. That first

summer, and every summer
since for the past eleven

years, the Festival has per-

formed three operas. But

after leaving the sponsor-

ship of the College, the

Festival created a deficit

which grew to two hundred

and thirty-five thousand

dollars. They're now "hang-

ing by their fingernails."

Jenkins says, and only

performing one opera each

summer. But they've low-

ered their deficit to thirty-

five thousand dollars.

Jenkins loves to do it, de-

spite hard work and an

incredible amount of time

musical direction takes.

This summer, the Colorado

Opera Festival will perform

Mozart's "The Magic Flute."

Jenkins will be the stage

director and Christopher

Wilkins, director of the

Colorado Springs Sym-
phony, will be the guest

musical conductor.

Jenkins likes the balance

his work gives him between

the college and the commu-
nity. "I'm not a work-a-

holic." says Jenkins.
"Work-a-holics lose what

life is all about. But if

someone said 'you've got to

stop doing something.' I'd

get depressed. I will, how-

ever, enjoy retirement. You
know, some people ask me

how I can stay around here

for so long. I feel like I've

had several careers In

Colorado Springs. I feel like

I've traveled many miles

right here. (Somebody fa-

mous said that about Bos-

ton, but I can't remember

who.)"
Jenkins likes to hike , read

, and watch football games.

His favorite team is the

Broncos, "but I'm getting

ticked off at them." He
couldn't help but state that

he doesn't like to watch

basketball. "You can never

see what's going on with all

those people at the net."

His favorite new thing is his

granddaughter. Arianne.

"She's two years old."

Don Jenkins is well-loved

by all his students, even

those that have class with

him at 8 a.m. on those

Monday mornings. Says
Ginger Deurksen. a student

v/i

k

b

who took his Great Choc

Works class, "He's the funn

est professor I've ever hai

Really." And Jenkins lovi

what he does. "If I coul

afford It. I would pay

to letme do what I do arour

here."

Jenkins has two CC
formances coming up (h

shouldn't be missed,

March 31, at 3:00 p.m

Chamber Chorus will pn

their Spring concert wi

worksby Handel andBrtlli

The CC choir and orchest

will present Handel's Mud;

Maccaebeus" on April 19

8 pm.
Why somuch Handel?

|
56 years old. I love Han*

and I'm getting worried th

I'm running out of time toi

them. They're

fourteeners: you've

climb them all." If anyo:

can do It. Don Jenkins ca

Room, with a view. More than 300 courses; 3,000 students;

and 50,000 square feet of beach.

Call MOO-FINDS NU (In Illinois, call 708/4914114) or mall this coupon.

Northwestern University

Summer Session '91

Think or swim.

I'm thinking. Send me a free copy of Che SumimT

Session '91 catalog with financial aid and resistn»»
n

information (available in April).

Please send the catalog to D my home.

my school

Northwestern University Summer Session '91

2003 Sheridan Road Evanslon. Illinois 60208-it"

111
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At the brewery.

0-5nU.HMeNt$HTMAp^/W(T ITV

I • *64 Beet, eeJigs. -nvH hon-m*ec£

Evee.Yj*r. ^P
5- THE TRMSceiJtcrlWu <5fM»-Be£S„-

j^dy Kane

,jon Feiges

ffi
Writers

^ now enter our second

of Operation Market-

,j
Storm. Jon Feiges isn't

M us now—he's in the

Luis Valley with the

B( of his class and has

isl
contracted a gopher-

;
ia(ed

venereal disease.

\ told him to stay away
omgopher holes. Thefol-

[ovj
wing excerpt is a letter

ait from the absent hoser

Bself.

|Dear Andy.

low Sud Warning, San
lis Valley. I've been down
re what seems like weeks
days) and I think I'm

jigcrazy. There's no beer

re except for this home
ew I tried two days ago.

nvere visiting a local or-

nic farm and I happened
ask the owner If he had
organic beer. "Well

nor. do I have beer? No,

do have gwanabana
" So I'm like. "What is

anabananaaa... what-
er?" He tells me.
wanabana juice is Sour-
pjuice that is distilled in

t'dolor de barriga' for two
tks, or until It turns

Though I was a
tie daunted, I'm always
:n for new experiences,

gave it a try.

anabana is served in a

wooden bowl that's
ited before drinking. At
spoint the stuffis a thick.
Wing, green paste, but
smell is interesting. I

"ss. Taste? Well, that's

another matter. All I re-

member is olives and run-
ning around barefoot in the
snow screaming, "Gwab,
Gwab, Gwab!" Anyway, my
mind is back and it's time
to pick rocks out of the
South field.

See ya,

Jon]
It seems that Jon had a

frightful experience with
this heinous exotic bever-

age, and he doesn't even
mention gophers In his let-

ter. Without him this week's
reviewers are Andy "Big
Daddy" Kane (your regular
favorite), Nate "Maybe if I

Mention Weber Street Li-

quors Enough Times I'll Get
a Raise" Warren, and Jason
"Yeah, I'm Down for Any-
thing" Stein. So'shismom.
So, now the Iraqi's are

fleeing back to the home-
land at a massive rate after

the initial success of Op-
eration Kick Your Ass You
Second-Rate Sandlot of a
Country. While shoeless
Iraqi POW's are begging
Marines for sampler-size

orange juice concentrate
and maybe a pack of Win-
ston Lights, we're still sit-

ting here on our compla-
cent, pampered American
asses and swilling fer-

mented barley beverages.

For beginners, we decided

to swing for a six pack of

John CourageAmber Lager.

It's a funny little U.K. brew
with a chicken for a mas-
cot—ironic emblem for a
beer called Courage. This

stuff goes for $6.99 a six,

another indication that the

limeys think they can get
away with anything. The
"light test" revealed it to be
a light amber color, maybe
a shade more interesting

than Budweiser. It lacks
the heartiness that marks
other English ales such as
Bass, Newcastle and John
Bull. If it were a couple
bucks less a sixer, we would
recommend it without res-

ervation. But for the price,

we wouldjust as soon spend
an extra buck and get a
twelve of Rolling Rock. After
a few sips, we found that
the character of the beer all

but disappeared. Just like

scamming on your best
friend's little sister—after a
few runs, the fun's all gone.
For taste. Brewery consen-
sus was a 3, but its price

gets a -7.

Christian Moerlein's
Doppel Dark was the next
beer we tried. This is a

Cincinatti brewery that is

also responsible for the
production of 40 oz. "Big

Jug" Malt Liquor and Little

Kings Cream Ale. In Doppel
Dark, though. Cincinnati's

Hudepohl brewery might
have something to brag
about. It's fairly mild for

what most people consider
a dark brew—the taste is

firm and bitterly fruity, and
it's definitely a superior beer
for $4.45 a sixer. As far as
we're concerned, this is an
under rated beer for what
good ol' Hudepohl charges
for it. It has smoothness
and substance, just like Ice

Cube (formerly of N.W.A.),

whose new EP release was
listened to while we drank
and rated these beers. "Kill

at Will" rates a 4.3 for flavor

and mental effect. He has
all the street anger of

N.W.A., but has a formi-

dable intellect behind his

bitter and well-formulated

rhymes. The mix behind
his rhymes has just as
much bite as a bitter stout.

It has the frenetic pulse of

an Enemy mix with the

Hair Designers for Men & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes, Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 9{. Tejon at Cache La <Poudre. 632-3531

funky flavor of a smooth
Parliament swing. MC
Doppel Dark deserves a 3.5
for its very quaffable mix.
Word to your mother.
We splurged and bought

a 16.9ozWickulerPilsener,
a "German Tradition seit

1887". An Iraqi soldier,

after four weeks in the
bunker drinking nothing
but Scud Malt Liquor, would
fiend after a beer this good.
However, all three of us
couldn't help but think,
"Isn't this the 7" remix-ra-
dio-edit- approved-by-your-
mom-for-teenage-audience
version of Steinlager?". It's

a decent pale beer with a
smooth bitter taste. How-
ever, if you want the real

thing, pick up some
Steinlager. It's the same
type of flavor, but with
added grub. Thousands of

German teens are arrested
each year for Ve-Wickuler
Homicide when they could
have spent a few more
deutsch marks and bought
Olympia Dry. "Weakuler"
gets a 2. 5. ..tops.

As if this wasn't enough,
we got us a big ol' bottle of

Sheaf Stout. Jason said
this beer was "much more
grubbier" than the others,

and we couldn't agree with
him more. This Australian

beer is a bonaflde stout.

It's so dark it actually pulls

light into it—just like your
little sis. This is to regular
beers what a rack of ribs is

to McRib. It's like drinking
a meal. It has a rich, burnt
taste and brings on a hearty
buzz. If you pick up this

beer, plan to have the pa-
tience to actually taste it as
it sits on your tounge and
makes its way down your
throat. This is definitely a

delightful brew: Nate sez:

"This is one ofmy favorites.

It's a 4.5. Where's Austra-
lia?"

Jason sez: "I'll give it a 4.

Sheaf doesn't rhyme with
Schaefer. and that's the triple

truth. Ruth." Andy sez: This
stuff pours Just slightly

quicker than Heinz Ketchup,
but I guess it's good, a 4."

Next time. Jon returns af-

ter getting his shots at

Boettcher and Andy is ar-

rested for sabotaging the fer-

menting tanks at the Coors
Brewery In Golden.

ufc*
coffees - teas - chocolates ~ etc

Just 6 blocks south ofcampus
Acrossfrom Acacia Park

You'llfindKafiql

70 Varieties ofCoffe, Tea, Cocoa,

Espresso, Cappuccino, and ...

Hand-made Belgian Chocolates

Fresh-baked French Pastries

yS Coffee, Tea, & Accessories

to Take Home & Enjoy

§gf Tables on the Courtyard & Fireside

3 Great Music in the Background

So ... Meet Your Friends, Study??, orJust

Relax at Kafeo, soon!

121 East Bijou 632-6100

Monday - Thursday
8:30 am - 6:30 pm

Now open Friday and Saturday till

. 11:00 pm
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ffBanned" NEA
artist to perform

at Packard Hall
By Jill Miller

Holly Hughes Is a per-

formance artist living In

New York. Hughes has

played all over the United

States and in Europe to

sold-out audiences, and

has received much criti-

cal acclaim. Her work is

both comic and poetic,

feminist, irreverent,

controversial, witty and

definitely entertaining.

Drawing upon her ex-

periences as an anorexic,

a member of the DAR. a

radical feminist, a Red

Lobster waitress, a Jesus

freak, a lesbian, a cham-

pion bowler, and an art-

ist, she creates emo-

tional, abrasive, and
surreal theatre which has

received funding from the

NEA (which no longer

funds her), the Jerome

Foundation and two

NYSCA grants. Indeed,

Hughes is an "excellent

story-teller. . .who is more

powerful sitting in a chair

reading than most people

are bouncing around the

stage."

Hughes is sponsored by

GALA, CCCA. the Leisure

Program and New Phazes

magazine, a local maga-

zine. She will be per-

forming at Colorado Col-

lege during Gay ami

Lesbian AwarenessWeek
on March 22nd at 8 pm
in Packard Hall. Tickets

are available at the

Womer desk and are free

with a student activity

card and $10 general

admission. Don't miss

her!!

Holly Hughes is slated to perform on March 22, as part ofGay and Lesbian

Awareness Week.

Music review /

continued from page 19

not great. Calling them good may even be questionable.

There really is nothing wrong with either of these

albums, but there is nothing particularly right. These

albums just kind of exist in the realm of mustcland, but

don't really make themselves known. In fact, the press

release for the Hollow Men was more entertaining than

the album itself (I'd share some of its entertainment value

with you but I'm not sure where I'd put it, and frankly I'm

not in an entertaining mood.).

Ijust have one more thing to say before I go: ifThe Doors

turns out to be a popular movie, will a Grammy be

awarded to The Doors for "Break on Through" next year

the way Roy Orbison was awarded one for "Oh Pretty

Woman" was this year?

The Higher Institute of

Philosophy

The University of Leuven (Belgium)

offers

Complete Programs in Philosophy

From a One Year Certificate in Philosophy

to the Ph£>.

AD courses are in English

Tuition is 15,000 Bf/Year (+/- $500)

The Secretary, English Program

Kardinaal Mercierplein 2

B-3000 Leuven, BELGIUM

Every Monday & Tuesday

Before Block Break
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m largo

j^arch 12. 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

L* 13. 9:30 pm
p Mer Theater

&y Dance Concert

& 1-3. 8 pm
^strong Hall

p Guthrie

larch
3. 8 pm

Bolder
Theater

Colorado Springs
Symphony
conducted by Daniel Lewis
with violinist
Maria Bachman
March 1-2. 8 pm
March 3. 2:30 pm
Pikes Peak Center

Bela Fleck and
the Flecktones
March 27
Shove Chapel

j

.

^**J

YEARS AHEAD
1 N

HAIR D
_

ESIGN

. Spiral Perms - $40.00 (reg $65.00)
• Facials - $10.00
• Unlimited Tanning - 30 days for $40.0C
;• Free Facials w/highlight

15 % off all services with CC ID

118 NTejon, Suite 301
Above Old Chicago's 635-5552

THANKS SENIORS
for you contributions to

the Senior Class Gift
Donors as of February 27,1991:

Christine Allison Alexander Ludgin
Guillermo Alvarez David Markley
Mary Therese Anstey John Marr

i
Aron Boelter Gwyn Mauritz

Robert B. Boardman Lauren McArthur
Jane Bucher Kerry McCune

I Mark Byers James McDermott
Brecken Chinn Sarah Miller

i Carolyn Colket Warren Morishige
Addison Diehl Chris Morrison

Timothy Donohue Karen Nickerson
Alison Dunlap Dana Nossaman
Erika Enright Martha Pelster

James Eule Kristin Poulson
Stephanie Feistner Lisa Remey
Nurhan Gecgil David Rindlaub
Heidi Gimbel Mike Roark

Lynette Gudicello Thad Robey
Jennifer Hare Jennifer Rodi
Andrea Howe Carrie Ross
Kai Kauppi Lisa Seed

Logan Kendall Tiffany Shipp
Amy Kipfer A. Katherine White
Teresa Kugler Dan Wiencek
Laura Lantz Jennifer Worthen

Jacob Lawrence Dan Wiencek
Judy Lewallen Leanne Winner

1 Marina Lindsey Jennifer Worthen

* PARTICIPATION UPDATE *

Number of donors: 56

REMEMBER OUR GOAL
OF 65% PARTICIPATION

O.J. Ekemode and
The Nigerian Allstars
March 7, 9:30 pm
Boulder Theater

Brahms:
"A German Requiem"
March 17, 7:30 pm
First Presbyterian Church

Colorado Springs
Symphony
Bach to The Beatles with
'The Swingle Singers"
March 8-9. 8 pm
Pikes Peak Center

Colorado College's

Concert Band
March 3. 7:30 pm
Packard Hall

Cross-Currents 1991:
International" Speaker
Series featuring
Dr. Helen Caldicott
March 19, 7:30 pm
Boulder Theater

Dedanan
March 11, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

Small Jazz Ensemble
Directed by David Honlg

March 4, 8:30 pm
Benjamin's

Noises Off
March 1-3 and 8-10
Fine Arts Center

The Maltese Falcon
March 5, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

Meredith D'Ambrosio
and Eddie Hlggins
March 4, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

Images of Penance. Images
of Mercy: Santos and
Ceremonies of the

Southwest (1860-1910)

exhibition through July 14

Fine Arts Center

MARCH 19-23

WE HUNGER

IVESDAY MARCH 19

DAVID lYNCH'S

WEDNESDAY MARCH 20

lotfw*
THE innt) FINGERS OP />ft f

MARCH 23 SATURDAY

MIDNIGHT

a different
setofjaws.

shows start at 7:30
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Hockey ices Michigan Tech to clinch playoff bid

By Chip Roehrig

Staff Writer

The Colorado College Men's

Hockey team concluded their

Western Collegiate Hockey

Association regular season on

a winning note last weekend

with 6- 1 and 5-2 triumphs at

home over Michigan Tech.

The sweep wrapped up the

Tigers' (9-22-1 WCHA, 13-24-

1 overall) post season bid by

ensuring them eighth place in

the WCHA final standings.

More importantly, it gives

them some momentum head-

ing into this weekend's open-

ing round playoffmatch up at

first place, and #1 tn the na-

tion. Northern Michigan (25-

3-4 WCHA, 30-5-4 overall).

Against Michigan Tech last

Friday theTigers dominated a

penalty filled contest enroute

to a 6-1 victory.

The two teams combined to

set a one gameWCHA record

with 53 penalties.

CC emerged with the upper

hand, cashing In on 4 of 10

power play opportunities. Ed

Zawatsky led the way with a

goal and three assists, all

coming with a man advan-

tage.

The Tigers got on the board

first when Jody Jaraczewski

scored his 17th goal of the

season at 9:22.

Chris Hynnes and Steve

Strunk added goals before

Tech scored with the Tigers

shorthanded at 7:22 of the

second.

Zawatsky. Al Schuler, and

Pat RafTerty all scored in the

third to ice the win.

Senior goaltender, Jon

Gustafson, stopped 19 of 20

shots for his 10th victory of

the season.

On Saturday the Tigers

continued their dominance,

outshooting their foes 39-20.

Zawatsky again propelled

CC. scoring early and often.

The senior tri-captain scored

at 1:16 of the first period en

route to his first career hat-

trick.

Zawatsky scored his second

ofthe night at 14:36glvlngthe

Tigers a 2- 1 lead at the end of

one.

CC completelycontrolledthe

tempo Inthesecond. Inplaying

some of their best hockey of

the season, they outshot the

Huskies 21-8.

Second period goals were

credited to Schuler and

photo by Tyle

junior Grant Block eyes the puck in aface off. The Tigers u,ent on to ,

Michigan Tech, 6-1, 5-2.

Rafferty.

Zawatsky completed his

trick with his 18th ofthe year

at 4:43 ofthe third, giving the

Tigers an insurmountable 5-1

advantage.

Sophomore Denis Casey

backstopped the victory with

18 saves.

CC heads into the playoffs

with a head of steam. The

Tigers are winners oftheir last

four contests and are 12-10

since starting the season 1-

14-1.

The playoffs openthisweek-

end at Marquette Michigan

where the Wildcats of North-

ern Michigan have a 29 game
home winning streak.

The best of three series be-

gins tonight with a game fol-

Nordic skiing, anyone?
By Kurt Anderson

Unknown to many campus folk, this past weekend heralded a new beginning for

the Colorado College. It was the beginning ofthe long speculated CC Nordic Skiing

Team. For those of you who are not familiar with the sport, I will explain this in

your terms. Take a regular pair of downhill skis, say about 200 cm, cut each ski

in half, add a graphite base and some super fast wax, and you have a pair ofnordic

skis. Then, put these skis on a groomed, (yes groomed) track, add a skier, who

goes as fast as possible for 10 km. Then you have the endurance sport of nordic

skiing.

This past weekend "Durango" Dan Cullum, Dave Tusek, and Kurt Anderson

competed against the best In the state of Colorado in Frisco, during the 21st

annual Frisco Goldrush. Cullum, Anderson and Jennifer Eldridge, who incidently

did not make the event, have spent the past month training to prepare for the

race. This basically meant giving up their weekend to go skiing (too bad). But all

this wasn't for nothing: Anderson and Tusek, who competed in the 10 km
freestyle race, did very well. Tusek, who had only skate skied once before the

race, finished In the top 30 out of 90 skiers. Anderson, who prefers the slower

traditional style of skiing to the "fashion" of skating, was the first classic skier

across the line, only about two minutes behind Tusek. In addition, Cullum, who
competed rigorously In high school, skated the 20 km race finishing in a scant

1 hour and fifteen minutes, also in the top thirty.

Anyone Interested in racing or learning about the sport, please contact Dan
Cullum at x7427 or Kurt Anderson at X7414.

photo by Kurt Anderson

Sophomore Dan Cullum races against a pack of Colorado's best.

lowingtomorrow

if necessary.

This trip couldn't

ingatabettertime,"

coach Brad Buetow

we're playing the best It

in the three years

here. Saturday night
IJ

backand enjoyed watcl

play. We're really pla;

a lot of confidence

Record breakin

track season of

to a strong star

By Sports Department

CC's men's track appears

to be on the verge of a record

setting year If the Colorado

"TAC Championships at

the AFA on Sunday, Febru-

ary 24th are any indication.

Two indoor school records

and personal indoor bests

were set as junior Nick

Zandstra triplejumped to a

41' 9-1 /2" to win this event

while junior James Rankin
blasted to a 52.08 (400

"For the CC track
team this was our first

major effort and the
team looked like it is

well on the way to a

record setting year."

- Coach Castaneda

meters) at this meet. First-

year Mike Drum heaved a

winning throw of 41 '2" to

dominate the shot put while

first year Larry Britton pole

vaulted to an excellent early

season jump of 11 '6".

Not to be outdone, per-

sonal bests for the 1500m
(indoors) were set by Mark
Sweet (4:30.8). Pat Judge

(4: 15.3 and 2nd overall

Sean Cavanagh (4:3

while Nick Zandstra r

personal best in the

meters (56.8). Other'

lights included a 2:1

Mark Sweet in the

meter. 5:18.8 (1500m

2:27.3 (800m). peri

bests by alum

Hagerman. 4:42 by

Castaneda (1500m)"

5'8" highjump byfifst

Jeff Dale.

"For the CC track

this was our first maji

fort and the team loo"

It Is well on the way

record setting year.

you consider we still

others to "strut their

like Matt Fahringer

Mike Lewis (400m.

Jim Macken (1500ml

Spear (400m. 800nM

Ramen (400m) and

Drennan (400m).

nitely has the potem

be a year unmatched

history!" (Coach

Castaneda)
CC's next major

meet will be at the

Potts Indoor Invitat'

Boulder. CO at the

sity of Colorado on

and Saturday. Mart

1991.

I

SKI



National Sportsline . .

.

.jpyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

.jjjECTICUT TOPS SETON HALL:

£ Smith sank a 15-footjump shot as the buzzer sounded in overtime lifting

i0JieC
ticut to a 62-60 win over No. 20 Seton Hall Wednesday in mens college

jetball. In other games: Rutgers beat Penn State 92-70 to win the regular-
^on Atlantic 10 Conference title: Eastern Michigan beat Kent State 65-46 to

^
the Mid-American Conference regular-season title.

0IS DOWN HAWKS:
^n Gilliam led Philadelphia with 26 points and 12 rebounds as the 76ers

| their sixth consecutive NBA game, beating the Atlanta Hawks 107-103
^esday. In other games: Boston 116, Minnesota 111; Dallas 108, Indiana
4;
Orlando 124, Phoenix 116; Utah 118. Golden State 103: Charlotte 96,

yamento 90.

0, MAKING COMEBACK:
krk Spitz, who won seven gold medals in the 1972 Olympics and then retired,
[swim two comeback races in April In the Los Angeles area. Spitz. 41. will

s Tom Jager April 13. He previously had announced an April 27 race against
ittBlondl. Both races will be in the 50-meter butterfly, an exhibition distance.
m, 26, has the world record in the 50-meter freestyle.

JIGERS, CAPITALS TIE:

jris King's goal at 8:39 of the third period capped a game-long comeback as
, New York Rangers rallied for a 4-4 tie with the Washington Capitals. In
|er NHL games: Detroit 5, Montreal 3; Toronto 7, New Jersey 3; Calgary 4,
ronton 2; Vancouver 4, Pittsburgh 3.

5 CRITICIZED FOR MOVE:
Jnclnnati coach Sam Wyche, who was fined after barring a female reporter
in the Bengals' locker room last fall, is auctioning the chance to be the
it woman in the locker room after a preseason game for a Leukemia Society
id-raiser. But Christine Brennan of the Washington Post said some might view

'
b, but "after what Lisa (Olson) went through ... this is not funny."

THE ONE STOP
SPORTING GOODS STORE
FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS

2for1
Buy One Hockey Stick At Regular Price

And Get One Free
Choose From:

Christian Bros. Koho
Canadien Titan

Sher-Wood Kitchener

Receive 30% off on all Skates in Stock
choose From: CCM, Bauer, Cooper

Receive 30% off on all Accessories
SKI SEASON ISN'T OVER YET Helmets, Jerseys, Sox, Pants,

GET 25% OFF Shoulder Pads, Ankle Supports,

ON ALL SKI CLOTHING
Elbow Guards, Gloves, Leg Guards

(EXCLUDING SALE ITEMS)
and Mouthpieces.

ROLLER BLADES
THE NEWEST CRAZE

10% OFF

ALLLEATHER FANNY PACKS

$20 VALUE - YOUR COST $1 0.99

20%OFFALL SHOES IN STOCK
CHOOSE FROM:

ddidasw

IUUW S^S" «5ra JitOtV
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119 N. Te|on

Mo rt- Sat. 9am-6pm
S360348

KoftQoROQS*

PATRICK

Citadel Mall

Lower L-^vei

(By Mervyn's)

591-6435

• Must present

Colorado College ID

upon purchase

Lady tracksters

off and running
5:50 min. and senior Lynette

Gudicello followed at 7:32.

JunlorCIela Meyerplaced 3rd in

Lhe200m. MeadowStagnerhad
a great day with a 2:54 in the

800m and 1:17 In the 400m.
giving her a 3rd place medal.

Kate Reagan took 2nd place In

the 400m with a time of 1:11.

Senior Meg Stiff ran a 13:03 In

the 3000m.
Congratulations to all CC

tracksters for a fabulous Job at

their first meet. From hereexpect
to see more great performances,

as CC women tough out a
thorough and gruelling training

regimen of intervals, distance

nins, water workouts, weight-

lifting, and mental exercise.

Junior Kate Reagan took 3rd at Greatjob, girls. Stamina lssexy!

Lady Cats finish

third in league

By Maile Shlmabukuro

The 199 1 women's trackteam
staled at their first meet of the

season.TheAthleticConference
fTAC) Champtonshlpswere held

at the Air Force Academy on
February 24, 1991. Since the

team has been training since

mid-January, this meet repre-

sentssome early effortsand pre-

liminary base-times. From here

CC runners can expect to see

their times drop throughout the

season.

The women did outstanding,

bringing home 5 medals. In the

shot put. senior Tiffany Shlpp
took 3rd place, hurling the shot

a distance ofSl^-.In the 1500m

By Karen Nlckerson

The women's swim team re-

turned triumphant from Con-
ference, the final meet of the

season, which was held in

Denver over the weekend.

They edged out Metro, who
had beaten them earlier In the

season, to finish third among
the five Colorado teams. Some
eighty-five percent of the Big

Cats' times were personal
records. Some claimed that it

was the three-week taper, oth-

ers that It was shaving down,
and still others that It was Am-
ber Glllberg's birthday cake that

did the trick,Whatcverthecause.
the swimmers were happy with

the fast swims that resulted.

The meet results are still In the

mail, so a complete report will

appear in the next Issue.

• 20 lifts including two
high-speed quaa chairs.

76 award winning trails.

> New Extreme Experience 71

Guided Ski Program;
350 acres of double
black diamond terrain.

Lift tickets available at participating Front Range
Vickers, Pizza Hut restaurants and Delivery Units,

Safeways, Breeze Ski Rentals, Gart Brothers/Dave

Cooks, Diamond Shamrocks, King Soopers and
Albertsons.

3£ COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT
just 75 miles West of Denver off 1-70, exit 195

SNOW REPORT LINE 893-1400
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DU loss proves encouraging
By Adam McVeigh

Staff Writer

The chances ofthe women's

basketball team winning

agalnstDenver University last

weekend were, to borrow an

oft-used expression, slim to

none. Even though it was the

last game of the season; even

though it was the last game of

the seniors' careers: even

though they played their

heartsout in thename ofpride:

all of it wasn't enough against

the tough Pioneer team, who

tookthedecislon86-68 in front

of a small but vocal crowd.

It also didn't help that they

had lost to DU earlier in the

season. As Annie Hull said. '1

think it was a little harder

knowing they had beaten us

so badly the first time." Still,

the Tigers went after the game

just as always, with passion

and intensity.

They began the game
strongly, holding their own

against the tough Division ft

team. Through the end of the

first half and into the second

half, though, the team was

sluggish, allowingDU to build

a sizable lead. The Tigerswere

giving up easy transition bas-

kets to the Pioneers, trying to

slow their quickness on the

fastbreak. 'They wanted to

run us into the ground, get us

flustered." said Pam Wilson.

The score was 70-39 at the 10-

minute mark.

With about five minutes left

in the game. CC head coach

Chris Starr called a time out.

The Tigers then ran out on the

floor with renewed intensity.

They were able to slow the

talented DU squad, while es-

tablishing a groove of their

own. Mary Bueno began tak-

ing the threes, and Pam Wil-

son began taking over the

game. "I made one and felt

really confident. It Just went

from there," Wilson com-

mented.
With two minutes to play in

the game. theTigers weredown

84-66. The game ended with

only two more buckets being

scored, 86-68. Pam Wilson

led the team with 23 points

and 10 rebounds before foul-

ing out in the final minutes.

Mary Bueno added 17 points

on 3 of8 three point shooting,

and 9 rebounds. AnneStolcts

contributed 10 points. 4 re-

bounds, and 6 assists, and

Annie Hull also had 6 assists.

The team is now looking

ahead to next year, when they

expect to be quicker and more

experienced. "I think it's nice

to have a strong group, even

thisyoung." Pam Wilson said.

'They [the first-years] know

what it's like in close games."

All-American Watch

As mentioned above. Pam
Wilson closed out the season

with a strong 23 point, 10

rebound performance, bring-

ing her final averages to 21.7

ppg and 9.4 rpg. Also during

the DU game. Pam passed the

900 point mark for her career.

She has 904 points to her

credit with her senior season

remaining. When asked about

her chances of being named

an All-American. Wilson said,

"WeVe played a few teamswith

players they said were Ail-

Americans, and I wasn't really

intimidated by them."

Photo by Thomas Newton

In the game against DU, three players wrestle to gain

control of the ball as others anticipate the result

Photo by Tyler stevt

As he misleads opponents with his eyes,

sophomore Jason Valant dishes a pass off to a

teammate. Valant led the teamfor the second

straight year in scoring averaging 22.1 points
j

game as compared to a 22.0 point average last

year. The men's team ended their season with a

loss at home against Denver University by a 14

point margin. Their 1 0-1 6 season was full of

highs and lows rangingfrom a disappointing li

against cross-town rival UCCS to afour-game m
sweep ofVermont teams.

If you thought that finding a color

Macintosh"system you could afford

was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream

come true.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display

only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.

It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets

you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.

Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to

master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the

same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well

on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share infor-

mation with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to

the versatile Apple* SuperDriver which can read from and write to Macintosh,

MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you.Then pinch

yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center

or call 389-6391

{j The power to be your best"
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ntramural playoffs

league

•jjaals: Fiji vs. Vwclous Pups. Team Suk vs. Nutmeg and Oreeano
^Fiji vs. Team Suk
j^opion: Fiji

^dUagu=
^als: Slaughter vs. Killer Pumpkins, Backside Attacks vs. Three Men and Some Babes
&. slaughter vs. Three Men and Some Babes
^pion: Three Men and Some Babes

jjjetbaU

, league

yfjnals: Coaches vs. Men of the Court. Supreme Court vs. Arthur House
^j s:

Coaches vs. Supreme Court

Kagitt

Inals: Dirty Uncle Elmer vs. My Dad, Dogmeat m vs. Billy Baroos

d league

toals: Ding's Kids vs Nlnja Warriors. Deal With It vs. Touch of Evil

:

iji nabs 'A' league title
I By Janet O'Brien

Istaff Writer

1 in number, but aggressive and strong in their strategic playing, "Fiji" won
ItA-league Intramural Indoor soccer championship game.
Although "Team Suk" made the first goal and put up a valiant fight, they lost 13-
1 Maybe it was the coaching of "Fiji" fans whose members were heard to yell,
kme on blue, settle down and pass!" Or it might have been the overall attitude
Itbe team members: "We have come to chew bubblegum and kick butt" that
lowed them to win against a challenging opponent.
hen asked how he felt about Fiji's first championship this year, James Rankin
Id, "Like a clean T-shirt." Rankin, with the other team members, received his
]un shirt and walked away from the scene of crime with strides of confidence -

Bibly thinking of future annihilations of other intramural sports teams.

GuirtntMd lo>HHt prtcM. 4

Ruth Padre Island

L$199.00p<"F"!ra°n
1 land only

tl Wand Lodging ^^
* Party wHh refreshments,

Unmftnt and contests

Stalling session

fiBiach Volleyball tournament

"1 tour directors

• Party. with all the best

rtlilp motor coach available

"Items' t£

ancun, Mexico

|4469.00 p"
w|th'3?

r'

xludn: V

M "P sir/hotel transfers

J cocktail

f"taunt Fun Book

* four directors

U«'sxesAJ.S.depttax

|
pACE LIMITED!
l»0OK NOW!
M* up or for more
"formation, call:

fountain Chalet

Stop by before block break

Downtown by Acacia Park

633-0732 226 N. Tejon

CC's Outdoor Connection

IM Winter closes,

spring sports slated
As the IM winter sports

campaign winds down, a
special thanks to all IM
workers who have helped to

make the Indoor season
such a success Including:
David Santos. Karla
Thompson. Tim Herbert.
Andrew Schwartz. John
Carranza, Heather King,
Peter Horvltz. Tony Truj lllo

.

Jim Marshall and a host of

others.

Ooofball makes its initial

appearance in 7th block as
well as Softball and Ulti-

mate Frlsbee to start the
Intramural spring season .

Also, coming up In the
spring will be Pickle-Ball, a
5K IM Run. and Broomball.

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW
Men's Hockey
March 1-3 Northern Michigan Marquette, Mich.

(First Round WCHA Playoffs)

Women's Tennis
Mar. 3 Univ. of Northern Colorado Greeley
Mar. 5 UC-Colorado Springs Home
Mar. 6 Denver University Denver
Mar. 18 Air Force Academy Air Force

Men's Tennis

Mar. 2 Colorado Christian Home
Mar. 3 Univ. of Northern Colorado Greeley
Mar. 7 Whittier College Whittier, CA
Mar. 8 Cal Tech Cal Tech, CA
Mar. 9 Claremont College Claremont, CA
Mar. 10 Occidental Colllege Occidental, CA
Mar. 20 Air Force Academy Air Force

Baseball

Mar. 2 Denver University Denver
Mar. 7 Whittier College Whittier, CA
Mar. 8-9 Occidental College Occidental, CA
Mar. 9 Pomona College Pomona, CA

Men's Lacrosse

Mar. 8 Alfred University Home
Mar. 12 Whittier College Whittier, CA
Mar. 14 Stanford University Stanford, CA
Mar. 15 UC- Berkeley UC-Berkeley, CA

What's the Best Way to
Reach C.C. Students?

~ Post About A Million Flyers
All Over The Campus

Spend A Fortune on A Radio
or TV Ad That No One Will

notice

Hope That People Will Find
Out Telepathically Or By Word

OfMouth

Wrong, fill Wrong.

To most effectively get the
attention of CC.Students
you advertise in The
Catalyst Call Corey or
Peter at 389-6675.

(f.sk fibout Special Campus Rates)
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Classifieds

-ORC still has a few bicycle

helmets left for sale at $10 a

pop. Come on down to the

basement of Cosslt.

-Summer jobs! Interview on

campus for summer positions

with Grand Teton Lodge Com-

pany, March 6. from 2-4:30.

Applications available in the

Career Center.

-Rafting Guides Needed.

Mature, hard-working, self-

starters needed for challeng-

ing summer positions. Train-

ing provided spring break.

$250 refundable training fee.

Experienced positions also

available, no training fee. Call

immediately 1-80O-462-7238.

-AlaskaNow Hiring. Logging,

const., fishing, nurses, teach-

ers, etc. Up to $7000/month.

Call now! 206-748-7544 Ext.

A-283.

Annnnncements
-OnMondayMarch 4, at 8:30

pm the SmallJazzEnsemble,

directed by David Honig. will

perform at Benjamin's. The

Ensemble features Chetan

Ghate (guitar, Aleck Orloff

(bass) , BrianArnold (bass) and

Raoul Rossiter (drums). There

will also be guest artists on

horns. The ensemble will

perform works of Monk, Miles

Davis. Chick Corea, Coltrane.

Charlie Parke. Lester Young,

and others.'Beerwillbe served

for those over 21.

-Support Staff brown bag

Announcements March
i,

1(

luncheon at noon March 7 in

Gaylord to discuss status of

compensation and

classifcation process used for

support staff personnel sala-

ries.

-Beaver College study abroad

programs! Students interested

in study abroad options of-

fered by Beaver College are

encouraged to speak with the

representative on Monday.

March 4, 12 noon. Womer
215.

-David Finley, Dean of the

Colorado College will speak at

theWoman's Educational So-

ciety Spring CoffeeonThurs..

March 7. in Packard Hall. This

free event will feature coffee at

9:30 and the address at 10

am. The topic will be "New &
Interesting Programs at CC"

-Butler University study

abroad programs. Represen-

tative Tom Roberts will be on

campus Wednesday. April 3.

3 to 4 pm, Womer 212 to talk

with interested students.

-EnAct Recycling first three

Fridays of the block Come

and lend a hand picking up

glass and aluminum
recylables at Loomis, Bemis,

Slocum and mathias. Meet at

Loomis loading dock at 12:30

pm.
-Allcampus picnic (withmeal

plan) featuring live band,

March 23, 4:15 Cutler Quad.

-Anchor Slide, a fundraiser

sponsoredbyDeltaGamma to

help the Deaf and Blind pro-

grams in Colorado Springs and

Dnver. will be on March 23,

Saturday from 7-9 pm in

Honnen Ice Rink. Delta

Gamma challenges all groups

on campus to participate in

the night's events. All proceeds

help the Deaf and Blind.

Questions, ask any Delta

Gamma or call Patty Lindley

atx7819.
-The Body Image Support

Network is looking forwomen

(FYJR) who are interested in

facilitating support groups for

9 1 -92 school year. The groups

are confidential, and open to

all women on campus who

struggle with self-esteem and

body image. For an applica-

tion or information please

contact Rosemerry Wahtola

473-8809 or Kimber Felton.

Deadline for applications is

March 18 and interviews will

be held March 19 and 20.

-Art Show: Recent photogra-

phers of Charles Walters.

March 18 - April 10. Cobum
Gallery, opening Tuesday,

March 19 7-9pm.

-Have you ever had an in-

ternship? If you have, please

tell us about it! Stop by the

Career Center to fill out a short

evaluation of your internship

experience. It's quick, it's

painless and you'll be helping

other CC students find the

internship they are looking for.

Visit the Career Center today!

-Figure Skaters, people ofthe

CC communitywho are inter-

ested in forming a club, please

contact Ann x7273 orWomer
Box 112 ASAP!!

Personals
-The women of Gamma Phi

Beta welcome their spring

pledges: Joey Bousek.

Gabriella Guzman. Rachelle

Latimer. Kimber McCrea.

Carolyn Null, Jen Ryals,

Kristin Thomas and Celine

Ulibarri. Congratulations!

Deadlines
-Student entries are now
being accepted for the 19th

annualNickAdamShort Story

competition. A prize of $1000

will be awarded for the best

story by an ACM student.

Deadline for submission is

Wed., March 13 to Prof John

Simons, Armstrong 241. Sto-

ries may be no longer than

10.000 words. You may sub-

mit as many as two. A maxi-

mum of four will be sent on to

the story judges in Chicago.

-National College Poetry

Contest open to all college

studentsdesiringtohave their

poetry anthologized. Cash

prizes will be awarded the top

five poems. Deadline: March

31. For Contest Rules send

stamped envelope to: Inter-

national Publications, PO Box
44044-L. Los Angeles, CA
90044.
-Application for the CC Ger-

man semester in Luneburg,

Germany, are due March 29.

For applications and informa-

tion concerning the

please contact, the r'

department.

-Kansai Gaidai deadly
application deadline

f,

Kansai Gaidai study

program is March 18

see Prof. JeffNoblett,
ext

Palmer 6 for more
in[.

application.

-Student Career
Adviso

plications are now avj

in the Career Center.
Si,

Career Advisors are

sistantswhoestablishij

between CC students
a

Career Center by pro.

Career Center active

providing advice and

tance to their peers,

plication deadline is M
1991.

-ACM Florence prog„

Fall 1991. Application

March 18.ForappUcau

In to see Sandy Papugj

tory dept., Palmer2l2,

-ACM London/Floi

program for spring 1992

applications due Marc

for application stop in

Sandy Papuga. history

Palmer 212 or Mark!

English dept., Armstroii

-Student Career Advisi

plications due int tie
I

Center March 6th.-AC

dia - study abroad! 11

plication deadline forth

India program is April

Please see Prof. VibhaKa

Foreman, Palmer 1

6419 for information
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There are now 11 centrally located bulletin boards which are the

most effective places to post publicity for your campus events!

The Locations:

Worner Center

- North entrance, west side

- New board in hallway to Rastall

Armstrong
- Great Hall bulletin board

Tutt Library

- Entrance board

Palmer
- Main level board

Olin
- Outside Physics Lab 2nd floor

Packard

- Free standing board in lobby

Mathias
- West side of south entrance door

Loomis
- Main entrance board beside desk

Slocum
- Main entrance board

Bemis
- South wall of hallway by dining room

The Guidelines:

Paid student runners will distribute posters, fliers,

and other materials which are:

on activities or information relevant to the campus,

provided by campus organizations or departments

related to activities or programs no more than two

weeks in advance

(exceptions may be made at the discretion of the Worner

Center Supervisor)

( materials outlining more than one activity over a

period of time may need to be resubmitted)

- no larger than 24" x 36" size posters

Deliver 12 copies of your

publicity to Nellis Reinert

at the Worner Desk!

The Boards will be moni-

tored each day to remove

unauthorized postings or

outdated postings.
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uition to increase 7.5% over current rate
|y Hempe
fWriter

j5% tuition increase

le
1991-92 academic

was approved by the

joard of Trustees dur-

a meeting that took

tover spring break.

[increase is substan-

[lower than the annual

ases ofthe 1980'sand

esents an emerging
Jinprivate, liberal arts

ges towards lowering

on increases,

cording to Tom
ilau. Vice President for

taess and Finance, the

:ge's newly established

budget/finance committee
began creating the '91-92

budget last August with
many of the Board's ex-

pected financial consider-

ations in mind. By late No-

vember, the committee was
well aware of Board expec-

tations and knew they
would be able to budget in

only a 7-8% tuition in-

crease.

"We knew the Board
wouldn't accept a double-

digit increase in tuition.

Given what was happening
in higher education around

the country, we started with

a different frame of refer-

ence," Wenzlau said.

urn wills more than $5
illion to CC endowment
Jennifer Webster
ilor-in-Chief

obertJ. Cosgrove, a 1949graduate ofColorado College, died

month andbequeathed slightlymore than $5 milliontothe

*p

Bgrave earned a degree in English from CC andwent on to

ivtaMS injournalismfromUCIAin 1952. In 1956hebegan

king inWashington for the Spokane Chronicle and retired

icopy editor in 1987.

Bgrove'sgrandfather,JamesA Cosgrove, wasaco-founder

n Minnesota Canning Company. This later led to Robert

Jove's inheritance, which he increased through stock

staents.WhenCosgrove died onFebruary2, 1991 thebulk

Restate was left to CC.
tUswill, Cosgrove stated that "ifit is practicaland consistent

"he needs and goals of the college, this fund, or so much
wfasmaybe deemedpracticalbythe trustees ofthe college,

Wasascholarshipfundtoaidworthystudents.givensuch

*ration to need and ability as the trustees deem appro-

-"As ofthis date the exact usages ofthebequesthave not

determined, but CC has always been committed to

%! students financially.

^rdingtoNancyKent, associate directorofthefinancial aid

approximately $6.5 millionwas awarded toCC students

*»larshipsby the college for the '90-'91 year.

thereare no exact plans forthe gift, BarbaraYalich,

a»rofDevelopment,saidthatthecollege willbe "true tothe

* interests" of its benefactor. About five years ago,

f*K started the RobertJ. Cosgrove Scholarship Fund and
should be implemented with part ofthe new contribution.
""'

explained that money donated to the school usually

wlsdiflerenttypesofendowmentfunds. Endowments
ePermanent financialbase ofthe college and portions are

for things such as financial aid or scholarship; the

'te fund is never spent.

Please see Bequest page 5

This new "frame of refer-

ence" appears to be guiding

CC into a new philosophical

era—economically speak-

ing, that is— for the '90's.

During the 1980's, tuition

increased at an average rate

of 10.5% annually. How-
ever, the economic reces-

sion and other major con-

siderations have made it

clear to both the Board and

the budget/finance com-
mittee that they will not be

able to sustain such an in-

crease.

According to President

Gresham Riley, consider-

ations such as a greater

sensitivity towards the

market, students' ability to

pay, and growing concerns

about CC's increasing fi-

nancial aid budget have

caused greater financial

concerns than the recession

has.

"Even if there is an eco-

nomic reversal in the next

few years, we will still need

to address these issues,"

President Riley said in an
interview.

According to both

Wenzlau and Riley, for the

past ten years the financial

aid budget has been in-

creasing at a rate much
faster than other budgets.

Higher tuition is partly the

CC. Vice President for Business and Finance Tom
Wenzlau photo by Thomas Newton

cause for the growing fi-

nancial aid budget, which,

in turn, by its expansive

nature is a reason for higher

tuition.

This seemingly "catch-22"

situation is further compli-

cated by "growing needs of

the college." For instance,

according to President Riley,

it has been a goal of the col-

lege to Increase student di-

versity ethnically, culturally

and economically. Accom-

plishing such a goal involves

having greater financial aid

resources', quelling the

growth of the financial aid

budget may cau se a decrease

Please see Tuition on page 5

Committee on Committees vacancies filled

By Justin Blum

The faculty elected three

new members to fill the va-

cancies left on the Commit-

tee on Committees, during

a faculty meeting March 5.

The newly elected com-

mittee members are chem-

istry professor William

Champion, English profes-

sor Barry Sarchett, and

anthropology department

chair Marianne Stoller.

They replace the three

members ofthe Committee

on Committees who re-

signed from their posts late

last month charging that

the Board of Trustees is

"micromanaging" the col-

lege.

Champion, who spoke

with several Trustees while

they were meeting on cam-

pus last week, says the

Trustees are "committed" to

increasing the dialogue

between themselves and the

faculty. He says the Trust-

ees addressed some of the

concerns brought up in the

letter of resignation sub-

mitted by the resigning

committee members.
The Trustees promised to

give the faculty more input

into matters of significance

to the college. Champion
said. The pledge for greater

dialogue follows the re-

signing committee mem-
bers' complaints that the

faculty were ignored during

the Interim president se-

lection process.

Because Champion, who
joined the CC faculty in

1959. has not been closely

involved with the Board

until now, he is not sure if

the micromanagement
charge is valid. But after

speaking with the Trustees.

Champion said that his

guess is that "if there were

Imicromanagementl in the

past, there won't be in the

future."

Please see Elected on page 5
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Room selection process begins for '91 -'9:

Residential Life head explains room selection more than a matter of 'who you kno»

i i~t ( k„ t« h,f nnt nn the waiting list. HHffi^HI^B
Cheri Gette

News Editor

Preparations are underway

for next year as students

register for classes and fill

at housing forms. The

into a bucket and let the

students have grabs at it."

Wilson said that students

overwhelmingly want the se-

niority system. She added

that sophomores have to re-

alize that they are probably

housing contract sgned by not going to get the best Br-

each student makes him or eas. They need to under-

her eligible to receive a lot- stand that there are actually

tery number, used to deter- people in Loomis who like it.

mine the order in which the

student chooses at room
selection. April 25.

Lottery numbers are issued

according to class standing

by block 6 of 1991. Sopho-

mores have between 1 and

13 units of credit, juniors

have between 14 and 21 and

seniors have 22 and up.

"Sophomores need to

understand that there

are actually people in

Loomiswho like it, and

are very happy."

Room selection has been

criticized in the past for lim-

iting the choices available to

the sophomore class and be-

ing unorganized. Students

are let in to the selection

area by tens according to

their number at approxi-

mately ten minute Intervals.

Due to the nature of the pro-

cess it is possible for a stu-

dent with a higher number
to choose before someone
with a lower number.

Director of Residential Life

Dana Wilson responded that

the well-prepared student

has the right to choose first.

If a student stands around

trying to figure out where

they want to live they're go-

ing to loose out. She recom-

mends that students have a

list often choices before they

go into room selection.

Reslife has no plans to

change the selection process,

but Wilson said, "my fantasy

is to put all of the room keys

and are very happy. Every-

one expects to get what they

want."

If after room selection the

student is not happy with

their room they have the op-

tion to be put on the waiting

list, ranking three choices of

rooms they would prefer. The

spring waiting list is still

based on class but the lot-

tery number "flip flops". As-

sociate Director of Residen-

tial Life Paul Jones said the

reversing ofthe lottery num-
ber "is an attempt to make
amends for bad luck in the

lottery." Roommates file to-

gether, using the best num-
ber, but ifthe split up theygo

back to their own numbers.

Duringthe summer, Reslife

sorts through the waiting list

requests and grants the stu-

dent the first room on the

card that becomes available.

Students are notified of the

change, but they are not

given the opportunity to turn

it down. Jones suggests stu-

dents "only put rooms on the

card that they would be will-

ing to move into. The first

choice should be the most

specific dream room, the

second should be more gen-

eral, but still meets the

student's needs, and the

third should be the most
general."

The request cards are kept

on file until the first choice is

met. Jones said 85% of stu-

dents eventually get their first

choice. He added, "it's in-

sane that people don't file.

There is no risk."

In the fall it is still possible

to be put on the waiting list,

but instead ofusing the class

and lottery number of a stu-

dent to determining their

placeon the list, afirst come,

first served basis is used.

These students are placed

behind those who filed in the

spring on the waiting list.

There are loopholes to the

waiting list process. Wilson

said these include, "specific

medical ormental conditions

that warrant a change of en-

vironment. For example:

insomnia, allergies, a psy-

chotic illness, or a medical

condition that demands pri-

vacy makes it hard to live

with others." These requests

need to be accompanied by

documentation from a doc-

tor or counselor.

While there is the possibil-

ity that students may use

these loopholes dishonestly,

Jones said, "the Honor Sys-

tem applies, and I whole-

heartedly believe students

are acting ethically and mor-

ally." As for the documenta-

tion, he said. "I can't chal-

lenge the ethical behavior of

aM.D."
Jones said that there have

been incidents of students

trying to slip medical excuses

"...there have been
incidents of students

trying to slip medical

excuses past ResLife

using the Latin terms

for minor problems."

past Reslife using the Latin

terms for minor problems.

But he said eventually the

dishonesty will catch up with

the student.

Jones explained that there

was one student who to get a

single room, had a counselor

write that he was psycho-

logically unable to live with

another person. The report

was put in the student's file.

photo courtesy of College ReheJ^

Dana Wilson, Director ofResidential Life

Later on the student was try-

ing to get a security clear-

ance at his place of employ-

ment. The employer con-

fronted the student about the
psychological report, and
upon learning that the stu-

dent had lied to get a room,

fired him.

In the instance that a

roommate conflict develops,

Jones suggests not relying

on the waiting list to fix the

problem. He said the room-

mates should go to their RA
or Hall Director to mediate

the conflict, and it may not

mean a room change. If the

problem escalates to demand
a room change, Jones sug-

gests "body tobody, like room

to like room changes. It

would solve some wonderful

conflicts going on." Hall Di-

rectors also have empty
rooms available to them that

have bounced throuj

waiting list. Jones

one of the roommates

take one of these option

must not have beei

emergency."
Everyone with se

standing has the optii

move off campus. It Is

sible that because ol

crowding on campu

medical reasons, no:

niors may move off can

Wilson said she would

than happy to let eve

off, but it is Reslife's

keep the dorms full, to

room and board costsd

It says in the catalog yo

here for three years.

don't students take ft

riously?"

Wilson said that

live where you wanttol

not a matter of "who

know."

Next year's symposium to address ethnic and cultural identity

Committee hoping for diversity among speakers

photo by Karl Becker

Eli Boderman, Symposium Committee Director

rector Eli Boderman.
Just over 700 students

turned in the ballots that

were distributed by the

Symposium Committee.
The runner up topic was

"censorship, free speech,

and First Amendment
rights" with last place go-

ing to "new worlds and old."

According to Boderman,
though, "all three topics

had a strong following."

The topic should cover the

new trend away from the

kinds of cultural art and 3:30 p.m. in Gaylord

music along with relevant Worner Center

speakers. The Committee is no

The committee got a vast tain how the half bloc*

number of suggestions and year will integrate"

selected these three topics Symposium but the;

because they felt these hoping that at least

would be the most exciting classes will take adva

and controversial topics for of the Symposium

the coming year," said

Boderman.
The Committee is urging

people to send their sug-

gestions regarding the

dive

Boderman, conn"'

on the controversy o"

lack of diversity "

speakers that occurrei

year, said that for
«|

coming symposia111

By Seth Fisher
Staff Writer

The topic of "ethnic and
cultural identity" has been

chosen by student vote for

next year's Symposium
topic by a "significant

amount," according to

Symposium Committee Di-

.... Symposium to the Sympo-
integration of minorities slum Committee through the topic, it should

into the "Melting Pot" of lntercampus mail. Inaddi- to get minorities to
> j

tion. the Committee is "We will try to get

hosting an open forum on variety of minority

next year's Symposium that ers." said

will be held March 28 at Boderman.

America and towards "cul-

tural identity." The Sym-
posium should include ex-

amples of the different

rod
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585 crash aftermath

;C grad assisting in forensic investigation
UobertA-Neer

Jffriter

.flowing
the tragic events

^dayMarch3. 1991 when

^edAirltnes 737jet, flight

trashed, drilling a thirty

deep
crater in Widefield

pjiunity park, the nation.
"^

vemraent and the fami-

those on board looked

answers.

m little is known about

cause of the disastrous

^j, but during the clean up

fos, visiting professor of

jiropology Laura Fulginiti

jinstrumental in providing

jters to some of the very

ssing
questions in the af-

math.

Binlti, a 1985 CC gradu-

| a forensic anthropolo-

currently doing graduate

diat the University of Ari-

I "I'm ABD," she com-

nted other graduate stud-

'All But Dissertation."

ulginlti also works closely

th the Arizona State

jner's office. She and her

leagues use their intricate

owledge of human and

animal skeletal systems to

identify remains. Questions

such as the personal identity

of bones found mysteriously

buried in some one's back-

yard, the individual's sex.

Questions such as
the personal identity

of bones found mys-
teriously buried in

some one's backyard,
the individual's sex,

"race," and cause of

death are often the
subjects of her inves-
tigations.

"race." and cause of death are

often the subjects ofher inves-

tigations.

"We also have gotten a lot of

cases from civilians and law-

yers in the past two years or

so," commented Fulginiti.

Often people get remains from

a crematorium and are dubi-

ous as to whetherthe remains

are actually of their deceased

loved one, she explained.

Through examinations of

dental records she attempts

to verify the identity and con-

tinuity of the remains.

Fulginiti is at Colorado Col-

lege through the remainder of

this academic year. She is

here partly as a replacement

for Professor Michael Hoffman
who is on sabbatical this se-

mester.

When federal authorities

began their investigations of

the crash site in Memorial

Park, they sought out Profes-

sor Hoffman who works fre-

quently with local police de-

partments and forensics spe-

cialists.

Fulginiti offered her services

and experience as well. She
was not at liberty to comment
on the exact nature of her

work there or on any of the

findings, but said she was in-

volved in helping the authori-

ties to determine "what they

were dealing with."

As a consultant to the coro-

ner, she has been involved

with extracting and identify-

ing the human remains at the

site and in determining indi-

vidual identities.
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ASIAN AWARENESS WEEK
March 24-30

Sunday, March 24
Performance by Denver Taiko at 7:30 pm in

Armstrong Theater. Taiko is a traditional

apanese instrument associated with commu-
nication, spirit and community. They use

diverse instruments, including a long trans-

verse bamboo flute, and several differently

pitched drums.

Monday, March 25
Changes in India" by Bilip Ghosh, India Con-

ulate of San Francisco. 7:30 pm. Gates Com-
mon Room of Palmer Hall.

Tuesday, March 26
Sumiko Hennesey, executive director of the

sian Pacific Development Center, Denver, CO
peaks on "Asian Cultural Identity" at 7:30 pm

in Gates Common Room.

Wednesday, March 27
"Mail Order Brides and Maids" presented by
Milo Glodava, a mail-order bride from the

Philippines speaks at 7:30 pm in Gaylord

Room of the Womer Campus Center.

Thursday, March 28
The Red Sorghum, an internationally ac-

claimed film from the People's Republic of «

China will be shown at 9 pm in Olin

Hall room 1.

Saturday, March 30
Asia Day Festival featuring dance perfor-

mances from India, the Philipppines, and
JaPan; music of the koto; demonstration of

yoga, taichi, acupuncture, tea

ceremony and more.

photo by Thomas Newton

CC graduate andforensic anthropologist Laura
Fulginiti is helping in the flight 585 investigation

Packard Hall vandalized,

burglarized during break
By Karen Huber
Staff Writer

About $1,500 worth of

equipment was stolen from

Packard Hall March 14. ac-

cording to Paul Jones. Asso-

ciate Director of Residential

Life. Both the music and arts

departments were broken

into, but the two incidents

are not believed to be related.

Asenior'sworkcubiclewas

broken into in the art de-

Michael Harrington David Reid

'89 '89

The State Mutual Companies are

offering financial analyst positions in

Denver. For more information please

call Michael Harrington or David

Reid at

(303) 393-2321

partment and over $1,000

worth of art supplies were

stolen. Some of the material

in the cubicle was bumed.
Small fires were set in an

unlocked outer classroom,

but officials do not believe

the burglar intended to com-

mit arson.

A window and the door

leading to Ihe electronics lab

were smashed in the music

Campus vandalism
has been on an up-

swing in the days sur-

rounding spring
break.

department. CC has not de-

termined it anything was
stolen from the lab, accord-

ing to music instructor

Stephen Scott. He said that

much of the equipment is

small, and a complete inven-

tory has not yet been com-

pleted.

Both CC campus security

and the Colorado Springs

Police Department are in-

vestigating, according to

Jones.

Campus vandalism has

been on an upswing in the

days surrounding spring

break. Several car windows

were broken in the Slocum

parking lot just before vaca-

tion began.
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Riley places Greek review on back burner
ji-^.tu- ~a «f ^nctlhipnfips to

By Jason Jarvis

Catalyst Staff

The judicial arm of the

Interfraternity Council,

whose only voting members

documents obtained by The

Catalyst. The fraternity

pled guilty and has been

placed on social probation

till the end of Block Seven.

The fraternities' actions
wnoseorny vuiiiigi">-"^^»-' — r

are the fraternity presidents will then come under fur

themselves, recently found ther IFC review, and de

two of its member fraterni-

ties guilty of conduct viola-

tions, according to IFC

President John Carranza, a

Kappa Sigma.

In a related story. Presi-

dent Riley halted the ad-

ministration-led effort to

formulate a review of the

Greek system pending the

release of an all campus
priorities report at the end

of this year, according to

Dean of Students and act-

ing Associate Vice President

for Student Life Laurel

McLeod.
The Kappa Sigma frater-

nity was found guilty of vio-

lating the conduct clause of

the IFC Constitution in two

separate instances.

The fraternity pled guilty

to the singing of a lewd

Christmas carol and as a

result has been directed by

the IFC to purchase rape

whistles for the incoming

first year women, accord-

ing to documents obtained

by The Catalyst. The pur-

chase amount of the

whistles is limited by the

sentence to $130.

Margaret Duncombe, Co-

Chair of the Women's Con-

cerns Committee, called the

sentence a "trivial penalty"

which reflects the IFC's

consideration of the inci-

dent as trivial.

In a letter to Kappa Sigma
President Brian Farley. IFC

Judicial Chair Chris Lawler

called the singing of the

carol "inappropriate and
damaging to the reputation

of the whole fraternity sys-

tem."

Farley said he made the

decision to plead guilty be-

cause the other fraternity

presidents were lined up
against the incident and
were prepared to deliver a

guilty sentence.

The Kappa Sigmas were

also found guilty through a

vote of 3-0 for their

toiletpapering of sorority

houses on Valentines Day.

To this second charge the

Kappa Sigmas pled inno-

cent, and again the IFC

found the fraternities ac-

tions "inappropriate and
damaging."
The sentence levied for the

second charge requires that

the fraternity write letters

of apology to the campus
EnAct group and to each
sorority and fraternity

house.

The Phi Delta Theta fra-

ternity was found guilty of

violating Colorado College

policy at a party held Feb-
ruary 28, according to

pending on the findings of

that review the probation

will either be lifted or ex-

tended.

In other fraternity news.

Dean McLeod. in an inter-

view with The Catalyst, said

that while she personally

advocates an "educational"

look at the Greek system, a

review has been put on hold

pending the release later

this year of an all campus
priorities report.

The review, which ac-

cording to McLeod had pro-

gressed no further than a

discussion of the correct

scope of constituencies to

be possibly involved, was
prompted by two separate

calls for action.

The first was last year's

faculty priorities report

which proposed to "Realign

the social, extracurricular

and academic life of the

college: ... by studying the

Impact of fraternities and

sororities on the College and

the probable effects of their

abolition," and the second,

a letter from the Women's
Concerns Committee urg-

ing the administration to

take action against the

Kappa Sigmas for their

Christmas caroling.

Together the two written

requests for action induced

McLeod to begin prelimi-

nary thinking on the form

and scope of a possible re-

view. McLeod did not know

,tl»°
e

udent

set"

what would happen to the

review if the all campus re-

port did not find it to be a

priority. She also men-
tionedlthat_theschoolwas

July 17 - August 16. 1991

Calendar for the 1991-92 Academic Year

not facing a crisis situat

and that there was pl|

of time for discussion

academic debate concei

lng Greeks on camp

Summer Sessio:

FIRST SEMESTER

August 28. 1991 Wed.

August 28, Wed. noon

August 29- September 1, Thurs.-Sun.

August 31, Sat.

September 2, Mon.
September 2-3, Mon.-Tues.

September 5. Thurs.

September 25, Wed.
September 30, Mon.
October 4-6. Fri.-Sun.

October 7-11. Mon.-Fri.

October 23. Wed.
October 28. Mon.
November 20, Wed.
November 25, Mon.
November 28-Dcc. 1, Thurs.-Sun.

December 19, Thurs.

December 20. Fri.

tie no

reasi

set
W

note

quel

aP<

m
itinu
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y to

ts
or

Ye-
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m

College Fall Conferenc

Residence Halls open for new student

New Student Wee)

Residence Halls open for returning student

Instruction begins: Block

Registration for all student

Opening Convocatiot

End of Block

Beginning of Block

Homecoming Weekend for Alumni/Paren

New student registration for Blocks 3

End of Block

Beginning of Block

End of Block II

Beginning of Block P

Thanksgiving Bre;

End of Block IV, Beginning ofWinter Bre;

Residence Halls close at noo:

[0 s

sson

it.Aci

pove

f<

CC a

way

In

nent

CC(

I:
L

SECOND SEMESTER

January 5, 1992, Sun.

January 6 & 20
January 6-16

January 20, Mon.
February 12, Wed.
February 17, Mon.
March 11. Wed.
March 12, Thurs.

March 22, Sun.

March 23, Mon.
March 23-April 6
April 15, Wed.
April 20, Mon.
May 5, Tues.

May 13, Wed.
May 15, Fri.

May 17, Sun.
May 18, Mon.

June 15-August 14, 1992

Residence Halls open: New Student Orientatio

Registration for all student

Half-Block (including Symposium

Beginning of Block

End of Block

Beginning of Block \

End of Blocks

Beginning of Spring Brea

Residence Halls close at noM

Residence Halls .

Beginning of BlockV

, Preregistration for all student

End of Block V

Beginning of Bock VI

Honors Convocatio

End of Block VB

Residence Halls close at noo

Baccalaureat

Cornmencernen

Summer Sessio

«e
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tie ii
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1
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iiition increase less than previous years
,lo0

ed fr°m Page l

Lot diversity.

5Chools have solved

^versions of finan-

Jd
budget problems by

tirlg their
need-blind

Sons policies, that is,

2
"

st now look at an

lot's ability to pay to

jtiefore admitting him

i According to both

.„,) Wenzlau, this is

serious
consideration

'

and would only be a

,eS
ort action.

i(ever ,
Riley called

a
measure "not un-

al)
]e," and stated that

jenot going to be able

,rease the financial aid

I in the '90's," but

ed the "serious

,quences" that such

policy would have

for "the profile of the stu-

dent body."

Rodney Oto, Director of

Financial Aid, said such an
action is "in the back of

everyone's minds," and that

it "will be a part of any dis-

cussions about the College's

future," but he also stated

that he is not ready to draw
the conclusion that finan-

cial aid is in any trouble.

"I see a growing concern.

Perhaps in the '80's the col-

lege was able to be more
generous in its financial aid

than it may be in the '90's.

but I don't want to give the

impression that our pro-

gram is in any trouble. It is

a strong program, but
changes need to be made."
Oto mentioned some new

long-range financial aid

possibilities for students

that "are on the table" to

keep the financial aid pro-

gram strong and not affect

CC's goals of increasing

student diversity.

Another nation-wide point

of contention with tuition

increases is the theory that

the rate of tuition increases

has been growing faster

than the rate of inflation.

However, Wenzlau dis-

missed this by stating that

the higher education price

index is greater than the

general consumer price in-

dex. Therefore, the prices

of what colleges and uni-

versities must pay are in-

creasing faster than what
the average consumermust
pay.

The final reasons behind

tuition increases are the

needs to finance new pro-

grams on campus, salary

increases for staff and fac-

ulty, and general operating

costs.

"Salaries are an important

consideration. We've got to

be able to attract and retain

the best faculty," Riley

commented. "Also, students

have come to expect a large

array of services (such as]

equipment, library, the
upkeep of residence halls

and health care."

According to Wenzlau, CC
is at the low end of nation-

wide tuition increases, with

other private colleges
implementing tuition in-

creases of 10-1 1%. None-
theless, Riley predicts a

significant lowering in tu-

ition increases nation-wide

to 7-8%. Riley also sees the

consequences of such de-

creases as being unable to

increase salaries, cut-backs

in services, and staff cut-

backs. He stated the imme-
diate consequences for CC
being a cut-back in custo-

dial services, going from

daily office cleaning
to a two day a week clean-

ing rotation.

Such financial dilemmas
are not unique to CC as

tuition increases have been
a hot topic at colleges and
universities nation-wide.

"This has really become
a problem," said
Wenzlau. "To solve

it we really need to

become innovative and in-

ventive."

quest to aid students
itlnued from page 1

addition to adding

to existing endow-

15 or creating new
[ Yalich hopes that

money will be

to start an endowed
ssorship in Cosgrove's

t.
According to Yalich,

pve had an enormous
tct for his professors

;C and this would
»ay to honor that re-

in this sort of en-

nent a professor

CC or another college

would be paid from this

fund as long as they hold

the designated chair posi-

tion.

According to Yalich,

Cosgrove valued his educa-

tion at CC very highly and
the friendships he made
here lasted through his

life. She commented that

his "affection and closeness

to friends and the school

grew and grew" and finally

culminated "in this expres-

sion of gratitude [the be-

quest]."

Sarchett, Champion and Stoller elected
continued from page 1

Sarchett is also unsure of

the degree to which the

Trustees are managing the

college, but said he "hopes he

can represent the faculty."

But Sarchett has mixed
feelings about working on the

committee. "There's a feeling

of dread, and the feeling that

I'm going to leam a lot. ..It's a

very difficult job. It entails a

lot of work and time."

Professor Stoller could not

be reached for comment.

Crime Snoop closed for repairs, stay tuned.

Now vou can afford to dream in color.

real

ioon

ipen

cV!

ent

cV

VI

itio

lOOIj

Ifyou thought that finding a color

Macintosh*System you could afford

as just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream

Dmetrue.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display

/16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.

Iialso comes with a microphone and newsound-input technology that lets

pi personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.

Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to

iter. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the

*ie, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well

toyour way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share infor-

ion with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to

versatile Apple* SuperDriver which can read from and write to Macintosh,

fi-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you.Then pinch

*nself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center

or call 389-6391

A The power to be your best™ MS-DOS la a regtati



TAKE DRUGS AND LOSE ALL

YOUR FRIENDS.

If you think drugs cost a lot

now, wait until after college.

They could cost you a career.

Last year alone, America's

businesses lost more than S

billion to drugs. So this year,

most of the Fortune 500 will be

administering drug tests.

Failing the test means you won't

be considered for employment.

And that's one hell of a price

to pay.

WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.
Partnership for a Drug-Free America
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•is a dry wing, Gentlemen"

he CC world of R.A.dom: friendship

,nd fun, or hard work and power kicks?
Matthels

lea*
1

rfriter

It's y°
urr definition of

poes being an RA
in Five different RA/

had n0 hesitation in

[aiming
"FUN" as the

,st
motivator behind

application to become

honest, however,

ajso had some more

Hie goals in mind. "I

,

[ed it to be a lot of
'

with a large time

Jltment." said Steve

:ds.

icum RA Susan
lerliter had a different

in mind. "I felt it was
important to initiate

years into college in a

live way. by doing good

rams that would get

excited."

m came the admis-

i ofjittery nerves right

ie opening day. "I must
It; said Karl de Costa,

I was a little appre-

;e. I was thinking of

ie possible personality

ilnations among 14

Michael Jackson,
rles Bronson. and

3 Rivera. I was wor-

Ije Fritz. Head Resident

of the German House, also

admitted to being a bit ner-

vous for the first week. "But
it didn't last long." she said.

"People were really nice."

As they got to know their

wingies. some of the RA"s
expectations did come true,

both worse and best.

"I did have all kinds of

personalities on my wing."

said de Costa. "But they
didn't conflict with each
other, or with me. It went
from a fear of unknown
differences to an awareness
and understanding. Now I'm

glad they're not all the

same."
Hinderliter emphasized

how her understanding of

people grew during the

same realization. "You learn

a lot about people and how
they work. You get a better

sense of different opinions

andhowtodeal with them .

"

Getting to know people is

actually what Edwards en-

joys the most about hisjob.

De Costa called it a dream
job. "I get paid to meet
people. It's like getting paid

to sample Godiva choco-

lates."

For Janet O'Brien and
Hinderliter a special plus

came when they found out

their wingies respected

Students & Organizations

ie Search Committee has been soliciting and

luating over 215 applications for the Dean of

[dents position. You are encouraged to meet the

of the final candidates and assist in the selec-

process. Join us for an open interview session

students on Monday, March 25, at 12 noon in

'lord Hall. Evaluation forms will be available

lere and we would appreciate your reactions.

Open Interview Session
Monday, March 25

12 noon to 1 pm in Gaylord Hall

Candidate: Mike L. Edmonds
Mike Edmonds

oyment History:

ilAssistant Dean of Students & Adjunct Assis-

tant Professor of Theatre Arts. The University of

Mississippi, June 1, 1988 to present

2)Director of Student Programming. The Uni-

versity of Mississippi, July 1, 1987 - June 1,

1988

3)Unlon Program Director & Instructor in Theatre

Arts, The University of Mississippi, August 1985

June 30, 1987
4)Assistant Coach of the Forensics/Debate Team
& Graduate Instructor in Theatre Arts. The

University of Mississippi, August 1984 - August

1985

'cation:

'iThe University of Mississippi School of Educa-
tion, 1990, Ph.D. in Higher Education
2)The University of Mississippi School of Educa-
tion, 1985, Masters of Education in Higher

Education
3)The University of Mississippi College of Liberal

Arts BA in Theatre Arts/Speech Communication;

Minor in English

Jody Shear studies in her room, making herself accessible to the people on
her wing.

Photo by Karl Becker

them as both people and
RA's.

But it's not easy, being an
RA. That respect comes only

after a lot of hard work.

"There's no set amount of

motivation." said de Costa,

"but the job is what you
make of it. If you don't

completely love it. you may
as well not waste your time.

"

Edwards also said it was
worth the time put in. "In

the long run you appreciate

a good RA."

And what exactly is a

"good" RA? "Those who have

bad reps are the ones that

don't get the right balance:

either they don't do any-

thing, or they are ineffec-

tive," said Edwards.
Striking that balance can

be difficult, however, ac-

cording to O'Brien, espe-

cially when it comes to the

balance between being a

friend and an authority

figure.

"But even when you're

disciplining them, you're

doing it as a friend," she

said. "You respect them,

and they respect you."

"The worst part about our

job," said Hinderliter, "is

cracking down on people."

"Not so much because of

what people will think of

you, but because you worry
whether or not you're doing

it right."

Edwards was very em-
phatic that RA's are not on
power trips. "If you bust

somebody, they'll be mad
at you. But eventually, they

will respect you because you

aren't wishy washy."

That comes back to

Edwards' Initial definition

of a good RA: the proper

mix of friendship and au-

thority. "You've got to let

them know what's what,

and not let it slide." he says.

That balance can be set at

the beginning of the year,

according to Hinderliter. "I

presented my position to

them at the beginning. That's

the way it should be."

De Costa's initial words to

his wingies have been im-

mortalized on the wing t-

shirts. "This is a dry dorm,

gentleman," it says.

The other factor that can

play on discipline matters is

age. Most of the RA's are

close in age to their wingies.

Opinions varied, however, as

to whether or not that made
relations easier, or more dif-

ficult.

Susan felt it was no prob-

lem. "I'm basically a peer on
the same level. It's easier to

gain respect for my position

than If I was older."

Antje, however, sometimes

wishes she were a bit older.

There's a kind of natural

authority that comes with

age. and it's very helpful In

crisis situations."

O'Brien and de Costa feel

that experience and class

standing actually has more

of an effect than age. "It's not

so much age. as wisdom."

said de Costa. That wisdom
comes from having already

experienced much of what

their wingies go through.

And what have they

learned? "About people," said

Susan. "The importance of

communication," said Antje.

For all Its ups and downs,

everyone said being an RA/

HR was worth it. and all

would do it again. Some, in

fact are, or are moving on up

to HR positions.

Alternative spring breakers

build a basketball court
By Peter Mulvlhlll

Spring break...sun and

cheap beer in Florida, David

Letterman and the parents,

or tequila in Mexico?

For Jeff "Monster"
Lovelace, Katherine
Riesenberg and their cro-

nies, it was "shoveling

gravel from nine to five."

(according to Riesenberg).

"Alternative spring break"

in Juarez. Mexico was a

work experience for the two

leaders, three professors,

twelve CC students and one

"They got a 'tampon'

in their tire."

Brazilian exchange student.

However, in my interview

with the leaders. Monster

and Riesenberg. there was

a little fun along the way.

This diverse group of

people built a basketball

court for the town, and as-

sembled a pre-fabricated

house for women in need of

child care and disease

treatment.

This was a project funded

by the Mexican government

called "Mugeres en

continued on page 9
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Environmental column

Llovd calls for sincere environmental action
J

, . . | 1 his people's welfare. The holding opinionsj
ust

Sy Aaron Lloyd Dave Foreman s book. ^—

_

United States has a much pearP.C. «

By Aaron Lloyd

Staff Writer

You might guess that your

favorite environmental col-

umnist spent his spring

break in the old growth

forests of Oregon chained

to a tree. Or maybe hiking

through the forest pulling

up survey stakes.

Well, in fact, I spent most

of my vacation in Los An-

geles. The same Los Ange-

les that was supposed to be

in the middle of a severe

drought, along with the rest

of California—the same
California with a sea of

freeways clogged with

bumper to bumper cars,

burning gas as they sit

Dave Foreman's book,

where he describes his own
frustrations with the main-

stream conservation move-

ment and its moral com-

promises.

His arguments for the

need for a radical stance in

defense of the earth began

to make a great deal of

sense. What else could

shake people out of their

wasteful apathy, if thick

smog and severe drought

were not enough?
I agree that a radical,

massive change in our

thinking, lifestyles, and in-

dustry is needed ifwe are to

save ourselves from an en-

vironmental crisis. Our so-

ciety is fundamentally

There is a store that sells books on how to

save the environment and T-shirts that pro-

mote recycling. Yet...they don't even

recycle cardboard.

frustrated and hot, adding

to the smog that chokes

them.
An appropriate place to

think about environmen-

talism and the future ofthe

planet, 1 think. As I was
reading Dave Foreman's

Confessions ofcm Eco-War-

rlor, Barry Commoner's
Making Peace with the

Planet, and the Earthworks

The Recyclers Handbook. I

was choking on smog and

watching commercials on

water rationing.

So in response to this

ever-looming crisis, where

soon the air may be
unbreathable and water

unavailable. I expected

fuel-efficient cars, water-

saving showerheads, and a

host of other conservation

measures.
What I saw was a flowing

fountain of water next to

the escalators greeting me
at the Los Angeles Airport.

I saw gas-guzzling Rolls-

Royces and exotic sports

cars cruising the freeways.

And at my friend's apart-

ment, 1 saw no water con-

servation features any-
where.

To make matters worse. I

went to the store where my
friend works, a place called

Natural Wonders. This is a

store that sells books on
how to save the environ-

ment, and T-shirts that

promote recycling. Yet my
friend showed me that they

pack all of their products in

styrofoam peanuts, and
don't recycle it. They don't

even recycle their card-

board! What hypocrisy!

All of this was beginning

to make angry and bitter,

not to mention a bit de-

pressed. Fortunately, at the

same time I was reading

wasteful, and if the deci-

sion is left to the consumer,

to the "free market". I be-

lieve Los Angeles, and the

rest of the nation, would

continue to be wasteful.

Our government needs to

take the lead in directing

our nation down a sus-

tainable path, and educat-

ing citizens about conser-

vation. It will not be politi-

cally expedient, and it will

not get politicians PAC
money from Exxon, but it

must be done.

Unfortunately, I don't

think we will be seeing cou-

rageous actions being taken

in the public interest from

President Bush that are

anything like the one taken

this past Tuesday by Presi-

dent Carlos Salinas de

Gortari of Mexico.

President Salinas ordered

the immediate closing ofthe

largest government-oper-

ated oil refinery , operating

in the north of Mexico City.

According to the New York

Times, this will cost an es-

timated $500 million, and

reduce the oil refining ca-

pacity of Mexico by more

than 100,000 barrels a day.

Mexico is willing to take

this large economic loss to

deal with the dangerously

contaminated air of Mexico

City. Pollution levels have

caused a 30% increase in

respiratory diseases, and
have caused nosebleeds,

sore throats, and stinging

eyes in healthy adults.

Inthewords. of President

Salinas, "The Government
is prepared to impose upon
itself the most severe mea-
sures to protect public

health and respond to social

demands Let's plant

trees where today there is

nothing but pipelines."

More importantly, he is

willing to act on these

words, even in the face of

all Mexico's economic woes.

1 wish President Bush
could be so concerned with

his peoph
United States has a much
stronger economy a nation

such as Mexico, and Bush is

at an all time high in popu-

larity. Yet the "Environmen-

tal president" is not willing

to make the smallest sacri-

fice for the environment.

I suppose if I had to say

what this rambling article is

about, it would be environ-

mental hypocrisy. I see hy-

pocrisy in California, in

President Bush, and right

here on campus.
I see people with environ-

mental T-shirts leaving the

light on when they leave a

room, environmental
bumper-stickers on fuel-in-

efficient cars, and CCCA
members who campaigned

saying they wanted to im-

prove recycling who have

never come out to help re-

cycle on campus.
Protecting the earth will not

always be easy or profitable.

And it will not always be

trendy or glamorous. But we

must protect the earth

anyways, for its own sake,

not just when it benefits us.

Much has been made the

need to be "P.C." or politi-

cally correct. I myself have

been accused of acting or

pear P.C
I believe this

,HE Compleat Gamer

NINTENDO
Buy, Sell, and Trade

Frisbees, Boonwangs, fierobies,

Hacky Sacks

Party Games

Role-Playing S Board Games

Puzzles. Kites & Gifts

Chess Sets, Cribbage, Go
Man Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116

Open 7 days a week
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coffees - teas - chocolates -

1

Just 6 blocks south ofcampus

Acrossfrom Acacia Park

You'llfmdKafiql

70 Varieties ofCoffe, Tea, Cocoa,

Espresso, Cappuccino, and ...

Hand-made Belgian Chocolates

Fresh-baked French Pastries

n/i/s Coffee, Tea, & Accessories

V—-* to Take Home & Enjoy

gf Tables on the Courtyard & Fires

3 Great Music in the Background

So ... Meet Your Friends, Study??, wP
Relax at Kafeo, soon!

121 East Bijou 632-6100

Monday - Thursday
8:30 am - 6:30 pm

U f .U. II.UJ.ldJU HI 1 . l.tj+:U I |g
11:00 pm
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Students enjoy spring break in Mexico
ontinued from page 7

— Utadad." If I spelled this

|, j jt translates to women
Liidarity.

The trip down was pretty

-eventful: i.e. no salmo-
"

i
strip searches or the

Ac
cording to Monster,

oWever.
they got a "tam-

in their tire. This is

teral translation of a

I
f
p]ug: Monster got a kick

I of it. anyway.

Of all the things Monster

[d
Riesenberg talked

fout,
shopping and food

temed to be the recurrent

iemes.

tfere are a series of quotes,

ino
particular order, from

,etwo esteemed leaders.

Riesenberg: Somethingbad

appened to my intestines.

»n

Monster: Two ofthe women
were wooed by a cheesy tight-

jeaned male dance troupe.
Riesenberg: I drew a pic-

ture of a bagel and they
brought out sliced pine-
apples.

Monster: The first thing we
did when we came back was
visit Wade's!

Riesenberg: He can't deal

with mayo!!

Monster: Katherine did
nothing down there.

Overall, the impression I

got from the interesting in-

terview with the leaders was
that there was some pleas-

ant group bonding experi-

ences, some hard work for a

good cause, and some inside

stories that none of us will

ever understand.

Alternative spring breakers (I to r) Jeff Lovelace. Leland Fay, Raul , Paige
Neifert, Chetan Ghate, Katherine Riesenberg spreading soil to pave wayfor
basketball court. Photo Courtesy ofJeff Lovelace

Spring brings new activities to college life

y Sarah Hadley

laff Writer

As the sun climbs higher

[the sky, CC students be-

1 to emerge from winter

ibemation. They stretch

nd yawn and don shorts,

boxers, depending on
frsonal preference.

This strange species be-

to look for things to do,

nd good excuses to skip

lass.

Ben Gallegos. a senior

iath major, (whose hot bod
an be regularly seen play-

ultimate frisbee out on
Iraistrong quad), was
isked what he liked to do in

ilorado Springs. He re-

ponded, "I like to suck
rapes out of.. .Ha Ha." He
ontinued, "On Friday
ignis I like to sit and do

i

random integrations to im-

press the girls."

Gallegos is a mountain
biking mad man. He enjoys

biking in Cheyenne Can-
yon, and Palmer Park. He
also suggested Garden of

the Gods as a great place to

hike, rock climb, or just

stroll. He said, "Adams
Mountain Cafe is a good
place to go."

As far as night life experi-

ences go. Gallegos recom-

mended the bar at Old

Chicago's. He also "likes to

get naked and go to Russian

House parties as often as

possible." To this comment
Antje Fritz responded. "He

didn't even get naked."

Fritz is the German House
HR. She thinks that a great

way to get back in shape is

to walk along the creek or

ride a bike down Tejon. In

case of rain, she suggests a

walk in the mall. "The walls

ofhair are always good for a

laugh. You can try to spot

the girl with the tallest

hairdo," Fritz said. She
continued. "My favorite

place (in the Springs) is The
Ritz. The Underground is

ok. or the movies."

Steve Grill, a classics ma-
jor, comments. "This town's

saving grace is that there is

an ample supply of imported

beer available." He also had
some suggestions for warm
weather activities. "Play golf

at Patty Jewett, chewin' a

big nasty cigar for nine

holes, or go to Kaffeo with

your sweetie!! Ain't that

cute!!"

Chris Henry, an energetic

first year student, said, "1

go to the movies."

Suzanne Wunner, a se-

nior who is working on her

thesis, got excited about the

question. "I like to eat at

yummy restaurants." Dale

Street Cafe, La Baguette,

Adams Mountain Cafe are a

few she mentioned.
"I like walking and seeing

where the streets are."

When asked about night life

she commented that "some

bars, and some stupid dis-

cos are good for a laugh."

Shecontinued, "1 lalsol like

to watch Ben make a fool of

himself."

A couple of ideas that

various other people ex-

pressed also sounded like

fun:

Bear Creek is a great place

to hike and have a picnic...

Cave of the Winds is a thrill

a minute... There are a lot

of hokey museums in the

town.. .Old Colorado City is

fun to explore. ..And there

is even a ghost town nearby.

As the snow melts (heaven

forbid) and for students

who don't want to rock ski.

there are a lot of fun day
trips into the surrounding
area:

River rafting is available

at the Royal Gorge...

Manitou Springs offers fun

stores to poke In. ..Cripple

Creek, a gold mine town of

the past, has many stores

where you can buy antiques

and "Little House on the

Prairie" bonnets.

If you really get bored,

you can always stop by the

German house and watch

Ben Gallegos expand on his

mathematical theorems.

Room, with a view. More than 300 courses; 3,000 students;
K

—

—

and 50,000 square feet of beach.
Si
-
Sfm
—

Call l-800-FINDS NU (in Illinois, call 708/491-4114) or mail this coupon.

Northwestern University

Summer Session '91

Think or swim.

I'm thinking. Said me a free copy of the Summer

Session '91 catalog with financial aid and registration

informal ion (available in April)

Please send the catalog to D my home

my school.

Northwestern University Summer Session '91

IW, Sheridan Road l-vanston, Illinois M)2()H-2(>S()
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Women Studies minor: A different perspective
, ._,„„!„» whv thev chose This office is located in Jackson notes thaU

By Julia S. Ferguson

Staff Writer

There is no specific

"Women Studies" major at

Colorado College; however,

a student can major in the

Liberal Arts and Sciences

(LAS) concentrating on

classes recommended by

the Women Studies Pro-

gram.
Both Christine Mack, a

religion major, and

Courtney Jackson, a soci-

ology major, would probably

major in Women Studies if

it were offered.

Instead, they have cho-

senWomen Studies as their

minor, noting the difficulty

for a LAS major as not

having specific ties to a de-

partment.
Mack and Jackson also

mention the interesting and

valuable perspective of

gender in their studies when

explaining why they chose

this as their minor.

Note that the Program is

called "Women Studies"

rather than "Women's
Studies." "The possessive

implies that what is stud-

ied applies only to women;

on the contrary, it applies

to all sexes, all genders -

even rocks!" {The Women's

Newsletter, Colorado Col-

lege. Number 1. December

1990. page 2).

Judy Genova notes that

the primary misconception

about Women Studies

classes is the notion that

they are isolated and nar-

row, designed "for women
only."

However. Women Studies

classes do not simply study

"gender" but rather

"through gender." A class

on "Women in Art," for in-

stance is distinctly about

art, but about art from a

different perspective.

The Women Studies pro-

gram has been in existence

for the past 12 years, dur-

ing all of which time Pro-

fessor Judy Genova has

been the chair. However,

this is the first year that the

program has its own office

and meeting place.

This office is located in

Armstrong 122 and is

available for use for women
related issues and meet-

ings.

Also, this is the first year

a full time Women Studies

professor has been on cam-

pus. The Women Studies

Program and the CC com-

munity are privileged to

have Gwyn Kirk on the fac-

ulty in this capacity.

The Women Studies Pro-

gram draws professors from

most departments on cam-

pus including Spanish, so-

ciology, philosophy, eco-

nomics. English, art, his-

tory, physics, classics, bi-

ology and religion.

The program also brings

many visiting professors to

campus. Mentioning that

the Women Studies Pro-

gram faculty are excellent,

Jackson notes that Won
Studies classes have

f

the "most rewarding-
S
|l

experienced at CC. '

Approximately 12

dents will minor in Wo
Studies this year and
500 students will t

from the program th.„

a wide variety of Cla .

offered. Most of those
\J

minor inWomen Studies

on to work for women
some capacity, pursuj

their strong commitment

the advancement or eq„

ity of women.
For more information

the Women Studies
Pi

gram stop by the w0B

Studies Office (Armstrn

122). pickup a copy of

Women's Newsletter
p[

lished each block, or
s

[»*

'

Professor Judy Cenova

the Philosophy Departm: W-'t

0ck
(.erlin

ekin

iCCh

THE YEAR DOESN'T END WITH BLOCK 8

SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER

DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY

MARCH APRIL MAY !

COME TO THE COLORADO COLLEGE

SUMMER SESSION

^x MX y£ AUGUST^-A<

Fo

Fulfill Requirements • Enjoy Great Courses • Take Advantage of Low Tuition

For information, stop by the Summer Session office across from Tutt Library or call extension 6655.
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i Kauppi combines language and art study

jAveriJ Rothrock

(^Writer

cgior Kai Kauppi's ceramics

0<ctor describes him as "the

fplinjnginadoudofsmoke in

t Hn yard. " While Kai would

usably not use those exact

Ljs, he has been a stand-out

iCC both in art and inforeign

nguage and study abroad

mans. Kai has also been in-

jumenla! in the planning and

(ric/or the Tim Linneman Me-

(riil The following is an ex-

mtjroman intewiew withKai:

How did you get interested

pottery and sculpting?

Both rny parents are artists,

oFvekmd ofbeen surrounded

art. My dad is an abstract

iastand does pottery, painting

idsculpture. Mymom ismore

a painter and does pottery,

jnting. and sculpture. My

mom is more of a painter and
drawer. I got involved with it in

high school and kept with it at

CC.

How much time do you de-

vote to your art?

It varies onmy classes. These

past two blocks I haven't spent

much time at all. Some blocks I

spend a lot. My sophomore year

I did an independent study in

ceramics. I just went to Profes-

sorReed with a proposal and he

askedme if I was an art major. I

said "no" and he said. You're

crazy - 1 can't let you do that!",

but then I got some letters of

support and he did let me do it.

It was fun. I really needed it

because I was kind of suffering

an academic breakdown and

couldn't deal with class any-

more.

Have you ever won any
awards for any pieces?

I've won a couple at the stu-

dent art shows. I won dinner at

the Dale Street Cafe! The school

bought one of my pieces, but I

haven't seenitanywhere.Itmust

be stashed away in some closet.

It's a piece of Raku clay. It's a

differenttechniquethanthe tra-

ditionalhigh firekiln.WifhRaku

the firing process involves low

temperatures. The results are

unpredictable, which is some-

thing nice about it - you get that

element of surprise. Plus it's

instantgratificationbecausethe

firing only takes about twenty

Thanks Seniors
For your contributions to the

Senior Class Gift

Donors as of March 19, 1991
Christine Allison

Guillerno Alverez

Mary Therese Anstey

Aaron Boeller

Robert B.Boardman
Jane Bucher
Bark Byers

Brecken Chinn
Carolyn Colket

Gia Grecelius

Addison Diehl

Timothy Donohue
Alison Dunlap
Erika Enright

James Eule
Stephanie Feistner

Nurhan Gecgil

Rebecca Lynn Gillette

Heidi Gimbel
LynetteGudicello

Marty Haessler

Jennifer Hare
Andrea Howe
Kai Kauppi
Jeff Keller

Logan Kendall

Amy Kipfer

Jennifer Kuehner
Teresa Kugler

Laura Laniz

Jacob Lawrence
Judy Lewallen

Marina Lindsey
Alexander Ludgin

David Markley

John Man
Gwyn Mauritz

Lauren McArthur
Kerry McCune

James McDermott
C. Leigh McDonald
William McKay
Sarah Miller

Warren Morishige

Chris Monison
Daren Nickerson

Dana Nossaman
Valorie Oldham
Martha Pelster

Kristin Poulson

Tracy Reed
Lisa Remey

David Rindlaub

Mike Roark
Thad Robey
Jennifer Rodi
Calvin Rogers

Came Ross

C. Erik Schroeder

Lisa Seed

Tiffany Shipp

Ralph Wheaton

A. Katherine White

Dan Wiencek

Blake Williams

Deborah Wilson

Leanne Winner

Jennifer Worthen

One Anonymous Gift

minutes!

Did you consider being an

art major?

For about ten minutes. My
mom said not to be an art major

because you don't make good

money. I really onfy work with

clay and I'd be apprehensive

about working with othermedi-

ums. It's really more of a hobby

forme at this time. Maybe in the

future it will be more. ..I would

have liked-to major in art. but I

felt that CC had a lot of other

things to offer as well.

What is your major andwhy
did you choose it?

I'm a Romance language ma-

jor with Spanish as my main

language and French as my
second. Its a long story about

how I got intoSpanish . Want the

truth? My girlfriend in high

school conned me into going to

Spain. I fell in love with Spain

and the Spanish! I really didn't

like Spanish much before, but

afterbeing there it really turned

me on. So I kept taking Spanish.

I was a summer start so I went

toMexico that fall on a program,

and this kid on the program

knew four languages. I thought

that was really cool. So then I

decided to take French.

Whathaveyourtravelsbeen
like?

While, when I was eighteen

and living in Spain, I spent five

months on the program in

Burgos. I stayed untilmymoney
wasgone. teaching English that

summerand hanging out. Then

as a first-year at CC I went to

Mexico with CC and that was
funThenlwentonthePerpignan

program to France as a sopho-

more.We had amemorable stay

in Andora la small country be

tween Spain and France) and

Kauppi is working on a memorial for Tim
Linneman, a student who died last summer in a
car accident.

Photo courtesy ofKai Kauppi

lived in Paris, and then I trav-

elled around Europe. I plan on

travelling more. I want to go to

South America, and I would like

to work in Barcelona for the '92

Olympics as a translator or

whatever. If not I'd like to go to

San Sebastian (on the Atlantic

Coast of Spain! and teach En-

glish for a year.

How would you compare all

these cultures?

Well, there really Is no com-

parison. 1 don't mean to harsh

on the French, but the Spanish

people are just where it's at.

They are cool, personable , open

.

and welcoming. The French are

more reserved. Mexico versus

Spain is a lot ditferent as well. I

think people have a lot of mis-

conceptions about Mexico be-

cause they've only visited the

borders and the tourist cities. In

the heart of Mexico the people

are fantastic!

What have you liked best

about CC?
The block breaks! And also

INTERNSHIPS
LONDON
PARIS
WASHINGTON
SEMESTER/ SUMMER
ACADEMIC YEAR PROGRAMS
GRENOBLE
HAIFA
MADRID
NIGER
OXFORD
PADUA
For program details complete the coupon below and mail it to :

Boston University

International Programs

232 Bay State Road

Boston, MA 02215

(617)353-9888

CORTONA
LONDON
MONACO
PARIS

USSR/E. EUROPE

CYPRUS
MADRID
PADUA

Address

Crty

Phone

College/University _

Summer Fall _Spring 19_

Internship Programs Summer Programs

_Cortona

_Washlnglon

Semester*Academic Yeai

Grenoble

~Mad»id
Monaco

Haifa

Madrid Paris

USSfVE Eu,ow

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

thesizeoftheclasses. I like small

classes and the way the teach-

ers deal with the students. You

can have a real rapport with

them unlike at larger schools.

Just going over to a professors

house for dinner is good to get

along with them on a personal

level. That's helped me a lot.

Is there anythingyouwould

change about your four years

here?

I would put more time Into

ceramics these past two years.

That's one thing I wish 1 had

done more of. I'veseen a lot ofthe

region - that's why I like the

blockbreaks! I'd like to go hiking

in the Grand Canyon, and I

would like to get up to Wyoming
and Montana. I had the chance

to work in Glacier National Park

after I graduated from high

school, but thcnlwasasummer
start so 1 couldn't take the job.

But being a summer start was
awesome! If 1 had the choice all

overagain I would deflnltelywanl

to be a summer start!

Who conceived the Idea for

the Tim Linneman memorial

and how did you arrange it?

It was really a joint effort. Wc
all wanted to do something for

Tim. ChrlsGreuber had the idea

forabigoutdoorartshow. So we

went to Professor Reed and he

suggested creating a place in

honor of Tim. So we took that

suggestion loAndyFahlundand

his housemates and we came

up with the final plan. Then we

had to go through all the ad-

ministrative channels.We didn't

get aVentureGrant for itbecause

it wasn't something academic,

and we were heartbroken. But

with the support of the Physical

Plant and Laurel McLeod we

finally got the right approval.

Then we had to come up with

themoney, so we've beengettlng

donations from seniors in con-

junction with the Annual Fund

donations, and alsoTim'sfamily

has given a lot ofmoney.

How it is coming?

It is going to be beautiful! We
got the big rock for the center

piecejust before spring break. It

weighs eight to ten tons. There

will be other flat rocks around

that peoplecan sit on, and lots of

indigenousplants. Hopefullythe

plants will make it really color-

ful!
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Is there anybody out there, watching?
By John L. Langhus

This week I picked up the

newspaper and was not at all

prepared for.what I found: a

story relating to the March 3

beating of Rodney G. King by
three members of the Los

Angeles Police Department
under the direction of their

sergeant and in the presence

of eleven other officers, none
ofwhom made any attempt to

stop the beating. As I read on
I read of transcripts from the

radio communications be-

tween different police officers

and was appalled to learn

that not only those officers

who were involved, but many
other patrolling officers as

well as several radio officers

at headquarters seemed to

find such behavior as basi-

cally normal.

Police brutality is not a new
phenomenon ladies and
gentlemen. In fact, the New
YorkTimes reported Monday
that there have been an aver-

age of 600 charges of police

brutality levied against the

LAPD every year for the past

five years. Worse, the article

also said that there have al-

ready been 127 complaints
for the first two months of

this year alone. Is this Cali-

fornia in the nineties, or Ala-

bama in the sixties?

One could argue, in fact

many are, that it's just an-

other unfortunate episode of

a cop gone bad. The Los An-

geles Police ChiefDaryl Gates

called the incident an aber-

ration. However, we're not

dealing with a couple red neck
bigots-in-uniform who corn-

It scares me to find

myselfhoping that rich
white people will start

getting beaten sense-

less, start seeing their

schools decay, get
turneddownwhen they
are deathly ill at a
hospital, or lose ev-

erything they own and
get thrown in the
street.

bat their apparent feelings of

sexual inferiority by pum-
meling people of color with

their various phallic exten-

sions. We are dealing with a

situation in which thirteen

members of the LAPD and
two members of the Califor-

nia Highway Patrol allowed a

man (who was pulled over for

speeding) to be beaten prac-

tically to death. Not the type

of behavior one might expect

to find in a democratic soci-

ety with a civilian govern-

ment.
While there has been con-

siderable outrage in Los An-

geles, where is the reaction

everywhere else? Do people

simply not understand the

implications of such a prob-

lem? There were twenty or so

people who saw the beating

from an apartment complex
across the street. Many of

these witnesses shouted at

the police pleading with them
to not kill Mr. King. But what
could be done? Who could

those witnesses have called

for help? The police? Does
that sort ofsituation not scare

anybody?
My minister back home al-

ways used to say that the

United States had many
problems but it was still the

best thing going. I was al-

ways under the impression

that one reason that was so

was that police were not al-

lowed to roam the streets

arbitrarily beating people for

no reason. Ofcourse should I

actually be surprised to see
such behavior in a country
that: elects a man President

who used blatant racism in

his campaign: that sees the

invasion of Kuwait and the

subsequent killing of 700

Kuwaitis by Iraq as far more
grievous an act than the in-

vasion of the West Bank and
Gaza Strip and the subse-

quent killing of 700 Palestin-

ians by Israel or the invasion

of Lithuania and subsequent
killing of several Lithuanians

by the Soviets; and that con-

tinually allowsmore and more
money to be given to the De-

partment of Offense and less

and less to education, health

care, and housing.

It scares me to find rayi

hoping that rich whitepeo

will start getting beat

senseless, start seeing Ui

schools decay, get tun

down when they are deall

ill at a hospital, or lose

thingtheyown andgetthro'

onto the street. Maybe f

you will get out of your i

chairs, turn off your

players, and stop waxing!

Saabs long enough to

what is going on here int

great nation of the Unil

States ofAmerica. Ormaj

you still won't care.

Sex, death, and food
By Orion Poplawski kind of silly. But afterwi

ing The Cook. The Thief, I

Wife, and her Lover, I *

think food is a laugW
I received a couple of sug-

gestions on topics for this

article. One was "Life, love,

and happiness." I declined.

Not because I'm a depressed acquire such significance

person. I mean, I have lived some basic level, food >s

my almost twenty years, I

have been love at several

times inmy life and lovemany
of friends and family, and I

am often happy. It'sjust that

I feel I have any particular

insight into the subject. In-

stead, I'm going to write

about:

Food. Yeah, I know, sounds

matter anymore.
It'sinterestinghowfood'j

of those "boring but ne<

sary" activities. (Though

digress and to quote a cef

underground comic

shit is probably the best U»

there is. Think about it.

go into the bathroom te eJ1

all bloated and nasty.

you come out feeling ren»

Continued on



Block VII Week 2

March 25-31

p Harambee!
(Office of Minority Student Life)

Come Celebrate Asian Awareness Week!

Sunday. March 24 - DENVERTA1KO 7:30 pm. Armstrong

Monday, March 25 - THE ROAD AHEAD FOR INDIA

by Philip Ghosh 7:30 pm, Gates Common Room

Tuesday. March 26 - ASIAN AMERICAN CULTURAL IDENTITY

by Sumiko Hennessey 7:30 pm. Gates Common Room

Wednesday, March 27 - MAIL ORDER BRIDES &- MAIDS

by Mila Glodava 7:30 pm, Gaylord

Thursday, March 28 - ASIAN THEM NIGHT, Rastall

ARE ASIAN AMERICANS A MINORITY?

Discussion, 6:30, Bemis Lounge

FILM 'The Red Sorghum' 9:00 pm, Olin I

Saturday, March 30 - ASIA DAY FESTIVAL

11-4. Cossitt and Womer

International

(Programs

International Photo

Show
Gaylord Hall

March 31 -April 5

Study Abroad Returnees share

impressions of their adopted country

through photography and prose.

Coordinated fry Jennifer Lind

Co-sponsored by the Office of

International Programs, the Leisure '

Program, and The Leviathan.

The Center
The Center for

Community Service

We are currently recruiting student

leaders for 91-92 Alternative

Spring Break Community
Service (ABC) Trips. If you have

or are willing toeam Red Cross

and CPR Certification, are commit-

ted to service, and are willing to

co-lead a trip during any block

break or spring break next year,

we want to hear from youl Pick

up an ABC TRip Leader applica-

tion in the Center for Community

Service, Womer Room 10, any-

time during Block 7.

The Board
Special Events Calendar

Majors Day
• Blue Key Majors

Day is scheduled

for Wednesday,
March 27, from 5 -

7 pm in the

Womer Lounge.

Talk to students in

the majors you are

interested in

before registra-

tion!

SEX!
Loomis Hall presents ...

An open, frank, and enlightening

discussion about everybody's

favorite subject! Nancy wasted

from the Boettcher Health Center

and a couple ofRA's

answer any and all

questions you have about

sex. March 26. 8 pm,

Loomis Lounge.

Community
Service

Nominate students, faculty,

and staff members to receive

Recognition Awards. The

form is in today's paper. The

dealine is March 29 at 5 pm.

"7*

The Source

Musical Notes
Artists' Concert

Daryll Stevens, Clarinet

Susan Grace, Piano

Wieslaw Nikitiuk, Bassoon

Sunday, March 24, 3 pm
Packard Hall

The Sourte is being brought to you by

the collective efforts of the Career

Center, the International Programs

Office, the Officefor Minority Student

Life, the Centerfor Community

Service, the Leisure Program, and

Cutler Publications. Please post it

and recycle at the end of the week.

To get an event posted fill out the

"One Fell Swoop"form at Womer
Desk or call Peter at x6675. Dead-

linefor "The Board" is Tuesday 5 pm.

Kudos
to the 50+ students

who spent their

spring breaks in

service to others. The

four Alternative

Spring Break Trips

were a huge success!

Editors Needed
Applications for editorship of

The Catalyst. The Disparaging

Eye, The Leviathan, and The

Nugget for 1991-92 are avail-

able at the Womer Desk (start-

ing on Monday), and are due on

April 5, 1991. Interviews wtll

be scheduledfor thefust week

ofeighth block. CallErika

Williams at x7729 or Peter

Padilla atx7109 with any

questions.

1

ttW

id
feel«

I,
$

ne*

Thg Source is brought to you by the collective efforts of Cutler Publications, The^re

Program The Career Center, The Worner Desk, The Centerfor Community Service, the Office

ofInternational Programs, and The Office ofMinority Student Life

Please recycle at the end of the week.
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Monday
25

12:00 pm - Open session with

Dean ot Students candidate,

Mike Edmonds Gaylord Hall.

12:00pm- CC Zoo, Worner211.

12:00 pm - ORC, WES Hall.

12:00 pm - Panhellenic Council,

Worner 1 1 7.

12:30 pm - Finding a Summer

Job Workshop, Worner 213.

3:00 pm - Advisory Board for

Leadership and Community

Involvement, Worner 216.

5:00 pm - Delta Gamma
Executive Board, Worner 213.

6:30 pm - Ethnic Women's

Alliance, Student Cultural

Center.

*7:00 pm - College Citizens

Active tor Peace, Worner 216.

*7:30 pm - Lecture by Bilip

Ghosh, Director of Consul

Education, titled, 'Domestic

Pressure and International

Objective: The Road Ahead for

India.' Gates Common Room
Sponsored by A.S.I.A.; pan of

Asia Awareness Week.

*7:30 pm - Creative Writing

Workshop, Worner 215.

'8:00pm - Straight Night. Come
talk about and reflect on Gay
and Lesbian Awareness Week.

Loomis Lounge. Sponsored by
GALA.

Tuesday
26

10 am-5:30 pm - PIRG Summer

Jobs Group Interviews. 1:30,

3:30 and 4:30 in Worner 213;

individual interviews in Worner

214 from 12-5:30 pm; informa-

tion table 10 am-1 pm in Perkins

Lounge.

11:45 am - Open session with

faculty and administration with

Dean of Students candidate,

Mike Edmonds. Gates Common
Room.

12:00 pm - Great Performers

and Ideas, Worner 212.

12:00pm- MECHA, Worner 218.

5:00 pm - Livesounds, Leisure

Program Student Office.

*5:15 pm - Amnesty Internation-

al, Worner 212.

*6:30 pm - Adult Children of

Dysfunctional Families, Worner

218.

6:30 pm - Gay and Lesbian

Alliance, Shove Chapel.

"7:30 pm - Lecture by Dr. Sumi-

ko T. Hennessy, Executive

Director of the Asian Pacific

Development Center, titled, 'The

Asian-AmericanCulturalldentity.'

Gates Common Room. Sponsor-

ed by A.S.I.A.; part of Asian

Awareness Week.

*?':30pm - Peace Corps Alumni,

Worner 213.

*8:00 pm - Slide lecture by
Professor William Wroth, titled,

'New Mexican Santos: Icono-

graphic and Ceremonial
Sources.' Packard Hall. Spons-

ored by the An Department
through the Harold E. Berg
Endowment.

8:00 pm - Christian Science,

Worner 219.

Wednesday
27

10 am-5:30 pm - PIRG Group

Interviews. 1:30, 3:00 and 4:30

in WES Hall; individual inter-

views in Worner214; information

table from 10 am-1 pm in Per-

kins Lounge.

12:00 pm - YOU are invited to

attend this BACCHUS meeting.

We need your ideas to plan fun

and meaningful activities. For

more info call Laura Bishop at

ext. 6618. Worner 117.

12:00 pm - A.S.I.A., Worner 213.

12:00 pm - IFC President's

Roundtable, Worner 218.

12:00 pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Worner 211.

12:00 pm - Shove Council,

Shove Chapel Office.

1:00 pm - Video Workshop,

Worner 216.

3:00 pm - Senior Seminar II,

'Interviewing and Resumes.'

Worner 213.

5:00 pm - Workshop with Leigh

Pribe, 'Managing the Stress of

the Job Search.' Worner 226.

5:30 pm - Open Forum Dinner

with CCCA Discuss your ques-

ions, concerns, thoughts or

ideas. Bemis Exile Room.

5:30 pm - The Leadershop Pre-

sents, 'Painless Public Pontifi-

caHons.' Learn the fundamentals

of public speaking. WES Hall.

7:00 pm - Breakaway Bible

Study, Montgomery Hall Sun
Room.

*7:00 pm - NASA, Dern House.

*7:30 pm - Lecture by Mila

Glodava, a mail-order bride from

the Philippines, titled, 'Mail-

Order Brides and Maids'
Gaylord Hall. Sponsored by
A.S.I.A.; part of Asia Awareness
Week.

*8:00 pm - Concert with Beta

Fleck & the Flecktones. Tickets

tree w/CC ID; $10 general ad-

mission at KRCC, Independent
Records, Worner Center. Shove
Chapel. Sponsored by Live-

sounds.

*8:00 pm - Norman Endowed
Lecture by PROFESSOR RUDY
ANAYA, titled, 'Saving Our
Culture: The Kookooee Story.'

Reception and book autograph-

ing session following. (Students

and faculty may have lunch with

Prof. Anaya at noon in Gaylord

Hall.) Packard Hall. Sponsored
by Southwest Studies.

THIS I

Thursday

iltW9 am-5 pm - Teach for
America

Interviews. 2-5 pm in iv J yew
214 and teaching demonst

ls

tions from 9 am-1 pm in Worn

213.

10 am-5:30 pm - PIRG Summy
Jobs Group Interviews

3:00, and 4:30 in WES H»
individual interviews in Worn'

219; information table jo am.

pm in Perkins Lounge

12:00 pm - Employee Benefe

Workshop with David tew
Worner 218.

12:00 pm - ORC Trips flewew,

ORC Room.

3:15 pm - Health profession!

meeting on the AMCAS appfca

tion to medical school lor t/ie

fall of 1992. A panel of curren

CC seniors already accepted to

799? will discuss this process

Olin 185. Sponsored by Pre.

med.

0S-

*8:00pm - Lecture by Professn

Elizabeth Aubrey, University o|

Iowa, titled, 'Voice Production

Before 1750.' Packard Hall

Sponsored by the Music Depart-

ment.

*8:00 pm - Malott Lecture tilted,

'Rights: The Constitution

Literary Practice?" Gaylord Halt

8:00 pm- Circle K, Worner 212

8:00 pm - Fellowship of Christ-

ian Athletes, Worner 211.

*9:00 pm - Movie, RED SOR-

GHUM, an internationally ac-

claimed film from the People'

Republic of China. Olin 1

Sponsored by A.S.I.A.; part of

Asia Awareness Week.

,0 P'

PI



WEEK

Friday
29

Saturday
30

Sunday
31

On-going
Events

0-5 P<"

10'

Teach For America

lens. Worner211 and 214.

A pm - Faculty and Faith,

professor Margi Dun-

0. Bemis Exile Room.

<l$)P
m - Rim Series Movie,

cffHERS. $1 or Film Card; $2

^Tadmission. Armstrong

•1 1 am-4 am - ASIA DAY FEST7-

VAL - featuring dance perform-

ances from India, the Philip-

pines, and Okinawa; demonstra-

tions in flower arranging, acu-

puncture, yoga, taichi, astrol-

ogy/palm reading and karate;

games, tea ceremony, food,

music of the Koto and much,
much more!! Dances/perform-

ances in Cossitt C; other events

in Perkins Lounge, Worner Cent-

er. Sponsored byAS.IA.; part of

Asia Awareness Week.

*7:30 pm - Film Series Movie,

HEATHERS. $1 or Film Card; $2
general admission. Armstrong

Theatre.

"3:00 pm CC CHAMBER
CHORUS SPRING CONCERT.
Featured works - Handel's

'Chandos Anthem No. 9' and
Britten's 'St. Nicholas.' Packard

Hall. Sponsored by the Music
Department.

9:00 pm - Catholic Mass, Shove
Chapel.

THE DEADUNE FOR THEAPRIL 1-7 'THIS WEEK"
IS MONDAY, MARCH 25 AT 4:00 PM. YOU MUST
COMPLETEA ONE-FELL-SWOOP INFORMATION
SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR EVENT OR
MEETING PUBLISHED IN -THIS WEEK.' THESE
FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT NELUS REINERTS
OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Military Science Meetings - Every Tuesday, 6:00

pm, Worner 219.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:45

pm, Worner 117.

French Table - First Three Wednesdays 12:00

pm, Worner 215.

German Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.
Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,

Bemis Exile Room.
Japanese Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30

pm, Worner 212.

Russian Table (beginners) - First Three

Tuesdays, 12:00 pm, Bemis Dining Hall.

Russian Table (advanced) - First Three

Thursdays, 5:30 pm, Bemis Dining Hall.

Spanish Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:00

pm, Rastall Dining Hall.

Tea at the Russian House - First Three Mondays,

3:00 pm.

Film at the Russian House - First Three

Thursdays, 7:30 pm.

'Calecito' - First Three Thursdays, 2:00 pm,

Spanish House.

Shove Chapel Meditation 8 am-9 pm, Monday-

Thursday, 8 am-5 pm Friday, 6-10 pm Sunday.

Prayer Meeting - Every Thursday, 7:30 am,

Worner 211.

'EnACT Recycling - Every Tuesday, 12:30 pm,

Loomis loading dock.

Bodytalk - Every Tuesday, 12:00 pm, Boettcher

Basement.

Freedom and Authority Lunch - First Three

Tuesdays, 11:30 am, Bemis Exile Room.

Women's Concerns Lunch - Every Thursday,

12:00 pm, Benjamins.

'Belly Dancing - Every Sunday, 7:30 pm,

beginning, 8:30 pm, advanced/lmprov.

Sign Language Club - Every Thursday, 7-8:30

pm, Gaylord Hall.

Beginning American Sign Language - Every

Wednesday, 7:30 am, Worner 212, Blks. 5-7.

Life Drawing with Nude Models - Every Thursday,

7:00 pm, Packard 132, $3.

Alternative Music Night First Three

Wednesdays, 9:30 pm, Tiger Pit, with Gior

Crankslone, Sponsored by CCCA, Leisure Pro-

ject Funds and Marriott.

Soul Night - First Three Thursdays, 9:00 pm,

Tiger Pit, with BSU and KE, Sponsored by CCCA,

Leisure Project Funds and Marriott.

This Week' is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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these opportunities and maa
others, come to the Career

Center, 226 Womer Center.

For Career Center Programs

and updates check:

• The Source

• Career Center kiosks,

Womer Center

• Calendar outside Career

Center
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Internships

U.S. Olympic Committee/Information

Resources Center-Archives

Part-time position documenting the

holdings of the USOC Archives

memorabilia collection; 4/15-5/8. Must

know 35mm camera operation. Apply to:

Jan Schnrttger, U,S. Olympic Committee,

1750 E. Boulder Street, Colorado Springs,

CO 80909-4760.

Atlantic Center for the Environment

Teach seabird conservation and leadership

training to teenagers and youth;

opportunity for cross-cultural experience

(knowledge of French a plus); interest in

wildlife and working with young people

essential. Internship is from June-Aug.

1991: deadline is April 1 . Obtain

application form by sending SASE to: Julie

Early, Director, Program Operations, 29 S.

Main St., Ipswich, MA 01938 (see Job

Hunter
,
Environmental/Science jobs

notebook in Career Library)

The Academy of Scholastic Achievement

Summer positions available in Chicago to

work with literacy program for adults.

Must be interested in teenagers, education,

and literacy and social warfare. Send a

resume and cover letter to Julia Talbot

Academy of Scholastic Achievement, 4651

West Madison, Chicago, IL 60644; (312)

921-1315.

Education Commission of the

States/Executive Office - Denver

ECS is an interstate compact that helps

state leaders improve the quality of

education. Intern must have excellent

communication skills, be able to handle

multiple tasks simultaneously, and be able

to work jn a fast-paced, intense office

environment. Send resume, writing

sample, and 2 references to: Lorna

Franklin, Personnel Department, Education

Commission of the States, 1860 Lincoln

Street. Suite 300, Denver, CO 80295; (303)

830-3600.

Center for Investigative Reporting

Intemships/San Francisco

Opportunity to learn investigative reporting

skills by following the full circle of a major

project. Monthly stipend of $100 tor 15-20

hrs. per week for 3-7 months. Deadline is

May 1 . Contact James Curtiss, Center for

Investigative Reporting Internships, 530
Howard Street, 2nd floor, San Frs

Full-Tune Jobs

Assistant Department Managers
May D & F - Provide working supervision

to Sales Associates and assist Department

Manager with overall management of

assigned areas. Immediate openings; will

ho|g^g^iohj«mmj|Himaduatioi

Send letter and resume to Jill Roudebush,

Personnel Manager, 755 Citadel Dr. West,

Colorado Springs, CO 80909; 597-7246,

ext. 4202.

Resident Hall Director Staff Positions

Requires Bachelor's degree and residence

hall live-in experience; applicant must also

demonstrate qualities of leadership,

maturity, personal ability, interest In

working with students, and ability to

communicate effectively. Application

review begins April 15 . Contact: Ron

Burrls, Assoc. Dir., Housing Operations &

Residential Life, Housing Dept., North

Dakota State University, Fargo, ND 58105

(see Bridges & Rafts in Exchange Bulletins

notebook in Career Library)

English Instructors

Positions open in Japan, France, Germany

and other countries. Come to the Career

Center for more information.

Interna*) -ial Natural Resource Consultants

Prefer people with background in forestry,

biology, environmental education,

computer networking, other natural

sciences; should also be self-motivated,

energetic, and able to work with local

farmers and civic leaders in U.S. and Latin

America to develop & implement forestry

projects; Spanish language helpful. Send

cover letter and resume to: Richard W.

Fox, Global Resource Consultants, Inc., Rt.

1 Box 264B, Rixeyville, VA 22737 (see The

Job Seeker , in Environmental/Science jobs

notebook in Career Library)

Chemist/Scientist I

Perform sample preparations for semi-

volatile organics; responsible for providing

documentation and corrective action, when

necessary. Need BA degree in chemistry

or related science, and good verbal and

written communication skills. Contact:

Laurie Humboldt, Laboratory HR
Coordinator, BC Analytical, 801 Western

Ave., Glendale, CA 91201 (see The Job

Seeker , Environmental/Science jobs

notebook in Career Library)

Program Coordinator/Instructor

Experiential Learning Institute

Opportunity to develop and provide

challenge course programs to child,

adolescent & adult populations, and other

program development. Prefer education

and experience in behavioral science field,

challenge course skills, and experience

with clinical populations. $20-$28,000/yr to

start plus benefits. Contact: Dr. Mark

Weaver, ELI, PO Box 11137, Oklahoma
City, OK 731 36 (see Jobs Clearinghouse

.

Envir/Sci Jobs notebook in Career Library)

Executive Secretary to the Executive

Director

Center for Science in the Public Interest

Assist the executive director in dealing with

correspondence, scheduling, word
processing, research, and telephone

inquiries. Salary is $20,000-$23,000 plus

benefits. Contact: Ann Rust or Dennis

Bass, Center for Science in the Public

Interest, 1501 16th St, NW, Washington,

Week At The Career

Managing Editor

Co-op America - manage the editorial

coordination and production process of

The Co-op America Quarterly. Must have

excellent writing, editing, and proof-

reading skills, and 2 yrs. experience in the

publication production process. Contact:

Development Coordinator, 2100 M Street,

N.W., Suite 310, Washington, DC 20063;

(202) 872-5307.

Administrative Assistant

National Law Center on Homelessness and

Poverty/Washington, DC. Assist Director

with reports, research and meeting

arrangements, act as financial manager,

receptionist and answer questions from tho

public, Salary is $17,000-$19.000.

Contact: Laurel Weir, 918 F Street, NW
#412, Washington, DC 20004; (202) 638-

2535.

Research Assistant

Rand- provide research assistance on

security projects. Experience in data

gathering, writing and data analysis.

Salary is $23,000-$30,000. Apply to:

Kenneth R. Logan, Personnel, 1700 Main

Street, PO Box 2138, Santa Monica, CA

90406-2138; (213) 393-0411, ext. 6206.

Editorial Assistant

National Public Radio - Conduct research

and assist in arranging interviews; assist in

generating story and interview ideas.

Salary is $25,846. Contact: Personnel

Office, 2025 M Street, NW, Washington,

20036; (202) 822-2000.

Summer Job Openings - Work for the

environment this summer with Public

Interest Research Group. They will be

interviewing on campus March 26, 27, and

28, Sign-up in the Career Center!!

Colorado Outward Bound School

Summer position - Work with students of

all ages from all walks of life in Colorado

mountain ranges. Need backcountry and

mountaineering experience, Red Cross

Advanced First Aid or better, at least 21

yrs. old, committed to Outward Bound
philosophy of teaching through adventure.

Contact: Bruce Fitch, Rl, Colorado

Outward Bound School, 945 Pennsylvania

St., Denver, CO 80203 (see Jobs

Clearinghouse
,
Environmental/Science

Jobs notebook in Career Library)

Teacher/Naturalist

Assist with residential environmental

education program for children, and teach

field lessons in various Cape Cod
environments. Need degree in

environmental science/education or related

field. Apply by April 1 to: Roger Beatty,

Director, N.E.E.D. Collaborative, Box 896,

Truro, MA 02666 (see The Job Seeker
,

Environmental/Science Jobs notebook in

Career Library)-

Miscellaneous

International Career OpportTinri^

Education, Non-ProfH. Govfimg^
Business - Brown Bap;

~-

April 3 12-2:00 pm
Representatives from the Colorado

International Trade Office, Japanes,

Exchange Teaching Program and

American Red Cross will discuss

international career opportunities

Career Networking Luncheon

Seniors! You are invited to networlt

alumni from across the U.S. <

from 12-1. If interested, contactlhj

Center. Limited spaces are avails

only 40 students will be allowed
fo

up. Deadline to RSVP Is April 1

Juniors!! Thinking about Grad Sen

On Grad School Day - April 4, from

- come to Worner Center. Keynote

speaker, workshops, and faculty

information tables will help answer

your grad school questions. Starts

lit

pud

lew

u««
pdi

ilic

jtrs

lie
ci

istal

thy
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CAREER CENTER WORKSHOP

BLOCKS 7 8. 8

3-25 Finding a Summer Job, 12:3

W.213
3-27 'Managing the Stress of the

Search", 5-6:30. Career C

3-27 Senior Seminar II, 34:30, W.

4-03 International Job Opportune

2:00, Gaylord

4-04 Grad School Day, 12:OW:30

Worner Centei

4-05 Career Networking Luncheon

Gaylord

4-1 6 Resume Writing, 34:30, W.2

4-1 8 Just tor Juniors, -Exploring I

Graduation; 4-5:30, W.2

4-1 9 Marketing Your Int'l Experien

12:30-1:30, W. 218

Alumni Career

Referral Netwri

Alumni across the country aw

your call. Use this network SM

sored by the Career Center am

Alumni Office to:

» Gather Career Information

• Acquire valuable contacts fo'/<*

internships

Learn about particular geograP
K

Obtain information about emfi't

went trends and entry level P»

Finding a Summer Job Wksh, 12:30-

1:30, W. 213

26

P1RG Group Interviews al 1:30, 3:30 &
4:30 in W. 213. Individual interviews

in W. 214 from 12-5:30. (summer
jobs); Info. Table 10-1:00 W. Lounge

27

P1RG Group Inlervicws al 1:30, 3:00 &
4:30 in W.E.S. Individual interviews

in W. 214. (summer jobs); Info Table
10-1:00, W. Lounge

Sr. Seminar II, 3-4:30, W. 213
"Managing the Stress of the Job

Search" Wksh, 5-6:30, Career Center,

(Leigh Pribe)

28

PIRG Group Interviews al 1:30, 3:00 &
4:30 in W.E.S. Individual interviews

in W. 219; Info Table 10-1, W.

Lounge

Employee Benefits Workshop, 12-1, W.
218

Teach for America, 9-1 teaching

demonstrations in W. 213. Interviews

fcrad

Teach for America Interview «r[

Womer 211 and 214.

fyrt
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jblic prayer is out of place in college-organized, secular events
C
lalre

si y°u

1

Carpenter

know that Colo-

College used to be a

sly affiliated institu-

? lt has been many years

the hallowed halls of

,do College were linked

"od.
but a few religious

remain. Prayers at

graduation ceremony is

,ucti tradition,

^e is nothing legally

„g
with holding prayers

iduation. If this was a

•lie
university such

,

ers
would be infringing

je
constitutionally guar-

£ed
separation of church

state, but as a private

te there is no legal rea-

dily the prayers cannot

icld.
However, for a school

that prides itself on its liber-

ality, these prayers are in

rather poor taste.

Colorado College does not
advertise itselfas a Christian
college, nor does it make be-
lief in God, any god, a
criterium for admittance. To
advertise as a secular univer-
sity and then host institu-

tionalized prayers is incon-
sistent and unfair.

The religious preferences of
the students at Colorado Col-
lege are diverse. There are
Quakers, Catholics, Protes-

tants, Jews, Muslims, pa-
gans, atheists, and agnos-
tics, to name only a few. No
religious ceremony can cater
to the demands of all these
groups. Even
nondenominational ceremo-
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nies. like those that will be
held at graduation, are only
appropriate for a portion of

the religious groups at CC.
Why should any group, or
any person, have to sit

through a religious ceremony
he or she doesn't believe in?
What place does institution-

alized religion have at a secu-
lar function? It has been
claimed that prayer adds to

the solemnity of the occa-
sion, or provides inspiration
for aspiring graduates.
Surely, though, these func-
tions could be performedjust
as wellby secular statements.
Better. actually. as
nonreligious opening and
closing statements are un-

likely to offend anyone, and
prayers, no matter how care-
fully worded or
nondenominational in con-
tent, are certain to alienate

someone.
Religion should be a per-

sonal and private matter.
Prayer should be done by in-

dividuals or groups on their

own time. Our United States
citizenship gives us the right

to worship as we choose and
what we choose. This right

cannot be infringed on by the
U.S. government; the gov-
ernment can neither support
nor hinder any religious

group. Colorado College
would do well to follow this

philosophy, and keep prayer

in church or in the home,
rather than in the school.

The absence of prayers at

graduation should not offend

anyone. Each individual can
find his or her own spiritual

inspiration on graduation day
without school supported
prayer. The presence of
prayers cannot avoid offend-

ing someone.

Jesus Christ himself said it

was poor taste to pray in pub-
lic. If the spiritual leader of

the biggest religious groups
on campus believed that

prayer should be kept pri-

vate, then for whose benefit

is the graduation ceremony's
public prayer?

Sex, death, and food in The Cook,...continued

Continued from page 12
and refreshed. Maybe that's

why there are so many
Metamucil commercials on
television. End of digression.)

But In many cases, food is

much more than mere suste-

nance.

On a simple level, food (like

just about everything, in-

cluding what kind of metal
the handle that you pull after

taking that good shit is made
of) is a status symbol. The
wealthier you are, the more
utensilsyou eat you food with.

you learn to enjoy fish eggs,

and other wacky things. Also,

whether or not you make you
own food or not shows your
status, as though preparing
the stuff that keeps you alive

was a thing to be shunned.
But as I am asked to believe

by this wacky (1 really like

that word) movie that food is

intimately connected to, you
guessed it, sex and death. (I

guess sex and death are sup-
posed be the most important
things inlife so it's fitting that

everything should be con-

A Womb with a View

nected to them.)

In the flirtation between "his

wife" and "her lover", food is

an exquisite foreplay. Each is

provided with the same spe-
cial dish each night which
they savor together from afar.

This is In contrast to the

brutish eating habits of "the

thief, which is a reflection of

his sexual habits.

In the end. we learn that

death itself can be a sump-
tuous meal. Especially with

an orange glaze.

Bon Appetite.

By Marc Phillips

STOP CHENEY NOV

TfCo^S OF CHMBY'S Sfffc Hj

\l\*THiN

MB Tfi4MSFo#MF6 WTO
BLoob THIRTY bfMcNS OF fojfflfffl
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Opinions March2

2, lt %

Generalizations abounding
To the Editor:

I am writing this letter as an

apology to the majority ofmen
on this campus who are de-

cent, sincere individuals. I am
a woman. I amjust asshocked

as you are by some of the

unbelievably rude and far-

fetched articles which have

been submitted to The Cata-

lyst by women who call

themselves "feminists." I real-

ize that because of your bio-

logicalmakeup as a man. that

you are not automatically

suppressing, violent beings.

Of course. I realize that there

are a percentage of men out

there who do deserve to be

condemned. These men, how-

ever, should not represent the

entire male population of this

world. And, I am askingyou to

realize the same scenario with

women. These "feminist"

women, who find it so easy to

cut you to pieces, do not rep-

resent the entire female popu-

lation of this world (or this

college, for that matter). 1 be-

lieve that there is a majority of

us out here who respect men

and women equally. Unlike

the "feminist" women, we are

not trying to turn our anger

andfrustrationontoyou(men),

but simply to work toward an

equal world where we all can

exist in harmony. We are not

blaming you for all the

mlshappenings in the world,

we do not think that you are

evil because you have a penis,

and we would rather not see a

large penis erected (no pun
intended), in Womer Center.

We see you as human beings;

who feel, who care, and who
have opinions who are valid,

andwho do respectwomen (as

well as yourselves) . And lastly,

we don'twantyou to take all of

the blame (including you.

Oberlin prof thinks CC is

Letters

to the

Editor

To the Editor:

From the featureless

plains of northern Ohio,

looking back on my experi-

ences as a visiting faculty

member during Block 5, I

am all the more struck by

some of the especially

prominent and impressive

features of your landscape:

the mountains, surely, but,

more importantly, the

amazingly efficient, warm,
and supportive professional

and administrative staff

who helped make my stay

so enjoyable!

Every morning I was
pleasantly surprised by the

mountains— always differ-

ent, always intriguing.

Every day I was pleasantly

surprised by members of

the support staff— always

9 re
helpful, always chew

It would be a mls|
name anyone, since/
eryone — faculty
leagues. College

ffic
secretaries in depart™
offices, administrative

in Armstrong. para
sionals in Computer
vices, staff behind the

in Womer, those who
range for faculty h ou ,

and on, and on.

It also would be a nils

for anyone to take Su ,

supportive work
envi

ment for granted.

I'm sure you don'

Thanks for sharing

I

AN ALTERNATE GRIP
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Photos and opinions taken by Thomas Newton

ifhere should U.S. attention be directed now?

iteven Fisher, So. - "I think the

I.S. should turn its efforts towards

jace between Israel and the Pal-

stinians to help prevent further

inflicts in the Middle East."

Kristi Wiggins - "I strongly feel

that the U.S. government should
concentrate its efforts and spend-
ing towards the environment and
recycling."

Robert Nieland, So. - "The obvious
answer seems to be domestic af-

fairs, but that's never going to

happen so I really don't know."

toy, F.Y. - "I think the U.S. should
tact their attention towards all

lehuman rights atrocities around
leworld they'vebeen ignoring for
tars. Mainly in South Africa where
eedom for the blacks is closer

&n ever, ofcourse Latin America,
'a. etc."

Todd Sims, Jr. - "Domestic issues

should always be at the forefront of

policy. But at the same time,

continued attention must be paid

to the Middle East and efforts to

help rebuild a devastated country."

Alicia Pulsifer, So. - "Domestic af-

fairs - We need to assimilate the

troops back into the nation, and

concentrate on internal affairs."
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Arts

C'mon and "Fleck"s

your musical muscles
Bela Fleck and the Fleckstones jazz up Shove Chapel Wednesday

By Nathaniel Feis

Arts Editor

"...he has established

himself as one of those rare

geniuses who transcends

pronounced like that really

big Derek and the Dominos
song, you know the one.

Oh, and what a coincidence.

He and his band the

Flecktones are going to be

the seeming limitations of performing here, on our

instrument and style." No,

this Isn't a reference to

Mozart, Henry Kaiser, John

Zom, or even from some

lame teen trash trendy

magazine discussing the

wonders of Axl Rose (thank

God for that. I think if any-

one ever called him a ge-

nius I'd beat them, but I

digress). Okay, he plays a

banjo. Does that help any.

lovely campus in, of all

places. Shove Chapel. God
and jazz, yeah.

You may say "A banjo in

a jazz band?" Yes. you read

correctly. And if you said it

scoffingly, well you canjust

shut your judgmental little

mouth. Or, possibly, you

may be saying "Just

who is this Bela Fleck and

what is he to me?" Well.

And no this isn't about some just hold on and you shall

of those psycho people in learn the answer.

Deliverence. The quote in

question refers to Bela

Fleck. No, not Bela Lugosi.

Bela Fleck. You even pro-

nounce it differently; it's

Bela is a male human
being from New York City.

He attended the High School

of Music and Art where he

came under the influence

ofCharlie Parker and Chuck
Corea, though not person-

ally. Here he decided that

the banjo would be a good

vehicle for jazz. Thus in

addition to his work at the

school he studied under

Tony Trischka and prac-

ticed for seven hours daily.

He received his first na-

tional notice playing with a

group called Tasty Licks.

Next he hooked up with

Spectrum and continued

intensive study of the banjo

watching and learning from

the likes of J.D. Crows. In

1981, he joined New Grass

Revival, which Frets called

"the most musically inno-

vative and dynamic band
ever to challenge the bor-

ders of bluegrass music."

Since New Grass Revival

stopped touring recently

Bela has had more time to

Bela Fleck and the Flecktones. , Hey! Who is that guy in the chair?
Photo by Senor McCuire

devote to other projects.

These include working in

Strength by Numbers, con-

tributing to releases by
David Grisman, Mike
Marshall, Darol Anger,
Ricky Skaggs, and other

people too. But most im-

portantly, at least to us
since they are the subject

of this article, is his work
with the Flecktones.

Now you may be asking.

"Who are these Flecktones

that you keep talking

about?" (oryou may be ask-

ing " Why does he keep
putting questions in my
mouth?") The Flecktones

are Howard Levy- a pianist

and harmonica player from
Chicago who has played
with the likes ofJohn Prine

and Tito Puente, Victor

Wooten on bass, and Ray
Wooten who plays drums
on his fingers electronically

with his fingers on an elec-

tric guitarbody he designed.

Fleck commented on this

band (who by the way have

an album available for

to purchase on wj
Bros. ): "This band give

the freedom to do the

I've always dreamed a!

Since I first started

ing, really, I've wante]

do something like

complex, personal m]

I've written in a high

ered, jazz-oriented gr>

"I think the futui

looking pretty bright

I'm doing my stuff wi

great band on a great rt

label. I want to tout

record and have people

this music and this ba

hope it's something tha

be going on for a longti

You will have a chao

hear this "great musii

March 27 in Shove Ch

Tickets are available inWi

Center for free for thosei

with CC identification

the same place. Indepen

and the Prelude for ten di

apiece for those of yo>

having one of the afora

tioned I.D. cards.

Guilty by Suspicion deserves the chair
By John Keilman
Staff Writer

It's always a shame when
an unforgettable time in his-

tory inspires a completely

forgettable movie. The
McCarthy witchhunts of the

'50's left an indelible stain

on an idyllic time, demon-
strating that behind the
steady stream of post-WWII
wealth and progress lurked

a paranoia that would burn
innocents at the stake in the
name of security. The most
glamorous remnant of this

episode involves Hollywood
(naturally) and those direc-

tors and performerswho were
toppled from their guilded

perches by unscrupulous
lawyers and congressmen.

Guilty by Suspicion is a
movie happy to wallow in the

glamour of this situation, but
very hesitant to explore its

less sexy framing bound-
aries. .Its heroes and villains

are clad in white and black,

respectively, and any notion
of a grey tone is at once cast

out.

The film opens in the early

fifties. Movie director David
Merrill (Robert De Niro) has
just returned from Paris, a

giant returning to his native

kingdom. Darryl Zanuck
(then the chief of Fox) is en-

amored with him, and pro-

ducers trip over themselves
to be involved in his projects.

But just one slip of a cow-
ardly informant's tongue,
and his empire collapses.

This poor man has been
named as a communist, and
must clear his name in front

of a Congressional commit-
tee to work.

We are thus plopped down
in the middle of this morality

playwith no background, but
only a program to tell us who
is good and who is bad. Con-
gressmen are bad. Cowards
are bad. Lawyers are bad.
Friends are disloyal. Only
brave, uncompromising art-

ists (like Martin Scorcese's

cameo performance as a

communist director who
leaves for London) and loyal

ex-spouses (Annette Bening)
are there to insulate this un-
fortunate wretch from de-

struction.

The crucial and

DeNiro's acting is. for<

below par. He betray:

emotion about his dei

status in Hollywood,m
exception of a couple

bursts ofstilted rage. Bi

fact remains that b

unforgivable mistake of the

film is that we are given no
reference to the national

mood, to those people who
honestly believed the coun-
try was in danger from com-
munists. Such people ex-

isted. But the only ones we making all the right

see in this movie are either in the formula; fronas

demagogic politicians,

apologetic executives ("I

know it's bullshit, but just

do it"), or, like our man
Merrill, morally wise rebels.

No atmosphere of paranoia
is created; we really don't

know why these people are

being persecuted. To omit

this background is to create

a bland, condescending,
paint-by-numbers hindsight

of a tumultuous and com-
plex period.

outcast to confused mi

rebellious renegade.

given little to work

true, but De Niro has

solid characters out <

air before (The Godl<

Part 11 comes to nam*

canned and simp listlC

toon is too much f°r

though, and far too'

for anyone seeking
jj

petent treatment of" 1

to accept.

I
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Coming Down with
)aniel Ash's blue mood
athaniel Feis

|ts
Ed»or

•In
the good old days

L, dancing meant ex-

uding"
there was Bau-

|s; This group begat

,nes on Tail which in turn
Love and Rockets.

wi the members of Love

Rockets decided that

[E
y'd like to make some

lo
albums.

d J was the first to

lease his album, last

miner- It contained a se-

s of songs that basically

nded the same and

itn't even that interest

-

r
they even verged on

ling. Now Daniel Ash has

iveiled his first solo

oject: Coming Down.
hich is pretty much a

ntinuation of Ash's work

Tones on Tail, (and, of

ie. Love and Rockets.

it it falls more in line with

Tones mood.)

One of my friends says

at the title is appropriate

cause it is a good thing to

ten to when you are do-

jprecicely what the title

ipiies. However. I haven't

[faintest idea what it is

he's referring to.

Coming Down begins with
a mood setting rendition of
"Blue Moon." This stark,
somber, and very short (less

than a minute) reading
bursts into the rough edged,
grundgy "Coming Down
Fast" which is reprised in a
slower, sadder version as
the closing song, with "Fast"
excised from the title.

"Coming Down Fast"
moves into "WalkThis Way"
(No, it's not an Aerosmith
cover!). This song makes me
wonder if Daniel just bor-
rowed the tune to "Oye
Como Va" or if Tito Puente
actually wrote another song
that sounds exactly like

"Oye ComoVa."The lyric

sheet of this song returns
as "Blue Angel," without the
Puente music.

Daniel's cover of "Day
Tripper" is good and it's

not just a "play the song
just like the original either.

He changes the guitar part

into the bass part giving it

that post-drug use feel that

permiates the album.
Prior to the closing track

is a trilogy of songs that are

my favorites on the album-

"Candy Darling," "Sweet
Little Liar," and "Not So
Fast." These exemplify the
sedated, mellow intensity
that is Coming Doum. Other
than "Coming Down Fast."
"Walk This Way," a kinda
fun reworking of "Me and
My Shadow" and "This Love"
which is in line with "So
Alive" as far as popishness
goes (but I think is better)

the album is in the same
vein as the second side of
Earth Sun Moon. The blue
photographs on the cover
and inside emphasize this

mood.

Daniel Ash does most of
the instrumentation and
writing and even producing.
The other musicians that
make more than a brief ap-
pearance are Kevin Haskins
(big suprise) and a female
vocalist. Natacha Atlas,

whose voice meshes quite

nicely with Daniel's.

If you hadn't guessed by
now I think this is a good
album, but I am left with

one question: when is Love

and Rockets going to come
out with another album?

Holly Hughes
Friday. March 22. 8:00 pra
Packard Hall

The Colorado College Chamber Chorus
Sunday , March 31. 3:00 pm
Packard Hall

"Side by Side"
Colorado Springs Symphony
Pikes Peak Center
Saturday, March 23. 10:30 am

The Rembrandts
Boulder Theater
Boulder. CO
Saturday, March 23. 8:00 pm

Heinrich Schiff, Cellist
Great Performers Series
Tuesday, April 2. 8:00 pm
Packard Hall „,

Classic Film Series
Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center
"The Defiant Ones"
Tuesday, March 26, 8:00 pm

Free public recital

Colorado College Music Department
Sunday, March 24, 3:00 pm

Repertorio Espanol
Great Performers Series
Monday. April 1. 8:00 pm
Armstrong Theater

rhe Subdudes
Boulder Theater
Boulder, CO
Friday. March 22. 9:30 pm

Les JVfiserables

Denver Auditorium
June 4-8

special student/ group rates
reservations by March 24

lust Play it

Cool • • •

Saturday, 7:00 - 9:00
Honnen Ice Rink
$2.00 Admission
Registration for teams all

this week during lunch and
dinner and at the Anchor
Slide all-campus picnic

Saturday dinner. /yf
Fun and Games on Ice!

1991 Delta Gamma Anchor Slide

All proceeds benefit various charities in sight conservation.
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By Phil Brown

Your fat grandmother
forsakes meat.

Language. ..one of those

groovy things in life that

make travel annoying. Yeah

well, I'm back in the big

house of stone. (Zimbabwe),

hangin' out with fellow CC
types and learning Shona.

Shona is one of the two

national languages here,

spoken in eastern Zimba-

bwe, western Mozambique
and almost nowhere else.

It's a mostly worthless lan-

guage with very few re-

deeming qualities in the big

screen of life, however, you

can add "chi" to any word to

make it short and fat. So

"mwana," child, becomes
"chimwana:" "short, fat

child." The same is true for

"ru." which means "nasty,"

leading to "rurudya:" butt

nasty.

And trying to learn a new
language sucks because

you're forced to say stupid

things because you learn

stupid things first. Maybe
the other CCers have better

results, but people wonder
where I buy drugs that make
me so whacked out:

Them: Mangwanani
(Good morning.)

Me: Manwanani (Good

morning.)
Them: Marara sei? (How

did you sleep?)

Me: Vana vanger
vambuya vunobika. (My

children cook grandmoth-

ers.)

So that's a typical con-

versation for me. But the

good-natured Zimbabwe-

ans assume that I know the

language and I'm just stu-

pid. So they further prove

my amazing ignorance.

Them: Kaziwai (Hi.)

Me: Kaziwa (Hi.)

Them: Unobua kupi?
(Where do you come from?)

Me: Ndi nobua ku Colo-

rado College mu Colorado (I

come from CC in Colorado.)

Them: Uri kuitei mu
Zimbabwe? (What are you

doing in Zimbabwe?)

Me: Ndlrova ragudo
chlngwa (I beat skinny ba-

boons with bread.)

At this point, people gen-

erally insultmy parents and

hurl fruit. When I try to

retaliate, though, my in-

sults suck compared to my
normal conversation. So

they'll be screaming at me
all because I inadvertently

suggested that "Unotya
N'anga (You eat the witch

doctor) instead of "Unotya

nyama" (You eat the meat."

And my typical response is

"nomwe," "Seven" or some-

thing equally unintelligible.

Yeah, well, so I'm learn-

ing this mostly worthless

language and studying the

people. Been reading a book

called The Genuine Shona
which is a cross between

Miss Manners and the

forthcoming Why People are

Butt Weird. Here's an ac-

tual passage from this book

(I only wish I could make

COLORADO COLLEGE
AWARD

IN LITERATURE

Summer Grants - up to $2500 each

One-Block Grants -- up to $1200 each

Applications due

April 8: 4:00 p.m.

(Block 7: Last Monday)

Professor Yaffe's Office (Armstrong 236)

See, for information:

Profs. Yaffe (x6498), Kelso (x6405), Jennifer

Yates(x7353), Chris Stutz (520-5448), Miranda
Zola (633-8717), Lisa Lane at the Admissions

Office (x6349)

See, at the English Office, Armstrong 341 (x6853)

Application forms for 1991

Copies of the winning Applications in 1990
List of proposals for awards, 1981-1990

Some of the work of past winners

this up):

"A son going along a path

with his mother should lead

the way so that ifshe wishes

to relieve herself on the

journey she can do so with-

out embarrassment. An-

other reason given for

women to walk behind is

that if they walk infront the

men might be tempted by
the swaying of the hips."

So, ifwe're walking along

and I suddenly stop or slow

down, expect that I'm ei-

ther scoping your butt or I

have to do the water thing.

Anyway, live well and
study hard and do some
annoying American things,

like chewing tobacco or tat-

tooing Tweety Bird on your

butt, for me.

Chivambuya vako
vanorasa nyama (Your fat

grandmother foresakes

meat.) Gara terera...

Out of

Africa^

.
oft a baboons

A

Every Monday & Tuesday
Before Block Break

rh

1.A

!.T,

)'(

sk

%
ID

\\
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Andy Kane

(
jon Feiges

^Writers

So how was your break?"

Sounds fun. Where did you

go?" "Awesome. What block
are you in?" "Oh, who teaches
that?"

Nowthatwehavedispensed
with all the same bullshit you
hearfor a weekafter anyvaca-

tion let's get on to something
really important, what we did

for break. Andy and I raided

the Cutler PubCo. slush fund
and went to Charlie Brown's
GoodTime Travel to see ifthey
lived up to their name. Well,

three days later we were in

Saint somewhere sipping
G&T's and watching bare
mammaries bounce by. "Boy.

Jennifer's gonna be pissed
when she gets the bill." Little

did we know that our editor

was in Mexico spending twice

as much as we were on oiled

bodymassages. Aftertwodays
of sun. rum. and gin we de-

Hair Designers for Men & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes, Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 9{. Tejon at Cache La VoucCre, 632-3531

Announcing

!

he Colorado College Contests in Poetry &
Fiction

Prizes: $100, $75, $50

The Evelyn Bridges Poetry Award
Sponsored by the English Department

from One to Ten Poems
Submissions to Prof. Ruth Barton

For more information contact Profs. Ruth Barton or Jane

Hilberry

The Reville Prizefor Fiction
sponsored by the English Department

from One to Three Short Stories

Submissions to Prof. George Butte

For more information, contact Profs. George Butte of Joan Stone

General Rules for All Contests
'contests open to all currently enrolled Colorado College students, and the work must be an

original composition of the student.

All submissions must be neatly type-written in proper form.

^To Submit: On your manuscript, include a psuedonym. Then, in a smaller sealed envelope enclose

your real name along with your pseudonym, your address, and your phone number. Your real name

should appear no place else in your submission. Then, enclose your manuscript along with the

smaller envelope in a larger envelope and leave in the above mentioned place.

Deadline for all submissions: Friday, April 5, 5 p.m.

'Poetry and Fiction Contest to be judged by committees made up from the English Department,

winners will be published in Leviathan.

"Prizes (awarded at the Honors Convocation in May) will be as follows:

• 1st place winners: $100
' 2nd place winners: $75
• 3rd place winners: $50

cided that some beer was in

call so we were off to Germany
and the Beer Gardens. They
rolled us back onto the plane
after giving us the key to the

city and other interesting party
favors. "Hey Andy, can you
crank this lighter up some
more." Anyway, backatschool
destiny has placed Andy and I

on the same schedule, a six a

day to keep the clouds away.
Nate Warren was supposed

to join us again this week ex-

cept he had an unfortunate

'cow tipping' accident—yeah
right, what's the K-Y jelly for

Nate? So without our injured

(we didn't know you could put
casts there) friend, we will

sample the products of
Seattle's Red Hook Ale Brew-
ery. These beers have been
recommended to us many
times by some of this school's

most distinguished hosers.

Aside from cow-lusting
hoseheads like Nate Wan-en,
most of these boozers have
refined tongues, and know that

Berghoff is nothing but keg
beer with urinal additives and
open air aging.

First brew of the night was
Ballard Bitter, named after the

district in which the

microbrewery that produces
it is located. Don't expect any
traditional British ale taste

from the folks in Washing-
ton—their little outfit has only

bottled the stuff since 1985,
In addition we purchased a

three month old six at Weber,
dated 12-4-90: the company
Itself comments that their

product is "perishable", and
recommends drinking before

the previouslymentioned date.

Despite the dust on the

bottles, we found that this

milky golden grog still had a

respectable flavor. We were
puzzled by the beer's unusual
slogan—"Ya Sure Ya Betcha"

("Ya sure it doesn't matter
how long the beer's been sit-

ting on the shelf."). Unfortu-

nately the late date on the

bottle assured us that the

cankerous aftertaste, Just like

Nate's maternal unit, wasn't

supposed to be there. Other
side effects of this beer's de-

crepitude were the lack ofhead
(make up your own Nate joke
here) and the inordinate flat-

ness—if this beer's carbon-
ation was rated as an over-

the-shoulder-boulder-holderit

would be a wimpy paper train-

ing bra. Aside from these

negative remarks, we feel that

this beer under correct condi-

Uons would be quite tasty.

Jon rated it a 2.5 because he
isn't into the hoppy flavor, but
he did like it better than any of

those weak beers that he'd

been conned into drinking by
the scrofulous Mr. Warren.
Andy found this beer to be a 3
in sympathy to Weber Liquors

for receiving a late shipment,

and for anyone who works
with Nate at the store, and has
to deal with constant remarks
about their mothers.

Red Hook Extra Special

Bitter was indeed the superior

beer of the night. This stuff

was well within the brewery's

recommended drinking date,

and we found its distinctive

sweet flavor to be quite pleas-

ing, Jon thought its aftertaste

was a little like cinnamon, but

not so sugary to be repulsive.

Andy's comment was lost in a
Wordsworthlan haze: "Our
bodies feel, where'er they be/
Against or with our will." We
both rated this beer an un-

qualified 4 because it worked
the combination of smooth
flavor with

J ust enough barley

bite toiuake it Interesting. We
also thought E.S.B. perhaps

stood for other things: Exis-

tential Synesthetic Booze. Ex-
tremely Soporific Booting (just

ask the residents of Tenney
House). Elastic Super Balls

(?), Easy Sucking Brew,

Endquotes make their

vengeful return.

"Everybody wants pros-

thetic foreheads on their real

heads."

"I returned a bag ofgroceries

accidentally taken offthe shelf

before the expiration date."

-They Might Be Giants
(both)

"De Do Do Do De Da Da Da
is all I want to say to you."

-The Police

"There's nothing so danger-

ous as a man in the depths of

an ether binge."

-Hunter S. Thompson

The Golden Rule—Those
with the gold make the rules.

YEARS AHEAD
HAIR DESIGN

Spiral Perms - $40.00 (reg $65.00)

Facials - $10.00
Unlimited Tanning - 30 days for $40.0C

Free Facials w/highlight

15 % off all services with CC ID

118 NTejon, Suite 301 /TIC CCC')
Above Old Chicago's U.JO-00*?Z,
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Lady Cats end season with personal bests

By Karen Nickerson

The CC Women's Swim

Team swept through the ISL

Championship meet by hit-

ting personal bests in an in-

credible eighty-five percent of

their races. They took third

in the Conference, edging out

fierce rival Metro by just five

points.

Diver Shelly Wiseman took

first place in the 3-meter and

qualified for Nationals at the

same time. She also scored

second in the 1 -meter com-

petition. At Nationals.

Wiseman made it to the fi-

nals, where she took 19th

among all the Division II

schools. Congratulations

Shelley! Lara Dunn also per-

formed at her best, scoring

third and fifth, respectively,

in the 3-meter and the 1-

meter dives.

Senior co-captain Kather-

ineAquaviaswamherfastest

50 free and 100 free ever on

the 200 and 400 free relays,

as well as scoring for the team

with a personal best in the

100 butterfly. Kamisha
Begay, our senior Freshcat,

clocked in with herbest times

ever inboth the 200 and 1 650

free, placing sixth in the 1650.

Senior Amy Bilsing ended a

long season by blazing to a

personal record ofher own in

the grueling 1650-yard
freestyle and scoring seventh

place. Senior co-captain

Karen Nickerson surpassed

her fastest times in every

event, including a seven-sec-

ond drop for fifth place in the

200 breaststroke.

Early Saturday, junior

Kathy Farrow hit her best

timeinthe500freestyle. Next

she hit her knee so that she

could be whisked away on a

stretcher by halfa dozen con-

cerned young men. With her

kneecap back in place, she

returned (still high on co-

deine?) the next day to cheer

on the team. Julie Jacobs,

also a junior, snatched per-

sonal bests in all of her indi-

vidual events. Jacobs scored

fifth in the 100 butterfly and

shaved seven and five sec-

onds, respectively, off her

times in the 500 free and the

200 fly.

Sophomore Kathryn

Plummer scored well

throughout the champion-

ships, taking third in both

backstroke events and help-

ing four relay teams to their

best times of the season.

Plummerand herparents also

treated the entire women's

team to a delicious Sunday

breakfast at her house.

Melinda Sharkey took ad-

vantage of the goodies and

racked up personal bests not

only in the 100 and 200
breaststroke but also in the

event she had been training

hard for all year (ha!): the

200-yard individual medley.

Sophcat Heather Stoebner

bettered her times in both

the 50 and the 200 free,

placed seventh overall in the

100 free, andzoomed through

three relays.

The Freshcats all swam
well, looking forward to fu-

ture seasons of letting

someone else carry the towel

bags. Beth Bacon blazed to

personal records in all her

events, dropping five seconds

from her 200 backstroke en-

try time in the process. Claire

Carpenter took an amazing

16 seconds off her 500 free

time and placed eighth in the

longest event ofthe meet, the

1650 free. Not to be outdone.

Freshcat Amber Gillberg

racked up PR's in the 50 and

100 freestyle and scored

points for the team in her

favorite event, the 200
breaststroke. Saturday night

(herbirthday) theteamkindly

helped Gillberg consume al-

most all of a huge sheet cake

piled high with frosting. Ear-

lier that day, Lee Ippolito

surprised her competition by

dropping sixteen seconds off

her 500 freestyle entry time

and snatching eighth place.

Juli Schneider not only swam
her best breaststroke times

of the season,- but she also

scored seven points for the

Tigers with her valiant effort

in the 400 IM. A sixth place

finish in the 100 butterfly

wasjust one ofthe outstand-

ing swims forFreshcatTreloar

Tredennick, who hit her best

times of the season in all her

Tourney tests women's lax

By Gia Sullivan

The weekend before spring break marked the kick-off of the women's lacrosse

season with a round-robin tournament at the University of Colorado in Boulder.

CC played five games in the tournament against teams from CU-Boulder, the

University of Kansas, Colorado State University, and the Denver Women's Club

Team. These games gave the team its first real taste of competition for the

season.

The team's first game was against Boulder and CC prevailed in the end of a very

close game. The final score was 3 for CC and 2 for Boulder. Senior Laura Jenney

scored two of CC's goals and junior Sarah Grote had the third. The victory over

Boulder was the first in three years for CC and gave the team great confidence

for the rest of the tournament.
Unfortunately, the team's second game was not quite as successful as the first.

Playing the Denver Women's Club team was exhausting. The experienced and

fast Denver team proved to be unstoppable as they scored one goal after another.

In the end Denver had easily scored nine goals to CC's one. Again Jenney
produced for CC, scoring the team's only goal.

The women's lacrosse team's third game was against the University of Kansas.

CC was in top form for this game and was the victor with a score of 4- 1 . First year

student Jill Pederson had a hat-trick in the first three minutes of the game and

Grote put in another in the second half.

The team's fourth game was against CSU and resulted in a tie after very close

play. The three goals for CC were scored by junior Jill Miller, sophomore Helen

Blair, and first year student Jenny Anderson.

CC's final game was a second face-off against Boulder. Unfortunately, the

victory in the first game against Boulder was not repeated. Boulder successfully

scored seven goals while CC was left with only two. Again Jenney produced for

the team as did first year student Pederson.

The women's lacrosse team left the tournament with a great sense of

accomplishment for their first games of the season. The team shows much
potential for the season and with a large, young squad the future is promising.

This Saturday the team will meet CSU for the second time and hopes to show
them their best. Come on out to the lacrosse field for the 10:30 start and cheer
the team on to victory.

Mat
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photo by Tyler Stevens

First year Meghan Mullan looksfor the pool . The

Lady Catsfinished third in the region.

individual events. Susanne
Wilson, another veteran of

the 400 IM (in which she took

sixth), sprinted to one fast

time after another in the 50

and 100 freestyle in both in-

dividual and relay events.

Many thanks to manager

Amy Peck, assistant coach

Trish Fraciosi, diving coach

Cil Hill, and head coach Joa

Schofield for a successl

season. The Women's Swii

ming and Diving Team hi

some good meets duringtl *
year, but it wasn't until t

ISL Championships that i

erything finally came I

gether. Congratulations 1

Cats!

m
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Intramural hoops

comes to the end o

yet another season
By Janet O'Brien

On March 3. Supreme
Court battled it out on the

basketball court against

Coaches. After a tough, com-

petitive game. Supreme Court
came out ahead. When asked

to comment on the game, a

Coaches team member said.

"We got worked, but that's all

right because we had fun."

Congratulations, Supreme
Court on winning the A-

league basketball champion-

ship game.

On March 4, Dogmeat III

and My Dad played an ag-

gressive game. After several

injuries and a mad dash at

the end by My Dad to win,

Dogmeat III won the champi-

onship game with a score of

50-32. Dogmeat III team
member Tom McGlyn stated

that the game was "a chess

match." Dogmeat Ill's oppos-

ing team member Evan Howe
said, "You've got to give the

faculty credit because they're

one of the best teams as-

sembled." Still full of fighti

spirit, JeffDale from MyD

declared that "next year'

faculty will faU." For n

though, Dogmeat HI te:

members are the champs

B league IM basketball.

Deal with It vs. Dingo K

occurred on March 4

It was an extremely intej

game. At the end of the

half, the score was tied at

Both teams kept the Pj

sure on up until the very

second - there was evei

debate over whether or

there were one or three

onds left. After the del

concluded. Deal with Itte

members were deeo

champions of co-ed

ketball. Jay Morse of P'

Kids said that the game

"tough" and that "usual?

ed teams aren't that MjJ
His statement just g

of

show that anything

happen in intramurals-

gratulations. Deal witl^

your second win this

)

IM basketball.

laiii

$
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Iowa 7

Tpnn.St. 101

Duke 2

UNLV

Creighton

Seton Hall

Arizona

Seton Hall

NCAA Men's

Basketball

Champion-
ship 1991

North Carolina

Ohio State

Georgia Tech

MIDWEST

Ohio State

Texas

St. lohn's

St. John's

Connecticut

Xavier. OH.

Connecticut

Iowa

Duke

Duke

CHAMPION

lift Northeastern

E. Michigan

8 Princeton

"IS Villannva

5 Miss. State
E. Michigan

I 17 E Mirhiga

Penn State
.4 UCLA

Oklahoma _Sl,

N.C. State

113 Penrt State

State6 NC Sfa

111 S. Mis :

Oklahonja_S_L_

ISSlSSlDpL

3 Oklahoma St.

Temple

Temple

Richmond

7 Purdue

1 1(1 Temple

2 Syracuse

Ll5_Ki.

SOUTHEAST

Arkansas

Final Four in

Indianapolis,

Indiana

Arkansas

chmt

1 Arkansas

rgia St.~l 16 Ceoi

Arizona St.

Wake Forest

8 Arizona St.

19 Rutgers

5 Wake Forest

Alabama

1 12 Louisiana St.

4 Alabama

Kansas

Pittsburgh

113 Murray St.

6 Pittsburgh

Kansas

,
Florida State

1 14 New Orleans.

7 Florida State

Indiana

Indiana
2 Indiana

llS Coast. Carolina

I lifts including two
j>gh-speed quad chairs.

J
award winning trails.

few Extreme Experience™
^ided Ski Program;
|0 acres of double
llack diamond terrain.

^tickets available at participating Front Range
!*ers, Pizza Hut restaurants and Delivery Units,

prays, Breeze Ski Rentals, Gart Brothers/Dave

J*s. Diamond Shamrocks, King Soopers and
Prisons.

I
&COPPER MOUNTAIN' RESORT

lust 75 miles West of Denver off 1-70, exit 195

SNOW REPORT LINE 893-1400

Hair Models Needed
Male and Female

National Hair Care is looking for

models to participate in with

professional stylist will be doing

cuts, perms, waves weavings,

colors and frostings.

All hair types needed.

If your interested in participating

please attend model call Saturday,

April 6th at 12:00 in the lobby at

the Red Lion Hotel.

(1775 E. Cheyanne Blvd.)

Ask for Roux Labs

Hair show will be held Sunday,

April 7th

Two new
games

By Janet O'Brien

Ooof ball: A game played on
a court by two teamswho catch

and throw a weighted ball over

a high net. The court Is similar

to that played in badminton. A
video of the sport is being

shown at El Pomar from 3-5

pm, Friday, March 22nd and

on Monday, march 25th. Ros-

ters available at Worrier Cen-

ter and IM office at El Pomar.

Roster due: Friday, March
22nd, 5 pm. Rosters accepted

thru Sunday at the IM office at

5 pm In El Pomar.

Captain's meeting: Monday,

March 25th at 5:30 pm, El

Pomar classroom,

Broornball: A cross between

ice hockey and field hockey

with 6 people on the ice. It's a

fast pacedgame with no skates

needed. Rosters available at

IM boards at Womer Center

and at El Pomar.

Roster due: Monday, March

25. 5 pm at the IM office at El

Pomar.

Captain's meeting: Thurs-

day, March 28th at 5:30 pm at

the El Pomar classroom.
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Women's track

fares well at CU

March 22

By Maile Shimabukuro
Staff Writer

The CC Women's Track

Team has a lot to boast about.

While their sedentary peers

play wimpy sports like frisbee

golf, beer-curling, and party-

hopping, these fine females

leap over hurdles, heave the

iron shot and pound the turf.

Yet, if this weren't enough,

their dedication extends past

the bounds of the average

threshold, which usually pe-

ters out at spring break. At

this time of the year, most

students experience a unique

cessation of all prior health

habits, morals, conscience and

commitments. Notsoforthese

women. While we baked our

skin, let our muscles atrophy

and added inches to those beer

bellies, women's track sizzled

with sweat, drank plenty of

non-alcoholic beverages and

hardened their washboard

torsos!

A strong team is made
stronger by such dedication

and the '9 1 track team's dedi-

cation has really paid off.

"Everybody is significantly

further ahead this year than

they were last year and the

improvement continues,"
commented Coach Theresa
Ellbogen, after mulling over

the results of the CU Potts

Invitational held on March 2.

Of the six athletes competing,

three bettered their perfor-

mances from the same meet
in 1990. Senior co-captain

Tiffany Shipp threw the shot

33'2-l/2". a personal record

by 4-1/2"; senior Lynette

Gudicello shaved 13 seconds

offher 1 990 mile time, running

a 8:05.6; sophomore Carey

Wall bettered her 800m time

by 8 seconds, dropping to a

2:42. Otherhighlights include

first year Rebecca Felts' fan-

tastic 400m performances.

Felts qualified for the finals

with a 1 :09.2 preliminary time.

and then ran a 1:10.26 in the

finals. Seniorco-captainKarin

Boes ran an outstanding

1 1:39.03000m race. Firstyear

Meadow Stagner ran a speedy

1:11.67 400 meters. Finally.

CC beat host CU in the two

mile relay with a time of

11:13.52, made possible by

the efforts of Wall (2:42.47),

Felts (2:45.661. Boes (2:50. 17)

and Stagner (2:55.32).

Coach EUbogenbeamed with

pride as she added in:

"Women'sTrackand Field has

the highest GPA (3.31) of all

women's sports, and cross-

country is tied with tennis

(3.30) for second place." (Along

with heading track and field.

Elbogen serves as assistant

cross country coach at CC.)

So along with biceps and
beauty, there are brains on
this crew ofCC athletes. Look
out for more sterling perfor-

mances this year. The women
have just gotten started, and
are hungry for more! Team-
mates Kate Reagan, Jenn
Nesbitt and Ciela Meyer will

rejoin the group and augment
its potential. Keep up the fine

work ladies!

Downtown by Acacia Park

633-0732 226 N. Tejon

CC's Outdoor Connection

National Sportline . .

.

©Copyright 1991, USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

OKLAHOMA ADVANCES IN NIT:

Bryan Sallier scored 20 of his 26 points in the second half as the Oklah
0IDi

Sooners advanced to the National Invitation Tournament semifinals with
g,

83-74 win against the Providence Friars. Oklahoma (19-14), with six poj^

from Sallier early in the half, went on a 16-4 run to pull ahead 58-44 at 13 ;22

Providence (19-13) could get no closer than 60-57 with 10 minutes left

CELTICS BEAT BULLETS:
The Boston Celtics closed in on their first Atlantic Division title in three

years with a 102-81 win over the Washington Bullets. In other games: Indian

1 17, Miami 107; New Jersey 1 18, Minnesota 111, OT; NewYork 102, Clevelaa

97; Philadelphia 107, Detroit 103; Chicago 129, Atlanta 107; Phoenix u (

Dallas 96; Utah 106, Denver 98; Seattle 1 14, LA Lakers 106; Portland 100, L

CUppers 96.

SABRES TOP CANADIENS IN OT:

Dave Andreychuk scored at 1:14 of overtime to give the Buffalo Sabresal

2 victory against the Montreal Canadiens. The Sabres had a 2-0 lead headia

into the third period, but Shayne Corson and Guy Carbonneau scored f(

Montreal to tie it. In .other NHL games: Toronto 4, Los Angeles 4, tie; Calga

3, Vancouver 2.

WHEATON UPSETS AGASSI:
In men's quarterfinal play Thursday at the Lipton International Players

Championship, David Wheaton, who upset No. 3 Andre Agassi 6-0, 7-

Wednesday, meets Cristiano Caratti, and No. 1 Stefan Edberg plays No. 7 Emili(

Sanchez. Richey Reneberg beat Marc Rosset 7-6 (7-3), 3-6, 6-3 and will face Jin

Courier in Friday's semifinals. Courier beat Derrick Rostagno 6-0, 6-3.

THE ONE STOP
SPORTING GOODS STORE
FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS

2for1
Buy One Hockey Stick At Regular Price

And Get One Free
Choose From:

Christian Bros. Koho
Canadien Titan

Sher-Wood Kitchener

Receive 30% off on all Skates in Stock
choose From: CCM, Bauer, Cooper

Receive 30% off on all Accessories
SKI SEASON ISN'T OVER YET Helmets, Jerseys, Sox, Pants,

GET 25% OFF Shoulder Pads, Ankle Supports,

ON ALL SKI CLOTHING
Elbow Guar

^f;
Gl°ves

'

Le9 Guar*
and Mouthpieces.

(EXCLUDING SALE ITEMS)

ROLLER BLADES
THE NEWEST CRAZE

10% OFF

ALLLEATHER FANNY PACKS

$20 VALUE - YOUR COST $1 0.99

20%OFFALL SHOES IN STOCK

Rccbdhifi
SSSSH

UKE&on.
119N.Te)on

Mon-Sat. 9am-6pm
636-3348

CHOOSE FROM:

adidasw KongojrV006

t PATRICKM^N new balance*
.- .£fc



Free
Speech.

Ifyou're an off-campus student,

get theAI&T CallingCard and your first call is free.
There's no better time to speak your mind. Because

now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you'll

get your first 15-minute call free?

With yourAT&T Calling Card,

you can call from almost anywhere

to anywhere. And you can keep

|
your card, even ifyou move and

get a new phone number.

83V Hm V}9&'ii&:

%,

Our Calling Card is part of the AT&TStudent Saver

Plus program, a whole package of products and services

designed to make a student's budget go farther

So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on

campus. Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.

And let freedom ring.

AE0T. Helping make college life a little easier.

* feOO value for a coast-to coast Calling Card call. Applies to customer-dialed calls made during the

*®T Night/Wfeekend calling period, 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm Kriday through

W Sunday You may receive more or less calling time depending on where and when you call

Applications must be received by December 31, 1991

ART
The right choice.
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Announcements March 22, v

Classifieds
-Washington, D.C. Apart-

ment for rent. 7 miles from

downtown. 2 bedroom with

loft. Furnished, available

May 15. Call Ryan Wallack.

703-379-1924.
-Interested in submitting

stories, announcements or

opinions? The Catalyst ac-

cepts all three! Please turn

in a hard copy in addition

with a Macintosh disk (if

possible fo articles) to the

office in Cossitt basement.

Deadline is Tuesday at 5

pm. Questions call x6675

and ask for Jennifer.

Wanted: Students with

public speaking experience.

If you have participated in

HS or college speech activi-

ties. The Colorado HS As-

sociation needs you. espe-

cially for debate. It pays $$.

so do it. Friday, April 5th

and Saturday, April 6th.

Call Mike or Mark at 633-

6807 for more info.

-Glacier Park, Montana.

College students from

across the country are be-

ing sought for summerjobs
at one of the nation's most

spectacular national parks.

For details on jobs and

salaries call Glacier Park,

Inc., at 602-248-2612 or

write Glacier Park, Inc.,

1210 Greyhound Tower,

Phoenix, Ariz.. 85077.

-Summer house-sitter,

responsible, reliable CC se-

nior will care for pets,

plants, yard, mail and se-

curity. References avail-

able. Call Carrie at x7880.

Announcements
-Health Professions meet-

ing on the AMCAS applica-

tion to medical school for

the fall of 1992. A panel of

current CC seniors already

accepted for 1991 will dis-

cuss this process. Thurs-

day. March 28, 3:15 pm,

Olin Room 185.

-"Writing Down Rights:

The Constitution as Literary

Practice?" - Malott Lecture.

March 28. 8 pm, Gaylord.

-The Career Center will

hold a graduate school in-

formation day from 12 to

3:30 on Thursday April 4 in

theWorner Center. Keynote

speaker, alumni guests,

faculty, and students will

conduct workshops and
discussions.

-Lancaster University
representative. Prof. Robin

Gilmour. will be on campus
to talk with interested stu-

dents about the study
abroad program. Come to

the WES room. 1 pm,
Thursday, April 4th.

-Slide lecture by Professor

William Wroth titled "His-

panic Art of the Americn
Southwest". Tuesday,
March 26. 8 pm in Packard
Hall Auditorium.

-Butler University study

abroad programs. Repre-

sentative Tom Roberts will

be on campus Wednesday.

April 3. 3 to 4 pm. Worner

212 to talk with interested

students.

-EnAct Recycling first

three Fridays of the block.

Come and lend a hand
picking up glass and alu-

minum recylables at

Loomis, Bemis, Slocum and

mathias. Meet at Loomis

loading dock at 12:30 pm.

-All campus picnic (with

meal plan) featuring live

band, March 23, 4:15 Cut-

ler guad. Anchor Slide, all

campus competition to

benefit Colo. Springs School

for Deaf and Blind (among

others) at Honnen Ice Rink

March 23, 7 pm.
-Anchor Slide, a fundraiser

sponsored by Delta Gamma
to help the Deaf and Blind

programs in Colorado
Springs and Dnver, will be

on March 23, Saturday from

7-9 pm in Honnen Ice Rink.

Delta Gamma challenges all

groups on campus to par-

ticipate in the night's

events. All proceeds help

the Deaf and Blind. Ques-

tions, ask any Delta Gamma
or call Patty Lindley at

X7819.
-Art Show: recent photo-

graphs of Charles Walters.

March 18 - April 10 in

Coburn Gallery. Opening

Tuesday March 19, 7-9 pm.

-Manitou Springs, CO. The
alliance of Professional

Artists Association is ac-

cepting entries for its an-

nual regional outdoorjuried

sculpture exhibition.

Sculpture in Manitou. July

12. 13, 14, 1991. Fee of

$20. Each artist must sub-

mit slides of at least 2 and

no more than 6 different

works. Cash awards given.

Slide deadline May 1. For

Prospectus. contact
Darpino, APAA, 5 1"3

Manitou Ave., Manitou
Springs, CO 80829, 719-

685-1861.
-The Body Image Support

Network is looking for

women (FY-JR) who are in-

terested in facilitating

support groups for 91-92

school year. The groups are

confidential and open to all

women on campus who
struggle with self-esteem

and body image. For an ap-

plication or information

please contact Rosemerry
Wahtola 473-8809 or

Kimber Felton.

Have you ever had an in-

ternship? If you have,

please tell us about it! Stop

by the Career Center to fill

out a short evaluation of

your internship experience.

It's quick, it's painless and
you'll be helping other CC

students find the intern
they are looking f0r
the Career Center

toi

Personals
-My name is Scott p „
I'm a '86 CC graduate

'

serving as captain and h*
copter pilot in the

USArrr'
aviation branch in the p
sian Gulf. I would M
hear from students, fac

and alumni. Captain
Sr

Powell. 218-56-42l6, H
1 lth Aviation Brigad
NY 09684, Operation
Storm.

Deadlines
-National College poe
Contest open to all

coll,

students desiring to 1
their poetry anthologi

Cash prizes will be awal
the top five poems. Del

line: March 31. For fj

test Rules send stam-

envelope to: InternaliiJ

Publications, PO
3]

44044-L. Los Angeles,

90044.
-Application for the

German semester
Luneburg. Germany,

March 29. For applicatii

and information concet

the program, please cont]

the German departmenl

-ACM India - study abrol

Application deadline isAj

1. 1991. See Prof. Kapu]

Foreman, Palmer 113,

6419 for information.

Y

c<

f

Y

COMMITMENT
beyond the self ...

helps one achieve meaning

Nominations are due in the Cen-

ter for Community Service Office,

Worner Room 10, by 5:00 pm
Friday, March 29th.

Thank you for your interest and time

-we value your input.

Tift® 0®in1!(iir feir © TO NOMINATE AN INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP TO RECEIVE

AN AWARD, COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:

On Wednesday, April 24th, the Center for Community

Service and Volunteer Action will host a dinner, recognizing

the contributions of numerous individuals and groups to

Colorado College and the Colorado Springs community.

We would apprecite receiving nominations from any

college members, on behalf of any other college mem-
ber who exemplifies a service ethic.

Please keep in mind that nominations are designed to be open-ended

and broad-based. They may include:

• individuals who personally volunteer OR who have motivated

others or organized events

• individuals may be students, faculty, or staff

• groups may be residence wings, greek chapters, service

organizations or other groups

• groups need not be service-oriented in their mission, but may have

taken upon special service projects or cooperated with service

groups

the service/philanthropic activity may have been particularly

creative, innovative, or significant in scope, or have simply

touched the life of another individual.

Name ol nominator (optional)

NAME OF INDIVIDUAL/GROUP

.

IF A GROUP, WHO SHOULD RECEIVE THE AWARD ON ITS BEHALF'

Phone

.

1) How has this person/organization contributed through philanthropy or

service to others?

2) Which constituency (i.e. children, elders, environment, etc) benefitted

from this effort?

3) What has been the resulting impact in the community of this effort?

4) What has been the resulting impact on campus of this effort?

5) Please add any additional insights that you feel will assist the award

committee's decision.

6) Your name and phone will help us to verify or request information and

will strengthen your nomination.
;

Help us to recognize extraordinary commitment!

The Center for Community Service. Worner Room 10. 389-6846
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Substance abuse, minority

themes chosen for houses

Rudolfo Anaya, spoke on preserving Mexican

throughfolklore.
Photo courtesy of College Relations

aya stresses folklore

preserving culture
ham Roy
riter

)f Rudolf Anaya ex-

the role of folk sto-

faican culture and
•folk stones affected

toood at the Norman
ition Lecture
ay night,

'said stories have a

"pact on children
! childhood is the
"' first awareness,

not need to have
tabolism because
"y monsters in sto-
! very real part of a

imagination. As
mature, a culture's
lc'p guide them in
lri
6 self-awareness.

"Mean folk story

P a woman named
""a who drowned her
h a river and then
|>clzed by her vil-

" Uorona eternally
s 'or her children at

the river as a "River Ghost"

and she scares the children

who go there.

Anaya lived nearby the

river as a child, and his

mother told him the legend

of La Llorona many times.

When he went to the river,

Anaya said he always be-

came afraid of the river

ghost and constantly con-

fronted those fears.

Eventually the story pro-

vided a lesson. "I could learn

from (La Llorona). She was

a product of her village's

fear. I had to understand

my fears to conquer them,"

Anaya said.

Messages in folk stories

provide a pathway toward

truth and self-identity, said

Anaya. and they provide

models for overcoming

negative obstacles in life.

He also said Mexican folk

stories offer children a guide

as they discover their sexual

Please see Culture page 5

By Jason Jarvis

Staff Writer

In its continuing effort to

promote special interest

awareness within the stu-

dent community, the Colo-

rado College has once again

granted student groups the

use of two theme houses.

According to Director of

Residential Life Dana Wil-

son, next year's Wood and
Tenney houses will be oc-

cupied by groups involved

with substance abuse and
minority issues respec-

tively.

The substance abuse
group, which proposed a

Free House, "freedom
from..., freedom to—

"

states its intention to "pro-

vide alternatives to sub-

stance (i.e. alcohol, tobacco,

and illegal drugs) - related

socialization," in their ap-

plication to the Housing

Committee,
The Free group also men-

tioned the results of a stu-

dent poll they conducted.

Out of the 100 student re-

spondents, 48% called for

more substance free par-

ties, 47% felt the campus
needed additional sub-

stance support groups on

campus, and 30% saw the

need for more substance

education programs on
campus.
Mathias Hall Director

Greg Wilborn, a voting

member of the Housing
Committee which reviewed

theme house applications,

said a group's proposed

contribution to the College

community, and its expla-

nation as to why it needed a

house, were the major con-

cerns of the Housing Com-
mittee.

Along those lines the Free

House proposed to host

substance support groups,

hold substance free parties,

and volunteer some of its

member's time to local el-

ementary and secondary
schools, according to

spokespersons Taa Dixon
and Elliot Davis.

The other winner was
Casa La Raza, which de-

scribes itself as a "unique

effort to culturally enrich

the Colorado College and

its students. " And although

its main goal is to examine
Chicano culture, more
generally, the house intends

the creation of a place where
minorities can participate

and relax as members of

the majority.

Through the creation of

an environment better

educated to minority con-

cerns, they wish to thus

decrease the minority drop

out rate and assist in the

recruitment of new minor-

ity students.

Unlike last year, when
only two groups applied for

two house openings, this

year's applicants were

forced to compete with the

greatest number of appli-

cations in CC theme house

history.

Eight proposals were

submitted to the nine
member Housing Commit-
tee for review. The commit-

tee consists of a CCCA ap-

pointed student chairper-

son, three other student

members, the three resi-

dence hall directors, and
the two nonvoting directors

of Residential Lire.

Residential Life Director

Wilson was "thrilled to see

more special Interest groups

In residence halls," and
mentioned the possibility of

enlisting the use of another

theme house If the applicant

pool Is as large next year.

According to one member
of the Committee, Casa La

Raza came in an unques-

tionable first place. While

the battle for second was
waged between supporters

of the environmental house

and the Free House.

Four voting members of

the committee, Including

Slocum Hall Director Laura

Bishop who wrote a recom-

mendation for the Free

House, cast their vote for

the Free House. While the

See Theme House page 5

Student dies in accident
By Mike Shaver

First year student Daniel O'Connor was killed in an

automobile accident Friday. March 22 near Steamboat

Springs

O'Connor. 19. sustained massive head Injuries after

being thrown from a Volkswagen van when it rolled from

U.S. 40 down an embankment.

Traveling in the van with O'Connor were juniors Linda

Shill, Maria Stelk and first year Megan Sherman. Both

Shill and Stelk were taken to a nearby hospital, where they

were treated for minor Injuries and released.

Of the four passengers, Colorado State Patrol Officers

said that Sherman was the only one wearing a seatbelt.

According to a report released by the state patrol
.
U. S. 40

was icy when the accident occured at 10: 10 p.m. The van

was headed down an incline when it apparently skidded on

the ice, leaving the road, where it rolled twice down the

embankment, the report said.

A memorial service is being planned for O'Connor.

O'Connor is a 1990 graduate of Sidwell Friends School in

Washington, D.C.
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Student, faculty input requested

College plans major construction at Bac;
By Mark Glaze

The college is planning

construction of a major new
lodge at the Baca campus,

and has hired architects to

draw up preliminary plans

for site and design selec-

tion.

Students were invited to

attend a meeting of the Baca
Advisory Board on March
25. at which architects from

the Nakata Group, also re-

sponsible for the design

and construction of the

Barnes and Womer com-

plexes, accepted general

suggestions for the project.

The project comes largely

in response to the impend-

ing sale of the townhouses

that the college currently

uses by their private owner.

The college now owns one

of the townhomes, which

will be kept for faculty use,

but has decided not to pur-

chase the remaining build-

ings based on their age and

inefficiency.

Professor Joe Gordon,
chair of the Committee on
Southwest Studies, is ac-

tively involved in

fundraising for the lodge

and reported that President

Gresham Riley has set a

spending limit of approxi-

mately $500,000 to guide

development of the project.

According to Suzie
Strawn, Coordinator of the

Baca Campus, the half mil-

lion dollar figure will cover

all aspects of the project,

including a passive solar

energy system and other

features which will make
the lodge largely "self-

maintaining."

The Office ofDevelopment
will be approaching a num-
ber of individual donors to

collect funding for the

project, rather than using

existing endowment or

construction funds.

Professor Gordon has
given a number of

fundraising talks to groups,

and noted that Professor

Tom Cronin, who will re-

place President Riley for the

first semester of the next

year, would probably in-

corporate the project into

his fundraising efforts.

According to Gordon, the

guiding principle of the

Baca project will be "com-
munication with its envi-

ronment -- visually, eco-

logically, and culturally."

The construction goal,

according to Strawn, is to

leave the Baca campus
"much as it is now--with
individual spaces, privacy,

and a oneness with nature."

By the middle ofApril, the

Nakata architects will

present about a dozen con-

cept drawings, from which

the Baca Advisory Commit-
tee, with input from all col-

lege constituencies, will

make an initial selection of

design and site,

A public meetli
set for Tuesday,
3:00 p.m. in they
of the Worner

ce
which the concept j

will be presented
dents, faculty,

anj
istrators are invit

e ,

in the selection
pt(

Following the a,

lection, the Comnjj
present the plans
dent Riley, and toil

of Trustees for apt

their May meetly
plans are appro,

funding is obtain,

struction could bt

cording to coordin;

chitect Greg FYi

early as August oltl

Abortion Denied outlines results of parental consent lav

By Sarah Wright
Staff Writer

The video documentary.
Abortion Denied, played

Tuesday night in the WES
room in Worner to a group
of about 20 people, (all

women save one.) The video

showing was sponsored by
CC NARAL in response to

Colorado legislation that

may require parental con-

sent In order for a teenager

to have an abortion.

The purpose behind a pa-

rental consent law Is to cut

down on the number of

abortions, and increase
communication between
parents and their pregnant,

presumably troubled
daughter. However, most of

the large medical organiza-

tions, such as the Ameri-
can Association of Pediat-

rics, are opposed to the
proposed law for health-

based reasons.

Pregnant teens have a

much higher risk ofcompli-
cations that could result in

death. Also, most teens are

not in the position to seek

quality, sensitive, and pri-

vate health care.

A pregnant teenager In the

U.S. has few options and
depending on which state

she lives in, she may have
fewerthanshethinks. Some
states, such as Indiana,

have made abortion illegal

without parental consent,

unless a waiver is granted

by a judge.

In one specific case, a

fourteen year old girl was
denied an abortion al-

though she had the con-

sent of her foster mother.
One man said that he lost

his daughter due to death
from an illegal abortionjust

because she lived in the
wrong state.

The legalities of going to

court can take up to 22
days, and rare is the occa-
sion that an abortion will

be granted, or that a higher
court will overturn the
original decision. Since a
safe abortion should be
performed in the first tri-

mester, going through court
along with the stress of be-
ing pregnant endangers the

teen.

When Minnesota passed
a law requiring consent
from both of the pregnant
teenager's biological par-

ents, the number of second
trimester abortions in-

Caring for women
who had children as
teenagers costs the
government $200 bil-

lion annually. Sixty-

seven percent of
teenage mothers and
their children live in

poverty.

creased 26.5% in one year.

The video also presented
some horror stories of situ-

ations that arose in places

where abortion is illegal.

Statistics show that the law
does not seem to be able to

mandate whether or not a

woman is going to have an
abortion, because if she is

desperate enough she'll find

a way.

The feminization of pov-

erty was discussed. Caring

for women who had chil-

dren as teenagers costs the

government $200 billion

annually. Sixty-seven per-

cent ofteenage mothers and
their children live in pov-

erty. Only one out of 50
teenage mothers finish

college.

In states where abortion

is illegal or parental con-

sent laws are in play, the

rate of teenage pregnancies
rose sharply. Also, the U.S.

has by far the highest rate

of teen pregnancies among
industrial countries. One
million teenagers become
pregnant annually; five of

six ofthose pregnancies are

unintentional. Forty per-

cent of American women
become pregnant as teen-

agers.

The catch-all answer from

pro-lifers such ;

Reagan and Geon_

adoption. However

children are today

adoption, but the

is for healthy Cai

infants.

Some lawyers, *b;

kers" and even son

tion agencies maki

sible for hopeful

adopt if the couple

ford it. The bottom

adoption is that li

much easier to th(

more money, andu

fants will cost as 1

$30,000.
Many fear that thi

the beginning, andl

requiring parental

for contraceptive

shortly follow

In closing, NAM
all to write to stall

sentatives and

objections.

Junior Kirk Granum chosen to chair

Leisure Program, takes on various duties
By Robert A. Neer
Staff Writer

Junior Kirk Granum be-
gan his new position last

week as the Student Chair-
person of the Leisure Pro-

gram at Colorado College.

Granum replaces last year's
Chair. Deb Robison.
Granum served last year

as Chairperson of Leisure
program's Arts and Crafts
and Film Series committees
and has been involved with
the Program since his first

year at CC.
The duties of Student

Chair involve primarily act-

ing as a liaison with the
various Leisure Program
committees, serving as a
resource and aiding the
committees with a number
of administrative tasks, and
reflecting student concerns
to the associate dean of

students. Beyond that,

explains Granum, the
chairperson is free to ini-

tiate other projects.

"We're currently looking
at the Tiger Pit," Granum
elaborated. "We want to

make it so more students
are interested in going

there."

In addition, Granum
plans for Leisure Program
to sponsor a campus-wide
party.

He is also hoping to coor-
dinate some more events
for summer session par-
ticipants, such as a films
and a return of last
summer's Tie-Dye work-
shop.

Granum hopes to make
the Leisure program more
prominent on campus, he
explained, and to coordi-
nate more events.

Dunk Tank Visits CC

Ever felt cheated, betrayed, or otherv

done wrong by a professor, administrator

friend? Here's your chance to get back! I

you can publicly humiliate the person of y

choice by placing them in front of Wor

Center - in a dunking booth. Yes, you

nominate anyone on campus to sit in

booth. We will contact those nominated

request their presence at this fundraiser

day, from 12-2 in front of Worner. Proce

benefit Acts 19:11, a therapeutic horsebj

riding ranch for handicapped kids. Now

can vent frustration or display some disW

sense of affection while supporting a wor

cause. (Seems so innocent - doesn't it?)]

opportunity is brought to you by Circle

Colorado College for only 50 cents a thro«

3 throws for a dollar. Submit nomination!

Womer Box 1559 by Monday April 1 •
No n

to thank us; Circle K'ers do it as a service
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ereotypes cause Asian American conflict

jrcn
Huber

Writer

r t of Asian Aware-

Lek,
ASIA sponsored

'

Dr. Sumiko T.

ey,
Executive Di-

1

f the Asian Pacific

Lnent center.

|;alk .
entitled "The

Ijunerican Cultural
„- addressed com-

itereotypes held by

cans toward Aslan-

icans and vice versa,

jtn endeavored to ex-

Iheni.

^esey used two pic-

jiagrams to represent

gtural ideals of the

the Asian coun-

jhe first was a repre-

jionofthe phrase, "the

jltv
wheel gets the

e."

tricans are brought up

lis belief and this is

Diey are seen by Asian-

deans as "individual-

loud, out-going, as-

ie, and self-centered."

| are stereotypical

given by the Asian-

rican audience.

The second diagram rep-

resented the Asian cultural

belief: "A nail that sticks

out gets pounded down."
This is why Asian Ameri-
cans are perceived to be
"quiet, studious, group ori-

ented and traditional" by
Americans.
The goal of the Asian Pa-

cific Development Center is

to help Asians assimilate

into American culture and
still keep in touch with their

traditions. The Center
counsels students and
workers to help change their

thinking to our more com-
petitive and individualistic

system.

Asians have learned that

authority is to be "feared

and revered," where in the

U.S. it is "to be challenged"

or employees will be left

behind when it is time for

promotion.

The Center also has a

counseling program to ease

family tension caused by
this assimilation. Children

assimilate faster than par-

ents, who assimilate faster

than the grandparents.

Colorado College Asian
Festival schedule of events

today, March 30, 11-5 pjn, Worner Center;

:0O Thai Presentation: "Asian-Americans

in the 21st Century"

30 Philippine Dancers

:0O Chinese Dancers
30 Japanese Koto Performance

JO Fashion Show of Traditional Philippine Dress

30 Indian Dancers
00 Flower Arranging Demonstration

30 Thai Dancers
00 Taichi Demonstration, Accupuncture

Demonstration
30 Hawaiian Dances, India Dances
00 Kung Fu Demonstration
30 Art Exhibit by Lito Santo, Philippine Artist

Cigoing throughout the day: Calligraphy, Chinese

es. Origami, yoga demonstrations, Philippine &
fcese art exhibits, Oriental astrology, palm read-

„ !. fortune cards, tea ceremony.

.tor

Asian week culminates in

festival of culture and heritage

*Erika Williams

Asia Day Festival, a new part of Asian Awareness

|ek, is a celebration ofAsian heritage and culture,

'wording to So Yan Bueno, "Whatever aspect ofAsia

"terestsyou most, you'll tod at the Festival." Worner

Center will be full of Asian dancers, mucsicians.

Palm readers, and even an accupuncu-turist. Most

"the participants hail from the Denver area and are

"cited to be volunteering their time.

Asian Awareness Week started off with a big

g. More than 100 people attended the Denver

'aiko Group's performance. Lectures have also been
*eU attended, with audiences of 20-30 people.

But for those who missed the Taiko and the

:ures. your opportunity to be involved with Asian

lareness Week hasn't expired. The Asia Day

festival promises to be a truly enjoyable introduc-

'ki to Asian culture.

photo by Thomas Newton

Sumiko Hennesey addresses American and Asian American stereotypes of

one another in her lecture during Asian Awareness Week.

"When children come
home from school and start

speaking up. the parents

try to quiet them and hide

this from the grandpar-

ents," explained Hennesey.

Grandparents are the old-

est and most respected in

Asian culture and are

therefore in strongest con-

flict with the children.

The answer suggested by
Hennesey, was jokingly

termed a kind of schizo-

phrenia. That is. an Asian-

American should keep both

cultures, but use the Asian

culture in Asia, at home, or

in the company of other

Asians, but to use the

American culture in their

business or school work.

This talk was second In a

series for Asian Awareness

week, which will end this

Saturday wilh the Asian day

festival.

Glodava condemns mail-bride system
By Jen Jose
Staff'Writer • "

. In her.speech. "Mail-Order
1

Bride, Opportunist or Victim,"

Mila Glodava, speaking in

honor of Asian Awareness

Week Thursday night at

Gaylord, exposed how Asian

women featured in mail-or-

der bride catalogs become

victims of abuse and sexual

exploitation.

Glodava became interested

in the topic of mail-order

brides after reading an ar-

ticle in the Wall Street Jour-

nal sLx years ago. which said

thatAmericanmales find that

Asianwomen fit the bill of the

unliberated woman. Upset by

the negative portrayal ofAsian

women in the article. Glodava,

who is Filipino, wrote a re-

buttal in the editorials. She

was soon after bombarded

with calls and letters from

people who asked her If she

knew about mail-order bride

catalogs which featured

mostly Asian women.
Glodava decided to become

an expert on this topic after

this experience.

The business of mail order

brides has become a lucra-

tive one. with some compa-

nies earning as much as half

a million dollars a year. Tens

of thousands of American

men subscribe to these

catalogs which feature pic-

tures of Asian women as al-

luring and exotic, yet also

shy and innocent. Each

woman featured in the cata-

log has a caption underneath

her photo which tells the

reader what she is searching

for in a husband. The woman
is identified by 'only a first

name and a number. Men'

thenchoose a womantocor-
fespdnd and eventually

marry. The catalogs cost

around five dollars; however.
' he may end u p spending more

than a thousand dollars for a

'visa and transportation

preparations. The catalogs

are gaining popularity in the

United States and Western

European countries.

Although the catalogs fea-

ture women from many Asian
backgrounds such as Malay-

sia. Japan and Korea, the

more popular women and the

women who advertise them-

selves the most in these cata-

logs, said Glodava. come from

the Philippines. The reason

behind this lies in the

economy and culture of the

Philippines. With 80% of the

Filipinos living under poverty

level, high unemployment,

and an estimated 150,000

women involved in prostitu-

tion, many Filipino women
want a way out. The Philip-

pines, boasting a literacy rate

of85% and a high population

of degree holders among
women . cannot create enough

steady jobs for these women.

As a result, thesewomen tum
to the catalogs as a possible

way to find a more secure

way of living.

Not all of the women are

destined to live a better life.

Glodava noted that "seven-

teen out of twenty marriages

arranged through the cata-

logs are abusive." She cites

that these "marriages are

doomed for failure" because

of the big gap in age (the men
tend tp be

t

Sd.vftars and

"above), 'language Vl ifllc ti 1 ty

.

and cultural and. religious

differences. .Because of their

strongCalholic beliefs, many
of the young brides are hesi-

tant to leave an abusive mar-

riage. "Filipino women think

thai marriage is forever. They

feel a strong sense ofshame if

the marriage fails." said

Glodava.

Asian American women
across the United Slates and

In the Philippines have voiced

that the catalogs negatively

perpetuate the stereotype of

Asian woman as submissive

and permiscuous, and as a

result, victimize all women.

,
The catalogs, strengthen

the notion that women are

objects that can be bought."

said Glodava.

Realizing that because of

the poor economy of the Phil-

ippines, totally abolishing the

catalogs would be very difli-

cult. Glodava called for more

regulations in immigration

laws and regulations in the

activities of the catalog busi-

nesses. She praised Philip-

pine President Corazon

Aquino's decision to ban the

mall order bride catalogs last

year.

Glodava. who works with

the Colorado Network ofAsian

AmericanWomen, created the

Mail-Order Bride Defense

Fund. Helping abused mall-

order brides seek counseling

and legal help when needed.

Glodava encouraged others

to offer their support to these

women who have become vic-

tims.
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Ghosh outlines peace and progress in Indi

By Wendy Anderson

Catalyst Staff

At the Monday night lec-

ture that kicked off Asia

Awareness Week. Bilip

Ghosh had only praise for

India.

Ghosh, Consulate of In-

dian Education in San
Francisco, was particularly

excited about the idea of an

awareness week dedicated

solely to Asia. He encour-

aged other students to take

an active role in Asian is-

sues and education. He

hopes the fervor will not

end here at CC but spill out

into the larger community,

so others might have a

chance to participate in

Asian cultural activities.

On the topic of India.

Ghosh summarized the

economic and social efforts

of India from the 1950's to

the present. The lecture,

entitled The Road Ahead

Gandhi's term was the low

est class, known as the Un-

touchables, abolished.

Gandhi tried as well to

work for the equality of all

people in his nation. Ghosh

stated that as a result the

for India." focused mostly

on how the past 40 years

have contributed to the

present state of the world's

largest democracy.

After India gained inde-

pendence in 1947 under the

rule of Ma-
li a t m a

Gandhi, a

constitution

was written

and in 1950
India be-

came an of-

ficial inde-
,

,

pendent re-

public. The main thrust of caste system is nearly ob

the constitution is equal solete in contemporary In

rights for minorities and the

sexes, as well as religious

freedom and equality.

In the past. India has been

status in order to compete

on the world market. The
four year plan program, de-

vised in 1950 by the gov-

ernment, allowed for na-

tionwide improvement to

take place in four year in-

crements.
Rapid in-

dustrializa-

tion as well

as Improving

the standard
of living and
reducing in-

,

equalities
have been

the main domestic goals of

,
the Indian government for

dia. although rural areas the past forty years. Ghosh

"The caste system, consisting of five different

classes of people, has always been second na-

ture of Indian citizens. Not until Gandhi's term

was the lowest class, known as the untouchables

abolished."

still show traces of three

existing classes. Yet even

here in America, we share

deeply troubled by racial the same burden of upper

conflict. The caste system,

consisting of five different

classes of people, has al-

ways been second nature to

Indian citizens. Not until

middle and lower classes.

As an independent na-

tion, India has spent the

last 40 years attempting to

improve its technological

was proud to assert that

India now ranks tenth in

world industry and noted

that it was the sixth nation

to reach outer space.

India still attempts to

carry the banner of peace

first raised by Mahatma
Gandhi, but has not been

able to keep itself r
r
.

tervening in variou,

In the past decade
took an active role

civil war in Sri i

against the
Suit,

people and the Tam
nority. India also

p]

role in the Gulf war

resulted in an ecoi

setback for the coun
According to Ghosl

dia is a unique count,

cause it sets its own
dards for growth.

[nd .

freed itself from the
pt

of super powers, SU
(

the United States and

sla. However, Ghosl

phasizes that soutl

Asian countries sue

Japan and China
hi

responsibility to wot

gether.

As far as the road <

for India, Ghosh is a

disappointingly simj

when he says. "The
I

will be bright."

u

llil

Final Malott Fndowed lecture

Columbia prof points to Constitution as literature

By Mike Shaver

The final Malott Endowed
lecture on the Bill of Rights

featured professor Robert

Furguson of Columbia Uni-

versity. Furguson's lecture.

"Rights: The Constitution

as Literary Practice," em-
phasized viewing the Bill of

Rights as "A lively docu-

ment with several pur-
poses."

Furguson, a ' renown
scholar of both law and lit-

erature, explained that

documents designed to

protect rights emerge from
"the enclosure of the com-
plex in the simple." It is in

this process. Furguson
continued . that we must
regard "craft as the method
of intent."

Drawing upon the the
similarities and differences

between English and
American constitutional-

ism, Furguson went on to

explain the "inevitable ten-

sion" that arises when at-

tempting to list and pre-

serve rights. The tension is

a natural one, stemming
from "kingly power and the

rights of the people,"

Furguson said.

Viewing the production of

"public
documents"
as a literary

craft has a

number of

imp ort ant
c o n s e -

quences for

the way
scholars
tend to regard documents
designed to protect rights.

The search for authenticity

in intent is largely a twenti-

eth century "academic" en-

terprise, according to

Furguson. This meaning is

something best considered

with special attention given

to form.

"The Bill of Rights is rec-

ognized as legitimate due to

its form. " Furguson argued.

Highlighting this argument,

he points to the use of the

word "declaration" in the

Declaration of Indepen-
dence. In British common

Furguson explained that the Bill of Rights,

like other public documents ofthe time, were
interested in a method which would "build

consensus, protect against weakness and
eliminate conflict."

law, the declaration was
regarded as the foremost
request one could make
before the King. Beginning
this document of rights

with such a weighty request

was a literary tactic de-

signed to give weight to the

plea for the list of rights to ment. In particj

follow. Furguson discusses

In discussing the Bill of similarities which br<

Rights specifically, the framers together.

Furguson outlined much of men of letters largely

what he called the "genre of ing for one another

this document." Some of framers found surpris

the most notable qualities

ofthe Bill of Rights relate to

its simplicity, according to

Furguson.
The docu-
ment is no-

ticeably
lacking in

verbosity,
emphasizes
form over
detail and is

a paragon of

precision.

All of this, he adds, is a

reflection of the many au-

thors who came together to

produce this public docu-

common ground in th

tual writing of the B

Rights.

Concluding, Fui

explained that the

Rights, like other pi

documents of the time,

interested in ;

which would "build

sensus, protect agi

weakness and elimi

conflict." The method

amined as a literary

nique. is responsibli

what most scholars re

as a document carefull

precision and infinite

flexibility.

3/17 - Apprehended 2
males stealing from
vending machines on
campus, led to arrest.

3/17 - Mountain bike
stolen from Loomis.

3/17 - Cable cut and
mountain bike stolen from
Bemis.

3/17 - Break-in to car in

Mathias lot, damage,
nothing stolen.

3/17 - Mountain bike

stolen, north Slocum bike

rack.

3/18 - Theft reported in

President's House.
3/20 - Tried to apprehend
people breaking into cars
in Mathias parking lot.

3/25 - Two males turned
over to Springs police,

tried to break into one car

in Mathias lot. tried
another with security
guard in the back.
Attention: Over break the
college picked up unlocked
bikes and bikes locked to

themselves - all were taken
to Security.

The Escort Service will walk

anyone anywhere on campusj

or two blocks off campus

from 7 - midnight anyday of

the week for free -- USE USlj

x6340
x6340
X6340
x6340

please don't take the

risk. . .

.
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gslife picks themes

rWood, Tenney
tjnued from page 1

members of the

backed the en-
iinW6

fefttee

Rental house. After a

oUs
amount of debate.

InInental house sup-

ers
capitulated render-

the environmental

e
house legacy de-

ifhe
groups who lost

bid for a theme house.

Italian House, the

use (a group designed

(ombat illiteracy) and

Chair of the Housing Com-
mittee and CCCA Member-
at-Large.

The newly elected theme
houses will be reviewed by
the Housing Committee
third block of next year to

see if they adhered to their

stated purposes. If not. the

Committee has the power
to strip the group of its

house, an extreme action

which has never been taken,

according to Brown.
The Colorado College has

jjlytheTree House (the had theme houses for the

mmental house) will past 20 years. The first

e wings in residence theme houses were Jack-

said Andy Brown son and Tenney.

ulture lessons can be

night through folklore
ten down many of them. He
also burned a river ghost in

effigy. The burning allowed

participants to become ac-

tively involved in a part of

their culture. Anaya ex-

plained.

Anaya wants to preserve

the stories because "culture

disappears in small

elements. . .and all elements

of our culture are worth

saving."

,tinued from pg. 1

us and become sexual

|s,

Hen Anaya entered

,ool, he found his school

not honor the oral tra-

s of his Mexican cul-

and school did not

I
explanations to the

aids he heard at home,

te then he has noticed

stories have begun to

ippear, so he has writ-

Class election

information

featured

on page 18

ie

THE DONNER
NORTH

AMERICAN
FORUM

April 24-26

Elana Poniatowska: Mexican
novelist, short story and filmscript

writer, journalist, editor, and
feminist.

Mordecai Richler: Canadian critic,

novelist, short story and filmscript

writer.

Anne Wheeler: Canadian film

director, producer, writer,

broadcaster, and performer.

Newsline...
©Copyright 1991. USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

15 KILLED IN SOUTH AFRICA:
Black gunmen Wednesday burst into a funeral vigil near Johannesburg and killed

15 black mourners, crushing hopes for an end to South Africa's township war. The

African National Congress blamed the South African police and government for the

latest township slaughter, in Alexandria near Johannesburg. Among the dead: eight

women and a 7-month-old child.

ISRAELIS SINK EXPLOSIVE DINGHY:
An Israeli gunboat off Lebanon sank a rubber dinghy packed with explosives

Wednesday, killing the two Palestinians aboard it and thwarting an attempted attack,

news reports said. The guerrillas apparently intended to make a suicide attack against

the gunboat, one of the ships that patrol Lebanese waters to Intercept arms shipments

destined for the Palestine Liberation Organization.

DEMONSTRATIONS IN BELGRADE:
About 30.000 anti-communist demonstrators rallied at Belgrade's Republic

Square, one day before the presidents of Yugoslavia's sLx republics meet for crucial

talks on the country's future. Two people were killed at a Belgrade protest on March 9.

HOSTAGES RELEASED FOR EASTER:
A Lebanese newspaper said some of the Western hostages held in Lebanon would

be released for Easter. "Diplomatic sources expect the release of some foreign host ages

on the occasion of Easter," the prestigious daily An-Nahar said. There have been

renewed rumors of a hostage release in recent weeks.

BUSH SAYS SADDAM WILL FALL:

Saddam Hussein probably will not survive two rebellions and remain Iraq's

leader. President Bush said Wednesday. He repeated the U.S. desire to normalize

relations with Iraq, which could not occur with Saddam In power. His remarks

may have tempered earlier speculation that the White House expected Saddam to

outlast Shiite Moslems in southern Iraq and Kurdish rebels in the north.

SUSPECT'S MARRIAGE BIGAMOUS:
Toni Riggs was not legally married to the gulf war vet whose murder police

say she arranged. The Detroit woman, accused of having her brother shoot Army

Spec. Anthony Riggs, was not divorced from Marcus Butler when she married Riggs

on Oct. 2, 1989, so the second marriage is invalid, says a lawyer. Tonl Riggs

and her brother were arraigned on first-degree murder charges Wednesday.

POLICE CHIEF OFFERS PLAN:

Los Angeles Police Chief Daryl Gates Wednesday offered a plan lo restore

confidence in police. Gates says he wants a citizen panel to review

use-of-force policies. But those who want Gates ousted learned Wednesday from

the city attorney's office that any city department head can face a voter

recall. At least 60,000 signatures will be needed for the City Council to

schedule a recall election.

USA NEARS CEASE-FIRE RESOLUTION:

The USA hopes Thursday to unveil a U.N. Security Council cease-fire

resolution that punishes Iraq for its aggression in the Gulf. The five

permanent council members - USA. USSR. Britain, France and China - are working

on final-draft wording. The Soviets apparently do not want to destroy all of

Iraq's ballistic missile capabilities. Iraq's ambassador calls the resolution

"unfair."

HEALTHY MAN EATS 25 EGGS A DAY: ,,',,,
An 88-year-old man has consumed 25 soft-boiled eggs daily or a least 15 ,

vears yet has a low cholesterol reading and an apparently healthy heart. The

key toS health: His metabolism has adjusted to the daily 6,000-muligrarn

onslaught "He's supressed his ability to absorb cholesterol and increased his

ability to get rid of it," says Dr. Fred Kem Jr.
.
of the University of

Colorado. Denver.

WILDER MAY AIM FOR WHITE HOUSE:

Virginia Gov. Douglas Wilder, the USA's first elected black governor, laid

the groundwork Wednesday for a possible bid for the Democratic Presidential

nomination Wilder. 60. told the Federal Election Commission that he is forming

ac—tee to raise and spend money on "exploring any potential candidacy for

the Democratic nomination."

balloons yellow ribbons, friends, relatives and 100 new bab.es. But 22 men

wth not becoming home. In a war with so few U.S. "»*»*«*£**%? t0

the crew of the Saratoga was a tragic exception. A ferry carrying some of the

Saratoga's crew back from shore leave overturned, killing 20.

-S2SSE2HKsent to Gov. George Sinner what:e£^ecome the

*X Senat aTso sent to Sinner a measure that would require an aborUon

patient be told about the procedure and alternatives, and require a 24-hour

wait.
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FOUR YEARS OF COLLEGE

DOWN THE TUBES.

laf

If you think the tests in col-

lege are tough, wait until your

first job interview. Last year,

America's businesses lost

$60 billion to drugs.

So this year, most of the

Fortune 500 will be administer-

ing drug tests. Failing the test

means you won't be considered

for employment.

After all, if you're into drugs,

how smart can you be.

WERE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.
Partnership for a Drug-Free America

:
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* you have a good idea, go for it.

"

Colbin combines economics, Argentinian

culture while on a CC Venture Grant
,
i,eah Matheis

U writer

ptx get the feeling that

srini
break wasn't long

nough? Shana Colbin ad-

Ls that everyone needs

take a few blocks off

Lpg four years at CC,

nd
that a Venture Grant is

great way to do it.

Colbinjust returned from

B0
blocks in Argentina,

|ere she was doing Ven-

Bre
and Howland Grant

,nded research. Howland

Hants are available to any

tononiics major interested

I
doing independent re-

tarch.

The Venture Grant Com-

|tee is very generous,"

Jie
says. "If you have a

lood idea, go for it."

Getting approval for that

mod idea may not neces-

arilybe easy, however, she

arns. "I would suggest that

nyone interested apply

fly. The idea will need

jnie to formulate anyhow,

nd the trip should be

tamed at least a couple

lonths before departure."

Colbin also had a few
iggestions for anyone go-

ng abroad for a short space

(time. "It's important to

e familiar with or secure

bout the extra things in-

olved in a foreign stay, like

he location format, lan-

nd possible cultural

inferences. Otherwise
lu'U waste a lot of time."

In this instance, Colbin

sas familiar with the town
he stayed in. Mar del Plata,

she has gone there every

Christmas for the past
couple of years to visit her
grandmother.
The culture, however, still

had a few surprises for her.

"Argentinians are never on
time, and they are not reli-

able," she says. She found
this frustrating because it

made interviews hard to

schedule, and delayed her

research.

People also reacted dif-

ferently to her questions

once they were asked. Had
Colbin not been familiar

with the country, the an-

swers she received might
have been very different.

"To see the effects of in-

flation, you also have to be
there a while," says Colbin.

"Argentinians have so much
pride and dignity that they

appear to have no problem
with inflation. Their coun-

try used to be the sixth

wealthiest in the world,

around the turn of the

century. Understandably,

they are a little defensive."

As it was. however, she

knew who and how to ap-

proach. "People there are

all experts on the economy.
There is so much uncer-

tainty about it. that they

have to be. They are born

with inflation, and to them

it is a fact of life. Anyone
you ask will say 'it's terrible,

just terrible,' and continue

on about it for hours."

A second difference, this

one between the American

and Argentinian approach

to inflation, also changed

the results of her study.

"I went down there pretty

sure of what I was going to

find. I found the exact op-

posite. My theories about,

and cures for inflation just

don't work in Argentina,"

said Colbin.

Her project was to find

out how small exporting

clothing firms handled in-

flation, compared to how
small domestic clothing

companies did.

Her assumption was that

exporting businesses were

the solution to the crisis in

the domestic economy. As

it happens, domestic firms

are more able to deal with

inflation than exporters.

While the former can hike

their prices as inflation

rises, exporting firms can

not raise their prices be-

yond the inflation of the

country they sell to.

Colbin did manage to get

eight or nine interviews, and
enough information to write

her report, but she says she

only scratched the surface.

She plans to use the topic

for her senior thesis.

"What Argentina needs is

to produce more, consume
more, and export more. The

country is just dead. It's

destroying itself."

Colbin had found that in-

flation in Argentina runs at

about 1500% peryear. This

means that most stores,

such as clothing firms, have

to keep all their money in

personal safes, as bank in-

terest rates are too low.

Non-commercial people

either spend their money
as soon as they get It, Colbin

said, or they change it Im-

mediately into dollars.

Colbin says that her Ven-

ture Grant experience has

changed her perspective on

both America and Argen-

tina.

"i appreciate some tilings

about America more now.

My trip also, though, gol

me going in my Interest in

Argentina. I learned about

a different culture."

Colbin has a lot more to

say on the subject. Anyone

interested is invited to come

listen to her presentation on

Tuesday, April 16th at 6:00

p.m. Call the Economics De-

partment for location Infor-

mation.

GALA ends successful Gay,

Lesbian Awareness Week
tyAbby Allen
Stag Writer

Cay and LesbianAwareness
"eek took place the week of

feeh 18 - March 25 and was
sponsored largely by the Gay
W Lesbian Alliance.

GALA is a "strictly confiden-

support group that is

bartered by CCCA for people

"ploring their sexuality." Last

far the group met in Worner
knter, but it now holds meet-

but of the mainstream"
11 Shove Chapel every Tues-

f at 6:30 p.m. GALA has 2

J'ulty advisors: Chris
•astiglia and Margi
'"ncombe, wn0 attend meet-

is and offer advice. It re-

Jains student-run and the

rfeors mainly serve as a "li-

'Wnbetween the faculty and
•"dents."

The overall feeling was posi-

tive among members con-

cerning the success of the

week's activiUes.Tum-outwas

better for the movies on Tues-

day [TheTimes ofHarvey Milk,

Common Threads and Law of

Desire) than for the dance on

Monday night.

Wednesday went well as

many people wore denim to

support Gay and Lesbian

Rights. For those who had for-

gotten, pinkribbons and strips

of denim were available in

Womer and most of them had

been distributed by the end of

the day.

Thursday was celebrated

with more movies, including

two documentaries Framed

Youthand OnBeing Cay and a

lesbian film. Lianna.

Friday night the week cul-

minated with Holly Hughes'

sold out concert in Packard

Hall. Many people from Colo-

rado Springs attended, which

promoted the sense of com-

munity in the audience.

On Monday the 25th.

"Straight Night" was held in

Loomis lounge with many
participants. It was a discus-

sion in which no one had to

Identify themselves as gay or

straight and everyone had an

opportunity to ask questions

of GALA.
Saturday night's showing of

the Rocky HorrorPicture Show
during the Cult Film Festival

"nicely coincided" between

other scheduled events.

GALAfelt that the only prob-

lem with the weekwas the fact

that it was scheduled during

the week immediately after

continued on page 10

Earth Day - Every Day
Environmental Challenge

Fun Run (& Walk) - 5K
Sunday, April 21, 1991 10 AM

Information & Registration at Womer Desk

Earth Week Schedule
4/20 Saturday Afternoon

"Green Springs" City-wide Tree Planting

4/21 Sunday
Trail maintenance - Bear Creek

4/22 Monday
Tim Linnemann Memorial Garden

Dedication; Student Dance Performance;

Mellissa & MJ (folk singers); 8 pm speaker

David Phillips, Director Earth Island Institute

4/23 Tuesday
Mission Wolf

4/24 Wednesday
Pot luck dinner w/professors

4/25 Thursday
Movie - Koyaanisquatsi

4/26 Friday
Live Band
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Career center provides plethora of opportunities

Jordan Higgins utilizes the benefits of the career

center.
Photo by Karl Becker

By Scott Campbell

Staff Writer

Resources at the Colorado

College Career Center extend

way beyondjob placement pro-

grams and how-to pamphlets.

More ofwhat is available exists

at a personal level, at the level of

human resources.

Lynn Rhodes, Director of the

Career Center, believes that the

maximized role of the Center is

to serve students in a way that

will educatethem in the process

ofself-evaluationand career de-

velopment: "notfindingstudents

jobs, but teaching them how to

find the job they want."

The center emphasives hon-

est and productive self-evalua-

tions, and re-evaluations, pro-

cesses which are beneficial

throughout a graduates life.

Graduates and current stu-

dents alike, can use the Center

to gain assistance in resume

writing, job placement, and in-

terviews. According to Rhodes,

it's never too late to tap into

these resources.

Rhodes assumes that ap-

proximately one-fourth to one-

hall' of the graduating seniors

use the Career Center to some

extent.

For those who are just begin-

ning their career planning, self-

assesment is vital. Career Cen-

ter employees stress the impor-

tance of this initial step, saying

that it is often overlooked.

The second stage involvesgoal

setting,. The Career Bulletin,

(nowprinted in The Catalyst) , the

Career Center Library and the

Career Symposium are all es-

tablished to gear students to-

wards this goal.

Stage three is geared towards

allclassesatCCInotjust seniors).

This stage involves acquiring

internship experience, field ex-

perience and career related em-

ployment.

The final stage of the process

integrates liberal arts objectives

and career objectives through

job search workshops, senior

seminars, and through the

AlumniCareerReferral Program.

Recent graduate Andrea

Howe, now working for ^
sola Mutual as abusiriess

cations programmer, rw
that this referral system is

the most important and he]

resources available to stuck

"One alumni referral can

you tenmore referrals, and
ofthese will giveyou afewtti

It creates an almost inexW
ible network of possibilities

urns are alwaysveryhelpfu]

eagertobe ofservice. Mostli

they won't getyou ajob, but
tell you where you may Grid

for yourself."

Career referral program
i

dinators are currently locate

twelve major cities across u

country. Each one having
cr,

munication access toCC alun

in that part ofthe country av;

able for further referrals.

On April 5, there will bi

National Alumni Referrals

working Luncheon from 12;

to 1:00 p.m. in GaylordH;

The first forty seniorswhosi

up will be able to meet w

alumni from across thecou

try.

;(
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Environmental Column

CC students need, deserve permanent environmental house

By Andy Fahlund

Every spring, students from

the first year and sophomore

classes are confronted with the

question of where to live next

year.Those studentswho donot
wish to pledge a Greek organi-

zation must enter the lottery

and usually find themselves in

Mathias or Loomis, doomed to

the dorms. There are a limited

set of alternatives. The college

currently offers groups of stu-

dentstheopportunityto petition

for theme housing, there are.

however, only two houses cur-

rently available forthis purpose.

Wood andTenney . Over the last

three years, beginning with the

Earth House, Wood House has
had an environmental theme.

These themes have been re-

sponsibleforbringingaplethora

of speakers and events to cam-
pus, aswellascoordinatingwith

EnAct to organize Earth Week
activities. In fact these first two
environmental theme houses
have greatly increased the in-

terest and quality of theme
housing on campus.

Why then, with all of this

success, interest and participa-

tionhastheadministrationfailed

to permanently establish an
environmental theme house on
campus? It is true that the cur-

rent Green House has not en-

tirely lived up to the expecta-

tions set by the Earth and Path

Houses,buttheyhave helped to

spark interest on campus for

environmental concerns. The
implementation ofsome energy

saving devices as well as a

compostingproject havebeena
few of the achievements of the

GreenHouse.These peoplehave

been inhibited in many ways
because of the lack of perma-

nency oftheirhouse. The estab-

lishment ofalibraryand office or

workspace has been discour-

aged because of the possibility

that next year, an environmen-

tal group may not be there. For

the past three years these stu-

dents have tried unsuccessfully

to be excused from the meal

plan in orderto practice ecologi-

cally sound dieting by cooking

theirownfoodand eatingorganic

products, but these efforts have

also been thwarted.

There are marry other possibili-

ties for a permanently estab-

lished theme house that could

benefit not only residents, but

provide a model of ecologically

benign living for the rest of the

campus community. Although

this year's house failed to pro-

videanabundance ofall-campus

activities this year, it should not

be held against future environ-

mental theme house proposals.

A permanently established

theme house would allow work

to be on-going and connections

would not have to be reesta

lishedfromyeartoyear. Itwou

also permit closer ties betwa

EnAct and these environment

theme houses and provide

base to conduct work fron test

which EnAct does not current

have.

It is time for this campus

stop being half assed about

environmental education pi

gram. Obviously the campt

continued on page 11
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INTERNSHIPS

Guaranteed lowest prices

South Padre Island Cancun, Mexico

LONDON
PARIS
WASHINGTON
SEMESTER/ SUMMER
ACADEMIC YEAR PROGRAMS

„ $469.00 pe
£K?™J

n
[the

7 nights at one of Cancun's fii

resort properties

Round trip air/hotel transfers

Welcome cocktail

FREE Discount Fun Book
On-Island tour directors

15% resort taxes

U.S. departure tax

To sign up or for more information, call:

COUNCIL TRAVEL
1138 13th Street (on the hill)

Boulder, CO 80302
303-447-8852

' 7 Nights South Padre Island Lodging

Welcome and Farewell Parties with

refreshments, music and contests

1 FREE sailing session

• Co-Ed Beach Volleyball tournament

• On-Island tour directors

• Round trip motor coach available

• All resort taxes

I

GRENOBLE
HAIFA
MADRID
NIGER
OXFORD
PADUA
For program details complete the coupon below and mail it to

CORTONA CYPRUS

LONDON MADRID

MONACO PADUA
PARIS

USSR/E. EUROPE

Boston University

International Programs
232 Bay State Road
Boston, MA 02215

(617) 353-9888

Address

City

Phone

College/University _

Internship Programs

Pans

^Washington
SemBster/Academic Y

Grenoblo

inter Programs

_Cortona

^Cyprus

~Madnd

Summer Fall Spring 19_

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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qA Column

;CCA strives to personalize its touch

i::.

John
Calhoon

ong the responsibili-

f a student govern-

accessibihty to stu-

needs is of paramount

,ortance.
-

)any
things can be ac-

'

ished without active

nt participation,

,ever the CCCA is at its

st when students

j to achieve their goals.

I have stated before,

Uique student resource

,[ can truly enhance

nJent
opportunities in

iiyways.

„st last week, five new

jdeiit
organizations ac-

Hed chartered status on

{pus. Students have

id the CCCA as a medium
advertising projects, for

anizmg and financing

Jse
projects, and for fa-

itating student inltia-

However, the diffi-

tyseems to lie in putting

(resource in contact with

user.

recent weeks, the CCCA
made a number of revi-

ins that will enable the

ICAto enhance its chan-

|ofcommunication with

idents and make it more

cessible. These efforts

[designed to open reliable

:sofcontact between the

CA and students in-

in organizations or

campus issues. They will

provide the student gov-

ernment with a clearer view
of student concerns and a

more direct means of ad-

dressing those.

First, the CCCA has res-

urrected the Residential Life

committee, and the Food
Service Committee to pro-

vide students with direct

lines of input and support

for concerns.

More recently. The CCCA
has begun a "President's

Round Table" series that

will engage the leaders of

the CCCA and the leaders

of CCCA chartered organi-

zations in constructive dia-

logue. This should open
organizational communica-
tion and cooperation, a

lowing organizations t

share ideas and to pool re

sources.

The CCCA will also soo

begin sending designated

liaisons to each chartered

organization in order to

assure permanent repre-

sentation of organizational

concerns on the council.

Liaisons have been desig-

nated to expressly handle

security concerns, and mi-

nority life concerns on a

student level as well.

-A CCCA suggestion box

will soon be made available

in Womer to entertain any

pertinent ideas or sugges-

Jon Ahem, CCCA Financial Vice President, working on next years budget in the

CCCA office.

Photo by John Blasch

tions.

Ideas are being considered

to establish an annual re-

quired weekend retreat with

chartered organizational

leaders and the CCCA to

share ideas, to clarify re-

sponsibilities and to promote

mutual awareness. This will

enable more and more people

to utilize their student gov-

ernment to their best advan-

tage.

The Colorado College

Campus Association is just

that: a campus association.

As such, it is imperative that

the voice of the students be

addressed and respected.

The CCCA hopes to enhance

its ability lo do so now and to

leave behind an improved

and reliable structure for

future councils.

Want to go to graduate school?

Career Center to host

school information day
By Laura Ogden

The Career Center is

hosting a Graduate School

Information Day Thursday,
April 4 in the Worner Cen-

ter.

The event begins at 12 in

the WES room with a key-

note address by Eric Gould.

Vice Provost of the Univer-

sity of Denver.

Beginning at 1:00, a panel

of faculty members, stu-

dents who have recently

gone through the graduate

school application process

and CC alumni will con-

duct various workshops.

The workshops fall under

four categories: Pre-profes-

sional, Humanities, Social

Sciences, and Natural Sci-

ences.

Michelle Skeels C90), a

first year med student at

University of Colorado at

Boulder, will lead the Pre-

professional workshop in

room 2 12 from 1:00 to 1:50.

Dave Wilken ('85), who
completed his MBA at the

YEARS AHEAD
HAIR DESIGN

• Spiral Perms - $40.00 (reg $65.00)

• Facials - $10.00
• Unlimited Tanning - 30 days for $40.00

• Free Facials w/highlight

15 % off all services with CC ID

118 N Tejon, Suite 301 /T^IC ^5?
Above Old Chicago's "-'«-' *>+>*>^

Harvard Business School,

will conduct the Social Sci-

ences workshop in room

212, from 2:00 to 2:50.

Elizabeth Brownsberger,

an art student at the Uni-

versity of Denver, will con-

duct the Humanities work-

shop in room 2 15 from 1:00

to 1:50. The Natural Sci-

ences workshop will be held

in room 215 from 2:00 to

2:50.
'

The workshop leaders will

address the pros and cons

of enrolling in a graduate

program directly after

graduation from CC, the

benefits of pursuing

graduate study, and im-

portant things to look for

when choosing a graduate

program.

The leaders will also ad-

dress questions about how

to finance graduate school,

whether or not liberal arts

students have an advantage

in admissions and what

school representatives look

forin'graduate candidates.

Beginning at 3:00, an

open forum will round off

the day. led by the work-

shop panels.

Representatives for each

field will hold informal in-

formation sessions at tables

around Worner Centerfrom

3:00 to 3:30.
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Greek column

Greek Week to feature book drive, bingo, "athletic events"
|<

fEPEGCB C^EEK DSgD

<x>

o

rcbRyYArRnKKTKEKAeOAe
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e

Tuesday, April 2

A Book or a Buck

11:30-1:30

(Womer Center)

Convocation

with President Riley

7:00 -9:00 p.m.

(Gates Common Room)

AU Campus Social, 9:00 p. m.

(FU1 House)

Friday, April 5

A Book or a Buck

11:30-1:30

(Womer Center)

Wednesday, April 3

ABookoraBuck
11:30-1:30

(Womer Center)

Senior Citizen Bingo Night

6:00- 8:00 p.m.

(Gaylord)

Seniors, $0.10

Students, $0.25

Community $0.50

Thursday, April 4

A Book or a Buck

11:30-1:30

(Womer Center)

Volunteer Action

3:00 -5:00 p. m.

(Soqprity Houses)

GREEK WEEK SI

Saturday, April 6

R. ecroiung

A. cademic

P. otential

1:30-4:30

(WES, Womer)

GREEK GAMES
12:30 -4:30 p.m.

(Armstrong Quad)

Presentation to Red Cross Shelter

5:30 p. m.

(Cutler Quad)

All Campus Barbecue, with Band

Bring CC ID!

4:30 -6:30 p.m.

(Cutler Quad)

All Campus Dance

Bring CC ID!

Beginning at 9:00 p. m.

(Gaylord)

Greek/Faculty F. A. C.

Beginning at 3:30 p. m.

(Fraternity Quad)

ALL PROCEEDS WILL GO TO
THE RED CROSS SHELTER

By Joe Hutchinson

Believe it or not. Greek Week has returned to the

campus. It all starts Tuesday, April 2, and siU(
|

participation will make it a lot of fun.

There willbe several community service activities
s

as a book drive and a senior citizens' bingo night

"Book ora Buck" book drive will be heldTuesday
thn,

Fridayfromll:30tol:OOintheWomerCentei-.Tli
t.8

II
«M.,er

Night is open to all, with cards costing $.10 for sg u5 ,

citizens, $.25 for students and $.50 for the conimu

Bingo Night will be held Wednesday from 6.00

1

g

p.m. in Gaylord.

There will also be many social and "athletic" evg

some of which include faculty and all-campus panic

tion. Lookfor the calendars in each Greek House and

Womer Center.

Forthis GreekWeektobe assuccessful aswe knoW
|

it can be, we need support. This is a chance for the Gnj

to show their strength and have a good time ~

Turnout better for

movies than for danci

|,m

ie\7$ennui ifUjyxig<DJ

Continued from page 7

spring break, and it was therefore hard to public

the first events. For the past few years Gay and Lest

AwarenessWeekhasbeen held during second semes

but next year it is planned for first semester, probablj

October to coincide with National Coming Out Day. (

member also said, "There wasn't a problem with fag

bashers.'buttherewas the usualproblemoftearinf^

signs for people who wanted to avoid the issue."

Ifyou have any questions, contact either of the fan

advisors orcallWomerdeskforcontactmembers. On

theGALAoffice (hours 5-9p.m.)andleaveamessage

one is there. Confidentiality is stressed.

GALAwouldlike toapologize fornot including the Offii

rf Minority Student Life in The Catalyst article thew
Defore spring break. The office has been instrumental

supporting GALA and awareness week.

If you thought that finding a color

Macintosh*system you could afford

was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream

come true.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display

only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.

It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets

you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.

Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to

master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the

same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're weE
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share infor-

mation with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to

the versatile Apple* SuperDriver which can read from and write to Macintosh,

MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you.Then pinch

yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Womer Center

or call 389-6391

f| The power to be your best"

L'J.L'."" 11 1 " 1

A Macintosh l£

musn^
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, of the Week

lock plan allows ample opportunity for

ield work in CC Geology Department
La S. Ferguson

(Writer

|6
geology is one of the

Jler
departments on

L it is notably one

enjoys CC's block plan

">
asset

,,
lessor Hennckson,
jofthe geology depart-

I notes
that despite the

plan's limited

arbitive" time, it makes

, u.-
5y department "es-

lliy the best in the

»W'" » a *

idlogy
majors tend to

iiasize their love for field

iand
appreciation offield

pttunity.

styear a class
spent most

stblockin the Canadian

gesinthefield. Nextyear

will focus on Death

ie

:

..students have invalu-

iexperience "doing what

ogists do" here at CC, or,

ler, away from CC.

lere are currently five ge-

jprofessors on staff, and

ious visiting professors

brought in depending on

js of expertise needed,

at least once each block

a visiting professor gives a

public lecture and often

spends individual time with

interested students or

classes.

Geology majors, Lee

Vierling (JR) and Mike Kerwin

(JR), emphasize the strong

faculty commitment and ap-

preciate the individualized

attention available due to the

department's size.

Henrickson also mentions

that apart from being gifted

and outstanding professors

their dedication and time

commitment are extraordi-

nary.

There are many opportuni-

ties within the department for

independent study at various

times during the geology

major's career. Professor

Henrickson mentions the ex-

cellent research equipment

available to students currently

doing research both for these

studies and regularclasswork.

Each student is required to

do a project to be presented at

"Senior Geology Day" which

involves a presentation and

question session. Many stu-

dents also take their papers

on to regional or national

Thanks Seniors

for your contributions to the Senior Class

Gift

meetings. This year. Senior

Geology Day is Saturday,

March 30 in Palmer 16 and is

open to the college commu-
nity.

Students also have great

opportunity to do geology re-

lated work through grants and

internships. CC is one of a

dozen collegesbelonging to the

KECKgroup which oilers grant

money to students interested

in working on projects over

the summer.
This gives them the chance

to do research with students

and professors from one of the

other KECK colleges and re-

ceive a stipend.

Also, the geology department

works with companies by en-

couraging them to offer in-

ternships to interested stu-

dents.

Six students will graduate

with a major in geology this

spring. Following graduation,

some geology majors go on to

graduate school with the aim

ofteaching. Manygo into envi-

ronmental work of some kind

or enter industrial work in-

volving the exploration of re-

sources.

Henrickson thinks ofthe ge-

ology major as an "outstand-

ing liberal arts" majoras it is of

tremendous use in business,

Donors as of March 25, 1991
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One Anonymous Gift

Eiler Hendrickson heads CC's Geology

Depaartment.
Photo by Amanda Spencer

law, mineral industries, and

other professions. He notes

that the problem solving as-

pects of the field are highly

adaptable to quite a variety of

career options.

Palmer 4 is the Geology

Seminar room and contains

Remember Our Goal of 65 % Participation

Commencement Is Coming

Personalized Annoucement Orders -- Due April 1

(25 for $45.00)

Cap and Gown Orders - Due Now
(No Charge)

Standard Announcements - Available Now

(80 each or $7.50/ Package of 10)

Class Rings

THEBOOKSTORE

many of the classic core geol-

ogy books. Non-majors and

students interested in the

major or geology in general are

encouraged to take advantage

of these facilities.

Formore information on the

geology major or non-major

class recommendations, con-

tact Professor Henrickson in

the Geology Department.

Students want
to keep theme
house alive

continued from page 8

needs to offermore theme hous-

ing to accommodate the de-

mand. If the language houses,

(who provide few all campus

programs) can have permanent

housing. then why not an envi-

ronmental theme? Just as lan-

guage students must Internally

communicate on a day to day

basts, so must people In an

environmental theme, designed

to be a whole, living experience.

This school has an obligaUon

to the student body to provide

an enriching and academically

satisfying livingenvironment for

students. They must therefore

provide more, altemaUve (not

dormitory) housingfor students.

An increase in the number of

theme houses at Colorado Col-

lege should be expanded to ac-

commodate all well written and

reasonable proposals. Having

more permanently established

theme houses such as an envi-

ronmental house, women's

studies house, or an interna-

tional house would work. An

expansion ofthe theme housing

program could onlyenhancethe

quality of the school and the

educaUon it can provide.
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Zemen contemplates dolphin intelligence

By Averil Rothrock
Staff Writer

Professor John Riker de-

scribes senior Scott Zemen
as one of the four best phi-

losophy students at CC in a

half decade. Originally in-

tending to major in Biology

or a pre-veterinary curricu-

lum, Scott declared his phi-

losophy major at the end of

his sophomore year. Scott

hasplayed varsity soccer at

CCforfour years, and is an

assistant coach for the

Women's Club Hockey
team.Thefollowing is an ex-

cerptfrom an interview with

Scott

How did you become a

philosophy major?

I originally thought I

would be Biology or pre-vet

because I was interested in

becoming a vet. I still am.

but after a couple years of

science classes 1 took a

couple philosophy and re-

ligion courses. They gave

me new insights into what I

wanted to do. Philosophy

gave me new perspectives.

My first philosophy class

was 19th Century Philoso-

phy. It was fantastic! I had
never read any philosophy

up to that point, and we
read Nietzche, Hegel, and
Marx. All three kind ofbroke

through my common sense

and changed my attitudes.

Why do you think that

Professor Riker thinks you
are such a stand-out?

I don't know. (Scott is

modestly embarrassed. 1 I

have learned to write pretty

well. In philosophy papers
and words are critical. Word
choice really determines
what a paper will be. If

anything, just because I'm

a better writer than I used
to be.

What are your plans af-

ter graduation?
Ihavevariousplans. None

of them are set. I'm kind of

aloof at this point and I

don't mind. I have three

possibilities for the imme-
diate summer. If I stay in

Colorado I will probably get

a job in Boulder near the

mountains. I might live in

Taos with some friends who
graduated from CC last

year. I have a friend in Ar-

gentina that I might hook

up with if he contacts me. I

am definitely taking a year

off and going to Europe this

fall, especially to Prague. I

have a friend I can hook up

with there and the intellec-

tual history of the city is

great. There are many sig-

nificant writers and think-

ers from there. I've heard

that it's a fantastic city. All

of this is supposed to help

me decide if I eventually

want to go to vet school or

graduate school in phi-

losophy, or maybe eventu-

ally both.

What intrigues you
about veterinary school?

I am especially interested

in dolphins. This is where

philosophy kind ofconnects

to my interest in vet school.

I'm interested in

zoosemiolics. Dolphins are

an amazing species to look

into. Everyone knows
they're smart. I have a

spiritual fascination with

them. I've seen lots of docu-

mentaries on them and read

a lot. They are very complex

animals with a very complex

social system.

Being from Denver how
did you choose CC?

Itwas random . I don't tend

to think things out. I let

them go. It was between
here and a couple of Cali-

fornia schools. Being close

to home has been fine. It's

good to have the choice of

going home easily, but it's

not like I'm still at home.
I'm definitely away.

What's been the best

part about going to CC
and what would you
change about your four

years?
The best part has been

having friends who care a

lot, not just about you but

about the world in general.

Having people around you

who appreciate their cir-

cumstances and are willing

to do something. People

here thinkbefore they act. I

guess it's kind of rubbed

off. There are definitely

some things I would change,

but I don't think I want to

get specific!

How did you come to

play soccer here and what
has it added to your col-

lege experience?
I played in high school

and got invited to try out

here. I made the team and

kept at it. I had a couple of

difficult years, but this year

has been the best. We had

a great set of first-years

come in. People were more
laid-back this season, and

we were good, which always

adds to the season. And we
all got along with our coach

real well. Among other

things, the best part about

playing here has been
making friends.

How do you think the

team will do in the fu-

ture?
They're gonna be good.

They're gonna be as good if

not better than this year

because they're really not

losing anyone but a couple

of players. They still have

the best goal scorers, and
hopefully they'll continue to

get good first-years.

How did you get into

coaching the Women's Ice

Hockey team?
I co-coach with Colin

Amond and Tim Mixon. Tim
started sophomore year,

and a semester later I

Zemen excels in philosophy, soccer, and coachinn

Photo by Justine Crowk

joined. Colin joined us last

year so that when Tim and

I leave he can just pick up
someone else and continue

coaching. It's been the

greatest time. The girls are

a riot! We party. We don't

win a lot, but we've tied a

few games! It hasn't been
difficult at all -just fun!

What have been some of

your favorite block
breaks?
One that's always good is

fifth block break when the

hockey team goes to Jack-

son Hole. The team skis and

gets together and has a

great time. It's usually a

crazy block break. I also

enjoy quiet ones camping
with friends. It depends on

the class I had just before.

What have you thought
about the Symposiums?

I've been to all th;

think they all could
t

been much better

cially this year's. I j

know why, maybe I'm

ting more choosy andt

opinionated. I think

themes might be too br

If they had a distinct to

there would be more de

As a member of the

class to experience

nine block year, how

you feel about the cha

to eight blocks?
I'm just disappointed

would have helped me

a lot of my friends to h

that extra block. Notjus

facilitate requirements,

now that I'm intereste

special areas and spe

courses I would have li

the opportunity to t

more classes.

EON Studies

Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center

Whickerbill Contemporary Gifts

Dale Street Cafe

Lotus Eater Boutique

Shewmaker's Photo

Concept Restaurants

Josh and John's

Novis Frame and Art

Open Egg Gallery

Dean Laurel McLeod

CC. Bookstore

M Library

The Leisure Program

CITY COUNCIL ELECTION
Next Tuesday, April 2

Four or five years ago, "sexual orientation" was

made a protected category in Colorado College's civil

rights code. The result has been an increase in the

number and variety of lectures, artistic events, student

research projects, improvement in the dialogue on

campus, and increase in mutual respect. In short, it

works

.

The Human Relations Commission proposes to city

coucil the same addition for Colorado Springs. It has

become a campaign issue. We interviewed all the

principal candidates for council, and find the following

open to hearing the evidence:

For Mayor - Mary Ellen McNally

For councilperson at large ~ Frank Parisi

Wayne Fisher

John Hazlehurst

Lisa Are
We hope you will vote for them.

Advertisement paid for by Citizens for Human Ri9" j
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To the friends of Dan O' Conner
By Andrew Fahlund
As the campus grieves

for its lost friend, I would

like to extend an invitation

and a little advice. Most of

you are aware of the death

of Timothy Linnemann at

the end of last summer.

He was much like Dan:

happy, full of life and
caring. All of us were

shocked by Tim's untimely

death and the grieving

process continues for us

every day. We have, how-

ever, learned a great deal

from the experience and

have come out of it stron-

ger, and more resolved to

live life the way that Tim

did. This is not an easy time

for anyone. Those ofuswho
have had to deal with the

death of a close friend un-

derstand much ofwhat you

all are goingthrough .Please

feel free to talk to any of us

about your feelings and

fears. Even ifyou Just need

a shoulder to cry on. we
understand your pain.

Please remember to live life

right, the way that Dan &
Tim did.

Poor students, but nifty programs

By Eric Nickell

rustees turn deaf ear
i prime is only a delusion to appease

le Middle East crisis has

a feeling of helpless-

s for many Americans

B voices and opinions

-ed by the United

Its government. Further

empowerment results

jn, as a student, you are

ible to even penetrate the

taucracy ofan institution

mall as Colorado College,

several questions

tossed to the administra-

of Colorado College,

it Is your objective as an

national institution for

tents entering the "real

Id
-

with Colorado College

fees? Should they be

iplacent and fit into the

de of "business as usual"

i

out ever questioning th e

or function of the estab-

inent? I ask this because

re seems to be no means
which students can
stionthe established here

campus without running

a wall of cement. Do
ies and the concerns of

tats play a role in ad-

fctrative decisions or is

analysis the only con-

ration?

would seem that part of

role of higher education

'encourage the scholarto

always accept what is as

bought to be. If this is

'. Colorado College is in-

1 on running more as a

*ess than a learning in-

"tion. The administration

'abstract entity removed
1 the student body but

absolute veto over what
concerns of the student

are. Like the US gov-

»mt, the administration

W like students to believe

[they do have the power
hnnote positive change.

'*hen it comes to having
; changes implemented

— Policy, it becomes ap-

•Mthat the powerwe have

ing

Colorado College may seem

liberal if one reads the college

newspaper or views some of

the student protests but is

there really any mechanism
through which students can

influence changes in school

policy? Who and what is the

omniscient figure that says

"No you cannot do that be-

cause it would be setting a

precedent." Students are

treated as small children

whose parent can say "no"

without explaining why.

Should it not be the individual

choice ofthe student to decide

whether they wish, for ex-

ample, to support a large

capitalistic corporation such

as Marriott by being on the

meal plan?

The bureaucracy of this

school seems to have such a

phobia of setting precedents.

Isn't that how any and all

changes and reform in this so

called "democratic" country

are made?
Many environmental orga-

nizations over the past few

years were encouraged by the

US government to research

and submit comprehensive

alternative energy proposals

for the nation. However, the

new energy policy put forth

by President Bush in Febru-

ary ignores steps towards

conservation. Instead of de-

veloping sustainable energy

resources, it focuses on fur-

ther oil exploration in the

Arctic National Wildlife Ref-

uge and an increase in

nuclear energy. This goes to

illustrate several points: 1)

that the government is not

run on the basis of ethical

criteria or at least not on what

is environmentally respon-

sible 2) that they were de-

luding the environmental

groups who worked on the

alternative proposals and 3)

that the US government is

bought out by the oil indus-

try.

In this framework one can

easily argue that Colorado

College is bought out by the

conservatism of the trustees.

Today's students do not

matter because they are a

transient population, here for

four or five years. The Trust-

ees, like the oil companies,

have more clout because their

money potentially will be

rolling longer that our indi-

vidual tuitions. It seems to

me that if students have a

change they would like to see

made in school that there

should not be absolute bar-

riers intheirway. Many of the

student concerns fit into this

context. Forexample, halfthe

student body rallied in the

fall forCC to divest from South

Africa for reasons of moral

responsibility. The adminis-

tration was deaf to the calls,

however, because the change

in the pockets oftrustees was

jingling too loud. When stu-

dents try to change policy

here they are met with ob-

stacles that speak; we can

not set a precedent in allow-

ing this to happen.

Students are denied the

right to make ethical choices

because the school, like most

big businesses, wants to

make a profit regardless of

the moral implications or

concerns of the individuals

involved. We are told that we

are the future but how can

we hope to make a global or

at least national difference if

we are made powerless in our

own community of higher

learning?

Seniors talk of how they

have seen Colorado College

change over the past few

years. In an effort to lure more

East coast money, CC is try-

ing hard to change its image

from a liberal progressive

learning institution to a

Continued on page 15

Of all the unusual features

of the Colorado College, its

patterns of Institutional

growth and the funding ofthat

growth strike me as very

strange. I doubt I would have

noticed the anomaly which I

will outline below if I had not

also realized that this year will

unfold with recessionary

measures takenbybusinesses

all over the country, large cuts

in federal spending which will

deal a blow to military-minded

Colorado Springs, and. to

nobody's surprise, a 7.5% in-

crease in the cost of going to

school here in 1992-1992.

I call attention to pragmatic

aspects of our school's "mis-

sion." that grand endeavor to

construct educations of very

fine distinction or some such

description as that. This un-

dertaking amounts to the fre-

quent expansion of the

College's curriculum, of its

services provided to students,

and of its compensation of

employees. And while there is

often reference to this

institution's vast endowment,

the fund-raising potential la-

tent in our alumni, and the

wondrous benefits of seren-

dipitous donors, the bulk of

these enhancements are paid

for by the families of current

students.

As far as I can tell, our

profligate educational spend-

ing has two important effects

on college students. One, the

criteria for enrolling atCCmore

than likely evolves toward the

ability to pay for the education

here. To the extent that the

average high school graduate's

family can afford a $15,000+

outlay per year for four years,

our school will have students

to teach. Now we are told that

financial aid comes oh so in-

finitesimally close to equaliz-

ing the opportunity to attend

CC. We are also told that In-

creases in tuition are matched

with even greater increases in

financial aid budgets.

But what I have yet to hear

from the administration Is that

CC is not becoming. In real

terms, more expensive for

families who cannot afford the

entire cost ofsending astudent

here. As a result . the real story

we must hope will not be true

is the scenario that our school

will be churning out well-

educated. but aprioriwealthy.

primarily white students. I

believe that social responsi-

bility under the tuition hikes

we swallow every year gets left

way behind in the dust.

Equally Important, however,

is the effect of the 'hip-hop-

hooray let's add another en-

hancement to our quality

education' altitude onhow well

we leam. In other words, I

pose the question: "Do I profit

from the proliferation of stu-

dent services and the expan-

sion of curriculum?" Well of

course the answer Is yes. but

there is the additional query

"but how much?" attached.

We all will agree that Asia

Pacific Studies. Women Stud-

ies, a many-tentacled Career

Center, the automated bank

teller, the Office of Minority

Life, and well-paid professors

are nice things, but do we

have grounds Tor knowing

when to stop. Howmuch is too

much, given that small col-

leges, as institutions with some

moral backbone In them, as-

sume great privileges in their

augmentations ofcostsbeyond

the majority of American

families' ability to pay?

When 1 wonder what 1 will

genuinely appreciate aboutmy
fouryearshere.andhowmuch

of the school's built up 'edu-

cational enhancement com-

plex' I actually used or even

could have used, I conclude

that all I really want from my

school are some good profes-

sors and friendly students

around me. a place to hold

class, some books to read, and

a place to study. That's it. And

I challenge any person to

demonstrate how any one of

ten billion leisure distractions

and the doubling of academic

disciplines supported by the

college become vital to what it

means to be an educated

young adult. In the end. I not

only believe that we don't have

a need for the persistent

multiplication ofoptionswhich

embody our "mission," I doubt

we can realistically, in all so-

cial fairness, afford it.
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Lloyd resigns; accuses Catalyst of not printing the truth
By Aaron Lloyd

I have been thinking long

and hard recently about
what exactly is the role of

journalism.

Is the role of journalism
to uncover scandals, to

protect the public, or ex-

press a viewpoint?

I have come to the conclu-
sion that the duty of the
media is to present the
public with the facts. Let

the public make up their

own mind as to what to

think of these facts, and
who the facts accuse.
But for the public to make

an informed decision on the

facts, the story must come
out in some form. If you are

wondering what prompted

this philosophizing, I am
speaking ofan incident that

occurred off campus in-

volving a fraternity on
campus.
This group of fraternity

members visited a local club

known as "Puss and Boots,"

and were involved in an al-

tercation with a dancer and
the manager that resulted

in police charges.

I consider this story to be
vital to the school commu-
nity, and without this story

the college will be missing
the necessaryfactstomake
decisions for themselves on
the Greek system.
As I said before, let the

facts make the decision. If

the college is indeed con-
sidering a review of the

Greek system, it is not our
role to put them on trial, or

take a position.

It is our duty to report

anything newsworthy that

occurs involving this cam-
pus organization, be that a

fraternity bake sale for the

homeless, or the arrest of

members at a topless bar.

Newspapers are not de-

signed to attack the corrupt

or even defend the weak. That
is the role of the judicial sys-

tem. Our objective must al-

ways be to be the eyes of the

community, and we must
never turn away from what
we see, or the community will

be blinded.

In my opinion. The Cata-
lyst has turned away from
the facts, from the truth. I

am not saying that there
have been lies, for I have
seen no indication of that.

But printing only part of

what you see is a half-truth,

which is in my mind as bad
as a lie.

If I am ever accused of

committing a rape, I hope
The Catalyst runs an article

naming me as an accused
rapist. If the community
decides that I am guilty be-
cause I have been accused,
that is the fault of the com-
munity, not the paper. But
that I will be an accused
rapist will be a fact, and
should be reported.

This is the kind of
unswerving dedication to a
full view of the facts that I

do not see in The Catalyst

and its editor. I do
lieve this is done w

itll

'

scious intent or maliC!!

I cannot excuse it ju :,

same.
If the coverage of tj,,

sian Gulf crisis has
Set

standard, it is that
renJ

ers will accept
restrict"]

on the press and be
ful for the distorted

ir

that they are allow,

show.
I will not accept

pa
,

truths. And I will not ,

part of a paper that d(_
So it is with solidarity,

the reporter who was
allowed to print the trj

and in accordance with

conscience, that I resig,

environmental colu rani

i

If "religious groups" can tolerate other groups, why won't other groups do the same
To the Editor:

Last week, there was an ar-

ticle in The Catalyst by Claire

Carpenter saying that there

should not be prayer at the

graduation ceremony this

year. I would like to make a

few points to the contrary of

what was said.

First, the constitutional

amendment for the separa-
tion ofchurch and state is one
that isbadlymisused in today's

society. At the time it was writ-

ten, the Church was probably
the most powerful organization
in the world, having held power
over many countries' govern-
ments - such as England - for

many years. This,amendment
was written in order to keep

The Way It Is

this from happening in

America. But not it is used as
a weak excuse to keep any
semblance of religion - a prin-

ciple this countrywasfounded
on - out of every aspect of life

possible in America outside of

church on Sundays.
Any issue like hasmore than

one side to it. yet people at CC
tend to (a majority ofthe time)

look at only one side; theirs.

All that is ever talked about is

how those of us "religious

people" impose our views on
those who aren't "religious."

What about the other side of

the coin? How about the fact

that the views and opinions of
those who don't believe in God
- such asviewthat God should
be kept out ofanything public

- are imposed on us? Block
after block we are told in class

that there is no God, or that

there is no basis for our belief,

etc. Why isn't that side of the

Letter

to the

Editor
issue ever considered? For a
campus that prides itself on
being open-minded, CC's
minds are about as open as a
prison when it comes to reli-

gion and prayer. We have to be
open-minded about the gays
and lesbians and othergroups;
why can't we do the same for a
prayer at graduation?

It was also said that non-
religious opening or closing

statements are unlikely to of-

fend anyone. What aboutthose
of us to whom God is an inte-

gral part of our lives? Doesn't
it cross anyone's mind that

the lack of a prayer might of-

fend us? What about the fact

that we might be alienated?
Or don't we have importance?

Finally, the quote of Jesus'
that was used was grossly
misused. Jesus did not say
that we shouldn't pray in pub-
lic. If the passage would have
been read with a little care

(Matthew6:5-8),itwouldr,

been seen that Jesus said

to pray in public as_thejjh

sees and other rriminii rj.

ers ofthe time did loudly,

self-righteously on the st

comer, trying to show
godly and pious they were,

that we shouldn't pray
1

public at all.

All I am trying to say is

the flip side of the coinsk

be looked at also. Let's h

open minded on this issu

we profess to be on otha

sues. After all, isn't thatw

a liberal arts education is

about?

Steve Edwa

by Marc Fit
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fee of Minority Student Life)

ftVetirn (Hebrew for Friends)

Block VII Week 3
fipril 1 - 7

presents ...

Bagel Boxes

omplete bagel breakfast deliv-

Itoyour-room or to a friend on

April 6, between 9 and 1 1 am.

el
Flavors: Egg, Onion, Pumper-

el, Cinnamon Raisin. Salt, Garlic,

opySeed, Sesame, and Wheat

rices:- $1.50 or $2.00 with lox

Cash or Check Accepted

your order now at the table

in Womer Lobby.

International

Programs

"International Career

Opportunities:

Education, Non-Profit,

Governments Business"

Wednesday, April 3, 12:00 - 2:00 pm
Gaylord Hall

"Marketing Your

International Experience"

Block VIII

Co-sponsored by the

Office of International Programs

and
The Career Center

Earth Day
Every Day

Environmental
Challenge

5 K Fun Run & Walk

Sunday. April 21, 1991

10:00 a.m.

Information and Reg-
istration at Worner

Desk

he Board
Special Events Calendar

Editors Needed
Applicationsfor editorship ofThe Cata-

fel The Disparaging Eye. The Leviathan,

and The Nuggetfor 1991-92 are available at

Worner Desk (starting on Monday), and
toe due on April 5, 1991. Interviews will be

scheduledfor thefirst week of eighth block.

Erika Williams at x7729 or Peter Padilla

in!109 with any questions.

The Source
The Source is being brought to you by

the collective efforts of the Career

Center, the International Programs

Office, the Officefor Minority Student

Life, the Centerfor Community
Service, the Leisure Program, and
Cutler Publications. Please post it

and recycle at the end of the week.

' To get an event postedfill out the

"One Fell Swoop"form at Womer
Desk or call Peter at x667'5. Dead-
linefor "The Board" is Tuesday 5 pm.

Saint Nicolas

B
e

n

i

a

C. C. Chamber Chorus

^Sunday, March 31, 1991 Packard Hall

Career Center
• Career Networking Luncheon: Seniors you are invited to

network with alumnifrom across the U.S. on April 5 from 12 -

1, If interested, contact the Career Center. Limited spaces are

available - only 40 students will be allowed to sign up. Dead-

line to RSVP is April 1

.

DON'T BE AN APRIL FOOL.
II s no jcke Ihol il you den I gel your

Financial Aid Apolicolicn in by

Apiil 1 youie Ihe feci

Applications available in

the Financial Aid Office

EMPOWERMENT
THRQUGH

COMMUNITY
ACOHPIUHCBOfll

WE NEED YOU
to help us plan our state-

wide "Empowerment
Through Community"

conference on hunger and

homelessness which will be

held at C.C. during 3rd block

of next year. If you are

concerned with these issues

and are willing to donate

your energy and creativity

for approximately 5 hours

per week for the first 3

blocks of next year, come to

our informational meeting

on WEDNESDAY,
APRIL 3 at 5:00 pm in

WORNER ROOM 213

(you may bring your

dinner). Please join us!

The Source is brought to you by the collective efforts of Cutler Publications, The Leisure

Pogrom, The Career Center, The Worner Desk, The Centerfor Community Service, the Office

>/International Programs, and The Office ofMinority Student Life.

Please recycle at the end of the week.
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Monday

12:00pm- CC Zoo, Worner211.

12:00 pm - Cutler Publications

Board of Directors, Worner218.

12:00 pm - ORC, WES Hall.

12:00 pm - Panhellenic Council,

Worner 117.

12:00 pm - Volunteer Network,

Worner 216.

3:30pm-CCCA Budget, Worner

207.

3:30 - pm - RHA Full House,

RHA Office.

5:00 pm - Delta Gamma
Executive Board, Worner 213.

6:30 pm - Ethnic Women's
Alliance, Student Cultural

Center.

'7:00 pm - College Citizens

Active lor Peace, Worner 216.

•7:30 pm - Creative Writing

Workshop, Worner 215.

•8:00 pm - 'LA CASA DE BER-
NARDA ALBA,' performed in

Spanish by New York's award-
winning REPERTORIO ES-
PANOL Tickets free w/CC ID;

$8 general admission at Worner
Center Desk. Armstrong Theatre.

Sponsored by Romance Lang-

uages, Leisure Program, CCCA,
MEChA, Minority Student Life

and Venture Grants.

Tuesday

10:00 am - Oklahoma City Grad-

uate School information table,

Perkins Lounge, Worner Center.

12:00 pm - Film Series, Worner

215.

12:00 pm - Great Performers

and Ideas, Worner 213.

12:00 pm - ISO, Worner 216.

12:00pm - MEChA, Worner 218.

12:00 pm - Non-Traditional Stu-

dent Support Group, Worner

211.

3:30 pm - CCCA, Gaylord Hall.

"4:30 pm - Former AFSIForeign

Exchange Students. Worner 216.

5:00 pm - Alternative Block

Break Community Service Trip.

Prospective leaders for 91-92.

Worner 211. Everyone welcome!

5:00 pm - Livesounds, Leisure

Program Student Office.

•6:30 pm - Adult Children of

Dysfunctional Families, Worner
218.

6:30 pm - Gay and Lesbian
Alliance, Shove Chapel.

7-9 pm - A convocation with

President Gresham Riley, for the

opening day of Greek Week,
1991. Gates Common Room.

7:00 pm - Northwestern Mutual
Life Insurance information ses-

sion. Sign up in the Career
Center. Worner 213.

7:00 pm - Student!Alumni
Association, Tutt Alumni House.

•7:30 pm - Film Series Movie,
CINEMA PARADISO. $1 or Film

Card; $2 general admission.
Armstrong Theatre.

•8:00 pm - THE HEINRICH
SCHIFF CONCERT HAS BEEN
CANCELED DUE TO ILLNESS.

8:00 pm Men's Poetry
Reading. Everyone welcome.
Bemis Lounge.

8:00 pm - Christian Science,
Worner 219.

Wednesday

Lunch/Dinner - Classes of '92,

'93, and '94 Elections. Perkins

Lounge, Worner Center.

12:00 pm - International Career

Opportunities Workshop-Part 1.

Brown Bag. Gaylord Hall.

12:00pm - A.S.I.A., Worner 213.

12:00 pm - Honor Council, WES
Hall.

12:00 pm - IFC, Worner 216.

12:00 pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Worner 211.

12:00 pm - Shove Council,

Shove Chapel Office.

•12:15 pm - Music-at-Midday.

Packard Hall. Sponsored by the

Music Department.

12:15 pm - Theatre Workshop,

Taylor Hall.

1:00 pm - Video Workshop,

Worner 21 6.

3-4 pm - Butler University Study

AbroadProgramsrepresentative,
Tom Roberts, will talk with inter-

ested students. Worner 212.

•6-8 pm - A night of BINGO for

Springs area senior citizens.

Everyone is invited. Gaylord Hall.

6:30 pm - BSU, Student Cultural

Center.

7:00 pm - Lever Brothers infor-

mation session. Preselected

interviews on April 4. Sign up in

the Career Center. Worner 213.

7:00 pm - Breakaway Bible

Study, Montgomery Hall Sun
Room.

THIS

Thursday

•7:00 pm - NASA, Dern House.

•7:30 pm Film Series Movie,

CINEMA PARADISO, $1 or Film

Card; $2 general admission.

Armstrong Theatre.

•7:30 pm - EnACT, Worner 216.

•8:00 pm - -LOVE SCENES
FROM GERMANY,' a German
Department production. (In

German with English comment-
aries and narration.) Shove
Chapel.

•8:00 pm - Women's Poetry
Reading, Bemis Lounge.

Lunch/Dinner - Classes
'93, and '94 Elections.

Lounge, Worner Center.

p
^iii

12:00 Pm - GRAuU .

SCHOOL DAY. An inform!
session for graduate

preparation addressi
«ti(

'"9
q]

tions such as: How t
*«|

select? When to stan
look'.

Interviewing, financial ais

scholarships, GRE testing

Coordinated with faculty,
a(J|

and current students. M
Center.

12:00 pm
Worner 216.

IFCIPanhellei

12:00 pm - ORC Trips fleij

ORC Room.

1:00 pm - Prof. Robin Gilm
Lancaster University, will

with interested students aim

study abroad in England. I

Hall.

6:30 pm - Traffic Commit

Worner 216.

•8:00 pm - 'BARTOK I

CHOCOLATE LINGERIE: ffl

tre Workshop's 1990 91 p%«
ing contest winner. Free a*
sion. Taylor Hall. Sponsott

Theatre Workshop of the Leis

Program.

•8:00 pm - 'LOVE SC5A

FROM GERMANY.' See WeHn

day, 4/3, 8 pm.

8:00 pm- Circle K, Worner I



WEEK

Friday

lunch/Dinner - Classes of '92,

93, and '94 Elections. Perkins

lounge, Worner Center.

11:30 am - NAC Networking

luncheon. Seniors only or by

special permission. RSVP to

Career Center, ext. 6893, by

fpril 1. Gaylord Hall.

'12:00 pm - Chaverim, Worner

213

12:00 pm - Faculty and Faith,

with Ghazala Anwar. Bemis Exile

Room.

•8:00 pm - -AMERICAN
DREAMER (A VISUAL SOUND-
SCAPE).' A multi-media celebra-

tion of aesthetics, with music,

dance, poetry, photography,

lights and sculpture. Free

admission. Armstrong Theatre.

Sponsored by Dance and Thea-

tre Workshops, Leisure Project

Funds and CCCA.

'8:00 pm - 'BARTOK AND
CHOCOLATE LINGERIE.' See
Thursday, 4/4, 8 pm.

'8:00 pm - The Colorado

Springs Symphony and Chorale

present, Beethoven's epic hymn,
MISSA SOUEMNIS.' Tickets $5
w/CC ID at Worner Center Desk.
Pikes Peak Center. Sponsored
by Great Performers and Ideas

ol the Leisure Program.

'8:00 pm - 'LOVE SCENES
FROM GERMANY.' See Wednes-
day, 4/3, 8 pm.

Saturday

4:30 pm - All-Campus BBQ with
live music. Cutter Quad. Spons-
ored by all fraternities and
sororities.

5:30 pm - Awards Presentation
to fraternities and sororities for

pervious week's activities. Cutler

Quad. Sponsored by all fraterni-

ties and sororities.

*8.00 pm - 'AMERICAN
DREAMER (A VISUAL SOUND-
SCAPE).' See Friday, 4/5, 8 pm.

"8:00 pm - 'BARTOK AND
CHOCOLATE LINGERIE.' See
Thursday, 4/4, 8 pm.

"8:00 pm - The Colorado
Springs Symphony. See Friday,

4/5, 8 pm.

*9:00 pm - All-Campus Dance.
Live music, DJ, and refresh-

ments. Gaylord Hall. Sponsored
by all fraternities and sororities.

Sunday

*2:30 pm - The Colorado
Springs Symphony. See Friday,

415, 8 pm.

"3:00 pm - 'BARTOK AND
CHOCOLATE LINGERIE.' See
Thursday, 414, 8 pm.

*3:00 pm Dan Wiencek, piano,

performing his senior recital.

Presenting works by Bach,
Beethoven, Chopin and Gersh-
win. Free admission. Packard
Hall. Sponsored by the Music
Department,

*7:30 pm - Lecture by two
Navajos and one Hopi, titled,

'The Problems of Indigenous

Peoples.' Gaylord Hall.

Sponsored by Shove Chapel.

9:00 pm - Catholic Mass, Shove
Chapel.

On-going
Events

THE DEADUNE FOR THE APRIL 8-14 'THIS
WEEK- IS MONDAY, APRIL 1 AT 4:00 PM. YOU
MUST COMPLETE A ONE-FELL-SWOOP INFOR-
MATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBUSHED IN 'THIS
WEEK.' THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Military Science Meetings - Every Tuesday, 6:00
pm, Worner 219.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:45
pm, Worner 117.

French Table - First Three Wednesdays 12:00
pm, Worner 215.

German Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Japanese Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30
pm, Worner 212.

Russian Table (beginners) - First Three
Tuesdays, 12:00 pm, Bemis Dining Hall.

Russian Table (advanced) - First Three
Thursdays, 5:30 pm, Bemis Dining Hall.

Spanish Table First Three Wednesdays, 5:00
pm, Rastall Dining Hall.

Tea at the Russian House • First Three Mondays,
3:00 pm.
Film at the Russian House First Three
Thursdays, 7:30 pm.
'Cafecito' - First Three Thursdays, 2:00 pm,
Spanish House.

Shove Chapel Meditation 8 am-9 pm, Monday-

Thursday, 8 am-5 pm Friday, 6-10 pm Sunday.
Prayer Meeting - Every Thursday, 7:30 am,
Worner 211.

"EnACT Recycling - Every Tuesday, 12:30 pm,
Loomis loading dock.

Bodytalk Every Tuesday, 12:00 pm, Boettcher

Basement.

Freedom and Authority Lunch First Three

Tuesdays, 11:30 am, Bemis Exile Room.
Women's Concerns Lunch - Every Thursday,

12:00 pm, Benjamins.

"Belly Dancing Every Sunday, 7:30 pm,
beginning, 8:30 pm, advanced/improv.

Sign Language Club - Every Thursday, 7-8:30

pm, Gaylord Hall.

Beginning American Sign Language - Every

Wednesday, 7:30 am, Worner 212, Blks. 5-7.

Life Drawing with Nude Models - Every Thursday,

7:00 pm, Packard 132, $3.

Alternative Music Night First Three

Wednesdays, 9:30 pm, Tiger Pit, with Gior

Crankstone, Sponsored by CCCA, Leisure Pro-

ject Funds and Marriott.

Soul Night - First Three Thursdays, 9:00 pm,

Tiger Pit, with BSU and KE, Sponsored by CCCA,
Leisure Project Funds and Marriott.

'This Week" is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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For more information about

these opportunities and many
others, come to the Career

Center, 226 Worner Center.

For Career Center Programs

and updates check:

• The Source
• Career Center kiosks,

Worner Center

• Calendar outside Career

Center

Internships

The Nature Conservancy. Sag Harbor. NY

Design & construct trail system, work on

dune stabilization project, assist with

biological monitoring of plant, animal, and

natural community sites. Contact: Meryl

Rose Goldin, South Fork-Shelter Island

Chapter of The Nature Conservancy, PO
Box 2694. Sag Harbor, NY 1 1 963. (see The

Job Seeker ,
Environmental/Science Jobs

notebook in Career Library)

State Farm Minority Summer Internships

Gain practical experience in such

departments as Accounting, Education.

Communication, Administrative Services,

etc. Brochures & applications in Career

Center or contact: John C. Hall III,

Personnel Representative, State Farm

Insurance Companies, 3001 8th Avenue,

Greeley, CO 80638-0001; (303) 351-5000.

(Minority Internship & Colorado

notebooks).

Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute.

Inc. Summer Internship Program -two-

month internships on Capitol Hill for

Hispanic students. Program includes:

transportation, housing and 2 monthly

stipends of $1,000 (each). Application

deadline: Aprif 12 . For more information

write Congressional Hispanic Caucus
Institute, Inc., 504 C Street N.E.,

Washington, DC 20002; (800) 367-5273.

South-East Asia Center

Teach English as a second language and
provide cultural orientation and citizenship

training to adult and children immigrants.

Intern will also provide counseling, victim

assistance, advocacy and outreach. For

qualifications and more information,

contact: Peter Porr, 1124-1128 W. Ainslie

Ave., Chicago, II 60640; (312) 989-6927.

National Committee for Ftesponsive

Philanthropy

Intern needed to assist in data collection,

grants classification, organizational

communications, telephone interviews, and
other project duties. 20-40 hours per

week. Send a letter outlining experience

and skills and why you want to be an
intern to: Robert Bothwell, Executive

Director. 2001 S Street, N.W. #620,
Washington, D.C. 20009; (202) 387-9177.

Independent Power Producers' Society of

Ontario

This organization which promotes
alternative energy resources is looking for

an intern to train in desktop publishing,

computerized office skills or conference
organizing. Paid position. Contact: Jake
Brooks, 163-C Eastbourne Ave., Toronto,
Ontario, M5P2G5; (416) 322-6549.

Urban League Scholarship and Internship

Program

Minority students with career interests

related to business are encouraged to

apply for this program. A $10,000

scholarship is provided and employment

at Duracell, Inc. or Kraft, Inc. during the

summer of the recipient's junior and senior

year. Application deadline: April 15 . For

more information write: Urban League of

the Pikes Peak Region, 324 N. Nevada

Ave., Colorado Springs. CO 80903.

Scholarships/

Fellowships/Grants

Sources of Financial Aid to American

Indian Students ,
January 1991 edition, now

available in the Career Center. This

booklet lists financial aid and employment

opportunities for minority students.

Full-Time Jobs

World Teach

Seeking volunteers to teach English, math

and science in developing countries. Must

have a B.A. degree; 1 year commitment

required. Contact: Zoe Hersor, Phillips

Brooks House, Harvard University.

Cambridge. MA 02136.

Marketing Representatives

LDB International Corporation is seeking

marketing representatives to help

customers decide which telephone network

will best serve their needs. B.A. and a

G.P.A. of 3.0 or higher required. Previous

work experience and contact with the

public is necessary. Salary with

commission. Jobs located in Minneapolis,

Denver and Phoenix. Contact: Karen Van

Langen, LDB International Corporation,

P.O. Box 27067. Golden Valley, MN
55427.

Chemist

Challenging position for an individual with

a chemistry or related degree. For more
information call: Rep. M Kennedy at (708)

531-8388 or write M. Kennedy, CPS Inc., 1

Westbrook Corp. Ctr, #600 Westchester, IL

60154. (Exchange Bulletins, Cornell

College)

Gila River Management Assistant

Produce a management plan and

implement stewardship actions for the Gila

River Preserve and surrounding land.

Qualifications: BA, familiarity with natural

communities and biota of the southwest is

preferred. To apply, contact: Rick

Johnson, The Nature Conservancy, 107

Cienega Street, Santa Fe, NM 87501.

(Environmental Job Notebook, Job-Scan)

Program Coordinators, Outward Bound -

San Diego

Two positions available; develop, market,

recruit, and design courses with

prospective clients; coordinate scheduling

& logistics; direct/instruct courses as

needed; supervise field staff. Send
resume and cover letter immediately to:

David Agran (PDP) or Donette Smith Mohn
(OES), Outward Bound - San Diego, 625

Broadway, Suite 1125, San Diego, CA

92101. (see Jobs Clearinghouse ,

Environmental/Science Jobs notebook in

Career Library)

Associate Consultant/Programmer Trainee

Requires Bachelor's in computer science

or equivalent with coursework in COBOL
or RPGIII programming; also need 3.0

GPA, professional image and attitude,

strong writtenA/erbal communication skills.

Contact: Kathryn McLaughlin, Recruiter,

CSC Human Resource Dept. at 612/593-

1 1 22, or write: 5500 Wayzata Blvd., Suite

1100, Minneapolis, MN 55416 (see Bridges

& Rafts in Exchange Bulletins notebook in

Career Library)

Administrative Assistant

Paul Taylor Dance Company Is seeking

bright, personable, organized and

energetic person to assist the Company

staff; excellent entry-level position for

someone interested in pursuing a career in

arts administration. Send cover letter and

resume to: Melissa Heston, The Paul

Taylor Dance Company, 552 Broadway,

New York. NY 1 001 2. (see Bridges & Rafts

in Exchange Bulletins notebook in Career

Library)

Part-Time/

Seasonal

Are you looking for summer jobs? Visit the

Career Center soon. Many deadlines have

already passed with many more deadlines

set for April. We have information on

camps, government positions,

environmental jobs, DC jobs, summer
internships, research opportunities, etc.

Don't procrastinate much longer!!!

Minority Activist Apprenticeship Program

(MAAP) - MAAP is an intensive eight-week

summer training program designed to

develop the next generation of minority

organizers and leaders needed for

effective leadership in minority

communities. Room and board,

transportation plus a weekly stipend of

$125 provided. Application deadline: April

15. Contact: MAAP, 3861 ML King Jr.

Way, Oakland, CA 94609.

Lakeview Theatre

Accepting applications for variety of

production positions, including technical

director, costume designers, scenic

designers, stage managers, lighting and

sound designers. Summer season runs

June 17-Aug. 14. Send resume to: Ron

Jannore, Producer/Artistic Director,

Lakeview Theatre, PO Box 4270,

Morgantown, VW 26505.

Team Leaders - Colorado Springs

Youth Volunteer Corps/American Red
Cross - college students recruited to

supervise groups of teenage volunteers

working on projects at non-profit

organizations for the summer session.

Salary, $1200 for 9 weeks. Application

deadline is April 19 . Contact Marge Asay

or Barb Vierling at 632-3563.

This Week At The Career Center

Miscellaneous

Career Networking Luncheon

Seniors! You are invited to network with

alumni from across the U.S. on April 5

from 12-1. If interested, contact the Career

Center. Limited spaces are available -

only 40 students will be allowed to sign

up. Deadline to RSVP Is April 1.

Career Fair

Sponsored by UCCS and Pikes Peak

Community College. Excellent opportunity

to make local contacts for summer

positions, internships, and full-time jobs.

Free. April 3, 1991 , 1 :00 to 4:00pm at th a

Colorado Springs City Auditorium, 221 E.

Kiowa (within walking distance).

International Career Opportunities:

Education, Non-Profit, Government &

Business - April 3, 12-2:00 pm, brown bag.

Representatives from the Colorado

International Trade Office, Japanese

Exchange Teaching Program and The

American Red Cross will discuss

international career opportunities.

Juniors!! Thinking about Grad School?

On Grad School Day - April 4, from 12-3:31

- come to Worner Center. Keynote

speaker, workshops, and faculty

information tables will help answer t

your grad school questions. Starts at nooi

in W.E.S. All students welcome!

SHIRKENT 1991

Seeking students to participate on an

international team that will be conducting

ecological research in the Central Asian

region of Shirkent in the Republic ol

Tadjikistan. Interested students should

contact C.C. alum Tyler Norris, (303) 443-

5585 or 1515 10th Street. Boulder, CO

80302.

Library Highlights

Information Interviewing - What H Is and

How to Use it in Your Career tells you

exactly that. If you're in early stages of

career development, information

interviewing is a very effective tool for

helping to identify what careers are and

aren't of interest to you. This book lells

you how to make contacts, what question

to ask, and how to meet potential

employers. (Shelf B-1)

Alumni Career

Referral Network
Alumni across the country await

your call. Use this network spon-

sored by the Career Center and the

Alumni Office to:

• Gather Career Information

• Acquire valuable contacts forjobs and

internships

• Learn about particular geographic areas

• Obtain information about employ-

ment trends and entry level positions

SCA Training. 12-2:30, W. 215 Northwestern Mutual Life Info.

Session, 7:00-8:30 p.m., Room 213.

Oklahoma City Grad. School, Info.

.
Table in Worner Lounge,

10:00am-2:00pm.

UCCS7PPCC/CC Job Fair, 14:00 pm
Part #1-Inl'l Career Opportunities:

Education, Non-Profit, GoVt, and
Business; 12-2:30, Gaylord, Brown

Grad School Day - 12-3:30 in W.E.S.;

3-4 in Perkins Lounge; 12-3 in 212

and 215. NAC Networking Luncheon

Hall, 11:30 - 2 p.m.

. Gayio"1
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Can't a prospective get even a morsel of food around here?
jason Valant

fliis past Wednesday my
pother was visiting me.
L fact that I rarely see

|ij
made his visit all the

more
special. However.

|iS
visit was hampered

neatly by the selfish,

Jioney-hungry school to

rfiich I go.

All the two of us wanted

U do was simply have

mcb. But, no!

for those ofyou who don't

l„ow me. I play basketball

jere
at C.C. My brother is

a
possible basketball pro-

spective and student.

Wemadeourway towards

jie "food cop." I told him
,...- niy brother was a bas-

eball recruit, but that I

had not spoken to my coach
yet to get him a food pass.
After being as unhelpful as
he could, he said he would
be unable to let my brother
in and that I have to go to
admissions to get a pass.
On entering the admis-

sions office I politely ex-
plained that my brother
was a prospective and asked
would it be possible for me
to get a food pass. Her
answer was that since I ar-
ranged the visit. "no." I re-

sponded saying that he
was also a possible basket-
ball recruit, perhaps we
get a pass for that reason.
"No!!" She said I'd have to
arrange it through the bas-
ketball office.

Now being slightly pissed
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feeling as though I had been
treated with little or no re-
spect, we headed back to
the "food cop." I explained
my situation to him to no

This past Wednesday
mybrother was visiting
me. The fact that I

rarely see him made
his visit all the more
special. However, this
visit was hampered
greatly by the selfish,

money-hungry school
which I attend.

avail.

I also explained that I was
on the 20 meal plan and
had missed breakfast that
morning, so couldn't they
just let him in on that ba-
sis, that they owed me a
meal anyway. He of course
said no.

Finally, by giving my name
and my coach's name, and

charging the meal to the
basketball budget we were
able to eat lunch.
What makes me incred-

ibly angry is that my parents
are paying an astronomi-
cal sum of money for me to

go to school here, yet the
school was unwilling to give
me a $4.00 lunch pass. So
the basketball office was
charged for it instead.

Indeed, it wasjust a $4.00
lunch and why don't 1 just
pay for it and shut up.
That's probably what I

should have done. But
when I consider that our
tuition is being raised once
again and the fact that
after 20 minutes of plead-
ing with every source I

could, my brother was able
to eat lunch, a ©#$%&©
one at that. Then I become
a little frustrated.

Doesn't our school respect
the members of the families
keep it running? I feel as
though the answer is no.

My respect for the admin-

istration has dropped be-
cause of this, and if any-
thing it has taught me a
great lesson in management
and administration that I

will indeed take into the
world with me. Never ever
bite the hand that feedsyou
and have people that work
for you who are both help-
ful and considerate to the
customer.
A college is of coursejust

another type of business.
It provides a service and
that service is education.
The best companies in the
world realize that the cus-
tomer is king, and that

they cannot be satisfied

until the customer is. Until

people on all levels in this

school realize that, the po-
tential in terms of excel-

lence of the institution will

never be reached.
Oh, by the way that $4.00

works out roughly io be
0.00025% of my tuition.

Trustees' deaf ear, continued from page 13
Continued from page 13

conservative Ivy League in citizen, I question whether
the southwest with green I have just been deluded lo

think that 1 do have a say inlawns and all

I bring this up in light of a

most recent event on canv
pus where student concerns
have been ignored: the
choosing of theme houses
for 1991-92. I do not wish
in any way to devalue the

themes that were selected

nor can I prove that the

administration or their ob-

jectives had any part in the

decision. It should be said

decisions that affect me.
1 Part of the reason why the
environmental theme house
was not chosen was because
the Residential Life com-
mittee did not want to set a

precedent of having a single

theme perpetuated annu-
ally under the premise that

it would discourage other
themes from trying. This is

obviously unfounded be-

that all of the eight themes cause eight themes applied
running for only two houses despite the fact that "an-
were valid and it is a trag-

edy that they had to be
thrown into a competition.

I wish to point out, how-
ever, that the proposal for

an environmental theme
house was not chosen. The
significance of this in light

of the over-all image of the

school is that environmen-
talism is associated with

liberalism and therefore,

with a population who does
not generally accept "busi-

ness as usual." Liberals

pose a problem to an ad-

ministration that is trying

to promote a conservative

image.

Perhaps it is a far-fetched

argument to connect the

decisions for theme houses
with the objectives of the

administration. However,
as present CC students
should we not play a role in

promoting an image for the

school? I have always been
a strong advocate of the
power of the individual in

promoting change. How-
ever, as more doors are

other environmental house"
was applying. Perhaps
Residential Life should
consider having more than
two theme houses to pre-

vent such ridiculous com-
petition.

Again I ask is it the

intent of Colorado
College to turn out
complacent individu-

als?? Ifso perhaps you
should include this in

the next catalog so not
to mistakenly attract

any "free-thinkers."

Essentially Residential
Life judged the environ-

mental theme proposal, or

the "Treehouse" not on the

basis of whether the theme
was strong and would offer

a resource to the campus,
but rather, against the fact

that there had already been
environmental houses.
Knowing that the theme

slammed in my face both as would be judged against

a student and an American past environmental groups

and how successful Res Life

considered them to be, the
individuals involved in cre-

ating the theme consciously

gave it a significantly dif-

ferent focus from lhe,.pre-

vious houses. They were
still judged asjust another
environmental theme.
Beyond any stigma of

setting precedents, there

are many students on
campus who feel an envi-

ronmental theme house
should become a tradition.

Could Res Life not see the

value of such a house as a

permanent resource for the

campus?
Getting back to the image

of the school and where it is

headed, trustees might not

be enthusiastic if they see

the administration sup-
porting such liberal student

projects. A permanent fix-

ture, unlike the transient

character of the student

body, could potentially stir

the water too much by re-

vealing the ethics or lack of

ethics of Colorado College.

Again I ask is it the intent

of Colorado College to turn

out complacent individu-

als? If so perhaps you
should include this in the

next catalog so not to mis-

takenly attract any "free-

thinkers."! had been under
the impression that part of

higher education was to

question the established

and promote change. I must
have been deluded. In clos-

ing. I would like to make a

call to the student body to

not be complacent and to

always check the power and
morals of the administra-

tion.
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Disagreement about frat incident leads to resignation of news editor

By Justin Blum

Strip clubs, sexual assault

charges, a large-scale brawl,

and a campusfrat. Fourwords

that make the InterFratemity

Council and dedicated Greeks

cringe - especially when the

words are in print.

When news stones emerged

this semester about frats -

usually as a result of ques-

tionable activities, or penal-

ties stemming from miscon-

duct - they were buried and

misheadlined or axed in The

Catalyst This occurred be-

cause of law suit threats from

the IFC and Catalyst staff

members' ties to the Greek

system.Themost recent cover-

up of a news story involving

frat members was so galling

that I was forced to resign as

news editor ofthe publication.

I attempted to report on an

"unofficial" frat trip to a local

strip joint that went awry. A
number of Phi Gamma Delta

activesand pledgestookalate-

night romp to Puss-N-Boots

one Wednesday night. But it

did not go as most other frat

trips there apparently do.

One of the inebriated frat

members fondled a dancer, a

bouncer appeared and began

to escort him to the door. At

that point, according to the

Puss-N-Boots manager, the

"rest of the group began to get

obnoxious and were asked to

leave." They refused and put

the assistant manager in a

headlock, according to frat

members who were present . A
number ofbouncers appeared

and a brawl erupted. The po-

lice were called shortly after

1 1 pm thatnight. Upon arrival,

theycharged one student with

sexual assault and the rest

were issued citations for

fighting, according to a police

spokesman.

The next afternoon, sources

informed me of the trip. I in-

terviewed several Phi Gamma
Delta memberswho confirmed

the basic chronology ofevents.

They stressed, however, that

it was not an official house

Letters

to the

Editor
event.

I also talked to the Acting

Associate Dean of Students.

Paul Jones, to find out if CC
would take disciplinary action

in the case. He said an inves-

tigation would be done into

the matter.

This set of events consti-

tuted news. Although some
Greek Catalyst staffmembers
saw this as "anti-frat," I would

have written the same story if

a group of soccer players

conducted themselves in the

same manner.
But theywere worried about

what might happen to the

Greek system on campus if

they story were written. In

addition, the IFC President

said he spoke with lawyers

and might sue the paper if the

story ran. It was an empty but
successful threat. Even
though a lawyer I checked with

said there was absolutely

nothing libelous about the

story, it was axed by the edi-

tor.

Some people said I wasjust
trying to make the frats look

bad. Wrong. Theymade them-

selves look bad.

In a different Greek-
relatJ

story that I did not

reporter's lead and foe

that the IFC handed out se
fences to frats for WolattJ
policies. Naturally this didJ
go over well with the Greri

staff. It was buried on theu
page of the news section

[

was also given the headlin,

"Riley puts Greek review
,

back burner," even thouji

that was a minor point in a
story and it really was not 0]

the back burner.

These were not isolated
inct

dents. What has happened
The Catalyst is journalist!

prostitution. That is nottosa

the paper should only cove

the bad things frat do, but tha

needs to be part of the news

paper. Moreover, TheCalak
should not be in the busines

of protecting groups witt

which editors are aligned;

at that point newspapers

come worthless mouthpiece

of propaganda.

"All the news fit to print": Catalyst has ethical obligations
By Jennifer Webster

Recently controversy has

had Its place In The Cata-

lyst office. I'd like to clear

up a few things and discuss

the "editorial policies" I use

to make decisions.

There have been differing

opinions on several articles,

but all have been run ex-

cept three. One was a Greek
column written by two
Greek members; another, a

correction to a rape story,

which was reworded after

talking to an administrative

source and run; and finally,

the controversial article

written by Justin Blum,
concerning the "Puss-n-
Boots" incident.

Having a set ofj ournalistic

ethics is an important part

ofbeing an editor. Onemust
have some cut off point in-

volving stories that could
possibly be libelous or be
in poor journalistic taste.

After the story was com-

pleted and a hard copy de-

livered to me, advisors and
affiliates of Cutler Publica-

tions were contacted to

confirm that the story was
not libelous, the first step

involved in running a story

like the "Puss-N-Boots" one.

Although threats of libel

suits were issued, I was
aware that they were empty
and therefore could not af-

fect my decision: libel was
not the reason I chose not

to run the story.

Another of the reasons
that did not influence my
final decision was the sup-

posed "Catalyst staff mem-
bers' ties to the Greek sys-

tem." My staff consists of

seventeen people that are

titled with "editor" and only
five are affiliated with the
Greek system (two of these

are layout editors, having
nothing to do with stories

present in the paper).
During my "reasoning"
session with Justin last

week the Greek system it-

self was hardly present at

all in my argument. When
a staffmember, non-Greek,
present in the office during
the argument, read Blum's
statements that "they were
worried about what might
happen to the Greek system
on campus if the story were
written," she exclaimed
"That's a lie!"

In his original story, Blum
named the CC students who
were involved in the fight at

"Puss-N-Boots" as Phi
Gamma Delta members.
Although this may have
been correct (the fact that

they are members ofthe Phi

Gamma Delta fraternity),

several students consulted

maintained that they were
not there because of an or-

ganized house activity.

These assertions were the
only ones Blum was able to

obtain, none were procured
referring to the possibility

that it was a house activity.

by Jonathan Goldstein

Therefore the outing had
nothing to do with Phi
Gamma Delta: this frater-

nity is a CC organization

(key word) , as isASIA, GALA
or the soccer team, and it

should be referred to as

such. When individual
members conduct their
private business, it should
not be linked to an organi-

zation they happen to be
members of - no matter
what group it is.

That is one of the major
reasons I did not run Blum's
article. My other reason
stems from an idea of

tasteful journalism. Blum
has written several stories

that I (among others) feel

are in poor taste and with

the "Puss-N-Boots" story I

finally had to draw the line.

I do not wish the paper to

turn into a scandalous rag
that covers whether or not
you or I or the person in the

next dorm room was caught
with a fake ID or arrested

for careless driving or is-

sued a citation for fighting.

This is not news, this is an
invasion into people's pri-

vate lives and it does not
concern CC. My sense of

journalistic ethics leads me
to cover events that are
news and preserve a taste-

ful newspaper as long as I

am part of The Catalyst.

I need to clear up a few
other minor points that
have been blown out of

proportion in addition to the

"Puss-N-Boots" episode.

Blum insinuates that
there have been conspira-

cies to cover up fraternity

wrongdoBlum ever assigned
dealt with misconduct ofthe

fraternities and have all run
and they were neither bur-

led or misheadlined. Sto

ries are placed with consid

eration to importance. Las

week's "Greek review story

listed a series of violate

policies by fraternities, am

it was on the fourth new

page with a large headlin

and took up most of th

page, hardly buried. Th

headline represented th

point that was originallyse

up to be investigated, tha

of the Greek review. Up unt

the time Blum resigned

(he was by no mean

"forced" to resign) - he kep

telling me that was wha

Jarvis was writing abou

Blum was going to assigi

violation stories, why no

assign stories about hono

council trials or traffl

court?

Blum's accusations ap

pear to be far more read

ing and numerous than the

actually are, they aie "iso

lated incidents," and no

uncommon ones. Editor

and reporters at all news

papers clash; it boils dowi

to editor being responsibl

for the paper and makM

final decision - I am H
trying to exercise a powerj

do not have.

As for "journalistic

titution," "protecting grouP

with which editors ar.

aligned" and "newspaper

become[ing] worthies

mouthpieces of prop 3

ganda," I don't see whej

Blum is coming from. "

the journalist Blum likes"

pride himself on being,

thinkit's a serious oversigK

that he makes unfoundei

journalistic accusation

and stereotypes enti fl

groups like The CataW

staff and all frats.
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Lfo Opinion Photos and opinions taken by Justine Crowley

What factor has been most influential

in determining your future plans?"

Thad King - "Fu-
ture plans?
Kierkegaard and
Tequila."

Matthew Anderson - "Grenada. The Inva-
sion of Grenada. Nothing was the same
after Grenada."

Elizabeth Keen -

"My block off was
most influential. It

gave me time to

think, explore, and
work on my future

plans."

Curt Coccodilli - "Yeah.
My baked and enlight-

eninggoat shepherding
trip (w/tunic) in the
wild mountains out-
side of Scranton, PA.
Kai's breath of a dead
lamb - made me think
of things. I dunno it

was like Past, Present,

and Future."

Jonathan Goldstein
OUCH!"

"My circumcision

I "on Strasburg - "Duder, it was like that acid

IWp in '85 at the Nassau shows."

Logan Kendell -

"My Coaching
Methodology ad-

junct!"

Samantha Towbin - "Getting married this

summer will trash all future plans I might
have had. (That is, if there is actually life

after thesis!!)"
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Colorado College Class Elections

The Class of '93 Elections will be held in

the fall of the '91 - '92 school year.

Anyone from the Class of '92 or Class of

'94 may organize a write-in campaign.

Class of '92

Carla McFarlan

Carla McFarlan
I want to take on the responsi-

bility of ensuring a memorable

and fulfillinngyearfor our senior

class. I have the ability to plan

and organize the events that our

class will find personally reward-

ing and beneficial, as well as the

social activitiesthatwill surelybe

unforgettable.

I have assisted with various

successful activities and service

projects on campus and in the

community. As Service Chair for

Kappa Alpha Theta Sorority. I

I

President
I

have made a positive and mean-

ingful impact through my in-

volvement. Currently I am coor-

dinating the "Environmental

Challenge," Earth Day Fun Run
and Walk. Also, I am planning a

workshop with CASA to train

people in tutoring CASA (Court

Appointed Special Advocates)

aimed to train people in tutoring

CASA children.

1 have close, personal ities with

ourclass due tomy participation

in Athletics and Kappa Alpha

Theta. I have experience working

with various interest groups on

campus, such asEnvironmental

Action and the Athletics Board.

The enthusiasm and energy 1

have are essential for the role of

senior class president. I will rep-

resent and contribute to our se-

nior class and the Colorado Col-

lege in a positive manner.

1:

JIl

ft

51

III!

Rick O'Donnell

My platform: To work with

the other officers to bring as

many classmembers into th e

planning, implementat
and attendance of oursenj

year events which will be u
joyable and create a sense

camaraderie.

My Qualifications:
a

though I have been off can

pus most of this year stud

ing overseas, I've been

volved in various CC grourj

including the Honor Coi

and CCCA. Also, I am com

mitted to begin the process

creating strong alumni bond

among our class in the M
years after graudation.

Vice-President
Steve Bartos

The purpose of my running for class office is pure self-

interest. It is our senior year and I plan to enjoy it. The

best way for me to enjoy is to encourage and plan better

than average activities. I am willing to give that one

hundred ten percent. Just look at my head. I had enough
dedication to shave it for swimming and will put forth

that same energy into our senior year.

Amber Hanson

I'm excited for the chance

to serve as Vice President

of the Class of 1992. Our
senior year needs a

variety of events to pull our
class together. I feel

I have the motivation, expe-

rience, and enthusiasm
necessary to accomplish
this. I am currently
Vice President of our class

which involves planning our

class dinner, helping with

officer elections, and
organizaingour end-of-the-

year picnic. I am also a

school liaison for Volunteer

Action and serve on
CCCA's Student Health
Advisory Board. But enough
about me. I will be working
for you making next year

an extremely memorable
time!

Amber Hanson

Secretary

Jennifer Norberg

I am running for a senior class office because I'm

excited to make ours a terrific final year at CC. More
importantly. I have the enthusiasm to make things hap-
pen. Organizational skills are the most important quali-

fications for a good secretary. I have what it takes to

organize successful senior accitivies, and am asking for

the chance to do so.

Jennifer Norberg

Treasurer

John Gottesfeld

My name is Jon Gottesfeld and I am running for senii

class treasurer. The first thing I want to make clear

that I am not running for this position to boost n

resume. In fact, when I received my application in rj

Worner Box, I had no interest in pursuing it. Howeve

three friends who are also running for class officf

positions convinced me to run for treasurer. I was ties

tant because I thought the position consisted of politic

bullshit that I had previously experienced on CCCA.

reality, the position consists of organizing parties for tl

senior class. I believe I can throw those parties.

Class of '94

President

Sean David Cayton
I am running for President

of the Class of 1994 because
I would like to see friendship

and community within our
class, something that I was
involved in as a summer
start. I will try to join the

whole class together in a way

that is special for everyone.

From this closeness, unity

and friendship, a sense of

getting "something" out of

college will be palpable in

the air. I would also try to

make our class something
that is so "BIG" that people

will never see the likes of it

again! As a summer start we
had a saying "It's the way
you live. .the things you
do..the school you go to that

makes you what you are, "so

let's make our class some-
thing!

Joel Feistner
im running for the position of

SophomoreClassPresident.This
wasayearconsistingprimarilyof
new experiences and just trying

to figure out wherewe fit in, next

year represents the opportunity

formuch more. Strong, effective

leadership is essential in order to

advance this class from a transi-

tional to a productive stage. Our
class officers will also be respon-

sible for pulling us together next

yearthrough class activities and
representation. I would work to

meet these challenges and ac-

complish these goals.

Vice President
Adam P. Brezine

Hi there, my name is Adam
Brezine, and I am running for

the position ofVice President of

the Class of 1994. As a class, we
have a lot oftime left to make a

positive impact ontheColorado

College campus. But to make

such an impact will take a

leadership and sensible <W

sion making. I feel that, ir^

potential capacity as your «

president, I would offer bo«>

these. So when you cast yo

ballot on election day. vote '°

strong assistant to yourH
dent. Vote forAdam Bre* '
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liebesszenen aus Deutschland: Gehen Sie!
^ah Mattheis

^Writer

t »utenTag?Lowenbrau?

Shen Sie Englisch -

rtSE? If this represents

Knit ofyour German ca-

nities, tlien the idea of

^ling to an hour's worth

German plays probably

L't hold much appeal,

jut
wait!

[cording to the director of

Qesszenen aus
jlsc/itand (Love Scenes

u
Germany), Professor

st
Richardson, this is a

luction for the entire

campus, notjust the part that
really understands what's
written on German beer
bottles.

The plays center around all

the emotions involved with
love, and includes everything
from murder and divorce to

schmaltz and tender ro-

mance. The pieces represent
various eras and points in

history, as do the songs, po-
ems, and theme music sepa-
rating the acts.

"We have enough English
commentary to make the
scenes comprehensible,"
Richardson says. "The plays

Liebesszenen aus
Deutschland

Frujahr 1991

lied - "Kami denn Liebe Sunde sein?"
Heinz Geppert

Die neuen Leiden desjungenW. Ulrich Plenzdorf
Brian Buckner & Stacia Richardson

Minna von Bamhelm Lessing
Marty McGraw & Deborah Wilson

l]Dad Kathchen von Heilbronn H.V. Kleist

Antje Fritz & David Greunke
Lied - "Mailled"

Robert Neer
jFaust J.W.V. Goethe
Heinz Geppert. Dearrna Orth & Amy Stretmater

Lied - "Ich bin uon Kopfbis Fuss"
Marie Rubin & Ryan Capprano

iWoyzeck G. Buchner
Ben Gallegos & Carolyn Simler

Die Dreigroschenoper B. Brecht
Marie Rubin & Michael Scagliotti

Lied - "Zuschaun kann i net"

Horst Richardson & Carolyn Simler

'I Mensch Meier Franz Zaver Kroetz

Chris Henry & Leah Mattheis

Gedicht - Sachliche Romanze
1 Die grosse Wut des Philip Hotz Max Frisch

Hillary Arnold & Chris Swanson
IDer Besuch der alien Dame Fr. Durrenmatt

Pascal Schunk & Susanne Wunner
Matt McElroy, Jeremy Tremble, Colleen Hughes,
Mitch Eaton, Sam Sharp. Todd Schwartz,

Penny Richardson

Amy Strettmater, Heinz Geppert and Deanna Orth during practicefor
Liebesszenen aus Deutschland.

Photo by Amanda Spencer

are one acts this year, and
not longer than ten minutes
a piece. Even someone with a

minimal foreign language
background can see and en-

joy them."

After twenty-five years of

producing everything from
German operettas to full

length German plays,

Richardson has some expe-

rience to put behind those

words. It is due to his effort

that Colorado College has one
of the foremost German the-

ater programs in the country.

Richardson loves the stage.

He started with a theater

minor and performances in

college, and then moved to

directing here at CC. Ac-

cording to Richardson, the

rewards of organizing and
directing the German pro-

ductions are well worth the

time involved.

"With a certain amount of

enthusiasm, you can ac-

complish a lot. I love the ten-

sion and the challenge," he

says.

Producing an entire play in

German, with a cast that is

not necessarily fluent, defi-

nitely qualifies as a challenge.

Increasing students' profi-

ciency and ability to com-
municate in the language is

actually orie of 'the prime
motivators behind the pro-

duction.

"This play Is a great op-

portunity for growth in stu-

dents' language comprehen-
sion, and it's a challenge for

me to bring that out." It can
also be a challenge to make
sure that all the students/

actors actually understand

the lines that they have
memorized, he says.

From the student side, the

plays represent a great op-

portunity. Richardson tries

to get asmany people involved

as possible, without the nor-

mal restrictions of auditions.

He sees the plays as a way for

students to discover their

theater talent.

Richardson in fact credits

the success of the plays in

past years to students' en-

thusiasm. "They have so
much talent, motivation and
enthusiasm. As long as that

exists, we will continue to

prruuee the plays."

" fhedlrecttirtilso's;i\-i thai

the opportunity lo work
with such students In the

"non-traditional" theater
setting is a reward in itself.

"It keeps me on my toes," he

says.

Richardson would like to

Invite all of the campus
community Lo "come see

their fellow students In ac-

tion. Performing in a foreign

language presents a real

challenge for both the cast

and the director."

The plays will be per-

formed on April 3rd and
4th at 8:00 p.m. in Shove
Chapel, and in Denver on
the fifth. Admission is free,

and no tickets are neces-

sary.

the performance Jesse Helms didn't want you to see'
Erin Kennedy
f Writer

!% Hughes, one of the
'ing American perfor-
,ce artists, performed last

™y in our own Packard
1 Her piece "World With

-

frid," (aptly introduced
"he performance Jesse
^ didn't wantyou to see")

"irect, personal, creative,

^cording to the National

«ment for the Arts,

wersial and obscene.
!r unashamed and em-
'ring use f sexua ] ex-

"Kes in her work has, in
•ted her to be a heroine of
** 'esbian and feminist

'?s - She claims, "Just

men have exploited

!

P
1* 'use

itf-

and colonized the female body
onstage doesn't mean that

we cannot put on our own
versions. A lot of feminist

theatre critics and academics
feel that female sexuality can
never be represented onstage

without it becoming a peep

show. I really disagree. You
have to take the risk." But,

this risk resulted in last year's

denial ofher recommendation

for funding by the NEA panel

for the solo performance
category.

This setback, however, has

apparently not had a negative

effect on her. Ifanything, it is

a blatant representation of

the oppression ofwomen and
female sexuality - oppression

that is the fuel for Hughes'

work. And, as Lenora Cham-
pagne (another feminist per-

formance artist) has stated,

These women are fighters in

red dresses." The unfortu-

nate refusal of funding has
perhaps made Hughes a little

hungrier, but it may also have
given her material for a new
piece. (In the performance last

Friday, she added a segment
on this topic to her original

script.) As is often the case,

the publicity that accompa-
nies censorship is, in a sense,

free advertising. Incidentally,

Hughes was playing to a

sympathetic and full house.

In a black cocktad dress

and heels, and with her con-

versational, Midwestern tone,

she established immediately

a friendly rapport with the

audience. "Clearly a woman
who claims language and
sexuality on her own terms,

she seems to be in command
of both. "(LC).

Because of the personal

nature of her subject matter,

Hughes' performance (and

those of other performance

artists) has been criticized as

being "confessional." But
Hughes gives the audience

the status of"witness, "friend,

and compatriot in struggle,

not that of "pardoner." Her
use of anecdotal stories,

metaphor, "lyrical imagery."

and humor Is "combined with

sharp irony that undercuts

any sentimentality." (LC)

And, "Although she has ex-

perienced her share of child-

hood pain and adult disap-

pointment, she uses her
Imagination to transform

these experiences and to

create myths she can use."

(LC)

Funny, entertaining and
though provocative. Holly

Hughes' material was often

less than comforting. The
traditional. American stand-

up comedienne she is not,

and that's the point. She is

an example of a woman who
has embodied, absorbed,

transformed, and claimed as

her own, her life, experiences,

and those of all women.

Continued on page 21
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Easter, the Chamber Chorus and You!
By Carey Haas

This Easter Sunday at 3 pm.

the Colorado College Chamber

Chorus will grace the CC com-

munitywith aconcert In Packard

Hall . The choirand directorDon

Jenkins have dedicated many
hours to bring us a chorale by

George Fredrick Handel based

on the hymn O Praise the Lord

with One Consent and Saint Ni-

clwlas by Benjamin Britten.

Both pieces feature solos from

CC students: PaigeNeifert. Rob

Beauvais, CarolAnderson, Erika

Williams. Karl DeCosta, Curtis

Gunn, Maggie Fuller, and Keri

Rusthoi. ACU student will also

join the choir to sing the part of

Nicholas in Britten's piece.

And, abit oftrivia foryou:Amy
Mason, a sophomore member,

said that Handel's piece isbased

onthetuneofCC'sschoolhymn.

God Our Help in Ages Past

Ginger Duerkson. a senior

member, comment ed that the

Britten piece "is very modem in

that it has a lot of dissonance,

and it is beautiful to listen to!"

What can be expected of the

concert?AccordingtoDuerkson,

Ttwillbeagreat concertbecause

the choir performs with a lot of

energy." Part of the reason the

choir, in general, anticipates a

good concert is because of

Jenkins the director. "He isgreat

toworkwith and he reaDyknows

what he's doing. " Mason ex-

plained. "Unfortunately though,

the concert is at an inconvenient

time. All who can, however,

shouldbe sure to attendbecause

great music plays an important

role in a liberal arts experience."

It will be well worth it!

The concert, again, is ir

Packard Hall on Sunday, the

3 1 st at 3:00 pm. It is open anc

free to the public.

Don Jenkins directs chamber chorus in preparationfor Easter concert.

Photo by Thomas Newtoi

By Phil Brown i

Onanygiven day in anymostly

normal country. I might partake

of the panoramic vistas of the

land behind the safety and rela-

tive comfort of the windshield of

anycar, save that ofEricbecause

Eric is a remarkable unlucky

driver who tends to get stuck

behind vehicles that tend to spit

rocks at his windshield which

shatters the glass and renders

the drivervirtuallyblind. Even in

cowboy land. I might rove the

land inmyhi-tech buggybuiltfor

the discerning driver. So when
folk speak ofsundry methods of

transport, I grin agrin and dream

of an unconditioned late-model

4x4. ButwhenlDashthose pearls,

someone up there farts on my
parade and remindsme ofthree

disenchanting facts: one: that I

relyonpublic transport, two: that

I'm in Zimbabwe, and three: that

I rely on public transport in Zim-

babwe.

Fortunately, I have a virtual

plethora of exciting transport

methods at my disposal. I guess

the best way ofgetting around is

thebus, providedyou'renot aller-

gic to anyofourbamyard friends

that maybe onboard,Ayeh, you

share the journey with a few

hundredpeoplethatspeakShona

almostexclusivelyandyou're able

to pick out only a few phrases,

whichmostlikelyrefertorandom

livestock on board, but you as-

sume that they're discussing

methods of disposing the bodies

ofAmerican students they kill for

pleasure and the livestock that

they're actually talking about.

Anyway, these buses are entirely

safe unlessyou nit a pothole and

the bump incurred sends you

bouncing to the metal ceiling

where you receive a jolt and a

slight hemorrhage before

richocheting back to your seat.

The only problem apart from al-

lergies, paranoia, and the need

for protective headgear is that

every bus driver in Zimbabwe is

roundedup everyyearandpacked

into a soccerstadiumwhere B2 s

fjlledwithvaliumdroptheircargo

on already lethargic drivers. The

result is that by the time you get

home from work, it's time to go

back. I rode on a desert tortoise

yesterday (really) that moved al-

most as fast as the buses; it

probably could have beaten the

bus, but the bus has a series of

purely hypothetical schedules to

aim for.

Yeah well, the ET is the other

option worth considering (I men-

tioned them a while back). ET
stands for emergency taxis;

though Itn not sure whetheryou

should onlyresorttothismode of

transport in case of an emer-

gency, or if these are named so

because they help to keep the

emergency room in business.

Anyway, imagine yourself

three friends in a small sta

wagoncircamid 1970's.Now

eightpeopleandafewmoreye

Voila! An ET. Anyway, it's a i

fectly reasonable way to

around town. provided:a)yoi

yoga or b) you're not one of

four people in the trunk ore)

driver's luck is betterthan ft

And its always a little scarytc

into a car that's obviously qui

bit older than you andwitii

dents to prove kinship to f

Kenevil.

Thenofcoursethere'stheto

but I haven't ventured onto

since Nick, the man from

with dreadlocks springing 6

his nose, told me that he

quents them.

So that's the transportatioi

Zimbabwe. Not bad. really

you're brave (or stupid). 1 c

write anymore; a fatwomanj

got in the trunk with me

Stay tuned...

More than 300 courses; 3,000 students;

and 50,000 square feet of beach.

Call 1-800-FINDS NU (in Illinois, call 708/491-4114) or mail this coupon.

"'-

School Address

City

State Zip

Home Address

City

Northwestern University

Summer Session '91

Think or swim.

I'm thinking. Send me a free copy of !he Summer

Session '')! analog with financial aid and regislrjlion

information (available in April).

Please send the catalog to my home,

my school.

Northwestern University Summer Session '91

2003 Sheridan Road Mansion. Illinois 6O208-2t>-

;"
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msrican Dreamer.
^ulti-media

jjormance show
^strong Stage

J5&6. 8:30 pm

Head & the Monsters

'ulder Theater

|^h30. 9:30 pm

! jonez with

,chedelic Zombies
ilder Theater

larch 29. 9:30

itjnrich Schiff, cellist

Lkard Hall

Ipril 2, 8 pm

J Palms

fclder Theater

[pril 1. 8 pm

on Marsalis and his

Lven-piece band
Llder Theater

Ipril 2. 7&10pm

anne Cash
r Theater

11 3, 8 pm

id du Jour
m Mulder Theater

9:30

r

"

c
'Mca(ch a Thief
*-- Arts Center

Ipril 2, 8 pm

Repertorio Espanol
Armstrong Theater
April 1, 8 pm

Les Miserables
Denver Auditorium
June 4-8

Clive Gregson and
Cristine Collister

Fine Arts Center
March 29. 8 pm

Images ofPenance,
Images ofMercy:
lecture by Will Wroth
Fine Arts Center
March 30, 2 pm

Theaterworks Forum Too:
No News by Charles R
Johnson
Making Her Moan by Staci
Swedeen
Love on a Bed of Nails by
Richard David
Ethel and Miriam by
Sebastian Stuart
R.A.T.S. by Dennis Noble
Another Man's Shoes by
John Kane
Double Crossed by Bernie
DeLeo
The Pursuit ofHappiness by
Gina Barnett
PPCC Downtown Studio
April 5&6, 8 pm
April 7, 2&8 pm
(two scripts will be read at

each performance.)

OLORADO COLLEGE
AWARD

IN LITERATURE

Summer Grants - up to $2500 each

One-Block Grants -- up to $1200 each

Applications due

April 8: 4:00 p.m.

(Block 7: Last Monday)

tofessor Yaffe's Office (Armstrong 236)

See, for information:

Profs. Yaffe (x6498), Kelso (x6405), Jennifer

Y«es(x7353), Chris Stutz (520-5448), Miranda
Zola (633-8717), Lisa Lane at the Admissions

Office (x6349)

«, at the English Office, Armstrong 341 (x6853)

Application forms for 1991

Copies of the winning Applications in 1990

List of proposals for awards, 1981-1990

Some of the work of past winners

New Jack City: an adult

version of House Party
By John Keilman
Staff Writer

From its title down to its

soundtrack and costumes.
New Jack City continues
where House Party left off in

the effort to infuse the hip-
hop sensibility into main-
stream film. Whereas the
latter was a kid movie (liter-

ally) celebrating the fun of
being young, hip and a good
dancer. NewJack City carries
the style to a more adult level.

The movie merges two well-

worn themes - the buddy-
cop movie and the gangster
flick - into one rap-driven
vehicle. There really is

nothing new plot-wise in this

movie - it revolves around a
small-time hood's escalation
into big-shot drug lord and
the police's efforts to stop
him.

What is new. however, is

the over-whelming influence

that the rap culture has. The
dialogue demands a knowl-
edge of rap's syntax; rather
than being an Arsenio Hall-

like primer of Ghettospeak,
the film requires the viewer
to already know it.

The casting of LA rapper

Ice-T and Brat Packer Judd
Nelson is an unlikely mix:

they portray the typically

renegade cops who are "the

only ones crazy enough" to

put crime boss Nino Brown
(Wesley Snipes) and his Cash
Money Brothers syndicate in

the slammer. They follow a

generally predictable plot line

in their efforts; I say gener-
ally because (he film does
throw a few welcome
curveballs now and then.
The film also takes an in-

teresting view of the crack
epidemic. It poses the ques-
tion: what if someone were
smart and daring enough to

industrialize the drug mar-
ket?The grandeur ofBrown's
operation is enough to make
any businessperson tip their

hat; it's an upscale approach
to a ghetto market, and the
film's imagination of it is a

vivid nightmare of malevo-
lent capitalism.

Brown's rise as kingpin is

paralleled with the rise in

crack usage; the film opens
in 1986 (the start of the wild
spread) and skips ahead to

1989, after the CMB had
made a crime fortress of an
apartment building. Brown
and his cronies are rolling in

money and power- even the

Mafia must defer to them.
The money, cars, clothes, and
women available to high-

rank drug dealers are fully

catalogued, but happily the

film displays this glamour in

an utterly unglamourous
way.

These people are not anti-

heroes, like Tony Montana
in Scarface (a film which is

an important symbol in this

movie), but rather brutal

parasites who feed off their

Hair Models Needed
Male and Female

National Hair Care is looking for

models to participate in a hair

show. Professional stylist will be
doing colors, cuts, and perms.

All hair types needed.

If you're interested in participating

please attend model call Saturday,

April 6th at 1:00pm in the lobby at

the Red Lion Hotel.

(1775 E. Cheyanne Blvd.)

Ask for Revlon/Realistic

Hair show will be held Sunday,

April 7th

neighbors to get rich. As Ice-

T'scharacterputs it. "They're

the worst kind of brothers."

The acting in this film in

surprisingly good, the best
I've seen in an action/cop
(lick in some time. Ice-T has
apparently honed his acting
skills on his tour of talk
shows as rap's ambassador
to the outside world. His
character certainly requires
no great ability, but he deliv-

ers a convincing tough-guy
performance better than
many veteran actors. Wesley
Snipes' villainous Nino
Brown is a paradigm of su-
per-cool evil. He's the type of

criminal who always has a
good excuse for his actions,

but Snipes makes sure the

audience is always aware of

the dollar signs which are
his true motivation.

Mario Van Peebles' direct-

ing job is a welcome piece of

work; he keeps the film roll-

ing a( a good pace and uses
some unusual camera
angles. Though he doesn't

skip the gratuitous violence

inherent in this genre, he at

least keeps it Interesting. He
does give into far too many
cliche situations, scenes
which could seamlessly fit

Into Innumerable action/cop
films - a weakness that pre-

vents this film from really

taking off. And as much as I

welcome a rap-dominated
soundtrack. It's very hard lo

concentrate on a scene with

some MC going off in the

background. That's the

problem inherent with rap -

it's difficult to pay atlention

to visuals when an unseen
performer is rhyming away.

Asitstands. NewJackCity
is the first mainstream film

In which the hard-core, rap-

propelled urban landscape

is fully explored. II may even

become a trend : watch for

Ice Cube starring in Boyz N
Tha Hood at the end of the

summer. Since the real rap-

pers can't seem to make it

onto radio stations, maybe
they'll just have to conquer
the big screen first.

Holly Hughes,
performer

Continued from page 19

And above all that, she

forces herself and her

audience to think about

the unquestionable and
often unmentionable
constructs of society.. .a

society which promotes

the censorship of such
influential, provocative,

intelligent, talented and
visionary artists like

Holly Hughes.
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R.E.M.: Out of Time, but not out of music
.ill! I r^ne-t ftntimictir- ctnnf aVinilt -i~_

By Nathaniel Feis

Arts Editor

[Just a little note: I shall

refrain from using the word

baroque to describe the new

R.E.M. album, so don't ex-

pect to see it. 1

Well, probably anyone

who was interested in the

first place has learned that

the new R.E.M. album. Out

of Time, has been released

and is available at your lo-

cal music-type store for

purchase. So, this should

come as no revelation. Un-

less, of course, you weren't

interested then you prob-

ably still don't care.

Also, if you're like me-

and I know I am (thank you

Martin Mull)- you already

have the album and know

«hat it sounds like. But for

those of you who are unlike

me- and you should thank

your God, parents, diet, or

whoever or whatever else

that you feel like thanking

for that- than I'll tell you a

little about it, though I won't

reveal the ending... Oh.

sorry that's with books and

movies that you don't do

that. I'm just slightly con-

fused. Oh, also, feel free to

continue reading the article

even ifyou have this album,

it's alright, really.

It is an experimental al-

bum for R.E.M. All four

members switching instru-

ments around or trying to-

tally different instruments.

It also features guest ap-

pearances by performers

outside of the band (gee, I

guess that's what makes

them guest appearances,

huh?).
The album opens with

"Radio Song." It's a low-key

dance song featuring Peter

Buck playing a Talking

Heads guitar part (listen to

Remain in Light, particu-

larly "The Great Curve" and

you'll see what I mean) and

KRS-1. KRS-1 works well

on this song augmenting

Michael Stipe's voice and

his little rap at the end

works well too.

The other primary guest

appearance is Kate Pierson.

of the B-52's, who adds

vocals to "Shiny Happy
People," "Country Feed-

back," and "Me in Honey."

Her presence is greatest on

"Shiny Happy People,"

which was a good choice by

the band since this is the

silliest, most optimistic

song on the album. So

naturally a member of the

B-52's would fit naturally

on it. Her voice meshes
nicely with Michael's

throughout her appear-

ance, though it's not quite

a Exene Cervenka/John
Doe or a Black Francis/Kim

Deal combination, it still

sounds good.

The album ranges from

the mournful, bass-heavy

"Low" to the aforementioned

ultra-cheery "Shiny Happy
People." The album is con-

sistently good, and dare I

say "catchy" at least to my
warped sensibilities. Other

high points include "Be-

long" on which Michael

distortedly, though not as

distorted as on "Underneath

the Bunker." tells a little

-
, ,

'PPtop
enough, belonging.

S|

only band I know
th-

have a chorus consis]

one word or Michael
Mils, and Bill Been,

ming or making
s

.

"Half a World Aw
reminiscent, though
copy of. "Swan Swam
"The Wrong c

"

"Texarkana" featu

singing the lead voca
The instrumental

good, of course. Th<

strings and horns ar

by Mark Bingham,
aside from the usual

and percussion, expa

congas and bass. Mik

organ and does

rangements in addit

Continued on i

THE WHOLE TOWN iS TALKING ABOUT

THIS YEAR'S MOST PROVOCATIVE FILM.

'A 10! Absolutely brilliant satire, a remarkable film:

1

Gaiy F*anMin-KABC-TV

'What will take you by surprise Is tbe remarkably high

level of energy, intelligence, humor and outrage..'.'

Guy Flalley-Cosmopolilan

NEW WORLD PICTURES

Heathers - Friday & Saturday

March 29 & 30, Armstrong Theater
$1 admission for CC, $2 general

GOLDEN GLOBE WINNER
BEST FOREIGN FILM

Every Monday & Tuesday

Before Block Break

MIRAMAX fiLHl a^. GIUSEPPE I0RHAI0RE -,:. "CIHIMA PABADISO"

PHILIPPE K01RE! JACQUES PERRIN AWONEUA A1TILI • PUPELLA HAGGIO -, SAIVATORE CA5CI0-"T0ICV

-3^_.?—JcV~i-*_ CRIS1ALDIFILM • RAI'TRE • FORUM f a-j IES f IL.MS ARIAHE 1 F I FILMS PR0DUC1I0H

,

jw
w-«,EHH10 HORRICONE a.^-,*, FRANCO CRISIAIDI i.^„— r— t, GIUSEPPE TORNATORE

Cinema Paradiso - Tuesday & Wednesday
April 2 & 3, Armstrong Theater

$1 admission for CC, $2 general
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THE -reArecefta-in&l. (JfWI-Be&jS.,'

Jon Feiges

|(f Writer

e met a bear

jbear met Algae

The bear was bulgy

The bulge was Algae

-Words of wisdom from
[ionnie Mouse
Jon: So Dawson, is A.

jnnie related to Eek-a?
Dawson: I don't know, is

jiy's mom related to that

ak living in Nate's closet?

the way, what is that

it in your refrigerator?

J: Well Daws. ..it is a long

jiy, but to shorten things

« just say that by the

(e the sheep stopped
;king they were pretty

| to get in those little

gles. Bud not Dr. D why
you here?
i: Don't you remember

inviting me you abused
mallet. Andy's "out of the
country" for a couple weeks
while the DEAruns the dogs
through hi, Bruce's, and
Rycque's pad.

J: Hey isn't Rycque that -

D: Duuude watch it. We
don't want to offend anyone.

J: He ho Mr. Destruction
wasn't ityourbirthday last?

I hear you're finally legal.

D: I guess that depends
on what I'm legal for. Would
you please pass me that
lighter?

J; Hey! Be cool with the
cat.

D: Relax I'm in Psychol-
ogy this block. This doesn't
hurt the animals in any
critical sort of way,

J: Then why's your rat

have palsy and scorch
marks?

k|j
00

(ofPees - teas - chocolates ~ etc.

Just 6 blocks south ofcampus
Acrossfrom Acacia Park

You'llfindKdfSol

70 Varieties ofCoffe, Tea, Cocoa,

Espresso, Cappuccino, and...

Hand-made Belgian Chocolates

Fresh-baked French Pastries

Coffee, Tea, & Accessories

to Take Home & Enjoy

s? Tables on the Courtyard & Fireside

§? Great Music in the Background

So ... Meet Your Friends, Study??, orJust

Relax at Kafeo, soon!

121 East Bijou 632-6100

Monday - Thursday
8:30 am - 6:30 pm

"U. Tj.l aJ r . l -l 'l. l . l .lJ-r.mU
'.M 'U

D: Only Algernon and I

know the answer to that -

just don't look at my vet
supply receipts. I've been
experimenting with Habitail
lately - Oh and let's not
forget the steroids.

J: Yeah, whatever
Dawson. So did you bring
any beer or do I have to pay
for this one again.

D: Dude, that's so tight,

You're the one that won't
get off your wallet.

J: I'll take that as a yes.
D: Please shut up your

pernicious little mouth. I

brought some beer, and its

better then that usual
shwag you and Andy always
seem to get.

J: So you popped for the
Chimay?

D: You mean $5.99 for a
16 oz. bottle - NOT. I

brought Lowenbrau Dark,
a beer that pretends to be
German.

J: Lowenbrau!
Lowenbrau!!! that used to

be a yuppie beer back in the
70's.

D: No your thinking of

Pilsner Club Oatmeal
Winterfeast Stout. I do be-
lieve it has been discontin-
ued. So what did you bring
you dysfunctional fuck?

J: F7 that one asshole, I

brought real German beer,

Warsteiner, and you know
what that means?

D: Yes, but why don't you
tell me anyway.

J: Well stein means stone,

and you figure out the rest.

D: War-sto...

J&D: Hah. Hah. Hah. -

yea, right.

Lowenbrau Dark is

brought to us by those fine

people at Miller Brewing in

Milwaukee, and for under
six dollars a six it is not

your usual yuppie funk
beer. Though it has the color

of your usual dark, it's not

very heavy at all.

D: When I first had this

beer it was on tap. The bottle

version is more tasteless,

but this is not to say that it

has no taste. I find the fla-

vor to be on the high side of for a little over six bucks a
rotten wood - but a fine sLx. which isn't bad when
hardwood like mahogany. you consider the recent in-

J: Well D-dude when was crease in the price of luxury
the last log you sucked on? goods. Thank you Mr. G.
I found it to have taste, but Bush you war mongering.
little bite. It went down easy incompetent, anti-world
and sat in my stomach like

any light swill, but it had
the flavor of a heavier beer.
I rate a 3.6623 in remem-
brance of the Portland
quake of '68.

D: Thank you Jon - I am
going to have to apply rat-

ing of this beer to all that
shitty stimuli that my
senses are receiving in your
room in conjunction with
the poor quality of the Dire
Straits bootleg, as well as
the smell of used vacuum
cleaner bag tucked under
your sheets. I rate this beer
a 3.0. It tastes like a light-

order, no fuckin' domestic
policy what-so-ever, con-
servative economy wrecker,
Dan Quail whatever were
you thinking, arse. But
enough jokes, this beer is

worth it.

J: If taste were sea ani-
mals, War-stuf would be an
anemone. Not much body,
but a bit of sting.

saxaniroGGaiaxiiiirtrnrDi

on my scale. If it were a
twist-off then it'd be a party
beer.

D: Well considering that
I'm the guest boozer this

week I feel that it is my
dark and a heavy light with obligation to share my true
a very pleasant after taste
of a nutmeg and butter
sandwich. If this beer was a
movie it would be about high
school Softball and be called

"Easy Slider" - a very
smooth beer.

J: So when was the last

emotions about (his beer. It

does not have enough flavor

for the price. It does taste

better than a 40 oz'er of
King Cobra, but barely. I

rate it a 2.35 in honor ofmy
new GPA, and also because
it tastes too much like

time you looked both ways Becks. Ifyou like Becks you
when crossing the street? willenjoybeer.justplanon
You wouldn't know good selling a lot ofbooger-suger
sound from Goldstar. Now ifyou want to afford It.

let's drink some real Ger- J: So who's the
man beer. entreprenuer huh! Anyway.

Warstiener, Nahshlong next week Andy boots and
on that, is the real stuff rallies on Paulaner
imported Irom Barbados via

War-Stoner Germany. A
little know fact is that War-
stoner is the birth place of

Ken Husney. world re-

nowned entreprenuer
extrodinaire. Though the

beer has a light amber color

the taste is a bit more "fat"

then the Lowey. It retails

Hefewietzer,

Two good old boys in a
fire apple red convertible;

stoned, ripped, twisted,

good people.

Hunter s. chip.

Knock It off 1 said. ..this

is a still life.

Gary Larson.

Ollt Of Time/ Continued from page 22

bass. Peter plays mandolin in addition to various types of

guitar.

Out ofTime, though consistently a little mellower than
most of their albums, is very much in the tradition of

R.E.M.'s work. So, a lot of people will probably screech
sell- out as they will do when- ever someone changes
slightly. What do you want: that they should release the

same album over and over again? But these cries would
be unjustified, since this seems less commercial than
Green, it's not the best thing they've ever done, but then

again at least they're still playing around with various

things and still going.

11:00 pm

Hair Designers for Men & Women

mmm
Style cuts, Cellophanes, Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 9{. Ttjon at Cache La Voudre 632-3531
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Baseball shows promise in early games
- /-,_-i ,„„;„„ i,,ri„" Peters who is verv bv Bob Sweet

By Mike Roark

The forecast calls for a

couple inches of snow and

a high of 40 degrees. This

weather means two things:

it is springtime in the

Rockies and another Colo-

rado College baseball sea-

son is underway.

The Tiger squad lucked

out and has managed to

hammer out ten games so

far. Despite not playing up

to their potential, the team

has been able to scrap for a

five win and five loss season.

This includes a four game

sweep of the powerful Cali-

fornia baseball schools.

This also includes two

h eartbreak losses to Denver

University and Metro State

College. Both ofthese games

were lost in the last inning

after CC hadjumped out to

an early lead. This is not a

negative sign as the Tigers

displayed that they can play

and hang in with the Divi-

sion 1 and II teams. Last

weekend, the Tigers took

this gritty attitude to Golden

to do battle with their Di-

vision II foe Colorado School

of Mines.

The first game of the

doubleheader was a classic

dual of hurlers. Colorado

College had Dave "The Spaz"

Solomon pitching, while

Mines countered with one

of the best pitchers in the

state. Gary Womack.
Solomon pitched a great

game, striking out eleven

baiters while only walking

one. One costly error al-

lowed Mines to score two

runs and CC could only

come up with one run

against Womack. The Tigers

did rally in the final inning

with two hits, but they were

unable to capitalize and

they suffered the 2-1 loss.

There were a couple of

bright spots in the loss for

CC. Captain Kevin "The

Dawg" Drescher continued

[The losses are] not a

negative sign as the Ti-

gers displayed that

they can play and hang

in with the Division I

and II teams.

his hot hitting with a single

and then showed off his

blazing speed with a stolen

base. "Cash" Levy showed

that he came ready to play

with a triple in the first in-

ning that led to the Tiger's

only run. Eric "Punch and

Judy" Peters, who is very

quietly having a good sea-

son, also added a hit in the

loss.

The Tigers would not be

outdone in the second

game. Captain Mike "Op-

eration Long Dong" Roark

pitched for the Tigers

against a shaky rookie for

Mines. While the Tigers did

not play great, they man-

aged to escape with the

victory. Roark upped his

record to 3-0 while striking

out eight and walking two

of the Mines' batters. "Cash"

Levy once again was a

standout with two big hits

and some key defensive

work at second base.

Drescher showed that he is

for real with two more hits

and Peters also added a hit

in the victory. Other good

performances were put in

by Bob "Sweet Lou"
who belted a single

roamed the outfield lju

gazelle and Bruce "y
es

am an All-American"wa i

who showed his ra

an unassisted double
pi.

Next for the Tigers

doubleheader in

Collins against Divisi
0I

powerhouse Colorado
St

this weekend. Cobra
College plans to make
erything click and show

Rams that the Tigers an

team to be feared. The fii

home game for the fear!

Tigers is Wednesday Ap

3. at 1:00 p.m. again

Sterling College. The fo"

cast calls for sunny ski

for that day, so they expi

to see a big crowd ou

Memorial Stadium. See

there!!

CCCP goes international
By Robert A. Neer

TheColorado College Cycling

team, better known as Colo-

rado College Cycling People

(CCCP), is getting ready for a

full season ofcollegiate racing.

Curtis Gunn, sophomore

and CCCP's sprinting and

track racing specialist, is busy

preparing fora prestigious new

race in Quito. Ecuador. The

Ecuador Cycling Federation is

opening a new cycling

velodrome and Gunn is to be

among the international field

competing in the inaugural

event.

Gunn, the only American to

be invited, will test his speed

and skill against National

Team members from Argen-

tina. Ecuador. Chile, and other

racers from around the world

in the week long points series.

CCCP's women's team

leader, senior Alison Dunlap,

traveled last weekend, March

22-24, to Littlerock, Arkansas

with men's team leader, Peter

Beland, for some stiff early

season competition in the

$30,000 Natural State Stage

Race. Racing in four stages, a

hill climb time trial, two

criteriums. and a road race,

both riders gave strong early

season performances.

Dunlap grabbed a close third

place in the road race, beaten

in a the last kilometer sprint

by Janie Eichoff and Jessica

Grieco of World Team 93.

Speaking of the battle with

Dunlap. Grieco, a U.S. Na-

tional Team member and
multi-national champion.
said. "The third girl IDunlap]

took offlike a shot. I worked to

catch her."

Dunlap, riding this week-

end forArkansasBurgerBam.

said, "I saw a gap open in the

line and I went. If I had gotten

into her |Eikhoff s] draft right

on her wheel. I could have

gotten around her."

Beland, senior men's team

leader, struggled against an

incredibly tough field made
up of some of America's best

amateur and pro racers.

The collegiate racing season

kicks off April 6 with a moun-

tain bike race conducted by

Pike's Peak Community Col-

lege at their campus.

The followingweekend, April

14, CC will hold its race. The

course, a short multilap

criterium, will run directly in

front of the campus along

Cascade Avenue and loop

down next to El Pomar. Stu-

dents will be able toview nearly

the entire race, which begins

at 10:00 a.m. in front of Tutt

Library.

Tigers set personal bests
Sports Department

CC men's track headed out

toAlbuquerque. NM on Satur-

day. March 23 to attend the

UNM Invitational with some
DivisionI competition. Schools

represented included the

University of Colorado, the

University ofNewMexico, New
Mexico State,Adams State and

of course - CC!

"This was a tough field to

start off the season with but

the team understood we were

mainly therejust to see where

our conditioning was. 1 told

them not to put pressure on
themselves andjust to get in a

good effort." commented
Coach Castaneda. Amid 65

degreetemperatures, excellent

competition and little wind,

CC did just that. The team
was ledby the field eventswith

first year Tim Hebert placing

fifth with a 164'javelin throw,

first year Mike Drum heaving

an outstanding shot throw of

45'l
n
for fifth place andjunior

Nick Zandstra triple jumping

to an excellent 4 1'6" for fourth

place.

This appeared to ignite the

. . . we were mainly
there just to see where
our conditioning was.

I told them not to put
pressure on them-
selves and just to get

in a good effort.

- Ted Castaneda

rest of the team as the 400m
runners all registered season

best times led by Zach
Drennan (52.3). Pat Judge
(4:12.8 and a personal best)

led the 1 500 meter runners in

a great effort. Mark Sweet

(4:19.4). Sean Cavanagh
(4:34.8). and Brian Kates

(4:38.2) followed all with per-

sona] bests as well, guite a

performance! For CC track it

is a good start. Now. on to the

rest of the season!

CC Highlights:

Season Bests 400m: Simon
Ramon (53.47), ZackDrennan

(52.3), Jon Speare (55.4).

Field Events: Triple: Nick

Zandstra (41'6"). Shot: Mike

Drum (45' 1"), Javelin: Tim
Hebert (164').

Personal Bests (1500m):

Sean Cavanagh (4:34.8), Brian

Kates (4:38.2). Mark Sweet

(4:19.4), Pat Judge (4:12.8).

Season Best (800m): Van
Stone (2:08).

CC's next outing is the CSU
Invitational onMarch 30 at Ft.

Collins, CO with a large crew
of 17 expected to make the

meet.

Photos bu Tyler St**

Last Sunday saw the annual Special Olympics I

Stewart Field. Several CC students volunteere

help run the event.
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Lady Tigers nab third place
.jlaile Shimabukuro

Jj
Writer

fl,e
onset of spring offers

. ny
pleasures: flowers

f m, birds sing, lovers

|rt,
trees regain their

(Ve s, and CC women's

c jr
competes outdoors.

,dy
Tigers, cheetahs,

-lcrabbits and foxes will

jce the track this spring,

nature lovers (and sports

L), don't miss the ac-

liidoor, or preseason,

jne to an official close af-

file CU Potts Invitational

jMarch 2. Outdoor sea-

coffers both relief and

jallenge fortrack athletes.

| runners it means full-

d 400 meter tracks - a

relief from curvy 200

Jter indoor tracks. For

powers it means being

jle to compete in the dis-

sevent. However, outdoor

;Cks have their disadvan-

<es as well - wind, dirt,

in, and occasionally rain.

This past weekend
men's track competed in

first outdoor meet — the

lorado School of Mines
ivttational. and did great.

CC took 3rd overall, follow-
ing Western State and
Mines. Despite slower times
because of the cinder track
and spring break. Coach
Ellbogen was pleased with
the team's performances:
"Returning from spring
break and a tough week of

workouts, performances
were slow in terms of times,
but I was very pleased with

Returning from spring
break and a toughweek
of workouts, perfor-
mances were slow in
terms of times, but I

was very pleased with
efforts on the slow
cinder surface.

- Coach Ellbogen

efforts on the slow cinder

surface. In particular,
Claire Carpenter's two
races, the 400m and 1 600m
relay, showed a lot of

strength and determina-
tion." Carpenter, a first

year, missed all of pre-

season because she was on
the swim team. Yet, with

only 3 weeks of training

under her belt, she ran a
1:08.52 min 400m: 2:51.6
800m and a 1:10.4 1600m
relay. Carpenter earned
second place in the 400m.
First yearJennifer Holmes

also joined the team for

this meet, and ran beauti-
fully: 2:43.7 in the 800m
and 1:11.1 in the 1600m
relay. The "old-timers-
competed hard as well: se-

nior co-captain Karin Boes
rana 12:33.99 3000m; first

year Rebecca Felts ran a
2:44 800m and 1:10.57
400m; sophomore Carey
Wall ran a 2:39.2 800m;
senior co-captain Tiffany

Shipp threw a 32'7" shot
put, and rana 16.14 100m;
and junior Ciela Meyer ran
a 31.38 200m.
Women's track also

clocked in some qu ick relay

times in the 4x100 (400m)
relay - 1:00.26 (Meyer,
Felts, Shipp and Wall) and
the 4x400 (1600m) relay -

4:44.3 (Felts 1:12.6, Wall
1:10.2, Carpenter 1:10.4

and Holmes 1:1 1.1).

Stay tuned CC for more
women's track and field

action! They're sure to

knock your socks off in '91!

THE ONE STOP
SPORTING GOODS STORE
FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS

2for1
Buy One Hockey Stick At Regular Price

And Get One Free
Choose From:

Christian Bros. Koho
Canadien Titan

Sher-Wood Kitchener

Receive 30% off on all Skates In Stock
choose From: CCM, Bauer, Cooper

Receive 30% off on all Accessories
SKI SEASON ISN'T OVER YET Helmets, Jerseys, Sox, Pants,

GET 25% OFF Shoulder Pads, Ankle Supports,

Elbow Guards, Gloves, Leg Guards

and Mouthpieces.ON ALL SKI CLOTHING
(EXCLUDING SALE ITEMS)

ROLLER BLADES
THE NEWEST CRAZE

10% OFF

ALL LEATHER FANNY PACKS

$20 VALUE - YOUR COST $1 0.99

20%OFFALL SHOES IN STOCK
CHOOSE FROM: _B*N*N*

|RgcbohSt3 gdidas^
*«*<*oo5,

IMEggflll '/Vflf*P!! S& PATRICK

M

I

yjj /f5777ff imi'iciooomi ^ESEH /-,-.

119N.Te]on
Mon-Sat.9am-6pm

636-3346

Citadel Mall

Lower Level

"SSSSSJ (ByMervyn'a)
591*135

• Musi present

Colorado College ID

upon purchase
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photo by Tyler Stevens

The men's lacrosse team were II this weekend.
On Friday the Tigers lost to Bouidoin 14-9, but

came back to blast the Colorado School of Mines
24-5 on Saturday. In Saturday's game Ted
Nessbaum hadfive goals and seven assists while

Will King tallied six goals and five assists. Both

Nessbaum and King played parts in the Tigers'

first 14 goals. The men will take on Denver

University at Stewart Field on Saturday.

• 20 lifts including two
high-speed quad chairs.

• 76 award winning trails.

New Extreme Experience™
Guided Ski Program;
350 acres of double
black diamond terrain.

Lift tickets available at participating Front Range

Vickers, Pizza Hut restaurants and Delivery Units,

Sateways, Breeze Ski Rentals, Gart Brothers/Dave

Cooks, Diamond Shamrocks, King Soopers and

Albertsons.

<g COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORT
lust 75 miles West of Denver off 1-70, exit 195

SNOW REPORT LINE 893-1400
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Intramural Spotlight .
.

-

.neint—nocfcey season—
up on Tuesday with the Cunningi

Lmguists domma
. g tches took

competitive final against™**^££Z£S£ Selective Pressure, 3-0,

piaee' on Thursday. ™™\*St*™™ FJeS»PS Heaters nabbed the title

in the C league match. In the Rec: League »»*«*»*
an exciting fmish as Gods

out.asting the Wyld Stallions S"3. B Laagu actoo
_ ^^^ flrst

on lee scored a last second goal to put the8^ The M hockey

minute they scored again and snu ^'he Faculty S
peter^^^^^'rS^t^S^wo.ea including Tim Cour, Stu

Swineford. Kevin Connors. Matt Gregory, etc.

TheCCintramUralsoftbaUseasonisaUvea
d w^Jj^*^

leagues play, including:^f^^t^hov^l dominate, but Boys of Arthur

£ea^rSoS^P^^^-*" «*"—« *"'

Jim Marshall.
,s going weU as those "high flying buffs'

The intramural Ultimate Frisbee seasoning s
through some outstanding

for these games are James Rankin and Tim Hebert.

Pickleball , making its debut In April. Is a net eourt game that is played by four

people. The court dimensions are identical to a doubles badminton court and is

played with a light-weight paddle and a plastic perforated ball (like a small whiffle

^April 24 1991 - IM 5K (3.1 miles) fun run with the top 10 male and top 10 female

finishers receiving a T-shirt in a run through North Monument Valley Park. Race

will start at the CC track. No entry fee required.

NOTE: Correction from last week - basketball co-ed championship won by Dings

i Kids not Deal With Itl

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW
Women's Tennis

Mar. 29-30 MesaTourn.

Men's Tennis

Mar. 29-30 Mesa Tourn.

Men's Lacrosse

Mar. 30 Denver University

Grandjunction, CO

Grand Junction, CO

Denver, CO

Men's Baseball

Mar. 31 Colorado State Univ. Fort Collins, CO

Track and Field

Mar. 30 CSU Invitational Fort Collins, CO

National Sportsline
©Copyright 1991. USA TODAY/Apple College Information Network

STANFORD WINS NIT:

Stanford won the National Invitational Tournament Wednesday, with a 78-72 win over

Oklahoma. KennyAmmann scored 22 points, including five 3-potnters. as Stanford survived

a 15-0 Oklahoma run following the ejection ofSooners coach Billy Tubbs. Oklahoma had its

biggest lead ofthe game, 46-37, early in the second half. Colorado beat Massachusetts 98-9

1

in the third-place game.

PISTONS DOWN PACERS:
Dennis Rodman started a 1 5-0 fourth-quarter runwith five ofhis 19 points to lead the Detroit

Pistons past the Indiana Pacers 102-93. JoeDumars led the Pistons with 23 pointsand Mark

Aguirre added 17. Rodman also finishedwith 19 rebounds. In otherNBAgames: Orlando 97.

Dallas 85.

PENGUINS WIN, CLINCH TITLE:

The Pittsburgh Penguins, seemingly out of the National Hockey League's Patrick Division

race less than amonth ago, gained the first title in their24-year historyWednesday nightwhen
meyteatmeDetroitRedWmgs7-4todinchflrstplace.IntheonlyotherNHLgame:NewJersey

4, Hartford 3. OT.

NFL FILMS TO CHRONICLE WAR:
NFL Films said Wednesday its documentary dm on Operation Desert Storm will chronicle

the war. not compare it to football. 'We're not glorifying war. . . . There will be no reference to

football at all," said NFL Films President Steve Sabol. Though best known for its National

Football League highlight footage. NFL Films has done diverse projects, including pop music

videos.

OPPOSITION TO HOUSTON VOICED:
Civil rights advocates say they will ask the NFL to eliminate Houston as a contending site

for the 1995 Super Bowl unless the state establishes a fully paid state holiday in honor ofDr.

Martin Luther King Jr. In Texas, King's birthday, observed on the third Monday in January,

is combined with Confederate Heroes Day. State workers who take the day offmust give up
another state holiday.

MTLUTINOVIC NAMED COACH:
Predicting that the USA "will perform splendor in the grass" when it hosts the 1994 World

Cup, U.S. Soccer Federation PresidentAlan RothenbergWednesday introducedYugoslavian

Bora Milutinovic asnationalteam coach. MilutinovicsucceedsBob Gansler.who resigned last

month. Milutinovic, 46, coached Costa Rica in the 1990 World Cup and Mexico in 1986.

,HE Compleat Gamer

NINTENDO
Buy, Sell, and Trade

Frisbees, Boomerangs, fierobies,

Hacky Sacks

Party Camas

Role-Playing 6 Board Games

Puziles, Kites & Gifts

Chess Sets, Cribbage, Go

Mah Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116

|

Open 7 days a week
Across from Poor Richard's

Mountain Chalet

Downtown by Acacia Park

633-0732 226 NJTejon

CC's Outdoor Connection
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Free
Speech.

Ifyou're an off-campus student,

get theAKTCallingCard andyo
There's no better time to speak your mind. BecauseThere's no better time to speak your mind. Because

now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you'll

get your first 15-minute call free'?

With your AT&T Calling Card,

j

you can call from almost anywhere

to anywhere. And you can keep

your card, even if you move and

get a new phone number.

your first call is free.
'£> Allr /"Villi*-!.-* (~~r\tv\ ic- *-.*->»+ .

83b. ooo tnaop £iiiv.

Our Calling Card is part of the AT&TStudent Saver

Plus program, a whole package of products and services

designed to make a student's budget go farther

So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on
campus. Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.

And let freedom ring.

ffl&T. Helping make college life a little easier.

'A feOO value for a coast-to-coast Calling Card call. Applies to customer-dialed calls made during the

AI&T NightAfeekend calling period, 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm Friday through

5pm Sunday You may receive more or less calling time depending on where and when you call.

Applications must be received by December 31, 1991

AT&T
The right choice.
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Classifieds
-Washington, D.C. Apart-

ment for rent. 7 miles from

downtown. 2 bedroom with

loft. Furnished, available May

15. Call Ryan Wallack, 703-

379-1924,

-Wanted: Volunteer

soundboard operator for on-

campus theater production.

Contact Jason at x7369

asap!!

-RetumingStudents looking

for summer jobs: Two full-

time summer intership posi-

tions open in the Colorado

CollegeAdmission Office. Pick

up job descriptions and ap-

plications in the Admission

Office, Armstrong Hall. Call

Lisa Lane x6349 with ques-

tions

-Applications for summer
on-campus jobs are avail-

able in the Financial Aid Of-

fice. The Physical Plant will

hire approximately 30 full-

time workers on the grounds

and paint crews. In addition,

there are other on-campus

job opportunities, both full-

time and part-time, in the

library and in some depart-

ments. The Financial Aid

Office will maintain a list of

openings. Preference forpart-

time jobs will be given to

summer session students,

and preference for full-time

will be given to students re-

turning in the fall.

-Wanted: Students with

public speaking experience.

Announcements

Ifyou have participated in HS

or college speech activities.

The Colorado HS Association

needs you. especially for de-

bate. It pays $$. so do it.

Friday. April 5th and Satur-

day. April 6th. Call Mike or

Mark at 633-6807 for more

info.

-Glacier Park, Montana.

College students from across

the country are being sought

for summerjobs at one ofthe

nation's most spectacular

national parks. For details

on jobs and salaries call

Glacier Park, Inc., at 602-

248-2612 or write Glacier

Park. Inc.. 1210 Greyhound

Tower, Phoenix, Ariz., 85077.

-Summer house-sitter, re-

sponsible, reliable CC senior

will careforpets. plants, yard,

mail and security. References

available. Call Carrie at

x7880.

Announcements
-The Career Center will hold

agraduate school information

day from 12 to 3:30 on

Thursday April 4 in the

Worner Center. Keynote

speaker, alumni guests, fac-

ulty, and students will con-

duct workshops and discus-

sions.

-Blood drive with Memorial

Hospital blood bank, April 18.

10 am in Armstrong Great

Hall.

-Classical Guitar mini-

concert featuring guitar

works of David Honig per-

formed by the composer.

Tuesday April 30, 8: 15 pm in

Packard Hall.

-Lancaster University rep-

resentative. Prof. Robin

Gilmour, will be on campus

to talk with interested stu-

dents about the study abroad

program. Come to the WES
room, 1 pm, Thursday, April

4th.

-CC Classical Guitar En-

semble. Director David

Honig. Saturday April 20, 4

pm, Packard Hall.

-Butler University study

abroad programs. Represen-

tative Tom Roberts will be on

campus Wednesday, April 3,

3 to 4 pm, Womer 2 1 2 to talk

with Interested students.

-EnAct Recycling first three

Fridays of the block. Come
and lend a hand picking up

glass and aluminum
recylables at Loomis, Bemis,

Slocum and Mathias. Meet at

Loomis loading dock at 12:30

pm.
-Art Show: recent photo-

graphs of Charles Walters.

March 18-April lOinCobum
Gallery. Opening Tuesday

March 19, 7-9 pm.
-Manitou Springs, CO. The

alliance ofProfessionalArtists

Association is accepting en-

tries for its annual regional

outdoor juried sculpture ex-

hibition, Sculpture in

Manitou, July 12, 13, 14,

1991. Fee of $20. Each artist

must submit slides of at least

2 and no more than 6 differ-

ent works. Cash awards
given. Slide deadline May
1. For Prospectus, contact

Darpino. APAA. 513
Manitou Ave., Manitou
Springs. CO 80829. 719-

685-1861.
-Faculty and Faith: With

Professor Ghazala Anwr,

meeting April 5, 12-2, Bemis

lounge, free admission.

-The Body Image Support

Network is looking for

women (FY-JR) who are in-

terested in facilitating

support groups for 91-92

school year. The groups are

confidential and open to all

women on campus who
struggle with self-esteem

and body image. For an ap-

plication or information

please contact Rosemerry

Wahtola 473-8809 or

Kimber Felton.

-Students are urged to

attend a meeting ofthe Baca

Advisory Board on Tues.

April 16th at 3 in the Wes
room to help select a site

and design for the new Baca
lodge. Planners will be on

hand to discuss concept

drawings. Faculty and ad-

ministrators welcome.

-Have you ever had an in-

ternship? If you have,

please tell us about it! Stop

by the Career Center to fill

out a short evaluation of

your internship experience.

It's quick, it's painless and

March 29, igg,

you'll be helping other cc
students find the internshin

they are looking for. Vj;

the Career Center today!

Deadlines
-National College Poetry

Contest open to all coll

students desiring to have
their poetry anthologi

2e ,j

Cash prizes will be awards
the top five poems. Dead.

line: March 31. For Con

test Rules send stamped
envelope to: Intemation;

Publications, PO Bo

44044-L, Los Angeles, cjl

90044
-Application for the cc

German semester
Luneburg, Germany,

are

due March 29. For applj

cations and information

concerning the program,

please contact the German

department
-Poetry West contest

Deadline is May 1, 199

Contact for further info Lois

Hayna, (719)599-0502

-The Summer in Italj

program needs two mori

students. For under $400(

you get 6 weeks in Italy - al

expense paid - plus twi

blocks ofcredit in Italian. Jus

try to pass this up. Contac

Sal Bizarro by today

-ACM India - The applicatioi

for studying abroad on th

ACM India Program is April

Please see Prof. Vibha Kapuria

Foreman. Palmer 113. a
6419 for Information

V
COMMITMENT

beyond the self ...

helps one achieve meaning

Nominations are due in the Cen-

ter for Community Service Office,

Worner Room 10, by 5:00 pm
Friday, March 29th.

Thank you for your interest and time

- we value your input.

lb® ©t Idirwo©®

loin Fora

On Wednesday, April 24th, the Center for Community

Service and Volunteer Action will host a dinner, recognizing

the contributions of numerous individuals and groups to

Colorado College and the Colorado Springs community.

We would apprecite receiving nominations from any

college members, on behalf of any other college mem-
ber who exemplifies a service ethic.

Please keep in mind that nominations are designed to be open-ended

and broad-based. They may include:

• individuals who personally volunteer OR who have motivated

others or organized events

• individuals may be students, faculty, or staff

• groups may be residence wings, greek chapters, service

organizations or other groups

• groups need not be service-oriented in their mission, but may have

taken upon special service projects or cooperated with sen/ice

groups

• the service/philanthropic activity may have been particularly

creative, innovative, or significant in scope, or have simply

touched the life of another individual.

Name of nominator (optional)

TO NOMINATE AN INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP TO RECEIVE

AN AWARD, COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:

Phone.

NAME OF INDIVIDUAL/GROUP

IF A GROUP, WHO SHOULD RECEIVE THE AWARD ON ITS BEHALF?

1 ) How has this person/organization contributed through philanthropy or

service to others?

2) Which constituency (i.e. children, elders, environment, etc) benefitted

from this effort?

3) What has been the resulting impact in the community of this effort?

4) What has been the resulting impact on campus of this effort?

5) Please add any additional insights that you feel will assist the award

committee's decision.

6) Your name and phone will help us to verify or request information and

will strengthen your nomination.

Help us to recognize extraordinary commitment!

The Center for Community Service. Worner Room 10. 389-6846
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CC student, Tim Harrington, returns from Gulf
ByAmy Hempe
Staff Writer

Last week, senior Tim
larrtngton returned to CC
Jler spending almost three

lonths as a Navy Reservist

o the Desert Storm opera-

ion.

Stationed in Bahrain, an
Sland-country 150 miles

J
"'

outh of Kuwait, Harrington
J trved the Desert Storm op-

ration as a Navy Coreman,
Job he describes as "essen-
ially a registered nurse un-
it the government." The
ospltal in which he worked
as one of three Navy hospi-

and the furthest away
rom any fighting.

'During (Desert Storm's]
tweek period, we saw 200
four 500 beds filled with
atients. Out of those 200,
S were casualties of war.
Men is fine," Harrington
lid.

Although his unit saw very
•tie of the war, tension still

Ssted from not knowing if

'flighting would everreach

e expected it to be a
t worse. Some predicted

h would be about 20,000

casualties. So there was a
prepared readiness. We were
prepared for the worst. There
was a lot of apprehension."
But judging from

Harrington's very matter-of-
fact attitude during the in-

terview, it hardly seems that
the time spent waiting was
nearly as anxiety-ridden as
other news reports had dra-
matically stated. Much of

this was due to the fact that

he was not In Saudi Arabia,
where entertainment was
severely limited. Thanks to

Bahrain's less rigid society,

Harrington's unit was able
to find places to release ten-

sions. And since alcohol is

not prohibited in Bahrain,
his unit was able to set up
both an Officer's club and an
Enlisted Person's club.

Early news reports also

capitalized on the issue of

reservists being stunned and
angry that they had actually

been called up to serve.
Harrington, however, said
that he had been pretty sure
he would be called up.

"Asfarason paper, [wasn't
qualified because I had only
been In a year. But the mili-

tary is something no one can
really figure out, and I ex-
pected to go regardless.

"1 was not In the Initial call-

up. There was someone who
was inj ured so I took his place.

When the guy called me to

tell me that I was going lo

take someone's place, he
sounded surprised by my
reaction. He thought 1 wanted
to go, that I was excited to go.

which wasn't the case. I Just
expected to go."

Back home, the Immediate
effects of his having been
See Harrington on page 4

Prof Loevy defeated in city council election
By Jason Jarvis
Staff Writer

Even after receiving almost
13.000 votes, three thousand
more then his 1987 total, CC
political science professor
Robert Loevy lost his second
bid for City Council last

Tuesday night.

Loevy received an unoffi-

cial total of 12.925 votes out
of the 194,916 cast for City

Council Members At-Large,

according to the Colorado
Springs City Clerk's office.

The City Council is com-
posed ofnine members: four

members representing dis-

tricts, four At-Large mem-

Geo class discovers 'intact

mid-sized' dinosaur bone
Catalyst Staff

Professor Scott Linneman's Introduction to Geology
class found a reasonably Intactmedium sized dinosaur
bone while on a dig near Canyon City.

The bone is approximately two feet long, and fans out
™'o sort of a spatula shape. They believe it Is from a
Md-sized dinosaur, possibly a Stegosaurus.
The bone, found In an area around Shelf Road in

parden Park, has been affectionately named
Craigosaurus" by the class In honor of their paraprof,
faig Lundstrom, who found the bone.

Lundstrom explained that the class was on an expe-
Wion to find little bone fragments on Morrison Forma-
°» (he adds that it Is Jurassic in age) and came across
le bone.

Currently they are working to glue all the fragments
Stther. It was broken up, but still intact.

't is not completely uncommon to find a bone of this

f^ber, but the class still considers the find "pretty good
pck."

bers, one district member,
and a Mayor.

Out of the 14 candidates
forAt-Large seats, those four

with the highest vote totals

won. Loevy come in seventh,

missing a seat on the Council
by several thousand votes.

Loevy Interns men-
tioned that the candi-

date tried to downplay
his connection to the
college.

By March 27 Loevy had
raised $6,604 from 128 con-

tributors and spent
$6,482.68, according to fi-

nancial disclosure forms filed

with the City Clerk. Loevy's

largest donations came from
the local Homebuilders As-

sociation, $1,000, and the

Pikes Peak Board ofRealtors.

$750.

Though Loevy did not ad-

vertise on television or radio,

he did spend $1,635.98 on
newspaper advertisements in
the Gazette Telegraph.

Loevy targeted well-to-do

sections of Colorado Springs
with a direct mail and lawn
sign campaign.
Loevy interns mentioned

that the candidate attempted
to downplay his connection

to the College, but when con-

fronted would not hesitate to

confirm his position with the

school.

On election night the pre-

cincts Loevy focused on were
some of the first to be

counted. When preliminary
results showed Loevy in sev-

enth place he openly recog-

nized his own defeat. He
indicated that preliminary
results were almost always
indicative of final results.

From the very first totals

released election night lo the
unofficial final tally Loevy
stuck fast to seventh place.

When the preliminary re-

sults rolled in five years ago

Loevy suffered a similar di-

lemma. The first numbers
put him in fifth place, and Just

like lasl Tuesday, he moved nei-

ther up nor down.

Loevy made use of more then

20 CC student interns in the

grassroots aspects of his cam-
paign. Each will receive

either a pass or fall grade for

one block of Governmental
Participation.

Please see Loevy on pg. 4

Robert Loevy, political science professor.

Photo courtesy of College Relations
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Committee to report

on all-college priorities

By Stephanie Bailey

& Chris Schreur

The All-College Com-
mittee on Priorities is in

the process of complet-

ing the final draft for their

report. The Committee

consists of several stu-

dents, faculty, adminis-

trators and alumni, and

will make their report

available to the college

community on April 12.

Several open discussion

sessions will be held

during the following

week.
Professor Dick Storey,

chairman of the Commit-

tee, said that the docu-

ment will help the college

in its long-range strate-

gic planning. "Some ofthe

changes could happen
fairly soon, while others

will not happen for an
entire decade."

The Committee began
their assignment in De-

cember 1990 by reading

and discussing the pri-

ority reports prepared

last year by students,

faculty, administrators,

support staff, and
alumni. In an effort to

identify the college's

highest priorities, the

Committee met with each
constituency that had
prepared a report, along

with other campus orga-

nizations. From these

sessions and their own
deliberations, the Com-
mittee has prepared a

consensus document.

Storey hopes that, "As

every member of the col-

lege community reads the

report, they will find

something that makes
them smile and shake

their head 'yes, 'but other

things that make them
frown and shake their

head 'no'." Storey added

that it is impossible to

write a consensus report

that will please everyone

at CC.
The report will be made

available to the college

community starting Fri-

day, April 12, in Worner
Center and Tutt Library.

The Committee will hold

three open meetings:

April 16. at 3:00 p.m. in

Gaylord Room, during the

CCCA meeting; April 17,

at 7:30 p.m. in Bemis
Lounge; April 18, at 12

noon in WES room,
Worner Center, brown-

bag lunch.

Faculty, students,
support staff and admin-
istrators are encouraged
to attend any of these

sessions to ask questions

ormake comments about
the consensus report.

Earth Day Environmental

Challenge run set for April 21

By Susanne Wilson

Need a challenge? Why
not take the Environ-
mental Challenge and
participate In the Earth
Day Fun Run (& Walk)
that is being sponsored
by the Colorado College
Greek System and
ENvironmental ACTlon
on Sunday, April 21.

The event begins at

10:00 a.m. with a 5K
competitive run andwalk
through Monument Val-

ley Park. Beginning at

1 1 :00 a.m. there will be a

Children's FunRun along
the Colorado College
campus. Both events will

begin and end at CC, and
radio station 96.5 KKFM
will be on hand to pro-
vide live advertising and
broadcasting throughout
the day.

Allofthe day's proceeds
will go to benefit the En-
vironmental Challenge
Fund and the Beidleman
Environmental Center.
Participants are encour-
aged to sign up as a team
(2-10 people). People can
register for the event at

either the CC Bookstore
or at Runner's Roost.
The Colorado State

Forest Service will plant

a tree In honor of every
participant. Coca-Cola,
The March of Dimes, and
96.S are providing pam-
phlets on recycling along
with recycling bins so
that anyone may bring
their recyclable products
in between 8:30 a.m. and
5:30 p.m.

After the race the res-

taurant Hooters will pro-
vide free chicken wings
for everyone.
Also during the day,

Spaceship Earth Crew
and Dolphin Design will

have tables set up with
environmentally safe
products for sale. The CC
Kappa Alpha Thetas will

be selling Josh & John's
Ice cream for $ 1 In order
to benefit their philan-
thropy: Court Appointed
Special Advocates.

It's not too late to sign
up nowl So why not take
the Environmental Chal-
lenge and come join In

on therun (andwalk) plus
all of the Earth Day fun!

photo by Justine CrowUr

CCAP member Arwen Wilder has been active in planning and raisingfunds to

send students to the Nevada test site.

By Robert A. Neer
Staff Writer

Thirteen Colorado College

students left late this week
for Nevada to participate in a

massive demonstration at the

Nevada Nuclear Test site.

The students, members of

Colorado Citizens Active for

Peace (CCAP). will join other

action groups from around
the nation in various acts of

civil disobedience in protest

against the continued testing

of nuclear weapons there.

These actions take various

forms, according to CCAP
member Carrie Marder, who
participated in a similar

meeting at the site in Janu-
ary. There is likely to be a

"Mass Action" such as a col-

lective crossing ofthe bound-
ary line. Most participants

expect to be charged and ar-

rested for trespassing as a

result of this act. Others will

participate in what Marder
termed "BackcountryAction"

or penetrating deeper into the

restricted areas. The protest

will last three to four days

and there will be "lots ofsmall

actions, like in the middle of

the night," explained Marder.

The test site is located on
Native American land, and
the Shishonl tribe refused to

sell the area to the U.S. gov-

ernment. The government
offered $.02 per acre, and
has put the money in a fund,

which the tribe has yet to

claim, Marder explained. The
protestors obtain a permit

from the tribe and, Marder
went on to say, when they are

arrested they can say ."I don't

recognize your [the

government's] authority to

arrest me. It [the site! is not

government land."

The United States is om

three countries (along 1

France and Great Brit;

which did not sign the Jai

ary Comprehensive Test

Treaty, and continues t

derground nuclear weapi

testing at the site, Mat

elaborated. "We're

assholes. We keep testii

said Marder.
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,HE Compleat Gamer

NINTENDO
Buy. Sail, and Trade

Frisbees, Boomerangs, fierobies,

Hacky Sacks

Party Games

Role-Playingfi Board Games

Puizles, Kites & Gifts

Chess Sets, Cribbaae, Go
Mah Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116
Open 7 days a week

Across from Poor Richard's

South Padre Island

17 Nights Island Lodging ^i
i Welcome Party with refreshments,

entertainment and contests

1 1 FREE sailing session

. Co-Ed Beach Volleyball tournaimrj

• On-lsland tour directors

. Farewell Party - with all the best

. Pound trip motor coach available

> All resort taxes ^ ;:Sr

Cancun, Mexico

14AQ onperpers?
n

tnrliuiBT
™

. 7 nights at one of Cancun's finest

resort properties

i Round trip air/hotel transfers

> Welcome cocktail

FREE Discount Fun Book

» On-lsland tour directors

. t5% resort taxee/U.S. dept. tax

SPACE LIMITEDI

r BOOK NOW!
To sign up or for more 4

information, call:

COUNCIL TRAVEL _

1138 13th Strew (on the full)
,

Boulder, CO 8C3Q2

303-447-8452
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phonathon aims to increase alumni donations
y Jennifer Jose

|s

'

tjfl
Writer

I geachlng all parts of the

l,tJon by phone, students

J-d alumni have come to-

|,tlier to increase the par-

Xipation of alumni in the

Lrnnl Participation Chal-

Jffle during Spring
[honathon. The Phonathon

. a fundraising program

Itected on campus by the

jiual Fund.

I The goal ofthe program is

[
65% of the alumni to

Ijve donated money by
I993. Starting April 1,

Itudents and alumni from

[olorado Springs will be

lurking towards this end

by phoning alumni that
students weren't able to
reach during DIALogue.
Around seventeen to

twenty student volunteers
have worked from 6:00 p.m.
to 9:00 p.m. during each
night of the phonathon.
Striking up conversations
with alumni from all regions
of the country is a common
and rewarding aspect of the
job. "I really enjoy talking
to the alumni and talking
about common experiences

.

Since I'm interested in
medicine, alums who have
become doctors like giving

me advice," commented
Nicole Thompson.
Stressing the increase in

participation, rather than
the amount of the pledge,

students are hoping to en-
courage alumni who have

"We are telling
alumns that a $5.00
pledge is just as im-
portant as a $500.00
pledge. It is the par-
ticipation that mat-
ters," said Associate
Director ofthe Annual
Fund, Isabelle Shaw.

previously ignored the An-
nual Fund's fundraising
drive. "We are telling

Hours 8:00am - 1:00am i

New York Times Availabfe^j

$1.00

'uccino
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3» to
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alumns that a $5.00 pledge
is just as Important as a

$500.00 pledge. It is the
participation that matters,"
said Associate Director of

the Annual Fund, Isabelle

Shaw. The Importance of

small gifts can be seen in

the creation of twenty-two
financial aid awards from
the totaling of last year's

gifts of under $150.00.
The Annual Fund, di-

rected by Kevin McTernan,
supports the current needs
of students and faculty.

Alumni gifts are used for

financial aid. faculty sala-

ries, library and lab equip-
ment purchases, student
programs, athletic pro-
grams, and many other col-

lege needs and activities.

During the Spring
Phonathon, the Annual
Fund hopes to increase
alumni participation by
seven to eight percent,
which translates Into at-

tracting 1,200 new donors
in seven days. This would
place alumni participation

around 46% for this fiscal

year, a substantial increase

from last year's participa-

tion of 37%.
The Alumni Participation

Challenge, which was cre-

ated last year, entails

doubling alumni participa-

tion from 32% In 1989, to

65% by 1993. This goal

means reaching out not only

to the current 5.000 alumni
donors, but also reaching

out to an additional 5,000
donors. There are currently

16,000 alumni. The larg-

est pool of alumni consists

of graduates from the
1980's. Because many of

these graduates are still

moving from Job to Job,

facing huge loan payments,
and thus, not always fi-

nancially secure, they are

the most difficult to contact

and encourage In pledging.

If the goal of 65% alumni

participation is reached by
1993. the Colorado College
will be among the top ten
comparable liberal arts col-

leges in terms of alumni
gifts and donors. Currently.

Colorado College ranks near
the bottom. Achieving this

goal would mean a stronger
foundation from which the

College can build. "We need
this competitive edge to gain
more support and credibil-

ity," said Shaw.
To those alumni who do

not wish to support the
Annual Fund because they

disagree with College Issues

and events, the Annual
Fund replies, "When you
passively vole by not giving,

you're disengaging rather

than working for a change.
You can have much more
impact by making a gift in

support of a specific area

such as financial aid or

student life programs and
sending your check with an
expression of your views."

"DIALogue and the Spring

Phonathon are very positive

experiences. There is a sense
of continuity which Is felt

among students and alumni.

There are conflicting Issues

which students feel strongly

about now, and older alums
share with them Issues they

felt strongly about when they

were at the college," said

Shaw.
There is room for addi-

tional student workers who
are Interested In helping

with Spring Phonathon.
Workers receive $5.00 an
hour and are treated to

catered dinners. The addi-

tional time slols are Sun-
day. April 7, 3:00-6:00 p.m..

and 6:00-9:00 p.m., Mon-
day, April 8, 6:00-9:00 p.m.,

and Tuesday, April 9, 6:00-

9:00 p.m. For additional

Information, contact the

Annual Fund office at x6753
or show up at the WES room
during phonathon hours.

The Escort Service will walk

anyone anywhere on campus

or two blocks off campus

from 7 - midnight anyday of

the week for free -- USE US!!

x6340
x6340
x6340
x6340

please don't take the
risk....
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Riley lauds Greek progress at convocation
By Laura Buckingham does not view fraternities building a library for the

and sororities as exclusive Red Cross shelter.

social organizations and he Kitz felt the biggest prob-

The general feeling on the members present at

Board ofTrustees about the convocation. He beli ej

Greek system at CC two this would not lose
The first annual Greek social organizations anc,„e ™££tote**£r ^ agcTwas that" it was identity of the me^'1

WeekopenedTuesdaynight is the:mos..vocal supporter lem facing _the Greek sys y^^^ the individual chapte^
with a convocation featur- of the Greek system in his

ing President Gresham Riley administration.

and keynote speaker Brian Riley explained when he

Kitz, graduate of Denver

University and member and

former chapter advisor of

the Sigma Alpha Epsilon

chapter at DU.
The two speakers agreed

the Greek system offers

many worthwhile advan-

tages to its members and

made suggestions on how

to improve the organization

as a whole, and its image

with the CC community.

Riley stated he believes

Greek life makes a differ-

ence to students and it is

"an experience a college

president can Indeed be

supportive of." He said he

"came down hard" on the

Greek organizations, "fra-

ternities more than sorori-

ties," it was because one or

two members acted as

though their group was a

purely social organization.

Acting on and truly be-

lieving in the principles of

the national organization

makes the Greek system a

worthwhile organization,

Riley said. He also stated

he still has a belief and

commitment in what fra-

ternities and sororities were

set up to accomplish.

Riley commended the

groups for their efforts in

tern is the
'

ure to accept responsibili-

ties for wrongdoing and the

chapter's unwillingness to

assign these responsibili-

ties."

Brothers and sisters

should take care of each

other and feel a personal

"Greek life makes a dif-

ference to students and

is an 'experience a col-

lege president can in-

deedbe supportive of."'

responsibility for one an-

other Kitz said. Riley said

what one member does will

reflect his/her brothers and

sisters.

worth," according to Riley.

Now. he said, it is a more
positive and supportive at-

titude and the Greeks are

dealing with a strength now
they did not have then.

Kitz made several sug-

gestions on how to make
the Greek system at CC
stronger. He proposed the

members be pro-active and
to work together as Greek

and not as individual fra-

ternities and sororities.

Kitz also felt making the

Greek system at CC more
exclusive would benefit the

members. "Why should you
pay for and clean up after

everyone's social experi-

ence?" Kitz asked the Greek

Riley told the
members he will

Gre1

proviij.

"free zone" for the Gre
system at CC to help

prove itself. He realh
"changes don't occur o

night," he said.

When asked how he
about fraternities

bei

non-residential, Riw
plied he feels that is

option that should be look

at very closely." He believ

many problems occuri

with the fraternities

cause only sophomor
lived in the houses. He

he cannot tolerate the

of leadership which oco

when only second year si

dents occupy the house;

Chisholm advocates change, education for United States' future

Catalyst Staff Writer

Shirley Chisholm, the first

black woman elected to the

United States Congress,

addressed the Colorado

Springs community Tues-

day night, speaking on the

future of the United States'

and the university's role in

that future.

"Rapid change has be-

come the great reality of

our time, changing value

systems and changing
technology," said Chisholm.

She urged the university

and the college to adapt to

those changes in order for

the country to maintain its

standing in the world
sphere.

Chisholm points to a so-

ciety in which values and
principles are not being
taught. She offered talk

show topics as the perfect

illustration of the dissolu-

tion of moral and ethical

values in society. She fears

the country is heading to-

wards a "Sodom and
Gomorrah" type situation.

As the year 2000 ap-

proaches, she feels that so-

ciety is becoming "more

technological and less hu-

manitarian, more auto-

mated and less spontane-

ous, more materialistic and

less idealistic, more self in-

dulgent and less caring."

"Parents are not doing the

job. ..there is just too much
permissiveness." She said

children are a product of

what goes on In their homes,
and If there is not a good
basic foundation the child

will not be successful.

Offering herself as an ex-

ample, Chisholm pointed

out that she and her three

sisters were severely disci-

plined and they all suc-

ceeded in life, because they

had a set of values to hold

on to as a crutch.

To remedy the situation

she feels that educators
must step in to instill "a

deep sense of self respect, a

sense of hope, a sense of

belonging, and a sense of

power" in students. "The
university has the obliga-

tion to lead the student in

the right direction by pro-

viding an academic envi-

ronment conducive to the

acquisition of humanistic

attitudes."

Once these values are

established, Chisholm feels

society can move forward

and Americans can use the

energy it takes to fight rac-

ism, sexism, environmen-

tal pollution, and to fight

for a sense of justice and
balance on "the betterment

of this marvelous country."

Until then Americans still

have to deal with the "ugly

monster of racism," she
said. "America is a great,

great salad bowl, not a

melting pot, and diversity

is the key to the strength.

the development, and the

productivity of the United

States." According to

Chisholm the barriers of

race, religion, and heritage

must come down before

Improvements can be made.
She said that education

is key for the future. Ac-

cording to a Congressional

panel, in order for work
force demands to be met,

universities must graduate

twice as many women in

engineering and science,

five times as many blacks,

and seven times as many
Hispanics by next year.

There is a projected short-

age of 635,000 scientists

and engineers by the year

2006
At the high school lev

29% of high schools do

have physics teachers, 1

don't have chemist

teachers, and 8% don'thi

biology teachers. In an

ternational math test

to students of six indust

alized nations, the U

placed last.

Chisholm concluded

saying. The time hascoi

to plan, not react. We ca

be complacent, pass!

armchair recipients

Chisholm left Congress

1982. In 1972 she becai

the first black woman

campaign for a president

nomination

'.<

Harrington home after Gulf War
Continued from page 1

called up are not being able

to graduate until next De-
cember. Other than that, he
says, it is too early to tell

how, or even If he's been
changed by this experience.

"Of course I didn't want to

go. It's a sad paradox that we
had to fight to stop someone
else's fighting. In light, it was
the right thing. I felt I was
there for a reason; it wasjust

.

It was a learning experience

forme -a good one- and Ifeel

enhanced by it."

Loevy loses member-at-large race

Continued from page 1

One intern not from CC was
Carey Cuprisin from the Uni-

versity of Chicago, a Colo-

rado Springs native.

Cuprisin, who organized the

maintenance of Loevy's 250
lawn signs, called the
candidate's effort "gal-

lant."

Another "long time" sup-

porter of Loevy'swho showed
up at City Hall election night

was CC history professor

Dennis Showalter. Showalter

said he not only voted for

Loevybut contributed money
to his campaign. Showalter

also said, that to the best of

his knowledge, only two CC
professors had ever been
elected to City Council.

WE DELIVER
i TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS
Cheese & 2-items + 1 Qt. Pop

*9£9
Pickup or Delivery

I

635-5565
1

FOUR LARGE PIZZAS
With Cheese & One Item

$ 1 Q .95
| 17 plus IK

Pickup or Delivery

Mb or Maichl Double Cheese Excluded.

LOWES TIZZA1990 •Expires 5/10/91
I

:

TWO SMALL PIZZAS
Cheese & 1-ltem + 1 Quart Pop

$7.49
I plus lax

Pickup or Delivery

LOWE'S WZZ& 1990 Expires 5/10/91
'

LOUIE'S 'PlZZa 1990 Expires 5/10/91 I

Try One of Our

flavored Pizza Crusts!

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original * Sesame Seed

* Buttered * Poppy Seed

* Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at time

of purchase.

Vi

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday: il AM- il PM
Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight^
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i)Va students may face mandatory drug tests
jUDVKEEN,
jAREN SHAW JOHN-

^Copyright 1991, USA
pDAY/Apple College ta-

xation Network
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va.

University of Virginia

ovl
Stents doubt they'll be

,tced to take drug tests —
i

es
pite a suggestion by Vir-

l„la Gov. Douglas Wilder

M drew nationwide at-

tntion.

Wilder touched off a

jjstorm this week when
| created a task force that

explore whether man-

Ijtory random drug testing

e sj
students might help curb

rug abuse.

they must want to spend

lot of time in court," said

i,ke Withers. 21, a UVa
judent from Arlington, Va.

Wllder's action was a re-

jonse to a March 2 1 drug

9ld at the University of

(Irginia that led to the ar-

lestof 12 students and fed-

re

eral seizure of three frater-

nity houses.
Law student Ted Mathas.

24, of Norfolk. Va., said the
students busted in the raids

are "being made into scape-
goats. This becomes like a
police state, but it's not the
way to get at the problem. If

you want to attack the
problem, do it through edu-
cation."

Mathas, whose under-
graduate degree is from
Stanford University In Cali-

fornia, said. "Drugs are no
bigger a thing here than
elsewhere. It's all part of

the traditional college ex-

cess: You drink too much,
you party too much."
Wilder, who's considering

a bid for the 1992 Demo-
cratic presidential nomina-
tion, has been positioning

himself as a mainstream
Democrat, and the drug-

testing idea could appeal to

conservative voters.

There also is a racial ele-

ment in the drug raid at the

primarily white university.

Wilder has been under
pressure from blacks in

Virginia who say white drug
users were ignored while
blacks faced drug arrests.

Wilder is careful to say he
isn't advocating drug test-

ing, but wouldn't object if

colleges wanted to test

students.

"This will be one of the

things the task force will be
looking at," he said.

"The question is that
you're not running afoul of

any constitutional guaran-
tees."

University president
John T. Casteen III said:

"I'd have to see a concrete

(drug testing) proposal. It's

hard to react in the ab-

stract."

Experts foresee legal

problems if testing is or-

dered:
— "I don't think would

withstand a court test." said

Phil Gutis, American Civil

Liberties Union spokesman.

He said courts in Arkan-
sas and Texas rejected pro-

posals for drug testing of

high school students in

1985 and 1989.
— "The difficulty is . . . what

is the basis for singling out

students as a class as a

target for drug testing, " said

David Merkowitz of the
American Council on Edu-
cation. "I can't see that

something like this would
ever be implemented."
Virginia Education Sec-

retary James W. Dyke Jr. , a

task force co-chair, said he's

willing to debate the idea. "I

realize the controversy sur-

rounding it." he said. Dyke,
a lawyer, said drug testing

of college athletes may be a

precedent.

The National Collegiate

Athletic Association man-
dates drug testing of ath-

letes. Recipients of federal

Pell grants must sign
pledges promising not to

use or sell drugs, the Uni-

versity of Maryland tests

students caught using ille-

gal drugs, and some college

aviation programs test
students.

Over the last decade. Il-

licit drug use on campuses
has dropped from 39 per-

cent to an estimated 15

percent said Edward
Hammond, president of

Kansas'

Fort Hays State University

and head of a U.S. Educa-
tion Department task force

on drug abuse.

Hammond thinks Wllder's

Idea "demonstrates an ig-

norance of what's been
taking place on college

campuses over the last 10

years."

Not everyone Is sympa-
thetic: Reginald Johns, se-

nior from Hampton, Va.

said: "Jail might have been
the best thing that hap-
pened In thetrllves. It might
give them time to reflect."

(Judy Keen and Sharen
Shaw Johnson write for USA
TODAY.)

th

an Newsline...
eCopyright 1991, USATO-
)AY/Apple College Informa-

ion Network

SA9 URGED TO ACCEPT
[ERMS:

In the heady aftermath of

ieU.N. resolutionpunishing

raq, allied diplomats
Kednesday pressed Iraq's

aders to accept the tough

erms and Iraqis to get rid of

addam Hussein. Iraq's am-
assador offered no predlc-

tas. Baghdad appeared to

ive little choice. The United

lates has said its forces will

emain in occupied Iraq until

cease-fire is accepted.

IRAQIS LIVING IN FEAR:
Thousands of desperate

Iraqi refugees and military

deserters in southern Iraq,

fearing implementation ofthe

U.N. cease-fire resolution

passed Wednesday, are writ-

ing wills, giving away their

possessions and planning

their deaths. They fear that

when U.S. troops withdraw

they will fall into Iraqi troops'

hands. Iraqi troops have be-

gun executing army deserters

and their families.

BUSHAUTHORIZED REBEL
AID:

President Bush signed se-

cret orders in January au-

thorizing the CIA to aid rebel

factions in Iraq, about the

Paul Sheffer

Memorial Fund
Grants for Internship Projects

The Paul Sheffer Memorial Fund for

Roman Catholic Studies provides a limited

amount ofmoney to support student research

projects and appropriate internship programs.

Opportunities for students to participate in

service or reflective internships within the

Catholic Christian tradition may receive fi-

nancial support through the fund.

|

:

Students wishing to apply for funds for

the summer of 1991 should contact Shove

Chapel (x6638) for further information. One or

two internship support grants of not more

than $1000 are available. Students should

Provide a description of the program, a state-

ment of their responsibilities and a letter of

confirmation from the sponsoring agency. The

deadline for applications will be April 9th,

1991; submit to Shove Chapel.

time he was urging Iraqis to

topple Saddam Hussein, The
Associated Press reported

Wednesday. The AP said the

orders granted broad au-

thority for covert activities to

undermine Saddam's rule.

Bush would not comment on

the report.

KUWAITI SHEIK OFFERS
$1,700:
Kuwait's ruler. SheikJaber

Sabah, is offering 500 dinars

- or $1,700- to all of the es-

timated 250.000 Kuwaitis

who stayed put during the

Iraqi occupation. Many have

collected, after going months
without work. Foreigners,

who accounted for 73% ofthe

population before the inva-

sion, are excluded. Some
want the emir to "give us de-

mocracy instead."

BEIJING BABY RING
CAUGHT:
Beijing police have cracked

a ring that sold 55 babies to

coupleswho were childless or

without sons, an official

newspaper reported. The 23-

memberring. which operated

in southern China, bought

children for $55 to $385 and

sold them for $960.

CIA ALLOWED TO AID
REBELS:
President Bush signed secret

orders in January authorizing

the CIA to aid rebel factions In

Iraq, about the time he was

urging Iraqis to topple Saddam

Hussein The Associated Press

reported Wednesday. Citing

anonymoussources, theAPsaid

the orders granted broad au-

thority for covert activities to

undermlneSaddam'srule. Bush

would not comment.

NATURAL DEFENSE TAMES
AIDS:

The AIDS virus enters the

body like a killer lion but is

tamed quickly - though tem-

porarily - by powerful natural

defense mechanisms, two

studies show. Identifying the

mechanisms - and under-

Study Social Sciences in London

Study Year Abroad, Postgraduate Diplomas,

One-Year Master's Degrees and Research

Opportunities in the Social Sciences.

Subjects include:-

Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science • Business

Studies • Economics • Econometrics • Economic

History • European Studies • Geography • Government •

Health Planning • Housing • Industrial Relations •

Information Systems • International History-International

Relations • taw •Management •Operational Research*

Philosophy, Logic & Scientific Method •Population Studies

Politics • Regional S Urban Planning • Sea Use Policy"

Social Administration • Social Anthropology -Social Plan-

ning in Developing Countries • Social Work • Sociology*

Social Psychology •Statistics & Mathematical Sciences*

plication forms Irom:

sisiani Registrar (CASS). Room H616.

ndon School ot Economics and Political Science

wghlon Slreel. London WC2A 2AE. England

King whether undergraduale or postgraduaie

standing how the virus even-

tually escapes them - could

lead to vaccines and drugs

that prevent HIV Infection or

stop it before It causes AIDS,

the New England Journal of

Medicine says Thursday.

RIGHT-HANDERS LIVE
LONGER:

Lefties live in a right-handed

world - one so risky to them, it

can affect how long they live.

Thursday's New England Jour-

nal of Medicine says a study of

987 deaths in southern Califor-

nia showsthat the average right-

hander died at age 75. the av-

erage southpaw at 66. Reflexes

oflefllescanwork against them.

The trend holds for both gen-

ders.

900-NUMBERS BOOM IN RE-

CESSION:
The recession is bad enough,

but con artists with 900 tele-

phone numbers are making It

worse. The scams entice con-

sumers to call 900 numbers

that promise great Jobs, easy

loans and cheap credit. In real-

ity, the numbers provide ram-

bling recorded messages that

pass on useless Information.

Only a fraction ofthe 7.000 900

numbers are ripoffs. But many
focus on Job security and fi-

nances.

SPELUNKER DUE TO BE
RESCUED:
Veteran cave explorer Emily

Davis Mobley will never forget

the "Great White Way." even

though shewason a stretcherat

the time. Rescuers expect to free

Mobley Thursday from New
Mexico's Lechuguilla Cave,

where shewastrappedtwomiles

underground after a falling 80-

pound rock broke her leg Sun-

day. She was about a half-mile

from the cave entrance late

Wednesday.
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Thirteen seniors apply for Teach For America
By Leah Mattbeis

Staff Writer

Spring fever isn't the only

thing striking students this

time of year. There's an-

other. Just as nerve racking

sickness going around: Job

fever. It's more commonly

referred to as "What am I

going to do this summer?"

The problem with sum-

mer Jobs, is that so many of

them involved soapy water,

screaming kids, or really

lousy pay. No gratitude.

By the time you return to

"I wanted to be in an

impoverished setting

where they really

need us."

-Jessica Crosby

school in the fall, the domi-

nating thought in your mind

is how grateful you are to

return from reality.

Right?

Or do you wish for a real

job? A real challenge, a

chance to fulfill a need,

something idealistic and
realistic?

If so, Teach for America

may be something for any
prospective graduates to

think about. Mind, it re-

quired some very heavy

thinking, because it is no

light undertaking, but it is

a very unique alternative to

the usual dreary-Just-

graduate-gruntjob.

Princeton graduate. Kopp

started Teach for America

two years ago, out of frus-

tration with the available

solutions to America's edu-

cation crisis.

As Aubrey Hord. one of

the approximately 13 CC
seniors applying to the pro-

gram said. "People criticize

education formats in poor

schools, but then they

aren't willing to go into

impoverished areas and
teach."

The program places non-

certified teachers "in rural

areas and major urban
centers that suffer from

persistent teacher short-

ages." Last year 500 mem-
bers were selected from

2500 applicants, and placed

in New Orleans, New York

City, Los Angeles, rural

Georgia, Baton Rouge, and

rural North Carolina.

TFA teachers spend two

years in whichever school

district they are placed in.

There they teach anything

from kindergarten to sec-

ondary school.

Teach for America is

*W
!» t*V *1 ^-A^

Believe it or not, senior Jim Marshall hopes to teach next year.
Photo by Justine Crmulej/

aimed at people like Hord,

who aren't education ma-
jors, but who do have an
interest in teaching. It es-

pecially targets people with

strong backgrounds in

math, science, and foreign

languages, or who are bi-

lingual. Such teachers are

in greatest demand In the

current educational field.

Teach for America has
other traits it specifically

looks for in its applicants.

According to the

organization's fliers, pro-

spective teachers should

"demonstrate persistence,

commitment, flexibility,

creativity, sensitivity, lead-

ership ability, communica-
tion skills and an enthusi-

asm for teaching students."

TFA's goals are idealistic

perhaps, but they are fo-

cused very specifically. The

program hopes to redJ

the shortage of teachers

inner-city and rural are;

in specific fields, who are

color, and who are coram

ted to the profession.

Many of the people

volved in the program wol

not otherwise get any exp

sure to teaching. By usj

fresh candidates who

continued on page 8

Senior class agents work to build sense of

community, commitment within their class
By Abby Allen

Staff Writer

The Senior Class Agents

Program is a volunteer
fundraising group that helps

to build a sense of commu-
nity within the senior class

and emphasizes the impor-

tance of giving back to the

college.

The group is similar to the

alumni fundraising group,

but It is made up of people

who haven't graduated yet.

Seniors are asked to give a

gift back to the school before

they leave and the class

agents workwlth the Annual
Fund office to explain and
carry out this tradition.

TheAnnualFund is a yearly

program that provides rev-

enue for Colorado College

CC makes money from four

sources: tuition and student

fees, endowment interest,

special gifts from friends or

foundations and the Annual
Fund. The Annual Fund
money (1.65 million dollars)

is added to the budget for

each fiscal year of July 1

kl«?M»!i
Senior class agents hope to increase alumni participation.

Photo by Justine Crowley

through the end ofJune. That

1.65 million dollars must be

raised for a balanced budget

or the money will not be

available for the extras that

keep up CC's high quality of

education. The Senior Class

Agents help to raise this

money.
The SeniorAgentsProgram

consists of 30 senior volun-

teers plus the four senior

class officers. They hold

meetings every month and
held a kick-off dinner in

February to begin their

campaign.
Each agent is given 15

names of seniors to contact

for a one-on-one call. They
stress CC's strong and rich

tradition of returning money
to the school starting senior

year and continuing every

year after. They also educate

about the Annual Fund and
stress that the seniors are

not ending a bond with CC
but just beginning one.

Thejob ofthe senior agents

if hard - asking for money
when most seniors have life-

changing decisions to make.
Most say "Why should I give

money when I have to pay
back my student loan and I

can't even find a job? or

"Haven't I paid enough

money over the past fj

years?" The agents sin

that giving back to the colli

shows pride in a CC

ation and that the amourd

the gift does not matte

returning a gift to CC sho

that a person has valued t

education here. A' !

throughout the years, atle

30% of student expeni

have been paid by the

The money raised!)

senior agents can i

for one of two causi

- the Annual Fund <

to the Tim Linnem«

Memorial Garden.

erosity of others.

"The amount of money
jj

nated to the Senior Cl|

Gift Program is not wW

important. What is WP

tant is our participaW"

getting a large percental

our class to examine <

years here, identify «w
meaningful, and acknj

edge what is good Wl
participation in this unji

fundraising effort. The

years here, and Color

continued on 1
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Ljronmental Column

jtefrigerators, wasted fuel, atomic monstrosities

Increase our nation's energy consumption
Andrew Fahlund

'm 1977, Amory Lovins

rate Soft Path Energy and
ifcer changed the way

Be people look at energy.

flow 1 say some because
' overwhelming percent-

1 ofthose people in power,

rtlcularly in the federal

Lernment, have disre-

Lded his message. They

we maintained the status

of increased energy

Lnsumption from any and
^sources.

The message that Lovins

nesented was simple and

jiect, (maybe too simple).

Hat he suggested was that

Jiealthy, economically ad-

ducing society is not tied

Its increasing level of

„:rgy use.

Energy is simply a means,
.rgued, not an end:

people do not want elec-

ricity or oil...but rather

cmfortable rooms, light,

jhlcularmotion, food, fur-

lure and other real

lings."

This was revolutionary

Id unbelievable to many.
lovins was not suggesting,

so many so-called con-

iivationists had, that we
ieded to turn our heat

vouli

expc

usa

o ar

down and wear sweaters
indoors or disregard our air

conditioners and boil in

Texas and Florida. He was
not suggesting that every-

one ride bikes or walk ev-

erywhere they went (al-

though he would strongly

discourage the overuse of

such luxuries).

What Lovins was sug-
gesting was that we look

closely at what we really

need energy for. end uses,

and then find the cheapest,

most efficient means of

achieving those ends.

His most common ex-

ample for such a belief is

the refrigerator. This is the

heat rises (except perhaps
the engineers at GE). The
heat from the motor rises

through the refrigerator,

warming the interior, forc-

ing the motor to work even
harder to keep your milk

the economy.
Now I am sure some red

lights are going on in some
readers heads'. "Well, I bet

the refrigerators must cost

a bundle." Well my friend,

how much more do you
think it costs to put a motor
on top rather than on the

bottom?
Some of these other mea-

sures, including non-CFC
using (ozone killing) refrig-

erants may cost a bit more,
especially since they are not

mass produced yet, but a

household can easily make
up the difference tn just a

couple of years, and start

collecting the savings.

If we raised the fuel efficiency standard for automobiles just a few
miles per gallon on cars sold in the U.S., we would not need to import

a drop of oil from the ever volatile Middle East.

greatest consumer of elec-

tricity in the American
household (provided one's

house is not electrically

heated). Now most refrig-

erators are built with the

motor on the bottom with

the freezer and refrigerator

stacked or side-by-slde

above it.

Now all of us know that

and produce cold. Other
things such as lack of insu-

lation to increase capacity

and defrosting heaters in-

side the refrigerators all add
up to a unit that is an enor-

mous waste of energy and
household money.
Money that could be spent

on other products of in-

vested, further benefiting

This is only a simplistic

example, but once people

start thinking in these

terms and asking the right

questions, they can apply

this logic to all kinds of

problems.
I write this article now

simply because the Bush
administration Is making
some catastrophically poor

decisions about energy
policy when the president

has the possibility to pro-

vide a sustainable future.

The Bush administration

has chosen to go to war
over cheaper oil. when they

could have been spending
the billions of dollars that

effort took and spent it on
efficiency measures.
In fact. If we raised the

fuel efficiency standard for

automobilesjust a few miles

per gallon more on cars sold

in the US. we would not

need to import a drop of oil

from the ever volatile Middle

East. Saddam Hussein
would have little reason to,

unless he had some fetish

for beachfront property.

Bush's answer to energy

independence is Increases

in nuclear power and an
opening up of the Arctic

National Wildlife Refuge.

Both of these options are

just plain stupid.

First of all. It is approach-

ing the problem backwards,
finding sources rather than
looking at uses and needs.

Secondly, nuclear power
produces electricity and
would displace almost no

continued on page 9
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We Need Your Helplf

Our Glass

Recyclables must be

kept more clean!

Please ...

REMOVE plastic and metal caps

AND rings from

your bottles

DISCARD plastic and paper 6 pack or case containers

DUMP excess liquid or other materials from inside

The Colorado College

RECYCLES
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Environmental Column

Capitalism, lawlessness

farming destroy Brazil's

,
industrial

environment
By Santiago Foster

In Brazil, millions work

parcels ofpoor or exhausted

soils while others, unable

to find a meager pittance in

agriculture, waste them-

selves in urban slums.

The solution to these

woes, the World Bank
Group (WBG) claims, is

"massive transfers of capi-

tal, in the form of fertiliz-

ers, pesticides, earth-mov-

ing equipment, construc-

tion materials, and expen-

sive foreign consultants."

Year-after-year, the WBG
loans less-developed coun-

tries (LDCs) billions of dol-

lars for hasty Industrial

projects.

Designed In 1944 to

provide "effective and effi-

cient aid" to LDCs. the WBG
has foregone native envi-

contlnued from page 6

ronments and their people

for the sake of

unsustainable, export-ori-

ented agricultural projects.

Deplorably, no environ-

mental regulations or

stipulations accompany
project loans.

With WBG-financed live-

stock projects, forests are

converted to pasture and

crop lands are diverted from

the production of wheat to

hay. During this transfor-

mation, peasants and In-

digenous groups are forced

from their lands and for-

ests are leveled.

In one such project,

thirty-five percent of the

lush Rondonia rainforest

was sacrificed for industri-

alized farming.

Similarly, at the

Poloroeste road-building

and agricultural coloniza-

tion project, a rain forest

the size of Britain was
burned and destroyed at the

cost of $50 billion.

Such projects have not

only up-rooted native

Indians, but have also

opened the rain forests to

lawless ranchers and log-

gers. Chico Mendes, the

head of the rubber tappers

union who lived and worked

in the rain forests before

being driven out by con-

struction personnel, voiced

his concern over

Poloroeste's design flaws

last fall. Shortly afterward,

he was shot dead in a drive-

by shooting —a testament

to the lawlessness and
disorder spurred by glam-

orous WBG projects.

Blinded by profit-mo-

tives, the WBG destroys

subsistence production in

hopes of integrating the

commercial sector of cash

crops into LDC economies.

Even the varieties of seed

introduced by the WBG.
which require heavy imputs

of fertilizers, herbicides,

insecticides, and farm ma-
chinery, further the oppor-

tunity for chemical firms to

cash-in on malleable con-

sumers.
Clearly, "the World Bank,

in promoting commerci
farming. . . .is following inn!

footsteps of the colonjj

governments that devised

variety of policies to rnak

their colonies pay the cost

of their own imperiali
s

rule."

But this chaos. poHutior

and lawlessness can 3

stopped. Instead of provij

ing funds to jumpstart th

economy with instant

dustrialization, the \VB(

should shift its emphasi

to small, cumulat
projects that focus on th

education and training

farmers.

In cooperation with th

government, the WBG muj

develop sustainable

culture and accompany
It

projects with a system

law, education, and techn

cal support.

:J

Members experience problems of education
not education majors, TFA
hopes to increase the

teaching pool.

Teaching experience was
the primary reason Tiffany

Shlpp, another CC student,

applied to TFA. "TFA is a

great opportunity involved

in a teaching certificate,

especially Ifyou aren't sure

you want to pursue teach-

ing as a career." Shlpp said.

Shlpp also agreed with

Jessica Crosby's reason for

applying to TFA. "I realized."

said Crosby, "that 1 wanted

to be In an Impoverished

setting, where they really

need us."

The program also aims to

give candidates direct ex-

perience with the problems

plaguing the American
educational system. In this

way. the teachers will be

prepared to work for edu-

cational reform later on.

Crosby is especially "in-

terested in educational re-

form." But, she didn't feel

she could talk about the

problem until she'd experi-

enced It first hand.

Focusing on the benefits

of the program can be de-

ceiving, however. Being a

TFA
-
member is not easy,

and the program experi-

enced a large percentage of

dropouts last year.

Most of the CC students

who applied realized that

the assignment would not

be easy, but they are all

still eager to try.

"You're not always going

to see great improvements,"

said Crosby. "If you go into

the program thinking you'll

save the world, you're off

base. Maybe a few years

Accident and Injury

DUI and Traffic

Criminal Law

634 - 7725
Free

Initial

Consultation

TIPTHE SCALES OF

JUSTICE IN YOUR FAVOR
102 East Pikes Peak Avenue Suite 603

down the line, they'll re-

member something, but

probably not while you're

there."

Crosby says that the sto-

ries she's heard about the

schools do worry her, but

that she hopes they are ex-

aggerated. " I'm actually re-

ally excited about It," she

said.

About the possibility of

threatening situations,

Hord said. There Is a rea-

son these areas have such

a high teacher dropout
rate!" She also said she

hoped that trying to under-

stand the students' world

would help her get along

with them better.

Shlpp said she might
"promote the Idea that we
are here to help," and that

maybe she could "try to set

Individual goals, and
achieve some small suc-

cesses."

TFA's interview proces

this year reflects the serl

ousness of the entire en

deavor, both in the Inter

sity of the Interviews, an

the length (20 pages) of th

written application. Sti

dents also had to give aflv

minute simulated teachln

session.

TFA does represent

unique opportunity fo

graduating seniors, an

something for anyone H

terested in education I

think about. It also repn

sents a very large challengt

Anyone interested In tt

program should research

carefully, and thoroug'

examine their motives, s:

this year's candidates.

"Ask yourself what all

tracts you to the program!

said one student. "Why an]

this*you doing

Eating concerns support

group available for all

By Diana Fuller

Bodytalk Is an on-going confidential support group

for CC women who have body-image issues.

Ifyou worry about your weight and think that you

are too fat or too thin, if you spend more time thaa

you would like thinking about food or exercise, «

your eating habits are a source of anxiety and stress

rather than nourishment and enjoyment, this group

may be a place for you to find help and supp°^

Body talk is an open group and meetings are every

Tuesday at noon in the Boettcher Basement; tn

meetings are co-facilitated by Diana Fuller an

Nancy Wllsted. Bring your lunch to the rheetmT

if you wish. Hope to see you.
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;C alum participation lower than other schools

iter

0,e Parsons looksfor interesting classes in the registrars office. Students
,||[find their '91 -'92 schedules in their worner boxes today.

Photo by Justine Crowley

continued from page 7

Bush fights for oil in

place of fuel efficiency
oil of which 60% Is used for

transportation.

Nuclear power also hap-
pens to be one of the most
inefficient and expensive
forms of energy on the
market. There have not been
any new orders for nuclear
power plants since 1979
because utilities realize that

they are too risky and ex-

pensive.

It would be cheaper for a
utility to give away ultra-

efficient lightbulbs (and
some have) than build an-
other one of these atomic
monstrosities for which we
have no waste disposal
plan.

Before I get any more red
in the face, I will conclude
by urging all of you to learn
more about this.

A good book to read is

Energy Unboundby Hunter
and Amory Lovins, avail-

able In Tutt Library. It is

easy to read and explains
these issues and more in

the form of a story.

Aftereducatingyourselfa
bit more. I urge you.
quickly, to write to your
congresspersons and en-
lighten them as to your
newfound knowledge. And
please remember, don't take

our energy future for

granted.

itlnued from page 6

itself, do not have to

perfect for us to say 'thank

|" commented Kristle

iierz and Sarah Miller,

lh Senior Agents.

He Senior Agents also

to combat individual

inions about the school.

me people use the excuses
tivestments In South Af-

ices i, abolition of the nine-

tk year or complaints
St individual aspects of

school. Each person can
their gift for a par-

)l tin ilar area and work for a

Sti uige in that area.

a five

hin

<enior Class Agents are

promoting class iden-

and community, not only

igh fundralslng as a

lying force, but also by
iking a video. The 25

el" rate video contains inter-

's and senior activities

epn Iwill be free to any senior
engi itagagiitof$20ormore.

th

rch

usMy

The money raised by the

Senior Agents can go for one
of two causes - the Annual
Fund , where it can be given

to a particular area or to the

Tim Linneman Memorial
Garden in his memory and
other CC students dying
prematurely. It will be a gar-

den used for studying or

contemplation.

Many colleges have an An-
nual Fund and CC has the

lowest alumni participation

in comparison to nine other

small liberal arts colleges. In

the 1988-89 fiscal year CC's

alumni participation was
only 32.2%. while Williams

was double that at 65.4%
andBowdonwas62.7%.This
year the Annual Fund has

Instilled the Alumni Partici-

pation Challenge and hopes

to reach a goal of 65%.
Trustee Jerry Mettugh plans

to give $200 for each per-

centage point over last year's

36%. If the senior class has
100% participation, then two
economics professors prom-
ise to moon the audience at

graduation.

The Senior Class Agents
Program is a student run
program that is advised by
Isabelle Shaw. Assistant Di-

rector of the Annual Fund
Office. She would like to

commend the agents on their

commitment and enthusi-

asm: "I don't really figure in

this at all. They do all of the

work and It's one of the

toughest volunteer jobs -

asking your friends for

money."

In the future the Annual
Fund office plans to stress

this tradition of giving back
to the college earlier, prob-

ably with first year students,

Anyjuniors Interested In be-

coming Senior Agents next

year should contact Isabelle

Shaw or Dolores Moon in the

Annual Fund office.

THE DONNER
NORTH

AMERICAN
FORUM

Elana Poniatowska: Mexican
novelist short story and filmscript

writer, journalist, editor, and
feminist.

Mordecai Richler: Canadian critic,

novelist, short story and filmscript

writer.

Anne Wheeler Canadian film

director, producer, writer,

broadcaster, and performer.

STOP.'
Before you make 2.000 copies of that flier to let the

campus know about your event,

consider this:

Cutler Publications supports the College's riew Recycling

Plan. As such, the Catalvst announces two new
opportunities to let the mpus know about your

events and activities:

1. A new publicity forum - "The Board." Call Peter at

x6675 or get a copy of your "One Fell Swoop"
Announcement to The Catalyst, and

we'll get it onto this exciting new calander

(or into the Announcements Section)!

2. For those really important events, call Erika

Williams at x6675 and place an advertisement. With

new campus organization rates, it's cheaper and more
effective than making 2,000 copies and having

students just throw your notices away.

3. Please use recycleable white paper in those rare in-

stances where nothing short of a campus mailing will do.

Let's work together to make better use
ofour on-campus resources!
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Major of the Week

CC Music Department services more non-majors than majors

By Julia S. Ferguson

Staff Writer

Some music majors come

to CC knowing their major.

These students otherwise

might have gone to a music

conservatory but are inter-

ested, like most students

here, in the "liberal arts"

education.

Other majors who come to

CC interested in music,

however, change theirminds.

Still others come with little

music background, take an

introductory level music

class and claim the major.

Even experienced musi-

cians tend to find themselves

at the beginning of the pro-

gram due to lack of solid

theoretical background. The

music major at CC involves

1 1 "core" classes and 3 to 4

"

elective' courses. The core

classes include music theory

and history while the elec-

tives are used to "fine tune"

the major. Every major

graduates with a "generic"

music major but most have

"unofficial concentrations" in

specific areas of interest such

as performance, history,

composition, ethno-musi-

cology or music education.

Professor Michael Grace,

department chair, refers to

CC's music program as a

"service" oriented one. Only
2-8 students major in music

every year, yet numerous
non-majors greatly benefit

from the program. Four to

five times a year a "visiting

artist in residence" is brought

in to teach classes, give lec-

tures, perform, give master's

classes and work with stu-

dents on an individual basis.

Both majors and non-majors

have great opportunity to

come into close contact with

professionals.

Grace stresses the impor-

CCCA Column

tance of the liberal arts edu-

cation to the music major

both as a musician and edu-

cated individual. CC music

graduates are well-rounded,

generally educated adults

qualified beyond music.

They've learned the worth of

"human expression and val-

ues" and have the ability to

apply that knowledge and

experience to any field.

Studying music is not sim-

ply pleasurable but demands
strict dedication and a tough

program of study. Sara

Miller, a seniormusic major,

notes the difficulty of the

majorbut stresses the quality

of the program, calling the

music department one ofthe

"unknown highest quality

departments" at CC. Carol

Anderson, also a senior, ap-

plauds the "superb faculty"

and Miller agrees, finding

them "approachable, knowl-

edgeable, and supportive."

Greek Column

Five students will gradu-

ate with a music major this

spring including Ryan Capp.

Dan Weincek, Carol Ander-

son, Brian McDougall. and

Sara Miller. Most graduates

maintain some link to the

musicalworld either through

career orientations or simply

toward teaching. Others find

careers in concert perfor-

mance as competitive musi-

cians while some find work

in some type of arts manage-
ment. Others, according to

Professor Grace, become
doctors, lawyers or taxi driv-

ers like any other liberal arts

educated graduate.

If you're interested in the

music major, stop by Packard

to see Professor Grace. And
ifyou're interested in includ-

ing one ofthe many excellent

non-prerequisite classes of-

fered in your education here

at CC, consult the course

catalogue for listings.

Greek week promotes the futures of local school childrei

By Megan Mullan

Greek Week has returned

to CC for the first time in five

years.

The concept of a "Greek
Week" often bears the im-

age of beer drinking and
wet T-shirt contests, but
this year's. CC Greek Week
has a very different goals.

The theme of the week Is

"Working towardsafuture",

and as Greek Week pro-

gramming chair. Kurt
Runge.explains the theme
incorporates three main
objectives. "First of all. we
want to change our image.

Each Greek house changes
every year when a third of

the house graduates and a

new third are initated.

therefore sterotypes don't

stick. We're tired of look-

ing back at the old house
we used to be. We want to

form a new image, unite as

Greeks and look to the fu-

ture."

A second aim of Greek
Week 1991 is to support

senior citizens. "The eld-

erly represents who we will

become in the future.", ex-

plains Runge. Bingo Night

held last Wednesday in

Gaylord Hall was held in

order to promote support
for the the elderly from five

local Colorado Springs
nursing homes.
The final goal of the

week was to help the future

to be. In attempt to promote
this aim educational games

were organized with the

children from the Volunteer
Action program on Thurs-

day afternoon. A
Children's library will be
founded at the Red Cross
Shelter in the Springs. And,

as Runge describes it, "the

biggest and most important
event", will be held on Fri-

day afte rnoon. Friday is

designated as RAP Day or

Recuiting Academic Poten-

tial Day. Fifty-four Colo-

rado Springsjunior highers

from district 1 1 (a low-

encome, high minority dis-

trict) will be shipped to CC
for the day. Greek Week
organizers have planned for

the kids to talk withthe
Admissions office, faculty

members , the carrer center

and then topping it <

with a Domino's pizzap

in the Tiger Pit. "The J

gram will promote stajB

in school, important atl

of study, getting into colB

and fantasizing about|

ture carreers and ho«l

get there," states Runga

"Colorado College hal

lot to offer, such f
fasinating faculty and h

academics, this is a way

the Greeks to help C.C.j

back to it's city." si

Runge.
Greek Week 1991

this Saturday. Rw

concludes, "If throi)

Greek Week we can inf

ence just one kid to f

college the whole week

have been a total sucei

CCCA initiates new programs, eases budget, strengthens structure
By Santiago Foster

The CCCA (Colorado Col-

lege Campus Association),

under President John
Calhoon, has instituted a

number of programs to fur-

ther student relations and ease
budget requests.

Tusculum University of

Tennessee, considering
adopting the Block Plan, is

sending student government
representatives to CC this

week. CCCA members will

house these students and ac-

quaint them with our unique
academic calendar.

Last week, the President's

Roundtable Dinner for heads
of campus organizations was
held in Womer Center. The
event was sponsored by
Santiago Foster and the Stu-

dent Concerns Committee.

Because of the event's suc-

cess. President's Roundtables
will be held every block next

semester, promoting greater

unity and communication
among the leaders of CCCA
chartered organizations.

Also, hoping to solidify stu-

dent contact and relation-

ships, the Student Concerns
Committee and Constitution

Committee members will act

as organizational liaisons: they

will attend meetings of each
CCCAchartered organization,

fielding questions and as-

suring the representation of

organizationalconcernsonthe
council. Two other CCCA
members have been specifi-

cally delegated to minority

and security concerns.

The 1st Annual Forum on
the Future, on Tuesday, April

30, at 1:00 p.m. in Packard

Hall will provide an audience

for students, faculty, and staff

to voice concerns about food

service, resident housing, re-

cycling, community service,

the8-l/2blockyear. and the

future of CC.
Providing easier access to

funds, Jon Ahem and the

Budget Committee have cre-

ated an Annual Events Ac-

count, an account which pro-

vides a fraction ofthe funds of

annual events (Earth Week,
Black History Month, GALA
Week, etc.) to secure speakers
and prevent hassling with
special projects. Reviews of

chartered organizations' bud-
gets, in preparation for next
year's allotment offunds, have
been held throughout the
week.

Also, Ahem hopes to work
with Sara Sugarman of the

Leisure Program Office to de-

vise a system which would
eliminate the redundancy of

joint Leisure Program and
CCCA funding requests.

Shana McKenzie's Commit-
tee on Committees has been
revising the peer advising

programs for next year, mak-
ing the system a useful com-
munication tool between up-

per-class and incoming stu-

dents.

Additionally, Student Fac-

ultyCommittee appointments
are being decided by interview

this week. The appointees

will sit on a variety of faculty

committees next year, dealing

with issues from southwest

studiestoadmissions policies.

Dave Frlck's Constitution

Committee has revised a list of

campus organizations and
their heads. The list will pro-

tl

vide organization chairs

access to each other. TheC

stitution Committee is coo

atingwlththeStudentCona

Committeeintheorganlzatil

liaison program.

Ambitiously, the Constitu

Committee is also IccW

clarifying and shortening

CCCA Constitution.

Indeed, this semester

CCCA is both strenguiei*

structure and personaW

touch.

Please note any conffl*

suggestions or concerns al

CCCA Student Govemmej1

the CCCA suggestion s»

next to the CCCA concert

on the table nearWomerU

And feel free to attend

CCCA council meetings
at'

pmonthelstand3rd Nj

days of the block in G^

Han.

H
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Kugler balances an economics thesis with a
biology major plus extracurricular activities

wley

mglerfright) hopes to travel to Europe and land ajob in her nearfixture.
Photo courtesy of Teresa Kugler

Teresa Kugler is "a good
tample of a student doing

:uI ikpendentresearch taking

seriously, and doing a thor-

ughjob," according to Eco-

imics ProfessorMark Smith.
!k

j

double major in Economics
cei ti Biology. Teresa is the

'"(or Class Treasurer, a
anber of the Leisure Pro-

mm Funding Committee.

C "i a member of Kappa
'Ppa Gamma. The follow-
Vis an excerptfrom an in-

eQ tview with her:
top

'** Can you explain your se-
rt 'or thesis topic?

,vell, the Manltou Springs
J

Wine closed last January,
1 local residents founded
"Preserve the Manltou ta-

le Foundation. Then in
PHI therewas a disasterous

2 * slide and rather than
m

'use interest in reopening
"lnollnp tn c»i>ic1Hf> nprnilpIncline to subside, people

, More interested. My the-
s looks at all the possibili-

Sforthe incline. The owner
ln

't want to reopen it. but;i

teommunltywants it back.

J

thesis determines the
:it Possible future for the
(line.W didyou get the Idea?

y advisor suggested it.

f
biggest part of It Is to

determine if there is mon-
etary value in the incline. I

conducted a telephone sur-
vey of about two hundred
people with a bunch of ques-
tions to determine the option
values of the Incline, that is.

how much people are actu-
ally willing to pay to ride. The
rough draft is done and I'm

presenting it April 4th. I'm

going to write an article on it

for The Catalyst.

Do you feel that doing a
thesis integrates all the
work that you've done in

the Economics Depart-
ment?

It definitely integrates all

of my Economics courses.

It's not like a book report

where you research in the

library and then write it all

down. It's all individual re-

search. The hardest thing is

writing your thoughts out

because there's no outline -

you have to develop it on
your own. So it definitely

pulled it all together for me
and taught me how to think

economically.

Why did you choose to

double major in Econom-
ics and Biology?

I was a biology major from

the beginning, then I took

Principles of Economics at

the end of my sophomore
year. I really liked it! So I was
taking the hardest electives

In the Economics Depart-

ment and really enjoying

them. Meanwhile. 1 was hat-

tag my Biology. I switched to

Economics and then I went

back and realized that I was
almost done with Biology. I

am glad that I've been both.

They are completely differ-

ent in the way they think. It's

like black and white. I defi-

nitely do better in Econom-
ics!

What have been some of

your favorite courses out-

side of your majors?

Philosophical Conversa-
tions with Harvey Rabbinwas
great! And I would definitely

recommend to anyone Envi-
ronmental Economics! those
have been my best two
classes at CC. I also like

Scanning Electron Micros-
copy.

Has the liberal arts expe-
rience lived up to your ex-

pectations?
Definitely. Even though I

have two majors. I haven't

narrowed the classes I've

taken, especially during my
first two years. You're allowed

to think here. Writing a lot,

speaking up in class, giving

speeches create a real expe-

rience in communication
skills and critical thinking.
IVe gotten an Incredible edu-
cation. I went to the Univer-
sity of Minnesota this sum-
mer to help complete my
double major, and I took five

classes Between the schools
the difference between the
quality of the professors and
the classes is amazing. CC is

worth everything - all the
money, all the time you put
in. The professors care about
you and want to teach you.
That's their goal. At the Uni-
versity of Minnesota their
goal is whatever else they're
doing.

How have you liked being
Treasurer for the Class of
'91?

It's had Its ups and downs.
It's been fun to be Involved in

the planning of senior class
activities. I've met a lot of
people in my class that I never
would have met before. I'm
excited to stay involved and
help plan reunions.
How do you feel about

the Greek system?
I think that a lot of people

rip on the Greeks. The sys-
tem is a form ofsupport more
than anything else.
Throughout your fouryears.
you have different classes

each block with different

people. Sophomore year
you're split up from your
friends from first year, and
then you move off campus.
That's the strength of the

Greek system - it's the one
thing that's stable in all four

years. You form a lot ofbonds
by the end of your senior
year. And it's not selective -

anyone who wants to be
Greek can. I've paldfor Kappa
on my own and it's been
worth every cent. My friend-
ships will last forever and
IVe met people I neverwould
have met before. I don't think
the system deserves all the
negative reactions, but it's

an organization and there-
fore it's easy to put blame on
it. It's tangible. I think CC
would lack quite a bit with-
out the Greeks. It's not for

everyone, but It's there for
those that want 11.

What are your future
plans?

I knewyou'dasklhat -it's

everyone's favorite ques-
tion! I'm applying for Jobs
in sales. I would like to start
working in September so
that I could travel all sum-
mer. (But if I get a job I'll

take It.) Now thai the war is

over I'd like to travel Eu-
rope. I've been talking to a
friend about going lo Lon-
don right after graduation.
I'd like to backpack places,
get a Eurail Pass. I'd like to

go to Australia, too, but
that's probably too much
for one summer. As you can
tell, my plans aren't final-

ized! First I want to get a

Job. But I've been happy
here - I'm not ready to

graduate. I could handle
anotheryear here, of course
with everyone else In the

senior class here too.

EARTH DAY EVERYDAY
4/20 "Green Springs" City Wide Tree Planting 8-1 1am

-Meet at Worner Center, 8:00am

4/21 Sunday 10:00am Environmental Challenge 5k Fun Run

-Register at Bookstore

12:00-1 :00pm Pancake Brunch, at Green House,
Wood Ave.

1 :00-3:00pm Trail Maintenance - Bear Creek, Section 16
Transportation provided from Green House.

4/22 Monday (EARTH DAY) 11:30am Tim Linneman Memorial
Garden Dedication (Next to Shove Chapel, Student Dance
Performance

4/23 Tuesday Mission Wolf

4/24 Wednesday Pot Luck Dinner with Professors (location to

be announced

4/25 Thursday Movie - Koyaanisquatsi, Olin Hall, 7:30pm

4/26 Friday Live Band, Cutler Quad

Keep your eyes open for ongoing events
throughout the week.
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The Amazing

NEWS
SANITIZER

5U4RANTEED TO

:

REMOVE &L00D,

SUFFERING, VIOLENCE,

CHAOS, AND MORE!
CCN/ERS.U^ UNSIGHTLY,

D0MESTIC^LEMISME5,
AND LEAVES

A SPARKLING

Catalyst needs to apologize to Blum for misuse of power
To The Editor:

Since coming to CC this fall

I havebeen disappointed with

the journalistic integrity of

the Catalyst. When I say

integrity I am referring to no
less than unbiased coverage

of news, fair treatment of let-

ters, and a personal "sixth

sense" as to what should and
should not be done or written

in the Catalyst Central to

this type of integrity is the

editor of the paper.

I understand the difficul-

ties of being an editor for I

myself have edited and/or
written for more than half a

dozen papers including the

Catalyst. However the treat-

ment of Justin Blum's opin-

ion last week is inexcusable.

Not only did you respond to

his article in the same issue

of the paper as it was written,

but you also positioned your
article directly below Justin's
as to add to the effect of it

being a rebuttal that (uncan-
nily) rebutted all his state-

Perhaps the position-

he article was done by
f else but you never-

theless are responsible be-
cause you are editor. An
editor should never allow a

letter to be rebutted in the
same issue. It is taking ad-

vantage ofthe fact that a staff

member can see the letter in

the newsroom before it Is

printed. You must realize

how grossly unfair this prac-

tice is. It is, at the very least,

journalistically unsound to

respond to a person's article

line for line in a negative

manner when the letter

writer's words have just

barely had time to soak into

the reader's head. The fact

that you actually quoted the

letter printedj ust aboveyours
is the most Incriminating

piece of editorial misconduct
I have ever seen.

I am aware of the practice

by many papers of respond-
ing to letters directed "to the
editor" but the Catalyst has
not made this a policy and
the letterwas not directed "to

the editor."

I find it ironic thatyou titled

your article "'All the news fit

to print': Catalyst has ethical

obligations" when you made
obviously unethical use of

your position as editor. Your

"The newspapers! Sir,

they are the most vil-

lainous - licentious -

abominable - Infernal -

Not that I ever read
them - 1 make it a rule

never to look Into a
newspaper." - Richard
Brlnsley Sheridan
1751-1816

actions reflect the image of

the entire paper and the

quality of the paper reflects

you as an editor. If I may
quote your letter: "Having a

set ofjournalistic ethics is an
important part of being an
editor." Perhaps you should

review your own journalistic

ethics.

Letter

to the

Editor
The word editor to me con-

jures images of a person cor-

recting a writer's mistakes
rather than deleting entire

stories. Would you rather be
called a "censor?" A much
simpler solution (surely you
considered it) was to omit the

lines that referred to the
people involved in the "Puss-
n-Boots" incident as frater-

nity members. You claim the
story was not news worthy
but the fact that CC students
were involved and that their

actions reflect CC's image in

general certainly makes this

story at least as news worthy

as the toilet papering of the

Delta Gamma house. Can
you honestly think a toilet

paper prank is more news
worthy than the involvement

of several CC students in a

brawl that resulted in police

intervention?

Maybe the motto of the

Catalyst should become
"Most ofthe news fit to print,

"

only In the interest of honest

journalism of course.

My request to you is only

that you print an apology to

Jusin Blum and toyour real

ers for this misuse of powe

As trivial as it may seem till

is one of many incidents

similar nature that has o(

curred in the Catalyst an

should be rectified. Th

practice of printing apologi

when the paper screws up

one that has not been take

advantage of very much

the past and should be resui

rected.

Seth Fisher

>'tywm



Block VII Week 4
April 8 - 14

Harambee!
(Office of Minority Student Life)

/ am QuetzAlcoMI, the plumed serpent.

Jo my people I gave the arts and knowledge; with it they built one

of the most magnificent empires the world has seen. Their culture

was raped by the Invader, who came not in benevolence but In

greed. The Invaders have tried to destroy us, but we still survive.

My people I shall return to you, as I promised. Like the Phoenix we
shall rise from the ashes, stronger than before. We grow more

powerful as years pass. We shall reclaim our empire and our place

of birth - Aztlan. We have been patient my people, our time is

near.

jUnlon hace fuerza!

- By Manuel Rend6n, MEChA
(Movimiento Esrudiantil Chicano de Aztlan)

international

(Programs

Summer Work
Abroad

Students can get work visas,

before they go abroad or even

have jobs!! C.I.E.E. makes

summer work possible in Britain,

Ireland, France, Germany,

Canada, New Zealand, Jamaica,

and Costa Rica. Brochures and

applications are available in the

Office of International Programs,

Worner 232.

me center
Center for

Community Service

The second annual

Community Service Recogni-

tion Awards Banquet will be

held on

Wednesday. April 24th.

5:45 - 8:00 pm
Worner Center. Gaylord Mall

Mark your calendar If you'd like

to attend, and phone ext. 6846
to be put on the invitation list.

Awards will be presented to

individuals and groups In ten

categories.

The Board
Special Events Calendar
& Q,

Safe Sex Sprint
Colorado College and the C.C. AIDS Task
Force are sponsoring the Safe Sex Sprint to

benefit the Southern Colorado AIDS Project.

5 Mile Run/Walk in Monument Valley Park

April 14, 1:00pm - Fine Arts Center

Cost $12 Pre-registered, $15 at Gate

Includes afree t-shlrtl

Contact Beth Holtby at Boettcher Health

r~\ Center, x6384.

^

The Source
The Source is being brought to you by

the collective efforts of the Career

Center, the International Programs

Office, the Officefor Minority Student

Life, the Centerfor Community
Service, the Leisure Program, and

Cutler Publications. Please post if

and recycle at the end of the week.

• To get an event posted fill out the

"One Fell Swoop"form at Worner

Desk or call Peter at x6675. Dead-

linefor "The Board" is Tuesday 5 pm.

Residential Life Notice
Interested non-traditional foreign, married, or veteran

students may now pick up applications in the Office of

Residential Life iving in the San Rafael Apartments next

year. Applications are due April 15. 1991 and spaces

will be awarded April 23, 1991. The general student

body may receive considerationfor these spaces

through the waiting list beginning Fall 1991. Q
Kudos

to the Creek Systemfor
sponsoring a Greek
Week with afocus on
community. Homeless
children, senior citi-

zens, and elementary

andjunior high youth
benefittedfrom Greek

involvement and
philanthropy!

Earth Day
Every Day

Environmental
Challenge
5 K Fun Run

Sunday, April 21, 1991

1 0:00 am
Information and Registration at

the Bookstore

sponsored by EnAct and the

Creek System.

Musical Notes
The Music Department presents two piano senior recitals

Dan Wiencek Shahlra Kamal
April 7 April 1

7

3:00 pm, Packard 4:00 pm, Packard

Cutler Seeks
Students to Fill

the

Following

Positions:

> President
> 2 Members-at-Large
• Catalyst Editorship

> Disparaging Eye
Editorship

• Leviathan
Editorship

• Nugget Editorship

For information call the

Cutler Publications Office

at X6675, Erika at X7729,

or Peter at x7 109.

Deadlines:

Pres 6f Members-at-Large -

April 17, 5 pm.

Editors - April 5, 5 pm.

Applications are at the

Worner Desk. Turn them

in to the Cutler Box up-

stairs Worner Center.

The Source is brought to you by the collective efforts of Cutler Publications, The Leisure

Program, The Career Center, The Worner Desk, The Centerfor Community Service, the Ojfice

ofInternational Programs, and The Ojfice ofMinority Student Life.

Please recycle at the end of the week.
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Monday
8

12:00 pm - Open ses-

sion with Dean of

Students Candidate,

Robert Perkins. Gay-

lord Hall. Bring your

tray.

12:00 pm - CC Zoo,

Worner211.

5:00 pm - Delta

Gamma Executive

Board, Worner213.

*7:00 pm - Slide pre-

sentation titled, Fund-

mental Religion in Gua-

temala. Scenes from

work done on Sociolo-

gy Thesis and presen-

tation for Venture

Grants Committee.
Gaylord Hall. Sponsor-

ed by Venture Grants

and Sociology Dept.

*7:00 pm - College

Citizens Active for

Peace, Worner216.

*7:30 pm - Creative

Writing Workshop.
Worner 215.

Tuesday

12:00 pm - MEChA,
Worner 218.

3:30 pm - Open ses-

sion for faculty and
administration with

Dean of Students Can-

didate, Robert Perkins.

Gates Common Room.

5:00 pm - Livesounds,

Leisure Program Stu-

dent Office.

*6:30pm - Adult Child-

ren of Dysfunctional

Families, Worner 218.

6:30 pm - Gay and
Lesbian Alliance,

Shove Chapel.

Wednesday
10

THIS

Thursday,

12:00 pm - Shove

Council, Shove Chapel

Office.

*7:00 pm - Breakaway
Bible Study, Montgom-
ery Hall Sun Room.

11

*12:00 pm - Aficion-

ados luncheon and talk

by natural history writ-

er, Ann Zwinger and
photographer, Barbara

Sparks, titled "Aspen

Tree Adventure." $8.50

for lunch/pay at door.

Call 389-6649 to make
reservations. Gaylord

Hall, Worner Center.

Sponsored by South-

west Studies Aficiona-

dos and Friends of Tutt

Library.

8:00 pm - Circle K,

Worner 212.



WEEK

Friday
12

Saturday,
13

*11:00 am - WES An-
nual Spring Luncheon.
Speaker, Ann Zwinger.

$10 for lunch. Bemis
Dining Hall. Call Mrs.
John Budd, 632-6050
for tickets. Sponsored
by WES.

Sunday
14

*10 am-2 pm - CC
Collegiate Cycling
Race. Men's B starts at

10 am; women start at

11:15 am. Men's A
starts at 12:30 pm.
Cascade Avenue on
CC campus. Sponsor-
ed by the CC Cycling

Club.

9:00 pm - Catholic

Mass, Shove Chapel.

On-going
Events

THE DEADLINE FOR THE APRIL 15-21 'THIS
WEEK" IS MONDAY, APRIL 8 AT 4:00 PM. YOU
MUST COMPLETEA ONE-FELL-SWOOP INFOR-
MATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBUSHED IN 'THIS
WEEK.' THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Military Science Meetings - Every Tuesday, 6:00
pm, Worner 219.

Chinese Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:45
pm, Worner 117.

French Table - First Three Wednesdays 12:00
pm, Worner 215.

German Table First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Japanese Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30
pm, Worner 212.

Russian Table (beginners) - First Three
Tuesdays, 12:00 pm, Bemis Dining Hall.

Russian Table (advanced) - First Three
Thursdays, 5:30 pm, Bemis Dining Hall.

Spanish Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:00
pm, Rastall Dining Hall.

Tea at the Russian House - First Three Mondays,
3:00 pm.
Film at the Russian House - First Three
Thursdays, 7:30 pm.
'Cafecito' - First Three Thursdays, 2:00 pm,
Spanish House.

Shove Chapel Meditation - 8 am-9 pm, Monday-
Thursday, 8 am-5 pm Friday, 6-10 pm Sunday.

Prayer Meeting - Every Thursday, 7:30 am,

Worner 211.

*EnACT Recycling - Every Tuesday, 12:30 pm,

Loomis loading dock.

Bodytalk - Every Tuesday, 12:00 pm, Boettcher

Basement.

Freedom and Authority Lunch - First Three

Tuesdays, 11:30 am, Bemis Exile Room.
Women's Concerns Lunch - Every Thursday,

12:00 pm, Benjamins.

"Belly Dancing - Every Sunday, 7:30 pm,

beginning, 8:30 pm, advanced/improv.

Sign Language Club - Every Thursday, 7-8:30

pm, Gaylord Hall.

Beginning American Sign Language - Every

Wednesday, 7:30 am, Worner 212, Blks. 5-7.

Life Drawing with Nude Models - Every Thursday,

7:00 pm, Packard 132, $3.

Alternative Music Night First Three

Wednesdays, 9:30 pm, Tiger Pit, with Gior

Crankstone, Sponsored by CCCA, Leisure Pro-

ject Funds and Marriott.

Soul Night First Three Thursdays, 9:00 pm,

Tiger Pit, with BSU and KE, Sponsored by CCCA,

Leisure Project Funds and Marriott.

'This Week' is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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Internships

INTERNSHIPS

Committee for the National Institute for the

Environment

Interns collect data on careers of individual

scientists, track granting patterns of federal

agencies, determine needs for future

environmental scientists; possible salary,

housing. Contact David Blockstein, WA
Office, Committee for the NIE, 730 1 1th,

MW, Washington DC 20001.

Main Street Video - Colorado Springs

Non-paid summer internship available from

June 17 - August 16 for students interested

in communications. Main Street Video, a

film and commercial production company,

works with major advertisers in town.

Interns will be involved with the conception

of ideas and scripts to the final production

stages. To apply send a letter to: Bryan

Hagar, Main Street Video, 119 North

Wahsatch, Colorado Springs, CO 80903;

(719)520-9969. Deadline; May 10 .

Museum Education Summer Internship

Program . The Philadelphia Museum of Art

is seeking Intern with Interest in working

with children, knowledge of studio art, art

history, and/or education. Deadline: April

19. For more information & application

contact: Serena Morrissey, Volunteer

Placement Coordinator, Philadelphia

Museum of Art, PO Box 7646,

Philadelphia, PA 19101; (215) 787-5486.

(Arts/museum Internship book)

Republican Policy Committee Summer
Internship . Full-time temporary position.

Work May - June or July - August in

Washington, DC. Research, observe

policy making, witness inside workings of

the Senate. Must be a REGISTERED
Republican. Stipend of $600/month

provided. Send resume, cover letter

(including dates available to work),

completed application, and writing sample

ASAP: Brenda A. Morton, Executive

Director, Republican Policy Committee,

Russell Senate Office Building,

Washington, DC 20510-7064; (202) 224-

2946.

Publicity Intern

Aspen Music Festival - assist in all aspects

of running a busy publicity office.

Applicant must possess a knowledge of

and enthusiasm for classical music; PR
experience, strong communication skills,

an outgoing personality and willingness to

work long hours. Dates are June through

August. Send resume, cover letter, sample

press release and 2 letters of

recommendation to: Debra Ayers, Director

of Publicity/PR, to Edward Sweeney,
Director of Operations, ASPEN MUSIC
FESTIVAL, PO Box AA, Aspen, CO 81612.

Apprentices/Theatre Management

i Theatre has several apprei
"

positions open in Theatre Management

including Marketing, PR, and Box Office.

Positions available April - October;

Stipend, $100/wk plus housing. Send

resume and 2 references to: Vicki

Sussman, Olney Theatre, P. O. Box 550,

Olney, MD 20830.

Administrative Interns

International Society of Performing Arts

Administrators Foundation 1391-92 ISPAA

Internship Program provides a stipend (up

to $3,000 per semester) for students and

post-graduates. Application deadline April

10. Send letter of intent, resume,

transcripts ,
and 2 references to the

International Society of Performing Arts

Administrators Foundation, Box 200328,

Austin. TX 78720; (512) 346-1328.

Maricetinq Internship-Aspen

Bishop & Bishop Marketing

Communications is seeking a summer

intern to assist with special events, drafting

news releases and media relations. Must

be interested in learning about public

relations field; full-time daily, some

overtime. Small stipend and housing.

Contact Carolyn Bishop or Hattie Shafer,

312 E. Mediterranean Avenue, Aspen, CO
81611, (303) 925-4705.

Summer work/study program in the Health

Care field

The Arkansas Valley Regional Medical

Center in La Junta, CO seeks students

from urban backgrounds interested in

health careers. The intern will record, in

writing and on film, his/her experiences

observing healthcare professionals, rural

families, and rural community activities.

Stipend, housing and reimbursement for

travel provided. Deadline is April 20 .

Contact Mary Jean Berg, M.D., Medical

Director, Emergency Department, AVRMC,

1100 Carson Avenue, La Junta, Colorado

81050; (719) 384-5412.

Attention All Students!!! If you have EVER

worked as an intern, stop by the Career

Center to tell us about it! Your information

will help other CC students find

internships. Take 5 minutes to fill out the

info form in the Career Center.

Full-Time Jobs

Media ParaprofessionaJ

The Colorado College is seeking a 12-

month paraprofessional to assist in the

management of a new Multimedia

Laboratory for the Humanities. Send

resume and letter of interest by Friday,

April 12 to: Marni Armstrong, Department

of Instructional Media, Colorado College,

14 E. Cache La Poudre, Colorado Springs,

CO 80903.

Coordinator/Instructor

Upward Bound Program - responsible for

the overall administration fid coordination

of the Basic Skills Component. BA with

major In English required. Salary, $18,000

plus benefits. To apply send letter of

application, resume, transcript, 3 letters of

recommendation by April 24, 1991 to: D.

Mike Garcia, Upward Bound Program.

Richardson Hall. Adams State College,

Alamosa, CO 81102; (719) 589-7865.

Puppeteer/Actor/Workshop Assistant

Professional puppet theater company will

train all non-puppeteers. Salary plus

expenses, Applicants must have a driver's

license and be able to relocate to

Connecticut. Contact Puppet Projects,

POB 244, Wilton, CT 06897-0244. (Art

Search ,
in Arts & Media jobs notebook)

Financial Sales

The Equitable Financial Companies is

offering career opportunities in financial

sales and marketing. Demonstrated

leadership, entrepreneurial experience and

familiarity with Chicago area preferred.

Send resume and cover letter to: Sandra

Shelby, Director Agent Development, The

Equitable Financial Companies, 222 S.

Riverside Plaza, Suite 1800, Chicago, IL

60606. (Cornell College ,
in Exchange

Bulletins jobs notebook)

Advertising Coordinator

Entry-level position in marketing

department of a national firm

headquartered in Dallas. Must have

excellent written, verbal skills, ability to

meet deadlines, and Macintosh

experience. Send resume, salary history

to: Print Advertising, 4514 Cole Ave.,

L/B33, Dallas, TX 75205. (Exchange

Bulletins Job Notebook, Current Jobs for

Graduates)

Corporate Communications

Denver-based firm seeking winter/spring

grads for human resource department.

Send resume to: Box 8154-M, 1560

Broadway, Denver, CO 80202. (Exchange

Bulletins Job Notebook. Current Jobs for

Graduates)

Public Health Careers

Entry level public health associate

positions open at Center for Disease

Control in field of sexually transmitted

disease intervention. BA in any major

required. Must have strong interpersonal

skills and a willingness to relocate.

Fluency in Spanish desirable. Call 1-800-

537-2522 for more information. (Exchange

Bulletins Job Notebook, Current Jobs for

Graduates)

Assistant to Foundation Director

SDC Foundation seeks assistant to

oversee administration and programs.

Individual must be a self-starter, energetic,

and organized. Computer experience is a

must (WordPerfect 5.0, 5.1 is preferred).

Theatre and/or dance background is

helpful. Salary: mid-teens. Send resume

and cover letter to: Jennifer Jacobson,

Executive Director, Stage Directors and

Choreographers Foundation, 1501

Broadway, Suite 2003, New York, NY

10036. (Art Search , in Arts & Media jobs

notebook)

Research Assistant

The University of Iowa, Department of

Neurology is accepting applications for a

ext Week At The Career Center

Research Assistant in the Labors
Neurobiology and Circulatory J
required. To apply submit a covi

and resume to: Ms. Mary Hen S | e

Administrator Department of Nam
2156 RCP, The University of

|0w .

City, IA 52242. (Exchange
Bullet,

Cornell College)

Assist in Llama Trekking thiss^
New llama trekking business nea

Springs & Buena Vista is seeking

with hiking and cooking skills.

Environmental background helphj

from May - September. Negotiabl

Contact: Tim Hobson, 473-1468,

based summer jobs)

Central Ctty Opera Summer Joha

positions open including Public R

Assistant, House Manager, Office

Technical Theater Assistant, Costi

Shop Assistant, Gardener, and mar

morel I Weekly salaries begin at Si

8-10 week jobs. Housing & kitehj

facilities provided. Contact: Row

Central City Opera House Associati

17th St., Suite 1601, Denver, CO I

(303) 292-6500. (CO based Summ

Jobs/Arts related s

Want to know how much money

college graduates are earning in

fields? Want to know what carai

"hot," and what's not? Want to ki

to answer that difficult interv

'And what salary did you have inj

The CPC Salary Survey
,
publishej

times a year, provides this and on

information. (Shelf F-top)

CAREER CENTER WORKSHOPS

BLOCK 8 WORKSHOPS

4-16 Resume Writing, 3-4:30, W,

4-18 Just for Juniors, "Exploring

Graduation," 4-5:30, WJ

4-1 9 Marketing Your Int'l Expert)

12:30-1:30, W. 218

4-23 Interviewing Skills, 34:30,

Alumni

Referral

We have alumni waiting 'of"

from you in many cities ana a

fields across the country- Ux

network sponsored by the Cat

Center and the Alumni 0//i«

• Gather Career Information

• Acquire valuable contacts lot

and internships

Learn about particular geog0V

areas J
• Obtain information about empm

trends and entry level pM«";

For more information com'

Career Centa^_

Block 8 Begins

SCA Scheduling Meeting. 12-2:00,

W.215.

Northwestern Mutual Life Interviews,

1-5, W. 214

Resume Writing-"Writing a Great

Resume"-3-4:30, W. 215

Myers Briggs test, 3-4 p.m. in W.E.S.

Just For Juniors-'Exploring Life After

Graduation", 4-5:30, W. 216. Part #2-International Day-
j

Your International Expo""

1:30,
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;eDS
lwe Matshe bwe. Is a very different lan-

guage from English and
L a Zimbabwean stu- some words if translated

(

attending Colorado literally into English can be

,ge
.
Throughout this meaningless or even in-

jterPhilBrown.astu- suiting. The same goes for

(rom CC who is on an English to Shona transla-

te program in Zlm- tlon. However I believe lan-
guage has a lot to do with
culture and the ways of a
people. Some of the words
that Phil Brown used In his
article published on the
22nd of March actually did
not mean anything. The
words that he quoted and
translated to "eating
grandmothers" made no
sense at all. However this

might have been due to
misquotation, misunder-
standing, or misspelling.

E has been sending

s about his impres-

f Zimbabwe. As a

bwean I feel his ar-

have been overly

jve and most of the

simply untrue. I don't

1
anybody can under-

fl
any culture in the

j
having been exposed

,nly for as short a time

writer has been.

ona, one of the main

iages used In Zimba-
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Zimbabwe, being a devel-
oping country, faces many
problems, as do other
countries in the third world.
We continually seek help

Some ofthe words Phil
Brown used In his ar-

ticle published on the
22nd of March actu-
ally did not mean any-
thing.

from countries like the USA.
Phil Brown made some
statements on the poor
condition of Zimbabwean

transport. Any developing
country has transport
problems, and so does Zim-
babwe: our main problem
being foreign currency to

import spare parts for our
cars and buses. Thus, our
transport system is not as
sophisticated as that of this

country. Before the so called

ET's were introduced, Zim-
babwe was in serious
shortage of transport until

the government allowed
private transportation to

work along with public
buses. The reason they are
called Emergency Taxis is

mostly because they work
after buses stop operating
until early morning. I do
not think that he should
criticize the state of our
transport system, as poor
transport is not a problem
unique to Zimbabwe.

I hope the longer Phil
Brown stays in Zimbabwe,
the more he will understand
our language, culture and
its people, and hopefully
stop comparing American
life to Zimbabwean life and
start appreciating the many
good qualities that Zimba-
bwe and Us people possess.

Bela Fleck and the Flecktones: four rockin' dudes
By Lysle C. Miller

Those who made the pil-

grimage to Shove on March
27 received a blessing: Bela
Fleck and the Flecktones
handed out Livesounds with

spirited fervor.

Following a soft opener of

somewhat erratic, even
psychedelic exercise. Bela
and band warmed notice-

ably to their task in the
second set.

The crux of the crew is

Bela's quick-fingered, in-

novative, electric and
acoustical banjo, noted in

some circles as the "world's

greatest."

Though they have South-
ern roots (Nashville), the

Flecktones forsake ritual

bluegrass for a real tour in

the wild blue yonder.
To help answer Bela's call

to music, Howard Levy
brought, with his har-

monica, a non-traditional

interpretation of strictly hot

licks. Bela comments, in

reference to the dynamics

of Levy's music, "we aren't

sure whether he has two
tongues, two harmonicas,
or two brains," Levy is also
the piano-percussionist for

the band.
"Future Man" Roy Woolen

keeps time with the sounds
on a drum of a different

kind: a Synth-axe,
handheld guitar he created
himself.

Then there is bass-master
Victor Lemonte Wooten with
his own thunderous brand
of music. Toward the end
of the evening, the band
unleashed V. Wooten to

flaunt his fancy fingering to

the delight of the crowd.
Picking up momentum.
Wooten worked the music
to a flurry, playing his in-

strument like a drum itself,

finally sending it into orbit

around his neck while
reaching crescendo. When
his brother Roy entered the

fray, pounding out coun-
terpoint on his "drum." the

audience was on their feet.

The menu for the evening

A Womb With A View

was as varied as the musi-
cians. Bela. on his banjo,

picked out several blue-
grass favorites from his

dues-paying-days with
bands like Tasly Licks and
New Grass Revival. A
parody on the southern
perspective, "The Yee-Haw
Factor," generated an ap-
propriate response from the

crowd. From there the lis-

teners heard Jazz, reggae
with a twist of Irish flute

from Levy, Beatles Improvi-

sations, the Nutcracker
theme; even the uncharac-
teristic lyrics for a political/

peace rap number with at-

tendant scratch on strings

ana vocals by V. Woolen.
After the concert a friend

praised the show as "prob-

ably the best I've

seen. ..ever."

If not quite divine, the

Flecktones are musically
transcendent at the least!

Check out Fleck and his

unique band when they re-

turn to Tellurlde's exalted

Bluegrass Festival June 21.

by Marc Phillips

Maynard receives his list of classes

for next year ,

Colorado College Registrar

You will get nothing

and like it
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Blum responsible for hi

To the Editor:

Justin Blum's article. "Dis-

agreement about frat inci-

dent..." pushed my ambiva-

lent feelings about the re-

porting in The Catalyst over

the edge. Besides degrading

a group of people who de-

serve the same respect and -

if nothing else - tolerance as

everyone else, he has severely

cut down a large group ofmy
friends and peers. His per-

sonal "Journalistic prostitu-

tion" is more diminishing to

The Catalyst than I think he

understands. More impor-

tantly, however, this form of

slanted reporting is interfer-

ing with a particular group's

right to be who they are. Just

as any group that Justin or

any other member of this

community chooses to asso-

ciate with, the Phi Gamma
Delta fraternity has the right

to their identity and their in-

dividuality. With that right

they are responsible for re-

specting the rights of others,

whether they agree with the

others' points of view and

values or not. Agreement is

not really the main issue In

maintaining a healthy com-

munity although It is certainly

something that a healthy

community should strive for.

The foundation of a commu-
nity that claims to welcome

and foster difference Is re-

spect.

Justin states that had

It been the soccer

team he would have

written the same
thing, but I find many
holes in this. Had it

been the soccer team
- or any other labelled

group from CC - he

would have had to cut

down soccer in order

for this argument to

work.

Justin has dodged both his

responsibility to respect

groups that he does not agree

with and his responsibility as

a journalist. First of all, his

article was unfounded in the

sense that his argument was
based on one individual's

actions. Justin placed a label

jounalistic prostitution"
nity. Likewise, theexpn
of what took pi ac

L
"...frats...[taking]al

a te

romp..." is not profess
and it is scandalous

ar,
meaning.
Although I would

avoid being trite, that

only way to express

'The newspaper Is of necessity something of a mo-

nopoly, and Its first duty is to shun the temptations

of monopoly. Its primary office is the gathering of

news. At the peril of its soul it must see that the

what It does not give, nor in the mode ofpresentation,

must the unclouded face of truth suffer wrong.

Comment Is free but facts are sacred."

- C.P. Scott 1846-1932
Manchester Guardian, May 6, 1926

Letter

to the

Editor
on a group by examining one

individual.

Phi Gamma Delta should

not be targeted because one

individual made a decision to

act a certain way. Justin

states that had it been the

soccer team he would have

written the same thing but I

find many holes in this. Had
it been the soccer team - or

any other labelled group from

CC - he would have had to cut

argument to work.

Obviously, soccerwould not

be the reason for any miscon-

duct. The individual would
have made the decision to act

the way they did regardless of

their athletic association. The

same is true for those people

who were involved in the trip

to Puss-N-Boots. The point

being that anyone who wants
to go to Puss-N-Boots or any

other public establishment

will do so If they are so in-

clined, not because they are

associated with a specific

group.

Justin's argument robs the

members ofPhiGamma Delta

oftheirown individuality and

degrades them as a group. By
calling Phi Gamma Delta or

any other fraternity a frat he

is diminishing the group as a groups whether the,

whole and verbally present- Greek oriented or

lngthemtobe inferior within $ lacf
,

the structure of the commu- Katherine Easj

Worner explodes with respei

point and in the light

issue, it isn't really
trite

it's true. For Justin and
those people who cateri

slant on the decent re

for others. "Do unto othi

you would have them do

you." That is true forf

viduals as well as any

By S. Marl Gustafson
Temporary Feminist

It was another April Fools

Day. If you blinked you

would have missed it except

for the feminine assault per-

formed by C.C.'s latest ex-

tremist political faction (this

school just teems with ex-

tremists) the HAGS.
The onslaught began as

Lady Miss G. and the Gods of

Grind made their debut
performnce of The Wolfgang

Press" cover of Respect. It

a bunch ot men named
Maxlne (In my opinion, this

school needs more men
named Maxlne perhaps it

would explain for the proltf-

The Way It Is

eration of Erasure fans]

was followed by a p|

mance narrated by thi

enticing Kelll Geehj

Leopard spotted thigh!

fame (you should see tlj

goin at it with

craphone). Super Bltct'

Becka of the "Rolling

Hair Fame" was lntrod

to the college to proteo

communtiy from the
q

ment of flashers. Bu

didn't show in time top

the performance's H

from the world of confl

by men to reduce worn

unilegged skirted crea

The bathroom doors

asaulted and everyoij

lieved themselves.

by Mark

[waning:
m> the. £ott
WN' BOOTS";

60NTR0V3SY,

KAY 0OX)l AT

MW TIME-

, ._, ,1 , ..II .. -. , .

Pardon me sir, would you_plea§eW .

"T" ' grant me an lnterrlev [

•

Of course .
l/yKJ £ t^aa \

V. oh inquisitive
media gerso

^

~
;vZW-=%"
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opinion Photos and opinions taken by Justine Crowley

What are the responsibilities of a
college in a politically correct era?"

Marc Phillips, F.Y. - "Colleges should teach
students to decide for themselves what is

politically correct."

William Starr, Sr. - "Be burnt to the ground.
A college is always a part of the machinery
of indoctrination."

\3*

\
••

Pablo, Sr. - "Is there any such thing as PC
(besides, of course, "Loony Toons")."

Rachel Hess, Jr. - "A college has to live up to

its reputation. If CC wants to stay "liberal"

and open-minded, that's got to be reflected

in what ideas the students have access to."

Tyler Stevens - "This is a politically correct

era?"

Windy Haddad, So. - "I don't believe there's

any such thing as a politically correct era!"



IF YOU'RE INTO DOPE,

YOU MIGHT AS WELL SMOKE THIS.

WM
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WMw/////////Mm

f/i/wW/Wi'it

Jlfiii'm
f/ifl/M

There's one sure way to see

your future go up in smoke.

Do drugs.

Last year alone, America's

businesses lost more than $60
billion to drugs. So this year,

most of the Fortune 500 will be

administering drug tests. If you

fail the test, you're out of a job.

The message is simple.

Doing drugs could blow your

whole education.

WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.
Partnershipfor a Drug-Free America
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\ culture is only as good as its dreams"
e„

Calderon

jlv the most lnterest-

, to hit the stage on

this year . "Ameri-

sjnier," plays on Fri-

Saturday nights in

,ngTheatre. Itprom-

somethlng of an

glish major Miles White, be-
gins at 8:30 p.m. on both
nights. Ayear in the making,
the show skillfully combines
music, dance, poetry,
sculpture, lighting, and
photography into a spec-
tacular production which
White calls "an expression of
the power of aesthetics to

transform our lives from the
ordinary into something ex-

traordinary."

er scenefrom American Dreamer
Photo courtesy o/Katia Men-tarn

"A great man once com-
mented that a culture is only
as good as its dreams, and
its dreams are dreamed by
artists." White says. "When
archeologists try to piece
together the life of an
anchient culture, it is the
paintings, music, writings
and rituals that tell them
how far its people have ad-
vanced, at least in the hu-
manistic and spiritual di-

mensions. It is the artist who
creates and preserves the
mythology of the culture.

"

The production was in-

spired by the experimental
poetry of Steven Creson. a

disciple of Allen Ginsberg,
both ofwhom White studyed
with while practicing Bud-
dhism at Naropa Institute in

Boulder. The poems, he says
are "magical and visonary.

All the people in the produc-
tion have done incredibleJobs
oftranslating Steven's magic
into a vision that's their own;
this is a basic notion of the

real yet unattainedAmerican
ideal ofmany different voices

coming together in a

harmonous new mixture
which enriches us all."

Arwen Wilder explained

that she and her dance com-
panions Sara Joel, Laura
Subln andJennWarner were
given the music, composed
by senior Music major Brian
McDougall (with additional

music by Scott Bramwell,

Tania Cronin,Adam Mishaga
and Dan Weincek). The

Scenefrom American Dreamer
Photo courtesy o/Katia Merriam

dancers choreographed each
piece collaboratively, and all

the other elements of the

show evolved from there. The
use ofso many different types

of media. White says, is to

"appealtothe senses as well

as the imagination. Art re-

ally has the power to move
us into new areas of con-

sciousness ifwe can let it in."

White, who studies the

trumpet, is pursuing a minor

in the theory and practice ol art.

He performs regularly with his

jazz band The Collective, the

Colorado College New Music
Ensemble, and the CC Cham-
ber Orchestra.

The show Is free and open to

the public on Friday and Satur-

day. April 5 and 6 In Amistrong
Theater. It Is sponsored by

Dance Workshop, Theatre

Workshop. CCCA and the Lei-

sure Program.

ristensen's Bartok and Chocolate Lingerie in Taylor Hall
Mara

fitter

winner of this year's

JiUngcontesfenhances

[reciauanofthesurreal,"

ngto Rachel Hess. She is

k company in Theatre
lop's pro-ductlon of

Chocolate Lingerie

MaylorHall thisweek-

•more Andrea
•sen wrote Bartok this

ttBlock3 playwrighting

Winning the college's

tontest has given her a

f
see her play come to

scribes Bartok as "A

oniantic comedy that

Bat relationships," and
Rt it contains more
s a little fictionalized

kphy. Thewholeidea."
sen says laughing, "is

'this pseudo relation-

"everreaflyhappened."

'IntroducesVivian, an
^e young woman re-

* her unusual child-

itts influence upon her
totlonship with an
15 boyfriend. Sam.
h a series ofvignettes.

N and monologues,
toyed by first-year

^

Michelle Kaye) explainshowshe

was raised by her father when
her mother abandoned them,

and how Sam (Junior Brian

Taylor) is the less than ideal

mate. The two are plagued

throughoutbya literal "panel" of

"experts" who spit out a high

speed string of statistics, theo-

ries and rhetoric about the

nature ofrelationships andjust

how impossible they are.

Although Bartok Is often un-

real and absurdist. Vivian's

monologues are serious. The

author describes these as "real

life mixed with feminist theory

(whlchl hated)." Theycarrysome

weight, nonetheless, and add a

thought-provokingsubtexttothe

play's Ironic facade.

When asked about the pro-

cess ofwatching her play move

from script to stage. Andrea re-

pliesthatshehasn'tseenasingle

scene in its entirety since re-

hearsalsbeganlnBlock6. When
actors come to her with the in-

evitable questions about lines

and character, she says. "I just

tell them to ask the director. I

tried to stay as far away as

possible because this is their

show. Iknowwhatlwanted.but

I wanted to see what theywould

do with It."

They" translates into actors.

designers, and first- time direc-

torGregory Gale. Gale, ajunior,

has appeared in several CC
productions as an actor, in-

cluding Eyes of the Day, the

winner of last year's

playwrighting contest.

In contrasting his workon the

two plays. Gale mentions the

difference between the play-

assuredbytheauthor'sabsence.

Brian Taylor ex-pressed frus-

tration about the sometimes

scary task of originating a role.

He explains. "It was difficult to

develop a character within a

limited, inflexible vocabulary."

Assistant director Laurlsa

Rodgers elaborates, saying that

a new play gives "nothing you

Hey! You got your lingerie in my chocolate!

Photo by Justine Crowley

wrights. "John [Walsh, Eyes of

the Day author] was more in-

volved; he was at rehearsals

alot, changed stuff on his own
afterwatchingit. We always felt

like we were in the middle ofan
unfinished play. That one was
under con-structiorr, this was a

final copy."

Not everyone Involved was re-

can go on. Noideasforaset.no

ideas for blocking, you have to

get it all from yourself. But on

the other hand, there's nothing

for people to compare It to."

Truly, there is little enough to

compare with Bartok and
Chocolate Lingerie. The script Is

an innovative, unpredictablemix

of sensible and sensational, of

rational and random.

One scene where the creative

payoff Is most evident Is a

nightmarish dance sequence,

strikingly choreographed by

DanceWorkshop'sBeckyGlllette

and bathed In feverish red by

lighting designer Steve Salada.

Director Gale's eyes light up

when he talks of this fortunate

collaboration. The magic was
there the moment we did It," he

says, "which really surprisedme
because I had no experience

with the dance. Becky was tre-

mendous."

The nightmare Is only one. If

perhaps the best, visual Image

In this image-rich production.

First-time designerDougDawe's
stark black set casuallycomple-

ments Kerry Intel's attractive

costume design.

Anewplaybyastudent author,

a first-time directorworktngwith

a first-time design crew: Who
says CC isn't cutting edge? It's

too late to be first to see all these

firsts (the show opened last

night] but three shows remain.

If you want to catch new CC
talent In bloom, see Bartok and

Chocolate Lingerie tonight and

tomorrow at 8:00 p.m. or Sun-

day at 3:00 p.m. in Taylor Hall.

Tickets are available at the

Womer Desk, free with CC I.D.
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Charles Walters exposes Recent Work
By Beaumont Newhall

Photographs by Charles

Walters, the Colorado Col-

lege darkroom technician

and Leisure Program pho-

tography instructor, will be

on display In the Coburn

Gallery at the Womer Center

until April 10.

The exhibit, entitled Recent

Work, features the three dif-

ferent veins ofWalters' work:

landscapes, assemblages,

and pictures of local Ameri-

cana.

The landscapes are beau-

tiful and sometimes disori-

enting. Because of the lack

of horizons and the abstract

nature of the pictures, you

see their strong and elegant

visual forms first. It some-

times takes a moment before

you can identify the subject,

its size and scale, and the

photographer's vantage

point. After you look at the

prints for a while, however,

they seem less like abstrac-

tions. They drawyou in close

with their remarkable detail

and their sensitivity to the

subjects: rocks, trees, min-

ing scars, carcasses, and

rivers.

The landscapes are all

contact prints—Walters uses

an enormous camera that

produces 8 by 10 inch nega-

tives. The photographic pa-

per is placed in direct contact

with the big negative and ex-

posed to light. Unlike en-

larged prints, which are made

frommuch smaller negatives

,

contact prints have micro-

scopically sharp detail. They

reproduce texture so vividly

that the print's surface looks

almost three-dimensional. A
contact print of a rock looks

as if it were sculpted out of

the rock itself.

The assemblages, also

contact prints, are visually

simplerthan the landscapes.

Walters composes the as-

semblages with weather-

beaten and broken objects,

many of which he finds in

dumps and junk yards.

Overall, they seem darker,

more ironic, and more overtly

symbolic than the land-

scapes.

The Americana series

makes up Walters' most re-

cent work. The prints are

enlargements made from

smaller negatives. Since they

feature old buildings, signs

and billboards, power lines,

and silly advertising slogans,

they might first strike you as

simple snapshots. Ifyou look

closer, however, you'll see

much more than obvious

Ironies. The visual forms are

as strong as those in the

landscapes and assem-

blages, and the quality ofthe

printing is wonderful.

If you're an aficionado of

fine art photography, or even

if you've never looked at it

closely, go to the Cobum
Gallery and spend some time

.

Walters' prints certainly

won't disappoint you, and

they might even change the

wayyou look at photographs

from now on.

By Phil Brown

So. Zimbabwe has a really

screwy system for beef. As a

rancher In the States. I could

drive around my ranch until

I found a tasty lookingmombe
and shoot it. Then I could sell

it to anyone 1 chose. But I'm

not a rancher, I don't shoot

mombes, and this isn't the

States.

Legally. I, the rancher (just

pretending really), do have

the luxury of driving around
my pretend ranch and killing

a pretend mombe. However. I

can't sell the meat to just

anyone. I am legally obligated

to sell to The Cold Storage

Commission, which pays
ranchers (but never pretend

ranchers) very little for dead
mombes and chargesmombe
eaters very exorbitant prices.

That's where the Intro ends,

butjust to make things clear,

I am not a rancher. I was
pretending. From now on, I

ami.
Right, so my friend, we'll

call him "Joe," had arranged

a deal with a farmer friend

whereby Farmer Friend
would sell a mombe to Joe's

uncle in order to give Farmer
Friend more bucks for his

mombe while saving Uncle

big dollars. "Mombe" is Shona
for cow or bull. I guess we
would call a generic mombe
"one head ofcattle." Anyway,
mombes don'tmoo here, they

cry. And "milk" is "mukaka."

which sort of makes up for

the fact that mombes don't

moo by incorporating the

"moo" in "mukaka." "Mombe"
is a much better word, be-

cause we don't distinguish

other animals by sex in nor-

mal conversation; I wouldn't

say "Oh, what a magnificent

boycat!" Actually, I wouldn't

say "Oh, what a magnificent

cat!" either, but being extra

nondescript saves remark-

able humiliation from the

same people that spit on me
when 1 say "freshmen." Right.

So mombe is betterthan "one

head of cattle" and "mukaka"

A picture in a picture!

Photo of Walters' work by Karl a

makes up tor the lact that

mombes cry. One might find

it amazing that I know so

much about mombes even

though I only pretend to be a

rancher.

Just the same. Joe and

Uncle drove off to Farmer

Friend's real ranch where

FarmerFriendhadjust driven

around his ranch and found

a tasty looking mombe to

shoot. By the time Joe and

Uncle arrived. Farmer Friend

had skinned the mombe and

cut it up.

I took Joe Pickle, an all

together different Joe, out to

dinner that night. We found

this great pizza place where

they say very Italian things

when they give you yourfood.

But Italian doesn't sound like

Italian when spoken with a

Zimbabwean accent. Justthe

same , Joe Pickle ate this very

weird pizza with feta cheese.

Then we went home.
Around eleven that night 1

got a call fromJoe (not Pickle)

and Uncle: their car had

tiii

ce

51

kaputed (past tense lor kaput) It's raining. They drive

and they couldn't call the wrong side of the road

police because they had most wrong side of the car. A

of a mombe in the trunk and the only one here 9

they hadn't bought It at The driver's license. So, I'm

Cold Storage Commission. Continued on
Right, so it s late. It s dark.

YEARS AHEAD
HAIR DESIGN

Spiral Perms - $40.00 (reg $65.00)
Facials - $10.00
Unlimited Tanning - 30 days for $40.00
Free Facials w/highlight

15 % off all services with CC ID

118 N Tejon, Suite 301 /C'JC CCC*)
Above Old Chicago's OJ«3-3Z5o^

^\'T W4//

at the Colorado College Bookstore
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fiencek's recital: no
itten vegetables please
ilka

Williams

ffrlter

yvprll 7, this Sunday
,oon. at 3 pm. Dan
,
eK will present his

or
Piano Recital.

ek wl" be playing a

French suite, a

boven Sonata,
i»ln's Preludesfor the

, and lots of Chopin.

ncek and his instruc-

jtlst-in-residence Su-

[race, chose the pro-

together. Said

tek, "Sue picked the

and I agreed, because

ever performed Bach

t,
or studied a large

of his. I picked the

iin because I love

i, and the Gershwin
because they're fun:

j
perform and fun for

udience to listen to.

tethoven sonata I like,

didn't want to work on
Ihing different."

tek has been working
S program for about a

and is looking forward
opportunity to per-

"I love to perform.

nces are great.

j not there as your
i, they're there to

rtyou. I won't lie and
all don't get nervous.

Rally enjoy it."

icek started playing

lano when he was
years old. Although
nted to quit after the

dyear, "Mymom said.

age

Dan the piano man!
Photo fay Amanda Spencer

'No,' and here I am. I've

loved it ever since. I don't

remember what it's like to

not play the piano." Once
he'd arrived at

C ,C. .Wiencek never had any
doubts that he would be a

music major. "For a school

this size, the music depart -

mentis fantastic." Heplans
to attend graduate school

after a year of working to

pursue a degree in piano
performance. Dan's final

words were. "If you come to

the recital, don't bring any
rotten vegetables."

Again, that concert is on
Sunday, April 7 at 3:00 in

Packard Hall. It is free and
open to the public.

Colorado College Arts & Crafts

Block 8
CLAY

Wheel Throwing, $25 includes 1 bag of clay, Tuesdays &
Thursdays,7-9 pm; Mondays & Wednesday, 7-9 pm

Handbuilding, $14/block or $45/semester (great deal!)

Wednesdays, 6-8 pm
Open Studio, $12/block or $40/semester for students; $l5/block

$55/semester faculty/staff; Wednesdays, 4 pm (job assignments)

JEWELRY
twelry, $22, Tuesdays & Thursdays, 7-9 pm; Mondays & Wednes-

days 3:30 - 5:30 pm
Open Studio Jewelry, $12

FIBER
Weaving, $22, Tuesdays & Thursdays, 6-8 pm

Basketry, $12, Wednesdays 7-9 pm
Open Studio Weaving, $12

Batik, $25, Tuesdays & Thursdays, 7-9 pm
Open Studio Batik, $15

Marbeling Workshop

J«am to make those wonderful marbelized designs on T-shirts and

fcc T-shirt and all supplies included. Friday, April 5. 12:30-4 and

fturday April 6. 9-5 (work session), $15. 6 student minimum/ 10

student maximum

Is it really a

Blessing?
by Nathaniel Feis
Arts Editor

Who are The Blessing
and why should you, the
reader (I just thought I'd

add that in case you
weren't certain who you
were. I'm only trying to

be helpful.), be interested
in them?
Well, to answer the first

question, they are a band.
To answer the second, I

haven't the faintest idea.

The Blessing consists
ofWilliam Topley singing.

Luke Brighty playing
guitar, Kevin Hime-
Knowles on bass, and
Mike Westergaard on an
occasionally especially

annoying keyboard.
(Names you're all quite

familiar with I'm sure.)

It's not a particularly

good sign when a band
doesn't have a drummer,
so be forewarned.

Their new— and I'm

almost positive it's their

debut, but don't quote me
on that— album is en-

titled Prince of the Deep
Water and it consists of

completely original ma-
terial (or unoriginal de-

pending upon how you
look at It). Okay, assum-
ing you haven't been
catching the little hints

I've been dropping. I'll tell

you straight out what I

think of this album. It's

not very good. Now it's

not necessarily bad. mind
you. More what I'd call

mediocre.

They remind me of Joe
Cocker, only lesser. Kind

of like Tame Dogs, nay,

Dogs who Plan on Being

Accountants, and Nerdy,

Engllshboys. William
Topley sounds kind of like

Joe Cocker with a voice

not nearly as deep or dis-

tinctive. . . Maybe he
doesn't sound that much
like Joe Cocker after all.

Okay, so it was a bad
comparison. It Just
somehow filtered into my
head.

The music itself

sounds like these people

studied a textbook on

how to make a pop-rock

album that sells. As I said

it's not bad, but it's not

original at all. For an ex-

ample: I heard Throwing

Muses' "Counting Back-

wards" once about two

weeks ago and I couldn't

get it out of my head (not

that I really wanted to.

it's a great song and al-

bum, too, I later discov-

ered). On the other hand

, foot, or appendage of

your choice (It is a de-

mocracy after all), I fin-

ished listening to this

album again not that
long ago and I couldn't

remember any of the
songs well enough to

dlscrlbe them if I wanted
to remember them. See,
it's not original or inno-
vative or particularly in-

teresting.

One good thing about
this album: Rebecca
Price (I think that's who
it Is. The credits do not
implicitly say that, how-
ever.), who lakes the
second vocal part on
"Delta Rain" has a really

good voice. Other than
that the accompanying
vocals fall In the line of

that Ray Charles 7up
commercial. Actually
this music sounds like it

could be the theme to

many a commercial.
In fact the coolest thing

about this album Is the

photography, though not
the arrangement of the

title itself within the
photography.

Next is Goodbye Mr.
MacKenzle's self-titled

album. This album/
group falls in line with

the album/group that we
have Just been discuss-

ing. I think they had the

same textbook. They do
seem to be a little more
varied— one song fea-

tures a beat like those

employed by members of

that damned Manchester

movement— and a little

better. They are not good
enough, however, to

proclaim theirgreatness

from the rooftops of the

city or anything like

that,. They are Just a

little better.

They are a very much
like The Blessing, only

add an alternative (Can't

someone come up with a

better name for this type

of music. I mean "alter-

native" sounds so

damned stupid.) edge.

They Jusl need to be more
creative. Write better

songs. Be a bettergroup.

Ya know, nothing major.

. . right, whatever.

I really have nothing

else to say about either

of these bands. These

albums are J
ust flu £f. Pop

fluff, but fluff none the

less. If bands are going

to make such uninter-

esting albums why don't

they Just find a new
profession? I hear their

are some opportunities

in the food service and

house-keeping indus-

tries.
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Fifteen Minutes
Continued from page 18

rescue Joe, Uncle, and the dissected mombe - a

pretty scary proposition considering that it's late,

dark and raining, they drive on the wrong side of the

road in the wrong side of the car, I'm the only one

with a driver's license, and I'm a recovering vegetar-

ian-

After several near-death experiences, I found Joe

and Uncle and their trunk full of mombe on the side

of the road. They had been stuck there for a couple

of hours and the mombe. which Farmer Friend had

Just shot, hadn't been frozen, so random scary

animals were about to close in for the kill So we

loaded all 350 kg of mombe pieces into the trunk of

Joe's car— in the dark and rain. I guess that's why

1 didn't notice that I was carrying a head until much

later.

Ok, it was about half twelve now. I say half twelve

because they say half twelve Instead of twelve thirty

for reasons unknown to me. So we drove the mombe

pieces, the mombe head. Joe. and Uncle to Uncle's

house about an hour away.

Uncle keeps his outside lights on. so it was easy to

unload the goodies into his deep freeze. I guess that's

where I noticed the mombe head because that's

when 1 started vomiting.

I'm a pretty talented vomlter when it comes down

to it because I can accomplish both accuracy and

distance. So I aimed away from the mombe head that

I dropped onto my foot. "Food poisoning." I ex-

plained.

So at about two that night, as we were driving home

through the dark and rain on the wrong side of the

road. 1 asked Joe what exactly one does with a head.

"We're taking it home, Phil," explained Joe. "Don't

you eat tongue in America?"

"Only on Elm Street..."

Stay tuned...

The women of the Delta

Gamma Sorority would
like to thank tht

following for their

support of th 1991

Anchor Slide fundraiser:
•Phi Delta Theta

•Nothing Respectable and Absolute Floorplay

of Gamma Phi Beta
• Sigma Chi

• Durfee
•The Men of 1023

• Jackson House Low Riders
• The Wing - Ed Frogs

• The Men of the Love Shack
• The U-men of Kappa Sigma

• The Swim Team
• Arthur House I and II

• Kappa Alpha Theta
• Kappa Kappa Gamma

• Flounder ofthe Womens Soccer Team
• The Ducks
• The Fab 4

Domino's Pizza
Meadow Muffins
Leisure Program

The Colorado College
Pizza Plus

Mountain Chalet
Taylor Travel
The Donut Mill

Budget Tapes and Records
Years Ahead

Dale Street Cafe
CC Bookstore

Marriot

Special Thanks to:

Dave Armstrong
Steve Beville

Mark Larez
The Auto-No
John White

Peggy Conroy
Laura Bishop
Brute Borriell

Theresa EUbogen
Kim Grassmeyer

Paul Jones

Joan Schofield

and Nude School

Jimmy Buffett with

Fingers Taylor and the

Ladyfingers Revue

June 18. 7:30 pm
Fiddler's Green

Colorado Springs

Symphony with

Colorado Springs

Chorale

Missa Solemnis

April 5&6, 8 pm
April 7, 2:30 pm
Pikes Peak Center

Seventh AnnualArtists of

the West
Through June 23

Fine Arts Center

The Great Escape
April 9, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

Jean de Florette

April 10, 7:30 pm
Fine Arts Center

Imagination Celebration:

Romeo and Juliet

April 13. 9:15 am
Two Gentlemen of Verona

April 14, 2 pm
The Kennedy CenterActing

Company
Fine Arts Center

I'll Cry Tomorrow
April 16, 8 pm
Fine Arts Center

Second Annual National

Envlornmental Film

Festival

April 17-20

Chili Today, Hot Tamale or

The Legacy of Cuervo Gold

April 5&6. 12&13, 19&20.

26&27, Dinner at 6:30.

Show at 8 pm
The Club House Restaurant

Theatreworks Forum Too
Another Man's Shoes

by John Kane
The Pursuit ofHappiness

by Gina Bamett
April 5, 8 pm
No News
by Charles R. Johnson
Making Her Moan
by Stacl Sweeden
April 6. 8 pm
Love on a Bed ofNails

by Richard David
Ethel and Miriam

by Sebastian Stuart

R.A.T.S.

by Dennis Noble

Double Crossed

by Bemie DeLeo
April 7. 2 or 8 pm
PPCC Downtown Studio

Steve Winwood and
The Robert Cray Band
The Memphis Horns
May 15. 7:30 pm
Fiddler's Green

Max Creek
April 6, 10 pm
Boulder Theater

Les Mfserabies

June 4-8

Denver Auditorium

Claud'ia Schmidt
April 6. 8 pm
Boulder Theater

Acoustic Junction

April 5, 9:30

Boulder Theater

Robbie Krieger Band

April 8, 9 pm
Boulder Theater

Panhellenic Songfest

Talent Show
April 9, 7 pm
Boulder Theater

Radio Blue

April 10. 9:30 pm
Boulder Theater

»

lie

il

JO

Thank you for your contributions to the Senior Class Gift

Donors as of March 25, 1991

JudiAbeson

Christine Allison

Guillemo Alvercz

MaryThereseAnsley

Aaron Boelter

Robert B. Boardman

lane Bucher

Liza Burke

Mark Byers

Brecken Chinn

Carolyn Colket

Gia Grecelius

Mary Elizabeth Davies

Addison Diehl

Timothy Donohue

Alison Dunlap

Erika Enrighl

James Eule

Stephanie Feismer

Nurhan Gecgil

Rebecca Lynn Gillette

Heidi Gimbel

Lynette Gudicello

Marty Haessler

Kathleen Hansson

Jennifer Hare

Andrea Howe

Christy Hurvis

Kristie Kauerz

Kai Kauppi

Jeff Keller

Logan Kendall

Amy Kipfer

Jennifer Kleck

Karen Klotter

Jennifer Kuehner

Teresa Kugler

Laura Lanlz

Jacob Lawrence

Judy Lewallen

Marina Lindsey

Alexander Ludgin

David Markley

JohnMarr

GwynMauritz

Lauren McArthur

Kerry McCune

James McDermott

C.Leigh McDonald

William McKay

Dana K. Middents

Sarah Miller

Warren Morishige

Chris Morrison

Daren Nickerson

Dana Nossaman

Valorie Oldham

Sara Olsen

Martha Pelsler

Kristin Poulson

Tracy Reed

Lisa Remey

David Rindlaub

MikeRoark

ThadRobey

Jennifer Rodi

Calvin Rogers

Carrie Ross

C.ErikSchroedo

Lisa Seed

Tiffany Shipp

Matt Steward

Ralph Whealon

A.KalherineWhite

DanWiencek

Blake Williams

Deborah Wilson

Leanne Winner

Jennifer Worthen

One Anonymous Gift

Iss*_Jies
Maintain the block plan/re-establish the 9 block year

Expansion of recycling program (maybe w/incentives) & alternative energy use at cow

more support ofENACT
Continued support for Greek life & Residential Life (their function on campus)

Financial aid to minority students

Greater diversity of faculty & minority recruitment (faculty students); upgrading Uie

quality of faculty and the academic opportunities for students

Let's get a women's studies department & a full-time feminist theorist

Divestment
Tolerance, Diversity, & Peace

Participation Update*

Number of Donors: 83
icipalion Percentage: 17.4%

Total Contributions: $1,571

Remember Our Goal of 65 % Participation
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^omen's track improves with meet at CSU
Ulle

Shimabukuro

[ffriter

_
en's track and field is

Uto the swing of things

jhat
springbreak is three

s
past. Taking a look at

[jekend's performances

,'orado State University

js a vast improvement
^previous Mines meet.

eti
"vast improvement"

[understatement. As a

[ all athletes are show-
jprovement. But In the

| distance and distance

^particularly, times are

j« Uke end-of-the-sea-

jnes.

jch Ellbogen com-
;ed on the team's suc-

it CSU: "At this point

jt experiencing better

nuances than expected

emiddle distance and

jce events. It is great to

Mr hard work pay off.

iBoes' performance in

lOOOm was great—she

leady and smart." Se-

nior co-captain Boes ran a
lifetime personal record.
11:27.05 minutes in the
3000m. Senior Lynette
Gudicello. another distance
athlete, ran a speedy 7:35 in

the 1500m.
The middle distance events

showed dramatic improve-
ment as well. First year spit-

fire Claire Carpenter dashed
to a 1:04.47 400m and
2:38.85 800m, while fellow

first year Jennifer Holmes
clocked a 1:08.04 400m.
Sophomore Carey Wall and
first year Rebecca Felts
dipped down in 800m times
at 2:31.58 (Wall) and2:36.23
(Felts) . The 4x400m relaywas
outstanding, marking a 10
sec. drop from Mines. The
team ran a 4:33.11 (Felts

1:10.12, Wall 1:06.78.
Holmes 1:08.35. and Car-
penter 1:07.86).

Not to be outdone, the

sprinters had their day in

the sun as well. For sprint-

ers drops in times are harder

to come by and less dramatic;
even a fraction of a second
can be a difficult barrier to

overcome. Junior Ctela Meyer
shaved .89 seconds off her
200m time and ran a 14.50
sec. 100m. Senior co-captain
Tiffany Shipp doubles as a
thrower and sprinter and ex-

cels In both. Shipp added
almost 4 ft. to her discus
throw, hurling it 91'9-l/2"
at CSU. She also took .65

sec. off her 100m time, run-
ning a 15.49. Finally, in the
shot put Shipp kept steady
at31'l-l/2".

As a former runner under
Coach Ellbogen. I think I can
partly explain what makes
her coaching so special and
successful. Even with all the

pain, exhaustion and sacri-

fice that accompanies train-

ing for track and field, one
rarely meets a CC runner
who is dissatisfied with the
training program. Although
a large amount of the team is

suffering or recovering from

en's track finds success
S Department

the Colorado College

team left Colorado
h at 7:30 a.m., amid

| skies and 40 degree

iratures, prospects for

^^Rlmeet looked bleak ln-

But by the time the

arrived at Fort Collins,

ado. the sun had come
id temperatures were

: 50's. Junior Nick
ilracontmued to amaze
ick world as he leaped
8" while strong man
Drum heaved a 44' 10"

shot. The 400 meters
io CC runners register

in best" times, led by
Ingvoldstad with a

while first year Jon
Iran a 54.8. In the 800

juniors James
» and Matt Fahringer
eason bests" of 1:58.2

S9\vhile firstyearMark

Sweet and sophomore Brian
Kates ran personal bests of

2:01.4 and 2: 14. respectively.

The meet was concluded
for CC with the A team of

Scott Ingvoldstad, Simon
Ramone, Jon Speare, and
James Rankin running a

season best time of 3:36.4.

"All-in-all, itwasabettermeet

than expected, with everyone

giving a good effort," com-
mented Coach Ted
Castaneda.

A special thanks also goes

to manager, Julia Ferguson,

who videotaped, recorded

times, carried water and did

a host of other duties at this

meet and throughout the

season. The team's success

is partly a reflection of her

dedication.

Highlights: Season Bests:

400meters, Scott Ingvoldstad

(53.06): 400 meters. Jon
Speare (54.8); 800 meters.

James Rankin (1:58.2); 800
meters. Matt Fahringer ( 1 : 59).

Field Events: Triple, Nick

Zandstra (41'8"); Shot, Mike
Drum (44'10"); Discus. Mike
Drum (132').

Personal Bests: 400 meters.

Nick Zandstra (54.5, relay);

400 meters. Mark Sweet

(55.7, relay); 400 meters,

Brian Kates (60.2, relay); 800
meters, Mark Sweet (2:01.4);

800 meters, Brian Kates

(2:14).

Other Highlights: 200
meters - Scott Ingvoldstad

(24.8); 4x400 meters: Scott

Ingvoldstad (55.1), Simon
Ramone (54.5), Jon Speare

(54.6). James Rankin (52.5)

-

3:36.4; 4x400 meters: Josh

Holo (58.2), Nick Zandstra

(54.5), Mark Sweet (55.7),

Brian Kates (60) - 3:48.5.

CC's next outing is the CSU
Invitational on April 6 at Fort

Collins, CO.

injury, everyone's spirit is

up, and thosewho are injured

are anxious to compete
again. Ellbogen's secret is

that she inspires her athletes
to push themselves because
they feel motivated, not
forced. After all. Division III

runners are not getting paid
for their efforts. It is the love

of the sport which draws
them. Coach Ellbogen shares
this love, and understands
the pressures of CC life. She
herself was a CC athlete a

few eons (whoops! I meant
years) ago. She is approach-
able, and understands, even
on the days when you failed

your exam, had a fight with

your boyfriend, didn't get

enough sleep the night be-

fore, or have a geology field

trip. Whether you are the

fastest runner on the team
or the one who has "never

run track in their life." Coach
Ellbogen is Coach Ellbogen.

and you are one of her ath-

letes. She is most proud of

the runners who are proud
of themselves, and she can
make even the disappointed
runner see the good side of

her race. As one of her run-
ners. I felt that she trusted

me, and therefore I felt the

responsibility to be honest,

committed and respectful to

her and to myself. She
trusted that I knew my own
limits and needs, and tried

her best to understand them.
Likewise, she tries hard to

make herself understood by
her team, and succeeds. Ev-
eryone who runs track knows
her as a person, not Just as a

coach.

The '91 track season is

looking to be a season of

personal records, overcom-
ing barriers and fast action

on the track. Congratulations

to all runners. Coach
Ellbogen and Assistant
Coach Webster; you're right

where you want to be. Stay
tuned, CC, for more head
turning track action!

photo by Tyler Stevens

The men's lacrosse team has been struggling. Last

Saturday the Tigers lost to the University of
Denver 14-10. Leading scorers in the battle were

sophomores Will King and Todd Poppert, each

tallying three. They werefollowed by Ted

Nessbaum andfirst year Dave Carlson who each

had two. The Tigers did not heme any better luck

on Wednesday when theyfaced Air Force. The men
tallied only seven goals and lost to the Falcons 19-

7. Leading scorers in Wednesday's game were

Dave Lubchenco with three, Will King with two,

Ted Nessbaum with one and Daron Yates with one.

The Tigers willface Colorado School of Mines in

Golden this Friday.
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Pickleball, broomball

make debut in spring

intramural sports agenda
. iL - ,_„ ir.,„,, hn,7(. n name in which tactics an

Intramural Office

Intramural broomball

starts a double elimination

tournament starting April 4

thru May 5. 1991. Fourteen

teams are in the tournament

with all games played at

Honnen Ice rink. Broomball

is a fast game that is played

on Ice with tennis shoes. A
stick or "broom" is used to hit

a ball that is bigger than a

softball. A referee will keep

the game under control and

we have some great referees

to do the Job. Some of our

referees include Kevin

Connors. Kris Kimber, Tim

Coury. Zack Rosen and a few

others. All games are played

in the evening. If you have

any questions call the IM of-

fice atx6483 orTony Kreusch

at x6913 (Broomball direc-

tor.)

The intramural program is

offering a new sport for Block

VIII called pickleball.

Pickleball is a cross between

tennis and table tennis. The

game is played on a court the

size of a badminton court.

The first team to reach eleven

points wins, and points are

scored using drop shots, lobs

and passing shots, just like

tennis. Paddles larger than

ping pong paddles; a whiffle

ball and a four foot net con-

stitute the equipment that

will be used. Pickleball offers

a game in which tactics and

skill are just as important as

athletic ability. Rosters are

due Tuesday, April 9th, and

the captain's meeting will be

Monday, April 15th at 5:30 at

the El Pomar Classroom. Any

questions should be directed

toward the Intramural Office

at x6483 or towards the two

referees, Jose Trujillo and

Andrew Schwartz. Entry

forms are available at Womer
Center IM Board and the IM

office at El Pomar.

Also, the IM office has re-

cently acquired a new trophy

case to be displayed at the IM

office at El Pomar. Future

usage Includes the showcas-

ing of IM Sport champions.

photo by Justine Croujley

The men's and women's ultimatefrisbee teams travelled to Lawrence, Kansas

for theirfirst tournament last weekend. The women's team, making its

debut, got off to a slow start scoring one goal against St. Louis and one

against Carlton. According to Justine Crowley, the Tigers were then worked by

Kansas City and had a very interesting game with Santa Fe. The womenfound
victory, though, in theirfinal game against Grinnell, winning 7-6. The men's

team did not haue as much luck. They lost allfive of their games, the closest

to Grinnell, 11-13.

Hair Designers for Men & Women

gqlfSita
Style cuts, Cellophanes, Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827'

5\£ Te/'on at Cache La Toudu 632-3531

April s

Duke tops Kansg
The NCAA men's basketball season came to an em

Monday night with the Duke Blue Devils matching up J

the Kansas Jayhawks. Duke went up early in the first ly

neverlost the lead after that. Despite strong play from Kai

Mark Randall, the Blue Devils used a fast transition
g

fluster the Jayhawks, winning 72-65.

Duke nailed down the final spot by edging UNLV in

contest on Saturday. TheJayhawksproved tobe the Cinj

team of the tourney as they defeated Indiana. Arkansas

North Carolina. The women's tourney champion waste

see, topping Virginia 80-77 in overtime.

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW

Men's Tennis

Apr. 5 Colorado Christian

Apr. 9 UC-Colorado Springs

Apr. 11 Denver University

Apr. 13 CCTA Tournament

Women's Tennis

Apr. 6 Colorado State

Apr. 8 Denver University

Apr. 11 UC-San Diego

Apr. 12 Claremont College

Apr. 13 Occidental College

Baseball

Apr. 7 Colorado Mines

Apr. 13 N. Mexico Highlands

Lacrosse

Apr. 6 Colorado Mines

Apr. 10 Univ. of Colorado

Apr. 13 Denver University

Track and Field

Apr. 6 Western State

Apr. 12 Hastings College

Apr. 13 CU Relays (Men)
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Downtown by Acacia Park

633-0732 226 N. Tejon

CC's Outdoor ConnectJ
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lational Sportsline . .

.

jyright 1991. USATODAY/Apple College Information Network

|s,
WHALERS SCORE UPSETS:

New Jersey Devils and Hartford Whalers scored upsets as the NHL playoffs started
jsday. Peter Stastny scored twice to lead the Devils to a 3-1 win over the host
burgh Penguins in the best-of-seven series. The visiting Whalers beat the Boston
5-2 and ended a seven-game winless streak. Other games: Montreal 7, Buffalo 5;
ngers 2, Washington 1.

jSON SIGNS WITH WHITE SOX:

fSport superstar Bo Jackson, released from the Kansas City Royals two weeks ago.
j with the Chicago White Sox Wednesday. Jackson's orthopedist. James Andrews
(jingham, Ala. , says doctorswho say Jackson will never play again have not studied

tip
injury. "We don't think it is degenerative." Andrews said. "Bo has excellent po-

|
to heal."

(EYS NAME DENVER
USATODAYsurveys agree that Denvershouldget one oftwo National League baseball
Uses for the 1993 season. Denver, in the hunt with Buffalo. St. Petersburg/Tampa.

Ho, Miami and Washington. D.C.. was the top pick of a six-member panel from the

Is of sports, television and government and in a separate survey of 322 USATODAY

/E1AND TOPS NEW YORK:

ny Nance scored 10 of his 22 points in the fourth quarter to lead the Cleveland

Hers to a 95-84 win against the New York Knicks. In other NBA games: Philadelphia

Indiana 104; Houston 102, Dallas 86: Utah 99. LA Clippers 97; Seattle 106. Sac-

ato 91. Miami at Golden State.

BONA QUITS PRO SOCCER:
(o Maradona, facing up to two years' suspension for alleged cocaine use, said in his

:Argentina Wednesday that he was quitting pro soccer. "I had enough. I am tired of

gllng. I am retiring for good," he was quoted as saying.

THE ONE STOP
SPORTING GOODS STORE
FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS

2for1
Buy One Hockey Stick At Regular Price

And Get One Free
Choose From:

Christian Bros. Koho
Canadien Titan

Sher-Wood Kitchener

Receive 30% off on all Skates in Stock
choose From: CCM, Bauer, Cooper

Receive 30% off on all Accessories
SKI SEASON ISN'T OVER YET Helmets, Jerseys, Sox, Pants,

qET 25% OFF Shoulder Pads, Ankle Supports,

«.. ., . . ~.„ «. «--. ....,-. Elbow Guards, Gloves, Leg Guards
ON ALL SKI CLOTHING

and Mouthpieces
a

(EXCLUDING SALE ITEMS)

ROLLER BLADES
THE NEWEST CRAZE

10% OFF

allIeather fanny packs

$20 value - your cost $1 0.99

20%OFFALL SHOES IN STOCK
KongaROOS.

PATRICKKISS!!

CHOOSE FROM:

mJUadidasw
m

Y;I ICit'dlfl^ IIBIIH

119 N. Te|on

Mon-Sat. 9am-6pm
636-3348

new balance-

^>
• Must present

Colorado College ID

upon purchase

Photo by Tyler Stevens

Eyeing the ball overhead, sophomore Bill Bailey

prepares a stinging serve. The men's tennis team
finishedfifth at the Mesa Tournament last

weekend.

Anxiously Awaiting

Summer Vacation

Taylor Travel
Will get you there...

"Your campus travel agency"

icorporated

est. 1969

818 n. Tejon
636-3871
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Classifieds
-5 Bedroom Condo, 91 1 N.

Wahsatch, willing to rent

out to Individuals or groups.

$200-$225/month per in-

dividual. Please contact Jen

Webster at x6675 (leave

message) or Shana at

X7538.
-Washington, D.C. Apart-

ment for rent. 7 miles from

downtown. 2 bedroom with

loft. Furnished, available

May 15. Call Ryan Wallack.

703-379-1924,

-Need a reliable house sit-

ter? Will do house sitting

for the summer months.

Call Kara 389-7174. Refer-

ences available.

-Summer jobs. Girl Scout

camp: kitchen, counselors,

and riding instructors.

Minimum ages 16 and 18.

Call 597-8603.

-Colorado Rockies summer
employment. Summercamp
for disabled children and

adults hiring counselor/

attendants for male cabins.

Rocky Mountain Village.

303-569-2333.

-CC professor needs pet/

house sitter. May 22 -June

27 small stipend. Refer-

ences or resume required.

Prefer non-smoker. Call

520-0163 for appointment.

-Wanted: Volunteer
soundboard operator for

on-campus theater pro-

duction. Contact Jason at

Announcements

x7369 asap!!

-For Rent: A large private

room with house share.

$185. Utilities and phone

included. Two blocks to CC.

Smoke free, pet free. 633-

0093.
-School Year Employ-
ment. The Admission Office

is now accepting resumes

for two 1991-92 paid stu-

dent internship positions.

The Star intern supervises

the on-campus hosting and

tour guide programs. (Di-

rect questions to Lisa Lane

x6349). The Alumni Intern

works closely with the Na-

tional Alumni Admission
Representative program.

(Direct questions to Carol

Peterson x6347). Job de-

scriptions available in the

Admission Office. Submit

resume and names of col-

lege references to the Ad-

mission Office by April 17.

-Applications for summer
on-campus jobs are avail-

able in the Financial Aid

Office. The Physical Plant

will hire approximately 30
full-time workers on the

grounds and paint crews.

In addition, there are other

on-campus Job opportuni-

ties, both full-time and part-

time, in the library and in

some departments. The Fi-

nancial Aid Office will

maintain a list of openings.

Preference for part-time

Are Youi Sor:

Can't Sing? Well We Can.

The Real Thing
CC's New Professional

A Capella Troupe

Singing Telegram Service

Striptease Upon Request*

Us... We're

jobs will be given to sum-

mer session students, and

preference for full-time will

be given to students re-

turning in the fall.

-Wanted: Students with

public speaking experience,

if you have participated in

HS or college speech ac-

tivities. The Colorado HS
Association needs you. es-

pecially for debate. It pays

$$, so do it. Friday. April

5th and Saturday. April 6th.

Call Mike or Mark at 633-

6807 for more info.

-Glacier Park, Montana.
College students from
across the country are be-

ing sought for summerjobs
at one of the nation's most

spectacular national parks.

For details on jobs and
salaries call Glacier Park.

Inc., at 602-248-2612 or

write Glacier Park, Inc.,

1210 Greyhound Tower,

Phoenix, Ariz.. 85077.

-Summer house-sitter.

responsible, reliable CC
senior will care for pets,

plants, yard, mall and se-

curity. References avail-

able. Call Carrie at x7880.

Announcements
-Blood drive with Memo-
rial Hospital blood bank,

April 18, 10 am in

Armstrong Great Hall.

-Classical Guitar mini-
concert featuring guitar

works of David Honig per-

formed by the composer.

Tuesday April 30, 8:15 pm
in Packard Hall.

-CC Classical Guitar En-

semble, Director David
Honig, Saturday April 20, 4

pm, Packard Hall.

-EnAct Recycling first

three Fridays of the block.

Come and lend a hand
picking up glass and alu-

minum recylables at

Loomis, Bemis, Slocum and
Mathias. Meet at Loomis

loading dock at 12:30 pm.
-Manitou Springs, CO. The
alliance of Professional

Artists Association is ac-

cepting entries for its an-

nual regional outdoorjuried

sculpture exhibition.

Sculpture in Manitou, July

12, 13, 14, 1991. Fee of

$20. Each artist must
submit slides of at least 2

and no more than 6 differ-

ent works. Cash awards
given. Slide deadline May
1. For Prospectus, contact

Darpino, APAA, 513
Manitou Ave., Manitou
Springs, CO 80829, 719-

685-1861.
-The Body Image Support
Network is looking for

women (FY-JR) who are in-

terested in facilitating sup-

port groups for 9 1 -92 school

year. The groups are confi-

dential and open to all

women on campus who

jApril5,

struggle with se
and body image.

For!
plication or inf0[
please contact r ,

Wahtola 473
Kimber Felton.

88(1

-Students are Urg

ft

attend a meeting of t'

Advisory Board
April 16th at 3 in
room to help select

and design for the ne
lodge. Planners

will

hand to discuss
c

drawings. Faculty
a

ministrators welcon
-Have you ever had
ternship? If y „
please tell us about

by the Career Cente

out a short evalua

your internship expe

It's quick, it's painle

you'll be helping ot

students find the lnti

they are looking f

the Career Center ti

Deadlines
-Extended! Due
ceasefire, theACMF
Program (Fall '91)

ACM London/Fl
Program (Spring 92 tfir

lines have been exte:

April 12th. Please si

SusanAshley. Histoi

x6529 for informatl

-Poetry West co

Deadline is May 1

Contact for further

Hayna. (719)599-0J

)

Al

ier

dli

**just kidding

rDo You Want To: i
• Be the President of Cutler Publications?

• Be a Member-at-Earge of Cutler?
• Edit the Catalyst!
• Edit the Disparaging Eye?
• Edit the Leviathal?
• Edit the Nugget?

Then What You Should Do Is:

• Pick up an application for Pres. and turn it in

April 17.

Pick up an application for Member-at-Large
and turn in it by April 17.

Pick up an editor application and turn it in by

5 pm today - April 5. m

All of the applications are at the Worner
Desk. Turn them in to the Cutler Box
upstairs in Worner. Call Erika at x7729

ifyou have any questions or problems.

JShe'll solve them allfor you. She knows
A

what she's doing.
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)ff-campus students' security questioned
Amy Hempe
iff Writer

Imagine returning home to

iir house or apartment

ier a party one night and
ding the locks onyourfront

or broken and your home
jglarized. Or imagine slt-

i in your bedroom alone

Shearing a loud bump-in-
i-night type of noise, only

leam from your neighbor

it some stranger was try-

fto enter an upstairs win-

svin your house.

I-campus life, typically

ilife-style of choice for CC

students is rarely regarded
as risky or dangerous. How-
ever, students who opt for

off-campus residency, par-

ticularly those but not ex-

clusive to those who rent

houses, are many times the

victims of criminal behavior,

ranging from theft to "peep-

ing Toms."
These experiences are cer-

tainly not alien to on-campus
students, proving that no
one is immune to criminal

activity, even inthe protective

world of CC. However, even

as the burglaries and break-

ins in off-campus homes of

CC students signifies only a
minority ofoff-campus CCers,
their victimization exhibits

similar patterns of circum-

stances surrounding secu-

rity, or rather, a lack of.

Our area of Colorado
Springs is no East L.A., but
it does have a reputation for

crime and has a crime rate

higher thanmany other areas

in the city. Yet despite this

not-unknown fact, the core

of off-campus security prob-

lems stems from students'

lack of awareness on effec-

tive and necessary security

measures. Paul Jones, di-

INA may hold key to origin of life

Sarah Wright
iff Writer

Ihomas Cech. the Nobel

Be winner of 1989 for

tmistry came down from

lulder on Wednesday to

speak about some aspects

of RNAthat might someday
lead to explaining the ori-

gin of life. Dr. Cech titled

his speech, "Mechanism
and Structure of a Catalytic

RNA Molecule." his lecture

I Prize winner in Chemistry Thomas Cech

ed his RNAfindings during a lecture at CC.
photo courtesy qfCV

was rather technical, but

had some interesting mor-

sels.

Firstly, Dr. Cech ex-

plained what RNA Is and
does In the copying ofgenes.

You have DNA which Cech
likened to a studio's master

copy of a film. The RNA is

the videotape of the film, so

the quality Is lower, but is

essentially the same, only

there are more copies. Ri-

bosomes are the VCR, and

the final outcome, protein,

is the image you see on the

screen.

What is neat about RNA is

that like DNA It carries in-

formation, and like protein,

it is a biocatalyst. Both are

needed to make new genetic

material. It might be that

long ago, say 3.5 billion

years ago, a single RNA
molecule might have regen-

erated itself,!!).

Also, the structure ofRNA
in textbooks usually looks

so linear and logical, but

Cech pointed out that the

structure is a lot more com-
plex. It might even be con-

sidered chaotic. Because
the arrangement is so crazy,

there's more of an opportu-

nity for a mix-up.

Dr. Cech continues his

work at his CU laboratory

where he has been teaching

since 1978.

rector of residential life says

that every year, students call

him requesting that CC se-

curity be extended to oif-

campus areas.

"I get called about 'peeping

Toms' or suspicious persons.

People want us to send
someone In security out to

their home, but we can't do
that. 1 counsel them to call

the police," Jones said.

Jones said that he does not

hear about most of the off-

campus security problems,

but from what he is aware of,

students appear to take the

on-campus security systems

for granted. Hence, when
they move off campus, they

often expect to experience the

same degree of security they

grew accustomed to while

living in the dorms. This

becomes apparent in the

rather trusting and seemingly

naive behavior students en-

gage In while living off-cam-

pus. For example, Jones cited

that many a time he has

driven home from work and

seen students leave their

Their victimization

exhibits similar pat-

terns ofcircumstances
surrounding security,

or rather, a lack of.

windows and front doors open

while giving the impression

that no one is at home.

Naivete about security is-

sues is ofcourse relative; not

all incidences result from wide

open doors. Many times the

case is that people who rent

houses assume that the ex-

isting security measures,

such as front door locks are

sufficient enough to ward off

any perpetrators. According

to Officer Bob Slmmerman of

the Crime Prevention office of

Colorado Springs, many
people are living In "a bubble

of security."

"People have or put on a

dead bolt lock on their front

doors and thinkthey are safe.

See Security page 5

CCAP joins

'Parade of Fools'
by Robert A. Neer

A group of thirteen Colo-

rado College students and
members of the Colorado

Springs community re-

cently returned from a

massive annual demon-
stration at the Nevada
Nuclear Test Site at Mer-
cury, Nevada.

The students, members
ofColorado Citizens Active

for Peace (CCAP) Joined

approximately 1000 oth-

ers at the site In various

actions of civil disobedi-

ence In protest against

continued nuclear weap-

ons testing there.

The "Parade of Fools", a

massive march featuring

Mardl Gras-like puppets

portraying desert spirits

kicked off the events, ex-

plained Colorado College

first year student, Brad
Jaeckel. The parade
evolved quickly Into a

blockade of the main gale

Into the town of Mercury,

where the test site Is lo-

cated.

Highway patrol officers

and police rapidly split up

the crowd lo allow vehicles

to continue to the site, but

no arrests were made. Only

one injury was observed,

reported Jaeckel, when a

woman who had thrown

herself In the path of a bus

after the roadway was re-

opened by the authorities,

had her leg run over and

broken. "It (the blockade)

was really spontaneous. It

wasn't planned," Jaeckel

maintained.

The following day amass
action took place at the

main gate of the site when

a majority of those at the

weekend rally made a

group crossing into the re-

stricted area. According to

Jaeckel, 400 arrests were

made at the demonstra-

tion.

Jaeckel's group, how-

ever, participated in a

See CCAP page 5
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Priorities report approaches final scrutiny
p

Financial efficiency, environmental soundness to be considered

photo by Justine Crowley

Members of the All-College Committee on Prioritiesfor the 1990's presented a

draft of their report to CCCA last Tuesday, explaining why the committee was

formed and how they arrived at theirfindings.

By Stephanie Bailey

The All-College Commit-

tee on Priorities for the

1990s held three open
meetings this week to dis-

cuss the latest draft of their

report. A copy of this draft

will be sent to all faculty,

staff, and administrators for

a final review.

The first session took

place at Tuesday's CCCA
meeting. Committee mem-
ber Chris Schreur opened

the meeting by explaining

to the CCCA why the com-

mittee was formed and how
they went about drafting the

document. Following his

introduction, committee

members present answered

questions for about 45
minutes to an hour.

Committee member
Brecken Chlnn said the

college community's atten-

dance at the other two
meetings was "very sparse."

Professor Doug Fox com-

rhe

I

a

pun

irna

iste

Ml.

sw
leivl

jch

be o

ce-

mented that the sm1

turnout hopefully Sh
that the community

"m
the report exactly

as
stands."

The final report win
sent to President Riley

ter that, a number of

forces will be establish

According to Brecken, thi

task forces will "look

effectiveness of the chani

in the report and find

most appropriate way to

about Implementing thei

Brecken emphasized &

the current document
only a draft and is "not

in stone yet."

Some of the concerns

pressed at the meetl:

were the financial efficle:

and environmental soui

ness of the report and
|

possibility of a foreign lai

guage requirement.

Copies ofthe draft ares

available for students

hind the Worner Cen

desk.

South African says US investment necessary for social progres

Parsons urges businesses to return to South Africa, invest in education and change

By Sally Clark

Staff Writer

As CC students, David

Parsons explains, we should

invest, not divest from
South Africa. At the ISO
sponsored lecture. Parsons

offered a white person's

perspective on apartheid.

Bom in Zimbabwe, Parsons

moved to South Africa with

his family in 1975, emi-

grated to the United States

in 1980, and then returned

In 1983 to go to boarding

school until 1988.

During Parsons' school

years, particularly in 1985

and 1986. South Africa was
rife with violence and riot-

ing. The army burned
churches and schools in

black living areas, called

townships, closely situated

to Parsons' school in

Grahamstown, near the

South African coast. While

the Army wreaked havoc on
blacks, the closest Parsons
and his friends came to wit-

nessing such oppression

was seeing army convoys

from the neighboring army
base pass by continually In

1985-86.

Parsons answered the

question ofwhy white South
Africans were so blind to

this oppression. Until re-

cently, the government
heavily censored South Af-

rican newspaper and other

media forms, and also dis-

allowed white South Afri-

cans to enter black town-
ships. Parsons mentions
that most white South Af-

ricans began to notice

apartheid only with the first

black rioting in 1982 and
1983. As changes took

place, so did public opin-

ion.

Parsons cited the de-

crease of censorship in

South Africa's newspapers

as a recent example of Im-

provement in the apartheid

situation. Parsons argues,

however, that more im-

provementswill not be made
unless the world invests in

South Africa, the chief in-

vestment being In educa-

tion.

Fourteen million of South
Africa's black population

are under the age of 14.

Consequently, millions of

South Africans are un-
skilled. Parsons used a

graph ofworker's education

levels to reiterate South
Africa's dire situation.

Thirty-seven% of workers
have a primary education,

30% have no education,

30% have a secondary edu-

cation, while only 3% have

greater than a secondary
education. With no educa-

tion, most of these people

are left only to "pilfer," says

Parsons.

The government has fi-

nally acknowledged the

problems that 41 years of

apartheid have created. The
few companies that have not

divested are making a seri-

ous effort to inform the

public of South Africa's as-

tounding illiteracy rate.

Parsons pointed out several

advertisements sponsored
by the Shell Corporation,

as an example of recent ef-

forts to alleviate the prob-

lem.

Parsons said that he finds

the dynamics and the speed

at which change takes place

in South Africa fascinating.

The underlying attitude

prevailing in the five news-

papers Parsons brought to

the lecture, is one of coop-

eration. A far cry. Parsons

explains, from the blacked

out pages in government
censored newspapers that

he read while in school.

Parsons' believes that we
need to invest in South Af-

rica because the South Af-

rican government can not

afford to build schools and
other educational facilities.

An audience member
asked Parsons if he thought

the US should lift sanctions

once apartheid has been
abolished. Parsons dis-

agrees with lifting sanctions

and then waiting. "All the

good that's been done"
would vanish.

Another audience mem-
ber asked Parsons whether
he thought DeKlerk was
merely "putting on a show"

since South Africa is very

much in the limelight. Par-

sons believes that DeKlerk's

intentions are "genuine."

Parsons used a recent Tin

magazine quote to co

roborate his view

DeKlerk is getting rid

the "remaining pillars

apartheid," and therefor

at least in Parsons' mlm

not acting as a puppet fi

the government, but as

sincere benevolent leade

In closing. Parsons r

minded his listeners th

world conservatism w

not accomplish anythtn

"We must have trust

DeKlerk," and help mal

South Africa's rathi

Ironic motto of "unity

strength" come true

Tim Linnemann Memorial Garden dedication

set for Earth Day; music and lecture to follow

By Andy Fahlund

This Monday on April

22nd. will be the dedica-

tion of the Timothy
Linnemann Memorial
Garden. This project has
been a student under-

taking to commemorate
the life of Tim
Linnemann, a seniorwho
was tragically killed in

an automobile accident

en route to Colorado
Springs, in early August.
Designed by Chris
Gruber and Kal Kauppi,
the garden is located be-

tween Olin Fishbowl and
Shove Chapel. It incor-

porates xeroscaping, the
use of indigenous and
climatized plants to

minimize the necessity of

Intensive watering.

This project has been a

combined effort by friends,

family, and classmates and
wasmade possible with help

from the development of-

fice and physical plant. In

the fall of this year, a group
of students decided to es-

tablish a memorial for

Linnemann. Money was
raised through efforts ofthe

senior class as well as the

generosity of the
Linnemann family. The
construction of the garden
has been conducted
through student volunteers
under the supervision ofthe

physical plant.

The dedicatlonis planned

for Monday at 11:30 am.

Professors have been re

quested to let classes ou

in time for this event an

everyone is welcome. •

choreographed and pe<

formed dance will con

elude the ceremony. Th'

even takes place on Eartl

Day and will be followei

by live music on Cutl^

Quad at 2 pm. Tha

evening, David PhlHP 1

'78 , will be giving the firs

Tim Linnemann MenW

rial Lecture on the envi

ronment. His talk will b

"ending the Other Wat

The War with the Earth,

and will take place a

Gaylord Hall at 7:30 P«

Tim Linnemann will D

deeply missed by all wti

knew him.
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Sreek system subject to internal review
>talyst Staff

flie Interfratemity Coun-
and the Panhellenic
incil announced an in-

fiial review of the Greek

stem tobe conducted next

Tl.
Similar to last fall's re-

(iv this review will Include

ich house's collective GPA,

[e other activities and of-

tes
held by theirmembers.

„d their goals for the fu-

t. The difference will be
emphasis on improve-

ent, according to IFC
tesident John Carranza.

/inother difference will be
presence of national

[presentatives from each

(the eight houses. Typi-

jlly the national repre-

jitatives visit at different

id random times.

Carranza explained that

having the national repre-

sentatives here at the same
time will be beneficial to
each house, because some
of the houses have similar

policies and methods of

dealing with problems.
Jena Graber. president of

Panhel. said that the na-
tional representatives will

be able to look at the CC
greek system and say. "This

is what you are lacking,

what you need to do. and
howyou compare with other
houses."

Acting Associate Dean of

Students Paul Jones added
that having all the national

representatives here at the

same time will "encourage
greater cooperation be-
tween the fraternities and
the sororities."

Last month President
Gresham Riley put a review

of the Greek system on hold
pending the findings of the
all campus priorities report.

The report is still being re-

vised, but the draft men-
tions a review of the Greek
system.

Jones said, "the greeks
did this (initiated the review)

entirely on their own... the
decision was prudent given
the amount of publicity
surrounding nonposltlve
things this year."

"We're not in dire straits,

but we need to halt negative

aspects," said Carranza.
The review will occur Sept.

14ataGreekretreat. Those
required to attend include

the IFC and Panhel ex-

ecutive boards, the presi-

dent of each of the eight

houses, and an additional

four members from each
house.

Panhellenic Council President Jena Graberfeels the
internal reuieui mill be good for the system.

photo by Jena Graber

The Politics of Multicultural Studies
NACS Regional Conference

April 20, 1991

Registration

9:00 - 10:00

Concurrent Panel Session I

10:15 - 11:45

Panel 1: Womer 216
"Natural History as Political Ecology: The New

Chicano/a Rural Studies"

Moderator: Doug Monroy
Presenters:

Devon Pena, CC: "San Luis Vega & Garret Hardin:

The Commons in Cross-cultural Perspective"

Ruben Martinez, UCCS: "A Bioreglonal Blueprint for

the Upper Rio Grande"

Joe Gallegos, San Luis: "The Story of a

Centennial Farm"

Panel 2: WES Room
"Minority Student Recruitment and Retention"

Moderator: Eric Duran
Presenters:

James Anthony Jaramillo. UC Boulder: "Hispanic

Student Recruitment and Retention at the University of

Colorado, Boulder: An Evaluation at

Each Agency's Effectiveness"

Roberto Garcia, CC
Dr. Roger Salters, DU

Luncheon
12:00- l:00Bemis

Welcome remakrs Dean David Finley. CC. Keynote

speaker Cordelia Candelaria, "Multiculturalism: A
Response to Censure"

Concurrent Panel Session n
1:30 - 3:00

Panel 3: Worner 216

"Against the Current: Multiculturalism in an Age of

Intolerance: Some Implications for Liberal Arts Colleges"

Moderator: Adrienne Seward

Presenters:

Ruben Martinez, UCCS: "The Politics of

Multiculturalism: Majoritarian Hidden Agencies and

Authentic Alternatives"

Reyes Garcia. Ft. Lewis CoUege: "Problems of

Multicultural Studies at Ft. Lewis College"

Adrienne Seward. CC: "Discussion and Comments-

Panel 4: Worner 213

"Chlcana Feminist Discourse"

Moderator: Cordelia Candelaria

Presenters:

Linda Faclo. UC Boulder: "Sociological Perspective"

Video Production

The Rio Grande Valley Video Series

Ruby Ballon Payne. Exceptional Student Training

Institute: "Cultural Dimensions of the 1990's

Concurrent Panel Session HI
3:15-4:15

Panel 5: Worner 216
"Deindustrialization & Environmental Change:

Chicanos/as in southern Colorado

Moderator: Barbara Robies. CU Boulder

Presenters:

Leonard Atenclo, Ft. Lewis College: "Deindustrialization

and Demographic Trends: Implications of the Chlcano

Labor Force"

Louis McFarland. CC: "Survey of Environmental Alti-

tudes In Costilla County. San Luis Valley, Colorado

Panel 6: WES Room
Roundtable Discussion: "Forging a Latino Statewide

Coalition: The Colorado Hispanic League"

Moderator: Devon Pena

Participants: Jerry Natividad. President of

Hispanic League: Lucia Agullar Navarro. Board member.

Hispanic League; Roland Valdez. Director. Hispanic

League, Luncheon Club & Member, Colorado Springs

Human Relations Commission
Panel 7: Worner 213

Student Papers

Presenters: Carlos Martinez, Eric Duran, Caryn

Apodaca. Natalie Carrlllo

Plenary Session

4:30 - 6:00: WES room

Roundtable Discussion on Student Concerns

Moderator: Doug Monroy

Participants: One student from each campus: UCCS,

CC
Business meeting will foUow the plenary session.

Reception

6:00 - 7:00: Bemis
Rainbow Jam

8:00 - 12:00: Bemis

Sponsors

Mecha & Dean's Office of CC; National Association

for Chlcano Studies, Colorado Regional FOCO
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Award winning magician to stun CC crowd )i

photo courtesy Brad Montgomery

Comical magician Brad Montgomery to perform

next Thursday in Worner at 8:00 p.m.

News Release

If you think that tricks are

for kids, thenyou haven't seen

the comical magic of Brad

Montgomery. Montgomery

will perform his boy-next-

door comedy and hard-hit-

ting illusions on campus next

week.

His act may be funny, but

Montgomery takes his job

very seriously. He has re-

ceived several awards and

honors, and won recent title

Colorado Magician of the

Year, where he was the first

magician ever to win first

place in each of the offered

categories at a magic con-

vention.

His winning act incorpo-

rates a contemporary ap-

proach to the ancient art of

magic. "It is a very modern

act: definitely a break from

the usual card tricks," ex-

plains Montgomery. His act

features special interaction

with the audience, his own
zany blend ofcomedy, and of

course, top-notch sleight-of-

hand illusions.

A panel ofmagicianjudges

awarded Montgomery the

Grand Prize. "Performing be-

fore such a critical audience

Fun Run sign up underway
Hey all you runners and

walkers!! It's not too late to

sign up for the Earth Day
Fun Run/Walk taking place

this Sunday. April 2 1 , 1 99 1

.

The event is being spon-

sored by the Colorado College

Greek System and
ENvironmental ACTion. In

addition, 96.5 KltFM will

provide live broadcasting

throughout the day.

There will be a 5K run/

walk through Monument
Valley Park, which begins at

10 am. A children's fun run
will begin at 1 1 am and run
through the campus. All

events will begin and end at

CC.
Bins will be provided for

recycling products between

8:30 am and 5:30 pm. In

addition, Spaceship Earth

Crew and Dolphin Design will

have booths set up with en-

Class officers chosen for 1991-92
By Karen Huber
Staff Writer

The votes are in and the

class officers for the school

year of 1991-1992 have been
chosen.

Winners forthe class of'92:

President - Carla McFarlan;

Vice President - Amber
Hanson; Secretary - Jennifer

Norberg; Treasurer - John
Gottesfleld.

Winnersforthe class of'94:

President - Joel Feistner, Vice

President - Adam Brezine;

Secretary/Treasurer - Sarah
Oderman.

was nerve-wracking. But to

be voted 'number one' by my
peers makes me especially

proud," explained Montgom-

ery.

Not only did he win the

Grand Prize: the Denver ma-

gician also won The People's

Choice Award, which was
awardedby the non-magician

audience. "Insome ways. The

People's ChoiceAward is even

betterthan thejudges award'."

says Montgomery. "I ammost
interested In entertaining the

lay audiences. If the public

likes me, I have reached my
primary goal. But it's thrill-

ing to fool and entertain other

magicians too. Luckily, my
act had appeal to both the

magicians and the non-ma-

gicians."

Montgomery, who studied

at Trinity University (San

Antonio) before graduating

from Brown University

(Rhode Island) in Political

Science, has been performing

professionally since he
graduated In 1988. He has

performed In colleges and

nightclubs on both the east

and west coasts. Including at

the prestigious Hollywood

Magic Castle, where he is a

regular performer. But his

modesty shines throug
"Being a full time

perforni

is harder than you n^J
guess," explains Montgo,
ery . The nightclubs are

grei

but I still don my pointy-t

shoes and my horrible
01

English accent forthe outdc

Ug

ire

Renaissance Festivals

i

I've been known to work
mitzvahs and birthdays. -

Based out of Denver. Co
rado, Montgomery is sper

ing the entire spring touri

the "College Circuit." He«
perform in the next fo

months in California, N
Mexico, Ohio, Colorat

Massachusetts, Texas, a

New York. "I love meeting

different students, perioral.

ing for an entirely dliteren

group each night, and seeln

the different college cam

puses. Of course. I get pre

tired of cheap motels an

Denny's-like restaurants,

for the most part I love t

travel. And things are lookln

up," laughs Montgomei

This month alone II

playing such metropolises

Lubbock, TX and Ganbl

OH . Now that's the big-tlm

Don't miss Brad Montgo

ery, Thursday, April 25

in Womer Center.

vironmentally safe products

displayed. KappaAlphaTheta

will be selling Josh-n-Johns

ice-cream and Hooters will

provide free chicken wings

for everyone.

Numerous individual and

team awards will be given

out. These include mountain
bikes, scuba lessons, dinner

gift certificates, birkenstocks,

and CD's. Participants are

encouraged to sign up indi-

vidually or as a team. Regis-

tration forms can be filled out

at the CC bookstore, or the

day of the race, beginning at

9 am.
All proceeds will got to

benefit the Environmental

Challenge Fund and the

Beidleman Environmental
Center.

So come out for the festivi-

ties and help support the

Earth!

STOP!
Before you make 2,000 copies of that flier to let the

campus know about your event,

consider this:

There were no candidates

for the class of '93, conse-

quently new elections will be

held in the fall.

The basic responsibilities

of class officers include

planning and coordinating

class activities, designing a

calendar ofevents for the year,

and promoting class unity.

The senior class officers

have additional responsibili-

ties including planning re-

unions, encouraging partici-

pation as alumni, and head-

ing the class procession at

Baccalaureate and Com-
mencement.

Cutler Publications supports the Colleges New Recycling

Plan. As such, the Catalyst announces two new
opportunities to let the campus know about your

events and activities:

1. A new publicity forum - "The Board." Call Peter at

x6675 or get a copy of your "One Fell Swoop"
Announcement to The Catalyst, and

we'll get it onto this exciting new calander

(or into the Announcements Section)!

2. For those really important events, call Erika

Williams at x6675 and place an advertisement. With

new campus organization rates, it's cheaper and more

effective than making 2,000 copies and having

students just throw your notices away.

3. Please use recycleable white paper in those rare in-

stances where nothing short of a campus mailing will do.

Lets work together to make better use

of our on-campus resources!

i

J"

,-.
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jff-campus students must take responsibility for own safety
jtinued from page 1 insurance and Neighborhood complex whenever a perpetra-

E they usually are not ad- Watch informatioa torentersoneoftheapartments.

ete
.Onekickand[aburglarl Furthermore, according Not all landlords take such

insurance and Neighborhood
Watch informatioa

Furthermore, according

Jjthe home." Simmerman Griffiths/Blessing property
„0iented. manager Sherry Zahner,
judents who experience Griffiths/Blessing sends out

^-ins often cite faulty locks newsletters to its tenants pro-

treasons. TwoCC students viding security tips, makes sure
jliveaboutsevenblocksfrom that lighting around homes is

jpusexperiencedtwobreak- adequate enough to provide a

ivithin a period of six days, feeling ofsecurity, trimsbushes
called their landlord, an and trees around tenants'

^pendent realtor, after the windows, and finally, at the have received no complaint's

tbreak-in and asked for the "condos" at 911 Wasatch, there about any security measures.

is to
be replaced. Unfortu- exists an alarm system which The burden, then, seems to

b, it was not taken care of goes off throughout the entire fallonthosewhorentthehomes.

Faculty and administration process reaching end

meticulous precautions. Haley

Realty, which provides housing
for about 25 CC students says

that while they require renters

insurance, offer some individual

counseling about security, and
provide locks on all ofthe doors,

they offer no particular security

measures. Nonetheless, they

Simmerman stressed that stu-

dents should request a security

survey, that is. a free service

provided by the police depart-

ment involving police officers

surveying tenants' homes and
suggesting possible security

measures that couldbe taken in

order to prevent possible thefts.

Senior Heidi Pingle. who has
had her car vandalized twice

and whose house has attracted

the likes of a "peeping Tom"
pointsoutthat "studentsshould

be aware that Colorado Springs

is a violent town. Homes get

brokeninto. Studentsjustneed

to realize this so that they can
take care of themselves." Ms.
Pingle and her housemates
changed their locks and added
locks to the windows after the

"peeping Tom" experience, de-

spite the indifference of their

landlord.

"He completely blew us off."

said one of her housemates.

"We went out and took care of

everything-changtngthe locks,

getting the security check, get-

ting outside lighting-ourselves.

We finally got them to pay for it

.

"

(red.
However, this final

jk-fn was cut short when

(
ofthe two students pulled a

D on the burglar and chased

j out of their house. They

tnot experienced any prob-

Bslnce. althoughtheybelieve

jivouldhavebeenvicumized

matter what,

tonsequently. this brings up

;
Issue of landlord responsi-

j- where it begins and how

th should be expected,

iinmermandescribedthisas

touchy subject." "Landlords

(tanghttoruntheirbusiness

ley see fit. Tenants often

lit security is the landlord's

ponsibility , but it's not that

The landlord doesn't

I to upgrade securityj ust as

tenant doesn't have to live

re. It is up to the tenant to

what they're getting into

Hake that responsibility."

landlords have proven

Marly responsible about

siding effective security

isures. The realty agency of

ins/Blessing, which cur-

fc leases 75-100 housing

IstoCC students, advises its

antsaboutsecuritymeasures

terms of providing renters

Catalyst StaffWriter

As the schoolyear draws near
its end, so does the interviewing

process offaculty and adminis-

tration candidateswhich began
last fall. Therewere eight faculty
tenure track positions which
needed tobe filled in the depart-

mentsofDrama,Dance, French,
Russian, History. Biology. En-
glish, and Psychology, due to

posltionsleftopenbyretirements

ortransfers. The three adminis-
trationpositlonswhich still need

to be filed are Vice President of

Finance/ Business. Director of

Admissions, and Dean of Stu-

dents. All of the faculty posi-

tions except fordancehavebeen
filled. The interviewing process

for the administration positions

are still in progress.

Thefollowingcandldateshave

beenhired (theirspecialized field

follows their names): Ann Hyde
- American History, Donna
Arnink - Theater Design, Ralph

Bertrand - molecular genetics,

Brenda Tooley - 18th Century

Literature. Katarina Moskver -

Russian Literature/Language.

and Francoise Paheau - French
Language/Literature.

The process of searching for

faculty is a careful one in which
students, faculty, administra-

tion. Women's Concerns Com-
mittee, and the Minority Con-

cernsCommittee, allhaveavoice

in the decision making process,

and the goal for diversity is

stressed. During the early fall

there is a meeting with the de-

partment, the chair of the de-

partment, andDean Finley , who
is Dean of Faculty, to discuss

the Job description in terms of

the needs ofthe college. Thejob

is then advertised in academic

publications. Typically, over 100

resumes are received per de-

partment.

The department chairs then

review the resumes and sched-

ule Interviewsandmeetingswith

three candidateswho are invited

to visit the campus during late

fall or early winter. While on

campus, many candidates

present lectures to the campus,

and meet other faculty and ad-

ministrative members, includ-

ing the President, the Minority

BOOKSTORE

"INDOOR" SIDEWALK SALE

WEDNESDAY - APRIL 24

10:00 am -4:00 pm

WORNER CENTER PERKINS LOUNGE

Books - Clothing -- Gifts -- Supplies -- and more !

Concerns Committee, and
Women'sConcernsCommittee.
Studentsoftenrecetve Invitations

by the searching departments

to meet and interact with the

candidates.

The search committee takes

into account the reactions of all

who meet the candidates, and
make a list of the most impres-

sive and satisfactory candidates

based on these reactions. The
department chairs, with the

consultation of others involved

with the search committee,

brings the list to Dean Finley

who, with the department, cre-

ates an offer and agreement for

the desired candidates. "We
spend a lot of time, money, and

effort in the searching process.

It is one of the most Important

activities on campus because it

goes a long way In defining the

qualityofthecollege 10-15years

from now. There Is a great effort

by the College to advertisewidely

to attract as many outstanding

candidates and get the very best

for these positions," said Finley.

This year, the "very best" can-

didates have been mostly
women, with six out of eight

facultypositions tilledbywomen.
Since these candidates have

been hired to fill the tenure track

positions, the length oftheirslay

is indefinite, and the possibility

for them to permanently stay is

a possibility

.

Protesters return from test site
and carry you. This year it was
preltynasty." He explained how
many ofthe protestors had their

arms twisted behind theirbacks

In order to get them to move.

Olsen also fell that the atmo-

Continued from page 1

smaller "back-country action"

which constituted penetrating

into the restricted areas and

making their way to an airstrip

deeperwithlnthesites'conflnes.

The group was chased by a se-

curity dune-buggy and once at

the air field was arrested, elabo-

rated Jaeckel. "We didn't coop-

erate with them [the security

officers] ."he added. "But wewere
non-violent. We wouldn't walk

when they told us to walk so

they had to use force."

The arrests themselves

seemed to take on a different

flavor this year, according to CC
sophomore Alex Olsen, who
participated in the same event

last April, and was a member of

Jaeckel's group this year. The
guards were a lot less tolerant

[this year]," he explained. "Last

yeartheywouldjust pickyou up

sphere at the site was different

this year than last.The country

has a different impression to-

ward the military after the war

|lntheGulf|,"heconllnued.The

demonstratorswere filled with a

lot more desperation. They're

frustrated with the war eupho-

ria the country Is riding on."

The site Is located onShlshoni

Indian land, and the arrestswere

made despllc the fact that the

local Native Americans Issued

permits to the protestors allow-

ing them to be in the area. This

ls primarily a symbolic gesture,

since the federal government

claimsownership and authority

over the land.

Study Social Sciences in London

Study Year Abroad, Postgraduate Diplomas,

One-Year Master's Degrees and Research

Opportunities in the Social Sciences.

Subjects include:-

Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science • Business

Studies • Economics • Econometrics • Economic

History • European Studies • Geography • Government •

Health Planning • Housing Industrial Relations •

Information Systems • International History«lnternational

Relations -Law "Management -Operational Research*

Philosophy, Logic S Scientific Method "Population Studies

Politics • Regional & Urban Planning • Sea Use Policy

Social Administration • Social Anthropology • Social Plan-

ning in Developing Countries" Social Work • Sociology-

Social Psychology • Statistics & Mathematical Sciences*
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FOUR YEARS OF COLLEGE

DOWN THE TUBES.

If you think the tests in col-

lege are tough, wait until your

first job interview. Last year,

America's businesses lost

$60 billion to drugs.

So this year, most of the

Fortune 500 will be administer-

ing drug tests. Failing the test

means you won't be considered

for employment.

After all, if you're into drugs,

how smart can you be.

WERE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS.
Partnership for a Drug-Free America
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NASA Pow Wow
The NativeAmerican StudentAssociation has planned

jj,
e ir first annual Native American Heritage weekend

jid pow Wow for April 26 through the 28th. NASA is

Lite excited to sponsor this ambitious event, which

,111
present NativeAmerican heritage and awareness to

ke Colorado College and Colorado Springs communities.
Sjs recent Native American oriented event at CC will

[omote awareness of the tradition and spirituality of

Jjls
nation's first people. The Pow Wow, which is a

social gathering of song and dance will accomplish

;UCh awareness. Evenyone is encouraged to attend:

.vents are open to the campus and the public free of

jharge. The NASA banquet is reserved for special

lests only. For more Information please contact Felix

Sanchez at x7452 or Sonlatsa Jim-James at x7778.

Schedule of Events

Friday, April 26
Sunrise, 6 am: Flag Raising/Blessing Ceremony,
Womer Quadrangle, (Alternate - Armstrong Great

Hall): John Emhoolah, a Kiowa Nation member will

conduct the blessing ceremony to ensure that the

weekend's events will thrive in goodness and pros-

perity. The event will take place at sunrise which is

considered most sacred by all tribes.

3 pm: Film Series Pow-Wow Highway
Armstrong 300

7 pm: Speaker: Cahiulla Red Elk - Cahiulla

Nation 'Politics and Gender ofWounded Knee 1973"

Gaylord Room, Womer Center: Cahiulla Red Elk. a

member of the Colorado Springs Native American
community and current director of the American
Indian Life Center will give an enlightening lecture

on the politics behind the Lakota resistance at

Wounded Knee during the winter of 1973.

Saturday, April 27
10 am to 6 pm: Pow Wow and Food Booths,

Armstrong quadrangle (alternate - El Pomar Gym):

Arts and Crafts booths, Armstrong Great Hall

(alternate - Perkins Lounge)

10 am: Gourd Dancing
1 pm: Grand entry: Head Staff: Master of

Ceremonies Ben Hanley Sr. (Navajo); Head Man
Ben "Sonny" Hanley Jr. (Navajo): Head Woman
Debbie Howell-Williams (Pawnee/Santee Sioux):

Head Boy Steve Howell (Pawnee/Crow Creek Sioux);

Head Girl Melissa Howard (Navajo). ...Drums: Host

Drum, Denver All Nations; Invited Drums, Denver

Dakota, Eagle Plume, Southern Plains

A Pow Wow is a traditional and spiritual gathering

ofmany different Native American tribes. The Pow
Wow will consist of traditional singing and dancing.

The concept is Native American, but all people are

invited to attend. We would like to especially encour-

age Indian dancers, princesses, and community
members to participate. Food and arts and crafts

booths will also be an integral part of the day's

festivities, offering wonderful visual and tasty

creations of Native America.

Sunday, April 28
12:30 pm: Film Series Windwalker. Armstrong 300
3 pm: Film Series & Discussion Broken Rainbow.

Armstrong 300
7 pm: NASA banquet; lecture by Ken "Rainbow

Cougar" Edwards; dance performance features

tevajo Ben "Sonny" Hanley Jr.; musical performance

features Navajo singer/songwriter/musician

•eraldine Barney; poetry reading presented by NASA
members; and blessing

ceremony features Kiowa John Emhoolah. All takes

place in Gaylord Room, Womer Center.

Sponsored By:

Native American Students Association

Office of Minority Student Life

Colorado College Campus Association

Dean's Office

Marriott Food Service

Southwest Studies Department

Leisure Program
Music Department

Shove Chapel
Resident Hall Association

Fitzgerald's fall prompts
him to reevaluate life
By Abby Allen

Staff Writer

Last year, eighth block.

Sean Fitzgerald fell off the

fourth floor of McGregor.
He got locked out of his

room and climbed out of a

window to try and reach it.

The weather being bad, he
slipped and fell.

Sean is thankful to those

people who helped him out

by giving blood and by ad-
ministering CPR.
He does not remember

details of his fall and only

knows what has been told

to him by eyewitnesses. He
does say, however, that

certain circumstances or

scenes in movies cause him
to remember bits and
pieces.

His fall resulted In mul-
tiple breaks in his femur,

hip. and pelvis.

He spent the summer at

home in bed in Cincinnati.

Ohio and underwent two
weeks of physical therapy.

This "little setback" dis-

rupted Fitzgerald's summer

Sean Fitzgerald was relegated to crutches while

healing. Photo by Robin Rosenberg

plans.

He was supposed to play

semi-professional soccer in

Arkansas and "in 1.3 sec-

onds those plans 'fell'

through."

Fitzgerald played soccer

for the CC men's JV and
varsity teams, and knows
that he could play now. but

wonders how much fun he

would have.

He concludes that playing

continued on page 9

A letter from Germany

CC students write about

excitement in Europe
By CC students In

Germany

Greetings from Luneburg.

Do you miss us? After two

months in lovely Luneburg,

lots of laughter from lin-

guistic lapses lathered our

lust for life. Sophomore
Ryan Gibson, when refer-

ring to our tour bus being

run into on a snowy Hun-
garian evening, summed It

all up when he said, "This

trip has definitely not been

plagued by boredom!" You
better know it! Undoubtedly

the program's highlights

have been the group trips

to major European cities

including Berlin, Vienna.

Budapest, and Hamburg.
Not a moment of cultural

opportunity was over-

looked; everything from The

Vienna Boys Choir to

Beethoven's house to the

Three Penny Opera to the

Reeperbahn to the remains

of the Berlin Wall to a

Strauss Opera to a cheezy

Budapest Disco to a

...Prague is next on the list

along with stops in Dresden.

Leipzig, and Numberg.
Aside from travelling by

nlghttrain. classes also

keep us busy. Grammar,
not exactly what you'd call

"a walk in the park" made
up the first two-block clump

of the semester. After being

knocked out by a low blow

from grammar, the smelling

salts of History. Politics,

and Theater (all German,
mind you) aroused our
consciousness.

Another tap Into the main
pipeline of consciousness

(or unconsciousness as the

case may be), happens to

be Germany's major form of

sustenance - beer. Did

someone mention beer? Due
to the fact that there are

226 pubs in this town, beer

Is not hard to find. Among
the most plentiful is

Luneburger Plls, Moravia

Plls, and Flensburger Plls.

And now on to bicycles!

In this modern age of Ger-

man technology, one would

think that Germany could

make good bikes. They have

great cars, bread and beer,

but the 1953 Flintstone

model Just doesn't cut It.

Bicycles, our only form of

transportation here, are

comparable to George
Bums: frail antiques that

make you laugh. They get

us where we want to go and

obviously no one is going to

steal them so I guess we
shouldn't complain.

Unlike the wild and crazy

CC dorm life, the fifteen of

us live with different fami-

lies; no doubt the most ef-

fective way to learn a for-

eign language. Being forced

to speak German every day

not only has been frustrat-

ing (and. In the early morn-
ing darn near impossible)

but has been probably the

most important building

block In our quest for flu-

ency. Depending on the

family, our vocabularies

have increased quite differ-

ently; some of us sing

nursery rhymes with small

groups of Kinder, while oth-

ers spit out teenage disco

lingo and post-pubescent

slang, while still olhers could

recite everyTV advertisement

by memory. We are all happy

with this more laid back

lifestyle - dally coffee and

cakes, Sunday strolls, and

afternoon naps.

After May 8th. the last day

of school over here, many of

us will rough It on the road In

Europe. A few of us will stay

with friends or relatives,

while others have that won-

derful thing called "Eurall

Pass" and will train

throughout this rich cultural

haven. Greece seems to be

the most popular country not

only because it is cheap, but

because It's less expensive.

Special hello to the Ger-

man house clan. Auf
Wledersehen from the land

of Sauerkraut.
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Environmental Column

Twenty-first annual Earth Day to be celebrated

Monday; should be practiced every day

By Andy Fahlund and

Peter Langsam

In 1969, Senator Gaylord

Nelson from Wisconsin Intro-

duced the Idea of a day to be

set aside for the observance of

environmental issues. On
April 22. 1970, more than 20

million people In the United

States took part In one of the

largest organized demonstra-

tions in history. Earth Day.

Virtually every community In

the country took part in one

form or another. There were

massive demonstrations, nu-

merous teach-ins at colleges

and universities, and the cre-

ation of dozens of environ-

mental interest groups. Fed-

eral laws and policies were

enacted, such as the National

Environmental Policy Act, the

Clean Air and Water Acts, and

the formation of the Environ-

mental Protection Agency, as

a result of the activities of the

first Earth Day. This was the

beginning of an environmen-

tal consciousness that con-

tinued throughout the 1970's.

The 1980's however, were

dominated by the Reagan Ad-

ministration, whose policies

were to place most of these

concerns on hold or abolish

them all together.

In 1989 organizers from the

first Earth Day decided to plan

forwhatwastobethe twentieth

anniversary ofthis significant

turning point in environmen-

tal concerns. This was to be a

time of world celebration and

a re-establishing of both per-

sonal and governmental

commitment to environmen-

tal issues and concerns.

The events of the Twentieth

Anniversary ofEarth Daywere

carried out onan international

scale with an estimated 100

million people taking part

worldwide. Numerous events

and issues were covered by

the media. It wasvery difficult

to find someone who was not

aware of at least some of the

activities taking place.

Grassroots organizers estab-

lished tree planting projects,

recycling programs, and in-

formed people about the im-

portance of being responsible

consumers. Peoplewere asked

to make personal pledges to

adjust their lifestyles to allow

for a safer and cleaner envi-

ronment.

Earth Day is now upon us

once again and it has been a

year since the twentieth anni-

versary. Agreatdealhastaken

place as a result of the efforts

ofthat commemoration. Green

consumerism reflects this pri-

ority in people's shopping.

Most companies and corpora-

tions must now respond to

environmental concerns, with

the threat of losing consumer
support for their products.

Even McDonald's has re-

sponded with a moratorium

on CFC producing styrofoam

packaging and has simulta-

neously increased their use of

recycled paper products. A
new Clean Air Act has been

passed andnew recycling pro-

grams are becoming more

common across the country.

The question for many of the

people involved in these ac-

tions is "how much has really

been accomplished?" We con-

tinue to suffer catastrophic oil

spills and have even gone to

war. in part, due to our de-

pendence on fossil fuels. The

Bush Administration has

failed to produce a sensible,

long-term energy policy for

this country, and as a result

areas such as the Arctic Na-

tional Wildlife Refuge are in

jeopardy of being exploited

for short term energy fixes.

Even the increase in more

"environmentally safe-

products is somewhat sus-

pect. So many corporations

have jumped on the eco-

bandwagon that it is often

difficult to know what
people's true intentions are.

Companies such as Dow
Chemical are running ad-

vertisements expressing how
much they do for the envi-

ronment.
This year's Earth Day

events provide a good point

at which people can examine

our present situation and

where we are headed. Here

at The Colorado College we
will be hosting a variety of

events open to the college

community and general

public. Tree planting, trail

maintenance, and an Envi-

ronmental Challenge Fun
Run andWalk will take place

this weekend. On Monday,
April 22, there will be a dedi-

cation of a xeriscaped gar-

den in memory of Tim
Linnemann. followed by a

musical performance on
Cutler Quad by folk singers

Melissa Crabtree and M.J.

Walker. That same night,

David Philips '78. Executive

Director of the Earth Island

Institute, will give a lecture

entitled "Ending the Other

War. The War With the

Planet." Other events in-

clude: a presentation by

• Accident and Injury

• DUI and Traffic

• Criminal Law

634 - 7725
Free

Initial

Consultation

TIP THE SCALES OF

JUSTICE IN YOUR FAVOR

102 East Pikes Peak Avenue Suite 603

'Mission Wolf,' a group J

cated to the reintroduj

of the species to the i

Mountain region, a
]

dinner for students a

ulty, and a showing
(

film Koyaantsquatsi

an eye out for scheij

posted around campm
dates, times, and local

EnAct, the primary S p,

of these events, hope;

everyone can attend.

Earth Day!

The Escort Service will

X6340

walk anyone anywhere

X6340

on campus or two

blocks off campus from

7:00 -Midnight anyda

of the week for free.

Don't Take The Ri
USE US

WE LOVE IT
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onfgomery Hall's 100th anniversary also

elebrates national historical dedication

Pot «

mi »"

June 13, 1891. an or-

ation of Intrepid

|n named The
,'s Educational So-

fThe Colorado Col-

lield a "House Warm-
introduce the town

Us
first completed

It, a "cottage" for

,(y-sixwomen students

fledgling college. It

i
"thoroughly com-

mie" dwelling, "warmed

Itam. lighted by elec-

with every desirable

nience."

build their cottage,

tened Montgomery
the women raised

fa) from gifts, bazaars,

and, finally, by as-

gthemselves 50 cents

to erase the last of

debt. The Inspiration

it building came from
Goodale Slocum. nee

pinery, wife of CC
Went William F.

Jr.

,prll 13. 1991,just 99
and 10 months after

louse Warming, the

Woman's Educational
jy(WES) re-dedicated

cottage," which
houses virtually the

number of Colorado

[ewomen, twenty-five.

as it did a century ago.

The re-dedication cel-

ebrated not only Montgom-
ery Hall's centennial but its

recent enrollment on the

National Register of Historic

Places.

Pamela Riley, wife of

present CC president
Gresham Riley, played the

part that Mary Slocum
would have taken at the

original dedication of

Montgomery Hall. President

Riley spoke, as President

Slocum would have done.

Evaline C. McNary, Emeri-
tus Director of Residence
Halls at the College, was
also honored at the re-

dedication. It was McNary
who oversaw Montgomery's
renovation and major
modifications to its exterior

in 1938.

The contemporary WES
parallels the historic one in

all significant ways. First,

it bestows scholarships for

tuition and books on twenty
CC women every year, five

from each academic class.

Working from a list sub-

mitted by the college office

of financial aid, the WES
scholarship committee se-

lects five scholars and five

alternates from the entering

class on the basis of indi-

vidual promise.

he 1 990 Ebey
lovella Prizes

$1 ,300 in Prizes

First Prize $700
Second Prize $400
Third Prize $200

| Length of stories: 7,500 works minimum to about
15,000 words maximum.

Deadline for submission: September 27, 1991 -
12:00 noon (to Prof. Thomas Mauch, English

Department).

Writers must be enrolled at Colorado College in

1991-92.

Make two copies (double-spaced with high-quality
Print). The title page shoula give a pseudonym. An
1 envelope should accompany each entry with the
pseudonym on the outside, and inside the name,
Jwess and phone number of the author. The author
l™uld sign a statement tha the work is original and

•las not previously appeared in any commercial
publication.

. 5
I Jhere will be four judges: three from the English

I
Department at Colorado College and one faculty

person outside the English Department.

6
Winners will be announced in October, 1991.

fact Professor George Butte for more Information

Montgomery Hall as it appeared before original dedication.
Photo courtesy o/Tutt Library Special Collections

Projects for the benefit of

the entire campusconstitute
the second part of the mis-

sion of the WES. Montgom-
ery Hall was its first project.

Its largest recent one was the

gift of$50,000 to the college's

Southwest Studies program

to endow an annual lecture

on "Women in the West." ef-

fective in 1990.

Serving as a liaison organi-

zation between the College

and the Colorado Springs

community is the third as-

pect of the society's work.

Annual memberships sup-

port the modest administra-

tion of WES as well as

projects and scholarship.

Fitzgerald's plans

for summer soccer

cancelled by fall
Continued from page 7

soccer is "another chapter

in my life that has ended."

His fall not only changed
his summer plans, but now.

one year later, he knows
that he himself has also

changed.
His trust in many esiab-

HE Compleat Gamer

NINTENDO
Buy, Sail, and Trade

Frisbees, Boomerangs, fierobies,

Hacky Sacks

Party Games

Role-Playing G Board Games

Puzzles, Kites & Gifts

Chess Sets, Cribbage, Go

Mah Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116

Open 7 days a week
Across from Poor Richard's

lishments and institutions

has been altered, but he

has gained knowledge and
now feels more experienced

than his years.

He says that he still likes

to have fun, but his

thoughts tend to wander to

more serious subjects.

Fitzgerald realb.es that

there are more Important

things than the individual

and is more sensitive to

grander issues.

Fitzgerald says he's al-

ways taken himself seri-

ously and feels angry at

himself for the incident. He
often tries to redo that

moment in his mind, but he

knows that he cannot go

back.

He has pent up anger and
violence because, as one of

his "brilliant philosophical

comrades" says, he did vio-

lence to himself.

Today Sean does not mind
being asked about his acci-

dent and says that he had a

normal reception when he

returned at the beginning

of the year - some people

were naturally Inquisitive;

others did not mention it.

Now he insists that his

life consists of days like ev-

eryone else has, but hejust

"takes It as it comes because

you never know what can

happen."
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Major of the Week

Diverse faculty and intriguing subject

matter draw students to sociology major

Margaret Duncombe. chair of the sociology

' department.
Photo courtesy of college relations

By Julia S. Ferguson

Staff Writer

Some sociology maj ors are

"political students" inter-

ested in social change.

Others are interested in

"working within the system"

as it now stands.

Either way, a student

must learn what that "sys-

tem" is. And they need to

know not only "Where is

here?" but "How did we get

here?"

So the variety of students

who are sociology majors is

wide, but their interest in

what the system is doing

and how they can influence

that system are similar.

Margaret Duncombe, the

sociology chair, recognizes

two major aspects of the

department which draw
students.

First, the general mate-

rial. In sociology classes

students study the struc-

ture of society and how to

go about influencing that

structure.

The second draw is the

diverse faculty. The absence

of an "ideological line"

among the faculty allows

for various points of view

and encourages interesting

discussion among faculty

and students.

They have "no common
vision of society" and this

lack of unification is seen

as an asset.

These observations held

true in comments by soci-

ology majors.

Tiffany Shipp, a senior,

became interested in soci-

ology for what it teaches

about the self and others in

society. It is a department

which presents information

applicable to dealing with

and understanding people.

Penny Gonzales, sopho-

more and aspiring law stu-

dent, thinks that a sociol-

ogy background offers in-

sight into social justice and
offers a well rounded per-

spective in society.

Senior Stuart Swineford,

sociology and pre-med
student, mentions that so-

ciology courses teach
"about life" and are thus

extremely valuable.

Bill Wagner, a senior,

found freedom to explore

and be creative in the "dis-

section" of society. He notes

that sociology majors are

"brave souls" willing to look

at the painful truths |
ciety and considers

s

ogy "one of the most tm
'

tant sciences.'

And what does the C(

ciology major do
graduation?
At some point, mostgl

in academia, but manJ
not head directly J
graduate school.

Quite a few go into sol

staff work for a few y|
before continuing tJ
educations, usually J
enough to realize that J
more education they I

begin to be more a pal
the decision making J
cesses rather than slnj

carrying decisions out I
lower level.

Many majors find t|

way into social work, ll

public policy careers I

urban planning project!

Any of the 100 iJ

courses are recommenl

fornon-majorsaccordinl

individual interest.

For detailed informal

on these courses, seel

course catalogue. And]

more insight into the si

ology major, contact n
fessor Duncombe in the|

ciology department.

The

CCCA
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
-j PRESENTS A

Forum on
the

Future
with

Paul Jones, Rochelle Mason, Tom Wenzlau, Rob Doughtery Kim
Grassmeyer, Sara Sugarman, Max Taylor, and Gresham Riley.

Voice your concerns about residence halls, minority issues, financial aid,

the 8 1/2 block calender, food service, community service, CC.

Packard Auditorium

Tuesday
April 30, 1991 7:30 p.m.
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hillips attains goals through unusual means
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weril Rothrock

JWriter

ofusual student age,

,ia Phillips is 'non-tradi-

bL" says anthropology

lessor Paul Kutsche. An
fvopology major with a mi-

ni linguistics, Laura is in-

scd in National Abortion

lis Action League (NARAL)

HtieFeministCoUectlveand

its at PlannedParenthood.

has lived in Europe and

•m and is legally inaepen-
rs

j Jrom her parents. The

_ is anexcerptjroman

wlew with Laura:

th.

ly do you think Profes-

Kutsche would describe

as "non-tradltlonal"?

lis ismy thirdyearand I'm

bating. I took a year oil to

bre independence frommy
Bits. I've alwaysbeen pretty

:pendent. Iwent to Europe

ge fifteen by myself, inde-

pendently financed. I studied

traditionalJapanese art inJa-
pan before I went to college.

IVe been independent now for

fouryears. I come from a pretty

progressive family that believes

in the public school system.

My parents really didn't con-

done me going to a private

school—they weren't thrilled.

I've been brought up to be
sensitive to the fact that ev-

eryone can't go to college. As a

white, western, upper middle

class person going to college I

am perpetuating the system.

But I decided I wanted to go to

college because I felt like I

could use that power in posi-

tive ways against aggressive

patriarchy and hegemonic
ideals.

How did you choose an-

thropology for your major?
I had no idea when I got here

what I wanted to do. I took a

class in every department,

from Calculus to French. My
first anthropology coursewas
Women in Pacific Cultures

taught by a female visiting

professor who was also a CC
graduate. The class focused

onhowwomen arerepresented

by anthropologists, and it re-

ally turned me on to it. An-
thropology is traditionally

pretty patriarchal and comes
from colonialist history, but it

also espouses understanding

all different kinds of people. It

attempts to show that every-

body in lots ofdifferent cultures

is important. What they have

Taylor Travel

Anywhere
in the

world for

only $3.00
You can buy a large Coke

§pS "Your campus travel agency"

'Worporated
est.1969

818 n. Tejon
636-3871

to say and who they are as
human beings is important.

What Is your honors thesis

on?
It's called "Partial Portraits:

Ethnographic Experimenta-
tions in Response to Modem
Voices." It describes the ex-

perimental moment in an-

thropology, which challenges

traditional ethnographic rep-

resentations. [An ethnogra-

phy is the description ofa cul-

ture.) Traditional ethnogra-

phies often deny the authority

and autonomy of informants

(those from whom they get

their information.) Experi-

mental ethnographic theories

are attempting to sensitize the

discipline to pay attention to a

myriad of voices and also to

political and historical impli-

cations. I use these theories as

tools to explain current ethnog-

raphies and how they are writ-

ten and the people that write

them affectshow the reader un-

derstands them.

How do you feel about hav-

ing done it?

It was really important forme
to do this thesis because my
decision to come to college was
influenced bymy desire to chal-

lenge standard academla. And
it turned out that the discipline

I chose was doing exactly the

same thing. So itwas important

forme to bring this challenge to

the forefront.

Howdid you get involved in

PlannedParenthoodandwhat

do you do?
rvebeen active Inthewomen's

community at CC. I started on

NARALoncampus and the per-

son who was starting NARAL In

the community, who happens

tobe a CC graduate, also works

at Planned Parenthood. An
openingcame up and she knew

thatlwas interested, rve always

been interested In supporting

women's services, fm a clinic

assistant. I counsel patients on

Laura Phillips, anthropology major, linguistics

minor.

Photo courtesy of Laura Phillips

family planning decisions, but

primarily I assist doctors during

abortion procedures. It's emo-
tionally draining, but I love the

patients. It's really important to

me to make sure that there are

as many options for women as

possible. I am seriously think-

ing about becoming a midwife

because birthing services are

reallypoor in this country and it

contributes to a high Infant

mortality rate. In Holland mid-

wives deliver seventy percent of

thebabiesandtheyhave amuch
lower Infant mortality rate.

Do you feel that CC stu-

dents are informedand active

about feminist issues?

The smallercommunity at CC
which fm a part of is very active

and empowered by the feminist

movement. It's a part of our

lives. I think that there's a lot of

people within the greater CC
community that feel threatened

by feminism, in a large part

because they don't understand

it and don't know a lot about It.

They are not aware of how em-

powering it is towomenand how
important that is. However, I

thinkthat living a life that allows

THE DONNER
NORTH

AMERICAN
FORUM

April 24-26

Elana Poniatowska: Mexican

novelist, short story and filmscript

writer, journalist, editor, and
feminist.

Mordecai Richler: Canadian critic,

novelist, short story and filmscript

writer.

Anne Wheeler: Canadian film

director, producer, writer,

broadcaster, and performer.

you to be who you are and who
youwant tobeasan empowered
woman Is what's Important. A
lot of women who don't call

themselves feminists subscribe

to this life.And what's important

Is that they are empowered, not

that they have the label to stand

behind. What feminism does Is

it allowswomen to be what they

want to be. Stereotypes limit the

range ofpeoplewhocanbe char-
acterized as feminist, like that

student psychology study done

this year that merely served to

stereotype feminists and soror-

ity women.
What would you change

about CC?
Well, I really miss the nine

blockyear. I thought it benefitted

studentsbecause theyhadmore

time to learn what they wanted

to learn. I think they need to

expandthewomen'sstudlesand

envtronmentalsludies.And they

need to continue to work on

minority recruitment by hiring

more minorities. I also think

that theadmlnistraUonneeds to

bemore attentive tothestudent's

desires. They need to have a

forum for student/administra-

tion discussions.

What have beensome ofthe

best things about your CC
experience?

My friends! The women's

studies faculty Is great— espe-

cially Susanna Walters. I

benefitted from the Venture

Grant program. And I love the

small classes—my high school

In San Francisco had 3500 stu-

dents! I love Colorado, too!

What are your future plans?

Well. I don't really know but

I'm moving to Seattle with my
wonderful friends Christy and

Lizaand probablywillworkfora

women's organization. My long-

termgoals are togo tomldwtvery

schoolandlflgetmyPh.D.itwill

be In linguistics. I Intend to do

lots of backpacking and lots of

sailing in the SanJuan Islands.

Are you "ready" to gradu-

ate?

Yes! Of course! I don't quite

know how people could do it

for fouryears. Hike school but

it's time to leave. I'm so

psyched. I can't wait to read a

novel!
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College radio station needs the "CC" put back in the KRCC
By Doug Lansky

I'm writing from London,

the only place on Earth that

classifies a good soccergame
by the violent death of at

least 40 people. This, they

would argue, is not nearly as

drab as American football in

which a good game is marked
merely by knee injuries.

Havingbeensent a Catalyst

or two, I'd like to reflect on
one particular article. No, it's

not the Tracy Reed missile/

penis debate, nor is it the

70s being led backintofash-

ion by Addison Diehl's side-

bums (assuming he's still

got them). And no, it has
nothing to do with the strobe

light sex parade in the Rus-

sian House. Believe it or not,

I'm writing about the free-

dom of speech.

In the March 1 issue ofThe
Catalyst staff writer Leah
Matthels wrote a nice little

essay about how nice the

KRCC radio station is and
how nice the manager is and
how they play nice music
that all the nice community
people like to hear. Though
the article was informative, 1

feel that it was perpetuating

a sad situation.

It just so happens that

KRCC is a KROC of KRAP.
Up until 1 1 years ago KRCC
was, like nearly all college

radio stations are today, a

voice ofthe students. I'm not

saying it was excellent

broadcasting. College sta-

tions generally aren't. That's

why they call it "getting ex-

perience." But it was a voice

of the students and what's

more, it didn't play polka

music, or at least not on

prime listening hours.

1 1 years ago an unassum-
ing gnome-like characterwas

It just so happens that

KRCC is a KROC of

KRAP. Up until 11
years ago KRCC was,

like nearly all college

radio stations are to-

day, a voice of the
students. I'm not say-

ing it was excellent
broadcasting. But it

was a voice of the stu-

dents. . .

brought on as station man-
ager. Mario has since, with

permission of the adminis-

tration, turned it into a pro-

fessional outfit with an In-

creased listening range and
20 of our 25 operating posi-

tions held by members ofthe

community. It's real swell

that the College only pays for

15-17% of the station's cost

and that the community likes

the station, but it's not right.

A student station is an
educational asset, a voice to

the campus and community,
and damn it - it's a helluva

lot more fun. Sure it would

be some work, but so is The

Catalyst. Just as we would

not (or at least I hope so)

professionalize The Catalyst

for the community because

ofafew poor editors, so is the

current radio situation an
outrage. It's amazing that a

few bad apples have spoiled

it for us 11 years later. I

hesitate to compare this to -

dare I say - a situation that

required Kevin Bacon tocome
bounding In with a bad hair-

cut and dancing shoes to

liberate a town from its own
blandness, but this situa-

tion is pathetic.

It wasn't always this way
and it doesn't have to be. In

regards to Ms. Matthels'

opening line, I for one think

reading the Marriot menu on

the air is more of what the

station needs, provided it's

done in moderation.

I propose the station be

>u

completely reformed. T,
,K

includes something to

effect of: implementing

student DJs, reducing

range of the station, keep

NPR, and maintaining I

knowledgeable advisors

instruct beginners interes

In radio and help with s

tion management. If
I

Trustees want
micromanage. let's sec the

move this to the top of th

list and put the CC back!

KRCC. It's not okay for Mi

Continued on page

Supremist statements hardly pave the way for peac<

By Amy Palmer

Upon reading Michael
Eastman's article entitled

"Harambee" in The Source of

April 15-21, Igot the impres-

sionthat the author eschews

the worthy goal of interracial

respect so necessary for

peace, equality and justice.

Mr. Eastman states, "Let

their words," [the words of

"our many venerated Afro-

American heroes"] "words

that promulgate the view of

the Black race, guide us to

victory over our aggressors.

Then, and only then, will we
be able to sing in the words
of the old Negro spiritual:

"Free at last.." The author
refers to and quotes from Dr.

King, but such references to

the great pacifist are Incon-

sistent with the violent, su-

premacist tenorofthe article.

Dr. King would never
have spoken of"victory

over our aggressors," a

phrase smacking of

violence and intoler-

ance. He would never

have encouraged Afro-

Americans to "battle

the oppressor until we
are able to celebrate

with the fruits of our
sovereignty" . . .

Dr. King would never have

spoken of "victory over our

aggressors," a phrase
smacking of violence and

intolerance. He would ne!

have encouraged Al

Americans to "battle the (

pressor until we are able

celebrate with the frui's

our sovereignty." as

Eastman does. Instead,

would have urged the P«

suit of peace, equality, al

justice.

Oppression of blacks

prevalent todayjust as it"

been prevalent through

America's history. Howej

tolerant and supp° rtl

present-day whites h|

nothing to do with this q

pression. past or present"

Eastman states that

white oppressor will WPI

and drown to the blood, s«l

and tears we have W^W
Continued on paSe»
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jaddam Hussein has shelf-life longer than twinkies

Lee Jackson '86 (which. Incredibly,we are told

our gee-whiz technology
somehow "missed") -in short,

the tools necessary to ensure
that Hussein remains in

Saddam Hussein is the best

Lg to ever happen to US
lllddle East policy, which has

£ years been impatiently power,

(sting for a larger slice of Rather, US policy in the

oil pie. With the recent Persian Gulf continues to

jgclosure that a permanent consist of fomenting just

«5 military base is to be es- enough "regional instability'

jtiiished to the region, the

,leces are falling into place

^utifully.

Clearly, the Bush-Baker

(ds has not the slightest

jtention of actually having

Saddam Hussein toppled, a

ijct
underscored by the de-

jsion to spare Iraq's deadly

jet of helicopter gunships,

|d a large number of tanks

(read: "mass genocide") so as

to legitimize a permanent US
presence, now sitting

squarely atop the real policy

objective, oil, and lots of it.

To rub out Saddam
Hussein now would be to cut

him down in the prime of his

usefulness. It would be a

shame to close the door on
such a meticulous campaign

of carefully nurturing the

public's Pavlovian aversion

to the word "Saddam" . which
has become some sort of

weird cathartic mantra to

keep our minds off more
important things. He's the

guywe love to hate, but better

yet, he's got a shelf-life that's

longer than a twinkle's. But
the ultimate pay-off for our
country's policy makers is

that Saddam Hussein is a

recyclable threat to our
country's "national inter-

ests," and therefore a most
cynical justification for

standing idly by while thou-
sands of innocents are rou-

tinely massacred.

3wyn Kirk gives Poli Sci department new perspective

jy
Hilary Gamsey

ljust finished a course 7th

jock taught by Gwyn Kirk,

he class, which studied

iomen in American politics,

imed out to be one I wasn't

tady to end. Although I am
third year political science

major and have taken a large

portion of the department's

courses. ProfKirk's classwas
the first I had taken, and one

of the few offered, taught by
a woman. This statistic is

very discouraging and nega-

tive in my mind.

As well as the topic itself

(RCC, continued from page 12

being new to the political sci-

ence curriculum, even more
important was the perfectly

fresh and new perspective

with which Prof Kirk pre-

sented the material. She
provided an invaluable femi-

nine perspective into our po-

litical society that cannot be
found elsewhere in CC's

political science department.

Although female faculty

members are not represented

in huge numbers on the

campus in general, it seems
that the political science de-

partment is one of the only

all-male departments here.

Aswomen represent a great

portion of our society,

women's insights, critiques,

issues and concerns with the

political system must be un-

derstood and taken seri-

ously. I hope that the admin-

jntinued from page 12 him (the white manl to stand istration and current pollti-

iaking him all mighty." aside as we transmogrify cal science faculty will also

ist, "the white oppressor" ourselves into the great and see the importance of pre

iupremists, continued from page 12

alet in a few more students,

needs to be a voice of the

todents. The campus has

it talent - this sounds like

ime sort of half-time pep

Go Tigers!

Anyway, I would urge
imeone to put a survey in

rfomer Boxes, circulate a

petition, hold a candlelight

vigil - we seem to be prettv

good at those. It would not

be right to have Mario run-

ning The Catalyst for the

community and it's not right

to have him running the ra-

dio station for the commu-
nity either.

powerful leaders our blood-

line dictates we should be."

Such supremacist state-

ments issued forth from fas-

cist Germany and resulted

in the wantonmurder of mil-

lions. Such supremacist
statements are frightening.

Such supremacist state-

ments are categorically un-

acceptable to peace, justice

and equality-loving people.

Instead of dwelling on a

past of cruel oppression, let

us do our best to prevent

such oppression now and in

the future. Let us move on,

xn s that the black race is brothers and sisters In hu-

manity. Let us band together

to improve our world. Let us

focus on creating a bright

future for our children. Let

us partake equally of the

fruits ofour combined labor.

insists only of those de

wed whites who oppress.

it all whites do so. Do not

anywhites support and re-

setblacks?To assume that

whole white race op-

ssses is unjust and un-

»e. Second. Mr. Eastman
Implying that present-day

>a
kites should suffer in re

"* sge for heinous events
hich took place before any

ne" us were born. Is this a

te, fair, or constructive
e ° Igement? Will it lead to
'' ace, justice, or equality?
"s

the author unabashedly
M
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Input needed for improved Baca
By Karla Markendorf
Stephanie Bailey

Hello?!
Hello. . .Um. . .Heeelllooo?

Hey you guys! Did you
know that CC is planning
to build a new lodge at the

Baca Campus??? Over the
past few months, excite-

ment has been building in

the minds and hearts of

planners, administrators,

and students (?) for the
new student housing fa-

cility. Two open meetings
were well-advertised on
signs and in The Catalyst,

but our observation has
been that people are rela-

tively unaware of this

venture. If you care and
have an opinion, now is

the time to say, "Hey, I'm

interested - I have ideas -

I'm a fountain of creative

juices!"

First off, do you really

want additional facilities?

Did you know that hot tubs

are high on the list of

possibilities? Should It be
limited to one class (and of

howmany students}? How
environmental conscien-

tious should the planners

and builders be regarding

construction and mainte-
nance (considerthings like

passive solar energy,
xeriscaping, minimal wa-
ter use, heat-sensitive
lighting, and second-
growth forestsl? How
much money should be
spent on this venture -

minimal cost or go for

broke? Do you agree that

no room should be more
desirable than the others?

How 'bout common
room(s). kitchen(s), bath-

rooms, views, location?

And would you be inter-

ested in helping build or

landscape this monstros-
ity?

Jon Feiges says to put
condoms in the bath-
rooms (that stud) . Do you
agree?

You, too, can answer
these questions and more
on this pressing subject.

The architects, faculty,

and administrators with

whom we came In contact

were sincerely Interested

in students' opinions.

Send your tactful com-
ments through
lntercampus mail to Suzy
Strawn, Baca Campus
Coordinator.

senting politics in a broader,

all-inclusive perspective by

integrating female professors

Into the department. Prof

Kirk would be an excellent

addition herself.

A Womb With A View by Marc Phillips

$/A FEAR AND LOATHING
IN RASTALL

' 'Perior to the white race
P" 'st, he reveals his miscon
" Ptlon that whites have

Mributed nothing worthy

. humankind when he says,
'!'

he world will once again
'
h0 m to associate all that is Onlyinunltingasonehuman
n

\
Wficent with that which race, without regard to color,

'

not white." Mr. Eastman can we achieve the strength
h

Bendy does not associate necessary to end strife. Only

Mus, blood, sweat, ortears
is

Xl

W} Stonehenge, the Pyra-

_\ the music ofBach, the
'"tits of Plato, the advanced

—•hematics of the ancient
e
*Jbs. etc.. .The list goes on.

also states, "We will force

in solidarity can we inaugu-

rate a reign of peace and

prosperity. Then, and only

then, will we people of the

earth be able to say. "Free at

last. Free at last. Thank God
Almighty, we are free at last.

"

"WE HADTWO BAGS OF HASH BROWNS,

SEVENTY-FIVE PELLETS OF

FISHWICH, FIVE SHEETS OF

HIGH-POWERED EGGPLANT PARMESAN,

A SALT SHAKER HALF-FULL OF

PORK FRIED RICE AND A WHOLE GALAXY
OFMULTICOLOREDMEAT,

BEANS, CHEESE,

JELLO...ALSO A QUART OF

TURKEY ALFREDO, A QUART OF LENTIL BAKE, A CASE

OF STUFFED GREEN PEPPERS, A PINT OF RAW
VEGGIE MOUSSAKA, ANDTWO DOZEN

ITALIAN MEATBALLS. BUTTHE ONLYTHING

THAT WORRIED MEWAS THE
VEGGIE MOUSSAKA. THERE IS NOTHING IN THE

WORLDMORE HELPLESS AND
IRRESPONSIBLE THAN A MAN IN

THE DEPTHS OF A VEGGIE MOUSSAKA BINGE.

.

- HUNTER S. THOMPSON, TEAM LEADER
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Why Cheney shouldn't speak at CC

The following letter was

submitted to President

GreshamRUey accompanied

by the petitions gathered

during Block Six of this year.

A total of 120 signatures

were obtained, including

seniors and support staff,

faculty, and other students.

This is the culmination of

these efforts.

An additional invitation is

made to the community and

those represented by this

petition to Join in a unified

response to his presence on

this day. May 13. Further

details and information re-

garding these actions will

be made available in the

following weeks. We urge a

continued consideration of

the significance embodied In

the invitation of the Secre-

tary of Defense to Join this

ceremony.

April 17, 1991

Dear President Riley:

We. the undersigned, op-

pose the Invitation of the

Secretary of Defense. Dick

Cheney, to commencement.

We believe that the position

he represents is not an ap-

propriate one to recognize

with an honorary degree

under any circumstances.

We believe that the highly

symbolic nature of this cer-

emony. Inevitably leads us

into a consideration ofDick

The Way It Is

Cheney's position as the

Secretary of Defense. We
do not appreciate the con-

nection between the ideals

of a liberal arts education

that the Colorado College

community embraces and

the type of general defense

and Defense Department

policy that Mr. Cheney has

executed during his

apppointment.

The undersigned hold di-

verse personal assessments

of Mr. Cheney's politics.

However, several of these

are common amongst us

and involve the direct con-

flict of an educational in-

stitution with his position

and subsequently Defense

Department policies. These

Issues include; the exclu-

sion of gay and lesbian par-

ticipation in campus ROTC
and national military

branches, the expressed

lack of faith in the power of

open discourse, the denial

of rights of access to infor-

mation, the pursuit of vio-

lent solutions to conflict,

and the inexcusable imbal-

ance in budget allocations

between the already bloated

Defense Department and

educational support and

resources In this country.

We. the undersigned, be-

lieve that these Issues were

not seriously considered in

the decision-making pro-

cess on this campus re-

garding his invitation, and

believe that we, asmembers
of the community were not

Grad expresses thanks to Wiencek

AnopenlettertoDan Wiencek

from Captain Scott Powell a

former Colorado College stu-

dent still serving In the Cut/

region.

somewhere in

the desert

March 12, 1991

Letters

to the

Editor
adequately represented.

We have signed below in

an effort to stimulate a re-

consideration of the

college's values and as-

sessment of the situation,

and to be certain that our

point of view was heard. In

addition, we encourage you

to follow through on your

promise to seek an open-

forum arrangement with

Mr. Cheney during his visit.

We look forward to the op-

portunities the type ofopen

dialogue an alternative fo-

rum (question and answer

type situation) presents to

us. We thank you in ad-

vance foryour efforts In this

direction.

Dear Dan,

I want to thank you for

your initiative and effort in

demonstrating the support

to maintain Defense Secre-

tary Dick Cheney as the 1991

Commencement speaker. I

read your letter to President

Riley in a copy of The Cata-

lyst that had been sent tome
(thanks, Janet!). Itbroughta

smile to my face after my
short stay In Iraq. I majored

in History/Political Science

at CC and studied for a se-

mester in Europe. I gradu-

ated in 1986 and was com-

missioned as anArmy officer.

I went to flight school and

then served as a helicopter

pilot in Stuttgart. Germany
until I deployed to Saudi

Arabia In December 1990 as

part of Operation Desert

Shield. I have since com-

manded a helicopterunitand

am pleased to report that

none of the pilots under my
command, both men and

women, were killed or

wounded during extensive

combat operations. Part of

that Is due to Secretary

Cheney's efforts that allowed

the military men andwomen
deployed in Operation Desert

Storm to operate free of til

often fatal restrictions thl
were placed on the militj

during the Vietnam War
myself am opposed to war
principle and violence th

results in the loss of life, b

I am more opposed to giv^

into violence and the tolei

tlon of Injustice. I respe

those opposed to Secreta

Cheney or the war for thi

conviction and invite the

to join me here to explj

their views to the Kuwait

who were tortured or rapi

or lost members of thel

families during the Iraqi o

cupation. We, the troops wl

had to fight this war, hi

prepared ourselves for f

more substantial losses. I

an officer 1 am grateful th

most of us will be comii

home to our families, alt

and whole, due to the sup

rior leadership of Secreta

Cheney and the comman
lng generals. As a font

Colorado College student

wouldbe honored ifSeeretat

Cheney visited the colli

that I love so much
thank you for all you ha

done. Let us all pray for

lasting peace.

Scott Powell

Captain, US An
Avlati

Iwould welcome matljr

anyone at CC, I'll be here,

a while longer. Captain S(

Powell. 218-56-4216, Hi

1 1 th Aviation Brigade, A

NY09684, OperattonDes

Storm.

f



Block VIII Week 2

April 22 -28

Harambee!
(Office of Minority Student Life)

Its the event so nice, were 'The Politics ofMulti-Cultural

doin' It twice! Yes, Its Studies"

Rainbow Jam II:

The Sequel

Ethnic food &. music!

BSU ASIA ISO

MEChA NASA Chaverim

Saturday, April 20

8 pm - Midnight

Bemis Cafeteria

Sponsored by

the Admissions Office

National Association of

Chicano Students

Regional Conference

Keynote Speaker:

Dr. Cordelia Candelaria

CU, Boulder

Saturday, April 20

9 am - 6 pm, Womer Center

Sponsored by MEChA &. the

Dean's Office

International

Programs
Foreign Encounter at Colorado College

This Summer

"Summer Crossroads"

June 7 - U

Graduate Foreign Students from U.S.

universities around the country, living

with local families, will have international

iiscussions on world issues, review their

U.S. educational experience and re-entry

:oncerns and join in numerous activities.

Want to join the fun? If you're around

2nd interested, call Tiggy Shields, ext.

5802, to sign up.

Office of International Programs

Worrier 233

he Board
Special Events Calendar

Graduation Events
Commencement will take place on

Monday, May 13, 1991. The ceremony

will be held at 8:30 a.m. on the Armstrong

Quadrangle. Dick Cheney will speak.

Baccalaureate Ceremonies are scheduled

for Sunday, may 12, 1991. They will be

held in Shove Chapel at 3:00pm The

Baccalaureate Speaker is Dr. Jane Coodall.

7° C.C. Choir "
The C.C. Choir presents its annual

spring concert on Friday, April 20, at

8:00 pm. Under Don Jenkins' direc-

tion the choir will performJudas
Maccabaeus by G.F. Handel

TP

\i
Cutler Publications

How do you want to remember your years at C.C?

The Yearbook is your record. Should it be a video?

a book? Whatever - your input countsl

Cutler Publications seeks an editorfor The Nugget,

C.C's yearbook. Anyone interested should contact

Peter Padilla at x6675for more information.

This Weekend
Dunk Tank Fundraiserfor Acts 19:11.

12:00 - 2:00 pm, Womer Quad
International Day Festivities

2:00 - 5:00 pm, Womer Quad
Commedla DelT Arte: Isabella's Fortune

3:00 pm, Cossitt Hall Ampttheatre

Film Series: Woody Allen's Manhattan
7:30 pm, OUn I

C.C. Choir Concert

8:00 pm. Shove Chapel

Green Springs City-wide Tree-Planting

8:00 11:00, Womer Center

Feast of Fools, Annual Medieval Tourney

Noon - 1 1 :00 pm, Stewart Field

Commedia Dell' Arte

3 pm, Cossitt Ampttheatre

C.C. Classical Guitar Ensemble

4:00 pm. Packard Hall

Film Series, Manhattan

7:30 pm, Olln I

Environmental Challenge 5K Fun ;

10:00 am, beginning on campus

Earth Week Pancake Brunch

Noon - 1 pm. Green House
All-Campus Twister Tournament

2:00 pm. Armstrong Quad

CA

'^i ii^i
for Community Service

April

20- 26

is

National
Volunteer
Week
The Center

celebrates the

contributions made
by all Colorado

College students who
participate through
our community

service programs.

Many
Thanks!

• Circle K
• EnAct
• READiscover
• Differently Abled
Awareness Coalition

• Sheltered Lives

• Volunteer Action

8i Students who do
volunteer work on

their own.

Th« S0Circ« is brought to you by the collective efforts of Cutler Publications, ^^ure
Proaram. The Career Center. The Womer Desk. The Centerfor Community Service, the'Office

SISSL-^ The Office ofMinority^J*£** PeterPadrUa at

X6675 to include your event! Please recycle at the end of the week.
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Monday
22

9 am-4 pm - Western Geo-

physical will be conduct-

ing interviews for a Geo-

physical Analyst Trainee.

Sign up in the Career

Center. Worner 214.

*EARTH DAY - 11:30 am -

Tom Linnemann Memorial

Garden Dedication next to

Shove Chapel-student
dance performance.

12:00 pm
Worner 211.

CC Zoo,

12:00pm - ORC, WES Hall.

12:00 pm - Panhellenic

Council, Worner 117.

*2:00 pm - Folk Singers,

Melissa Crabtree and M.J.

Walker. Refreshments and
t-shirt sale; environmental

education and outdoor

celebration. Cutler Quad.

3:00 pm - Advisory Board
for Leadership and
Community Involvement,

Worner 216.

5:00 pm - Delta Gamma
Executive Board, Worner
213.

7:00pm - College Citizens

Active for Peace, Worner
216.

*7:30pm - Tim Linnemann
Memorial Lecture by David
Phillips '78, titled "Ending

The Other Wan The War
Against the Earth." Free

admission. Gaylord Hall.

*7:30pm - Creative Writing

Workshop, Worner 215.

*8:00 pm - CC Faculty

Woodwind Quintet Music
by Sculthorpe, Francaix,

Barber, Webber with ar-

rangements by Albert Seay
and Ron Foster. Free ad-

mission. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the Music
Department and Leisure

Program.

Tuesday
23

12:00 pm - Support Staff

Brown Bag Luncheon.

Gaylord Hall.

12:00 pm - Great Per-

formers and Ideas, Worner

212.

12:00pm - MEChA, Worner
218.

3:00 pm - "Interviewing for

Results." An interviewing

skills workshop. Sign up in

the Career Center. Worner

215.

5:00 pm - Livesounds,

Leisure Program Student

Office.

*5:15 pm - Amnesty Inter-

national, Worner 212.

5:30 pm - Alpha Lambda
Delta First Honorary
Invitation Ceremony.
Hamlin House Lounge.

*6:30 pm - Adult Children

of Dysfunctional Families,

Worner 218.

6:30 pm - Gay and Les-

bian Alliance, Shove
Chapel.

*7:00 pm - "Mission Wolf."

A lecture/demonstration

about the reintroduction of

the species, featuring a
live wolf. WES Hall.

*8:00 pm - Christian Sci-

ence, Worner 219.

Wednesday
24

*10 am-4 pm - Bookstore

Sidewalk Sale. North Side

of Worner Center (Perkins

Lounge if bad weather).

Sponsored by the Book-

store.

12:00pm - A.S.I.A., Worner
213.

12:00 pm - IFC President's

Roundtable, Worner 218.

12:00 pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Worner 211.

12:00 pm - Shove Council,

Shove Chapel Office.

12:15 pm - Theatre Work-

shop, Taylor Hall.

*1:00 pm - Donner Forum
Film. "Bye Bye Blues," by

Anne Wheeler. Armstrong

300.

THIS

Thursday

1:00 pm - Video and Film

Workshop, Worner 216.

3:00 pm - Myers-Briggs

Interpretation. Sign up in

the Career Center. WES
Hall.

*5:30 pm Open Forum
Dinner with CCCA. Bemis
Exile Room.

*6:00 pm - Potluck Dinner
with students and faculty.

Green House.

7:00pm - Breakaway Bible

Study, Montgomery Hall

Sun Room.

7:00 pm
House.

NASA, Dern

IS
*11:00 am - THURSDAY
AT-ELEVEN. Lecture by
ELENA PONIATOWSKA\
Mexican Novelist. Part ol

the Donner Forum. Pack
ard Hall.

12:00 pm - ORC Trips

Review, ORC Room.

*1:00 pm - Donner Forum
Film. "Bye Bye Blues" by

Anne Wheeler. Armstrong

300.

*7:30 pm - EARTH WEEK
MOVIE, "KOYAANASQATSI-
Olin 1. Co-sponsored by

Film Series.

I0

is,

in

is

'01

»

6:0

*7:30 pm - Lecture by

Patricia Scott Gantt,

Christian Science Practi-

tioner and Christian Sci-

ence Board of Lectureship

Member, titled "Practical

Prayer...You've Got To Be

Kidding!" Free admission.

Bemis Lounge. Sponsored

by CC Christian Science.

*8:00 pm - Lecture by

MORDECHAI RICHLER,

Canadian Novelist. Free

admission. Part of the

Donner Forum. Packard

Hall.

*8:00 pm - BRAD MONT-

GOMERY returns to pre-

sent his comedy magic

show. Perkins Lounge,

Worner Center. Sponsored

by Leisure Project Funds.

8:00pm - Circle K, Worner 9.

272.
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WEEK

Friday
26

R—ftST
ANNUAL CC POW-

OW AND HERITAGE
[EKEND. Guest speak-

film series, traditional

j/ices, traditional foods,

is and crafts sales, all to

tomote Native American
tiareness. Sponsored by
JSA and nine other CC
iganizations. Call 389-

for more information.

5.00 am - Flag Raising/

lessing Ceremony.
turner Quadrangle.

\l1:0O am - FRIDAY-AT-

VEN. Lecture by-ANNE
•HEELER, Canadian film

later/producer. Free ad-

Vssion. Part of the Don-
\tr Forum. Gaylord Hall.

I am-5 pm - Arts and
late SPRING BAZAAR.
lorner Center. Sponsored
lArts and Crafts of the

hure Program.

1:00 pm - Faculty and
p with Jeff Noblett,

•mis Lounge.

temoon - LIVE BAND,
iter Quad.

WO pm - Donner Forum
Is, "The Apprenticeship

Mordecai Richler" and
mithsonian World: Voic-
of Latin America." Arm-
mg 300.

'W pm - Movie, "Pow-
Highway." Armstrong

00 pm - Lecture by
Nulla Red Elk of the

Mia Nation, titled "The
ftics and Gender of
todeoT Knee." Gaylord
I

"" pm - Dance Work-
Spring Concert.

*e(s free w/CC ID; $3
'era/ admission. Cossitt

} Sponosred by Dance
tkshop.

P pm - Poetry reading
Walter McDonald of

'as Tech. Bemis
">9e. Sponsored by
""re Grants.

Saturday
27

*10 am- 6 pm - POW-WOW
and FOOD BOOTHS. Arm-
strong Quad. ARTS AND
CRAFTS BOOTHS. Arm-
strong Great Hall.

*10:0O am - GOURD
DANCING.
*1:00pm - GRAND ENTRY.

*8:00 pm - Dance Work-
shop Spring Concert. See
Friday, 4/26, 8 pm.

*8:00pm - Soli-Deo-Gloria

a non-profit, non-sectarian

community chorus will pre-

sent its spring concert.

Featured work, John flut-

ter's, REQUIEM. Free ad-
mission. Shove Chapel.

Sponsored by The Chap-
lain's Office.

Sunday
28

*10:00 am
"Windwalker,"

300.

Movie,

Armstrong

*3:0O pm - Movie, "Broken
Rainbow," Armstrong 300.

*3:00 pm - Collegium
Musicum Annual Spring
Concert, Machaut and
More. Music for voices
and early instruments from
the 14th-16th centuries of

France and Italy. Free
admission. Packard Hall.

Sponsored by the Music
Department.

*8:00 pm Lecture by
Professor Ann Lesch,
Villanova University, titled

'The Gulf War: Israel and
the Palestinians." Free
admission. Gates Common
Room. Sponosred by Ven-
ture Grants and Political

Science.

9:00 pm - Catholic Mass,
Shove Chapel.

On-going
Events

THE DEADLINE FOR THE APRIL 29-MAY S -THIS
WEEK- IS MONDAY, APRIL 22 AT 4:00 PM YOU
MUST COMPLETE A ONE-FELL-SWOOP INFOR-
MATION SHEET IN ORDER TO HAVE YOUR
EVENT OR MEETING PUBLISHED IN -THIS
WEEK.- THESE FORMS ARE AVAILABLE AT
NELUS REINERTS OFFICE, WORNER CENTER.

Militaiy Science Meetings - Every Tuesday 6 00
pm, Worner 219.

Chinese Table First Three Wednesdays, 5:45
pm, Worner 117.

French Table - First Three Wednesdays 12:00
pm, Worner 215.

German Table - First Three Mondays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Italian Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30 pm,
Bemis Exile Room.
Japanese Table - First Three Thursdays, 5:30
pm, Worner 212.

Russian Table (beginners) - First Three
Tuesdays, 12:00 pm, Bemis Dining Hall.

Russian Table (advanced) First Three
Thursdays, 5:30 pm, Bemis Dining Hall.

Spanish Table - First Three Wednesdays, 5:00
pm, Rastall Dining Hall.

Tea at the Russian House - First Three Mondays,
3:00 pm.

,

Film at the Russian House - First Three
Thursdays, 7:30 pm.
-Cafecito- First Three Thursdays, 2:00 pm,
Spanish House.
Shove Chapel Meditation - 8 am-9 pm, Monday-
Thursday, 8 am-5 pm Friday, 6-10 pm Sunday.
Prayer Meeting - Every Thursday, 7:30 am,
Worner 211.

'EnACT Recycling Every Tuesday, 12:30 pm,
Loomis loading dock.

Bodytalk - Every Tuesday, 12:00 pm, Boettcher
Basement.

Freedom and Authority Lunch - First Three
Tuesdays, 11:30 am, Bemis Exile Room.
Women's Concerns Lunch - Every Thursday,
12:00 pm, Benjamins.

'Belly Dancing - Every Sunday, 7:30 pm,
beginning, 8:30 pm, advanced/improv.
Sign Language Club - Every Thursday, 7-8:30
pm, Gaylord Hall.

Beginning American Sign Language - Every
Wednesday, 7:30 am, Worner 212, Blks. 5-7.

Life Drawing with Nude Models - Every Thursday,

7:00 pm, Packard 132, $3.

Alternative Music Night - First Three
Wednesdays, 9:30 pm, Tiger Pit, with Gior

Crankstone, Sponsored by CCCA, Leisure Pro-

ject Funds and Marriott.

Soul Night - First Three Thursdays, 9:00 pm,
Tiger Pit, with BSU and KE, Sponsored by CCCA,
Leisure Project Funds and Marriott.

-This Week- is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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For more information ab0ut
these opportunities and ran
others, come to the Career
Center, 226 Worner Center

For Career Center Programs
and updates check:

• The Source
• Career Center kiosks,

Worner Center
• Calendar outside Career

Center

Internships

YMCA - Colorado Springs

Marketing and/or communications interns

needed for fund-raising, leadership

conference, and organizing YMCA
Corporate Challenge competition from

August-December. Deadline for applying is

June 1 . Contact: James R. Klever,

President, YMCA/USO of the Pikes Peak
Region at 471-9790.

United States Olympic Committee

Intern fall semester 1991 at USOC in

broadcasting, finance, journalism,

international relations, legal affairs, public

relations/marketing/fundraising, sports

administration & sports science.

Applicants must be currently enrolled

undergraduates. Stipend of $120/week.

Deadline tor tall: June 15, 1991 . Send
application, resume, and recommendations
to: Jan Schnittger, Student Intern Program
Coordinator, USOC, 1750 East Boulder,

Colorado Springs, CO 80909-5760; (719)

578-4575. (Colorado Based Internships)

Northwestern Mutual Life

On-going College Agent and

Personnel/Recruiting internships available

for sophomores through seniors. Contact:

Brian J. Hubbell, 130 E. Kiowa, Suite 200,
Colorado Springs, CO 80903; (719) 636-

3844.

Zero Population Growth
Interns work closely with staff on projects

ranging from development of resource
materials (slide shows, fact sheets,

educational materials) to monitoring
Federal legislation. Stipend of $400/mo.
for full-time positions in the fall, winter, and
spring. Deadline for fall is Jury 1 . For
more information, contact: 2PG Internship

Program, 1400 16th St MW, Suite 320,

Washington, DC 20036; (202) 332-2200.

Mystic Seaport Museum
Eleven-week summer program open to

college graduates and upper-level

undergraduates. Program includes:

museum theory and practice, professional
interpretive training, on-site interpretation,

curatorial and administrative work projects,

field trips, seminars, and an exhibition

design project. Contact: Glenn S.

Gordinier, Summer Internships in Museum
Studies, Munson Institute, Mystic Seaport
Museum, P.O. Box 6000, Mystic, CT
06355-0990; (203) 572-0711, ext. 389.

PLEASE HELP OTHER CC STUDENTS by
informing the Career Center about any
internships you've had! The form takes
only 3 minutes to complete and it may
lead to great opportunities for other
students! Stop In today!

SCHOLARSHIPS/FELLOWSHIPS/GRANTS

A College Cost Planner newsletter Is

available in the Career Center for students

who want to learn more about financial

aid. The Winter 1990-91 issue has some
particularly good information on applying

for Federal education loan programs.

Come in and take a look!

lull-Time Jobs

Staff Scientist

Woodard-CFyde is seeking an individual to

provide computer support to

environmental consultants Must have

interest in environmental engineering work

and applied science. Apply ASAP to:

Jean Appling ('77 CC alum) at (303) 740-

2733 or Jim Krug at (303) 740-2604.

Sheraton Colorado Springs Hotel

Openings now available for the following

positions: bellpersons, stewards, bussers,

front desk clerk, assistant baker, pantry

cook, bistro clerk, and part-time room
attendant Apply in person to the Human
Resource Department, Tuesday-Thursday,

1pm-4pm at the Sheraton Colorado

Springs Hotel, 2886 South Circle Drive,

Colorado Springs, CO 80906; (719) 576-

5900.

Project Coordinator

The Colorado I Have a Dream Foundation
is looking for a liaison between high

school students and schools in the Denver
area. Other duties would include student

counseling, parent group activities, and
organizing seminars and field trips.

Contact: Kelly Felice, Executive Director,

Colorado I Have a Dream Foundation,

3801 Martin Luther King Boulevard,

Denver, CO 80205; (303) 320-621 4.

Sates Representative

Western Paper Distributors - applicants

should be personable, hardworking,

aggressive and motivated. Contact Nick
Morris, Western Paper Distributors, Inc.,

P.O. Box 38505, Denver, CO 80238; 1-800-

835-4812.

Editorial Assistant

National Cattlemen's Association - report,

write and edit news and feature articles for

National Cattlemen and the Beef Business
Bulletin . Salary is $17,000-$! 9,000 plus
benefits. Send resume, clips and 3
references to: Scott Cooper, Editor,

National Cattlemen's Association, 5420 S.

Quebec St., Englewood, CO 80155.

Data PTocessinafGeophysical Trainee
Western Geophysical - all training is on the
job, working with professional geophysical
analysts. May lead to position of senior

geophysical analyst. Contact: Western

Geophysical, P.Q, Box 31 18, Englewood,

CO 80155; (303) 770-8660.

Coordinated/Instructor

Upward Bound Program - responsible for

the overall administration and coordination

of the Basic Skills Component BA with

major in English required. Salary: $18,000

plus benefits. To apply send letter of

application, resume, transcript, 3 letters of

recommendation by April 24, 1991 to: D.

Mike Garcia, Upward Bound Program,

Richardson Hall, Adams State College,

Alamosa, CO 81102; (719) 589-7865.

Corporate Communications

Denver-based firm seeking winter/spring

grads for human resource department.

Send resume to: Box 8154-M, 1560

Broadway, Denver, CO 80202. (Exchange

Bulletins Job Notebook, Current Jobs for

Graduates)

Video Journalist

CNN/CNN Headline News - position has 2

tracks: technical and editorial. Salary is

$15,000. Send resume and cover letter to:

Christine Johnson, One CNN Center, Box

105366, Atlanta, GA 30348-5366.

Independent School Teaching Positions

Carney, Sandoe & Associates - excellent

positions still open, especially in the areas

of mathematics, science, and foreign

language. Interested students call 800-

225-7986 to register for placement.

Part-Time/

Seasonal

Team Leaders - Colorado Springs

Youth Volunteer Corps/American Red
Cross - supervise groups of teenage

volunteers working on projects at non-

profit organizations for the summer
session. Salary: $1200 for 9 weeks. To
apply, contact Marge Asay or Barb Vierling

at 632-3563.

Central Crty Opera Summer Jobs . Many
positions open including Public Relations

Assistant, House Manager, Office Assistant,

Technical Theater Assistant, Costume
Shop Assistant, Gardener, and many
more!! Salaries begin at $160/wk for 8-10

week jobs. Housing & kitchen facilities

provided. Contact: Robert Nunez, Central

City Opera House Association, 621 17th

St, Suite 1601, Denver, CO 80293; (303)

292-6500. (CO based Summer Jobs/Arts

related summer jobs)

Central Intelligence Agency
Several programs for both graduate and
undergraduate students give the Agency
the opportunity to assess the students'

potential for future permanent employment.

Requirements vary, All positions are

located in the Washington D.C./ Northern

Virginia area. Round trip transportation

and housing are provided. Send resume
and cover letter to: Personnel

Representative, P.O. Box 38428, Denver,

Colorado 80238; 1-800-365-3600,

This Week At The Career Center

Miscellaneoi

Nonprofit Recruiting New Teachers
Program - college graduates dial

1/800/45TEACH and leave your name
(

address and you will be sent informant

by one of 370 cooperating organizatior

on how to prepare for the field.

National Hearth Careers Information

Hotline

In order to increase awareness and

understanding of the wide range of

opportunities in the health professions

Thomas Jefferson University establishe

this hotline in 1988. It is a toll tree

where callers may receive information
i

guidance about health careers. The

number is 1-800-999-4248.

The Career Center provides a popul;

database network service called Pett

Connexion . This service is often used

seniors, but juniors and sophomores

welcome to use this free service as w
There are a wide variety of opportunrtii

available including technical publishinj

telecommunications firms, research lab

personnel departments, and more with

service, Come to the Career Center

pick up a registration form.

BLOCK 8 WORKSHOPS

4-23 Interviewing Skills, 3-4:30, W.2I

4-24 Myers-Briggs Interpretation, 3-5,

W.E.S.

Attention Seniors!

Congratulations to the following seni

who have had successful job searches

1. Michelle McKinnon - Merrill Lynch

2. Kristin Poulson - The Travelers

3. Michael Roark - Aetna

4. Sarah Miller - Kennedy Arts Cenler

5. Jacob (Will) Lawrence - Aetna

6. Tara Devlin - Arthur Anderson

7. Katherine White - Proctor & Gamble

8. Andrea Howe - Minneapolis Mutual

Other seniorsl If you are employed, lei

Career Center know so that we can

your name to the employed list.

Alumni Career

Referral Network
We have alumni wailing to heat Ii0

in many cities and career fields scro

the country. Use this network spots

by the Career Center and the *ffl|

Office to:

Gather Career Information

• Acquire valuable contacts lorjots arte

• Learn about particular geographic areas

• Obtain information about employmentW
entry level positions

For more Information contact ttieCereer^ ^ c _

Western Geophysical on campus for

interviews, W 214, 9 ajn. - 4:20

Career Services Committee, 12-1, W.

"Interviewing For Rcsuits'-Inlcrviewing

Skill»-3-l:30, W. 215

Myers Briggs Interpretation. 3-5 pjn. in

W.B-S.

'!cr
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feek week a success; system definitely "working towards the future"
• Editor:

;
ird week of seventh
E offered the entire

,rado College commu-
an opportunity to see

first edition of a re-

ii tradition." For nearly

;fars, this campus has
j void of an annual

,

e li
Week celebration.

ear. with diligent

iiiing, hard work, and a
ind commitment to

jit unity and campus
|vement. the 1991

ft Week "Working To-

ds the Future" was a
junding success. Suc-

the fact that over

was raised for a

llren's library at the lo-

cal Red Cross Shelter; suc-
cess in the fact that Greeks
and non-Greeks learned
from and about each other;
success in the fact that we
truly are "WorkingTowards
the Future."

Grounded in the theme of
"Working Towards the Fu-
ture," current house Presi-

dent and the Greek Council
have decided to launch an
internal review of the Colo-
rado College Greek system.
Members of the faculty, ad-
ministration, student body,
and representatives from
every national fraternity
and sorority, will join to-

gether next fall to improve
the Colorado College Greek
system.
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Letters

to the

Editor
Women's violation

is the real issue
To the Editor;

I am saddened and dis-

gusted by the treatment the
"Puss' n Boots" issue has
received. The one fact that
we know to be true has been
overlooked, ignored and left

out: A woman has been vio-

lated. This should be the
only issue. It doesn't mat-
ter if the man was a soccer,

lacrosse, fraternity or CCCA
member! I am not concerned
with the landslide of bick-

ering between Catalyst
members that has buried
the real Issue. I cannot be-

lieve the Catalyst editors

would devote a whole Issue

to rape and then blatantly

ignore the fact a male mem-
ber of the CC community
has been arrested on
charges of "sexual assault."

The point is not if the male
was a fraternity or lacrosse

player. The issue is not If

The Catalyst members are

censoring each other. The
point is that males cannot

Now that a member of

our CC community has
violated a woman and
been arrested for it , his

name should be
printed.

and should not violate

women! Now that a member
of our CC community has
violated a woman and been
arrested for it. his name
should be printed. It should

be printed because now all

women of the CC commu-
nity have a reason to be
scared. How do I know he

won't get intoxicated and
do the same thing to me?
The violation of women is

not acceptable. Period.

Sincerely.

Rachel Louden

Realizing that there are
some areas in which Greek
life can grow, next year's
review will offer an unpar-
alleled opportunity to ex-
plore possible solutions to
present problems. At the
same time, the review gives
Greeks a broad input base
from which strategies to
avoid future problems can
be developed.

Presently, Greek life is a
viable and important por-
tion of the CC community.
It has played a vital role in
the growth of individuals;
has provided educational
and leadership opportuni-
ties to those who choose to

participate; and has en-

abled all of CC to experi-
ence a well-rounded,
healthy, and enjoyable
campus lifestyle. As many
problems as people perceive
the Greek system to have, it

is overwhelmingly success-
ful. Ifwe keep trying to solve
the problems, commit to
strengthening the Inherent
advantages Greek life has
to offer, and continue to
"Work Towards the Future,"
the result will be a stronger
Greek system, and a better
Colorado College.

Sincerely.

Brian Farley
Kappa Sigma President

Brown adds humor to life abroad

To the Editor:

I am a Colorado College
student and throughout
this school year, I have
throughly enjoyed Phil
Brown's articles from Zim-
babwe. For those of us who
know Phil, from CCCA or
Alternative Music Night or
from taking a course with
him. realize that Phil is a
very unique individual. His
humor is strange at times,

and may not relate so well

with everyone. However,
those who do not appreciate
his form of entertainment,
at least realize that his

column appears In theARTS
section. It Is not in anyway
intended to be a news story,

and I think Phil would be
offended that any one read
It as such. After taking a

Comparative Politics course
with Phil earlier this year, it

Is clear that his love and
fascination with Africa Is

intense. Zensiwe Matshe,
author of the article, "Zim-
babwean student tells the

real scoop about Zimba-
bwe", which appeared In the

April 5th edition of The
Catalyst was offended at

Phil's opinions on life in

Zimbabwe. What Phil does,
is take a situation that may
appear normal to other
people and make It enter-

taining. Hell, Phil did the
same thing all first semes-
ter with the United States.

In his article concerning the
language barrier. Phil per-
fectly described how many
exchange students feel
when they go abroad.

I received a letter from
Phil, dated March 13, 1991,
and although he misses his

friends here In the States,

he is having a great time. I

hope that Zensiwe Matshe,
after studying here in the

States, will begin to un-
derstand our sense of hu-
mor. It's really too bad that

Phil's articles do not amuse
you, I would think that you
of all people would be able

to relate to his situation.

Anyone who wants to write

to Phil, he is begging for

letters, may do so at:

7 Westcott Rd.

Mount Pleasant

Harare, Zimbabwe.

Ann Kay
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Photo Opinion Photos and opinions taken by Robin Rose

"What are you doing to relieve

end of the year stress?

Pierce Kroh, F.Y. - "I

found bowlingnot only
relieves stress, but it

also beats the streets."

John Stephenson, So. - "Knitting. 1

Heather Hetzeck, So. -

"I'm applying for a year
of leave."

Jonathan Knight, Sr. -

"I'm takingacting class
pass-fail and drinking
a lot of beer"

Karla Markendorf, Sr. -

"Eating lots of choco-
late and going to
Cowboy's weekly."

Alex Prime, Jr. - "I centermyselfthroughAikido.'

Randy Amtsaray, So. -

"I get together withmy
friends and have a pri-

mal scream gig."

Jay Marx, Jr. - "'Sun' -

trying to get outside -

taking a class without
papers."



What HaveYou Got
AgainstACondom?

The simple act ofputtingon a condom can save your life, if they're used properly
and every time you have sex. For more information about AIDS and condoms, H ) <

>

calll-800-342-AIDS.
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Judas Maccabaeus delivers the kiss of song
By Erlka Williams

Staff Writer

Images of sex, death and
war run through your head

as you cross campus and
hear music. Is It a political

tune by The Clash? Maybe
something new by Sir Bob
Geldof? With an orchestra?

All right, soyou figure you're

not quite on the right track.

Go back a couple of centu-

ries and try Handel's Judas
Maccabaeus. The CC Choir

will perform Handel's ora-

torio tonight at 8 p.m. in

Shove chapel, free ofcharge.

"It's awesome music. Re-

ally. There's these guys
fighting these other guys

and some priest singing

about 'pious orgies.' You
can't miss it!" said Nathan
Garrison, a member of the

choir.

Prof. Don Jenkins, direc-

tor ofthe CC choir, has been
working on Judas
Maccabeus all semester.

Previously this semester, he
conducted the Colorado
Springs Chorale In another
of Handel's oratorios, Saul.

Says Jenkins. "Handel
composed some twenty
'dramatic oratorios,' ones in

which assigned roles, acts,

scenes, and stage directions
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Don Jenkins directs CC choir members.
By Thomas Newton

P)

appear. All are epics, all

are decidedly
unsectarian and are not
'religious' in any tradi-

tional sense."

Judas Maccabaeus de-

picts the victorious re-

bellion of the Israelites, led

by Judas, over the oppres-

sive Syrians, c. 165 B.C.

Composed in 1746 on a li-

bretto by Thomas Morell,

the oratorio also celebrates

the English defeat of the

Scottish Rebellion, and
consequent avoidance of

civil war, In 1745.

The CC Choir's perfor-

mance will be an abridged
version which presents the

great music of the oratorio

while omitting those
ements best described

Prof. Jenkins as "corpori
rejoicing." In addition
the choral music, jj
Maccabaeus contains

ai

and recitatives for soloi<

Todd Teske, guest tef
soloist, will sing the roll

Judas. Simon, brothe
Judas, will be sung by
senior Cameron Grant.
roles of the five Israeli

will be sung by CC wc
Carol Anderson, Man
Fuller, Keri Rusthoi,
Trampler, and Erika
Hams.
The 65 members of the

Choir consist ofstudents

ulty. stair, and a few coi

nity folk. The orches

playing what Doug Dawe
"gorgeous and excitingmm
" is made up members of

Colorado Springs Symphi
community, andCC studei

"I can't wait to hear it;

music enthusiastAmyHei
"It sounds Intriguing, an
the same time fun; a loi

fun.

The question, of course

just how can an orgy

ous? Is there some highi
J,°p

musical meaning in the w
f

orgy? Not according to v(

Prof. Martha Booth. "Ano

is an orgy.

:m

r
Coming to North America!

By Elmer Peterson

The second annual Dormer North American Forum will

take place from Wednesday, April 24 through Friday,

April 26. The Forum brings distinguished guests to

campusfor discussion ofisuesconcemingCanada, Mexico
and the United States. Last year's Forum studied the
possibilities of free trade throughout the three countries
- before Ottawa, Mexico City and Washington began
negotiating such a policy.

This year the focus is on culture, with two eminent
novelists and a prize-winning film director and producer
discussing theirwork All three have succeeded brilliantly

despite all odds. Canadian film maker,Anne Wheeler has
triumphed at international film festivals, succeeding - at
least artistically - in an industry not always encouraging
or even open towomen and as a leader in a Canadian film

industry which is often eclipsed by Hollywood.
Mordecal Rlchler is aJewish writerwho lives in French-

speaking Quebec, which makes the author of The Ap-
prenticeship ofDuddy Kravltz a minority person within
another minority. This has not limited him, however, as
he, as well as his characters such as the hustler Duddy
and his more recent Gursky family, will take on all

comers.

Finally. Elena Poniatowska. a brilliant and angry Mexi-
can novelist, gives voice to the oppressed in Mexico -

women, the poor, thosewho sufferbecause ofcaste ofhue,
and the martyred student dissidents of 1968. Her Hasta
JVo Verte, Jesus Mlo [Untiilsee you, myJesus) is a Mexican
version ofAlice Walker's Color Purple.
Anne Wheeler's award-winning film, "Bye Bye Blues."

will be shown in Armstrong 300 at 1 pm on Wednesday,
April 24 and Thursday. April 25; Elena Poniatowska will

givetheThursday-at- 1 1 In Packard on the 25th; Mordecal
Rlchlerwill speak that evening at 8 pm in Packard; Anne
Wheeler will give a special Friday-at-1 1 in the Gaylord
RoomofWomerCenteronFriday. April 26; finally, at 1 pm
Friday in Armstrong 300 the Smithsonian film Elena
Poniatowska as well as the documentary The Appren-
uceshipofMordecaiRichlerwui be screened All events are
free and open to the public.

(Classical) guitars, guitars every-
where, nor any a drop to drink!?

ake

itet

Jhn

ongs

By Doug Dawe

Hey all you folk/rock gui-
tarists (any Loomis Coffee-

house regular knows that
there are a ton of you!!), put
away that six-string for a
couple ofhours and immerse
yourself In a little guitar cul-

ture.

On Saturday, April 20,
Packard Hall will be ringing

with the sounds of the Colo-

rado College Guitar En-
semble. The Ensemble Is

composed of senior Brecken
Chlnn, and first-year stu-

dentsAmy Duggins, and Juli

Gort, and is led by David
Honig. They will present
music that the typical
strummer is not at all used
to. Instead of Hedges-esque
guitar, the ladies will be
pluckingthe works ofVivaldi,

Praetorius, and F. Ohtsuka:
a collection ofclassical guitar

works spanning from the

Renaissance to the 20th
Century.

David Honig started the

Guitar Ensemble last year as
an outlet for classical gui-

tarists to develop their

chamber music skills

particularensemble ofChin

Duggins and Gort has be

playing together since

fall, and according to Ho

their hard work has paid

"I am very pleased with

group. All of the ladies

individuals, and yet there

very good chemistry

the group," says Honig-

women agree. It was :

training", exclaims Gort.

continued on pg- 21

will
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I ^ CC types,

fell.IjustDnlshedthat spring

leak thang - the mall is a little

juv. I went to Kenya, then
juried to fly on to Burundi.

itirryflightbackfromBurundi

is bagged for no apparent

ason, solwas stuckinKenya.
nee I was on break, 1 wasn't

ingtowriteanormaK?) article,

instead I have crafted this

&t compilation oftheA to Z
Kenya.

Ki
Airlines. Kenyan Airways,

Cameroon, and a host of

ers masterminded a con-

Iracy againstme by canceling
lOlghtsoutofBurundl.Itdidnt

em to matter that I had a
ket.

B: Bablno, a Kenyan sody-

p like Coke in that Itsname is

[every sign; like Pepsi in that

lone drinks it.

C: Carhire, asa student on an
M program, I can't rent or

le a car. Never being one to

akarule, Ionlyhypothetically

nted a Suzuki 4WD
athmobile and drove on the

ongsideoftheroadatamazing

speed for the last week
D: Dikdik, a small antelope

with a funny name.
E: Equator. Everyone knows

that water drains out ofthe tub
counter-clockwise in the
southern hemisphere. But my
partyhasbeenmore concerned
with the direction that beer
comes out the bottle. Thus far,

mough.theyaren'tsatisfiedwith
the amount of field research
completed and they're in the
process ofapplyingforaventure
grant.

F: Flying ants. Not any sort of

recognized foodstuff, but com-
mon suicide divebombers into

my spaghetti. Better without
wings.

G: Goggling. I became very
excited when I heard that any
hotel offered unlimited goggling
foronfy ninetyKenyan shillings.

But after I signed up, I learned
that "goggling" means "snorkel-

tag."

H: "Hotdamn."Ausefulphrase

that my grandfather shouts
when golf Is on TV. "Hot damn!

"

Is also appropriately shouted
when hypothetically hired
Suzukis are hypothetically

drivenoverman-eatingpotholes.
I: Ice Ice Baby, just as

overplayed and just as annoy-
ing as in the States.

J: Jambo. Swahili for "hello."

Naturally, the response to
"Jambo" is "Jambo," but that
leadsthejambo-lnitiatetobelleve

that I speak Swahili at which
timehewillsayverylong phrases
that I don't begin to compre-
hend. The more Intelligent re-

sponse to "Jambo" is "Bonjour.

"

K- Kenyan Shilling. A mostly
worthless currency like the lira.

I went gambling the other night
and lost a fortune in shillings

that turned out to be about
three bucks. 1 should havegone
goggling instead.

L: Livestock There seems to
be a shortage offences In Kenya,
so the roads are littered with
goats, cows, suicidal chickens,
andduelesschildrenwithsticks
trying to herd them.Why did the
chickencrossthe road?It didnt.
it just sat in the middle of it

blocking traffic.

M: Matatu. the Kenyan
equivalent of the Zimbabwean
emergency taxi, privatelyowned
mass transit for people with a
deathwish.Themajordifference
isthatmatatus tend tobe newer
than ETs and consequently
reach higher, scarier speeds.
Matatus have names like "Say
your prayers" and "Lightning

speed.'sonowondershlrtswlth

"I rode in a matatu and lived!"

are available.

N: Nose picking. This isn't a
nationalhobbyoranything.Just
acceptable social behavior. I

think it's like head scratching
because whenever I ask some-
onefordirections. the fingergoes
right for the brain. I'm happy
with nail biting.

O: There is nothing remark-
able about the letter 'O'inKenya.

P: Potholes, bigscarypotholes
with monsters that chew tires

hiding inside. Sometimes the
potholes are more like wells
drilled into the pavement;
sometimes the road just ends
for a few feet. That's ok I'm only
hypothetically driving.

Q: See 'O."

R Random roadkill: Onecrab.
twochameleons, a few hundred
large insects that decorated the
windshield with interesting yel-

low splotches, and a dog that
was lookin' like it had been there
for a while. Wemanaged tomiss
the livestock, baboons and buf-
falo (that would be a hell of an
entry for Flattened Fauna).

S: Safari Rally, a very strange
annual event forwhich monster
truck enthusiasts throughout
the world converge In Kenya to
watch perfectlynormalcarsdrive
on potholed roads at scary
speeds. Unlike the Real World,
though, this rally takes place on
two lane roads with two lane
traffic, which leads to Interest-

ing predicaments for hypotheti-
cal drivers like myself who be-

come Involuntary safari rally

participants: livestock becomes
even more annoying as the In-

effective children with sticks are
no longer ineffectively herding
their herds. Potholes become
more unavoidable when rally

cars whiz past. "Hot damn!" Is

shoutedmorefrequently,matatu
driversgain Inspirationfrom the
speed of light speeds ofthe rally

drivers and continue to pass on
either side, on or off the road,
spectators and Uvestock-herd-
ersstand in the road toget better
views.. .veryscary. It'ssortoflike

being put in the ring with Hulk
Hogan when you thought you
were going to watch a bowling
team in action.

T.Traffic ticket.Therewasn'ta
sign or a radar gun, this hypo-
thetical drivergot pulled overfor
going 36 on a major highway.
My Ignorance was sufficient

enough to confuse the cop.
though, so I replied "Bonjour" to
his "Jambo." I didn't get the
ticket.

U: USA Today, available In

Nairobi, but a day late. So I

guess they're really USA Yester-

day.

V & X: Same story as 'O.'

W: "We specialize In pimples
and high class tailoring." 1 don't
quite understand the ramifica-

tions ofsuch expertise, but this

Isan actual sloganfromaNairobi
business.

Y: "Yes," the answer that any
Swahlll-speaker gives to any
question. Q: "Is Mallndl this

way?"A "Yes."Q: "Which wasls
Mallndl?" A "Yes." Rlghl.

Z: Zebra. As seen standing
along the runway at the airport.

That could make for some in-

teresting roadkill.

So that's the ol' A to Z minus
0,9, V and X of Kenya. Stay
tuned....

EARTH DAY EVERYDAY Earth Tme Stufr

4/20 "Green Springs" City Wide Tree Planting 8-1 1am
Worner Center, 8:00am

4/21 Sunday 10:00am Environmental Challenge 5k Fun Run
Register at Bookstore

12:00-1 :00pm Pancake Brunch, at Green House, Wood Ave.
1 :00-3:00pm Trail Maintenance - Bear Creek, Section 16
Transportation provided from Green House.

4/22 Monday EARTH DAY
11:30am Tim Linneman Memorial Garden Dedication (Next to
Shove Chapel, Student Dance Performance
2:00pm folk Siongers Melisa Crabtree and M.J. Walker, Cutler
Quad

Refreshments and t-shirt sale

Environmental education and outdoor celebration
7:30pm Tim Linnemann Memorial Speaker - David Philips 78,
GaylordHall

Executive Director of the Earth Island Institute

"Ending the Other War: The War Against th Earth."

4/23 Tuesday Mission Wolf
Speech and demonstration about reintroduction of the species

4/24 Wednesday Pot Luck Dinner with Professors, Green House
4/25 Thursday Movie - Koyaanisquatsi, Olin Hall, 7:30pm
4/26 Friday Live Band, Cutler Quad

Events Sponsored by: ENACT, CCCA, ORC, The
Development Office, Dance Workshop, The Greek

System, Tim Linnemann, Memorial Fund

Earth Type Stuff

Earth Type Stuff

Earth Type Stuff

**&
tliff
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Professors blow

their own horns
Music Department

On Monday. April 22 at 8 pm
in Packard Hall the Music De-

partment and the Leisure Pro-

gram Funding Committee will

present the Colorado College

Faculty Woodwind Quintet in

concert. Entitled "Reminiscences

ofAlbert Seay. " thisprogramwill

feature music arranged and ad-

mired by Dr. Albert Seay ( 19 1 6-

1984). former Professor and

Music Department Chairman

at The Colorado College.

The program will include the

areapremlereofTabuhTbjbunan,

("all kinds of Gamelan music!,

by one of Australia's leading

composers. Peter Sculthorpe.

During his residency at the col-

lege this past March, Mr.

Sculthorpecoached the Quintet

and two percussionists, this

piece expands the traditional

genre of the woodwind quintet

through the use of extended

instrumentaltechniquesandthe

infusion of the Indonesian

Gamelan musical style.

In addition, works by Samuel

Barber and Jean Francalx will

be performed. The program will

close with highlights from An-

drewUoydWebber'sPhantomc/

the Opera.

Members include Jeani

Muhonen, flute; Guy Dutra-

Silveira, oboe; Daryll Stevens,

clarinet; MichaelKroth. bassoon

Iguestforthls concert) and Rob-

ert Murray, french horn. Chris

Nelsen and Peter Cooper will

play percussion.

Again, this will take place

Monday, April 22 at 8pm in

Packard Hall. Everyone Is wel-

come, free of charge.

CC Faculty Woodwind Quintet members: Jeani Muhonen, flute; Guy Dutra-
Silveira, obeo; Daryll Stevens, clarinet; Michael Kroth, bassoon and Robert
Murray, french horn.

Photo courtesy ofMusic Department

Death of a Salesman
UCCS's Dwire Auditorium
May 3-June 1,

Fri&Sat at 8pm
May 19, 2pm

Cris Williamson
Paramount Theatre
in Denver
April 27, 8 pm

Kate Clinton
Boulder Theater
May 2, 7:30 pm

Plaid Retina
Flounder
The Annex
April 25, 7:30 pm

Manhattan
Olin 1

April 20&21, 7:30pm

The Philadelphia Story

Fine Arts Center
May 7, 8pm

Tanlta Tlnkaram
Boulder Theater
April 19, 8 pm

The Subdudes
Boulder Theater
April 20, 9:30 pm

Danton
Fine Arts Center
April 24, 7:30 pm

Da Vinci Quartet
Fine Arts Center
April 26, 8 pm

The Rugrats
The Underground
May 5, 8 pm

Collegium Muslcum
Annual Spring Concert
Packard Hall
April 28, 3 pm

SteveWinwood and
The Robert Cray Band with
The Memphis Horns
Fiddler's Green
May 15, 7:30 pm

Chat Today, Hot Tamale or

The Legacy ofCuervo Cold
Club House Restaurant
April 19.20.26,27, 8pm

One Act Drama Festival

The Bear by Anton Chekov
The Potman Spoke Soth
by David Fulk
A Dopey Fairytale

by Michael Weller
May 2&4, 7:30 pm
Top Girls

by Caryl Churchill
A Day's Work
an adaptalon of a Truman
Capote short story
Sister Mary Ignatius
Explains It All

by Christopher Durangs
May 3, 7:30pm,May 5. 3pm
Armstrong Theatre

Ifyou thought that finding a color

Macintosh
8
system you could afford

was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream

come true.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display

only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.

It also comes with a microphone and new sound-input technology that lets

you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.

Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to

master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the

same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well

on yourway to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share infor-

mation with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to

the versatile Apple* SuperDriver which can read from and write to Macintosh,

MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch

yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center

or call 389-6391
m- -
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Five Live Engines are very live indeed
jy Steve Grill

What is the most unusual
phenomena in theworld? Find-

pg cold nuclear fusion? Findi-

ng
good live music in Colorado

Springs?WeD until recently, the

ktterwas still one ofthe world's

peat unsolved mysteries. With

jie release ofthe cassette Forty

Dieby Five Live Engines, many
Uteresting questions pop up.

H Are these guys serious? #2

Ire these guys good? #3 Willi

jjoy myself if I pay to go see

Jiese guys? The answers are

fcs. Yes. and urn... Yes!

five Live Engines offers bits

aid pieces from many musical
itnres while never drifting too

irout ofthe mainstream. Con-
sequently, their music is ap-

iroachable from many angles,

ind has something that every-

one can enjoy. FbrtyOnegivesa
variety ofsoundsfromThe CaB,
to The Replacements, with a
pinch ofRE.M. AH ofthe music
on the tape has the quality of

sounding live, that is so often

hard to capture. Vocalist Chris
Schutz, formerly oftheAuto-No
writesmostofthemusic, and as
the cassette reveals, his
songwritinghas athread ofcon-
tinuity despite the diversity of

the 9 tracks. Guitarist Michael
Amend has a style that comple-
mentsthe songwritingofSchutz.
Ranging from acoustic ballads,

to a harder edge. Amend is very
tastefulwithoutbecoming over-

bearing. Sean Spuehlar. a CC
senior, plays piano and key-

boards for the Engines. When I

asked him a few questions, he
seemed very optimistic about
the progress of the band. "Last

week we played a large music
festival in Denver, and well be
playing again in Denver on
Thursday. We're also playing
the Underground this Satur-
day. fThe 20th)" When asked
what he felt were the band's
strongest points he said that

"Schutz's songwriting. and
Amend's guitar playing seem to

be the factors in our success.
They work very well together."

He also feels his role in the band
has become more important.
"My (Keyboard) lines have ex-

panded a lot since the album. I

just went in tha studio with no
idea what would come out."

Spuehlar's keyboard/ piano
lines are actually quite good,

and are featured on the song
"Genoa Road." Drummer Matt
Borelkeepsthemusic moving in

marry different manners, while

Hours 8:00am - 1:00am -,

New York Times Availab/ey
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adding a flare of Stewart
Copeland. or Larry Mullen Jr.

here and there. Bassist Ivor
Young works well with Borel.

andseemstolcckright ontothe
bass drum as all good bassists
should. Young has since been
replaced by Steve Cheme. (Be-

ing a bass player myself. I know
how easy it is to not be fully

appreciatedwhenyou aremixed
way too low in the mix. This,
along with a few scattered ech-
oes seem to be the only prob-
lems with the cassette.)

The diverse nature of the cas-
sette Forty-One. leaves the lis-

tener ready for surprise after

surprise. Thae most interesting

song Is "All I Need." Schutz
seems to combine the
FIREHOSE tunes "Anger" and
"From One Cums One." then
takes the combination of these

songstoanotherplane. "Herelt

Comes" has a RE.M. type beat

with a Doors' sounding chord
structure. A Spanish guitar

progresslonftnishesup the song,

and gives it a fiery ending. The
title track "41" begins with a
beat similar to U2's "Refugee."

then turns Into a real rocker.

The most soulful track on the

tapehastobe"SomeonesGonna

Lose."

The vocals are extremely
powerful, and are reminis-
cent of the voice of Mike Ness
of Social Distortion. One can
almost believe that Schutz Is

feeling every word he is say-
ing. This tune features
Spuehlar's piano ability, and
gives a Dire Straits feel that
is right in tune with the mes-
sage of the song. The cas-
sette is consistent, and does
not skip a beat. The most
exiting thing about this re-

lease. Is how Five Live En-
gines effectively capture the
energy of their live perfor-

mance in their studio effort.

These guys definitely want
to let you know they are for

real, and this they do con-
vincingly.

As I have said before, the
operative phrase here Is

"LIVE!!!!!" If you enjoy live

music or enjoy good music,
try and catch Five Live En-
gines this Saturday at the
Underground Bar. In addi-
tion, their tape is available at

Independent Records, and
sells for $6.99. As we say In

Austin. Texas "Support Lo-
cal Music!".

Guitars, guitars.
Continued from page 18

David Is a great teacher." "It

Is a real right hand workout,

much more difficult thanfolk

guitar because everything Is

plucked,"claimsChinn. They

all agree that "getting the In-

dividual parts to blend" was
the most difficult aspect of

their training. Even with the

Intense difficulty of the mu-
sic, "classical guitar Is my
favorite", says Dugglns, and

the other two agree emphati-

cally.

Besides playing the en-

semble sets, each ofthe three

members will play a set of

solo songs. And as if it is not

enough tolistentothese three

talented artistsperform, guest

artist/math professor Mike

Siddoway will join the group

forone set ofensemble pieces,

and will be entertaining us

with solos of his own.

With two ofdie three artists

being first-years, the en-

semble Is sure to be around

for awhile, and any closet

guitarist who hears this con-

cert is In danger of being In-

spired tojoin In the ensemble

for next year.

All in all, this is an original

concert Ihatlsnot to bemissed

by anyone, folk guitarist.

Axel Rose-wanna-be, musi-

cal Illiterate, or Oscar the

Grouch look-alike. Sotomake
sure you don't miss it, be at

Packard Hall at 4PM tomor-

row, Saturday the 20lh.

YEARS AHEAD
HAIR DESIGN

• Spiral Perms - $40.00 (rc-g $65.00)

• Facials -$10.00
• Unlimited Tanning - 30 days for $40,0C

• Free Facials w/highlight

15 % off all services with CC ID

118 N Tejon, Suite 301

Above Old Chicago's
U8 Niyq*_Suite 301 £35.5552
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The Real Ramona and The Power of Pussj,
\

By Nathaniel Feis

Arts Editor

"Mr. B is out of town and

I can't find anyone to have

an affair with so I just mo-

sey on over to the Metro-

politan Museum of Art to

look at all the satyrs with

hard-ons. ...Then I check

out that chick Leda with

swans pecking at her pink

egg tempera nipple. Hey,

what that swan be doing ?

And why? And how 'bout

those plump maidens, those

hot cherubic babes being

presented to Apollo.

Dionysius. Neptune or one

of those other well hung
gods?" This is an outtake

from "Obscene and Porno-

graphic Art" off of

Bongwater's new Album.
The Power of Pussy. Added
to this little story being told

by Ann Magnuson is some
funky music that you might

expect to hear in some '70's

detective movie as the hero

is strutting down the street

and add to that a series of

gleeful cries of extreme
pleasure emitted by
Magnuson. This basically

sets the tone of the album:

a big, humorous sex story,

but a very good one.

The album is divided into

songs that are "conven-

tional" — songs with music

and singing — and songs in

which the music is an

elaborate back drop to one

of Magnuson's performance

pieces. (It's not divided into

halves this way but say you

were to take all of the songs

and then drastically rear-

range them then it would

be divided this way. But if

you ask me this would be a

very dumb thing to do.)

Besides Magnuson.
Bongwater consists of

Kramer, credited as provid-

ing musics. David Licht on

percussives and Dave Rick

on lead guitars. So the

original line-up has re-

turned.

The album opens with the

title track, on which a guest

appearance is made by Fred

Schneider to add a gnawing,

grinding nasal edge to the

harmony of voices. The
other guest appearance on

the album is made by Peter

Stampfel who supplies a

brilliant banjo part to

Bongwater's beautiful ver-

sion of"Kisses Sweeter than

Wine." They also perform a

song written by Dudley
Moore (I think it's the same

Dudley Moore as you're

probably thinking of, but
I'm not positive) titled "Be-

dazzled" that starts with an
oddly eerie musical intro

and in which Magnuson

does a cold Marlene Dietrich

voice.

Other highlights Include

the silly sing-songy "What

If?" (What if I made you get

me a Tab/and made you

pay for all ofmy cabs/What
if I gave you all ofmy crabs/

What if I laughed when you

cried) and the grungy
"Junior." The album closes

with the appropriately titled

"Folk Song." This song be-

gins with a hysterical Yes

reference and then moves
on to a parody of all folk

songs — angry, silly, talk-

ing, singalongs, everything.

It is packed with great lines

and images such as "Be-

sides, it's a lot easier to

accept Jesus Christ as your

personal savior when he

looks like Willem DeFoe."

and "...watch Richard Gere

follow the Dali Llama
around the the world and
then do those oh-so-Zen like

movies with those oh-so-

Zen like messages like 'Hey,

it's fun to be a prostitute!'

"

Throwing Muses also have

a new album out entitled

The Real Ramona. Who or

what the Ramona or the real

Ramona is, I haven't the

faintest idea (other than the
album title, but I just told

you that) . What I do know is

that this Is just a fucking

incredible album. (Nice ty-

ing of ideas, don't you
think?)

Kristin Hersh wrote nine

of the twelve songs on the

album . Tanya Donelly wrote

two ("Not Too Soon" and
"Honeychain"), and the re-

maining song. Two Step"

is credited to Throwing
Muses. The album bursts

open with the compelling,

pulsating "Counting Back-

wards."

The music is highly
eclectic and sporadic,
briskly going from one style

to a completely different

one. "GoldenThing" is afun.

driving little number.
"Dylan" is a dreamy astral

journey building out
emptiness slowly and thM—
descending back into

t|

hollow darkness. "Hook
her Head " is a distorts,

epic (longer than about at

other two songs on the

bum) but a glorious o

This is followed by
|

heavy, yet bouncy "Nor
Soon." The whole th

winds up with the sli

droning "Two Step."

The entire album is

so good and such addict

listening that you fj

yourself listening to it a

and very loudly too. at le

I did. Ask my neighb

and they'll confirm this,

An

rice

lis

tno

We Need Your Help I
r

Our Glass

Recyclables must be

kept more clean!

Please ...

REMOVE plastic and metal caps

AND rings from

your bottles

DISCARD plastic and paper 6 pack or case containers

DUMP excess liquid or other materials from inside

off

\A

The Colorado College

RECYCLES
So
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itils week brings us a new
enomenon at the Brew
)-two female guest booz-
minus the regular

iinken duo. Yes, Jon and
idy are abstaining from
ailing their favorite golden
|ar in order to get a good
irt in their respective
sses. Actually, there's a
iiy about Wynkoop Brew-
In Denver Involving ma-
ne guns, secret formulas.

i fungal pizza toppings
isumed without pizza, but
re unable to go into fur-

r detail at this time. Re-
clng them are two experi-

sd drinkers from the Ho-
Montgomery. Ann Kay is

the former sponsor of the
column, and has witnessed
the article writing process in
all of its grotesque splendor.
Next door neighbor Parice
Halbert has also been kept
up late at night due to loud
music, sounds of breaking
bottles, and other peculiar
noises. Parice is also a very
loyal reader of the column.
The first selection. Kiwi

Lager, comes from New
Zealand. Why is it called
Kiwi Lager? Because it sup-
posedly has kiwi taste or
smell. Nah. Ann personally
thinks kiwi has nothing to

do with it. Parice said, and I

quote, "It doesn't smell like a
beer, but its getting better.

I'm a beer drinker by prefer-

ence." Strangely enough.

4>
offees - teas ~ chocolates ~ etc

Just 6 blocks south ofcampus
Acrossfrom Acacia Park

You'llfindKafiql

70 Varieties ofCoffe, Tea, Cocoa,

Espresso, Cappuccino, and ...

Hand-made Belgian Chocolates

Fresh-baked French Pastries

l/l/S Coffee, Tea, & Accessories
—' to Take Home & Enjoy

Tables on the Courtyard & Fireside

Great Music in the Background

So ... Meet Your Friends, Study??, orJust

Relax atKafeo, soon!

121 East Bijou 632-6100
Monday - Thursday
8:30 am - 6:30 pm

Mow open Friday and Saturday till

11:00 pm

Parice's pet iguana, Harley,
was found wrapped around
an empty Kiwi bottle—must
have mistaken it for hismom.
The solution is not clear ac-
cording to definitions of
chemistry, you cannot actu-
ally see through the beer,
but for the most part, it's

light. Ann—"I have no idea
what the hell to say about
beer. Anyone who knows me
knows I hate the taste ofbeer
and never drink it. But I

walked into the room, the
fridge was full and no one
was around." We decided
that overall the beer was
"firm," which is always good
in our book, and a crucial

quality. Parice rated the beer
a 2.9 on the ol' scale, ohh, it

is just below average. Ann
rated the beer a 3.1. ahh,
just above average, just for

the fact that it has an exotic

fuzzy fruit in it.

The next beer, Keystone
Light, was Ann's choice and
Parice approved. Keystone
Light. Ann was quick to cor-

rect brew drinkers' assump-
tions that its specially lined

can made it taste like a
bottled beer. "If the damn
can doesn't have some kinda
lining, a carbonated drink
will lose carbonatlon," she
said. Parice. economics ma-
jor extraordinaire, added,
"The lining of the can is just

marketing bullshit." Ann
didn't have much to say
about Keystone other than
that it was compatible with

tomato juice. Parice
—"Now

this is a good beer. You can
drink a lot of them and not

feel nauseous. I'll give it a

four." Ann, margarita lover,

gave it two because it didn't

have any salt around the

edges.

Hopefully the regular
boozing lads will return next

week, that is If their bail

bond comes
through. ...wait....don't print

that. . . .They'll be back if their

class workload Isn't too heavy

or ifthey're notjust too damn
lazy....

Albert Brooks
defends his life
By John Kellman
Staff Writer

Defending Your Life rode
into theaters on the current
wave of cinematic vogue, the
afterlife. Unlike films which
were utterly dependent on
special effects (Ghost and
Flatllnersl, this one uses more
familiar devices to transmit
its vision. Albert Brooks
wrote, directed, and stars In

this film, an achievement in

Itself. Such an undertaking
can sometimes produce a
bloated ego-trip movie, an
obvious tribute of a mind to

itself, but this case has
worked out fairly well.

After an advertising execu-
tive (Albert Brooks) is killed

In a car accident, he goes to

Judgement City, a purgatory
where he must prove that he
is capable of continuing the

cosmic cycle. Unless he can
show that he has overcome
fear during his life, he will be
sent back to earth to give II

another try. Assisted by af-

terlife attorney Bob Diamond
(played with gusto by Rip
Tom), he must endure a re-

viewing of his earthly expe-

riences and defend his actions
before a pair ofJudges.
The theology ofthe film here

becomes Interesting—It's no(

quite clear Just what sort of

framework we're dealing with.

The enemy of life is fear, so
obviously it couldn't be a
Judeo-Chrtstlan deity (fear of

God, the role of guilt, ect.).

The system seems to have a

Hindulst flavor, evidenced In

the reincarnations, but
overall, this vision of

Brooks' doesn't readily con-

form to any religious tradi-

tion, which may be the point.

Profundity Is not the aim of

this film, amusement Is. To
this end. Brooks amply pro-

vides a feast of jokes and
visual gags, most of which

play on traditional views of

life after death. Judgement
City, for Instance, has been

modeled to look just like an
idyllic American urban cen-
ter, complete with bowling
alleys and entertainments
such as the Past Lfues Pautf

ton—suspiciously resembling
certain Disneyland rides with
its use of holograms.
Some other benefits of

Judgement City are that ev-
erything Is free, and that the
food Is exquisite, without
earthly peer. This sort of
place seems like a Utopia a
young mind might create —
no heavenly host around, just
a lot of Ideal fun. Like earth,

however, distinctions are
drawn: for Instance, Daniel's
hotel is second-rate compared
to that of his ghostly girlfriend

Julia (Meryl Streep).

The humor In this film

comes mostly from Albert
Brooks Incessant one-Ilners.

so that the afterlife's comic
potential Is Ignored In favor
of his own palter. Aside from
a few slghl gags, there really

Isn't much funny about the

cily; despite this being a
satirical film, it seems that he
wasn't qu lte ready io go so far

as to mock death- and -be-

yond Itself.

So where does Defending
Your Life stand In relation lo

other current films of Its Ilk?

Very much towards the

front. Unlike the colton
candy romance Ghosl or the

convoluted Flatliners (we

needn't even mention such
monstrosities as Ghosl
Dad), this one has a mature
sense of fun which
nonetheless Is not free of

either sentimentality

or shrewdness. In other

words. It's an okay brew. If

you can stand a little cheez
and want some fun, check
It out. It's not exactly

Dante, but who can
handle The Divine Com
edy on a spring after-

noon? Defending Your
Life Is the feel-good movie

of death.

Hair Designers for Men & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes, Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 $£ Tejon at Cache La Voudre 632-3531
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Women succeed in Gunnison, Minnesota ne»

By Maile Shimabukuro

Staff Writer

CC women's track com-

peted hard at one of its most

competitive meets - The

Western State College Invi-

tational in Gunnison. CO on

April 6th. CC runners went

head-to-head with

supertough Division I schools

like Adams State. USC. and

Western State and still man

with heart and soul is Just

what CC did; all six of our

runners.

Representing CC at West-

ern State were diehards Carey

Wall. Rebecca Felts. Karin

Boes. Jennifer Holmes. Claire

Carpenter and Tiffany Shipp.

Coach Ellbogen was im-

pressed by their perfor-

mances, and is optimistically

anticipating the final meet of

the season: "Our weekend In

vantage in our distance

events. Karin Boes will be

going for the school record in

the 5000M next weekend in

Hastings. The current record

is 19:46 mln. set by Chris

Morrison last year. Tiff Shipp

threw a personal record by 2

inches in the shot put and

continues her steady im-

provement. I am really look-

ing forward to our upcoming

competitions. Their hard

the 5000m at low altitude,

but her efforts, alongwith the

rest of the team's results at

Western State, were out-

standing.

Boes ran a 20:45. just .99

seconds off the school record

- in the 5000m, giving her a

triumphant 4th place finish.

Co-captain Shipp also

nabbed 4th place - in the

shot put - with a throw of

33'3- 1/2". a personal record.

Wrr^S Tu^ZsUoZZiT^ SEK^SSpSS inaddition.ShippaddedS'O
aged to keep the* heads on Gunnteon shows tnat

nnrlni
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at„leteswillhave 1/2" to her previous meet
their shoulders. So much of

running Is in the mind. When
you're on the line with Divi-

sion I runners, you have to

keep yourmental composure.

A small school like CC may
have a less ominous presence

than the bigger schools, but

we sure have enough heart to

make up for it! And compete

in a very good position to

drop our times and increase

our distances in the field

events. Our remaining two

competitions should be very

exciting (April 12, Hastings.

Nebraska and April 27, St.

Paul, Minnesota). We will be

competing at low altitude

which will be an obvious ad-

our injured athletes will have

an opportunity to get on the

track. You all are doing great!

Unfortunately the April

12th meet at Hastings was

cancelled due to tornado

warnings, so CC missed their

chance to kick some serious

butt! Boes did not get achance

to try for the school record to

1/2" to her previous meets

discus throw, at 97'9", and

dropped. 47 sec in the 100m,

at 15:02. First year Rebecca

Felts tested her skills in the

1500m and ran an amazing

5:33. Other great middle

distance races included

sophomore Carey Wall's 5th

place finish in the 800m, at

2:32.90 and first year Cla
Carpenter's 2:54.40

800z
Carpenter runs a tough rat

the 800m and 400m -
a

somehow manages to do it

with style. She ran a qm
1:05.68 400m. Finally,

j

team dropped 3 seconds fn

their 4x400m time at CSU
4:30.22. All relay runners

great: Felts 1:12.01. V
1:06.89. Holmes l:05.37,

v

Carpenter 1:05.95. Over

CC's team score gave the:

5th place finish at the

Keep up the good

girls. Just one more meet'

the season! Let's show
j§

nesota what CC's made,'

(and have a good time
§

Don't forget to bring bi

plenty of souvenirs (ya kn

what I mean?!) Kick butt!

t

The spring Intramural

sports are Infull gear

as ultimate preparesfor

playoffs and Softball

sinks into the thick of

the season. Bad Dog
and Beer have sofar
dominated the ultimate

league and Bone Dance,

Soggy Potato Chips,

Lunatic Parade, and
Team Mona lead the

three sqftball leagues.

The IM season will come
to a close the third week
of the block.

Cold and damp weather

hinder track performances
By Mike Drum
Staff Writer

The men's track team was
in Boulder. Co last Saturday

(April 13) once again compet-

ing with Division I schools

and 40 degree weather. Led

by superstars Matt Fahringer
andJames Rankin in the 800
meters with times of 1 : 58 and
1:59. Zach "The Great"

Drennan did just fine In the

200 meters, getting a time of

23.5 seconds (season best).

Amazing as it seems, Scott

Ingvoldstat had the same time

while first year stud Simon
Ramone had a time of 54.78

in the 400 meter race.

The CC track team had five

track runners enter the

1500m run. Van Stone had a

time of 4:52.5. Joel

Trachtenberg, 4:57.5, Brian

Kates, 4:44, and first years

Sean Cavanagh and Mark
"Sugar" Sweet had personal

besttimes of4:34.7 and 4: 18.

Junior, Patrick Judge de-

cided to try the 5000 meters

(for some reason) and he did

pretty well getting a season

best time of 15: 12.3. Themile
relay team (amid 40 degree

weather) didn't really feel like

running but they persevered

and conquered. They had a

time of3:30which is a season

best for the relay.

In other events, MikeDrum
happened tobe angrybecause

IM sponsors T-shirt contest
The Intramural Department is sponsoring a contest to come up

with a new logo for the intramural champion T-shirts. Deadline for

entries is Wednesday, May 1, at 5:00 p.m. in the intramural office in

El Pomar. Prizes will be awarded for first through third places.

Entries should "capture the spirit ofintramural sports at CC." They
can have a serious or semi-serious approach, but nothing too serious.

For more information, please contact Steve Edwards at X7503 or the

IM office at X6483.

the discus wascancelled, due

to snow. However his anger

did not help him with the

shot put much but he came
back with a fair effort throw-

ing 42'8". Nick Zandstra
probably wished the triple

jump would have been can-

celled because the pit was
cold and damp. Nick
scratched three times and
was not too pleased!

Everyone agreed that the

weather "stunk" and no one

really performed as he could

have. But just wait until next

timewhenthe teamhammers
at the Grinnell Invitational at

Grinell, Iowa next weekend,
April 20, 1991.

Photo courtesy ofSports 1

Strivingfor thefinish line, Matt Fahringerp^^
himself at the Boulder Invitational.
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Lacrosse heads into

season finale against CSU
The men's lacrosse team have had a tough time of it lately as
ley have dropped two close regional games to put their record at
8. The Tigers see their last regular season action on Saturday
(ainst Colorado State University. If they win, the men will face
SU again May 1 at Stewart Field. A loss sends the Tigers up to
irt Collins.

On April 3, the Air Force Academy regained control of the
loss town rivalry dropping the Tigers 19-7. The men had previ-
isly won two straight against the Falcons. Despite their hard-
lip, the team has seen strong play from a number of their play-
J. Sophomore Will King (pictured above) has paced the team in
le scoring column and Ted Nusbaum has played especially
rong. The high point of the season for the Tigers has been their
ly against the Colorado School of Mines embarassing them 24-5
Stewart Field and then travelling to beat them on the road 15-

VE DELIVER
TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS

Cheese & 2-items + 1 Qt. Pop

$Q.99^ plus tax

Pickup or Delivery

Umi'ES'PIZZX.1990 'Empires 5/10/91

TWO SMALL PIZZAS
Cheese S 1 -Item + 1 Quart Pop

|

I plus lax

Pekup of Delrvoiy
||

LOWE'S PIZZA 1990 lupins 5/10/91 -

635-5565
-——————— _ _ _ _,

FOUR LARGE PIZZAS
With Cheese & One Item

$ 1 Q .95
| ^ plus lax

Pickup or Delivery

MrxoiMalchl Double Cheese Excluded.

LOWES TIZZA 1990 Expires 5/10/91

Try One of Our
Flavored Pizza Crusts!

(At No Extra Charge)
* Original ' Sesame Seed
* Buttered * Poppy Seed
* Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at tune

of purchase.

HOURS: Sunday - Thursday: / / AM -11PM
Friday &. Saturday: 1 1 AM - Midnight

Intramural 5K
run for fun
By Janet O'Brien
Staff Writer

On Wednesday, April 24,
there will be a fun run that
starts at the C.C. track and
goes through beautiful
Monument Valley Park. This
enjoyable 5K run can be a
test for those of you who are
in shape, but also can be a
good time for a group of
friends. There's even an
award for those ofyou who do
well in your selfchallenge. T-

shirts will go to the top males
and females based on overall
finish. The race begins at
3:45 p.m. at the track, Ifyou
want lo register before the big
day, just stop by the I.M.
office in El Pomar. Ifyoujust
want to show up the day of
the event, there will be a
registration from 3-3:30 p.m.
So ifyou are a student, or a
member of the C.C. faculty
and staff, give this free race a
try.

THE WEEK IN PREVIEW
Women's Tennis
Apr. 19 Southern Colorado Home

Men's Tennis
Apr. 20 Northern Colorado
Apr. 22 Metro State University

Home
Home

Men's Lacrosse

Apr. 20 Colorado State University
Mayl RMILA Semifinals

May 4 RMILA Finals

Home
TBA
TBA

Baseball

Apr. 21 Denver University

Apr. 25 Metro State University

Apr. 30 Brigham Young University

May 1 Air Force Academy

Home
Home
Home
AFA

Track and Field (Men's and Women's
Apr. 20 Grinnell Classic (M)
Apr. 27 Macalester Invit.

May 4 Air Force Academy Cup
May 10 AFA Twilight Invit. (W)

)

Grinnell, IA

St. Paul, MN
AFA
AFA

South Padre Island Cancun, Mexico

,,$469.00 PX™
• 7 Nighls South PacJre Island Lodging

• Welcome and Farewell Parties wiih

refreshmen Is, music and conlcsls

• 1 FREE sailing session

Co-Ed Beach Volleyball tournament

> On-Island tour directors

» Round trip molor coach available

All resort taxes

To sign up or for nn

COUNCIL TRAVEL
1138 13th Street (on the hill)

Boulder. CO 80302
303-447-8852

7 nights at one of Cam
resort properties

Round trip air/hotel transfers

Welcome cocktail

FREE Dis

On-Island tour dirccto

15% resort taxes

U.S. departure tax

information, call:

(tail \
nt Fun H*ofc
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Women's hockey brings

strong season to a close

with tourney in Aspen
By Jen Norberg

& Martha Pelster

For the devoted fans who
have cheered the CC Women's
Hockey team on all season

long but were unable tomake
the trek to Aspen, here's the

scoop on their season finale.

It was the third weekend of

last block that the teamjour-

neyed through Glenwood
Canyon construction to the

Women's State Tournament.

Eight teams competed in the

most vicious and bloody

tournament in Colorado his-

tory. "Never seen anything

like it: we kicked some ass,"

commented Tim Mlxon.

Coach Mixon was on his own
as co-coaches Colin Aymond
and Scott Z-man were un-

able to make it up to Aspen
for the tournament.

Powerhouse forward Yodi

Hewitt began her scoring bo-

nanza in an early Saturday

morning victory against

Boulder with a goal assisted

by superstar Helen Blair.

TrainerTim Mixonwas forced

to lend his expertise to the

CU team as aggressive
defensewoman Jenny Bush
caused many injuries to the

opponents.

The team's months of

training and conditioning

paid off as they played an-

other outstandinggame later

that afternoon. Team man-
ager Tim Mlxon was im-

pressed with the "stellar per-

formances" of senior Parice

Halbert and junior Bridget

Jeffery. Parice, Bridget and

Yodi scored the goals in the

3-0 shutout of the Front

Range Flyers of Denver.

The third game of the day

was the most exciting of the

tournament. After an amaz-

ing 42 saves by senior goalie

Mary Cheney , the game ended

The Tigers ended
their season and the
tournament with 4th
place overall in the

Colorado Women's
Hockey League.

in a tie and was decided by a

shootout. Despite many
shootout drills in Tiger prac-

tices, the talented Aspen
goalie prevented another CC
victory. Only senior Laura
Jenney was able to shame
the Aspen goalie with a pow-
erful shot In the right comer.

Cheney was awarded Most
Valuable Defensive Player of

the tournament for her out-

standing performance
throughout the weekend, but

particularly in the game
against the Aspen

Motherpuckers.

Ignoring threats from team
nutritionist Tim Mixon, the

Tigers broke strict training

rules and celebrated with free

beer and pizza at a local bar

later that night. It is debat-

able whether this had any

bearing on the Tiger's perfor-

mance against the Denver

Bandits Sunday morning.

With hard skating, forwards

Jen Norberg, Martha Pelster,

and Jenny Anderson im-

pressed the sellout crowd but

were unable to secure one

last Tiger victory. The Tigers

ended their season and the

tournament with 4th place

overall in the Colorado
Women's Hockey League.

Schedules are already being

made for off-season training

programs. Many Tigers will

attend training camps In

Canada in preparation for

next year's season. Watch
fornextyear'sschedule! Fans
welcome. Admission is free.

fountain Chalet

Downtown by Acacia Park
633-0732 226 N. Tejon

CC's Outdoor Connection
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Sophomore Bill Bailey hits a serve during a
practice session. The men gear up for theirfinal

two meets of the season. Northern Colorado and OEM,
Metro State, both at home. ^ f
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THE ONE STOP
SPORTING GOODS STORE
FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS

2for1
Buy One Hockey Stick At Regular Price

And Get One Free
Choosa From:

Christian Bros. Koho
Canadien Titan

Sher-Wood Kitchener

Receive 30% off on all Skates In Stock
choose From: CCM, Bauer, Cooper

Receive 30% off on all Accessories
SKI SEASON ISN'T OVER YET Helmets, Jerseys, Sox, Pants,

GET 25% OFF Shoulder Pads, Ankle Supports,

«.. ., . . r.... ~. «,....„. Elbow Guards, Gloves, Leg Guards
ON ALL SKI CLOTHING

and Mouthpieces.
(EXCLUDING SALE ITEMS)

ROLLER BLADES
THE NEWEST CRAZE

10% OFF

ALLLEATHER FANNY PACKS

$20 VALUE - YOUR COST $1 0.99

20%OFFALL SHOES IN STOCK
CHOOSE FROM: i.-*^*

RccbdhSl QdidaS^ KongoAOOS

ijk.^n fmsmm" SB patric
new balance'rrrm ftiddell

I f4/.f-1 HlllllfWOBIII

unbon.
119 N. Tejon

Mon-Sat. 9am-6pm
636-3348
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lational Sportsline
Copyright 1991, USATODAY/Apple College Information Network

DINS. CAPITALS WIN OPENERS:

itBostonBruins and Washington Capitals got thejump on opponents as NHL division final
yoffs opened Wednesday. The Capitals scored three times in the thiiti period to beat the
isburgh Penguins 4-2 in Game 1 of the best-of-seven Patrick Division final; Cam Neely's
jnd goal ofthegamegave the Bruins a 2- 1 win against the Montreal Canadiens in theAdams
ilsion.

(IKEES DOWN WHITE SOX
,nkees sluggerKevinMaas triggered a six-run second-inningWednesday - with a bunt - and
»Yorkburied the ChicagoWhite Sox 10-1. It was Chicago's first loss ofthe seasoa In other
games: Boston 6, Kansas City 2; Detroit 5. Toronto 4. 10 innings; Milwaukee 7. Baltimore
lirnnesota at Seattle; Oakland at California.

pOS BEAT CARDINALS:
jjSampen pitched seven shutout innings and combined with BarryJones on a six-hitter as
Montreal Expos beat the SL Louis Cardinals 1-0 Wednesday. In other NL games: Chicago
Philadelphia 1; LosAngeles 6, San Francisco 2; Pittsburgh 4, NewYorkO; Houston 4. Atlanta
Cincinnati 5, San Diego 1.

OS TOP HEAT
toltie Plppen's pivotal buzzer-beater at the end ofthe third quarter helped the Chicago Bulls
at Miami 1 1 1-101 and clinch homecourt advantage throughout the Eastern Conference
pffs. In otherNBAgames: Charlotte 123, Atlanta 111: Cleveland 112. Orlando 102; Dallas
Minnesota 100; Phoenix 105, LA Clippers 100; Golden State 1 18, LA Lakers 111.

IFRICA MAY COMPETE SOON:
lerdecades ofIsolation, SouthAfrica'sretumtomajorinternational sportscompetition could
»eas earlyas theAug. 24-Sept. 1 WorldTrackand Field Championships. IOCpresldentJuan
Wo Samaranch said Wednesday that he hopes South African athletes compete in Toyko.
iih Africa was banned from the Olympics in 1970 because of its apartheid policies.

OEMAKER MAY BE QUADRIPLEGIC:
ofFame jockey Bill Shoemaker, in critical condition in the Intensive care unit of a Los

jeleshospital the past 10 days, faces the prospect oflife asa quadriplegic. DoctorsWednesday
(Shoemaker, 59, while "very alert," cannot breathe on his own, has no motion or sensation
w his upper chest and is able to do no more than shrug his shoulders.

Thank you for your contributions to the Senior Class Gift

Donors as of April 16, 1991

Judi Abeson

Christine Allison

Guillemo Alverez

Mary Therese Anstey

Blythe Baten

Robert B. Boardinar,

Aaron Boeller

KarinBoes

Jane Bucher

Liza Burke

Mark Byers

Brecken Chinn

Curt Cocodrilli

Carolyn Colket

Ellen Colvin

Gia Grecelius

Mary Elizabeth Davies

Addison Diehl

Timothy Donohue

Alison Dunlap

ErikaEnrighl

James Eule

Stephanie Feistner

Nurhan Gecgil

Rebecca Lynn Gillette

aintain the block plan/re-establish the 9 block year
'pansion of recycling program (maybe w/incentives) & alternative energy use at college,
ore support ofENACT
tatinued support for Greek life & Residential Life (their function on campus)
riancial aid to minority students
reater diversity of faculty & minority recruitment (faculty students); upgrading the

^lity of faculty and the academic opportunities for students
:[,s get a women's studies department & a full-time feminist theorist

vestment

'erance, Diversity, & Peace

sParlicipalion Update*

Number of Donors: 98
icipalion Percentage: 20%
lal Contributions: $1,905

Heidi Gimbel Gwyn Maurilz Jennifer Rodi

Lynette Gudicello Lauren McArlhur Calvin Rogers

Marty Haessler Kerry McCune Carrie Ross

Kathleen Hansson James McDermott Julie Rothschild

Jennifer Hare C. Leigh McKonald C. Erik Schroeder

Andrea Howe William McKay Lisa Seed

Christy Hurvis Michelle McKinnon Michael Sheehy

Krislie Kauerz Dana K. Middents Tiffany Shipp

Kai Kauppi Sarah Miller Mad Steward

Jeff Keller Warren Morishige Geoffrey Tattersfield

Logan Kendall Chris Morrison Karen Nickerson Dave Thrower
Amy Kipfer Kelly Niquette Ralph Whealon

Jennifer Kleck Valorie Oldhan A. Katherine White

Karen Klotter Sara Olsen Dan Wiencek

Jennifer Kuehner Martha Pelsler Blake Williams

Teresa Kugler Kristin Poulson Deborah Wilson

Laura Lantz Tracy Reed Leanne Winner

Jacob Lawrence Lisa Remey Jennifer Worthen

Katherine Lawson Jenny Riggs Daron Yates

Judy Lewallen David Rindlaub One Anonymous Gift

Marina Lindsey Mike Roark

Erin Luke Thad Robey

Alexander Ludgin Debra Robision

David Markley Jennifer Rodi

JohnMarr

Baseball hangs
with tough teams
By Adam McVeigh
Staff Writer

With the first week ofeighth
block gone, the CC baseball
team is entering the final third
of its season, leaving Just sLx

games in order to improve on
its 8- 1 2 record. The fact that
the team is only 4 games off

.500 is "really very encourag-
ing," says senior Mike Roark.
"We've been playing a lot of
Division I and Division II

teams, so it's actually pretty

promising for a Division III

school from Colorado," the

pitcher added.

Wednesday night, the Ti-

gers fell to the Air Force
Academy, losing 3-2 In 1

1

Innings. Asked if he though
AirForce was beatable, Roark
said, "1 know well get them
next time around." The team's
next contest is a Sunday
doubleheader versus Denver
University at SkySox Sta-
dium. The actions begins at

1 1 a.m. Following DU, the
squad meets Metro State on
April 25, BYU on the 30th,
and wraps up Its season May
1 at Air Force.

Intramural Ultimate Frisbee Playoffs

First Round
Bad Dog (7-1) has a bye.

Harry Astles (34) vs. Hex Points (34), Mori. April 22, 3:30

Used N Abused (34) vs. Kosticks (2-5), Mon. April 22, 4:30

No Need to Panic (1-6) vs. Beer (6-1), Tues. April 23, 3:30

Semifinals

Bad Dog vs. Harry Astles or Hex Points, Tues. April 23, 4:30

Used N Abused or Kosticks vs. No Need to Panic or Beer,

Tues. April 23, 530

Finals

Semifinal winners, Wed. April 24, 430

r

m
^&WT WA/r

JUST CHARGE IT

at the Colorado College Bookstore
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Classifieds
-Need a place to stay during

May? Nice 1 bedroom apart-

ment available cheap. Need

to sublet at least part ofmonth

on reduced rate. Could be

leased after that through

Griffis/Blesslng. Call Jen at

x6675 (leave message).

-5 Bedroom Condo, 911 N.

Wahsatch, willing to rent out

to individuals or groups.

$20O-$225/month. Please

contact Shana at x7538.

-Student help needed! First

years, sophomores, juniors -

ifyou plan to be here May 12

and 13. you can Join in the

seniors' big weekend. Stu-

dents are needed to help

sher at Baccalaureate and/

or Commencement. Sign up

at the Legal Office, Room 204,

Armstrong Hall, orcallx6700

by Monday, May 6. You can

sign up for one or both days.

Thanks.

-$30,000 Truman Scholar-

ship- are you planning on

graduate education to pre-

pare yourself for a public

service career?Doyou already

have a strong record of public

and community service (in-

ternship at a government

agency, electoral work, envi-

ronmental activism, etc?) Do
you have outstanding lead-

ership potential? Are you in

the top third of your class?

Truman scholarships offer

$3000 for your senior year in

college and up to $27,000 for

graduate studies. First or

second yearstudents mayget

more information from Pro-

fessor Andy Dunham, 32
aimer, x6587 or 471-0502.

Current secondyearstduents

may pick up application pro-

cedures from me now.

-For Rent: Large six bed-

room houses. $1000/month.

Please call Kent 633-2469.

-Apartment for summer
rent. 1 101 N. Weber. #2, one

block from campus, call Bob

or Chris, 632-2080.

-We need your help!! The

Native American Student

Association is looking for

volunteers to work at the Pow-

Wow on April 27th. If you're

interested please call x7452
(Felix) orx7778 (Sonlatsa).

-Found: Silver bracelet at Fiji

house last block. Call 635-

0709 to identify.

-Washington, D.C. Apart-

ment for rent. 7 miles from

downtown. 2 bedroom with

loft. Furnished, available May
15. Call Ryan Wallack, 703-

379-1924,

-Need a reliable house sit-

ter? Will do house sitting for

the summer months. Call

Kara 389-7174. References

available.

-Summer jobs. Girl Scout

camp: kitchen, counselors,

and riding instructors. Mini-

mum ages 16 and 18. Call

597-8603.

-Unfurnished house,, two

blocks from CC, 3-4 bed-

rooms, $675 plus utilities.

471-0103 or 596-4016.

-Colorado Rockies summer
employment. Summer camp
for disabled children and
adults hiring counselor/at-

tendants for male cabins.

Rocky Mountain Village, 303-

569-2333.

-CC professor needs pet/

house sitter. May 22-June
27 small stipend. Refs or re-

sume req Prefer non-smoker.
Call 520-0163 for appt.

-For Rent: A large private

room with house share, $185.

Utilities and phone included.

Two blocks to CC. Smoke free,

pet free. 633-0093.

-Applications for summer
on-campus jobs are avail-

able in the Financial Aid Of-

fice. The Physical Plant will

hire approximately 30 full-

time workers on the grounds

and paint crews. In addition,

there are other on-campus

job opportunities, both full-

time and part-time, in the

library and in some depart-

ments. The Financial Aid

Office will maintain a list of

openings. Preference for part-

time Jobs will be given to

summer session students,

and preference for full-time

will be given to students re-

turning in the fall.

-Glacier Park, Montana.
College students from across

the country are being sought

for summerjobs at one ofthe

nation's most spectacular

national parks. For details

on jobs and salaries call

Glacier Park, Inc., at 602-

248-2612 or write Glacier

Park, Inc.. 1210 Greyhound
Tower, Phoenix, Ariz., 85077.

-Summer house-sitter, re-

sponsible, reliable CC senior

will careforpets, plants, yard,

mail and security. References

available. Call Carrie at

X7880.

Announcements
-Senior/parent dinner
dance, Sunday May 12, 2

bands, Broadmoor Hotel,

dance only tickets can be
purchased at door for $10.

-Classical Guitar mini-con-

cert featuring guitar works
of David Honig performed by

the composer, Tuesday April

30, 8: 15 pm in Packard Hall.

-Freshpeople & sopho-
mores! Don't miss the 1991

NOW young feminist video to

be shown next week. It ad-

dresses issues that affect us
all. (Yes even at CC.)

-Student composition con-

cert. May 3, 12:15 pm In

Packard Hall.

-Student recital. May 3, 4
pm in Packard . Piano - Andrea

Hull and Julie Urquhart.

-Senior recital. May 3, 8 pm
in Packard. Alison Dunlap,

flute.

-Free concert of classical

music. Shahira Kamal. pi-

ano, will perform at 4 pm in -

Packard Hall.

-The Society for Creative

Anachronism will be spon-

soring a "Feast of Fools," its

annual medieval tournament

and feast on Sat. April 20.

-The last self defense class

ofthe yearby Matthew Bayley

of Fighting Chance will be
starting onTuesday, April 23

.

The classes are everyTuesday
and Thursday from 12 noon
to 1 pm for three weeks and
will be held in the Boettcher

Health Center basement. All

students, male and female,

are welcome.

-CC Classical Guitar En-
semble, Director David
Honig, Saturday April 20, 4
pm, Packard Hall.

-EnAct Recycling first three

Fridays of the block. Come
and lend a hand picking up
glass and aluminum
recylables at Loomis, Bemis.

Slocum and Mathias. Meet at

Loomis loading dockatl2:30
pm.
-Manitou Springs, CO. The

'on;,l

acce,
"

r4

alliance of Profess:

ists Association is

entries for its annual
outdoor juried sculptu„—
hibition, Sculptu re ^
Manitou. July 12, 13 ^
1991. Fee of$20. Each
must submit slides of at

2 and no more than 6 d
ent works. Cash aw
given. Slide deadline

M:

For Prospectus, con
Darpino.APAA, 513 Mat
Ave., Manitou Springs

80829, 719-685-1861.

-The Body Image Sup
Network is looking forw

(

(FY-JR) who are interest

facilitating support grom
91-92 schoolyear.Thegj

are confidential and op

all women on campus
struggle with self-esteen

body image. For an apt

tion or Information

contact Rosemerry Wa
473-8809 or Kimber Fe

Personals
i
bei

-Mary Therese Am JM
Kamisha Begay , Amy He

Carrie Martin
Middents, Nicole Mon
Wende Nocton, Carrie

Katharine White. Cong

lationsl Good luck an

will miss you. Love,

Women of Gamma Phi

Deadlines
-Fulbright application clas

information for 1992-9 stjc

available fromArminWj. spe>

(AH 344) or the secret

office (AH 341). The dea

for applying is Oetobe d 1

1991.

-Poetry West con
Deadline is May 1

Contact for further info

Hayna. (719)599-0502.
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You Fill In the Pages!! And You Call the Shots!!

T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 in
Have Fun!! • (Really)

a

1111 "
Get Rich!! - (Sort Of)

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

oarYou Can Set the Record ofYc
Yearbook (or Create a "YearVityeo

payfor it and will pay you to do
take on this project, call Peter Padilla

to us and tell us how you want youryear
Call by April

Year at C C. -Just Edit the

"). Cutler Publications will

it! Ifyou have ideas or want to

at x7109 or x6675! Talk

to look for all history!
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obert

auk you for your appli-
" That's often aU that

id. for it is enough to

r
the letter's dreaded

More and more
atlng college seniors are
ngby heartthe friendly,
ised banter ofrejection-

class of '91 faces the
job market in a de-

specially in the Nnrrt..'

off against an eco-

recession which has

d 1.5 millionJobs into

since last summer,
tag in fewer corporate

ipus recruiters offer-

erandmore hotly con-

entry-level positions.

rado College seniors

irtainly felt the pinch

(tag to Lynn Rhodes,

lor of the Career Cen-

thisyear," explained Rhodes
"And they did seem to be hir-
ing less people. This is a
harder Job market. This is a
hard time to be graduating."
Rhodes is quick to point

out that Jobs can be found,
and many seniors have al-
ready located employers. "1

really, trulyfeelthat ifpeople
know how to go about doing a
Job search, and are willing to
put the time and effort that it

There are no accurate fig-

ures on the number of se-

niors who have found em-

ployment, or those who are

looking at graduate educa-

tion, but it is clear that those

who havejobs have not found
the search easy or painless.

Michelle McKlnnon, an

economicsmaj or, has landed

an enviable position with

Merrill Lynchin Chicago. She

went through various on-

campus recruiters, but found

Generalssssssr options ch°sen * *•-mber9 of the1986-1988.

Career Direction
Arts & Communication
Business: Banking. Finance, Accting
Business: Mgt.. Marketing. Sales
Community or Non-Profit
Education: Primary or Secondary
Government. Legal, Military
Medical or Scientific

' Statistics for the classes of 1989 and 1990 are being compiled by the Career Center.

1988
10.8%
5.1%
18.9%
7.8%
8.5%
3.9%
6.3%

1987
12.0%
5.4%
16.5%
5.6%
6.2%
4.1%

1986
11.4%
8.2%
18.4%
5.6%
5.3%
5.3%

f.S%

the effort less than fruitful.

"The responses were really

bad," she said. She men-

tioned often getting no re-

sponse at all until she pressed

the employer for an answer

and they would admit they

had already found someone.

One company. William Blaire

& Co. , she found particularly

frustrating to deal with.

"They sort of led me on,"

she elaborated. "Ifthey'd said

no straight away you don't

have to worry about it."

Such annoyances seem to

be typical of the Job search

experience, but the frustra-

tion endswhen ajob is found,

as McKinnon can attest. She

landed this position through

a CC alumnicontact, a source

which Lynn Rhodes points

out can be invaluable.

McKlnnon. an Australian

student, noted Interestingly

that the only other student

hired by the branch was also

a foreign student.

But for many, the light at

the end of the tunnel seems

to be fading.

Continued on page 5

Baca lodge design, site selected

tiors Kai Rocappi, Andy Fahumd, and KatieDimon

•fc on the Tim Linnemann Memorial Garden earlier

year. The garden was dedicated Monday.

By Mark Glaze

Members of the college

community selected a final site

and preliminary design for a

new lodge to be constructed at

the Baca campus at a public

meeting of the Baca Advisory

Board on April 16.

The lodge will be built ap-

proximately 125 yards

southwest of the Baca con-

vention center in order to

maximize scenic use of the

area and to enable a passive

solar capability.

The lodge will include two

modules - each composed of

fourbedrooms, alivingroom,

kitchen and dining area, and

acommonbathroom - which

will be linked by a large com-

mon area.

The Advisory Board meet-

ing, which drew about 25

participants including mem-
bers of all campus constitu-

encies, served as a forum for

interested community mem-
bers to contribute views and

concernsto project planners.

Architects from the Nakata

Group, led by coordinator

Greg Friesen, presented a

number of drawings depict-

ing possible lodge sites and

construction designs.

During the meeting, par-

ticipants selected features of

several different general de-

signs, which will now be

combined into a single pre-

liminary design subject tothe

approval of the campus com-

munity and. ultimately, the

Board of Trustees.

According to Professor Joe

Gordon, chair ofthe Commit-

tee on Southwest studies, the

construction goal was to

create a building which will

be "solar sensitive, and sen-

sitive to the ecology of the

area." In addition, maintain-

ing the intimacy and isola-

tion of the atmosphere was a

high priority.

The resulting lodge will fea-

ture eight bedrooms contain-

ing a maximum of three

people each , to accommodate

a total of 24 guests.

The college will also retain

the townhouse 11 currently

owns, which is capable of

housing up to nine people.

In addition, a smaller

module for faculty and para-

professlonal use will be at-

tached to the new lodge.

In selecting an architectural

style for the building, thegoal.

according to Friesen, is "to

capture the essence of the

tradition. If not nostalgia, for

these Southwestern forms

and natural materials that

are associated with Santa Fe

and Taos, but to execute it in

a contemporary, forward-

looking manner."

Gordon says that the style

will be roughly Southwest-

em. but will avoid an over-

done treatment "which would

'Santa Fake' the building. If

you look around, there'slittle

Revival architecture In the

SanLouls valley. At the same

Continued on page 2
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BYOB alcohol policy adopted

Greek system puts an end
VfllWW- J
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alcohol to the functioa his CC

Ld willbecheckedtoensurene

is of legal drinking age. He will
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has brought. The student sal SP°™
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sponsible for its actions dur- J^SKSS* have a cleanand clear guideline

,ng alcohol related events ^^oto wa^tough and to follow." said Conroy.

Imong the most notable ^j?7^tw-reeksvstem The policy will be hard to

ch^istheGreekSystem's W***SJf^?SSS enforce* first. It wffl take the

dedintodisconUnueallopen had to:make^ sam
ag^entandandcooperation

^esandtmplementaBYOB ^e^^^T^za- of all the Greek leaders to
make
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jen Jose

StaffWrlter

The Interfraternity Council

with the full support of the

Panhellenic Council, unanl-

-UierraieiiuuW v"~—-*-

two years behind in adopting

the national alcohol policies as

dictated by their national chap-

ters." said IPC President John

Carranza.

Thephilt

attempts to ii»»

ment which encourages re-

sponsible, healthy, and safe

approaches for the use of alco-

hol for those of legal age and

actively discourages irrespon-

sible and abusive alcohol use."

hewnoiecainpu=>. =c^- j-

Inresponsetomanywhovlew

thenew alcohol policy as a reac-

tion to negative outside pres-

sure.ConroysaidthatthepoUcy

was not a response to any out-

side pressure, but ratherwasa

dedsIonagreeduponbythelFC

enforce at first.

rreek copulation on campus. Council to control an

StT^cy is necessary to EachGreekorganizatl,

WeSfrompotenrlalharrn, solely responsible for

Cts aTCilitles." said holrelatedfonctionthat!

^^ammasomritymember. so^
I

^eSXpastpartieswhere by the Greek Cour^

KTShealcoholpollcy versttyoTOenver andT.

SSSSStt sssssa ^

Style of Baca lodge
Continued from page 1

time, we want to suggest a relationship

with the Southwestern culture. We Just
dont want to do it with bells."

FVmdingfarconstnxtlonisbeingsought

from individual donors with an Interest in

the project, with anapproximate spending
ceiling of $500,000 set by President

Gresham Riley.

The Nakata architects are in the process
ofoomplettngthenewbufldingplan,which
wffl be presented for discussion at an ad-
ditional openmeeting oftheBacaAdvisory
Board. If the design is approved by Rfley

and the trustees, construction ofthe lodge

could begin late this summer.

trick

PI

ir of

lean

will be 'roughly Southwestern
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invironmental dilemmas
subject of Earth Day talk

^v^l

LpWIHn, n,
photoCourt<xy Allege Kelations

|trick McShane ^U^u^^^
22, at 7:30 n.m ir, rL.,.-."
Hall

problems and the opportuni-
ties for working to help the
environmentalist movement
Phillips also spoke briefly

on the history of environ-
mentalism and on the need
for public awareness, espe-
cially m regard to corpora-
tions' claims on the environ-
mental value of their prac-
tices.

In his lecture. Phillips fo-
cused on the oil disaster in
the Persian Gulf. He said
that $100mUlionworth of oil
is being bumed each day in
the nearly 600 wells that are
on Are in Kuwait, and that
$1,000 In oil is being bumed
each second. He equaled the
rate of oil loss in well (Ires to
the total U.S. consumption of
oil.

Some of the problems that
he said the well fires are
causing are darkness in the
middle of the day. oil-con-
taminated rain and snow in

JgeCatali/st/Page 3

Missi°ngivessanctuary
to abandoned wolvesBy Patrick McShane

| Phillips, Executive
>r of the Earth Island
le and long-time envl-
ltalist. delivered the

the mountains of India and7:30 p.m in Gavk\rri "i
c

.

mountalns of India andP.m. i„ Gaylord Afghanistan, and ground
The lecture titled "FnHw f *!u

°m tte weIIs fl°wing
the Other ^The'wal ^SSt^STV^against The F=r-n-

inai the fires ar» o^^.- -

Two wolves visited the
CC campus on Tuesday
April 23. They were part of
the Mission: Wolf lecture
that was presented by Kent
Weber.

One wolfwasathreeyear
old black and dark brown
timberwolf. a beautiful and
slightly reserved male
named Shaman. The other
was a spunky, spry and
triendly 1 1 -month old light
grey female named Sila
They were both from the
Mission: Wolf sanctuary
that is located between
Gardner and Silver Cliff in
southern Colorado.
Weber spoke on the im-

portance ofunderstanding
the wolf and restoring its
natural habitat, and talked
about the function and ac-
tivities of the non-profit
sanctuary, as well as the
problems of hybrid wolves
as pets

Weber spoke on the need
to protect wolves from
hunting and captivity, and
said that 1,000 wolves;

Alaska and Canada for
their fur and to increase
big game. Cattle farmers
shoot wolves to keep them
away from livestock.
Woir and hybrid wolf

Pups are often kept as pets
until owners recognize that
wolves are not suitable
household animals
Wolves and hybrids kept
as pets have a two to three
year life span

. rhe am.

mals frequently run away
and are typically struck by
cars or shot as a nuisance.
Wild populations are low

in the United States, but
the red wolf has been re-
appearing

in the
Adlrondacks. and the Ca-
nadian timber wolf has
been migrating into the
western United States
There are 39 Mexican
wolves In the U.S.. all in
captivity. The Rocky
Mountain Grey Wolf, for-
merly native to Colorado
is extinct

efore you make 2.000 copies of that flier to let the

campus know about your event,

consider this:

atler Publications supports the Colleges new Recycling

Plan. As such, the Catalyst announces two new

opportunities to let the campus know about your

events and activities:

1 . A new publicity forum - "The Board." Call Peter at

x6675 or get a copy of your "One Fell Swoop"

Announcement to The Catalyst, and

we'll get it onto this exciting new calander

(or into the Announcements Section)!

2. For those really important events, call E"kf

Williams at x6675 and place ™.f?™™^™£™*
new campus organization rates, it's cheaper and more

effective than making 2,000 copies and having

students just throw your notices away.

3. Please use recycleable white paper in those rare in-

stances where nothing short of a campus mailing will do.

Lets work together to make better use

ofour ott-campus resources!

I

There Is a legislative mo-
tion to support and protect
wolf repopulatlon. Groups

CCCA discusses proposals for

future changes at open forum

By Karen Huber

Staff Writer

The CCCA held Its monthly

open forum Wednesday. Amid

l
discussion ofthepoorfood qual-

ity at ftat houses, and abuse

directed at Member-at-Large,

Aaron Uoyd for missing some

meeting, theforumwascalledto

order by President John

Calhoon.

The main points of the meet-

ing Involved announcements

and discussions on the merging

of CCCA and Leisure program

funding boards, the Events

Committee, the programming

and planningcommittee for the

Tiger Pit. and committee ap-

pointments approval.

The planned merging of the

CCCA and the Leisure Program

fundingboardswouldbeamajor

benefitto students since ttwould

only be necessary to approach

one board with a proposal. In

the past itwas necessary to hold

two separate meetings and

cornmunicaHonbetweenthe two

boards would often be lost.

Through thisnewplan. Calhoon

explained "we won't be left In

Umbo." Iln regards to the deci-

sions of the Leisure program.]

The remaining questionswould

need several more meetings to

bediscussedandwould address

how the boards would work to-

gether and whether the money

would be pooled.

The board then reviewed a

proposal foran EventsCommit-

tee. The committee would be

given a set amount of funds lo

plan campus activities such as

the all campus twister, or pro-

gressive dinner. Stalling of the

committee would Include three

members of the CCCA three of

the Leisure program and three

outside of these.

The Constitution Vice Presi-

dent took this time to point out.

"I think It should be printed that

Ifoundedflveneworganlzatlons,

and my name's David Frick, F-

R-I-C-K." After a french fry was

thrown at him. the meeting

continued.

A committee to take over the

programming and planning of

the events In the Tiger Pit was

also arranged. At the present

time$2000Isgtven tothe Leisure

Program to perform this duty.

The head ofthe LeisureProgram,

however, thought It would be

preferable to have students In

charge of that through a com-

mittee.

Club concerns too, were ad-

dressed. Most of the CCCA
members are appointed to dif-

ferent clubsoncampus to act as

liaisons between the clubs and

the student government.

The liaisons are for commu-

nication between the clubs and

the CCCA, so we know what

they're about, where the money

lsgolngto. and tosee iftheyhave

any concerns or if they need

additional helpfrom theCCCA"

explained Member-at-Large.

Stephen Pilcher.
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Mission wolves visit CC
|VII2>dl " „_—nce.Webersaid

broughUoOa^HaB,
, :

--*—**-- asssssss
Continued from page -J

th o t awolfrangesover
10,000 iodcl

They were

s^"«s»*2sSk s^-rsu^-

-«£££ &ssss -sras-js
jsaassa a-«ssss sSss&smM ssss^s
ssssss sass* s-^st?"

s=ssass Sssa
Ing wolves. He encouiae™ Thpsanctuarywasincorpo- to peoples

sfs£sHsis
11=i!iHig
ssss.-.» ^*£-issi ;=£f™s
ten a child while playing. ^^™

lunte„wo* It can. andhopes to
acquire an

ssrrcsfj aggjaa: ^SSss'""° acres, aname ^anefuaryarteastaweekprlor
Theanimals aretop priority, to their visit. The address is:

and the sanctuary is not de- Mission: Wolf, P.O. Box 211,
signed forhuman comforts. It Silver Cliff, CO. 81249. The
has no indoor plumbing, and number for phone messages
has running water only in the is: (719)746-2919. Thesanc-
warmer months. tuary will send a map and
The two wolves that Weber directions upon request.

Cheney still the choice

for graduation speakei

By Karen Huber

StaffWriter

speech, Renee Rablnowit

general secretary of cot

mencement activities saj
ptln

nizauons u»c »—
o~ jliu^Iv to survive, while
the rate at which wolfhybrids
are being given to sanctuaries
or abandoned is rising.

Wolves in the wild live in a
complex social structure, but
require a great deal of space

iuuim™— — *» ™
Despite petitions being Thespeechtopicislefttot U

town up toe invitation to speaker." She was su, |wS of State Dick was aware ofthe oontx^e,,
!ful

Ghent to speak at gradua- andwouldchoose atopic^
So„

tonkas notvrtthdrawn. propriately. It was uimeo ,fi

Cheney remains the main saryforhimtoconfemth,

sSaWnencement. administraUon on hte top
\ t

P
SeSamMleyactua%only

Meanwhfle some stude m
nS^Utlonsinfavorof are preparing demors, r
^T™ Sing Petitions tlons. Some unconfirmedSff*- portsarethatdemor.ta,
concenuiiB ^ wear camoflauge or tu

iSeS^- andfacefheop^e,

fedto^eyforconsideration. *«P«^ k
AccordingtoFJleytherewas

Noextrasecunrymeas tl

neTrpolt where he con- wfllbetakenonbehalfol
for

sSv^hdrawingtheinvi- RabinowUz explained ft
:k ,

faWasTwas his intention CheneyhasWs owns« „,

to s?P~rt the senior class people to pro^de forte &
SSofflcersin^rvote J^-g^
to have Cheney speak. secumy pc P

As to the topic of Cheney's ate.

USSR ecology preserv

By Laura Buckingham

This summer, a group will

travel to the Shirkent region

inthe Republic
ofTadjikistan

intheUSSRto designate part

ofthe area as a national
park.

The Brouufonsists_of stu-

Unlon Joining together to
protect "the most ecologically

diverse [areal in the Soviet

Union," according to Tyler
Norris, directorofthe program
in the US.
Participants of the project

will study the area's biologi-

cal, geological, archei

and cultural featur

"identify and study

rent ecosystems anc

verse species."Tneya

to identify threats ai

gers to the area whili

tying ways to minlnU

^uici icscarcn.ttiq

will present its findin

Tadjikistan Parll

Norris said they

suggestions for proti

area and suggestions,

policies. They will

pose ways to condui

ism and use the

lop

efu

Now vou can afford to dream in color.

Ifyou thought that finding a color

— _ — Macintosh*system you could afford

was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream
come true.

The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike manycomputers that can display
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors.

It also comes with a microphone andnewsound-input technology that lets

you personalize your workby adding voice or other sounds.
Like every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set up and easy to

master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the
-.same-consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well
on yourway to learning them all The Macintosh LC even lets you share infor-

mation with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
the versatile Apple* SuperDriver which can read from and write to Macintosh
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.

Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you.Then pinch
yourself. Ifs better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

For more information please visit

Colorado College Bookstore

in the Worner Center

or call 389-6391
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shuttle astronauts have seen policies =~hsmoke clouds from the bum- ?"; and on April 23. actions superseded ™ ,

Ues forgetting thr^s f^ 10™*™6^™* SedteK"' ^ ments *2S the End n" rh?
1°°"™™"- On thek^SSS ffiEgSESPE |*^KSS~ ^Species Act. "** SS*** ** we were

psses" to the atmosphere
philllps figured that the es"

ttingu

pllmistlc, and said that es-
iblishlng fire control on eight
[wells in Libya took
iful long time

Some of trie problems that
t-fightlng enterprises are
periencing in capping the
J fires Is the difficulty in
King there. The Kuwaiti
i Saudi Arabian govern
nts are restricting report
ifrom getting into the oil

Vear3Were ^.E—^weX^ P>ete range oFdolphm^Afeu>y rfcT(mesranaphoto
taken during a recent shuttle
flight, that showed smoke
covering the Persian Gulf re-
gion.

Phillips talked about the

products.

Public concern has been
one of the most important
sources for change in envi-
ronmental policy, according
to Phillips. Green consumer

gered Species Act.
Phillips moved to the im-

portance of seeking out in-
ternships and programs that
give students experience in
working with the environ-
ment.

He said that he would like
to see more campus opportu-
nities for helping the envl-

ShThtt^ '
Sm

-
OTadd-ssing-envi;on

spss igss sill
werekilledlnpurse-selnnets SS,f. ?™ducts ' P^ted for every tree that Is

Pointing to our continents
On the fifth day. we were
aware of only one planet

"

Phillips graduated from CC
in 1978 with a degree in biol-
ogy. He became the Wildlife
Director for Friends of the
Earth, and specialized in
protecting endangered spe-
cies during his six vears there
In 1985. Ph,U,pS became

Executive Director at the
Earth Island Institute
founded by David Brower'
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Graduates challenged by competitive job markets

Continued from page X say 'call us when you have ^^^tt^

there are, the competition out of reach.
Political science major

is just so tough." Her drive Rhodes was quick to ™£*™™
to work

to find a position as a buyer point.out that.students
c _ she

.

s

in fashion merchandising should not be blamed lor in wa ^ c
has led her to apply to any not findtog employrnent. ?° l"«

u

to

usY3 a place you

=3B:5 £533= &&ess
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The 1990 Ebey
Novella Prizes

$1 ,300 in Prizes

First Prize $700
Second Prize $400
Third Prize $200

Length of stories: 7,500 works minimum to about

15,000 words maximum.

2
Deadline tor submission: September 27. 1991 ~

1200 noon (to Prof. Thomas Mauch, English

Department).

3
Writers must be enrolled at Colorado College in

1991-92.

4

Make two copies (double-spaced with high-quality

print). The title page should give a pseudonym. An

envelope should accompany each entry with the

pseudonym on the outside, and inside the name

address and phone number ot the author. The author

should sign a statement tha the work is onginal and

has not previously appeared in any commercial

publication.

5

There will be tour judges: three 'mm the English

Department at Colorado College and one (acuity

person outside the English Department.

6

Winners will be announced in October, 1991.

ftontact Professor George Butte for more Information

may have to fall back Into hard time.

-i.ii ,_v. Beth Davies. an econom
find something.

an-lnVe-nm'retaUJob ^r^cTur^eZy -#S£""- iSS
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lltical science major Kristie herself well prepared :

or todays inarKe^, ^
Kawerz has been thwarted the job market CCbas ^ e

^ucated graduate.

continually In her search done a great job of educat- erMy educa t

for a position with a non- ing the g.=nera] student
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anoldsummerjobatan ^at^ey^.yers.on
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,,s Iseniorsj are probably experience.

» to have to do... clericalgoing

stuff that doesn't fit into

The market Is apparently

better for the Olin crowd.

,,..,,, We're trained to

think, but we really don't

have marketable skills."

Emerlck plans to waitress

until and hopes to intern

with a small Independentit doesn't lit into Deuci iu. ^ ~....

jpatlonal goals for but graduate school seems

whfie". The last thing you to be on the agenda of most

wanttodowhenyougetout grad
"a

""f.
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CaU that perseverance will tri-

ofschoolis to be dependent ^^^^SS umph. they hope. But be-

fobbya Colorado'college. "eath the confidence lurk

t came across in various the realities ofstudent loans

nterv^ews hat many. sat- and the costly alternative

sfied and confident after of graduate school that

ll ,r rr experience are make the struggles of a re-

re^dy totaS "ture m ceding job market all too

stride.
bleak '

our occu

ssss5H«== ^s==5T«
on mom and dad.

Kawerz sees graduate

school as another option,

especially after encounter-

ing responses from em-

ployers who are looking for

more qualified candidates.

"A lot of them [employers!
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CcSh'sSTr teams up with Bemis' Carmen

?er« to boost camp^ealthjwareness
^.ir a -rheiranswers I o^^^^^B^V iw
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By Leah Matthels

Staff Writer

There's nothing worse

than having a lousy day

when everyone else's is go-

ing great. In these Instances

having a few fall safe gripes

can be absolutely critical.

Like lawn watering. After-

noon classes on sunny day.

Rastall food.

The thing is, no one ever

listens... or so you thought.

All those Rastall and

Bemis commentary sheets

that you filed out once upon

a lousy mood are about to

be taken so seriously that a

prime gripe source may be

forever banished.

Acting together with

Bemis Dining Hall director

Carmen Terry, head bas-

ketball coach Chris Starr is

coordinating a program that

will put nutritious food in

Bemis and educate the col-

lege community about its

health.

"This is a response to stu

_d

tritlonal food. Their
answers

to student complaint are

two interrelated programs

called "Fitness for Life" and

"Wellness in you."

While the Coach and Di-

rector are working together

Starr's program is aimed

more towards students

comprehensive health

needs. Terry, on the other

hand, is focusing more on

the nutritional aspects ot

health.

Both programs are di-

rected specifically towards

"getting more of what the

students want," according

to Terry.

The way Terry sees it.

Bemis has access to a large

enough selection of prod-

ucts, that there's no reason

why students shouldn't be

servedwhat they reallywant

to eat.

A new concept in calete-

ria dining? Not really.

Unbeknownst to most

regular Bemis diners, the

food served there is already

fat free.

Fat free cakes could well

serve as the program's

theme. While most of the

products Terry Is now re-

searching are fat free, and

Mom might cook at home,

like casserole and mashed

potatoes." says Terry. With

this in mind, she's trying to

create a meal plan that will

be appetizing, yet nutri-

signlng ways to inform

dents about the new n

She has already plann

commit part of the Bu

board to nutrition info

tion. and is designin|

cial labels for the new

As both Starr am'
--nimiea on —

i, a

fl.S

lice

[Sin

h.

B

The International Stu
dents Organization, ISO.
held a colorful and tasteful
event last Friday, to eel
ebrate cultural diversity
and to promote cultural
awareness.

Proceeds from the event,
International Day, in con-
Junction with those from
Circle K's weekend activi-

ties, went towards the re-

habilitation of dlfferently-

abled persons.
For ISO, the event was a

very successful first step
towards community recog-
nition, as well as a solid
testament to the group's
unity and loyalty.

Lillyam Saavedra. secre-
tary of ISO, stated that
Friday's activities were di-
rected towards "making the
International Students Or-
ganization more visible to
the community and to get
more people outside of the
organization Itself in-
volved."

This was Intended to fur-
ther the main goal of the
organization, which Jalro
Valverde-Bermudez, co-
chair, sees as the promo-

tion of cultural awareness
and an appreciation of di
versity.

"It's Important that for-

eign perspectives are
brought into the campus
community — political
economic, and social— be-
cause of the tremendous
Influence of American
opinion in international af-

fairs," Jairo says.

Friday's strictly cultural
event was the result of a
semester of planning and
preparation. Pride in eth-
nic diversity was expressed
through dance, a martial
arts exhibition, origami,
and international cuisine.
It was, In fact, one of the
finest demonstrations of
international unity and
good will that the campus
has experienced this year.
Hopes for similar events

next year include more
educational activities, in-
cluding appearances of
speakers and writers, per-
haps within the curriculum
of an International Week.
The largest problem for

ISO, however, is the lack of
financial resources.
"We hope to be able to

create an annual Interna-

tjygr Jgfssr™ sigsas ~£_„„m4M!, 3S
IS>0 s international Day paves the way f<

future group-sponsored campus-wide activiti
By Scott Campbell tion of cultural awareness I

'

and an appreciation of di- I H -'JfcThe International Stu- versity. I

J

Sssafe __
dents Organization, ISO, "It's important that for-
held a colorful and tasteful eign perspectives are I J ~— SM
event last Friday, to eel- brought into the campus ^ 4W" *• 'WmS
ebrate cultural diversltv rgmmnn»„ —u. i S -. -m'& * »_ ,JM _!_.'. Jm

ISO sponsored many activities in addition to dancing exhibitions.

Photo bj/ Karl Be

tional Week here at CC,"
says Jairo, "bringing in
lectures to address other,
non-cultural issues, such
as politics and economics.
It would call for more fi-

nancial resources, but
speakers would benefit the
entire community rather
than Just ISO members."
This attitude represents

a dramatic change that is

beginning to take place
within ISO: the movement
from being a support group
for international students
to becoming the spark and
generator of international
activities for CC as a whole.
When Jairo and Rahul

Kapur, also a co-chalr,
came to CC in 1988, they

both saw the group as

tive and dependent
the administration
hope," says Jalro,

Friday's events den

strated the power and

ofthe group to both
istration and students

biggest problem now

continued on page

V
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Environmental Column

Balance between human wants-an answer tofcZ^^*"S**«I practicesSantiago Foster

Agriculture, we must re
pnber, remains a delicate
t, not a mad science,
the World Bank Group
BG), which sends advl-
rs from technically ad-
nced nations to less-de-
>ped countries, has for-
Iten this point.

ffBG's advisors urge less
reloped countries to re-
ice sustainable crops,
I as maize and rice, with
iort-oriented wheat and
lie (which require heavy
chanical and chemical
Is). In WBG-financed
advised projects, na-

s environments are
ned, and indigenous

tnl ures destroyed.
f-off though this may
n, a similar plight faces
U.S. Our agricultural
tices are becoming in-
isingly incompatible
ahealthy environment.
le Environmental Pro-
>n Agency cites agri-

our resource base, engen
dering a world-wide dust
bowl and massive starva-
tion.

Yet today, fewer farmers
feed more people than ever
before. Mechanization has
cut rice harvesting time
from 258 man-hours per
acre to a slim one man-
hour per acre, triggering a
tremendous release of
labour.

Chemical fertilizers have
increased crop yields up to
200 percent and hybrid corn
and wheat have eliminated
laborious detasseling and
hand emasculation.
Because of these me-

chanical and chemical
revolutions in agriculture
the U.S. enjoys the most
bountiful, uniform, and
cosmetic harvests in the
world.

The same fertilizer (anhy-
drous ammonia) that has
boosted our food produc-
tion was used in great
quantities after World Wa

4 fs^SSftiW giate hiftways, -wu.'eSe

«m th^e nollutins fertilizers, commonly over-

used, cement the soil and

kill valuable microorgan-

isms.
Monocultures (growing a

single crop, often a cash

crop such as cotton, for

many years in the same

field) progressively damages

the soil. Increasing the need

for consistent fertilizer ap-

plication.

Insects, weeds, and ro-

dents are also gaining

natural immunity from our

chemicals. Crop damage

, these polluting

rls (chemical fertilizers,

ilcldes, and pesticides)

!k into precious

indwater sources. Be-

rt se of the overuse of

ainlcals, some 500,000

„ in Iowa drink con-

— taated groundwater.

my fear thatMalthus's

lction of a population

letrically exceeding its

ilstence will soon fulfill

jlf —our chemically-

Jendant agricultural

miques will diminish

due to insects has increased
four percent in the last
twenty years, paralleled by
greater increases In pesti-
cide application. Similarly,
our gluttonous consump-
tion of fossil fuels has qua-
drupled the energy spent
on agriculture but only
doubled our crop yields in
the last fifteen years.
And although the scien-

tific innovations of the
"green revolution" have ex-
ploded our capacity to pro-
duce food, malnutrition
continues In Mississippi as

and lobster) and seeming
about

the envi-

unsultable for human con-
sumption, can be used as
animal food.

Yet, if we humans deter-
mine it a priority to support
the largest populations of
our kind, we must become
more efficient eaters and
shorten the food chain
leading to ourselves. Imag-
ine how methane pollution
topsoil erosion, and water
pollution would be dimin-
ished ifAmericans cut their
meat consumption in half!

Contrary to popular be-
lief, organic farming is not
the solution to these agri-
cultural woes. The insuffi-
cient supply of organic fer-
tilizers (lessened even fur-
ther if we were to abandon
animal husbandry) cannot
meet the rising food de-
mands in the world. Fur-
ther, the magnificent in-
crease in man-hours and
food cost would break the
economy's (and. more of-

L
e
,

n
:.'!

1.5.'&r-ms':'.'5l.tw*>5 —
of traditional

tiously to prevent both
poisonous algal blooms and
diminishing returns: in-
stead of completely elimi-
nating chemical fertilizers
chemical application will be
cut by two-thirds and
supplemented bv manure
and compost applications
Cr°P rotation,
multicultures. tillage and
utilization of "friendly" in-
sects and predators would
augment or replace pesti-
cide and herbicide applica-
tions. And chemicals that
are used would be so spe-
cific as to avoid adaptive
immunity and hazardous
side effects.

A pipe dream? Not at all
Target-speciric chemicals
are already available and.
through wide-spread edu-
cation, corporate sponsor-
ships, and government
subsidies, farmers would
be encouraged to adopt
more sound agricultural

investing In great desert lr-

unconcern
overpopulating

ronment are, in the long

run, biologically incompat-

ible."

The maintenance of ani-

mals for meat consumption

should be checked... but

not stopped. Animal hus

relectlon of traditional investing i»b'«" ""»""

methods but more by the rigation projects, our gov-

inclusion of Innovative ernment could support

t,'° small, conservation-ori-
practices.

Under this approach,

farmers would not dismiss

technology, but rather uti-

lize current agricultural

advantages. A balance

would be struck between

human wants and environ
bandry must continue for human wants and environ-

reasons both economic and mental potentials. Farm-

agricultural. Many thou-
^...It'il-ilp fnr

agncuiiuiai. »*«*v —

_

sand acres are suitable for

grazing but not for tillage.

ir,,rfhor nlant residues,Further, plant

• Accident and Injury

• DUI and Traffic

• Criminal Law

634 - 7725

ers would become more

sensitized to their land and

water. And because of their

heightened awareness,

their focus would be on

preservation, not exploita-

tion.

Fertilizer application

would be an admixture of

organic and synthetic

products, applied cau-

ented farms and further

research In sustainable ag-

riculture. The crops of the

future should be judged not

by the standards of quan-

tity or appearance but

rather by quality and nu-

trition.

Still, with our booming

worldwide population, blos-

soming technologies, and

entrenched habits, complete

conversion to organic farm-

ing is a futile goal. We must

not forego technology, but

rather utilize it - with the

art of caution and foresight.

Lamentably, this remains

our only choice.

Spiral Perms - $4u.UU ireg

• Facials - $10.00 n
„
f

. Unlimited Tanning - 30 days for $40.0C

» Free Facials w/highlignt

15 % off all services with CC ID

118 NTejon, Suite 301 635_5552
Above Old Chicago's
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Bookstore i^alsprom 9

:
:

"~"
.., 1

„.,ed In the classrom. have

the most direct ****«
y each year

Every block it's possible to »-—— ...

hear the complaints of stu »° ^cted to select

5 they buy books for "ey
according to cost.

„tv, nf study.
maien<u=

„„,„,<= nut.

ByMlkeShaver

^ckit-spossib^ rusrrsss?

THE COLORADO COLLEGE BOOK

and

dents as u.^ —j-
lliaipn.u3 <

ensuing month of study^ ™
orsborn points out

•1 Just spent $75 00 on M£
(s d abou

books, and it's only one
^f

e

mê ensive books,

him-k- complains one stu- seiecui^ _ ..„^„rctandiii

tot burdened by the weight

ofa monstrous chemistry

Students, understanding

that the bookstore cannot

control new textbook prices

reel when they discover they

only getting a 25% dls-

W:

are uiu> e*- °

count on used books

Orsbom explains that th
t *|-

:«.

fli

text "It's a monopoly," the

complaint goes, "they re

milking us for every last

dime." wi—s Orsbom explains ui

^r^5S br^r^ tSSSSSS^
repUe^athreepercentprofit

-.., nf *3R 970. Most
margin ot $dt>.»'"-

students will probably be

SS'^SS ^^-rer^esuoneain ^^^xe^he ^-^

lected used books

the retail price. Th<

will then add 25% on5==.-^. Asasrs ^°=|=H2 Sr™3E
shocked at these figures^

The shock is twofold, first,

surprise that the books ore
, ne oou„.„,,„ questioned u

„ a million «*^™; abSOrbs some of the cost of ™e s™ m?iude institu

and second, that all ol tnese a
1_tv,„„u.e ^e're trying the survey yr, r )paai

sales fail to produce a larger

S-* din, to
rver^nrercent: The*^5 ceptlonofan,

*"2^SS- ^estflgure.porteainthe g^S^jJ^ «!£'»—*s been present

„ u ™ /.nvprs Die cost oi iub»".— --o- - toriasiyciu. "" -• -

The second reason uie«> ">

Orsborn, cover.. J _^ survey was 13%. __, (n salesweregenerat^b^etten^ ^^™ {acttheJ Ith.

sorbs some ot the com » "" mciude institu- in uic =>*».. •••-- v^ sometimes leei as u.uugn, . ,

s.«.w-.-!r rt2ft.*tss» ££&£.= K»£« .ssssaa ft

,.,.„Hn rolleae Bookstore Orsborn, Dm u
larizedbyHarvard

Unrversy _^ when compared to the percepu ^
plans to change this

the

Colorado CoUege Bookstore

says it's not so surprising

The C.C. bookstore Is an in .
0rsborn argues, uic

sUtutionalbookstore owned u.
g Bootetore

and operated by t^oUeg- ^toeresjmjsof^why
"" •foreTelftBooks expensive?" has nothing to do with greed

rentlyno

policy.

If, as Orsbom argues

Noble, auu u.v. r- *_. These figures are I

larizedbyHarv^Ur^ersity^ J^^encompaICU
When asked how prlcWg ^ _ ^^e

might change If C.C. were _efornDn-booksalesis
usmgeitheraleasecompan^ ^otofonlydoesC.C. surpass

or a co-op system, Orsbor. „„,, r™- non-

iries

in

she asks, "Yes—particularly
In the sciences." But, she
adds quickly, "Myphilosophy
ofmanaging this store Is that
we keep textbook costs as
low as possible."

Orsbom points to a very
simple figure that Illustrates

this point. Students always
pay the price of the book in-

cluding mark-up, an addi-
tional 20% above what the
bookstore pays. The gross
margin for the store—the
genera] mark-up Including
operatingcosts—ls23%. This
means technically, the store
takes a small loss on text-

books, which they compen-
sate for In other ares of the
store such as clothing sales.

Specifically. Orsbom points
to the freight cost which Is

absorbed In this margin.
Students, she' explains, do
not directly pay for the cost of
shipping in the price of thelr
textbooks. At most book-
stores, transferring the cost
of shipping directly to the
consumer is a common
practice.

The question of why text-
books are so expensive is
somewhat difficult to answer
completely. Orsbom suggests
that textbook publishers,
knowing they have what she
terms a "captive market."
Inflate the prices of their
textbooks to cover losses In
other areas of the company.
Faculty members. In se-

lecting the textbooks to be

and everything to do with
safety, according to Orsbom.
"We always use profit as a
sponge to absorb losses."This
approach seems to work, al

tjoxn lease' companies and
co-ops have more of an in-

terest In profit than Institu-

tional stores. Lease compa-
nies, because they are part of
a national, private chain and
co-ops because the operator

nyeraee._£Qr.,nqn;:

the average was 49%.
For students, these figures

meanthatfhebookstoreisbetter
abletokeep thepriceoftextbooks
down. Ignoring extra costs like

freight.

When askedwhyshethoughttv,„, „i, T, , ,
y "«•«"== "«= operator wnen askedwhyshethought she's satisfied that she hHZS"^ ofthestoresp.it the profit at students occasionally felt as hermost^,"^Detter than others. the end of the fiscal vear. thnnoh th„, ™=,„w *™ „..„v. _^.^ ^.^better than others

With the same goal of a
three to five percent profit

margin. In 1989the bookstore
cleared less thanone percent.
The bookstore has never lost

money, Orsborn explains,
and averages at about three
percent each year

the end of the fiscal year.

Orsbom also explains that
operating under the block
plan poses some unique
challenges. Books come in
continuallyand are sent back
continually; a chain store
might pass this extra cost
directly unto the cost of the

towards draining studei

the precious few dote an

he.
have. , :

OrsbomhasspertW re.

oluuciiis wim question '

would encourage studen

want to discuss prices to

me."

Although she believes

are students she will

convince ofthe store's Inn

she's satisfied that she ha

though they paying too much
for books, Jo Orsbom cited two
reasons.

Thefirstreason, sheexplained.

prividingthebestservice.

tothecommunityoftheCo:

CoUege.

nd _
=ota

j uu^uy uinu uie cosi oi tne
Evenellminatethlsmargln, textbooks, the C.C. bookstore

the result would not be no- tries not to.
tlceable for students. The
math Is simple. Multiply the
average yearly cost of books
to students each year ($350)
by the number ofstudents at
C.C. (1850). Take this total

($647,500.) and divide it by
last year's profit ($38,970).
Assuming an average offive

books per block, the savings
to students would be ap-
proximately 40 cents per
book.

Since the Colorado College
Bookstore prices according
to cost, questions about the
cost ofrunning the bookstore
naturally arise.

Orsbom grants that the
bookstore Is far from being
perfect. "Could we improve?
Yes, and we're always trying.

"

Specifically, Orsbompoints
to personnel costs which are
higher than the national av-
erage. Orsbom explains that

,HE Compleai Gamer

„. .. , ,
ciaBc. ursDom explains that

Given the risk ofmiming In this is due to a certain quality
the red, Orsbom says the of service and the necessities
small savings does notjustify
the danger of making the
school cover the bookstore's
losses. "We could make the
price of books cheaper, but
student would wind up pay-
ing more somewhere else."

The bookstore, operating
primarily on cost, compares
nicely to other college book-
stores. In a national survey
of college bookstores the av-

of the block plan. In other
areas, cost Is on par with the
national average or lower.
All of this would seem to

suggest that bringing down
the price of books at the
Colorado College bookstore
enough to satisfy students
Just isn't possible.

Surprisingly, although
students complain the most
about the cost of textbooks.

NINTENDO
Buy, Sell, and Trcde

Frisb««, Boomerangs, fierobies,

Hocky Sacks

Party Gamas

Rok-Playing & Board Games

Pcizzks, Kites & Gifts

Chess Sets. Cribbaae. Go
Man Jongg, Baseball Cards

315 N. Tejon • Downtown • 473-1116
Open 7 days a week

Across from Poor Richard's
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JheCatatyst/Pajge 93emis tostrivefor^^^^^^^^
£&«=: sassasr -~- L LTf?!!,n9 food
ding a nutritious meal
an unless people under-
3nd what they're eating.
Itn they can apply that
formation to everything
<e they eat.

the end result of Terry's
forts will be a comblna-

|
of the foods Bemls al-

ary serves, Including the
(at and cheese dishes,

special health con-
s entrees. When to-
.
the items in the

Iness In You meal plan
come to about 400

iries per meal.

:
order for this plan to

,

kej
i however, Terry saysJ needs more Input from

tl lents. "I need to know
it students consider
Itlonal, and what kind
od they want served
.
We can tailor our ser-
ito student wishes."
jther crucial segment
iny's plan is working
I in hand with Chris
s health assessment
am. Fitness for Life,
tyear anyone on cam-
fill be able to go to
and receive a corn-
health assessment,
reauestpH •

Wellness in You

for Life is the

buzzword for a comprehen
sive health awareness pro-
gram directed by Coach
Starr that Includes a lot
more than just nutrition
According to Starr, the

program is aimed at "intro-
ducing (the students, fac-
ulty and support staff) to a
healthier lifestyle."

Healthy does not neces-
sarily mean running five
miles a day. Fitness for Life
Is designed, says the coach
for people on campus who
may want to improve their
physical condition, or their
eating habits, but aren't
sure how to go about doing
that. "We're not trying to
turn people into athletes
Just introduce them to the
benefits of healthier hab-
its," says Starr.
To do so, Starr combines

education and actual health
plans to suit individual
needs. For those peoplewho
make appointments for a
fitness recommendation.
Starr leads them through a
three step process.
First, those interested In

their physical condition can
go through a health assess-
ment. This involves every-
thing from cardlo-nnim^.
strength or cholesterol lev-

els. A nutritional analysis

also accompanies this ini-

tial process.

Based on the person's
needs and wishes, Starr
then creates a personalized
exercise prescription. For
people primarily interested
in dieting, this prescription
might include a specialized
meal plan. Or. it could in-
volved a session in the
weight room to establish

what sort ofaerobic level the
person's fitness goals re-
quire.

When Implemented next
year, the third step will in-
volve monthly education
seminars on all the different
issues associated with
health.As Starr says, "health
is notjust one dimensional

"

It includes physical, emo-

tional and mental well being
and covers all dimensions of
Ule. These seminars will try
to address such issues
So far Starr has outfitted

54 campus personnel with
fitness prescriptions. As her
facilities expand, she hopes
to serve more and more stu-
dents. And best of all. as she
reminds us. "It's Free!"

ISO hopes to continue an
annual International week
continued from page 6 ~rw ,„.,.

V^r\continued from page 6
mains to be finances. The
smallest contribution from
CCCA currentlygoes to ISO
We need a bigger commit-
ment, not so much to ISO
but to the campus, includ-
ing additional funding en-
couragement of abroad
programs and the expan-
sion of an International
curriculum, here at CC."
Saavedra pointed out an-

other problem into which
too little effort is directed-
the huge lack of minorities
and foreign students at rn
nesota. to find out how

Macalester attracts so many
international students.

"That is the primary com-
mitment from Macalester
College, where as here atCC commitment comes only

"It's important that
foreign perspectives
are brought to the

campus community-
political, economic,
and social -because of
the tremendous influ-
ence of American
opinion in intent-

percent of the student body

at Macalester are interna-

tional students and there Is

also a large diversity of mi-
norities. I wouldn't think
that more than one or two
percent ofthe students here
at CC are minorities or are
from a foreign country."
ISO also hopes to get more

CC students Involved who
travel abroad, both before
and after their travels.
For those who are inter-

ested, there is an interna-
tional party this Saturday
at7:00 p.m., at the Student
Cultural Center (Pack

at"'7°30 ancHSO meetings

(with faculty members) at

noon on Tuesdays.

The

CCCA
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

PRESENTS A

Forum on

the

Future
i

1:00 Introduction

105 Priority Report of the 1990 s

Brecken Chinn
1:15 Financial Future

Tom Wenzlau
1-25 8-1/2 Block Year

David Finley

1:45 Dean of Admissions Search

Max Taylor

1:55 Dean of Students Search

Laurel McLeod
2:00 Break/Refreshments

2:15 Residential Life

Paul Jones
225 The Leisure Program

Sara Sugarman
2:35 Food Service

2-45K&ce/The Recycling Program

2-55 SffiSWr*-*-" View of the Future

Gresham Riley

3:10 Questions

Voice your concerns about residence

^

minority issues, financial aid, ^81/2Wock
calender, food service, com^riurii^erv^ce

JL
u^

Packard Auditorium
TuesdayM

April 30, 1991 l:00pm.
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has "one oi the most prominent small

political science^^J,^
!^ ™son service. __^ „ ^^sionally act- and^ol.tics^

senior po- imcal science^

By JuUa Ferguson

Staff Writer

The political science de-

partment has approxi-

mately fifty majors every

vear In straight political

Science as well as many

others in some type of

combination major such
as

political
science/economics

or history/political
science.

The bulk of political science

majorsgolntolawnalonal

or international business,

international service or

some type of governmental

lessor Fuller, chair-of

the political science de-

partment, explains that the

faculty of this department

is quite similar In back

ground but diverse in spe-

cific interest and teaching

emphasis. Most of the fac-

ulty
graduatedfromasrnall.

Uberalartscollegeandhave

a commitment to the liberal

arts education. Their in-

terests vary from voting

behavior to political theory

to interest in a specific world

are such as the Middle East.

The faculty is committed

be -professionally active

through writing paPers
;

lecturing and attending

conferences.

The department also

seems to bring In a large

visiting faculty to offer even

lurthe? diversity. Next year

the department will have

twooneyearvisitingfaculty

members concentrating on

the Middle East and Asia.

Also, visiting professors
are

brought in for specific one

block courses each year on

topics such as "Law and

CCCA Column -J—.^

Open session provides

chance to share concerns,

ideas with
administrators

,VI^
^^w.sfinancialfuture. changes have raise,

By John A. Calhoon

«iingnroi rnemajiy changes
that are taking place around
the campus, students will

have an opportunity to con-
tribute their piece to those
Individuals who are respon-
sible for formulating the
Colorado College's direction

in the coming years.

In response to student
concern, a Forum on the Fu-
ture of the College will be
sponsored by the CCCA. It

will be open to any member
ofthe Colorado College com-
munity and will provide the
open discussion opportuni-
ties that many students de-
sire.

President Riley, will dis-

cuss his view of the the

thecollege'sflnancialfuture.

Dean McLeod and Vice

will be on hand to discuss
the plans for, and to field

questions regarding the
college's recycling program
plans. Many others will be in

attendance as well, repre-

senting a variety of pertinent

college issues.

The college faces dramatic
administrative changes next
year including new Vice
Presidents for Student Life

and for Development, a new
Dean ofStudents, and a new
Director ofAdmissions. The
college Is on the verge of

implementing its first com-
prehensive recycling pro-
gram. The College Is also
embarking upon a new and
very different academic cal-

changes have raised con-

cerns and questions that will

•vyisri, lT»nodis^uf
s%fon"ab'out

theirrespective responsibili-

ties and the implications of

these changes forthe college

as an academic institution

in the coming decade.
The afternoon will consist

of informal presentations
and then open discussion.
This is truly a rare chance
for students to directly en-
gage their administrators in

open discussion about the
future of their college. Stu-
dents will have an opportu-
nity to ask questions,
present ideas or express
concerns on any topic re-

garding the college that they
choose.
Forum on The Future of

and Politics.

Chris Dwyer. senior po

litical science major, com

ments that the faculty are

not only competent but

bring tremendous
energy to

the classroom. JodyShern.

iunior. finds the professors

accessible, finds the de-

partment strong overall and

appreciates the large size

for the wide variety of

classes offered.

The political science de-

partment is broken down

into four principle areas

which are American Poli-

tics Political Theory, Com-

parative Politics and inter-

national Relations and are

outlined and described in a

pamphlet on "Political Sci-

ence at Colorado College.

The pamphlet also explains

the objectives of the de-

partment, the interdiscipli-

nary majors available, the

seminar and career oppor-

tunities. These pamphlets

can be obtained in the po-

litical science office in the

h^ment of Palmer.

ireri

concel

the ease in majoring in]

litical science. With rJ

tively few requiremel

(nine) and no required!

sis, political science ml

be considered by somJ

an"easy"major. Dwyerwl

like to see the requtreml

made stricter while Jem

Hare, also a senior poll

science major, notes tha

set up placesmore empl

on the student to do i

work and really comm

the subject. She alsor

tions that the faculty n

bers definitely respond

and to encourage those

mitted students.

Finally. Fuller notes

CC's political scienci

partmentis"oneofthe

prominent small pol

science departments i

United States" as it is

orous department ons

fronts."

For more informatl

this major see a coursi hc

logue. contact Proiopf

Fuller or pick up a pa»r<

in the political sctei^" 1

Mf*

-j, — — ~*~ULUiU, t5 ujjuu a new tuiu ruium on ine future oi
cuss his view of the the very different academic cal- the College: Tuesday April
College's future. Vice Presi- endar in the Eight Plus Year. 30, 1991- 1-3-30- Packard
dent Wenzlau will discuss These and many other Auditorium

Hait Designers forMen & Women

Style cuts, Cellophanes, Perms, & Color

Stop in or call for an appointment

827 9{. (Tejon at Cache La (Poudre 632-3531

coffees ~ teas - chocolates - et

Just 6 blocks south ofcampus
Acrossfrom Acacia Park

You'llfmdKafiol

70 Varieties ofCoffe, Tea, Cocoa,

Espresso, Cappuccino, and ...

Hand-made Belgian Chocolates

Fresh-baked French Pastries

Coffee, Tea, & Accessories

to Take Home & Enjoy

§2 Tables on the Courtyard & Fireside

£=? Great Music in the Background
So ... Meet Your Friends, Study??, orJust

Relax at Kafeo, soon!

121 East Bijou 632-6100
Monday - Thursday
8:30 am - 6:30 pm

Now open Friday and Saturday til

11:00 pm
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involved rtttS'" sheds
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'
The b<*n to one meetin, „ ., ,
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sophomore year and got
involved with environmen-
tal work through the Earth
House. Since we've been
here we've helped with the
recycling, driving around on
the truck to pick up col-
lectibles."

Pete - -We decided to be

uown and we've set up con- the Ad H„ d
"'"'««rs 01 my decision. I orig nallv

tainers around campus." nVmte whichT
"g COm " thou*M ' m^beagS

Andy -The system works offacu ltv ££ composed major, until , reaflVedl
a lot better in terms of con- ministration ™?*™d^ WaSn '

( w"""g to put in al
Unulty. The barrel locations SS^"°r l - that lab tlmefor four yea™
— -.„.,. ^.tuauaiocations tee estahliohoH n.and the color coding help c^S^ onl/l,

'It's more acces- ^2^*2
address larger issues on

that lab time for four years
I enjoy a lot of the literature
we've read. It's good to be
reading primary texts. It's a
good liberal arts major. I've

iterll Rothrock
[Writer

dy Fahlund and Pete
tsam are "two unsung
is" as the co-chairs of
:t (along with Katrina
and Santiago Foster).

Is an ORC leader, and
i have been

S l
omental in the

sure. .

What changes have been
wade in the recycling
program since you were
flrst-year students?
Pete - "Recycling for the

past three years has been
completely student run. We
used to have the sheds

"' H* wgiauinung
local and national issu
We've put aside a lot to
centrate on the

~ ojoiciu wun twelve
boards across campus to

<-'<>'- which Worner Desk willcentrate on the recycling. disVbute student

CooMtTr^ng °n the nouncements And tr

?°l,*
PT°ieCt

' '^'"g to there's The Source ,'

What are your futur
plans?
Pete - "I'm going to work

for part of the summer at a
ranch that a friend's father
is moving to In Crested
Butte. Then I'm going to

eman Memorial
ten. Andy is an
apology major with a
In urban studies and
has majored in

sophy with a minor
[

i "concepts ofhuman
" The fallow)™ <

an-
**"**°- ^»»iu ihen

program In campus build- way to'get inf^ationtt llTj^tf^T^
™e - -we are primary BX^r ^SR&S

sponsors of E?ri_ we2 avtu.ef^ Zt*Te M,f
^ ™??'°^

intercampus mail."
How do you think that

nd newspaper." There'« ZShM "'= J'Car
'
CC comPares with other

Andy -"At present the ad- g^oup ofabout tentoflft
" C°1,e«es a»<« ""iverslti

ministration has taken over III i!"' ?
fteen w,th cycling issues?

1 ESfV S- % ^eryonewou.dbr*
lSl ™„„ J

., .
their own materialQ «.i, ec

o "r-uiiouio ui cartn w.

rr™3
..^

8-^-' —ts in addition

mixed paper, cardboard, pus throughout the yearand newspaper T1,„ .

s " c ycar -

Andy -"At present the ad- graup rfattentnflft 9
" "

ministration has taken over peoXwhone nrec f h
W"h recycllng '««es?

white paper, newspaner, SS,aSS ^ftBtt fc»B:*WlW«
-Pete - "The student's still on^un* a «»««» '

rnnt(JL Uv run environ-""Pete - The studenfb ^

do the rest of the hauling of you count those who have

ies
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continually run environ-

mental organizations in the

country. EnAct was founded

under the auspices of the

first Earth Day in 1970.

They've been recycling since

1973. For the size of the

college we do rather well.

UC Boulder has a better

system. What we would like

to see more of Is an appre-

ciation of the organization.

It would be nice if we had

an office and more support.

"

Pete - "We also need a

years. I studied the fall se-
mester of my Junior year In
Osaka at Kansalgaldal Uni-
versity. I really enjoyed It. I

what happens from there.

Eventually In the future I'd

like to tie In my Interests In

Asia and In conservation."

Andy - "I guess I have a

variety of Interests. I'm

making inquiries into

working for environmental

firms, doing political action

work. It would be the same

kind of work as with EnAct

.

yet on a national scale. I'm

also interested In doing

something more connected

to my major, like writing

S3BS =====

^MSS(^95S) * alternative energy use at college,

BE3E£S*M life & Residential Life (their function on campus)

te2^"5£»sSLi* ^rerfoSeynr
dems); upEradingthe

Mvestment
tolerance. Diversity, & Peace

Number of Donors: 107

Participation Percentage: 22.1 Vo

Total Contributions: S2.13S

Remember Our Goal of 65 % Participation

that we can fully recycle all

we intend to."

Andy, how did you select

your anthropology major?

"I decided to be an an-

thropology major because

it's an interdisciplinary sort

of a subject. It incorporates

natural and social sciences.

Before I could never decide

between natural and social

science. I probably tried

three different departments

before I settled on anthro-

pology. I figure It's an ex-

cuse to travel a lot and meet

different people. I've been

three years or so. I'd very

much like to do some trav-

elling."

How did you feel about

the dedication ceremony

for the Tim Llnneman Me-

morial?
Pete - "It went very well, it

was good for everyone in-

volved."

Andy - "For me it was a

relieving time. We've been

through a lot trying to deal

with Tim's death. The pro-

cess has been healing for

everyone. It's solidified a lot

of the friendships as we're

rErETmS. ^an mlhegar'den.Welaiditout

Juan Islands in Washing-

ton State doing archaeo-

logical work."

Pete , how did you choose

philosophy?
"It was a process of elimi-

nation, and I enjoyed the

in stone, literally. It will

always be there, and we'll

always know that we have

something to come back to.

It was also good for Tim s

family. It was what we'd

hoped for."
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THE 5NUFB BUSH AMI BILL
Colorado College has elements deadly to discussion and learning
By John Keilman

As graduation and the
close of my career at Colo-
rado College draws near, I

feel entitled to at last pub-
licly state my views on the
political and intellectual
state of our school.

The last few months have
brought an avalanche of re-
ports in the popular press
about "Political Correct-
ness," and after a nearly
twentyyear absence, higher
education is again near the
front of public attention.
Unfortunately, we are now
being portrayed as little

more than puppeteered
buffoons, salivating at each
ring of a radical bell. Iso-
lated but outrageous inci-
dents at prestigious insti-
tutions draw a picture
which condemn us all, and
the public sees us now as
anything but an ideal of
truth and tolerance.
Even this campus, while

out of the mainstream of
academic fashion, has not
escaped unharmed. Impe-
rialistic radicals are here
as well, promising to replace
the hated system of existing
oppression with one oftheir

own. Already there exists a
code of silence here, where
dissent is punished through
lowered grades, intimida-
tion, bullying and neglect.
So far there has been little

resistance. The aims of
radical factions - chiefly the
eradication of sexism and
racism - are so admirable
that their methods have
been above question. In
bringing about their goal,

...we are now being
portrayed as little more
than puppeteered buf-
foons, salivating at
each ring of a radical
beU.

however, they are creating
an atmosphere where real
discourse is impossible, and
where propaganda dis-
semination replaces edu-
cation.

Colorado College con-
tains the elements for a
concoction deadly to dis-
cussion and learning:
demagogic faculty and un-
questioning students. When
these two forces meet, alien
notions are cast out. the

expectation of personal
change is extinguished, cli-

ches become creeds, and
discourse is lowered to a
bumper-sticker level. I

never fail to smile when I

hear a student bemoaning
the foolish beliefs they held
(or, more likely, those
"forces upon them") before
they came here and learned
the real truth. What they
now hold to be
uncontestable is most likely
the view of an influential
faculty member or the ma-
jority opinion oftheir clique.
Any notion of real learning
can thus be buried quickly
- tragically soon. The com-
fort of conviction then sets
in. They bellow their views
or parrot others' without
challenge. Dissent is either
laughed offwithout consid-
eration or shouted down.
Debate, the ancient cur-
rency and lifeblood of edu-
cation, is stilled.

The separatist mindset
then begins to take over, an
attitude which essentially
says, "W- 'iow the abso-
lute truth so don't
bother us any more." It

supposes a life in which
good and bad can be in-

dices. At this point a

stantly deduced by either paradox. Prompted by

physical attributes or cer- cal thought, they hai eg
tain beliefs. The good hoard posed and rebelled a| t-
themselves off into their societal beliefs and "
camp, from which they can
view and criticize the bad
world - a world In which
they no longer have any
concern. They have satisfied

themselves that they pos-
sess the truth, and that the
rest of the world is corrupt

ever, they refuse to exi g

With all our money,
our Ph.D. professors,
our socially conscious
students and our will-

ingness to speak out,
we have proven noth-
ing more than a cipher
in public life.

their own. Though "

archal, racist power
tures" are fair gam
scrutiny, their ow:

sumptions are not. Vj

joy it must be to tear

societal structures wl

disjointing one molec

one's own attitude! Ev<

biggest outrage, the fj

tic and cowardly label

men as rapists on bath

walls, can be expla

away as "radical po

and therefore accepta

In the absence ofde

our powers of persui

have become so stilted

they are useless outsld

Ivory Tower. During til

cent referendum on

beyond salvation. The com-
fort which this notion brings
must be wonderful beyond cent referendum on
imagination. Freedom at city's anti-discrimins
last! Freedom not only from code, Colorado College
the battle (in which they had little to no impac
invariably cast themselves theproceedingswhichl
as the victims), but from doomed the addendui
that most annoying and failure. With all our mo
plaguing spectre, thought our Ph.D. professors,
itself, socially conscious studf

Best of all, they can live andourwillingnesstos]
comfortably in a world of Continued on pag'
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For the comprehensive and rewarrli™ ™„^. PLAYHOUSE: HELEN BLAIR

Outstanding Contribution by abSSi V% ™«a <edby ** 9r°»P

b appreciate, «,«, waml mCshJnTr C r
C°?0NAD0 Hl°" SCHOOL

Outstanding Contnbulion by a Support Start Member '

"'"'""Ser

standing Coh.nbut.on ROSSES**"* " """"'"^

^?°°^7aVaX^^^
s^fc^S^"9 ^^^^^

7b acknowledge her three-year commilmam m „,„.„
LEIGH MCDONALD

insistent Contribution by a Graduating3! or9an™s a s 'u<**» «*"«w corps
To recognize her contributions as an indiviri„=i =„* JUDIABESON

cepoonal Organization by an Individual
lndmdual«W an oroarwrafrcr, feader

For her work behind the scenes oroanhinn =e,.„ ,, ,. ,

CAHLA MCFARLAN
MvaSve Initiative by an Individual

°r9a"'z'ng a successful philanthropic etfort

To celebrate his creativity and succm* in im~iL~ .-
GABE PANDO

itaordinary Commitment by an Individual
""Pigmenting a new project

For her humanitarian values and efforts toward social chanpe
AMYKIPFEH

International

Programs

Going Abroad
This Summer?

The C.I.E.E. Student Tavej
Catalog is your best resource on

travel, lodging, IDs, travel insur-
ance, tours, work, abroad , etc.

Stop by our office for the C.I.E.E.

I

Council Travel Office nearest
your home, or call Boulder at 303-

'
^47-8108 for your own catalog!

Tmrsuar
Special Events Calendar

It's THE EVENT of the Season!

It's the

$$Tim.
Part I:

| Badminton Tournament and the great band "Freak Accident

g
§ 4:30 - 6:30 on Cutler Quad §
» Part II: |
1 The Dance with ''Cool Runnings" (an amazing Reggae Band) |
5^ n nn in.nn ;*, (Zmilnrn Hall

8:00 - 10:00 in Gaylord Hall

Harambee!
(Office of Minority Student Life)
What to Do on Your Annual
Holiday Visit When Your

Family Disapproves of Your
Sexual Preference or

Orientation; or You Haven't
Yet Told Them In Explicit

Terms, but You Suspect They
Would Disapprove, with the
Possible Exception of Great-

Aunt Mary and Cousin Harold,
the Perennial Bachelor; or

YouVe Told Some of Them but
Not Others, Perhaps Only Your
Immediate Family and Your |" '"Be Hesponslble tor a

Coronary; or You Suspect

They Already Know, and

Although They Don't Approve

of It, They Tacitly Condone

Your Behavior on the Condi-

tion That It Never Be Brought

Out Into the Openi etc.

/. Avoid the Issue. Change the subject.

Talk about less voladle topics; religion,

politics, money. Express an Interest In

Cousin Herbs stamp collection. Leave the

room when marriage Is discussed.

2 Invent an Imaginary love-Interest of

the appropriate sex and species. Carry a

wallet-sized photo ofyour -beloved- at all

times. Usually, photo frames from

Woo/worth's will come equipped with

suitable pictures. You may obtain snap-

shots using scissors and your favorite

glossy magazine. Avoid, however, the

photoloumallstlc rags under the mattress

with the nude pictorials.

3 When pressed for details ofyour

amorous life, claim debilitation through

war wounds. Be frank. Tell Aunt Felicia

mat you haven't had an erecdon in seven

years offer to show Uncle Manfred your

scar Carry gauze tape. Mention the

sebaceous secretions that make It neces-

sary to change the dressings every twelve

hours.

4 Whenever possible, retire to the

badcyard or the attic to smoke dope.

5. join GALA lor support.

By David Felnberg, FJghW-Slyed,.

Submitted by GALA

(The Gay and Lesbian Alliance)
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The **,*« 5W to 5S oyjue^^SS^
oS^rn^nalProgrcms.ond^em-ofM^V ^ nftheweek .

*fi675 to include your event! Please recurve "
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Monday

12:00 pm-CC loo, Worner 21L

THIS

^^TcCCA Budget, Worner

207.

^0~p~r7^RHA Full House, RHA

Office.

5-00 pm- Delta Gamma Execu-

tive Board, Worner 213.

Active tor Peace, Worner 216.

WOODYALLEN FILM

FESTIVAL 'Annie Hall,- Arm-

strong 300. Free admission.

Sponsored by Chavenm.

r30 pm - Creative Writing

>*tori«>""»-
Wnrner 715 .

—

brace, piano with guest artist,

Daryll Stevens, clarinet. Free
admission. Packard Hall. Spons-
ored by the Music Department.

12O0 pm - Non-Traditional

Student Support Group. Worner

211.

'7TZT~FORUM ON THE

FUTURE OF CC. Expressjour

questions and concerns to ad-

ministrators about residence

halls, minority issues, new ad

ministrative positions, economic

pressures, the 8 112 block year

Zeal plans, the recycling policy

andcommunityservice.Packard

Hall. Sponsored by CCCA .

^pHTcCCA Council, Gay-

lord Hall.

^r7plr]~Fo~rm~er AFSIForeign
. 7-^YJr.r owuw/i umce.

12.00 pm - Leisure Project

Funds, Worner 211.

-^Tp~n7~Shove Council,

Shove Chapel Office^ ^
7^Tp^Mu7i<>^-Midday.

Packard Hall. Sponsored by the

Music Department.
^

^T^Trheafre Workshop,

Taylor Halt.

TaT^T^ Wdeo and Film

Workshop, Worner 216.

~^
~

p

~

m
~7
B~SU, Student Cultural

Center.

l^n~~p~m~- Breakaway Bible

Study, Montgomery Hall Sun

Room.

Z7
~^~p~m~NASA, Dern House.^

IFCIPanhellenk Mus,

•6:30 pm - Adult Children of

Dysfunctional Families, Worner
218.

6:30 pm - Gay and Lesbian
Alliance, Shove Chapel.

7:00 pm - Trained Server
Training- last one offered this

year! This workshop trains stu-

dents to serve alcohol at camp-
us functions. Bring proof that

you are 21 years old. Call ext.

6618 to register. Worner 117.

7:00 pm - S/AA, Tutt Alumni
House.

'7:30 pm - Film Series Mane,
BAGDAD CAFE. $1 or film card;

$2 general admission. Arm-
strong 300.

,

*8:00 pm - Lecture by MABLE
THOMAS, Georgia State Repre-
sentative (26 years oldl), titled

-Women, Leadership-Identity,

Crisis and Transformation.' Free
admission. Gaylord Hall. Spons-
ored by the Women's Leader-
ship Training Institute.

*8:00 pm - Christian Science,
Worner 219.

*8:15 pm - Classic Guitar
Concert featuring works of
David Honig performed by the
composer. Free admission.
Packard Hall. Sponsored by the
Music Department.

12:00 pm
Worner 216.

4:0*

Mini

Urqu

Pack

6-30 pm - Traffic Commiile Musk

Worner 216.
•7:3C

VAL.'

12:00 pm - ORC Trips flew

ORC Room.

strong 300.

..e^irior.. Mflavft-

•7:30 pm - EnACT, Worner 216.

•8:00 pm - Women's Poetry
Reading, Bemis Lounge.

V30 pm - 'ONE ACT FES .._

VAL- Six one-act plays all
\

pm.

ected and acted by studei _
(TqpGMs, Ihe_Bear, ADoj

kgjate~A nay's Work S»

M^n^andThePiM
S^Sg^B Tickets free ti

ID- $5 general admission. A

strong Theatre. Sponsored

the Drama and Dance Dej

ment.

•8:00 pm - Honors Conat

S/flfl rackard Hall. Sponi
f

by the Music Department

•H00 am - THUflSDAY-AT.

ELEVEN. CC New Music

Ensemble-preview of the

ensemble's Australian tour

bowed piano and more wit

auest composer Vincent Plush

Free admission. Packard Hall
,

-

Sponosred by Thursday-at-Elu '12:

en and the Music Department Hon

K
Libi

Gat

'12

213

lion

Pad

8:00 pm - Circle K, Worner



WEEK

•10 am-5 pm - Friends of Tutt
Library Annual Book Sale
Gaylord Hall and Worner 117.

"12:00 pm
213.

Chaverim, Worner

'12:15 pm - Student Composi-
tion Concert Free admission
Packard Hall. Sponsored by the
Music Department.

•4:00 pm - Student Recital fea-
turing, Andrea Hull and Julie
Urquhart piano. Free admission
Packard Hall. Sponsored by the
IHusic Department.

10 am-2 pm - Friends of Tutt
Ubraiy Annual Book Sale
Gaylord Hall and Worner 1 1 7.

*7:30 pm - -ONE ACT FESTI-
VAL.' See Thursday, May 2 7-30
pm.

_.'7:3° Pm - 'ONE ACT FESTI-
:S ML" See Thursday, May 2, 7-30
1 1 w.

•ei

*2.00pm - Senior Recital featur-
ing, Sandra Buffett flute Free
admission. Packard Hall. Spons-or by the Music Department.

2l°°.J
m -

'ONE ACT FESTI-
VAL. See Thursday, May 2 730
pm.

V:30 pm - 'ALL-STARS POPS
CONCERT- by The Colorado
Co lege Concert Band featuring
Moists performing on the xylo-
phone, trumpet and saxophone
A brass quintet will also per-
form. All selections are light and
colorful for springtime entertain-
ment. Free admission. Packard
Hall, Sponosred by the Music
Department.

9:00pm - Catholic Mass, Sho^e
Chapel.

On-going

__Eyents__

pn?%oT2)f'™
tTh™ md™W1*00
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irStThreeM°"^™^
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T

ttnn
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-
F« Threeluesdays, 12.00pm, Bemis Dining HaltRussm Table (advanced) - fe, ThreeThursdays 5:30 pm, Bemis Dining Ha

Spanish Table - First Three Wednesday 500pm, Rastall Dining Hall.

"esoays, 5.00

Tea atme Russian House - First Three Mondays,

Film at the Russian House - First ThreeJhursdays.-'-Mj'p, _,, - •- r.;.!!Si...l
niSe

Prayer Meeting - Every Thursday, 7:30 am,

Worner 211.

*EnACT Recycling - Every Tuesday, 12:30 pm,

Loomis loading dock.

Bodytalk - Every Tuesday, 12:00 pm, Boettcher

Basement.

Freedom and Authority Lunch - First Three

Tuesdays, 11:30 am, Bemis Exile Room.

Women's Concerns Lunch - Every Thursday,

12:00 pm, Benjamins.

'Belly Dancing - Every Sunday, 7:30 pm,

beginning, 8:30 pm, advancedlimprov.

Sign Language Club - Every Thursday, 7-8:30

pm, Gaylord Hall.

Beginning American Sign Language - Every

Wednesday, 7:30 am, Worner 212, Blks. 5-7.

Life Drawing with Nude Models - Every Thursday,

7:00 pm, Packard 132, $3.

Alternative Music Night - First Three

Wednesdays, 9:30 pm, Tiger Pit, with Gior

Crankstone, Sponsored by CCCA, Leisure Pro-

ject Funds and Marriott.

Soul Night - First Three Thursdays, 9:00 pm,

Tiger Pit, with BSU and KE, Sponsored by CCCA,

Leisure Project Funds and Marriott.

•This Week' is published weekly by The Leisure

Program, Worner Center Desk and The Catalyst.

Georgia Robertson, Editor.

*Open to the public
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For more information about

these opportunities and many

othezs, come to the Caieei

Center, 226 Wornei Center.

\Foz Career Center Programs

I
and updates check:

• The Source

. Career Center kiosks,

Worner Center

. Calendar outside Career

Center

Internships

VlS^^^^Sztn International relations,

crntr^Tanth Street, NW. Washington,

DC 20004; (202) 624-8070.

coamioiLior^sfflSEr^yalaa

*., „f i«,ias rang ng from universal

Saasxss:
basis. Contact Heather Booth lor more

information, (301) £

McNalr Internship Program
The University of Maine offers a McNalr
Scholar Program which Includes a summer
internship. The program is open to

minorities and women who are interested

in pursuing graduate study In the sciences

or engineering. Room/board and $2,400
stipend offered. Deadline: Mayl . For
more information and applications, write:

McNair Scholars, 100 Wlnslow Hall,

University of Maine, Orono, Maine 04469-

0163. (Minority Internships and Women's
Resources)

\

U.S. Geological Survey

Opportunities In volunteer, Intern, or

teaching positions In National Mapping,
Water Resources, Geologic Information

Systems, and Administrative Divisions for

undergraduates and graduates. Sea new
booklet filed in the Environmental/Science
Internship notebook for contact names,
deadlines, and more information, or

contact: Maxlne Jefferson, USQS Volunteer
Program Coordinator, U.S. Geological

Survey, 215 National Center, Reston, VA
22902; (415) 329-5003 or (703) 648-7440.

YMCA - Colorado Springs

Marketing and/or communications Interns

needed for fund-raising, leadership

conference, and organizing YMCA
Corporate Challenge competition from
August-December. Deadline for applying Is

Juno 1 - Contact: James R. Klever,

President, YMCAAJSO of the Pikes Peak
Region at 471-9790.

United i OMrrpfc Committee
Intern fall semester 1991 at USOC In

broadcasting, finance, joumalis^

International relations, legal affairs, pu

TZs/marketingrfundraisingsports

p-.rillnn lor fall

CT 2 SorfnM CO 6090W760; (719)

SSEmSS* Based lnttmships)

„,„„„..! of Contemporary
Art

offers five multi-cultural
internships to

coUego graduates whose area of academic

study teiates to museum functions. Ful

York, NY 100012.

PLEASE HELP OTHER CO STUDENTS by

students! Stopintodayl

Pay Less Shoe Store, Citadel Mall

College degree required. Work 6 days a

week, 48-hour work week with overtime

pay. Salary is $5.50/hr. minimum, D.O.E.

Apply to: Kathy Bengston, Pay Less Shoe
Store, Citadel Mall, 750 E. Citadel Drive,

Colorado Springs, CO 80909.

Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City

The Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City

is hiring for their Management
Development Automation Opportunities,

and Financial Examiners programs.

Positions In these areas are open in

various regions of the Midwest and
Denver. Information on where to apply

and specifics about each position are

available at the Career Center.

(Nationwide . In Business and Industry

Jobs Notebook)

Editor

KOAA-TV is looking for a weekday
assignments editor. Journalism

experience Is not required but knowledge
of television newsroom operations and
writing experience is helpful. This is not

an on-alr position. Send resume and
references to: Andy Lyon, News Director,

KOAA-TV, 530 Communications Circle,

C.S., CO 80905. (Arts & Media . In Jobs In

Colorado Notebook)

Research Assistant Positions

Work with an interdisciplinary team In the
areas of education, welfare reform, and
employment and training for economically
disadvantaged groups. Qualifications are

a BA/BS In economics, math or statistics

with an Interest In social policy. Send a
resume and cover letter to Leah Curtin,

MaJiaosmentJnsJneejBsSBL^ .

the high $20's.

RrouceDep
P
aIen

P
«,
Tuesday-Thursday,

"11 at the Sheraton Colorado

l^ngs Hotel. 2886 South Circle Drive^

Colorado Springs, '

5900.

]Si CO 80906; (719) =76-

Christine Johns*

105366, Atlanta, <

,
One CNN Center, Box

, GA 30348-5366.
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April 26-27, Broadmoor

2 Penrose Hospital. A variety of exM*

ottered by over 100 companies, agenc,

and organizations. Free admission

Special guestspeaKer: Judith V,o,sH

,„

P
Survive Love, Guilt, Lrle and Oth.

Dilemmas- on Saturday, April 27, U»
a.m., Broadmoor International Center.

a^BffiO^vvlllbeheldApM
TS^TanTmlhe Colorado Hall,

Tadmoor Hotel with ova, 1 50 boo,*

300 business people participating- F°

mo,e information, contact Members!,.

635-1551.

Miscellaneous

g^^aoanj- are available In

1

dorado College Business office for

graduating seniors. If you have a |ob o «

an "need assistance with relocation cosl.

"u qualify- Contact Ma^Haeffele a.,*.

Ap:

Pr

ss^sr-
Part-Time/

Seasonal
Compass Computer Solutions

Seeking a part-time computer programmer
($7-$8/hr.) and secretary/clerk ($5-$6/hr.)

for summer wrtlr long-term potential.

Interested students should contact David

Van Ness {'67), Compass Computer

Solutions, 740 Citadel Dr. E., Suite 204,

Colorado Springs, CO 80909; 574-2500.

Operations Coordinator

Roadway Package System is seeking

Individual to work Monday-Friday, 5:00

p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Responsibilities include

evening close and basic management
functions. Salary is$13,000/yr. plus full

benefits. Send letter and resume by May 1

to Terminal Manager, Roadway Package

System, 2520 Aviation Way, Suite "P",

Colorado Springs, CO 80916; 570-1142

between 1:00-3:00 p.m.

Camp KOL MO' AR is looking for

counselors and specialists in drama,

dance, sports, waterfront activities,

photography, ceramics, horseback riding,

etc. For more info and applications

contact: Jeff Friedman, (312) 782-1477.

(Special Camps notebook)

Team Leaden? - Colorado Springs

Youth Volunteer Corps/American Red
Cross - supervise groups of teenage

volunteers working on projects at non-

profit organizations for the summer
session. Salary: $1 200 for 9 weeks. To
apply, contact Marge Asay or Barb Vierllng

at 632-3563.

Congratulations to the following senio

a successful job search:

1 . Peter Langsam - Japanese Exchanj

Teaching Program (JET)

Other seniors! If you are employed, Is

Career Center know so we can feature

in the next Career Bulletin.

Alumni Career

Referral Net work
We have alumni waiting to hen

from you in many cities and
career fields across the country.

Use this network sponsored by

the Career Center and the

Alumni Office to:

• Gather Career Information
• Acquire valuable contacts

for jobs and internships

• Learn about particular

geographic areas

• Obtain information about

employment trends and
entry level positions

Formore information cone
to the Career Center.

This Week At The Career Center

SCA Training. 12-100, W. 215

Women's Life Festival & Trade Fair
April 29 - May 2, Penrose Hospital

Honors Convocation

Colorado Springs Spring Trade Show 0*tj 1 </<• s <rf scheJ /eft///I /ei



bless you.

Sincerely.

George Bush

April 26. 1991

President Bush gives Jim Capp praise for h
By Todd Burke achievements.

Many of America's most
pressing social problems
can best be solved through
a renewal of the values onwhlch our Nation mac vand good blessings, founded- ri,,tv

" Youmaywonder how such
benefitting the entire Col: of personalL^f an lncredlbIe happening
rado College community. coSSat"%;

"me to pass. I can explain
For his work and time for™ "nd^dua C °n S"^-^mber 25.
eachlngSignLanguageand expressSiSelfin Sector
for introducing the world of consequentla L,™ ,

'ITIIT ?°Se inter" beh^ "roth rs

aCXS
!?!!^.

J
!

m
,.
ha

?J
been

_
recog- s»ch as yours are evidence

that these values remain
firmly embedded in the
American character. I com-
mend you for making a dif-
ference in the life of your
community.
Barbarajoins me in wish-

ing you every success as
you continue to set a fine
example for your friends

It is my pleasure to draw
your attention to my close
friend, Jim Capp, who has
once again received praise
and good blessings.

b»>~u, ~u*i nao ueen recog-
nized by President George
Bush. The letter reads as
follows:

Dear Mr. Capp:

Word has reached me of
our outstanding record of
ommunlty service. I con-
jratulate you on your

is work with Sign Lan
and neighbors. May God
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unday. November 25,
wonderful feature story

"• . . duty, acceptance
of personal responsi-
bility, commitment,
and a respect for every
individual that ex-
presses itself in direct
or consequential ac-
tion in behalf of oth-
ers. Efforts such as
yours are evidence that
these values remain
firmlyembedded in the
American character."

guage Club
laughter in the cafeteria and
with his smile on the pages
of The Catalyst (there have
been numerous stories in
the school paper about Jim).
And as have some of you, 1

have —

of President Bush. She also
knew that President Bush
established the National
Office of Service to recognize
individuals doing good work
in their communities Pat

manager of Rastall ntn ™ I
laughter. I have

Room
6
Mike FieM ^ aWs^, "^^^Jim's boss, to do the same fxclt edlv in ,

C0
,

nVerS 'ng
The National Office of Ser^ £** S mV la"gUage
vice apparently decided that man

C haVe Watched

and a half, Jim has been
the life's energy behind our
club. 1 hold close many
warm memories of those
Thursday evenings; I am
proud to have learned and
taught with Su
Kowalsky,
Prud'homme

the president. And now
President George Bush is
also a fan of Jim Capp.
This is truly a great gift

for one who has given so
much. We are having a party
for Jim on Thursday, May
2. at 7 p.m. in Gaylord Hall.
Please Join us in congratu-

written by Angela Dire ap-
peared in The Gazette Tele-

S, Jta f0r h,s presl " Pen'er. and Jimdentlal recognition and for For me this ;

san
Sheri

Claire Car-

..,,,.. ,tu
a

rCrc
e

omm
tSrR

WOrk «*^S^SltaS
yraph. The article was about Sand drop,nofha^ ^T^ Sprlngs a»"
Jim and his work with the Jim s hand and ",, !m graduatlon

-
S° ' would like

Co w. K w eD,re°t0rof refreshments and highCollege Relations, read and spirits for all
g

She had T'
016 VCry mUCh -

'
haVe know" Jlm fr fourone had been very inter- „»-..-..

....o uayyy UCCaSlOn
to soften a sad farewell.
Thank you my friend, Jim.
You have shared with me
evervthlno ™.. i

Eastman wants freedom and he's coming to get it

By Michael Eastman

After reading the conclu-

sions of an article written by

Amy Palmer in the April 19,

1991 issue of The Catalyst, I

was surprised to learn that I,

Michael E. Eastman, am a

Black supremist. Well, as an

American. I must say that I

find this to be very interest-

ing. I most certainly have not

been raised as a supremist.

much less anAfro-American.

I also can promise you that

mymotherwould not approve

ofme instigating the "wanton

murder of millions." I must

also say that the Harambee

article was not written for

you Amy Palmer, a lily white

woman, but rather for my
brothers and sisters as a call

for upliftment through lntel-

...many Whites have

fought and died for civil

rights. Many struggle

today in aworld ofhate

and injustice along side

mybrothers and sisters

of color.

lect. But I realize that my
statementsmay not be clearly

understood. So. 1 write this

reply, not by choice but by

request of my colleagues, to

clarify my comments.

First, you are right when

you say. "to assume that the

whole white race oppresses

is unjust and untrue." The

fact is that many Whites have

fought and died for civil rights.

Many struggle today in a

world of hate and injustice

along side my brothers and

sisters of color. However, 1

can hardly footnote that fact

in a 4"x4" article. But then

again, I have no need to. You

see. these whites know who

they are and they understand

whatmy wordsmean to them

.

I have no need to clarify to

those Whites who share the

pain. Thus, Amy Palmer, you

Continued on page 15

CC discourse, continued from page twelve

out, we have proven noth-

ing more than a cipher in

public life. Why? Because

the atmosphere of separat-

ism, of refusal to learn, of

"sacred beliefs," and of in-

tellectual bullying has not

only alienated us from each

other, but also from the

society which we study but

are powerless to influence.

When the time comes,

then, that we want to affect

a change in those commu-

nities, we wonder at our

ineffectiveness. The truth

is that since very little ef-

fort is made here at truly

understanding opposing

viewpoints (unlike the at

best patronizing dismissal

which now exists), we have

effectively cut ourselves off

from the resources we need

to create a change. Preach-

ing to the choir will not do.

Feeding only the educated,

intellectual members of the

surrounding community

will not do. Allowing our-

selves to be swept away by

easy rhetoric and painless

superficial conviction will

not do. We must heal our-

selves first, put away the

black and white hats and

realize that we all - femi-

nists, jocks, granolas

gre eks. straight white

males, blacks. Hispanics,

Republicans, radical lesbi-

ans, or any other category

to which we have been as-

signed or assign ourselves -

have something to say. and

that inconvenient voices

must not be easily and

painlessly swept away. The

time has come to exhume

the body of debate, and to

bury the simplistic views

which have come to domi-

nate our sorry version of

discourse. As all universi-

ties are now in the eye of

public opinion, let's make

Colorado College a standard

of openness and discussion

of all viewpoints for others

to envy and emulate.
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Graffiti can
By Orion Poplawski

be enjoyable whe^itjs good

I-ve always been fond of

graffiti Oh I -***
SSlA"and consists

ing "Do bongs!" that appear

everywhere like some kind

of deadhead mantra
etched

m concrete. Overall, pretty

"But there seems to have

been a recent small surge

of graffiti "hits" that has got

me thinking. One is again

s.^ell.^athi^or ^ ^

tost exposure to any really

mt^sTmggraffitiwaswhUe

rtdingthe train fromBoston

to Washington. DC On

parts of the trip the tram

would pass by the back of

Abandoned brick buildings

--t would be completely

ered with the most col

The most omnipresent

form of graffiti is. of

course, the*»*
•Eat Acid" and other

awhile, and seems to have

been reproduced fairly re-

cent on the sidewalk near

tne traffic circle on the west

side of campus.

Tm sure you are all sick of

the whole gender attacks

hat happened
awhile back

in The Catalyst, and had

hoped that they were over.

But I do want to say a few

things from a slightly dif-

ferent angle, and hope I can

that we ve

I think good graffiti

that is trying to put

forth a message gen-

erally needs to be

shocking. It is not the

place for level headed

debate.

have a reason to be angry

It's lust that this particular

avenue is not a very con-

structive outlet for that an

^Let's turn now to the sec-

ond piece of graffiti. First of

all let me say that I really

hope it's not some kind of

heterosexual facism slogan.

And 1 don't think it has any

over sexual connotations

(maybe If the arrow waij

pointing anotherway.

assuming good intention!

by the artist. I have chose. Berri

to take it as a symbol for|,te s

.S£S-=» S£»KW =£££#: rs.'°»~^=*"
t the trays in Rastall. offending anyone t

and without sounding too

vishy-washy.

i""-"-
, ,, lh ,, be realized that there is a ieace

Uy thinkallmenshouWbe
be_^^^^ ^phra

allyt. • ,

killed simply because
of the

! -woman's problem
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being the emi- flicted on McGregor Hall in

»iu6.. ..
at lt various places. The other is

nently cheesy town that it va *
tere9tlng . uter-

is, the city has only revealed
mo

and fernale

one piece ofjnterestlng twm ^ of

needs to be shocking. 1US ,~~-^ ^ ^ e r

not the Placejorjevel £
een very fond of genocide

graffiti , me: "The US

test justice money can them so far: on the cement

b
At CC. graffiti has been

headed debate. My favorite_

is"USoutofouruteruses.

But neither should it be

insipid, and antagonistic for

antagonism's sake.

"Dead Men Don't Rape" is
in front of Palmer and on

one of the white poles be-

^Tow key -d trivia, ^n
~ ^sta^tly

Most of it is cleaned up or See g memorles of

prevented from happening brou8nI . -_
s

Graffiti is not an
exercising such expression

To the Editor: ^ ^^vfil^ js not hannfuf

iaui strives to create a safe

Black problei

problems." etc

no such things. There a

only problems for all oft

as a society. And it is as

community that we mu

face these issues

in the first place (witness

the guard who got to watch

the cement in front ofBern*

all day during t^am to

course, the zillions of "Eat
Acid" and other similar
phrases etched on the trays
in Rastall. And don't forget

the pictures of a man say-

In the end. it inspires very

little and instead generates

a great deal of reverse an-

ta

fi^sTrealize that this is

.-"-^ , v, irmnwav means that 1 think

. perfect example of such ton°jay ^
""^appropriate form of express.o

lose

!ln.'

in b

nd w
Mov
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lout

in D:
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environment where ideas
can be tested out and ex-

pressed. With this freedom
of expression, however,
comes the responsibility of

there has been a rash of

vandalism in the form of

graffiti on inappropriate
surfaces such as brick
walls, fabric-covered walls
and bathroom stalls.

Graffiti at CC is a gestapo tactic
What is the purpose of a

liberal arts education? Is lt

the acquisition of facts, fig-

ures and principles? Or are
the arts and sciences in-

tended to give students the
ability to learn throughout
life?

"Ye shall know the truth
and it shall make you free."

But what Is the truth? Many
individuals at CC believe
that their views are the
"Truth". But are they? Most
definitely not.

The beauty of the, Colo-
rado College experience Is

that, In principle, our edu-
cation Is based on the no-
tions of "Agreeing to Dis-
agree" and discussion. Di-
versity of opinions is just
as important to the com-
munity as ethnic diversity.

No opine Is more correct
than any other. No opinion
is the Truth," lt can only
be voiced with greater
clarity than others or in a
louder and more violent
fashion.

I have not rambled on
about the goals of the Lib-
eral Arts education without
reason. I have done so
because many members of
our community have for-

gotten these values.

Numerous groups and in-

dividuals at CC have re-

sorted to the use ofGestapo
tactics to express their be-
liefs. "Dead Men Don't
Rapel'and "Martin Luther
King Was A Man!" are but a
few of the offensive state-

ments made around cam-
pus during the past semes-
ter.

But why has this hap-

"Ye shall know the
truth and it shall make
you free." But what is

the truth? Many indi-

viduals at CC believe
that their views are the
"Truth." But are they?

pened? Have members of

the campus community be-
come so disenfranchised
from the channels of au-
thority that they must re-

sort to these forms of pro-
paganda? Or is it simply
that these people refuse to

participate in rational dis-

cussions about issues that
concern us all? I tend to

believe that these people
have a great love for the

sound of their own voice
and opinions.

I have written this edito-

rial as a response to the
criminal acts of vandalism
and offensive behavior that
have taken place around
campus during this past
year. I hope that this edi-

torial will inspire rational
discussions on a variety of

topics within the Colorado
College community. Some
of the most urgent areas of

discussion Include, womens
issues, Greek life, gender
issues, economic Issues and
issues of ethnic diversity.

For the Individuals that
respond to this letter with
moans of agony and vio-

lence, I pity you, for in your
ignorance you do great
harm to others. Those of

you that sit idly by and
watch these acts go on
without speaking are in ef-

fect supporting them. To
the members of our com-
munity that pick up the
challenge of bringing posi-
tive change to the Colorado
College, I wish you the best
of luck in a very worthwhile
endeavor.

Publlus

fiti
ucuiar iliestyle. that pur-
pose is defeated. Destroy-
ing college property detracts
from the effectiveness ofthe
message. People feel im-
posed upon and outraged
to see the destruction of

property. As we are out-
raged when people deface
legitimate posters, includ-
ing those of a controversial

nature, so too are we out-

raged when people deface
public property. Sympathy
for the cause is lessened
and the inclination to "write

ofF the perpetrators is in-

creased.

The college expects all

members of the community
to respect college property.

Vandals will be held re-

sponsible for their actions
when apprehended. Sanc-
tions range from paying for

repair of the damage to

probation or suspension
from the college. Damage to

such damage, and woi

while academic prograt

needed repairs, and n
academic projects suffe

There are numerous
more effective ways to

press ideas on this campi

One can write a letter to

editor or an article for

Catalyst, use bullet

boards, make banners. h<

meetings and worksho[
put announcements in T

Catalyst, or reserve a tal

in Womer. I am sure the

are many other possibllitt

and I welcome any sugge

tions,

I hope that this vandalls

will stop, and that a usef

exchange of Ideas and co

cerns will take its place.

Sara Sugerman
Associate Dean of Sti

dents

Worner Center Director
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What about Da
By Amy Kipfer

I would like to Inform
graduating seniors of a dis-
turbing fact regarding com-
mencement. As many ofyou
know, it is customary for
the college to grant "hon-
orary degrees" to both the
baccalaureate and com-
jencement speakers.
Therefore, it should be no
surprise that the Secretary
of Defense is receiving one
this year. This takes on a
different meaning when one
considers Father Daniel
Berrigan, the baccalaure-
ite speaker for the 1990's
leremony. did not receive
me. Berrigan, a non-violent
eace activist, was refused
idegree because, according
n the Board ofTrustees, he

niel Berrigan?
is a "criminal." Berrigan has
been jailed, no doubt for
activities such as burning
draft records and blockad-
ing roads to missile sites.
Why does the Board of
Trustees, who does not
grant Berrigan a degree
give one to Cheney? There
is a significant difference
between burning pieces of
paper and directing the
slaughter of millions. It is
without pride that I receive
my degree from this school
that honors members ofthe
military industrial complex
while denouncing those who
work for peace. I regret the
decision of the Board to
honor such a future. I hope
others that regret It will
speak out too.

Reflections on a block break visit

Letters

to the

Editor
iastman's freedom, continued from paqe 13
lose Whites who share the
iln. Thus,Amy Palmer, you
m better classify yourself
id where you stand.
Moving right along, I must
so say that your comments
rout the great Afro-Ameri-
n Dr. Martin Luther King
., are correct. He was a
eat pacifist" who deplored
itality. However, contrary
our article. I do not be-

f instance, where In my
ament is there any in-

nce of violence, or even a

use such an activity,

you claim there is? Do I

npi he Way It Is

-i
r

will be those of intellect and
Justice? Did I not specifically
state, as you commented,
that we should let "words"
guide us?
Amy Palmer your own ig-

norance about the oppres-
sion of colored people in
America shines through
clearly in your article. You
state that, "oppression of
blacksis prevalent i«j....- -

tory."°Okay...but why then

say, "tolerant and supportive

present-day whites have

nothing to do with this op-

pression, past or present?"

"tolerant?!" Secondly, If

"present-day whites" are not
to blame for current prob-
lems, then who Is? Could
you possibly be Implying that
we bring oppression upon
ourseIves?Thirdly, you argue
that I see "revenge" as neces-
sary for those, "heinous
events which took place be-
fore any of us (whitesl w™.
conveniently change foryou?

The problem with your

opinion Amy Palmer Is that

you assume toomany things.

I am not a Black supremlst.

Recently my wife and I had
the occasion to visit our son
during block break. This was
a process that proved to be
Informative, educational en-
lightening and a great deal of
fun.

Our experiences and con-
clusions were:

-Fraternity houses have not
changed - they are still every
mother's nightmare.
-Cowboys is not a tack

saddle shop.

-Prairie-Fire Is not a mid-
west farm movement.

-Jeff Voss. Tim Lambert,
Steve Suslow. Steve Fischer
cannot dance the two step.
-Beth Farnham. Lisa Seed.

Kerry McCune can.
-There Is not a shortage of

valid opinions on any given
subject at any given time by
any student.

-A parent Is a banker pro-
vided by nature.

-Do not speak to any stu-
dent for at least one hour
after finals - they are not of

this planet at that time.
-The teaching staff of CC is

top rate.

-The eight block program
versus the nine block Is un-
popular campus wide.
-Clothes do not have to be

washed or Ironed until worn
at least five times.
-There is a great French

restaurant in Old Colorado
City.

-The closest we ever come
to perfection Is when we write
our resumes.
-There are lessons of life

that we can leam from these
fine young men and women.
-That If the young men and

women we met are an indica-
tion - our country and this
world are in good hands.
We would like to thank all

the students we met for their
gracious and warm hospital-
ity.

Respectfully submitted.
James & Carol Lambert

hate whites. On the contrary.
I love dearly my oppressed
white brothers and sisters.
What I hate are confused,
rich, racist, ignorant, elite

lis to unite as, "one human

race, without regard to color."

while at the same time not

allowing us equal access to

the fruits of our slave labor.

without "regard to |myl color!"
Nor will we, a proud and
united people of color, stop
until we find our freedom
Untlltbe-.dovJ.x-i
do anything to get your free-

dom. Then you'll get It. It's

the only way you'll get It."

Well, white America -
1 want

my freedom - and I'm coming

by Marc Flore
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Photo Opinion

photos and opinions taken by Justine Crowle,
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SheaAnderson-«Too
many people

and too Utile wilderness.

Scott Zemin. Leigh McDonald and

®The origin of the universe and the

of toe cheese."
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Megan Bray - "I think students
should concern themselves with
issues that are not only pertinent
to this generation but those that
affect the whole of human exist-

ence."

Marissa Nordstrom - "Locally, the
mining controversy on Ute Pass
and development for recreational
purposes."

Justin Burks - "CC students should be

concerned with toxic waste more than any
other environmental issue because it has
the greatest potential for destroying the
ecosystems and contaminating ground
water."
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When you put it all together, it's terrific
7

„"!? MUSiCUm t0 Perf°nT1 /lfec/'aut **«w«* and/ltoresunday
tofFWrlfor
^ Erlka Williams
taff Writer

Machaut, Monteverdi,
nd More, Sunday's
ollegium Musicum pre-
intation is a "wonderful
pring concert," promises
rector Martha Booth. "We
jve such a talented group
musicians and singers."

le program, French and
ilian music of the 14th
id 16th centuries Is full

variety. "People might
I 'music of the 14th and
th centuries. How can
be variety?' But when
put it all together, it's

rtfic." said Prof. Booth.
Ilegium Musicum was
med by Prof. Michael
ice in order to give stu-
its the opportunity to
form Medieval, Renais-
ice. and early Baroque
sic. The vocal ensemble,
nail group of C. C. stal-

ls directed by Martha
" iklns Booth, performs
.acappellaand with instruments'". 'consfstsTf b7joffie7bVXTartS!

ST4T^ce
e

a»d
^-^ents.faculty.stair. playing "& fa^old

^^beTThTreTorrr ^^nisTuS-^S T&Jffi&fr "f
ensemble of heavenly musicenscmw^

so now are asklng

Collegium Musicum poised to perform

ensemble, playing period the recorder ensemble willln<!tTnmpntc nnnn in 4-n _r i_ _ ._, , ,

Photo courtesy Marti Booth

Although ten Renaissance
composers will be repre-

notice. Machaut's music
contains some of the earliest
examples polyphony com-
bined with traditional song
structures. Machaut. In the
middle ages, used the simple
forms of the Virelal, the
rondeau, and the ballade to
convey "both dramatic in-
tensity and great subtlety."
according to Richard Agee.
music professor and assist-
ing artist for Collegium
Musicum. As the Renais-
sance Age progressed, dense
polyphony and occasional
chromaticism became
marked In musical composi-
tions. Monteverdi, however,
simplified musical texture
In his madrigals. I

Cremonesl, a student mad-
rigal group directed by
sophomore Scott Bramwell,
will perform from the second
book of Monteverdi's madri-
gals

"All of the music in the
concert is upbeat and cheer-
ful. Even the music with sad
words Is cheerful." said

Doug Dawe

Ok. boys and girls, it is

ne to play the Catalyst

its section "WordAssocia-

\a Fun." Think hard. We
: looking for the name of

jmusi,cal group here.

imber one: Melbourne,

w York City, Colorado

rings. CoulditbeSlayer?

mber two: "...(a) mes-

tiizlng event." -LATimes,

some ofthe most engag-

J new music around.",

voluptuous" -Village

lice. 1 know, it must be

adonna. 1 mean, nobody

_ se gets called "volup-

1 ious",right?WRONG.you
*

idol!! Obviouslyyou have

1 tver heard the Colorado

lUege's own New Music

nsemble. Well, ifyou ask

, it is abouttimethatyou

Undergraduates
rol Anderson, Shahira

—Jnal, Jeff Kent, Brian

[cDougall.AdamMishaga.

:rik Richardson, Keri

hsthoi, Miles White. Dan

flencek. andgraduatelisa

•avenportmakeup the en-

emble, ledbyCC Professor

idComposerSteven Scott

nd Composer/Artist-In-

fesidence Vincent Plush.

"What makes the en-

onble unique from the

Seemingly) hundreds of

itherperforminggroups on

tampus?" you may ask.

Icture ten or so people

iding around a topless

id piano, pulling nylon

wire (fishing line, so Billy Joe

Bob will understand), and

rubbing sticks (rumored to be

of the popslcle variety) under

and on the strings to elicit the

beautifully haunting sounds

characteristic of a bowed pi-

ano. Picture that, andyou will

begin to getsome flavor forthe

New Music Ensemble.

Steven Scott started his

pioneering work with the

bowed piano in 1972 "to pro-

vide a form for contemporary

composers." Since then, he

hasbecomeknownworldwide

for his contemporary compo-

sitions, recordings, and radio

broadcasts of bowed piano

works. Steven's work has put

Colorado and Colorado Col-

lege on the "contemporary

music map."

Recently, Steven and the

New Music Ensemble have

collaborated with Australian

composer Vincent Plush on a

work called gkyFire., a piece

based on an Aboriginal myth

aboutthe creation ofthe stars.

SkvFlre is a new piece based

on ancient music. While be-

ing presented by one of the

newest and most original me-

diums of performance, the

musicisbased onthemusicof

the dldjeridu, an ancient Ab-

original instrument, some of

the oldest music known to

man. SkvFJre. Is a true perfor-

mance piece, in that it has the

performersclimbing, crawling

and acting, making it a beau-

tifully choreographed
work oi

art.

sented at the concert, the Booth. 1}™'^.*w»*v

Whites utt tartn now!1
.

So now you are asking

yourself. "Howcan I . a mere

college student, get achance

to hear this reputedly

heavenly music?" Ill tell

you. You have two options:

travel to Australia in Sep-

tember,wheretheensemble

will be touring, orbe at May

2nd's Thursday-at-11.

"Wait a minute, didyou say

Australia!?!" You bet your

Birkenstocks. The New

Music Ensemble toured

Australia in 1987 to the ac-

claim of critics and audi-

ences everywhere. It "be-

came sort of a cult thing",

says Vincent Plush. So,

they are returning to the

"excitement and anticipa-

tion" of the Australians in

September 1991forathree-

week, 5000 mile tour, fea-

turingSkvFIrebyPlush and

new works by Scott.

"Wait, you also said

something about a Thurs-

day-at-1 1(1 gave away my
ticket to Australia because

I didn't think I'd use It)."

Thursday-at-11, May 2nd,

Scott. Plush, and the en-

semble will be presenting

SkyFJre. for the Colorado

Collegecommunity. Ifthere

was ever a Thursday-at- 1

1

that you should blackmail

your professor to let you

out early for, this is it.

So go, attend, listen, ab-

sorb, enjoy!!! You willthank

me in the end (send all gifts

tome incare ofthe Catalyst

- cash only, please).

By Nathaniel Fels

Arts Editor

The World of Skin? No. It's

not some inane porno film

along the lines of "Behind the

Green Door" ... not that I'd

know anything about things

like that. The World ofSkin Is

a derivative band of Swans,

consisting ofMicheal Gira and

Jarboe. who have a new al-

bum out entitled Ten Songs

for Another World.

The best way to briefly ex-

plain the feeling ofthe album

is to look at the cover. On the

front is acute picture of three

dogs lazily lounging In the

middle of a field of grass.

Below them are... HeylWalta

minute, those aren't three

dogs. That's a three headed

dog and it doesn't look par-

ticularly happy either. O

course can you blame him/

her/It. As I was saying below

It the main picture, are four

busts- not that kind- of un-

clothed individuals covering

their faces. The apparently

normal, but on closer In-

spection quite bizarre, looks

of the cover are metaphors

for the music inside; beauti-

ful yet filledwith thick, lurid

undercurrents and touches

of insanity.

Though It isn't really a

Swans album, it does fit

comfortably Into the pro-

gression of Swans albums.

Only minute traces of the

grinding industrial hell that

dominated Filthand Greed

remains. Instead of ripping

intoyour brain and pounding

the isolation and depression

Into your entire being, Ten

Songs, in the tradition of The

Burning Worldand about half

of Children of Cod. is subtle.

All ofthe heartache .
loathing,

and desolation are sUU there,

only now they creep up on

you and ambush you un-
,

aware, sometimes bringing a

tear to your eye.

Glra's voice is the perfect

tool to express his litanies of

internal damnation. He

sounds like his voice is

coming from the bowels of

hell. Glra also produces this

album.plays "acoustic guitar,

keys, sound samples, tapes,

etc
" and wrote half of the

songs on the album.The man

Is Just amazing.

Jarboe Is equally amazing.

She Is a chanteuse that would

make Nlco proud. ActuaUy

she would probably cause

Nlco, may she rest In peace,

to sli down In awe and utter

something like "Holy shit! She

has an astounding voice!" in

addition to this, Jarboe plays

keys and pianos and wrote

three of the songs.

The album opens with

Jarboe breathlly counting to

ten and moves into Giras

dirge-like "Please Remember

Me" that ends with what

sounds like the soundtrack

to Hitchcock's The Birds."

Continued on page 18
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Prayer' -

what sounds like a C3
"Everything for Maria is a

truly exquisite Jarboe origi-

nal It is a compelling mas-

^lece.Jarboe displays the

Jadrangeofhervoc^ t^-

ter droning =*•"'""*''.
tv

,~
t

It also includes a chord that

could be thatwhen
you hear

it you know lfs Swans- that

/if you're familiar with

Swans'pastalbums And Us

another glinu.se^oGi^s

^^asnideattack(Sor
been-~~,^ --'
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cTudes versions
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front, wailing over the sub-
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Timmins' guitar proving
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the highway.
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will our memory be?

To add to the welrdness

future. (Hurray!!)

Whites Off Earth Sow"

Now let me clear this up.

One Act Drama Festival

The Bear by Anton
Chekov

The Potman Spoke Soth

by David Fulk

A Dopey Fairytale

by Michael Weller

May 2&4. 7:30pm

Sister Mary Ignatius

Explains It All

by Christopher Durangs
Mau .^ 7-aflnm Ma.f Fi *^r>T

Death of a Salesman

May 3-June 1

Frl-Sat at 8 pm
UCnS'sDwire Auditorium

The Rugrats

May 5, 7:30 pmby Christopher Durangs May 5. 7:30 pm
May 3,7:30pm,May 5. 3pm rhe Underground

Armstrong Theatre

Chili Today. Hot Tomate or

The Legacy of Cuervo Gold

April 26&27, 8 pm
Club House Restaurant

The Robert Cray Band with

The Memphis Horns
May 15, 7:30pm
Fiddler's Green

Kinetic Conveyance Ball

with the Legendary

4-Nlkators

April 27, 9:30 pm
Boulder Theater

Lannle Garrett's

rjim„. Class and Comedy

The Colorado College Tri

April 29. 8 pm
Packard Hall

Dance Workshop

Spring Concert

April 26&27, 8 pm
Cossitt Hall

Small Change
May 8. 7:30 pm
Fine Arts Center

April 30. 9 pm
Boulder Theater

Fitz of Depression

May 12

The Annex
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You Fill In the Pages!! And You Call the Shots!!

iiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTT
Have Fun!! - (Really)

dkctaCnatkVih!!

Get Rich!! - (Sort Of)

1 D I I I I I I I I I ITT

ourYou Can Set the Record o/Yc
Yearbook (or Create a "YearVitfeo

payfor it and will pay you to do
take on this project, call Peter
to us and tell us how you want

Call by April

Year at C.C -Just Edit the

"). Cutler Publications will

it! Ifyou have ideas or want to

Padilla atx7109 orx6675! Talk

youryear to look for all history!

26.
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Grandma Duck lives! Film is the mo 1

By Nathan Garrison Ah. Yes. Well , wm t „ , .

"'" IO U|^
| 1Q

Ladles and gentleman, I

regret to inform you of the
death of Grandma Duck.
This tragic event has oc-
turred at a most unfortu-
nate time; it's the end ofthe
(ear and we're all looking
brward to the summer,
ertainly we'd like our
houghts to be far from any
rlevous happenings.
But it's okay! Why? Be-

ause Grandma Duck is a
ctional character. Sure.
ou can still mourn if you
ant to. but it's really not
iat sad. You see. Ben
avidson. AlTwombley. and
were Huey, Dewey, and
uie and Esperanza was
maid and we were all sit-

ig around trying to think
a gift for Unca Scrooge.
Esperanza waddles over
Ben Davidson, who
sn't really paying atten-
n and was pissed at
peranza forsome reason,
d he says, "Maybe
indma Duck could knit
ca Scrooge some new
its." And Ben Davidson

'Well, as you know,
ndma Duck is dead."
, Esperanza jusjt went
i! He went flapping
od.^1—» —•'•"«
adma Duckl" And I

Dn't calm him down
enough to...

Ah. Yes. Well. I seem to
have strayed a bit. Let me
get to the point. There's a
new play in town. "Grandma
Duck is Dead" Is a comedy
by Larry Shue, the author
of "The Nerd." It's the story
of three young men about
to leave the nest of college
life and venture out into the

done in order to graduate
but Badge want to play.
When Esperanza shows up
Woody gives in and agrees
to some good natured hyp-
nosis. What follows is a wild
ride you won't soon forget.
The play takes place in the
mid to late sixties, so there
is an added element: the

better art form

real world. Woody and Bad
ger are two of the three
heroes; friends long enough
i9.a££"mnJate.~-»«„6—s~-

Anyway, It's the night be-

fore commencement and

Woody must get his paper

fear of being drafted after
leaving school. This feeling

By John Keilman
Staff Writer

Film is truly for everyone.
You are sarcastic? Oh, I

know. As movie ticket prices
climb every upwards, claim-
tag that film is the most
democratic art form seems a
bit foolish. Shelling out be-
tween $3.50 and $6 (even
more in major cities) for a
movie of unknown quality is

becoming a losing proposi-
tion damn near every time.
More of us are choosing the
economical route of either
waiting for it to come out at
"the dollars." or a bit longer
for the video release.

The rosy days of a Satur-
day afternoon at the movies
are long gone, and even the
summer movie series of my
elementary school days
seems ancient as I stand in
line at a multiplex. Maybe
it's Just me. Maybe age has
made me lose my sentimen-
tality about going to the
movies, or perhaps it's the
ever-present media attention

ferent. While prices for ma-
jor productions on Broad-
way and major regional the-
aters are astronomical,
smaller venues offer some-
times superior drama at a
more reasonable price. Still-
theater Is not as ideal as
film. Drama is a transitory
art, lasting for a month of so
and then disappearing. There
are not satisfactory records
of a dramatic event. Also
people living away from the
action are cheated. Not all of
us can get to New York to see
Miss Saigon, for instance,
and must rely on the report
of others to participate.
With film, however, the art

is saved forever. Those alive
during a movie's first release
can share Ideas with one who
saw It fifty years later on
video, and both parties can
be equally critical In its dis-
cussion. I can never under-
stand when a person lists,

for example, a list of the best
ballet dancers In history,
most ofwhom were long dead
before that nerxnn'c

Baylor Travel

Anywhere
in the

world for

only $3.00

u«-iun, Liiai DriHIITI o "in"—-

.«.,,.— thev used To? Nevertheless, criticism.

tire situation explodes at
th/future of art does lie on Intheory. clevis on is even

the end, everyone having fUm and lt ls stm n0 doubt more democratic nan lum.

purged themselves of all
the best form of mass enter- it's free, afltei"•*«

internal turmoil. talnment around. however, lt has HtUe merit.

As far as communal art is The free cost Is actually a

concerned there are music problem, since the produe-

perforTances. theater, and ers of a show depend on an

fto™elsttwo Pricemany
abstract rating.system rathe

, ,auv pe0pie out of partaking, es- than hard dolars. The re

Directed by Rick Bums v
,all when a blg star is sponse to pubU taste »

Featuring; Lnrerned. A rock concert, a therefore less sensitive than

In general, it's

show. So go see it

a good
'kay?

"Grandma Duck is Dead"

by Larry Shue

concerned A rock concert, a therefore less sensitive
:

than

»lnhonv or an opera have one might suspect And on a
Kpsturlnfi"

Nathan Garrison ^hony'or a'n'opera have one might suspect And on a

Robert Lipp Scostswhichmakeeven blunt level, no mtttrto.

DougDawe.allofCC the most bloated movie price bad movies.get we al know

Friday and Saturday,
l

seem a barga in .
Indeed, they're stlll_a hell of aWt

May 3 and 4, 8:00 p.m. at
classlcai muslc and opera

Poor Richard's are generally far out of reach

Presented by The The-
for y,,. less wealthy, a factor

atre. Inc. which may have something

Tickets $4, available at
todo with their unpopularity

Poor Richard's, or call
wlth younger people.

x7236 The theatre ls slightly dlf-

better thanTV. Film ls unique

in the cross-section ofpeople

who attend, and can bring

the high and low life together

like no other art form. Only

through the movies can any

notion of artistic democracy

be realized.

You can buy a large Coke

Study Social Sciences in London

Study Year Abroad, Postgraduate Diplomas.

One-Year Master's Degrees and Research

Opportunities in the Social Sciences.

"Your campus travel agency"

818 n. Tejon

incorporated

est.1969

Subjects include:-

Accoun.ing and Finance .Actuarial Science- Busmess

Studies • Economics • Econometrics • Economic

History • European Studies • Geography • Government

Health Planning - Housing - Industrial Relations
,

-

information Systems . International "<«°>^™™'°™'

Relations .Law Management .Operational Research'

Philosophy Logic & Scientific Method 'Population Studies

Poller. Regional . Urhan Planning -Sea Usepolicy-

Social Administration • Soaal Anthropology • Soda Plan

n,ng i
Developing Countries- Social Work . Sociology-

Social Psychology - Staustics » Mathemat.ca, Sconces-

". . . from my humble per-

spective [war] always seemed

like an old man's game, and I

can actually picture them

now, centuries, mllleniums

of paunchy old geezers,

bespangled in gold epaulets

and campaign ribbons and

medallions, down on their

callused knees, and, with

unspeakable urgency, per-

forming fellatio on the great

god of carnage. Mars, until

finally their Idol comes, fill-

ing their mouths with mix-

ture of blood, maggots, and

decaying brains- war jism is

what I call lt."

-John Nichols

American Blood
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At the brewery .
.

, , Ruster None of us really

beer.recognteedthepungrt
Bust ^ gay

nastlness of th s Canadian a ^ than N

swill immediately.
The three

.sfor losers. Felges

of us were mysttoed (passed ™
bly afford to buy

out) as connoisseur Van co ^
h ^tnaUthe money

was completely ro ten- Unexplained thatwe had atoto his ^
kinda like you' "gula'am

to let O'Keefe settle to the hesg ^ Lewis CJ
oerheerplusTahascosauc, ^ou.mou^t^ &

taste it had. After further ^^ ^ f(jr ^
ramblings of our brief guest

Jotousnextumewhe,

boozer, we were startle"
nows up with a glu

(awakened) by the hlsstog of Feig ^^^ ^
Nate's cat. Crusty, who had gun^ ^ ^^ ^ ^

nasty -orifice" comment.

the
"

Andy feeling cllcM

marked. "Too many Frogs to

rbteweryspoUsthebre-

Nate
_"$3.19aptotforthis/.

NOWAY! Feiges' mom tried

to charge that price In

Fayetville. Arkansas and Nate's <

By Andy Kane &

Jon Feiges

Staff Writers

dessert beer, a beer

Sake, ifyou will There

YSfa

Yet another controversial with

^

omeoutofthem

year at C.C. has come to t^
liked the burps^

"pass.
AmonganU-Greek-nd Pg^ert almost as good

pro-GreekeditorshlpsofThe
in ^ other way

Catalyst, arguments
sweUed — ^ pay^bucks

over sexism and
reverse dtt Anay ^ tna

^nation, and suddenly J
u
f«° |nr1v eave it "almost

tviue. ~-~ , ,ust received a nice swat in

even she got drummed out of jwt
f^ ^^pooch.

town. There's no way tne

aren't many like this one "SanBudweiser since it

and Andy, who is obsessed ^ M . six . At this

Wlth bodily orificeS
th

and go^^ van Luverv (co-

worker with Nate at Weber

Liquors) popped m at Nates

house for tag-team beer re

viewing. Tim, much edu

cated to the taste of shwag

OfS

/V\ A-

crimination,

papier-mache peruses were

a hot topic of conversation

and cheerful statements
like

"Dead Men Don't Rape ap-

agato. Andy gave i

^ Jason a 3.5. and Nate's

assessment fell somewhere

to
wrthen sprung for two

pearedoncampuswalkways. ch brew .

S if students didn't have bottles ^
enough to protest already FtechS

stuff comes ^t

ourcountryhadalitUeSaudi
Amber ^ ^

Arabianbeachpariy/lraq^
»W^^^ bottles

barbecue to decimate tne
dQes

forces of Saddam Hussein, t.w.

who curiously enough.looks

sort of like an older version

around about our favorite

beverage and making crude
remarks, generally toward
each other. So whether
you're taking a tough class

like Bowling for Beginners,

or an easy eighth block fa-

vorite like Inorganic Chem-
istry: The Sequel ("Just when
you thought it was safe to go
back Into the lab..."), relax

with this edition of the
"Freshly Sanitized Newspa-
per" and suck down a few.

This week brings us the

continued absence of Mon-
sieur Feiges who was visited

last Tuesday (the night we
usually write the article) by
Mr. Blotter, and ditched this

week in order to write a pa
per about some poor Rus-
sian sot for his nineteenth

centurynovella course'. This
pretty much insures that he
will be thoroughly dissed in

this column.
Nate Warren and Jason

Stein replaced Jon Feiges for

this week's session. We
opened up with Paulaner
Hefe-Weizen. Hefe-Weizen,
literally translated, means
"beer for dislodging number
two pencil from colon" or
"wheat beer", depending on
your translating skills. It

sells for $1.88 a single, a
good price if you want to sit

back and try a unique, fla-

vorful. It has a milky golden
color and that pretty much
goes for the taste, too. Hefe-
Weizen almost tastes like a

Overall, we liked the Bit
_

ter Jason especially liked

couple beers." As far as
stocky tasting bitters go, this

French brew doesn't have
much of a bite. The taste

bites on your tongue for a

polite "bon jour" and then
goes on its merry way, leav-

ing little to no aftertaste. It's

avery light and clean-tasting

bitter, but it's still a ltttle-

simpertng-French-monkey-
with-a-parasol bitter that's

cool to buy ifyou like paying
$3. 19 for a stogie pint. It's a
good beer, definitely worth
trying once, but there are

plenty ofbetter beers for the
dollar.

Andy—"3.5."

Jason—"3."

Nate—"2.75. When's Star

Search on? I wanna see

children's dance competi-
tion."

Jason—"Four year olds in

tights, house music, big
money. I'm sporting awoody
already.

Fischer d'Alsace Amber
proved to be a disappoint-

ment next to its clean-tast-

ing counterpart. The light

test showed no rich dark-

around-the-edges-glowing-

like-a-ray-of-light-in-a-

Caravaggio-painting color: it

looked like Keystone Light
with caramel dye in It. It's

like two beers somehow got
mixed up and they're both
bad. In fact, upon closer

observation the beer ap-
peared tohave sea monkeys
swimming to it. The taste

Hours SfiOam - intern

New York Times Availa™

&1 nn
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CC Cycling People score big In OklahomaCatalyst Staff To me other requlmiaits
.

hfe a„_ „ _

» ^^ I CI I IU I II Id
The Colorado College Cycling

People (CCCP) travelled to
Norman, Oklahoma this past
weekend to take part in the
89'er stage raoe. And after two
days and three stages ofracing,
Philip Tscherslch a CC sopho-
more, and Alison Dunlap, se-
nior women's team leader,
showedthattheyhadcomethere
towin because that'swhat they
did. Dunlap came away with a
stunning first place overall in
(he women's category, edging
out some of the best in the
businessincludlngpowerhouse
Ruthle Mathes who scored a
third place In this year's world
championship roadrace.

Tscherslch. racing as a cat-

gray four (the United States
lycltag Federation's beginning
acercategory) pulled out a bril-

ant last stage win which
lunched htm into first place
rerall.

The racingbegan earlySatur-

^mommgwltharolllrjg20km
12.4m) Individual ttme-trial. In
lis event the racers ride alone
ishingto coverthe distance In
ilittle time as possible. Tradi-
nalry dubbed the "race of
ith" the individual time trial

nands total concentration,
ability to_Dush a i-^ ?

—

shold

.

IScherslch answered all of

se demands with a strong

fewhichlandedhiminsecond

ice in general classification

c), 17 seconds behind the

j; leader. Eric Auten and

se Rippon, two other CCCP

to, also delivered excellent

les. with Auten winding up a

nute back and Rippon dose

hind.

To the other requirements of
time triallng can be added at-
tentive race marshals, as CC
sophomore Robert Neer can at-
test. Neer was misdirected on
the course and took a wrong
turn, costinghimvaluable time.
But undaunted by bad luck

and looming clouds, all four
CCCP men went on to the 53

his attempt. However, the in-
creased pace split the 90 strong
field andwhen the lead group of
25cametotheflnishline,Rippon
sprinted for fifth, followed by
Neer in tenth. Tscherslch, obvi-
ously burnt from his extraordi-

narymomingeffort, rode astrong
race but faded in the sprint.

Sincehe finished with the same

rolled off the front of the pack
and kept on going.

The race leader didnt react
and neither did many of his
teammates. Untilheheard that
Tscherslch was 17 seconds
ahead of the chase group he
seemedhappytositinand enjoy
the show. Then it was 19 sec-
onds. The pace picked upjnthp

^s.rir„s^^^
mile road race that afternoon,
ready to launch Auten or
Tscherslch into the overall lead.
The rolling hills of Nnrmar.

to be made. The lethargic pack

mosled overthe rises forthe first

few miles, so slow In fact that It

was caught by theJuniors (rac-

ers 18 and under) who started

after it As thejunior pack and

themen's category fourmerged

again there was a crash at the

front ofthe field which sparked

Rippon into action.

"I yelled let's go- hammer-'

butnoonewent," saidRipponof

pack as the winner, he was
awarded the same time, and
thus therewasnochangelng.c.

about 24'miles and fought In

vain to catch the leaders.

So it seemed pretty well

wrapped up. And second place

isnothlngtowavea waterbottle

at The final stage was a 30

minute flat-as-a-pancake

criterium around downtown

Norman. Tscherslch was 17

seconds behind andnot much

was expected to happen. But

tenlapslntotherace.Tscherslch

chasing field, but a single rider
rode through the comersmuch

the road. First place belonged

securely to Philip Tscherslch.

"I didn't plan to go off the

front." he admitted. "When

Rob [Neeri told me it was a

breakawaycoursebecause ofall

the comers, I was wondering if

maybe I should hammer and

drop the guy In first- but no, I

dldntplantogooffthefront.The

only reason I wasnt caught was

because no one organized a

chase."

CCCP men's team leader Pe-
terBeland, a categorytwo racer,
faced a powerful professional
field, including the top Ameri-
can team of Coor's Light But
rotten luck struckanotherblow
whenBelandwasforced towith-
draw with knee problems. "I

think I have tendonitis In my
knee,"he admitted altertherace.
"I could have keptup withthem.
I felt really strong, but when I

stood up to close a gap, myknee
went"

Dunlap's superior perfor-
mance in the morning's TT set
her into third place for the
womens' road race. "1 couldn't
believe I beat Ruthle [Mathes] In
the TT." she exclaimed of her
ride.

The road racewas uneventful,
and Dunlap's top-Qlteen finish
did not alter the g.c.

But those who have accused
women racers of being non
aggressive and racing a timid,
boring brand of race would
changethelrtunealterSunday's

criterium stage. Dunlap started
the fires with a tremendous
bridge effort with Mathes to two
women who had broken away
earlier. Once th«r>..«~— .-. .

and holding off the determined

chase group. One second sepa-

rated the two on general classi-

fication as they rounded the fi-

nal comer. At the finish line,

Dunlap dug In andcame across

the line two bike lengths In the

black and solidified her overall

victory.

The CCCP travels to Boulder

this weekend for their second

collegiate competition.

iaseball falls short in

iown to the wire games
r Adam McVeigh
aff Writer

Last Sunday afternoon

is Just another day in the

ird life of the Colorado

allege baseballteam. Early

i the day, the team had

rapped a 4-2 decision to

enver University behind

se Vlerling's strong pltch-

ig effort, and then dropped

e second one, 7-5, on a

mgh series of bad hops.

Let me recap: our Tigers

ere leading 5-3 with an

inlng to play. All our guy

lithe hill, Mike Roark, had

i do was shut down the 8.

and 1 hitters, and the

fctory would be his. He

an the Inning by strik-

j out the first two hitters

- faced. The leadoff hitter

)r Denver then stepped to

he plate. The Pioneer lined

ie Roark delivery to center

field. Center fielder Kevin

Drescher, "the surest hands

on the team," blew the

catch. E-8. Shaken, Roark

allowed the next two guys

to single. With the score 5-

4 Tiger coach Steve Mandel

pulled Mike Roark and

brought on sophomore Dave

Solomon In relief. Solomon

worked the 4 hitter to a 3

balls - 1 strike count before

giving it up for a home run.

Final score: 7-5 Pioneers.

The two losses to Denver

University dropped the Ti-

gers to a record of 8 wins

against 14 losses.

The season has been a

tough one, with scenes like

the one described above be-

ing played over and over

again. The Tigers seem to

be majoring In one run.

heartbreak, down-to-the-

wire losses. In fact. CC has

lost 6 of its 22 games, nearly

30%, by one run. Still, for

the most part the team re-

mains optimistic, confident

that had a few breaks gone

their way, they would cur-

rently be standing with at

least a .500 record.

One senior thinks he's

saved hlsbest performances

for last. "I've never caught

better in my life," says se-

nior catcher Joe McBreen.

"I'm not hitting as well as 1

can. so I'm happy I can

anchor the team defen-

sively." He also praised the

team, saying. "I am really

pleased with our first years,

coming in and performing

as they have."

On Thursday afternoon,

the Tigers play Metro St. in

a doubleheader. The men

face BYU onTuesday at Sky

Sox Stadium, and wrap up

the season Wednesday at

the Air Force Academy^

photo dm Tyler Stevens

tmirnament.
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Sport, Dep^tme* ^^^ ^
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a. th» CC men1

. «** """
?
C
!!^ndta«ttaK»a»»Pelfor

'

rflcompetWon. i»™''
"

^^

=sfc§§§
(iWlB*)- Coach ^*^^ttin«a»»3Pere°nalW

Speare - 2:05
-* Iniroldrtad - U.4

100 meters: Scott H*"™"", _ -, 8
aOOnKten: Scott IngroMatad^^ _s2.4: ZachDrenMn-

. 62; Matt Fahitoget - 62.8, Jamea

337.9

S5£E.«~35r~'
MMk8w~t4

BOO mete* PatJudge -1638

Other mghUghta

200 meters Zach
Drennan - 23.8
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Sports

^uture^kTteam raises

concern among(i^Bg
By Sarah Murphy

tt has come to the attention
It has come w "«-----

„r the CC community that

t^aposs^ofthe
Varsity SKI Tea- being

years. Even those who have

Uttte background in racing

agree that they have greatiy

^proved their skills thanks

Regional Championships fo

two years running makes u;

proud of our achievements

We also believe that as ou

success lsrelatlverynew.thei

is room for improvement. A

_L . r*~oA Varsirv tMr

April 26

T3

Men's L
Apr. 27

Baseball

Apr. 30

Mayl i

-risap^b^ofthe -STaP^orCoJorado ^*S£SES^
Varsity Ski Team being *

raany peopletake
into *e °^us ,

we feellikeafan

popped to club sta^s o of ^eraUon that CC*» £ c^P
thls prlde extends

,

being dropped «^g an environment condudveta ^ s ^nts. The tea

Rumors have been liyi B
,oymgthe sport. CC attracts

received posit*

around campus that a tad
P
eop^orr^ttedtomeiraca- ^^Sromoutsutesou^

decision has been made and P^
wh0 seek close vldn- ^atwerepresenttruete

^eX.Apry^-^ our^andouraccomp^ ** ^ me attota

Athletic Director Max Taylor ^ toow that many ™
taow that the p,

led to an airing of*e Atrueuc ^ community are tra
not 0]^

Board's reasons forcing ^P
toterested Inourprogress g^a^mbers.buttol

the status ofthe program
and ^ to year. The recre- ™^un^raswdi.Ourp (

tedtousftatUiefin^e
f™^ sVders and even the commu jy ^^

Track an
Apr. 27 ]

May 4 j

May 10 i

^fountain Chalef

Downtown by Acacia Park
633-0732 226N.Tejon

CC's Outdoor Connection

C

hel

from year io y<w.

ZoZ skiers and even the

non-skiers are proud to be

^resented by our program-

"we believe our determin^

uon and commitment to the

£arn is evident in our con-

tinuing Participation and in

the successes we have re

cordedoverthepasttwoyears^

After the 1988 season, the

program underwent
some re-

!tru^ring__changes which

the team ">""""•-— Q^5T
community as well. Our p( CU91
tlve image away from cami

creates support for the sch
j Janet O

and generates interest In:

dents wishing to attend ( fedCastar

We are wholeheartedly di ^grstofj

cated to the continued s ^g^^,
cess ofthe program,

andh
|FunRun

tunltles and options lor i

vear If anyone is inters !

the even

nr has any questions pi edflrstovt^S.^*. x76C 18:44. In

Choose From:

Christian Bros. Koho
Canadien Titan

Sher-Wood Kitchener

Receive 30% off on all Skates In Stock
choose From: CCM, Bauer, Cooper II^HC /

Receive 30% off on all Accessories
SKI SEASON ISN'T OVER YET Helmets, Jerseys, Sox, Pants,

GET 25% OFF Shoulder Pads, Ankle Supports,

ON ALL SKI CLOTHING
Elhow R"arHs filra'BS

'

Bn n"a"

(EXCLUDING SALE ITEMS)

Shoulder Pads, Ankle Supports,

Elbow Guards, Gloves, Leg Guards

and Mouthpieces.

ROLLER BLADES
THE NEWEST CFIAZE

10% OFF

ALLLEATHER FANNY PACKS

$20 VALUE - YOUR COST $1 0.99

Wo,hts Wane

Wcome Part)

rtsrtalnmerrt

FREE sailing

fc-Ed Beach'

h-lsland tour

wewell Party

bund trip mo

n resort taxel

20%OFFALL SHOES IN STOCK
CHOOSE FROM:

Reebok SIS adidas= KongoROCX

MB PATRICK*

Cancu

$46<

nights at on
iiort proper!

bund trip all

Velcome coc

REE Discoui

h-laland tou

5% r«sort ta

SPACE
BOC

To sign

infon
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en's Lacrosse

>r. 27 Colorado State Univ

n You

seball

>r. 30 Brigham Young University Home
iyl Air Force Academy AFA

ick and Field (Men's and Women's)
r. 27 Macalester Invitational St. Paul MN
y4 Air Force Academy Cup 'afa
y 10 AFA Twilight Inivitational AFA

1 Director rules

e field in 5K race

st Wednesday
net O'Brien

C&staneda led sixteen
rs to the finish line In
:sday's 5K Intramu-
i Run. Not onlydid he
abulous Job organlz-

e event, he also fln-

Irst overallwitha time
44. In the women's
age division. MegStiff
n first with a time of

followed by Nickl

Uer and Georgi

lowHtpricM. *

rth Padre Island

•S199.00p£p--
bGkkttrc ^^^

ha Island Lodging ^^
am* Party with refreshments,

talnmant and contests

EE sailing session

d Beach Volleyball tournament

land tour directors

well Party - with all the best

id trip motor coach available

sort taxes . at> g^. |

Pantely (who tied for fifth

place). Timothy Harrington
won first place in the men's
18-25 division. Second place
went to Joseph Seelyel who
was followed by Gus
Janeway and Brian Den-
nis. Tom Cashell
singlehandedlywon the 26-
35 division. Tom Larcher
camein second toTed in the
36-50 division. All winners
received T-shirts for their

Edwards, Kevin Connors

(race director), Jim
Marshall, DaveSantos, and

KlrkMltze.

The intramural depart-

ment would also like to

thank the participants. Ev-

eryone did a super Jobl

National Sportsline

.

copyright 199I, USATODAY/Apple College Information Network
NORTH STARS, OILERS WIN-

Conference final. The North Stars haveTs, ^.\°K
ne

.
VlCt0ry °f * Cmpbell

Edmonton .owned Los^^^^\tit^S^ST^^
FINLEY IMPROVES TO 4-0-

O^^^TZ2^olT^TPVeAtte S"tUe»— Wednesday,
in a 9-5 victory. In otherl^^sw^T^T*''* wlnnln« "««k at eight

PIRATES WIN FIFTH STRAIGHT-

^eJ^^r^rSs^dgldrMon^\Te °f thC—«-**-
secutlve victory. In other SlZ^^JSSS^" 21 for the,r ««» <=<"-

Philadelphla 3; Chicago 1. s,C, 0^o™?„„ , £ Sf D'eg° 1; New York 7 -

Atlanta 4.
8 °' Houst°» I. Cincinnati O; Los Angeles 8,

BECKER, IVANISEVIC ADVANCE-

7). 6-3, 6-3. Goran Ivantoevte ofY,?J™,^T J&Vi" Sanch« of Spain, 6-7 (3-

Edberg lost to Magnus Lareson 5-7, 6-3. 7-6 (7-3" ''
'

A,8°' Stefan

UNLV TO ADMIT VIOLATIONS-

com^lettlh^^^^
Brad Brooke said Wednesdav He" wo.,M nJ

ba8k<*ba" P»g«u». UNLV legal counsel

and Lloyd Daniels.
setting up tutoring for recruits BarryYoung

FOREMAN WANTS REMATCH:

ttSS^-^-'8*' ""* """ Clm COnTlne"^"H**^-^—-

~

ESCAPE CLAUSE IN QUESTION:

Raahlb -Rocket" Ismail's four-year deal with the CFL's Toronto Argosand owner

Bruce McNall has "no clause that I knowof" allowing a buyout or penalty-free escape.S general manager Mike McCarthy said Wednesday. Ismail said Wednesday he

had™ "g«Uemansagreement" with McNall to leave "If anything were to come up

that would be In my best Interest."

ancun, Mexico

., $469.00rasr

)hts at one of Concur.'s finest

rt propsrties

nd trip air/hotel transfers

come cocktail

E Discount Fun Book

Island tour directors

. resort taxes/U.S. dept. tax

*v

PIZZA

5PACE LIMITEDI

BOOK NOW1
To sign up or for more ^

Information, call:

COUNCIL TRAVEL
113SIMiSrnct{(nthchin)

Boulder. CO B0302

303-M7-8&S2

WE DELIVER
;| "two medium PIZZAS 1

, Cheese & 2-items + 1 CM. Pop
|

$ Q.99 I

' LOWES (PIZZA 1990 Expires 5/10/91

! TWO SMALL PIZZAS

• Cheese &1 -Item + 1 Quart Pop

$7-49
a Plctajp or Delivery

' LOWES ¥'ZZH 1990 Expires 5/10/91

635-5565
FOUR LARGE PIZZAS

With Cheese & One Item

$ -1 Q .95

Pekup or Delivery

Mta or Maldil Double Cheese EicUjded

! LOWES PlZZa 1990 Expires 5/10/91^

Try One of Our

Flavored Pizza Crusts!

(At No Extra Charge)

•Original -Sesame Seed

• Buttered
* P°PPy Seed

• Buttered Cheese * Garlic

Coupons must be presented at rime

of purchase.

Teabag

wins disc
By Janet O'Brien

As an RA, I thought that I

had become accustomed to

frtsbees flying at high speed

past my head. However. 1 was

unprepared for the Intense

passing which occurred dur-

ing the championship intra-

mural ultimate frlsbee game.

The game took place In

ArmstrongQuad. Wednesday.

April 24th between Beer and

Tea Bag. Beer was composed

mostly of the CC Club ulti-

mate team and thus, several

spectators were amazed when

Tea Bag started to win It was

an absolutely amazing game

to watch due to the precise

movements, and speed of the

players. After a five minute

overtime. Tea Bag won 14-12.

Mike Seybold said that "by far

it was the best ultimate frtsbee

game this year."

The intramural department

would like to thankTtmHebert

andJames Rankin for referee-

lng Wednesday's game.
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Classifieds
-5 Bedroom Condo. 911 N.

Wahsatch, willing to rent out

to individuals or groups.

$200-$225/month. Please

contact Shana at x7538.

-Attention: Junior and se-

nior females. Wanted: full-

time cookfor a summerguest

ranch in the heart of the

beautiful San Juans (June -

August). For more info call

-Must sell: Twin size futon

8" cotton fill, with beautiful

mahogany frame. Good con-

dition, greatinvestment.
W/o

or best offer. Call 578-8377.

leave message.

-Student help neededl First

years, sophomores. Juniors
-

J you plan to he here May 12

and 13. you can join in the

seniors' big weekend. Stu-

dents are needed to help

sher at Baccalaureate and/

or Commencement.
Sign up

attheI*galOmce,Itoom204.

Armstrong Hall. orcallx670O

by Monday, May 6. You can

sign up for one or both days.

Thanks.
-$30,000 Truman Scholar-

ship- are you planning on

graduate education to pre-

pare yourself for a public

service career?Doyou already

haveastrongrecord of public

and community service (in-

ternship at a government

agency, electoral work, envi-

„„*-,l ooUirtom e±o21 Ho

the top third of your class?

Truman scholarships offer

$3000 for your senior year In

college and up to $27,000 for

graduate studies. First or

secondyearstudentsmayget

more Information from Pro-

fessor Andy Dunham, 32

aimer. x6587 or 471-0502.

Currentsecondyearstduents

may pick up application

procedures from me now.

"ror Rent: Large six bed-

roomhouses.$1000/month.

Please call Kent 633-2469.

-Apartment for summer

rent 1101 N.Weber, #2. one

block from campus,
call Bob

or Chris. 632-2080.

-Found: Silver bracelet at Fiji

house last block. Call 635-

0709 to identify.

-Washington, D.C. Apart

ment for rent. 7 miles from

downtown. 2 bedroom with

loft Furnished, availableMay

15. Call Ryan Wallack, 703-

379-1924.

-Need a reliable house sit-

ter? Will do house sitting for

the summer months. Call

Kara 389-7174. References

available.

-Summer jobs. Girl Scout

camp: kitchen, counselors,

and riding instructors. Mini-

mum ages 16 and 18. Call

597-8603.
-Unfurnished house* two

blocks from CC. 3-4 bed-

rooms. $675 plus utilities.

471-0103 or 596-4016.

for disabled children and

adults hiring counselor/at-

tendants for male cabins.

RockyMountainVillage.
303-

569-2333.

-CC professor needs pet/

house sitter. May 22 - June

27 small stipend. References

or resume required. Prefer

non-smoker. Call 520-0163

for appointment.
,

-For Rent: A large private

roomwith house share.$185.

Utilities and phone included.

TwoblockstoCC. Smoke free,

pet free. 633-0093.

-Applications for summer

on-campus jobs are avail-

able in the Financial Aid Of-

fice The Physical Plant will

hire approximately 30 full-

time workers on the grounds

and paint crews. In addition,

there are other on-campus

lob opportunities, both full-

time and part-time, to the

library and in some depart-

ments. The Financial Aid

Office will maintain a list ot

openings. Preferenceforpart-

ume jobs will be given to

summer session students,

and preference for full-time

will be given to students re-

turning in the fall.

-Glacier Park. Montana.

College students from
across

the country are being sought

for summerjobs at one ofthe

nation's most spectacular

national parks. For details

onjobs and salaries call Gla-

Inc.
1210GreyhoundTower,

Phoenix, Ariz., 85077.

-Summer house-sitter, re-

sponsible, reliable CC senior

will care for pets, plants

vard. mail and security. Ref-

erences available. Call Car-

rie at X7880.

AnnonPrameuts
-Senior/parent d»nn"
dance. Sunday May 12. Z

bands. Broadmoor Hotel,

dance only tickets can be

purchased at door for $10.

-Classical Guitar mini-con-

cert featuring guitar works

of David Honlg
performed by

the composer. Tuesday
April

30 8- 15 pm in Packard Hall.

-Stuart KUpper will present

a talk Thursday at 11:30 in

Cobum Gallery about his

photo exhibit and travels.

Student composition con-

cert. May 3, 12:15 pm in

Packard Hall.

-Student recital. May 3. 4

pm in Packard. Piano - An-

dreaHullandJulieUrquhart.

-Senior recital. May 3. 8pm

in Packard. Alison Dunlap,

flute.

-The distinguished south-

western poet. Walter

McDonald, will give a read-

ing from his works this Fri-

day evening. April 26. in

Bemis lounge, at 8. Satur-

day morning Mr. McDonald

will conduct a poetry work-

shop in the English Lounge.

Armstrong 245, at 10 am.

-Manltou Springs, CO. The

alliance of Professional Ait

ists Association is accepting

entries for its annual regional

outdoorjuried sculpture ex-

hibition. Sculpture i„

Manltou, July 12. 13, 14

1991. Fee of$20. Each artist

must submit slides ofat leas)

2 and no more than 6 differ.

ent works. Cash award,

given. Slide deadline May
1

For Prospectus, contac

Darpino. APAA. 513Manltoi

Ave.. Manltou Springs. C(

80829.719-685-1861.

-The Body Image Suppoi

Network is looking f<j

women (FY-JR) who are n

terested in facilitating sup

port groups for 91-92 schoi

year. The groups are conf

dential and open to all wome

oncampuswho struggle wit

self-esteem and body imag

For an application or info

mation please conta

Rosemerry Wahtola 47!

8809 or Kimber Felton.

Headlines
-Fulbrlght applications

and information for 199

93 are available fro

Armin Wishard (AH 344)

the secretary's off!

(AH 341). The deadlt

for applying is October

1991.

-Poetry West contes

Deadline is May 1. 198

Contact for furth

info Lois Hayna. (719159

We Need Your Help!t

Our Glass

Recyclables must be

kept more clean!

Please ...

REMOVE plastic and metal caps

AND rings from

your bottles

DISCARD plastic and paper 6 pack or case containers

DUMP excess liquid or other materials from inside

The Colorado College

RECYCLES

78^,301 A
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